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Our purpose is to determine whether hnprovements need to be
made in the manner Federal funds ore administered. I myself be-
lieve that. even if the evidence shows that some improvements are
necessary. we must not be deterred from seeking to expand voca-
tional education so that all our youths and adults have the oppor-
tunity to receive sound job training.

'Text cif H.R. 19 follows :1

19. Glib Cong.. 1/4 Se-,.l -

A DILL To amend the Vocational Education .let of Mil

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited ns the "Vocational
Education Amendments of 1975".

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR BASIC GRANTS

Six. 2. Section 102(a) of the Vocational Eduction Act of 1903 is amended
by striking the first sentence and by inserting ft lieu thereof the following:
"There are authorized to be appropriated $1,000,0150,000 for fiscal year 1970 and
each succeeding fiscal year for the purpose of parts B and C of this title.".

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

SEC. 3. Section 102(b) of such Act is amended by striking the first sentence
and by inserting in lieu thereof the following: "There are also nuthorized to be
nppropriated 5100.000,000 for each fiscal year ending prior to July 1, 1982. for
the purposes of section 122(a) (4) (A).".

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL. ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SEC. .1. Section 104(a) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out "five" and
inserting in lieu thereof "twelve".

EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

SEC. 5. Section 142(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "five" and in-
serting In lieu thereof "twelve".

RESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS

Sse. 6. (a) Section 1511(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "1975"
and inserting in lieu thereof "1982".

(b) Section 152(a) (1) of such Act is mended by striking out "1975" and
inserting in lien thereof "1982".

(c) Section 153(d) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "four" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "eleven".

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

SEC. 7. ( n1 Section 161(a) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out "1975"
and inserting in lieu thereof "1982".

0)) Section 101(e) of such .'et is amended by striking out "five" and insert-
ing in lien thereof "twelve".

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION PROGRAMS

/ Set, 8. Section 172(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "1975" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "1083".

WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

SFr. 6. Section 181(a ) of such Act is amended by striking out "1975" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "19S2".

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

SEC. 10. Section 191(11) of such Act is amended by striking out "1975" and in-
serting In lieu thereof "1982".

Cti
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PEI:RIV,. Our first witness is from the General Account-
ing Office. Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director, Manpower and Welfare
Division. Please identify yourself and your associates, Mr. Ahart.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY 7. AHART, DIRECTOR, MANPOWER AND
WELFARE DIVISION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE;
ACCOMPANIED BY MORTON E. HENIG AND HAROLD L. STUGART,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS, MANPOWER AND WELFARE DIVISION;
ANV DR. ROSEMARY G. MYLECRAINE, AUDIT MANAGER, MAN-
POWER AND WELFARE DIVISION

Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Gregory Ahart, Director of the Manpower and Wel-

fare Division of GAO. On my immediate right is Mr. Morton
Ifenig, Associate Director of that Division, Mr. Harold Stugart,
also Associate Director, and on my left is Rosemary Mylecraine, an
Audit Nfanager within the Manpower and Welfare Division.

Chairmmum-PnnkiNs. All right, we are most interested in your
testimony. Go might ahead.

Mr. A um:T. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
We are pleased to have this opportunity to comment on imple-

mentation of the Vocational Education Act. The results of our
evaluation of this program are contained in our report to time Con-
gress entitled, "Whatt-Is the Role of Federal Assistance for Voca-
tional Educat ion?"

We have a prepared statement which covers the highlights of
ciu report. In the interest of time, I would like to summarize the
statement, and offer the full statement and the report for the record.

('fame documents referred to follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GREGORY J. ATIART. DIRECTOR, MANPOWER AND WELFARE
DIVISION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: We are pleased to have this
opportunity to comment on implementation of the Vocational Education Act.
The resints of our evaluation of this program are dont:tined in our report to the
Congress entitled "What is the Role of Federal Ithistance for Vocational Edu-
cation:" (MWD--75-31. dated December 31. 197 0. In the interests of time. I
wish to present high-lights of our report and offer the full report for the record.

The purpose of the Vocational Education Act is to insure that, ultimately.
"persons of all ages in all communities will have ready access to vocational
training or retraining which is of high quality. lel] is realistic in the light of
actual or anticipaed opportunities for gainful em loyment, and which is suited
to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such training." This pro-
gram. authorized in 1003 and amended in 19GS. is administered by the Office of
Education of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Federal funds totaling about $3 billion have been spent in the last decade for
pogram.: under this act, beginning with $55 million in Ibcal year 1914 and rising
to $.1S2 million In fiscal year 1973: Part B of the net, which accounts for SO

percent of total program expenditures. authorizes grants to States that they can
use to provide vocational education for perspns of high school age and above.
Our review focused primarily on programs supported under part B.

To evaluate the vocational education program as it relates to the expenditure
of Federal funds. we reviewed ImplimentatIon of the program at national. re-
gional. State. and local levels. In the context of our national survey we con-
centrated our detailed review on programs in seven StatesCalifornia, Ken-
tucky, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washingtonwhich together
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spent $116 million in fiscal year 1973, or 30 percent of the total $182 million of
all Federal funds spent for the program that year.

Our study Songht answers to the following questions :
1. What role does the Federal dollar play?
2. How is vocational educatlo I planned?
1 How are Federal vocationel funds distributed?
4. How are training resource. used?
5. Is Draining related to emp.oyment?

1. WHAT ROC. DoLS Tar, 1434 RAI. 'mu AR mm,

The act's stated purpose and the particular assurances it requires indicate
that the Congress intended Federal dollars to be used to; Encourage State and
local governments to increase their funding; meet changing national needs for
skilled manpower; increase enrollments in vocv onal programs: and provide
more training options for individuals -- particularly persons with special needs.

Howevor. the act also permits States to use Federal funds to maintain exist-
ing vocational programs.

Office of Education statistics show that in the decade since enactment of the
act, State and local support for vocational education has increased, the number
of persons enrolled in vocational education has grown. and vocational oppor-
tunities for the disadvantaged and handicapped have been expanded. Office of
Education officials, State directors of vocational education, and the National
AdviSod Council on oentional Education told GAO they attribute this progress
in large part to Federal assistance provided under the act.

Based on our review, however. it appears that Federal funds have not nee-
essarily been used primarily to initiate new program options and extend oppor-
tunities. but in many instances have been used to maintain existing activities
year after year.

Although in most States We visited the major portion of Federal lISSiStallee
was directed to the local level, large amounts of Federal funds had been re-
tained at the State level. Much of the money retained at the State level was
used to support administrative type activities.

For example, as much as 22 percent of part It funds had been retained at the
State level rather than being distributed for direct support of vocational pro-
grams at the local level.

In contrast to legislative provisions; for other Federal education programs,
which generally limit the amount which can be used by the State for adminis-
trative pnrposes to 5 percent or less, this net does not stipulate any such limi-
tation. Data reported by the Office of Education indicate that nationwide $63
million. or 10 percent of Federal funds, were spent in fiscal year 1973 for ad-
ministrative type. activities. OE reports do not show whether these expenditures
were made at the State level or at the local level. So that more Federal funds
can be made available for direct services to program participants at the local
level, we recommended in our report that the Congress consider settingra limit
on the amount of Federal funds that can be retained at the State level, as pro-
vided in other Federal education legislation.

Although State and local governments have !itemised their funding for voca-
tional programs. maintaining a nationwide average since 1970 of about live dol-
lars for every Federal dollar, in 17 States the ratio of State and local support
to Federal support declined between fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1973, ac-
cording to °Mee of Education statistics.

Although expanded vocational opportunities have been made available for the
disadvantaged and handicapped. persons with special needs have not been given
as high a priority with State and local support as with Federal support. Office
of Education statistics show that the nationwide ratio of State and local fund
ing to Federal funding for all part It programs in fiscal yeltr 1973 was $5,93 to
$1.00. Yet the ratio for programs serving the disadvantaged was only $2.19 to
$1.00 and for the handicapped only $1.10 to $1.00. According to Office of Edu-
cation statistics:

In fiscal year 1973, 23 States spent fewer State and local dollors for every
Federal dollar for the disadvantaged than they had in fiscal year 1970: for the
handicapped this happened in 19 States.

Some States, over a three-year period, have spent no State or local funds for
the disadvantaged or handicapped.

In some States. State and local funding has been withdrawn as Federal fund-
ing has increased. For example. one State's ratio of State and loyal funds to
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Federal funds for part B handicapped programs declined from $3.36 in fiscal
year 1070 to $.34 in livid year 1973.

We recommended that, If the Congress believes these two groups should re.
celve priority attention in the utilization of Federal funds, it should consider
adopting one or several options with regard to providing programs and services
for the disadvantaged and handicapped.

Although participation In vocational programs has grown last decade.
Increased funding has not. necessarily resulted In proportionately increased en-
roliment. Office of Education statistics show the following :

The number of students enrolled has increased 163 percent, from 4.6 million
in tiscal year 1964 to 12.1 million In fiscal year 1973. During the same period.
total Federal vocational expenditures rose 776 percent, or 532 percent In 1961
tiolla rs.

The relationship between expenditure and enrollment growth has varied among
States. For instance. in one State we visited the Federal expenditure Increased
1.15$ percent between fiscal years 11)&1 and 1973. or S29 percent in 1064 dolThrs.
Enrollment increased 61 percent during this same period.

The proportion of disadvantaged and handicapped enrollment declined rela-
tive to total enrollment from fiscal year 1071 to fiscal year 1973. During the
same period the Federal portion of expenditures for disadvantaged and handi-
capped increased relative to total expenditure growth.

We did not do a comprehensive analysis to determine the reasons for the
disparity between funding increases and enrollment growth. Factors cited by
State directors of vocational education as contributing to the disparity included
Inereased program costs aml Use of new funds to improve program quality,
which would not necessarily result in increased enrollments.

With regard to the Office of Education's implementation of the program. Office
of Education offieials told us there is little analysis of the way States use
Federal funds, andlhat the ()Wive of Education does not know what the impact
of Federal vocational funding actually has been.

The office of Education has not determined what strategies %%fluid produce the
desired result of ;maxiizing effectiveness of Federal funds, and lacking this
information cannot provide adequate guidance to States. We concluded that.
since the (6111e of Education has not held States accountable for performance
against criteria which emphasize the role of Federal funds as defined in the
legislation. the Office of Education cannot insure that the Intent of Congress will
be met as to where and how funds should be targeted.

The heavy emphasis which States have placed on maintaining existing pro-
grams has hindered developing new initiatives which we believe the Congress
also Intended. iiithough Office of Education officials and State directors of voca-
tional education have stressed that maintenance of 'Ongoing programs Is an ac-
ceptable use of Federal funds. We recommended that the Congress consider limit-
ing the amount of Federal funds that can be used to maintain existing activities,
lo requiring that Federal funds be used primarily to diwelop and improve pro-
grams and extend vocational opportunities.

Our reeommendations to the Secretary of rIEW addressed the Depart Ment's
role in providing leadership concerning the use of Federal funds to insure that

the 11 ,1tie rule hit ended by congress. IIEW only partially con-
earnd with this reeinumel..1th:., sun .ng that it disagreed with our liderpre-
tat I'm of the purpose of the law,

Ilt AV It: Vol' vrioNm, tore %-rois %\ \W

Aehieveinent of the act's objectives depends, to 11 large extent, on is,vstiontie,
coordinated. and comprehensive 'daunting at national, State. and local levels for
the delivery of vocational edneation. Priivisions of the Ideation Amendments of
1972 I !Midi( Law 93 31s) reiterated congressional is went that Federal Nods
act 118 leverage to bring about smelt pi:liming. our re ew indleated that :

Plans at State and local levels are prepared primarily to comply with Federal
requirements. and are not used to provide direction to programs or to measure
program impaet. State representatives said the State plan format and data

performauce. some instances State, have to Hotted another planning
required by the 011ice of Education do nut V011StitIlt1S1111 effeerlye tool for guid-
log

because they believe the data required by tie iffive of Ediwation pro-
vides an inadequate ineelmuism for nehieving comprehensive. coordinated
planning.
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Needs of potential students and eommunities served by vocational education
are riot assessed Oil 31 systematic, ongoing basis. State plans are developed
itround the amount of funds expected to be available, rather than on the basis
of relative needs.

Organizational patterns at all levels--national, Mate, localdiffuse respon-sibility for vocational education and result in uncoordinated and isolated
plannhig.

'Within IIEW responsibility for administering programs relat 01 to occupa-
tional training is organizationally fragmented. Even though the Education
Amendments of 1972 attempted to address this problem, minimal eoorditiation
and even less cooperative effort is apparent.

.1t State and loyal levels division of responsibility for vocational training
have permitted both secondary and postSe011(111rV seetors to plan and operate
Independently, with the community college sector usually provioing only minimal
input to the State plan;submit led to the (Mice Of Edrcation,

There also has been little communication With Other Feder: I agencies provid-
ing services related to %'I) 'a I 101111 1 training to. Insure flint (0'110:Won and nian-
Power efforts will be synchs for students at all levels.

State and 11)(;11 advisory ()anvils 4ften have 111111 limited impact on assuring

t.,

Hutt %.1)111 think! programs wpi meet current and anticipate I manpower needs.
.N,Ithotigh State .advisdry connd:: ale responsible under the act for advbting on
(I ..velopment and iidininistrativn of the state plant. in most hates they had not
1) Tit 1 Mei:rated into the plinning process. Because of con mittee inadequacies..
a the local level. employer needs have not necessarily reme ved consideration in
.deeisioninaking about voentiMiat education. In several in: tances, however, we
o iserved that local advisory cominittees 'were the' key to the success of voca-
tional programs.

I)ata that %vould be helpful in planning is unavailable, inadequate, or n 111150(1.
Even when data has been colleetNI and emimiledcit generally is not used at the
national. regional, State, or WW1 level Or evaluating or improving vocational
programs.

We coneinded that planning of vocational programs 5110111(1 be improved at
national. State, and local levels so that vocational edneation can he provided in
a 111111111er -that best svi.rea atndiale and V0111111 1111115.111441S. Greater attention to
systeniatie, eoordinat ed. and comprehensive. planning would better insure that
Program funds are used most effectively.

W4` made several recommendations to the Secretary of HEW, which, if imple-
mented. should improve the planning of vocational programs.

We recommendod that the Congress consider requiring States to use a portion
of whatever Federal funds are retained at the State level to improve the plan-
ning process. We also recommended that the Congress consider requiring the
Seerefaries of IINW and the Department of Labor to establish a process for
plannin; wide!) would relate vocational education to the State Postsecondary
V01111111,1311011.1 authorized 1 3y the F:11 11011(1011 Amendments Of 1972 mid the Com-
prehensive Employment and 'Prattling Act of 1973.

.1,../tiow Ann 1.1:01:13A4 VOCATIONAL 1:01:1('.vTION Ft:NaS InsTailWTED?

The net requires that States adhere to specific criteria in distributing part II
funds to Insure that the most pressing nerds for vocational education will 'be
addressed within respective States. These oriterin are: (1) manpower needs and
job opportunities, 12i differences III vocational education needs as among popli-
inificm geoups. (3) relative nbillty of local emiuminit les to provide .resonrees. and
() relative cost of programs.,

The °Mee of Education has not provided States adequate guidance concerning
procedures for distributing funds. For evil nude, the Office of Ednentiou has not

.. provided guillanee with respect to the relative importance*of the net's criteria(.
'It has tended to accept statements of assuranee In State plans that States will
distribute fluids according to these criteria. 311111 IIIS not routinely monitored
State distribution praetiees. As a result. Federal funds have been distributed'
by States in a variety of ways. many of which (10 not necessarily result in the
funds being targeted to areas of highest need or to areas maximizing program
impact. Some major practice= iima(fIn the States we visite& were: -

Maltinginials available to all local education aviicies Within the State. rather
than concentrating fipuls in selected areas with high needs.

Making funds available to local education ageneles without adequately iden-
tifying the need ilk relation to the needs in other areas.



Making funds aailable it hunt ton ideriug ability-of local equeation agen-
cies to provide their own iesouris.

We concluded that is many mstanees adequate consideration- has ma. been
given to the law's criteria for fund distribution, and the proevilutes by which
States have Aist ributed Federal part li funds could be Milo met, to better insure
that these funds net nally are targeted to areas of highest need.

We made recommendations to the Seerezary of HEW which, if implemented,
should improve targeting of lands to meet needs defined in the act.

I. now M{1 TItAINING la:NM-HMS l SED?

To respond effectively to the steadily indeasing aced for YOCatiOnal training,
as em isioned the act, umximuni consideration must be given to the use of all
available training resources in the counnonity. Although we observed several 4

instances in which local Wiwi:its had expanded the range of vocational offerings
by using a variety of communitybased facilities, in the States we visited voca-
tional edneation authorities often had not made full use of existing iesources.
We were told that comimmity colleges, iu pa rtienhir. were not filly used and
that there were opportiuntws for indeased training. Frequently, school officials
at the local level had not explored possibilities of using either otlier public
school facilities, federally funded nmapower skills centers, militay installa-
tions. proprietary schools, or employer sites to expand or strengthen vocational
Program offerings. Several factors :wounded for underuse or

In planning programs school oflieials frequently have considered only those
faeilities under their own direct control. In most communities we visited, cow-
shlera lion was only given to the faeilities within a singlo schoolwhether it was
a high school, eommunity college. or vocational-technical :Amid.

Trailing; re,onrees inue not been inventoried fo determine what was avail-
able. Alma States and vommunities we visited did not have n process for idem.
tifying potent iii resources for tutining--facilities, equipment, instueasz sup-
plies and materials.

Costs of training Wyo not been adequately determined so that the most cost.
offevtive choice valid bt' made :mum; alternative training strategies and deliv-
ery systems. /

Delivery of training has been rev rioted to traditional eourse; time; and fa-
cility usage patterns.

Transportatioti often has not been provided as a means. of linking studentg
with training aVailable in a variety of facilities.

constrnetioa of new sign, a facilities has been favored. and allocation of
Federal fund: for construction has not necessarily been contingdampon need
(actors or upon 'maximum use of existing community facilitiespublic or
private.

I II one community we visittd, however, se'eondary '.spools S11111 eounnunity
colleges were using, a variety of coninninity based resources; facilitated by the
provision of transportation to carry students between tihools and other training
hwations.This utilization strategy is described in our'report. Briefly:

High school students were able to reepive training at emnumnity colleges in
teelluieal.areas not available at the high scion)l level, as a result of the State's
provision for concurrent enrollment.

Seemidary sehools and community colleges both were using military facilities
and paying military instructors can on hourly basis as a way of expanding
vocational-technical options for students. At the sn Ote time, community colleges
reelproated by providing instruction for military aersonnel in specialized fields
not available at military Installatnins. The a dvaatiiges of this relationship were
expressed by the coordinator of one emunamity college's hiomedival technology
program. l'a ra ph rasing slight lyt lw said :

It will mean a significant saving of lax dollars bemuse the clinieal ;dell ities
and classrooms will be used by both the "avy and the College dad will not have
to be duplicated by either. It would not be finauelally feasible for any eommunity
college in the natimi to duplicate .facilities and expertise provided by the Navy
under this agreement.'

Employer sites hail become part of the vocational training network. For in-
stance:

Air transportation programs offered by the Meal school district were eon.
dinged at two dozen separate facilities, inelmling air freight offices. the Federal
Avin don Administration Tower. the weather bureau. car rental otlices, national
airlines. private Hying servic companies, and a convention and visitors bu reau.
last ruetion in health occupations took pine at more than 2(1 different hospitals.

I 'I
I .?
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A major shopping center served.as an extended campus of the school district
to provide a laboratory for high school students enrolled in the applied market-
ing occupations program.Seventeen stores participated, and classroom study
related to students training in the stores took place on the shopping center
premises.

The community collage district. used a variety of piddle and private facilities
for a range of courses, ineluding a filtration plant. several baukk the State
Department of Tusportatton, an auto body shop, a silk screen compan, the
county administration building. a post office, nu mstirance company, and large
:and small Manufacturers.

We believe that delivery of vocational ed(teation could be improved if the
available training resources in the area to be served were more folly taken into
account in the planning process..We concluded that public education agencies
should explore potential sharing of other resources in the community--parrien-
lady employer sitesand take steps to tuaximizc the utilization of their own
facilities. We also believe that expanded vocational opportiVrities and strength-
ened program offerings would result if OE and States pr sided leadership in
forging partnerships for using all resources. including those outside the tradi-
tional vocational education pattern. Improved nse of available training resources
would contribate to assuring that : The nation's need for skilled manpower would
lie met; Nlore persons who need training would be able to participate; More
types of training options would be available; Duplication and gaps in the types
of training offered would be avoided ; and Training would 'not be more costly
than it should be.

Our recommendations to the Secretary of IIEW, if implemented, should lead
to unproved delivery of vocational education. Our recommendations to the
Congress address the potential for better utilizing existing training resources.
Specifically, we recommend that, to.eXpand vocational offerings and strengthen
programs. the Congress consider establishing a set-aside requirement for co.
operative arrangements between public training facilities or nonpublic training
resources.

Also, because about lit percent of Federal funds have been spent on construc-
tion, and this expenditure is not necessarily contingent upon need for facilities.
we recommend that Congress consider establishing, as a legislative policy, that
Federal funds will not be used for construetion except in iestances in which

there is adequate justification that additional facilities are needed after thormgh
consideration of alternatives.

u. IS TRAIN' NG RELATED TO MI PLOY ENT?

Although the act requires that vocational training or retraining lie realistic
in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employmnet, this
factor generally has not been adequately considered in planning for, and eval-
ttting vocational edutbationrogiains. As a result, there is little assurance that
changing manpower needs are being addressed in :secondary and postseeondary
occupational programs supported by Federal funds.. Many students are enrolled
in traditional courses and are not always able to obtain employment in fields
for which they are trained, Data reported by the Office of Education for llscal
year 1972 indicated that about one-third of those who completed secondary
programs and three-fifths of those who completed postsecondary programs and
were available for full-time work were employed in fields related to their train-
ing. A number of factors have limited the relevancy of vocational programs:

Labor market needs have been neither fully nor realistically assessed, Voca-
tional educations at both State and local levels:have not given adequate consid-
cration to labor market factors. and there it no assurance that the training
pro.viffibil corresponds with manpower needs: .

All St:1'W:: Nve visited had an Office of Educationapprovrd State plan which
included at least some labor demand and slimily projections. State education
officials told up that available projections of labor demand and supply were un-
reliable and were Included in the State plans only to comply with Office of Edit-
i.ation requirements. The State plan therefore was not considered a valid assess-
ment of manpower needs.

Vocational officials frequently told us that as long as students got jobs, there
W:14 a need for a program. Yet, these same offieials agreed there was inadequate
follownp about whether students actually got jobs and little infqrmation as
to the adequaey of the training for potential employment. As a consequence,
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schools lacked assurance that they, were not contributing to over-supply au
some occupational areas and under-supply in others.

Work experience often has not been an integral component of the vocational
curriculum. Most schools were not operated on the philosophy that students
often were only exposed to simulated situations and performed theoretical
exercises.

one institution we visited. however, which enrolled over .1,500 students in
year Iii72 -V:, Lid developed working partner,lims with local euipbiers

and union, to provide realistic work experience for all students. This work
experienee was conducted through local employers off campus or through the
school's organized businesses. Selaull officials said that the most rewarding
benefit of cooperat;ve traimng was that students learned occupational skills
under actual conditions of employment. The fiscal goal of the program operated
through the school's businesses was to charge the cost of the course to the
customers. In this manner. 'those who benefited from the purchased products,
mot not the 'taxpayers or students, primarily shared the training costs.

Occupatlimal guidainee has not recNved adequate attention. Students gen-
erally did not reoive vocational guidance and counseling unless they made
a special' request. Few schools had cooperative arrangements with the system
of public employmptit offices in the State to provide these services, although
State plans gave assurances of such provisions. As a result. students were'not
routinely exposed to the range of occupational options available and therefore
hint to make decisimis on the basis of limited job information.

Respite-114111y for job placement assistance has not been assumed routinely
by schools. We did observe several schools. however, which had made place-
ment available to vocational students. one with. the aid of a State employment
commission eoduselor assigned full-time, and the other through job develop-
ment and job placement specialists, Because skill training. it .it is to be suc-
cessful. needs to be linked with placement in appropriate employments we
reolminefaled that the Congress consider requiring that schools take responsi-
bility for job placement assistance In federally supported vocational education
programs.

Voeatioital proutuns at all levels lacked adequate student follownp. In the
States we 'whined, formal. systematic follow-up of students generally was not
peyfOrtned. School officials told us most teaeherS use an informal personal fol-
lowup with a limited number of former students, and that information forms
the 'nisi:, for Federal reports. Because training needs to correspond with job
opportunities and re quilements. we recommended that the Congress consider
requiting that Monis take responsibility for follownp in Federally supported
vocational education programs.

Ba rriers. stall as age, sex, and entrance requirements. have restricted access
to training and employment. Our report describes these obstaeles. For example:

As illustrated by the sex chart on page 8.1 in our report, vocational training
for women traditionally has been clustered around stereotyped female occu-
pational roles whielt HEW noted are compensated at lower - income levels.

We made recommendations to the Secretary of BMA' and to the Congress
eoncerning ways to educe the impact of these barriers which inhibit persons
from participating in vocational education.

We ()1101041 that although the act's focus is on implementing changes
needed to align' programs offerings more closely with areas of expanding em-
ployment opportunity. large enrollments Wive persisted in program areas with
only a limited relationship to labor market consklerations. As a result, graduates
do not always oldain employment in fields for which they are trained, and
there is little assurance that manpower needs in new std emerging occnpations
are being addressed. It is questionable whether States and local education
agencies' continuance of support With Federal funds of programs which offer
lindted opportunity for employment is consistent with the act's intent.

We made recommendations to the Secretary of HEW. which. if implemented.
should re,ult in greater releyan(y of vocational programs in terms of labor
market requiremonts. We recommended that the Congress. because of the ho-
portance of achlevin: a snatch between training and manpower needs, consider
requiting that Fs -doral voeathatal funds directed to local education agencies
he used for those skill meats for which exkting or antielpated job opportnnitie
can be demonstrated.

I t)
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At the conclustoa of our revieu, in addition, to obtaining comments from
BENI', we met with six of the seven State directors of vocational education
toms was unable to attend) to obtain their views on the issues discussed in the
report. We also discussed these issues with several members of the National
Advisory, Council on Vocational Education. All these views were considered
hz the thud report. DEW generally concurred unit GAO's recommendations
and deeribed actions tahen or planned to implement them (App.ndix V of the
report ).

()o recmumendations to the Congress, which we believe will help vocational
education programs at sieve maximum impact, are summarized on the last
two pages of the report digest.

This concludes our statement, Mr. Chairman. We v ill be lumpy to answer
ally questions you may have.

REPORT 10 THE CONGI:Ess WHAT is THE ROLE OF Ettn.alt. AssISTVXt E TOR
VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION?

E OF EDUCABON, DEPARTMENT OF itE;m:rit, Lin(.vrtox Asti writ km,

illy the Comptroller General of the United States)

comernottnn GENERAL OF THE tNITED STAIN.
Wa.shingt,,,t, DX.

To tin' PREsIDENT 01, THE SENATE MO the SPF,AKER OF T,IE Ilov,r, OE REPRESENTA-
11VES

This is our report on the role of Federal assistance for voeational 'education.
The program discussed in the report is administered by the Office of Education,
Departmentpartment of Iloalth. Education, and 'Welfare.

We maths our review pursuant to the Budget and Amounting Act, 1921 131
VS.('. 53). and the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 131 U.S.C. 07).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director. °thee of Management
and Midget; the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfar0; the Stwetary
of Labor; and the Secretary of Defense.

LEwiS I3. ST Ts,
Comptroller General of the nil/ell state'.

DIGEST

REVIEW WAS MADE

GAO reviewed the operation of vocational education programs designed to
instills that. ultimately, persons of all ages in all communities have ready access
to vocational training or ietraining which is realistic ill the light of actual or
anticipated employment opportunitiesbemuse: the Congress is considering
changes in vocational education legislation ; over $3 billion of Federal funds
have been expended since enactment of the Vocational Flducation Act in 1903;
projections of the national mummy indicate hiereased demand for vocationally
skilled manpower; and lagesnumber of youth leave school without skills
needed for employment. and many subsequently are unemployed.

GAD condueled its review in seven States: ('alifornia, Kentucky. Minnesota.
Nilo. Pennsylvania. 'Texas, and Washington. These States spent $146 million
in fiscal 4-ear 1973, or '30 percent of the total $4S3 million of all Vocational
Education Act fututz spent that year. In States and localities where the poli-
cies. provese,t, 811(1 practices are not similar to those discussed in this report.
GAD findings and eonelusions mar not be applietible and therefore shoot(' not
be interpreted as necessarily being typical of vocational education activities in
all loeat ions.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Office of Education f0E) statisties show that in the decade since eimetment
oC theVocational Edneation AO, State and local somata for vocational edu-
cation has Increased. 1ln number of persons enrolled in, vocational editeation
has grown, and vocational opportunities hav,e been expanded for thkdisad-,
vantaged and handicapped.
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OE officials, State directors of vocational education, and the National Ad.
risor.Y Cotilicil on Voildional Education told GM) they attribute this pr.w.ress
in large part to Federal assistance provided under the set.
Role of Federal funds

The Vocational Education Act authorized Federal assistance for vocational
training to States primarily for disulbution to local education agencies. These
funds were intended to encourage State and bleat goernments to Mcrae:e their
funding, accord high priority to persons with special needs, provide-pograms
geared to real and emerging job opportunities, and increase the number of
participants. . .

The use of Federal funds has not been adequately evaluided*at Federal.
State, or local leels. O1 has not provided adequate guidance to help insure
that the purposes envisioned by the Congress would be accomplished.

Federal funds often have been used to provide basic support for traditional
local programs rather than to achieve the purposes itemized above.

GAO reviewed the role the Federal dollar has played and found tied:
Although in most States the major portion of Fei lend assistance is direeted

to the local level. large amounts of Federal funds have been retained at the
State level for administpitive purposes. State directors of vocational education
told us that there %vas strong leadership at the State level because Federal
funds have been available for this purpose and that such leadership would not
be' possible in many States without Federal funds being available for State
administrative salaries. .

Although State and local governments have increased their funding for vo-
eational programs, maintaining a nationwide average since 1970 of about SZI
for every Federal dollar, in sonic States the ratio of State and local support to
Federal support has declined. State directors of vocational education advised
GM) that commute factors at the State and local level have made it more
difficult to maintain their ratio of State and local dollars to Federal dollars.
.Although expanded vocational opportunities have been made available for

the d .1d vantaged and handicapped, persons with special needs have not been
given a nigh priority. State vocationni officials said that it was more ditlienit

i\I
to a equire State and local funds for particular population groups. '

Although participation in vocational programs has grown in the last decade,
inereased funding has not necessarily resulted in proportionately increased en-
rollment. State directors of vocational education stated that some programs
are more costly today than they were in the past and that in other instanes

. decisions have been made to use new Federal funds for constructing faeilities
and improving program quality, which would not necessarily result in increased
enrollments.
Planning for use of funds

Greater attention to systematic. coordinated, comprehensive planning at na-
tional. state, a mi local levels would improve the use of Federal funds and
better insure flint vocational education is provided in a manner that best serves
student and eommuni0 needs. We noted that State and local plans 1.01(4 com-
pliance rather than planning r systematic assessment of community and indi-
vidual needs does not take place; organizational patterns at all levels fragment
responsibility and result in independent and isolated planning for Yoe:thou:II
eduention: advisory council limitations lessen impact mi improvement in tfiv
phinning of programs to meet current and antieipated nufnpower needs:- and
Situ that would be hertifiii in planning is unavailable. hmedquate, or nu-utilized.
Distrito non of Lanais

Federal funthi have been distributed by the States reviewed in a variety of
mYs. many of vhieli do not necessarily result in hinds being targeted to geo.
graphical ..areas of need Or- providing for the programmatic initiatives called
for bj the law. Some major practices noted were Making funds available to all
ben I rwducation agencies within a State. rather than concentrating funds in
seleeted agencies with high needs making funds available to local agencies
without adequately identifying the relative need for the program: and making
funds avallablc without cow:Idpring ability of lineal agencies to provide their
own resources.

52-915-- 75 nil I --2

1t)
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1 m of training rt sources;
State,: and local ageneies have not always considered the range of existing

trainitog resources winch could provide expanded training options to a larger
number of people.

In many instances. secondary schools, community colleges, and area voca-
tional-technical institute's could have made better usi.; of their own facilities
and explored opportunities to share each' other's resources and those of fed-
eraRjsupported mummer programs, military installations, proprietary schools,
or employer-sites.

Factors which have limited the use of community-based training resources
were that schools prefer to use the facilities they control ; training resources
have out been inventoried: costs have not been analyzed on a comparative
basis: program scheduling has not been flexible; transportation often has not
been provided: construetton of new school facilities bas been favored; and
public and private sources of equipment and supplies have not been folly ex-
plored.

nelating training to employment
Changing manpower requirements need to be better addressed in many sec-

ondary and postsecondary (wow:Mona' programs supported by Federal hinds.
Students often are enrolled in traditional courses and are not always able to
find employment in fields for which they have been trained.

Factors which affected the relevancy of existing vocational programs were
Labor market demand and supply have been neither fully nor realistically
assessed: work (Ixperience often has not been an integral component of the
vocational eurrieninm: occupational guidance has not received adequate atten-
tion rosponAbility for job placement assistance has not been routinely assumed
by school : and followup on graduates and employers has been marginal or
nonexistent.

(;,k() also noted that barriers. such as age, sex. and entrance requirements,
have restricted access to training and employment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To provide sound extuInsion of vocational opportunities and to increase pro-
gram effectiveness. F. is reeommending that the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation. and Weirare take specille action: to improve present practices III plan-
ning programs, distributing funds, using resources. and relating training to
employment.

.AGI: V CY ACTIONS AND VNaESOt VED ISSUES

HEW generally coneurred with 0.1(1's recommendations and described :w-
hops taken or planwql to implement them. Appendix V contains a complete text
of IlEArs comments. IIEW (11(1 not entirely agree with (IA0's interpretation
of the catalytic role intended for Federal assistance. These differing interpre-
tations are discussed in chapter 2.

MATTERS FOR ( ON SIDERATIO X BY THE ( (INGRESS

This report11 calls attention to specific areas of administration and operation
of the Vocational }Attention Act that can be strengthened at the Federal. Slate,
and local levels to help insure that vocational programs achieve maximum
Impact. It suggests that the Congress consider amending the act by

Setting a limit, as provided In other Federal education legislation. on the
annamt of Federal funds that eau be retained at the State level so that more
(Una': (1111 be made available for direct services to program participants at the
loyal level,

Requiring States to use a portion of whatever Federal funds are retained
at the State level to Improve the planning process.

Requiring that Federal funds be used primarily to develop and improve
programs and extead voeational opportunities byo-limiting the amount of Federal
feuds that can be used to maintain existing activities.

Adopting one or several options with regard to providing programs and serv-
ices for the disadvantaged and handicapped if the Congress believes these two
Croups receive priority attention in the utilization of Federal funds.
Two of ti.e opt hots available are: In tat Requiring States to match Federal set-
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asides for disadvantaged. and haadicapped at the same level they are required
to match regular part B funds (.;040), thereby insuring State and local in-
volvement in and commitment to these efforts and (b) Increasing the percent-
age of the set asides for the special need categories.

Requiring the Secretaries Of IIEW and the Department of Labor to establish
a proeess for planning which would relate vocational education to the State
Postscsamdary Commissions anthorized by the Edilcation Amendments of 1072
and the Compreheusive Employment and Training Act of 1073 to Insure that
education and manpower efforts will be synchronized for students at all levels
secondaty, postsecondary and adult.

Establishing a set-aside requirement for cooperative arrangements to expand
vocational offerings and strengthen programs through use of other public train-
ing facilities or nonpublic training resources (e.g movement of secoaddry stu-
dents to postsecondary facilities).

Establishing as a legislative policy that Federal funds will not be used for
construction except in instances in which there is adequate justification that
additional facilities are needed after thorough consideration of alternatives.

Requiring that Federal vocational funds directed to local education agencies
for programs be used for those skill areas for which existiug or anticipated
job opportunities, whether local, regional, or national, can be demonstrated.

Requiring that work experience be an integral part of part B programs to
the extent feasible.

Requiring that schools take responsibility for job placement assistance and
follow-up in Federally supported vocational education programs.

The report also suggests that the Congress consider: Reducing the impact of
several barriers which inhibit persons from. participating Iq vocational edu-
cation.

Amending the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act to provide
for eligibility of recipients of Federal vocational funds to Require Federal
excess property.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For an iacreasing number of people, acquiring occupational skills is essential
in modern society. The Nation's changing, Increasingly technological environ-
ment requires a work force trained to a higher degree than In the past. Despite
the large outlay of public fonds for educationFederal, State, and local
amountiug to S percent of America's gross national product, millions of youth,
on leaving school, find themselves lacking skills needed for employment.

The primary goal of vocational education Is to prepare persons at the sec-
ondary and postsecondary level for employment In about SO percent of Amer-
Ica's occupations which require technical skills but not a -3:ear college degree.
Programs of vocational education conducted by public education agencies with
Federal support are one of an array of delivery systems providingoccupational
training, In fiscal year 1973 these agencies' expenditures totaled 83 billion, of
which 8-182 million was Federal.

Federally assisted vocational education takes place, for the most part. In a
variety of pnblie educational institutions, although the law provides for co-
operative arrangements with other public or private organizations involved
with vocational training.

Secondary programs are carried out in regular high schools, vocational high
schools. and area vocational schools.

Postsecondary programs are offered In community and Junior colleges,'4 year
colleges and branches, and woeational-tceludeal schools, institutes, and centers.

Adult programs, whose participants are not enrolled on a full-time basis, take
place in any of the above facilities.

In 1972 we issued a report about vocational education at the secondary school
level on the basis of a review of programs In four States.' It coneinded that
nil who need vocational education were not receiving It, funds alloeated for
students with special needs were not properly expended, and evaluation of the
program suffered from a lack of management information. This report focuses

1"Trithilin: America's Labor ton Potential, Progres, and Problems of Vocational
Dliteation," (II-104031(1), Oct.. 2s, 1972),

t ) j
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on selected aspects of seeondary ant' postsecondary vocational! education in
seven States visited during the 1973-7 school year and discusses some under-
lying factors that inhibit attainment of objectives.

FEDEnAL INi*NISE.MENT

With passage of the Smith-llughes Act in 1917 (20 U.S.C. EL the Congress
began to entourage the Naomi's sellouts to include preparing students for earn-
ing an living as an Integral part of their mission. Federal assistance Ivan pro-
vided primarily for vocationall agriculture and home economiZ.s, activities pur-
sued at the time a large number of tip Nation's adults. The George3arden
Aet t20 U.S.C. 13i note), wide!' followed three decades later, enlarged the
number of ocenpatiolial categories for training and increased authorization
levels.

The turning point for new directions and increased Federal funding for
occupational educational arrived with the enaJtment of the Vocational Edit-
eation Act (YEA) of 1963 t'_'0 U.S.C. 1241). Vocational education was to be
redirected front training In selected occupational categories to preparing all
groups of the continually for their place in the world of work. Also, vocational
education Was to become responsive to the urgent needs of persons with special
difficulties preventing them front succeeding in a regular vocational program.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 190S (20 P.S.C. 1'.21 et. seq.)
stressed the need for adapting training to the changing needs of the labor mar-
ket. The amendments mandated specific criteria for distributing funds and re-
quirements for pinnning and evaluation which each State was to meet to ob-
tain Federal funds. Funds were earmarked to guarantee that certain groups
postsecondary, disadvantaged, and handicappedwould receive opportunities
for training.

VEA, as amended, has provided the major thrust of Federal support. Federal
funds totaling about $3 hillion have been spent for VEA programs in the last
decade, beginning with.$55 million in fiscal year 190-1 and rising to $482"inillion
in fiscal year 1973. During the same period State and Iota! expenditures for
voeational education amounted to $12 billion. Increasing from 8278 lIniii011 in
fiscal year 1964 to $2.5 billion in fiscal year 1973.

OP FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

The legislative history and the act indicate that Federal assistance should
serve as a catalyst to Induce State education agencies (SEAS) and local edu-
cation agencies (LEAs) to align priorities, programs, and expenditures more
elo.aely w community and individual needs. The Congress has given special
emphaiss to increasing opportunities for persons who experience difficulty in
regular programs. Provisions for occupational programs authorized under title
X of the Edueational Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-318) reiterated
congressional concern that Federal funds act as leverage to bring about com-
prehensive, coordinated planning and delivery of occupational education.

The Congress declared that VEA's purpose, was to insure:
"* that persons of all ages in all communities * * will have ready access

to vocational training or retraining which Is of high quality, width Is realistic
in the light of net aal or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment. and
which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such train-
ing."

Speeifle groups for whom vocational education is Intended under YEA are
those: in high ho()); who have completed or discontinued their formal edu-
ation. and are preparing to enter the labor nthrket; who have already entered
the labor market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones; with spe-
cial edueatlonatl 111111ditlIIIS: and in postsecondary sehools.

Nine specific parts are included lit VEA, most directing attention to aspects
of vocational education aimed at achieving the act's ultimate objective. Part B.
which accounts for 80 percent of total YEA expenditures, authorizes grants to
States that they can use,to provide vocational education for persons' described
above, Our review focused primarily on State pi.ograms supported under part B.

2 i
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Ana NIsEttATI0N of VE.s.

'Tice Mike of Edneation (OE), Impartment of Beak 11.,Edneatiou. and Wel-
fare MEW), is re,ponsible for implementing VEA. Within OF, the Bureau
of ()migrational and Adttlt Edneators (BOAE) provides the administrative
apport for VEA-founded programs. A National Advisory Connell and State

arivemo commits on vocational educational act in an oversight capacity and
are re,lamsibie fq evaluating vocational programs and providing assistance in
development of vocatirmai education plaits.

The-Federal formal for annual allotment of VEA funds to States is based
on age tli,1 lihnt loll acd per capita income in the State. Age groups specified
by the formula as needing vocational education are accorded varying emphasis:
15-19 150 percent), 20-24 (20 percent ). 2-65 (15 percent). 15-03 (15 percent).
To be eligible for Federal funds. States must (1) match Federal part B. funds
(On a dollar basis and (2) submit a State plan each year to OE which meets
the requirements of the aet and HMV's regulations and guidelines. 'These plans
are reviewed primarily at the HEW regional office level, and are approved by
the Commissioner of nine:Him,.

At the State level. the responsibility for administering vocational education
supported under VEA is delegated to one agency, generally the SEA. However.
iat most Shay:: the responsibility for providing vocational education is shared
by more than one State ageney, because separate agencies administer secondary
and luktsecondary piograms.

At the local level 'kindly separate administrati ye entities for Secondary and
1141,oemulary education develop and conduct vocational education programs.
To be eligible for Federal support they must submit an application to the State
which satisfies VEA criteria. The level of VEA funding they receive is con-
tingent opium Stale dastributlon practices and other State procedures. Some
States ako provide Programs through regional or areasvide vocational-technical
,elmols and in sortie eases operate their own facilities.

Cr BRENT STATUS

OE statistics for fiscal year 1973 indicate that 7.1 million were enrolled in
1,e3 IWO program, at tire secondary level, Assuming secondary students fall

bet ef.`11 t he TWO bracket used by the law for national allocation of VIU
funds, 35 percent of the Amerlean population in that age group were enrolled.
Simihtrly. 1.3 millirm were enrolled at the postsecondary level. equivalent to S
p4qrent 44 those 20-10 years of age. Enrollment and expenditures were highest
at the secondary level as shown below, although the proportion varied among

VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EtIROLLMEtif AND FXPENDITURES BY LEVEL FISCAL YfAR 1973

1973 enrollment 1973 expend tures (mann%)

Percent
Pertent of total Percent

level Number at Fein)! Federal Total of total

Stonl or
PoAsourouy .
Adult . . .. .

To: al ...., .

:..353.9'2
1, 349. 731

. 3. 363.752 _-
12, 012,445

61
11
28

8310
131
41

64
27

9

11,999
843
192

69
23

6-...,..
100100 487 100 3.034

Of the total enrollment, 1.0 Million students or 13 percent were disadvantaged
and about 225.000 students or 2 percent wore handicapped. Of total expenditures
for all vocational students, those for the disadvantaged amounted to 10 percent
and those for tho handicapped to 3 percent. Federal funds represented 30 percent
of expenditures for the disadvantaged and 47 percent of those for the handi-
capped.

Enrollments
The range of course offerings available to student::: enrolled in vocational edu-

cation varied considerably depending upon geographic location and type of
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delivery system. According to OS statistics, organized in eight broad program
categories. student enrollment in fiscal year 1973 at each level was apportioned
among programs as follows :

PERCENT OF VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTS. BY PROGRA? vat LEVEL. FISCAL YEAR 1973
-

Program category

- - - -

Secondary

-

Postsecondary Adult All levels

Agriculture 8 i 3 8 8
Distributive (sates). 4 8 10 6
Health,.,., .. - _. ... - 1 14 4 3
Home economics ((not for wages) 33 2 19 26
Home economics (gainful), 2 3 3 3
Office 21 23 15 20
Technical .............. ..... ___ _ . I 15 4 3
Trade and industry . .. . , ..... _ _ 15 25 36 22
Others 14 3 1 9

Total 2 100 1r0 100 100

Group guidance remedial and special programs.
Detail may not add up to 1CO percent due to rounding.

Erpenditurcs
O1 reported total Federal. Stale, and local vocational education expenditures

for fiscal year 1973 in 10 categories. Instructional salaries accounted for 03 per-
cent and other Instructional costs. Including equipment, for 18 percent. Admin-
istration agul supervision amounted to S percent and construction of area voca-
tional schools amounted to 6 percent. Vocational guidanee received 3 percent and
teacher education 1 percent. Ileseardt, currieultun development, and work-study
together counted for about 1 percent.

To describe vocational expenditures under part 11. OE used another set
categories, as delineated in the following table. In addition to total expenditures
by amount and percent of total, the same information is given for Feth-ral funds
and State and local funds.

EXPENDITURES FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, YEA PART B. BY PURPOSE AND SOURCE

Fiscal year 1973 expenditures (millions) I

Purpose

federal State and kcal Total

Amount
Percent
of total Amount

Percent
of total Amount

Percent
of total`

Secondary .
hatsecendaly......_. , , ..... .... .
Adult .
Disadvantaged__ .., ..... ... . .......... ..
Hindicapeed.. ..... . . .
Construction ..
Ancillary NIVICeS,
Guidance and counsefing
Contracted instruction. _.

$127
91
19
66
43
35

(03)
(12)
(I)

33
24

5
17
11

9
(10)
(3)
(0)

51.169
619
1?3
144
47

160
(143)
(73)
(2)

52
27

5
6
2
7

(6)
(3)
(0)

$1.295
710
142
210

90
1'5

(260)
(85)
(4)

49
27
5
8
3
7

(8)
(3)
(0)

100Tclal3 388 ItO 2, 277 IC 0 2.664

Amounts in parentheses also are included. for the most part, in amounts expended by level or target group, but see
note 3 below,

Primarily administrative costs but includes research, curriculum development, and teacher training.
I Variances baveen details and totals al* attributed by OE to inability of several States to allocate ancillary services

by level.

SCOPE or REVIEW

Our review was made primarily at IIEW headquarters, Washington, D.C.:
HEW regional offices in Chicago, Dallas, Philadelphia. San Francisco, Seattle :
and State and locl levels in ('alifornia. Kentucky, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania Texas, and Washington. We examined applicable legislation and its his-
tory. regulations. OE program policies and directives, State plans. local a mai-
Cations, report, atel Other pertinent (10(.111110)R National caleulations are based,

2 ti
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in most eases. on OE statistics from the 50 States and the District of Columbia.
We also discussed program aetivities with education personnel at these

various levels and visited °ageing training programs at high schools, com-
munity colleges. voonionatechnleal institutes. manpower skills centers, mili-
tary installations, mud employer sites. In addition, we consulted with repre-
sentatives of vocational education advisory committees, business. industry,
Labor, proprietary schools, nail Departments of Labor (DOI.) and -Defense
(DOD). tobtain their assessment of vocational education and determine the
extent of their participation in planning and evaluation of vocational programs.

We chose the aforementioned States as representatives of various programs
and services provided by vocational education; together they accounted for 30
percent of Federal vocational expenditures in fiscal year 1973. Faetors taken
into consideration for State and local selectioe were level of vocational fund-
ing, types of institutions and program activities, population size and mix. geo-
graphic loention. and type of economic base. We believe that problems experi-
enced in these States and colatatmities are shared by many, and that the solu-
tions implemented by some may be applicable to others. However, in States
and localities whore the policies, processes. and praetices are not similar to
those dismissed lit this report, our findings and conclusions may not be ap-
plicable and therefore should not be interpreted as necessarily being typical of
vocational education net hities, in all locations.

At the conclusion of our review. in addition to obtaining comments from
UMW. we met with six of the seven State directors of vocational education (one

as md& to attend, to obtain their views on the issues dismissed In the re-
port. We also discussed these issues with several members of the National
Advisory (Named on Vocational Education. All these views were considered in
the final report.

('lL 2

A1 HAT MIL: 001:5 TIM IrD1:1:Al, Dot LAR, ?

Federal assistanee for vocational &Attention is intended as a eatudyst to en-
courage State and ioeal governments to increase their funding. accord high
priority to those individuals with special needs. provide programs geared to
real and emerging lob opportunities, and increase the number of participants
in vocational ednention.

OE statisties show that in the decade slime VEA's enactment State and local
support for vocational education has increased. the number of persons enrolled
ha vocational education has grown, and vocational opportunities have been
evyanded for the disadvantaged and handleapped. OE officials. State directors
of vmatimmi education, and the National Advisory Connell out l'oentional Edn-
elution told us they attribute this progress in large part .to Federal assistance
provided Mater VEA.

Cenerally, However. OE has not adequately evaluated how Federal funds
have been used by SEAs and 1,E.1s. As a consequence, Federal funds in many
ernes have been used to provide support for existing programs rather than
being targeted to vehleve necessary changes. In direction awl scope of vomtional
programs.

We reviewed the role the Federal dollar has -played and found that:
Although in most States the major portion of Federal it .4.ittneo Was directed

to the local level, large amounts of Federal funds have been retained - at the
State level for administrative purposes. State directors of vocational education
told us that there \v1: strong leadership at the Slott= level because Federal
funds have been available for this purpose and that .4nelt leadership world not
be possible in many States witiond Federal funds being available for State
ad Waist rative salaries.

Although State and local government:: have increased their funding for vo-
ea tional programs. maintaining a nationwide average sluice 1970 of about five
dollars for every Federal dollar, In some States the ratio of State and local
support to Federal support has .declined. State directors of vocational education .
advised us that evonomie factors at flue State and local level have made it more
difficult to maintain their ratio of State and local dollars to Federal dollars.

Although expanded vocational opportunities have been made available for
the disadvantaged and handleapped. persons with special needs have not been
given as high a priority with State and local support as with rredel'al rapport.

I
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state vocational ofileials teld us that it is more difficult to acquire State and
bullt funds for particular population groups.

Mt bough participation in vocational programs has grown in the last decade,
increased funding has not necessarily resulted in proportionately increased
enrollment. State dire( tors of vocational education advised us that some pro-
s1111ns are more costly today than they were in the past and that hi other in-
state es decisions have been made to use new Federal funds for constructing
telltales and improving program qualhy, which would not necessarily resultin inereased enrollments.

NIA FUNDS 00 NOT NECEsSARILY PLAY CATALYTIC DOLF.

Vim's stated purpose and particular assurances required by the act indicate
that the Congress !Weeded Federal dollars to be used as seed money to stimu-
late State efforts so that more people would receive occupational preparation
to meet national mameover needs. Federal funds then would be available at
the local level to extend. develop, and improve vocational opportunities. How-
ever, VNA also permits States to use Federal funds to maintain existing co-ca ional programs.

VE. requires state assurance that Federal funds will be used to supplement,
and to the extent practical. increase the amount of State and local funds that
would be available for' vocational programs in the absence of Federal funds.
The act also requires State plans to include policies which take into account
Whether or not projects will increase the State and local contribution.

states are required, particularly in distribute of Federal funds from the
State to local level, to direct special attention to the needs of persons whose
phyAcal, 11(.11(1(1de, soeioeconoutle, or other problems might otherwise prevent
them from reeeiving the benefits of vocational training.

Federal vocational education funds, however, generally have not been des-
aliened for projects Identified as most successful In achieving catalytic effect.
In many instances Federal funds have been used to maintain existing activities
year after year rather than primarily to initiate new program options. State
direetors of vocational education told us they believe a balance in the use of
Federal funds between maintenance of existing programs and development of
new programs contributes to greater Stability and continuity In vocational
education.

ID some States. Federal funds have been comingled with State funds, making
it very difficult to determine how Federal funds have been used. For instance:
One State we visited adopted a resolution providing for the allocation of Fed-
eral vocational funds in fiscal year 197I on a restricted basis, because there
was a high potential that Fedora! funds might he used to supplant Statd and
local funds when Federal funds were comingled and considered as unrestricted
local funds.
Large aninunt$ of Federal And* retained at State Iced

Generally, legislative provisions for Federal education programs limit the
amount which can be used by the State for administrative purposes to .5 per-

,cent o less,VHA does not stipulate any such limitation. In mest States we
visited a large amount of part B funds has been retained at the State level
for administration and other activities rather than being distributed to LEAs
for direct support of vocational programs. Federal part B funds have been
used to sustain the hulk of State administrative overhead related to vocational
education. For example;

An analysis of one State Department of Education's administrative expendi-
tures for vocational education showed that 92 percent were federally funded
under part B in fiscal year 1972. The State director of vocational education
told as that the 'aley was to use Federal dollars rather than State dollars
for administrative purposes.

amount of Federal part B funds budgeted by this State for administra-
tion in relation to the total funds available Increased steadily to 16 percent
In fiscal year 1973 (4.9 million); In additiqn, other Federal part B funds were
retained at the State level for administering vocational education In county
offices and for supporting projects initiated at the State level which reportedly
were designed to serve statewide and programwide needs in vocational edu-
cation.

r0,
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About 22 percent of the total part II allotment in fiscal year 1973 was budg-
eted to be retained apt tho State tote!, an increase of over from
than budgeted our 1970. These funds generally did not go for the
direct provision of vacational programs at the loval level, nor were they lteees-
arily allocated to meet specific special needs of a local area.

The State advisory vermeil on vocational education questioned to whom the
State's educational leadership was accountablethe Federal goveiment or'
the people of the State. In 1974 it recommended that the next budget request
to the State legislature include funds fur administering vocational education.
and that the amount of State funds N11441111 be increased yearly until State
reveuues totally supported administrative services. In its fourth Annual Re-
port die state italvisocy commit stated:

-Shim 19(l9. SS00,000 of State support for administration taR removed
from the State Department of Education's annual budget, the Department's
vocational educational staff has been funded exclusively by federal Vocational
lueation Act funds. Unfortunately. this situation (total support by Federal

(1011(1N) Is true of all but a few positions in the entire State Impartment ut
Educa t ion." ( underscoring supplied )%

The Assistant ronanissioner for Vneational Education in another State whore
Federal part B subsidy of the Slate's administrative expenditures for voca-
tional Niue:Won increased from Si percent in fiscal year 1972 to ts11 percent in
fiscal year 1973r/told us that to eliminate repeated requests for State funds
and to avoid ,eoutilets with the State legislature, his agency paid the bulk of
the State vocational administrative costs with Federal funds because these
funds did not entail rigorous managerial review and accountability.

In a third Stabs we visited, 22 percent of the part B funds spent in fiscal
'year 1973 was used at the State level to support administration and other
notivities, According to data provided by the. State, 77 percent of the part II
funds used at the State level was spent for robrdoistratIon. (In asoal year
1974. 24 percent was budgeted for administration and other activities,' The
largest portion of these funds subsidized the operation-of a coordinntl.ng council
wide!' had no direct control over much of the State and local funds for vocal-
thmal educatIon (see diagram in app. 1).

OE offivials told us that existing reporting procedures do not show specifically
the amoannt of Federal funds retained at the State level,

The National Advisory Council on Voeational Education and State directors
of vocational education told us that there was strong leaderthip at the State
level because Federal funds have been available for this purpose They said
that such leadership would not be possible in many Stades without Federal
funds being available for State administrative salaries. because of restraints
imposed by budget oil:dais and legislatures. We did not assess to what extent
particular program tutivities at the local'ievel resulted from th use of Federal
part 13 funds at the State level.
Proportion. of Fed. rat fir ad.( a,rprnd,ai for alba iaixt ralire frttaa acfit flu v hav

hcen inert acing
Nationwide, the priportion of Federal part B funds spent for administrative-

typo activities has been growing at a greater rate than the proportionate in-
crease In Federal funding. according to OE tat ktie`Z. Although total Federal
fluids available to States have inereased each year, the administrative cost':
charged to grant funds should not necessarily increase In proportion to part B
expenditures.

Analysis of expenditures reported to CIE by the States for ancillary services
shows that the preptartion of Federal part B funds used for aneillary servlees
has risen steadily to IG pereent or :36.3 naillien 1111 fiscal year 1973. OF estimates
that the major portion of the ancillary service ('largos reported by the States
can be attributed to administrative oasts, While tot l Fedora' part 13 expendi-
tures inereosed 11 percent from tiseal year 1970 to fiscal year 1973. Federal
part II expend itnres for ancillary services !Itemised 121 percent, The compara-
tive inerease is shown in the table below.
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INCREASE IN USE OF FEDERAL PART B FUNDS FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES RELATIVE TO INCREASE IN TOTAL
FEDERAL PART B EXPENDITURES I

lln millions of dollars/

8Veral part B
Federal part B Percent increase exp nclatures for Percent increase

iicvl .04 total erpenditures ever prior year ancillary services over pri year

'
. .... _.

TS

1970 .. . 3266 $28
1971._ _ 317 19 40 43

1972 .. 310 17 50 25

338 5 63 26

I Ancillary services are primarily (85 percent in fiscal year 1973) administration (including suinvision and evaluation).
but also include teacher training, curriculum development, and research.

One-third of the States in fiscal year 1073 each spent over $1 million iaf Federal
part R funds for online ry services ; only six'States rest rioted this use 'o 5 percent
or less, as shown its the table below.

VEA PART B FUNDS EXPENDED FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES; FISCAL YEAR 1973

Number of Number of
Percent of funds States Amount of funds (millions) States

26 or more . . 6 $3 or mere__ .. ,.
21 to 20 . 9 Si to $2 9 ....... _ ..
16 to 20 11 $0 5 to 10 9 . .. .. .

11 to 15 , ...... 12 S02 to$0 4.........._ _.
6 to 10 , 7
5 or less

$0.1 or less,
__ 6

12
13
14

7

The largest amount of part 11 funds spent in this `manner by any State was
57.3 million. which amounted to about 25 percent of its Federal part 11 expendi-
tures. At the other end of the speetruni one State reportedly did not use any
Federal funds to administer Its vocational program. At least one State, that OE
plids. had spent only 3 percent of its Federal part Ii funds for ancillary services

in fiscal year 1973, Riga:illy spent mutt more;
iteviiials kept by one State we visited showed that the actual amount Of Federal

part it funds spent In fiscal year 197:1 for administrative costs at the State level
sous $1.2 nitilion. OEs annual statistical report, on the other hand, shows that
Federal part 11 funds for all ancillary costs, Including administration. totaled
only about $210,900. According to State figures, 17 percent of its $7 million
Federal part 11 funds were spent for administratlie costs; according to OE
ficures, the amount Was .3 percent or less, When questioned about this diserep-
envy, the responsible State alignl agreed that the figure reported to 05 ag the
Federal portion of ancillary costs was understated by more than $1 million, but
(mild not necount for the error.

Existing OE reporting categories do not show the amount of Federal, State.
raved local expenditures for such eategortestis administration, teacher °duration,
curriculum development, or research and dommztration. Instead, OE reports
only show total expenditures, making it impossible to identify what proportion
of the total expenditure in each category Is Federal. Further, OE reports do not
dory whether these expenditures were made at the State level or at the focal

Pri,popt ion of r«Ierol support for adminixtration hot exemied Federal share of
xf a fe prourallt

The percent of administrative and related routs elm raved to part 11 has far
eveeeded the proportion of Federal funding inn the total State program. Nation-
wide. Federal funds In fiscal year 1973 represented are average of lti percent of
the States total voeaffonal program, although this proportion varied widely
among States. Aecordiug to data reported by OE, Federal funds used for admin.
ist raft% e and related costs averegod 31 percent of the total of all funds spent by
States for thane costs. The Federal portion of surly costs ranged from zero to 77
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Percent. Three of the States in the "above 65 percent" catego noted below were
among the 10 States receiving the largest amount of Federal vocational funding.

Federal Part B Funds os Percent of .111 Funds Expend( d lid. Ancillary Services,
IT 197,1

Percent : Number of States
65 Inc above_
50 to IA 't
-10 to 9

. 25 to 39 9

16 to 2-I r 11
15 or bolo % 10

oE officials, pointing out that ancillary services are one of eight purposes for
%%Weil States can spend Federal part B funds, said that each State determines
what portion it will allocate for this purpose. State director of :.national educa-
tion told us that such flexibility in the use of Federal funds is important to their
operation.

portRatio of State and local sigwort to Federal part B support
Nationwide, State MI Tycal dollars directed to vocational education have

increared. The national ratio of approximately live State and local dollars for
every Federal dollar has been maintained since fiscal year 1970. indicating that
State and local governments have recognized the need for expanding vocational
education opportunities. To the extent that States are able to sustain such a ratio
of State and local support to Federal support. the ultimate objective of the act
providig vocational training for all who need itstands a better chance of
being met.

Some States, however, have found it increasingly difficult to maintain or
increase their ratio of State and local support for every *Federal dollar. Our
analysis of OE statistics showed that some Statethe ratio of State and local
support under part B has been deciffiing. In fiscal year 1973. one-third of the
States (17) spent fewer State and local dollars forevery Federal dollar than they
did in fiscal year 1970. (See app. II.) In contrast, only one State. in fiscal year
1970 had expended fewer State and local dollars for every Federal VEA dfollar
than -it had in liseal year 1065. From fiscal yelir 1972 to fiscal year 1073. States
Ivith a declining State and local to Federal funding ratio Immhered 18. Included
were 3 States which ranked among the top 10 States receiving Federal vocational
funds, This downwa'id trend may indicate that a platean has heel( reached as far
as the salmory effect of the ifederal dolla in enticing State and local dollas.

Although we did not analyze the reasons for this declining ratio, the National
Advisory Council On Vocational Education and State directors of vocational
(lineation advised us that economic factors at the State and local level. such as
budget ine:Unitas anti decreased outlays for construction, have made it more
difficult for States to nutinthin their ratio of State and local dollars to Federal
dollars.

OE-officials said they do not question the State and local funding levels as long
as States do not drop below the statutory requirement of one State and local
dollar for vivo" Feas,ral Malan They advised us that they have not interpreted
this requirement to mean that every WO` Federal dollar has to be Illatelled wit
it nen' State or local dollar. Seveial State directors of vocational education told
us that all State and local expenditures for vocationat education are not reported
to OE because Miditi011id moneys are not needed for Federal matching purposes.
They suggested that OE statistics. therefore. did not necessarily reflect total
State effort, The OE official responsible for data collection. however. said he would
discount the elaim that all expenditures were not reported to OE.
Persons with special needs hare not been given a higlrPriority

VEA requires that particular consideration be given to the vocational educa-
tion needs of handicapped persons and those with academic, socioeconomic, Or
other problems that prevent. them from succeeding in the regular vocational
program (the latter generally .pre referred to as "disadvantaged"). The 1065
amendments provide that States use at least 15 percent of their annual Federal'
Part II allotment for program, sere ng the disadvantaged and 10 percent for
programs serving the handicapped. Ve analyzed the amount of expenditures
for the disadvantaged and the hand apped In relation to total expenditures for

se,

lest.



eaeh fisal year from 1970 through 1973. As shown in the following table, many
States have not spent a suktautial portion Of their part 11 funds for person s withspecial nee.ds.

Percent spent

Number 01 States

Fbcal year 1970 F1:631 year 1971 fiscal yeir,1972 Fbcal year 1973

Disadvantaged:
Less than 15' 21 15 15 1415 to 16 12: 10 10 12

Total ..... ....... Jo 33 25 25 26
....

Handicapped:
Less than 10._ ....... ........ 31 13 18 14

Total

, 15 20 14 16

46 33 32 30

Since liseld Year 1970 'States have been allowed by legislation (20 U.S.C.1226), often referred to as the Tydings Amendment, to spend any fiscal yearallotment over a 2.year period. As a result, annually about half of the Statesspend less than, or only about, 15 percent for the disadvantaged, and more thanhalf of the Sta tel: annually spend less than, on only about, 10 percent for thehandicapped. In fiscal yea 1973, individual State expenditures under part 13
for the disadvantagyd ranged from' 10 percent of the Federal funds to 30 per-
cent and averaged 17 percent. (See app. III.) Expenditures for the Ipn,capped
under part B rang d from S petcent of the Federal funds to '17 percent in 'fiscal
year 1973, with an average of 11 percent. (See app. III A.) Because of the
carryover proviskin, this does not neeessarily mean that the States,,whose ex-
penditures were less than 15 percent for the dh,advantaged and 10 percent
for -the handicapped were not in conformity with the filw.

Discussions with OE officials and State directors of vocational education
concerning the vacillating level of expemliture for the disadvantaged, and -handi-
capped suggested that it Was difficult to develop prograins. which would ef-
fectively deal with the problems o' the disadvantaged and handicapped. A'cdr,"
relative problemjnay be that the funds are spread to thiii, ac discdssed in chap-
ter 4, that it might lie impossible, to Initiate vocational services adequate forthese skein' need. -

01.3 officials told us that because States continue to overmatch overall Federal
..vocational funds, they have no legal basis for requiring States to match ex-
penditures for the disad?,:antaged and handieapped,. State officials advised us
that it is more difficult )o acquire State and local funds for particular popula-
don groups and that without Federal set-a sides for the disadvantaged and
handicapped their programs addressing those special needs would be turtalled.
Consequently, no State over a 4-year period has supported efforts for the dis-
advantaged and handicapped to the same extent as Its overall part B program.

According to OE statistles. the nationwide average ratio of State and local
funding to Federal. funding for all part 1 programs In flseal year 1973 _was
$5.93' to :S1.00. Yet tin- tatio for programs serving the disadvantaged was only
$2.19 to $1.00 and for the handicapped only $1.10 to $1.00. In fiscal year 1973,
23 States spent fewer State and local dollars for every Federal dollar for the-
di' ilvantaged than they had in fiscal year 1970 (sec app. II A) ; for the handi-
capped the number was 19 States (see'app. II B). Some States, over a 3-year
period, have spent no State or local funds for the disadvantaged or handicapped
but continued to receive Federal assistance for sneh programs. In other States.
State and local funding has 'been withdrawn as Federal funding has Increased.
For example:

In a Stabs which has received a large amount of Federal vocational support.
the raffle of State and local funds to Federal funds for part B handicapped
programs declined from $3.36 in fiscal year 1970 to $.34 in fiscal year 1973.
Miring the same period total Federal vocational support increased from $25
million to ns million, and Federal support for the handicapped under part B
hicreased from 52,4 million to $3.1 million, In this State handicapped enroll-
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meat in vocational education decreased more than 65 percent from fiscal year
1971 to fiscal year 1073, while Federal expenditures increased over 29 percent.
In contrast, State and 'ocal expenditures dropped 63 percent. .

A 1073 study financed by I1EW reported that current resources directed to
individuals requiring special services were clearly insufficient. According to
this study, large unmet needs exist, and inadequacy of resources (dollars, Per-

fneilities) was the problem most often cited. Our 1974 review of edit-
ration programs for the handicapped found that 'relatively few handicapped
individuals \vele participating in vocational education pr ,o,;rams.2
1m-filmed funding has not necessarily resulted in increased enrollment

A major purpose of Federal support has been to expand availability of vo-
cational education programs so that an increasing number of persons might
receive skill training. OE statistics show that the number of students enrolled
has Increased 103 percent, from i.6 million in fiscal year 1964 to 12.1 million
in fiscal year 1973.

Increased funding for vocational programs has not necessarily resulted in
proportionately increased enrollments. During the period cited above, total
Federal vocational expenditures rose 776 percent from $55 million in fiscal year
1964 to $482 million fiscal year 1973an increase of 532 percent in 1964 dollars.

' State and local vocational expenditures rose 818 percent from $278 million to
$2,5-51 millknian increase of 562 perdent in 1964 dollars.

The relationship between expenditure and enrollment growth has varied
among States. In some States enrollment has increased steadily as funding has
risen, but in others there' has not been a proportionate increase in enrollment.
For instance, according to OE statistics:

In one State we visited the Federal expenditure increased 1,188 percent from
fiscal ,,ear 1964 to $33.5 million in fiscal year 1973an increase

of S29 percent in 1964 dollars. Enrollment increased 61 Percent during -this
same period from about 441:000 to 711,000,

State directors of vocational education advised, us that some programs are
more costly today than they were in the past, and that in other instances de-
eisious -have been idade to use new funds to Improve program quality which
would not 'loos-girtic result in increased enrollments.. They also noted that
teacher salaries have been increasing and that the price tag is higher for pro-
grams serving persons with special needs. OlLotliclals told us that tlfe cost of
constructing facilities also increased the cost per student. We -did not do a
comprehensive analysis to determine the extent to which these factors account
for the disparity between funding increases and enrollment groWth.
Disadvantaged and handicapped

Provision of vocational -educatibn to meet the special needs of the disad-
vantaged and bangle:timed has been a ATEA priority. The National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, summit ri zing 1973 State Advisory Council
reports. stated:

"While recognizing that more disadvantaged and handicapped students were
currently enrolled in vocational programs than et an: time in the past, the
Councils expressed concern about the still very small iv:Tentage of, these stu-
dents being --'rued in terms of the numbers needing vocational eduCation. Of
all the problemsi siTins to bit the one on i'vhich least progress had been
made in terms of %need and potential."

OE statistics show that the proportion of disadvantaged and handicapped
enrollment deelined relative to total enrollments from fiscal year 1971 to fiscal

ear 1973. During the same period the Federal portion of expenditures for dis-
advantaged and handicapped Increased relative to total expenditures growth.
From fiscal year 1972 t s fiscal year 1973 enrolliant of the disadvantaged de-
clined In 13 States and of the handicapped in 15 States, despite. increased
expondit arcs.

OE oflleials advised us that these declining enrollments reflected improved
proeedures for classifying students. (Our 1972 report on vocational education.
cited in chapter 1, concluded that regular vocational programs were being
classified as a-advantaged programs because students from low-incontel families

"Federal Prozrams for Education of the TIandleapped: Issues and Problems," (B-
1.14031(1), Dee. 5. 1071).
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%Nre enrolled.) We did not make au analysis to determine.whether
tion procedures accounted for deciMing enrollments.

OE MOSItiORING IL BEEN

of officials told IN thew is little analysis of the way States spend Federal
:funds, and that OE does not know what the impact of Federal vocational fund-
in:.; :lethally has been. They said that States have treated Federal funds as
another source of general revenue, and have used these funds primarily to
maintaia, existing programs.

A series of studies to assess vocational impact were completed 1111972 -under
OE contract. The contract ,inanitor In OE's Of of Planning, Budgeting, and
Evaluation told ns these studies developed some useful information about dis-
erepancies between the art's intent and actual implementation practices. Ac-
cording to BOAE officials, lioaev(Sr, this expenditutyof almost $1 Million for
the studies ditl not yiell reports sufficiently reliable for consideration.

We were told that review ofState plans, which takes place primarily at the
regional level, is addressed to the future and does not assess State performance
versus prior plans. OE regional olileials told us that this review consist, of
verifying that State plans contain statements of assurance required by VBA,
and that State plans have not been reviewed from the point of view of whether
Federal funds are dhected town rd produitig a catalytic effect.

Neither OE nor the Statesove visited had determined what strategies and
types of projects would 'modal's the desired result of maximizing effectiveness
of federally as)sted programs. Slate offintils told us theyhad not received
guidance from OE pertaiiiing to use of Federal funds to achieve this effect. OE
rt . gffiations do not specify what portion of Federal funds is to lie used for
extending. improving, and developing vocational programs and what portion
is to be used for maintaining existing activities.

In !cite 1972 BOAE initiated a program review approach through which it
could monitor State %ocational activities. Since that time teams of 5 persons
usually from OE headquarters and 2 from the respective regional officehave
made week-long visits to 13 SMtes which had extended an invitation. These
States together accounted for 30 percent of total Federal vocational spending
in fiscal yea? 1973. OE reports of these visits litiVe made. recommendations for
improvinft State programs, but generally have not addressed the role of Federal
dollars.

BOAE officials told us that subsequent phases of this monitoring process
particularly technlead assistance and followap with respect to State action on
cmE qoannendationglarre not been implemented., They said that even the
initial visit to States by a team with diversified BOAR representation has been
curtailed, primarily because of 11EI1"s regionalization policy whin has trans-
ferred monitoring functions from the central office to regional offices. They
also cited travel restrictions and personnel ceilings as factors limiting BOAR::
capability tea tarry out this responsibility. In early fiscal year 1975 there were
32 people at headquarters and 433 in regional offices assigned to vocational,
(Anent ion.

coxetustoNs

Although Ow amount of State and local funding has Increased and the num-
bers of por.:on, N.yelvins, vocational education has grown, Federal assistance
for vocational education has uqt fully achieved the eatalytic effect enVISIOned
by the Congress. of; has not. identified ways in which this effect can be achieved
and infixiinNed, and ineking this information cannot provide adequate guidance
to States to bring about More effective use of Federal funds. As a result, a
large amount of Federal funds has been retained at the Shite level. and funds
available at the local level in many instances have been used for existing ac-
tivities ratner than primarily to support new program initiatives.

oB has not held states accountable for performance against criteria which
emphasize the role of Federal funds as change agent, and therefore canna in-
sure that In formed judgments will be made as to %viler° and how funds should
be targeted. Without continuous surveillance in this regard, Ulm is little
assurance that the leverage of Federal aid will be maximized.

Although OB officials and State,direetors of vocational education have stressed
that Maintenance of ongoing programs is an acceptable use of Federal funds,

3
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suite, hat 0 pia veil (Ill Maintaining Anis' programs
has been detrimental to devebping new initiatives which.ue believe the Con-
gross also intended.

RIX OM MEN DAT ION TO THE SECIII,TARY 01 IILW

The Secretary Of HEW should:
Identif,i, and accumulate data about strategies for pro% 'ding Novational edu-

cation that are catalytic and offer the greatest payoff and review the use of
Federal funds to insure that they serve the catalytic role intended by the Con-
gres'.

AGLN( Y COMMENTS AND nao EVALUATION

HEW stated that its current procedures give assurane 'Unit Federal funds
are used as a cataly-t, and only partially concurred pith MO recommendation.
(See app. v.)

111W stated it wollId develop procedures for identifying, accumulating, and
disseminating information about strategies which provide voeatumal education
programs that are catalytic and offer the greatest payoff.

lIEW interpreted "greatest payoff" as meaning most cost effective. We be-
lieve VEA envIsioned pi-West payoff in terms of maximizing program impact
through expenditure of Federal funds. l'3peciticallY, we mean greatest payoff
In terms: of (I I Initiating new programs which would in- turn be supported by
State and local funds, resulting in Increased State support for vocational edu-
cation, (2; meeting changing national needs for skilled manpower, (3) increas-
ing enrollments in voeational programs, and () providing more training op-
tions for individualsparticularly persons with special needs.

we believe deckions about vocational programs should be made first on the
basis of community and individual needs, and then On the basis of whieh mix
,of training resources can best provide that service. Cost becomes a considera-
tion in deterniluing MAO alternative training approach to use. Although it
may be most cost effective to continue offering the Saine programs year after
year, in our opinion that practice does not offer the-greatest payoff when it does
not address the most urgent individual and community priorities for skilled
manpower. S

RECOMMENDATIONS TO VIE CONGRESS

The Congress. in its deliberations on VEA, should consider:
Setting; a limit on the amount of Federal funds that can be retained at the

State 1,11'1. as pyided in other Federal education legislgtion, so that these
funds can be made available for direct services to program participants at the
local level.

Requiring States to use irportion of whatever Federal funds are retained at
the State level to improve the planning process (see chapter M.

Requiring thip -Federal funds he used primarily to develop !In improve pro-
erm»s and extend vocational opportunities by limiting the amount of Federal
funds that eau be used to maintain existing activities.

Adopting one or several options with regard to providing Programs and serv-
ices for the disadvantaged and handicapped. if the Congress believes these two
groups should receive, priority attenthin in the utilization of Federal funds.
Twoof these optlang are

(a) Requiring States to match .Federal setasides' for disadvantaged and
handicapped at the same level the3s are required to match regular part B funds
(50-10), thereby insuring State and Ieal Involvement in_and commitment to

these efforts.
Increasing the percentage of the set-asides for the special need cate-

gories.
CITArfER 3

How Is VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNED?

.telilevement of VEA objectives depends, to a large extent. on systematic. co-
ordinated, and comprehensive planning at national, State, and local levels for
the dell very of vocational education. Our reiew in seven States indicated that
the actual planning process midi] be improved. We noted:
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Plan, at Stale aial 11.1 and level, are prepared primarily to comply with Federal
lequiremnts. and are not used to provide direction to programs or to measure
Prigrai impact.

Nos.'s of potential students and commtnities served by vocational education
are not assessed oil a systematic. ongoing basis.

organizational paiterns at all levels fragment responsibility for vocational
educ,tiioln and result ill independent and isolated planning.

Athi,ory council limitation,' h"....esksa hairnet On improvement in the planning
oC progtams to meet current and aticipated inanpower needs.

)rata that would be helpful in planning is unavailable, inadequate, or unused.
Pnproved planning would better insure that YEA funds are used in ways

olden have grea.e.t payoff iu maximizing program effectiveness (eh. 2) ; di-
rected toward comprehensive provision of services with minimum duplication
and gaps Ich. 3 : ill trtbuted to areas of high need (ch. ; achieving optimal
1,1s of training re.onices (Oz. 5) ; and providing training that relates to job
opportunith'ss lets Ga.

I L. AND 1.01 m, ',LANS REFLECT cOMPLIANCE RATTIER TITAN PLANNING

YEA. requires States to prepare d State plan, both long-range ail
geared to meet the needs Of potential students and geographic areas. The net
authorized use of part B funds for development of this plan. OE is required to
review tin' State plan, and before approving it, to be satisfied that its provisions
Ivfli be carried out in mina' practice. States, in turn, must make specific assur-
anes that LEA applications for Federal funds have met YEA requirements.

A 197.1 National Advisory Council on Voeationni Education summary of ques-
tionnaire responses from fl state miisory councils on vocational education
reported that .the State Planning process, by concentrating on meeting the
literal requirements; of the law, failed to fulfill its spirit: Both National and
State %.1visory Connell, on Vocational Education have taken a position that
State plans are prepared only for complinnee with OE requirements in order
to reedy(' Federal familiar,. States do not use these plans for operational pur-
pose: and they, do not measure progress against what is described in the plan.

State representative: said the State plan format and data required by OE
do not constitute an ifteetive tool for guiding perbwmance..U. boast two States
had imitated a separate planning system of their own, because they felt the
data required by (SE provided au inadequate mechanis for achieving compre-
11011,1ve coordinated planning. LEAs queried about the State plan were unaware
of it and had not contributed to its development.

(IE officials in lt) regional offices are responsible for actual review of State
plan,. Regional ()trivial.; told us they' generally look upon their role as one of
"mo)ding teelmiell assistance mid advice to States la developing their pro-
grams and assuring themselves that State plans contain all required Provisions.
'!'hey advised as that they place considerable reliance 011 State officials to de-
velop, monitor, and evaluate their OW0 programs and procedures, and to pro-
vide accurate and reliable feedback to OE. State plans seldom have, been re-
turned for saile.tan'ive revision. and no State's funding has over been withheld
or o.rinjol t Aeeording to OE regional V00811011111 ed1101111011 Oflidals. stalling
lindtatiton have kept them from independently verilying data provided or per-
forming any thing more than a ,suporlicial review of t he provisions in the State
plan.

State vocatlimal education administrators told us they relied on LEA of-
ficials to determine weal needs, establish local priorities, and plan and conduct
their ow a progra.n z. State officials said they performed little verification of the
dual .alonitted by I.I.:As and consequently were unable to lustre that YEA

being fulfilled at the local level. We noted that a 1971 report
of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education reemamended cate-
gorical federal funding for planning activities, emphasizing that such actii-
ties would be neglected at the State level unless supported by the Federal gov-
ernment and would be neglected at the local level unless supported by the State.

SYSTEMATIC ONGOING ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS DOES NOT TAT: F:,PL %CI;

V EA 'stales that 1)181111111g for vocational edneation adequately consider
the relative aced,: of potential students; and the geographic areas to be served
so that vocational edneatioti can be responsive to those needs. In reality, how-

t) t)
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ever, systematic ongoing assessment of national, State, and local needs has not
taken place. The American Vocational Association, with 35,000 membersthe
largest professional organization-for vocational educatorscalled attention to
this deficiney by addressing its number one resolution for 1974 to "needs as-
sessment and comprehensive planning."

OE officials told us OE has had no mechanism by which to identify needs
on a national basis and has not attempted to set priorities for vocational edu-
cation. ()E officials said that no policy has existed to develop measurableob-
jeetives against which to assess progress and little guidance has been given
to states to assist them in doing so. They advised us they have viewed VEA ns
a program which allows States to spend funds at their discretion, within the
brodd requirements of the act.

At the State level Federal funds are divided between secondary, postsecon-
dary, and :With programs. The amount for each level generally has been de-
termined by past practices and the partienlor influence of respeltive agencies.
Ile lathy need of population groups often has not been considered, nor has the
relative need of respIletive communities. 'the House Committee on Education
and Labor has expressed concern that suflicteat resources be directed to areas
of population concentration. We noted the follhwing:

'Nationwide, according to OE statistics, only 51 percent of Federal funds used
for vocational education in fiscal year 1973 were directed to metropolitan areas
where 99 percent of the nation's population resided In 1970 according to the
1970 Census. in one State we visited only 29 percent of Federal vocational
fizeds were sweeten to metropolitan areas where U6 pereAalt of the State';;
population resided.

The ehairperson of a State advisory council on vocational education in one
State we visited told a congressional emmuittee in July 1974 that

"Seeds asses.ment Is not inrformed in the State to determine the mature and
exte»c of individual mind community requirements for vocational education.
State plans are developed around the amount of funds expected to be available,
rather than on the basis of relative needs. The failure to assess needs can be
attributed to Inadequate guidance front OEparticularly the regional office."

State vocational offielals told us they rely on local vocational officials to de-
termine local needs and establish local priorities. We observed that the organi-
zational structure of vheational education at the State level often did not lend
itself to assisting local communities in assessing their total needs. An array of
specialists in traditional program categories (e.g. agriculture) was engaged in
fragmented. specialized planning, which did not necessarily result in identifica-
tion and prioritiation of highest needs,.

Local vocational officials informed us that they do not regularly survey their
communities to determine the nature and extent orneed for vocational educa-
tion. They said their contacts with the business community were informal and
Infrequent -- usually eecuring .when a sehool had to justfiy starting a particular
course. Au official of the largest employer in one metropolitan area told us that
company had never been contacted hy the city's schools in planning vocational
education programs.

School officials told us that because of student demand for vocational train-
ing, they concentrated on providing programs for those 'who enrolled in shell-
tioaal education, and did not maim special provision to recruit those in other
school programS or those who may have left ;-clool before acquiring sufficient
skills for gainful employment. Community colleges and other postsecondary
Institutions in the States we visited usually imposed a minimum age require-
moat which In effect could preclude the dropout from enrolling. Congressional
committees have called attention to this lack of attention to the needs of drop-
outs, which results la a lack of public tridning opportunities for this age group.

.ict;r191.1.: JURISDICTIONS 011131ATE IN VIUTI.1/0.M01.NTI0N

lleelillSe Vocational programs nifty be feuded by Federni. flao. and local
sources, and different agencies may lie responsible for administering separate
funds it is critically Important that coordinated planning take place to insure
comprehensive provision of services and effective use of funds, VA requires
that vocational programs be developed in consultation with representatives of
the educational and training resources available to the area to he served. It
also 'provides for cooperative arrangements with other agencies. organizations,
and institutions concerned with manpower needs and job opportunities.

52-915-75vol. 1-3
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However. we observed minimal eoordination ill actuality at national, Stale.or loyal levels between organizational entities providing vocational services,.
and even less cooperative effort, Without such collaboration. there is little op-
portunity to improve the use of Federal funds Or CO insure that student and
commutlity twills are being met. .

Sationtzt /ere/
Within IINW resopousibility for adininisterhig proglants related to oceupti-

tiona 1 tfalniag Is organizatitmall3 flagmented. Although the &Mention :intend-
ment!: of 1972 eliarged the Secretary to "promote and eneourage the coorditm-
tion" of such programs administered within IINW and by other Federal agen-vies. there is little evidence tint ;Ilk has been achieved or that substantial
progress has been made. We '1\ ere told that I 1 1...W has sot exercised leadership
about cooperative action. and 'thus each organizational entity has continued to
pursue its own effort, forfeiting adeant..ges Of joint planning and risking dupli-
cation and galls.

Within (II' through the years, vocational education WO been characterized
by at kind ot inNulatpd existence. The National Advisory Connell on Vocational
Education,' reported that this has resulted from the "second class" sthtlis of
vocational (Attention as 1'01(44(11 ill traditional attitudes of universities and
State agencies. Even emigressionid action tp 1972 to place oceupationar edu-
cation on an espial .organizational footing NN tilt neadentie education has hail
lindted impact on improving the quality of interaotoil between programs. For

ON's Deputy Commissioner for School Systems told us that ON-supported
efforts in elementary and secondary education were not being encouraged to
imitate molerstanding of and exposure to the world of work. Ile explaim7(1 that
'Bureau of Sliool SySteMS PerMUUel feared the linage of these PrOgrallr, would
Suffer if they were linked with concepts at,soeiated with vocational education.

Cie Ituretut of I'ltthectualay Education, 11.111(.11 administers the State Post-
sectm(lary Commissions authorized under tine Edueation Amendments of 1972
to oreliest rate fnuding for postsecondary edneafion, has not insured that Has
composition of those commis-ions will he representative of all postsecondary.
interests:. 'When oh; finally activated these commission in 197.1, it decided not
to issue regulations and has relied instead on interpretations by respective
governors, We ete told by W11'1011;11 01111111IS that these netious have failed,
to gum 1 oil tee reas.onable attention to the needs for vocational education.

Skills centers, operated fat- over a (knde in the nation's major cities tinder
the Mantaticr Development and 'fronting Act t3IDT.\ t, 2 V.S.C. 257 1-21128.

according to Oli.cont eted evaluation of that program. netted valualths
l4' ous and ideas for improving occupational trainingparticularly for dis-
adlatitaw.d adults. Such practices have Included fle, jIde, scheduling. ("open-
entry."' "opemexit"1, individualized instenetion. and laisie communication and
computational skills related III' ocenpatimal training needs. We were told by
OF ottleials and officials of tither organizations involved in vocational edm.ation
that nick of coordinated plauning within ItOAN has inhibited the use of these
approaches to ilnimIVP the delivery Of vocational education.

The National Institute of duation (NIN) also supports projects iu reea-
tionai edileation, t he Ndue.ition Amendments of 1972 transferred the re-
search function to NIN. atithorio otts. rotainod III OE for research and demon-
stration Malec vE.1. Consetittent13. limns is some overlap in missiot, and lack
of (4)111.illie planning mould result in duplication. For instance, SIN has cow
!rooted for studies related to maitiomer without conulting with OE and
without tie' htionictlgo that this area had been designated tW research
priorit3.

Other major programs. geared Omani preparing persons for employment
spartictil.n.13 roe occuptithm, iut holm,. romhilitatiott. community null welfare
servicesare administered by other at:envies in 1 1 Elv and Ito meehanm exkts
by widelt thew programs plan cooperatively with ItoAN.

Not only has there been a lack of (4)(tril hull ion betueen relate(I programs
in IIEW and 0E, bat there also has been little eommitnicallon with other Fed-
eral arcades of 01 ;dint; services related to vocational training. Wt' were told
by Dor otlitals. fur in..taucts, that there has been little attempt to synchronize
ON vocational programs 11 itit DO 1, manpower efforts. At the regional 1(.1(.1
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neither DOL nor DEW manpower reviewed or signed off on State Ne-t:110)1ml plans.

State level
Separate Slate agencies or divisions usually administer secondary. post-

sucmniary, and adult edumtion. lu the Stator N1 visited. the preparation of the
State roe:I:101mi (duration plan gave little eonsideratiou to the overall deliverysystem for ocenpational preparation within the State. Instead. the development
of the .State plan was fl)eused almost exclusively on voeational education,. 80-
tivities directly void-toned by the agencies administering VEA funds. We weretold by school 0111081s that Mel: of interaction and linkage between secondary'
and pos.tsecoralary j111'11411e11.0101 3.115 n fuwhinteutal obstacle to comprehensive
coordinated jilanniug of vocational education programs.

A single State at ency. normally the 011e responsible only for secondary pro-grams, generally prepan the State plan required by O. This: ageney servedas the conduit for part B funds. and OE tausaetions tended to. be concentrated
with that agency. OE Wad no assmane that coordinated planning actually 11:0E
taken place in developing the plait. because OI''s review Of State-plans did nor
inelinle discussion with representatives of ageueies other than that agency pre-
paring the State Plan,

We were told by some State program administrators that (hey had not par-
ticipated In devel(ming the required plan eseept to provide statistical infer=million. smelt as number of students enrolled and dollars spent. This was par-
ticularly the case among postseemalary administrators. in some instances the
objeetives for whielt Federal funds wore being used by one State agency wen-
Ind 11w 511111e as-those listed in the Stale plan. ill other eases little attempt had
been made to integrate the separate organizational objectives for secondary.
Postsevondary. awl adult activities to provide overall direction of effort. For'
example. the Stale advisory eonneil in 000 Slate we visited had said :" the plan as it Is presently written provides a poor foundation for the
eomprehensive state-wide planning poeess needed for improving' 11101 expanding
vocational ed neation as part of the total edneational system * ""

"" * the 1973-7.1 * State plate * does not contain articulated or repre-
sentative statewide priorities, goals. and objectives."

Division of responsibility for voentional training permitted' both secondary'
and postsecondary sectors to plan and operate independently. with the cont-
inually eollege sector usually providing only 1111 11111181 input to the State plan
submitted to OE. A 1111'- funded management consultant study in ;me State re-
ported that the program data used by the seeOlulary and teehnieal schools and
community eolleges differed significantly. eausing considerable ditilinilty in con-
solidating information for program planning and evaluation.

We also were told by regional 11 1111 Slate 0111(1015 that the State manpower
ageney (lid not assist in preparing the State vocational plan. nor did it, review
that plan. Neither jurisdietionvocational (4111(401(11 or manpower - 'elicited
comments from the other. although they both were providing training services"
fur clientele lu the same labor market area.

A .holy 11)7.1 memorandum of agreement bet%veen.DOL and 11E1' concerningthe roles and respoaolliillties of EW mujo the Compelleasive Employment
and Training Act (CET.% I. Puddle 1.11w 93-2:70. provided that ilprivis regional
/ayes vv ill review .::d comment On prime sponsor plans. The funetional state-
8..n11t delineating ageney roles provided for regional level review of State agency'pious ill light of CT.% prime sponsor plans Questioned in fail 197.1 about
implications of ('ETA fur v(810101181 education. OE ofileials told 115 this re-
lationship required larification. They pointed out that l'ETAis, administered
by a different jurisdiction in I FEW. and that lialltations on comment time and
stalling at the regional level preeludedmeaningful review of phins,

017,...; peon, commisioner for (leenpational and Adult Education told us that
the (Mice of Management and 'Budget requires a statewide planing and de-
velopment elcairinghouse in eavii (foreman' s ofilee to serve as at coordinating
mechanism. Another BOA E Q9101:11 told iis that implementation of this eo-
ordinall(xn effort. provided fur under the Intergovernmental Cooperation AO
(.12 f",sms, 1201 u, has Vn11141 1.80111 1411110 to S111110. 110 SOW that reqinr-
lag this unit's signoff on State plaits for vocational education has had an im-
part in some State, W 111(1 not analyze the extent to which coordination among'
Stale ageneles has been assisted though this deviee.
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The lack of coordination between public agencies is compounded by the mini-
multi consideration given to nonpublic training sources. Although VklA has re-
quired that the nonpublic sector be taken into account because it is so heavily
involved in ()map:atonal training. OE officials told us they have not insisted
that States and II' As consider the ongoing or projected efforts of these sources
before funding with VBA funds.
Loral level

Comprehensive, coordinated planning. thOugh most essential at the local lev 1,
often was absent. Organizational patterns fragmented responsibility for mom-
tiopal education, resulting in independent and isolated planning. The following
Illustrate the problem.

Sehnol district officials in one city we visited told us that the district main-
tained little formalized communication with the other 32 school districts and
6 community colleges in that metropolitan area. We were told there was no
working mechanism to coordinate vocational programs or use of training re-
sources among these. districts.

In one State each community college district planned its own programs, and
there was no statewide system to assure that Federal ,VBA funds would not
be used to support over-training.

Such planning in isolation can result in a large number of people being
trained for specific jobs for which labor market demand has declined.

We did note that in few instances some attempt had been made to reduce
fragmented and isolated planning of vocational eduention.

In two States some school districts had organized into joint vocational dis-
tricts to provide a larger range of course options to secondary students by
better using their resources.

In one State each community college was required to advise other community
college, and obtain State approval before initiating a new course so that sin:-
necessary program duplication might be avoided.

,tblkongh PEA requires that local plans be related to the appropriate com-
prehensive area manpower' an, in the States we visited there was little evi-
denee that this was taken into consideration in developing or approving local
vocational education plans. In tact, the need for coordination was more often
recognized by manpower officials than by vocational educators, For instance,
the director of a bicounty manpower consortium in one State told us:

"It is pure folly to plan manpower programs without taking other educa-
tional systems into account. Both manpower and vocational education programs
are rationallzednround the same statistics and neither coordinate with each
other."

ADMODY COUNCIL EVALUATIONS ARE LIMITED

An independent sstem of national and State advisory councils was made
part of VIM in t0n.,1 to perform nun oversight role. These councils have par-
ticipated, in varying degrees. in evaluating vocational education programs, but
have not served in any primary capacity in planning for the comprehensive
provishm of vocational education services.

The National Advisory Council has acted in an advocacy role, particularly
through nabifeation of a series of reports addressing improvements needed In
administration and delivery of vocational education. According to the executive
director, the Connell has experienced only limited success in convincing OE
to take action on its recommendations.

State advisory eminolls, financed at about $3 million annually, were to be
comprised of perolIN representative of or familiar with needs for vocational
education. OE statistics show that not all State councils have been fully repre-
sentative. fleneraliv «bicators have predominated. In 197 labor and manage-
ment representatives accounted for 16 percent of the membership and the gen-
eral public for 10 percent. Students, who in the e nine-year made up less than
than :. percent. w -re imitated in membership In only 14 States and the District
of Columbia.

In the States we visited. State councils were aware of, and had reported on,
many signifiennt problems in vocational edueation. However, most were not
satisfied with the degree of attention Stale agencies were giving to sedation of
these problems. OE's Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Edu
cation, when he addressed n national gathering of State council representatives

3 ,
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in 1972, characterized their evalimtions as "imprecise', unseientitic, invalid, and
lacking a necessary amount of rigor."

Altlanigh State councils are responsible under VEA for advising on develop-
ment and administration of the State plan, in most States they had not been
integrated into the planning process:Rather, their role has been limited to re-
% iem Mg the illan an.r it had been developed by the State agency responsible.
The Nutioual Ad% isoly Counell's sinuuaary of 197.1 questionnaire responses from
State conueils indicated that these Councils believe they stould be involved
earlier and move significantly in the planning process.
Loeit: adviNory commilteeg

Local communities have been encouraged to make use of advisory committees
in planning vocational eduention programs, but neither OE nor State agencies
Lave povided the necessary guidance to LEAs regarding the appropriate role
and funetion for advisory committees.

We %%me told by an OE °MOM that local advisory eoromittees are estate
lished as a result of state law, school district policy, individual school action(
orinitiative on the part of teachers. In the communities Ave visited, th.t degree
if theolvement and the effectiveness of advisory groups varied greatly, us sum-
marized below.

Appointment to advisory comtuittees generally IIS based on individual
teacher Invitation, and membership did not necessarily reflect a balance of ear
lab vets. Committee functions depended primarily upon the role of the committee
Perceived by the educational agency or instructor. Committee meetings, usually
infrequent. resulted most often from teacher initiative. Each elnumittee pri-
marily new(' in an adciory capacity to only one program or subject area in a
particular sehT.ol. Frequently schools offering the same courses each had their
own advisory committer, 1110 they were not IleeeSSarily in communicatioti.

(1eneially there was no overall local advisory committee to reconcile con-
flicting or competing Interests between program ,arras and educational levels.
For instance :

In one State we visited the legislative analyst had reported that many dis-
trict trdvi.ory committees were merely paper committees that rarely met to ad-
%-pq. ,ebool districts ou vocational kograms. The report conelnded that ",1
larger planning base would tin more eelmondeal and bring together greater
planning' resources while still allowing for goear inlinenee In plan development."

Beentr-e of committee Inadequaeles, employer needs have not necessarily re-
eehed consideration In deelsionmaking about vocational itimation. Too heavy

reibrnee on Inadequately organized and fmalioning eonanittees to furnish
Information about manpower requirements has in some lintamiies resulted in
LI:As eoutinulng to provide programs for which then way insufficient roue

used. For example:
wo wore told that a emumunity college operated a photography program that

had ion placed a graduate in a full-time mezition for 2 years, Members of the
hard a dVisory committee advised us OW they were unaware of anY job Moir-
t unities In the eilmmunity for graduates of this course, yet they had not reeone
mended to the college that the program be reduced or terminated. The chairman
of the college's graplii arts division, in "Whieh the Photography program Was
legated. told us the program should be ongoing because it M as the best pho-
t (ezrophy program available in a multi-State area,

We (11(1 observe an instane., whleh au effeetive method laid been developed
to ob tain. enhance, and mordinate the work of advisory committees.

in one cite over :Ian persons representing business and labor served as mein-
1(er, of advisory'ennunittees to 27 different course areas which enrolled about
2,900 students In one of the school district's high school facilities, To marshall
support of the city's employers, the school district hail contraeted with the
Chamber of Commeree. The person by the Chamber. a management
specialist from a major company with eontaets throughout the business com-
munity, acted as liaison between the eommittees and the sehnol distrlet.

The committee coordinator told us that most emumIttees met at least °nee
a month. some were more frequently. Ire said they participated In Jolt market
analysis. helped formulate mm1(41111111, Identified sources of equipment and sup-
plies, developed work experienee opportunities for students. and asslqed in
placement of graduates. lie- noted that the other 22 high schools in the district
did not have sneh advisory emmultteeq.
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MIA tint 1NAILUATtON is INADEQUATE Olt UNUSED

111 addition to the ovaillatioll responsibilities assigned to National and State
:advisory councils on vocational education, YEA rands are available to SEAs
and LEAs for periodic evaluation of their own programs.

An OE (diktat told us that ideally the evaluation proves for vocational edia..
-cation sleuth! provide data needed for planning. showing how resources should
he distributed, *hat type of training should be offered, and which tratinidg
strategies should be used. Ile advised us that evaluation data should Indicate
whether programs are helping reach the desired goals 1110 objectives, that
otherwise agencies have no means of measuring their progress.

regional officials told its there was little or no evaluation of State pro-
gram-. 85 they actually operated and that OE therefore had little assurance
that policies and procedures delineated in OE-approved State plans were car-
ied out.
The States we visited had some form of State evaluation of vocational pro-

grams. but it generally was not systematio. For example: Officials in one State
advised its that the fetal vocational program was reviewed in only 5 or 6 of
the 227 districts offering programs in fiscal year 1973. Some other evaluations
were made, hat we wire told these ere limited to specific areas, e.g. agrieni-
tme or home economics. rather than an assessment of the entire district pro-
gram., ()Minis said the, reviewed special programs if there were suspected
problems or if they happened to be traveling in the vicinity.

molcqua le data.
The Congress: has observed repeatedly that information about vocational edit-

cation is inadequate for the purpose of formulating 'addle policy and ascer-
taining whether current programs are working' effectively. In our 1 972 report
un viwat9mal oho Mimi. we described problems associated with Ineomplete
and inaccurate data and recommended steps for HEW to take to improve num-
agentent information !systems. Yet, many of these problents still persist.

States administering programs authorized 1111(10e 1.1,.1 generally gather only
that quota 'hair(' required by OE-statewide expenditures and mint-
bers of person,: candied by level (secondary. postsecondary. adult) and instrue-
Omni category Iagriculture. health. ele.). Data collected to satisfy OK require-
ments do not eimtaiii information on ONtent andItYpe of need for vocational
d'Ienilon on the Poll of individuals served or potential participants, nature
sued level of actual hNruelional programs. costs of speeifie programs, or re-
sults of programs In any terms other limn hada) placement. For instanee,

system... owl' :Is. One using sampling technique. for dotorinininv: the extent
to which State and !Deal efforts nettially had hapacted ou the handicapped, the
disadvantaged. or MOW In econondeally depressed areas.

Although State direetors of vocational education have sought OE leadership
mini regard to developing information necessary for planning and evaluating
vocational eillleation. (1K has done little to foots or coordinate efforts of indi-
vidual Stateq or ageitees. As a result, duplication of effort has ocenrred and
elOnParnbility of :lain still f. tacking. etelly independent systems have been
Plannud and developed, nal'

ID one stale no visaed. the SEA had dovelored a management information
:system solely for cldieeting and reporting data courerning vocational educa-
tion. 1 1 1 ( 1 1 eration since ttrio, this system provided all Partieipating instit mime:
with information relattaz their performative to basie objectives. such as growth
In enrollment and eurriettinm eftering, increased job placement. and reduced
coo Reportedly. the annual operating cost is about S..5 million. State of-
ficial indlealid that this sysnan could be used a. a baste model by other States.

pd. vl d data
Slit 0106 is there an absence or inadquaey of data. but there is a problem

if not using th data that Is available. We observed that even when data hail
been eAleted and complied. it generally was not used at the national. regional.
State. or boat level for evaluating or improving vocational programs. For
emtutple:

Amnia( statistical reports snianitted lay State. to 0E demonstrate wide vari-
alive, between sneh lathe: 8%., enrollment to, expenditure. enrollment to emu-
phti. la, allai el IniPlet ion to pineentent Iu tit' field for which trained. Yet 011
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has taken little Helton to analyze these situation,: to find out whether some
corrective actions might sae neeesary.

Several State plans we reviewed contained provisions for training' persons in
ocenpathmal categories which. according to mamoraer ',injections In the State
plan. did not Shutt stalleiellt jolt opelling. Ot regi01111 olliehlis told IN that
(ner,upply in some areas pot Fop4 III others W:e; 1101 sailielela to llne-
tioll a state plan.

tine State we visited had instituted a anestiontmire followup systeIll Willett
obtained feedlmek at a high response rate from graduates of postseeondary vo-
cational programs and their employers, The fallow -up pOCess: was ontraeted
to a university. lint local and State vocational. (dlicials did not use this infor-
mation to improve their {Programs. Our pernsal of student responses suggested
that data was pertinent to pr(irisions in the Stale her:lase it related to
partieular occupatbartl categories for which ()remaining was apparent.

tom Li'stoN

Planning of vocational program, should be improved at national. State. and
local level. Greater atteution to syternatie. coordinated. and comprehensive
Planning would improve the use of Federal funds and better insure that voca-
tional education k provided in a manner that best 'serves student anti vont-
mollify needs.

nta onmEst)ArioNs ro ritr. st.crxrity of HEW
The Seeretallt Of 111:w should:
tevelnp with Stet, and improved approach to planning will better

meet Slate needs as well as provide Information tievessary to monitor and
mIthiate adequately Federal program expenditures.

Extant(' Inanagentont evaluations of State alld local OatiOltal education
programs supported by Federal funds.

FApaial efforts to enforce the requirement that all LEAs and SF.As, in plan-
ning viwational pr()grains. itleutify the need, of piddle and private business,
industry. labor. and student, and that those need: he COIlsillerell the primary
basis for deeisioniniaing about provision Of vocational services supported by.
VEA..

Expand efforts to have SE.1.,: and I.EAs establish \vomiting partnerships
among till institutions providing ocenitalional training at all levelsseconditry,
uestseelaularv'.

Inerease efforts It( the development of voenthIttni 1111.0r1111111011 systems that
provide (late roe comparative analysis. and continuously review use of that

data to improve roe:dioxin! programs.
Clarify the rob,: of various organizati(mal entities: nithin IIEW involved in

ocenputhmal training and implement some mechatii-ni by which these Juni,-
Melton, van coordinated. coprelleniT.P tdatinitez.

v(tiN( y «i\( rs .x>a) (,\() u \nos
IIENV yoniirred ith our reemantemlittletts and slated it had taken or

Plattned to take the folloning action, to implement them. (See app. V.)
\\ ill:

propose legislation In emphasizes the continued need fur Improved long-
range plamtiog.

Attempt to expand its 11 :1111gelltelIF eVallantion at State and local levels.
EIEW emphasized. honever. ltat flax iii places responsibility fur evaluation
on the National Advisory Connell on Vocational Education. the State Advisory
Outwits. and Stat Itourds of Voeational Education. Although n recognive
that these groups do have mandated evaluatiott roles. the iav also Pinar. re-
spnsibility on the Commissioner of Eduratiou as the administering authority.
We believe that or, needs to emoluet management evaluations prbolleally at
State and Iowal levels to asses, the effectiveness of Slate,' evaluation processes
and to Insure that prOgraIlls are IMplelltented in aveordmiev with the lan's
intent. It is war opinion that teelmieal assist:owe visits by regional (ace repre-
sentatives to States at Slate turn:Moil cannot sufficiently illsehurge this re-
sponsibility. Snell vislt may be helpful in assisting Slates to parry out reenni-
toomlathons resulting from management evaluations, BM we believe OE head -
quarter, persoiel need to he couver-ant \\Mt problems, mid progress in all
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States so that they 'tint fulfill their planning: and policy responsibilities. Con-
versely, national 1.09-spective best eau be brought to bear on State programs
through persons who have direct familiarity with the broader scene. Both
headquarters and regional personnel, therefore, should be members of manage-

, mein evaluation teams.
Assist states, through, regularly scheduled meetings and workshops, to

strengthen :mad iml.r .vo cimprehensive State and local ph-Inning.
accuatre SEAs assist I,EAs in devi4oping working partnerships among

bend institutions ritielt provide °venom' ionai training.
Provide leadership tom improved reporting through its anunaf,traininF ses-

sions for regional and State personnel tesponsible for reporting:" It also will
address. through a research priority area entitled "Administration of Voca-
tional Education at !lin state Level.- the development of vocational information-
systems tht will provide data suseeptible of comparative analysis. While these
eff(itts ,hould result in better information systems. we belitkike HEW should
take steps to insure that data already available actuaJly will be used to hn-
prtOVP vocational programs.

Institute an bitradipart mental coordinating council on occupational educa-
tion, presided over by the Assistant Secretary for Education, which will meet
nom dfily to discuss mutual interests.

niscoumr:stuTtox To THE CONGRESS

III its deliberations about VEA. the Congress should consider:
Requiring the Secretaries of IIEW and DOL to establish a process for plan-

ning which would relate vocational education to the State Postseeondary Com-
missions authorized by the Education Amendments of 197.: and CETA to insure
that education and manpower efforts will be synchronized for students at all
levelssecondary, postsecondaryendult.

CHAPTER 4

110w ARE Frnram. VOCATIONAL El nucATioN F r as DISTRIBUTED?

Although Federal vocational education funds are not distributed to States
ongthe basis of identified need. VEA requires that States adhere to specific
criteria in distributing part B funds to insure that the most pressing needs
for vocational education, will be addressed within respective Stages.

Slates have received inadequate guidance from OE on the policies and pro-
cedures to follow In allocating funds to LEAs to maximize program effective-
ness. As a result. Federal funds have been distributed by the States in a va-
riety of ways, many of which do not necessarily result in the funds being tar-
geted to areas of highest need .or to areas maximizing program impact. Some
major practices noted were:

Making funds available to all LEAs within the State. rather than concen-
trating funds in selected LEAs with high needs.

Making funds available to LEAs without adequately identifying the relative
need in the LEA for the program.

Making funds available without considering ability of LEAs to provide their
own resources.

V&A SPECIFIES CRITERIA FOR DISTRIBUTION OF PART B FUNDS

The Congress provided in YEA that any State wanting to receive Federal
funds must describe in (tetra; in its State plan the policies and procedures by
which the State will distribute funds among LEAS, To insure that Federal
money would go to areas of high need, the Congress required that States give
due consideration to four basic criteria when considering the relative needs of
LEAs for Federal vocational education funds. OE's regulations reiterate those
criteria, as follows:

1. Manpower and job opportunittes
Current manpower needs and job.oppoimilties.
Projected manpower_ needs find job opportunities.
New and-emerging manpower needs and job, opportunities at local, State,

and national levels.
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Differences in vocational education needs

Persons in high school.
Persons who have cempleted or left high sehopl and who are available for

Study in preparation for entering the labor market.
Persons 4010 have already entered the labor market and who need training

or retraining to achieve stability or advancement in employment.
Disadvantged persons.
Handicapped persons.
Additional finaneial burdens of TEAS caused by the necessity of providing

students with species education,programs and services.

3: Relative ability to provide resources
Wealth of areas of communities sewed by LEAs within the State in relation

to number of students each is educating.
Per capita Income of areas served by LEAs within the Stafe.
Areas designated as economically depre-sed or high unemployment shall be

given priority.

4. Relative costs of programs, services, 6(1 activities

Difference.) in cost to LEAs of materials and services due to variations in
price and wage levels or other economic-conditions existing in areas served.

Differences In exees et-4s to LEAs due to need for supplying special services
not usually part of cost of education provided by 'other LEAs In the State.

STATE DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES

OE regulations state that no funds made available to Sthtes shall be allo-
cated to LEAs by any method or raetice which fails to take into consideration
the four basic eriterla. However, there is no guidance with respect to the rela-
tive importance of thesccriteria. For instance. there is no indication that eon-
sideration of manpoyer needs and job opportunities might be more critical
than consideration, of the other criteria. The regulations merely provide that
the State plans inelutic n description of how the States weigh these criteria in
dIstrubuting pl rt B funds.

OE regional oftielals said they received little guidance or direction from head-
quarters, and that (fl guidance has not been specifically directed to assist
Slates in developing methods and procedures for distributing resources to meet
State ;weds: instead. OE has tended took look upon this area'as a State re-
sponsibility. We were told that OE assistance to States generally had been
limited to helping State. develop State plans to comply with statutory require-
ments.

Although eharged"wi-th the responsibility, regional officials generally do not
perform a detailed review of the State's program and procedures to insure that
they reflect the intent cif yEA. Reports of State advisory councils on vocational
education also have generally not evaluated the fund distribution practices.

In the absence of specific guidance from OE on policies and procedures to
follow in allocating part B funds for maximizing program effectiveness. States
have established their own criteria and methods for distributing funds. Each
of the seven State plans we reviewed included assurances that Federal part B
hods would be distributed in accordance with the four basic criteria.'However,
these States varied eon-iderably in their Inietpretation of the criteria and the
relative weight assigned.

After rillwating an amount for retention at the State levelprimarily for
administrative costs. as desetibrrrin chapter 2Federal part B funds generally
were made available by the State to LEAs through one of several methods.
Distribution methods ran the gamut from complicated mathematical formulas
and weighted procedures to competitive project selection and administrative
discretion.

For the most part, the distribution process provided little assurance that
Federal funds were targeted to areas of higher need or to areas maximizing
program, impact. In some instances only one of the four YEA criteria was
considered in the actual distributing of funds. Generally, Inadequate or no
consideration was given to manpower needs and job opportunities. Discussed
below are some of the practices followed in the distribution of specific funds,

4
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Fundy are distributed to all LE,is rather than concentrating funds in $cleetedwith biga no I ds
VEA requires that, in distributing funds, due consideration be given to rela-tive needs in georraphie areas of the State. In all .titates we visited, however,a large portionof mitt B thuds was distributed widely among LEAs ratherthan concentrating funds in selected LEAs with high need. This has resultedin funds being spread so, thin that there was little funding available to havean impact or in some cases even to initiate any activity. In addition, insufficientpriority has been given to LEAs with high needs. Some examples follow.In'one State we were told by the State direetor of vocational education that

thevystem for distributing funds to all LEAs sometimes resulted in LEAs notha vrtig enough handicapped and disadvantaged money to support special pro -grains and therefore the districts returned their set-aside funds. From fiscalyear 1971 through fiscal year 1973, $558,000 in set-aside funds were returned.Nineteen percent of the scconaary sehool districts in this State released andreturned their handicapped funds in fiscal year 11173,--au increase over theprevious year. The average amount returned was $770,
In another State we visited some school district officials had considered,theFu aleral funds they Vere allocated insignificant and foam] it difficult to aug-ment the Federal ,motTys with sufficient local funds to conduct meaningfulor compreliensi ve programs. Acting to remedy the sit na don, some schooldistricts organized into area planning units so that the area units could, receive

the comitined feuding for the itartieipating districts.
In a third State, LEAs received Federal funds through a formula whichreimbursed them for certain expenditures. and each LEA's reimbursement was

based on the priority assigned to that LEA. The difference in reimbursementrate between the I.E. , assigned a high priority and those assigned a lowpriority was small In most reimbursement categories. State ()Dials explainedthat it nos their practice to maintain the level of funding of LEAs before the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, and that there was not, enough
Federal money to permit a greater difference between reindumement rates. Infiscal year 1972. 018 of the States 020 sehool'distriets received part B funds.In another State reimbursement rates for speeffie expenditures varied little
and did not appear to be closely related to school district relative need. In thecounty we visited the reimbursement rate for equipment purehases and ,adultprograms was uniform for almost all,districts. even though the assessed valua-tion for each 1.tudeni in average daily attendance varied widely between
districts. The wealthiest district in the county, with au assessed valuation of
514.037 for each student. and the poorest distiet, with an assessed valuationof'S4,33s for (toll student. both were reimbursed at the same rate.

State diteetors of vocational education told le, that they viewed the legisla-tion in its broadst senseprovidiug Ileathinal training in all communities.
They said they belie-o VEA intended that Federal funds lie widely distributed
throughout the stale. rather than concentrated to meet needs in particularareas.
Di4ribitting fund' on the baRii of student oleo/Went

Some of the States we visited alloonted all or part of their Federal part B
finals solely on the basis of student enrollment. For example:

One State distributed 100 percent of Its part B filmic; in fiscal year 1973 for
regular postsecondary programs on the basis of enntlIment.sThe four criteria
ma nda fed in YEA %were not specifieally taken Into account. We were told by
the vocational elocution program director for the State eommunity colleges
that the criteria established in the Vocational Education Amendments of 196S
had not altered the allocation process.

In another State whore the formula fur allocating pa rt B funds both to
LEM and eommunitv colleges was based primarily on the . district's total en-
rollinent every district was entitled to Federal funds. A State community
college administrator told us the factor of program growth was nor In the
formula, and that as a result, those districts threasIng their academic enroll-
ments %veldt, be allocated more vocational funds even though they may haveInd limited vocational program growth,

Program reviews conducted by OE headquarters and regional officials lm
1973 and 1074 indicated that thik State's allocation system based primarily
nil student onrolimPut did not provide adequate incentive for LEAs to Improve
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and expand vocational programs. .\ regional OE administrator told us that the
formula iu this State did not reflect VEA's italytie intent, and the State '<lime-
tor of vocational education said the State had no assurance that LEAs were
using funds for this purpose. Regional an 1 State odieials said districts were
using funds as basic support for their existing vocational programs.
Fund$ are diNtributed to LEAs without adequately identifying rtlatire nrtda

((wow!

Contrary to VIM. criteria. distribution of part B funds in the States we
visited in most instances was not based on the identified needs of one distrjet
in relation to the needs of other districts, for specific vocational education
programs. For example:

!Inter the formula used by one State for allocating regular part 13 funds to
secondary schools. heaviest emphasis was placed on types of vocational stalling'
in a district with little emphasis on ued. Regardless of the distriet's pa rtieular
need. less than 30 percent of its potential allocation was based on this factor.

In fact, all districts were considered equal. Consequently. secondary sel nol
disfrietsi with high needs could receive less Federal funds than districts th
low needs which had placed heavy emphasis on staffing.

Di.tributing di.iadrantaged and handicapped fonds without identifying Ite«i
VEA and OE regulations require that States, in distributing part. 13 funds,

give consideration to the relative vocaWn_111 education needs of all Population
groups. within the State. particularly dRIMvantaged and handicapped persons.
However. most States we visited had not adequately identified and considered
the relative need for special seeders for disadvantaged and handicapped stu-
dents.

In one State the distribution system, based primarily on LEA enrollment.
gave no eaa,iglelat ion to uhanteleristics of the populajion in a school district
or to a dishier, need for disadvantaged and handieapped programs relative
to the need in °d. sellout districts. Instead. eneh LEA was directed to spend

pereent of its total pang 11 entitlement for disadvantaged and 10 percent
fur lanolleapped. CiaeiNtanti, a di,4riet considered wealthy was entitled to
disadvantaged and handiepped funds even though the need for these finals. ay.
cording to a responsibi. State education 1)1116111. %%11s not as great as the needs
iu other It wcalllty communities.

In a 1973 prozr.ana niview of the State. OE regional officials expressed con-
cern about allocation of handieapped and disadvantaged funds on the basis of
sorb ant ootitlentont system and suggested to the State that allocation on a
prttjett basis would better use those fluids in providing special services. At the
time of our review. however. the State still had token no action to alter it':
basis for distribution or these funds.

In another State the distribution formula for disadvantaged and handl-
e:tidied moneys specified in the State plan was not being followed. Finals wore
distributed to area planniug units on the basis of the- merit of individual
project applications even though the Slate plan said moneys would be dis-
tributed aecording in relative need. - stmeitie area planniUg unit's needs ill
relation 10 the needs of other planning units throughout the State were not
dtt,1111i11141. Ciill.e111011111 the Slate had no assurance that part 11 funds for the
disadvantaged met handicapped were eoncentrated lu LEAs with highest needs,

in a third :abate, the Slate plan eonsidered handicapped persons 4mm/illy
distributed among the population, although an official of ors Bureau of Etbica-
flop 'for the Handicapped said that Snell an assumption is invalid, No specific
consideration was aimi, therefore, to the number .111. 111111111611)1/61 in a distriot
in Ow inallnIllalie.d 1;0E1)1111a used for illblead111; redPral funds.
Divtribliting flouts to r4 18ting projci t without regard to arras' with no proirt t.

Soint. States have distributed part 11 funds on the Icisis of approved exktilig
votval tonal education projeets, thereby bypassing those LEAs which needed
hederal r4,eati011:11 ediltIktion fund. but 1111d no approved projects, For e \MHO' :

lu one Slat(' we fOr11111111 used for distrilmling funds to secondary
schools 71.:%aded poi iii. to Ihoo,o districts with vocational programs for handi-
capped and dismh maimed pets4ms tint dhl not consbler districts without such
Programc, In distributing regular plat B bugs for secondary program. this
State also assigned Ott greatest weight to existing programs and sent(
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In another State. n} LEAs did not have elnnigh State-approved vocational
programs to claim funds to whieh they were entitled under the distribution
formula in the State plan. 'Therefore. the netual expenditure of Federal part
Bfunds in these LEAs differed significantly from the formula allocation. For
example, an eight- county mud area located in the poorest region in the State,
In terms of both per capita -income and taxable wealth for each student,
actually recOved snINtantially less part B funds than it was entitled to receive
under the dist ribuu.in formula. At the same time, many LEA.; bullied in. more
affluent areas of the State received more Federal part B funds for their voca-
tional education progiams than they were entitled to. State officials told us
that making sneessful application for funding depends to 'a large extent on
leeal initiative, but that the State was attempting to provide technical assist-
ance.

Funds are divtributed Without con4dcring rehab(' ability of LE.tv to pros ids
their men resources

VEA requires,that States. in distributing Federal funds, give ,due considera-
tion to -the relative of LEAs to provide the resources neeelsary to meet
their vocational edlwatioll needs. Consideration of this criteria is very im-
portant if LEAs with the ,greatest financial needs are to be identified and
Federal funds distributed accordingly,

Ia one ~late oe Vi,ile(1. the relative ability of LEAs to provide tesourees
was not a factor considered in the formula for distribution of Federal funds.
Several States did not adequately consider this criteria. For example:

one State used several questionable faetors. such as "market valuation per
school enrollee" Ind "effective buying income per household" to measure the
relative ability to provide resources. "Market valuation per school enrollee."
however. did not wen:adze variances in property assessments between counties
within the State. and "etTeetive buying income per household" was- based on
mann-uble statistics. resulting in two Or more LEAs within the same county
receiving equal consideratkn even though the effective buying ineome perhousehold might les significantly different. The factor for economically de-
pressed areas applied equally to LEAs located within the Appalachian area,
bat It did not apply to those located outside this area. Thus, a relatively
wealthy school distrit t bleated ill the Appalachian area received more favorable
consideration than did a school district located ill an economically depressedarea outside of Appalachia.

Iii a second 'Stare, the ratio of the amount of State funds allotted to anLEA to total State funds allotted to all LEAs was used as the measure of
relative ability of LEAs to provide resources. This ratio did not fully recogniv
large differences in taxable wealth among LEAs throughout the State.'which
ranged from a high of about 510,1.000 for each student to a low of about $9.000
for each shutout. Di.trffintion of Federal funds on -suet' a basis did not in-
sure that the greater need of proper districts would he taken into account.

A third State merged most of its Federal vocational funds with its basicState aid formula.la. 1185 been the subject of several mart suits because of
the alleged dkerindnatery effeet on minorities, the poor, and low-wealth school
districts. One factor uo'd III distribution of State funds to secondary schoolswas assessed propert3 valuations. determined by using market, values of
property IVi were twit that market values were not uniformly derived. andthat assessed vain 'thins were ba.,ed on nonuniform pereentages and nonuniformtax raw..
Divtrilaiting tir reiniburlement basis prexenh diflirultieg for LEds

:warm eah reeout'ret
Most States we reviewed followed the practice of distributing Federal fundsby reimbursing LEAs for vocational education costs already incurred. OE

said this was general practlee nationwide, although some other Federal edam-
tion programs were operated on n current-funding basis.

could preclude LEA's with scarce cash resources from participation. For
example; In one State we visited. LEAs were not rehnbursed for certain voca-
tional education expenses until several months after the close of the school
year. Therefore. LEAs had to provide their own funds to pay for vocational
education program costs as they were inclurred. School officials in that Statesaid this reimbursement patsy caused cash-flow problems and required dis-tricts to borrow funds to operate programs.,

1
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OE said the delayed reimbursement practice by State may have (1) dis-
couraged some IdEAs with scarce cash resources from providing vocational
education programs, (2 limited offerings to less expensive courses, or (3)
restricted the mummer of participants. OE officials in finance management indi-
cated that their efforts to assist selected States in making their finance systems
more responsive to local needs has met with mixed results.

State directors complained that part of their problem In getting funds to
LEA, was caused by late appropriations and OF (Ha's in providing allocation
iaformation. OE officials advised us, however, that lack of -specificity about
l'ederarfundstrany fiscal year should not constitute a real problem for States
because (1) the level of Federal appropriations for vocational education, has
never decreased, HO under continuing resolutions State can spend at the same
level as the previous fiscal year, (8) States can use their unexpended funds
from the previous fiscal year, and (4) States can spend State and local =tell-
ing funds first.

co:scuts:Cm

Procedures by which States have distributed Federal part B funds could
be improved to better insure that these funds actually are targeted to areas
of highest need. Adequate consideration has not been given to the law's criteria
for fund distribution. Funds have not necessarily been allocated on the basis
of manpower needs and job opportunities, differences in vocational education
needs, relative ability to provide resources, or relative costs of programs (see
ch. 5), but generally have been made available to all LEAs,

OE Was not provided States adequate guidance concerning procedures for
distributing funds, nor has OE'routinely monitored State distribution practices.
OE has tended to accept statements of assurance in State plans that States will
distribute funds according- to l'EA's criteria. As a result, OE has little or no
assuranee that funds provided to States actually are targeted to areas of
highest need or to area-4 maximizing prOgram impact.

RECOMMENDATIONS. TO TUE SECRETAItY OF 3IEW

The Secretary of HEW should:
Analyze actual State practices in distribution of l$ederal funds to determine

consistency with the laws criteria.
Improve tehenical assistance to States to help them in identifying. develop-

ing. and applying appropriate data which will adequately consider each criteria
in the law.

Perform follow-up reviews to insure that States improve their distribution
procedures so that Federal funds can be better targeted to meet needs defined
in time law,

AGENCY COMMENTS ANIVGA0 EVALUATION

DEW generally concurred 'with our recommendations and stated it bad taken
or planned to take actions to implement them. (See app. I'm. HEW will

Eqablish procedures for coordinating OE regional ()faders' review of fund
distribution practices with the HEW Audit Agency to determine the States'
effectiveness in actually meeting the varying needs of LEAs, Although HEW
stated that the procedures described In State Plans currently are reviewed to
insure that Federal funds are to be distributed in accordance with the criteria
in the law. our report demonstrates that the present review does not adequately
address this area.

Expand the guidance provldr ' to the States to help them better Identify,
develop, and apply data pertinent to each of the law's eriteriti governing dime
tribution of funds, and. if staff resources permit, work with the regional offices
to enhance their capability to assist States.

Direct regional offices to provide technical assistance and perform followup
reviWs in the States to assist them in improving their distribution procedures.

CHAPTER 5

How Am: Tu.oxiNn ItEsotamcas USE'?

To effectively respond to the steadily inereasing need for vocational training,
maximum consideration must be given to the use of all available training
resources in the community. Although we observed several instances in which
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local oilleials had expanded the range of vocational offerings by using a variety
of eommtmity-based facilities, in the States we visited vocational education

uthenitirs often had and made full use of existing resources. Frequently theyLau not explored possibilities of using either other public school facilities,
federally funded manpower skills centers, military institutions, proprietaryschools, or employer sites to expand or strengthen vocational program offerings.
Several factors accounted for underuse of nonuse:* In planning programs school official:4 frequently have considered only thosefacilities under their own control.

Training resources have not been inventoried to determine what was avail-able..
:Costs of training have not been adequately determined so that the most

cost-effective delivery system could be adopted.
Delivery of training bas been restricted to traditional course, time, andfacility usage patterns.

/Construction of new school facilities has been favored.
Transportation has not been provided as a means of linking students with

training available in a variety of facilities.
Equipment and supplies often Wive not been acquired from governmentsources or solicited from private sources.
Improved use of available training resources would contribute to assuringthat:
The Nation's need for skilled manpower would be met.

fikke persons who need training would be able to articipate.
More types of training options would be available.
Duplication and gaps in the types of training offered would be avoided.
Training would not be more costly than it should be.

vy SFITORTS.MANIMCM USE OF TRAINING RESOURCES IN THE COMMUNITY

The Congress. in (quieting VEA. recognized the awed for expanding vocational
eel:4 adon capability. In view of existing Federal budget constraints. achieve-
ment. of the goalready access to appropriate vocational training or retrain-
ing for persons Of all ages in all communitiesrequires that adequate con-
sideration and use be made of the many training resources (facilities, eqqip-
ment. personnel) already in place throughout the Nation. The act specifically
provides for

* cooperative arrangements with other agencies, organizations. and
institutions co/teemed with manpower needs and job opportunities. such as
institutions of higher education, aml model city, business, labor, and community
action organiza tlims."

".4r arrangements with private vocational training institations where :inch
private institutions can make a signifieant contribution to attaining the ob-
i /lives of the State plan. 1111d 11111 provide substantial equivalent training at
a le.er cost, or can provide equipment or services not available in public
h-Mations * *"

in recent competition for available fundsand the unlikelihood of
significantly additional fundinghave made all the more imperative full-scale
cooperative efforts on the part of those charred with training. VE.\ stipulates
that applientlon4 for Federal Panels from rcx.v., are to be " developed in
CIMtiltat ion with representatives of the edneational and training resources
available to the area to be served * ". State,: are required to follow policies
and procedure, to insure that I.E.\ applications do. in fail, reflect implement:I-
(Ion of the,e provi,lons.

t to ton, I tu it \ IIESOURITS

)c-pile tie fact Illai State plans ate to include a statement a-airing that
1,1; iipplicAiem for Fettered funds take into account the range of training
re,otirces. as ii' their epective conknomities, neither t)E 1101' the :4110:
hati eritio.(1 the of at 111411 iln()111,1111.11t of matrecs outside the respective
tokblic ...pkket.... Flamer. the states Nee viitt.ti had not provillod LEA,:
ccirh the tlece,,ar vriteria for howl/dog vocational franking opportunities
I o/oath greater ti,v of re,outee, controlled Itt other,. There all, 110 a.,Iiranee
that program, described in I:EA applickttion, \could result in the itto,t cost-
efftsctit c training.

4'
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Frequently no consideration laid been given at the State or local level to
shared use of public training facilitiessecondary schools, community colleges,
vocathmal-technical schoolsor to cooperative arrangements with other
agetteie, organizations, and institutions despite numerous indications that more
vocational programs could have been offered and that vocational education
could have been delivered more economically and efficiently through better use.
We were told repeatedly that no procedures had been established to develop
relationships with other entities offering vocational training, either govern-
mental or private, to address joint use.

Following the illustrations of sonic Problems and attitudes prevalent hi the
vocational education field IvIdeli have limited the use of existing facilities.
Several examples we observed suggest that collaboration is not only desirable
but also achievable.

Schools only consider their own facilities

Only marginal interaetion was apparent among schools and between schools
and other training rem arses in most of the communities we visited. Generally,
in planning program ofterings public schools did not consider training resources
which were hot under their direct control. In most instances, consideration
1121$ only given to the facilities within a single schoolwhether it was second-
ary or postsecondary.

Some States approved local applivations without verifying the nature and
level of collaborative action cited by LE.ks. In some cases we observed that the
State did not actually require any statement from the LEA, which showed that
representatives from other edneational or...training resources in the area had
been consulted or that any collaborative effort had been made. As a result. there

as no 'assurance that the most beneficial utilization pattern would be im-
plemented. and vocational funds uere used to duplicate programs and activities
already undewity under the auspiees of other training entitles, instead of
helping to fill gaps in program offerlhgs.
Secondary schools

Vocational opportunities in secondary schools: generally have been limited to
traditional program offerings, such a typing, home economies, agriculture, and
retail sales. ilowel el'e we observed that several educational authorities had
taken step: to enlarge the scope of secondary programs.

Two States we visited had established secondary vocational centers by
pooling their resource: to offer a broader range of vocational Courses. lu one
another state we were told centers were available in '25 of the State's 58
State we uere told 7 centers served half the State's 36 school districts. In
joint vocational distriets,

A metropolitan area in a fourth State decided to make better use of existing
training facilities. The city and county, using" transportation and agreements
between school districts, community college districts. employers, and military
installations, provided vocational opportunities to high school students for tain-
ing in oevupational fields at whichever facility was best suited to that training.
Community colleges

A goal of community colleges is to serve the needs of the community in which
they are located. Yet. in most States there generally exists no meelutnism or
incentive for eonun llll ity colleges to engage In cooperative arrangements with
other education institutions In their service area. Elen in areas with several
«immunity colleges. each college teniN to operate autonomously without regard
to advantages which 1111g la accrue to students. coin lllll nity. or college through
eollaboration. At seleral eumnnnuity colleges ere visited, etne1211$ said that Neil-
dies were not fully used and that there were opportunities fur increased voea-
tiotial training., In some 11e- existing facilities could have been used to a
nmh grouter degree during the regular 'sehool day.

.t spokesman for the American Asweiatien of Community and :Junior Colleges
said the As,m 14111011 had elleoliaged coauuuoity colletZt, to as their facilities

pa rtiettlarl% in the afternoon w Iwo there era, little nvtiNity and ex-
e tale; and N11111)110111 Mere standing bile but ut. %lett. full example. of

114'1A 'sharing Mere e\teia ono, The one such e \ample 11t ubscreed is described
below.

4
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One State's education code provided for edneurrent enrollment of students In
t econdary schools and community colleges, with students obtaining either high
school or college credit for courses taken. In one city we visited in this Stab..
about 600 high school students annually enrolled in specialized vocational tech-
nical courses at community colleges. Not all course offerings were available,
however, since admittance of high school students was on a space-available
basis. ,

One incentive for secondary schools and community colleges to participate ht
this proqam was the reimbursement recto% ed from the State on the basis of
average titily attendance of students. A community college was credited .with
units of avivage daily attendance attributable to a high school student's hourly
attendance, tile the high school continued to receive State reimbursement' for
the same stu eat if the student attended a minimum day three holm). Ile-
cause each facility earned State funds with the same student, the overall cost
to the State was increased. but this approach probably was more cost-effeetive
than trying to provide the extensive range of vocational coarse offerings in each
facility, particularly since the finals remained available for educational par-
poses. .

31oveinent of high school students to community colleges programs did ex-
pand vocational opportunities available to high school students. They could
receive training in 'technical areas not available at the high school level, such
as aircraft mechanics. dental teehnology, cosmetology. criminal justice, plas-
tics. tire science, technical illustration, nod motorcycle mocha-ales.

We noted considerable variance in the degree to which these opportunities
had been recognized by individual secondary schools in the community. For
example. one high seligol with over 00 percent minority enrollment and classititd

.,aq trdisadvantaged school because of its high concentration of low-income stu-
dents. had no students enrolled in community college programs Miring the 1073
fall semester. even though the school had limited vocational training options
available. In addition, other high schools located In proximity to community
colleges were making only minimal use of avaibible options.
Voott ional-lcchnieol inst flu les

Area' vocational - technical institutes represent a third major delivery system
for'pnblic vocational education. Since VEA's eimetment in 10d3 and Its provi-
sion for Federal construction support, OE told us the number of these area
seboolq bas increased from 105 to 2.11S.

Ail :'Atates have spent Federal vocational funds at the secondary level. No-
tiomvide about 23 percent of Federal part it funds have been spent annually at
the postsecondaiy level since fiscal year 1970. Almost all States each year have
spent at least 15 percent. I See app. III II). Three of the States we visited di-
rected most Federal funds at the postsecondary level toward strengthening their
emminintly college capability: the other fair States directed most Federal funds
toward augmenting other delivery systems. including area vocational-teehitical
institutes. According to the State director of vocational education in a State
which spends about two and 011e-half times more finals on postsecondary than
It does on secondary, it was administratively easier to work with 33 postsecond-
nry area sehoolS (lion with 430 school districts.

In the States we visited there was little evidence of communication between
commnulty colleges and area vocational- technical schools, either at the State or
local level. Generally, eommunity colleges were not using area vocatimmi-
technieal schools to provide vocational offerings which could not he made avail-
able at community college facilities and vice versa. While .some vocational-
teelmieal shoot,: had extensive waiting lists. their facillities generally were tut-
(lensed bemuse courses were offered only during certain hours, and they had
not made arrangements with other institutions to provide training for idivid-
uals they were unable to accommodate. In some instanceq, area vocational.
t cebniead schools providing postsecondary training competed with neighboring
community colleges for the same student's by duplicating course options.

Train. ing resource* have not been hi ivnloried

Most States and communities we visited did not have a process for identify-
ing potential resonrees for training. Recipients of Federal funding generally had
not Inventoried facilities, equipuient, or Instntetional supplies and materials in

4
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the cOmmunity which could be used to provid(c training. Consequently, the re-
sPeetive State and local grantees often yore not well informed about the train-
ing universe it; which they operated. As a resukt. we noted eases whre they
failed to offer/some training options that could have been provided, or they
daplicated already existing opportunities. Several publicly-fended delivery
systems for training manpoyer and militaryhad and been considered by pub-
lic secondary and postsecondary authorities.
Jim/grower skills Vent( rx

Skills centers, formerly supported under MDTA, were operating in seven.
communities we visited. These centers usually were idrated in proximity t(s
innereity schools. Administered through BOA 1.1 and usual4 the same State and
local agencies that administer VEA programs. skills center have functioned to
train unemployed And underemployed persons 10 years ot age and older for
available jobs in over 900 occupational areas.

Training slots under IIDTA. have been reduced in recent ye ars, and in most
instances the skills centers we visited had facilities whieli Yet undernsed and
could have provided training for high school youth and mini particularly
school dropouts IOW the disadvantaged. Sehool ollieials told us the: had not con-
sidered using skills centers for vocational instruction. The utiliza ou potential
of a skills center is demonstrated by the following example:

The director of one skills center with a capacity to process 1,300 tr. inces said
that only 3,13 trainees were enrolled. Ile described the approach of ml TA skins
venters as job-skill training combined with* individualized instruetion 'n basic
reading and math related to the field of training, supplemented with g idanm
and placement assistanee. Ile said that his attempts to interest public
officials had not been successful. because t he schools preferred to limit vocatonal
education offerings to those available in t heir own

411ilitarg installations
DOD is one of the Nation's most experienced trainers and has a cow:Wei:aid

investment in facilities, conipinont, and currienlum. DOD otlivials said military
installations throughout the country represent significant ,potential technical
training resources for vocational education. They advised us that many of
DOD's training facilities are available --- especially after regular duty hours.

DOD's Domestic Action Program, fornmlized in DM% encourages military in-
stallations to assist their neighboring communities In. alleviating social and
economic problems. This program makes It possible for piddle agencies to call
upon(DOD's extensive resources and human skills. Our 1971 report assessing the
activities of the Domestie Action Program concluded that it has the potential
to benefit, oth the military and the communities throughout the country;

Most public educational Institutions we visited had not explored this potential.
Generally secondary and postsecondar, schools were not using neighboring mili-
tary Installations either to expand vocational program offerings. strengthen ex-
isting opportunities, or ieditee training costs. biteraetton between sehools and
the military was occurring in only two sites (both of which were selected Spe-
ellletlItY so that we could review this cooperatbni).

At one site secondary schools and yommunity colleges were using Navy cavil-
Hies find paying Navy instruetos on an hourly basis us a way of expanding.
vocationaltechnical options available to Student.. At the same time. community
colleges reciprocated by providing instruction for military personnel in spe-
cialized fields not available tit military installations. The advantages of this
relationship were expressed In the. following: Statement by the coordinator of
the college's biomedical technology ptogram:

It will mean a signifb ant saving of tax dollars because the clinic0 '.'a-
, vilifies and classrooms will be used by, both the Navy and College 80 will

not have to be duplicated by either. It woold,110t be fina filially feasible for any
community college in the nation to duplicate facilities and expertise provided IT
the [Navy] under this agreement. *

The commanding officer of a Na' el training center said the center was midi-
vate(1 to get involved with the schools and the eioninunity under the Domestie
Aetion Program. She indicated that because she served as a member of the

11),./NtIc Pt0grara lethvitio, ProNle/a.r. awl .k,essrafnt," Ill 170,07. Nay
20. 10741.
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school district's career education advisory committee, she felt commit ed to vo-
cational education training. Furthermore, slit. advised us that Navy instructors
received inservice teaching experience which could be applied toward a teaching
credential, and this was beneficial for those interested after retirement in ob-
taining a teaching position in a high school or community,college.

A DOD official told us that National Guard installations were located In 3,000
communities throughout the country, and Oita each State had a network of Na-
tional Guard shops. armories, hangers, and other facilities in which over 42,000
full-time teelmielans provided training in a wide 'variety of skills to 480,000
guardsmen. We were told that the Guard's training schedule which concen-
trated on Weekend duty provided ample opportunity during the week for pro-
vision of technical training to public school students.

In one community we visited, students who wanted to take advantage of the
technical training capability in the Guard facilities spent half the school day
on a one-to-one basis wait a Guardtechnician. According to an evaluation study,
the program had been favorably received by students, parents, public school
officials, and guardsmen. The Guard coordinator told us that the Guard's par-
ticipation had a positive public relations effect In the community.

School otlitials in the community making most use of military installations
for training said they realize emergency situations could arise which might dis-
rapt such training arrangements. They observed, however, that the benefits of
using these facilities outweigh this potential problem. Photographs on the follow-
ing page show students training at military installations.

Costs hare not been analyzed on a comparative basis

As job market projections indicate that training in particular occupational
categories would be appropriate, education agencies need to assess,systems for
delivering training to determine laden alternative would be most cost-effective.
Generally, the States and LEAs we visited did not engage in cost analysis to
make a choice among alternative training strategies. In the States where funds
were distributed on a project basis, some judgment about costs was exercised.
Ilowever, costs were only considered within the context of a single delivery
system. Generally cost analyses were not performed in evaluating training
programs.

Public school authorities at one site we visited did not engage in formal cost
unsays's, but they had, determined that, with only limited funds available to
met the need for expanded course options. they would have to consider other
approaches to training. The following illustrates the types of facilities they
used

A community college district used a variety of public and private facilities for
a range of courses. Including a filtration plant, several banks. the State Depart-
ment of Transportation, an auto body shop. 21 silk seremu mammy, the county
administrntIon building, o post office, an insurance company, and large and small
manufacturers, -

Air transportation programs offered by the local 80001 distiet were con-
ducted at 24 separate futilities. Including air freight maces. Federal Aviation
Administrathat Tower-. the went her bureau, several car rental ollieesA national
airlines. 3 private flying service companies. and a eonvention and visitors bureau.
instruction ha beams occupations took place at more than 20-different hospitals.
imitating 11 convalescent. 1 Veterans Administration. and 1 university.

Because our review objective was to determine time factors considered by States
and MIAs in the decisionmaking prowess, rather than to show adverse (greets,
me (lid mot attempt to determine differential costs of alternative delivery systems
or to quantify excess costs that might be lammed beeanse more cost-effective
delivery strategies were not used. Rut our review did demonstrate that such
fiscal analysis was not undertaken. It is reasonable to expect that training costs
for alternative delivery concepts need to be critieally evaluated by States and'
LEAs if ma Nkomo impact ist to be realized. The fact that wide variances evist
among States in the cost of providing vocational education, as shown In the fol-
lowing chart. indicates IluaI eo't factors betmeen alternative delivery systems
shoothl receive en ref al management attention,
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E,Itt(11...n F:xignelitteres, FY 197J I
.1370Unt per

T.,tal: Magni 4

. High State__ $826
Low State .. 125
Average.._ _ _ 252

Secondary:
High Suit __ . ........ _ .. 963
Low State Ti
AVerage_ __ _ .. 272

1ta),,b.ccondary :
High State
Low State, _
Average_

Adult
High State 163

Low State.
Average. ,,. 56

I These figures, baN d on data n pOrted to OE by states, do not take into account differences between
I ) pes of instructional prognum, level of mine* uttered, or method of accounting for costs, but they do
represent the ultimate resources allocated per student among the Slates.

- Annual expenditures divided by number orstudentsenrolkd in vocational programs. It should be noted
that only IM percent of th,,s enrolled actually completed the program that year. Students may be enrolled
in se. ontiary program* for I, 2, 3, or mien 4 yet143 before they complete the program. Postsecondary programs
usually require 2 >ear. for tompletion. riograms for adult students vary in length and most are part -time.

2,844
134
629

program .4eheditling has not been flexible

School offleials in one community where students used a variety of training
futilities said that this practice required it flexible attitude concerning sehed
Whig of training. They advised us that If training hours could he more flexibly
arranged to eoineide with availability of eyisting training facilities, students
could gain access to preparation in many more oeenpational fields. The delivery
of vontional education in the States we visited, however, generally wits not
eininieterized by flexibility.

For the most part, training was restrieted to at part lealtir school twilit; for
at regular 6loair school day, 3-day week, tmouth year. I 8olue provision. how-
ever. Wits made for postsecondary students anal adults to attend evening classes-)
Alternative periods I hours, days, week, mouths) of study and work experience
o ere not a eottanon option nor were mini-courses, whieh take advantage of site-
',baize(' (ruining facilities and instructors on a shortterm 101515. Fixed stied"its
air delivery left ,talents, iu .0111e east's. waiting for program' offerings width
t (add hint been provided had madly hit- sillies and equipment not stood idle or
It:14001er resources, suet' us employer sites, been considered.

J.-top/ogee si tem
.ktlf itorities on education anti Intuiting have ob,erved that many 140111)le learn

t)tt in au envitonment of Job realism rather than in school or simulated' sit na
lion,. They hawtt suggested that using public and private imslite.ss and industry
to pcovitie facilities and instroetors rata enrich and agitator'. voeat tonal training
program-. Several vtientional edneations in local areas we visited told tie that
of all the ple,,lide training resources a1/4alladale in the eommunity. employer sites
twill the greate,t potential for lam ing vuteatIonal training programs into the
mailist ream of the Nat 1/4

t:eiterally uo large-,t :tie to -. of employer re,ources was evident in the site,: we
1/4 i.oted. some .pet iytixttl traiitaag. such as nursing, did provide for tAperienee
its ho,pital, or related clinical faelittio,. but ties etas the exeeption rather than
the rule in atte.1 Slwational program,. NVt slid note that some employer,. who haul
rone,ted per..1., trained ha particular shat lntd made their fai-iiities avallalde
to the school for in,t rout ion.

At lolly one Ate did we ob,er1/41. 11.0- of t'0IToer sites for training.
Coorse, were de1/4.-Ioped priwurtly miller a state-Milton .1 program 1/41/4 hit It Vu-

lpine(' that t ritilt11.4 tut- letiltt-ti l' N 0141440 The tAttilillit 1.1 dot% tit ;01 vibes

,,c ,ugh
motor hoppitc: t enter Nene." It, at+ W0111141 1111111111*, of OW '0110.0 tli,t

to tiro% file a tabulator:1/4 for high ill the Applied market
li: 04 lifv.tratn, Student, roiated ,tern, its th,
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center for eight bongs per week. and partieipated in two !lofts of class instruc-
tion in a mobile unit located in the parking lot of the shopping router.

Seventeen stores were nsed`as a training resource during the 1972-73 :school
year with about 175 students participating. Student learning was concentrated
in the areas of sales. display. advertising. slopping. receiving, inventory and
sow:. control, marketing. maintenance, restaurant operations. auto services. and
eferieni procedures.

1Ve were told by %armies employer representatives that they were pleased w ith
the plogratu beeause tt pro% Med them oath mospectke employees. thereby
avoiding the expensive seareleanddroln eyrie. They said graduates of this pro.
gram te«ived definite, preterenec in hiring.

Temnipotation 0.1(ca has not been provided

VEX); definition of ocational (Attention ineindes "travel of students and voca-
tional education personnel while engaged in such a training program." Effect
lase of faciliticg thrall:411 shaing requires provision for transportation. Lack of
transportation can limit access to vocational education options.

schom «flivials told us that students, 11) were not always being trained in
the most desirable facilities and 12) did not have access to some training 01)1)00-
t mithes beeause transportation was not provided.

High silos(' otileials in one city said the exchange of students between various
high heltools, whielt offered a vitiate of voeutional manses( wins bcvallsv
students bad to provide their own transportation.

Ina elt !. in another State, where the School board had adopted as a goal the
provision of a marketable skill for every student leaving school. transportation

ZIS to:111111de through contract for bus and taxi services, to carry students be-
tween secondary and pogtsceondary schools and employer sites, as well as be-
twf,ell Other training favilities. suet' as military installations.

Several explanations were offered to explain why school districts had not used
mote funds for transportation. We were told one-of the most important reasons
NI8,4 because State reimbursement of education costs was based on the uhy.teat
plosonl, of student:z at the school faeility in which they were enrolled. Another
reason Oiled was that sellout authorities felt there was little incentive to the
s( hool's image when students were sent elsewhere for training. School ofileials
also beilmed that it wag administratively easier to control programs if they
were contained inhouse. The di reel or of one school we visited. where student)('
Ivan work experience either at employer sites or in simulated settings at the
4111101, altreed that control of tohOINe training activities was less complicated,
lint be said that'using only inhouse trainiog would restrict student opportunities.

cowitiietion of new school facilities has been favored

V it does not limit the amount of Federal funds which can be used for coil-
strumion, stafisties show that between fiscal years 1965 and 1973 about $1.5
bilibm. or la percent, of Federal, part 11 hinds were spent for constuetion. When
tilr,e expenditures for ronstruetimcare added to those funds retained at the
State level for administration and related aet ivit les, a significant portion of
Federal funds in some States has been used to support infrastructure costs.

()I: statistieg for fiscal year 1971 to ilscal year 1973 show that the average
animal propertlial of part 11 fund,: used by States for construction ranged from
o ta 44 percent. An av mime of 12 States annually spent more than 120 percent of
their part 11 rands for const met ion. Three of the States we visited had spent an
aumml average of 25 percod of their part It funds for construction. Two of these
States also received about Ri;.1 million In other Federal (nods during hat period
to construct and equip voent bond Nighties.

We observed that alloottiott of Federal funds for construction In the States
we visited was not necessarily ealltilli4ellt npuu need factors or upon nmximlun
me of existiag fitellitieg. An official of 111:11"s °Mee of Facilities. Engineering
and Property Management told US;

"111 too frequently vocational faeilities are built in rigid conformity with
modes of the past, Melting the flexibility to adapt to changing training needy.
Only through partnership with employers With the sehools using employer fa,
ellitteg for traitting studentg or employers using school facilities for training
stialjntscan vocational education expect to keep pace with rapidly evolving
tcelmologY. I'snally.the need for such linkages between schools and employers Is
nod taken Into chnsideration fu planning for school construction."
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.1elion recommended in mob State we visited illustrates the realization that
construction of more futilities may not necessarily be the best response to Ine
need fit more useful vocational training services.

In 1973 at State commission with statutory. coordinating responsibility for
higher education reeommended filar no intiy area vocational technical institutes
be built. The commission also 'recommended that the Sift te'lloard of Vocational
Biluention not expand ex/cif ng jastit lit11111., nithmit 'whoa' of proposed construe-
tittli by the commission. It was the Commission's ()Who that the mesent needs
of the State could be met by maximizing the use of the State s eXiSt lug resouret.t..

Several State directors advised us that they believed the use of Federal funds
for construction ha S served 315 a Catalyst. They noted 'that flexibility in use of
Federal funds is helpful. since in some eases it is difficult tb obtain State or loyal
funding for construction. They suggested that construction of facilities is a
pout investment for the Federal Government. because State and local agencies
then have to provide programs In those nullities. Although we did not mahe an
analysis 'to determine to what extent this relationship existed, we did observe
instane.es which facilities used for vocational programs were not fully utilized,
as indicated earlier in this chapter. Vocational officials in several States lord us
that muh.rutilization of facilities resulted from insufficient funds to cominer
Progra

Sources of equiptut HI dad .supplies hare nol been fully explored

Equipment for voentionalteelnietil training represents a significant invest- ,
mein. Equipment and supplies van be purchased. revolved on loan. or donated by

,private sources, or obtained though Federal siiplus, excess, or loanable prop.
arty programs. Equipment arquiied by gift or through Federal sources can reduce
vocational coats substalithilly.

Tile extent to winch States and LEAs actively pursued equipment available
from Federal and private source varied in the States reviewed, but most did
not take full advantage of these options. .\ primary use for VEA funds was
equipment 11151 supply purchases including replacement. The following reflect'
some of the approaches taken:

Vocational officials in a state with some of the Nation's poorest counties told
us they had suffielent funds to ptehase new equipment; they did not actively
solicit donation.; from pri% a to sources or make extensive este of federally avail-
able emilpment. We were also told Slant much of the Federal property designated
excess or surplus was obsolete.

In another State vocational edneators aggressively sought equipment at 110 Or
reduced cost from the 0(lel'al S1111/111S and excess property programs and the
National Industrial Equipment Reserve. Aequisition value of equipment obtain«1
in fiscal year 1972 was over Ss 111111011. 11111111101111t eXeeedi11:: the total Federal
plot B expenditures of that State that year.

.' shool in a third State obtained nit Itrzny stretcher (wrier %videlt students
voentionalteclutleal courses converted into a mobile TV van for eicetronleg

students to present guidance Mins to junior high youths to assist them in making
Career eholees.

Slnee 1972 edneatio agencies receiving Federal 111.1Sistauce tinder formula
programs have not been eligibleto netplire Federal excess property. Although
Cite usefulness of Federal simply sources for suloplennotting- vocallonal programs
)1118 been demonstrated. OE's Delnity Commissioner for Octiepationa and
Adult Etineation advised us that attempts to get reversal of this restriction haws'
not been suecessful, 'nib National Advisory Connell on Vocational Edueation also
expr,.ssed Its concern to us that this sources of supply no longer was available
for use ha vocatimmi pnwains, The Congress introduced a bill le 1973 whlrh
would have amended the Federal Properly and Administrative Services Act to
provide for such access to grantee.% but It was not enacted.

Several sites had obtained equipment from private industry, We were told that
such donations primarily reflected efforts of hulividual instruelors, and donor
huhu-tries befiellted through tax deductions they were able to claim and front
student aequantanee with their products. For lnStanee:

A radio eommunIcatios program instructor at one high school received SI50,-
MO worth of donated equipment from various radio-TV sources. (In contrast, an
Instrtetor for the same program at another Itlgh school purchased his equipment
through commercialsourees.)

A national manufactrer of photograpide supplies located the State pro-
Tided many supplles free for a vocational sehuol's photography/classes.
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Discourage use of VEA funds fur construction except in instances in which
'there is adequate justification that addit natal facilities are needed after thor-
ough consideration of alternatives and 111011 require sufficient flexibility so that
facilities eau be adapted to elmuging training requirements.

MIEN). Y ( OM =NI'S ANI) GAO EVAII.VAlION

IIW concurred will our recommendations aud stilted it had taken or planned
to hate net ions to Int ) mein them. I See app. VI.) IIEW will :

Encourage States to assess ail training resources and facilities as a part of
the State planning prpeess; investigate possible sources of funds to implement
a study in fiscal year 19711 which will assess various, alternative training
strategies,

Review LEA appliention forms on file with State plans to determine the ex-
t to which LEAs are required to describe and doeument cooperative efforts

with other sources of tritinIng and employment, and assist States in rtntsing
their application forms where the inftirmat ion requested is inadequate.

Develop and fund a project during fiscal year 1970 to seek out successful ex-
amples of flexible arrangements and develop models for use by States and LEAs
in increasing flexibility in veva 1 lona! training arrangements.

Develop an evaluation study to identify Federal and State statutes and ad-
ministrative procedtmes that limit the use of community training resource s. and
disseminate the results of the study for use, in development of plans to remove
suet' obstacles Ineluding transmittal of I MS" information through the Otlh'e of
Management and Budget to the National Legislative Conference for considera-
tion by Stale legislatures.

Encourage States to weigh carefully the expenditure of Federal funds for ad-
ditional facilities. Because of the stile rouge of es isting utter
pohlitial for expanded training, and the nipil fur thegfeattest Adapta-
bility' of futilities to in oh Ing training requiremur:', lichore HEW sItettiti---\
provide explicit guidance w ith respect to expehditure of Iledural funds for
construct ion.

at( mrm)%rtoNs 7t7 ray omairss

In its deliberations about VB.k, the Congress should consider;
Establishing a setatside requitement for cooperatise arrangements to expand

vocational offering's anal strengthen programs through use of ot lief tint trauu-
Iii faCilit les or nonpublic training resources tea:, altnianetit of secondary stu-
dents to postsecondary facilities).

Istatilishing, as it legislative polioy, that Federal funds will not be used for
emistruction except in instances in whit It there is adequate justification that
additional (imitates are needed after thorough consitleiation of altenall 1%

The rongress also should consider ; Amending the Federal Property and Ail-
mlnistiative Ser% ices Act to provide for eligibility of ret iplitiits of Federal ...
catlonal funds to acquire Federal excess property.

CII.A1"117,11

Tl: .% I NI so RI I .%riat TO E 11.1,01" ENT?

Although VEA requires that tin ational training or retraining he realistic in
the light or ail nal or anti. 'paled opport unities for, gilinfal employ twat, this
tailor genorally bas not been adequately t is planning' for and es alit O-
lin; votational etintaition paograuus. tcsillt. tiofe is little assi111110. e that
dimming manpower needs are being addressed in secondary and postset mutiny
oceupational progiains supported by Fedeial funds, 'Many studnts art. enrolled
In traditional ('nurses and are not atssatys able to Milani e111111411 Weill' iu fields
for which they .sere ItatineitA number of loiters hoe Mulled the relinatit y of
cue:Ilion:al programs:

Labor market twills has e Levin nett tier fully nor realistically assessed.
Work experience often has not been an integral t tatiponent of the

C11111'11111111.
guidanee has not reeeived adequate attention.

Responsibility for job placement assistance Lois not been assumed routinely by
schools.

Followno of graduates and viltployer: juts been marginal.
Iiiirriers have restricted access to training and employment.

t )t
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IIAN(.I NG \I NI,1 le, MA/M CHANGING PlIOGRAMG

VEA's entietment resulted in ink trout recognition that labor market demands
required much greater flextbilitj on the part of vocational training institutions
than had charamerized their performance In the past. Requirements for new
and updated skills fir entergois jobs accelerated the need for educational insti-
Onions to adjust training programs to coincide with the employment scene. VE.1.
tom tiles that to lie itiqtoc ed a,t IA; a State plan utast describe State policies and
procedures cvliielt insure that :

due emisaleration will be given to the results of periodic evaluations of
State and local vocational education priqtratus, serc lees, and activities in the

*r. light of information regarding torrent and pouci ted nuttipowet needs and job
opportunities, particularly mw and emerging needs and opportunities on the
local. State, and national levels * * *"

The act further provides that the State plan must include provisions assuring
that funds will not Ile used for any itrograin of cut ationaI education which can-
not 111 prepare snub tits for employment, (2) Individuals for successful comple-
tion of such progra intt. or, i 3) be of significant assistance to individuals ea-
rolled making an infitimeil and meaningful occupational Choke.* HEW/OE
hist ructions, 45 CFR 102.4 t k 1 implementing the act require that,:

Evalnation of the results of the program of hist ruetion will Ito made periodi-
cally by the State * and continuously on the local level with the results
I,elog used tot' neeessitry change or improvement In the program * * *"

Critics hale chinned that t ovattottal education is not responsive to current
needs. ia nisi:ince, a 1972 HEW report titled 'Work in dna:lea concluded that" v technical training in si hoots is based on outmoded assessment of future
needs,"

Stag, at a nrolliorntt hat 0 not lawn aliened a tdi ratploona at apportunthes

at \ EA .attuned programs over the past decade does not indicate
that training has stunt d from traditional ealegitries to new and emerging Jul)
otipormaties. Studies thiaticl by 11E11 show that much of the enrollment has
been concentrated in pritgrants with only a peripheral relationship to labor
market needs, The (quirts on the following page. which show total enrollment
grow tit by program front fiscal year 1963 to fiscal year 1973, as well as secondary
and postsecondary enrollment growth by ilroi-ritni front 11,4,81 year 19,Cj7 to Meal
year 1973. Indicate that most traditional programs have inereased In enrollment.

Enrollments in mistseconditry mograms, when contrasted with secondary pro-
grams. reflect some aillustmeut to labor market conditions reported by DOL. As
shown in appimik IV, in fiscal year 1972 13 percent of postsecondary enroll-
ments were in heaith, eontrasted with only 1 percent of secondary enrollments
In that field, Technical subjects. silt Ii us eleetC'nllics, data mot essitts, and arelti-
tcturil tea (midi)* a UCI milted for 14 percent of the voenthitia: enrollments at
the postsecondary level, contrasted with 1 percent at the secondary level. (Ws
itiputy commksioto r for tilt npational and Adult Ednea tIon ads ise(1 us that ex-

a of some lwalth priigranis dt the secondary It' % el may be limited by exist-
ing State Iiimising requirements, TH several ones %%1.' visited, however, we noteq
P.S.tI11,1ve 111.:111lt programs at t he secondary level.

prov rtrt r 11.eemktsitig Educationfor cclach
ccol. ...pm it; tieal ,car 1171

r,
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ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BY INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
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Only marginal efforts have been made by ON to review the adequacy of voca-
tional offerings in relation to ay:liability of jobs. In 111T2 nit 0E-ontraeted study
concluded that changes were needed to align program offerings more closely with
areas of eRmulding opportunity, but OE officials told us that no subsoquent ac-
tion has been taken. In the States and connnuaities ire visited such a review
was not conducted routinely.

The standard program categories used by OE to report enrollment data fre-
quently are lint broad attil tlo progt.ulis AA ittoa t ategot les too tilAurse to appraise
the siguilleane of outage in enrollment in different instructional programs.
Further, these program ottegorie, do not iorresimiel %salt oicapatiimal clas-
silk:mons used by the Bureau of the (*paste. or D IL, making it ditlieult to
,mapare the almlis ability of iliffelent t ionsesoffei ed %s alt autit iltated job oppor-
!walk,. We Mere, roll by State and lot al educational 0111.hils that this
bon( omparability of data %%as a signiin olistat le to elle( !is a MA IVA% nail
appralvai of course offerings.

We did note in the States visited that there had been little effort to use VEA
fouls to initiate courses in program areas wait an increasingly high labor
market demand. For instance. DOI. projeetions for 1950 show that 3 in eery
10 new joie will be in public service tem ignitions, such as fire science and law
enforcement. When training in such oil 111)01111nd shills %%as a% adable. it rarely
is as offered at the seconUttY le%01 55 ikk.1 e the largest Portnin of sioatitinal en-
rollments was con cent rated.

Ratio of conkpietfrom to enrollments has been low

OE statistic,: show that the output of vocational education in ti-ruts of pro-
grata completions is far sandier than the MIMI in terms of enrollments tsee app.
IV). These figures indiate that there iv %side sariance in the vonipletion rate
among programs. Snaic program categories shim a high number of noneitiple-
Hons.

A national study contracted by OE sttggested that the relation to job oppor-
tunities is one satiable wllucut big the bolding puss or of %walnut:0 courses. The
highest ratio of completion to enrollment has been in health programs at both
les els-5O percent for secondary nod 36 percent for postsecitudary. The allied
health fields base expel lowed taeater employment gruAA th iii rei vitt Acar, than
many other occupational arca. in %stitch %motional students base been trained.

,,.44toicatIs mon not lit entidoyed is fit-Mx for which b+taned

Otte indicator of the extent- to is lilt h t raining is matt Intl is ilk jot, opportuni-
ties is the proportion of graduates silo subsequently arc employed in field re-
lated to their training, Each year States are required to report by November 15
to ()E the number of student. isles actually complete iourses in us Weil they are
enrolled and what they arc (Mitt; after they leave school. The chart in appendix
It based on OE data. shows the extent of this mat eh between training and
eniplositnkt by program category at seroadary and postsecondary levels.

Data reported hy 0E for ti,scal year 197'2 indicated that about our of
tb +se sloe completed secondary programs and three fifths of those a ho completed

estsccotalay programs and %%ere mailable for full-time %sorb Wile employed in
elleid, related to their trainia.z. Official, told us. hots es or. that the (111111 seat to

OE wav not necessarily aecuaie. For Pistaitce, in one State we nuted that the
figures pros-bled tio OE for the two largest cities iii re substantially higher than
those submit tea to the State by tliove

Neither OE nor the State,: had des eloped criteria on is 'dela to assess plaee-
nient so that Courses could be altered or dropped, as aeces,otry. As a result, pros
grants lune multihued year after year %% het her or not traincd bu those
programs A% ere finding. employment. A 1971 studs by ail OE cola ram or of tenth
that the Itiot stril.lug fat t tibial' program terminations sits the inall number
if instances in which they took place.

1.1t &( TUTS' t .1t IT nil ES ANA y OF soessticy Si Pismo:

A dynamic' economy iiift. expanding' ettiplostnnt nom], is a prereattiiti. for
%pinnate ambit hot us ecit Iraining and 1.1nplo3 NVItittesur the stains of the
vcoaotay, howesor. the composition of the labor taahut colitintws to change. A
variety- of factors deterinitte the e stela to AA hit It i (14 alit/Dal education succeed,:
in providing training avared to at tual job opportunities. 'Ile importance of to.

t..1 et
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-ordinated, comprehensive planning was addressed in chapter 3, and maximum
utilization of training resources ht chapter 5. Other practices which Influence
the relevancy of vocational programs are discussed below.

Labor market needs hare been neither fully nor realistically assessed
To insure that vocational training is relevant to the needs of the labor market,

YEA requires that these needs be examined mad taken into account in the
planning of vocational programs. In the States' we visited, vocational educators
at both State and local levels had not given adequate consideration to labor
market factors. Labor market demand and supply had not been fully assessed,
and there was no assurance that the training provided corresponded with man-
power needs.
Manpower data 1$ unarailublc or unused,

O1 requires that each State plan include a statewide projection of manpower
need. and Job opportunities. For each program of instruction, a summary analy-
sis of labor demand and labor supply is supposed to list corresponding quantita'-.
rive data on current employment levels, projected employment expansion and
replacement needs, and projected labor supply, including outtuit frms sources
outside of publicsupported voeational education.

All States we visited had an OE-approved State Wan which included at least
some labor demand and supply projections. State (lineation officials told us that
available projections of labor demaud and supply %veae unreliable and were in-
eluded III the Slate plans only to comply with OE requirements. The State plan
therefore was not considered a valid assessment of manpower needs. One State
plan did not provide current employment and replacement needs for 35 of its
lug instruetbmal programs, nor did it project labor supply output from other
sources for 1.18 programs.

-- _ _ _
At the local level secondary and postsecondary schools placed little reliance on

manpower projections in developing and reviewing vocational offerings. Instead
they frequently relied on informal input from selected employers serving on ad-
visory committees ideserihed in ch. 3). Student interest and course enrollment
also were cited as justification for program offerings.

If manpower data was cOnsulted at all, it 118111111y was for Justification after
a decision had been made to start new courses. Since there wns little coordinated
)(tanning among institutions offering vocational training as discussed in ch. 3),
the ,came data was used to justify decisions at several schools, thereby contrib-
uting to potenthd oversupply In some oecupat tonal areas. For example :

In one community we visited, three high schools independently had applied for
support of secretarial and elerk typist courses. To establish the need for these
courses, the applications described the labor market demand in the area. The
wording-and statistics of this labor market informat hat contained in each opiat-
e:Ohm were identical.
Supply data

Vocational officials told us there was no mechanism for accurately projecting
labor ,tipply from all soarers a) national, State. to' local levels, We frequently
were told that as long as students got jobs. there was a need for the program.
Yet, these same olliektis agreed there was inadequate follow up about whether
students actually got jobs and little information as to the adequacy of the train-
ing for potential emploptent. As a constspience, schools lacked assurance that
they were not contributing to oversupply in some occupat natal areas and under-
silloply in others, For example:

one large city selaild district. in plan:.:ng for, establishing. and eondueting Its
vocational education plogranis, did not consider the potential supply of MOH-
/HA%or generated by ( ) the parochial system of the city whielt enrolled about
nom high school students, (2) the community colleges located hi counties 11(1-

i:teem to the city. 4 3 ) the public and nonpublic secondary school systems located
surrounding comities 13 in another States) width u Ith the oils eomprised

the metropolitan area, or () numerous proprietary schools located In and
a round he city.
Educators claim data limitations; data producers city aver unfamiliarity

both quantity and quality of manpower data have Improved in re-
cent years, vocational educators told M manpower data were not used in a
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systematie uni11er il(1111,. the, 1:011,1(kred them inadequate. Officials of the
Bureau of haiku. Statisfv.s (BLS), tho agency responsible fur technical direc-
tion, of the eooperatie Federal and State Occupational Employment Statistics
program, said otional educators often were not familiar with and liaised the
expertise to use data which (Nadd be helpful in their planning. Following ari. i-
ciiic data limitations cited by vocattouai ethic:dots we nitertewed, and BLS
I.( slow...I,.

Vocational educators
Employment projection statistics are re-

ported for the Nation as a whole. Be-
cause decisions about vocational train-
ing are made prinuirily at the local
level l individnal stilton): or vinad
distrietsl, It is diffieult to relate na-
tion ai projections to localities affected.

Employment Sett Ice data Is mainly con-
eerned with workers whim are oered
under imemploy meat compensation
Taws and therefore do not address it he
to employment scene.

Classiticatiiin .ystems are Incomi,,itible:
ors basic breakdown of seven ethic:i-
d/in program categories is not easily
comparable to the employment service
occupat Tonal groups.

BLS officials
By 1971 over 0 States had developed

manpower projections for ltiO occu-
pations, using procedures of BLS'
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs. By
1974. 4s State employment security
agencies had available projections
for 01 occupations not only for
each State as a whole but also for
(0. er l(t suloState areas of at least
i),000 popula ti on.

It is not realistic to project employ.
nu-nt on a 'school district basis be-
cause planning for vocational edit-
cation needs to take account of the
entire labor market area, \Odell
often is considerably larger than It
single school district. In some in-
stances. labor market areas even
cross State boundaries.

In additional to inforuation about
employment covered by unemploy-
ment h-mance, each State has for
many years obtained monthly infor-
mation on total employment Of wage
and salary workers in all industries
except agriculture.

BLS has attempted to bridge the gal)
in projections information through
a coding structure familiar to vo-
cational educators.. cross coding
system has made it possible to re-
late about 1(1(1 oeeupations to the
occupations in the Inetionary of
toicupatiobal Title. 811(1 through
them t ) the vocational education
program codes,

A 197.2 '41114 Under the aii,0114., of the N.atioawl Advisory Connell on Vora.
tional l dub ation tow laded that limited use of ill,11111,4Pr data by %0e.1ttonal
I IN( atlas( of tor 11111tvd 110411 ilia vi)11111,1111 about the eNit;h4o. of

NI E supported 'inject Launched in 1144 sought to identify specific
reasons why the available data are wit used,
pen& hare nor been used for planning data

VIA specifically authorized ()El to reserve an anoilint ( et to (weed S5 million
in any fiscal year) to in conjoilet hal with lad,. "nolonal. n.2101184,
State, and local studies and projeetlous of manpower needs for the use and
guidance or Federal. State. and local offieials. and of advisory councils." We
were told by an OE official that OE had decided not to reserve funds for these
studies because It would have decreascal the amount of funds available to the
States. Not until fiscal year 1971 did BoAE designate mamma er data a priority
for support under the roe:Mond research program Ipart t' of VEA) and subse-
quently funded 22 projeots In S States at a cost of S12.2 million.

BLS officials told us they have been concerned about recent proliferation of
projeets engaging In Isolated. dupleative, and expensive aetIvitNIn obtaining
manpower data. They advised us they laid not been consulted by OE in the re-
view of such proposals funded by OE. They said that at coordinating mechanism

f1.
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was needed to provide guidance to independent efforts so that projects could take
advantage of data and systems aiready available, thereby avoiding costly
duplication.

Although States can use part B funds for development of State plans, includ-
ing obtaining information legarding current and 'projected manpower needs. the
States we visited had used only alimited amount of 'available funds for such
purposes. However, several States. prodded by recommendations of their respec-
tive State advisory councils, recently have undertone!' efforts to identify and
acquire more adequate manpower information. For example: A project in one
State we visited had developed a methodology by which national and State .nmn-
power projections of industrial and occupational trends prepared by BLS and
the State could be superimposed on a local area to permit the matching of
manpower supply with manpower demand. This approach had been used in
several metropolitan areas of the,State, and plans were underway for using it
in others.

Work experience often ha8 not been an integral component of vocational
curriculum

It is generally acknowledged that inclusion of actual work experience in vo-
cadional education curriculum provides students with valuable real life exposure
to work requirements aneteins assure they receive training appropriate to
employer needs. Sueh experience often can better prepare students for subse-
qttent placement in jobs related to their training. The Congress has recognized
this need and, in part G. VEA specifically encouraged cooperative arrangements
between schools and employers. OE statistics tor trACIII year 1973 show that about
n05,000 students-4 percent of the total enrollment in vocational educationwere
enrolled in cooperative prgorams.

In the States we visited there was a wide variance in using work experience
ani.nlegraLparLoLthe tot atiOnabtalttleUlUm. _We obsetved That most sehoola

were not operated on the philosophy tnat v.ocational education students learn
best in an environment of job realism. Students often were only exposed to
simulated sitmalons and performed theoretical exercises. When ork experi-
ence was part of the curriculum. it was more often at the posts c mdary level
and then only in specialized fields, such as health. Some provisions for work ex-
perience were as follows:

OntheJob training was only offered as part of the regular eurricnlum in the
allied health program at the eommunity colleges in one large city. All thecala-
wises were served by a single work experience coordinator who was responsible
for placing students in all other jobs related to their training, This coordinator
told us he had about 50 students in cooperative employment. This amounted to
only about one percent of the full -time vocational student enrollment in 1973
(excluding those in allied health fields).

That city's secondary schools generally had no established programs for cont.
bluing classroom Instruction with on-the-job training, except in business educa
tIon.

OE advised us that national trade unions, as well as business and Industry
organizations, had endorsed the work experience concept. The results were mixed
Inactual practice. in some cities we visited. there were Instances of resistance
by local onions to Its Implementation. One institution we visited, however, which
enrolled over 1.500 students in school year 1972-73. had developed working part-
nerships with local employers and unions to provide realistic training for all
stn,lehts. Its accomplishments are discussed below.

Realistic on-thejob training

This institution, serving the vocational and technical needs of both secondary
and postsecondary students. offered more limn 50 different trade and teelmical
skills in an occupational training program geared to realistic on-the job training.

The educational process at this Institution was based on the, belief that in-
structional methods should use the moat real:Nile and produetive training avail-
able. School officials asserted that making training as "live" as possible provides
n student with greater motivation. resulting in a better qualified. more employ-
able student. Vocational trainIng wan offered either in conjunction wit h local
employers of - campus or in the school's "organized businesses" on-eampus.

Cooperative training. whirl used local business facilities off-campus. was an
arrangement for bringing relevancy to formal instruction through alternating eta-
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ployment in the emniminity with classroom instruction. School officials said that
the most rewarding benefit of cooperative training Was that students learned
occupational skills under actual conditions of employment. During school year
1972-73 about 1,000 vocational students were enrolled In 1S cooperative training
programs.

The other Instructional approach, called Rea !little Training Enterprises, was
- designed to expose students to realistic on-the-job eonditions comparalde to

those In the community for the occupation for which the student was training.
In addition, It produced a saleable prod net which was used to help defray costs
of the program. During the 1972-73 school year about 3,000 vocational students
were enrolled In 34 Realistk"rraining Enterprise programs, %dell were avail-
able on.campus in school organized businesses.

The fiscal goal of the Realistic Training Enterprise program was to charge the
cost of the course to the customers. In this manner, those who benefited from
the purchased products. aml not the taxpayers or students. primarily shared the
training( costs, Total expenditures for school year 1972-73 were $407,510, and
revenues were $409.070.

Advisory committees for eneh skill program were used to gain support from
the community business and labor interests. Reportedly. no Realistic Training
Enterprise plan was operated at the school without explanation to, understand-
lug of. and endorsement by the same or similar business establishment In we
community. Any complaints were referred to and resolved by the advisory com-
mittee responsible for the respective Prtigranns.

0(.4[1'7)010nm, guidance has not ,reerimi ader quote at

VEA provides for gnidalwe serviees to assist students in selecting career ob-
jectiVes. Yet these services did hot appear' to lie adequate In many of the seliods
visited during our review. In fact. students generally did not receive vocational

-guide-nee a mieminsoling 4;1144:s-they- made It -specific .reques t_ tensehouls-ha il- -
cooperative arrangements with the system Of publie employment Mikes in the
State to provide these services. althmedi Slate plans gave assurances of sorb
provisions. As a result. students were not routinely exposed to the rango of
occupational options available and therefore had to make decision:: on the basis
of limited Job information.

Vocational educators told us that school emmselors generally were aeademi-
cally oriented and did not know it great deal about voe.i.tional manpower needs.
nail that consequently. students often were guided toward college and pursuit of
a liberal arts eurrieillum rather than a career based on vocations oincatitin
preparation. We were advised by secondary and postsecondary :whim! ()Metals
that there was not systematie effort to inform students of the various, vocatioaal
offerings and the types of Jobs available.

Various national and State studies have cowhide(' that more consideration
should be given to voentional career Maiming. A 1072 report of the National
Advisory Connell on Vcentional Education focused entirely on changes needed
in gnidance and e01111,4Plillg service'. AOSt State advisory councils in the States
we risited had commented on the InsultielencY of entreat entailing- prnetiees and
suggested recommendations for improvements. For instance: One council ad-
dressed the inilmrtance of anginenting the school's guidance capability by using
a variety of agencies and gnaws, sash as the busille,S. Industry. am; habit com-
Inanity Mill MD State employment voinnusslon for Inserv:ce training and support
of flit. school counsleing actl VII les

Sehnr,Li loam neat rfotainf 171 ay.rauner1 n ,pnionlnidg p.or in( aggiqance
,N NA includes Job placement in its eielinition'of (Rational d twat ion, Ingo nuz

that skill training, if it is to be Ileves.:11i1. HMIs to be linked with placement
in appropriate employment. 4Nie act also requires that Slate plans provide fay
enterhil into illoyerathe *arrangements with Inflate employment that
placement of persons leaving or etaupleting vocational vourses fan be facilitated.

We were told by the director of the placement project of the National Advis-
ory Vonnell that most selmol4 and ninny teachers view their sohe function to lie
that of etineadon and training. WP wore advised that generally nett her schools
nor teachers have been !add accioultable for plating students in jobs when they
complete that training. Consetmently, he told ms. schools have not always taken
the initiative to see that students were !lbwsd in jobs related to their traitting.
A recent 0Etanceil national slie of almost 1S,000 1012 higll si l iii graduates
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found that 77 percent of those responding, expressed the opinion that schools
shonldshelp students find jobs when they leave school.

In.many schools we visited systematic placement of students generally did not
occur at either secondary or postseeondary levels. When placement was accom-
plished, it happenVil at the Initiative of individual teachers acting on behalf of
individual students. Officials advised us that while some teachers were aggres-
sive and interested in the placement of their students. others did not attempt
to actively seek emplo.yment for-their student... Several Instances in Illtieh place-
ment was considered a responsibility of the school are described below.

A career development center in one city had its OW11 Placement onkel' who
concentrated priinarily on familiarizing Weal business :fiat industry personnel
with the center's programs. while instructors and advisory committee members
assisted students iii locating jobs. A State employment commission counselor was
assigned full-time to the center and assisted in providffig students with informa-
tion about jobs available in the metropolitan area.

In another city emit of live hatercity schools had a job placenteut speelalisr
responsible for plating students in jobs located through employer contacts made
by the schools' job development specialists. Accordiog to selling district statis-
tics. over U.I00 high :aloud graduates have been placed sinee the program began
in MO. Total state a Federal expenditures: have amounted to $.184,000, an
average of .$95 per gradfmte placed. Project °Ukiah; told us that cost was mini-
mal compared with the graduate's immediate earnings. In 11)73 the National Ad-
visory Coifing on Vocational Education identitied this program as exemplary
and reeommended its replication.

Fano:or p raj stud( lib; and (ntployer.1 ha x been marginal
VEA stipnates that consideration be given to the results of periodie evalua-

tions of Stale and local vocational programs in light of manpower needs and job
opportunities. In the States- we visited the existing voeational progrnmsat,a11
levels lacked adequate student followup. We were told that withtuut type of
information. 11 ) it is extremely difficult to determine the extent to which sm.-
eitie training is impacting on individual and labor market needs and (2) essen-
tial information on which to base instruetional Outages is nut available to
vocational educators and planners.

States collect some information on the status of vocational graduates. many
primarily to comply with Federal reporting requitemeuts. For those graduates
who are know to be avLilable for employmentwho did not go on for further
education-- there are three categories for reporting: (1) employed !Whim(' in a
tield in which they were trained or a related field. (2) employed in a field un-
related to training, or emplityed part time and (3) unemployed. School offieials
said these reports prepared to meet the Federal requirement wore not useful
because (tow is eoneetvd too soon (7, months, after graduation.

In tin' St ates we visited formal. systematie follownp of students generally was
no performed. Sulaml officials told us that in utmost rises an informal fol1011111)
was the IMIS for Federal reports, They said most teitehers use au informal
personal ((Mown() with at limited number of former students to obtain informa
flout :thew student status and tea judge the appropriateness of their curriculum.
The extent MO nature of the followup depended upon individual instructor in-
terest. time, and concern. In email's( to this prelaithe, opproarh: One school
we 11,itett required student, to tomPlete ti mown, of successful clulduYIlleut iu
a Job related to their training before they (mild be imarded a diploma. We
were told that net yen s0 and !ma percent of the students revel% ed diplenm
This teelualque. as,urtil response Glint "lace the 111111011111 etc eel
ii Alt' 111(.00 he. pro id ^d tom hers t% it hi tahtable feedback on %%ay-. for relating
lit,triwtion to etirrent employer needs

Variery hare re strieted rtree v.a to training and on phlatarnI

In the State, me %isited ato 1141101 1.1%11 barrier,. in adolitieit to !hop eked
ekewhere in this report, which inhibited public locational institutions from
adapting their training prourams to meet current inamitmer and loth) ulna!
needs. We did nut roie» the degree to 11111(.11 ,peedie barrier, limited either
the 1111111111'1' of :41111(1111N h i't 101/11111.1 111, range of too upat Mutat (*gouts mil a i
able, or the degree of Impact on the labor maLet area, Selig al of the nacre
visible obstaeles are discussed below.
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Age.Age limitations have prevented students from (1) participating in many
work experiences, (2) entering various secondary and postsecondary programs,
(3) carolling in apprenticeship training, and (4) getting some types of jobs.

Considering the objectives and strategies set forth in the VEA, current Fed-
t!ral and Stage laws and administrative procedures may be unintentionally re-
stricting, youth from participation. For instance, several 1973 studies have ob-
served that safeguards designed to protect workers under the age of 18 act as a
disincentive to some employers to hire or provide training for these youth, there-
by restricting vocational efforts to integrate work experience into the curriculum.
,School officials said such protective devices also restrict efforts designed to fa-
eilitate an adjustment proses for 14- and 13-year olds who need to improve their
self-innye and be encouraged to complete school within a work environment.

Ate,' reflected in grade, also acts as a restricting factor. For instance, In one
large city many vocational courses were limited to students in eleventh or
twelfth grade. This could result in younger students, particularly the disadvan-
taged, dropping out of the school program because they are unable to find rele-
vant educational experiences. Our report on the education of the handicapped,
cited in chapter 2, observed that. many handicapped individuals are cut off front
educational opportunities critical to their self-development because of restrictive
eligibility requirements related to age.

test States have an age requirement with respect to entrance to community
college programs for students who have not graduated front high school. Youth
below the age of 1S. who drop out of school before completing high school,
generally are unable ta obtain training at communit)) colleges.

Trade unions also sot age limitations for acceptance us anapprentice. The max-
imu ago for entering an apprentice plumber program in one urban area was
2i. Consequently, a person out -of- school for a few years and over 21 could not
parade plumbing under the union apprenticeship program.
___Premtently age requirements are imposed by employers which do not neees.
sadly coincide with the age sit Wiffeli-Yinfilf-are prepared-for -employment; Ter
instance: A major emplObr in one ,city we visited had requested that a specific
vocational program be provided by the secondary schools. 3:et this employer re.
strict ed hirlee to persons over age 191.1 which meant that most graduates of the
training program had to wait about 1)!J years before they could be employed by
that company. Schools ofileials had not been aide to overcome this barrier for
their graduates.

r.,-, Explicit in the YEA is the intent that alt persons should have an
eqnal opportunity to participate Un training. In a 1974 speech to the National
Schools Committee for Economic Eduntion, IlEIrs Acting Assistant Secretary
of Education described his visits to vovatIonal-techuleal schools, Ile observed
that In one city the average expected wage for trades learned by girls was 47
percent lower than for trades learned by boys. So not only were students chan-
neled into traditionally male or female jobs, but girls were guided into employ-
ment at lower income levels.

Analysis of OE statistics for fiscal year 1972 indicates that members of one
sex tend to be clustered around occupations while members of the other sex
tend to be clustered around others.' For example, enrollees in health and °Wee
oeetipations were predominantly female, whereas enrollees in teeludeal and he
dustrial fields were predominantly male. The chart on the next page illustrates
the number of etirellees by program and sex and shows related einstiirs.

A. 1972 OE report about women in education called attention to several foe-
tors which have limited training opportunities for females: sexsegregated
courses, restricted admissions in vocational schools, and vocational Interest
inventories %vitici provide different occupational scores for males and females.

'Title IX of the EduentIon Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination in edu-
eation on the basis of sex, Litt In several states we notieed practices that could
discourage deviation from traditional roles. For example: Catalogs describing
voeotional programs used the exclusive pronoun "he" when referring to course
requirements in almost all subjects. yet the exelusive pronoun "she" when de-
seribing secretarial and nursing. courses. Vocational oflicials agreed that'poten-
dal students studying this material might get the impression that courses were
restricted to members of one sex.

1.ftr tkeal Year 1972 011 no loncer coneetod data on Nee (nor data on race and
ethnic background),
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Sometimes (lasses were physically located in a manner which could encourage
.sex role stereotyping. In one secondary area vocational school, clerical, health,
and cosmetology courses were offered in one building and all other courses in nit
adjacent Indldiag, Female students questioned by us about their vocational in-
terests said the courses they were taking did not net essarily conide with what
they hoped to do later. They said their choices for training were limited because
girls were not allowed In the "1.03S' ituilding." The school direetor a glee(' that
gins might get that immessom but said that 1.,trl. «add apply for lati,e, °trig ed
lu the other building.
1:nirance requiremenin

In addition to age awl sex, other barriers can prevent btudent, from gait/int;
aceess to vocational training. Such obstacles include prior school y0.111'1118 la 0,
,.ores on aptitude tests. and specific eat ranee requirements for particul,,r occu-
pa t ions set by adsisory committees, For example

School offielals fit one (*fly told us that disapproval of ill gditatitms for admis
shot to that city'. cart er development venter was based on poor Evvoia t,f achies e-
mem; poor imondance, (1/s1114111111'y mrurtl. ()Ill about .! pert eat of the
city's 36,0(a1 high school students were enrolled at the center. yet aver 500
t.puees were unfilled In fall 1973,

PlIstsc,coi .. . try school officials in several cities said graduation from high
sam)l or the 01111V11101114 IN required for many Ponies for which Remising or
radon apprenticeship is required, even tintugh students have stall...luny com:'
pitted postsecondary training. High shool graduation or the oink:dent also Is
iminfred ber students seeking Federal assistance under the Higher Ednation
Aet of 1(133, as amended. to support their postsecondary vocational ttaining,
wide! may prevent some students from pursuing such trainhkg.
'1', ache. tennis

Vocational :Attention's capacity to respond to changing labor market uceds
&lamas to a great extent on adaptability of the Instructional biro,. The educa-
tion codes of most of the States we visited authorized school districts to dismiss
vocational teachers if training in partkular occupational areas no longer could
be Justified.

Sehool °Metals told its however, t hat once teachers obtained tenure with the
school system, It is difficult to dismiss them The specialty arras of teacliers
then become the determinant for course offerings, rather than current or antici-
pated Job opport

Scheduling
Flexible stlieduling, whit h pros ides for several tourse starting awl completion

dates, enables training institutions to rtmat to indis Phial and community
needs, However, we were told that students enter many V. funded programs
only (owe or twice during the year. Because most public stilted,: operate on a !a-
month year, andantes Hoed the labor market in June and are not always able
to be all-tithed immediately. ,As a eousequenee, graduates. may wait nwuths to
locate suitable emplosment, or they may be terced to accept jobs not necessarily
related to their training. (In effort to alleviate the problem of entry into the job
market has been staggering the flow of graduates,

( tittle we visited pinned to implement it 12-mouth school year with stn
dent. selecting whiehever three of four 111111 rter, they wished to attend.

Another State %%Hs \ W01111610 ing w ith early Placement. whit Ii Placed -Indent.
in Jules as students ss ere ready rather than ss lieu the school year was Alit Wily
met%

comitsucss

Alflottigh 1 t us on implementing tbanges traveled to alIgn program
offtings more t losels %stilt area.: of esittuttling eitiplo,sitient 011%.) ttutit. huge
enrollment, have pl.r.,1,11.11 in program,utaswith only a limited' it lal len-Jain to
labor marl et eensitlernt As at Jesuit. gindatitcs do out /IN 41111410i

for who h 110'3 MP, trained. awl [her hole re-swam f. this I ii1:111{-

II ass or nerds ill hew awl eve reti.g ott 0101mi, are !wing addressed, Wien :rate.
nod 1.1 :.1s conilitite to support atilt Petit rat fund,. programs w hit It offer IiniUal
opportunity for eutplit; anent, it I, ittiestionabl whether sm L an twin fs cim,,ttent
%%Olt VEA's intent,

ti
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RE( OM MENDATIONS 10 THE S:LTARY 01,

The Secretary of IIEW should:
Expand efforts to develop labor market data in as form %%Melt v...ii better enable

voeattionati planners at State and local levels tit match occupational. training_
WItit manpower needs, by %vorking vooperatiely m Oh the Department of Labor,
and provide technical assistanee to States for training %t it at tonal planners in the
lise of such data.

Assist States audeveloping techniques for Ilbiaillint: information front students
and employers to as the appropriateness, and adequacy of training and an-
totally review the extent to nitwit changes Woe been made in programs a, a
result.

.1ssist States in identifying and impleittentIng sttategies to eliminate or dis,
sip:at barriers w Well 11111li)1( IllIproement or e \ patisioli of s twat tonal. programs

- or restrict persons, front fully participating, amil main:de a'riudu'aII I State
progress itIld advise III() .Congress. For iiinive:

1. 1teview legislative provisions Mid administrative procedures designed to
protect workers under the a gt. of IN, and Implement an action plan fur the con-
sideration of the l'intgri...., and State legislatures to change the lass, and prove-
dare:; to enable youth to interact wtt)t the adult ()rid in ways that will better
prepays' them fur the transitiou front slioul to work.
, 2. implement applicable provisi(ns of title IX of the Edneation Amendments

of 1972 to eliminate ,tex, discrimination in voeational education, particularly by
adopting techniques i roved etreetive itt reerititing members of one sex to oven.'\.
nations traditionally e amidered the prerogative of the other sex.

3. .Analyze entrance requirements to instil talons and.courses and advise States
that Federal funds are not to be used to support programs which unfair!) deny
eat ranee to students who want t raining.

.10E \ ('Y 0111LNIS AND GAO EVA HON

11E\V getierall3 concurred %%Mt our recoinniendattions mat stated It had taken
or planned to tithe actions to Implement them- (Nee app. \*.) 1111\\* will :

Cooperate with IlLS tit develop (1), Manpower supply and demantl data for
dissemination to SEAs by July 1976, HMI (2) II matrix of available data ami
strategies for Ilse in Improving comprehensive State and loyal vocational edu-
cation planniagi mintitor it study %%141..li is supposed to identif3 by January 1971;
planning elements needed to State and local planning; schedule regional con.
feenees Iu tiseal year 1(176 for State and buml planner, to .streagthen the use of
available labor market data,

Start a review lit tiseal year 1975 of selected ongoing State fttlItarap studies
of voinatouttl students to determine their pfre, tit and approin lateness for
cilusideration in other States, do Mop at national sampling t et Moque for student
follownp for use by States In weal year 19711. .

Evaluate perioilii.ally, and ail% ise the 'oligress, of progress mad,. 1,3 the Slat es
la overcoming barriers a hick Inhibit Wilily( \ 11011±1tin of 1, Ireational
programs and restrict perstots from fully iiartielpit t mg.

Work closely milli Dol. to re% lea legislatne pro% islons designed to project
students enrolled in otattettai i tugraut., belie% e that. because age Imam
time. restrict students from interm thig alit the atold of toll,, re% leo
of pertinent lemslatite pros isiens nail at %i. 'brit (glint shultld 111111)).
Halo 4)1 ail at (loll plan to ()mom. Iii tarns and prof educe,

It, quest chance, tit State statistical reporting jite,idtin to tina Me data on
mitollinents by se lit intu,atiunal proe,rain, in II-. al ear 197n, filidertadst. at atndu,
ill Ilal %..tr 197,1 to identify sittIts,ttit re rioting les bootie-- that buts resulted
in Increased enrollment, of ate NtA III wt I '1,1110q01 .11 Va.% r11111141111113, I 4,111-

(Tell 1110 )11111)aiti of other sN. 1 I information il %eloped through Ili.
effort, should no helpful. 1011 t o that \V should tale 111))1
71111,11 141 viintilinte lilt. ss. Nttrugho j+rt't at It 'slut ation

Examine entrimee requirements. (1)14)1I):11 a national appraaal of po,,t,r,,,,n,t_
ary 1,eational programs conilitoeil bt Ito e for t'lt it IIIgu t,, and set I,
remedy in iuvta u, e, %% here 1)*(loyill last are tbItli4 (1)),Iiii or t In atinquil edit,
tioa Itslitittiuual 114,11(11.4 ())) all SW)) 1110 lus iit determith If unfair (it-
trainee requirements exist. Alt/Lough often rs '1"11,1 a1it1 in 1)1.'00 ill);
entratteo barrier,, %%1. believe that refs renal. to the ,ttrt.:t condo' tell I.) tin'

U el
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Office for Civil Rights is misleading. At cording to an Office for Civil Rights
official. this survey represents a first attempt to obtain information about 1,500
area vocational schoolsSOO of %%inch arc postsecondary. lie said that such in-
formation has not been collected about vocational programs offered by high
schools in the emmtry's approximately 17,000 LEAs. In our opinion:111M should
alma take action 40 insure that entrance barriers are identified at the high school

here the major loath'', of %twat tonal enrollments are iota eat rated.

RECOM MEN 1).13 IONS 10 Tau comathss

The Congress, in its deliberations about VEA, shmild consider :
R*411(1.114; that Federal vocational funds directed to IRAs for programs be

used for those skill areas fur whieh _existing or anticipated job opportunities,
whether local. regional, or titional. can be demons1 rated.

Requiring that work experience be an intgeral part of part B programs to the
extent feasible.

Requiring: that sehools take responsibility for job placement assistance and
follownp in federally supported %oeational education programs.

The Congress also-may %visit to reduce the impact of several barriers which
inhibit persons from participating in vocational education, by

Considering amendment of the general provisions of the Higher Nucatian
-Art of 1905 C20 U.S.C. 10S.S), specifically the provisions relating to definition of

for particular student assistance programs. so that stuaents without
a high school diploma or the equivalent can take advantage- of Federal grant
and loan programs for pos1secondary schools, bsollowing designated school offi-
cials to certify students as eligible on the basis that they could reasonably be
expeded to complete the courses satisfactorily.

Considering amendment of VEA to remove restrictions which result in voca-
tionsl education opportunities being.limffed to those in or above ninth grade.
Not all handicapped youth, for example, can reach the secondary level, yet need

oral itmal services and training.

(3,
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APPENDIX I

FLOW OF VOCATIONAL FUNDING IN ONE STATE

STATE
S.1 MILLION

t ED(RAL
SY.S MiLLON

.11.s.tOm

STT MILL o/

S11 MIILICH

SuRERINTENDENT Of
UbLIC INSTRoATICH

STATE IIOARD
/OR

COMMUNITY CO,Ltt.t
EDUCAT,ON

TT, I MILLI()

LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
IOLATIONAL.TECK INSTITUTES COMMUNITY

COLLEGE DISTRICTS

-kppelitli X I
Fl of Vol, 1IIII F l DINO IN Om' S k I;

TI* .tairee of the Illte,tration 1. a lfi72 Stale ails fin %oraliollal
olueatIon report. AI III rding to the report, tlw ,oureo. forall data 1,.1.1,4 tlw State's

ti
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trim' elittlit 11 1:or to voila t eilth Arm. and the Illgtrri are front 125, at

ear Hal. Mall( 1)11110-e 01 the 11111s( ra 1101t 15 to tleim t soliirt es anti flow of
s tieationad etItIation tninitte;. 'Elle data drape tet1 t, ttbjeet to some «irretiott.
A/11001411 the dollar a nut.tutt. t tied are fi51 al y ear 1972 an (Hal, they has e been
/minded for elariity. 'Clie total State awl lot al doll, r,. reported as going to Ion ;11

111,4 rtets and s ova titotal-tet hilt' al 105.1 II ttle5 %so, S'.31), I millioll. Tlai,,
15,1. 110.111141 11110:22It 1111111011 Stale. awl S7,7, ikkklli0li 1,4 al 10 n1t,V0 ( the 10c,a1

1'11101114: soar' es. '31 ithotor es. loteas e data aria the :,11.111' 111111,, ,r3 1 0111 , 11

(Mind it impossible to Inn ant mlItal atiettlitt for Ion al. The il".17.11 million Is all
(.11111:11 1111,141 111)011 Cenetal 1111411,0N a Ilit vtolulik0a st 11001 411-411111111011 for -
anala and (0411711 breakdroa a froth A ova

111 addition, the report stated IIntlt: "" It apt rear5 to be itnimi551lito to at._
1111'1110Y split ilwaI Irian Slate Tantis livert115e of the 450013'3,M lim ft trintlla and
the fus1111401` 01,, tilted rot ords are kept its the Eltht e of (he 811111'1111-
tenitellt of l'Hihtir lust rut 4 toil.

State

Append" I I

STAf( ANO LOCAL DOLLARS FOR EVERY FEDERAL DOLLAR, YEA PART B

1970

Moons I 3 41

Ants, it 57
Ariton 2 52
Arkansy 1 19,,

(alitcania 6 33
Cgorado 2.85
Connecticut . 9 l 1
Pelt vre t it no
Pi toot ol (olumtis a ii:
Hun i 1 1 41
Geogos, 1 .!.
Nadal( I Al
Marna 2 .4
Illinot, k 1,9
la,ona 1 59
14 {,A , h '5
Y.

I 74
1,.,ntvGki, 1 57
1.0.1,413n1 1 41
Mane ? 76
74.34d:sill., 7 tit
MisSachusIla , 27 35
Mic102,1n 2 65
Mort cl4 5 OS
19,..,,h,404 1 95
154 .ours 1 1 :5
Monlans . 1 /4
71444;,a t.1,
11.:.1,to A 55
liew Hampshire

3
,. ,:

flea, 1.,i I')
{ON Mex.c.o I 71
lie,. York I 3 91
Noah C pubnl 5 19
tioulb D anal 2 57
OM" I. 37
Oklahoma 1 S8
01.408 3 7.3

l'onro,tyr01 4, 5..,

Rhode Island 3 22
South Cumin 1 ii_ 3 31
S)0111 00.ots 1 85
1.1880,100 1 11
T.tas 7 51
Utah 4 Ot
Vermont_ 6 13
Virginia 2 83
ViiAshington 8 33
Wool Vitglnol 1 85
Wisconsin 8 31
Viicming; 5 91--

5 32

Fiscsi yeti

1971 1972 1973

3 17 1,81 2 77
c 17 t 59

751 312 ,n5
I (31 1 95 2 11
,-, c7 651 710
501 60 571
/ v. II 's 7 17
8 8 ' 831 Bel
1 i.. 112 1 S)
5 74 525 7,78
321 21..5 792
I ,I 301 173
z Fir ; 13 2 77

II 2u 9 35 10 65
1 09 1.97 1 95
6 07 503 5 41
2' 82 3 04 3 13
3 17 2 On 2,4"1
1 1 7,01 2s'
401 073 542
7 98

13 02
2 51,
591
2 I.0
s 0?
3 10
3 I;
481
:-, I,
260
2 11

,,,r s.,
I, V
2 li?
880
4 10
k 71
804
553
2 21
1 13
2 89
3 65

48
10 78

9 18 7 40
14 10 13 43
3, 49 .f 10
585 970
7 71 3',7
3 74 377
3 55 3 57
7 62 315
3116 421
331 259
2 41 413
2 16 t 4?

10 52 11 51
587 690

1207 2 49
563 553
2 78 3,01
5 21 12 78
1128 708
607 374
1 5 t ,, 10
1.15 2,13
3 57 3 56
3 65 7.27

6 6 30 7 92
IS 59 7 81

291 266 338
5 61 5 63 8 51
I 79 1,99 2.1,6
801 831 871
553 5.09 496

5 60 5,34 5.93

States which tpant tetver State and local doilvs lot every Federal dollar In haul yeas 1973 than in fiscal year 19rn

Source OE annuli vocational and technical education selected statistical tablet
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STATE A', 0 LOCAL DOLL ARS FOR EVERY FEDERAL DOUAI, VEA PAR r B. DISADVANTAGED

State

Alabama I . .
Aias

-.
lo

Arizona .

1970

0 Al
0

u7

Fr4cal year

1971

0, 39
19 lb

,05

1972

n.(17
9 77

. 1 1

?,,,

1973

n L'
9 13
. IS

ArkansAs I 1 40 1 23 1.39 1 21
California I 3 15 1 II 3. 76 1.71
Colorado I . - - 21 ,, .22 .16
Connecticut. .. .... 3 30 1 61 7. 12 5.48
Dela rare I .90 I. 13 .83 .88
District of Columbia I. .97 . 71 .07 .03
Florida .. 0 3.29 2,03 2,79
Georgia _ 0 1.11 .03 .03
Hawaii . 0 . 37 .02 0
Idaho .. 0 0 0 0
Illinois 0 I. 28 .99 10.65
Indiana I . .33 .53 1..'18 .65
Iowa . _ . 71 I, 22 .83 1.04
Kangas I .. .39 1.54 .01 .14
1,'entucky ... .19 .17 i. .27 .27
toutsiana I _ I, 35 1.43 AS .98
Maine . 0 0 0 .11
Maryland . 2 45 2.40 2.39 2, 50

,M3SSaCh.etts .22 .14 1.17 .49
Michigan' _ ,31 " 0 0 0
Minnesota I .34 .26 .44 ,65
Missw!op .76 .91 . 71 I, 12
filivsnuri I _ i, . 17 17 .06
Manta na 0 . cit ..6 .19
llebraaka I. 1 0, . 72 . 72 .43
Nevada .91 3, 39 2.'11 2.69
New Harnozhira ,09 .P9 I. 6. 2,13
hew leis( .59 . i7 i.,y, I. 33
New Meat.° I 95 3 02 2.53 3.04
New York 5 .37 6.63 5.25 b, 09
North Carolrivi I .71 , 75 .36 .31
North Dakobs I 63 31 . 18 .43
Ohio; . . 2 .i? I. 53 6.03 4.42
Oklahoma_ . 2 38 4 44 5.23 4.23
Oregon, . _ .16 1.05 .54 1,73
Pennsylialia . 1.73 1.43 1.53 2.19
Rhode Islam] I , 3.14 2.43 2.28 .43
South Carolina . .03 .01 .03 .10
Soh Dakota' I 1.15 1.37 1.53 .83
Tennessee_ _ . _ ,63 .74 .06 .95
Texas .66 3.53 1.1,1 I, 60
Utah I 2 90 L'Is I. C 1 1.22
Vermont I 7 Vi I. 61 10.0 3.93
Virpinia I . 1 45 1 31 1.29 I. 21
Washington I . 3 12 I, 19 1.17 2. 11
West Virginia I . .10 ry .05 .66
Wisconsin . ,,,, . 49 .31 .98
W,,c n-i,ig z., . 1.09 1.09 1.42 .86

National... 1.58 1 10 1 35 19

I States which .xperdtcl lower Stale and 14.31 de"' ins for every rectal dam bnal year 1973 than in fiscai yeai 1914,

Source OE an 0,1 .,.. .atonal and techooll education atected statr,tic.1 taLles.
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STATE AND LOCAL DOLLARS FOR L VERY FEDERAL DOLLAR, VIA PART B, HANDICAPPED

Fiscal yeyr

1973State 1970 1971 1377

Alabama 0 21 0 '0 0 2 3 0 1,
Ata.ka , I', I V 1 an ...7

Arizona .18 .09 .30 .24
Arkansas .34 .41 .55 .02
Catifotnia I. 3 36 1.16 07 .34
Colorado I 2.82 2 18 2 19 2,76
Connnttcut.... .03 1.7u 1.33 1 )4
Delaware_. 1 21 1.43 1.25 1.413

District ol Columbia
Florida ... . 0 .59 .9) .90
Gt0(1/1.3 0 .27 0 0
/136,311 . 0 . 63 . 18 .15
413110 _

0 9 0 0
Illinois _ .89 1.80 1.07 10.57
Indiana I _ .41 2.43 40 35

Iowa . .82 1 17 .51 1.24
Kansas 1.11 .96 , 02 .11
Kentucky .. _ . 18 .22 .31 .33
Louisiana .... 1.17 1.10 2,0) 1,47
Maine 0 0 0 .15
Maryland I 1.90 ) I.

2.28
.

. 1857Massachusetts
.88
.32

Michigan I . 11 0 0
Minnesota I . 54 .01 .20 8

Mississippi. ,05 .31 .29 . 53

Missouri .75 .03 ,.21 E4

Montana 0 .01 ,3n 11

Nebraska I. 1 Co 52 .47
Nevada... 101 '332 221, 2,3
New Hampshire .4 i 1.85 1.50 2.32 t
New jersey . - ,67 05 .65 1.24
New Mexico I . 1 21 1.67 1.00 ".09
New York I 9.r9 1.92 2.71 2.65
North Carolina I.. .47 .24 '.21 .29
North Dakota._ _ _ 0 .16 . V; .11
Ohio _ , . , .16 .21 .09 .26
Oklahoma__ .14 09 .12 ,3;
Oregon .39 1.71 .75 1.61

Pennsylvania I. 1, 34 1 01 .01 .51
Rhode Island , , ,4 .08 .23 .61
Smith Carolina - .02 .0) .10 .14
South Dakota I 1 16 1,49 1.01 .42
Tennessee,..,__, . 41 32

Texas__ .11 ,022 . 23 .

Utah 1.52 2,40 .31 1.90

Vermont I. . .21 0 0 0

Virginia I 1.18 1.07 .90 .84
Washington 2.45 1.60 1.5; 2.33
West Virginia I, .79 .09 . 30 .03
Wisconsin .45 .44 .27 .62
Wyoming I_ 2.75 1.00 1.94 .92

National- 1.43 .80 . 70 . 1,1')- - -
I States wh,ch expended lower State and tocat aottPS loll a eiy Fedeial dollar in h yeas 197;1 .3,, i,i 1,411 03. 1970,

Sluice OE annual vocational and technical education selected ;010,01 sodas,

0
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Appviul IX III

PERCETE OF FEDERAL VOCATIO'131. EXPENDITURES FOR DISADVANTAGED. YEA PART B

Fiscal year

Stoles 1970 1971 1972 1973

Alabama
_

Af11,10i
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connectiot
Delaware
District of Colunit,a
Florida
Georgia.
Hawaii
Idaho .
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryfall
Macsachusette
Michigan
Minn.
Mississippi
Mismurt
Montana
Nebraska _

Nevada
flew Hampshire
New Jersey
Hew Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania .,
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

`Moroni
Virginia
Washington
WeA Virginia
Wiscoaari
Wyo0ing _

flitioni

2 2 3 134 150 150
0 15 0 16 2 16,6

I/ 1 19 I 16 3 15,8
251 239 246 23,1
15 2 15 0 15 2 15 0
16 2 13 4 16.4 11.0
20 5 13 0 15.1 23.2
16 4 15 6 15 7 14.2
20 6 16 1 34.0 9.5
15 2 19 0 21 I 23 4
20 O. 19 I 24 3 16,1
12 3 16 7 15 0 22.2
in 1 10 4 II, 3 14.4
26 0 31 7 31 6. 15.0
I50 1S7 IS 0 99
73 120 170 205

14 6 10 8 7 2 15.1
8 4 18 6 12 I 20.4

16 6 16 9 2/ 8 24 6
17 9 14 9 17 6 13 4
11$ 198 146 155
41 125 130 301

150 160 43 II 8
17 S 18 4 17 3 17 4
152 ' 17 I 149 la 5 '
10 8 13 9 15 2 18 3
16 0 19 6 14 9 14 6
79 107 149 27,5

174 180 250 209
46 140 274 152

15 1 15 4 16 5 15 5
15 0 16 2 15 3 15 I
21 3 14 1 19 I 15 9
13 9 15 3 16, 6 20.5
88 163 163 152

136 149 13 3 17,0
/65 207 183 196
136 IS 2 163 9.6
19 1 18 9 19 I 19.1
25 270 180 128

la ? 137 12.6 148
15 0 22 8 21 2 17.2
213 189 206 20.9
II 5 7 I 13 I 15,5
15 0 17,6 15 4 14,6
135 304 IS 8 26.7
II 5 16 4 IC 0 16,8
16 0 14 g 17 5 16 5
1., 8 15 9 10 9 16 9
15 it 15 0 14 8 13 6
15n 15 5 13 0 20,1

160 163 17.1 , 17.0

S,,..1,A OF alinoal And to:Aical atinn itot._41 lahlb
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Pen6ENT Of FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR HANDICAPPED YEA PART 8

fiscal year

1971 1972 1973States 1970

Alabama A6 130 100 100
Al iisha II 5 10 0 10 1 II 1
Ancona 8 2 II 9 12.0 10 0
Arkansas- . 9.7 II g 12.2 134

10 1 10 0 II 8 10,3
Colorado 97 120 104 103
Connecticut.... 29 149 82 10,1
Delaware.. . 9 3 12 3 10.5 9,4
District of Columbia 8 2 8.8 18.3 II 1
Florida.... 6 7 12.9 10.9 16 9
Georgia. . II 0 10.0 13.1 12 3
Hawaii . 8 7 10 4 9,5 13.0
Idaho , 2.2 8.2 91 102

10 1 10 2 10 1 10.3
Indiana... 10 0 10 4 10.0 9,0
Iowa. _ 8.2 12,0 12 0 9.6
Kansas. . 5.3 100 5.3 10.5
Kentucky.... 5.6 10.5 8 3 15.4
Louisiana._ 4 0 6.1 8,9 10 6
Maine._ 10.9 10.4 12.4 7.8
Maryland 10 3 12,3 8.1 9,5
Massachusetts 0 8.5 16 5 13.7
Michigan , 10,0 10 7 3.8 7.9
Minnesota 10 1 9 6 10.3 9.8
Mississippi .. 9,5 8.4 8 3 14,4
Missouri., 2 3 14.9 3.3 - 11,6
Montana II 3 10.2 9.3 13,4
Nebraska.... . 18 8,6 11,8 9,3
Nevada_ 10 4 10.4 14.4 15.5
Frew Hampshire 6 11.2 11.5 8.8
New Jersey ... 10 8 10.1 11.0 10,2
New Mexico 10 0 10,1 10.9 10.0
New York I 7 11,9 8.8 10.1
North Carolina 5 4 10 2 11.2 10.9
Noah Dakota 1 5 II 9 10 9 11.9
Ohio 6 2 11.8 9.5 13.2
Oklahoma. _ 7 3 11,1 10.1 10,0
Oregon.. 8.9 10.0 10 9 7.8
Pennsylvania II, 8 9.6 10.8 16.6
Rhode Island 2.1 16.7 12.1 11.9
South Carolina 108 104 8.5 98
SoutIrDakota 3 8 5.2 7.1 7,8
Tennessee . 87 108 13,1 14,9
Texas 76 143 125 8,6
Utah II 0 8,0 11 9 10.3
Vermont 11,4 86 155 12.4
Virginia 35 4,9 53 11.1
Washington . II 0 13.2 II 7 12 1
West Virginia 5 1 5 2 12 7 10,1
Wisconsin 10 0 10 1 9,2 9.4
Wyoming. . 10.0 10.6 7 1 .....____II 6

Nat(onall.._ 81
_______

10 7 10.2 11.1

Source. OE annual vocational and technical education selected statistical tables.
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PERCENT OF ,FEDERAL VOCATIOIAL EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY, VEA PART B

State

Alabama _

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas_
California ,
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware .
District of Columbia
Florida , .

Georgia - . ,. . ,

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
low, . .

Kansas
Kentucky ,
Louisiana
Maine . . _
Maryland ..
Massachusetts.. .
Michigan . . .

Minnesota . . .

MississiODL - -
Miscount
Montana . ...

....Nebraska ,.
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey ....

New Mexico, _ .

No York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Oklahoma .. ..... . .. ...... ...
Oregon ...r. -
Pennsylvania ...
Rhode Island . .... .4.4
Seath Carolina . ...
South Dakota ,- ....
Tennessee
Texas. .... _
Utah . . - ..
Vermont , ... .
Virginia .__, .
Washington . _ . - ..... ...., . __

West Virginia._

Wyoming,

National . . _ . _ - ....... _ .... .,_ .

Fiscal Year

1970 1971 1972 1973

22 3 7 3 15 0 17,7
16 0 l', 0 17 I IS 4
25) 31 1 26 9 24 4
35.7 34 0 33.9 28, 7

23 2 23 4 21.3 25.0
21 7 351 19.9 47.3
15 I 15.3 19.3 19, I

13.1 15.4 16.1 14.2
13 5 1,2 9 22.0 19.8
22.1 28.8 22.4 24,9
40,7 25 4 39.9 44.7
53.8 59.8 61.9 51.7
41.7 54.4 51.6 52.5
16 4 12.6 19.3 12.0
15 1 15 7 15.0 16.6
57.2 55.9 53,) 51.8
24.4 28.6 31.6 27.2
17.4 18,8 18.0 28,0
27.5 32.4 23.8 22.9
16.7 27.3 21.9 19,0
26,5 258 19,0 14.7
12.6 14.6 11.1 27.0
15.5 20.6 21.5 23.5
24,7 35.3 23.7 21.6
18.9 17 8 16.3 20.0
17,1 14.4 16.8 18. 9

45.2 48, I 58.9 61.4
28,4 351 30,2 29.1
21.9 19 7 16.9 16.9
16, 5 19 2 13.5 18.9
13 9 17.8 16.5 16.7
35 7 40.4 44,) 48. 8

15,2 16.4 15.1 13.6
18. 1 17.4 15 2 18.4
18. 3 40 6 29.9 26. 2

18.6 17.7 17.6 29.8
23 5 31,8 27.2 30.2
26.3
19. 2

31.6
25. 5 43: ll

33. 2
22. 8

16 I 12.2 15.7 10. 5

19. 2 17. 3 14. I 15. 7

29.6 26 8 29.0 24. 6

33.4 44.2 34.9 29.9
38.9 200 23,7 20.1

/ 40.4 21. 2 35.0 39.0
25. 3 15,2 28.2 19. 4

19.3 23.0 20.0 12.1

24.8 15.2 43,3 46. 9

15.9 15.7 16.6 16.8
17.0 14.0 16.9 22.0
20 5 25 7 32.5 34.6

23.1 22 9 22 4 23.7

Source. OE annual vocational and technical education...selected statistical tables.
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Appetit!' X 1r
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT, COMPLETION, EMPLOYMENT, FISCAL YEAR 1912

'Numbers in thousands'

Agricul
tare

Di tabu-
tive

(sales) Health

Home
eco

nomics
(gainful)

Home
eco-

nonucs
not for
wages Office

Tech-
meal

Trade
and

industry Other I

Enrollment'S
Secondary 603 253 59 162 2,469 1,508 39 952 1,223
Postsecondary. . . 35 103 177 34 31 360 189 357 46

Enrollment in program as
percent of total enroll-
ments,at each level:

Secondary__ , 8 4 1 2 34 21 I 13 17
Postsecondary 3 8 13 3 2 27 14 27 3

Completrons:s
Secondary. 108 114 29 45 .... 440 11 279 3'
Postsecondary. . . 9 26 64 9 . . 89 41 90 1

Completions as percent of
enrollment in program at
levels:

Secondary. .. 18 43 60 29 .. 29 30 29 0
Postsecondary_.., . 25 25 36 23 . . 25 22 25 2

Available to work-.4
Secondary 60 67 17 22 . _. 224 5 168 1
Postsecondary..,. . 7 19 51 6 ... 69 30 74 0

Available to work as per-
cent of total completions

Secondary. . .. 56 59 55 40 51 42 60 34
Postsecondary. . 71 7; 80 70 78 74 82 62

Employed fulltime in fell
trained or related eld as
percent of available to
work:

Secondary ...... 70 69 70 53 .. 62 49 61 57
Postsecondary_. , 82 82 88 79 77 80 76 66

I Group guidance, remedial programs, and special programs.
Enrolled in instruction in one or mole occupational preparation classes

s Completed required sequence in a vocational program and left school or graduated.
4 Does not include those who continued their education, kilned the Armed Forces, at were otherwise not available to

be placed employment, or whose status was unknown.

Source. OE Vocational and Technical Education Selected Statistical Tables for 1972 and OE computer printouts.

Appendix V

IMrAarNiENT EDIVAll 10N. ANN 1\'EL1`.5H6.
Washington, D.C., December 10,1074.

'Air. thtmonv Director, Manpower and Welfare Division, U.S. General
Account ihy Office, Waxhinglon,DA

DELn nsgileSted, NV(' are pleased to furnish you with our com-
ments. enclocd, on your draft report to the Congress entitled, "What is the lobe
of Federal Assistance for Vocatumal Education We have addressed our com-
ments to the report's recommendations as modified based on a meeting of repre-
sentatives of the Comptroller (totem! and the Department on November 22, Also,
we understand that certain parts of the draft report we reviewed will be modi-
fied to incorporate further references to positive results achieved by the Voca-
tional Education Program,

We appreciate the opportunity to meet nod dicuss this report Ilith your rep-
resentat Ives. and to continent on it in draft form.

Sincerely yours,

EncloNare.

:loft X I), Yot*Na,
.1.vsivtant Recrefary. Comptroller.
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DEPARTMENT OF IIE.1LTIf, Enec.vrfoX, AD WELFARE CONINIE:siTS PERI AINESO
riik: DRAFT ItEeour BY THE (4,.Nint.u. AttouxTim OFrtct: Exrrium WilAr 1$
TIIE ROLE OE' FEDERAL ..kssisTANcr. FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:"

GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, IIEW
HEW should: Identify and accumulate data about strategies for providing

vocation:if education that are catalytic aml our the greatest vivid. and rel heat
the use of Federal finals to assure that they serve the tatalytle role intended by
Congress.

Department Comment
IVe concur with the recommendation that additional data on vocational edit

cation are needed. An imprmed data base for deinsion-inalung is one major
(anytime expected from 011ice of Education research contracts. -Administration
of vocational education at the State level" is 11 high priority area for research
in fiscal year 1975 under Part C of the Act and proposals are being solicited
Iidelt will design, develop and field test a comprehensive educational manage.
meta and information system Additionally, we will develop proedueres for
identifying, ticentittilatilw, and ,tlisseutinating information about strategies
svitich provide vocational education programs that are catalytic and offer the
greatest pay-off. Ve assume "greatest pay-off" means most cost effective.

We believe our procedures do give assurance that Federal finals are indeed
rased as a catalyst its well as for all of the other purposes authorized in the Art.
We believe that catalytic effect is demonstrated by such things as significant
increases in enrollment, the increased number of area vocational schools 'con-
structed in the last few years and the subsequent tripling' of nett training stn.
lions. the addition of programs in new and :emerging occupations. the number of
disadvantaged mid handicapped students being Mgved, and the continued State
and local matching funds far in excess of those required by law, Consequently,
we do not concur with the last part of this reemmitendation because we do not
agree with the assumption that funds are not now being used as eatalyt ie.
0 10 Recommendations to the :4,cm/urn. 111: W

I 1 EW should; Develop with States an improved approach to planning which
m ill better meet State needs as well as provide information necessary to tide.
(mutely monitor and evaluate Federal program expeialitlires.
Deport meilt Continent

eonette with this recommendation. Vocational Education legislation soon
to be introduced, emphasizes the continued need for tinprtAud long -range plan-
ning.

0 10 Tr conIttll'ildfliiiMS to the Secretory. 111:11'
I1EW should: Expand management evaluations to State and local vocational

edlicat km programs supported by Federal funds.
Department -Comment

We concur with this recommendation. The law places responsibility for ctrl-
. tuition of programs on the National Athisory Council for Vocational Education,

the Stale Advisory Councils, and State Boards for Vocational Education. ltt,
pills of these evaluations are a matter of public record. The Office of Educa-
tion Conducts impact evaluation studies on a regular basis for reporting program
status to Congress. We mill attempt to expand management esaltiation at the
State and local levels,
(LI 0 Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW

I IEW should; Expand its effort to enforce the requirement that all local and
State education agt 18105, in P1111111 i lig vocational programs. identify the need. of
public and private business, industry, labor and students, and that those needs
Le etaisidered the primary basis for decision !liaising about to ision of voea.
tioual services supported by the \'E. \.
Department Comment

We concur with this recommendation that data are needed for planning II-
(litil11131 1 education programs. The present re \kilt tool approal prectlitie for the
State Vocational nitwit tion plait attempts to assure that the planning needs
identified in the recommendations are being met. Local plaits and applications
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required by state.; contain similar requirements. In regularly scheduled meet-
ing. and workshops througimut the year we NNW continue to assist the States
in strengthening and impro% lug Oluiprehensoe State and bleat planning. In ad-
dition we are currently monitoring 21 proitgas iu 19 States that were deNoh)ped
iu respdlise to a 1974 iesearch priority entitled "Manpower Information and
Nyvb »1N

I; I U Reciminiendationm to thi N VA tory, flew
IIEW should: Expand its offiorts h, line State and leral edutatiou agencies

establish aorktn; partnerships muting all institations 'ambling OA laralliMal
training at all levelsseconda ry. postsecondary, adult.
Depart no at ermi »tent

We concur %%it!' this recomitnendation. Many States hate conanisslia N to coor-
dinate public and private agencies at all le oh. and represent %airfil's interest
groups and institutions. The activities of State Advisory Councils for Voca-
tional ducation complement such coordination and assist local athisory conn-
ed, in promoting such uorhing partnerships. We a Ill encourage State agent ies
to assist loyal education ageneies in de%cloping %Nothing partnerships among
local institutions.
(110 Recommemlatimis to the Secretory, HEW

HEW Inerease its efforts in the deNelopmeut of Novatilmal infitrina-
Don systems that aIll pros ide V01111011 ral bit. data, and ctaitinnously renew utili-
zation of that data to improve vocational programs.
Department Comment

We coneur with this reettimactidation. The %ocational education information
system for collecting statistical iiiformation provides for annual reporting of
comparable data by all States and is constantly under review and modification.
Leadership for improved reporting will be provided during the fiscal year
through 10 regional t riming sessions for regional and State personnel respon-
sible for reporting. We wish also to call attention to an Oflice of Education
hunted tirojeet entitled "Tile Development of a Basic Vocational Education In-
formation System." In addition, a priority area for research in fiscal year 1975
111/der Part (' of the A et entitled "Administratbm of Vovatioaal Education at the
State Level" will also address this recommendation,
0 I0 Recomendations to the Xeert tarp, IIEW

II NW should Clarify the roles of various organizational entities NNithin
involved in occupational training and implement some met ha nista W 11101 these
jurisdictions can engage in coordinated, comprehensive planning.

Department rummeat
We &valour with the rectunantaidati on anal W ill institute an int radepart

MI ua ClitiatiO11111 Ella( anion whit It Will meet matt Illy to dis-
cuss mutual interests. It will be presided it%er bN the Assistant Secretary for
Education.
(1 I 0 BccommendationN to thr Secretary. II Ell*

IIE\V should. Aimt an actual State practire in distribution of Federal funds
to determine consistency with the law's criteria.

Department Comment
State expenditure procedures as prodded ia the State Plan are ref Ica ed for

assurance that Federal funds are to be distributed in at t ordain c a it h the t ri-
terla In the law. Regional !Ili/grain 011kerti Will continue to review State prac-
tices ha carrying out these procedures to determine their (green% eness in at tinilly
meeting the varying needs of local educatiom agencies. We Will establish prove_
dunes to eoordinate t his effort with the IIEW Audit Agency.
GAO It( ownmendalimpi lo the iV erclarp, HEW

HEW should: linproNe technical assistance to States to help them in id, ntify-
ing% deN eloping, and applying apprupiIate data aliitli %%ill adequately c.uasndcr
Nell criteria in the tau.
Department Cr 11111'.

\V,, concur frith this re, imatiendat ion, We w the MeV 1%0 bane
alread% tetab.11 ht t ;.-0 lot I i'lat :Oh to a iliiii.i fen the disothabiaged .lei
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Nita kapPell. Insofar as at a ff resources permit, me mill murk milk the Regional
()Hives in order to impact on the States' need to inqtroe the identification, de-
elopnient and application of data pertinent to each criteria In the law.

GAO lb commendations to the ,N'teretary,111:31"
IIEW should : Perftain follom -up res !ems to assure that States imprtme truth'

thstrilmtnni procedures so that Federal funds tan be better targeted to meet
needs defined in the law.
Mportawat Comment

We concur in tiny recommendation and mill dile( t the Regional Offices to pro-
ide tech:nat assistance and billim -up resiems to the States to assist cheat In

improving their distribution paw educes iu acettrdiuwe mith,the Act.
(1.1,0 Recommtadation3 to the Secretary, IrE11' -

lIi.111' should: Encourage State and 1.1.1As to assess training resources and
facilities in all gettgraphie areas so the role of Federal funning can be siemcd
within the context of total available resources.

panne at Com mt. n t
We concur m ith this recommendation. We believe that such information 14

essential to occupational planning. States are now required to include training
data from available resources in their State Plans. In addition, LEA applica-
tions must be developed hi onsultation with representatives of edueutIon and
training resources avaiMb hi the area served and coolnated with training
offered under ('ETA. We will encourage States to assess training resonrces
and facilities as a part of the static planning process to expand vocational and
tehnical edwatien training opportunities in all areas of the Stale. We will
investigate Possible sources of funds to implement a study in Fiscal Year 1976
wIdeh will assess various !Inertia t ive t raining st rategies.
010 Decommendationa to the Seeretary. 11E11'

I1EW !dum!: Require (lint LEA's in their applications to SEA's describe and
(Imminent the nature and extent of their cooperative efforts with other sources
Of training and employment.
Department Cmnment

We will review LEA application forms on file with State plans to determine
to what extent the LEX:: are ub being required by States to deseribe and doe-
nment cooperative efforts with other sources of training and employment. In
those StateK where t Int information requested is inadequate we will assist the
States in revising their application forms.
0,10 Recommendations to the Secretary. 11E11'

HEW should: Work with States to increase flexibility in vocational training
arra ngements. through .welt mechanisms as expansion of the present school day.
week or year; inclusion of transportation costs to make better use of existing
facilities; and Provision of voeutional training in nonpublic futilities so that
more peope can be trained in more occupational categories,
Deportment Comment

concur mitt this recommendation and will continue to work with States
to Increase y in vocational training arrangements and improve the uso
of Daring Fiscal Year 1976 at project will be developed and funded
to s d: out successful examples of flexible arrangemen and to develop models
for use by States and LEAs iu increasing flexibility in vocational training
arra ugenients.
at() Rt routine/1404mm to the Secretary, HEW

HEW should: Work wait States to identify statutes and administrative pro -
cedures which may prevent schools from utilizing other eounnaulty training re-
sources. and 11111111111l'at plans to remove these obstades. including encouraging
State Agent ics ha nut he reconimendatittns to appropriate legislati5e bodies.
Dcpurtmt at Comment

\VP vow tar %%Mt the recommendation and min des viol) au esalnatise study to
Identify Federal and State alld ath tioi tratise procedures that limit
the conantlunt5 training l'I:41a1:1S. The dissemination of the results of the

ti
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sttld %%Ill pro% ale iliforlita non awful tit the tlk%( loplheitt Wan to Ieat.%e cue it
obstacle,. We will also disseminate tin, Information through the e of Mali
agement and Budget to the Natpaini Lep411410%v l'initeryln.e for their console' a
rola.

It must be obsened. Low cer. that most Institut nand barrir, are well re( o
'Oral! by State adminisiratic ho often 14411 othing fur y
to diAelop way, Or m00% mg such 1.1,44101c...

(; 10 pf rwamt mintiuns In the zst rt.( hwy. HEW
11E11' Alum: Discliurago the the of /. EA funds for COlit tilt I ill M VXrePt in

ilailliees hl MIMI there a, aeleeplate Jinditii anon t hat Hildttlouat racildies ale
keeled after thorough t uu.ideunfiutl ut 11111.111/kt :UM t !Wit tontine sullitint
flexibility so that fin hums Can adapted to changing tramilig requirements.
DI porta/ot Comment

enuur with this reCOIIIIIMMIII non. We 1.111 cotitIline to envoi' rage State,.
a, they dendop their animal and long-range to IA eigh carefully the ex-
penditure of Federal funds fur additional fatilities 14. (IMO e just lilt Mien
e.in be provided and operational funds can be assured.
0 I () it eonlowndatimix to the Neerctoy.

IIEW should: Expand efforts to dr% OOP labor market data in a form which
will bettor enable vocational planners at State and hwa I levels to match oven-
pattimal training with manpower needs, b, wiaking rouperatuely with the De-
partment of Labor, and pros ide technical assistance to States for the training
lit OeatiOlial ptaamers in the use of sueli data.
Di 'augment ("comment

We concur ith the revolt lllll lolation and %% NI to call attention to nett% ith
to strengthen the supply and use of %Mid labor market data already initiated ;

Mlaitilly meetings are being held with Ind., BLS t Bureau of Labor statistiesi
I deV OUP HMIIIRM er NUPIO land demand dant within States and selected hilow

iimrket areas. State paiticipation will be accelerated during the rest of the
11,'a' Year. It I. anticipated that data from this source will be available and
(lis.cminated to all State 1)1% 'slinks of Vocational and 'recital( al Education by
July I. 19711.

Monitoring the North ('a roil an Slate iversity Researeh Center study \\111111
will identify 1/Hailing elenuts needed 1 State and local planning. This ham-
Radian should be available hY 3111111a ry 1 1.176.

We Will eooperate with the Bateau of Labor Statistics in developing a matrix
of available National. State. and !oval w market data and strategies fur 11,e
in improving VelapreliellIVe State and Weal %cleat innal. edimation planning. A
seek. of l'egil)11111 eaMferenee. Will be sehedIlled in Fiscal Year 1976 for State
alai 'Oval phiallel'S to strengthen the use of m ailaile labor market data at both
the State and bald planning levels.
0 10 llecommadationx to the S«Tetarit. //Mr

; Assist States in de% eloping teiliniquies for obtaining informa-
tion front :4111(116'1ts and employer, to ache, t he applopriatens, and m11.4011'0
of training. and /1111111.1 %itq% tht extent to h t hang,. hang bet II Wade
in prograno as resul
Deptirtment Comm( it

tin-going aunt hies and projeets w di be a out honed and sirengthmil to pro-
1. hie additional information irons the f661lw up of students and information f iota
the ii' employe's. A staff re% is v. of song ted on going State foilimaip studio,
detel mine their effet ,s alai appropriateness for toasideratou In other
Slateh ill he started during the !Neal year 1975.

A National Sampling Te* Imitate for student follim up will he de% eloped for
tp.e hy State. In 11,1 all Near thin dad haY dear 11.11.1 of the N.1116611411 Luugitudt-
Inal tidy of the high 1110,1 graduating of 19% tic 111,,wnd nit tcd
State,:.

t't 10 it ottatotnuintitm.v to the St or, Poo it. HEW
IIEW should ..1,4-t State, ilk illentif;. lag and implemi Ming strateLb 166 elim-

inate or di,lpate h,l rent rs %%lib iiiiprot Ito e \palt.tiolt of %.b1.110111111



Prograins or retrict per,..a from fully part is mot in... et allure State
Progres, awl ad% Ise Congers. Stn.( :

lieport taunt Comment
\Ve this revoliMielidatoin. It i rt to,:lized that a Inuitipli. it y of

barriers exist in t.tuttes %%Inh tuhltut improt emelt!' er exponsom of %motional
education or %%larch limit partit walnut in these prtxralto, he; ilium.; theme bar-
rier,. tt lite it may hate a lung littor in tradition. plan i a major
concern at the Federal. State. and local 1%0. Stile \ motional Ali lois hate
stoma vontinutti stisiti% Ity to such Ietro lion, 0,, teildier teriilleation re-
quirement.. union hiring proetices, lngt It, of 11..1 fat ilitio no
an extended day. student traloportatton, and 11.-e of iol% ate hook. We will

at allude progress mode the ;Stat., iii inert...mid...4 these harriet
and will advise Congres of the progress,
tl 1 0 Re rommndailowt I,. the Seer( 111:11'

111,:\V Anwid, Ito% mew logislatite pr it awl allunnatioi it, 0 precethires tit
signed to protect tvorhers under the age of 15. and iitti.lonient an at tioit plan for
the temsideration of Congress and State legilot tat to tin. Ilitt and pro-
eetIllreS to enahle youth to utteraet with the adult %%orb! in Vt.1:1,`. IlAdt 11. ill better
prepare them for the tran,ition from to Willis.

/h/a/rime at Comment
\VC will continue to work. very olt..ely Vi it 11 the ft meta tif Labor to it' low

leg:1st:tate protilotis (It-alt.:nod to protect the nt enrolled in programs of
vocational and technical edneation,

l'ilot programs, such as "Wl rlil't. lime been operating as joint projects of
the Departments of Labor and health. Education. anti \Veil:Ire to prsnitle op-
portunities for ',Indents ages 11 tO 15 to 14rtitipate it* wot operjetk,,,. lnvt-
grams, We will mitiate it request to the Seeretar:t ttf Labor to tend \vEcKp"
to 1 I and 15 year old students in till States.

10 17t eoninn min lionx to the Seeretnry,111:11'
1 IF:\V should; Implement applicable pro\ iions of Title IX of the Education

.1mettilinents of 197:: to eliminate sex db....6'41mM not in tot otiottal othit ation.
partieularly toy adopting too lunques plot et! offeetite ht re\ railing members of
one .ax to oceupations tradititinally considered the prertg:itit e of the other sex.

beintrt nt at
l\e Colietilr 111 ttais recontutendatiOn aural hat e tall.ea posIbit 0 stele, tt ith the

litliee of Civil Right, and thrtm,..it Ingairt 'tient ptiii diteetites to eliminate :41.
diserimination.

Changes in State statitieal reporting' lormeditte «ill be reque,ted to provide
data till enrollments b\ sex in all %ovation/11 atol tot vilat of o11 programs in
Fiscal Your III addition. we will litoltatalst' a ,Intl rical Year Witt to

succesflit rorrititing It fatigue, that hate letilted in hit teased enroll
molts of the one sex in ocoupation the pietugatito t.f
the other sox.

10 Peewit/tom/a/ions to tire S' erchn'ti. //Lir
HEW should: zo entrance reintiroinoitis t,* ititit allow, nod olites mid

ad% ise States that Federal funds alt. not to be list d to support program, whit 11

Mita rly dolly (Intone.. to student, who aunt training.
1) part nowt Continent

The National appraial of 11.-1...contlart tot atonal \ Alm Anal program, holm;
ceiadgeieti le} the Itihee of CI \ It I..ig.t.tits stall t S,thaiue them lit,. Stilltt's
\\*hum. pre:7,V.1141, are Ponal to be 111 \ 11114111On 141' I t thrall llUtt Ill be required to
remedy tieli Ittiations, We t% lit
t Wind pedlt lt.s On 1111 4S*4114 .11111 1444 al 1541444 144 11114 tram. if 'mean. I ittitilit t'
requirements t xit.

7.2 .10 -No; I

8
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PRANCIPAL HEW OFF1CIALS fit..WuiSIEN.1. FOR ADMINISTERING A(.1 ivITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Secretary of HEW
Caspar W. Weiaterger
Frank C caducei (actin,)
flliot 1. Fli,balon

Asselant Semler i for Education
'virgins Y. irvtt4r .

Charles B S#unders Jr (aeons)
Sidney P. Marian& Ir .

Commissioner of Educatien
Ferrell H. Dell ... . _ ___ June 1974 Present.
John R Ottina .. August 1973 June 1974.
John R atto,3 octi It) 2 .. November 1972... August 1973.
Sidnei P Harland Jr. . . December 1970 November 1972.
Telma H Bell Oa ng)... - ... June 1910 December 1910.

,Deputy commissioner, Occupational and Adult Education William F Pierce .... January 1973 Present.
As,ociate Comrnissoner, Adult, Vocatianal, Technical, and tilaneorret Educa-

bon
CHaile. H, (Linen (a 3,10 June 1974.. Present.
*Ann F. pierce (actin;) ._ September 1973..... June 1974.
Robert ,'.1. Worthington , . August 1971 September 1973

Tenure of office

Frorn To

. February 1973 Present.
January 1913 ._ February 1973,

-;-.2- .. June 1910 January 1973.

June 1974.. Present.
. . trovemter 1973 :lune 1974.
...,, . , .... timmber 1912 November 1973.

NIr. 11a. TO evaluate the \ ocational education program as it
'Otte, to the expendit eS Of Federal fandti we reviewed implemen-
Laical of the program at national, regional, State, and local levels.
In the onteNt of Our national SUM Cy we concentrated our detailed
III i,ew prugras ill seven StatesCalifornia, Kentucky,
ncsota. Ohio, Pennsyllania, Texas. and Washingtonwhich to-
gether spent :.71,16 million in fiscal year 1973. or 30 percent of the
total $.14 million of all Federal funds spent for the program that
tea.

Oite stidy ,ought answers to the following questions :
I 1 I What role (ION the Federal dollar play?
(2) I low i vocational education planned
GO I low are Federal vocational funds distriliuted ?
(t) I kw are training resources used ?

t raining related to employment?

1. W11 1.1' )TX T111: l'EDERAL, PILLAR PT. \Y

The act's stated part aise and the particular assurances it requires
indicate that the Congress intended Federal dollars to be used to :

I:neon] age SI at v 81111 local gio ermionts to increase their funding;
11. yet changing: national nip& for skilled manpower;
Increase enrolinient ill vovational program A

11101T training options for hulk-Rinds, particularly per-
sun m it It ...peial need.

I lime er. the act also permits States to use Federal funds to
maintain exist i ot'll1 tonal programs.

Since enactment, State and local support for vocational edtica-
ion has inelasell, the number of P11%!,011ti el11011011 in vocational

edaent ie. ha.- goo n, and 1. orat ittital opportunities for the disad-
:iiitaed and hatelii,otaal hat !Well expanded. Ofri,Ve of Education

jai*. St,)tr 1 11`1110 1(Wilti011:11 (AlliCati011. and the National
.1.1% C111111 /It `-or ildolitti Education told (4.10 they attribute
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(ion of the State plan, in most States they had not been integratedinto the planning process. In sever:0 instances, however, we ob-
served that local advisory committees were the key to the success of
vocational programs.

Data that wrTuld be helpful in planning is unavailable, inadequate,or unused.
We concluded that planning of vocational programs should he

improved at national. State, and local levels so that ocat ional edu-
cation can be provided in a manner that best sect es student and com-
munity needs.

tioW ARE rEoti:,E N01'.1.Tto.N.11. vi N Ft Nos oisTmouTED?

The oci requires that States adhere to specific criteria in distribut-
ing part B fluid-. to insure that the most preing needs for vocational
edi teat aei will be addressed within respective States.

These criteria are (1) manpower needg and job opportunities. (3)
di ffeienee: in vocatiolial education needs as :mono. population groups,
(3) relative ability of local communities to provide resources and,
( ) relative cost of programs.

The (Alive of Education has not pro\ ided guidance with respect
to the relative importance of the act's criteria. It has tended to
accept statements. of assuram e in State plans. that States will dis-
tribute funds according to these criteria and has not routinelymonitored State distributionion practices. Some major praetices notedin the States we visited were:

Making funds available to all local education agencies within
the State, rather than concentrating finals in selected areas with highnerds;

fakine. funds available to local ethication agencies without
qua tely identifying the need in relation to the needs in other areas;

Making funds available without considering ability of local ethi-
cal ion a!encies to provide thell, own resources.

We concluded that in ninny instances adequate consideration has
not been given to the law's criteria for fund distribution.

4. 110w ARE Ti:mxixo RE,4oURCIN USED?

To respond effectively to the steadily increasing need for voca-
tional trailling. as envisioned by the act. maximum consideration
Heist be given to the use of all available training re,:ources in the
colonial+ it v. Although we obc,erved sclera] instances in which local
officials had expanded the raWris of vocational offerings b'c using a
variety of community-based facilities. in the Stated we visited voca-tional edlicat ion authorities, often had not made full use of existing
re-onices.

yr,,,inent iv, school officials at the local hl el had tat explored
icz. of usina either other public school facilities, f(dertilly funded

manpower skills centers. military installations, proprietary schools,
or employer site to expand or strengthen 192\ittonal program offer-
im,s. Several fact ors accounted for underuse or nonuse :

In plannino. programs school officials frequently have considered
only those facilities ender their own control.

8t)
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Training resources hate not been inventoried to deterndne what
was available.

Costs of training have nut been adequately determined so that the
most cost-effectiN e choice coned be made among Ail Rath e training
A rategies atal delivery systems.

I )(livery of training has been restricted to traditional course, tune,
and facility usage patterns.

Transportation often has not been provided as a means of linking
students with training available in a variety of facilities.

Construetion of new school facilities has been favored, and alloca-
tion of Federa funds for construction has not necessarily been con-
thyrent upon eed factors or upon maximum use of existing com-
munity lac- sties public or private.

In one community we visited, however. secondary schools and com-
munity colleges were using a variety of community-based resources,
facilitated by the provision of transportation to carry students be-
tween schools and other training locations. This utilization strategy
is de,,cribed in owl- report. Briefly :

High school students were able to receive training at community
colleges in technical areas not at ailable at the high school level, as
a result of the State's provision for concurrent enrollment.

Secondary -chools and community colleges both were using military
facilities and paying military instructors on an hourly basis as a way
of eNpading vocational-technical options for students. A. the same

comnuty colleges reciprocated by providing instruction for
military personnel in specialized fields not available at military
inst anal ions.

The adNantages of this relationship were expressed by the co-
ordinator of one community college's biomedical technology pro-
gram. Paraphrasing slightly. he said :

It will mean a significant saving of tax dollars because the clinical
facilities and da.ssrooms will be used by both the Navy and the
college and will not ha ve to he duplicated by either. It would not be
financially feasible for any community college in the, Nation to
duplicate facilities and expertise provided by the Navy under this
agreement.

Employer sites had become part of the vocational training net-
work. For instance :

A it transportation in 00.ranis offered by the local school district
\lyre conducted at tutu dozen svpaah facilith--, including. air freight
offices. the Federal Aviation Administration tower, the weather
bureau, car rental-offices. national airlines, private, flying service
companies, and a convention and visitors' bureau. "instruction in
he :dth occupations took place at more than 20 different hospitals.

A Junior shopping, renter served ac an extended campus of the
:whoal district to provide a laboratory for high school students en-
rolled in the applied madieting occupations program -1i stores par-
ticipated. and classroom study related to students' training in the
stores took place on the shopping center premises.

The communit y college district used a variety of public and
lick ate facilities for a range of courses. including a filtration plant/
sevend banks, the State department of transportation, an auto boy y

t



shop, a silk ,cit.en rollipall. the county administration building. a
post otlice. VOL insulin,* t I onipato. and hap,. and small Manufacturers.

We believe that deli% el, of s twat ional education could be improved
if the available training resources in the area to be served were
mole fully taken into a4 count in the planning process. We concluded
that public edit( ation agencies slanild exploit. potential shaig of
other r4-ources in the rOmmuliit pa ill, alarly employer sites and
take steps to maximize the utilization of their own facilitie .

..,

5. Is RAININ 1113.1TED TO EMPLOYMENT?

Th* 1 e is little assinance that changing manpower needs are hieing
adder -sell in set ondal and postsccondar,s occupational programs
supported by Federal funds. Many student, are enrolled 111 tradi-
tional cour.-es and are not alV s able to obtain employment in
fields for which they are trained.

A number of factor, have limited the relevancy of vocational
progra :

Labor market needs have been neither fully nor realistically
assessed.

Work. experience often has not been an integral component of the
vocational curriculum. Most schools were not operated on the phi-
losophy that student, learn hest in an eviionment of jib realism. Stu-
dents often were only exposed to simulated situations and performed
theoretical exercises.

One institution we isited. howevel which enrolled over 4.500 stu-
dents in school ear 191? -73. had developed working partnership
with local emploNers and unions to pros ide realistic work experience
for all students.

Oecupational guidance has not received adequate attention.
Re.ponsibility 144r jolt placement assistance has not been assumed

routinely by school.. We did obserse several sch000ls. however.
w hill' had made placement as,istance mailable to vocational stu-
&tits. one Is ith the aid of a State emplos meta commission counselor
as.igned alai the other thiough job du elopent and job
lIbeement specialists.

Vocational pi ogra ins at all le% els lacked adequate st udent follow up.
Battlers, such as. etre. se v, and entrance lequirementS. lime re-

tricted aeees.q to t rai nine; and empovm en t.
\t the conclusion of our re% hot in addition to obtaining comments

from '1114:1\7. we met with mix of the seven State directors of voca-
tional education tam as unable to attend to obtain their trews on
the is-ales diseased iii the I el mut We also discussed these issues with
se144 id members of the -N.ational Ads ism v Council on Vocational
vd,wut ;oil. An , con.itlered in the final report. HEW
treneralh manned with our I econimendatiows and deset DA actions
t al:ea or planned to implement them.

our o,rommuloution, to the Coik.r....;. xthit hi we belies e will help
x4419604,0 slocatioil Not...rams achies c maximum impact. are sum-
olei7e41 on the last two of the report ditresf

Arr. Chairman. that oilcloth, the ,mamary of our statement. but
w jib , our hoof.,m, e, before to questions. T would like
to p.1401141 briefly to rrtniu alle":1 t il/iN Blade anal ide1 publicized
conic .aintr our res iew and the re.illtant report.
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First. our report has been characterized as being negative in tone
and content and as an attack on vocational education. We cannot
agree. We accept the crone ept of vocational education and the Fed-
eral support of It in accordance pith congressional enactments of law.

Our report recognizes that since 1963 there has been a lot of pro-
gram growth, attributed by the parties direct13 in% olved in its ad-
ministration in large part to congressional enactments.

however, as you know, the focus of our efforts in reviewing most
programs is on how they may be improved to better carry out the
intent of the Congress and become more effeen% e within the Federal
resources which are allocated to the programs.

This focus necessitates that we concentrate our efforts to the extent
that we can on those areas which offer the opportunity for improve-
ment. In our review we did this, and our report reflects this. There
was no intention to cast vocational education in a negative light,
but rather to present a constructive critique of the program as it now
operates and offer suggestions as to how it can be made more effective.

Second, it has been alleged that we made up our minds as to what
would lw said in the final report before we undertook our review.
Again, we definitely disagree.

The basis for this allegation seems to be a draft report digest which
was made available to a program administrator at the State level
in August 197 3. at the beginning of our review in that State.

Again, our limited resources, coupled with the vast nature of the
activities of the Federal Government which we are charged with re-
viewing, necessitate that we concentrate our resources in those areas
where we see the greatest potential for making a significant contri-
bution to improved economy, efficiency or effectiveness'

Accordingly, before we commit large resources to a detailed review
of this type, we engage in what we call a svrvey of the area involved.
This survey is basically a planning effort, designed to permit us
to focus larger resources in watts that will effect a good contribution.

At the culmination of the survey, documentation is prepared to
guide the future study. including a draft of a digest of the expected
resultant final report. The digest at this stage is basically a statement
of the hypotheses which will be tested during the more detailed and
intensive work. It is subject to revision before issuance of the final
report on the basis of the information obtained during the detailed
review and the comments and suggestions received both during the
course of that work and as a result of exposure of the resultant re-
port in draft form to those persons and institutions knowledgeable
of the subject matter and hay ing management responsibilities for
the conduct of,prog.rain involved.

Tn this case le survey phase of our moil; cox cued about 9 months
mid drew upon our past work in the area of vocat Tonal education.
discussions with staffs of congressional committees and Federal pro-
(rrnin officials. and discussions with mom program officials mid mem-
bers of advisory councils at various levels

Tt also included an intensive review of the legislative history of the
%co-1160.110 educational program and guidance prepared by the ad-

vistering Federal agency.
Voder our nroeedures also. the final report product is subjected to

a rather formidable internal rev ivy; process during which any imlica-
non of undue bins mould be detected and corrective action taken.

8u
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Any comparison of the draft digest prepared as a result of the
um* work and pi ior to the commencement of the review and the

digest and content of the final report issued December 31, 1974, would
clearly show that we did not go into the review with a preconceived
bias which unduly influenced our final reporting. We used normal
technique:2, designed to permit us to use our limited resources most
effectively in stimulating improvement in the accomplishment of
congressional objectives.

Now we would be hapiiy to respond to any questions you, Mr.
Chairman, or members of the subcommittee may 'have.

Chairman PEnraNs. Let me thank you, Mr. Abort, as director of
the Manpower Division of the GAO.

Naturally, constructive criticism is always good for the cause. I
think you anticipated the first question, that your report has been
described as negative in content and tone, and you well answered
that question, in my judgment. But, to my way of thinking, the
real purpose is to improve our present system and I Dope your report
will have just exactly that effect.

On page 3 you state, and I will stick by the 5-minute rule to start
out here:

it appears that Federal funds have not necoNsarily been used primarily to
initiate new program olothm, and extend opportunities, but in many instances
have been used to maintain existing: activities year after year.

There is no doubt in my mind but that some of the money has un-
wisely been expended. but at the same time the personnel ill the
Otlice of Education has been eat back considerably to the extent that
they do not have adequate personnel to do all of the monitoring that
you suggest. but at the same time it was contemplated by the Con-
gress that this be a local program, that the innovative ideas come
from the local people and that they train for jobs.

Now. in many instanees the funds in the local communities, the
States and the Federal Govermaent. these people who were in my
area, the Mayo Sehool. you have a 9S percent placement rate. You
have as waiting list of Moo or 1,500. No doubt they are training for
the iobs such ficZ automobile mechanics and carpentry and not getting
out into innovative fields because they do not have the resources.

1 io yon have a respiinse to that?
Mr. ArrAn. Certainly. Mr. Chairman, around the countq there

are a lot of examples such as the one you cite, where there is a good
job being done of relating the specific vocational educational offerings
to the employment market in that particular jurisdiction. We cite
certain exa mples of that.

Chairman PERI:INS. How did you select the sites to be included
itt this nd v ? Give me a quick answer.

Mr. .H \n-r. Basieally we selected sites hoped to he representative
of the Nation as a whole. We gave consideration in this tm a number
of factor.% ineluding geographic location, type of economic base
existing in areas we selected. the population size and mix, the level
or vocational funding. and the types...a institutions and program
activities. This was done,I think for this reason, Office of Education

concurred in our election.
Chairman Prmittxs. Anybody can go across the country and lilt('

object ions to any program, you.know, and to iny way of thinking

8.0
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'education as a %%hole is the cheapest insurance against un-
yment that we have.

n what do you consider the single most important finding of your
ew, right down to the nut craeking?

. r. Arturr. Mr. Chairman. 1 don't think of the five different find-
ing, chapters in our report that I would like to single out one as
'much no mportant than others, but I think we tried to lay out
in a rather s ghtforward fashion se% eral aspects of the program.

Chairman 4ER Era S. Well, I think you could certainly put a
priority there, ouldn't you?

Mr, Amin. I think when you look at them together, at least in
fn. 'lid. Chairman, you see that planning is important,' the
ty1) vocafonal offerings in relationship to the employment mar-
-ket are-important ; it is important they make best use of training fa-
cilities available, in the community and bring those together to deliver
thesmost vocational education of the type required. 6o I think it is
then hole package.

Chairman i'mums. If you were asked to identify one change in the
way vocational education is currently conducted, one change which
would have the greatest impact on expanding opportunities for voca-
tional training and assuring the rdevaney of training to jobs,
what would it he That is the question that is most pertinent and
should be answered directly.

lfr. Annul. I think the greatest benefit. Mr. Chairman. could be
accomplished by doing a better job of pulling together the programs
and facilities and resource~ at the local level so that we do the best
job of putting them together on the problem and get the greatest
range of options consistent with the employment market -to the
potential student body and probably do it more cost effectively.

Chairman PERK INS. Mr. Quip.
Mr. Qum. I would like to ask you a question referring to page 20.

Your mention you obtained continents of HEW. You met with six
of the seven State directors. The report of GAO indicates the reac-
tion of IJE\V, but we did not hear the reaction of the State direc-
tors. Do you have a statement on their reaction ?

Mr. Amin-. Yes. Mr. Quie. in that case we tried, to give considera-
tion in the limit version of the report to the reactions of the State di-
rept ON to statements we had made. One good mample that comes to
mind is, we make the point in t he report that despite the increase in
vocational education funds there has not necessarily been a propor-
tionate increase in the number of enrollments in the program.

low the State directors pointed out to us--and I think this was
clear to- us earlier alsothere are se\ eral factors that impact upon
this apparent disparity. Of course there is inflation. but even if you
look at it in terms of teal dollars, dollars at some point in time,
there is Mill a disparity.

The State directors pointed out there are attempts to improve pro-
gram offerinas which are more costb. 'Flue types of prorams being
offered today are more costly than sonic of thIln were m the past.
What we did Ias take their comments and try to put them in the re-
Port in the context of their statements to us to provide their reac-
tions to the kind.: of statements we made. Von will find that inter-
spersed throughout the report document.
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Mr. ( ?t it. I sec. So What ou have interspersed is not only the
ptelinimary inter\ icy but the final interview'?

Mr. AttAirr. Yes.
\I r. Qt What about the stat (quoit that they needed to provide
for ation for the Stat.. plan but little attention was paid to that

State plan a ft cl Ss a 1 11, t 111.tt 111 the prehminar3 or in the 111181
11; ers Iensyou had with them

Mr..111 utr. The st it tat just alluded to is one which is really
the 1)11)(111(4 of our mot I. as well as the national advisory Connell and
others. and there is au (.1111)11:Isis. and I think it is true in this pro-
gram :Is NS ell as quite a number of other programs, where a State
phut is required. The emphasis at that stage is meeting Federal re-
quiremnts of submitting and getting approval, of planning docu-
ments ;I' :1 1.011110.1011 precedent to obtaining Federal funds rather
than a concerted effort to making this a lining document that pro-
ides plogrun direction and guidance against- specific aro ineasur-

zdde ,goal -. This NS a, at product of the overall work.
Mr. Qt tF: 1111' State direptors have a reaction to the statement

that I he IF (10\ ernment ,hould follow up on State plans, which
1 he itlentl, are doing. now. to see whether the State complies or
Jott

Al I. utt. I would lt.ne to ask nut colleaentes to comment speci-
fic:I:1s_ 1 w a rot in the itet ing of the State directors personally. I
don't re0111 w diet the had specific reaction to that or not. Dr.
AIN leer:tine ?

My) LI a (1011.t recall from one specific meeting with
tl.um. Ind duint the course of the renew m hen we discussed the
state HIM 1\ ith In sarious State officials there was an opinion ex-
grassed that this was an (Ar ise that they annually engaged in and
the fact that die regional othees did not take more time to do a
t 11( in Mak n seen,ed to thtla et from the meaningfulness of the
plait. They did not to it a, cry seriously. then, because it was not
1 et i WOrif,d ly ``r (*Nil( lave been.

Mr. Qi it.. I low w unit! the ieact if the 011ive of Education did fol-
low t et s clo-el and ittlpfnea caul' tear as to how they followed their
plan,?

Dr. MyLn 11A1 NI- I think that is something that yon could inquire
al,out of them.

Mr. Quit:. I thought probably you did.
AIYLL, There ha s e been instances when the State direc-

tor, hale nukd for greater leadership on the part of OE in terms
of the data situation where ninny States are developing their
oft n data I inlet tion SS stelIN They W0111(1 like to see some uniformity
thromrhout the notary so it would be possible to have comparative

'Chet lucre stated the desire to OE OH 1111111erOlIS occasions.
Mu'. gt it:. Did von get any estimate of what the increased cost

011h1 he to the Office of Education if they did analyze more the
SS at the State uses the -Federal funds? You mentioned that, on about
p.atre 6, the Office of Education told von there was little analysis
of the way the States used funds. that the Office of Education does
not know what the impact of Federal vocational funding has been.

T don't know if you made an estimate df what an adequate analysis
would be but, if you did. could you give us an idea of the cost?
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This is the thing I think recognized in the provisions put
into the 196s At to pro' ide initiative toward providing service to
these people, and the thrust of our statement in the report is. despite
the Federal funding, it has not attravted State and local funding
to the same extent as the overall program.

Mr. \:a-.us. In all instances in all :)0 States, if you mode that
survey. and I assume you didt, was the 15 percent set-aside being ob-
served for the disadvantaged?

Mr. An urr. This gets a little bit difficult to explain, Mr. Meeds.
The worst States in any particular year did not meet the specific re-
quirements in terms of the 15 percent and 10 percent set-aside.

Mr. Mr.ms. What, if anything, was done in those States by the
Office of Education ?

Mr. luAirr. I might explain we do have a provision euaeted in
1970, the so-called Tydings amcmlnient, Which says if a State does
not spend its full entitlement of 1 year _it may carry it over to
next -year.

So to get a fix on the extent in a longer period that the set-aside
requirements have been met would take more analysis than we made.
We raised it as a problem. 'We have not stated in the report that any
of those States That did not Ineet it in a specific year were in viola-
tion of the law.

Mr. ST-Krzns. Are you aware that the Offiee of Education is doing
anything to-rie.e that during the second ,v ear maybe those funds were
ex:1)4,41(1(44 they--were left -over?

Mr. AnAnT. We understand the Office is making an analysis in
the light of the Tydings amendment, and presumably there will be
action taken if it is found that some States are in violation of the

Mr. 1-1,-J-,os. Now, there is a requirement for a 15 percent set-aside
for a postsecondary locational education program, and we had in-
dications late last vear these were not being met in all instances.

uleeal, in quite a few they were not being met. Did you look into
that also?

AnAnT. I think, in general. Mr. Meeds. that requirement was
being met. T think in several cases it was not quite up to 1 percent.
But again, the same pro" isions of the Tplings amendment would
apply and you would ha' e to have a more in-depth analysis to find
out if the statutory requirement had been met.

"hairman Prnioss. Mr. Pressler.
IN Er. Pi:Essimi. No questions.
Chaim:in Pmao NS. 'Arr. Ford.
Mr. Font). No luestions.
( hairtmln PEEK !Ns. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Cloomixo. Mr. Chairman. if T may, since T am new, of this

committev but not new in education-
eh:611nm' PEVKINS. Let me state first we will stick by the 5-minute

rule the first time around, and then T 1a ill come back and stay with
t lu members as long as they want to stay if it takes all clay.

GoomIxa. T would like to make an observation or two.
As I understand the Act, the first qt.:dement made in the at is

that it also includes maintaining- existing programs. "Maintain" is
the first 'void and is rather important.

8
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Mr. BLOUIN. I gue,,s what I am trying to find out is, it is pretty
cab,. if 3 ou get too big of a region to rose sight of the real labor
market needs within a specific community, a specific school district
program might be directed at, and, you know, I think it is an easy
at to full into to be directing educational opportunity at an area

where it is really not needed just because the overall market, shows
it might be.

1)41 3 on try to fine-tune it down to a local area as much as possible?
Mr. Amin% I think it probably would work both ways. I think

crtain13 the emplo3 ment opportunities within the specific schbol
districts are important, and I think they are important in the con-
text of what is probably a larger labor market area because the peo-
ple are quite mobile. They can commute quite a ways and a lot
of people do commute. You have to look. at the larger natural eco-
nomic unit and the draw that it would have.

Btotix. I think I would be interested in how the comparison
is laid out. Do you have a way of giving me an overlay of school
districts in relationship to how the labor market is laid out over it
in these States that you went into?

('hail man PERKINS. Could you finish that information for the
record and see that Mr. l3louin gets a copy?

Mr. AHART. Tothe extent that we can.
Perhaps on a sample basis it would be ,much easier than on a

broader basis. I think. 'We would be dealing with the Department of
Labor and what it defines as being labor markets.

[The information requested follows
The type of overlay' described generally is unavailable. Data about labor

market needs tend to be aggregated for geographic areas larger than individual
schobl districts. Supply data, reflecting specifics about the type of training being
provided through the range of training resources in any given area, is not part
of the data base utilized in planning and evaluating vocational programs. We
nere unable, therefore, to directly test the extent to which the training offered
by school districts actually did match the employment needs in particular labor
market areas. Our report concluded that when these factors of market demand
and supply are not adequately considered in the decision-making process about
Noel-ale/Hal education. there is no assurance that the training provided will
correspond with manpower needs.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. No Questions.
Cho irman PEartlxs. Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mitrx.n. No questions. .

Chairman PERKINS. We go back then to the others since we have
been around once. Is there a member I have not called on, on the
first occasion?

Mr. .7`ifeeds, we will start with you again, or Mr. Ford.
Do you want to ask questions at this time?
Mr. Foam This reduction and what amounts to reduction of State

contribution at the same time in these 2 years you used here as the
study with the handicapped children is so dramatic at the very
time that a lot of the States were adopting statutory provisions to
provide for full education of handicapped children.

Now Michigan is not one you picked out here, but in our. State
right at this time that von have bracketed here we mandated that
there were no children with handicaps too severe to be educated in
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our publk school s3stein. I was under the impression that we had
invested as tremendous amount of the State's resources in helping
the local school districts meet this new responsibility.

What you are saying is that notwithstanding that trend across
the country, the ratio of State support at the secondary level, and I.
take it we are talking of primarily here for handicapped children m
the area of vocational education, has dropped proportionately?

Mr. AIIART. Iti certain States that has been the case. Mr. Ford, I
think when we talk about help for the handicapped and education of
thebandicapped we has e to talk probably on a broader perspective
than just the Vocational Education Act.

There were a number of programs to help educate the handicapped
and we issued a report last

programs
on this.

Mr. FORD. I am not talking about a program designated as educa-
tion for the handicapped. That is the old-fashioned way of doing it.
Now. a number of States have taken the position that people who
were formerly segrated out because of their handicaps can no longer
be.

No matter how you have to get them to a facility, the public school
system has responsibility to educate every person without regard
to handicap or multiplicity of handicaps, and they become a part
of the regular school proaram.

Now, if there are needs for special kinds of vocational training
for people who have particular types of handicaps, it would seem
that those would be identified and more State money would be
coming in instead of the other way around.

In other words, I don't understand how we could be saying that
handicapped children will not be separated out from the regular

,,_programs available to all children to the extent they are capable of
participating, and at the same time the \.tate's overall contribution
to vocational training for these people is dropping.

Mr. AlumT. Again I point out there are other funds available for
use by the public school systems to give special attention to the
handicapped and do that as a part of and, in integration with the
regular curriculum of the schools. I think we identified 14 programs,
including the Vocational Education Act, which make funds available
not only to the secondary and postsecondary levels that we are talk-
ing about here...principally but also to elementary levels of schools;
and these funds hre available in concert with these to meet the total
needs of the handicapped in the public school system.

So it is difficult to isolate out the fact you might have increasing
emphasis here from what the States might be doing in the overall
to meet the needs of the handicapped as a part of their ongoing
public school educational delivery system.

Mr. Form. I suppose we will have achance,with the mixed panel,
but do you know offhand whether any of the States that were the

' subjects of this report are States that have a law similar to Michigan's
requiring that all children are to be educated by the public school
system, regardlessf the severity of their handicaps t

Mr. Annirr. Perhaps one of my colleagues can answer.
Chairman PERKINS. The General Accounting,people will be here

all day after the State people get on, because the committee may have

52-945-75col. 1-7
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questions. and for the convenience of all parties I would like for
you to remain today.

Mr. Quie.
Mr. QL-TE. First, Mr. Ahart. I want

is
commend you for the study

you have made. Vocational education s kind of a "sacred cow"; it is
hard to touch. We vote for it enthusiastically in the Congress because
we believe in it.

Any organization ought to be investigated and evaluated and out
of the results of this, as painful as it might be at times, we end up
with a better program and the kids get a better education as a result.
I think there are times when we need to have our toes stepped on
and I am glad that you have.

I would like to see us gd even further and get into the depths of
evaluation of the program you are beginning here. Maybe from
your studies we can learn the way we ought to go.

Who is evaluating the. edit& ation.programs now? You mentioned
evahation and so forth, but who is Actually looking at these and
making evaluations that you have observed?

Mr. An Airr. Well. quite a number of different bodies are doing
some types of ,evaluation, Mr. Quie. In this particular area, voca-
tional education, you have a specific evaluation responsibility laid
upon the Natioual Advisory Council for Vocational Education. They
do do quite a bit of work. They make,recommendations.

Obviously. the people at the State le\ el. both the advisory coun-
cils and program administrators. have a responsibility to evaluate
the ad isom councils specitivAl v. and. in the case of program man-., agement. inherent res'ponsibility to evaluate 'That is accomplished
under the program and how it be modified to make it more
effective: at the Federal level it is our view the Office of Education
;Ira Dt pal tment of HEW have'that inherent responsibility as part
of the overall charge to them to Administer the program.

We believe. and the Comptroller Genera] stated it to Congress
on a numbisr of occasions and to the agencies. that the job of evalua-
tion and getting feedbi:k4 on what is happening and how programs
might be improved is an inherent part of the total management
resnonsibility.

S'o you have some evaluations going on at all of those levels.
Specifically in this case. there has not been I think the kind of

inten,k e oNvrall aluation of the program by any quarter that
needs to he dente. Ours was an attempt to do this according to our
likrhts and to point out areas of necessary improvement. \Ve don't
think OE or ITEW ha's done the job. There have been studies made,
but they are fragmented on specific projects and it is difficult to
ag!,regate them on what needs to be done at the legislative, level or
.admini$trativeTv to "help program improvement.

I lime to add, as has been pointed out here,-we don't believe and
I don't think that OE would believe they have the resources within
the (-Vice of Education to provide the kind of leadership that prob-
81,1% slaaild he provided Loth in terms of evaluation techniques and in
gi% inv.: leadership and technical assistance to Stakes and through the
States to the communities. That is, in trying to make this program
better.
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en nn nave ,c,1 at e.t,nnal A.:visory Conn( il on
Nsn ta_,C t+ an the t Wive of Education to see which one

n evaluation and, secondly, which one
'should be involved the most in evaluation? .

Mr. Anmrr. It would seem to me the OE as the principal adminis-
tative analicv shOulti be the principal exaluator of what is going on
under its responsibilty. I think and I would like my colleagues to
commentI would the looi . critical type of evaluation in terms
of what needs to 1 e don( to improve the program has probably
Come from the National Advisory Council as opposed to within the
administration of the OE itself.

The National Advisory Councir I think has made many more ob-
oinationsand quite a number of them in line with the results of our
studyin terms of constructive critique than has come out of the
Office of Education, per se.

Nly colleagues might have something to add.
Dr. Myr,EcrArxE. Both certainly are responsible an the Office of

Fduation has the ongoing monitoring responsibilty. It has by far
the larger resource to can on evaluation of programs. It is not a
matter of eithcr/or. The National Advisory Council is charted par-
tienlarly in the area of looking at duplication and overlapping of
prorrams. We did not find that that particular area had been car-
ried out es extensively as probably intended.

Mr. Qt .m. I would Eke to go further, because the State and Ad-
visory Council are also given responsibility under the act to evaluate.
You can't evaluate the National Advisory Council against any othet
N.:titan-11 AdN i-ory Coui it because there is only one and only one
F.S. Office of Education. I know you didn't attempt to designate it
State by State. but do you have capability of looking at the State
departments of vocational education and seeing their capability
of doing management evaluation? Further, have you looked at the
advisory councils to see which one,can most effectively evaluate pro-
grams because I think critical evaluation will more likely come from
an advisory council than from the agency itself.

Mr. ATIART. I might comment. I think certainly we could on a selec-
tive basis do that kind of job within the kind of resources we have
available to us, we certainly could not do it in all 50 States and alI
50 advisory councils.

From the standpoint of the Office of Education's monitoring re-
sponsibility and evaluating, res,ponsibility. it is something that its
°Mon and regional offices ought to give consideration to, and be in a
position to give consideration to and give technical assistance to
both departments of education and advisory council operating, within
those States to help them do a better job in carrying out their own

"7 management. including the evaluative responsibility.
Mr. QVTE. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Meet's.

Mrsms. Thank yon. Mr. Chairman.
When I asked yon the first time about the 15- percent set-aside for

postsecondary education you indicated to me you felt there are minor
iolations of this. and I was so confused because of the 1010 amend-

ment by the gentleman from Maryland that it was difficult to tell, but

1 Oil



looking at your Appendix 3(b) on page 97, I count 16 States during
the last 4 y ears that have nut followed the..15-percent set-aside re-
quirement.

For instance, the State of Massachusetts, in 3 out of the 4 years
from 1:)70 through 1973 fell considerably under 15 percent, 3 out
of 4 y ears. The State of Illinois. 2 out of the 4 years was below it.
The'State of Delaware was 3 out of the 4 years below it.

Now this is not just an isolated example, or isolated examples of
may be a State very dose 1 year and considerably over the next, but
these are consistently below. so do you still say that is minor?

Mr. AIIART. Maybe I used the word "minor." -
Mr. MEEns. I don't recall that was the exact word. That was the

implication you made.
Mr. AHART. We have really not analyzed these apparent violations

where they haN e dropped below in the context of whether there
w as in fact a violation of the requirements of the law. It would take
more analyses on our part of what they did in a particular State in
utilization of these funds over time.

Mr. AIErms. How is it ilot" a violation of law in the instance of
Massachusetts \ lieu, provided in 1970 the sum of 12.6 percent and
in 1972 the stuns of 11.1 percent. how is that not a violation of the
law?

AHART. We ha \ e incidence of the rtydings amendment passed
in fiscal year 1970.

Mr. Alms. Right.
ATIAR. The point T am trying to- make is we di not do the

kind of _analysis we would have to make of the provi s of the 1968
_amendments in conjunction with the Tydings ame m t to reach
a firm conclusion on whether there was or was not a violati

Mr. Mums. I think we can reach a firm conclusion now. We know
the Tydings amendment was not adopted until 1970. In 1970 Mas-
sachusetts, by your own Agues, provided 12.6 percent, 14.6 percent
the next year and 11.1 percent the year following that.

Those are Clear violations before the Tydings amendment.
Mr. AITART. I would have to share your view that if you failed

wto reach 15 percent for several years in a row there would be viola-
tion. We hal, e not, however, reached a legal conclusion on whether
there was or not.

Mr. A funs. Are you aware of anything that OE has done to see
that that set-aside. not only that set-aside but the set-aside for the
disakb antaged and for handicapped are being followed? What is
the Office of Education doing to see that this law is enforced?

Mr. AHART. I would have to defer to my colleagues on anything
specific. We. understand they are now analyzing on a State-by-State
basis the compliance with these requirements and presumably if
they _find haveaction will be taken. I he to defer to my col-
leagues to see if they haye taken any specific action in the past.

MEEDS. Do you have any information?
Mr. AllART. Apparently not. -

Mr. MF.Ens. Probably because there is not any.
What indication did you have, if any, in your study that the

State ads jsory councils were having; any substantial input into the
1-year and the 5-year plans?
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Mr. AHART. Iii our report we make the statement, and my colleagues
can comment in more detail, that they were exposed to the draft of
the State plans which come forward. We did not see as a general
rule that the were integtated into the plan'ping process of putting
that State plan together. It is pretty much -a and--srgn
operation as opposed to a direct input into putting together the
plan itself.

Mr. Mmos. I think that very much confirms what we found in
field hearings in Minnesota. Wiscousin, Washington State and other
places, that State advisory councils were being consulted after the
fact. and in effect told to sbrt' noff. as you put it, rather than having
any substantial input into the initial plans.

Maybe that is why we have not had the change that we thought
we would get from the 196S Act.

Chairman PERRI:Ns. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. No questions.
Chairman PEnxtxs. Mr. Hall ?
Mr. HALL. No question*
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Blouin?
Mr. BI orm No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Goonuxo. One question. I notice you say that greater attention

to's.Nstematic coordinated, comprehensive plannipg at national, State
and local lel els would imprm e the use of Federal funds, and better
insult, that education is pros ided in a manner that best serves com-
monit and student needs.

In NOM' visits through the seven States, if you heard one thing
echoed m er and over again why this does not take place. what
would that be? Why hasn't there been this systematic comprehensive
planning? .

Dr. Mvi.r.( RUNE. Because. of the way ,that vocational education N
administered in different jurisdictions. there is fragmentation of
responsibility and there does not seem to be the incentive on the
scene to encourage or to force this kind of coordinated plant-ling
together.

Mr. GGODLING. In relationship to Federal funding coming into
those areas to do this planning and- so forth, is it notI will state
it differentlyis it not in many instances a case of timing, not know-
int,- what kind of money they are going to receive, when, where. and
so forth? Or was my area entirely different from the rest of the
United States?

Dr. MYLECRATNE. Vocational education has each year received
greater amount in Federal funds than the previous year. It has grown
significantly.

Mr. GOODLING. But when did you receive that guarantee? .

Dr. MTLECRAINE. Well, there are always the continuing resolutions.
The report points out se eral why's for school districts to know'that
they can spend at the same level that they have spent the year be-
fore. There is really not this doubt. It seems to perpetuate, though, be-
cause local people still feel that way. Actually,. though. there is not
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the problk in of the funds being in question the next ear as far as
vocational education has been concerned.

Mr. (reomaxo. Then we have been getting a poor picture for in-
sto ma. in in); area. for 7 ears sittin on one of these committees,
and for 7 ) ears I was told, You are going to get money but we
don't know when. don't spend it beta uSe it may not come." and so
forth. And some time late in September «e «etc busy planning fpr
sonthing that we should have planned nionths before.

Mr. .A.nmrr. I think that in any of these programs --where it is a
continuing program, 3 uu can expect some lekel of funding and plan-
ning can be against that. It is not to say the kind of problems you
pointed out is not a problem. It is one we have seen in title I and in
a lot of different (Tproramsthe mote adt anced notice of the guar-
antee. as you call it, that a school district can get, they are in a better
pos,tion to know Nk hat they can plan against and get programs on the
ground.

Mr. Goomaxo. At least we could ttike the excuse away if we as a
Corgyess would act earlier and that excuse would be gone as. far as
)(wad planners are concerned.

Mr. AnART. Yes. We as an office have been supportive of the efforts
now toing on in Congress to get appropriations out in a more timely
fashion. In the education programs and others of this nature, in
is rtii ular. we bate been an adk ocate of the forward funding concept
w heir tlw appropriations are made firm a year in advanceor 1 year
out---,0 the people at the local and State levels that need to plan
against these have a better planning ft amew ork within which to deal,
and then held accountable for the kind of comprehensive planning
that needs to be done.

Chairman PERRINS. Mr. Pressler?
Mr. PRESSISR. No questions.
Chairman PEnKixs. I think I asked this question before.
Any time when you make a study that is constructive, it is always

gooll.fbr the cause. Tlut to identify one change in the present act
that would expand vocational education opportunities and make sure .
that people are trained for jolts, what would that change he, that
one change?

Mr. Allmiy. I think I answered it before in a little different con-
text. Mr. Chairman. I think any incentives that can be built in to

tor together OW planning and coaleseinp. of resources at the local
levelthe di rerent actors involved. as well as facilities available,
public as well as private s& etor, to make the wider range of options
available at lesser cost to a lancet. number of `studentsany incentives
that inn be built into die act along those lines, are probably the

Chairman Panaxs. Any other questions before we go to the panel?
Mr. 011ie?

r 071E. A number of the other people asked a question about the
011110111',IS on made tut using Federal funds for change and using the

"eatnlvtic clunirre" in there. Now the law spocifies the purpose
that the fiords would he used fur would he to maintain, extend, and
inunoce. Pid you trice any balance to how much of the funds ought
to he u-4ed to maintain and how much to extend and what percentage

. to improve?
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I gather from the teport Sou don't mention the word "maintain"
and I don't know if ou are putting the emphasis on the catalytic
'taupe of it. .meaning there was not enough before and you are just
so etching that, because \ ou didn't say very much or what?

Mr. AIIAlh. No, I don't think we ignored it. I think there is a
question of degree and we might hat e some differences' here with the
State directors and with HEW. From its inception, I think the
Fed t al program has been designed to be a change agent. to make
things happen in the local community, at the State level, and to
get more attention to locationtil education. Certainly since 1963 and
Ms,. we hate seen a lot of change in terms of program growth and
in tom:, of the options available. What we are concerned with here
pa int.ipally is that the way the program is administered there is
no specific attention being (Alen to that particular aspect from the
Federal level in tr3ing to channel those funds into things that are
the cutting edge, so to speak. of the program, as opposed to the
temptation to use it to maintain. the ongoing prooTaMs. Now both of
these are important. I think it is a question of degree and emphasis
me are tr3ing to target on. One example is even where we have had a
spec ific category set out with minimums of 15 percent for the dis-
mit antaged and 10 percent for the Handicapped. it is difficult to
get that 111011M spent even out of the Federal portion, and it is dif-
ficult to get State anti local funds to follow that Federal dollar into
that target population. So it is a question of emphasis, not a question
of absolutes that we are dealing with here.

Mr. T really hat e been impressed with the kind of changes
I _nun e :wen in vocational education because, von know. I started
woi king on- this act with the amendments of 1663 when I was kind
of upset with the unit illingness of the vocational educators to change.
I saw a greater willingness to change in 1968. Visiting programs
as l seeing how postsecondary education has expanded and the
tiro, .Z.:,neopt of secondary education, I felt for a while the vocational
edti ation educators d:thl't want to provide jobs at the secondary
let el. but only 'provide it at the postsecondary level. Now there is

ft in their attitude. Is it possible that what appears to be
maintaining programs has brought about a change in the school
district? '-

Were von-able to make that determination?
Mr. .AITAHT. We would not argue against the fact thert, has been

change in terms of program growth. new types of delivery systems
and so on out there. T think the point we are trying to make as a result
of our stitch. is a continuing emphasis of this, the Federal direction
on new initiatives, to make sure the Federal dollar continues to be
the a lifting edge in the program to do more innovative things and push
the program further. We see that in the legislative history of the
act. this is what the Congress was trying todo.

Mr. Ol1E. Let me then go to sonic other points you made in the
report. For instance. we have felt for a long. time that guidance and
counseling is woefully inadequate for vocational education. Were you
aide to find some good programs so that we could see those, I mean
that you could °he us information about outside of your report so
we can take a loon: at some of them?
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Mi. An ART. Are 3, ou focusing only on guidance and counseling?
Mr. QM. 'Phut is one. Then go to others, to a school which

had excellent followthrough and others that didn't. We could make
a judgment on what impact it has on the students so it is more
than guidance and counseling.

Mr. ..1.HART. I notice we had cases of exemplary situations in the
cases of placement and followup, but I don't know if we had it on
guidance and counseling.

Dr. MYLECRA IN E. No.
Mr. AnAirr. I don't think we had any as a result of this study, but

T am sure there is some out there somewhere.
;Mr. QL IE. Mr. Chairman. I think those are the things that would be

extremely helpful to us. One other question. -Did you look at the
type of assistance that the State depai twills of education were giving
where most of the costs of the State department of vocational educa-
tion was funded by Federal funds as compared to a State where a
smaller percent was. I notice you picked up on :what we saw in the
State of "Washington when the committee was out there for a visit. I
see yoq have the chart in your report, but dill you make that kind of

/evalevaiimt ion at all?uation
Mr. -k HART. We didn't focus on that directly, Mr. Quie. We might

have some impressions on it. I am not sure.
Dr. MYLECRAINE. Tliat really was not an aspect ofour review, to

see what difference it might make depending on the type of money,
Mr. QmE. I mentioned it., Mr. Chairman, because I feel very

strongly that for a State department of education to be totally
funded by Federal funds is not right or healthy. I also notice. iii
many States. State law A prelent hiring of the quality of people :Von
need, and going arouniiPliose State laws with Federal funds, they can
pay sufficient funds then to get better officials.

Could T have a reaction to that, if you have anything on that
part of the question?

Dr. :Nil-LUTA! NE. I. think you yourself made an observation that
perhaps when there is State commitment to the program as evidenced
by an allocation of State funds for administration that that perhaps
is a stronger program than one totally federally supported.

Mr. QrTE. Yes; I would like some information to see whether that
is a bias on my part.

Mr. A,TTART. T might add some of the State directors and I think
national alb isory council representatives told us they felt the avail-

° , ability of Federal funds did put the States in a position to bring
in better leadership at time State level. We did not follow through
on it. in time context of rota' prey ions question. as to whether the
leadership. whether using practicallv 100 percent Federal funds at
the State lei el is better, worse. or indifferent to the ones more heavily
funded by State money.

Qt-TE. I recall the California Advisory Council seemed to think
there is too high fi percent of Federal funds in their department.

Chairman Prim-1Na. Mr. Meecis?
Mrips. Thank you. fir, Chairman. T have one final questioli.

As you know. this 'subcommittee and the fun committee will be
charged with ,rewriting the Vocational Education Act. I would ap-
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preciate your View as to w nether the problems which you cite in
y our report are primarily the shortcomings of the law itself or the
administration of that law. In other wor&-, need we make wholesale
changes in the law to respond to the changes which you point out
or is it simply a question of better administration, better oversight by
this committee, better oversight and more requirement by the Office
of Education that the law be followed?

Mr. AHART. I think, given the legislative intent as indicated by
the law we really see not very much

legislative
needs to be changed in the

o. erall legislative framework. The problem is more the one that you
alluded to, of making sure the law is administered according to in-
tent and we do the best job we can with resources available -to carry
out objectives of that,law. We have set out in the report a number
of suggestions for consideration by the Congress of where we think
that some change in the legiSlation might be helpful in furthering
the legislative objectives of the law as opposed to changing those
legislative objectives.

Mr. QUTE. Thank you very much.
Chairman PLRKIM. Any further questions of any member at this

point'?
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. yes. In your statement back on page 16

you say "many students are enrolled in traditional courses not always
able to obtain employment in fields for which trained."

That comes after your discussion, also in the report, of the failure
in planning to match vocational training objectives with existing
employ ent needs either in the community or in the jobs area
that reasonabll could be considered accessible to these people. In fact,
back on page 13 "construction of new school fro,ilities has been
fa mred, and allocation of Federal funds for u_onstruction has not
necessarily been contingent upon need-factors."

When T go back to your report..pau poin,, out that about 16 percent .

of the funds in part B have been going for construction. You add
that to the 16 percent that is going for administration, so 32 percent
of the top is doing nothing in the way of actual education.

T poixt out furthetsthat the percentuge used for construction goes
as high as 44 witbdut identifying the State specifically here.'' In
197!).. Mr. Meeds was one of the ,-trongest \ oiees heretofore developing
a au cater sense of urgency toward vocational 'training planners to
recogni4e that they were sometimes training people for jobs that

loneyr existed or giving them job skills that had very limited
puts ntial in a sophisticated industrial society. We thought that the
changes made in the 197 act were going to result in a good deal
more vhange. From your report, I take it that you draw the con-
clusion that the 1972 net has had no significant impact on this at all?

Mr. ATTART. Well, I think certainly khas had some impact..] don't
thiel; om intent was to say it has had no impact. We see opportuni-
ties for it to be much improved with a better system of needs assess-
ment and relating, to N °rational educational offerings and 'enrollment
to jab opportunities that are seen coming down the pike. That is
not to u there has be'en no progress whatsoever since the legislative

hitix es in the 1968 act and so on. but we do see same significant
oppoi tulities for improNement in that area and opportunities to
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make the Federal dollars aud State dollars as well more effective in
meeting emplo3ment and training needs of the population groups
served.

Mr. Foul). In your report when you drew the conclusion that con-
struction facilities hay e been filmed. did you in Ike any enumeration
of the kind of construction facilities, or kind of facilities that schools
are constructing?

How are they diffe.rent from what they did 5 or 10 years ago?
Mr. A.n.trr. Our comment on favoring construction in our report

,and our recommend40 in that area are related really not to the
fact there is no need 'llfor construction because obviously as the pro-
gram has grown and we nio ed into new concepts, such area voca-,

, ,tional training centers .and so on, there has been a need for con-
struction. But the thrust of our suggestion was in terms of 'let's
not use money for construction until we have made sure we are mak-
ing: full utilization or appropriate use with the training facilities,
public and private. which already exist in the area to be served."

So that we u-e the construction dollar where it is really needed as
opposed to duplicating facilities that might already be available.

Mr. Fonix- I get impressions from pages 61 and 62 that what you
are saying about construction is.they are constructing traditional
vocational training facilities as a part of or attached to traditional
si hoot settings. metal shops, woodshops, home economics departments
with sinks and stoves and what have you. Is that what they are
still doing?

Mr. Au vim That is a comment which is recorded here from the
ITYW construction and facilities people. that they feel there is not
the flexibility built in in all cases in the new facilities to meet chang-
ing requirement over time for different and additional training needs.
Now this is the quote from them and T think it is one that we would
share and I don't know, and I would have Dr. Mvlecrnine comment,
if slie will.' on any specific instance we know of where this was a
problem.

Chairman PERK Ns. The time of the gentleman has expired and I
will ask all of the General Accounting Office witnesses to stand by.

Mr. limns. Mr Chairman, could I ask a quick question?
Chairman PrAiNs. Yes
Mr ?ferns. Possibly you might answer it by mail. There are seven

States it which the State board for education is not the State board
for vocational education, in other words. seven States having separate
anencics. Colorado. Indiana. Illinois. Oklahoma. South Dakota. Wash-
inn-tor and Wisconsin. Do ion have a breakdown as to whether the
administrative costs in those States is comparable, lower, or higher
as gn average than the remaining states?

Mr. A TtART. We don't have any information on that here.
Mr. MEEns. Could you make it available to us?
Mr. AITATZT. We will see what is available and if there is some-

thing we will get it back to you in a while. -
Mr. liEF:Ds. Thank you.
(Information requested followsl

Ttie second chart- on pare 12 of our report chows the pereentaze of VE.1
part B funds exppnded for ancillary :,et ices, including adininistratil e services,
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in fiscal year 1073 accol ding to OE data. The expenditure of the 50 states and
the District of Columbia aa, .unnuarized in six categories ranging from "5
percent or le,4." to -20 percent or more-. Three of the states basing separate
boards of vocational educationColorado, Wisconsin, and Washington State
were in the highest (ategory "20 percent or more": two of the seven states
Indiana and South Dokotaw Cl 0 in the second highest category "21 percent
to 25 percent" : Use District of Columbia fell within the "10 perc'ent to 20
percent" category ; Oklahoma fell within the "11 percent to 15 percent" cate-
gor, ; and Illinois was in the lowe,t category "5 percent or less".

VEA PART B FUNDS EXPENDED FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1973

State

(A) (B)

Total Federal
expenditures
for ancillary

services under
part B, fiscal

year 1973 Percentage (B A)

Total Federal
expenditures
under part B.

fiscal year 1973

Colorado
Drtrict of Columbia._
Illinois

."-...Indiana _..,
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Washington.. ,

gq, 464, 201
1, 382, 056

16, 954, 129
9, 114, 642
5, 298, 750
1, 264, 636
8, 206, 401
5, 979, 998

$1, 148, 001
250,263
899,100

1, 954, 248
655,146
261, 393,

2, :°0, 431
2, 247, 469

25 71
18,10
5.30

21 44
12. 37
20 61
28 39
31.58,

VEA PART 8 FUNDS EXPENDED FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1973, OVERVIEW OF ALL CTATES
4

Number of Number of
Pcent of funds States Amount of funds (millions) States

26 or more
21 to 25
16 to 20.
11 to 15
6 to 10
5 or less...,

6 S3 or more
9 SI to $2.9.

11 $05 to $09
12 SO 2 to $0 4
7 SO 1 or less
6

5
12
13
14
7

Mr. (b,00t.y.vu. Could I ask a question as a followup to Congress-
man Ford's questioning?

I don't know if .ott got into the Pennsylvania Dutch area of
Penns.) I% zinia, but the w ord "Federal" is a scary thing and at best,
we ale suspects clown here in Washington. Did you find that because
of their fear that once they Milos at ed something. with Federal funds
they ould be asked then to take it over with State or local funds.
Not knowing where the money lkIS coming front to take care of tlteir
prebudget, they Ratted tins, and they stayed away from actually
del eloping nem program, and becoming innovatiNe as far as voca-
tional edia31 ion is concerned ?

Dr, Myt.tamtusE, This IN as true particularly in rural areas that we
look0 at. While we were not in the geographic area jon described
in Penn* ania, especially where the school budget is low, an
added burden woald substantially increase their problem.

Chairman PLutitNs. If thief e are no further questions, we will let
the witnesses from the GAO stand aside and remain, please, until
after we hear the other witnesses from the States involved.

Now e have witnesses froth the States that have been audited
by the GAO. First is California, Mr. Samuel L. Barrett, State direc-

0
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toi of ucational education, and from Kentucky, Dr. Lyman Ginger,
superintendent of public instruction, accompanied by Dr. Carl
Lamar. and from Minnesota, Mr. Robert Can Tries, State director of
vocation education, and from Ohio, Mr. Bryl R. Shoemaker, State
director of vocational education, and from Texas, Mr. John R.
Guemple. assistant deputy secretary for administrative services, and
from Washington, Mr.-Arthur. Binnie, State director of vocational
education.

Without objection from the committee, we will start with the State
of California, and all statements will be inserted in the record with-
out objection and we will let you summarize your statement.

If it is necessary to read part of it. go ahead, but take 10 or 15
minutes apiece, at the maximum 13, before we interrogate any of
the State directors. I think that will be helpful to vs, if there is no
object ion.

STATEMENT OF SANUL L. BARRETT, STATE DIREC40-R--0E-..,,
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA

Mr. BARRETT. I am Sam Barlett, State director of the State de-
partment of vocation education in California.

I appreciate the opportunitt- to share our concerns with you as
then relate to the oviieral accounting audit in California as in the
otber six States. Before doing so, I

accounting
like to have my printed

statement placed in the record. I would indicate there was an error
in it that I think has been corrected.

Basically, we in California, are extremely disappointed with the
general accounting office report. We think the data in the report
could have been used to make a positive report. The facts are there
to interpret in many ways. We think that it is unfortunate at a
time. when the need for vocational education and technical training
was ne er greater. that this report will cloud the value of vocational
education as well as the impact of the Federal dollars on vocational
education in the various States. We are concerned, too, that some of
the recommendations if accepted, could further limit the expansion
of vocational education in our State.

Before continuing I would like to indicate that we in California
think the 1963 act and the 1968 amendments are sound legislation.
We think the growth of vocational education in California- relate
sti to that legislatin. We, like the flexibility that that legislation
pi o ides and I will sav"a few more words later about flexibility at
the State and lodal levels.

It is my firm belief that any proposed amendments should be to
pro% ide greater flexibility in order that the lariolis States can -
address their needs that tend to be unique, State-by-State and com-
munitl. We, think it would he an error to overlimit the availabiltiy
and the reposes for which the funds can be used: I would like to
fiii`dicate7first of all, that the GAO spent approximately 3 weeks in
Cali fornia. about half of that time in the State department of educa-
tion. the State ads isory counsel and regional U.S. Officef Education,
spent all of 7 days in one community, primarily assessing vocational
educlition. Tt w ill J e thy contention in a State t14,size and complexity
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of California. to to. to e'en get the pulse of our program in a rel iew
that was that brief and no more extensive, is gifstionable.

I would like to say a little bit abbut the growth of the vocational
education in California in 1962 and 1963. In those years the Federal
funds amounted to approximately $3.8 million and we,had some where
taler 400,000 students were in oh ed. Generally speaking, locational
education was a traditional kind of progradt. serving the areas of
agriculture. homemaking, a few programs in industrial education,
ely, few programs in the business office occupations, almost no sup-

portive ancillary sell ices in areas of counseling and guidance, assist-
ance with placement. and no research money for new and innovative
approaches to locational educational. very little money for preservice
and inset rice teacher education, and no funds for student assistance.
Scholarships for advanced training basically vocational education,
was a program that operated on the back of a campus somewhere,
tended not to be a part of the maikstream educational program. It
was something that was good for someone else's children.

In 1973-74. in California, the Federal grant amounts to $42 mil-
lion. About 1.3 million youth and adults are involved in different
programs of vocational education.

In our State. we have a, strong program both at postsecondary
and secondary levels, Ours is one of tie States I feel which has
woiked out a coopel'ative arrangement between the secondary and
postsecondao institions to the benefit of both institutions. `I am
sure the community colleges, if they were here, would share that
thought

The program in California. while still focusing on the importance
of labor-market needs. broadening to be concerned also with hu-
man needs. We an more concerned now also with planning for life-
long careers. the initial job entry, especially at a time when in our
State, unemployment is almost 91.5 percent. Tf vocational education
is el aluated this fear on placements, we are not going to look very
good. I think the committee must consider the ups and downs of the
econom3. as 'II do cornlider placement as the sole measure of success
in vocatio I education.'

We ould like to try to get our students into the post secondary
level if the opportunity is there so that they can prepare fur higher
lesel skills. The Vocational Education Amendments of 1D6S talked
about pros iding vocational educational opportunities for all hub-
s iduals in all communities. We tried to do this in California anal we,
are one of the States, I guess. that have been criticized for that, in-
stead of targeting the money in a few high-need areas.

In the few minutes I have, rather than try to react to all of the
reconomendations in the report, I would like to zero in on three of
their recommendations to Congress that has to do with-the use of
funds. The first of those "setting a limit on the amount of Federal
funds that can be used at the State level for administration."

I would agree that providing maximum funds for the local levels
to pros ide training progi ams for students certainly is the objective
that all of us should have. I think also we must' consider the need
for strong State leadership that has been developed in most States.
,IVe think that much of the success of vocational edikation in Cali-
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fornia is our services provided by our strong State level. We think
that the State m ney that are going to support the programs at the
local level are jus as im urtant as the Federal money insofar as pro-
viding programs. In a State that, I am proud to say, is increasing
even in a period of inflation, we anticipate this year the State and
local dollars mill overmatch approximately 9 to 1. 'We think in that
type of situation it becomes somewhat relative the amount, of funds
maintained at the State level.

It kseems a presumption of the GAO that all money retained at
the State level are for indirect and administrative services. Basically,
the report, as nearly as we can determine, that measures State ad-
ministration, actually involves both State and local ancillary services.
Actually, the term "administration" was not defined in their study,
so we would be unable to even determine the percent that was targeted.
for California.

In a State the size of California, we think statewide coordination
of curriculum planning, research, evaluation, and followup, and
stateside activities that can best be provided on a total coordinated
and statewide basis. We think they are more effective that way and
more practical.

The State of California does not Operate programs of vocational
education, nor do we administer vocational technical schools. We
prov ide supportive services, however, to more than 1,000 high schools,
100 community colleges: now 62 regional occupational centers and
programs, and a large number of adult schools, all of which are ad-
ministered by local school boards, boards that like to think they
knom more about their needs and how to administer educational dol-
lars than does the State or Federal levels.

California is known for local autonomy and strength at the local
level. That is increasing the point where the parents how meet in
open meetings with our State board of education for open dialog,
so that to mandate very strictly from the State level is a very un-
popular activity in California.

A second recommendation made by GAO as to use of funds, "to
limit the amount of funds that can be used to maintain programs."

Here, again, we concur that Federal dollars where possible ought
to be used for seed money. Seed money is a good. concept until it rims
out. We have many districts in California if vou indicate that fund-
ing will be discontinued at the end of 2 or

you
Years, that just can't

afford to participate. This is especially true with the poorer districts,
those, that have the money to match those districts, that have the
money to maintain new starts can continue and can participate at
a higher level than those that cannot provide the matching money.

We think that sound educational planning requires, first of all
that you adhere to a budget to maintain what you have. In the past
years when marry programs. many high-cost programs. such as voca-
tional education, were being discontinued because of lack of main-
tenance funds, vocational education funds kept many of our curricu-
lums operating where in my opinion they would have been dis-
continued.

I think the individual States should have the flexibility to deter-
mine their own needs for funds and should determine the amount of
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funds that could be used for maintaining ongoing programs as well
as for new starts. I think, as every State develops its total system,
delivery ssteili of vocational education, the need will be different
at different points in that deielopment for maintenance and funds
and for new starts.

The third and last item that has to do with the use of funding "Es-
tablishing as a legislative policy- that Federal fluids will not be used
fur consti action except in selected instances." We certainly agree the
need for new facilities ought to be based on a sound "needs" analysis,
and a complete review of alternatives.

We think also the State ought to have the opportunity, when
needed, to determine the amount of funds used for constructign.
California uses almost no Federal Vocational Education Act funds
for construction since the major part of our programs are in the
comprehensiy e high schools and community colleges. While it would
not hurt us, we feel in some States it would be a hardship so that
construction ought to be a determination at the local level.

In the interest of time, and since my paper does addreis most of
the specific items recommended by the GAO, I would like to con-
clude by say ing, in my opinion. again the interest of any amendment
to what i already sound legislation ought to be to provide greater
flexibility for the States. If there are specip,1 objectiA es that the Con-
gress wishes to accomplish, I think then those nnist be beefed up
w;th the regulations in order that they can be accomplished. Other -
wise. I think the local lei els ought to have the opportunity to deter-
mine their educational needs.

Again. I appreciate the opportunity to share some of our thoughts.
[Mr. Barrett's prepared statement follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAM UEL i.. BARRETT, STATE DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA

Gentlemen . I am Samuel L. Barrett, Director of- Vocational Fflucation_for
the State of Cnlifornia. Thank you fcr the opportunity to present our State
Department of Education's views on the General Accounting Office's findings
and recommendations reported as a result of their audit of Federally supported
vocational education programs. '0

In summary, we feel the report prepared by the General Accounting Office
is extremely disappointing mid provides ail overly' negative viAr of the impact
of Federal funds on vocational education in America. At a time when the need'
for occasional training programs has never been greater. it is unfortunate that
the wane of vocational 'education.fs clouded by this teport And, to a degree,
endangered by some of its recommendations.

Before continuing. I would like to indicate that in our opinion the Vocational
Educntion Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 1968 hAve proven to be sound
legislation which has stimulated the expansion of vocational education across
the nation. .

It is our firm belief thnt the purpose of any amendments to this Act should
be to provide greater flexibility in order Clint the various $tanks can design
programs that address the unique needs in those States.

The General Accounting Office team, consisting of three in viduals, spent
approximately three 'weeks during November 1973 in California. About three
lays were spent in the San Francisco Regional V.S. Office of Education, five
days in the offices of the State Department of Education, and the remainder
of their visit primarily in 'one' metropolitan community. In our opinion, any
data in a report based op such a short visit and a review of such limited scope
in a state of California's sip and complexity must he treated as very limited
information. The limited 'nature of the data therefore forms an insufficient
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base for the significant conclusions and recommendations contained in the
report Or, put another way, weak data can only lead to weak conclusions and
recommendations.

A. cOlossxrs ON TUT ROLE OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR CALIFORNIA'S PROGRAMS

Iii California, Fedti al vocational education funds- have played a major
catalytic role and have been Ley to the Phenomenal growth of vocational edu-
cation programs in the past decade. In 1962-63, California received $3.8 million
in Fedtral vocational education funds and less than half a million students
were enrolled in vocational education. Training opportunities were limited,.
both in number and diversitymeaningful career guidance programs were
almost unheard ofgraduates received little or no assistance with placement
research and Innovation in vocational education were practically nonexistent
occupational programs designed to serve the special needs of the disadvantaged
and handicapped were the exceptionprofessional development programs, in-
cluding pre- and inservice teacher education, student loans, and educational
grants for advanced training were very limited.

The Vocational Education, Act of 1963 not only established a new philosophy
of vocational education, it provided the financial stimulus that resulted in the
expansion of-vocational education in California.

The 1973-74 Federal vocational education graht was over $42 million and
approximately 11,(2 million youth and adults were enrolled in vocational educa-
tion programs. The program, while still focusing on labor market needs. has
been broadened to include human needs. Vocational education, once separate
from and operating almost outside the regular education system, is now moving
toward the educational mainstream. With only minor exceptions, every Cali-
fornia high school, coMmunity college, and adult school provides some voca-
tional education training opportunities for its students. California has met the
'challenge of the 1963 Vocational Education Act and the congressional int6nt
established that Act :" that persons of all ages in all communities will have ready ac-
cess to vocational training or retraining which is of high quality. which is
realistic in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employ-
ment, and which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from
such training."

B. COMMENTS ON THE "MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION IIT CONGRESS"

In preparing this testimony an the General Accounting Office report, we have
chosen to address primarily the ten majorrecommendations made to Congress
in considering amendments to the Vocational Educatimi Act. These ten recom-
mendations. as contained in the digest of the report (commencing on page iv)
under the title "Matters for Consideration by the Congress," are each repeated

'here and commented on 4eparately.
1. Setting a limit, as provided in other Federal education. legislation, on the

amount of Federal funds that can be retained at the State level so that more
funds can be made astillable for direct services to program participants at the
local level.

In our opinion, this recommendation could be counterproductive and should
be reIdeted.

Federal audits and program reviews are welcomed as a device to assure
appropriate authorities that funds are being properly applied, however, setting
a limit on the funding for State level activities is an overly simple "solution"
to a very complex molder:1. It does not take into account the different support
functions performed by various states at the State level, nor does it allow
proper credit for direct improvements of local programs made possible by the
State level leadership activities. The presqmption here seems to be that all
funds used at a State level are indirect or administrative only. In a state the
size of California, for example, such vital, functions as curriculum planning,
professional development, research, dissemination, evaluation, etc., are all
statewide concerns that must be accomplished at a State level to be both
effective and practical.

Assuring that a high percentage of the Federal funds are' available for direct
services to program participants at the local level is a worthy objective, pro-
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viding, however, that adequate funds are available to continue the.strung State
leadership that has been developed iu must states and in out opinion has been
key to much of the growth in vocational education.

In California, the State dues not operate vocational eudeution training pro-
grams or vocational schools. The State does, huv.ever. provide supportive
services to. over 100 high schools and 100 community colleges, as w ell as all
the adult schools and some 02 regional occupational Lentets and programs that
operate under the jurisdiction of local boards of education.

In our opinion, California has clearly demonstrated its cuhunitnient to voca-
tional education.

Preliminary figures indicate that State and local funds in California during
the current year Mill over-match the Federal funds approximately 9 to 1.
Therefore, for ev,,ry ten dollars invested in vocational education, nine ,are
raised in California. While approximately 12% of the Federal funds are
utilized for State level administration and support activities, this moonlit. to
only about 2r;', of the total Federal, State, and local funds expended for voca-
tional education programs that operate under the California State Plan for
Vocational Education.

An example of California's commitment to vocational education is demon-
strated by its support for regional occupational centers (ROC) and regional
occupational programs (ROP). This relatively new (the first program was
established in 1968) approach is only one component of California's total de-

livery system. However, during 1973-74 alone nearly 127,000 students were
served through this concept and approximately $42 million (at, amount almost
identical to the total Federal grant for that year) was funded from the State's
General School Fund. This amount does not inchide approximately $30 million
of local support generated for these programs through special property taxes
established solely for vocational education.

2. Requiring States to use a portion of whatever Federal funds are retaiued
at the State level to ireprove'the planning process.

We agree 'that a high priority Mould be placed on improving the planning
process at the State. regional. and4ocal levels.

California has made considerable progress in planning for vocational educa-
tion during the past several years. All secondary and postsecondary districts
are required to develop a district plan for vocational education as a condition
of eligibility for the use of Federal funds. The district plan ,identifies the
district's short term (one year) and long range (five year) plan for vocational
education in the district.

Federal vocational education funds have been used since 1970 to fund five
pilot vocational education area planning committees. These committees have
clearly demonstrated the value of planning for vocational education on a
regional or area basis. IL is anticipated that within two years all secondary and
postsecondary schools will be required to participate in vocational planning
pn a regional basis.

Recent Federal legislation which now provides greater flexibility in the (1-
velopment of State Plans should give States We opportunity to develop Stith
Plans that are more useful planning documents, particularly for the local
educational agencies who can use their plans as vehicles to assure more effec-
tive use of State, local, and. Federal funds.

3. Requiring that Federal funds be used primarily to develop and improve
programs and extend vocational opportunities by limiting the amount of
Federal funds that can be used to maintain existing activities.

We concur with the basic intent of this recommendation. However, sound
educational planning and budgeting by local educational agencies demand that
adequate funds be allocated to maintain ongoing programs before considering
expansion. The individual States should have the flexibility to determine the
amount of funds to be utilized to maintain existina. activities in order that
the unique needs of each State can more realistically be addressed.

Inflation. increasing teacher salaries, high-cost facilities, equipment. and sup-
plies all serve as constraints to the expansion of training programs. Allocating
Federal funds to 365 nigh school districts and 69 community pllege district- on
an individual competitive basis has proven unmanageable. Therefore, California
allocates Part B funds to LEAs through an entitlement system. To assure
greater impact of the Federal funds. it is anticipated that in 1975-76 for the

52-915-15vol. 1R
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first time, a maximum of 50% a secondary district's entitlement funds will
be allowed to maintain prog ms and services. The remaining 50% must beused for expansion, new *Nail ent, or to address selected high priority ob-jectives.

4. Adopting one or several options with regard to providing programs andserviees for the disadvantaged and handicapped if the Congress believes these
two groups should receive priority attention in the utilization of Federal funds.Two of the options available are :

rail Requiring States to match Federal set-asides for disadvantaged andhandicapped at the same level they are required to match regular part B
funds (50-50). thereby insuring State and local involvement in and commit-ment to these efforts.

I b I Increasing the percentage of the set-asides for the special need cate-gories.
We agree that a high priority should be placed on providing programs and

services for the disadvantaged and handicapped:, however, the most feasible
approach to accomplish this objective is not completely clear. In our opinion,
neither of the prqposed options will assure the desired outcome.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in fully serving the needs of
disadvantaged and handicapped students. The definition of disadvantagedstudents as contained in the Vocational Education Act Is unique to vocational
«lineation and has made the identification of eligible students extremely dif-
fiult In California, criteria have now been developed to identify disadvantagedstudents on an individual basis.

The Department of Education is presently working with selected LEAs todemonstrate the feasibility of cooperative activities involving funds and
sorvices provided through compensatory education and vocational education
funding. together with special State disadvantaged funds. Emphasis is being
placed on planning for better use of funds through concentration, rather than
diffusion. of effort and resources.

Too, the State Board of Education recently adopted a total California Master
Platt for Special Edtvtion which was designed to provide quality educational
programs and servict for all the State's mentally and physically handicapped
students. including thOseithat can profit from vocational education. This master
plan was developed b the Department of Education in cooperation with
teachers, school admiiRtrators, parents. and children from throughout the
State who worked together to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
existing special education programs, it is a culmination of many ..months of
planning and effort and is the commencement of a sweeping new movement
toward comprehensive planning for the educational needs of exceptional
children.

Care should he exercised to avoid amendments to the Vocational Education
'Act that could Unfit the flexibility necessary for the various States to develop
'programs and services that meet their unique needs.

5. Requiring the Secretaries of IIEW and the Department of Labor to estab-
fish' a process, for planning which would relate vocational education to the
State Postsecondary Commissions authorized by the Education Amendment of
1072 and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1073 to insure
that education and manpower efforts will be synchronized for students at all
levelssecondary, postsecondary and adult.

In our opinion, present legislation is adequate _and does provide the oppor-
tunity to accomplish the objective of this recommendation.

The California Postsecondary Education Commission is designated as the
1202 Planning Commission. Commission staff are working closely with staff of
the Department of Education. Board of Governors of the California Corn-,
wittily Colleges. and the State Advisory Council on Vocational Eiludlon to
develop State, area. and local planning mechanisms to assure comprehensive,
articulated vocational education planning.

0. Establishing a set-aside requirement for cooperative arrangements to
expand vocational offerings and strengthen programs through use of other
public training facilities or nonpublic training resources (e.g. movement of
secondary students to postsecondary facilities).

We strongly support the intent 41t this recommendation. We .do not believe,
however, that a special set-aside is required to accomplish the objective.

1 1 5 t
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*ork experience education is one of the fastest growing components of Cali-
fornia's vocational delivery system,

Presently more than 100,000 youth and adults are 'enrolled in work experi-
ence education programs that involve off-campus experiences in business and
'industry.

In addition, "community classrooms," which are a relatively new approach
to providing realistitraining opportunities, are des eloping at a rapid rate.
This new instructionaLapproach takes the instructor and his students into the
community for both the classroom and on-the-job phases of instruction.

Landmark legislation was approved in California during the 1973 session
which allows a public high school or community college to contract with a
private postsecondary vocational school for Notational education. The students
eurolled under such a contract generate apportionment from the State General
Fund.

While the use of military facilities for the training of public high school and
coniumulty college students Is a relatively new approach in California, the
application of it is expanding. A number of deactivated military facilities have
been converted to area training centers.

In California. provisions have existed for a number of years which allow
high school students (not to exceed 15% of enrollment of grades 11 and 12) to
attend community college classes.

7. Establishing as a legislative policy that Federal funds will not be used
for' i_iaistruction except in instances in which there is adequate justification
that additional facilities_ are needed after thorough consideration of alterna-
tives.

While we agree that additional facilities should be justified through a needs
amily sis and the consideration of alternatives, we do not believe that the use
of Federal funds for construction should be overly restrictive.

The construction meth, of each individual state will be different at various
-points iu the tlevelopment and expansion of its total delivery system for voca-

tional education, overly restrictive use of fuuds geared for one' state could
place an unreasonable hardship on another.
, During 1973-74 in California, less than 5% of the Federal vocational edit-
'cation 'fund% were used for construction Of training facilities. We feel, how-
e%er, that the opportunity should exist for the various states to utilize funds
to meet their most pressing needs.

S. Requiring that Federal vocational funds directed to local skill areas for
which existing or anticipated job opportunities, whether local, regional, or
national, can be demonstrated.

We' concur with the basic intent of this recommendation.
Training that is realistic in light of present and anticipated labor market

nerds has lung been a basic requisite of vocational 'education. However, over-
specialization in very narrow job fields, especially at the secondary level, is
not in the best interests of individuals.

In California high schotals, we are moving more to common core skills and
competencies in broad occupational families or job clusters that provide greater
horizontal and vertical mobility for the individual.

At the postsecondary and adult levels, specialized training is more appropri-
ate.
.The absence of accurate. long range labor market projections has long been

a constraint to realistic planning for vocational education. After more than
five years; of testing various labor market projection models, California has
now adopted a ssitein that is providing vocational educators and manpower
planners sound labor market data, The labor market projection system is the

component in California's recently developed Manpower Management In-
formation System (MMIS). '

This MAIN as part of a research project to design. implement, and evaluate
a v orripreliensilve system which matches studtut enrollments in vocational edu-
cation (manpower supply) data with manpower demand (occupational pro-
jections) data. The two major informational components of the system are the
industry-occupational matrix and the educational resources inventoryand
both are essential for meaningful educational and manpower program planning.
One of the major tluusts of this project is to develop educational projection
techniques, that will enable the projection of enrollments and/or completions
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by program on a time line that is compatible with the industiy-occupational
matrix,

9 Requiring that work experience be an integral part of part B programsto the extent feasible.
We strongly agree with this recommendation.
As mentioned previously (Item 6), work experience education is widely es-

tablished and rapidly expanding in California. In some communities, however,
labor laws, trade unions. and other constraints limit work experience educa-
tion opportunities. Too. meaningful job stations are extremely limited in many
rural areas. We are working closely with various agencies to assure that as
many job experi) i,ct s as are feasible are made available to all- areas, regardless
of size.

10. Requiring that schools take responsibility for job placement assistance
and followup in Federally supported vocational education programs.

We concur with this recommendation. Job placement assistance has not been
a service traditionally provided by public schools for vocational education
graduates; however, it should be provided.

Educational institutions should be responsible for assisting graduates to
progress toward their career goal, whether the goal be additional education or
entrance into the job market.

Vocational .education Part C (Research) and Part D (Exemplary) funds
are being utilized in California to test new techniques and procedures in the
area of job placement. Through the use of vocational education research funds,
the California State Department of Education has developed a student follow-
up system based on sampling techniques. This procedure is proving to he less
expensive, yet equally or somewhat more accurate Uri the system formerly
used which attempted to follow up on all vocational graduates.

C. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In conclusion, I would like to reemphasize that the purpose of proposed
amendments should be to provide greater flexibility for individual states to
address the unique trailing needs of the youth andaclults in their -tate. By
'working cooperatively with LEAs, these should assure that programs are meet-
ing the needs of as many individuals as is feasible. Working cooperatively. and
by being in communication through a thoughtful and well-organized State
Plan, sufficient information should be present to assure Federal personnel that
funds are being spent effectively. Restrictive legislation could introduce regu-
lations that unnecessarily limit flexibility.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Barrett. Dr. Ginger
come around and take your.seat, and Dr. Carl Lamar.

In the meantime, I will call on the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr.
Van Tries, State director of vocational education.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT VAN TRIES, S DIRECTO OF

VOCATIONAL EDITCATION, STATE OF KB OTA

Ur. VAN- TRIES. Mr. Chairman. my' name is Robert Van TritS. I
am the State director of vocational education for the State of
Minnesota.

T would like to address myself to several things in the GAO re-
port, and to suggest some things to this committee. For instance. I
would think that if Congress is contemplating the renewal of the
1968 amendments or a new act pertaining to vocational education.
they would want to know the strong points as well as the weak
points. I would think that you would want to make certain that the
strong points were not going to be thrown out in the process of
considering the weak points of any former legislation.

I don't think the GAO report complies with that standard. I
would also like to answer to some extent at lea some of the cities-
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tions that were raised, one with respect to the State advisory councils,
and I think Mr. Meeds raised the question as to their signoff, and
referred to oversight hearings held in my State as well as other
States.

I think the State advisory counsels, and I have a number of mem-
bers of my State advisory councils here today, I think these people
imohe themselves to the extent they wish to be involved, and they
are appointed by the Governor, and if they wish to be involved my
door is open ;and they can involve themselves to whatever extent
they wish.

Another question that was raised by Mr. Ford referred to jobs
that no longer exist. and our training kox jobs that no longer exist.
I don't know about other States, but when anybody ever raises that
question I ask them to show me where it is, show me the program
where we are training for jobs that do not exist, or show me the pro-
gram that is training for obsolete jobs. I have been in my job 15
years. and I have yet to find anybody that'can show me that.

Then. another remark I want to make concerning the administra-
tion. and the costs of administration, is this. We were never at any
tittle informed of what definition of "administrative costs" were.
I think that an organization that audits the books of the largest
corporations in the United States will be fully aware of the fact
that everything that occurs at the coporate level or at the home office
is not administrative in nature.

In my State we have seven people recognized as administrators.
The rest are doing the things that GAO says should be done, and
that is to provide catalytic action. I am fearful the words "catalytic
action" will become another magic word that has been used all over
the country. I am not sure anybody. has defined what it is yet. I
think my staff at the State level. with the exception of seven adminis-
trators, are performing exactly what GAO says should b'e performed.
That is catalytic action.

We have 437 school districts, most of which are very small and
they are not going to provide that catalytic action for themselves.
The need for the, leadership has to come out of the State office. I
would suggest in :z .our deliberations you consider the fact that not
'everything that happens in the State is administrative in nature.

I would like to address several of the recommendations made by
GAO which I think are particularly appropriate. One of these is the
effective congressional action and Federal administration upon plan-
ning and implementation of vocational education. I think that you
should be aware of the fact that when vou do something here it is
affected similarly in the States. And they talk .about the prolifera-
tion. of agencies. My contention is that most of this proliferation is
started right here in Washington.

Bost people working with vocational programing .would agree
there is a big proliferation of agencies. State and local government
have had a good teacher. and that is the Federal Government. State
directors of vocational education, as well as teachers and local ad-
ministrators, have. taken a very strong stand on the position of the
sole agency concept, which has been part of the Vocational Education
Act since 1917. Proposals before the Congress now suggest that this
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should be proliferated into more than one agency. Congress has
directly contributed proliferation of agencies through theCompre-
hensive Employment and Training Act. There are numerous other
acts also. The States are always influenced by what Congress does.
These proliferation activities occur in the States as a result of this.

I am wondering, if what GAO was not really suggesting to Con-
<Ass is that now is the time for action toward creation of a Depart-
ment of Education and Manpower.

We talked about this. and I appeared before this committee before
on several previous appearances when we engaged in discussion of
creation of a Department of Education and Manpower, and have al-
ways been told the idea is good but the time is not ripe. I think
maybe that GAO is saying is that not only is the time ripe, but per-
haps it is past due.

GAO makes comments with respect to the sharing of facilities.
and this was spoken to this morning;. I think we would all agree
that there is some advantage in sharing facilities. I thing this is
a two-way street. and I would suggest the perhaps the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to examine and see hdw much of a duplication of
facilities is oceuing within the States because of Federal action.

We have 34 very well equipped area vocational technical institutes
with very competent people and they could provide services for the
Federal agencies including the military. I would only suggest if
we are looking for ways to share facilities, maybe we can strengthen
both those facilities which are erected by the Federal Government
agencies to provide training for their people and the facilitieq that
we are putting ,up. We have facilities where the Federal Govern-
me t built them in our State that we never knew they existed until

v came around and asked us to take them over and support
them. We found that all of the Federal money we get couldn't sup-
port some of those facilities that were constructed.

The final thing I want to address. Mr. Chairman. is the matter
of excess properties. In my prepared statement, which I would ask to
be entered into the record. there is an attachment.

Chairman PERKINS. All of the statements will be inserted in the
record. and your prepared statement is inserted prior to your ex-
planation. Go ahead.

Mr. VAN' TRIES. There_ is an attachment- No. which deals with
excess property and procurement. One of the GAO comments was
that States should make more effort in obtaining properties other
than through outright purchase. We have had a long and frustrating
experience on this. and fora very'short period of time the Depart-
went of HEW agreed to vocational technical institutes being eligible
for excess property. Then after about. 4 or 5 months of this eligi
bility. the Secretary of HEW. Mr. Richardson at the time. withdrew
this eligibility and since that time we have not been eligible for
Federal excess properties.

MY contention is thr t as a taxpayer that property belongs as much
to me as the property we buy at the State level. I see no reason why
-we should purchase that eouipment twice. I see no reason why it
should not he made available on an excess basis to thd area voca-
tional technical institutes, and vocational high schools around the
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Nati O'n. Ft herrnore, -1 am concerned about the wav it has limn
prorated in thfle past where certain regions in Certain States receiied
priorities in getting this eguipment. If you are a "have" State, you
have the first chalice. If you are a "have not" State, you get what
is left. And I don't think it is fair to my State.

I am suggesting to you that the entire matter of excess properties
should be examined, and we see no reason why the Department of
HEW should be a middleman for our dealings with' the General
Services Administration.

Finally, in the GAO report, I think on pagen)f the report, there
is a.stateraent that says

report,
belig-e that problems experienced in

these Stags and communities are shared by many, and that the
solutions implemented by some m'ay be applicable to others, however
in States and localities where policies, processes, and practices are
not similar to those discussed in this report, our findings and con-
clusions may not be applicable and, therefore, should not be inter-
preted as necessarily being typical of vocational activities in an
cases."

In the process of reproducing the GAO report, I have listed that
one paragraph, Mr. 'Chairman, and placed it on the title page.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Van Tries follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. VAN TRIES. ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER. VOCA-
TIONAL-TM:FINICAL DINISION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STATE. OF MINN LSOIA

1.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert-P. Van Vies. Assistant Commissioner of
Education and Atte Iirector of Vocnti.oqil Education, State of Minnesota. I
appre(late the opportunity to appear btre your Committee at this time to
address some of the concerns we have with respect to the doctiment entitled,
"What is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?" by the
Comptroller ,General of the United States.

Any one reviewing the subject report should be aware of the conditions u
which the material tit the report was collected. Minnesota was one of seven
states in which the GAO conducivd what we have termed a "program audit"
a term not used by the'GAO. The review was performed by three gentlemen
whose office location i, found in the Federal Office Building. Fort Snelling.
Bloomington, Minnesota. The Department of Education. Vocational Division has
no complaint with respect to these GAO employees. They were considerate.
made every effort to find out about A. ot ational programs, and were courteme. to
both local agency staff members and those at the state level. We believe this
courteous treatment w11, reciprocated. Hal Mg expre,sed our respect for these
gentlemen I think it only fair to point out that the GA() representatives were
made aware of vocational programs in this state for the first time. We were
surprised to find out that their careers within the GAO had been emdined to
financial auditing of Government Military contracts. This is not to imply that
such experience would not contribute to a review such as thissome of the
experience would undoubtedly be valuable. It seems odd. however, that in none
of the states reviewed that we are aware of were there any people familiar s ith
Nocatioual education included in the GAO teams. A recommendation to this
committee would seem to be appropriate. if the GAO. as. an arm of Congress,
is to expand its filiation to making program amdits, some system should be
created to assure that a majority of the rev ieskT team's nienthersrhip be com-
posed of individuals acquainted with the program ,being reviewed. Probably
the most significant statement in the entire GAO rport appears on page seven
of `the document. The statement reads in part:

"We baim e that Problems experienced in the:he states nnd communities are
shared by many. and that the solutions implemented by some may be applicable
to others. Iffeincerr. iii stator ova &realities where policies. proeemes. and prae:
tices are not similar to those dial limed is this npoit our findings and con,

1 2
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not be interpreted assince may not be applicable and therefore tihotail eces-
sarily being typical of vocational activities in all locations." (My underli ing.)

We have reproduced the GAO report for the use of those individuals request-
ing copies and have taken this statement and placed it on the front title page.
We believe the GAO should have placed the statement there in the first place.Our contention is that not only are the statements not entirely applicable to
the states not reviewed but they cannot be generalized even to the seven statesthat were reviewed.

One further criticism of the report in general. It is difficult for us to under-
stand why the draft report was the subjecl of several adverse news articles
appearing prior to the release of the final report. The copies we received indi-
cated that they were to be of a confidential nature. I expressed to my Congress-
man. Mr. Quie, and to my Senator, Mr. Mondale, that this kind, of operation
made it very difficult for the GAO to change the final report because of the
extensive distribution made of the draft report. For all practical purposes the
draft report was the final report and GAO should have indicated it as such.

Since the statements contained in the review are not identified with any
states, it is impossible to answer any inaccuracies that may be in the report.
Our reply to the report will be an identification of statements used as they
pertain to the situation in Minnesota. Unfortunately there is a principle of
political expediency involved. When we complain about generalized statements
we are told. that the statements didn't apply to this statethey were meant
for other states. Ndedle'ss to say "other" states are told the same thing. In
order to compare Minnesota with other states I am including a summary of
"Project Baselines" as Attachfnent #1.

Many of the statements in the report are simple statement of fact with which
no one can quarrel. One statement appears in the Digest and indicates that
"over 3 billion of Federal fupds have been expended since the enactment of
the Vocational Education Act in 1963." I think this stn ent should be put in
proper perspective. Over the ten year period this erages out to about 300
million dollars each year or about six million dolls s per year for the State
of Minnesota. During this period of time the state and local educational agen-
cies averaged well over 50 million dollars per year on vocational-technical edu-
cation, The reason for drawing this to your attention is that throughout the

5 report the GAO keeps referring to the new magic words "catalytic action" (un-
defined). Since required matching is dollar for dollar, what would GAO call
this phenomena? Later on the report points out that states are not maintaining- the ratios of state to Federal dollars. It would seem to he obvious to most peo-
ple that there would he a limit to the maintenance of a 10 to 1 ratio on the
Tart ,,f some states. In 1973 Minnesota expended S5072,956 of Federal funds
and S76,213.723 of statd and local funds. It was mentioned in the GAO report
that one state director said he did not report all state monies used in vocational
education. I believe Minnesota was the state referred to and I was the director.

. 11:c state has a commendable foundation aid program in which some schools
receive as much as $1.152 per student enrolled in average daily membership.
A percentage of this should accrue to every student enrolled in a vocational
progrdm. This foundation aid is in addition to the 7finnilliou reported by Minne-
sota. This was not reported because it did not seem to be information that
would be of assistance to Federal planners.

The,point I was making etas that the effort of determining this amount was
.t wa,te of title anti resources NN lien we NN ere already so far over-matched. The
inom.y used. for net tainting could better be channeled into additional programs

"" to serve people.
The GAO report states that organizational patterns, at all levels fragment

responsibility and result in independent and isolated blanning for vocational
t ducation. Most people working is vocational programming would agree with
this finding. State and local gm ernments haN e had a good teacher who pro-
moted this Proliferationthe Federal government. State directors of vocational
education as well as teachers and local administrators have taken a strong
position on the "sole agency" concept Mitch has been a part of vocational acts
since 1917. Proposals II( fore the Congress now are suggesting a proliferation of
ages les in a new vocational act. Congress has directly contributed to the pro-
liferation of agencies through the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act and numerous other nets. States are altvays influenced by these Co,ngres-
sionni Acts and the proliferation of agencies occurs in the states lis a result.
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Perhaps GAO was azipmeting that stoic is the time lot action towards the cre-
ation of a Department of Education and Manpower. On several previous ap-
pearances before this committee we have engaged in discussion as to the ad
visability of such a department and have received the impression that the idea
is good but "the time is not ripe." The criticism by GAO with respect to pro-
liferation of agencies would seem to support the contention that the time is
not only ripe but long due.

In the report, GAO questions the manner in which Federal funds have been
distributed in the states. Again, we cannot comment on other states nor will
we contend that Minnesota's distribution methods are without fault. It is our
contention Mk you cannot look at the distribution of Federal funds without
looking at the total picture involving state funds as well. The review speaks
of concentrating Federal dollars in selected agencies. This has been a standard
operating procedure on the part of USOE in its use of Part "D" monies, yet in
Minnesota some of our most promising developments have occured because of
an incentive of a very small amount of money. Besides this the 1968 act ad-
dresses itself to people needsnot geographical needs. The question can be
asked. is an agenc3 w ith a small population any less eligible to have the few
needy individuals served than ,the agency with a high population and therb-
fore more needy individuals?

GAO suggests that "secondary schools, community colleges, and area voca-
tional technical institutes could have ;atade better use of their own facilities
hnd explored opportunities to share ea'ch other's resources and those of fed-
erally supported manpower programs, military installations, proprietary schools
ur employers site." With the number of these institutions in the United States
this statement is probably true in some states. The problem is a two way street.
Duplicated facilities are nut always the fault of state and local agencies. Con-
gress should be concerned as to whether then Federal agencies are using state
and local facilities rather tban duplicating facilities, programs, and systems
needlessly. The Congress has, rather than build and strengthen state and local
education systems, duplicated these through such programs as those found in
DOT. and particularly the Job Corps. Congress has. in fact, set Jut a second
system in this country. It could have built on what existed to the benefit of
everyone except possibly the Department of labor.

The review by GAO states that "work experience often has not been an
integral component of the vocational curriculum." Most of the states surveyed,
and most certainly 'Minnesota. have extensive Cooperative programs using em-
ployers work stations. In 1973 the state had 15,824 enrolled and in 1974 this
had increased to 11.869. GAO later makes some recommendations about these
types of On-the-Job Training Programs that are worthy of careful consideration
by congress.

The General Accounting Office states that "public and private sources of
equipment arid supplies have not been fully explored." We can-only answer
that if there are sources which have been unexplored we would appreciate
knowing about them. Our experience in such exploration of sources has been.
a frustrating one with the Secretary of HEW providing unnecessary hurdles
that have worked to the disadvantage of our efforts. Of immediate concern on
the matter of equipment is the Congressional intention with respect to metrien
tion of American industry and the time lines imposed. Our State Board has
indicated a conversion in text books by 1984. If this is a reasonable period of
time our state should be allocating monies to affect a conversion of equipment
in the amount of about $500,000 or more a year for the facilitation of such
conversion. This has implication for the DIR progrhm.

GAO said, "responsibility for job placement assistance has not been routinely
assumed by schools and follow-up on graduates and employers has been mar-
ginal or non-existent.- We challenge this statement. Job placement has been a
traditional responsibilit3 fir post-secondary institutions for over 25 years. The
'future of the ptpgram has, been dependent on successful placement and the
instructor's job is contingent on the program continuing. The incent)*C for suc-
cessful placement of students in such a case is great. In the case of secondary
students our efforts at placement has been much less successful and GAO's
criticism is probably correct. We have started piloting some secondary place-
ment efforts. The problem of making the effort in 33 post-secondary AVM is

dcunsiderably different than making a placement effort in 437 secondary schools
'of t1 state.
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In its "Matters for Consideration by the Congress" GAO suggests setting alimit on the amount of Federal funds that can be retained at the state level.This is a reference to its later comments that the money spent at the state
level is "administrative" monies. At n-o-tinif-were fever appraised of what
coustitutgd "administrative" dollars. The conclusion that state leve,1 funds areadministrative funds is a conclusion that is--unworthy of an organization that

audited the government contracts of the largest industries in the nation.
Funds expended at the corporate or home office level are not all administrative
funds and neither are all the funds expended at the state level of VEA monies.

GAO keeps referring to catalytic action. Where does GAO think the catalytic
action occurs? Ill our state ue have 437 school districts, most of which ,are
small. Will the VEA monies allocated to well over 300 small schools provide
any catalytic actions? This action is provided by state staff who are not ad-
ministrative staff but are catalysts in the truest sense.

A potentially credible agency has substituted ambiguity for reality and their
generalized conclusions are intolekable if not unbelievable.

STATE : MINNESOTA- 1972 -73

MINNESOTA STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATIA

Address: Capitol Square Building, St. Paul, MN 55101.
Phone: (612) 296-3994.
Superintendent of Public InstructionMr. Howard B. Gasmey.
Director of Vocational EducationMr. Robert Van Tries.
Director, Career EducationMr. Leonard Kodet.
Director, Research Coordinating-UnitDr. Howard, F. Nelson and Dr. Jerome

Moss.
Director, Data ProessingMr. Dick Locke.
Data Information SpecialistMr. Mel Johnson.

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

.sddress: 555 Wabasha, Room 201, St. Paul, DIN 55101.
Phone: (612) 222-8459.
Executive Director: Mr. Jerry Enright.

POPULATION ( 1970 CENSUS)

Total pOpulation-3,804,971.
P4Ipillation by locationSMSA: 2,165,029; Central City : 928,411; Non-SNISA:

1,6:39,942.
Population by raceNegro: 34.868; American Indian: 23,128; Oriental:

5,025: White: 3,736,038; Other: 5,912.
Latino Permanent: 37,500 (estimate) ; Migrant: 15,000 (estimate).
Population by age-15-19 years: 373,405; 20-24 years: 202,037; 25-64 years:

1,581,183.
CON TACT HOURS

, -
S I 111(111 ryC & H 1 hour/day ; T & 1 6 hours/day ; Coop. 1 hour and 2-3 hours

on the job.
Post.Secondary-6 hours/day
Adult -36 hours/program.
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F:NROLLMENT

Total vocational enrollment:
Secondary 153, 552
TY-6s tz'S-e-66-W.Cry ---2217239
Adult

.
118,633

Total T
296, 424

Vocational enrollment by location: '
SMSA: 91,143 or 30.75 percent of total
Central City. 45,062 or 15.20 percent of total
non-SMSA: 205,281 or169.25 percent orkotal

Vocational education by program:
Agriculture _ __. 43, 445
Distributive education_ 17, 609
Health , rt- 6, 399r
Consumer and homemaking._____ _ _ ______ ____ _ __ ____________ 101, 669
Occupational home economics_ _ 8, 163
Office ' 32, 342
Technical 9, 743
Trade and industry 77, 054

Vocational education enrollment by age group:
6,condary enrollment. 153,552 or 41.12 percent of population 15-19 years.
Post-secondary enrollnithii. 24,239 or 8.30 percent of population 20-24 years.
Adult Enrollment. 118,633 ors7.50 percent of population 2.3-64 years.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FINANCF.S '
(-4 Federal allocation --- 510,451,885

Total expenditares$84',786,679
Federal expenditures---$8,572,956
State/local expenditures 1S76,213,723.
Ekpenditures by level:

Secondary: $23,516,000 or 27.74 percent.
Post-seccfndary: $4,758,000 or 65.76 percent.
Adult: $5,513,900 or 6.50 percent.

Expenditures by location:
`LISA: $35,002,446 or XL28 percent.
Central City: $15,142,052 or 17.86 percent,
Non-SMSA: $49,784,195 or 58.72 percent.
Total instructional costs: $71,704,149 or 84.57 percent.
Adininistration:5,960,381 or 7,03 perci4
Construction Costs (Ne): $5,317,732 6 r 7 percent.
Total ancillary costs: $6,867,925 or 8.10 1 rcents. ,

VOCATIbNAL EDUCATION TES HERS AND TEACHER TRAINEES

TOTAL rr:t.r_ AND VART TIME -TEACHERS 5,838 (UNDUPLICATED)

FTE,teachers for secondary and post secondary levels and full and part time
teachers for adult level (Duplicated).

Distribu Consumer Occupational Trade
Agri- bye and and home Tech- and

culture education Health homemaking economics Office moil industry Total

Secondary..._.... 316 157 31 7:8 90 430 0 410 2, 242
Postsecondary.... 60 119 .160 '0 56 604 188 757 2,004
Adult 318 ID 98 uct 172 452 260 954 2, 573

Total 714 465 309 918 358 1,486 448 2, 121 6, 819

14-*`



TOTAL IOCATIONAL EDL-CATION TEACHER TRAINEES 6,628;PRE-SERN ICE 3,324 ;
IN-SERVICE 4,304

Agriculture 456
Distributive education_______.._.,_ '5:3:1-
Health 304
Consumer and homemaking 975
Occupationaband home economics 246
Office 1, 342
Technical .495
Trade and industry .. '") 257

Total 6. 628
Total instructional salaries $5S, 324, 653
--tai inuhniorional salari&z by level:

Secondary $11, 338, 6Z0
Post-Secondary .. 35._'49, 246

. Adult 3, 631, 49S
Total instructional costs $71, 704,149
Total instructional costs per student by level :

.
P st-Secondary
Srondary' ,_ $88. 74

$1, S66. 56
Adult .,_ $31.53

VOCATIONAL Enrcakrrox FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

Total disadvantaged enrollment 7, 813
Total disadvantaged expenditure $4. 503.555
Cost per disadvantaged student $576.43
Disadvantaged enrollment by level: ..

secondary 3,516
Post-secondary 3.047
Adult 1. 250 ,

Total 7, S13

SPECIAL PROGRAXIS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

WE; CEP (Work Experience/Career Exploration Program). This program
grew by 32 peecent during the 1972 -73 school year. The program is sanctioned by
the U.S. Department of Labor, allowing fourteen and ilfteen-year-olds to W.urk in
the community during school hours. It is designed as a dropout presentioa pro-
gram. According to follow-up study. it has been highly successful. Appiu.d-
mately 660 students were served at a cost slightly over $213,000.

Red lake Dalian Reser% anonFour new vocational programs were added at
the Red Lake High School and funded entirely with spe.bil needs money. The
program areas w ere Food service. Auto Mechanics, Construction Trail...
Model Office. Preliminary evaluation and follow-up reports indicated that the
programs were 1%01 receis ed and that all graduates either haul jobs cc weie
goi upon to further training.

k experience programsWork Experience ,:catir...ed to use a largeiortion
of special Needs .k growth of 20 porsent, was experienced throughout the
state in thin past year: It is a pi ogrant designed fur those students she he has e not
yet made a career training choice. -CorrectionsThe Department of Education has for a number of year. co-
operated with the Department of Corrections in providing incarcerated. youth
and adults with Vocational Education as well as counselors or liaison to
them in waking Si comwth traasition into employment. A nationally recognized
transportation lust. r training' program %sat, developed at Sandstone, Minnesota.
serving inmates from the correctional institution.
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Percent of total vocational education enrollment that are di,ad-'
vantaged -

Perant of Federal funds expended for disaVantaged
Poreent-of-St-ate-ami-local- f

$3,
$72....,

'9. 04
9:1.05

-S. 'ir..!

103, 000
ono

thisis-e-kpeadetb-for---Msa.Pe.-. twig ed
Expenditures for disadvantaged by grade level :

Secondary
Po..t.zei ondary
Adult $571, 000

VOCATfONAI. EDT:CATION Ma T HE HANDICAPPED

Total handicapped enrollment 0. .), .5,.Total handicapped expenditure $1, 7:,(:.1172
Cost per handicapped student $7s7. 33
Handicapped enrollment by level:

secondary 1.230
Postsecondary 77.;
Adult 132

(Total 2. 20:i

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

- person vocationally handicapped if his 11,1'1AI-undue condition liniderq
him from sm., competinz in a re gi ;ldr vocational clas.d. The bandit apped
monies were spent on support services in regular thises. special (lasses )le ,ignett
to aist in overcoming t heliambeapping oanlititat, ittM del eloping modified eat-
fit. ninth material. Services utilizing the handicapped set-aside money 11 ere ex-
paritled.

Work experience f*ir the ha ntli(a Iped experiepoed a gro% th of abut t 20 pet Lent.

TOGA TIONA I. EDUCATION FOP. TIIE HANDICAPPED

Dement of total vo ational ttlitcation carol meat that are handicapped_
Percent of Federal funds expended for, handicappyd
Percent of State and local funds expended for haudicai,pcd
Expenditures for handicapped by level:

Secondary
Postsecondary
Adult

n

101.

19.
$090,
$2S3,

74

:111(S

0,0
000
000

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Total number enrolled in cooperative programs 15. S:24
Total expenditures fin. cooperative education (G only $7%,(1, 921
Federal expenditures (G only I $309, 465
State/local expenditures (0 only) $111.405
Coq per student in cooperative programs (G funds only t $19.:15

%/. COHPERATIVE F.NROI.I.MENTePY PROGRAM

AgrienIture . -

Distributive pluentiozi_ &

Hee it n

0-,.,,..."
,,,333

Occupational Horne Economics . ^ 1123
Ofjlee 2, 255
Tfelinictil 0
Trade alit' Indu-tn, ''. 571
Number of schools offering ( tr)pera live education :

Socontlary 33
Postsecondary 0

. ,,
wont< stray

Total evntitnent In work study_ 705
Total work study expenditure.; $14%. lga
Cost per student in Work study $210. 20

1c u
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WORK STUDY ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES BY LEVEL

Number of schools offering work study :
Secondary

tseeendEtr

$148.

$210.

0
1 28

0
705

0
191

0
20

Enrollment :
Secondary
Postsecondary

Expeditures:
Secondary
Postsecondary

Cost per student :
Secondary
Postsecondary

Area vocational-technical institutions.

FOLLOW-UP OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Number of Early Construction Available
completions leavers education for work Placed

Secondary 29,016 6, 349 18, 534 17, 746
Postsecondary 18, 749 517 16, 847 15, 965
Adult 0) (1) (I)

Total 47, 835 2 1, 715 6,166 35, 381 33, 711

I None.
3 Not available by levels.

FOLLOW-UP BY PROGRAM

Number of
completions

Early
leavers

Construction
education

Available
fo/ work Placed

Apiculture 9,073 0 2, 272 2, 667 2, 651
Distributive education 7,588 330 1,531 5, 360 5, 141
Health 3, 219 0 11 2, 000 2, 000
Occupational home econom-

ics 4,610 79 1, 851/

.

. 1, 929 1, 870
Office -10,698 379 463 9, 113 8, 924
Technical 2, 570- 90 77 1, 971 1, 382
Trade and industry 14,077 787 654

,
12, 341 11, 236

':-

RESEARCH (PART C)

Total number of new Projects 1
Expenditures for new projects $11, 499
RCU expenditures $177, 128
Number of continuing projects 3
Expenditures for continuing projects $90, 579

Fight agencies w ere awarded funds for conducting research activities during
Fiscal Year 1973. The projects engaged in ranged in scope hum data gathering,
analyzing, and processing for information systems support to evaluntion of
curriculum, instructional practices and included a variety of target populations,
both of level and position. Several of the projects were longitudinal in nature,
having been initiated previously and continuing during Fiscal Year 1973.

Four projects were conducted to supplement or expand the Vocational-Tech-
nical Education information system.

Three projects were initiated to design and test selected curriculum/instruc-
tional concepts, techniques, or practices.

EXEMPLARY (PART D)

Total number of projects
Potnl number of new projects

' - 8
7

Expenditures for new projects $117, 042
Expenditures for handicnpped $2, 820
Expenditures for disadvantaged $13, 985
Total expenditures 7 $132, 995
Total number of continuing projects 1
Expenditures for continuing projects $15, 953
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PART D EXEMPLARY PROJECTS

Exemplary programs or projects utilizing l'art D funds are conducted for the
nr )o ,c (lel( L,Ation
A total of twelve projeits were started, in process, or completed during Fiscal

Tear 1973.
A ,,Tnopsis of the purpose for each project is as follows : 1) develop a syStem

for identifying and instigating course content appropriate to secondary and
post-secondary vocational programs (curriculum articulation) ; provide for ad-
vanced ..tanding to students for competencies possessed, 2) develop curriculum
material, using. an individualized learning package formtlt for selected post-
secondary occupational prOgrams , 3) develop and implement a system of in-
dividualized instruction addressed to. (a) building upon relevant past experi-
ences, b) utilizing an open entry /open exist enrollment system, and (c) rec-
ognizin" the learning rate of individual students, 4) develop and implement a

designed to provide guidance-counseling information, listing programs
and training stations available at Area VocatiOnal-Technical Institutes, 5) de-
velop guidance-counseling materials describing career opportunities in the fashion
merchandising field , 6) develop a program of career exploration opportunities for
senior high school students in a large suburban school, 7) provide foreign train-
ing experiences to Vocational Education students and graduates in cosmetology ,

8) develop and implement a system for more effectively and efficiently utilizing
resources available to Vocational Education, 9) develop a program for orienting
and in servicing the staff of a large urban school in the concepts of career educa-
ti,,e ; 10) field test a program utilizing practitioners as presenters in providing
orientation and ii-eser.-icc Ltaining on the concepts of career education, 11) de-
velop and implement a procedure designed to promote staff competency in de-
veloping individualized performance-based curriculum, and 12) develop an ex-
periential program utilizing the services of practitioners in pm iding in- service
experiences to Vocational Education administrators.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Total number of projects 1, 140
Ratio of counselors to students 1 :260
Expenditures for guidance and counseling__ $1, 048, 682
Percent of total vocational education expenditures used for G & C____ 1. 24
Guidance and counseling funding by level :

Secondary L ,. $0
Postsecondary $905, 000
Adult $0

YOUTH PROGRAMS

Future farmers of America (FEA) :
Total membership 14, 886
Percent of agriculture students 34. 26

Future homemakers of America (FHA) :
Total membership ., I:), 612
Percent of secondary home economics students 19. 29

Distributive education clubs of America (DECA) :
Total membership 4, 87g
Percent of distributive education students 27. 71

Office education of America (OEA) :
Total membership 4, 837
Percent of office students 14. 96

Vocational Industrial Club of America (r ACA) :
Total membership 2, 813
Percent of trade and industry students 3.65

Home economics and related training (heart) :
Total membership 654
Percent of home economics students 8. 01

52-945-75 vol. 1-9
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MANPOWER TRAINING

Total occupationally reported USDL enrollmentMDTA A r 1 3, 274
_ 1

EOA enrollment ....
,
1, 229USDL allocation in occupationally reported programs 315, 481, 000MDT allocation

$5, 717, 000EO A allocation J $9, 764, 000frCost per student in USDL occupationally reported programs------ -- Si, 728.4711)1' A cost per student
1_ $2. 795. 60MA cost per student

$7.94 i 67
'

MANPOWER ENROLLMENTS BY PROGRAMS
4,

.SIDTA. institutional
1, S57'1:1DTA. OJT .,

,
133CEP
765NYC
26SNew careers
36Operation mainstream

1581' tiC
0Ole
2

OUTSTANDING AND UNIQUE PROGRAMS

Pipestone ,graduated 00 students from the only meat cutting program in thestate last year, a program considered to be the most detailed vocational schoolmeat cutting program in the nation. Although there are several similar programsin the United States, Pipestone offers the only course that covers everything frommeat raising to the selling of the final cut and packaged product to retail fo3dOutlets. The course is two years in length. All available graduates have beenplaced in related occupations.
The Mid State Cooperative Center in Little Falls offered a special educationprogram last year that's considered a model for hrtegrating Vocational Edn=cation and special education in the state. The center had 53 participating stu-dents, all in grades 9.412. Students worked in three major areas: (1) workstudy, (2) integration in the mainstream of the academic program and (3)skill training. Two of the major courses were auto mechanics and food services.Brainerd AVTI Offered the first landscaping program in the state last yearand produced its first glom) of graduates from the 21-month course as 78 stu-dents finished up their training by June. The course included a three-monthinternship and 01 available students found jobs.
Anoka. AVTI offered a Farrier or "horse-shoeing" program graduating 24students from the 41-week course. Most graduates from the course are selfemployed and servicing stables in the twin cities area. The program at Anokais the only eourule of it's kind offered by a vocational school in the nation.St. Paul TVI and Suburban Hennepin AVTI developed the first foreign studytour for Vocational Education in the United States. Four 'nurses have beenarranged for Mitnesota students to study in Europe. Although no studentsparticipated in the program during the first fiscal year, students will be ableto visit Enrone to study Cosmetology, Fashion Merchandising and Design,Foreign Car Repair, and International Cuisine in the coming year. Studentsmust pay their own way and will receive academic credit in the program.St. Cloud AVTI offered a Water and Waste program last year, graduating1t students by Tune from the 18-month course. All students available for workfound jobs, Average starting salaries for graduates were in the G700 ssoo permonth range. Students were trained mainly to become water and waste treat-ment plant managers.
The model mini-mall at Southern Minnesota 'Vocational Center in 'Wells hasbecome a proto-type for other,mini-malls across the state. Sixty students par-

ticipated in the program last year designed to teach high school students basic
entry levels skills such as how to stock shelves in a grocery store, how to runa cash register, and how to display different kinds of, products to attract con-SUMO'S.

i.131
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A DESCRIPTION OF OCCL PATIONALLY REPORTED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND MAN-
POWER TRAINING FISCAL YEARS 1971, 1972, AND 1973 MINNESOTA

TOTAL ENROLIMEN-T--IN-%i,,00ATION'AL EDUCATION

The total enrollment in "Ncational Education in 1970-71 was 286,202. In
1971-72, the total enrollment increased 5..33 percent to 301,451. The enrollment
decreased 1.67 percent hi 1972-73 for a total of 296.424. The total percentage
increase in enrollment in Vocational Education in the three-year period from
1970-71 to 1972-73 was 3.57 percent,

ENROLLMENT IN THE THREE LEVELS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Sf canary Vocational Education.In 1970-71, the enrollment in secondary
Vocational Education was 171,954. In 1971-72, the enrollment increased 3.05
percent to 177,203. In 1972-73, the enrollment in secondary Vocational Edu-
cation decreased 13.35 percent to 153,552. The total change in the enrollment
in secondary Vocational Education in the three-) ear period from 1970-71 to,
1972-73,was a decrease of 10.70 percent.

Poe-secondary Vocational Education.In 1970-71, the total enrollment in
post-secondary Vocational Education was 20,122. In 1971-72, the enrollment in-
creased 5.01 percent to 21,130. In 1972-73, the enrollment in post-secondary
Vocational Education increased 14.71 percent to 24,239. The total increase in
the enrollment in post-secondary Vocational Education in the three-year period
from 1970-71 to 1972-73 was 20.46 percent.

_Walt Vocational Education.In 1970-71, the enrollment in adult Vocational
Education was 94,126. In 1971-72, the enrollment increased 9.55 percent to
103,118. In 1972-73, the enrollment in adult Vocational Education, increased
15.05 percent to 118,63. The total change in the enrollment in adult Vocational
Education in the three-year period front 1970-71 to 1972-73 was an,,increase of
26.04 percent.

ENROLLMENT RELATED TO POPULATION

Total Vocational Education Enrollment. In 1970-71, Vocational Education
enrolled 74.15 persons out of each 1,000 of the general population. In 1971-72,
the enrollment per 1,000 general population increased 4.34 percent for a total
of 77.37 persons per 1,000. The enrollment in Vocational Education per 1,000
Population in 1972-73 decreased 1.69 percent for a total of 76.06. Total change
iu enrollment per 1.000 general population over the three-year period from
1970-71 to 1972 73 an increase of 2.58 percent.

Secondary Vocational Education.In 1970-71, secondary Vocational Ednca-
tion enrolled 46.05 percent of the population 15-19 years of age. In 1971-72, the
enrollment as a percent of the population increased 1.41 percentage points to
include 47.46 percent of the population group. In 1972-73, the enrollment de-
creased 6.34 percentage points for a total of 41.12 percent of the population
15-19 years of age. Total change in secondary enrollment as a percent of the
populatiOn 15-19 years of age over the three-year period from 1970-71 to 197-
73 was a decrease of 4.93 percentage points.

Post-secondary Vocational Education.In 1970-71, post-secondary Votational
Education enrolled 6.9 percent of the population 20-24 years of age. In 1971-
72, the enrollment as a percent of the population 20 24 years of age increased
0.4 percentage points ar a total of 7.24 percent. The enrollment in post-sec-
ondary Vocational Education as a percent of the population 20-24 years of age
in 1972-73 increased 1.06 percentage points for a total of 8.30 percent. Total
change in post secondary enrollment as a percent of the population 20-24 years
of age over the three year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73- was an increase of
1.40 percentage points.

Adult Vocational Education.In 1970-71, adult Vocational Education en-
rolled 6.0 percent of the population age 25-64. In 1971-72, the enrollment per-
cent increased 0.52 percentage points fur a total of 6.52 percent of the popula-
tion 25-64 years of age. The enrollment in adult Vocational- Education as a
percent of the population 25-64 years of age in 1972-73 increased 0.98 percent-
age points for a total of 7.50 percent. Total change in adult enrollment as a
percent of the population 25-64 years of age,over the three-year period from
1970-71 to 1972-73 was an increase of 1.50 percentage points.

t
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SPECIAL PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

Cooperative Vocational Education. -In 1970-71, cooperative Vocational Edu-
cation enrolled 4.96 percent of the total number of persons enrolled in secondary
and post-secondary Vocational Education. In 1971-72, cooperative Vocational
Education enrolled 5.08 percent of the total number of persons enrolled in sec-
ondary and post-secondary Vocational Education; this was an increase of 0.12
percentage points. In 1972-73. cooperative Vocational Education enrolled 8.90
percent of the total number of persons enrolled in secondary and post-secondary
Vocational Education . this was an increase of 3.82 percentage points. For the
three-year period 1970-71 to 1972-73, cobperative Vocational Education. as a
percent of total enrollment in secondary and post- secondary Vocational Edu-
cation. increased 3.94 percentage points.

Work Study Vocational Elocution. --In 1970-71, work study Vocational Edu-
cation enrolled 0.26 percent of the total number of persons enrolled in secondary
and post- secondary Vocational Education. In 1971,72. work study Vocational
Educatiod enrolled 0.31 percent of the total number of persons enrolled in seq.-
ondary and post-secondary Vocational Education; this was an increase of 0.05
percentage points from the previous year. In 1972-73. work study Vocational
Education enrolled 0.40 percent of the total number of persons enrolled in
seeondary and post-secondary Vocational Education; this was an increase of
0.09 percentage points front 1971-72. For the three-year period 1970-71 to 1972-
73, work study Vocaticznal Education, as a percent of total enrollment in sec-
ondary and post-secondary Vocational Education, increased 0.14 percentagepoints. -

Enrollment of Disadvantaged Persons.-The enrollment of disadvantaged
petsons in 1970-71 was 10,888. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 9.861 which was
a decrease of 9.98 percent compared to the prev ious year's enrollment of dis-
advantaged persons. As a percent of total Vocational Education enrollment,

persons enrollment decreased 0.55 percentage points. In 1972-
73, the enrollment of disavantaged persons was 7.813 w hick was a decrease
of 20.28 percent compared to the previous year's enrollment of disadvantaged
persons As a percent of total Vocational Education, disadvantaged persons en-
rollment decreased 061 percentage points. The enrollment of disadvantaged
persons in 1972-73 decreased 28.24 percent compared to enrollment of disad-
vantaged persons in 1970-71. When enrollment of disadvantaged persons for
this period is compared to total Vocational Education enrollment, it decreased
1.16 percentage points.

Enrollment of Handicapped Persons.--The enrollment of handicapped persons
in 1970-71 was 5,856. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 5,271 which was a de-
crease of 999 percent compared to the previous year's enrollment of handi-
capped persons. As a percent of total Vocational Educatiort enrollmerit, handi-
capped persons enrollment decreased 0.30 percentage points. In 1972-73, the
enrollment of landicapped persons was 2,205 which was a..decrease of 58.17
percent compared to the previous year's enrollment of handicapped persons. As
a percent of total Vocational Education, handicapped persons enrollment de-
creased 1 01 percentage points. The enrollment of handicapped persons in 1972-
73 decrea ,ed 62.35 percent compared to enrollment of handicapped persons in
1979-71 When enrollment of handicapped persons for this period is compared
to total Vocational Education enrollment, it decreased 1.31 percentage points.

ENnormtENT pr OCCUPATIONAL AREAS

..tgr lc ult are Education.-The enrollment in agriculture education in 1970-71
was 31,917. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 34,180 which was an increase of
7'99 percent compared to the previous year's agriculture education enrollment.
As a percent of total Vocational Education enrollment, agriculture education
enrollment increased 0.19 percentage points. In 1972-73, the enrollment in agri-
culture education was 43,445 which was an increase of 27.11 percent compared
to the previous year's agriculture education enrollment. As a percent of total
Vouitional Education, agriculture education enrollment increased 3.32 percent-
age point+. The enrollment in agriculture eclucatiOn in 1972-73 increased 36.12
percent compared to enrollment in agriculture education In 1970-71. When
compared to total enrollment in Vocational Education, enrollment in agricul-
ture education increased 3.51 percentage points.

13t
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Distributive Education.-The enrollment in distributive education in 1970-71 was 14,700. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 15,821 which was an increase of
7.19 percent compared to the previous year's distributive ed ation enrollment.As a percent of total Vocational Education enrollment, distri ive education
enrollment increased 0.09 percentage points. In 1972-73, the enrolment in dis-tributive education was 17,609 wlii0 was an increase of 11.30 percent com-
pared- to the previous year's distributive education enrollment. As a percent oftotal Vocational Education, distributive education enrollment increased 0.69
percentage points. The enrollment in distributive education ii,4972-73 increased
19 30 percent compared to enrollment in distributive educatiofrin 1970-71. When
compared to total enrollment in Vocational Education, enrollment in distribu-
tive education increased 0.78 percentage points.

1Health Occupations Education.-The enrollment in health occupations edu-
cation in 1970-71 was 4,191. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 4,468 which was an
increase of 6.61 percent compared to the previous year's health occupations
eduention enrollment. As a percent oftotal Vocational Education enrollment,
health occupations education enrollment increased 0.02 percentage points. In
1972-73, the enrollment in health occupations education was 6,399 which was
an increase of 43.22 percent compared to the previous year's health occupationseducation enrollment. As a percent of total Vocational Education, health oc-
cupations education enrollment increased 0.68 percentage points. The ,enroll-
meat in health occupations education in 1972-73 increased 52.08 percent com-
pared to enrollment in health occupations education in 1970-71. When compared
to total enrollment In Vocational Education, enrollment in health occupations
education increased 0.70 percentage points.

Consumer and Horne»zaking Education.-The enrollment in consumer and
homemaking education in 1970-71 was 135,966. In 1971-72, the enrollment was
.139,817 which was'an increase of 2.83 percent compared to the previous year's
consumer and homemaking education enrollment. As a percent of total Voca-
tional Education enrollment, consumer and homemaking education enrollment
decreased 1 13 percentage points. In 1972-73. the enrollment in consumer and
homemaking education was 101,660 which was a decrease of 27..28 percent coin -
pared to the previous 3 ear'sconsumer and homemaking education enrollment.
As a percent of total Vocational Education, consumer and homemaking edu-
cation enrollment decreased 12.08 percentage points. The enrollment in con-
sumer and homemaking education in 1972-73 decreased 25.22 percent compared
to enrollment in consumer and homemaking education in 1970-71. When com-
pared to total enrollment in Vocational ,Education, enrollment in consumer
and homemaking education decreased 13.21 percentage points.

wOerupatioil''Home Economics Education.-The enrollment in occupational
'home economics education hi 1970-71 was 12,393. In 1971-72, the enrollment
was 13,214 which wits an increase of 6.62 percent compared to the previous
year's occupational home economics education enrollment. As a percent of total
Vocational Education enrollment, occupational 'home economics education en-
rollment increased 0.05 percentage points. In 1972-73, the enrollment in occu-
pational home economics education was 8.163 N N li i di was a decrease of 38.22

,percent compared to the previous y ear's occupational home economics education
enrollment. As a rwreent of total Voentio-' Education, occupational home eco-
nomies education enrollment decreased 1.63 percentage points. The enrollment
in occupational home economics education In 1972-73 decreased 34.13 percent
compared to enrollment in occupational home economics education in 1970-71.
When compared to total enrollmetd in Vocational Education, enrollment in
occupational home economics education decreased 1.58 percentage points.

Office Occupations Education. -The enrollment in office occupations education
in 1970-71 was 28,560. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 30,691 which was an in-
crease of 7.14 Rem, :,t compared to the previous year's office occupations edu-
cation enrolhant. As a percent of total Vocational Education enrollment. office
occupations education enrollment increased 0.20 percentage points. In 1972-73.
the enrollment in office occupations educati n w as 32,342 which was an increase
of 5.38 percent of the previous year's o e occupations education enrollment.
As a percent of total Vocational Educ on, Office occupations education enroll-
ment increased 0.73 percentage points. The enrollment in office occupations edu-
cation in 1972-73 increased 13.24 percent compared to enrollment in office
occupations education 1970-71. When compared to total enrollment in Yuen-
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tional Education, enrollment in office occupations education increased 0.93
percentage points.

Technical Education. The enrollment In technical education in 1970-71 was
7,427 In--18T-1=-72-., wmc i was an increase o per-
cent compared to the revious year's technical education enrollment. As a per-
cent of total N'ocat' al Education enrollment, technical education enrollment
increased 0.07 pe enrage points. Iu 1972-73, the enrollment in technical edu-cation was 9,71 which was an increase of 21.03 percent compared to the pre-
vious year's technical education enrollment. As a percent of total Vocational
Edueatinn, technical education enrollment increased 0.62 percentage points. The
enrollment in technical education ih 1972-73 increased 31.18 percent compared
to enrollment in technical education in 1970-71. 'When compared to total en-
rollmerit in Vocational Education, enrollment in technical education increased
Ot69 percentage points.

Trade aild Industrial Education. The enrollment in trade and industrial cd.-
cation in 1970-71 was 50,988. In 1971-72, the enrollment was 55,210 which was
an increase of 8.28 percent compared to the previous year's trade and industrial
education enrollment. As a percent of total Vocational Education enrollment,
trade and industrial education enrollment increased 0.49 percentage points. In
1972-73, the enrollment in trade and industrial education was 77,054 which was
an increase of 39.57 percent compared to the previous year's trade and indus-
trial enrollment. As n percent of total VOcational Education, trade ,stnd indus-
trial education enrollment increased 7.68 percentage points. The enrollment in
Wade and industrial education in 1972-73 increased 51.12 percent compared to
enrollment in trade and industrial education in 1970-71. When comps- ed to
total enrollment in Vocational Education, enrollment in trade and industrial
education increased 8.17 peicentap points.

ENROLLMENT BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP' AND SEX

.American Indian.In 1070-71, and 1971-72. the enrollment of American In- ,

dians in Vocational Education was not available. The 1973 data cannot be
determined because the Federal government did not require this information
for 1973.

Negro.rit 1970-71, and 1971-72, the enrollment of Negroes as a percent of
the total enrollment in Vocational Education was not available. The 1973 data
cannot he determined because the Federal government did not require this in-
formation for 1973.

Oriental.In 1970-71, and 1971-72, the enrollment of Orientals as a percent
of total enrollment in Vocational Education %Nazi not available. ,The 1973 data
cannot be determined because the Federal government did not require this in-
formation for 1973.

Span i xh-surnant ed.In 1970-71, and 1971-72, the enrollment of Spanish-sur-
named pers,ons tts not available as a percent of total enrollment In Vocational
Education. The 1973 data cannot be determined because the Federal govern-
ment did not require this information for 1973.

Other.In 1970-71, and 1971-72, the enrollment of other persons was not
tivailable as a percent of the total enrollment in Vocational Education. The
1973 data Cannot be di termined because the Federal government did not require
this information for 1793.

Female and halo. In 1970-71, females' constituted 62.6.percent of the total
enrollment in Vocational Education , conversely, males constituted 38.0 percent
of the total enrollment. In 1971-72, females constituted 61.0 percent of the
total enrollment in Vocational` Education, conversely, males constituted 39.0
percent. The percentage point change in the balance of females to males was
1,0. The 1973 data cannot be determined because the Federal government did
not require this information for 1973.

TOTAL REPORTED 'EXPENDITURES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

In 1970-71, the total reported expenditure for all levels of 'Vocational Edu-
cation (including Federal, State, and local monies) was $48,285,289. In 1971-72,
the total reported expenditure increased to $56,385.955. The total reported ex-
penditure for all levels of Vocational Education increased to $84,786,679- in
197.2-73.
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Total Reported Expehditurc Per Student in Vocational Education, All'Levels.The total reported expenditure per student in Vocational Education (or the
average reported expendithre per student, including all levels and all programs)
L n70 -71 was . e I o l 6 tune per sat-,dent increased to $18,14.04. In 1972 -73, the average reported expenditure per`student increased tk.,$286.03.

. -

TOTAL REPORTED EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT IN THE THREE LEVELS OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

Total Reported Expenditure Per)t'tudent in Secondary Vocational Education.Tile total, or average, reported expenditure per student in secondary Voca-
tional Education in 1970-71 was $89.26; this included Federal, State, and lopal/ponies as -ell as all'secondary programs. In 1971-72, the average reported ex-penditure per student in secondary Vocational Education increased to $113.49.In 1972-73, the average reported expenditure per student in secondary Voca-
tional Education increased to $153.14.

Total Reported Expenditure Per Student in Post-Secondary Vocational Edit-
ration, The total, or average, reported expenditure (including Federal, State,and local monies) per student ix post- secondary Vocational Education in 1{i70-7i was $1,483.00; this included all programs at the post-secondary level. In
1971-72, the average reported expenditure per student increased to $1,532.09.
The average reported expenditure.in 1972-73 incerased to $2,300.34.

Total Reported Expenditure Per Student in Adult Vocational Education.In1970-71, the total reported expenditure (including Federal, State, and localmonies) ler student in adult Vocational Education was $33.00; this included
all programs at the adult level. In 1971-72, the total, or average, reported ex-
penditures per student in adult Vocational Education increased to $37.83. In
1972-73, the average reported expenditure decreased to $46.47 per student.

REPORTED EXPENDITURES FOR DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS

Reported Expenditures for Didadvantaged Persons.In 1h70-71, the reported
expenditure for disadvantaged persons in Vocational Education was $2,456,524
which was 5.1 percent of the total reported expenditure in Vocational Educa-tion. In 1971-72. the reported expenditure for disadvantaged persons was
$3,223.562; this reported dollar expenditure represented 5.7 percent of the total
reported expenditure for Vocational Education and was au increase of 0.6 per-
emit age points. In 1972-73, the reported expenditure for disadvantaged persons
was $4,503.5.55; this reported dollar expenditure represented 5.3 percent al the
total reported expenditure for Vocational Education and was a decrease of 0.4
percentage points. Over the three-year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73, the re-
ported expenditure for disadvantaged persons increased 0.2 percentage points
as a part of the total reported expenditure for Vocational Education.

Reported Expenditures for Handicapped Persons.In 1970-71, the reported
expenditure for handicapped persons in Vocational Education was $622,986
which was 1.3 percent of the total reported expenditure in Vocational Educa-
tion. in 1971 -72. the repnrted expenditure for handicapped persons was
$1,254,602; this reported dollar expenditure represented 2.2 percent of the total
reported expenditure for Vocational Education and was an increase of 0,9 per-
centage point. in 1972 73, the reported expenditure for handicapped persons
was $1,736,072, this reported dollar expenditure represented 2.0 percent of the
total reported expenditure for Vocational Education and was a decrease of 0.2
percentage points. Over the three-year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73, the re-
ported expenditure for handicitpped persons increased 0.7 percentage points as
a part of the total reported expenditure for Vocational Education.

RATIO OF REPORTED STATE AND LOCAL EXPENDITURES TO REPORTED FEDERAL
EXPENDITURES

In 1970-71, reported State and local expenditures for Vocational Education
were $40,383,975, while reported expenditure of Federal monies was $7,901,314;
the ratio Of reported expenditure Of State and local monies to Federal monies
was $5 11 1. In 1971-12;4 the rted expenditure of State and local monies
was $47,428.104, while reporteerpenditure of Federal monies was $8,957,851 ,
the resulting ratio was $5.29.1. In 1972-73, the reported expenditure df State
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an local monies totaled $76,213,723, while reported expenditure of Federalm es was $8,572.956; the ratio of reported expenditure of State and local
monies to Federal monies was $8.89:1.

COMPLETIONS AND PLACEMENTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

While the paragraphs below provide additional detail about the three years
under study, employment of persons who received Vocational Education, at alllevels, can be summarized as follows:

The number of persons employed as a percent of the combined number of
completers and early leavers was not available in 1971; in 1972 it was 65.99
percent, and in 1973, 68.03 percent.

The number of persons employed as a perecnt of all persons available for
work was not available in 1971; it was 89.72 in 1972; and 95.28 in 1973.Placement of All Persons Receiving Vocational Education At All Levels.
In 1970-71, the total number of persons completing a Vocational Education
program (completers) was 39,839; the total numb& of persons who left prior
to completion time with marketable skills (early leavers) was not available.
Of the completers, 30.820 were known to be available for placement. -

In 1971-72, the total number of persons. completing a Vocational Education
program was 41,560; the total numbei of persons who left prior to completion
time with marketable skills was 2,081. Of these two groups, 32.097 were known
to be available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers, a followup
determined that 65.99 percent were employed. Of persons who were available
for work. 89.72 percent were employed.

In 1972-73, the total number of persons completing a Vocational Education
program was 47,835; the total number of persons who left prior to completion
time with marketable skills wad 1,715. Of these two groups, 35.381 were known
to be available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers, a followup
determined that 68.03 percent were employed. Of persons who were available
for work, 95.28 percent were employed.

Placement of All Persons Receiving Secondary Vocational Education.In
1970-71, the number of pe n ornpleting a secondary Vocational Education
Program was 20,948; the n er of persons who left prior to completion time
with marketable skills was 887. Of these two groups, 14,616 were known to be
available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers. a followup de-
termined that 59.36 percent were employed. Of persons who were available for
work, 88.68 percent were employed.

In 1971-72, the number of persons completing a secondary Vocational Eft-,
cation program was 21,973; the number of persons who left prior to completion
time with marketable skills was 918. Of these two groups, 15,310 were known
to be available'for placement. Of all completers and early leavers, a followup
determined that 59.39 percent were employed. Of persons who were available
for work, 88.79 percent were employed.

In 1972-73. the number of persons completing a secondary Vocational Edu-
cation program was 29,086. the number of persons w ho left prior to completion
time with marketable skills was not available. Of the completers, 18,534 were
known to be available for placement. Of persons is ho w ere f(vallable for work,
95.75 percent were employed.

Placement of All Persons Receiving Post - Secondary Vocational Education.
In 1970-71, the number of persons completing a post-secondary Vocational Edu-
cation program was 15.565 , the number of persons who left prior to completion
time with marketable skills was 944. Of these two grourii, 13.121 were known
to be available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers, a followup
determined that 71.94 percent were employed. Of persons who ivere mailable
for work, 90.51 percent were employed.

in 1971-72, the number of persons completing a post-secondary Vocational
Education program was 16.209: the number of persons who left prior to com-
pletion time with marketable skills was 982. Of these two groups, 13.652 were
known to he available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers. a
followup determined that 71.87 percent were employed. Of persons who were
available for work, 90.51 ,percent were employed.

in 1972-73. the number of persons completing a post-secondary Vocational
Education program was 18.749: the number of persons who left prior to corn-,
pletion time with marketable skills was not available. Of the completers, 10,847

1
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were known to be a%allable for placement.-Of persons who were available for
worfl. a followup determined that 99.70 percent were employed.

Placement of All Persons Receiving Adult Vocational Education.In 1970-71,
the number of persons completing an adult Vocational Education program ,was
3.320, the number of persons who left prior to completion time with marketable
skills n as 1'6. Of these two groups, 3,083 were known to be available for place-
ment. Of all completers and early lebers, a fullowup determined that 80.41
permit were employed. Of persons who were available for work, 90.89 percent
were employed.

In 1971-72, tthe number of persons completing an adult Vocational Education
program was 3.378, the number of persons who left prior to completion time
with marketable skills was 181. Of these two groups, 3,135 were known to be
available for placement. Of all completers and early leavers, a followup de-
termined that 79.99 percent were employed. Of persons who were available for
work, 00.81, percent were employed.

In 1972-73, no followup was made of adults.

F. NEOLLMENT IN OCCUPATIONALLY REPORTED PROGRAMS --U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
TRAINING PROGRAMS

Programs administered by the U.S. Department of Labor can be categorized
a Klaiber of ways, such a occupationally reported, basic education, and sub-
sistence. In the paragraphs which follow, only those programs are reported

hich focus on troining for employment (occupationally reported).
Total Enrollment in Occupationally Reported Programs, Including Both

3IDT.1 Programs an BOA Pi ogrants.The total enrollment in occupationally
reported Department of Labor programs in 1970-71 was 7,571. In 1971-72. the
enrollment decreased to 6,976 persons. The enrollment decreased in 1972-73 to
3.274 persons.

Total Enrollment in MDTA Programs.The total enrollment in MDTA pto-
grains in 1970-71 was 3.106. In 1971-72, the enrollment increased to 4,463. In
1972-73. the total enrollment in MDTA progrAms decreased to 2,045.

Enrollment ts Five JIDTA Occupationally Reported Programs: MDTA Insti-
tutional.The enrollment in MDTA Institutional programs in 1970-71 was
2.286. In 1971-72. the enrollment increased to 2,382. The enrollment decreased
to 1.857 in 1972-73.

MDTA On-Job Training.In 1970-71, the enrollment in MDTA On-Job-Train-
ing was 826. In 1971-72. the enrollment decreased to 358. The enrollment de-
creased to 188 in 1972-73.

MDTA Part-Titne.In 1971-72, (the only year for which data were available)
there was no enrollment hi IIDTA Part-Time programs.

MDTA Job _Opportunities in Business (JOP): Entry.In 1971-72, (the only
ear for which data were available) the enrollment in MDTA-JOP Entry pro-

grams was 1,582 persons. -
MDTA job Opportunities in Business (JOP): Vpgrade.In 1971-72 (the

only y ear for which data were available) the enrollment in MDTA-JOP Up-
grade was 141.

Total Enrollment in E0.4. Occupationally Reported Programs. I en-
rollment In EOA programs in 1970-71 was 4.465. In 1971-72, the enroll'

to 2.513 persons. In 1972-73, the total enroklment in EOA piograms
decreased to 1,229.

Enrollment in Six BOA Occupationally Reported Programs: Work Incentive
(117X).The enrollment in the WIN program in 1070-71 was 1.362. In 1971-
72. the enrollment decreased to 998. Enrollment data were not available in
1972-73.

Concentrated Employment Program (CEP).The CEP enrollment in 1970-71
ysas-1,464 persons. In 1971-72, the enrollment decreased to 841. In 1972-73, the
enrollment in CEP decreased to 765 persons.

Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC).In.1970-71. the enrollment in the NYC
program was 330. In 1971-72. the eAcillment increased to 920. The enrollment
in the NYC program in 1972-73 decreased to 268 persons.

Operation Mainstream. --In 1970-71, the enrollment was 355 persons in Opera-
tion Maiostream programs. In 1971-72. the enrollment decreased to 191 persons.

enrollment decreased to 158 persons in 1972-73.
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Publie.Service Careers, (P8C).-In 1970-71, the enrollment in Public ServiceCareers was 39. In 1971-72, the enrollment increased to 57 persons. The enroll-ment decreased to 36 persons in 1972-73.
Occupational Industrialization Centers (01C).-In 1970-71, the enrollmentin 010 programs was 833 persons. Data were not available for 1971-72. la1972-73, the enrollment decreased to 2 persons.u.

ENROLLMENT OF RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS IN OCCUPATIONALLY REPORTED U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TRAINING PROGRAMS .

American Indian.-In 1970-71, the enrollment of American Indians was 6.60percent of the total enrollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programsThis was 5.99 percentage points more than the 0.61 percent of the general polatibn which was American Indian. In 1971-72, the enrollment of American n-dians was 7.81 percent of the total enrollment in ILS. Depart;nent of Labortraining programs. This was 7.20 percentage points more than the 0.61 percentof the general pcipulation which was American Indian. In 1972-73, the, enroll-ment of American Indians was 8.52 percent of the total enrollment.in U.S. De-partment of Labor training programs. This was 7.91 percentage points morethan the 0.61 percent of the general population which was American Indian.Negro.-In 1970-71. the enrollment of Negroes was 7.43 percent of the totalenrollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. This was 6.51 per-centage points more than the 0.92 percent of the general population which wasNegro. In 1971-72, the enrollment of Negroes was. 7.28 percent of the total en-) rollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs, This was 6.36 per-centage poiats more than the 0.92 percent of the general population which wasNegro. In 1972-13; the enrollment of Negroes was 7.76 ppreent of the total en-rollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. This was 6.84 percent-age points more than the 0.92 percent of the general population which wasNegro.
Oriental.-In 1970-71, the enrollment of Orientals was 0.16 Percent of thetotal enrollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. This was 0.03percentage points mop than the.0.13 percent of the general population which

was Oriental. In 1971-72, the enrollment of Orientals was 0.22 percent of thetotal enrollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. This was0,09 percentage points more than the 0.13 percent of the general populationwhich was Oriental. In 1972-73, the enrollment of Orientals was 0.24 percentof the total enrollment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. Thiswas 0.11 percentage points more than the 0.13 percent of the general populationwhich was Oriental.
Spanish - surnamed. -- Programs administered by the U.S. Department of Labordo not report the enotIment of Spanish-surnamed persons as a separate group.Other.-The term "otherti. as used in the following paragraph refers to per-sons and groups other. than those previously identified as a racial or ethnicminority. Consequently, the "other" group is made up of several, such as the

Spanish-surnamed and the white or Caucasian majority.In 1970-71, the enrollment of others was 85.80 percent of the total enroll-
ment in U.S. Department of Labor training programs. This was 12.54 percent-
age points less than the 98.34 percent of the general population which was other.In 1971-72, the enrollment of others was 85.81 percent of the total enrollment
in U.S, Department of Labor training programs. This was 12.53 percentage
points less than the 98 34 percent of the general population which was other.In 1972-73, the enrollment of others was 83.48 percent of the total enrollmentin U.S. Department of Labor training -programs. This was 14.86 percentage
points less than the 98.34 percent of the general population which was other.

AVERAGE FEDERAL ALLOCATION PER TRAINEE IN OCCUPATIONALLY REPORTED
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

Oeerlpationally Reported DIDTA Programs. -The Federal allocation for3IDTA programs. when diVided by the number of trabiees, resulted in an aver-
age of $2,237,00 per trainee in 1970-71. In 1971-72, the average per trainee was
$1,550.53, which was a decrease of $686.47 per trainee. In 1972-73, the average
per trainee was $2,795.60, which incrased from the previous year by $1.245.07.
Over the three-year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73, the Federal allocation,fo?

135 ti
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MDTA, when divided by the number of trainees, increased an average of
$558.60 per trainee.

Occupatiolially Reported BOA Programs.The Federal allocation for EOA
programs, when divided by the number of trainees, resulted in an average of
$3,008.00 per trainee in 1970-71. In 1971-72, the average per trainee was
$4,438.92, which was as increase of $1,430.92 per trainee. In 1972-73, the aver-
age per trainee was $7,944.67 which increased from tilt; previous year by
$3.505.75. Over the three-year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73, the Federal
allocation for EOA, when ditided by the number of trainees, increased an aver-
age of$4,936.67 per trainee.

A CONTRAST OF FEDERALLY REPORTED PROGRAMS-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, MDTA,
AND EOA

In the following paragraph, the term "manpower" refers to enrollments
which have been combined, or MDTA programs and EOA programs.

In 1970-71, the total enrollment in federally repOrted programs, including
Vocational Education and manpower, was 293,773. Of the total, Vocational Edu-
cation enrolled 286,20'2 or 97.42 percent and manpower enrolled 7,571 or 2.58
percent. In 1971-72, the total enrollment in.federally reported programs was
308,427 persons; Vocational Education enrolled ,301,451 or 97.74 percent of the
total and manpower enrolled 6,976 or 2.26 percent of the total number of per-
sons. In 1972-73. the total enrollment in federally reported programs was
299.698 persons ;,Vocational Education enrolled 296,424 or 98.91 percent of the
total and inantiower enrolled 3,274 or 1.09 percent of the total number of
persons.

Distribution of Federal Funds to Vocational Education, MDTA, and EOA.
In 19T0-71, the total Federtil funding for occupationally reported _training
through Vocational Education, MDTA, and EOA was $25,533,314..Of this total,
the amount expended through Vocational Education was $7,901,314 or 30.9 per-
cent of the total. The allocation for MDTA was $6,951,000 or 27.2 percent of
the total. The allocation for EOA was $10,681,000 or 41,8-percent of the total
Federal monies.

In 1971-72, the total Federal funding for occupationally reported training,
through Vocational Education, MDTA, and EOA was $27,032,851. Of this total,
the amnia expended through Vocational Education was $8,957,851 or 33.1
percent of the total. The allocation for MDTA was $6,920,000 or 25.6 percent
of the total. The allocation for EOA wits $11,155,000 or 41.3 percent of the
total Federal funding.

In 1972-73,-the total Federal funding for occupationally reported training
through Vocational Education, MDTA, and EOA was $24,053,956. Of this total,
the amount wended through Vocational Education, was $8,572,956 or 35.6 per-
cent of the total. The allocation for MDTA was $5,717,000 or 23.8 percent of the
total. The amount allocated for EOA. was $9,764,000 or 40.6 percent of the total
Federal funding.

Attachment 2
STATE OF MINNESOTA,

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL DIVISION.

COMMITMENT FOR EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION IN MINNESOTA'S VOCATIONAIr
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES AND CENTERS

Minnesota's total commitments to vocational-technical training are contingqnt
on Its capability to procure equipment and materials from all generative sources
of supply including NIER, Excess, surplus, Private Donation, Loan and Lease.

Current demands for expansion of training on secondary, pps)-secondary and
adult levels, coupled with concerns for programs of benefits/to the returning
(H, mandate. the continuing of "excess" property procurement for "Manpower"
or "occupational" training.

It is economically sound and administratively logical that such "special
interest" programs of concern to all educators in Minnesota be supported, by
Congress.

1 41 6 t
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A property procurement program to fulfill this mission must utilize all avail-able resources with capability to procure directly on a program basis from theproperty admir.:::trators as provided'iu the Federal Property and Administra-tion Services Act of 1940.
Our continued vocational-technical program progress deserves your supportfor Vocational - Technical Education in 4Innesotn.

RO.BERT P. VAN TRIES.

STATd OF MINNESOTA,
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL DilISION.

111imonscsnum

To: Al? Concerned.Ind Interested in Vocational-Technical EducationFrom: Robert P. Van Tries, Assistant CommissionerDIVISION VOCATIONAL-TECHNIC,11. EDUCATIONDate: Sun Ale. 1972
Subject: Excess Property Procurement

We have been informed by R. D. Anderson, Executive Secretary of the Na-tional Association of State Directors for Vocational Education, that there isa proposal in HEWOffice of Education to amend regulations that will declarestate grant and aid programs in Vocational- Technical Education in-eligible forFederal Excess Property.
Since last Aug.11.4 our State Vocational-Technical Programs through partici-pation in the VTE Excess Property Progiam with direct and dellnedorocurenwol

through. GSA. secured valuable and useable properties from many generatingagencies in the United States, as well as participating with GSA in the over-seas, Home-Run Extended Program.
On-going construction of several multi-million dollar fadilities in the metro-politan area, with expansion of programs in our 33 area vocational-technical

institutes. coupled with the potential establishment of approximate& 75 vo-cational centers in Minnesota. creates a deep concern for expanding our opera-
" tiotial budget and program capabilities.

We are continually concerned with the returning GI and the impact it willhave on our training. The "Vietnamization Program" to return the GI. andvequipment for utilization, coupled with recent eligibility authorization by
IIEW-BAVTE to procure and utilize needed and necessary equipment andsupplies for existing and contemplated expansion programs, is tantamountwith program operation plans to ptocure and economically utilize all available
;resources to fulfill our mission and enhance the benefits from contracts orgrants for approved Vocational-Technical Programs in Minnesota.

It is significant to note that the expansion of the Excess property program
for Vocational-Technical Education in addition to the-established Manpower
Training Program in the Office of Education and those operated directly by the
Department of Labor Manpower Administration has been encouraged by the
Office of Education. Vocational-Technical, since 1968, has been at a distinct
disadvantage with other grant and aid programs ia the procurement and useof excess property as provided in Sec. 101-43.320Use of excess prOperty on
contracts and grants: Subpart 101-43.3Utilization of Excess Federal Register
Vol. 34. No. 230Tuesday, December 2, 1969.

It is difficult to conceive of a decision which would make Vocational -Tech-
nical Education ineligible to receive Pe'deral Excess Property and we request
your assistance by contacting Mr. Eliot L. Richardson. Secretary of Health.
Education and Welfare. and determine whether the information concerningthis proposal is correct, and if so. what changes are corttempiated, and on what
basis arc changes being proposed.

411° DEPARTMENT OF HEW,
OFFICE OF TILE SECRETARY,

July 6, 1972.
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Inver tcm, Mvstollixnust SPUR-72-14SumntExT No. 2
To: Assistant Regional Directors, OSPU
From: Director, Office of Surplus Property Utilization
Subject: Review of the Excess Property Program

Subject basic memorandum transmitted a copy of recommended action to be
taken by the Department regarding the loan of excess property to grantees ofthe Npartment. Supplement No. 1, thereto trausinitted a copy of SecretaryRichardson's letter of June 23, to Mr. Jack Brooks, Chairman, Government
Activities Subcommittee,' House of Repr4sentatives in which he stated the De-partment's position regarding this matter.

There is attached herewith a copy of a memorandum dated July 5, 1972 fromJohn IL Donovan. Director of Procurement and Material Management, DA=PM
to DIIEW Activities advising transfers of excess property to grantees of theDepartment are no longer authorized.

Attachment.

To: See Below
From: Director of Procurement and Materiel Management, DA Pi
Subject : HEW Policy on the Use of Excess Personal Property by Grantees

On .June 5, 1972, I suggested that you discontinue approving the use of excess
property by grantees until a final determination 'was made concerning thismatter.

The Se,cretary, in his letter to Congressman Jack Brooks-, (cony attached),
agreed with an ad hoc coinnfittee's report That excess property no longer bemade to grantees.

Based on this decision by the Secretary, we are preparing a manual circular
and a Materiel, Management change, which will be released shortly, statingthat "It is the policy of HEW that the use of excess personal property by
grantees not be authorized."

SDL ELSON.

DEPARTMENT OF HEW,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

July 5, 2912.

KELLY T. McCoxxix;
for John M. Donovan, Jr.

Attachment.

June 23, 1974.
Hon. JACK. BROOKS, Chairman,
Government Activities Subcommittee, Committee on Govehiment Operations,

Rouse of 1?epresmitatives,IVashin'gton, D.C.
DEAR MR. Bilooks: In further response, to your letter of March 16, the Office

cif Grants Administration Policy. Office of Procurement and Materiel Manage-
ment, Office of Surplus Property Utilization; and Office of General Counsel
have completed an indepth review and evaluation of the excess and surplus
property programs of this Department.

Germane to the evaluation of the use of excess property by grantees,is the
circumstance that the majority of the Department's grantees eligible to use
excess property are also eligible for donation of persofial property under the
Deparimenrs Surplus Property Donation program. 1.44 view of such donation
eligibility Mid the administrative complexities and burdens now attendant upon
the present procedines fur grantee use of ext:ess property, the review group has
ree4inmendril that Ow availahilit of excess property for such grantee use be
discontintteFie Accordingly (he Department's riyulations and procedures will be
revised appropriately.

'Under the revised ngulations. assistance and support of grant actisities will.
hi the future. be provided through the, donation of surplus personal properties
under the program adplinistered and the established State agencies for sarplus
property.

We believe the action the Department is taking will eliminate the objection,
able aspects of the excvs4 program and will serve the needs of grantee institu-
tions on a more'eanitable and responsible basis.

With kindest regards,
Sincitrely,

ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON.
Secretary.

-14 t
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DEPARTMENT OF HEW,
OFFICE OF VIE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C.
POSITION PAPER

Subject : Use of Excess Prbperty by Grantees
In 1967, the Department initiated a program of making excess property avail-,

able to grantees by loan for purposes of the Manpower Development Training
Program. This undertaking was prompted by the immediate availability of a
quantity of excess machine tools and equipment which would accelerate the
commencement of training programs at the local level. It Nis intended that this
program of loaning excess equipment was of a temporary nature in order to
expedite the MDT program. Subsequently, the General Services Administration
amended its Federal Property Management Regulations to affirmatively provide
for the use of excess property by grantees as well as cost reimbursement type
contractors, During 1971, the Office of Education inaugurated programs where-
by excess property is loaned to recipients of grants administerd by its Bureau
of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education and Bureau of Higher Education.
Transfers of excess property for use in these and other programs have mush-
roomed since January, 1972.

Title to all excess property transferred to a cost reimbursement type con-
tractor or grantee remains in the Federal Government and must be returned
to the Government at the termination of the contract or grant. Inventory con-
trol and accountability for all such property must be established and -main-
tained by the Federal agency administering the contract or grant and the con-
tractor or grantee.

Unfortunately, there have been some very serious and disturbing consequences
of the widespread use of excess property for these purposes. Grantees have
been stockpiling property far in excess of that needed for grant use and have
been utilizing it for institutionwide puiposes; inventory controls and account-
ability were absent or totally inadequate, and uncoordinated screening activi-
ties and transfer requests from individual grantees have disrupted property
disposal activities at Federal agencies. The availability of excess property to
grantee institutions resulted in total inequity in the distribution of excess as
well as surplus properties, such that those receiving financial assistance
(grants) also acquired most of the available property and little was left for the
poor and unassisted institutions. Because. of these abuses and our desire to
insure the continuation of benefits realized from the availability of surplus
property by donees in all States, the Department made an indepth review of.its
excess and surplus property programs.

Germane to the evaluation of the use of excess property by grantees is the
circumstance that the majority of the Department's grantees eligible to use
excess property are also eligible for donation of personal property under the

'Department's Surplus Property Donation Program. In view of such donation
eligibility and the admiaistrisave complexities and burdens now attendant
upon the present procedures Yr grantee use of excess property, the review
group has recommendfid that the a% ailabillty of excess property for such grantee
use be discontinued. Accordingly, it is contemplated that the Department's
regulations and procedures will be revised appropriately.

Simultaneously with the referenced deliberations within the Department the
General Services Administration. acting upon instructions from the Office of
Management and Budget published a proposed revision of its Federal Property
Manqgement Regulations in Ole June 1 issue of the Federal Register (Volume
37. Number 106, pages 10959 and 10960). This revision would prohibit the use
of GSA and other Government sources of supply by recipients of Federal
grants. Only Executive Agencies and their cost reimbursement tyne contractors
may acquire excess property on a loan basis and thereby reduce the cost of
the contract to the Federal Government.

There is no intention on the part of the Department or the Government to
deny vocational and technical schools their fair share of available Federal
properties. Assistance and support of grant activities will continue to be pro-
vided thiefigh the donation of surplus personal properties under the program
administertd by the Department's Office of Surplus Property Vtillzation and
the established State Agencies for Surplus Property. The elimination of the

A I 1
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eligibility of grant supported programs to acquire excess property by loan from
the Federal Government will result in greatly increased quantities of such
properties becoming surplus and mailable for donation to all eligible donees inall the States.

Since 19-16, the surplus property donation program has made it possible for
eligible donees in all the States to acquire surplus properties which had an
original cost to the Government in excess of 7 billion dollars. This property
big contributed materially to promoting and expanding the educational, public
health, arid civil defense programs in each State. Under the Department's
surplus property donation program usable and needed properties no longer
needed by the Government are allocated on an equitable basis to the desig-
nated agency in each State for distribution and donation to eligible donees inthe State.

believe the action the Department and GSA propose to take will eliminate
the objectionable aspects of the excess program and will serve the needs of
grantee institutions on a.more equitable and responsible basis.

July 17, 1972.
EOM ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON,
$ccretay,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1Vashington, D.C.

DEAR. MR. SEcaErAuv: I was dismayed to learn today that you have uni-
laterally terminated the Department of HEW's excess property program for
grantees. .

I consider tills action to be hasty and unwarranted in the light of tile Sen.
ate's approval on :Tune 29th of an amendment that would continue the grantee
program. and of (he recent decision by the General Services Administration
to prolong the period for reciting comments on the proposed change in regu-
lations until July 31.

As I have also indicated in a letter to the General Services Administration,
its inconceivable to me that administrative agencies should even consider
terminating this program before adequate information in the impact of the
change has been made available to members of Congress sqiu have expressed
an interest in it.

Sincerely, -
WALTER F. MONDALE.

Chairman PERKINS. We Will ROW hear from Dr. Ginger.

STATEMENT OF DR. LYMAN GINGER, SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, STATE OF KENTUCKY, ACCOMPANIED BY CARL
LAMAR

Dr. GINGER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the Departtnent of Education of the State of Ken-

tucky, we want to express our appreciation to every member of this
committee for the opportunity of being heard on this particular sub-
ject, what we consider to be a very important topic.

I would like to make it clear at the very outset, while many of my.
remarks may appear to be and are extrt ely negative, I hope they
can be interpreted as being in a construct ye vein so we may look at
both, the good things and the bad thin. of the total program of
vocational education throughou he N in. ,

I again feel, very genuinely, this committee, Mr. Perkins,
and those of you who are working with it so carefully, have done nn
outstanding job in keeping vocational education in_the forefront
of thinking across this Nation. You have provided important guide-
lines and modifications, 3ou have continued to encourag an area,
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that of vocational education, where this kind of encouragement is
certainly needed.

We welcomed the visit from the GAO representatives, and we
were happy to have them. We never tried to be defensive in this sort
of thing. We tried to get thebasic information and we welcome out-
side information. We welcome outside viewpoints. We, again, are
happy to have had them come.

What I think, very frankly, in reacting to the report, there must
of necessity be some negative feeling on our part about what has
happened. We are one of the smaller States, one of the seven, and
perhaps the smallest of the seven States examined. Now we find that
so often, and this does happen occasionally in school. you know,
some boy will drop a marble and the teacher keeps them all in as a
result of thaf one thing. We felt We all got plastered equally in the
comments that were made, and oftentimes by very broad generaliza-
tions. We felt that the tone of the report was extremely negative,
and we felt that there are so many good things in vocational'educa-
tion particularly in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and for a cer-
tainty throughout this Nation, that it could have pointed in the di-
rection of positive suggestions rather than negative tone.

Now, in looking at
suggestions

we must take a look, I think, at some of
the terms thatiire used. The word "catalyst" is used repeatedly. As
a former chemistry teacher, a catalyst is a substance which either
starts a reaction, speeds it up, r brings it to the conclusion. If there
had been money for vocational education, if the money from voca-
tional education has not been a catalyst in this Nation, I don't know
what has. because this is precisely what has occurred in our State as
well as other States. It has 'started programs. It has continued pro-
grams. It has led to a very complete and definite expansion of pro-
grams, and so if it is a criticism that this has not served, then I
could challenge the people who did the study and those who wrote the
report to come back to our State and do another analysis. Because
I believe that without question it has done just that.

The second thing we find difficult about this term is we do of
find this in the law when we try to linalyze the 1963 law and he
later amendments, we do not find it is a specification of the prime
motive for the program in vocational education.

Now, another statement that bothered us, and I think this woul
be true in any rural State in this Nation, we were criticized. or th
general statement was made that we were not targeting our prograins,
but it was a general program and not targeted

targeting
basic needs or in

certain kinds of communities. It would be impossible in our State
to build schools and operate programs that did not target on the
people who needed this kind of preparation. This would .be utterly
absurd to say that we did not heed certain kinds of vocational
education programs in every section of our Commonwealth, from
the rural sections to large cities. Therefore: the criticism that we were
not tarc,eting, I think until we have reached the maximum support
financially where, all of us can have all of the money we need. that
to talk about this kind of criticism is really an inappropriate, in my
opinion, type of criticism.

Now, we were one of the seven States. We find no reference here
that the Atlanta office was visited. Perhaps it was, we do not know,

14.3'
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but there is no reference in the report that this was the case. We do
lied reference that the other regional offices were visited but not in
the case of our Atlanta office.

It seems to us, as we read this report. that there were so many
things that are so positise and creative and iMportant that we ought
to bring a part of this to your attention. In fiscal 197'3. for example,
55 percent of the regular part (b) funds 55 etc used to support ongo-
ing ocational education programs; 8.5 percent of part A b) funds
IN ere used to expand or impros e existing programs, We do not find. as
we analyzed our expenditures, that the amount of money that seeinR
to be exorbitant was iised in the administration.

The Comptroller General suggests that State participation in vo-
cational education funding has not kept pace with Federal in- crease
in fumling. We know that this is not the case in our State. In 1965,
Federal participation was V5,882,000, and State -participation
$7,500,000. In 1974 the Federal participation is $10.9 million. and
in the State it is $24.5 million. We have dramatically increased ,the
amount of money in our State because we believe in locationlit edu-
cation, and we believe in this bill, and we think that basically this
bur is sound, and with slight modifications we can improve it to re-
move the bugs in it. We realize it is not perfect, but we certainly be-
lieve in forward funding: This has been mentioned, that the fact that
we do not know sometimes until Novemllq or December how 'much
money we should have been doing our iinin with, our statewide
and regional committees months before, and yet we do not know until
much later ivhat we will have:

Again, we have extended our program for the handicapped and
disadvantaged persons. If the implication in this report suggests that
we have not done this, then I suggest they come back with another
team to examine what we have crone not only with State money, but
alsii with Federal money. We have added not only staff but increased
programs for young people who participate in it.

We agree with them completely that we need to do more and bet-
ter planning. We think this is the heart of the improvement Of any
type program. We also agree that' we need more and better data.
What we also would say at the same time we say we need more and
better data for not only for our own conclusions and our own pro-
grams. but we need additional kinds of funding. Here I am not ask-
ing for more categorical aid but for flexibility which has already
been mentioned by some people here today. We certainly agree we
need more student enrollment. followup information. and even
though we hale been working on this in a very specific and emphatic
way..,we still believe that more of this needs 'to be done.

We certainly ha, the strong feeling that in the planning. the im-
plementation of curriculum. and in movement in the direction of
better programs for more people. that the State of Kentucky is mov-
ing that way. I realize that this study and all of its do, thlit this study
was pointed to seven States, but it was intended to be a generalized
kind of conclusion.

It so happens that as we lob ki at this we have some difficulty in find-
ing a complete appropriateness of what has happened its a result of
the type program that, was written. I would challenge the validity 'of
this study on the basis of it not being sound scientifically from a re-

4.
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search viewpoint. I s on many doctoral dissertations. I served as
adViser and have made attempts to try to get information that is
documented factually. I would say to you, as members of this com-
mittee, that I would challenge some of the things in this report as
being scientifically redundant.

There are many other implications in thsi report I think should
be pier-Welled. In our State we believe that we are doing in career
education somethings that are outstanding in the Nation. We believe
in personnel development, 'in program development, in curriculum
development, rind through the University of Loni§ville, and the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, and many other institutions we are moving in
that direction.

So as we look at the total overall problem we would say to you that
we do need building money. Withok0 the building money, construc-
tion money in our State, not many of the things that were done could
hti-ve been done.

Now let me just give you some figures in a hurry. Appalachian Re-
gional Commission allocated something like $13 'Pillion for construc-
tion purposes in Appalachia counties. This made all of the difference
in the world because the tax base in those counties is extremely low.
Without it, and without the money we could get from the. State level,
these programs could not have been developed. The Economic Devel-
opment -A.dministration' has allotted approximately $2 million in
other areas. In all $52 million expended for the construction, of voca-
tional education'because of the catalytic effect of the Federal money
and having a catalyst, if that is important, we think it served that
kind of purpose.

An additional $19 million had been approved from all sources for
State government for construction, staffing, and operation, and this
includes some $9 million coming from general revenue sharing.

So, in looking at the report again, Mr. 'Chairman; looking at all
of the things happening in this Nation, we in our State believe that
vocational education must be stimulated, promoted, advanced in ev -.
cry State in the Nation. In many of our States only, a small fraction
of the total job opportunities are college based. The others are non-
college based. As a result of this, we feel that vocational education.
for high school students, post-high school students, and adults who
will not be going to college can provide for the kind of improvement
of Programs that we neegso badly.

Thank you very much.
fPrepared statement of Dr. Ginger follows :3

PREPARED STATEMENT Or DR. LYMAN V. Grim.% SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education:

My name is Lyman V. Ginger. I am appearing here today as Secretary of theEducation and Arts Cabinet and Superintendent of Public Instruction for the.Pommonwenitii of Kentucky. I represent the State Board for Vocational Edit-
cation.in the Commonwealth. Accompanying me is Dr. Carl F. Lamar, Assistant
Superintendent for Vocational Education in Kentucky. Re will RE3RISC- me in
responding to any questions that you may have regarding the vocational edu-
cation program in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and explaining any reac-tions.' that . we may have to the Report by the Comptroller General of the
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United States on "What is the Rule of Federal Assistance for Vocational
Education ?"

I appreciate Very much your invitation asking me to testify in conjunction
with officials from the six other states which`wiere audited by the Government
Accounting Office in 1974. I think it is appropriate that we be given the op- .
portunity to testify following their testimony pertaining to the Report they
published on December 31, 1974. I am hopeful that our testimony can be given
on a positive and constructive note vv hereby appropriate views, concerns, needs,
and recommendations can be expressed regarding the vocational education
program that has been developed and implemented throughout this country
through the cooperative efforts of our federal, state, and local levels of gov-
ernmenta program which is so vitally important to the social and economic
welfare of all people of all ages in all sections of this country. I believe it is
essenti I that a careful review and a detailed analysis be made of the voca-

ducation needs a the people and the manpower requirements of the labor
. At this crucial time in the life of vocational education and during this
of stress and strain that is plaguing our economy, such analysis
be the basis for making iffiportant adjustments and necessary changes

ational education legislation width are essential to the development and
entation of a more viable and effective program of vocational education

'until, state, and, local levels. Such considerations should bring about
on of much-needed manpower development and economic growth
lie present trend of our receding economy.

I want t ake this opportunity to,conamend the Chairman of this Committee,
`the honorable Carl D. Perkins, from the Seventh Congressional District ofthe
Commonwealth of Kentucky, and the other distinguished members of this Com-
mittee, for your long-standing commitment and continuing efforts in providing
strong, dynamic leadership in enacting sound and relevant vocational educa-
tion legislation to serve the changing needs for manpower development and
economic growth throughout tills country.

The legislation has provided Important guidelines, modifications, and con-
tinuing encouragement to the states along with substantial authorization for'
federal financial support to 'promote a wholesome imp4eifientation Of effective
state progrartis of vocational education. Additionally, it has led to more effec-
tive managerial skill4, leadership, and financial support for vocational educa-
tion 'at the state and local levels in the Various states across the country. I
can etiy with certainty that this is a fact in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to react tq, the report by the Comptroller
General of the United States on "What is the Role of Federal Assistance for
Vocational EducatIL?" I am hopeful that my reaction will be objective and
Constructive in serving the pressing..needs of vocational education in the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky and in other states throughout this nation.

anACTio:fs 144 THE 0A0 REPORT

First, I would like to respond to certain specific points made in the GAO
report which I think set the tone of the report and give me concern as to the
basis for the study and the possible impact that it may have on vocational
education legislation. I am hopeful that my reactions are taken as, intended
winch are to analyze the proper role of the Federal Government in establishing
a viable partnership witb states and local communities throughout this wuntry
in the development and implementation of an effectiv and efficient compre-
hensive program of vocational education and manpower development. ,

Mr. Chairman, I believe there are some critical points of a general nature
which should be made regarding the Comptroller General's report. We cannot
emphasize too much our awareness that we have many weaknesses,in vocational
education that should be recognized and strengthened as soon as possible for
the benefit of the people that this program is designed to serve. It is not our
intention to be on the defensive and attempt to gloss over these weaknesses.
It is our intention to recognize that they exist and to speak as frankly as we
know how why they exist and what should be' done to correct them. We
strongly believe that a constructive dialogue between the appropriate people
at the state level and those at the federal level focused on improving vocational
education legislation and overall financial support is in the best interest of
the citizens of this nation.

I must be frank in saying that when I read the report iiibmitted by the
Comptroller General of the United States on "What is the Role of Federal
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Assistance for Vocational Education?", I was amaged by the overall negative
tone of the report It is beyond my belief that anyone could carefully examine
the status of vocational education prior to the passage, vf the Vocational Edu-
cation_Act of 1063, the development that has taken place since passage of that
Act, and the present status of the program without recognizing that tre-
mendous developments have taken place in vocational education thruughuut this
country. At I see it, these developments are the result of a

to
commitment

on the part of the federal, state, and local governments to vocational edtica-
lion and manpower development and a wholesome partnership which has evelved
on the part of these three levels of government. I do not believe this develop-
ment should he taken toO lightly because I strongly believe that is the appro-
priate approach in fhe development of vocational education if national andstate needs and priorities are to receive appropriate attention as we movedown the road together.

Since we were the recipients of a GAO audit, we had looked forward to an
objective and complete evaluation of the vocational education program in
Kentucky which would provide the much-desired constructive criticism of ourtotal vocational education system. However, we have been led to wonder
whether adequate emphasis was given to the total effort that is being madein Kentucky to develop a state-wide comprehensive program of voeational,edu-cation on the basis of a viable partnership by the federal, state, and local
levels of government. We have been led to wonder whether too much emphasiswas placed on the problems besetting vocational education to the exclusion of
an examination of significant advances that have been made over the last tenyears. CAn this be construed as a complete and adequate audit of vocationaleducation which will be beneficial in the development of a desirable legisla-tive ekage to support the future course that vocational education should take?In eviewing the report, frankly, I was led to the conclusion that severalparts of the report were made on the basis of inaccurate assumptionsrmunp-tions- that we have been unable to verify in reading the Federal VocationalEducation Acts and the Conference Iteports,of the Congress which led to the
passage of thosActs. Furthermore, as indicnted in the report, we have leenled to believe that several conclusions were- made op_the,basis of insuffimentfacts. This is implied by several statements in the report indicating that theGAO audit team did not make an analysis to determine ,the extent to which
their conclusions were Valid, The other feeling that I hail in reviewing the
conclusions and recommendations made in the report is that there is a dis-
crepancy between the Opinion of the audit team regarding the role of federal
assistance for vocational education and actually what is stated in the Federal
Vocational Education Acts and the federal guidelines ,submitted to the states
for the purpose of developing State Plans for the Administration of VocationalEducation which are required in qualifying the state for federal financialassistance.

For extimple. I strongly believe that the Federal Government has -a role mind'broader than just that of serving as a catalyst in promoting increased involve-ment and financial assistance on the part of states and local communities.
When we recognize the importance of a needs assessment at the national level
to determine national goals and national priorities and expect these to be -at-
tained through the development of state plans and state programs of voca-
tional education, it becomes obvious that the Federal Government must recog-nize that it Is an equal partner in providing financial support for the develop-
ment and ingPlementation'of vocational education programs, in each of thestates throughout this country. I believe this feeling was expressed by theCongress in the passage of ate Vocational Education Amendments cif ;MSwhen one looks at the levels of financial antboriation lmilt into the, legisla-
tion, but it is disappointing when one compares the level of annual appropria-
tions in support of state fCrograms with the level of authorizations. The, appro-priation level has never reached 50 percent of the authorization level in support
of yoeational education within the respective states. I am in agreefiient thatthe Federal Government has been quite successful In serving a catalytic rolein motivating the states to focus their atten4ion oil significant areas of needin vocational education, and the states have responded in a positive manner.This is evident by the ratio of state and local financial support to that of
federal financial support which is in the-neighborhood of $5 of state and localfunds to each $1 of federal funds.

Another coneep that I have in reviewing the GAO report has to do withthe expectation that each additional federal dollar is expected to motivate
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additional state and local financial support. The only thing that I has e been able
to find in the federal vocational education legislation regarding Part 13 of
the Vocational Education Amendments of 1908 is that the state is required
to match the federal appropriation on a 50-50 basis. This includes the 15
percent for disadvantaged, the 10 percent for handicapped, and the 15 percent
for postsecondary programs. Kentucky has exceeded this roquireinent of the
Act.,

The other statement that has been made by the GAO auditors pertains to the
distribution of funds within the state. They lirdicated that it was the intent
of Congress that funds would not be made available to every local educational
agency within the state, but it would be targeted only to areas of greatest
need. When one analyzes the criteria that are to be used in determining the
procedure to be followed in distributing Part B funds, it is difficult for me to
understand how one could arrive at a conclusion that there would be any
local educational agency within the state that does not have people who do
not have vocational education needs or manpow er requirements on the part
of the businesses and industries located within the areas served by the local
educational agency. I must agree that the level of Part B funding to the states
makes the federal distribution quite limited for some local educational agen-
cies. However, when it is recognized that, these funds are used to supplement
state and local, financial support, and not supplant it, even the limited funds
serve a catalytic; role in focusing attention on certain areas of special need.

In all of these areas of ,disagreement, I find it difficult to accept the con-
clusions in the Comptroller General's report which are purportedly research
based because practically all of them convey negative conclusions about voca-
tional education. If the audit had included an analysis of the total situation
instead of just the federal assistance portion, I am sure there would have been
many positive conclusions regarding the benefits of vocational education to the
people or this nation which have evolved since passage of the Vocational
Education Act of 1903. It is on this basis that I find it unrealistic and un-
believable that a research report such as this would be written in a negative
frame of reference.

Mr. Chairman, I am onfused same as many other people with whom, I have
conversed, concerning tiN data on which the report's conclusions were reached.
There are numerous referenees, to the fact that only seven states were investi-
gated. flowerer, we find numerous tables and quotas throughout the study that
indicate the conclusions Wert based on data drawn from all of the states that
are reported to the U.S. Office of Education.

We are concerned about the adequacy of the research design used for phis
audit. We would be interested in receiving a more definitive explanation of the
rationale used in the selection of the seven states cited for this study. I say
that because I has e been led to believe that many of the conclusions reached
in this report were not based on evidence drawn from the audits made in
these sevenAtates. I have carefully reviewed this study for the purpose of
pinpointingnIre weaknesses found in the Kentucky program of vocational edu-
cation. That has been impossible because of the generalized way in which the
conclusions and recommendations have been stated. The Comptroller General
has also 'recognized this same problem in the refute digest. He makes this
statement

For states and localities where the policies procedures, and practices are
not similar to those dis(ussed in this report. GAO findings and conclusions may
not he applicable and, therefore, should not be interpreted as necessarily being
typical of vocational education activities" ('across the country.]

It is extremely difficult to take constructive steps in attempting to improve
the state program of vocational education in Kentucky when the stated con-
clusions are mere generalizations instead of facts that can be related to specific
situations or specific problems. Such generalizations may be beneficial to the
Congress in considering new legislation which will, in effect, serve the needs
of all states as they strive to improve,the effectiveness of the state-wide pro-
gram of vocational education. I am hopeful that this will be the real benefit
that accrues from the dialogue that takes place here today.
Uses of federal Funds

The first point the repont raises ig whether federal fhnds have been used by
the state and local educational agencies for the purposes ittended by the Con-
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gress. The Comptroller General indicates that federal funds have too often
been used to maintain on-going traditional programs of vocational education
instead of supporting new arid emerging programs. The Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968 state that federal assistance will be pros hied to main-
tain, extend, and improve existing programs of vocational education and to
develop new programs of vocational education. . . ."

In Kentucky in fiscal year 1973 almost 55 percent of regular Part B funds
were used to support on-going ueatiuttal education programs and ts.5 percent
of the Part B funds were used to expand ur improve existing vocational edu-
cation programs. We dq. not view such expenditures as s Iola ems of the Vo-
cational Education Amendments of 1968.

The Comptroller General points out that ' large amounts f Federal funds
have been retained at the state level for administrative rposeg." In 1973,
Kentucky expended 9:65 percent of the Part B fdnds for administrative pur-
poses at the state level. This represented 6.76 percent of the federal funds avail-
able to Kentucky. I would like to point out that states were urged to strengthen
state level administration under the Vdacativniti Education Act of 1963 as a
basis for strengthening the leadership capacity to monitor programs and to
provide much needed ancillary services for the state operations. This is an
important function that the states must assume since the U.S. Offiee of Edu-
cation has become inadequately staffed to assume an adequate leadership rule
in providing technical assistance in the areas of needs assessment, planning,
evaluating, and monitoring vocational education programs.

the Comptroller General suggests that state participation in vocational
:education funding has not kept, pace with federal increases in funding. We
do not feel that this is the case in Kentucky. In 1965 federal participation iii
vocational education funding was $3,882,082 and the state participation was
$7,577,374. In 1974 the fedefal participation was $10,927,000 while tile state
and local participation had increased to $24,500,060. Kentucky had consistently
overtnatelietteuerat tunas over toe years.
Special Needs of Disadvantaged and Handicapped

The Comptroller General's report indicates that the special vocational edu-
cation needs of the handicapped and disadvantaged Inks e not been given a high
priority. In Kentucky we have consistently, met federal matching requireineutt.?.
Increased state and local financial support for persons with special needs Las
been generated by the additi of 49 vocational units ss hich represent approxi-
mately $600,000 of state funds. In addition, the correctional institutional pru-
grunts funded with disadvantaged and handicapped funds have been matched
50-50 from the State Department of Correetkins.

The number of handicapped and disadvantaged students served coritlitue;, to
increase yearly. Tile unit responsible for monitoring and supervising these
programs increased its professional staff from three to fiv e persons in fiscal
year 1973 in an attempt to provide more affective service in'this large aria
of unmet needs. We made significant progress, but we readily admit that w e
are not satisfied with our accomplishments.

In Kentucky, increased funding in recent years has led to increased eit:o11-
ment In vocational education programs: Since 1972, spending for Notational edu-
cation programs increased 194 pint. In that period enrollments increased
14.0 percent. During this period, state population increased only 1.40 percent.
I might adrtk4at a comparison of increased percentages fur funding and en-.
rollments fo r fife 3908-1974 period dots show an S3 percent increase in ex-
penditures compared to a 76 percent increase in enrollments. I think, however.
the more recent trend is more indicative of where we now stand regarding the
implementation of vocational education programs.
Planneg Needs

We concur with the Comptroller General's recommendation that greatei at-
tention Amid be given to coordinated. comprehensive planning at the national,
State, and local levels. We agree with the National Advisory Connell on Vo-
cational Education that national needs must first be assessed and national
priorities set at that lefel before -state education agencies can he properly
cliargethewith the responsibility of implementing programs of national concern.
In the state we haye implenicnted several programs to systematize our lung-
range and annual planning efforts.

1.
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Coordinated Data Gathering Efforts
Kentucky's gottl of providing quality occupational education to all citizens

has been highly supported by practically all of the state agencies. Recognizingthat valid data are vital, not only to vocational education planning, but to all
types of economic an,d manpower planning, the Governor's Manpawer Services
Council has provided assistance to the Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Edu-
cation. Assistance in the development of an information system for the state
has come from every agency of*state government.

(1) The Kentucky Department of Commerce has one indiyidual assigned as
liaison with vocational education.

(2) The Department of Human Resources, thrOugh its Bureau of Manpower
Services, provides data on the work force, unemployment, and other demo-graphic information.

(3) The Kentucky Department of Labor provides the services of a statis-tician bn a-consulting basis.
The data which goes into the development of the state plan comes from num-

erous sources and are used as the basis for carrying out the vocational prop
gram, services, and activities in Kentucky, at both the state and local level.

For planning purposes, this information is updated annually and published inthe Kenttcky State Plan, thg Kentucky Handbook for Planning and Eval-uating and Kentucky Information and Training Education System.
Student Enrollment, Completion, and Follow-up Information

Kentucky has three types of student follow-up:
(1) State initiated follow-up in which the instructor provides the data.(2) State initiated follow-up in which the student provides the data. The

model for this was developed for Kentucky by the Center for Occupational
Education at the Ohio State University. Kentucky plans to continue this pro-gram during fiscal year 1973.

(BY Regional initimpd follow-up in which data is provided by the students.
instructors, and placement and guidance personnel. A student is polled atvarious times during a five-year period (usually every other year) to ascertain
the students' employment status sinte leaving a vocational program. Althoughprocedures vary from region to region, the basic procedures meet accreditationrequirements.

The student enrollment report is published in October. The report shows`total enrollments in each instructional program, both in secondary and po-st-secondary programs and in preparatory, supplemental, and apprenticeship
programs for adults. Also included in this report are enrollment totals forspecial funded programs and programs for persons with special needs. The
report is published for both state-Wide enrollments and enrollments in coun-
ties cOvered by the Appalachian Region Development Act of 1963.

At the end of each year, a report is published describing the activities of
students completing vocational education progranis. The report lists the num-ber of program completions in each major instructional program and the
subsequent employment of program completers. Published for state-wide pro-
gram completions and for Appalachian Region Counties, the report has sepa-rate versions published' for secondary, postsecondary, and adult program
completions.

T1.-.z- follow-up reports are compiled from individual data collected on each
vocational program enrollee in the Commonwealth. The original. individual 'datais maintained by the Bureau of Vocational Education on magnetic tapes andis available on demand.

These data are identified by school, course, and name of student. Hence. com-plete student follow-up can be accomplished. These data are also available for
correloticnal studies with other data such as the manpower requirements of
employers and educational facility availability.
Formula for'Distribution of Part I3 funds

The Commonwealth of Kentucky has an internally weighted Part B allocation
formula which is a function of district measure of manpower needs and job
opportunities, district measure of vocational education needs, district measureof reasonable local tax effort, and district measure of relative cost of program
services and activities. These factors are constructed from a number of rele-
vant variables. A validation analysis'in March. 1974, showed that each variable
provides a different amount of weight in the formula when all factors are
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summed and -di' hied liy four to result in the final allocation factor for each ,

local educational agency.
Currently. the Bureau of Vocational Education is studying the validity of

the data sources for each of the twenty-eight (28) variables in the formula.
The data baselvill be continually updated as newer information becomes avail-
able.

1
Comptroller General's Recommendations Reviewed e

'We support these recommendations of the Coraptioller General that relate
to tfie imi roventent of the planning process, full resource utilization and the
neeessity'tu continually assure that training programs are related to employ-
ment. We must stress that we feel national-levet directicta and guidance must
be given in these areas, as well as increased support and technical assistance
in order to implement, expand, or expedite efforts relating to these areas.

SELECTED CURRENT EFFORTS TO IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN KENTUCET

A number of provocative questions concerning vocational education were
raised by the Comptroller General's report. A careful and systematic review
of Kentucky's program of vocational education would have revealed many very
significant efforts underway to improve our vocational education programs.
Kentucky, like many other states would be unable to mount these efforts with-
our federal support. I would like to make note of a few of these programs.
Curriculum. Development

The curriculum is the heart of any educational program. In Kentucky, we
Lace made a substantial commitment to move toward competency based voca-
tional educutivn programs. This effort represents A monumental change for
student& teachers, ndeninistrators, teacher educators, ,and our state staff.

When fully implemented, competency based vocational education will allow
students to truly experience open-entry and openexit in vocational educatioh
programs. Our programs will be individualized allowing each student, whether
Le be secondary, postsecondary, or adult, to progress toward his occupational
objectives at a speed which is compatible with his capability.
Managenient Information System, "

Kentucky. through eleven (11) agencies of state government, is developing
a (uniprehensice numagement information system _(MIS). The system will pro-

cumbrehensiee information to all levels of planners and evaluators who
afe concerned with the development of Kentucky's human and economic re-
sources,

The eleven (11) agencies of state,,government which comprise the Kentucky
Manpower Services Connell chose the Bureau of Vocational Education, Ken,
tacky State Department of Education, a the agency through which the man-
agement information system would be developed.-

The information generated by the system pr6vides a sound basis for pro-
gram and evaluating. The system is organized by components from which in-
formation can be extracted individually or combined with information from
other components, depending on the target population and the intended use.
The major components are manpower demand information (the need for em-
ployees numpok%Jr supply information (those employed, those seeking employ-
ment. and those preparing for employment), educational resources informatin,
former student follow-up information, cost analysis, and information utiliza-
tion.

The ultimate goal of the system is to provide all local, regional, and state
decislon-ulakers a package of basic information necessary for the optimal allo-
cation of resources in a manner which will insure), that all citizens of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky receive the greatest benefits possible.

Our efforts to plan, develop, and implement a management information sys-
tem have received impetus from several sources of federal financial support.
Research and Development

Leaders in vocational education have realized for many years the value of
involv Mg the business and industrial sector of the community in vocational
education programs. The Bureau of Vocational Education has funded several
exemplary projects to test and demonstrate the feasibility of vocational stu-

1
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(tents obtaining the majurn of their technical Z. Mils while working in a busi-
ness ur industry setting. While this requires very dose supervision on the part
of the school system and certain immediate sacrifices on the part of the busi-
ess and industry community, this approach tends to provide the students

with marketable skilk.and competencies. This program shows particular prom-
ise for ,occupations requiring training with very ex-pensive equipment that
tends to become obsolete at a rapid rate. It also has considerable promise fur
_programs that are needed, but offer only limited employment opportunities
within the community and thus the school system cannot justify the expendi-

Aures of fooling up; for a small number of students.
The Bureau of Vocational Education has fur several years supported exemp-

lary and demonstration efforts in the guidance and placement of vocational
education students. These have ranged from one year placement activities
within a single school system to a multiyear program covering several coun-
ties. At the same time, a four-year research study dealing specifically with
secondary and postsecondary guidance,activities is nearing completion.

A program is now being written to field-test and demonstrate a total guid-
ance, and follow-up program in a ten - county area. This project will begin with
students in the upper grades of the elementary school and carry them through
the various secondary programs and into the world of work.. Services will also
be available for individuals who have left the school system but wish to either
return to the school to up-grade their skills or wish to obtain other employment.

Most recently the major portion of-Kentucky's vocational education research
and development -itort has been devoted to exemplary projects in career edu-
cation in local educational agencies. This effort has generated eonsidrable
interest and entliu,lasn for pre-vocational education programs across the Com-
monwealth. Through the Bureau of yucatitnial Education, .some state support
is now being provided to local educational agencies for conducting pre-voca-
tional education programs.

Several of Kentucky's exemplary career education projects have received
nationwide attention for their. efforts. We would particularly point to the
career education project in the Bowling Green City School System and it
regional project. headonartered at Hazard, Kentucky, which involves eleven
local school districts, a state vocational-technical school, five area vocational
education centers, and, one community college.
Personnel Development

We believe ,suine excitin^ action is occuring in Kentucky concerning voca-
tional education perscinnel development.

Approximately 2.500 vocational teachers and administrators are participating
in regional insery ice educationixprograms. The programs are regional in that
needs are identified and programs developed in each of the fourteen vocational
regionp fir Kentucky. Inservice activities planned by the regions include. in-
dustriAl.trainfrig schools, workshops on specifically identified needs, training
to comply with OSIIA safety standards, and unique in4versity courses. This
effort is posfible° as a result of the Federal EPDA 553 program.

The L'ulversity of Louliville is developing a comprehensive teacher education
iprogrilin as a result Lf irirant from EPDA, Section 953.

The "University of Fentucky Was selected as one of twenty-eight (28) insti-
tutions that criutlity to participate in the Section 552 Fellowship Program.
Eight prospective-leaders in the tjeld of vocational education are spending a
year of full -time Araduate.ifuily on the University of Kentucky campus.

Through funds made available by the Appalachian Regional Commission.
100 vocational teachers and 30 vocational administrators in the Appalachian
Region of Kentucky will hayean opportunity to exchange positions with repre-
sentatives from biebintss and industry. The purpose of this effort is to develop
a closer relationship "between the education community and the business and
industry community and at the same time assist vocational teachers in updat-
ia.their technical gals.

Some 190 regional and local vocational administrators are participating in
a simulated administrator inservice program. Five Kentucky universities have

.tiarticipated in producing the simulation materials and providing the inservice
program. The purpose pf this program is to provide the administrators an op-
portunity to ImprOve 'heir communication skills as well as their management
skills. This is being accomplished through a simulated situation.

js
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The universities are being provided $373,000 Part B funds, in 1974-75 toprovide-a basic teacher education program in vocational educatiqn. This amountis matched with approximately $1,000,000 state funds. This year there arefifty -six teacher educators in seven uniVersities and one college devoting morethan fifty percent of their time to vocational'teacher education. Last yearthere were 1,725 students enrolled-in preservice and 2,400 enrolled in inservice
vocational teacher education programs. Of this number, 389 completed AbeState Plan requirements for certification. in the preservice program and 314
completed the requirements in the iuservice. program.

Each of tide presidents of the respective universities and colleges have ddsig-tinted a representative to serve on a coordinating committee to assist in closercoordination `of the vocational education personnel development program. ,

Expansion of Vocational Education Facilities
One of the problems facing vocational education in developing programs tomeet the deeds of the people in 1984 was the lack of adequate facilities to pro-

vide these programs. Most of the high schools in Kentucky were providing pro-
grams and home economics, and the larger high schools were providing pro-
grams in marketing and distribution. Trade and industrial courses were offeredonly in the 13 state vocational technical schools and seven area vocational edu-cation eon torS.

One of the goals of the State Bureau of Vocational Education in 1964 was to
provide vocational programs + in all occupational areas, to all people.in the state
lio wanted and needed such programs. Since Kentucky has many high schoolswith enrollments too smell to provide a comprehensive vocational education
program. state vocational-technical schools were expanded and area vocational
education centers were .constructed, to supplement the vocational facilities in
the high school,. These centers were to provide the programs that could not
eeonoinically and fiasibly be offered in the high schools such as technical edu-cation, trade and industrial education, and many other courses where students
from more than one high school were required to fill a class.

It was the goal of tip Bureau of Vocational Education to provide such facili-
tis to serve more than one high school within reasonable travel distance ofall high 5( hook within the state and to have these facilities withiul commuting
distance of adults and postsecondary students. We have made significant prog-
iess toward reach i ou r goal.

The Bureau of Vocational Education has used all resources available toprovide the needed facilities. Excellent cooperation has been received from sev-eral federal agencies in providing needed funds. In addition to state and local
funds, federal hula from Part B of the Vocational Education Act of 1963
were liced throughout the state. The Appalachian Regional Commission allotted.
12,S-43.000 to the state for construction purposes in the 49,AppalaChian coun-ties The Economic Development Administration allotted $1,700,000 in counties

eligible for assistance antler this Act. In all, $53,130,000 were expanded for theconstruction of vocational educatto i s from 1065 through 1974. An ad-
ditional li.),trs.S3.5 has been Roved from all sources to cowletp and equip
the facilities now under c istriiction or approved for construction. This in-
eltitts $,,S.955.000 of General Revenue Sharing funds as well as funds from
other sources.
itivi,tory Cannel/4,6

Each ofKenttieky's fourteen (14) vocati,,i-..-.l education regions has an ad-
visory council and many local steering committees and program craft com-
mittees are being.effectively utilized. The involvement of labor, business, in-
dustry. educators, and the public at large is having a great impact on the
planning and evaluating of votattional education programs, services, and activi-ties. -

Expanded Program Offerings
The Federal legislation of 1963 and 1968 through its stimulating and more

Permissive effect assisted Kentucky to proyide a more varied and realistic pro-
gram of vocational education in the schools. The effects of the legislatitin Is
rev paled in a more (Ten and searching attitude on the part of vocational edu-
cators to provide 'more relevant training In new and emerging occupations and
a greater willingness to revrse existing programs to meet the needsofiStudents
and business and industry.
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New programs and increases in prugratus have occurred in health, business
and office, couperatite education, practical arts, and guidance services. Ken-
tucky also has learning-centers fu its state vocational schools, enabling post-

, secondary students needit, remedial or enrichment. experiences to acquire
these while gaining technial learning skills.

We believe Kentucky has made significant strides in prOviding realistic co-'
rational education programs, services, and activities for its citizens. We admit
we bate many areas and apects of our state progfain that need to be strength-
ened and expanded.'

rxteitiivik G VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, I am encouSiked by the factsthat you and the members of
your subcumtulttee are directing your efforts toward strengthening federal

on vocational educdtion so as to bring about improved programs
of vocational education across- ellis country.

Our experience with the Vocational Education 'Amendments of 1968 (P.L.
90-576) has been very satisfy ing. We believe that RE. 90-576 is basically a
sound 'doe of legislation. It 'has resulted in improved and expanded programs
of sucatitmal education in Kentucky ang across the United States. The great
advances we hate made h. vocational tducation in recent years are directly
related to the greater iritulvennent a the Federal Government through the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Vocatffinal Education elnenaments
Af 19tk. The dramatic impact of sucation,al education upon the population is

. let oiled by the substantial increAses in enrollment per 1,000 total population.
The total condition in tocatimial education has increased at approximately

-Moe person per'year. This has been a good growth rate with federal funding
bs,Tnoing at a correvonding rate.

Thew is increasing awareness on the parrot the citizens of Kentucky that
to. animal education artist assume a greater role in human resources develop-
lot nt. About eighty -four pereentof the jobs in Kentucky do not require a mi-
lt ge degree. As a state and as a nation, we must reorder our priorities so thitt
our people receive the t ucational education experiences they so desperately
need. ,

'In Kentucky, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 have had tre-
Iiiillt11/11:, intpatt as et idtneed 14- increased enrollments, improved quality and
tonintity .oeational education programs, services, and activities; expanded
and Untamed fat Mines and equipment, and better qualified professional per-
sonnel.

A careful ref IPIN of the Voctitional Education Amendments .of 1968 will re-
veal no inntitm of an intended catalytic effect for Federal. financial assistance.
Howe% or, any valid study of the Effect of P.L. 90-576 will reveal that federal
aistante fur toeath,nal education has resulted in a catalytic effect envisioned
by very few individual,: in the late 1q50's and early 1960's.

A 197-1-report of the Kentucky State Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation gave thic assessment of P.T.. 90-576:

This legislation ... has made a tremendous impact on vocational education
in Kentucky. It hits,,helped place voeaponal education fn a new perspective
tt lath has led to a dynamic chtuige ill its cot erall purpose and direction. It has
lit hied stimulate greater public interest and support for vocational educaticr.
and to bring additional vocational education facilities and programs to all sec-
tions of Kentucky.

It has brought about an awareness on the part of the State's leadership
w hit li is reiatind to dire( t program development toward meeting the needs of
the people rather than guiding the people toward- existing programs."

Tn the 1960s we faced massive problems and the .Federal legislation for vo-
cational education hai helped improve Kentucky's educational system. We in
Kent m ky are aware that Ate need to strengthen our vocational education pro-
grams and we offer the following suggestions for strengthening the Vocational
Educatioq Amendments of 1968. ,

a

Forward Funding -

Vocational educators cannot Implement and conduct prpgrams, services, alit'
activities Intelligently or efficiently unless thOy know how much money can be
expected front the Federal Government sufficiently in 'advance of the beginning
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of the fiscal year. The level of frustration among local, regional, and state vo-cational educators over the uncertainties of federal financial support eannotbe exaggerated. The opportunity of this subcommittee to propose legislation,'- fdr forward funding ought not to be missed. We urge this course4tf action iAaa" the strongest posSible terms.
Vocational Education as a High. Priority

Mr. Chairman, we applaud your e ores and those of this snbcommittce in
attempting to secure adequate funding vo amid education. We believe the
authorizations provided for in F.L. 90-576 were reasonable and adequate. How-
ever, as you are well aware, authorizations and appropriations seem to be milesapart.

The socio-economic conditions of our times have resulted in rapid increases
in our vocational education enrollments. Heavily strained budgets are quickly
reaching the disaster stage. In general, we support the vocational education
funding proposals of the American Vocational Association.

Experience has shown that the investment of federal dollars in vocational
education results in an average of $5 of state and local dollars generated for
vocational education. In Kentucky, we believe this to he a very good rate ntreturn.
Needs Assessment

Meaningful planning, at any level, reqnires an accurate needs assessment.
In Kentucky, we strongly support the needs assessment concept. I have noted
earlier in these remarks that we are diligently striving to implement a manage-
ment information system. Our experience and the experience of other states
would indicate that the development and implementation of a systematic, com-
prehensive, and continuous steeds assessment system is a time consuming and
expensive process. We support concept and strongly urge the enactment
ofifederal legislation to support a relevant needs assessment in each state be-
fore priorities for programs, services, and activities are established.
Long-range and Annual Planning

Meaningful plaanin requires an effective information system. To require
states to do effeed,ve planning without the proper supporting systems will not
result in better planning.` The planning process should involve educators and
the citizens of:a state. The total process should embrace an analysis of needs,
the establishment of priorities, the writing of measurable product oriented
performance objectives, the development of plans to meet the objectives, and
formative and snmmative evaluation.

The Ntate Board. for Vocational Education should be responsible for the de-
velopment. of the state-wide plan for vocational efiticaticn. This should be an
operational plan that y gelds a functional document that coordinates the delivery
of vocational educathhi programs, services, and activities to all potential stu-,
dents.
This process would unquestionably result in the improvement of vocational

education for our people. It will require con.siderable technical assistance for
the federal and strata officials charged with managing vocational education.
Supporting Services

Under supporting services, we have chosen to include curriculum develop-,
meat, research, exemplary programs, dissemination, and professional personnel
development. These are critical areas for vocational education. These arras
represent the cutting edge for improving vocational education.

Prior to the 1963 and.1968 federal legislation for vocational education, the
supporting vervice areas received minimal-support at the federal anti state
levels. It Is almost a certainty that many states will not adequately support
the areas nnlcss specific ninonnts of mond are set aside in the legislation.

Kenhtcky has ben fitted beyond our fondest hopes as a result of our efforts
in vocational education research, curricular development, exemplary programs,
dissemination, and professional personnel des elopment. I have described some
of our current efforts earlier in my remarks. We would be happy to pursue the
significance of these areas with the committee at your discretion.

If vocational education is to progress, it is imperative that the supporting:
areas be clearly Identified in the federal legislation and that each of the, sup-
porting areas be provided specific, categorical funding.

1 0 I
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The time has long passed when we need to devote more serious attention
to the improvtment of the quality of our vocational education programs, serv-
ices, and agivitles. This improvement of quality is accomplished mainly
through the supporting serve e areas. I encourage the Federal Government to
provide sufficient financial sin rt for these efforts.
Financial Assistance to Needy tudents

The work-study programs have assisted vocational educators in reaching
the goal of Congress to make vocational education available to people of all
ages. Many students who need vocational education cannot afford to remain
in school. If vocational education is to reach the needy students 'who are un-
employed and underemployed, particularly dropouts or potential dropouts, it is
imperative that increased provisions is terms of student stipends, direct grants,
and student loan programs be initiated as a part of the vocational education
legislation.
Prevocational Education

One of the areas of education that has been consistently neglected is the
junior high school program. This important period of time for our youth has
been appropriately described as a "mini-high school wasteland." We support
the proposed legislation of the American Vocational Association which pro-
vides focus for students in grades seven through twelve.

Is is important that studgnts have an -opportunity for orientation to our
eConomic system and meaningful exploration of the clusters of inherent occu-
pations so they may choosein conjunction with their parents, teachers, and
counselorsthose occupational clusters in which they want more in-depth ex-
periences and in which they eventually want to receive extensive preparation.
Emphasis on a Single State Agency

The role of thEj State Department of 'Education is influenced by the role of
the Federal Government in education. The administration of all vocational
education programs and..maiapoiVer training programs should be consolidated
under a single agency at the federal and state level. Education ,must become a
major priority area of the Federal Government and this should' be reflected
by the establishment of a Department of Education with sufficient staff to pro-
vide the leadership needed for such a significant part of the life of each of our
nation's citizens.-

The federal legislation for vocational education should be so designed that
individual states receiving funds for vocational education would be required
to designate the State Board fur Vocational Education as the sole state agency
responsible for the management and control of all aspects of vocational edu-
cation and manpower training. The lack of coordination inherent in multiple
-agencies and separate planning groups and commissions is detrimental to .
comprehensive program needs assessment, program planning, program develop-
ment, and program evaluation.

Funds need to be made available for strengtherthig the capabilities of per-
sonnel responsible for vocational education in the State Departments of Vo-
cational Education to provide the necessary leadershipoto meet the vocational
ethreation needs of the citizens.
Coverative Vocational Education.

71.e believe that cooperative vocational education should receive higher pri-
ority in the new vocational education legislation. Work experience is an ex-
tremely valuable technique to use in preparing students for employment. Co-
opetative vocational education programs have been successful in Kentucky
when they have been carefully planned and supervised by a competent coordi-
nator, and detailed agreements have been successfully 'negotiated with em-
ployers and labor unions.

Co9perativ e education can provide additional training stations for more stu-
dents without prohibitive additional costs, assist students in the transition
from schourto work, enable students to acquire a better grasp of the work for
which they are preparing, and develop a better understanding of the American
free Enterprise system. Expanded funding for this program is needed to meet
the increasing opportunities for programs Involving the cooperative vocational
education method of instruction.
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State and National Advisory, Councils
The State apd National Advisory Councils provide a viable communicittion

among labor, education, business, industry, and the public at large. These
Councils have provided a valuable sounding board for public opinion.

We urge increased support for the State and National Advisory Councils.
Disadvantaged and Handicapped

The Vocational Amendments of 1968 (P.L. 90476) require the classification
of disadvantaged and handicapped students and mandate a set-aside from the
basic grant of 15 percent for programs, services, and activities for disadvan-
taged, and 10 percent for the handicapped. Enrollment in programs for dis-
advantaged and handicapped, has increased significantly since the iniplemen-
tation of the 1968 Amendments, and funds to provide special services and to
modify programs to satisfy their special needs, have increased proportionately.

We recommend that future legislation continue to contain set-asides for
the disadvantaged and handicapped.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968 have provided exemplary legislation for meeting
the vocational education needs of our people. I believe it is essential that the
Federal Government consider our suggestions for strengthening the potential
of vocational education in meeting the needs of our nation. We believe our
recommendations are sound and represent a challenge to the Federal Govern-
ment to assume its rightful, place as a full partner in providing the vocational
education services needed by our citizens. Mr. Chairman, we offer our con-
tinuing assistance and consultation as Lou deliberate future on considerations
for strengthening vocational education legislation.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you much, Dr. Ginger.
Our next witness is Mr. Shoemaker from Ohio, State Director of

Vocational Education.

STATEMENT OF BRYL R. SHOEMAKER, STATE DIRECTOR, OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, STATE OF OHIO

Mr. SHOEMAKER. Thank you, Congressman:

Mtn' Quie
I am diretofr of vocational education for the State of Ohio.

the outset I shpuld point out our concern, as M
indicated, that corrections or improvements are important ancliinec2
essary in every program, and. I don't think there is any of us at this
table, or anytbf us in the Nation but ,what we would agree with it.
I Chink our concern that we want to express ,today relates more to
Mr. Meeds, you are right, if you would take this reportsuMerms of
the publicity in their.;, ;;Lpapers, I think yottitave ever)° tight to ask
why our efforts in the 1968:Act did not result in more changes and
improvements. I Think your question is a §4, ulid one, and I think
this is this tytT of thing that Is getting 'our newspapers in our
country that has caused me significant concein because I think we
Have dolts significatnry what you and Congress asked us to do; not
for your sake, not for our sake, but for the sake ofyoung people.

Picking up this one point on which mail,- of your other points are
based,. this term "catalytic action," if I coi-ad indicate visually, this
chart to you, in 1963 one of the basic things you said to me was you
wanted an adequate program of vocational educatipn in all parts of
a State for all people.

With the help of the funds froril the 1968 Act, our State legisla%
ture and our State government got interested and concerned. All of
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these areas in. golden color are areas in which tlfere is already in place
or will be physical facilities and programs necessary to provide an
adequate program for youth and adults in that area.

The hoard of education said to the white areas, "You will by
September 1975, or we will work to assign you, to make it happen.'1
Ninety-three percent of the young people in the State of Ohio have
an adequate program available to them or will ihen construction is
completed -81 percent of the school districts.

Mr. i%Seeds, no way can you lOok at this and not realize that your
goals and intent, in terms of looking at scope, scope of services, what
a, significant effect this has had, looking at the area of construction
can do this. We spend $430 million in a conservative State, and you
are next to my State, you know Ohio does not spend a nickel of tax
money unless they know they get their dollar's worth.

Out of that, about $72 million of that has been Federal funds. But
that $72 Million proved to the State of Ohio that it could be done,
and what would happen as a result of it. As a result, our present
Governor has again asked, "We need about another $76 million to
complete the planning," and we did the planning. And to say we
have not done planning is stupid, and \-e knew what it would cost
to get from where we were, ground zero, to where we should be at
least in terms of the minimum goal.

Looking at the matter of growth in service in terms of people, in
terms of units of investment, and incidentally all of these units of
investment are State moneys, meet the goals and matching require-.
ments of the-Federal program or they don't get the moneys. To hav-
ing from the matter of 1.000 units of investment in 1963 to this year.
6.960 units in that period of time, and to say a program has not been
catalytit again borders on criminal negligence or just not any basis
for it. "

Lo9king.down here you talk about balance of program. The green
is agr,iculture."Black is business and office. The yellow is the area of
distribution. The blqe is home economics. Orange is trade and indus-
trial education. And you can't talk about headcounts. You have to

talk eg-entialiy about units of investment if you 'want to talk about
balance in terms of looking at that area.

Looking quickly. at the major cities that Obi° has. about eight
major cities, we have perhaps the largest number, we have been grow-
ing in terms of major cities-not only in terms of numbers of units
!Jut approaching the percentage in terms of the total percentage of

ivocational units in our major cities halving grown, approximately 25
percent of our, or '26 percent of our enrollment in our Stale is in the
major cities, and, within 2 years tbey will have caught up and ex-
ceeded their pnropntage. .

We have a gep.1., set by our State board of education we shall pro-
vide for no less than 40 percent of our youth in the State of Ohio in
terms of age 16 and above for vocational education. Congressmen.
that would not have been there if it had not been for the 1963 and
1968 Acts, proving with thoSe funds that it could be achieved.

Looking at the areas they talked about, the matter of increasing
funding, and very significantly they left out of their report the one
thing that is in question, the area of maintenance, which one of the
Congressmen said was the ,first word. Please keep it in there because
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I watched too man) jackrabbit programs come out at the Federal
level, and in 2 years it is gone.

But I had to sit .down witlithe people who came in and read the
law to them. I had to read the law to them and show them in the law
the fact maintenance was in there. They kept denying it is in there,
and in the report still deny the term "maintenance" 1} as a part and
parcel of that section of law. I NS ould plead that be maintained, other-
wise you will be running jackrabbit starts, in these 3 3, ears you will
have starts and then it is gone in that area.

iLooking at it should increase funds, in terms of State and local,
it went to $2.13 million this year. If that is not increase funds, tell me
what is. In terms of reporting higher priorities of persons with
stronger needs, we have gone up. We had not identified in 1963,
handicapped, with orer 9,500 this year.

Congressman Ford mentioned the fact that in this area of handi-
capped, there are other ailments investing in this which we do not

o.count, Congressman, in matching of this. Our dollars often go into
extra costs for adapting these 'schildren's capabilities in vocational
education, making it possible not to hale to have the basic educa-
tional costs of those people.

GiN ing you two programs, occupational work experience for kids
that can't fit into regular programs, over 14,000 today. That program
was not there in 1963, and over 17,000 yoking people, dropouts who
they told us would not be there long enough to get into vocational
education if we didn't dos thing for them, over 17,000 in 4 years,
and het this program is being t ireatened by legislation that says they
have to be paid $3 an hour if we want to teach them to work and
teach them to be worth somethi we have to put them to work. Be-
cause of the regulation, even if we work them in a school or anyplace,
they have to be paid ;$2 an hour. That will threaten the success of
giN ing young people a chance to work and learn they are worth some-,
thing when the school system has taught them they are not worth
anything.

In the matter of the priority of programs geared to emergency job
opportunities1 we had 90 different types of programs in 1963 and 188
today. V ery Interestingly, one of the newspapers in my State picked
up from the GAO report, "Why aren't you offering this, and this?"
The local school called in and .said, "Please come out and take a
look." The Rope of vocational edUcation today has no relationship
to what was there in 1903. It is a totally different program in scope.

You name an occupational area. In the name of comentional wis-
dom it is.a point that vocational education is not on the cutting edge
of education. We are there.

Let me tell ou tbok developing in vocational education don't hire
an3body. They found it out in Manpower in 1963 and in 1966 they
had to say, "I guess we found the jobs are really in the bread and
butter occupations that had been there and will be there in times to
come." If )ou want to talk about training firemen, law enforcement
peorde, data processing, you name it, we will do it any time there is
a job.

In terms of planning, we suggest you take a look at the fact we
have elocal plan in 105 districts in the State of Ohio which matches
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the 13 ,rroals established at the State level plans. I do not agree that
Federal planning isjust an Qewash type of thing. In my materials
that I gay.e yoti xt includes a section of our State plan which identi-
fies 12 goals and puts how many people we are talking about, how
many people they may haN e Nears holt, now, and- if 3-ou want to find
out what we did each year they make us tell them each year in our
annualyeport sent back to them.

Congressmen, I notice my time is limited. I have so many things
I would like to say becabse the situation in Ohio has been-so signifi-
cantly different from what this report says.

Let me point up several things I am concerned about. In terms of
procedures for the yeport, they have explained away, supposedly this
drtift report. A. copy of that draft report is in your material there,
and I suggest you read it. See if it was a studied document, based
upon stud) which became a basis then for further discussions. I sug;
gest that you read this report.

The implications are the ideas identified in that-draft report are
essentially the same ,concepts and ideas that flow into this report;
without any indication of facts, figures, or studies that are there. I
can't help,latt raise questions abiint the nature of the leport. It is not
that we are concerned about criticism. I can probably sit here and
tell you more things that I think need to be improved in 5 minutes
that .yon can find in their report. But the issue is why are we not
given n chance at any ptiint to react, to read what was coming out
of our States?

In a previous year's report, I got three copies, three sets of reports
from them, to which I could react. Those copies are from the pre-
ceding GAO report and*are in there in (b), (c), and (d). I got noth-
ing here. I could get no report from them to, which I could react in
terms of the State of Ohio.

As far as I know, not one single State could f,ret one report out
of them in terms of this. I don't understand this practice, where we
didn:t halve Al chance to react. Has any report reached this office of
"sometimes" or "not necessa4. I raise a question about it. If it is
true S5 percent orthe time; yes. sir, I need to be corrected or
chaRged, and if I am wrong I need to be corrected and changed.

But to have a report go out over the Nation and then for this re-
port to be leakod, it was common knowledgrin the draft report be-
fare this ever came before Congress.' I was being asked questions in
my State about a report I had not even seen at that point because
there w ere newspaper articles. even editorials, assuming the truth of
it. before Congress ever had a report.

I don't understand NN hat mechanisms, because T know this, the peo'
ple from the newspapers don't read those darn things. Someone had
to put together a summary and put it out. It is not a concern for
'4Iggestions of criticism. or it is not if I am wrong, correct me, I will
accent that. But to them it is a 'warrant by minor statements of not
total fact. I think it is inappropriate for an agency of this tape. the
GAO.

I appreciate the chance to speak.
52 -917, 77,----vol 1- ---11
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[The complete statement of Dr. Shoemaker follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BYRI: R. SHOEMAKER, DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION, STATE OF OHIO

Subject: Report of the Comptroller General of the U.S., 'What is the Bole of
Federal Assistance for Vocational Et "cation?"

Mr. Perkins. and nionbers of the Sblkonnf !Mee on Education, I am Byrl R.
Shoemaker, Director of 'Vocational Education, State Department of Education,
Ohio. I am apperaing in place of Dr. Martin W. Essex, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, who had been invited to appear before your committe. Dr.
Essex expresses his apologies for not being present, but was already obligated
for this date at the time the invitation was received.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before this committee to pro-
vide infer:natio/4 concerning the report by the Comptroller General of the
'United States 'entitled. "What is the role of Federal Assistance for Vocational
Education'" It is my opinion that, procedures followed in the preparation of
the report were questionable and not in keeping with`prohedures followed
t preslous G.A.O. studi svpich was coniludted In Ohio; it is possible a pre-
Millinery bias existed on the part of the person or perlsont directing the study
at the national level; a series of minor truths from selected states were used
as a basis for inaccurate findings, often negated within the material explaining
the finding, and that the unustal amount of negative publicity throughout the
nation based upon the initial draft of the repdrt raises a question about the
integrity of these responsible for the draft and the source of the new articles
at the nattOnal

While I speak only for Ohio in relationship to the otady, it appears that
similar concerns fur both procedure and content have been expressed by all
states involved. Questions about the report, vehement denials concerning the
findings, and opposition to many of the recommendations must be based upon
more than oratory, I hitve therefore prepared an analysis relating to the over-
all report, the findings and the recommendation in relationship to facts about
the vocational progLain and the procedures followed in the G.A.O. study in
Ohio. Those of us %sorbing in vocational education do not claim the vocational
programs under public education are perfect. We do, however, believe they
represent the most productive federal, state and local team effort concerned
with educational services for youth and adults and the most responsive to
national goals in terms of real long-range changes.

Discussions with representatives of G.A.O. at the time of the completion of
the study in Ohio indicated that our state would have an opportunity to review
the written report on Ohio and to respond in writing to the report. This pro-
cedure was not followed. An analysis of the Comptroller General's Report in
relationship to both procedures and content follows.

A. OVERVIEW

The Comptroller General's Report to Congress identifies on page II the role of
Federal funds under ocatkard Education Amendments of 1908 as follows.

"These funds were intendedto encourage state and local governments to. In-
crease their funding. accord high priority to tersons with special needs, pro-
vide programs'geared to persons with special needs, and increase the limber
of participants."

This statement of putpose for Federal funds under YEA 'OS ignored the clear
statement in the law that such funds could also be used to "maintat" yowl-
Hone! 'ingrains that bad proven successful.

The following information shows in v17.4 brief form that Ohio has used YEA
'68 monies creel's ely and effectively for the purpose identified abos4 in the
Comptroller General's report:

Increase their funding

funding expended year Total federal State/local

I93,. $10, 705.375 S2.305, 276 $8, 400,102
19668 49.902, 737 12. 601964 37.295, 773
19741 247, 601, 578 33, 896, 775 213, 704, $03

Preliminary figures included 885,814,928 investments for construction and equipment from State, local, and Fedeial
funds.
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Accord high priority to pers8na with special needs
.

Total disadvantaged..
t

o: 80, 241
Youth

'.
, MOOS

' Adults 18, 241
Total handrcapped 1 "

I ,, 9, 519
- Youth e 1r 8,095

ff..; Adults 1,424
!r-

Inovermiteq, into youth and adult enrollments.

New piograms catabitshed for persons with special needs.

Disadvantaged Population

; A it Hive Work Experience;in related agriculture occupations. Clerical
A office work for disadvantaged peismis. Oecupatidnal Wori Adjust-

nritied potential dropouts age 14-15. General Merchandisingfor
Inne uth in marketing. Occupational Work Experiencecu-op Vrograiu
11;i'School disoriented youth.

FY 74, 54 districts provided special programs for disadvantaged youth who
had language, reading, computational, or other educational deficiencies, and were
also socio-esonomietily, or . ulturully disadvantaged. Impact for 7th grade
innergt&disadvantaged girls in homemaking. Teen Mothersfor pregnant teen-
agent tiTflic disadvantaged sectors. Crisis Girls Intervention Programpotential
delinquent girls in homemaking. Occupational Work Labserious school dis-
oriented youth in-school program.

For Adults.
FFA Camp Programdisadvantaged adults and youth on environment.
Infant Stimulation Program ,for parents of disadvantaged pre-school children.
Home Day Care Mothersto prepare for child care in day care centers.
Corrections Programsin cooperation with institutions in developing and

--1 operatin&ocational programs.
Various full time proprams for adults who are-disadvantaged in the construc-

tion trades, office 0cent:talons, machine shop, - welding.

Handicapped Population

In FY 1974 4,473 handicapped persons, 329 with multiple hamlicaps as EMR,
deaf, speech impairment, visual, emotional, crippled, learning disabled, or other
_ILefilth handicaps were specially served in 2(1 Ohio districtswork assessment,
'Weltered work esfierience, job training, attitude adjustment, individual and
social adjustment, computational adjustments, as well as adjustment programs
to enable enrollment in regular prograrns.

Building maintenance and custodial training programs.
Upholstering program.
Office Skill Program for Blindat State BliturSchool.
At the Ohio School for the Deaf, vocational program: were developed in

business and office skill practice:, printing practices, and automotive body and
fender repair.

A pow er sewing program vi as deyeloped for ...Nuttily mentally retarded youth.
Penta Skill Center for Educable Mentally Retarded, serving parts of four
counties.

Jeqerson Skill Center for Educable Mentally Retarded serving Toledo, Ohio.
At the Penn( County Joint Vocational School a pre -o oration al program for

handicapped students.
In Fulton County a work evaluation and work assessment program for handi-

capped youth was established.
At Willoughby Eastlake a handicapped program' lilts developed to prov ide

individualized assistance toward work skips in e occupational areas.
Adult education programs hate been developed at Columbus Technical Institute

for blind and deaf students.
At Greene County Joint Vocational School a cooperative program between

Special Education and Vocational Education w*as developed in aloe areas for
EMIt students.

1963 ; t49,68 1974

.164.
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Work assessment and work evaluation programs established in fifteen voca-
tional planning districts.

Toledo, Akron, Cleveland, Columbus and Dayton have developed programs to
provide work evaluation, work assessment and a variety of occupational skill
areas for entry participation.

In Trumbull County an allied hospital training program has been initiated for
EJIR studentst \

At the Appleseed Trail Joint Vocational School- the project NOW (New Oppor-
tunities for Work) implemented a variety of occupational progrunis for Educable
Mentally Retarded students.

Additional cooperative efforts have been developed vs ith the Div ision of Special
Education at.the Mahoning Co. Joint Vocational School and Eastland Joint
Vocational School.
Provide programs geared to real and emerging job opportunities
Number of different programs offered:

1963 90
108 156
1973, 188

A State Plan has been developed based on quantified objectiv es and pros idiag
an adequate program in all sections of the state.

Local plans have beep developed by each s ocational education planning district,
utilizing the labor market data:1nm the Industry Occupation Matrix developed
by the Department of Labor.

PLACEMENT FISCAL YEAR 73

Total Secondary Postsecondary Adult

Amount Per- Amouit
cent

Per- Amount
cent

Per- Amount
cent'

Per-
cent

Completed program 43,446 100.0 39, 825. 100.0 3,013 110 0 538 100.0
Available for placement 31, 792 73.2 29, 230 73.4 2, 066 67.0 496 92.2
Not available for placement 8. 824 20. 3 8,112 20.4 703 22.8 9 1.7
Status unknown 2, 830 6.5 2, 433 6. 2 314 10. 2 33 6.1

Nat available for placement 8, 824 100, 0 8, 112 100. 0 703 100.0 9 100.0
Continued full-time school 4,113 46.6 3, 767 46.4 341 48.5 5 55.5
Other reasons 4, 711 53.4 4, 345 53.6 362 34.2 4 44. 5

Available for placement 31, 792 100.0 29, 230 100.0 2, 066 100.0 496 100.0
Employed in field trained or related 23,925 75, 2 21, 886 74. 9 1, 678 81.2 s 361 72.8
Other employment 6, 216 19.6 5, 789 19.8 343 16.6 - 84 16.9
Unemployed 1.651 5. 2 I. 555 5. 3 45 2.1: : 51, 10.3

Increase the number of participants

1963 1968 1974

lnueased number of partiepants:
Total 138,253 262 583 505 314

Youths._, 47,542 104,941 259,673
Adults 90, 711 157,642 245,641

.
A thorough rev levy of the Comptroller General's report based upon studies of

vocational education programs in eight states leads me to the belief that the
final report could not have been prepared by the person who made the study.
The two gentlemen who made the study of vocational education in Ohio, Daniel
.1. Hauser and Ivan J. Ketterman, came into our state totally unfamiliar with
the field of v ocational education, but made every effort to become familiar
with the program and to look intently and fairly at program operations. The
direttion of the study, however, at the outset seemed to lack definition and the
final decisions seemed to direct the study towards technically oriented fiscal
areas rather than broader pr6gram developments and changes. While this was
to be a program audit and not a fiscal audit, the plan for the audit tended to
Ignore the growth of services to people.

While I find it difficult to relate the GAO audit study in Ohio to the final
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report, I do And a correiary in concept betaeen the report which is the subject
of this analysis and a draft of a Comptroller General's report to Congress en-
titled "Review of Implementation of Vocational Education" which evidently
had been prepared and. was In print at the time the team initially Made a visit
prepared prior to the initial visit to Ohio included this statement of findings
to the state of Ohio. The draft of a Comptroller General's report to Congress
and conclusions. "Federal support for v oeational education is nut serving the
catalytic rule envisioned by Congress. Foe the most part, federal funds du not
achieve congressionally - intended redirection of state and local effort."

A report prepared as a part of a prey ions 1971-T'.3 GAO study of vocational
education programs in the state of Ohio. entitled -Summary on the Coordina-
tion of Vocational }Attention in Ohio to National and Local Job Opportunities"
opened with this statement . "The Ohio Division of Vocational Education

ODVE) has established procedures for coordinating nen vocational courses
in Ohio to industry needs. The local school districts .hate followed these proce-
dures and as a result, a majority of industry representatives interviewed be-
lieve the Ohio prognim is providing training Mach is related to industry
needs. The instruction is also varied to meet the interests and abilites of Ohio
students." The report goes on to point out that many studentg still are not
being reached because of (1) lack of resources, (25 lack of guidance and direc-
tion at an early age, (3) lack of knowledge of basic mathematics and English.
None of these three relate to any fault In the vocational education program.

A copy of the summary report prepared by a previous GAO study team as a
part of their study In Ohio is included." It is impossible to read this report
prepared by the GAO study team in Ohio and to accept the report, "What is
the Role of, Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?" prepared by it
person or persons above those who completed the study. The direction and
intent of the study, as well as the attitude of those directing the study, be-
comes suspect when one rev lens the draft of the report prepared before the
state study was made. It appears that the GAO state study investigators nere
instructed that positive reports concerning the Ohio program would not be
acceptable, that something had to he wrong. and they were to And it.

Any study of the vocational program in Ohio ,would indicate that an increas-
ing amount of state and local resources are being, directed towards reaching a
greater number of youth and adults: Further revleiv %could indicate that Ohio
Las initiated a career development program nhich at the present time provides
education towards career choice on a program basis to approximately 10 per-
cent of the youth in Grades K-1(1. Procedures, practices and school district at-
titudes are Silt It that the career des elopment program could be extended to all
districts if monies nould be made available to cos er the extra costs of such
a program.

I have always had it great respect for the GAO, and still retain a great re-
spect for the people conducting the studies within the states. I must, however.
question the intent and quality of the studies Mille by GAO on vocational edu-
cation n the light of the tau, GAO, Studies conducted is the last sclera) years
on vocational education.

The initial draft of the report %%Milt is the subject of this analysis made ref-
erence to a 1972 report by GAO on vocational education and gave a negative
summary of that maim Ohio Mss also one of the four states included in the
preceding retant. Will I flail it difficult to correlate the negative analysis with
the summaries of the evaluation of 01110 prepared by the GAO auditors alio

isited and made the analysis of our state. Attached are copies of the sulhhilo
'reuorts made during the earlier GAO study by the GAO auditors visitiag Ohio.

Those of its working In vocational education in the states have a difficult time
miderstainling the very negative posture of a number of reports relating to
viaational education at the nathffin I level. Such reports as "Work in America"
generated at the direction of IIEW make use of selected studies to arrive at a
negatis e position ou vocational education and people Mho made the studies
have repeatedly Militated the studies were misquoted and,mis-used.

Such reports and position papers, such as the one entitled "Career Educe-
than. Toward A Third-Flay iromneut." generated at the top of Health, Educa-
tion. and Welfare. and totally denigrating both %motional education and essen-
tially the total !Odic education program in the nation. do not correlate wits
the facts presentee) by the program success in the states. Using Ohio as an ex-
ample, since, the passage of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1903,

I: 13 (Y.
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Ohio has invested a total of 5I34 million in the cunstructicrn and equipment of
vocational education facilities to serve the youth and adults of the state. Of
this amount $79,082.9-13,50 nal. federal funds4undr authority of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968. The
remainder were state and local funds. In uo case were state or federal fonds
allocated to a district or area center until the local people had voted the match-
ing monies for their share of the costs of building, equipment and operation.

In addition to construction funds. the state of Ohio will Invest during 1975
approximately .197 million state funds fur the operation of vocatonal education
programs In addition the local districts or area vocational centers will also
invest additional operating funds.

The state of Ohio i.. a conservative state. It has one of the lowest property
tax rates of any of the industrialized states in the 'Union. and yet both the
state legislators and local taxpayers have seen vocational education as a sound
invespient. not in terms of theory, but in terms of practice. Statements which
indicateothat the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1968 have not had a catalytic effect upon programs in the
state are not only, a mis-statement of fact, but also border on criminal negli-
gence on4the part of anyone who makes them.

The developments hi Ohio speak for themselves. In 1963 Ohio had approxi-
mately 1.000 milts of vocational education at the high school levela unit be-
Inc a group of students meeting for 22% hours per week in a vocational pro-
gram. During fiscal year 1975 Ohio has 6.996 units of vocational education
252,000 adults were served through vocational education. Additional facts
operating. in 1963 Ohio was Serving 97,000 adults. During the 1974 fiscal year
could be added relative to the growth of services to the disadvantaged. the
handicapped. tailor-City families and other significant changes in the vocational
education program. Such growth and change in_vocational education are un-
deniably in keeping with the broad goals establiSlied by and a diregt result of
the catalytic action of the funds made available under the Vocational Educa-
tion Acts.

I believe that Congress should give serious consideration to the reason for
the negative reports winch are not congruent with the data generated by fac-
tual studies. Congress has in its hands summary reports prepared at the direc-
tion of the Education Subcommittee of the House of Representatives from
eacirof the states written on the basis of the goals established in these Acts. I
ran conjecture regarding the direction ofitthe efforts at the national leve14-to.
discredit vocational education, but I find It hard to believe that such conjec-
tures could happen in this nation.

Investments in vocational education have been supported by Congress and
have prriven to be one of the few major success stories of the federal-state-local
relationship, Continued growth in enrollments in vocational education programs
in Ohio are the best evidence that the reports generated at the national level
regarding the ineffectivenesslir the federal-state-local relationship in voca-
tional education are false.

REVIEW oF THE SFCTION OF TUE COMPTROLLER OENERAL'S REPORT TO CONGRESS
ENTITLED "NUTTERS FOR CONSIDERATION RT THE CONGRESS"PAGE IV

As indicated.hy the ru erall summary identified in A. of this analysis. and the
review of the iialividual findings in Seetion C. it is believed that the report
was writtrn in a negative fashion. based upon attitudes and a limited gossip-
like approach and could just as easily have been reported as a strong encour-
agement for vocational education. There is no question but what there is a
continuing nerd for iniprovement in vocational education programs throughout
the nation. There is also. however, no question but what there have been nuts-
siVesehanges and revolutionary growth and development in vocational pro-
grams. since the riassage of the Vocational Education Acts of 1963. Any View
of the statistical and factual data involving the quantity of the persons served.
the scope of the programs offered and the success of graduates will point to
outstanding successes of the federal-state-local relationships in vocational edu-
cation. The president of the State Board of Education in Ohio, who is cer-
tainly no vocational educator, made the statement. "The growth and develop-
ment of vocational education in the state of Ohio Is a Horatio Alger shit.% that
has not adequately been told." Progress towards the goal iu the state of 011141
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of providing an adequate program fur youth and adults within our state is
indicated un the map emloskkas "Exhibit E." (Placed in subcommittee tiles.)

The following is a review of the section of the report entitled "Matters for
Consideration by Congtess. The recommendations were prefixed by the state-
ment: "This repot call. attention to specific areas of administration and opera-
tion of the Vocatiunol Education Act that can be strengthened at the Federal,
State. and local lvw-el, to help insure that vocational programs achieve maxi-
mum impait. It suggests that the Congrel consider amending the act by ."

1. Setting n lima, as provided in other Federal education legislation, on the
amount of Federal fluid. that can be retained at the State level so that more
funds can be mode available for direct services to program participants at the
local levetfe

Rcxponsc.The states are airendy significantly overtnatching the federal
funds made. available under the Vocational Education Amendments of 196S.
They halt indicated their commitment to the growth and development of vocti-
tional edination throagli such investments. In the state of Ohio $97,000,000
will I.e.:Invested this year of state funds in the operation of the vocational
prograins.

The adoption of nil- recommendation by Congress would be the most deaden-
ing [taloa th-at could be taken in terms of the further grow-th and development
of vocational;educatioa. The catalytic effect of both the federal vocational reg-
illations and f'ederil fonds allocated to the states is dependent upon the main-
tenance cft strong state and federal leadership. Within the state of Ohio 93.4%
of the salaries of stale administration and supervision is only 4.7% of the total
Fart R budget of 820.921.022.00. In addition the state of Ohio provides for the
facilities, heat and light, without any chargeade to federal funds.

This recommetalation should be rejected because it would be counter-produc-
tive and the states have shown their willingness to invest in vocational
education.

2. Requiring States to use a portion of whatever Federal funds are retained
at the State level to improve the planning process (see chapter 3).

DcRponRc.Ohio has a statewide plan for. vocational education based on a
law requirnig all districts to provide an adequate program of vocational educa-
tion for all youth in all parts of Ohio. This law was stimulated by the Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1968 Federal Law. Quantified goals for a
total vocational education program have been established.

As of till- date 94 percent of all high school youth in Ohio have an adequate
program available or under construction. 86.7 percent of all districts have
cooperated and provide such programs. All large cities are covered. The State
Board of Education has set a deadline of September, 1975 for all districts to
provide programs to meet the standards.

Eat h of the local vocational education planning districts have completed a
Plan based upon the relationship of the statewide gonls to their district on a
one-year and four-year basis. Department of Labor trend data for occupations
was adapted to Ohio first and then to each local vocational education planning
district.

What department of government has planned as carefully?
3. Requiring that Federal fulids he used primarily to develop and improve

programs and extend vocational opportunities by limiting the amount of fed-
eral funds that can he aced to maintain existing nctivities.

Respoasc.The history of federal programs which invest and run should
have exhibited to the federal level the fact that such a process discourages
continuity of program services at the local level. Within Ohio" ongoing voca-
tional programs at tho 'high school level are funded entirely fratstate funds,
but most of the adult vocational programs'are nssisted with federal funds.
The concepts. policie4 and legislation in each of the states vary, and any con-
tinuity of program must include some concept of maintenance of federal in-
vestments in programs meeting the gonl of legislatioNif we are to do anything
but chase new fiscal rabbits each year. It is obvious that the expanded funds
under the Vocational Education Acts of 1968 have had a catalytic effect, hnve
expanded the scope of vutatiunal edneation, and have provided programs fur
youth and adults with spet lal .needs. Tliikrecommendation would force a &-
dine in many 4)f the fine developments urit7Fithe.Voerttional ',Attention Ads.

4. Adopting one or several options with regard to pros iding programs and
seri it fur the disadvantaged and handitapped. If the Congress believes these
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two groups should melve priority attention in the utilization of Federal funds.
Two of these options are:

a) Requiring States to match Federal set-asides for disadvantaged and
handicapped at the sonic level they are required to match regular part B funds
(5040). thereby insuring State and local involyenient in and commitment to
these efforts. ;

Rev/ow. Aga:n. sneI a pattern would be counter-productive in that it
would delimit the candy tic effect that can be achieved by a high ratio of
federal investments iA new types of vocational programs to serve youth and
adults with special needs. When.the normal program serices are significantly
overmatched. an inve',tment of a high percent of federal funds into risk pro-
grams is one of the greatest opportunities for the catalytic effect of federal
funds for vocational education. With Ohio as an example, we have learnedover a period of year to serve more effectively the disadvantaged youth and
adults and Ohio is now investing ever $14 million of state and local dollars in
comparison with over $3 million of federal vocational funds in programs for
such youth. We are still learning. on the other hand, how to better serve the
handicapped youth and adults of our state and the investments for the handi-
capped are in the neighborhood of $2.5 million of federal funds to $657,561.00
of state and local funds.

This recommendation would,not further the goal of the expansion of services
to those with the greatest peed. nor would it further the concept of the cata-
lytic effect of vocational education funding.

(b) Increasing the percentage of the set-asides for the special need cate-
gories.

Re*pone.The present set-asides insure attention to the problems of the
disadvantaged and handicapped and in many states. such as Ohio, vocational
training program services for such students at the high school level are cov-
ered by state funds. The federal funds are used fur supplementary services and
the development of new types of programs.

Additional funds from Part B YEA 68 may be used if needed for disadvan-
taged and handicapped. but an increase in such percentages would decrease
the flexibility of the use of funds.

Z. Requiring the Secretaries of HEW rind the Department of Labor to estab-
lish a process for planning which would relate vocational education to the
state Postsecondary Commissions authorized by the Education Amendments
of 1972 and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 to insure
that education and manpower efforts will be synchronized for students at all
levelssecondary. postsecondary and adult,

Retpomee.The 1202 Planning Commission authorized by the Educational
Amendments of 1972 bac not been implemented in terms of the regulations in-
cluded in that Act. Within Ohio a 1202 Commission has been approved by the
U.S. Office of Education which is simply the State Board of Higher Education.
The State Board of Higher Education is not augmented by any other persons.
and its interest and concern is strictly in the area of higher education pro-
grams. I have served with the Advisory Committee to. that 1202 Commission
RR a sufistitute for Dr. Martin Essex, our State Superintendent of Public In-
struction. The Advisory Committee has met three times. There is, however. no
indication that any broad planning will take place concerning the total eallea-
tinnal program in the state of Ohio. much less the vocational education efforts
within the state. There does not seem to be any hope that the 1202 Commission
as a temporarily funded unit without ridennate staffing mid without official
tiosition within a state can serve significantly in the type of planning role en-
visioned by this recommendation.

Likewise, under t1i Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973.
I serve on both the State Prime Sponsor's Connell and the Balance of State
Council. The councils are used for advice and Anisel and for recommenda-
tions on limited polities regarding the allocation of funding, rather than fur
broad planning. It does not seem feasible that such agencies will become ade-
quate planning units, with authority in the states rather than voluntary type
Of limited funded agencies. ,

6. Establishing a set-aside requirement for cooperative arrangements to ex-
pand vocational offerings and strengthen prograins through use of other pohlie
training facilities or nonpublic training resources (e.g. movement of secondary
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Mxpoon.Ohio is using facilities of industry and business for the training
of over 45.000 youth In cooperation education programs. The facilities of in-
dustry and business also are used fur many supplementary socational programs
for adults. The major armed service installation in Ohio, Wright-Patternson
AFB, %Noris cooperatively with the Dayton Public Schools to provide coopera-
tiNe employment. hurl. experience and exploration opportunities for the, youth
in the Dayton Public Schools. There are not significant facilities for training
resources in the' ,,tate of Ohio that are unused u here such resources will be
made available to the public schools for their use.

Several of our area vocational education centers have taken over abandoned
armed Nen tees facilities had concerted those facilities to use for vocational edu-
cation. This recommendation ignores the broad needs of vocational education
for additional facilities and points towards a very limited program source in
terms of the training facilities for the armed services in the state of Ohio.

On the- other land, we 'lase made information, available to the Department
of Defense, that our area socational education facilities which are used on a
very limited basis over the week ends could possibly be considered for the
training of "weekend warriors' at a very reasonable cost to the nation. The
real question is whether the armed services need to establish training facilities
which stand idle fur a significant period of time. or whether more effective use
be made by the armed sere ices of the facilities for vocational education in the
nation.

The same facilitiklare being used in Ohio for secondary and adult vocational
programs. The post-high school technical facilities in Ohio have limited re-
sources for vocational training of youth or adults, except for upgrading train-
ing for adults and we have encouraged such program services.

7. Establishing a legislatke policy that Federal funds will not be used for
construction except in instances in which there is adequate justification that
additional facilities are needed after thorough consideration of alternatives

Response. The needs for construction between the various states will be
different at different points in the developmental pattern of The state. Given
the direction to provide socational education for all youth and adults in all
parts of each state. the need for construction. a significant amount of construc-
tion is inevitable. Under our planning in Ohio, we would anticipate the comple-
tion of our constructimprogram by FY 1978. Given the fact that most of the
constriction and equipment funds expended in Ohio to date have been state
and local dollars, bat also given the fact that the federal funds for construction
have stimulated the much larger amount of state and local dollars, it is be-
lieved that there has been adequate justification for every federal, state and
local dollar spent on construction. Profit- making schools are generally located
in major cities where broad public vocational facilities can be justified.

Volunteer facilities from armed services, industry and business are valuable
wherever the sources can be of assistance to and supplement plans of a state
for meeting the needs of youth and adults. Such voluntary facilities, however.
are supplementary and not basic to meeting' broad needs of many states
throughout the nation. Alternatives have been considered and economy has
been practiced. Vocational construction costs have been maintained at less
than $25.00 per sq. feet.

S. Requiring that Federal vocational funds directed to local educatibn agen-
cies for programs be used for those skill areas for which existing or anticipated
job opportunities. whether local, regional or national, can be demonstrated.

R expo me.This is a very worthy goal and to the best of my knowledge this
1.4 the goal accept.-d by every LEA and the State Department of Education
within every state in the nation. The Division of Vocational Education in the
State Department of Ohio is now lu the unique position of being criticized
strongly by superintendents of certain local districts in the state for refusing
to approve construction for programs uhich do not match the labor market
demand data generated by our state and local planning projects. Ohio has had
a very well organized plan, utilizing the best data available from the Depart-
ment of Labor. (Sue answer on 2.)

ft. Requiring that work experience be au integral part of part B programs
to the extent feasible.

I? worm, .With 45.041 youth In the state of Ohio involved in cooperative
programs in which the 3 oath spend one-half day in school and one-half day i'n
industry or business, it is obvious that work experience is an integral part of
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vocational education In Ohio to the extent feasible. Information included in theanalysis of the findings of the GAO report point up the restrictions and liinita-tions of such cooperative work experience programs. Russia, under Kruschev,found'that the concept of work experience for all was not feasible, since suchwork experience would tend to become "make work" and certainly not related-to vocational training. Present policies in the law are adequate. Work expe-rience in a useful program in vocational education, but it cannot be the majordelivery system.
10. Requiring that schoOls take responsibility for job placement assistanceand followup in Federally supported vocational education programs.
Response.-This is an area in which there is general acceptance in terms ofresponsibility, but a significant need for improvement in techniques and prac-tices, Improved funding is needed if we are to initiate a job development and

job placement program which involves both the teachers and specialists in acontinuous program, The placement report for Ohio for FY 1973 is as follows:

Total Sr.,eoiidary Postsecondary Adult

Amount Per- Amount
cent

Per- Amount
cent

Per- Amount
cent

Per-
cent

Completed program 43, 446 100.0 39,825 100.0 3,083 100.0 538 100.0Available tor Placement 31,792 73.2 29,230 73.4 2.066 67.0 496 92.2Not available for placement 8, 824 20.3 8.112 20.4 703 22.8 9 1.7Status Unknown 2,830 6.5 2.4 . 6.2 314 10.2 33 6.1Not available ter placement 8, 824 100.0 8,11 100.0 703 100.0 0 100.0Continued t ull.tsme school 4, 113 46.6 3.767 46.4 341 48.5 5 55. 5Other reasons 4, 711 53.4 4, 345 53.8 362 43.2 4 44.5Available for placement.. 31, 792 1 100.0 29, 230 100.0 2, 066 100.0 496 100.0Employed in field
Trained or related 23, 925 75.2 21,186 74,9 1, 678 81.2 361 72.8Other employmerlt 6, 216 19.6 5, 719 19.1 343 16.6 84 16.9Unemployed 1,651 5.2 1,555 5.3 45 2.2 51 10.3

Public vocational education has a better placement record and pattern of re-sponsibility tharf any other public supported educational effort.
11. Reducing the impact of several barriers which inhibit persons from par-ticipating in vocational education.
Part R.-Considering amendment of the general provisions of the HigherEducation Act of 1965 (20 USC 1088) specifically the provisions relating tothe definitions of eligibility for partcinlar student assistance programs, wherethe students without a high school diploma or equivalent can take advantageof federal grant loan programs for postsecondary schools by allowing design

tinted school officials to certify students as eligible on the basis that they could
reasonably be expected to complete the courses satisfactorily.

Itespotute.-There would be full suppo t for this type of an amendment fromthose working in vocational education iroughout the states. Such an amend-ment, however, would still not require postsecondary institutions to enroll suchstudents.
Part b.-Removing restrictions which esult in vocational education oppor-tunities being limited to those in or above he ninth grade. Not all handicappedyouth, for example, can reach the secondar level, yet need vocational servicesand training.
Respouxe.-This recommendation is based on the false ,concept that enroll-

ment in vocational education programs is d= endent on the achievement of acertain grade level. Age and maturity level, of grade level, are the basis forenrollment in a vocational education program. A young person age 10 in theEith or 7th grade would be eligible to enroll in ocatiOnal ed ation programs.Work adjustment or work experience career expl, tio ins are providedfor 14- and 15-year old youth at any grade level. No Hot would be required,therefore. concerning this recommendation.

C. ANALYSIS OF THE REPORT

It iR suggested that a significant number of the findings and conclusions in-cluded in the report to Congress on "What is the Role of Federal Assistance
for Vocational Ednention?" are inaccurate in relationship to the majority of
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the programs in the nation. If a number dttlintlings and conclusions are found
to be inaccurate or to be accurate in only a limited number a cases, the rec-
ommendations anti matters fur consideration by the Congress will also be ques-
tionable. A reference was made above to the report prepared by the GAO
auditors in Ohio which did nut correlate with the findings in the Comptroller's
draft report. A brief report follows on each of the findings in the body of the
draft report with reference to the Ohio pro,gram.

Citxrun 2
Finding.VEA Fund:, do not necessarily play catalytic role
J:4- Inv/in.As indicated in the review, this finding is factually untrue for

Ohio and for the nation. in terms of both progress to date and trends for the
future.

Examples. 0) No state funds were available for construction of vocational
education fcilitios in the state of Ohio till federal funds, matched with local
fatl, pruted the tattle of such investments. Since 1965 $149,489,864.10 of state
funds and $199,143,889.71 of local funds have been invested in construction
and equipment.

(2) State int estnient in operation, exclusive of local district investment, was
approximately $7.102,376 in FY 1963, vs. $97 million in FY 1975.

43) The statistics gathered by the U.S. Office of Education indicate clearly
the growth of services to both youth and adults in terms of numbers of per-
sons seises!. Sers ices to disadvantaged and handicapped, services to major
cities and services to inner city sections of those major cities.

4) Reports also indicate the growth of new programs of a type to serve the
less able students.

The finding is not accurate in terms of the state of Ohio or for the nation.
Finding /fLarge amounts of federal funds retained at State level
R(Rpontri..The federal administrative and supervisOry costs for the state of

Ohio are 4.7% of the total Federal Part 13 budget.of $20,921,022.00. It is true
that the majority of the funding in state administration and supervision is
from federal funds, in terms of salary costs of 93.4% federal, 6.6% state. The
state. however, provides without charge office space, heat and light. 25410
square feet of building space and utilities are provided for vocational educa-
tion tsithout any federal payment. At $5.00 per square foot, this state invest-
ment totals $120.080.00.

Finding 111Proportion of Federal funds expended for administrative type
of aetiitles has been increasing.

nexporme.The statement of finding talks about estimates without knowing
the amount of funds that are expended for teacher education, under the head-
ing 'ancillary funds. Within the state of Ohio teacher education is 44.36 per-
cent of the ancillary funds.

lit addition, the added leadership and program development activities re-
*warted by the increased emphasis upon disadvantaged and handicapped
groups and other special categories have obt iously required more state
leadership.

The statement of finding Is unworthy of any unit which purports to be an
auditing unit. Increased responsibilities for change brings increased leadership
costs. Change will not take place without adequate state leadership.

Finding IV Ratio of State and local support to Federal part B support
Retponac.This is an interesting finding, since the Vocational Education

Act 13 the only state-federal-local relationship in which the state and local in-
vestments continuously go beyond the required matching established in the Act.
The state and local investment in Ohio in relationship to the federal Voca-
tional Act investments are as follows:

Percent Federal Parent State and
local

1963
1970
1973

21.5
14.9
15.8

71.5
85.1

. 84.2

.1, 7, 2
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There are variation. in the ratio. of amount of state and local fonds to federal
-funds based 'upon 'honual investmeuts in the construction and equipping ofvocational facilities.

The GAO report makes a negative statements on the most positive federal-
state-loeal cooperative report on record. Since 1915 state and local support has
leveled off at about 4 state and local to 1 federal. It has increased up to that
level each time Federal funds have increased.

Finding 1 Increased (nothing has not necessarily resulted in increased en-
rollment.

keeamoo.Within Ohio, as new types of programs have been developed at
the high school lei el through the project approval method, using special needs
fonds, tht ocational training programs hove been changed entirely to state
fonds under the soentional unit approach. Vocational units at the high school
level arc funded entire!) from state fund. for programs meeting the standards
established for vocational education under our 'Stine Plan. The fiscal report
for FY 1937 (the last report of record) indicates the state and local funds for
programs for the dismhantaged totalled $14.210.402.00, Mille federal Part B
monies for disadinataged programming totalled $3,214.794.00. On the other
hand. we have nut yet learned how to effectively establish an adequate num-
ber of programs for the handicapped and the state and local investment for
handicapped prognuns was $1357,561.00. compared to a federal Part B invest-
ment of $2,480.507.00. While we are not proud of the investment plan on the
handicapped. the pattern of investment is well within the matching require-
ments and continuing efforts are made to learn better to serve this group of
youth and adults.

The facts in tile report do not support the findings as indicated in the state-
ment at the end of paragraph 2. page 15.

The report itself indicates only 14 of the states in 1973 did not meet the
minimum percentages for disadvantaged and handicapped and indicates that
even those might use the funds for that purpose in another year.

Finding VI Increased funding has out necessarily resulted in increased en-
rollment.

Rimponste.This report is grossly inaccurate. This comparison fails to take
into consideration the amount of IRS estment that has been necessary in the
area of construction um! equipment. In addition. vocational education programs
in the states have been called upon to reach disadvantaged and handicapped
persons and persons in areas with high unemployment. Investments in this
type of person are cost effective in the long run. bat require a greater invest-
ment than programs for the average person, both in the development of pro-
grams to serve them and the operation of those programs once they have been
developed. Increased costs of education as a whole. Including vocational edu-
cation. hate reflected not only the inflationary costs due to the decline in the
value of the dollar. but also to real increases in the economic levels of thOse
participating in the field of education. The report admits that no comprehensive
analysis was made relative to the above listed factors, but they make the
amsation. Is this honest or even responsible?

Finding 171-0E Monitoring has been Inadequate
Response. A review of the professionals employed for vocational education

services in the I'.S. Office of Education has shown a continual decline in the
masher of professional persons and clerical persons available to provide serv-
ices for vocational education at the national level. It is impossible for the
Voeational }Attention Bureau in the I'.S. Office of Education to provide lead-
ership for the vocational Nhiention in this nation with such a limited staff.

pKowein is further compounded by maintenance of nine regional offices,
each :tilt]) a limited staff.

Again.,there is not one pattern for the nation. but an adequate U.S. Office of
Ethicaloe sluff could identify principles of successful programs and give
leadership to the application of such principles In states that are lagging...

CHAPTER 3--IIOW Is VOCATIONAL. EnlidATION PLAN:aT)?

Finding 1 State and local plans reflect compliance, rather than planning.
Response. This finding seems to be based upon a lodge -podge of individual

discussions without .a reilew of the indisidual state plans. The state plan
document has forced as to 1)14111 In terms of a system of management by oh-
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jectives for a period of at least five years ahead.: copy of Table III of the
1975 Ohio Plan, which provides for annual long-range planning and budgeting,
is included. (In subcommittee files.) It is impossible to review this section of
the plan and not determine that the state plan procedures has focused the atten-
tion of the states upon a sonnd approach to management by objectives. The
annual descriptive report required by the U.S. Office of Education also requires
that we report our achievements in relationship with our plans.

With our state planning procedures reastalably developed. all local educa-
tional agencies in Ohio developed local plans during FY 1974. Data was pro-
vided each planning district on occupational trends for that district. Such local
plans included projections of the goals and objectives established at the state
level. Copies of these 'oval plans are on file available for review.

Finding IISystematic ongoing assessment of needs does not take place.
Relipon.w.poth the state and local educational agencies have taken the ad-

vantage of ever) available resource for i..ystematic assessment of needs. While
the source of data -for such assessments at the state and national levyl have
been limited, the best data ay ailable have been used. The greatest source for
a need. assessment ha, been surveys conducted locally to determine !leek for
vocational education.

It is significant that after several years: of operation those responsible fur
the "Nlanpower" piograins at the tuitional level filially reported. that the cut-
ting-edge occupations which had been su widely publicized as the direction fur
the manpower programs simply did not base the numbers employed to provide
significant opportunities fur null. Experiences in manpower programs have
Irmo ell that the ',roan) number of jobs are in the bread-and-butter uucitpations
which had been available fur muss years aml Still C011tinue to be available.

old() has used the iiewest pattern developed by the Bureau of Labor sta-
tistics for projecting trend data by instructional taxonomy and has further
subdivided sues trend data by taxonomy to allocations for emit individual vo-
cational planning district within the state of Ohio. Such data was used as an
Maud base for the local vocational education plans completed by July of 1974.

One of the major problems of the GAO draft report is that it has not taken
into consideratimi how far state and local educational agencies base collie in
the total process of program planning add <development, the limitations on re-
sources and data available fur. 1,111'11111.1g and the lung -term directions in whirl
the state and local educational agencies were pointing.

Finding Ill Multiple jurisdictions operate in virtual isolation.
Itcvninte.The Division of Vocational Education within the Ohio Depart-

ment of Education maintains the responsibility for secondary, postsecondary
and adult vocational education programs. While technical education is a re-
sponsibility of /the Board of Regents. rather than the State Board of Educa-
tion, a memorandum of agreement between the two agencies provides for
a continuing investment of vocational educathm funds in technical education
programs which meet statlarth4' established by the State Board of Education.

ruder state regulation. our state Plan for Vocational Education is submit-
ted to all state agencies fur review prior to sign-off by the Governor. not only
titot,e required under state plan regulations. Adequate time is provided for
those agencies to react to the State Plan for Vot ational Edination liefore ap-
proval by the Governor and submission to the regional office.

Finding IVA-dvisory Council evaluations are limited.
Itexponse.The State Advisory Council for Vocational Education in Ohio

has made its major Investments in research studies directed at areas of con-
cern related to the Stational education program in Ohio. Spch studies have
included the following:

1. A review of the status of local advisory conintittees for vocational educa-
tion

2. Relationship of district size fur the effectiveness of vocational education
3. Employer & Employ ee Perspective study completed by Market Opinion

Research
4. Cost-benefit .duly in relationship to selected programs for the disadvan-

taged
Studies in process include. 1. Evaluation of the needs assessment process

used in state and local planning, and 2. Effectiveness of inner city family life
program.
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We would concur with the finding that local advisory committees are not used
as effectively as the., could be and %mail-ming efforts are being made to improve
such school-community relationships. A study made in Ohio a year ago re-
ported 14,159 persons active on advisory committees in our state. Such com-
mittees are used more extensively and effectively by vocational education than,
nuy other facet of education.

Within Ohio we have established a pattern of program review in which
owe every five years an in-depth review is made of the vocationalprograms
within a planning district. The local advisory committees NN 'thin a planning
district are required to prepare a report as a part of that program review.
There is every indication that effective use of local advisory committees is
improving.

Finding VData for evaluation is inadequate or unutilized.
Response.:I have stated above that Ohio has established a continuing pro-

gram review for impros ement. development and expansion of vocational edu-
cation (PRIDE). While each planning district is reviewed in depth once each
five years. the report fur program impros cutouts growing out of that evaluation
become the basis for a review of program improvements by state and regional
supervisory personnel each year during the years intervening the major re-
views. The massive involvement of local people in such program reviews can
be judged by the fact that Cleveland, Ohio had over 1500 people from business
and Industry involved on their advisory committees as a part of this program
review. Significant improvements in programs base been noted growing out of
this program review process as compared with the former pattern of super-
visory visits by state leadership personnel.

It is questionable that the U.S. Office of Education staff can be criticized
for not implementing an improved data system when the staffing of the unit
giving leadership to vocational education has been essentially gutted by Health,
Education, and Welfare policies which assign education a very loss, priority,
and vocational education essentially no priority. It must be pointed out that
data relative to numbers of persons needed in occupations received at the
present time from State Employment Service may be less accurate than man-
power needs studies dune locally within areas served by Notational education.
This does not mean that the State Employment Service is derelict in its duty.
It merely means that the state of the art and the availability of resources
have not been such as to enable the Employment Service to arise at realistic
trend data relative to occupations.

Annual follow up systems in vocational education are in place and results of
these follow-ups show the effectis eness of the vocational education programs.
There are, however, no sound statistical procedures for making long-term
follow ups due to the technical problem of finding the graduates several years
after program completion. The system is needed through which we can enter
Social Security or the IRS files for gross data on employment without endan-
gering the privacy of an individual.

CHAPTER 4HOW ARE FEDERAL VOCATIONAL FUNDS DISTRIBUTED?

In reviewing findings under this chapter reference needs to be made to the
federal vocational law. Under Part B there are specific set-asides under which
a percentage of funds must be used for disadvantaged, hantlicapped and adult
vocational programming. Under the law funds that are not required as a set-
aside can be used for maintenance of qualified vocational education programs
throughout all areas of the state. The law charges the state to provide voca-
tional education to all youth and adults in all sections of the stale.

Findtng I FUnds are distributed to all LEO's, rather than concentrating
funds in selected LEA's with high needs.

Response. All of the funds for the disadvantaged and the handicapped set-
asides are allocated in Ohio on a project basis and not on the basis of so much
funds to each of the LEA's. The major city areas of high unemployment and
those rural areas with poverty are given priority on such projects. All funds
beyond the set-asides are allocated to districts on a differentiated basis. All
districts in the states are prioritized, using the five factors of need identified

, in the State Plan. The top third of the state in the priority ratings receive one
level of reimbnrsement, middle third a second level of reimbursement and the
bottom third the least level of reimbursement. The direct concern of the dis-
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UM...With their level of priority IA, B or CI, indicates that the differentiation
bet 11 the three levels is ree oguized and is important in terms of funding
allocations. Thu, w hide funds may go to a number of districts within the state,
the level of allocations w ill be basedmani priority of need. The GAO report
picks limited or Angle ante instances as a basis for a negative statement.

Finding Funds are distributed without considering relative ability of
I.E,Vs to provide Biter own resources,

/:( vpoom.- As Indicated in response to Finding I. factors relative to need
and ability to pay are included in the five factors computerized to list the
LEX:: in numerical priority. Fur re,Asunableness in administration, the LE 1's
are divided into thre reimbursement groupings, rather than 617 (the number
of distiicts within the state). The successful effort to organize the state into
vex atiolial,edinatiou planning districts and provisions for taxing authorities
over a broad area have made possible the initiation of vocational education
service,: in all area% of the state.

CHAIM:II 5How ARE TRAINING SOURCES UTILIZED?

Finding ISchools only consider their own facilities.
Rog) .tim .This finding dues not seem reasonable in that most all of the

tee huital institutes now present in Ohio were initiated in vocational education
facilities until tiny giew large enough to become separate technical education
inAitutes. Vocational education programs are approved by the State Division

,r-of Vat ational Echo atlith in comprehensive high schools, vocational high schools,
area vocational eenteis, technical institutes, branch universities and major
universities. Such N ocatiunal programs may be preparatory, or supplementary
in nature.

Where the proximity of the physical facilities permit vocational centers and
Ranh al institutes each utilize the facilities of the other fur specific purposes.
Politics of the State Board of Education for vocational education provide for
the approval of the N ()rational education programs in any institution as long
as the program established meets the standards established by the State Board.

State law and State Boarll policies also provide for the approval of high
school programs in prim ietary vocational school settings when such proprie-
tary vocational ;ditiol, meet state standards and the local public schools deter-
mine that -such vocational education services are advisable.

lit many districts the physical facilities of local industries and busineises
are used. This is particularly true in the offering of supplemental training

courses for upgrading emplOyed workers. Any program offered in facilities of
private industry or business must be open to the persons from outside that
business or industry.

The major armed forces installation in the state of Ohio is. the Wright-
Patterson Sir Force Base and a very cooperative working relationship has
been established between the Dayton Public Schools and the Base. The very
capable leadership- at the Air Force Base has made effective use of opportu-
nities on the base for cooperative and work experience program efforts with
youth.

There has been no indication in the state of Ohio of the availability of or
interest of any of the other smaller installations in cooperative efforts related
to vocational education at the high sehool or adult levels. We have indicated
to the Department, of Defense that Halve are sigir cant facilities available fors1/4
training in area vocational education renters wide could be used effectively
by "weekend warriors" during the period of time w ien such persons are on
duty and the physical facilities of vocational education are at their least level
of use.

It Is also feasible to point out that over 95,000 youth in the state of Ohio at
the high school level are learning the skills of an occupation under a coopera-
tive pram in which the students spend a part of the day in school and part
of the day on the job in industry and business, both learning and earning. Ef-
teeth e use is made of private industry and business for such cooperative em-
ployment, but it is recognized that union contracts and the cyclical relation-
ships of many industries in regiirds to employment limit the opportunities for
gaining skills in this manner: Patterns of early job placement of students en-
rolled in in-school vocational programs are being developed through the state.
This finding is without a sound basis of fact.

,r
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Finding IITraining resources have not been inventoried.
Response.Training facilities existing in an area are considered by the local

educational planning unit when new facilities arc under consideration. ;Nhin-
power facilities have been used for youth.

Finding have not been analyzed on a comparative basis
Response.---Annually comparative.cost analyses are made for 1/5 of the vo-

eational education planning districts in the state of Ohioo. All costs are estab-
lished on the same basis and therefore are truly comparative. Copy of the
most recent cost analysis is included. (In subcommittee tiles.)

Finding IVProgram scheduling has not been flexible.
Response.The range of program scheduling for vocational education in

Ohio varies from one period a day to 43' hours per day for high school youth
and from two hours one night per week to 1,650 hours for programs for adults.
The controlling factors in the allocation of scheduling are the ,student goals
and the nature of the oca upatiodal area in which the student desires to achieve.
The facilities for vocational education are used more intensively than any other
educational facilities.

Finding VTransportation often has not been provided.
ilesponst.Transportation of students employed in cooperative programs has

not been a basic problem, since such students earn funds which can be used
to cover transportation costs. We do, however, need more creative approaches
to providing transportation for severely disadvantaged students vs ho need work
experiences for which very little funds would result in the way of wages.
Under existing laws, however, no student can be in a place 0; employment
without a wage Watt( liship and there are very few employment opportunities
which do not require the minimum wage or at least the established sub-
minimum wage for training. Transportation is provided free to all high
school students attending area vocational centers.

Finding VIConstruction of new school facilities has been favored.
RrApoluse.The challenge of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to bring

vocational education to all youth and adults in all sections of the state could
not possibly be met with the very limited vocational education facilities avail-
able at that time. The growth of vocational education in this nation from
4.509,000 to 12,000:000 perSons served from 1963 to 1973 could only be achieved
with the expansion of vocational education facilities. All vocational education
facilities provided in'Ohio have been committed for the use by both youth and
adults and are normally uSed 14-16 hours per day. It must also be recognized
that the majority of the costs of these facilities have been from state and
local funds, not feder.11 funds, but that th6 federal funds were the catalytic
agent which proved the value of the investments of state and local dollars.

Within Ohio a plan IN fIS established relative to the quantity of persons to lie
served by vocational education and then additional plans were made identify-
lug the amount of construe Ion and equipment necessary to achieve the goal
of service. All facilities have been built on a flexible basis, with the assistance
of advisory committees iron business and industry. While construction costs
have increased over the past, number of y ears, our construction planning and
review efforts have kept construction costs less than $25 per square foot, ex-
clusive of site and site developments.

Finding VIISources of equipment and supplies have not been frilly ex-
plored.

Rel4ponRe.This finding is ironical. It is due to a fiat of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare that the vocational education agencies in the
states and in the local communities have been prevented from participating hi
excess' property allocations for the past several years. The vocational education
programs in the local education agencies have been for years the best utilizers
of whatever surplus property has been available. Most of our states geared up
to make use of excess ,properfy and were avidly pursuing such property when
Health, Education, and Welfare regulations prevented us from participating
in such property.

Also, all states were denied access to the loanable property program for
approximately two y ears. Such loanable property :was. not available because
funds were not appropriated to administer such allocations.

Gifts Of equipment have dwell received from numerous industries and busi-
nessesevery resource to obtain .equipment has been tapped in accordance
with our total plan for the state of 011io.

1t
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I would repeat, the short-sighted policies of the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, not GSA, have prevented the schools from obtaining
excess, property.

s.

CHAPTER 6Is TRAINING RELATED TO EMPLOYMENT?

This chapter raises questions on items covered in many cases in preceding
chapters and the answers-1n maw cases relate back to the answer:; given pre-
viously. Those of us in vocational edilcatiol are fully aware of the Clanging
manpuwee netsls and changing programs. What is not as obvious to persons
working lit the manpower delivery system is nip fact that occupations are
much mote' enuring than the industries in which they may exist.

The large znajority of the occupations in the space age industry called for
persons with skills that had existed for many years. Occupations change and
the people in those occupations change with them. While the percentage of
growth in certain cutting-edge- occupations may be high, the actual numbers
of pciople involved in such growth may be insignificant in relationship to the
replacement needs in MI established, but stable growth occupation.

In the many years that Federal "Manpower" training has been in effect such
manpower training programs were subject to the approval by the employment
services based upon immediate employment needs. The training programs
operated for youth and adults in the public vocational education effort are not
significinaly different than those offered under the manpower training efforts.
In a number of cases the local school-business-industry relationships enabled
the school to identify more clearly and quickly manpower training needs than
could be identified by the local employment service agency. Under manpower
training programs in the state of Ohio the area of sales and distribution or
marketing was ignored as an area worthy of training. Yet, such employment,
provides a significant number of employment opportunities for youth and adultS'
within our state.

Another factor affecting the establishment of vocational education progranor'
has been the restrictive position of state professional boards and in some cases
union organizations. As an example, in the health fields state professional
boards delimit the extent to which we can prepare health personnel by arbi-
trarily estalaishing age limitations for students enrolling in programs prepar-
ing for licensing, or for certification examinations whch place the person in
a better position in relationship to employment. In almost none of the cases
are restrictions based upon cpmpetency-based examinations, but upon profes'-
sional flats under a protectionism concept. Ohio would expand health training
programs tomorrow in any section of the state to the extent permitted b. the
professionals and the employing agencies. It is, therefore, irrelevant and dis-
honest to point to the relatively slow growth in health occupations in the
public schools as an example of misalignment with employment onnortunities.

Finding IStudent enrollments have nut been aligned with employment op-
portunities.

Re,Tonse.Reference statement above and reference earlier report on use of
the Bureau of Labor statistics current data in establishing goals or limita-
tions for local educational planning.

Discussions with the representatives from GAO visiting Ohio pointed up the
discrepancy between head counts and the measurements of relationships through
full-time equivalent tapes of summaries. The use ,of the head count concept can
be questioned in that such a count does not give any measurement of the in-
tensity of the instrut thin, It is suggested that consideration be given nation-
ally to moving to a man-hour of instruction basis for reporting. Only a man-
hour instruction basis can give a true measurement of service for natibnal
comparisons.

Finding IIRatio of completions to enrollments has been low and
Finding IIIStudents may not be employed in fields for which trained.
Rempon8c.Vocational education programs hi Ohio have a lower dropout rate

than experienced in the rest of the school programs. A study in Cleveland in-
dicated that a cooperative type program organized fur the dropout-prone youth
resulted in the lowest dropout in that group of any group in the school sys-
tem. Follow up report for high school preparatory vocational education for FY

way reported in earlier sections of this analysis.
52445-75ra 1-12
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The report indicates that 75% of the youth completidg vocational education
are available for placi meat and that 75% of those available for placement are
passed in occupations related to their field of training. The report also shows
that the nnemployment rate among vocational graduates, only five months
after graduation, is 1 3 or 1,4 that of the normal high school graduation pop-
ulation, It should be noted that full time school and enlistment in the armed
fqrces act alined for most of those not available for placement. We are proud
of this. placement record, but not satisfied and hill continue to improve place-
illent services.

Finding IVLabor market needs have been neither fully nor realisticallyassessed.
Respon.v.Vocational education has used the available .labor market need

reports. but the state of the art has not been adequate to project needs for
ve ationnl programs. Experiences obtained through local surveys of industry
and business throughout the whole state of Ohio have Indicated that employ-
ment needs surveys conducted within the area to be served by vocational edu-
Minn centers is the most accurate pattern available for determining employ-
ment and employinent opportunities. Perhaps the most difficult area for pro-
jection is in the area of service occupations, and it is in these occupations that
both ,-tltc employment service and National Bureau of Labor Statistics arc oflittle help. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has developed a new pattern ,for
tread projections which Ohio has applied to the employment pattern by edtt-
eltinnal taxonomy into the vocational planning district projections. Stich pro-
jections served as thr, basis for the local vocational plans completed during The
lavt fiscal year. Vocalic nal education has used a most effective pattern of local
industry- business surveys and now has combined that pattern with the most
modern trend projections developed by BES.

Finding V -W.nk exterienee often has not been an integral component of
vocational curriculum.

Beeponar.This finding is untrue. During the 11174 fiscal year there were
45,641 youth in the state of Ohio enrolled in cooperative type programs in which--
they pond one half day on the job and one half day in school. This program is
an organized educational program in which the students both learn and earn on
the job under the supervision of the school. This timber represents more peo-
ple learning in industrial and business facilities than any national Manpower,
OE0. or other emergency program has even envisioned. In addition, there
were 2,176 young people who benefited from the work study funds under the
Vocational Education Act. With this great commitment to cooperative educa-
tion, our experiences still indicate that it is not the only, nor even the major,*
strategy for the delivery of vocational education services. The nature of the
occupational area, the limitations on employment by both employer and labor
restrictions, the cyclical fluctuations of the employment market, combine to
indicate that most of the job training within a state must be done through
facilities organized specifically for that purpose. The trend in industry is away
from doing their own training, rather than toward such a Tractice.

Test results in Ohio indicate the students completing the vocational program
through the in-school process have gained more technical knowledge and job
understandings than have the students enrolled in cooperative education pro-
grams. Our goal is to provide for early placement of all those Completing in-
school vocational programs in order to gain the advantages of both institutionaland cooperative gducatibn.

When cost factors are considered In relationship to public and private pro-gramming for adults, the Federal Manpower programs can be used afra com-
parison base. Under the national manpower program, pridr to FY nn, any
private School or public school can bid on a training project. Over 05% of the s/projects approved in the state of Ohio*Went to the public education systems on
the basis of their ability to do the job 'more cheaply, as well as according tostandards.

Finding VIOccupational guidance has received inadequate consideration.
Reaponse,---Again, this statement, as made, is untrue. Within Ohio, annually

we invest over a million dalars of the Part B finds for improving and ex- .
tending vocational guidance services. This effort includes assistance for local'
guidance coordinators, inservice training of guidance counselors, state staff
leadervhip and interest-testing programs. In addition, as reported earlier, Ohio
has initiated a career motivation program in Grades K-O, orientation program
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iii 7-6 and career expioniffini program at 9-10 Mitch program now serves ap-
.pioximattly ten percent of the youth in Grades K-10. The program is ex-
pandable, and can serve all 3o«Ill with it career choice education by 1982 if
inefiased funds are made available.

Finding VIISchools have not routinely assumed responsibility for job
placement assistance.

lictcpwtsc.The re,..puii.tbility for job placement assistance has been assumed
by the schools. As indicated by the placement report, 73,70--of the youth avail-
ablb for placement %vele placed in occupations for uldch they vvere trained and
only ilv e percent of the youth a ere unemployed five months after graduation.
There is, however. a need fur improved job development and job placement
sortiee.s and if funds projected under the Education Amendments of 197210
itecii made available, Ohio %you'd have initiated a broadly 'expanded program
fur job development and job placement coordination within-all-of the voca-
tional planning districts in the state. Such persons would work more closely
v% ith the state employ ment service, but it must be recognized that the state

--eniploy,ineut service essentially serves only those occupations which cannot
Mat corkers and those corkers oho have so little skill that they cannot find
ono:patio:is. Theirs is a very important function, but the employment service
has not been the source for skilled trained workers, and industry has not
looked to that service for such persons.

Finding VIIIFolltaviip of students and employers has been marginal.
Ittcspon.q..Like other factors in vocational education, procedures for fol-

loulip have been improving as the program grows. There is in place an annual
followup of graduates of the preceding year. This process has become well
organized within the state. The problem that we face in vocational education
is that of longitudinal followup. in that it is impossible to find many of the
students after the first year out of school, particularly in an industrialized
state. A pattern is needed Mali will let us use the social security or the IRS
file to obtain information regarding the employment of graduates without in-
vading the privacy of the indlvidttal by reason of individual reports from those
sources. The annual follocup report is,summarized under Finding II and III
above.

Finding IXBarriers have restricted access to training and employment.
ftc.sponsc.There are a number of barriers that have restricted access to

training and employment. One of the greatest barriers to expanded vocational
education programs has been diminishing since the passage of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963. The barrier to which reference is made is the attitude
of the American public towards vocational education. Improvement still is
needed In the attitude of people toward preparatIonfor work, but a significant
change can be noted on the part of the public, pitrents and youth. Vocational.
education is no longer a dirty cord in the minds of the public school adminis-
trators of Ohio, the State Board, the legislature and a growing number of
parents, public and youth.

There are, however. significaht barriers over which vocational education has
no authority and which must be removed if we are to achieve the goals estab-
lished by the Vocational Education Acts. Some of thesC barriers are as follows:

1. Federal and state laws restricting the employment of mindrs beyond con-
trols necessary for protection of youth.

2. Stringent controls by professional boards vvlfich established unrealistic
entrance and program standards In order to protect the employment of persons
already within the occupation.

3. Union contract limitations uhich limit the opportunity of persons with
skills and technhail know ledge to enter the employment in occupations for
which they are trained.

4. Management policies which establish arbitrary and Unrealistie age and
competency entrance standards.

All vocational programs within Ohio are open to both male and female stu-
dents, but employment patterns and social mores still affect the occupational
choice of youth and adultg.

,-40,

Sunxtatrr -ON THE COORDINATION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN OHIO r NATIONAL
AND LOCAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES

The Ohio Division of Vocational Education (ODVE) has established proce-
dures for coordinating new vocational courses in Ohio to industry mods. The

18
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local school districts hate followed these procedures and as a result, the ma-
jority of industry representatives interviewed believe the Ohio program is
providing training which is related to industry needs. The instruction is also
Nulled to meet the interests and abilities of the different types of Ohio students.,,,

Although the ODVE is providin&,vocational education which is related to
industry needs, many students in need are not being reached because of . A lack
of resources to provide needed training. a lack of guidance and directicar at au
early age to instill in them an awareness of work, a respect for work and a
desire to work, and a lack of knowledge in basic reading, mathematics and
English'whith is necessary to learn a skill. AOC

Criteria

One of the purposes of the Vocational Education Act of 1983, as amended in
196, is to assist the States in providing students who are in high school with
ready access to Vocational training that. is of high quality, is realistic in the
light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and is
suited to their needs, interests and abilities to benefit from such training.

To provide such training HEW regulations require the programs for instruc-
tion to be developed in consultation with employers who have knowledge of the
field.

Scope

We interviewed State and local officials to determine what procedures are
used to assure that the vocational programs are coordinated with labor needs.

We reviewed minutes of local advisory committee meetings in which the .
committee members offered advice to help the local school boards relate the
vocational curriculum to labor needs.

We reviewed internal evaluation reports to determine if YE programs are
leaching skills that relate to industry needs.

We.reviewed the curriculums of local schools to determine if curriculums
have chang to meet changing employment needs.

We intervi -ed local employers and advisory committee members to obtain
their opinion of the VE program and whether skills being taught are related
to job opportunities. .4 4s

Evidence

STATE PROCEDURES TO COORDINATE TRAINING WITH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The ODVE uses Department of Labor employment trend data provided by the
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services (OBES) who project long range man-
power needs and job opportunities. ODVE officials believe these projections
provide the most important planning data for directing training to local job
opportunities and 'National needs. This data, which is based on anticipated
growth, retirement and replacement of personnel, shows the projected future
job needs and enable ODVE officials to determine whether the proper type of
training is being provided.

To assure that tariaing is provided in the areas of need, the State requires
the local school hoards to form local advisory committees and obtain the ad-
vice of local businessmen on the need for new programs. The local school
hoard must confer with the advisory committee and local officials of OBES
before requesting approval of a new vocational course. The local school board
then submits to ODVE a request for approval of the course showing,that: A
Loney was performed to determine the need for the course, and the advisory
committee and OBE agree that there is a need for the course.

ODVE officials informed us that the National and State Advisory Councils
provide little help in the coordination of Ohio's vocational programs with labor
needs. They also stated that HEW does not provide adequate assistance be-
cause they have lost many people with depth in bread occupational areas. As
a result, they do not have people with a commitment and depth to think
creatively and provide direction to the State.

STATE REVIEWS TO ASSURE THAT PROCEDURES ARE FOLLOWED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Prior to school year 1969-70, ODVE relied on follow-ups of student place-
ment to determine if school curriculums were related to industry's needs. The
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ObVE officials-stated. that If students were nut getting jobs in their field of
training the courses were dropped from the curriculum. In ,school year 1969-70,
ODVE-initiated the development of an evaluation system of program review for
improvement. development and expansion of vocational education (PRIDE).
This evaluation _technique, involves self-study, by the local boards of education
before being reviewed by a team from OUVE. The evaluation was performed
in eleven vocational education planning districts in fiscal_ year 1970. The con-
cept of the evaluation is to look ae the quality and quantity of vocational
education services for youth and adults on the basis of a vocational planning
districts in the State on a,5-year _rotation.

Reviews performed by advisory organizations are also used by ODVE to
determine if the procedures are being followed by the local boards of educa-
tion..por example, a report on the use of advisory (Committees issued by the
State-'Advisory Council in May 1970, showed that only 28 percent of the local
school boards were using advisory committees to coordinate local curriculums

_ to industry needs. As a result, directives were issued by ODVE encouraging the
use of advisory committees.

CURRICULUM MANGER

The ODVE provides vocational and technical training to the people of Ohio
in the fields of Trade and Industry, Distribution, Business and Office, Agricul-
ture, Health and Plume Economics. These six basic service areas of- employment
are those that face a continuing need. Although ODVE has only provided
training 3'n these service areas, changes have been made in the curriculum
within the service areas to meet industry needs.

We were informed by ODVE and local school board offielatuthat the lack of
teacher mobility has not curtailed the changing of curricultimito meet indus-
try needs. They did state, however, that although child labor laws have been
relaxed so that students under 16 years of age can be employed, the reluctance
of industry to hire these students has limited the changes in curriculum to
provide training for them.

Our review of the vocational education programs in Cleveland, Toledo and
Marietta, Ohio, showed that the below listed changes have been made in the
local high school curriculums to meet changing needs.

( leveland.Ttle Cleveland Department of Vocational Education (CDVE) has
significantly increased the vocational offerings in Cleveland since 1964. has
worked closely with advisory committees to coordinate new course curriculums
and instructional equipment to meet industry's needs, has performed local
surveys and obtained labor trend data from the local office of OBES to deter
mine local industry needs, has performed student interest surveys and tested
students' abilities so that new courses could be offered to meet student's in-
terests and abilities, and has worked closely with Industry to provide the stu-
dent with employment after completion of training.

Although the CDVE has made much progress we found that many students
still lack the basic reading. mathematics and English knowledge that is nec-
essary for employment. all students in need of vocational training are not be-
ing served. and there is a need for additional students to be introduced to
vocational education at an earlier age so that a desire to work can be instilled
in them, goals can be established and training directed to meet these goals.

The CDVE has increased the vocational offerings in Cleveland by 600 per-
cent from 52 vocational classes in 1964, to 325 in 1970, as follows:

Classes

Service area 1964 1970

Distributive education , 3 16

Horticulture 4 32
Horn* economics 0 42
Business education 0 95
Trachrand industry 45 140

Total 52 325
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A COVE official stated that the vocational education (VE) program aas grown
in Cleveland because of the educational leadership at the State and local
levels. Since the current Cleveland Superintendent of Schools came to Cleve-
land in 1964, the ueational enrollment has increased from abdut 1,000 to 7,u00
students.

The Cleveland Vocational Education Department nos% offers in-depth courses
in the six vocational skill areas, innovative new coutNes such as,eleetrorne-
dianic-s and environmental management, and highly skilled courses such as
data processing.

The CDVE followed State procedures in getting the new courses approved
by referring to OBES trend data, performing surveys of local industry needs.
and consulting advisory committees to get their agreement on the need for the

,etitifses.
Since 1964, the folloming courses were stated in the Cleveland schools

through the combined efforts of advisory committees and the CDVE:
A Work Experience in Banking (WEB) program for inner-city high school

students which is a coordinated effort between the Business Education Depart-
ment of the COVE and six Cleveland banks.

A Wholesaling program sith the aid of the Ford Motor Company, which
provided programmed learning materials and placed students as auto parts
countermen.

An Automotive Petroleum Marketing (APM) program with strong, support'
from local petroleum companies who provided teaching materials, pre-employ-
ment training and aids in job placement.

A Legal Secretary course after it.was determined, by means of a question-
naire sent to Cleveland area attorneys, that the course was preferred to a
machine shorthand course.

An Environmental Management course after a survey of thg local Commercial
Exterminators Association and the Municipal Government Divisions of Sani-
tation, Air Pollution. Water Pollution and Health showed the need for trained
employees in this field was increasing at a ranid rate. .

The Horticulture Mechanics courses and the specialized offerings at the $2.11
million Washington Park Facility were initiated because an advisory commit-
tee survey showed that students in horticulture programs need to learn addi-
tional skills to obtain- full-time jobs in the horticulture field.

A Cooperative Drafting program by obtaining a consensus of opinion from
local education and industrial personnel on the feasibility and practicability
of the program.

An Electromechanical course curriculum outline was prepared by Digiac
Corporation, which included recommended hours for each subject and available
training manuals and instructional materials.

An Automotive Professional Training (APT) program by the Shell'oil Com-
pany. using $3.000 of their own equipment and teaching aids.

A Reproduction Specialist's program in the printing field because an indus-
trial survey showed a sharp increase in the number of people working in the
printing field.

A Fluid Power course as an innovative new course with industry recom-
mendations on the equipment used for the program.

An Industrial Electricity course as an innovative_new course with laboratory
equipment proposals submitted by two industrial firms.

Course curriculums have also been developed through the combined efforts
of advisory committees and the CDVE, as shown by the following:

The DE Advisory Committee has provided active support during the seven
years DE has functioned in Cleveland by reviewing the curriculum and opera-
tional methods, developing a scholarShip fund for outstanding graduates and
encouraging quality community support.

The DE program standards for selecting students were reviewed and ap-
proved by the advisory committee.

The Business and Office Education (BOE) Advisory Committee evaluated
the accounting program in 1966 and recommended that the traditional ap-
proach to accounting using manual double-entry bookkeeping he changed to
include instruction in a variety of popular data entry and bookkeeping
machines.
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The HOE Advisory Committee, data processing personnel at I arious Cie-% e-
land firms and equipment manufacturers recommended in the Spring of 1971,
that the Accounting-Computing program use remote terminals in the schools
which would be tied in with a Central Processing tuit at the Cleveland Huard
of Education.

The Printing course curriculum was changed to include 1 year of typing be-
cause commercial printers, vv who formerly used hand typesetting and offset
printing now require basic keyboard skills.

The MetallurgiCal Technology Program curriculum and equipment %tat, based
on the suggestions of Cleveland industrial representatives.

The Electromechanical course's final curriculum and equipment needs w ere
determined by a coordinated effort between the Trade and industry Advisory
Committee, the Cleveland School System, the Vice President of Addressograph-
Multigraph and the Training Directors of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, IBM Corporation, Olivetti-Underwood Corporation and Control Data
Systems.

The Horticulture Mechanics course Advisory Committee has the function of
evaluating existing facilities and their use. making impro\ ement reetnumen-
dations, evaluating plans for new facilities and making suggestions fur new
equipment.

The Child Development program, a joint effort between Cleveland schools
and the. local business community, was evaluated by the Advisory Committee
by means of a survey of local employers and former students to determine if
their courses were related to industry needs.

The CDVE also involves students in determining cuurse.offerings. Students
are asked to give their opinions of courses vv hall they believe should be offered
and courses which they are interested in taking. This helps the CDVE to de-
termine what new courses should be added to the curriculum in the future.

We reviewed the school curriculums at West Technical. East Technical and
Max S. Hayes High Schools to determine if the Cleveland School System was
following ODVE procedures to relate the vocational curriculum to available
jobs and students' needs, interests and abilities.

West Technical High School opened in 1922 as a vocational school and served
in this capacity until 1970 when it became a comprehensive school. The school
offers vocational courses in five of the six service areas. Examples of the courses
are: The horticulture class high was started in 1963 and updated with modern
equipment in 1968. data processing and other business- courses which hate mod-
ern equipment well related to industry, innovative courses in industrial elec-
tricity and cooperative drafting: and carpentry. printing and machine shop
courses which have been established. upgraded or re-equipped on the basis of
State-published guidelines.

School officials stated that the following classes have been dropped from the
curriculum or will be dropped to meet changing industry needs:

The aircraft course was dropped in 1969 because the industrial demand
changed too rapidly and the curriculum could not keep up with the changes.

The drafting, co-op program is being cut front nine to eight, classes in school
year 1971-72.hecause of a lack of student placement after graduation

The wood patternmaking course will also be dropped in school year 1971-72
because of lack of student placement after graduation and because apprentice-
shiPamre hard to obtain in this field.

Most of the students compiding vocational courses at West Tech are placed
through the Career Pays Program which is herd at the school two times a year.
Between ri0 and 100 Northern Ohio employers participate and generally are able
to hire West Tech students on tho spot. A follow-up of school year 1969-:70
graduates showed that only three percent of the students who \visited empla-
ment were unemployed.

East Technical High School is a comprehensive school with an enrollment of
2.209 students. In 10f14 the school had no vocational-offerings but in 1970 courses
were offered in business office education. trade and industry education and"
home economics. The 10th grade students take a basic aptitude test. and based
on their ability and interest are placed in either an academic or vocational
course in the 1: th grade.

East Tech has a definite need to expanti its facilities and provide additional
skill courtus. The CDVE recognized this need and is presently constructing a
new school.
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Students who complete vocational courses at East Tech rely on the Cleveland
job Development Program for employ meat. Through the Program career days
are held at each inner-city school two times a year, and a job development
counselor ateach inner-city schools is assigned to senior placements.

A. follow-up of school year 1960-70 gradutVes showed that only S percent of
the students who wished employment were un7huployed.

Max S. Hayes Vocational High Schooi was established in 19.17 and currently
has an enrollment of 660 students which represents 10 percent of the Cleveland
technical-vocational students. The school provides. A concentration of highly
specialized program, an hitt:liaise specialized curriniulen. specialized une-uf
kind courses, and courses related to industrial heeds as a result of schuaOfficials
working closely with business and industry.
. School officials stated that the course offerings at the school have remained
fairly constant although a computer repair course will be added to the curricu-
lum in school year 1971-72. Changes have been made to individual class curric-
ulums to keep the instruction related to current industry needs. The school offi-
cials also have been considering the possibility of dropping the foundry course
or integrating it w ith other courses because of a lack of student interest and
industry need.

The students who have completed vocational courses at Max S. Hayes are able
to obtain jobs through the two placement counselors at the school. A follow-up
of school year 1960 -70 graduates showed that only 4 percent of the students who
-wished employment were unemployed.

INDUSTRY'S OPIXIOS OF THE CLEVELAND PROGRAMS

We interviewed eleven officials of the Cleveland business and industrial conk-
* inanity who represented ten Cleveland companies w ho employ vocational stu

dents. Five of these persons also serve on advisory committees. The opinions of
these officials follow . Seven of the companies prefer to hire vocational students
oyer those in a general or college preparatory course, seven of the officials
agreed with the 'vocational courses being taught in their representative trade
and that the skills taught meet their needs, and six of these officials have had
an input in deciding vocational curriculum contact as employers of co-op stu-

, dents or SS advisory committee members.
Altliough one of the above employers does not prefer vocational students -over

thogce in a general or preparatory course, they have hired many students from
the West Technical School because the students were able to pass the entrance
test and possessed the basic skills required for employment. Some of the com-
panies that have had considerable dealings with inner-city youth pointed out
the ,following weaknesses in the program

Students lack skills ip basic courses. particularly in mathematics.
There is still a stigma against vocational education and the poorer students

are Mill being referred to vocational classes.
There is a need to introduce vocational education to students at an earlier age

so that their attitudes can be changed. goals established and a desire to work
instilled in the youth. ,

Industrial represontatis es should be asked to get ac involved in curriculum
reviews as those in the lousine,s community rather than just being asked to
comment on Proposed new courses. 4

rniidoThe'Toleclo Department of Voeational Education (TDj'E) has: Sig-
Milt flatly increased the vocational offerings in Toledo since, fiscal year 1966. has
worked with industry to coordinate t nurse curriculums to industry needs has
obtained labor trend data from the OBES local office to show the need for new
courses. has offered new courses to meet the varied interests and abilities of
Toledo staents and has worked closely with industry to provide the students
with emplcrymcult after completion of training.

Although the TDVE has made progress. many 4tudents enrolled in regular
of ntional classes still lack the basic reading. mathematics and English knowl-

edge that is necessary for employment . there is a need to get the business com-
munity 'more Involved im a formal hasIs to better coordinate instrwtion. to
industry's needs, and there 18 a needto upgrade the related instruction in voca-
tional courses and make it more comnatible with the vocational skill training.

In fiscal year 1966 the TDVE had only 37 ednits of vocational education which
-were offered at two vocational high schools. In fiscal year 1970 iocational training
had been increased to 12S units witleclasses also being offered at each of the nine

. ,
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comprehensive high schools and a district school thy building trades, The course
offerings as shown in the chart below are in the six service areas and are curled
to meet the interests and abilities of different b pes of students.

Service area : Enrollment
Trade and industry : units

Regular classes 48.73
Occupational work experience ...r... 13.00

Agriculture --, 2. 00
Distributive education (DE):

Regular classes 14. 30
Occupational work adjustment (01VA) 3.00

Business office education (130E) and cooperative. office education
(COE) 22.98

Home economics 21.30

Total enrollment 127.71

The different types of courses geared to the students' abilities can be slum
in the following examples. OWE for students uhu had it difficult to meet the
regular academic standards and without remedial education related to the %%orld
of work may become dropouts, horticulture. traffic rate clerk and masonry for
students who have the desire and ability fur such courses, and data processing,
omputer maintenance and aerospace for higher caliber students w ho Mice the

interest and aptitude for such courses.
We selected the cucational curriculums at the Scott High School and the

Macomber Vocational High School for review to determine if the TDVE is fol-
lowing State procedures to courdhlate the vocational training with industry
needs.

Scutt High School is an inner-city school %%it'll an enrollment of 2,130 students
in grades 9 through 12. In 1966 the school had no vocational offerings, but by
1970 there were about 13 enrollment units at the school. Vocational courses %%ere
offered in four of the six set.% We areas and Were called to meet the interest and
abilities of the students.

The TDVE submitted requests to the ODVE for approval of each of these
courses. The requests showed that, with the exception of inane economics
courses, trend data %%as received from the OBES ur local still eys of the hardness
community were made io shove the need for the courses, and athisury commit
tees Were consulted on the need for the courses.

Toledo school officials stated most meetings With advisory committees at the
comprehensive high schools Nice been MI an Informal basis. They also stated
that there is a need to get the business community inure involved in the forum
lotion of new colfrses.

The SC11001 has a definite need for additional courses in the Trade and 'Indus
try area but expansion of the present programs has been limited by a lath of
space and loud funds. Scott students interested in Trade and Industry courses
an attend the Mintanher Digit Sc luoul but enrollment is limited to studu,ts ith

a mathematics background who have an average of *C or better.
Macomber High Scioto] has been providing N ocational training to the students

of Toledo since 193S and had a 1970 enrollment in the 11th and 12th grades of
311 students in State approved courses. The ,iii addition to the st load comic
alum since 19116 craw an aerospace (muse. To formulate the course and get State
approval the TUVE worked closely %itli an aerospace advisory connuittet on a
formal basis, and had the course approc ed by the Federal AN intion Administra-
tion.

Although only one course has been added to the curriccularn. many c hang, s
%%Rhin the courses Lace been made to meet (hanging industry needs. The fttllou
ing methods were psed to (Attain Information tat job availability and need for
curriculant changes. Distassions wit] athisury committee members. discussions
with co-op employers, reciew of materials reeds ed from the OBES and the
Department of Labor. and knou ledge of vocational instructors who are a% are
of clomges in traile,areate.

The TDVE director stated thaf in school year 1072-73 the mathematics admis-
sion requirenfent will be changed to enable more students to enroll 'in the auto-
motive mechanics course and other courses not requiring extensive mathematit s.
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At the present time (ally about one -half of the students who apply for admission
to Macomber are accepted.

The TDVE also works closely with industry to obtain jobs for graduate stu-
dents The following methods are used to obtain employment . Four counsetor -
at Macomber and Whitney Vocational High Schools are responsible for placing
graduates of their schools; each teacher coordinator of a DE, CUE, OWE or
ROE program is responsible fur the placement of his own students; four high
schools have a job placement coordinator who places students vs ho du not obtain
jobs through other means; and counselors are also invohei6 in job placement.

The TDVE repords show that by using these methods, ;;Ifl) of 726, 1970 grad-
uates available Mr employment were placed on full-time jobs with bl receiving
part-time employment.

INDUSTRY'S OPINION OP' TEE TOLEDO PROGRA3I

We discussed the Toledo Program wit ,seven industry representatives. Three
of these representatives' are also advisory committee members. They made the
following comments: All of the companies hire vocational students and prefer
these students over those in a regular curriculurn all of the companies agree
that the present courses being taught are well related to their trade; and alt of
these persons stated teat they have had an input in deciding course content or
subjects taught as participants in project "PRIDE", advisory committee mem-
bers or employers of co-op students.

Three of these persons participated in project "PRIDE" which was performed
in Toledo during the 1970-71 school year. The majority of the "PRIDE" com-
ments regarding program improvements related to-the need for additional equip-
ment and space. However, the followIng.additional comments were made con-
cerning the Scott and Macomber curriculums:

There is a need for additional training in the basic mathematics, grammar.
reading and typing courses at Scott High School prior to student enrollment in
vocational courses: there is a need to use advisory committees at Scott High,
School more on a formal bads rather than on an informal basis to better co-
ordinate courses to industry needs; and there is a need to make the academic
courses at Macomber High School more compatible with vocational courses.As a resift of the above weaknesses. the "PRIDE" report rates the Scott HighSchool business program av less than adequate. This is in agreement with the
comments we received fKoin two employers who stated that the Scott students
are not as well qualified as students from other schools. One employer attributed
this is the student environment and notthe school curriculum.

llarirtta.The Marietta Department of Vocational education (MDVE) has:
More than doubled their vocational courses since 1963 to meet the varied needs
and abilities of students; worked with industry mostly on an informal basis to
coordinate course curriculums to industry needs. and used OBES trend data. a
Washing-ton County survey showing vocational needs, a local survey and the
advice of guidance counselors to show the need fun the additional courses.

The MDVE has increased the vocational offerings in Marietta from 7 units of
enrollment in 1963 to 151,:j in 1970. The increase was the result of courses being
added to the curriculum in ti *following-service areas:

Enrollment units

Offered in Added since Offered InService area 1963 , 1963 1970

Agriculture. 1 0 1
Business office education and cooperative office education 0 434 0,2
Distributive education 1 0 1
Horne economics 0 2 2
Trade and industry. , 5 12 7

Total_ r 7 Pi 15%

OWEOWE ctutses.

A vocational education report on a survey S MWashington County s issued
, in May 190.E which showed the need for additi nal vocational courses in Mari-

'etta and other Washington County cities. The report was (looted after a survey
had been made of student interest, job opportunities, and facilities needed for a
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joint vocational sellout t,1 \-S). We were informed 1,3 an 311)VE: (otheial that this
information was one of the nits llbtql to show the need for thy- thew courses
w Welt were added to the eurriculum. Alsotved as a basis fur starting the nett
tuursts were ,itidarite counselor recuannealitions and a 1070 survey of studoit
interest and industry needs.

The MI/CE does nut rely on ad% isory committees to keep their courses related
to industry needs. Iloweer. teat. r-t 'minim:Ours work with industry PerS1111110
to coordinate the course instruction to industry needs. In addition. the 3I1)VE
relies on the Ohio Trade and Industrial Education onent Test loattely to
show areas of weakeness in program instruction in trade and industry t oursts.
The test is given to students prior to graduation and results are compared ssitli
the State as a w hole to show areas of srtength or weakness. An MI)VE uilitnil
informed us that as a result of low scores by Marietta 'Egli Schotol students on
the electronics phase of the test. instruction was changed from %Al num tube to
solid state. These tests are also given at vocational high schools in Cle% eland
and Toledo.

The vocational classes in Marietta are offered at the Marietta High Sehool.
It is a comprehensive scliool of 1.331 students with 467 enrolled in vocational
classes. Class& s at the sulnail lire littered in eat h of the six service areas. The
t lasses are tailed to meet the abilities and mtertst of the stud, nt from OWE for
the mmehiever to electronics for the better student.

We disoissed the st hot curriculum with school uflit ials in regard to ch anges
mak to meet industry needs ari41, received the following continents. Class cur-
rit alums has e been changed to meet changing industry needs informal discus-
sions have been held with industry to determine industry needs. and there is a
need for formal advisory eummittee Meetings to coordinate the curriculum NS ith
industry needs

Students who C4iiiiplle tLe priograin usually secure jobs through their tea( IWr-
veuriliiia Va. The MOVE 'words show that 8'2 of 91 school -year 1969-70 grad-
uates available for employment were-placed on full -tine' jobs.

INDUSTRY'S OPINION OF TUE MARIETTA PROGRAM

We also discussed the suicaliunal curriculum M ith representati s es of Marietta
business and industry M ha hire N (authorial students and members of the local
iarpenter and millwright union. They made the folbm lug comments . The class
4urricultuns are related to industry needs, they have had an input in di.citling
the curriculum content. the tarpentry course curriculum should be kept more
turrent ; and students are gi%en 6 months credit toward their 4-year union ap-
prenticeship fur having completed the high st hool carpentry course.

INADEQUATE VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION RESOURCES IN onto

The present resources ustd for secondary level tut ational education programs
in Ohio are not adequate to pros ide meaniffgful training to all those M ho need it
to take full nib antage of today s job opportunities. If the 60 percent enrollment
objective of the OLIVE is to be :Olio ec! and joint v ocatitmal schools are to be
built. more resources must be provided.

Thelipresent resources are nut adequate lopcause of a negatis e Ltx attitude in
many districts that need local funds to match State and Federal funds fur taw
apastrut tion and operation of joint t ctratitthal si hinds s a-lath of fundN for N,
it:titivation. orientation and exploration 'programs, which promote vocational'
education and encourage those in need /u enroll -and the turrent Ohio Founds-
that program for funding secondary t fa inlng does not brio ide adequate assist-
ance IA:, major cities to initiate and maintain vocational programs.

These inadequate resources in the past have caused the emphasis in sucatioiml
education in Ohio to be placed on programs mull as diversified cooper:011w
tra ining which were offered to theet the needs and interests of a small number
of students NS ith a ea tied number of Interests The State has since organized
the (131 school districts into 103 vocational !harming distritts to «inektrate re-
sources in Illrger areas to better meet the needs and Interests of students and
provide needed skills. . -

The OT/VE believes all youths nut going on to college need a complete voca-
tional education that is related to their needs. The program should be con:Note
and, nut a partial program. They .lielleve tlisit a partial progratn is better than
nothing, but if it is to serve (10 percent I if Ohio's youth, it should be an in-depth
program. They also belio e some of the youth going ton to college need vocational
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training. When 32 precent of Ohio's youtb...4ter college and only 14 percent
graduate, there is inadequate Planning and use of,resour.ces. Many of these stu-
dents could have been properlyidirected if they would have received better
guidance and introduction to vocational education in the kindergarten Through
the 10th grade.

In Cleveland, Toledo and Mariettii there is a need for additional resources and
plane have been made to provide these resources. The outlook for these cities tO
complete their Plans is as follows:

The CDVE has been continually remodeling and building facilities and it ap-
pears that they will fulfill their plans. the MDVE has become a part of the
Washington County Joint Vocational District and it appears that their need will
he met with the, new- Washington County Joint Vocational School NS lath is under
construction; and the TUVE has been limited because of a lack of local funds
and unless support is obtained at the local level they will hose considerable
difficulty meeting their need.

Although Toledo Is having difficulty providing matching funds, they ranked
second to the State in Vocational offerings in fiscal year 1970 as shown by the
following comparison of vocational offerings in the nine Ohio major cities.

City Population Enrollment units*

Cleveland -750,903 203
Columbus 539,677 65
Cincinnati
Toledo. .r

452,524
383,818 I*

72
128

Akron .. 275,425 84
Dayton 243,601 70
Youngstown ., 139,718 28
Canton 110,053 48
Puma . 100,216 52

The above comparison also shows that although excellent leadership is being
provided at the State level. unless there is acceptance and support at the to al
level, all those In need cannot be reached, An example of this is Stenbenvill,
Ohio which had a population of 30,771 in 1970 and no vocational offerings.
Basic causes

The ODVE Is roviding Ohio students with vocattonal training that is of a
high quality b wise. They work closely n ith industry to coordinate training
with Indus needs, they perform student Interest surveys and test the abilities
of students so that training can be provided to meet the student needs, and
they provide in depth programs that teach good work habits and attitudes as
well as skills.

All of the students in Ohio In need of vocational training are Hot being rent lied
because' adequate reuources are not avalhdde to provide training; there is a
lack of guidance and direction at an early age to instill in them ant awareness
of work. a respect for work. and a desire to lS orl, ;and they lack knowledge j
bark rending, mathematics and English which is net esory to learn a skill

15.1r1f MARY ON ACCOI NTARILITT FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN 01110

The Ohio Division of Vocational Education t ODVE has des eloped a sv stein
of review' which, vv nen relined. provide an evaluation with sufficient eVen-
slveness to determine If the bhio program Is meeting the intent of the At t. 3'he
ODVE has also dem eloped.goetl procedures for obtaining statt,stical data for the

' Office of Education t OE, reports. How ever, me. found that the City of Choe eland
has not followed these procedures, resulting lit incorrect data being submitted.,
to 0.DVE on fiscal year 1970 closing enrollments, and a different method being
used by Cleveland to obtain follow-an data on fiscal, year 1970 graduates um bit Jn
resulted. In a 30 percent response, whereas, Toledo and Marittift received re-
sponses of 93 percent.

We also found that the guidelines for preparing proposed midgets for fiscal
year 1970 disadvantnged prtigrams nitre apt (lent, This has resulted III the late .

submission of financial data to the ODVE and the submitting of ma" ximum allo-
cations to OE as actual expenditures.
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Criteria

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) requires the
State Board of Education to periodically evaluate the state and local progralks.
services and activities carried out under the state Rn. The evaluation is to be
made with sufficient extensuenes to enable the carrying out 4if the state plan
and fulfill the purpose of the Ac t The eN aluation can be made by utilizing the
evaluation made by the State Ads isory Council, evaluations made by the State
Board, and evaluations made by local educational agencies.

The results of the es ablation shall be described in the annual report submitted
by the State Board to HEW on or before October 1 of each year. The report con-
lasts of the following three parts. A fiscal part showing the expenditures of catch
of the set eral allotments niade under the Act , a statistical part showing sup-
_porting data with respect to programs, services and activities under the state
plan for which expenditures of funds are reported , and a descriptive part
showing a narrative account of the program.

Scope

We reviewed HEW regulations to determine what evaluations the state Is
required to make of its Vocational Program.

We interviewed ODVE officials and reviewed the state plan to determine what
procedures are used by the ODVE to evaluate the Ohio Vocational Education
Program.

We reviewed the ODVE instructions to !the local school districts for obtain-
ing financial and statistical data to determine if such instructions can lead to
good sound reporting data.

We interviewed local officials to determine if State procedures are being
carried out and to obtain their opinion of the reliability of the data collected.

We reviewed statistical data which is collected at the local-level, reported to
the State and thep forwarded to HEW to determine the accuracy of such data.

Evideoft

PROCEDURES FOB OBTAINING STATISTICAL DATA

The main source of statistical data On Ohio vocational education enrollment
is the vocational education opening report. This report is prepared by the local
school districts from beginning scluel year class records to obtain State approval
and reimbursement for each vocational class. A vocational class in Ohio is con-
sidered to be a group of students following a spec ific vocational education pro-
gram which includes both shop and, or lab and related instruction. The ODVE
ayes nut consider a student who takes an occasional vocational class as a voca-
tional student. As a matter of fact, vocational classes are only offered in 4 pe-
riod blocks and it is not possible to enroll in stn occasional class.

The information contained on each opening' report hx programmed into the
computer and checked for accuracy. The information Is then used to prepare
portions of the OE form 3130 pertaining to the number of vocational teachers
In Ohio. This information pertaining 'to the status of teacher training is pro-
vided by each state university where the teachers are being trained. The infor-
mation is then used to prepare the closing report for each vocational class.

The closing report with preprinted information from the opening report per-
taining to class enrollments is sent to each local school district before the close
of the school year. The local school districts are required to provide additional
Information which includes closing class enrollments and class completions.
The enrollment data from the opening and closing reports is then compiled to
provide the Office of Education with the enrollment data on OE form 3138. The
nifornuttion pros ided un OE 3138 includes beginning class enrollments plus so
cational entrants on any day thereafter. Ohio enrollment never decreases from
the first day because withdrawals are considered In the total enrollment figures.,

The Information on class completiong is then preprinted oh a student follow-up
report w hide is mailed on September 15, following the 'lose of the school year
to each school district that has a State.approsed vocational program. The school
districts are asked to obtain the status of the students as of October 15, and
return the report to the ODVE by Nov ember 15. The information is then compiled
by the ODVE and forwarded to the OE on form 3139. In addition to the data
required by OE on form 3139, the ODVE is requesting the average wage per hour
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that the graduate is earning. llowel er, some students outsider this information,-
confidential and will not provide it.

At URACY, NECESSITY ABU e0NipLLTLNESS OF STATISTILAL DATA WHICH Is ptiovIDLD
TO THE OE

The ODVE and local officials believe that the statistital data which is re-
quired by OE to complete form,. 313(3, 3138 and 3130 are necessary to properly
evaluate the Ohio vocational prograung They also believe that the information
provided to the State on the opening reports are accurate and complete. The
officials do not all agree ur ,peal: with the same assurance as to the accuracy of
the fiscal year 1970 information that was Provided on the closing reports or the
follow-up study. Au ODVE official stated that the follow-up information is 111/t
as accurate as the student enrollment infortnatiote ODVE relies on the
people's honesty and tries to get as good and as true a picture as possible bit
student employment.

The data which had been submitted to the ODVE on the closing report for the
1970 Cleveland vocational enrollments was not correct. As a result, when the
preprinted report for student follow-up NI as mailed to Cleveland to obtain the,
employment status on 1970 graduates, it was incorrect and correct information
bad to be obtained to perform the student follow-up. The Toledo and Marietta
data for the closing report were obtained from teacher enrolltnelit reports and
were considered by local officials to be accurate. HoWever., information for lti
Toledo t lass titrullatents w ere incorrectly preprinted'hy the ODVE uu the follo-
up reports as class completions and. had to be changed before the follow-up
could be made.

The City of Cleveland also used a different means to obtain student follow-up
information than was used in either Toledo or Marietta. Cleveland used a ques-
tionnaire to obtain information oa the status of graduates, whereas the eines
of Toledo and Marietta used peronal contacts. This resulted is Cleveland get-
ting a 313 percent student response. whereas Toledo and Marietta received a
03 percent student response. The State instructions do nut state how the follow-
up should be math so Cleveland did not Inform the State of the procedures used,
The questionnaires may have provided a valid picture if the responses had been
projected to the total grathiates, but instead they were left to stand on their own.

We were informed by the Cleveland Director of Vocational Education that
staff meetings were held to explain the 1971 State procedures for obtaining data
for the (losing rebort. lie stated that the information obtained for the 1971
closing 'report will be more aeturate than the 1970 data because of greater in-
volvement of each service area supervisor. lie also stated that personal contacts
will be used to obtain data on 1971 graduating students.

PROCEDURES FOR OnTAINI.NO FINANCIAL DATA

The ODVE requires until st hoot district to submit affidavits showing expendi-
tures for eat h approved v ueatlunaI course. The affidal its are then audited and
the school districts reimbursed. The ODVE, howexer, has no lever to make the
school,,,districts submit timely...a ffidav ifs. As a Tesult. NOM(' affilla itti are not
.submitted on time and to meet OE dendliot N fur linontittl submission. the ODVE
!mist use A combination of the at Mai ledger expemlitures of school districts
with h have submitted their affidavits. and the noixitimm annamt of antic:Ohm
that could be spent by cities which have not submitted their affidavits.

This problem can be highlighted by ttsing the Cleveland Board of Education as
an example, leVeland had not submitted litan of their allitlax its for fiscal year
1970 disadvantaged programs to tite ODVE by .Tilly 1. 1971. T,Iterefore, ODVE
(11d not have actual expenditure: for fiscal year 1070. funds by the beginning of

"wfiScal year 1972. and they are reanired to he submitted by October 1, 1971. 4,

Cleveland attributes these late sulanissionso the filet that the 0I)VE has Wit
PAN-Weil instructions for the preparation of proposed budgets in disadiantaged
proposals. This has resulted in a lack of clear understanding of what funds can
be expended for. It has also resulted in the auditing of each prograni after
completion 'to assure that expenditures were proper. The Toledo Director of
Vocational Education also Indicated that there afe nut clear guidelines fur tkw
preparation (4 proposed budgets.

The ODVE officials believe that the financial data required by k 'awes-
sary. As a result of using a combination .of actual expenditures and allocations

lithe mincial data submitted by ODVE could be off by several hundred-thou-
sand dollars. An ODVE official stated that this is not significant since the
total expenditures in Ohio were over $102.7 million.
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ADDITIONAL DATA USED BY TEE STATE FOB PROSE EVALUATION

° The ODVE has taken much of the statistical dat quired by the 0E.and
compiled it tebe used in making managemtut decisions. Iloweser, they do nut
consider the present program adequate. As a result, the ODVE has started a
program review for improvement, development and expansion in vocational
education (PRIDE). The review was performed in 11 socational districts on
a pilot basis in fiscal year 1971 and is planned for 21 districts in 1972. The
review includes the following six basic components:

Administrative Itcriew.The administrative review is the activity by
which the Superintendent of a Vocational Education Planning District identi-
fies the role, objective, structure and responsibilities of the administrative team
for the improvement, _development and expansion of vocational education.

Proccts Variable Revictc.The pfocess variable review is the activity by
which instructors use a lay advisory committee to react to the process variables
of an instructional program. The process variables have been identified as (1)
Curriculum and Instruction, (2) Facilities and Equipment, (3) Instructional
Staff, and (4) Students.

product Revicic.The product review is the identification of the successes
achieved by the vocational graduate. The current plan Is for a three phase
follow-up study. Phase one is a one year follow-up using the current state re-
ports. Phase two is a three year. follow-up to identify mobility and employ-
ment success. I'lta4,e three is a five year follow-up to identify mobility, employ-
ment :woes; and 'selfsatisfaction.

('oat - Analysis Revicw.The cost-analysis review Is the critical activity which
will identify the instructional costlor operating an instructional program and
generate a. cost pes pupil per program figure.

Availability and Impact Itcriet6.The availability and'impact review is to
be conducted by vocational education planning district personnel to utilize local
resources for determining community needs.

Acceptance and Cfmgruenee Reviem.This review is currently using two ob-
jectives instruments ro examine student interest and attitude plus parent at-
titude. To obtain student interest in vocational education all 0th graders in a
Vocational Education Planning District take the "Ohio Vocational Interest
Survey".

The cost-analy sis review fur one-tenth of the 104 planning districts will be
completed by August 19T1,

Basic causes
The ODVE has des eloped good procedures for obtaining reliable management

Information. Howes er, incorrect financial and statistical data has been sub-
mitted to OB because of

Late submissiongyof actual expenditures to ODVE due. to n lack of clear
guidelines for preparing proposed budgets for disadvantaged programs, and
the failure of a 4kwal school district to follost these procedures.

I.

°

SUMMARY ON DISAM, A NTAGED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROOBAMS IN Onto,
CODE 20820 '

. 'The State of Ohio has formuljyted good proe'edyres tO assure that Federal dis-
advantaged funds are properly utilized. lIolveverAthe local school boards did
not follow, State procedures in several instances. In our review of Clev'eland
Toledo, 01117). fiscal y tar 1970 programs we found.Abat. All the students served
werErnot dig'ailsantaged. Federal funds were used to purchase equipment to
supplement existing sucational education programs la which students were not
disadsmitaged, follow-ups were not performed, to evaluate Program achieve-
ments, the criteria used to. select students was not always consistent with the
Statto' critela, and proposeit objectives were not reached.

fottnd that action was taken to 'partially correct some of these deficiencies
lefiscal year 1971 and that program evaluations are plartned. One program
which did not serge the disadvantaged has been replaced .by a program thnt
will...et-lie the disadvantaged. Another program increased its enrollment sub-
stantially because earlier funding provided sufficient time to purchase equip-
ment, secure space, and select teahhers and students.
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(rift no and Background
The Act pri)lide, for lot Atonal eclat aticin for disinhaidaged person, to en-

able Melo to itelliele I lit atimial education objectives that would otherwise be
buy clod their ruall. The Act define, disathantaged persons as those who have
academic. Sot ioeumoinic or cultoral handicap, that prelent them front succeed-
ing in a regular locatanial program. Iu addition. the Consumer and Homemak-
ing ,eetion of the Act pros ides program, designed for y outh and adults, to
prepare them fur the role of homemaking or contribute to their employ ability.

also encourage, 1,11/111e ecimonties tO gise greater consideration to
social and cultural conditions. espeeially in depressed area,.

The State of ollio w a, allotted $17.925.601 of Federal funds in fiscal ft.ar
1970 but liecau.e of tale funding w a, able to expend only $15.90,625. A portion
of the funds unalbsitted were disadlantaged monies. For example. the State
levelled $f".16.7,S1 for disaillantaged programs tinder Part A. 102(b) but ex-
pnded only $693.497. The unalluukted $103,064 55 ao, carried forward to fiscal
year 1971.

The grate of Ohio retell ed tiler 2.7 million in Federal fund, in fi,cal year
1970 under,the following section, of the Act.

Program

Total local
Total and

Federal State funds

Part A. 102(b) Disadvantaged Special Authorization $693,497 SO
Part B, 102(aX4a) Disadvantaged., 1, 822, 629 4,407, 767
Part F, Consumer and Homemaking Depressed Areas 216,115 233, 823

Total.. . 2, 732.241 4.641, 590

Scope

We reviewed the 1903 Vocational Education Act, as amended in 1968, to de-
termine the criteria fcir defining disadvantaged persons.

We talked to State and loud officials to determine the procedures used to
assure that the funds were used as intended.

We reviewed fiscal year 1970 disathantaged ouational education programs
and the consumer and homemaking program, iu Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio,
to determine if Federal funds were used as intended.

We reviewed the possible need for a disadvantaged program ill Marietta,
Ohio, and Washington County.

We reiewed program proposal,, and school records for ti,cal year 1970 dis-
ads autaged programs to determine if the criteria' used locally was consistent
with the State criteria.

Evidence

InsADVANTAGF:D vOcA.TIONAI. Ent-CATION PROGRAMS

State uftitial, beliese flint the disaill 11;.it aged pros isions of the Act are real-
I,tic. lint tin re is not adequate leadership lit the National level to direct the
States in taro lug out the prinisiotis or adequate filial:, to achiele the goals
etablisbetl. For evimple, the prolisiim in the 1905 intiendinents to the Act.
pros ide.for t oust iii, tam of residential schools. Although Ohio officials believe
this is O) realistic and they hale shimit these ,chools are beneficial, the U. S.
Office of Education has not prosided aggressile leadership to achieve the funds
for residential (1tools.

State (Alicial. iitforiitd us that any time a new program is started. there are
problem, Ili directing funds and using fund. effectively. Although there were
sonic problems iu thiet thug fiscal 3 ear 1970 funds to the dissidlantaged, many
of them, prIadeni, hale been corn.eted and 1971 programs hale been improved.

We were informed by State officials that the 1908 amendments are good lit--
1111,e the} If)1 lilt' categorical aid rather than block grants, provide ins est-

ment into an existing s3stimi rather than treating a tiew.s3steni, and Lane
sensitized school administrators to problems lu st hauls and outside of st

'They belies e quciitit.na1 education is the proper tool for meeting the need,
of till` elisaeltiantaged. flosses en, remedial education should also be built into
the system rather than being used as it separate tool because it can be related
to, the skills which create interest and the desire to learn; it will reach stu-
dents at age 14, 15 and 10 who are mature and more willing to learn; it can
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be related to the students goal and provide an incentive to learn; and it can
be individualized.

Ohio's criteria for defining disadvantaged persons is consistent with the Act
and the State has formulated good procedures to assure that disadvantaged
funds are properly tftilized. The funds are allocated to specific projects that
define the type of persons to be served. Therefore, allocations are not made to
schools or geographical areas, but to specific groups of disadvantaged people
to help them achieve their vocational objectives.

The State did not use all available fiscal year 1970 funds because the Federal
Government was slow in funding and the projects could not be authorized by
the State. The authorization to carry the money over to 1971 projects was good
and provided efficiency, since the State did not have to hurry and spend the
money to avoid returning the unused portion.

The State procedures for approving disadvantaged projects follow:
Guidelines are sent to all local school districts.
The local districts prepare and submit proposals for disadvantaged programs.
Proposals are reviewed by the Special seeds staff to determine if the infor-

mation provided agrees with that required.
Proposals are discussed informally with personnel in the specific service area

to obtain agreement.
Proposals are reviewed by a panel made up of educators and other persons

knowledgeable concerning the needs of the disadvantaged, who evaluate each
proposal individually as excellent to good. average, or fair to poor.

Questionable proposals are submitted to negotiation.
The proposals are approved.
The funds for approved disadvantaged projects are then channeled through

the local boards of education. State officials maintain that channeling tbese
funds through other agencies would only create another administrative layer
or hierarchy to absorb the money intended for the disadvantaged. They believe
the money must be put in the delivery system that can build The best track to
successthe Ohio Depatement of Education.

To assure that disadvantaged hinds actually reach the disadvantaged, the
State has adopted the following procedures . Proposals must Identify the type
of person to be served and state specific measurable objectives of the project ;
and proposals must state how the project will be evaluated at the local level to
determine the degree to which the objectives were accomplished.

Clcreland.We reviewed three disadvantaged programs In Cleveland. The
chart below shows the breakdown of funds and the number of persons served.

FISCAL YEAR 1970 DISADVANTAGED PROGRAM

Program

Disadvantaged students

Number Selected
Federal Local Total to be using State

funds 'funds budget served Served criteria

Prevocational, Pretechnical, Preen-
malice orientation s 400 71 31

Vocational selection program to pre-
vent dropout losses 200 69 69

Practical application in the building
trades 500 251 0

The responsibility for determining that disadvantaged people are actually
enrolled in the program rests with the 'veal officials. We found that although
the State's procedures are good, they were not being followed locally. The
Cleveland Board of Education's program proposals submitted to the State w ere
specific enough to assurc that disadvantaged persons would be helped. However,
the fact that a proposal is specific, dues not necessarily mean that the disad-
vantaged persons, were helped, as evidenced by the following deficiencies.

The proposed objectives were not reached, the criteria used to select students
w as not consistent with the State's criteria, follow-ups were not performed to
evaluate program achievements, and all the students served were not disad-
vantaged.

PRE-VOCATIONAL, PRE-TEC FINICAL, PRE-APPRENTICE ORIENTATION PROGRAM

The Pre Vocational progom was implemented February 2, 1970, in six inner
city schools. The primary objectives of the program Were to upgrade the knowl-

52--945-73yel. 1-13
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edge and skill of youth to ilH'et I lii.tiv .taadards: correct errors in field- Of
study anti create an a s armies.- emplo3e:s to the need exi.ting anomg
Our y outh for understanding, ; increase employability and resi.e memory ctn
,of student.; on prerimedy- learned material they have not liven using.

Oar review of the program brought' to light the., following deficiencies: The
proposed objective wa. mit reached, the criteria well to select students varied
from school to school aint wa not alw ay eon.istent with the State's, criteria.
all students erred Mare not (Ii.aolvantaged. and follow-ups were not performed
to evaluate program achievement,

PROPOSED OBJECTIVE WAS NOT REACHED

This program was offered to. second semester seniors w ho were about to
graduate. However. the ptograni achieved only 18 percent of their fiscal year
11)70 objective due to its late start. Instead of seeing 400 students, only 71
were served. In fiscal year 1971: the program was offered to 10th, 11th and 12th
grade students, the goal was decreased to 240 students and 223, or 93 percent
were served. This achieNement is the result of starting the program at the he-
ginning of the school 3 ear winch low ided suffi,.1,,mt time to select teachers and
students.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

Guidance counselors and teacher-coordinators selected the students for the
prdgram, but the criteria used )cried from school to school and was not al-
ways consistent with the State's criteria. In the schools reviewed, we folind
that: East Technical High School used criteria consistent with the State;
Glenville and East High Schools enrolled college preparatory students who
could not affort to go to college; and West and Lincoln High Schools enrolled
students from low income families who were above average and had the ability
to go to college.

The following criteria was used to select students for the East Technical
High School Program: overage for grade level. low probable learning rate
(PLR), low standard reading rate (SRR), high absenteeism, or poor scholastic
ability.
Students served were not disadvantaged

Using the above criteria we reviewed 30 student record cards at four of the
six schools, which were available during our visit. These records showed that
the following seven students did not-meet the above criteria and were not dis-
advantaged:

Student
Graduate class
rank Grade

:
Age at time

, program was
offered PLR

SRR at the
6th grade

level

Days absent
last two
semesters

Total grades
9th to present

AB CD

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

93 out of 194
87 out of 174
59 out of 174
55 out of 174
62 out of 174.
SO out ot174

98 out of 174..

'12
12
12
12
12
12

12

17
17

13
17

18
18
1$

91
110

100
115
III
93

6.2
(I)

6.7
(I)

10.2
10.2

(t) .

0 and 2.. ..... .
5 and 3
1 and 9.. .
1 and 1._ .
14 and 19
4 and 3.. .....
3 and I.:

7 16
8 14
6 13

11 15
9 14

11 18
2 19

12
16
19
17
10
11
16

9
6
5
3
6
5
7

Not shown.

Follow-ups were not performed
Follow ups were not performed to evaluate program achieN'ements although

it was stated in the proposals that au evaluation would be made.

Vocational selection program to prevent dropout losses
The Vocational Selection Program was implemented March 23, 1970. The

primary objectives of the program were'to: Achieve motivation for those who
have none, provide an atmosphere for undecided youth and guide them In es-
tablishing goals, increase employability, develop positive -attitudes, and pro-
vide earning power.

The following deficiencies were found during a review of the program: The
proposed objective wag not reached, and follow-ups were not performed to
evaluate program achievements.
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Proposed objective was not reached
The program proposal called for 200.students to be served in fiscal year 1970.

however only 69, or 35 percent were served. In-addition we w ere informed that
the program center could nut possibly accommodate the number of .studentscalled for in the proposal. Id fiscal year 1971. the goal was increased to serve
300 but only 87, or 29 percent were .erred. This objective is also unrealistic
in view of last year's performance and lack of 'facilities.

The criteria used to select students fur the program Wag the same as the
Pre-Vocational program. We reviewed the student record cards of 90 students
which were available during our N Lit. Thole records showed that the studentsmet the criteria with one exception.
Follow-ups were not Performed

Again, follow-ups were not-performed to evaluate program,aehievements al-though it was stated in the proposals that an evaluation wonld be made.
Vocational program with practical application in the building trades

The Practical Application in the Building Trades progirani was a summer
program which ran from June 15, 1970, to august 31. 1970. The program was
designed to provide practical applications in the maintenance and repair ofbuildings with job related instruction towards the world of work.

The deficiencies of the program were: The propos'ed'objective was notreached, the criteria used to select students was not consistent with the State'scriteria, and all the students served were not ,disadvantaged.
Propose& objective was not reached

In fiscal year 1970, this program was The most snceessful of the three re-
viewed, with respect to achieving their objective. They reached 251 students, -
or 50 percent of their 500 student objective. However, since the students served
were not all disadvantaged, their achivemenris not too-meaningful.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

The Cleveland Board or Education selected the students for: this program if
they met the Neighborhood south ,Corps criteria which is family income.
igtudents served were not disadvantaged

We review the recordt; of 38 students that were available during our visit.Using the criteria of the Pre-Vocational and Vocational Selection programs,
we found that the following 10 students did not meet the criteria and werenot disadvantaged:

Student Graduate class sank Grade

Age at
time program

was ottered
SRR at the

PLR' 6th grade level
Days last

Total grades
9th to present

absent
two semesters A BGDF

1 11 17 99 7.4 13 and 13 7 9 15 6 02.. 17 out°, 104 12 17 111 9.7 3 and 0 11 it 11 4 1
3 12 16 8: 6.5 8 and 1 12 14 14 6 a4 11 16 102 6.0 2 and 6 4 7 1: 9 25 10 15 107 6.7 3 and 2..... ... 2 4 13 8 0.6 11 16 107 6.1 8 and 1 ..... .. 4 6 S 8 a
7 12 16 111 6.: 0 and 2 24 14 5 0 aS., ,. 10 15 99 6.6 1 and 1 4 6 0 2 09., 11 16 93 6.4 4 and 2 11 -7 13 2 CD
10 12 17 100 8.6 1 and 12 0 11 13 9 1.

L .

This program is not being offered in the summer of 1971. It w as replaced by a
Vocaitonal Work Study 'rpgram for atioleruically dIsadt /Waged students whit
were automatically promoted' to the 10th grade because of age.

Toledo.The Toledo Board of Education also submitted proposals to the State
that were specific enough to assure that disadvantaged uersolis vt, uuld be helped.
However, there was a vast difference between the program proposals and the
actual program. The Board used Federal disadvantaged funds to purchase equip-
ment to supplement existing programs in which the students were not
disadvantaged.

We were Informed by the Director of Vocational Education that since the
programs were offered in high schools where the majority of students were

0
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disadvantaged, the Board of Education was of the opinion that they were in
compliance with the Vocational Education Act. This same philosophy N% as carried
over to the 1971 programs.

We reviewed two secondary disadvantaged programs in Toledo. The chart
below shows the breakdown of funds and the number of persons served in these
two programs.

FISCAL YEAR 1970 DISADVANTAGED PROGRAMS

Program
Federal
funds

local
funds

Total
budget

Disadvantaged students

Numbn
to be
served Served

Selected
using State

criteria

Distributive education r
Office duplicating and communications

specialist

127, 282

41, 507

Si, 3t5 132, 097

41, 507

140

75

140

70

39

Total 68, 789 4,315 73, 604 215 210 39

DISTRIBUTIVE EdUCATION PROGRAM

The Distributive Education PI:oiratii was implemented September 3, 1969, to
plot ide disadvantaged students with skills so they could become employable
citizens. The specific objectives were to develop favorable work attitudes, develop
skills uu marketitg and distribution, and place students on an actual job training__
station for wages.

t he Distributive Education (DE)' proposal &lied for 140 disadvantaged
students to be served. Teacher-coordinators informed us that -only 39 students
were enrolled in the DE disadvantaged courses. We reviewed ,the school records
of 19 of these 39 students and found that They were disadvantaged, as they met
one of the following criteria which school officials had used in selecting program:
participants: Low scholastic achievement, low IQ, high absenteeism, or were
average for their grade level.

Toledo Department of Vocational Education official informed us that Hie
other 101 students were enrolled in the regular DE program and at was not
determined whether or not they had academic, socioeconomic or cultural handi-
caps that would prevent them from succeeding in a regular vocational program.
In addition, we were informedthat the regular DE students are of a high caliber
and four had placed first in last year's National DE contest. This obviously
indicates that these students could not be disadvantaged.

The total Widget of $32,097 was used to purchase equipment to be used in four
high schools. Since the 39 disadvantaged DE students received most of their
training away from the four high schools, the equipment was used primarily
to serve non-disadvantaged students in an existing program.

Office Duplicating and Communications Specialist Program

The Office Duplicating program was funded in fiscal year 1970 to purchase
equipment for a program to be operated in fiscal year 1971. This program was
designed to provide intensive training for disadvantaged students in the areas
of office duplicating, copying, and offset printing. The specific objectives were to:
Provide the necessary employable skills, develop positive work habits and atti-
tudes, develop confidence in disadvantaged students, and place disadvantaged
students on co-op jobs as soon as employable Skills are attained.'

The Office Duplicating program was operated in a winner similar to the PE
progratu. The program proppsal called for 75 students, but only 70 completed
the program. school officials informed us that only 25 of the 70 students were
disadvantaged. However, when asked to identify the 25 disadvantaged students,
they could only provide school records for 12, We reviewed the record cards of
these 12 students and considered a student disadvantaged if he met the criteria
used for the DE program above. The records showed that the following nine
students were not disadvantaged using the above DE criteria.
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Age at time
program was

Student offered IQ
Days absent
last 2 years A 8 C D F

1 16 101 8 and 5 - 2 6 6 6 0
2 16 9 9 2 and 2 ....... .. 1 4 9 6 0
3 16 105 5 and 10 2 14 11 0 0
4 16 105 10 and 1O 0 2 6 2 1
5 17 110 0 and 0 4 4 8 1 0
6 17 110 5 and 16 6 9 -4 1 0
7 16 105 & and 1 * 1 5 5 4 0
8 17 96 10 and 5 1 3 13 4 6
9 16 114 0 and 3 0 4 5 1 0

Again the Director stated that the Board did not determine if the students
had an academic, socioeconomic or cultural handicap that would present them
from succeeding in a regular vocational program. Our re't iew slowed this equip;
ment was purchased to supplement an existing program in which the majority
of students were not disadvantaged.

Marietta.The City of Marietta has no programs for the disadvantaged. how-
ever, there is a definite need for disadvantaged programs In Marietta mid the
surrounding county. Programs have not been offered because. The disadvantaged
programs must compete with the Neighborhood Youth Corps program, and the
State Vocational Work Study program which pay the students a stipend, and
the local school board could not provide their share of the funds.

The Marietta School Board submitted one proposal for a Pre-Entry Orientation
to Vocational Education program. Although this pro 'p was approved by the
State, the program was not offered and the funds returned beeuuoe the
Hoard could not provide the local matching funds.

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING PROGRAMS

We reviewed the CleveIand Family Life and the Toledo Homemaking Education
programs for fiscal year 1970.

The chart below shows the breakdown of funds received for the two programs.

Program Federal funds Local funds Total budget

Cleveland family life $74, 000 18, 627 582,627
Toledo homemalung education 25, 029 2, 300 27, 329

We found there had been only a limited evaluation of the Cleveland a nd
Toledo programs in final year 1970. Toledo's program has show II more signs
of success because tin* appear to be more sensitive to the needs of the damaged
family. The success of the Toledo program is evidenced by the following case
history of a damaged family :

"Family A was in a deplorable state when one of our conneettors made her
first visit. The house was cluttered and filthy ; there was no food irthe house ;

the mother was an alcoholic . . . and the father was on the verge of suing for
a divorce .. . The four children kept the house in a shambles and required, but
did not get, close supervision . . : Now, six weeks later, the home of this fam-
ily is a different place . There Is a supply of food. Family relationships have
Improved. The children play in their own room and put their toys away before
they go to bed at 8 :00 prn. The mother is eatillg 'as she should, and she looks

, aiid feels much better than she has for a lung time. Most of this she has done
for herself, but we like to feel that our efforts to help have been partly
responsible."

The purpose of these pepgrams is to help low-income families help them-,
selves. The criteria for selecting particpants is that they live in an inner City

. areausually public housing. ,The assumption being that anyone living in
public housing, or the surrounding area, w ill hare a low family income and
therefore meet the selection criteria.

We found that the criteria used is consistent with the Act and low-income
people were being helped. However, State and local officials believe it is im-
possible at this time to measure the success of this program, as many of the

10
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beu 'fit, received are intaniahle and Lill not be apparent for generations toincuL Some of. the specific objectives of these programs ar to Develop pride
in liona iniikilig and improve homenitOdug skills. broaden basic education in
test, f deNel.,piug b,..sic improo pei'sonal health, keep sanitary living
conda0eas, nod approminte coo 'nullity resources.

the obje( essare specific e iongh to assme that disadvantaged per-
will be helped. Cltn Auld did not ierf,,rni a ftdion-up to determine if the

f rives were, reai lash 'Toledo, on the other hand. hires a consultant who
ec tl ,deed tie it progiani. This tt,%aluation t °minded that in order to draw eon-
elu-ions 7,11 proJ.riel effectiVeill'55. rn,glani obiectite< should be reformulated
into L, havi,ral terms, and hiforthatbiii `110,111d ba olnaitied concerning the elnl-
dreit m tne home, in addition to the homemakers.

obeitiN .s ate achieNed through the use of connectors, who are resi-
dent, of the ionuminitv iii 1111111 a Center is located. In Cleveland. once a fam-
ily ', onacted the coom,ctor trios to persuade the family to attend the Family
Life rli.ses taught at tl.e Centers by home ecommuc-7 teachers. Some of thesin jf e+, taught are lasic educ,itiou, foods and nutrition, home management,
and consumer education.

The 174-n-eland mogram recognizes that homemakers may he interested in
a class, but thicl it difficult to enter a strange setting alone To overcome this.
tie I ,mtictor may call fgr the lunemake'r and take her-to the Center. The
route-, tor "way VI11 hale to attend a class nith her until she is acquainted
nith othcrs and fit ls at home." We were informed by a Cleveland official that
a latm of (me te.olier to 15 students Is needed to suceessfully operate the pro-
t.,Yruio How ledo. the cminectms operate thetnigh the homemaking
rAlto otioti Ct n'te. Lot cork with the homemakers in their onn surroundings
to one basil The Toledo philosophy maintains that individual help
is 0, ih I until tii, liodly damaged homemaker is able to function as a member
of a =mall grviip This inability is due to a negative self-image, lack of pro ions
evperiences as a group member, and feelings of shame mud inadequacy.
Be ¶10 rallies

The dent lent les and the causes are as follows; The proposed objectives were
grit reached bet ause (I i the programs were funded late. :IA 12) there was in-
qiff, l lit time to purci.a.e equipment, secure space. recruit tencliets and select
student.,

The local driteria was not consistent with the State's criteria because the
per-10, making the selections were not adequately informed of the State's cri-
ter' t. as it' result. not all the student,. enrolled were' disadvantaged:

Follow (-ups ii re nut performed because the local officials did not believe they
would bd beneficial for such short term projects.

antagid foods NN ere used to purchase equipment to supplement exist-
'ing programs in which the students were not disadvantaged because (11 there
ohs a misunderstanding as to how the funds could he use. and (2) the local
officials did not determine if the students enrolled were disadvantaged.

Chfiirman Th.ruilss. Please identify yourself.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GUEMPLE, ASSISTANT DEPUTY SECRETARY
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, STATE OF TEXAS

`Aft. GI i.mrt r:. I Guemple, assistant deputy commissioner
for Idluinisti at ive Services of Texas.

I still in ting In-si-taut director of vocational education in Texas
\sidle a men StatO dirt`etOris being sought. I had that post in our
State orplinizat ion since before my promotion.

In my new rapacity. T am responsible to the deputy commissioner
for administr,it sel' ices fur all of the funds that flow through the
State agene. State and Federal funds,for all of the public education
at ii it ies in the State. My responsibility is to see that the funds reach
the tliools in a timely way so they can meet their commitments or
.salalies and other kinds of expenditures for educational activities.
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I attempted to write, in my short responses, what I felt you
1% anted from the letter we leech,. ed. That is, specific responses to each
of the recOntmendations. I, rather than spend time summarizing all
of those, would like to talk about the first one, limiting the Federal
funds for State administration, and with your kind permission and
indulgence, I would like to talk a little bit about sonic of the prob-
lems that you hate in national legislation applied to 50 States and
several territories, all of which lime differences in governments and
education, with eei tan' kinds of problems that emewe from that.

We hate 2,54 counties in Texas, with 1,154 school districts and t4
junior college districts. Now each of these districts, 200 of the 1,1'54
public school disti icts and 54 junior college districts are taxed juris-
dictions under State law. They each have an elective board of trust-
ees with certain kinds of tax jurisdictions and discretion over invest-
ment of those funds raised by local taxation.

The State receives several millions of dollars, about $30 million
now for rocatioiial education flora the U.S. Office of Education un-
dr the provisions of Public Lam. 90-57B. Those, or the regulations
and pro\ isions of the law require the State to have a plan on how to
ust those funds. That plan also requires the calculation of the ex-
penditures of all of the State funds:Unfortunately, our current re-
po' ting sstem, which is undergoing revision, does not capture all
of the local imested dollars, 'because of strong State statutes on the
ie.ponsibility of the locally elected boards in-these matters. We have
not felt that we had the clear legal .authority to ask, fbr certain kinds
of information on those expenditures.

The Federal Register and tlieState plan direct the State that if .
theIr were to be eligible for Federal funds, then all of the funds in-

sted in vocationfel education by the State alisi by local tax jurisdic-
tions are goy dried by the same regulations. Therefore, ,till of the
funds that available to the State have the same rules applied to,
them, whether they are generated by local tax dollars, State tax dol-
lars, or the Federal jurisdiction over certain tax revenues.

Wehave another problem in that ours is one of the few States that
has a different State fiscal year than doesAfe Federal Government.
Our State fiscal year is September 1 through August 3.1.
. Now you can see that we, do have problems on how to work with
these various money categories. Now I don't want to .get tolo compli-
cated, but the prol)lem really is, in most accounting offices, and I am
not professionally trained as an accountant. but I,hare been an ac-
countant, and was trained by the Prudential Ins a' Co. the rule
of thumb in most accounting offices is that you .sye money that
truncates first. In other words, if you are going to off certain.
funds at the end of June, you say those are expenditures. Then von
hat e the funds that last a couple of more months to take care orex-
pt.mlitures that may accrue to-the State during the summer. We have
,annuer school teachers. insert ice school activities, and have certain
binds of in estmenis that, are made ahead of school time for the suc-
ceeding year.

Now I ,vo.fld have to say that that has been a judgment that the
State hatl to make under the rules and regulations that are in the
Federal Register. I guess the problem is maybe we made the wrong%
decision, .)nit the decision had to be made. Do ou conserve State (ax
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dollar revenue for those ON eilappiog fiscal year responsibilities, or
do you go ahead and finance State administratie costs out of the
State and Federal moneys with the possibility of losing some of the
funds pretty badly needed?

All of the funds we have available to its don't cover all of the costs.
A lot of the costs are passed on to local tax jurisdictions, and that is
unfortunate. That is being reliewed by our State legislature now be-
cause of the RodrigLaz case and others. I am sure with some of that
w will get State relief. The possibility is next year instead of s-to-1
matching we may have 10-to-1 matching in our State, but Mr.
Perkins, I have to say that right now, as of this moment, I do not
know how much Federal funds we hale mailable to spend in the
schtols in our State thisvear.

Now, the other problem that we lime is that sometimes when we
g0 to the legislature, there are certain issues that we have, where we
ask for State dollars and there really is not a problem. We get al-
most every dime we ask for for the handicapped. We are one of the
States that has a broad general law that was passed in 1969 by our
State legislature and wehaie been devoting a great deal of energy
in expanding educational services for the handicapped. We have
grown from $18 million statewide for handicapped children to $78
million in the space of 3 or 4 Years, and plans are to double that again
in another 3 or 4 years. Our big problem there is that adequate plan-
ning costs money but we don't lone the resources at the local level
or at-the State level to spend on designing a statewide delivery sys-
tem for the handicapped.

The funds that we get for set-aside for the handicapped are not,
spendable for construction and the facilities to house programs are
one of the restraints or the barriers at the local level in putting in
new programs. Research, evaluation, program materials, how do you
design and conduct programs? -

One of the problems I had in reading the teport and preparing a
response is we don't have a definition of administration. That has
been alluded to otherwise here. Let's stop for a moment and say this,
"What are the appropriate functions in education that are performed
by the State?"

Certainly, there are certain regulatory functions that are in the
Federal Register 11-Lich we aire required to perform. There are others
in the body of State law which are not in conflict with the Federal
regulations which we are also responsible for. But there are a lot
of other things which are not really regulatory. How do you get
school districts to put in programs that are different, that are new?
With whin do you have to work? The principal of the high school,
the superintendent of schools, the elected board, a lay board?

These are leadership fmictions. These are legitimately performed
by the State to try to disseminate the kind of information about
what they can expect from the State in the way of support, what they
ought to 'expect from the community in the way of snpport, from the
business and industrial enterprise' in that community.

Then, how do you take a teacher who has gone from-one of those
industries and make himself a teacher, since he -is already a crafts-
man? These are exp'ensive, and many of these activities are per-
formed by-the State staff. The option is given to the local district of

.
o
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whether or not to put in the progi am and whether or not to partici-
pate in these kinds of act i hits. But they are made available.

I have a problem in looking at restricting the State in the amount
of Federal funds it can use for administration. Unless we define
what functions were are talking about and how much the State can
spend for those. I guess really the problem I have with this whole
area IS that in a complex situation, which we have in most States,
it is getting worse rather than better.

We have several things impacting on a State. The Federal Reg-
ister is one. The State legislature's law pertaining to public educg-
tion: And then we have the various kinds of court orders that are
coming down to time schools and our State agencies wider a court
order on civil rights. Some of these are contradictory. r find the rec-
ommendation that the GAO report has on limiting the amount of
funds for State administration in conflict with some of their other
recommendations on requiring better planning which costs money,
and I would say that sonic of the report, in order to implemeut it in
our State, might mean a doubling of the State's staff.

Now we are currently using about 2.3 percent of the total funds
available to us for State administration, a little less than 2.3 percent.
Now if the. Federal funds are flow through to the local school dis-
trictsthen we would have. and also we cut back on State admin-
istrative costs drawn from the Federal funds, we would have to sub-
stitute funds for those and those world cease flowing through to the
schools. Since both fund categories are regulated by the Register and
the State plan, I really don't see that the scools would get 1 dime
differently Allan they get now, or have to do anything that they don't
now have to do. I guess my problem is that if the cost of State ad-
ministration, because of changes in the law, is altered appreciably
upward oh' downward, then our need for financing for those activities
that are apprortiato for the State would either go up or down. They
have to be financed.

I am a little at a loss to see what difference it would make if the
funds were State or Federal, since those funds that are used for State
administration arenot then available to schools and as long as our
overhead is low overall, I really have a problem with that.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Guemple follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF .Torts R. GITF.mpl.E, ASSISTANT DEPI"TY COMMISSIONER

FOR ADMINISTI1ATIVE SERVICES, STATE OF TEXAS

I am here to represent the Texas Commissioner of Education, Dr. M. 7.. Brpck-
ette. and to present our views on the General Accounting Office report entitled
"What Is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?", which was
released to Congress on December 31. 1974. I will address specific parts of this
G.A.O. report which deal with the administration and operation of State voca-
tional education programs.

1. LIMITIND TILE FEDERAL FUNDS FOR STATE ADMINISTRATION

Nothing can' be gained by 'setting a limit on the amount, of Federal funds
whieh can he zetainN1 at the State level for administration, As a matter of fact,
arbitrary limits would further reduce flexibility and inhibit program effective-
ness.

For fiscal year 1974. the total expenditure in Texas of State and Federal
monies for vocational education programs was nearly .$162 million. Of this
amount, over $129 million were from State sources. The cost of State adminis-
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tration in Texas is less than 2.3 percent of the total expenditures of State andFederal funds.

2, EST.ABLISIT A SPECIFIC AMOUNT OF FEDERAL FUNDING TO BE USED FOR MATE
PLANNING

The planning process 'should be improved at all levelsFederal, State. and
localto ensure optimum expansion of ocational opportunities and program
effectiveness.

We believe that accura.te and timely supply/demand information is necessary
'to permit vocational education agencies to plan more effectively, allocate re-
sources, and keep programs in tune with changing needs. The initiative fur
program planning and evaluation must begin at the State level, andadditionalFederal resources for the, purpose would be welcomed. But restraints should
not be created which woull impair the effectiveness of planning and evaluation.

3. LIMIT USE OF FEDERAL I UNDS FOR ON-GOING PROGRAMS

Historically. Texas has spent less than 20 percent of each year's Federal al-
lotment to maintain and operate existing pograms. These monies have been usedto improve what Mitts place in the classroom by pros Wing ancillary sem icessuch as teacher training and curriculum development. Over 50 percent of the
Federal allotment is used to establish and operate new programs.

In ninny instances after the success has been demonstrated of a Federally-
funded vocational program, the State will pass legislation to assume the costs.
For example,Xederal funds paid the salaries of vocational coanselors and super-visors at the local level for several years, but today these staff members are pa-n1
with state funds. That also is,trUe of special programs for the disadvantaged and
handicapped which now are funded with state monies.

Until the funding of sonic of the new programs can be assumed by the State.
some Federal funds will continue to be required to maintain the quality of
needed programs which relate to job opportunities. The needs must determine
the programs which the state offers, and these needs should dictate the_ priority
for spending. We suggest that limits not he applied to existing and on-going
programs. as this limits the fk`xibility of responding to priorities identified atthe local level.

4. OPTIONS REGARDING PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGI D AND HANDIcAPPLD

There is no question that disadvantaged and handicapped personseffli benefitfrom occupational education. Texas is vommitted to meeting the needs of the
disadvantaged and handicapped in its population. The state pays for over :50
percent of the costs of programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped. But
programs should not be offered just for the sake of having a program for aspecial population. The needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped should be
considered in a needs assessment which considers the types of training requiredby everyone in the gate. .

Experience in our state has shown that set-asides for special needs have re-stricted the state in planning its compreliensiNe program. Instead of est:Wish.-
tag even more specific set-asides, we suggest that it would be more produetne to
consolidate set-asides in the current legislation.

Ne evpcet that programs financed through CET.V will have an impact on the
disadvantaged problem, but we do not have sufficient knowledge or experienceto determine what this effect will be.

5. COORDINATED PLANNING BY HEW AND LABOR

It is imperative that all agencies at all levels work together to achieve the
maximum usage of resources and to eliminate duplientInn of effort. The initiative
for bitter coordination should take place at the Federal level, where the rolescan be clarified of all Federal entities, having responsibilities for occupational a.training,

InTexas a 1202 Commission has been established to achieve more coordina-tion in the administration of post-secondary institutions. Tim Commissionvr ofEducation is a member. The initial meetings have produced some organixabonalproblems, and there arc almost certain to be jurisdictional problems. But It ishoped that more communication will result in more coordination.

40
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We will actively support all effort, to improve coordination and tociperation
for the betterment of occupational education.

G. ESTABLISH A SET-ASIDE REQUIREMENT FOR COOPERA1V-E ARRANGENIFNIS

Cooperative arrangements between secondary and post-secondary institutions
have been encouraged and financed under state statute in Texas since 1971. Last
year several thousand Texas students were enrolled in vocational courses at
post-secondary institutions, area locational schools, and proprietary s,
Without these contract programs with other institutions, many public selo,ols
could not offer their students any vocational training because of lack of fund:
for facilities and equipment or too small a number of students to make up a
class. state legislation has increased the flexibility in the,: vocational coopera-
tive programs, and provides funds for transportation of stuclents to their 1'
tional classes,

Therefore, in Texas no direct benefit would be derived by establishing a
set aside requirement for this purpose. Improved planning and management e.
result in maximum use of resources, 11 ithuut additional restraints being imposed.

7. j'EDERAL FUNDs NOT TO BE VSFD FOR CONS rRucrioN

Past use of Federal funds for construction has stimulatcd local imeic-t iii
improving and increasing vocational programs. In many inst,acce,,, the a ,a1:1-
bilit y of Federal fund, was the solo reason that communitits could
their vocational offerin.:s. We belies e that adecritate justificatam has I r. a pr,
vided for that expenditure. II

In Texas a moratorium has now been placed on the use of state and al
funds for constrocaIon purpos,,s, pending a complete 'of man., 1;1 tor,
rho "C0111)1111111ty scdiool concept" is loving implemented. so that all fa. dities
within a community tun he used for the good of the community. Woikaldc pro-
grams for this concept should roducc the need for new constriation. adilbility
of hardness and other governmental facilities must ab.o be considered before
finalizing plans to erect new structures.

It may be ads :sable to keep an as male open for fubildig con.,truitii n win a
sweial problem cannot be soiled in any other way. and complete jit-tita ation
and prior approl al can be obtained. For Ilus contingu ncy, sse sugg. st that any
legislative changes not delete the pus-utile use of Federal funds for too-tin( tten.

8. FINANt. E PROGRAMS DIREt MY RELATED TO JOB OPTOR1UNDIF S

'We strongly concur with the effort to make training programs more realistic.
Inadequate planning and incomplete needs assessment undoulaedlv Lase pro-
duced some situations in which program offerings did not eolicia, a, with .job
opportunities.

licrensoil effort and improved techniques for job placement and follow-up by
local education agemics and stati will strengthen all pro;,: .11, uutl iihiLieue
the ability to relate vocational 1mq:intim to the availability of jobs,

The Tom's Education Agenvy euriently is involved with ether lte
agenc,es and t be office of the Governer 111 4.10 t'likplit.; ft in a tip ii 1 Uppl &Maud

ferRID t ion stem,for vusational education in Te 1.114 el' 147P
Maio,. this effort' complex. Improved data collection will aid iu lo, al of
course aferinza. and 11 ill make it po,.sible to design trainim, ,,rogranis foi
and-emerging occupations.

9. mOVIRE WORK Exetiorxci: ix PART 11 PROGr ',I S'

LOCal echicali agencies have been encouraged to revise t 1,eir he.trin tional
approach. to the extent possible, to ensure that rtal-lif. sol k h \-1,011(11cl', an
an integr,.1 part of vocational curt iculunp.. Last year 4,1 er 1,1.000 ,tach in
freXati received cooPeratile on-lbe4d) i raniing. and 13.0u0 of those st nib in, were
in secondary schools.

This :T111.01101 is pr, ferret' in all enrrienhuns,, but there a tioliq
such programs in ninny spar,,ly pr.:minted meas. be ptiot..:b in-
dustry traiwiig sHttionS for St1111Plit, or the students might not have tian por-
tation to the jobs. Ti , give Stu(11.11Is siminIated NI orb: e Nperielice. preona,loy Went
laboratory programs have been el oil It 13 ill 11 hiCil sflItit [KS use HOMO 1.,1111.iEWIli
and techniques they would use on the job.
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In a state as big as Texas, with such a variety of communities, it would not
he possible to offer Work experiences for all vocational students. Greater con-
tact with industry through job placement and follow-up may help identify naysto provide work experiences that are within the capability of the schools and
indusfrry. But at this time we would urge you not to create spiccific requirements
of wotit experience for vocational students.

10. SCHOOLS TO ASSUME RESPOSIBILITY FOR JOB PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW -UP

state funding has been authorized since 1972 for job placement and follow -up
services. Today 15 school districts employ 23 full-dine placement coordinators. A
request for funding to expand the program presently is pending before the Texas
Legislature. Job placement and follow-up assistance are necessary prerequisitesfor an effective career counseling and guidance program,, And they will ensure
that training programs truly represent existing demands.

Improved data collection and dissemination will help school districts keep
aware of job opportunities available or forecast throughout the state. We sup-
port action and increased federal support to enhance the effectiveness of job
Placement and follow-up services.

11. REDUCE BARRIERS THAT INHIBIT PARTICIPATION'

The G A.O. report calls to your attention barriers in the Federal loan support
program restricting assistance to those n ho graduated from high school. Theyalso call attention to restrictions on the use of Federal vocational education
funds for programs that arc not secondary schools or above. Congress should
be aware that there is a laundry list of other barriers.

Discriminatory employment pracpces have already been addressed by Con-
gress. Historically minority youth interested in a specific vocational field havefound preparation not practical because job opportunities were not available to
them, There remain barriers of this sort over which the school systems of the
nation have little influence and no jurisdiction.

12. AMENDING THE FEDERAL PROPLItTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ACT

Texas strongly supports amendment of the Federal Property and Administra-
tive Services Act to allow recipients of Federal Vocational Funds to acquireFederal excess property.

This support is based on bur first-hand experiences while participating in
DIIEW*s Federal Excess Property Program in late 1971 and early 1972. During
the -Writ seven months of 1972 the vocational, technical. and adult education
programs in Texas_ received Federal excess property valued over $10 million.
This property was distributed to 157 independent school districts and 4S junior
kolleges. It was used in tlic skill training of handicapped and disadvantaged
persons, veterans, minority groups, and others.

Through the excess property program, many schools were able to acquire
capital equipment for new programs and to modernize existing programs. Funds
to buy the equipment were not available, otherwise. Technical-vocational educa-
tion programs should receive a high priority for the utilization of rederal ex-,cess property.

We hope that this Subcommittee's recommendations will have a positive im-
pact as the 94th Congress begins addressing new federal vocational education
legislation New legislation should include most of the concepts in the present
law and allow more decisionmakiug at State and local levels. We welcome the
comments and suggestions of all agencies interested in improving vocational
education. I believe we have a program that is growing in both scope and effec-tiveness, and ask that you consider °Ur remarks while deliberating on the legis-lative changes to be made. -

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Our nest witness is from the State of Washington, Mr. Arthur

Binnie, Mate Director of Vocational Education, and Ken Owen, the
Assistant State Superintendent.

First, did you want to say anything, Mr. Needs?
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Mr.CMELos. Mr Chairman, just to take the opportunity to welcome
Mr. Binnie before the committee and tell 1141 we are looking forward
to the testimony, and looking forward to continuing to work with
him.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR EINNIE, STATE DIRECTOR OF VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION, AND KENNETH L. OWENS, SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF EDUCATION, OLYMPIA, WASH.

Mr. 13rxxin. Chairman Perkins, Members of the House Subcom-
mittee on Elementoty. Secondary, and Vocational Education, I am
Arthur Binnie, Executise Officer of the Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education and State Director of Vocational E,ducation
for the State of Washington.

I submitted written testimony on the GAO report to become a part
of the record. Because of the time limitations and the number of my
colleagues testifying today, I will limit my oral comments to GAO
Chapter 6, which it Training Related to Employment.

GAO, on page 69. reports enrollment in the Vocational Education
Act supported programs over the pat decade does, not indicate that
training has shifted from traditional categories to new and emerging
job opportunities.

I would like to report that in Washington State, we have in process
the major operations that conflict with that position. The first, which
we call "Washington State Vocational Education Forecast Model,"
utilized Vocational Education Act funds over the past five years to
develop a model.

It was employment education on a trial basis in fiscal 1971 and is
entering its second year of operation. This model is a forecasting
system that projects job oppoitunities related to output of vocational
education systems.

It is projected on both a statewide basis and can be, or information
can be extracted from it for local job market areas. Job projection
data is collected from the Department of Labor, Washington State
Employ=ment Security Office. Washington State Office of Program
Planning and Fiscal Management, and the Office of Community De-

'yeloptra nt and other sour..., projecting manpower needs by occupa-
tLonal code for 5 years in advance,.

A second' part of the forecast model involvbs collecting output
data from community colleges. N motional technical institutes, private
vocational schools. and high schools.

This data reflects not only the enrollment of programs but the
completers of programs and those who complete programs who enter
the labor man ket on an eat ly leave "basis and on a skill and occupa-
tional code basis.

This anal.% sis of the vocational education persons enterino. the job
market lac-sification ea, la \ eat, compared to manpower needs. allows
us. in our State, to project new program areas where we desire
pnnsion.

We have made an agreement that has been reached between the
St ate boatol of community colleges, at this time, and the office, of
program planning and fiscal management in our *State and the co-
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ordinating council that we gill not allow any expansion in vocational
education programs in areas in «hkli there is not a demonstrated
manpower demand.

This guarantees that new programs will be in new and emerging
job opportunity areas and in expanding job opportunity areas.
Should the local education agency choose to start up a new program
in such an area, it would be ineligible for both State and Federal
funds.

Capital projects would also not be available to the local education
agencies w ouild new buildings should they want to start up a non-
project education need area.

We are trying to assure that people graduating from programs will
have a realistic chance at a job in our State. We recognize we have
some fences to mend. We still have some programs that were insti-
tuted prior to the forecast model.

In some of these programs, we know we are graduating, presently,
more than the market demands. However, this system that we have
now in place is a control system that will not allow expansion of
those programs, and we are working with the agency toward the
phasing out of programs that produce an excess amount of employees
for a field that is not needed.

GAO speaks to new job needs in public service such as fire service
and law enforcement. They offer the criticism, when training in such
occupational skills are ai ailable, it was rarely offered at the secondary
lei el IN here the largest proportion of vocational education enroll-
ment was concentrated.

I caution the committee against accepting that rationale. Some
other States may be like Washington, where ,employment in high-
risk occupations like fire service and law enforcement, are not avail-
able to persons until age 21; they must be 21 to

of
employment.

Training at the high school level in a career of this type would not
be cost. effective. We do offer training in law enforcement, fire service
training, and public service, but they do not lead to direct job entry.

It is appropriate that such training in these fields in our State be
at the postsecondary level.

The second major thrust in 'Washington I would like to share with
you that is presently being developed, will result in what we call
Washington OIS. occupational information system.

We have been funded by the Department of Labor for a planning
giant in occupational information systems development. The unique-
ness is.the consortium of seven State agencies was a common goal.

Metter occupational information to serve both students Who want
to be trained for jobs and employers who need people for jobs.

The agency consortium consists of the following agencies: office
of community development. superintendent of public construction,
State board of community colleges. coordinating councils for occupa-
tional education, employment security. councils on higher education,
revenue. department of revenue. and the office of program planning
and fiscal management.

If the request for proposals is fundvd we would further implement
into the operational phase our forecast model. It will require $300,-
000 a year to get fully operational over a 3-year period.

The starting money would come, from the Department of Labor
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grant proposal, but by the end of 3 3 ears the total operational money
For the *stem would be assumed by the State of Washington.

We think it would afford in our State the following information.
Sound supply data about programs, sound manpower projections

about jobs, realistic labor market assessments and controls at all
levels of education that IN mild assule Vocational Education Act mane-
power. We are expanding iu fields that could absorb the completers
of programs from all levels of education.

No expansion would occur in areas where we don't have need for
workers.

On the contrary, skill programs in those areas would be curtailed.
I would like to make one last point. The time lag of getting up at

4 o'clock in the mornini, out here confuses my speech sometimes, but
I don't think we should fall into the trap of briefing that the ultimate
outcomes of vocational education are related to job placement.

From a reecnt study done by the Washington Advisory Council
on Vocational Education we know there are at least nine major areas
of satisfaction that can result from vocational education experiences.

Their study in the eyes of students, public, and parents and em-
plow's, say that all nine areas are important. They include not only
job placement but of equal importance the transition to advanced
training.

Also, those surveyed valued as an outcome the decision not to
enter an occupation they trained in but to switch to another.

.-There are other examples in the document and it is presently at
,State printers and copies will soon be available. I will forward one
of those copies to each committee member and staff when it is com-
pleted.

The point is well made in the study that vocational education suc-
cesses should not be measured by job placement.

Even though in our State of Washington people that complete
programs are available for jobs in 1972-73, Project Base Line re-
ported 93.3 percent were employed.

So people who complete our vocational programs in our State and
want to go to \fork can.

Many others chose not to work but to enter advancyl training areas
and they can in our State.

Vocational education prepares people for the manpower market
need4 of the United Stateaund I am .convinced that Congress is
"fretting more of a bang for its buck out of the Vocational Education
Act than we sometimes think.

Let me close with just two illustrations on the outcomes of' voca-
tional education. This data was from the 'Project Base Line data
from the State of Washington.

The total moneys expended in the State of Washin on for voca-
tional education, MDTA and MA during 1972-73 w $20.5 million.

The allocation received by vocational education a ounted to $7.3
million. or 35.7 percent of that total. MDTA received 42.2 percent of
the total qr $8.6 million and E0A received 22.1 percent of the total
or $4.5. million.

e

Now, you ought trt he interested in the resultS obtained frorri thdse
Federal investmeritZ-Th our State 'in that period we enrolled '266.213
persons in n11 feilerally reported programs preparing people for jobs.
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In vocational education, we enrolled 262,s71 persons or 98.73 per-
cent of the total enrollees. That means that nearly 99 :percent were
being prepared for work in the State of Washington in the period
1979,73 and were being prepared and programed, sponsored under
the Vocational Education Act and only 35 percent of the funds flow-
ing into our State during the period. -

I believe that the Vocational Education Act in our State }His been
cost effective and it well justifies the administrative budget that
brought it about.

Thank you for hearing my comments.
Chairman PER1cINS. If tlierejs no objection, I think we will give

you gentlemen time to Walk down the hall and get a sandwich and
reconvene in about 20 or 25 minutes.

[Prepared statements of Mr. Binnie and Mr2Owen follow :]

PEERARFA) STATEMENT OF Airmen A. BINNIE, STATE DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, STATE OF WASHINGTON_

Congressman Perkins and- Members of the Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Edueatiop:

I am Arthur A. Millie, Executive Officer and State Director of Vocational
e' Education, Coordinating Council for Occupational Education in theState of

WasThington. Our Council is designated as the sole agency to receive federal
funds under the federal, Vocational Eilucation Act and to prepare, administer
and supervise the State Flan for Vocational Education in the State of Wash-
ington. I have traveled here today to testify regarding elements of the General
Accminting Office report "What Is The AA-4e of Federal Assistance for Voca-
tional Education?". released op December' ft 1074, by the Comptroller General
of the United States.

I am not here to quarrel- with statistics or the data gathered by the 9A0
auditors. My purpose is to address the issues that surfaeed and the findings and
conclusions that were than from the statistics the GAO gathered from the
states they visited, including the State of Washington. When one draws con-
clusions. they must be based on some fundamental assumptions, and they must
he based on expertise in the area being examined. My comments will differ
from some of the conclusions drawn by GAO. They will differ from some of
the recommendatio.is made by GAO. I believe those differences come from many
years of working in vocational education as a teaoher, as a coordinator. as a
local director. as a dean of instruction, and now as a state director of voca-
tional education. My 22 years of experience in private industry, vocational,,
technical institutes. community colleges. and state administration, I believe,
gives me insight into what vocational education is like in, the eyes of a voca-
tional etIneator.

A fundamental question seems to he whether we in vocational education at
the state level are using federal funds to accomplish the purposes which Con-
gress intended nialt r the Act. My comments will indicate that I believe we
have ddlie that. T will restrict my comments to six fundamental areas: The
GAO assumption that VEA funds do not play a catalytic role, (2) the GAO
statement that a large amount of federal funds is retained at the state level
owl should be reduced. (3) the ratio of state support for Part B. (4) some com-
inctits on the itimact we hale had on disadvantaged and handicapped, (5) fa-
cility sharing. and ((I) planning. I will he hOef in presenting these views on
each of these areas so that you will, be able' to ask questions .regarding -the.
program in Washington State at the conclusion of my remarks. F will be happy

Ito try to provide answers to your questions.

THE CATALYTIC ROLE

On page 9 of the GAO report a statement appears that VEA funds- do not
necessarily plan a catalytic role. It states that federal dollars were intended
by Congress to stimulate state efforts so that more people, would receive vo-
cational education in order to meet national matipOwer amis. It also states,
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however, that VEA guidelines permit states to use these funds to maintain
existing vocational education programs. I find this 'wording rather unusual.
It raises a criticism that is confused by the words "not necessarily ", and it
is further confused by the fact that federal law, acknowledged by GAO, alloWs
funds 'trended under the Act to do things other than play a catalytic role.
But when that occurs, it is criticized.

In Washington State we interpret the purposes of the Act to mean that the
funds we receive will primarily be spent to iniprove, expand, and maintain
vocational education programs so that ail of the people of the State may be
served, including the disadvantaged and handicapped. The key words in our
State priorities are "improve, expand, and maintain"-prugrams. No funds may
be utilized for other purposes. We even place limits on some of the uses within
those three categoriesimprove, expand, and maintain.

I seem to interpret a Qoneera by GAO over those dollars we applied to main-
tenance of programs. I think it is inipurtant to put some kind of a deflation
on maintenance functions. Vocational education programs in local educational
agencies often have costs that are not supported by state foimula. These costs
include such items as extended teacher contractscontracts that allow teach-
ers to: coordinate walk stations at the beginning of the school year or at the
end of the school year, and contracts that allow the teachers to involve them-
selves in curriculum update on an extended basis. Many vocational-education
,teachers, instead of working a 180-day school year, work a 220-day school year,
or even morea full twelve months around. Sometimes vocational education
funds support the portion of teachers' salaries that are not, provided for in
state formula monies. Other funds -that are not provided by state formula
monies may include coordinators' costsa teacher's time that must be sup-
ported outside the classroom to work in his or her cominunity in developing
eommunity job stations. These necessary activities have not been fully covered
by our state formula at this time. The ability to pay for them, should a local
educational agency want to' utilize community facilities outside the regular
school structure, is unavailable from state or local funds. Federal funds-often
fill voids. They pay for the excess costs, or nonformula costs.

Many programs have both equipment and supply costs that exceed the sup-
port level provided by our state formula funding base. We have programs with
the cost per student running as high as 82,000 per year. These are usually in
the trade and technical areas and health occupations areas: The state formula
does not provide anywhere near that amount of money. It doesfl't take very ninny
years bgfore equipment purchased wears out or becomes obsolete. There must
he sonic Opportunity provided to keep the classroom shops and laboratories up-
to-date with the current trade practices and with the equipment used in indus-
try. Federal funds often fill that void. They provide the means to update the
equipment, to pay the high supply costs. And since those costs of maintenance
are allowed under the federal Act, then I belies e the use .of the federal voca-
don& 'education funds to cover such expenses is wholly appropriate. The ques-

t, tion then may arise. what percentage is appropriate? I don't bate an idyl
percentage on the top of my.head, The percentage will vary from district to
district at the local educational level. depending on local budget constraints
and local needs. One school May need a change-over of equipment and an-
other may need extended teP4!,ers* contracts. Mother may need new program
start-up. It varies from year to year-and from district to district.

However. in my opinion. vocational education activities in the State of
Washington supported 'by federal funds have been catalytic. Enrollment luni>
increased from 230,085 in the year 1970-71 to 262.871 in the year 1972-73aii,
increase of 13.8%. That increase in enrollment`was brouht about by additional ,
programs being developed with federal Ylollars. It was brought about by pro-
grams in the schools being .improved with fcddral dollars. improvement is
catalytic. Expansion Is catalytic.

Vocational education in the State of Washington is still growing. A recent
report of our State Advisory Council indicates our agency had set a goal in
the State Plan to luerease the disadvantaged students enrolled in vocational
education from 9.196 in 1973 to 10.014 disadvantaged students enrolled in 1974.
Their report shows that we planned an increase of 818. but we had an actual
increase of 2.237. We exceeded our goal by almost 300% and federal vocational
education funds had a great deal to do with that:1Ve also, established a goal

.52-945-75--vol. 1-14
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to increase the iiiinjia c of lab licapped studeats in all levels of vocational edu-
cation from! 4.4-44 hantlive peel z..teidelits to 4,763 handicapped studentsa
planned int rease of 319 We ad an actual increase between 1973 and 1974 of
361. We exceeded our goal fur handicapped students in the State of Washing-
ton by 18,-(. Funding project proposals with vocational education money had
a lot to do with that. I believe that's what you members of Congress meant by
ea talytie.

Iii Washington's community- colleges we projected a 1973 estimate in our
State Plan of 81,572 petsons enrolled in N ocational education. We had an ac-
tual 1973 community c-ollege vocational education enrollment of 100,231. We
128.26,5 person:, in vocational education in connifunity colleges. I think that
exceeded our projection:, in 1974 again \NMI an actual total enrollment of
much of that growth is due to wise investments of federal vocational education
funds and I believe that those dollars were, indeed, catalytic.

In the common school system of our State, K-12 and our five postsecondary
vocational-technical institutes. recent data shows that we ,exceeded enroll-
ment projections in this system 'also-119.761 persons were enrolled in 1973
and 122.725 persons were enrolled in 1974. So we are experiencing growth at
all levels, in all system. and 'Mich of that growth is caused by federal voca-
tional education funds. Even though vocational education funds are used in
our State for borne of the maintenance things that I commented on previously,
vocational educations also is catalytic by bringing about growth in vocational
education and calming impros ements in vocational education. Maintenance
may contribute to both of these factors,

FEDERAL FeNDS RETAINED AT THE STATE: LEVEL

The second Major point that I would like to discuss appears on page 10 of the
GAO report. It speaks of large amounts of federal funds being retained at
the state level. As I analyze the accompanying narrative, I believe there are
purposes. I have to concur that in the State of Washington large amounts are
some basic misperceptions about funds retained at the state level and their
being retained at the state level. But the GAO report has caused many prob-
lems in inn State because...of misunderstanding some of the facts related to
that. For example. I have been criticized over the some 100+ agency personnel
assigned to the administration of vocational education. This has been raised by
not only members of your committee and staff, but by members of our own
assignment of that number of people in our agency, one must understand the
State legislative committee members hnd staff.

To get a true picture of the assignment of that number of people in our agency,
one must understand the role and functions of the agency itself. Perhaps the
best way for me to approach interpreting this data is to share with you the
information I just prepared for the Washington State Senate Ways and Means
Committee for fiscal year 1976-77 budget purposes. It explained tb them the
amount of money that was kept at the state level from Public Law 90-576
sources and the kinds of functions and jobs that it got done in our agency and
through our agency. (See Appendix A.)

First. let's deal with the distribution in Washington State Public LaW 90-
576 fund... If you will look at Appendix A, you will note the percentage flow of
distribution for Public Law 90-.576 funds in Washington State. The chart
shows fiscal year 1975 figures. We anticipate that if federal funding is main-
tained at the present level of $8.6 nifillon under a continuing resolution, the
distribution of these funds in 1976 would he similar.

First. please note that CCOE retains only 12.3% of the federal Public Law
90-576 funds for fixed cusYs. That 'covers all the many categories of (1) sala-
ries araLwages, (2) personal services contracts for activities such as curricu-
lum development, information gathering.--analysis of data. etc., (3) goods and
services. l4) travel, (5) equipment, and (6) employee benefits. We include as
fixed costs of operating the agency such things as paying the telephone bill,
paying the refit. paying the salaries and benefits of the employees.

I previously-reported to your committee by letter that of I'art B money
IA as retained to support some 69 staff member:. in our agency fur salaries and
benefits. That figure is still accurate. The difference between that S.9%, and the
12.3r,, you see displayed are the kinds of costs. in ildditiffil to salaries and ben-
efits, that I have just mentioned.
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The second category of money retained by CCOE out of Public Law 90-576
accounted for 9.77% of the fund, in 1975. It supported what we call the CCOE,
graut plan and is comprised of funds frum all parts of the Act. The grant Plan
money funds innovative, exemplary, or research projects that have been pro-
posed from all across the State ni common schools, colleges and uticversities,
and in community colleges. These are prupusdls to bring about innovation, im-
provement, and expansion of AM ational education. The grant plan funds dis-
advantaged and handicapped projects that are hums ditty e. It can pay start-up
costs for establishing a new direction. None of the money retained in this cate-
gory remains with the CCOE. It goes to a grantee who prepared a proposal that
was read and approved by a screening committee and then forwarded to me fur
final approval.

A third category involved 4.15% of the Public Law 90-576 funds received last
year. Promotion and development proposals are submitted to our agency by the
Program Development units in the office of the State Board for Community
College Education and the office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion. They are plans for in service teacher training needs in both of those agen-
cies for the year. They are plans for updatina. curriculum materials for the
year. They are plans for operating youth leada"s hip groups for the year, and
for supporting ad hoc advisory gununittees to assist in the develumnefat of IltAN
programs. These promotion or program development 'proposals intuhed, as I
said, some 4.15% of Public taw 90-576 dollars available. Yes, that money can
be ,said to be "retained" by CCOE, but I submit that its ultimate use is not for
our internal agency purposes.

Box,4 shows something called "Interlocal Agreements". These are contracts
with the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State Board for Com-
munity College Education under which we purchase certain information services
and supervision services from those agencies. The kinds of services purchased
can be seen on the chart labeled "Distribution to State Agencies" (Appendix B)
under Interlocal Agreements. Those services include certification of personnel,
operational sgstem planning, data gathering, and computer services. To purchase
these services we allotted some 4.6% in 1975. Again, that money is ' retained" by
the state agency but is used to pay for contracts for services rendered. Blocks 1,
2, 3, and 4 are all retained at the state agency level. However, the only area I

'really consider as iixed administrative costs is block 1. All other musty flow s
into the operation systems sooner or later. For example, activities 3 -and 6 are
federalklollar grants to local educational agencies. You can plainly see how
much money flows to some 309 school districts and how many dollars flow to
some 2§ community colleges in the State of Washington. That chart provides a
bettOonceptual base of the percentage distribution of funds than the sihipli
con i g up of how many dollars are "retained" at the state level. Yes, close to
26% is retained by the CCOE. But, of that 26%, as indicated on this chart, only
12% represents fixed administrative costs. 38% flows to community colleges and
36% tows to common schools. That is the true distribution of Public Law 90-
576 funds in our State.

You will find further breakouts on the chart labeled "Distribution to State
Agencies". That chart dIsplayS the kinds of benefits we expect to reech e from
investing Public Law 90-576 funds in CCOE, in the other state agencies, and
from the.local educational agencies.

Now, at this point I would like to go back to block 1 in Appendix A, "CCOE
Fixed Costs". I want to give you a clear picture of what we call state adminis-
tration and what funds are retained fur state administration and w hat services
they buy. First, state administration, of course, means the personnel necessary
to administer the program of vocational education in the State. (See Appendix
D and E.) Appropriate man-years must be available to cover the nal-% ities of
assessing state-wide needs in vocational education. It takes man-years to prepare
a comprehensive, effective State Plan for Vocational Education. People are
needed to gather information from the systems for reporting purposes. It takes
man-years to establish state-wide standards and to adopt rules and regulations
under which vocational education operates. It takes man-years to accomplish
the functions of evaluation and auditing. These are some of the fixed costs of
administration. Administration means funding proposals and funding grants. It
mast include evaluating those grants prior to funding. It takes people to do Hint.

In our agency it takes about 16 professional peesions to accomplish the func-
tions I have been describing. We tall those real management functions in get-
ting the job done through others.

212
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.Nov. the secona major portion of our State administrative staff provides the
program development functionspromotion and des elupthent functions. It Like.
10 professional persons in the State of Washington to preside consulting and
technical assistance services for vocational education in the common school
system, These services are in Trade and Industrial Education. Technical Edu-
cation, Home and Family Life Education, Health Occupations Education. linsi-

--ciess and Office Education. Distributhe Educ_ation. and Agrault arid Education.
' Those professionals work directly with local educational agencies. During 1974-

75 they have served 309 school districts. The 10 professionals are supported by
a clerical-secretarial staff of 15. A total staff of 31 provides consulting andtechnical assistants to 309 school districts. We found it efficient to maintain
these people at the state level-and to use them on a state -wile basis. Sers ices
are vitally needed by local educational agencies to develop new curriculum, andin the start-up and planning of program activiTiirs. Mans local educational
agencies across the State do not have the expertise to perform such services for
themselves. Washington State does not have the numbers of trained leaders in
vocational education nor the finals to put a local program specialist for voca-
tional education in every school district. Not at this time and not in the fore--Seeable future. So. one staff of 31 persons provides state-wide support for 309school districts. I call these staff persons technical assistance experts. not stateadministrators. If we did not maintain these functions from the state level, they
Would either'have to be provided in and by each local school district or on anintermediate district or regional basis. There is no question about the need for
such services. They are an imperative and the alternative of their not beingProvided at all is unacceptable. Then there truly would be no catalytic process.

If such functions were to be distributed across the State, the funds wouldnot show as being retained at the state level, I suppose. and perhaps GAO
Would have reported a lower figure for us. However, they are a legitimate mid
necessary portion of our 12.3% total. We feel they are valuable and derse'ryt.
to be maintained at the state level. I believe that a reduction in funding thjf4
would result in-depriving local educational agencies of these valuable services,leaving them unable to fund cotnparable expertise locally, would be a seriousmistake in priorities.

So. let me summarize by reporting that we anticipate retaining 12.3% of allPublic Law 90-376 funds in 1975 for what GAO has characterized as fixed
administrative costs, If you compare those funds to the total program itrad.-ministersthe total of federal and state appropriations, plus local supportthose administrative costs are actually managing a $62 million program in the
State of Washington. On that basis, the overhead costs are less than 2% of
the total. Such a comparison is fair when you recognize that our State Plandoes apply to the entire program of vocational education when coupled to ouragency's, Inter local Agreements with the conAmon schools and communitycolleges.

I believe that is a wise investment and I certainly believe it is a reasonable
cost for adinThistration of the total program. -

If the GAO recommendations were to be implemented. establishing, an arbi-trary 1% ceiling on state costs for administration under Public Law W--570,
that would require allocating additional state funds to cover such costs. The
result would lie a shifting of federal funds to the local level and equivalent
State funds from the local to the state level. That's just put and takeatrade.offand I can see no advantage from itrI could not support such a recommen-dation. In light of the correctly stated information I've just reviewed with_you.
I hope you will agree that the 12.3% we retained in 1975 for fixed costs is arealistic, defensible amount. I cannot believe that the myriad of services itprovided actually averaging out to 2% of the gross program investment
could belkiewed as'extravagance or empire building.

RATIO OF STATE SVPPORT FOR PART B

The next portion of concern in the GAO audit involves the ratio of state and
local support to the federal. Part B. dollars. It is gratifying to me to he ableto report to you that the State of Washington has,S.5 state and local dollars
sap-offing vocational education for each federal dollar we receive. A totalof $02 million will be invested in vocational education in our State this yearfrom federal, state and local sources,

State and local monies are not becoming any easier to obtain in the.face of

4
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some declining econotuk conditions. Our State is'', as you may have been learn-
ing, a BOK better off than some in ()serail employ meld ankearnings. However,
local bond issues and local tax levies have been failing more frequently in re-
cent years. That system of support may be incapable of providing a reliable
source of support in the future and a funding base that provides equity among
all 4(1001 districts in inescapable as a future need. I am not certain that we can
continue to raise state dollars in the same proportion as presently exists to
federal dollars. At this time, I am sure we cal riot raise our budget 8.5 dollars
for every anticipated increase of one federal dollar. And, I don't believe we
should be expected to do so. We are and have been making a very adequate
state and local contribution to vocational education in Washington State. To
accomplish the purposes of the Vocational Education Act and to fully meet the
vocational education needs of all of our citizens, we need full federal funding
of the Actno rescisions, no hold-backs. Those are the truly catalytic dollars,
bringing about -expansion and improvement in vocational education.

Summarizing this particular GAO obsers ation, I certainly do not concur with
any finding or conclusion pith regard to our State which infers that we have
not been carrying more than our fair share'of thevburden.

DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED

"Persons with special needs have not been given a high priority", states GAO
on page 15. There is a firm commitment of my administration and it is the
if tit the Superintendent of Public Instruction and State Board for Community

College Education to bring about a larger number of enrollments in regular
vocational education programs foe disadvantaged and htufdicapped people. We
has e established state-wide goals to accomplish this In our State Plan each
'ean We repOrted in fiscal year 1974 that the actual number of handicapped
persons served in regular vocational education in the common schools was
1.:164 students; in vocational-technical institutes, 1,192 students; and in com-
munity colleges, 3,801 students. A total of 6,557 handicapped students were
served in vocational education programs in the schools of the State of Wash-
ington. That exceeded the planned increase in handicapped enrollment in Wash-
ington State. We more-than accomplished our goals.

A4 I previously stated, federal vocational education funds set aside to serve
the handicapped and disadvantaged contributed a great deal to the growth of
vocational education opportunities for these people in the past 10 sears. It is
our practice to set aside federal funds at the 15% and 10% levels requirements
for disadvantaged and handicapped. However, from 1973 data, Project Baseline
rtportetL that our Expenditure of federal dollars to serve the disadvantaged
actually amounted to 18.82% and to serve the handicapped 10%. We actually
stand more motley, but it is not reported under VEA. categories. State funds
IPPort many activities related to educational services for the handicapped

and disadvantaged, but these are not reported under regular vocational pro-
grams. The picture portrayed by the GAO audit has painted-in only the serv-
Ides that were provided through vocational education programs. That fails to
convey all of the facts. It does, however, serve to illustrate one of the many
reporting problems. To provide the Congress and the Administration with more
reliable perceptions, I believe we are going to have to devise many improve-
ments in the present data collection base which will account for funds applied
to vocational education purposes from outside as well as inside the Vocational
Edu&ttion Act.

The principal thing I'd like you to recognize here is that the setasides for
disadvantaged arid handicapped persons have, indeed. had a significant impact
un meeting the needs of those persons. I believe that impact will continue to
grow. perhaps augmented greatly by the kinds of special projects existing in
our State that are outside of the regular school systems. We hate special proj-
ects for disadvantaged persons contracted through Indian reservations and
with other minority groups with special needs. We have contracted through
the systems to meet the needs of persons with severely handicapping con-
ditions who might otherwise have remained without attention.

Yes. I believe we Are doing a good job in trying to increase the enrollments
in vocational programs for disadvantaged and handicapped persons in Wash-
ington State. I belies e the thrust of federal legislation should be supportive of
our efforts, allowing us to continue doing a good job.

2 1'4
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FACILITY SHARING,

Chapter 5 of the GAO report deals with how we are utilizing available train-
ing resources and concentrates primarily on facility sharing. I concur with the
GAO assertion that we are going to have to look at a greater utilization of
facility sharing in the future. We are going to have to look to the community-X
including business. industry, and military bases--,o that we can provide ade-
quate vocational education at optimum costs. I,believe we have long passed the
time when vocational education can afford to provide internal facilitiesor all
programs that it meet)..,. I ,don't believe the taxpayers can afford the kind of
expaindun we must lime in ucatiunal education. Therefore, I concur with the
GAO report's obsulatiuns_that we must move toward exploring fuller utiliza-
tint). of business. industry, and military resources to provide training experience
and training opportunities for vocational education.

Even though I ackuk,ledgv that need. I would like to call your attention to
the fact that Part G of the Act under Cooperative Education has allowed us
to expand the number of persons we now train in community resources. Such
(xpansien really began in 1968, but has groWn rapidly in the last few years.
Part G approprhaions hat e out been increased proportionately to those activi-
ties in our State-How t Ver, we are exceeding our goals and are continuing to
push toward more coop( naive vocational education using resources within the
community. Project Baseline reports that we increased this category from
3.64% of all persons l uroiled in vocational, education in 1910-71 to 4.96% of
all persons enrolhl in 191'243. That still is far short of the total number
needed, but it is growthand growth that we are proud of. However. in the
future, certainly we are going to have to look toward community facilities to
ptrmit expansion of ,tI ua education on an orderly base and on a base
we lame afford. In that respect I concur with the GAO on facility sharing. My
recommendation to the Conut ss, howiNer, is to provide us full VEA funding
that will allow us this expansion. ,4Y

PLANNIXO

The last major area of the atulit report I would like to speak to is planning,
with just a few 11(1(111141ml continents directed to placement, follow-up, and
foreca-ting. The plannimg process recommendations advanced in the GAO docu-
nieLt under the title, "Iltwv Is Vocational Education Planned?", raises mane
mighty big issues. It is alleged that state plans are primarily only compliance
documents and nisi comprehensive state plan. The report asserts that
state agencies do out et operate with each other in preparing these plans and
that man; ow cr data i, frequently not merged with vocational education plan-

Thee are setiou, ttaalt Intuitions of the planning process for vocational
cdueation. In part, I must agree with them. I believe that it is possible to re-
dirt it our attention to lung -noise planning. However, it mush also be recogn-
i A d that such t ffui it a 11 not be supported with a concurrent concept to reduce
fedpral finals being rt Mined at the state level fur administration. That is a
cullisluu course. Really effectoe planning takes manpower. It requires ad-
ditional resources tti net otmili.h. It is tedious. demanding, hard work. No way
Possible are 3 (il going to get better planning from less funding.

To help mak& eft' etive lamming possible. a new system of needi assessment
um -t be put in plat- in each mid every state. 1Ve are in the process of doing
that now in our State and hope hi have it fully mwrational by next year. We
liaNe iltvi,-ed a better way of t ,tablishing goals and (Alec-gives for future plan-
ning. We reeegni. the need to redirect our planning effort at the long-range
rather than the shoicrange since planning for five years ahead may actually
be much ur ie important thou ,last de\ ising strategies togspend federal dollars
in the next fiscal yt ar. I runt concur with the GAO observation that too much
effort hi manpowt r re,oacos and dollars is frequently spent on short-range
planning acth ity . We bet owe 'optic In comply-iit °. with federal regulations
and identifying only what act,,;,ies , I ne000plisli next year with the
available dollars from the federal hwil. Furthermore, that kind of planning
is difficult. or perhaps not planning at all, when it is limited to only dollar
resources. Real planaing doe,nt only accept the constraints of ,dollars. It pro-
jects goals and objecties that should be accomplished on a longe-range. Then
when dollars become mailable, such a planning process should allow us to
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chip away a our long-term goalS. I think we can and must improve our plan-
ning process. o do so will require additional federal resources. Make no mis-
take about th t. It will take new state and federal personnel involved in
planning to realize and accept that real planning is long range platning. Short-
range, operational planning must exist, but needs to be the outgrowth of
effective long-range planning. We can improve state planning of vocational
education. In our State we are currently emanating considerable resources to
a management improvement process that will bring about many improvements.
If It is our belief that our planning process does not coincide with needs of
the federal compliance documents, then we will produce, twef plansa real
long -range plan fur the State of Washington and a compliance document for
the feds.

In all fairness. criticism of the feds regarding the planning process may be
unreasonable also w lam you consider that the number of man-years provided
for tiucational education at the federal level has been decreasing. Bow can the
states expect them to provide us with leadership when their .resources are
shrinking? There seems to be 'a real dilennea in a situation where Congress
recommends that tliv leder.d uflice provide more vrvices for us, but establishes
a lung-term goal for the agency of diminishing manpower. Services take man-
power, no less at the federal level than at the state level. You of the Congress
will have to address that problem also. I don't want the bureaucracy to grow
unnecessarily any noire than you do, but if anyone expects to buy service's,
there must be resources available with which to purchase them,

MLASURING OUTCOMES AND FORECASTING 4.,
-,,/`

Just a few comments on measuring outcomes and forecatii714 r vocational
education. I behoo our State has made as good progress toward- ttaelang the
problem of measuring %tit:Mania' education outcomes and forecasting manpower
needs as itay state in the country. Perhaps, if I cars he immodest, we are even
ahead. We have a foretasting system that5projectsjob openings related to the
outputs of the vocational education systems. It accounts for both the public
and the yrs late sectors. No new vocational program can start in the community
college system unless the Washington forecast indicates a growth potential for

en
that occupation. W ine arc trying to assure that people grndu .from programs
will have a realistic chance at a job. Yes,'-we have sonic en es to mend. We
still have some programs that ar producing more graduates than jobs are avail-
able for. We have more work to do to assure that no new programs start in
these-areas or that surplus programs are disapproved-I am certain that our
forecast and control model will trip to put that into perspective.

On,the other hand. P don't think we should fall into the trap of believing
that all outcomes of vocational education relate only to job placement. From
a recent study done by the Washington State Advisory Colima on Vocational
Education, we know there are at least nine major areas of satisfaction that
can result from vocational education experiences. In the eyes of students, the
public. maparents. all nine of these areas are important. The include not only
job placement but, 0; equal importance, the tram-ition to advanced training.
Also, those surveyed salueil an outcome of a decision not to enter an occupation
but instead to shift to another occupational choice. There are other examples

'contained In this document. It is presently being printed aria as soon as copies
are available. I will forward one to each of the Committee members and to
your staff. The point is well made in this Advisory Council study that voca-
tional education .stir ceases should not be measured only by job placement. That
is despite the finding that in Washington State 10,370 people completed voca-
tional programs and %wry available for placement during 1972-73. Of those.
93.3t,', were employed. This would seem to indicate that people who complete
vocationaprogranis and want to go to work can. Many others choose to enter
advanced training in specific occupational areas and most who wish to, succeed
in these. Vocational edam at prepares people for the manpower market needs
of the United States and I gm convinced that the Congress is getting more of
a hang for the luck than it realizes from the Vocational Education Act. Let
Inc close with a couple of Illustrations of that gathered from data we have
reported to the U.S. Office and that was published by Project Baseline.

The total monies e\pended in the State of Washington for vocational edu-
cation, MDT.' , and 17,0A during 1972-73 was $20.5 million. Of this amount,

2 _11(;)
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vocational educativm revuned 35.7%, or $7.3 million. The allocations for MDTA
were 42.2% of the totalapproximately $b.6 million. The ainount allocated to
LOA for training job entrants was 2::.1% of the total amount, or about $4.5
million.

It should interest y0-11 to know what results were obtained from those invest-
ments. In our State in that period, we enrolled 266,243 persons in all federally
reported programs. In Iocational education programs, we enrolled 262,871 per-
sons-9b.73 of the total enrollees. That means that nearly 99% of the persons
being prepared for work in our State in that period were being served in pro-
grams that received only 35% of the funds flowing into the State in the same
period. I belieie that is cost-effectiveness that well justifies the administrative
budgeting that brought it about. It is a good record and one that I am willing
even proudto stand on.

Thank you for hearing use out. I will be happy to respond to your questions.

a
(1)

X A
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i
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Appendix C

Air 3lai-L-Special Delivery
Dr-Mut 1 -R.---1,4EROE,-
Vienna, Va.

DEAR tITT,: I have completed my review of the dA0 performanie audit onthe impact of Part 13 vocational dollars. I have concentrated during this review
on being as objective as possible with two primary thrusts in mind : (1) whereare there factual inaccuracies, and (2) where are there fallacious assumptions.
While looking for these two primary thrusts, I also accept those things thatare true and justifiable criticism recogni'zably needing our consideration, forchange.

(1) Related to the accuracy of this repoit, I must first question the knowl-edge base of the investigators. The report was intended to deal with Part B
funds. Page 83 relates the enrollment in home economics programs to the labor
market, pointiz.g out that 33% of the enrollment in secondary programs was inhome economics. In our State we do not support useful home economics withPart B dollars. The bulk of our federal dollar thrust in home economics is withPart F funds. Throughout the report they spe* of total federal.dollars. This
projects an inaccurate picture of Part B.

(2) State Level has consumed large amounts of federal funds. Particular
references' have been made to Washington ,(paragraph 3, p, e 19) pointing out

-13that we use 28% of Part dollars to support state adminis ation fixed' costsspecifically, fi
specifically, to support 100 staff members. The inference ha been made that
this is 100 professional staff members. I. would like to present the facts:
FEDERAL PART B FUNDS EXPRESSED IN OCUARS AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PART B FOR FIXED ADMINISTRA

TIVE COSTS BY C COE.

Fsdera. A Afars
art B

197
S$E4,2

1974
3

1607, 8627
9

Percentage of total
part (percent) B

dollars

12.3
8.9

The balance of dollars retained at the state level flow to local education
agencies in the form of contracts and special project grants, including Parts C,I), F, etc.

SVITSTAY OF STATE C.C.O. E. STAFF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FISCAL 1974

Regular vocational e-,dtfcation program :
Professionals 31
Median

3iClerical

Man/year total__ 69
Salaries, and btneflts=$1.009.513; 48% ($522,979) from 90-570 funds and

52% ($576,534) from state funds.
Fire service training program :

Professionals 2
Clerical ,.41-
Full -time staff 5

Man-years part-tiMe trainers 4

Man/year total fl

Salaries and benefits=$173,220 ; 100% state fundsNo P.L. 90-576 funds.
Veterans Administration contract :

Professionals 4
Clerical 2

Man/year total 6

A

21u
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Salaries and benellts=$100,000 ; 100% V.A. fundsNo P.L. 90-576 funds. $1.

MDTA /C ETA program :
Pr-o-fasfaals
Median 1
Clerical 6

Man/year total 13

Salaries and benefits=$190,000, 3.00;c from MDTA fundsNo`-P.L. 90-576
f tends.

EPDA grant program : 4

Professionals 2
Clerical 1

- ^ 'year total . 3

Salaries and benefits=451,753; 1CO% EPDA. fundsNo P.L. 90-576
funds.

of 101 man years in the agency, only 69 are funded in some manner 'from
P. L. 90-576 funds (does not include EPDA grants). Of the salary and benefit
cost, of that 69, only 4S% of the cogs are paid from P. L. 90-576 funds, or
P. L. 00-576 covers the full costs of only 33 man/years.

17;.1 fuhds do not play a catalytic sole. I do nut concur with this finding. The
federal law allows the use of Part B dollars for maintenance, expansion and
improvement of progrAnis. An these efforts can prove to be catalytic in meeting
people's needs for vocational education. Apparently GAO is using a restrictive
definition of catalytic. Not all prt,gpnis can be new every year. Enrollment
growth has occurred. Existing programs have improved and changed. I con -
abLe this catalytic. I Wiese our greatest immediate impact could be improve-
ment of existing programs rather than expansion. The bottom on page 17 refers
to Washington State. This should be viewed as a positive State effort- to ap-
propriately use federal dollars.

Hisadvantagul and Handlcappcd enrollment declined relative to total enroll-
mcnt from fiscal 1971 to fiscal year 1973. In Washington State we had the fol-
lowing Disadvantaged enrollment:

.
1971 = 3% of total
1972 = 4% of total
1073 = 7% of total

flowerer, I believe we have some major reporting problems related to special
category enrollment:. I recommend we pursue improved reporting procedures.
Many of the inaccuracies in this report could be eliminated by sophisti6ated
reporting procedures. Are we willing to pay the bill fur such procedures is an
issue also.

Many of the other areas of this report could be argued from a single state
or philt,...,phical base. How es er, many real problems have been identified and
We must deal with them.

du not understand how we can be condemned for not making better use of
excess/girplus properly without recalling the fact that those programs are not
presently available to the ocational education enterprise. In Washington State
the es ideuee supports we used these resources extensively when they were
available.

I and fmrticularIy disturbed by the total negative attitude of this report. The
team that res Jewett the State of Washington findings with my staff indicated
both positive and negative findings would be reported. I understood all the
facts would be presented in the report. Therefore, I can only arrive at the pro-
fessional conclusion that this report is iuctonplete.. It tells only part of tltb
story:

, Sincerely,
ARTITrit A. BrisrisztE.

State Director and Executive Officer.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETII OWEN, SUPERINTENDENT OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, OLYMPIA, 'Pharr.

On behalf of our State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Dn. Frank B.
Brouillet, I would like to extend our appreciation for being given this oppor-
tunity to provide a response to the General. Accounting Office audit of federally
supported vocational, education

The Common School System of the .State of Washington has a strong commit-
ment to vocational education; and since his election, Dr. Brouillet has both
reinforced and etplinded that commitment. This has been accomplished in a
variety of ways including a tignificant reorganizational realignment in the
state agency itself.

There has been consideiable public comment regarding the GAO's findings
and much of it appears to be of a rather negative nature. What appear to be
errors, oversights, or misstatements have been referred to on several recent
occasions. 4

It is not the intent of our agency to respond to the audit by going through
it point by point And attempting through some means to prove or disprove each
commett or criticism. This appears to have been amply accomplished by other
responses and our repetition of this information will not assist us in accomplish-
ing what needs to be done. Certainly we can cite, examples of local school dis-
trict programs that are doing an exemplary job in' providing vocational edu-
cation in precisely the fashion the report commends. As a matter of fact, the
programs referred to on Pages- 78 and 79 of the report sound very familiar
to those of us associated with the Common School System of Washington State.
We appreciate this recognition of some of our local school districts' effective
programs of vocational education.

Rather than extend the o'defensive posture regarding the audit, we prefer
to provide the committee with some general reactions to the tot effort.

The intent of these several reactions is to determine whether' or not it is
possible to secure some prisitive benefit for vocational education from the activi-

. ties and investment of time aid concern provided V the professional team
approach given by the General Accounting Office.
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Reaction i.one major thrust of the reporte appears to us to be solidly in
the direction of encoura-ging and pros iding more high quality vocational. edu-
cation. If we move from the present 5 to 1 matching ratio of ,fecreral/state
resources-to a higher level of, arts --7-or-fy to one nationally, -we-can't help butend up providing an ex-paneled ouational education opportunity to our? popu-
lation. We are being challenged to use ohr federal resources in a fashioii that
will generate a higher ratio of state and becal support. This proposed thrust
conies at a time when nee,st other areas of educational activity are calling on
the federal government to supply a higher ratio of federal money than has been
the case in the pa t. This certainly presents a challenge to the vocational edu-
cators of our state. Ad one we should be actively pursuing. However, Wash-
ington State is eurreeetly matching at closer to an eight to one ratio. This cer-
tainly indicates that federal vocational funds have, indeed, already had a
catalytic effect in our state. Our Legislature is currently faced with the offer
of Federal Highway Funds and no available state matching resources.

Reaction 2.Tile report appears to strongly support the need for -federal ye-
cational assistance to e.-,o to the states with conditions attached. We believe
that vocational educators are basically comfortable with this stipulation. Vo-
catipnal education support should be expended for vocational education par-pos and strong safeguards must exist to protect the integrity of thd funding
proces.s. The constant critical nettle of funding needs throughout all of thewine, programs understandably creates considerable pressure at the stateand cal leviqs. We agree with the GAO that categorical legislation and fund-ing is essential.

Reaction 3.We are in agreement with the report's concerns that relate to
the need for improvement in the areas of planning and program evaluation.
Our state has a need certainly to improve its efforts in these areas. The report
seems to these concerns back to the U.S. Office of Education ; and this thrust is
compatible with our efforts over the years to fight for additional responsibility
and. strength for vocational education. in the USOE. As recently as this last
AVA Convention December, a resolution urging creation of a Federal Board
for Vocational Education was adopted.

Reaction 4.The report lists major areas for emphasis and positive actionby vocational programs : (1) Adequate needs assessment; (2) Realistic train-
ingflexible scheduling; (3) Appropriate evaluation; and (4) Utilization of
advisory committee. These and other basic tenets of sound vocational education
appear throughout the report. It may well be that this is, indeed, a timely
reminder that we in vocational education may have been broadening our effentin the last several year to thw evtent these we 4/V indeed not accomplishing onr
basic purposes as effectively as possible. Many of ns have observed with con-
cern the gradual broadening of the federal definition of vocational education
to the point where we may well be attempting to be all things to all people
and, thereby, not delivering the quality services we know can be provided by
reasonable and timely adherence to the "basics."

Our agency, with its close and direct relationship with local programs, wbuld
also like to take this opportunity to relate two reactions to the GAO report
from local centers in our state.

The first of these is somewhat negative in natnre and certainly illustrates
the validity-of GAO's references to the coordinative difficulties existing between
vocational 'education and CETA (MDTA). activities. Quoted here is n rnal..0-
itindum from a loCal school district administrator rtsour.ting his experiences
on this, subject:

The present' utilization of Comprehensive Employment Training ActTitle
InionIes in King County Washington underscores the need for coordination
among the various systems delivering job training. A federally supported skills
center has been superimposed on existing secondary schools, vocational-technical
institutes, community colleges, joint apprenticeship programs, proprietary
schools and industrial training. No real measure of warranted vs. unwarranted
duplication is readily apparent due to the lack of communication and, hence,
coordination.

"The pleas for cooperation from the vocational-technical institutes have seem-
ingly cone unheeded. Those please have asked that planned training be publicly
announced, that proposals to conduct said training be accepted from all inter-
ested agencies, and that bids be awarded openly on the basis of pre-announced

220
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criteria such a. tort effii ieliey null program effectiveness ts measured by _place-
ment statl. tic.., Instead. the consortium (local prime spun,sor) simply presents
substantial support dollars to the skills centers, seemingly ignoring existing

II S 3 i . .1 .i S au rim re era-Iadd state vocanonal
funds. Thus, it appear', that we are in the process of creating yet another sys-
tem without taking the basic steps to assure that such a system As needed 211
form in which it is being developed."

The other local reaction is of a more positive vein and also is directly related
to the kind of recommenilations put forth by GAO:

In response to "AN hat is the rule of federal assistance on vocational education
report; in the first part of the digest, italic three, top of the page, it states,
-ln many instances. secondary schools, community colleges. and area vocational
technical institutes et old have made better use of their own facilities and
explored opportunities to share each others' resources and those of federally-
supported utanpuw ..r programs, milit....-; installations, proprietary schools, or
employer sites." o.

I would like to rail to your attention that the Lake Washington School Dis-
trict. the Washington State National Guard. and the City of Redmond have
signed an lute rlocal agreement for the use of the NIKE Site (which includes
thre6 separate sites) for the purpose of vocational education primarily, but
also for use by the National Guard and the City of Redmond Parks and Recre-
ation Department. We are planning to work hi cooperation with them on many
of the community sell ice types o classes and are working with the National
Guard on assisting them in their training programs related to their mainte-
nance unit. . ,.

Following is a quote from Senator Jackson in a news release on November
12, 1974: "Jackson said he had been working closely with the Lake Washing-
ton. School District yiich wants to use the property as the site for a regional
vocational technical training center. 'We have been successful ln .Vvorking out
an agreement reducing the amount of land needed by the Natioodl Guard and
joint use of the buildings for vocational education during the week and Na-
tional Guard training on week-ends,' Jackson said."

"Use' of this NIKE Site for a major job training school will allow us to pro-
vide skills to those unable to attend college or unable to enter the labor force
one to lack of skills.' he said. 'Thbi school means training, and training means
jobs and Income and important improvement In vocational education for Wash-
ington State,' Jackson concluded." i

I would also like to Stress that Congressman Lloyd Meeds and Senator War-
ren G. Magnuson have been working on this with Senator Jackson.

Additionally. as far as using other facilities and various agencies working
together, I would also like to point out that we are contracting with private
vocational schools and industry* in two areasCosmetology and Key Pungh
Training. The Key Punch Training is with Safecom which is affiliated with

..)^Safeco Insurance Company. $

The entire Aysteni of public education needs to forge a strong structure and
one of its major components mustThe vocational education programs of the
highest caliber. Hopefully, the current report

NN

tvi? assist us in achieving im-
provements that In bring about an effective ace mplishment of this objective.

[Whereupon, a recess was taken' from 12:30 p.m. to 12:55 p.m.]

AFI'ERNOON SESSION

Chairman PERKINs. The other gentlemanfrom the State of 'Wash-
ington, the assistant director, may want to make a few comments.

4
STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. OWEN, SUPERINTENDENT OF

EDUCATION, OLYMPIA, WASH.

Mr. OWENs. Thank you, i erkins.
I appreciate the opportu aNe this clay representing the Stal.e,

superintendent, Dr. Fran Brouillet, I would like, if I may, to spend

o 2
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a little time referring to the "Handicapped" portion of the audit
as they mentioned and the kinds of students.

The-General- Accounting Office implied the States do not spend.
15 and 10 percent set-aside respectively for the disadvantaged and
and the handicapped youths. Yet, when the Office of Education gave
the full details, only a few States, and I think it is less than 15, missed
that mark and that was generally under $5,000 per State.

A more positive statement could well have been made by indicating
the large number of special students not on the welfare lines today
became of individualized and personalized vocational programs of
yesterday.

The fact that a performance audit was conducted by e.T.perts in
accounting and not experts in vocational education or those trained
to work with specialized students leaves something to be desired, in
my honest opinion.

I had hoped that there would be some real constructive assistance
for the good of youth as a result of this .part of the audit..People
with special needs are not given a high priority, is another comment
in the report.

I ask: What kind of priorities should they have? What kind of
priorities should the average student have when these probably num-
ber '15 percent dr more? Is one more important than the other?

The fact remains that all students are not adequately served but
some are. Usually, those areas having sufficient facilities, also have
sufficient students, and also have programs to match that.

rnfortunatelY, those areas that do not have facilities oft-times die
on the vine in the student's wisdom.

The charge of using Federal dollars to maintain 'or continue the
disadvantaged and handicapped programs is not well taken in
the State of Washington.

One of the questions which school districts must answer in our
State before funds elf given to them even for the first time on a
project or grant basis, "What are your plans for funding when the
Federal vocational funds are depleted 1"

I am speaking primarily in grades nine to 12 in the tech institutes,
but that is one of the questions they are asked.

State advisory committees were asked to visit at the request of
the National Advisory Committee a few programs in the State of
Washington, in grades nine to 12, the tech institutes and community
rnlleges.

This report has not yet been published, nor have I seen it. How-
ever. I talked to several of the local ,vocational directors as well as
some of the actual advisory committee members and they reported
to me much enthusiasm over some of the things they saw.

By the way, the choice of the projects that they visitedwas theirs,
not ours. We did help to make the contact.

In the State of Washington, there are roughly 128,000 college Stu-
dents, community college students enrolled in vocational education.

In addition there are roughly 150,000 students in grades nine to 12
in the tech institutes.

Vocational activities for the handicapped and disadvantaged have
been catalytic, in my opinion, in the State of Washington.
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Let me cite an example as to why I feel that way.-
Prior to 1963 special education students were either cared for with

out mention or no one made any attempt to identify them where they
were just forgotten.

It seemed like it was an unknown:. Therefore, the, initial start in
1963 was really from zero and today, 11,523 students, disadvantaged
students, were, served in the State of Washington last year.

Isubmit it is catholic and also responsive.
Handicapped education follows the same increase from near zero

to roughly 4,800 students in the same categories.
I also submit to you handicapped education is nearly twice the

additional expense when compared to the disadvantaged on a per -
student basis.

Some of the programs that I am familiar with in the State, of
Washington for 1974, several statewide projects for the disad-
vantaged students were conducted and this cost the State about
$100,000, most of which were Federal vocational funds,

In the Seattle Opportunities Industrialization Center, charged
with the job of developing competency based instructional materials
in ocational fields such as welding. pipe- fitting. clerical skills and
health education, and two more of the Opportunity Industrial Cen-
ters, one in Yakima and one in Spokane, were contracted to do school
drop-out programs where the primary purpose was to get the stu=
dents to return or to enter schools and in most instances they were
successful in getting them to reenter their high schools or trade
school or vocational school of some sort. They are not successful
in 100 percent of them.

A third important phase on a statewide basis was to develop some
curricular materials in home economics schools for the develop-
mentally disabled as well as the handicapped students.

This is a field that seems to be almost untouched as to "what do
do, how do you go about handling vocational education for the

disabled. and mentally retarded in vocational education ?"
I have only one copy of this bulletin with me and if it is the wish

of the committee I will see you get it.
What it amounts to is a summarization of the vocational education

categorical funds in the State of Washington.
In those categories, of course, are disadvantaged and handicapped,

to which I would like to speak for a moment.
Last year 47 out of roughly 306, and you narrow it down to school

districts with vocational education, it is 227; 47 local school districts
conducted special handicapped programs ranging from one student
all the way up to 60 students with a total of,over 1,900.

The year prior to that there were 1537 students involved for tech
institutes and community colleges and statewide projects without
adults. it brings the total up to 4,805. That is 4,805 that were not
accounted for prior to 1963.

In the same booklet, 75 school districts conducted special disad-
vantaged programs ranging from the student up to 415 students in
our secondary programs to total over 6.000.

When you add the Vocational Tech institute and statewide projects
it totals 11,523..

52-045-75vol. 1-15
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Our State is one that Representative Meeds is well aware of that
does in fact support handicapped education, although we call it
equal education for all, sometimes nicknamed House Bill 90.

Afany iirograms start in vocational education for handicapped
e 11 t ren fa second-, third, and fourth, and continuing years it
is a combination of funds,or may even be completely taken over by
special education in the State of Washington.

So it is a catalyst in that effect, in my opinion. Personally at the
State office, as well as the local offices, working together to form what
we call a marriage. This marriage is intended to aid individualized
students to do one of two things:

One is to ready the students disadvantaged enough to,allow him
success in a vocational program already- in progress. That goal is
not always reached but it is one of the things we shoot for.

The second i§ to provide sufficient skills for job success. Vocational
rehabilitation is also a contributor to a few of these successes at the
local level.

Vocational education can do its best job with students who have
progressed and are ready for vocational skills. It Cannot do every-
thing for everyone including some of our specialized students.

Interdistrict cooperation to better handle the special student is
becoming more common in Washington State.

At least 38 interdistrict co-ops have been formed representing
215 school districts. These operational districts have many benefits.

One of the benefits is specialized programs, sometimes for the
specialized students, but most of the time to provide the additional
assi,tance that is needed to help that specialized student progress
at a normal rate.

Part D non-earmarked money that is put with this in Federal
funds aided in funding the vocational director's salaries because we
know without, -infidel-ship nothing happens.

More often than not. special education people and vocational edu-
cation people pool their abilities to work toward the good of special
students.

It takes time to make changes and changes for the good with spe-
cial students is happening. .

It is difficult to properly evaluate when only two districts out of
roughly :100 in Washington were audited. In fact, one of the better
projects for the handicapped is in Seattle, which the GAO apparently
missed. It is called Meet the Needs.

It is a marriage of special education and vocational education
teaming up with ,Folway Manufacturing Co. where handicapped.
people are trained and given jobs, making such things as wire
strainers, plastic handle forks and spoons for barbecuing, and so on.

They added on to their plant this year 40,000 square feet because
they are pleased with what they see and what is happening. They
have oven considered and are presently apparently planning to
modify the home plant in Minneapolis to do something along the
same lines.

Twenty-five percent of my job description is to work with cate-
gorical funds under Public Law 90-576 in the program. I doubt
seriously the State administration cost is too high. However, at the
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same time must' add my monitoring could be increased, but then
so would the cost for administering these inereases._ -

We depend a great detal upon local directors to do monitoring and
to assist us. They are the vocational education experts and when
they came up with vocational education experts in special education,
we think we have the time.

We agree that more planning, should be -done.
I thank you for' the opportunity to present these points.
Chail Matt PERKINS. Thank you very much.:
I am going to call on Mr. Meeds first.
Go ahead, Lloyd.
Mr. NEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have some questions of Mr. Binnie primarily.
The GAO report indicates that .Washington State was one of

the highest, if not the highest State, in administrative costs.
Would you like to enlighten us on what that might indicate?
Mr. Dix.NrE. I would like to do that, Mr. Meeds. In the testimony

I prepared, I put quite an emphasis on that, because we in the -State
of Washington lime heard a lot about that, not only from Washing-
ton. D.C., but from our own legislatiire.

They ha e been asking a number of questions from the data that
leis come out. I haN e included in appendix A a graph that I used
just last week with our Ways and Means Committoo to explain the
agency funds, excuse me, the Federal funds from Public Law 90-576
maintained at the State level.

It is my contention that when GAO made the statement and
quoted the dollars kept for what they called State administration
ancillary services, one needs to have definitions for both of those and
that by the definitions you then determine whether the services
are necessarily to be maintained at the State level.

In 1075, we retained out of Public Law 90-576 funds, and that
is all parts, not just part B, 12.31 percent for,what we call CCOE
fixed administrative costs.

That is salaries, benefits, travel, goods and services, supplies, equip-
ment. et cetera. paying the rent, paying the telephone bill, and pay-
ing the people that is fixed costs, what we tall fixed costs.

Now, also, that supports for regular vocational education 69 man
years in .our agency, 31 of man-years being professional man-
years.

If you look at the back of my testimony you will find a man -year
chat t. appendix D is in numbers and appendix E is in graph form.

It projects that in fiscal 1975 we had 5.6 man-years but 6.6 of
those were by proposal. They were to run the curriculum manage-
ment center and communications grant, which were special proposal
grants from HEW.

Sixty-nine of those 75, which are portrayed in the chart appendix
D, were man-years to run the regular vocational education program.
That is the crosshatched section at the bottom.

You will notice this level is lower than in 1969 and is projected out
over the next biennium as maintaining that level.

Thirty-one of those are actively involved as professionals in vo-
cational education. Of those 31, 16 professionals are assigned to
what we call Program Development.
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They are specialists in home and family life education, trade and
industry education, health occupations, etcetera.

' -O 11; ts-iast year-in- proliding
sell ice, technical assistance in developing new and emerging pro-
grams and in improving programs at the local school district level.

They are not what we call administrators. They are leadership
services that serve 309 school districts. We don't have 309 vocational
directors in those school districts and don't have high level personnel
to go around the 309 districts to help develop I guess what you would
call 'catalytic program improvement.

So we think that the staff of 16 professionals and support staff
of 15 del ical is an important leadership role in our State.

If you,take those 16 off that means we keep 15 professionals who
really do administration of the Vocational Education Act and we
call that Needs Assessment,

and
State plan in both adminis-

trative sections for rules and regulations and the planning for the
future.

Also, then evaluation and reporting to meet the Federal require--- ments, statistical and narrative reports.
So approximately 15 professionals are necessary in our State to

do what I call administration under the definition. We don't think
that is unreconciiable.

I would like you to go back to appendix A and show you main-
tenance at the State level was also 9.77 percent of the funds for
which what \meal] CCOE's grant plan.

This is all parts of the act. All of that money goes out in proposals
to do innovative exemplary or improvement projects. It goes to
local sdiool districts and colleges and universities on a proposal base.

We retain in our budget and get proposals in. They are analyzed
by a committee and grants are made on the proposals.

Mr. 3IEEDS. Is what you are telling us the fact that GAO counted
sbme people against administrative costs that you did not count?

Mr. BINNIE:No, sir. Let me clarify that. The GAO in my analysis
of their figures, counted a level, don't remember exactly, but I
think around 26 percent for administration.

I say that,the 26 percent was not only the administration costs but
was also the grant plan costs and promotion development proposals.

Those two blocks are not administration at all. Then I say you
have to take this. I

Mr. 14 rms. Well, didn't they use the same techniques in the other
states? Didn't they count the same people as administrative in the
State of Washington as they did in California and other states?

Mr. BiNN IE. I don't know, sir. I don't know what they did in other
states. .

Mr. MELns. Let's ask GAO? We arc not having tipples and oranges
here. are we?

T will ask GAO.
What ou define to be administrative and what they define is sub-

ject to some disagreement.
Mr. Ilfsxm. Yes, sir.

31Eyns. But I am sure they used the same procedures in the
State of California, the State of Washington and other States?

Mr. BIxxIE. I would imagine they did so, but I don't know.

\
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Mr. MEEu5. OK. Those figures you come up with, 28 percent for
administration and the State of California comes up with 16 pe-rcent

else,_wjiv is there a difference here?
Mr. SHOEMAKER. Congressman, I don't think we know exactly

. what they said about our States. I don't know I could tell you what
they said in terms of the individual State. I can tell you what our
administrative costs are in terms of Ohio and you can auflit it, but
I can'ttell you what they decided they were.

Mr. MEEDs. Well, their report indicates what they decided the ad-
ministrative costs were in various states, various places.

Mr. BiNxiE. Mr. i\{eeds, I would say their 28 percent figure for the
State of Washington would compare to the 26.23 percent Agure I
show for 197.5. There may be adrop in the difference in years on it.

But that figure includes really 4 blocks in my chart, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
,Much of that money which they said are fixed administrative costs
and ancillary sea ices are really money not administrative costs at all,
but flow, from other educational agencies for proposals.

They
flow,

retained at the State level, though.
Mr. Msans. What I am saying is, they count the things the same.

in other States and compared to other States you still come up with
a very high proportion of expenditures in those categories?

Mr. Brxxm`Yes.
Mr. MUDS. What I want to know is why that is?
Mr. BENNIE. I have not made that comparison. I could imagine, or

I could suggest that perhaps other States distribute on some other
base directly' to local' education agencies the Federal dollars and
don't handle it on a proposal base, distributes it directly to school
districts on a distribution base and account for the money we hold
back that later goes out in proposals and that would amount to
quite a bit of difference.

If we allow- all of the money from block 2 and on to flow on
formula distribution we would have only a 12-percerit "rollback.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that pretty well describes the discre-
patio in the GAO report and the other. Let me call on the minority,
Mr. Thichan an.

Mr. BucHANAN. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling?
Mr. GOODLING. I have a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Barrett, what percentage of your stated administrative and

supervisory funds are from State funds rather than Federal?
Mr. BAnaErr. There are ao funds involved; there are no State funds

in our State administrative budget for vocational education.
Mr. GoornANti. In other words, you are saying it is totally financed

from Federal funds?
Mr. BAnarrr. That is correct.
Mr. BuFnA NAN. Is that a Statephilosophy ?
Mr. BAnium. I think it was unaer the former administration. ,
Mr. BuctrAxAN: This is not true of any of the other States, is it,

that are -represented here today?
Mr. GITEMPLIi. It is true.
Mr. lirxxin. It is not true in the State of Washington.
We have State dollars supporting State administration staff.

2
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Mr. Goomixo. Apparently I can't ask my own State. Are they not .

represented today?
Chairman PERKINS. They are not. They were invited but stated

he zutaufr.
-Mr. Goonuxo. I am sorry about that because my Governor is an

authority on all Federal problems and I certainly hoped he would be
here to share some of those answers.

The second question I would ask, are there restrictions as far as
getting into vocational programs in any of your States?

For example you must pass say Algebra I, and so forth. This has
happened I -know in the past. When we are talkino. about disad-
vantaged, are there any built-in restrictions that would prevent edu-
cationally deprived youngsters of that nature from, entering your
vocational prograins, particularly those being funded by Federal
funds?

Mr. VAN Tarts. I think, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goodling, that GAO
made a very good comment with respect to the problems of transpor-
tation for the disadvantaged.

T imagine you are referring to academic requirements, but I think
this matter of transportation that was brought up is really one of
our major concerns in providing programs for the disadvantaged.

If there is one restrictive element in our program, transportation
is the major one.

Mr. Goom,ixo. The third question I would ask, do vou have an
opportunity to utilize the facilities in the summer fo' r disadvan-
taged youngsters in all of your schools?

Are you making an effort to do that?
Mr. BAnavrr. I would indicate not necessarily ,for the disadvan-

taged. but in California we are now operating some of our programs
6 days a week and 12 to 1-1 hours a day 12 months a year and

programs

tend to be selected in our regional cvupational and joint cooperative
programs between districts. ao

We operate in California. however, a very massive total summer-
school program which includes vocational education and work ex-
perience education.

It has provided an opportunity especially to recruit minority and
disadvantaged students that might ordinarily not enroll in the
program.

Mr. G000r,ixo. One last question.
Are 1111 of you, or any of you. satisfied we have come a long way

since Congress over-reacted to Sputnik and we were going to make
math and science people out of all students, come a long way in
vocational education due to Irederal funds?

Mr. IlAnnErr. T consider the charge that we have quite frequently a
duplication of Mort and competition to be a compliment to the pro-
gram we are operating now.

In California, the Federal funds helped to contribute to that type
of expansion.

Goonr.rso. Thank you.
Mr. SHOEMAKER. I would say, Congressman. in terms of using the

196!3 Act and what we are able to get approved for this in oar State,
it gave rise to such tremendous interest on the part of the legislature
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and the administration that it not only was reflected in terms of
growth of the program but people's attitudes.

You hay e two things, growth of the program and support of the
professionals, secondly, the acceptance o le fact-111-arwiirk-isitn-
poretint to people, on the part of the parents and the children them-
sch es. iind if al-Oiling that has been a significant change ;_ it is not
the same problem as when I began in vocational education for every-
body else's children, but today I find it is even wanted by the best
edia utors and all are adding to the fact that education is a very signi-
ficant number for "my child" as well.

Mr. GOODLING. One question.
Would \oil agree because of Federal funds the disadvantaged par-,

ticulaily bale come a long way in vocational education, let's say in
the last 5 years? .

Mr. SHOEMAKER. Yes, sir. I woukf almost say additionally that in
1963 we were drug into this element kicking and screaming. It had
not been a part of- our background a part of our charge previously,
but I think we have also learned something else there, if I can say
this, that it is time between acceptake of a role and finding out how
best to do it. ,.

Mr. Goonumi. We gotten(rotten away from the dumping ground
..., -;

philosophy?
Mr. SHOEMAKER. Yes, away from it into programing so that peo-

ple can succeed. .

Chairman PERKINi. Any further questions?
Mr. GOODLING. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr innie, I thought you answered your

outstanding Congressman from the State of Washington well in
connection wi 11 the GA report, which was somewhat critical of
Sour admmist ation ex ses, in which you stated that you justified-
the expenditure ocal educational agencies, which in My judg-
ment was sufficient justification for the expenditure that you have
oiven:

Now, I want to personally compliment all of you andIkewise com-
pliment the GAO, but on a point of this nature it shows that the
GAO is not fully familiar with the way the law is alwaysjntended
to work: . _

vt I think some of their criticism is well taken in certain areas, and
the only thought I have ip mind is to come forth with a better piece
idivgisiation und see hoR1 we can impAye the legislation.

I believe the director from Galifornia stated that the placement
record in his State may have not been as good as it should be and
since the high employment rate you. have had out there the last
year, but what was your placement rate before you had this tremen-
dous unemployment out there?

Mr. BARRErr. Tt, varied by occupational area. Generally speaking,
as 'a mean average I would guess about 75 percent.

Some of that will not always be occupations for which trained.
Tt w ill vary and -tiry, at-least in California, dit.ectly with the state
of the economy.

Chairman .1Eiliti..s, Now, I want to ask a question of rfmv own school
supem intendent, because I know we have to write a flexible piece of
legislation.

47.1
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It has been suggested by the administration that ne spend one-
third of the Federal funds for our innovative programs, where you
have a waiting list in Ashland of 1,200 and a waiting list in Pem-
broke, Kt., awl in Hazard, Ks., 1,000 or 1;200. What would happen
down there if you were required to spend one-third of the Federal
funds for so-called innovative programs, in the rural areaA especially ?

What would happen with carpentry, the tirades where the people
are making a living and masonry and mechanics and all other elec-
tronics, what would happen in those areas if this requirement v, as
put in the law?

Dr. GINGER. Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, it would be disastrous
or almost so in those areas. We have started programs in two of
the schools you mentioned, two of the areas you mentioned, in coal
production, coal mining.

It takes about 18 months leadtime to get ready to do this kind of
thing and the preparation needed. -

Now, if we were required to ,move in different direction and to
spend a third of the money or any percentage of the money for
so-called innovative and different kinds of programs other than the
ones needed in those communities I think it would.. be difficult.

Chairman PERIZINS. It would be getting away frOrmthe basic con-
eept of job orientation? -

Dr. GINGER. This is right. We have advisory committees in each
of those regions made up of broad based citizens groups. They help
us with the Department of Labor in our State to analyze labor needs
and we try to keep abreast of this and a little ahead to try to anti-
cipate what it Would be. -

In our State, I think it mould be an extremely detrimental piece of
legislation. -

Chairman PERKINS. 'Now, Mr. Shoemaker; in your testimony you
criticized the Federal Government for fostering a lack of coordina-
tion among .programs, You were particularly critical of the new
Comprehensive,Employment and Training Act.

What amendinents ,would you suggest to CETA to improve or
brino. about better coordination?

Ne-r. VAN TRIES. Mr. Chairman, I didn't come prepared to suggest
what im rovements could be made. I only wanted to point out that
we have e a chart of the flow of authority from the Department
of Lab to the prime sponsors and to the Manning committees,
which r from the prime .sponsors to Washington, and from Wash-
ingto the Governor of the State.

And I guess our contention is that this particular type of organiza-
tion is not very conducive to coordinated planning.

I am suggesting that something needs to be done. I am not sure
of what it is but something needs to be done to improve that type
of planning.

I think, in the body of, the report, the comment was made. that some
members of the Department of Labor had said that the vocational
Schools and the manpower programs were both targeting against the
same individuals and I would only suggest that in our State the
State counsel of the CIONFL is not the least bit satisfied with the
projection of occupational opportunities in some of the occupations
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of the Department of Lab which the Department of Labor re-
ports on.

So I would suggest th ere are other people that ought to be in-
ed in this besides th Department of Labor and HEW. I guess,

Mr. Chairman, I can't tell you what should be done. I am only saying
that it is a problem.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, I want Mr. Shoemaker from the State of
Ohio to comment on that.

Mr. SHOEMAKER. Mr. Chairman, I am deeply concerned about the
point yon make. I suggest there is one basic answer to it. The multi-
plicity of units functioning in government in the area of edtcation
need ,to come together at the Federal level as well as the State level
and it Seems. as some of us have been working with over the years,
the Issue thethas \come out of Congress may be the only real answer
and let me preface it by this remark.

It is quite common to criticize the 'U.S. Office of Education and
some of us in the States have been guilty of this at various times.

Some of us about a' year ago went to the head of the U.S. Office.
of Edtication, not the present one, and I won't identify which one
it was, and made the point :

Doctor so and so. we think that the positive approach to vocational edu-
cation in this Nation is not being recognized at the national level. Why is it
:not?

The man leveled with us/He said :
I cannot get beyond the assistant secretaries in Health, Education, and Wel-

fare with anything positive on education, including vocational educatjon.
It seems that we should have had a national office of education in-

xolving not only vocational education but manpower and the total
education. It seems to the that one of the strong points for considera-
tion and 'one which I would plead for this Congress to consider,
and T don't know how y.ou do it from outside of the administration,
but there is a strong input of education for this Nation, the only real
baSis that .you have for solutions to your problems, but this area of
education. that total education will not be-recognized including
vocational education,. until there is a Department of Education and
Manpower.

As long.as the thrusts are put forth in vocational edue rom
tis o significant agencies and as long as one can outbid dollarw and
withmassiN ely less persons sell ed than the other one, I thinh we have
a.tompetition. a lack of- total thrust which will coniinue_ unathere
is a Department of Education and Manpower at our national level
which can give position to the place of education and vocational
edueation.

Chairman PERRIN'S. Let me comment at this stage that I could
not agree more.

Tn fact, I introduce/a bill along.3vitb Mr. Quie and others as co-
sponsors. to do just that. I think that is the answer, instead of going
against each other, to have some coordination at the top, is the only
way to solve this,problem.

Mr. Quie, any questions?
Mr. QtrrE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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I wohld like to start out, Mr. Binnie, with you, since we can pick
up with our conversation we had out -in the State of Washington
when the subcommittee was out there and y ou provided clarification
of some of the things we talked of.

Now, you mentioned, in appendix C-2, 101 employees, that is
evidently the 101 you talked about in CCOE when we talked out
there.

There were, as I recall seven in the superintendent of public con-
struction office and six in the community college hoard, is that what
-you call it,?

Mr. BENNIE. Yes.
Mr. QmE. They don't show up here.
Mr. BtxxiE. They are not part of our agency man-year count.
Mr. Qim. Now, are those seven professional?
Mr. BINNIE. No, four and three.
Mr. QE1E. Four and three and the other one is three and three?
Mr. BINNTE. No, four professionals, three clerical and spfand

three professionals, three clerical in community colleges.
Mr. Qtrize. Okay.
How and they funded?
Mr. BINNIE. They are funded by what you see in the other chart

called "Interlocal agreement grant" where we buy from them plan-
ning and reporting or commuter services.

Mr. QM. Insofar as the staff costs, they are then purchased by
CCOE?

Mr. BINNIE. Yes. sir.
Mr. Qt-rE. And then in that purchase, does your funds break down

48-52 or are they all out of Public Law 90-576?
Mr. BINNIE. No, for those purchases are 100 percent 90-576 funds,

from all parts, not just part (d).
Some comes out for administration and some comes out of the dis-

advantaged portion and the handicapped,portion.
Mr. Qum. Thatwould be the total amount.
Would then your other percentages change? What I am looking

for are the total State administration supervision . and evaluation?
Mr. RtxxiE. For all manpower at the State level.
Mr. QUI& You have total manpower?
Mr. Btxxill. If you were to take the 1969 man-years on the chart,

appendix C-2, which represents CCOE's personnel involved in vo-
cational education, 31 professionals and to that four professionals in
the superintendent of public construction's office and 3 professionals
in the state board of community colleges, we would have-a total of
28 professional staff administering a total State program of $62
million.

That is less than 2 percent administration costs, if you look at the
program we are administering.

Mr. Qum And 39 clerical?
Mr. BINNIE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Pm:. What arethe medians?
Mr. 131xxir.. Yes, in fiscal office we have accountants, paraprofes-

sionals, accountants, and that type of person working with the fiscal
office.
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Mr.Qu4. Any medians?
Mr. Bisxm. No.
Mr. Qum. The question then would come on the percentage of the

total and if you put all of those together, could you rework and
submit for me the percentage of the total ?

BINNIE. Counting the staff on the interlocal agreement in the
two agencies, yes, sir, I will.

Mr.-QUM. Thank yon. if you willdo that.
Then we left there with the assumption this was 100 percent paid

for by Public Law 90-576 funds and I am glad for the clarification
where you bring-in the State funds here.

Now, am I understanding correctly that California was 100 per-
cent. wasn't it in answer to Mr. Goodling's-question?

Mr. BARRETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. gum. That fits with the same thing that Mr. Binnie.is talking

about.
Mr. BAnnm-r. It is basically the same kind of information.
Mr. Qum. When we were in 'Washington, Mr. Binnie, you trans-

feied. 31 people from CCOE to the superintendent of public con-
struction. Who are they? Do they come out?

Me. BENNIE. Out of the regular public construction area, out of
the 1969, this past year we. assigned on a task force basis to provide
technical assistance to 309 school districts, 31 people, 16 professionals,
and 15 clerical. They are out of that 69.

TV evaluation of the effectiveness of that assignment will be oc-
curring between now and May.

iNow, unless, in our State, there is and I have to hurry back for
a meeting tomorrow with the Senate Select Committee on Vocational
Education because there are several bills on reorganizing State
administration on vocational education:

Mr. Qum. When they are transferred over, will those 31 be paid
100 percetit out of Public Law 90-576 funds as the other seven in the
superintendent of public construction as they an now?

Mr. BrxNIE. I would say that is "iffy and if they are transferred
over, ne would have to work out an agreement, either cover their
funds with Public Law 90-576 funds, but more appropriately I think
if staff is assig-ned we ought to work on a phase opt basis with in-
treascd State support and decreased public law 90-5i6 support_over
a phtse-out time or decreased time tend we have not planned that
hi the past because the State legislature has not been willing to pro-
vide additional State funds for ''administrative costs.

They feel it is a trade-off. If they give it to the administrative; it
con.c's from the local education level. I would encourage the phase.-
over on a planned base of the decreased Federal funds used for that
purpose.

Mr. Qum,. fri California, what is the total expenditure for voca-
tional education?

You mentioned $62 pillion I believe you said in the State of
Washington?

Mr. BARRETT'. 'We anticipate in the current year it will approach
400 million $42 million of which is Federal funds.
We anticipate we will match somewhere in the vicinity of 9 to 1.

2 3:6;
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This is why the State sometimes gets a little upset when we talk
about them not supporting vocational education.

fit would indicate our .regional occupational training centers and
programs which our seconelary districts joined together to operate
mutually- a program that single distticts cannot operate.

This program started in 1970, and last rear the categorical sup-
port for those prcerrapis equaled $42 million, the same figure that
the Federal grant does.

This is just for one component of our delivery system. We have
the same problem as the State of Washington does. They are more
eager to put money into programing than they are into staff as long
as the Federal funds can be used for that purpose and in the past
they were available for that purpose so again basically it is a
trade-off.

I don't especially agree but I have not had the chance to make the
decision yet.

Mr'Quis. Let me ask the State of Kentucky. what is the total voca-
tional educational budget and how many people in your State de-
partment of Education are administering, supervising and eval-
uating?

Dr. LAM AR. I think I had better explain to start Ifith. In the
bureau of ocational education in Kentucky. we have in addition to
the px ogiani supported by the 1968 amendments, we support the ,
adult basic educa Nil program.

1Ve support the CETA program. We are responsible for licensing
. proprietary mational technical schools and we are responsible for

approving institutions for veterans training.
Now, our budget br our staff covers all of those responsibilities.
Mr. QUE. Are you able to pull out what vocational education has?
Dr. LAMAR! I do not have with me a break-out of it.
Mr. QUE. Have 3ou ever taken vocational education by itself in a

.budget for your State?
Dr. LANtAn:Yes.
Mr. Qum. What is the total of that?
Dr. LAMAR. Dr. Ginger mentioned in his remarks $34 million-plus.

But, really, that does not include about 2,035 ocational units. Those
units are both about $10,350 each, which ups that figure in the
neiphborhood of $21 million.

Mr. (Ott;. Let me ask you this on those figures hi the testimony.
Yen have in 196,1. $3,882,000 for the Federal Gos eminent and

$7,577.009 for State participation. Then when you mention it in
1974, it is $10.927,000 Federal and $24,50'6,000 State and local par-
ticipation.

Are 3 on talking about apples and oranges here? In one case it is
State participation and in the other it is State and local?

According to the statement I have, you may have left something
out.

pr. kv5rAn. No. in Kentucky, we have two pots of State money
sttpportin mat ional education. We have what we cell State voca-
tional technical schools area vocational educational centers, which
are operated by the State.

Now, we lime a separate State appropriation to help provide the

-4
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operatine.
budget fur those 'facilities. We also have programs in about

350 secondary schools.
Now, in those schools, the programs are operated by local school

districts and they are primarily supported through our State founda-,
tion program.

That is another pot ofmoney.
Mr. QUIE. Let me go back to that qugtion that is on pacre of your

statement. The $7 million or $7.5 million you say is State participa-
tion and the $24.5 rnillion you say is State and local participation.

Dr. LA3IAR. Now. if you will look in this report, this has not come
out today, but the GAO said they were primarily taking a look at
part (B) of the act and that they were not taking a look at part (A),
parts (C)t (E), (F), (G), (H), (I), and title II.

So, assuming primarily- that all of these arguinents are relating to
ptirt (13) of the act, which they are saying also is about 80 percent
of the amendments of the '1968 money,- now we have not discussed
here' today basically- that 80 percent being in one category and the
other 20 percent basically being the money supposed to be giving
impetus to the innovative ..pro

I think we are not covering hole waterfront.
Mr. QUIE. Let me ask my question over again.
The one sentence for 1965 you say State participation is $7.5

million and then in 'the next sentence you say in 1974 State and
local participation is 24.5 million.

Are you talking about State and local participation in the 24.5
million?

Dr. LAmArt. In both instances, it is State and local.
Mr. QuiE. In 65 instead of State participation should it have read

"State and loCal." is that what you are saying?
Dr. LAMAR. Yes, sir. that is right. They are comparative figures.
Mr. QtIE. Then what we need is State participation without the

local on ours to get the comparison, That is, going along with GAO?
Dr. LAMAR. That is right.
Mr. QuiE. And you have not given us those figures in either case?
Dr. LAMAR. Well, the two comparisons there are in both cases

where it says "State" and it is "State and local."
Mr. Quip.. OK.
So we need a further breakdown.
Let's go back tdwhat I was asking about in the first place. You are

saying y ou need another $21 million on The $31-35 million as men-
tioned in your testimony?

Dr. LAMAR. To take care of what the fouattion program in Ken-
tucky puts into vocational education, yes, sir.

Mr. Q. OK. That would make it about $54 million ?
Dr. LAMAR. In the neighborhood of $55 million.
Mr. Qum. 855 million: OK.
How many people do you have administering that, administration,

supervision. and el'altiation staff?
Dr. LAMAR. Well. again, in the Bureau of Vocational Edlication,

we have six di% isions. We have one division that is for management '
of prograins. We have one division that is for pro ram development.
We have one division that is for construction, facilities construction,
and maintenance'.
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We have one division that deals- with interagency relationships.
'We lave one division that deals with supporting services.

Now, when you take them all together, we have about 150 profes-
sioal people in the Bureau of Vocational Education.

Mr. QuriE. What is the mix between State and Federal money ?
Dr. LAMAR. Fifty-fifty matching.
Mr. Quit. That is the way the legislature moves on that?

. Dr. Lt3rAn. Yes.
Mr. Qum. To make it 50-501
Dr. LAMAR. Well, the legislature really had not mandated it.

That is the way we put the budget together.
Mr. QrIE. OK, you suggested to them that is the way to do it.
How about Minnesota, what is the total there?
Mr. VAN TRIES. We have 118 staff pople and that includes secre-

tarial and 'professional, and of, that about 75 are professionals.
Mr. QuIE. What is the mix Federal and State money?
Mr. VAN TRIES. We have the same situation that Kentucky would

have. We have a veterans approval agency; which is on contract
with the Veteran's Administration that, is 100 percent Federal on
contract.

We have manpower development and training, Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act, the staff is 100 percent Federal.

We have an operations section which deals with the operation
of Programs and this, for the most part, is 50 percent Federal and
50 percent State.

There are' some exceptions to that, but most of it is 50-50. We have-
a private trade school section which is about one-third Federal and
two. thirds State. Then my own office, which is 50-50.

Mr. QUIE. What is the total State, local, and Federal budget for
Vocational education ? You have to take CETA out of that.

Mr. VAN TRIES. For vocational education .the last biennium we
risked the legislature for $110 million.

Mi." Quit. Did they give it to you ?
Mr. VAN* TRIES. We got most of it. This time we are asking, for $139

million frdin the legislature that is in session right now. This will
be State money.

Mr. Qum. State money.
Mr. VAN TRIES.2Now, then, in addition to this, there is also the

foundation or equalization aid forinula, with which you are familiar,
which allocates up to about $1,200 per student, to local agencies, and
a portion of that, and I don't know how you do that.

riMr. Qum. You never pulled that?
Mr. VAN TRIES. I haven't.
I would if I needed it, but a portion of that would be applicable

to the vocational programs and secondary and postsecondary edu-
cation.

Mr. QuIE. How about Federal money?
Mr. VAIN. TRIE§. Right in the neighbo. rhood of $9million.
Mr. Qum. So you have about $148 million?
Mr. VAIN' Trims. Yes.
Mr. Quin. That we are talking about ?i.
Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes.
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00.

Mr. QUIE. What about Ohio? I wane the, total.
Mr. SHOEMAKER. A hard, quick answer because we have the data

back home, but did not add it up.
Mr. QU1E. This is the way we had it in Washington where

I came back with poor information.
Mr. STIOE3LAKER. We will give it in terms of agriculture, business,,

and operational areas phis special needs, our construction service,
administrative aides, there is about -11 professional persons involved
in that operation.

In terms of EPDA, research, veterans training, and IVIDTA, there
is about another 20 involved in that.

In. ternis of numbers of people, I don't keep all of those in my
head, but roughly those are our professional staff personnel that
you were talking about, supervisory and administrative, not all
located in the column, but other parts throughout the State of Ohio.

Mr. QTHE. Give us the clerical, going along with that 41.
Mr. SHOEMAKER. In clerical to go along with that 11, about three-

fourth of them.
Mr. QrIE. What is your total budget?
Mr. SHOEMAKER. Our total budget_ for this year, do you want it

State, local, and Federal?
Mr. Q-c.tE. Yes.
Mr. SHOEMAKER. In terms of this year, Federal funds total, not

only part (B) but total $33,896,775 and that is Federal, and in
terms of State and local, it is $213,704,803.

Mr. QUIE. What percentage of your State administration,. super.
ivory, and evaluation -staff comes from Federal and what per-

centage from the State government?
Mr. SHOEMAKER. In terms of percentage of the salary cost and

benefits, it is 93 percent of our salary and benefits are from the Fed-
eral, 7 percent from the State, 4.9 percent this year of our part (B)
moneys are used for administration.

Mr. QUIE. I just want to make sure I get this fellow from Texas.
Are you finished ?
Mr. SaoEMAlzR. Yes.
Mr. GT-num I didn't bring my figures with me but will re-

construct. We have a total of 250 staff members in the State depart-
ment and 178 are professional staff members which means a masters
degree and at least 5 years experience in the school.

Some of these people have Ph. D.'s and have been superintendents
of schools, and some principals, and, so on.

Of that number, we have the same problem that some of the
Others have. We have AVE, and CETA, and veterans, and the
proprietary school licensing, so we have a total of about 118, about
125 professionals who work with public institutions under, 90-576.

Mr. QUIE. What is your total budget?
Mr. Gtrotrr.E. Somewhere around $2 million.
Mr. Quit. What is the total state, and local,and Federal sources for

vocational education in the State?
GVEMPLE. A little over $100 million this year.

Mr. Quit. $100 million.
Mr. GuEmPLE. That is Federal and State.
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Mr. QtnE. Yes.
Mr. GUIMPLL And some local: We have not counted all of the local.
Mr. Qtnr. What is the percentage of Federal -State money for-

your State administration?
Mr. GUEMPLE. We do not budget State money for State adminis-

tration. We do have sorrit State appropriations for the administration
of AVE and some of our special projects like the prison system.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford ? _ _

Mr. FORD. I want to follow up on Mr. Quie's question.
I have been concerned for several years with the tremendous shift

that has taken place in financing of State departments of education
with Federafunds.

I have heard some discussion about tilade off here. How many of
you have a State department where the total department of educa-
tion is receiving less than 75 percent of its payroll from Federal
funding?

Mr. VAN TRIES. I think our is less, but I am not sure.
Mr. FORD. Significantly less than 75, more than half?
Mr. VAN TRIES. I think so.
Mr. SHOEMAKER, Looking at the factor of title V relating to De-

.. partment of Education in our State. the concept was if they dropped
or lost the title V role, there would be about one-third of the de-
partment affected.

Mr. Font). Title V is only a little piece.
Mr. SHOEMAKER. I know, from the type of question you aslied I

don't Wow.
Mr. FORD. Yon might say 80 cents out of $1 for staffing a State de-

partment is Federal funds of pne kind or another?
Mr. G7EMPLE. I can give you more or less general, but in our State.

$18 million is the State budget for administration for a program
that runs somewhere in excess of $1.2 billion and that is total-edu-
cation.

Of that $18 million for the State departments, you know, adminis-
trative costs, something around $3 million is State appropriations-
and the balance comes from the various entitlements under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act. the Vocational Education
Act, -contracts with t1e,3"eterans' Administration, and so forth.

Mr. Frain. So, even though' these percentages for administration,
v-hen it is zeroed- in on specifically vocational education, runk high;
they still rim behind what the comparable figure would be if you
took the interstate office of education into account and decided how
much of its annual payroll came from State and how much from
Federal funds. The vocational portion of the State office is, while
it reflects what appears to be a large percentage for administration
and money, only a part of the total cost of running the office and
it is not atypical of what happens to Federal funds when they go
to the State.

GUEMPLE. If you, were to take all of the different things that
are performed as functions of the State including cost of issuing
warrants tni the State treasury to school districts, and that is a busi-
ness office kind of thing, if you were to take all of the costs and pro-
rate those across the various categorical funds and so forth, 3 think
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vocational education might possibly be paying its part of the bill
totally.

But, then, again, it might be more. In some States, I think at least
in my State, ewouId be more.

Mr.,Funn. We discovered, primarily from the complaint of the
people in the library, that a custom was growing up in the State
department of" charging so-called overhead costs or support costs
to separate functions, and I heard somebody throw a figure of $5
a square foot out there.

Do you customerily get a charge back from the State department
for using part of the building, part of the other things necessary to
keep the building going and so on ?

Is there attached to you as the vocational education division of
your State office some portion of this overall cost of running the
State department of education?

Mr. GUEXPLE. I was the one thak_used the figure, no, sir, they
do not charge us back.

Mr. FORD: Do any of you have that arrangement? I sea- three.
California.

Mr. BARRETT. In addition to some direct charges for utilization of
facilities, we pay on classified salaries or professional salaries, 41
percent in direct costs in support of other offices within the dei)art7
ment of education and in some cases to other State agencies, depart-
ment of finance and other support agencies, so the answer is "yes."

Mr. FORD. Is that also the case in Minnesota?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes, sir. I think the indirect cost rate is negotiated'

with the Federal Government and we have a number of services,
which are provided to us and this negotiated indirect cost rate is
applied to the Federal funds as well as to the State funding that
are in our budget.

Mr. FORD. And Washington ?
Mr. BINNIE. Mr. Ford, in the State of Welshington we are a separate-

agency and not attached to any other agency. We have to pay the
rent bill. We lease a building for vocational educational staff.

Mr. Fonn. You don't pay anything into the State department?
Mr. BINNIE. We don't pay anything to the State department in

the way of percentage, no, but we pay for fixed costs of housing the
agency.

Mr. Fonn. If I could get you to address the business df tradeoff-
that has been described. the gentleman from California said he didn't
think it would be a tradeoff. Incidentally, it was called to my at-
tention that when the Office of Education (lid an audit in California
back in 1973, they discovered that you had people on the VE ad-
ministrative staff or on the pa)rool who had, because of the reorgani-
zation, been transferred so that they were no longer working in voca-
tional education. At that time the explanation you P.1,11`C to IIEW
was that this occurred because the State did not modify its depart.'
mental and indirect costs allocation plan to reflect the extensive re-
organization.

Now, what has 1 en said partially answers the question in my
mind whether it WO d in fact be a tradeoff. I suppose I am asking
you to put yourselves the spot, but I can sayto you, in my own
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experience from being in our State leilegislature before coming here,
that the legislative committees are extremely reluctant when it comes
to adding payroll to executive spots like the ones you occupy, while,
when the Federal dollars come out, there is no specific person-by-
person examination of who you hire and what their job is.

Isn't it in fact easier to aev6lOp your professional staff and what-
ever support stag you need in a State office using Federal funds .
than to get it froni your legislatures and Governor?

When you are talking about a tradeoff, we are kind of kidding
'each other a little, aren't we ? The fact is you ban get money for
professionals out of the Federal funds that your legislature won't
give you is that true?t, .

Mr. V, TRIES. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Ford, I think that this
has been true in the past.

In our State I am not sure it is going to be true in the future.
I think in the past, the practicality of the politician was such that -
State levied taxes and State collection of reN enue from State sources
provided a good deal more mileage politically to be returned to the
local community.

Many of these local communities do not care whether the. money
is Federal or State as long as they get it.

We are able to rely on Federal funds to build up a staff where the
' State legislature would hive been reluctant to add that to the State

complement. as you have indicated.
I think now, though, that at least in our particular State, this is

changing._ We now have a complement, and it does not make any
difference whetlikr it is Federal or State, that is the complement, and
no mater wheltrthat is, funded from that number of positions is
all we can have regardless. so I think the situation is changing.

Mr. Fonn. Does anyone else want to comment?
Dr. GINGER. I would like to comment an it. I think the answer

just given was pretty much the philosophy we had until 3 years ago.
Now, we are moving out of this kind of operation with Federal

money and moving State money in to pick up all of this. We do not
charge State rent. the State budgets pays it and occupies the space
and operates just as the rest of the department.

We use State money for rental and State money for this kind of
operation because we realize that that soft money may leave. Hard
money we hope will stay ; that is, State money, and for that reason
we are moving as fast as we on away from this other philosophy.

We do charge indirect costs hilt we let that indirect cost; it is a
different percentage for different kinds of Federal agencies; we
use that to take care of the business operation, whatever service is
provided within that department, but it is provided for everyone.

So, at the moment. and this has been a struggle for two straight
sessions of our legislature, to get an additional amount of money
flow from State sources to operate the department of education. But
this is the way we are going in our State.

Mr. SHOEMAKER. I think there is some principle to take a look at
here. The point you make is pretty sound I think in terms of prac-
tice. Studies in the fifties done by the U.S. Office of Education con-
sistently showed the only unit of State department education which
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had a leadership role in relationship to local communities was the
division of vocational education.

This was consistent over a period of a number of 'years. The
answer was very simple, that the point that you made that the di-

ision of vocational education because of the assistance from Fed-
vial funds we are able to pro% ide leadership staff and services for
these local communities.

I think historically Congress showed, as you added, the ESEA.
set, title V, that tilts improled significantly the State department
of education.

Now, I think the question is: Is it worth it? I think this is the
yue.tiou that has to be asked and : Has the investment been worth it?

I would suggest to y on that dollars can flow to many plates and
nothing change unless there is a leadetship role w itltin the State

in td ns of the plittern that the im estment you have made in
vocational education, that part of that is in leadership and that
leadership has resulted in change in programing.

So I think your point is very true and very clear and forgive me,
sir, I think it is likely to stay on the whole very similar to that for
sometime.

If Nou have been in the State legislature you know the reasons
and the problem.

Mr. Fotto.. Mr. Quie, and I am not trying speak for him, but I
have been concerned abdut this pattern eNorliing, so I am concerned
when I we what the GAO report says about peteentage of money
involi-ed here:

I think what you are telling mein trying to answer that concern,
we have to recognize that in the real world the chances are there
won't really be a tradeoff. If we somehow restricted your use, that
the effect might be a reduction In the professional staff you had

ailable rather than simply trading Federal dollars for State and
local dollars, that the State' and local dollars might be hard to
come by ?

BAnicErr. I would'indicate, if I were not here I would be home
try ing to defend my local budget where I might lose more than Item.

The General Accounting Office report is starting to hit us hard
as vacancies now appear on my staff, with the possibility there
could be a limit on the cost of administration now.

Now. the decisioamakers, have the opportunity to really bear
(low n. So I think, even without testing Your concept beyond just
the fa( t that someone might be considered, or considering limiting
tla, name\ . I am running into problems filling vacancies already

There is no question that while the State money is a tradeoff in
one way. if, in California 10 years ago, we would have had to go to
the State legislature for our staff, we would,not have the staff that
we have now. That is changing.

Now, the attitude is, when the Federal dollar gets to California,
it lilt s a California dollar and expenditure of those funds should
ro through the same kind of decislonmaking process as does the
State dollar.

But it is chapging: "there is no question. Ten years ago it, was very
easy to add staff with Federal moneys and, very difficult to add
staff with State moneys. .
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fr. FORD. One final area here.
think my principal concern and 'criticiSm of the GAO report

is that the opening sentence is misleading because it says "This is
or r report on the role of Federal assistance for vocational education"
a d proceeds to examine only one form of Federal assistance for
v cational education.

Now, some of you gentlemen touched lightly on some of the others.
I know that title I money out of the Elementary and Secondary
&cation Act is being used for vocational education at the sec-

ndary level where the high school is the target school and title II
i being used to purchase teaching mateMals that are used for yoca-
ional education.
There are some title II programs that have been involved in
ocational education. MI)TA, most certainly has, and general

Tventie sharing, dependin,r afi course on which State you are in.
f it is physically dependent school districts, substantial amounts of
eneral 'revenue sharing money i., being allocated to'vocational train-
ng not only of school age but after school age people.

With several economic opportunity program survivors that are
now buried in IIEW and Labiir it is a little bit misleading if we
are trying to appraise the total impact of Federal dollars op 'Voca-
tional education.

Would you agree with that? -
Mr. VAN TRIES. I think I would agree with that. I think th. t

another thing that should not be ox erlooked by the committee is the
fact that ?mote and more State legislatures are now going to program
planningkiand budgeting themselves.

This Means that every program that we hate in tl4e State is sub-,
arject to scrutiny' by a super-school board, 'hot only the Stitte board of

education, but the State legislature itself acting as a super-school
board. f

Tn our State our whole budget is predicated on all of these funds,
title I and everything else that is coming into the State. and how
the legislature wants to set those priolit4s and to operate the
vocational program of the State.

So I guess one point Iwould make is that people tend to think
that the vocational funds come into the vocational division and voca-
tional board and are expended w ithout any reference to any body
else in the State has big something to say about how those funds are
expended.

That is not true because the legislature itself sets those priorities
by virtue of a*oving a program plan and budget.

Mr. Vim). Then out do exercise disrectiontover the expentliku
funds beyond those that we are talking about here today as voca-

. tional education finals that come from Washington. If the local
education agenc decided to allocate them for vocational ednclitiony-

. at that poipt_ they really come 'w ithin the purview of your activitiel
and professional guidance at d:directioicand what have you?

Mr. 171N TIES. In the case: of Minnesota. Mr. Ford, the, only voca-
tional funds we nse are Vocational Cacation Act 'funds. We don't
use the other funds you mentioned.

Mr. Fula). Then the sere last, question would be: IS it correct
then to assume., MI your statements here are giving us proportionate
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figures on State. ,-local expeitditures versus Federal expenditure,
that the Federal expenditure is limited to the vocational education
funds under the se-called Vocational Education Act and do not
include an estimate of the other types of Federal funds I mentioned?

Mr. VAN Tau correct. W We have not included those.
Mr. FORD. Vitegentleman from Washington.
Mr. BINNIE. Mr. Ford; I used total figures that came in in com-

pax ism of enrollments of vocation education versus dollar impact
eat l;er in my testimony, but when I compared the $62 million plus
State and locaj to vocational education funds that was compared
to.Public Law 90-576 funds. -

Mr. num. Would the rest of you agree with that, that the figures we
hate now in the record on the comparison of Federal versus State/
local, the Federal funds 'described in those statements are only the
Pnbric Law 90-576 funds?

Mr. BIxxrE. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very. much.
Cha rin a lePnitrims. Mr. Lehman?
"Air. LEumAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Recently, I met with various groups in the 13th Congressional

District of Florida and one of the subjects in regard to vocational
eduk,ation, that keeps coming up. When I mentioned the hearings we
are going to have in Washington is, of course, my high school

oxingster is going into \ ocational education because he will not be
allowed to go into, tile honors class since he will be kept out of col-
lege pkeparatoi y classes. Several weeks ago up here we had a close alp
group and I saw A couple of kids' froth it mid I said, "Are -You in
vocational education"?

Not lung.
Tomorrow at 2:30.'24 hours from now, I will be talking to 200

clung people in Operation Close EP who will be here in Washington
from Dade County.

I bet if I ask if any of them are in the vocational education pro-
gram, not one.of them will be in vocational education.

So what I would like to see happen, is there anything we write
into thiglaw that will see that the vocational education wi 1 x of be
deprited in any way as far as academic achievement? By oing so
there will not be an)bodv stigmatized by this being regard d as -a
secondary type of academic education. t

Mr. SHOEMAKER. If I may say .briefly. as Y011 heard 'several States
indicate those who graduate from CETI 'high school levels, and
that includes Dl State, are eligible to enter any of our universities,
State universities in he State of Ohio.

Stiulies will show you that while let's say only about 7 to 10
per«.nt of our graduates go on to college, which I say is about as
maximum as it '-should be, a higher percentage of those will graduate
than will of the northal population ?lung.

,The research on education over the years shows you one simple
thing. Thirty-seven years of research on your college preparatory
programfails to stow you the college preparatory program is even
the best way to go to college. There is no research to support the'
college preparatory program is doing anything except one thing,
measurhig your ,intelligenee.
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So we have built a vocational program, open end, in that they can
make a choice for college, but it is 'choice, not something that they
have to do-in order to get the vocational training program.

Mr. LEHMAN. I don't want to belabor the sub)ect, but obviously
the parents I have talked to feel that their children will be handl-,
capped should' they decide to go to college because of tht lack of
quality academic training they get if they selected the vocational
route. This is 'what I am talking about, do you understund?\ Mr. '-,,noi,;-)t.\-KEn. Yes. but as I Say. l'eSettrvb does not support it.
The basis is, this is an attitude and-this is what I spoke to earlier, the
attitude of a Governor and legislature and of education which I
think has begun to change this conceptual base on the part of stu-
dents to -where I find principal's and superintendent's sons and
daughters in vocational education and now I feel the ahanges arg
coming when we find that type of person enrolling.

MP. LEHMAN. You don't 1-r -r sthere should be any safeguard
the legislation we write in order to be sure that vocationaretaucaticai
kids will not be considered secondary?

Kr. BARRETT. A student should not have to matte a choice. Most
secondary programs provide the opportunity to take basic college
preparatory program and still take some vocational education.

If the student should decide from grade 9 on to. take
i`iods he would be restricted but at least in California we try not
to make our secondary student's make a choice for college or' vocIa-
tional education. 4

We say no for both. You know it helps to work your way through
college. tiMr. LEHMAN. I wonder how many kids are truly taking vocational
education in the State of California ? I just wonder how many kids
in high schools are taking honors English and also vocational edu-
cation?

I am just saying I bet there is not `15 in honors /English. That is
my play on words, I was concerned about eitherAtinorsEngThll or
A-ovation education.

Arr. GrEmrt.E. Within our State they have to tole. three credits of
English, whether vocational or not vocational.

Mr. LEmr.AN. English and honors are diffCrent. you kilos's-. and I
don't think it should be.

What I am trying to say is that a quality amdemie student shelild
be encouraged to take vocational education without being. deprived of
the higher quality n^adernie programs available in the'samc school.

Gurmrt.r. I think all of us would agree with that. Congress-
man.

Mr. Lutim. v. T don't want to ZO on with it. but T wondered if any
of you tbought anything should be Vritteu juto the act, that would
help this?

Mr. GITMPLE. It would have to be done very carefully because you
have your molten with the handivanped and the disadvantaged and
they are not going to be in anybody's honors program.

We aro trying to deal 4vitli them now. The problem really is
that for many of the young people in higher education that went
through fl vocational program. college was not really a realistic

(
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oal for thein, ork their way through, and col:
e,cre educations are g t,ing moreexpensive all along.

We have some institutions in Texas where 60 percent of the total
enrollment in a senior institution are workers part-time.

Mr. LEHMAN. Sixty percent of high school kids in Dade County
are veo'kers part of the time, but that is the it ay it is now-a-days.

The only other thing I wanted to ask you about was the sexual
stereotyping of vocational education which is the kind of subject
matter you \re faced with eery day. Do you think there Should be
any input into the act different than what we have to prevent any
type, of vocational education program being restricted to either
male or female?

Crt-T3trtE. Here, again, that is a difficult question, because, you
see, here again, there are probably more restrictions in the various
codes about hazardous uccunations which the Labor Department ad-
ministers, than there are in educational administrators handbooks out
in local school districts as to who can take what.

You have been relatively careful who you put in a welding class,
because, you know, that is hjtgardous.

fio, here, again, I don'tkrlow flow I would write one like that.
Mr. LimmAx. Welding. is hazardous?
Mr. Gu-Empix.. There is possibility of fire. We have some kcal ad-

ministrators,- and men some employers who are very reluctant to
look at femalk who are in welding. fe.

,Mr. LEHMAN. My wife went through both acetylene and arc weld-
ing and I should have notifiedlerahead of time.

Mr. GUEMPLE. I W0111(1 agree with you, but we do have a lot of
people who haN e the idea that welding is an occupation for males
only because it is hazardous.

You can get veil seriously burned or hurt in that occupation,and
and «e had an explosion in one school several years ago in a weld-
ing shop where one child was killed.

It was just one of those freak accidents that will happen. but
thyre are people that are very concerm:{1 about safety of students
in school programs and I would have to admit we have been
probably the wrong people to talk to about that, because we are
concerned for their safety, too.

If yon really to and analyze the dictionary of occupational titles,
there are 29,000 job titles listed but 8 percent of all of the incum-
bents in jobs are pi Aably restricted to fewer than i00 df those.titles.

111r. LimmAx..Well, I see women go around in my district. I see
women install telephones. and climbing poles. and el erg thing else,
so this business of occupational safety. or pre \Tilting women from
hiving job opportunity T think is going the hoards and I think- it.
shonld no by the boards in ediwat ional programs.

?Jr. Strorwym-E.4Many of us helped ,train no.ie the Welder and
Riveter" in World War T.T, so there is in out State no restriction to
the entrance of any female into any vocational programs.

There is greater restriction and the thing I fear, sir, is that the
onus v ill he put upon it to enroll the kids regardless of whether they
want to be enrolled or hot.

The issue is more a social issue with the parents and children them-
selves and not a restriction on the part of N optional educators.
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'Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mit SMOEMAKEE. One advantage of the way some of the children

-are dressing now and keeping their hair, you can hardly tell the
difference, so we have a hard time discriminating even if we want to.

'Chairinan Fiantrcs. Mr. Miller?
Mr. Miurn. I have just a couple of questions.
It was remarked earlier about the impact of unemployment on our

record of placements, such as you talked about in California, Mr.
-Barrett. -

I wonder if you can comment, if you feel. qualified to do so, about
what the difference in the impact might be in terms of public service
jobs versus public works?

Congress is in the dilenima of how much to put in public service
areas and what to put into public works, whether it is impoundment

.or otherwise.
Mr. SiMEMAICER. Some of us are just the second time around in

some of this and, as I sit on the manpower committees in any
State and on the advisory committees, and I would suggest none of
them are a planning unit per se, in that area, but looking at what
happened quickly in some of the public service placements to quote
one fellow from the hinterland as-I sat on the committee, the other,-
day they were hiring Aunt Minnie's sisfer-in-law and brother-in-law
Ilecause-the types of jobs they have are not the types of jobswell,
they are public service jobs requiring little skill or technical knowl-
'oder and -do not fit the kind of people suddenly becoming unemployed.

I nleaded with oneone on the Domestic Council as well, "Why
didn't they think about the issue," as we learn of something from
historY that part of the strength of any pattern, in a period of re-
cession, is what you leave as a residual of that and either maintain
the skills,of your people or retrain people-for-that in which the
public works concept of meaningful residual is perhaps something

'that needs to be given consideration.
I am interested, I would like to repair some of the inner inert city

sections of maiiir cities, utilizing several resources and training people
at the same time. No way can I find out how to put that together
because all they seem to be interested in is putting somebody sweeping
a floor or washing a wall or do such type of work, which because
most of them mire public service jobs, they are already filled anyway,

Mr. BAit ali-r. I would answer in a similar manner in that I till -ilk it
is most important that we try to couple a stipend program for a
needy nnemployed with somt, type of training as opposed to lust
providing the training because when the money is gone the individual
is still unemployed and when,the economy turns up lie still may be
unemployed. So I think wherever we can couple training and assist -
anee. we should. That mar not answer your question. I am not really
an antbnritv on either of those programs.

Mr. Minim Second, may I ask, what kind of resistance do you
meet in terms of placement or do you come in touch with in terms of
placement. interms of vocations such as welding. for example?

I come from a county in California where welders are at a pre-
mium because of refinery expansion. and 'yet some of the Federal
programs that have gone into job training, work incentive programs,
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and so forth, tell me they run into a great deal of resistance from
unions in terms of getting these people in, in fact they have had to, or
the students, upon being certified in the various arts of welding,
hue ,,,one out of their own to seek employment.

Mr. BroutErr. I 'would be less than honest if I said we don't have
problems. It varies in the community, and from occupation to
occupation.

Mr. MUER. oes it va rrby sex and race?
Mr. BARRErr.0 don't think so much any more as far as the labor

part of it is concerned. Those communities where we have been able
to bring organized labor on to the advisory council, and in some
cases with a close working relationship in apprenticeship programs
and, related activities. we have good acceptance. but going 10 miles
down the road and for whatmer reason. usually people problems,
you know, we may run into a complete standstill. We have many
trade -unions that provide placements for apprentices. We have all
kinds of good things. but have serious plublems, and, as I say, it ;s

se in some occupations than others..
I really belie\ '. I am sure there is still a degree of discrimination

both sexually and racially, vet I believe that is being dealt with in
a more reasonable manner at least now than it was some years ago.

Mr. MILLER. Does anybody else wish to comment 'on that?
ATE S,gOEMAKER. I think agilin I would support this, the major ele-

night is vary big by occupation I. I would sa-y-certain-colistruction crafts
have been the most hard ones to break down. I find gradually when
we got our first high school plumbing program a year ago. so it is
a case of a gradual process of bringing them around to accepting and
participating.

Chairman PERKINS. I.et me say to this distinguished panel that
we, in one :4;nse of the word, recognized many years ago the weak-
ness at the state department level insofar as giving technical assist-
ance to vocationour local educational agencies. local vocon groups, and
there had to he Gm ernment funds made available to strengthen the
Department-of Education. We Specifically wrote title V. which has
been reten$ to here in the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, as strengthening. the Department of.F.ducationi.

I personally led that the criticism levelled against vocational edu-
cation because of expenditure of Federal funds for, as they term it.
administatidn. much of it Jas been channeled right, down to the
area of ociOional sjhools and to your county vocational systems
here hundreds of thousands of youngsters gave gotten the ad-

,, vantage of that technical knom-how which has- not been separated in
s the Tint, be that \as it may. the GAO report has not

thiit committee as much as they could in writing a bill. from
. the' standpoint of Government becoming. a bettor Po! i net in

supporting iocationial education. But. notwithstanding the accom-
plishments hal e bten so great since we enacted the 1962 legislation
with a view of iolribrientation. training people for a job. or for jobs,
and I know,the GAO report may be in some instances well tit'ken,, that
people. vocational schools and depatmmts may have not exercised
the highest degree 41S care to see that in every instance people have
been trainea' for joins. But, by and large, I think as we get into the
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evidence here and call you people before the committee, the record
will negate the charge to any degree that you are ,not.training for
jobs.

But my question now is this: how can, we strengthen vocational
education? How can we take care of the youngsters that need voca-
tional training and train them for jobs that they can earn a livelihood
where there is no possibility they ait going to continue their educa- . .
tion or go through college, and at the same time maintain a flexible
formula with education on an increase throughout the Nation, where
the technical schools, the junior colleges, and the 4-year colleges are
coming in and wanting more _moneV? How are we going to solve
this problem without molt money 'from, the Federal Government?

I will hart with the State of Washington. I will let you assist us
in giving us an answer to that question.

Mr. BINNIE. Mr, Chairman, I have thought often about how to
stremrthen vocational education. I think the GAO audit gave us a
sound recommendation that could allow us t.c, .1.o that when it rec-
ommended improved planning, and I think that the concept of
planning must be extended to the long-term base rather than the
1-year emphasis that Ave often have now on our plan. Our plan is
supposed, to be a 1-year and a 5-year plan, but we put the emphasis
on the 1-year end in .order to spread out the Federal dollars to get
the job done. That is the wrong end. We need to put the emphasis
on the 5-year E3nd with pretty sound needs assessments of the needs
of the people. If we could get in place a sound planning system on
a long-term base, based on needs, we could brine. about improvement
of vocational education, if those things funded each year as money
became available chipped away at the long-term goal and stopped
aiming at the short-term outcome.

PERKINS. Let me make this observation and then Twill
yield to the gentleman. Mr. Quie. You people have not been able to
plan. We have been going on continuing resolutions. We tried to ex-
press in the ipcs amendments the need for long-term planning, and,
the Congre,ls has never made the funding available to do that, never
made the advance funding, or never went to advanced funding, and
we have been dilly-dallying. But to carry through a 5-year program,
which you are suggesting. and to take care, of all of the different
sititatiqnst it wouldappear to me that we arfi going to have to at
least double the amount of Federal fundina, if we are going to
inept the'situations that exist in this country todav with vocational
education. if lorotional education is going to make its contribution
to solve the problems that we have to solve.

Now, if I am wrong. I would like for you, to tell me. If you can
get this money "nom States:Ahat is fine, to do all of the planning, in
ad% ance. But it is my idea that the Federal Government has to ue-
come a better partner in n job where we can obtain the results.

-ow. comment on that, if von will, please.
The gentleman from Washington.
Mr. BIN-xiE. Yes.
Chairman PERUINS. Do you think von can get money from the

States or need more money from the Federal level?
Mr. Pas; r. T think we will need money from both levels, State and

Federal. I wish we had full apfkropriation. and full allocations of
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appropriations established under vocational education, we have not
had it, but continuing resolutions. It restricts our uses.

Our State, as I indicated, is moving toward a forecast, occupa-. tional information system plan that will be $800,000 per year sup-
ported by the State after 3 years. That is a State effort to join
with the Federal Government if the proposal works on a planning
process.

I agree with you, we have not been able to plan. There are reasons.
But I-think that some of the reasons have been the restrictions; that
planning takes a lot of effort and that it takes nviny years to do it,
dollars to do it. But still, it takes a thinking process and a change
from meeting next year's needs to meeting long-term needs if you are

,going to get into, the future instead of cfealing.with the present.
Chairman PERKINS.Minnesota.
Mr. VAN TRIES. Mr. Chairman, I would agree, that improved plan-,

ning is one of the areas that we should stress. I am not so sure,
however. if Clad. improved planning requires more money to do it. I
think Ile need improx ed planning guidelines and some commonalities

wof ho to do this planning and needs assessment is another magic
word. Everybody talks about it, But nobody knows what it is.

I really don't see any object in one State doing it one way and
trnother State doing'it another. I think there should be a common
needs assessment plan. This points up, I think, the importance of
s.tiengthening the 'U.S. Office of Education so they can provide us
help and guidance in coming up with needs assessment, and also as
to how miTeli duplication is going on amour,. Federal and state pro-
grams right now on needs assessment, and what extent should a

o. ational education division in a'State be a data creating agency
rather than an assemblage of data that already exists.

I think that needs to be discussed. Somehow or other we need
leadership out of the 'U.S. Office of Eclucatidn giving us commonality
in needs assessment.

The forward funding that has been mentioned would be important...
T think that the sole State agency concept is just as sound as in 1971.
I think with the sole State agency goes the responsibility of the Fed-
eral Got ernment to deal with that constitutionally recognized sub-
dit ision of Government rather than by passing it and going directly
to local agencies for which the State eventually is responsible. I
think that is a danger in some of our programs.

think that another thing that would help would be common defi-
nitions. For instance, next year or the year following we are very
likely going to ac a-.-va, with all reference.to adult education entirely.
We are going to use post-secondary education, and it, will include
et ern thing after high school. I don't know if it is good or notbut
somehow or other we ought to hale common definitions that every-
body- agrees on so when we make out reports that it means the same
thina to everybody. I don't think this true now. .

Chairman PERKINS. Tt won't work througliaut the, Nation because
up the creeks and hollows in Rome of my counties, you are not going
to bane that high school graduate. You are in to have these peo:
ply with a third. fourth, and fifth grade education for many years
yet to come. That is the reason I say you are.going to have to have
II lot of flexibility in this thing. 4
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Mr. VAN Terms. Yes, with programs, but we are planning to cut -
down; to .t.Wo definitions, secondary and post-secondary..

. Chairman PERKINS. You can it where you have a high standard
asi' of education -without any problems at all.

Mr. VAN TRIES. I think a, person past the age of general attendance
at the secondary level becomes post-secondary.

Chairman PErutixs. Certainly.
Mr. VAN TRIES. I think those would be some of my suggestions,

mainly, the common definition, common report, definition of needs
assessment, so we are doing it the same, sole funding and sole agency,
and don't bypass the State.

Mr. SHOEMAKER. Could I react quickly?
Whatever else you say, change in education is going to come by

buying it. I don't, pare, whatever mechanics you use if you want
change in education or business you will have to buy it. By the seine
token the goals of the 1963 Act, if price them out, which we did one
tune, the

goals
share is about 4 billion. If you, want to really

change to the extent for the whole that you are talking about.
Nov, I think vocational education has proven, end I wish you

could take a good look at the change as it has been now even in the
inner city we are trying to work with parents on child stimulation,
if you look at the research it says you start there or forget it. I think
we have in place many things which can be a "change" agent ip edu-
cation, that-if you want them we can deliver them, but w;e cannot
unless there is the extra costs in there to make them happen.

All of the planning, all of everything else, nothing' will make a
'difference, if, as we get into the fights in the States on dollars, and
the issue will not be "what should be done" but "what has to be done
to keep educational systems open". Unless there is a continuing Fed -
eral investment, continuing Federal presence, not only in terms of
maintenance, which is important, but in terms of change. Lthink you
are goirig to find your educational s3 stem ceases to be, even the
changes that There are.

Chairman PERKINS. You are right. All you have to do is look
around as we can -look at any Government program. For instance,
the Appalachian program N'here we spent X100 million in planning

iind no funds to finance or carry on the work after we have done the
planning, is just mone\- down the drain, and 'we cannot let vocational
education get in that kind of shape.

T would hate to see it:happen.
Texas.
Mr. GeEMPLE. Mr, Chairman, is occurs to me that one of the prpb-

km.s_wa_have had at the State lever' which ought to have some cor-
rection is,that from year to year xariluis agencies with whom we deal
including HEW. but certainly others, make subtle changes in the re-
port requirements and so on without 'nn;' attempt to cost things out.
In the last session or our State legislature, we got a request for some
data frosin one of our State senators, and we have now gone into a
cost-accounting system. and we had to price that out. Just to get the
information he wanted on three counties cost us $1.690.which we did
not have budgeted. but we were able tq find those funds and provide:
him with a computer ruti of specific information that hewanted:
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Now, the problem is that if the information had not already been
in our computers, it would lime costa great deal, even more, because
school was out, and the teachers were not available, and most of the
principals were .either out looking for teachers for the next year or
something else. In other words, the people that would give us the
answer to put into the computer were not available.

We ha\ e had to send auditors out to each school district and get
that infoi mation from documents that were on file in the school
district.

So the problem is, as I see it, when we change the configuration of
funding. when we lime decisions at another level out of the control
of the State on the aNailability of funds, the timing of the funding,
the requirements on reports, all of these throw tbe State on its own
resources. so to speak, to replan. to reschedule, and I don't know what
*kind of corrections you can build into a piece bf legislation, but to
bold the State responsible for certain kinds of functions is appropri-
ate, and is realistic. but when those functions change from year to
y ear, someone ought to examine the cost of that change before it is
mandated.

That is one of the problems I feel we are faced with in CETA this
y ear. because nobody really looked at what impact the new CETA.
legislation would hale on the area of vocational schools, for example,
or the skill centers, as another example, or community colleges, all
of c horn ought to be pros ided services to the prime sponsors, many
of AN lion are pros iding services, and although the legislation says
that it is at full Federal expense, I have been a school administrator
and I never yet operated any program "100 percent fundable", you
know. reimbursable, that was in fact a 100-percent cost program. It
cost the local people something to run that program.

If they don't know what the programs are going to look like 5 years
from now, there is no way to build facilities. to have the staff on
board and trained at that time, to have the hardware installed, to
hale the educational programing written. to have books and mate-
rials mailable and budget for the cost, of the utilities and everything
else that is attendant to that, if they can't find out a little farther'
ahead than September 1 or even July 1. what the next.yetyr's program
is $rni liff to look like then we are in trouble m education.

Chairman PErixiNs. That is one of our chief obstacles.
Zfr. Rarrett.
gr. TimutErr. Mr. Chairman. I wish had a simple answer to This

ery complex problem. I don't have it. would like to take a slightly
diPerent tack. T think in our State s Inc of the better edneatiou is
takin,r place off of thecampus. We have over 100.000 students now
clurilled iii )sock expel ienre educiition,obut are running into sotne
probl ems.

In nit opinion. tax breaks, tax incentives, other kinds of devices
thrrt,vscnlld,encourage business and industry to bi ing students into
their plants for hcatit guidance purposes and training opportunities
would be most helpful. T think we need to burn ,some educational
codes and other restrietiN e laws we have in our States that say we
should go to school certain hours and months and sq on. T think we
need to try to deal with some of the basic reforms that we have
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proven in California will work, and especially for the disadvantaged,
especially' again those from central cities that don't perform well in
the traditional high school setting where so many of our off -campus
experiences have been most rewarding.

We have a difficult time getting students into public agencies,
county, State, acrd Federal. 1 et there are excellent training oppor-
tunities there. We are criticized for not using military facilities. We
try and have a very difficult time. They have more reasons why we
cannot come onto the base than we candeal with.

I think again by providing money to business and industry to
make training opportunities available, is another way that we could
be assisted.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Ginger.
Dr. GINGER. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I will make this very brief,

but I would like to mention about six or seven points.
President Ford last summer at Ohio State University made this

statement : wrhere are approximately 180 separate Federal educa-
tional programs behind the high school level. Some are duplicating
others administered by some 50 separate executive agencies.%The re-
sult inevitably is bureaucracy, often provides garbled guidelines in-
stead'of taut lifelines for good and available jobs."

It would appear to me that one of the first things that must be
done is to fix responsibility on a central agency for management of
vocational technical education. It would appear to me also this would
grow normally and naturally out of the same governing boaril.TIger-
ating your secondary schools up to the college level.

The ,,econd thing. and it has been mentioned by two people. is the
question of planning and evaluation, systematic planning and sys-
tematic evaluation -with basic data to help us do it eciailicttllj; and
not off,of the top of our heads.

The fourth area is guidance counseling. That s a deficiency in
practically every State in the Nation. Tied into the high schools and
built from high school, junior and senior and postsecondary. so these
people with difFerent knad'of attitude and outlook and orientatioir
evil& he lobking at the total population and not just the college 15Ound
kid.

If we look at the namber of adults have gradhated from our
colleges and the number 25 and over, the percentage is notihigh 80
pereent approximately fall in the category-outside-A eoliege
graduate. Now when we look at that, it certainly makes a different
kind- of responsibility, it seems to me.

I SPIT(' on the National Advisory Committee For National Assess-
rnont. TI there ifi anything national assessinent has told us it is that
yeti mustegear 1-si.eg-,ram to fit the needs or kocality, and it is
coming through loud and clear.

It appears to me then flexibility must be-built into this vocational
law. whateVer it is. a whatever provision is needed to make it certain
this beeomes a reality.

the next one has to do with just plain dollars. If vocational edu-
cation is going to affect the national economy, and I think it is, it
seems to me that the Federal Government should put more and more
money as an investment in a program that will turn back to the pub-
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lie and the Nation much greater income and much greater productiv-
ity than we had in the past.

Now, I realize that when you talk about more money, every State
that has testified here today is putting far more local and State
money that has come, in to operate vocational programs. Certainly it
seems to me if this is stimulating say on the local level, we should
urge the Federal Government to put more money in this program.

These are five or six things, I think, from my viewpoint we would
like to see done.

Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions?
Mr. GOODLING. May I as a question on this last one. How effective

or how much participation is local industry putting into this pros
gram? After all we are educating for them, you might say.

Are we,Putting the pregure on them? Are they participating suf-
ficiently?

\1r. GUE3IPLE. In our State, the answer to that, sir, is, "No, they
are not." They are interested. They want it done, and they do par-
ticipate some, but not to the extent that I think really is a coopera-
tive effort that they could.

Mr. GOODLING. Not to the extent they are benefited?
Mr. Gunmprn. They really are not.
Chairman Planitns..That is all.
Mr. QUIE. I halve a question that came to my

i
mind which the com-

mittee asked about the long-range plan. You indicated that 5 years
was too short,a period of time. My question is sh,ould we change the
law then. Because I notice we mandate it has to lie not mote than 5
dears 01 less than 3 years. Now long-range or 3 years for t, long-range
plan is hardly worth calling a long-range plat.

11%.BINNIE. Mr. Quie, apparently I communicated the wrono. mes-
sage. I didn't mean to indicate 5 years was too short. I meant to in-
dicate the amnia' planning process, I put the emphasis on making
sure you plan real well for what you are going to spend your Fed-
eral dollars on next year. The thinking process, or the people doing
the planning are doing a good job at that, but the tong -term goals
have not been soundly set, the long term being 5 years. It is putting
the emphasis on the wrong end of the planning .process, and we need
to switch the planners to the 5 year emphasis instead of the 1-year
emphasis.

Mr. QtnE. I got a diffeient imiiiession. So right now the lono.-
range planners are not doing a good enough job on what is mandated
in the law ?

Mr. BINNIE. It is my belief in my State we are not doing a good
enough. job on establishing, or evaluatipg needs of the State estab-
lishing goals on a long-range base and objectives on a long-range
base.

We are doing a pretty good job presently on a short-term base.
Mr. QUM. Is the Office of Education pushing you on the require-

ments of section 123(A) (4) for long-range planning?
Mr. 13rxxis. The emphasis, I feel that the Office of Education has

not had the manpower to really give us guidance in the long-range
direction. The emphasis that has been made by the people that we
work with in the region has been placed on making sure that the 1-
year plan balances accurately, not the long-range plan.

2
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Mr. QUE. Once you look at the long-range plan I don't know how
you go from 1 year to -the next. I know you_submit your annual
planning, you get done with that and you are done with, it. When
you submit the next one, it seems to me it ought to then some way
connect with the long-range plan. Do you have any plan with re-
newal ? Each year you have to submit a plan ?

Mr. EIxxIE. Yes, each year we submit a plan, 1-year and 5-year
projections;

Mr. Qum. Do you have any trouble? I know it was the first year
after the first year was passed.

Mr. Bixxjz. We had no trouble in getting the plan together. It is
a lot of hard work and takes the participation of a lot of people from
local education agencies and other State departments. The plans they
do I think are very ,-vell done to accomplish what they hope they will
be able to do next year in vocational education. Soihe long-term goals
are better done by ono system than another, but I don't think we
really learned to plan the planning process where we systematically
assess our long-term goals on a certain period of time so that we
update the goals based on analysis, of need, needs of the people,
analysis of what we already accomplished, analysis of policy and
chano.e. ,

Sot-I think as a stile agency we could have improved our ability to
plan better.

Mr. QUE. We go clown to 123 (A) (6), capital "A". do you have,,
any problems with local educational agencies, because there you give
due consideration to the periodic equalization of vocational program
services and later information regarding current projected man-
power needs and job opportunities. When you got into trouble in
Seattle for awhile, did that cause a shifting of

got
away from

other parts of.the State and into Seattle that you saw some needs
or did that occur after?

Mr. Brxxix. When we had that, Boeing crisis in Seattle, reduction
in aerospace workers?

Mr. QInE. Yes.
Mr. BINNIE. We had an increased enrollment in retraining pro-

grams in the Seattle, King 'County area. But, I can't comment on
that. I was not State director during that period of time. I don't
have figures.at my fingertips. I ,don't knotv without looking back at
the record whether there was shifting of funds for that area.'

Mr. Qum. We have a tradition out here when a State gets a certain
amount of money it is all right if they share less than the additional
amount of money, but nobody wants any less money than before. If
there is a dramatic shift like occurred in the State of Washington T
ANToulered in a literal translation of Nhat we wrote in the act, a shift
would cause a shift of money away from Seattle?

Mr. BINNI Seattle, King County. area?
Orir.. Yes.
BINNIE. It could have happened. but I don't know. I have to

cheek, to see what occurred during that period of time. It was prior
to roV time of being State director.

Mr: Om. As we look through sasectIon after subsection, do you
think that it is quite clear, you know if T were sitting in your chair
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instead of my own, it seems to file I would be requesting so ethmg
more concise out of the Congress thadoiNve gave you. I kno sittting
in my chair the less concise we are the more-we know we a not en-
compassing everything we thought we could put dqwn more clearly,
to exercise a little more skill and be more concise and put it onto
somebody else, which is more difficult to do if we are not concise,
but I would like to hear it from your point of view.

Mr. BINNTE I don't know. From my point of view I would analyze
each thing that I wanted you to be concise about. I might in one
area want more flexibility. In another area because of the program's
jurisdictional problems I might want more conciseness so my author-
ity is clear. So I don't think I could generalize and say that you are
not concise enough, because I would be guilty of saying, "Maybe I
don't want you to be too concise, that it restricts my ability for
flexibility."

Mr. Qum. Do-you think the information you provide to the U.S.
Office of Education is such that we could glean from it information
we need for writing out revisions of the act?

Mr. BINNIT,. The information, we provide through annual reports?
Mr. Qum. Yes.
Mr. BINNn. I think there is a great deal of information provided

on the data format base. The analysis of the information would take
some time, to see how to appli.it to a new act. There is a lot of data
there. It is going to take analysis.

Mr. QUE. It will' be interesting to the gentlement sitting
behind you tomorrow to see how they take' that information when it

,is'presented to us tomorrow to see how we go from that. I kind of
wish we had them back-to-back like GAO is here when you are testi-
fying and you can be here when they are testifying to see that re-
action. I think we have run long enough.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
We have been talking about two things here that bother some of

the members of the committee, not only when dealing with this leg-
islation, but the whole package of programs that we have developed
here in the last 10 years, and from before thatBow to match
up training with the world of work. I amAnterested that people are
still quoting the President's "-Will to Work" speech from Michigan
State. Coming from his State of Michigan, we wonder if lie read it
be fore or after he made it, because he came back and vetoed some
bills that-we though had some direct bearing on it.

But we are seeing a phenomenon now in one of the major indus-
trial areas of the young fellow that is taking a .vocational training
program, but down the block from him is a tool-ad-die maker from
Ford with 20 years seniority indefinitely laid off, or next door a
oung fellow who did get to college, became a mechanical engineer,

has :', or 6 years seniority, and has some babies, and the 'lido company
said we are not going to plan any new models. We have got our
197R models on the board, don't need any future planning people.

Chrysler dumped off 4,000 of these people at one time. Ford
dumped off between 7,000 and 9,000. How do we'get through a period
like this from where you sit, putting the young people in a holding
pattern. We know that the economy has to come back, or else.

32-o45---15voi. 1-17
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I am fearful that we are going to be losing the impetus that is
starting to build up, as someone mentioned in the last few years of
getting away from stereot3 pus of the I ocational student being some-
thing less than perfect.

The young people figured this out, by the way, before their parents
did.

The average parent in my distiict thinks, number one, go to Mich-
igan or Michigan State; if he. can't play football, he ought to at
least be in the band.

But the young people themselves in the last few years have started
consciously determining that that wasn't the way they wanted to
live their lives, if they wanted to find something that gas e them
some satisfaction, some productis ity, and particuhtr13 mused them
into what they considered to be the American, normal middle class,
as a wage earner as quickly as possible.

Now we are confronted with this period of time where it looks to
them like that higher education, while it might be nice to have, is
not going to be worth much for the next couple of years, because they
see people with rather sophisticated training and experience ahead
of them who don't have jobs. What do we do in a period like this to
try to keep the impetus of vocational education alive, and try to con-
vince people that it is going to be important to continue. I think the
statement that vou gave from California indicated that you were
concentrating4ilivender ideas of socational training and clusters of
skills, with the idea that you didn't particularly care whether they
came out of an aut,o mechanics caumse and got to he au auto mechanic,
if they learned to read and w rite and to do some other things well,
and gained some manual dexterity, and went to work in an aircraft
factory, that was a success.

Now, how do we hold this together now ?
Mr. BARIUM% I don't know

together
I intended to make that thought.

I would prefer to talk about a transportation cluster, where the com-
mon core skills tend to supplement one another, and lead into broad
occupational areas.

My concern was right now a specific job training at the secondary
level could. if we are not careful, limit instead of broaden the stu-
dent's opportunity.

So I was trying to talk about trying to provide a broader base for
the student to move in different directions. Hera again, if we can
teach some of the basic skills as part of our training, that is a bonus.
but T was Mill talking about skilled training. but in broader clusters,

Mr. Four). Anyone else?
VAN Tams. Mr. Chairman. Mr. Ford. t think that the question

you raise about holding these people. or .putting them in a holding
pattern during the time of a remission, is something that concerns
all ,of us. And I think that if you look back over the years that
whenever tivre has been a recession the enrollments in our postsec-
ondary institutions have increased.

And this is particularly true of the vocational technical institutes,
where students come out of high school and there is no job opportu-
nity for them so they go to the postsecondary institute because that
is something,to do. And we also see this happen now, too. .

25''J
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And in our State we lime an extensive postsecondary vocational
technical institute program. r thiuli-that the thing you have to do_ is
tohake faith in the country. There is no question hut what our place-*
ment problem is going to be greater. this year than' -I t was last Year.
But I think you lime to lime faith in the coot'44txpd then' I tink
you lime to lbok toont all the things that are a,aingje happen if this
thing breaks looser, because take the coast' netion trades. Now we Ltut e

.t got a backlog of construction in oin Stat6, that would ke all of our
construction people employed for years, once the inter rates got
to the point where construction was practicable for the people. in
not only housing, but in industrial construction, and things of that
kinds.

. So I think that the question is how long is this going to last? And
hoyit long do we base to keep them in. the holding pattern? Because

1I; think that for a short term' the bidding pattern is there, and I
- Itkintz...it has been determined by past history what they are going

Coqic0
But if it lasts too long, then I think.you are going to have some

real problems on your hands, and I don't know tether it is better
to hate an imemployed, unskilled man or woman on the streetcorner,
or whether it is better to have a skilled unemployed man or woman
on the streetcorner.

Foam Wellt *.e were talking about 5-year planning here, and
I jest %N elide-led if anyone in yom- rommtmity; of attention- has--

started to think about what we will need, assuring that we started
all the things that are suggested around here. Suppose we are com-
ing out of this in 2 years and we do get back to the level we were
8 3ears ago in employment, for .example, in the onebuilding indus-
try. That is wliat,we pray,for every morning in Michigan, -because
that is the day that we start making automobiles /Vain.

But we all observe.what we are going to do in the next & months
with people on Unemployment. I hear no place around me anyone
talking about what d6 we do for the long range about this. Can we,
based on past recessions, past crunches in the economy, project where
the job.needs are going to be 5 years from now, assuming that we
cycle ourselves back out of this?' Is anybody in this society doing
this?

Mr. GUENIPI.E. I think here again I am going to have to agree with
you.

Kids are smarter than a lot of its give,them credit for. They have
already made some decisions. We are finding that increases in en-
rollment in post secondary Jes els are selective increases. Wehad to
go to our State lefrislature this time a week or so ago. and it is on
the Governor's desk for signsterP right now. for an emergency ap-

,propriation to cot er the increased enrollments in junior colleges of
our State this year. And the increase was $18 million worth. And
$12 million of that was in vocational technical programs, and $6
in ill ion. was academic.

Mr. FORD. Let me just interrupt you. if I may. On the other
side., if you talk to people from higher education-they are going to
tell sou that 'a large percentage of those people that you-are now
talking about,supporting at the junior college let el are there because
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they can't afford to be in the private colleges and universities, and
some of the State institutions that they formerly were attending.

Mr. Gunter..E. No, I don't think that is true. I think that selective
enrollment increases are in the service areas, repairs, maintenance of
existing materials, and property and equipment, and that is where...4,
we are gettifig a lot of our enrollment increases at the postsecondary
level.

And another areh where we are getting increases in in the health
supporting fields, dental hygenists, nurses, laboratory technicians of
various sorts. We don't finelarp:e increases in computer programing
and some of the other kinds of things, that are more sensitive to
changes or dislocations in the economy. Those are people that you
Can wait to hire until the economy changes.

But there are some kinds of people that you can't wait for. If you
have th9 customers coming in to get their television sets repaired,
instead of a new one, then that is where you have to do your
employing. And those people are still in demand.

And I think if Sou went out in the labor market that the young-
sters coining out of our postsecondary and even our secondary pro-
grams that have that kind of training are still employable.

Mr. FORD. Do you think that then what you are describing to me
is a situation where. because of the demand, you obviously are going
to shift to meet that demand, and shift towards service lobs away
from what' might have been the pattern in the past?
- Mr. GITEMPLE. But that shift is just being accelerated, that shift
has been around in vocational education enrollments for about 7
years. More in the area.of services, and Tess in the area ,of manufac-
turing or construction, as far_as enrollments are concerned. 'I

Mr. BINVE. Mr. Ford, you stated a real problem, for the real hard-
hit economic areas that I jim not sure vocational educa0on_ pan
solve. Itia a broder problem than vocational education.

When- we had the big problem in ly.ashington State with Boeing,
it NPI15 about 1047-68, I believe, I' Ives teaching in a community col-
lege in mechanical engineering technology I was,sent .there by Boo:
ing several years earlier to develop such a prograni. We hrid a very
high employment need, and the young people lost confidence in the
engineering field because the major eMployer was Boeing. I imagine
in Ohio the major employer being the auto industry people would be
reluctant to become tool and die makers, if that, was the hard-hit
industry.

And so they switch to other areas for training. And strangely
enough, the need for mechanical engineering in our State 2 years
later Was very high, and we aren't producing any.

And it tnok us 3 more years to' build confidence on the part of
students to enter that occupational area, because it was that thefe
were too many engineers on the market with no job, and many tech:
nicians on market with few jobs, and it was lack of confidence by
students in that educational area.

And it is sociological downlag, and it takes a loq.time to come-,
back. '

I don't know how to solve the problem. wish that I did.
Mr. FORD. I don't think I said you should solve the Problem:1

'asked if this is part of the problem of your educational problem how

2G
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do you con% ince students it is worthwhile to make the extra effort
for vocational training w hen it seems to be leading towards a dead
end? Vocational 'education should have, I suppose, as its principal
reason the fact that that suggests to the person that this extra effort
in school, this extra interest. is going to pay off dOwn the road.

How do we keep 3 ou in business durino. this period?
Mr. BINNIE. Well, we didn't have any trouble staying in business;

because y-oung people wanted jobs, felt they were more competitive
(in the labor markOt if they had a skill to sell. So if they were better
trained, better chances of getting it, with a competitive market be-
coming tighter and more peoples-training to become competitive.

But we did Lave trouble keeping them in occupational areas with
long-term good employment, but short-term. zero, practically. And
that was a sales job, and we weren't particularly successful in our
State, at least when I was at the vocationAl institutions at that time,
On that sales job. And then when the need arose, which had been
predicted on a long-terin basis we didn't have them.

Chairman PERKINS. Further questions, Mr. Miller?
Mr. Ford?
Let inc thank all of you for your appearance here today. You have

been most helpful.
Does the GAO want to make any further comments?
Mr. Hssio. No, thank you, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
We have had a great hearing, and thankyou. -
The committee will recess until 9 :30 tomorrow.
[Material submitted for inclusion in thepcord follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ,TORN W. STRUCK, STATE DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, HARRISBURG, re.. _

A Response From the Pennsylvania Department of Education on the findings
and eonclusious contained in the U.S. Comptroller General's Report "What
Is The Role Of Federal Assistance For Vocational Education?"

Mr. Perkins, and members of the Subcommittee on Education: on behalf of
our State Secretary of Education. Mr. John C. Pittenger, I am pleased to have
the opportunity to present the following information concerning the report by
the Comptroller General of the United States entitled, "What Is The Role 04
Fq1Pral Assistance For- Vocational Education?"

t is my opinion, and the opinion of many state directors with whom I have
conferred. that the findings of the report are not supported by the facts, that
they are based on inappropriate assumptions. and are greatly unjustified. AP
though most findings. conclusions and recommendations will be considered in
this response, let me first express our general response to the approach, pro-
cedures, preparation and delivery of the report.

I. GENERAL RESPONSE

I am perplexed and disappointed with the Government Accountitig Office's
approach and procedures used in preparation of the report which does not
appear to he consistent with their normal and past professional, practical and
ethical efforts. It speaks to the lack of coordination, communication and inter -
artlon which should have been applied to preparation of the final document
Iola to the serious imp net it, premature WA misleading presentation has created
for the nations leading manpower development delivery system. Over drama-
tized news releases about the report have blighted one of our nation's most
productiye and effective programs.

It is difficult to conceive of a more poorly organized invenigation or pro-
gram audit of any educational program. The G.A.O. auditors who were sent

p
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fo Ilarrionrg to study our program readily admitted having had no prior
knowledge of vocational education but had been engaged in the past in review-
ing defense contracts. While they acknowledge lerbally many outstanding ac-
complishments, few, if any, appeared in the written report. While the report
readily presents the major goals and accomplishments having been met, it tends
to gloss over Item in favor of describing minor discrepancies, most of which
are vaguely portrayed but unrealistically emphasized. Little, if any oppor-
tunity was provided, to respond or react to negative allegations which could
have clarified incorrect and misinterpreted findings appearing in the final re-
port, The auditors were frankly embarrassed about their assignment and pro-
duced nothing in written form during the exit interview.

While I speak only of Pennsylvania in relationship to the study, similar
concerns with procedure and report content appeiirk.to be shared by all states
involvedrin the audit Throughout the report innuendos, suspicions and alle-
gations ilrrpresented with place the Comptroller General in a position of dic-
tating to Congress the intent of its own act. The report proposes intent not
stipulated in the V.E,A., in the regulations or in II.S.OiE. guidelines. forexample :

1. While the report indicates the objectives of the V.E.A. are to extend. de-
velop and improve vocational opportunities. it intentionally emits the word
"maintain". The report then proceeds to chastise the states for using funds
to maintain existing programs. P.L. 90-576, in Title I, Part AGeneral Pro-
-visions. specifically states:

It is the purpose of this title to authorize federal grants to- states to assist
them to maintain, extend and improve. . .. (underscore added)

The same statement k found in the regulations in the Federal Register,
Volume 35, Nuinher 01. Part II, in Section 101.1 of idipart A.-- General, dated
Saturany. May 9. 1970. Let us not confuse the terms "supphint" and "main-
tain". We have made every effort to insure that federal,funds,are'-uot used to
supplant state or local funds. We do - however. use federal funds.,as seed motley
to develop new programs and maintain them until they are approved for state
reimbursement at which, lime the federal support is withdrawn to he used for
furthetdevelopment of more new programs. This is precisely the intent of the
Act.

2. The Comptroller General. in the G.A.O. report, places an unrealistic and
heretofore unstipulated dramatic emphasis'011 programs for the diSadvantaged
and handicapped out of all proportion to the set asides stipulated in the Act.
If it was the intent of Congress to promote greater emphasis-than the 15 and
10 pekcent stated in the Act. then it should have been corrected by increasing
the set asides in question. It is in no way appropriate. however, to stipulate
one percentage and then chastise the states for not doubling or tripling it. We
have- met the requirements of the Act. Given a certain amount of scarce re-
sources, we have allocated them realistically according to sound and profes-
sional value judgment.

qlie states are within the purview of the law. The report specifically says (on
page 15) that even in those states where the 15 and 10 percent stipulation had
not been met in fhe 1974 fiscal report, "This does not necessarily mean that-

'the stateswere_ not in conformity with the law". because of the carry-over
provision.

3. Every dollar utilized at the state level ultimately benefits the local edu-
cational agencythat is- the only reason for oumt existence. Funds utilized at
the state level provide for the specific serviees which were the subject of an
earlier G.A.O. report issued, in 1072 "Training America's Labor Force: Po-
tential, Progress and Problems. of Vocational Education". The G.A.O. com-
mitted a serious error when it implied that all ancillary funds expended at the
state level were for "administration". In fact, the funds are used to (Air,de-
vep and ninintnineii statewide management information system (2) a Mite-
wide guidance system (3) support for our teacher education program (4)
program evaluation (5) a statewide graduate follow-up system (6) doettmen-' Winn nn(l control of federal fund distribution and utilization (7) development
and maintenance of n statewide placement service and (S) salaries ,to approve
and monitor special pregrants for the disadvantaged and handicappedto ap-
prove and monitor cooperative and workstudy programsto develop and dis-
sentinate new and innovative curriculums in seven program areas, to provide
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for statwide planning of pen rants to unmet needs of our youth and adults
and labor market needs. Thi4 list is endlessbut more important, all these
activities are specifically stated in the A-EA. usually in the language that "the
State Plan shall provide. ...." The entire Bureau of Vocational Education in
the State Department SIRS reorganized following adoption .of P.L. 90-576 to
more closely adhere, to the provisions of the Act. As it matter of fact, many of
the recommendations included in the report e, dl create a need for even greater
expenditures at the state level while at thZ! same time propose to limit such ex-
penditures to five percent. The logic of such conflicting proposals estapes me.
P.L. 90-576. Part B- -State Vocational Education Programs. Sectlea 122.(a),
(Si, on Pages 9 and 10 specifically. mandates the services that shall be pro-
vided finder-the funds in question:-

tat Grants to states under this part may be used . . . for the following
purposes :

tS.) Ancillary services and activities to assure quality in all vocational edu-
catb n *grams. such a teacher training and supervision. program -evaluation.
speeialclemonstration and experimental programs. development of instructional
nattelitils, and improved state administration and local vootional education
programs and services in light of information regarding current and projected
manpower needs and job opportunities (underscores supplied).

II. RESPONSE TO FINDINGS. CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS

257

Chapter Two

Finding.VEA funds do not play catalytic role.
Revonsc.The statement on page 9 of the report tlAt; ".. . Federal funds

Lave been used to maintain existing activities sear after year rather than pri-
marily to initiate new program options." is a distortion of the facts.

We recently completed an extensive rev law of all federal projects funded
daring fiscal 1973 to determine-the composition of Part B expenditures relative
to 'maintaining. extending and iniproving . ..-. The ?milts of that study indi-
cate that 1S% of the funds were maintenance. 40% for expansion and improve-
ment. 13 for development of new programs. 9% for administration and 20%
for other ancillary purposes described earlier. Pennsylvania is well under the
national average of 40% reported fur maintenance of programs. Pennsylvania
Las had historically strung commitment to state reimbursement fur approved
vocational education and continuing efforts to transfer developed programs
from federal resource support to state support. The result is that even federal
funds used for temporary maintenance is. in effect. catalytic in nature. In ad-
dition. Peunsylkania is considerably ahme the national as erages for the tise
of federal funds to develop new programs and extend or improve existing pro-
gramsPennsylvania 53%.. national average -40%.

The report states, on page 9. that. "VEA requires state assurance that Fed-
eral fund. will be used to kupplement. and to the extent practical. Increase
the amount of state and bleat funds that would be available for vocational
prozram *,s in the absent of Federal funds." Pennsylvania has increased state
and local fundwAn support of vucntiould education from $9.4 million fiscal 1964
to $154.4 million In fiscal 1974 or an increase of over 1.500 percent in ten years!
During that same ptriod federal fund. provided to Pennsy lv ania increased
from $2.S million to $27.4 million for an increase of less than 1.000 percent.
Even after adjustment stabilized for 1964 dollars. the increaseAn state and
local support would has e to be impressive. Such increases areo:undoubtedly
largely brought about by the impact of the VEA which provided the seed money
for program expansion,

How the Comptroller Oeneral can state that the VEP. has not played the
catalytic role envisioned by Congress is beyond eouvrehension. Pennsylvania
has Clearly demonstrated its Increasing support forWccational education.

l'inding.Large amounts of federal funds retained at state level.
RcApoome.The Comptroller General commits a serious error in presenting

this finding. The report contains percentatof funds purported to be "retained
at the state level" calculated °illy agains the Part II funds rather than the
total federal funds. This is extremely misleading ,and is grossly slanted to con-
vey a negative picture which is entirely Incorrect. Such practices reveal GAO's
complete lack of understanding the total management of vocational education
in the states.
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The funds in question are used to manage the entire program for vocational
education throughout the -state for all parts of the Act including Parts A. B,D, F, G and H. Percentages calculated only against Part B, as illustrated
in the finding on page 10 of the report, will produce unrealisticially high figures
not understood by persons unfamiliar with the facts. This is supported byvarious news reports occurring at the time the report was released such as:

1. "Moreover. GAO told Congress, state' agencies have kept too much federalmoney for themselves . . ." which appeared on page A10 of the Washington
Post 'on January 8, 11)75.

2. "And: GAO. asserts. 'state ,vocational agencieslargely because existing
federal law contains no limitshave spent an average of 16% of federal funds,
some .113g million in 1973. to pay for administration or other costs that do not
directly benefit students". This account appeared in the Washington Star Newson January 7. 1975.

3. "Pennsylvania is in poor company in the GAO report, which was basedlargely on field surveys in seven states. . . ." "States were found to be top-heavy on admihistration . . .". these remarks were reported in the Evening
Bulletin on January 21, 1975.

Unfortunately, too often newspapers tend to accept GAO reports as havingthe force of law rather than charges largely unsupported by the facts. Never-
theless, the damage has been done. Screaming headlines are, almost alwaysunretractable.

Now let- us look at the facts as they relate to Pennsylvania concerning this
finding Using the same fiscal year contained in the example cited on page 10
of the report (19731. act entirely different picture emerges.

Pennsylvania expended $4.741,581 for ancillary services to support all man-
agement functions under all parts of the Act including all programs, services
and activities indicated on pages 3 and 4 of this response.

Simply stated, our office is in the bushiest: of converting undeveloped man-
power resources into skilled manpower resources for entry-level occupations.
That's what vocational education is all about. It is a production enterprse, with
one important distinction. It does not,directly kperate the sources of produc-
tion. i.e. the schools. Despite this tremendous constraint, it must assume the
same basic management functions as if it did control the sonrces of production.Here are some of those management functions:

,Establishing/infinencing program goals and objectives.
Establishing/communicating policies and guidelines.
Establishing/applying program approval, standards.
Collecting/reporting program descriptive information.
Identifying/solving problems concerning objectives. ,
Forecasting/projecting program characteristics.
Planning changes related to program objectives.
Reporting information to other agencies.
Coordination of 'darning with other agencies.
Researching for solution to basic program problems.
Evaluation of vocational programs re: objectives:
Controlling the quality of vocational education.
Processing applications for special funding.
Establishing internal standard procedures.
Reimbursing local educational agencies.
Organizing for the accomplishment of objectives.
Providing advisory/consultative support to the field.
Budgeting available vocational education funds.
Stimulating change through information dissemination.
Planning/controlling construction of new facilities.
Assessing short and longterm manpower requiremests.
Assessing short and long-term manpower resources.
The list is not exhaustive, All the functions listed, however, are necessary

for goad program management. Moreover. they are implied if not expressly
mandated in the Act and our own State Plan.

The 84.7 million figure represents 10.8% of our total Part B Allotment. How-
ever. as the services represented by these funds extend to all parts or cate-
gories- of the Act. a more appropriate percentage should be calculated against
our entire expenditures for all parts. 1.7sing this base the percentage drops to
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15.9'.-c. The $4.7 'Zillion 'utilities all ancillary services, only $2,199,270 of which
was expended fur administration at the state level. Using this figure as being
representative for administrative costs, the percentage drops to 7.8% when
cakulated agalust our total federal allucation. Even more representative, we
can sax that the state office administered to a total statewide vocational pro-
grans icith a total docnditurt, of almost $170 million in_fedePal, state and local
famt lank holding (idnungstratitc costs at the 1.7% level $2,199,270-8169.1
million).

hum% of nu other federally supported program which returns so much in
cost,henefit terms. Row can the Comptroller General lane presented such a
misleading picture? To say that these funds du not directly support the pupils
and programs in the local educational agencies is totally false, without such
sere ices there w ould be no programs, no pupils, no vocational education, no
manpower development.

Finding. Proportion of Federal funds expended for administrative type ac-
tivities has been increasing.

Rcsponse.Thin is true. As a matter of fact, the response to this finding is
obvious. It describes so well the inconsistencies of the findings, conclusions and
recommendations. The repurtstates, "Nationwide, the proportion of Federal
Part B Funds spent for administrative-type activities has been growing at a
greater rate than the proportionate increase in Federal funding . ." It would
be more appropritite to restate the sentence, "Part B funding has not been in-
crea-ed in proportion to the many additional responsibilities and assignments
thrust upon the states by the latest federal legislation, U.S.O.E. guidelines and
audit 'recommendations." For example :

1. The 1972 amendments provided for bringing volunteer fireman training
and industrial arts programs under the provisions of P.L. 90-576 but did not
procide additional funding to supphiment the many additional administrative
activities associaled therewith.

2. Two GAO studies and a recent V.S.O.E. audit have strbngly recommended
increased services at the state level such as development of this, increased
monitoring of that. further Lourdiaation of this and more thorough evaluation
of thatall without increased funding to provide for the services demanded.
Practically every conclusion and recommendation in the G.A.O. Report would
reptire considerably greater effort exerted at the state level. Not only is there
no rt.l. ommendatiun to increase the funding level to support these activities, but
instead a reammetidation that Congress should consider, "setting a limit on
the amount of Federal funds that can be retained at the state level... ."

Finding. Ratio of state and local support to Federal Part B support.
Ri dpoursc.Pennsylvania is proud of the fact that our ratio of state and

local support for vocational education considerably exceed the federal support
whhh is another example of the catalytic role played by the federal dollar.
In 1970. Pennsylvania expended $6.55 in state and local funds for every Part B
federal dollar expended. By 1973 this support had increased to 87.08an in-
crease of alinost 10% in just four years. I am aware of no other federal pro-
gram which has stimulated such a responsive attitude by the public.

Fouling.Person. with special needs have not been given a high priority.
Tit ponse.Again, the finding is not supported by fact insofar a Pennsyl-

vania is concerned. The Act states that 15% of the Part II funds must be ex-
pended to support programs fur the disadvantaged and 10% for the handi-
capped. While the national nv erage for the disadvantaged category ranged
from 16.0% to 17.1% from 1970 to' 1973. Pennsy Ivanla's range was from ,18.9
to 19.8 fur the smile period. In 1973 alone ahnost 84 million were expended on
programs for the disadvantaged.

In the handicapped category. the national range MIS from 8.2% to 11.1% for
the four-year period. while our range was from 9.6% to 16.6%. It should be
not that the 9.3% figure reported for 1971 did not include funds carried
mer and expended during the next fiscal year as provided by the Tydings
Amendment. The m tual final percentage did exceed the mandatory set-aside.

During, the period from 1970 to 1973 enrollments in programs for the dis-
advantaged have risen from 31.549 to 36,034, an increase of 14.2%. Enrollments
In programs for the handicapped increased from 2.623 to 13,434over 400%.,

The Comptroller General's contention that 'persons n ith special needs have
not heen given a 411gli priority is incorrect insofar as Pennsylvania Is con-
cerned.

2
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Another important point must he made here which I am not sure the Comp-trollt4 General has considered in evainaling vocational education's responseto the needs of the disadvantaged and Iftnidicapped. In compliance with theAct, the regulations and U S.O.E. guidelines the enrollment figures reported bythe states fund the funds) reAct only upon those persons who received servicesby virtue of their not having been able to benefit from enrollment in the regularprograms.
For example: the 36.034 disadvantaged persons and the 13.434 handicapped

persons reported by Pennsylvania in 1073 included only those who coups not
succeed therein or were enrolled collectively in a special program to meet their
needs. Those persons who did not require such services; are not reported ; there-fore. a handicapped person with only one arm, for example, may not have been
reported if enrolled in a curriculum such as accounting and bpokkieping whichdid not require' modification of tools, equipment or other resources. This, of
Nurse. would he reflected in the use of funds as well. The true. test is notwhether a person merely has the eharacteristics of being either disadvantaged
or handicapped, but whether funds were required to overcome the condition.The regulations state that special needs pupils should be enrolled in regular,programs wherever possible.

The aetnal number of disadvantaged or handicapped persons served by vo-cational education are undoubtedly much greater than reported.Finding. Increased funding has not necessarily resulted in increased enroll-ment.
kroonne.The G.A.O. report assumes that for every dollar allotted to thestates. since 1964 there should be a corresponding proportionate increase in

enrollments. This reasoning does not recognize the significant changes broughtabout by the 1068 Amendments which placed considerable emphasis on the
quality of vocational education is well as the quantity and encouraged develop-
ment of supporting actjvities long overdue such as increased construction of

area vocational schools. guidance, placement, evaluation, special programs. in-
formation and reporting systems. labor market studies and research and de-
velopment, We are not solely in the business of producing students like candy
bars in assembly line fashion nsing the same old recipe, the same old equipment
hr the same old plant. We are constantly trying to improve our recipes (cur-
riculum). our equipment (to stay current with the machines and tools used inindustry) and our facilities. We don't think Congress and the public would
approve anything less than our best efforts toward these objeetives.

The report makes what purports to be a strong case relating increased total
federal support of over 500% since 1964 with corresponding enrollment increasesof somewhat less proportion for the same period. Tt is unrealistic to take this
approach as a portion of those l funds are earmarked specifically for support-
aetivities such as research. construction. etc. A more meaningful approach
would compare program dollars with enrollment trends in-areas more clos.ely
associated with program operation. Au example would be Part G. Cooperative

- Education. the dollars of which flow directly in to program ,expansion, In 1070
'Pennsylvania expended $300.876 under Part G. Thk increased in 1974 to
$688,239--an increase of only 75%. Enrollments for that same period. however.
increased from 011 to 6620 or over 60(1%. Work Study. Part TI, is another pro-' gram wherein resonreo dollars are tied more directly to program prodnetion. .
Ilene funds ineren:ed only Si% from $232.006 to $428.619 while enrollment in-
creased about 310% from 660 to 3006.

Again. the Comptroller Geheral has reported misleading and distorted stabs-ties: boel-cr. even -by the standards ndopted in the report. Pennsylvania's
vocational enrolltneat achievements* impressive. Timing the period from1064 to 1973 our total enrollments msed from 106.S4S to almost 370.000.
Even more impressive our seenialary- enrollment: illerea,,N1 from 51.383 (abont.,-
11% of the secondary school population) to 223.000 or 44% of the secondary
students in grades 10 through 12. It should lie pointed out as well that diversi-
fication of proeram ofb-rings (different occupatheml training curriculums) in-(leased from about 50 to 150 during that same period. This is due largely to
the area vocational school development %Odell permits much more flexibility of
offerings than does the Individual high school atmosphere. Pennsylvania is justlyproud of this record.

Finding.OE monitoring has been inadequate.

- 2C
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RcaponAe.We feel the secs ices provided 1)3 the region office and the 1, SOE
lime been outstanding when, one considers the extreme hardships under which
it has been necessary fur the-in to function. They have been under the same
limited staffing conditions as hate many of the States. If the recommendations
of the G.A.O. report are adopted without increasing the resources necessary
to carry them out, the proposal is self-defeating.

ConelnYion.". . . Federal assistance for vocational education has not fully,
achieved the catalytic effect envisioned by Congress."

Resputon.-11e believe this conclusion is totally unsupported by the findings
as demonstrated in this report.

Cfrnclu$ifm.". . . the heavy emphasis which states have placed on main-
taining existing program:, has been deterimental to developing new initiatives
which we believe the Congress also intended."

Ht xpottse.We believe this conclusion is totally unstqfported by the findings,
as demonstrated in this report.

Ifteonanendation.The Congress. in its deliberation on should con-
sider .Setting a limit on the amount ,of federal 'funds that can be retained
at the state level, as provide d in other Federal education legislation, so that
these funds can he litud available for direct services to program participants
at the local level.

Rcepon4c.This recommendation illustrates GAOs misunderstanding that
the funds in question are not. in ,tpany cases, "retained at the state level:" and
a misunderstanding of the use of such funds as they relate to serving the local

_educational agency and program participants. The lack of accountability of
other federal programs which release funds directly Mick to the local level
w 'Mout proper guidelines4 monitoring, planning, supervision and evaluation
should be ample evidence of the need to question this recommendation.

In addition. the recommendation (1) totally conflicts with the Act and (2)
with malty of the other recommendations contained in the report in such pro-
portion that it is strong evidence of the lack of continuity exercised through-
out the entire repoft.

1. Conflicts with mandated and assigned state-level responsibility of the Act
and regulations:

a. PI, 90-576, Part B. Section 123 (a) (pages 10, 11, 12, 13). Any state desir-
lug to receive t funds) . shall submit a state plan . which meets the re-
quirements set forth in this title.

(1) ... prepared in consultation with the state advisory council .
14) sets forth a longrange plan ...
(a) ... prepared In consultation with ...
(b) extends over such period of time ...
(c) described the present and projected vocational education needs ..
(d) sets forth a program of vocational education objectives ...
(5) sets forth an annual plan ...
161, sets forth In detail the policies and procedures ...
(f.) provided tuinimunt qualification' of teachers, teacher trainers, super-

visors
IS) provides for entering into cooperativearrangements
19 provides for the development of vocational education programs, services

and activate,: . . .

(10) provides that effective use be made of results ...
(11') provides assurance that Federal funds . .. will ,be used for .
(12) sets forth such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures ...
1131 provides that any local educational agency dissatisfied . : .

114) provides assurance that the requirwatents . on all construction proj-
eets

2. Conflicts with other recommendations in the report:
- a. Page 20requiring states to use . . funds . . . to improve planning

process .". .

b. Page . to establish a process for planning ..
r. Page 60-taldIsh a set-aside for cooperative arrangements to expand vo-

eational offerings
d. Page 67 . . to provide fur eligibility of recipients of Federal funds to

acquire Federal excess. property.
e. Page 90requiring that Federal funds ... be 'hied for those skill areas ...
f. Page 00requiring that work experience ...

0 p
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g. Page 90requiring that schools take responsibility for job placement ...It should not be concluded that we are in disagreement about the value ofthe recommendations listed: we favor and welcome many of them. We list them,imply to point out that it is inconsistent logic to-recommend increpsing thestate's activities and service while at the same time limiting the resources re-Attired to comply with them.
Recommendation.The Congress, in its deliberations on VEA. should eon-shier: Requiring States' to use a portion of whatever Federal funds are re-tained at the State level to improve the planning process.Respwis.e.We agree. and we have used a portion of our ancillary funds forthe development of a State-wide Vocational Education Itanagement Informa-dion System ('VEMIS). However, it should be noted again that the use of thesefunds were the subject of considerable question by the Comptroller Generalwhich resulted in a recommendation to limit the use of such funds.
Rceommendation.--The Congress. in its deliberations on um, should con-sider: Requiring that Federal funds he used primarily to develop and improveprograms and extend vocational opportunities by limiting the amount of fundsthat can be used to maintain existing activities.
Regpon.te.We concur with the general concept that federal funds should beused primarily for expansion and for development of new programs. As illu-strated earlier. in 1973 only 18° of our Part B funds were used for approvedprojects to maintain programs. However, we would caution that setting somec kind of arbitrary limit for such purposes is not in the best interests of the' various states to exercise professional judgment on this matter. Costs are soar-ing at a rate that is currently incompatible with revenue production on thestate and local levels. It may he counter-productive not to maintain' certain' proven programs at the expense of initiating-new unproven ones. In Pennsyl-vania. we -recognize the wisdom of shoring up the mine passageways beforedigging for more ore to forestall the danger of a cave-in which might renderus incapable of getting the now ore out.
We believe the decision on the composition of the projects as it relates tomaintenance. extension and improvement. and initiation 'of new Programsshould remain within the judgment of the various state professional staff incoordination with the local educational agency.
Reronimendation.The Congress. in its deliberations on VEA, should con-sider: Adopting one or several options with regard to providing programs andservices for the disadvantaged and handicapped, if the Congress believes thesetwo groups should receive priority attention in the utilization of Federal funds.(a) Requiring states to match set-asides for disadvantaged and handicappedat the same level they are required to match regular Part B funds (50-50),thereby insuring state and local involvement in and commitment to theseefforts.
(b) Increase the percentage of the set-asides for the special need categories.Re ponce, -- Requiring states to match disadvantaged and handicapped fundson a 50-50 basis or increase the percentage of the set-asides may be counter-productive. Local educational agencies, many of which already support budgetsof several million: of dollars. may find it increasingly difficult to emphasizehigh risk programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped while at the sametime attempting to support the increasing costs of regular programs. Federalsupport is viewed as an opportunity to offer programs %%bleb might otherwisenot materialize as the demands placed on scarce financial resources increaseat geometric proportions.

While we recognize that high priority should he placed on programs forspecial needs persons, we feel further restrictions attached to the use of funds
provided for that purpose might he self-defeating in the long run.

Chapter Three

How It Voctitional Education Planned?
Rather than react to 'each finding, conclusion and recommendation relatedto Federal. State and Local planning activities. gen6ral response will be ap-plied to this issue.
While we do not concur with many of the findings and conclusions of thereport as they may relate to Pennsylvania, nevertheless we agree, that there
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may be room for improvement in the planning process. To assert, however, that
state plans are largely compliance documents, that systematic assessment ofneeds does not take place, that multiple jurisdictions operate in virtual iso-lation and that data for evaluation is inadequate or unused, overlooks the tre-mendous efforts applie41 to these activities and the accomplishments already
achieved. Moreover, to.suggest limiting resources required to further our efforts
in these areas by limiting the funds used for these purposes is evidence of the
conflicting philosophy; which permeates the report.

Pennsylvania has taken a leadership role in establishing a management basefor. planning as indicated by the following:
1. Region a/ Planning Concept.Recognizing the need to approach planning

on a regional rather than a more local or myopic basis, Pennsylvania's StateBoard for Vocational Education, in 1970, approved the Planning That Conceptby dividing the state into 87 planning areas currently consisting of 650 com-
prehensive schools in 504 school districts and 76 administrative units operating92 area vocational - technical schools. The planning units were developed aroundthe area vocational school attendance areas or county boundaries where at-.tendance areas had not yet been established.

A list of the composition of the jilaiming units is contained in Appoidix A.A series of annual planning unit meetings is conducted in the early Springof each year following Federal fund allocations to the planning units and priorto preparation of local budgets. Chief School Administrators of school districts
and area Voentional-technical boards participate in the meetings. (which maycontinue over a period of several months) and plan the utilization of Federal
vocational funds to meet the needs of students within their respective juris-dictions and labor market needs consistent with the current and projected
State Plans and Guidelines. Pennsylvania Department of Education Vocational
Fields(latsultants attend all meetings to serve as resource persons and insure
compliance with current guidelines.

The plans and priorities adopted by the Planning Units are translated intospecific propects for regular, disadvantaged and handicapped pupils and pro- nposals are submitted agaiti,t the Part 11 regular allocated funds tool other
special category funds made as ailuble at the State level. The State Regional
Office for Vocational Education review all proposals for adherence to the
guidelines and forward them to the state office for final approval or rejection.

A copy of the current guidelines is included in Appendix B.In addition to the supply-demand information made available to local edu-
cational agencies through the state office, many planning units have conducted
their own studies to determine the most feasible mix of skill training to satisfy
local labor market requirements. Extensive studies were conducted in the
Lehigh Valley area. Lancaster County, Lebanon County, Erie County, North-
ampton County, Clarion County, Bedford County and in the labor marketssurrounding Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

To onknowledge. Pennsylvania was one of the first states to incorporate a
systematic approach to regional vocational planning to:

a. Reduce or eliminate duplication or gaps in planned programs.
b. Provide a broader base for the expenditure of Federal funds.
e Tiring local administrators together in tmosphere of examining com-

111011 problemt: and accomplishments assoei ed NN h vocational planning.
U. Articulate the needs of pupils and the labor market on the secondary,

postsecondary and adult levels.
e. Assure that systematic. assessment of needs does take place.
f Assure that multiple jurisdictions do not operate in isolation by inviting

participation by other levels of -educational institutions, other manpower pro.
grams and representatives of business and industry.

The comptroller Generals contentions that, "sy stematie ongoing assessmentof needs does not fake place," and "multiple jurisdiction operates in virtualisolation." does not apply insofar as Pennsylvania is concerned.
2. Pennsylvania has developed a computerized Vocational Education Manage-

ment Information System VEM IS) wbiclt is Based on a comprehensive man-
power conversion equathlii. Simply stated the equation recognizes a need to,
balance supply (trained 1111111110NN demand (Labor market needs) by
con verting undeveloped and underdeveloped manpower (secondary, postsecond-
ary and adult target groups who can benefit from occupational competency*
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development) to trained manpower possessing marketable skills fur entry-levelpositions.
The system collects, analyzes, controls, interprets, classifies, compares and_

reports data an information on students. teachers, facilities, curriculum and
expenditures on programs in secondary high schoojs, area vocational-technical
schools, community colleges. university branch campuses. private business and
trade schools. special education institutions. and apprenticeship training pro-
grams. Over 2-10 directories nod reports are published annually for use by State
and Regional manpower planners to evaluate and redirect Pennsylvania's re
sources for vocational education.

In addition, the system conducts an annual state-wide follow-np survey di-
rectly with the graduates in the field following completion of their training.
Individual school reports based on survey findings are distributed to all schools
included in the system, as well as printouts listing all graduates found to be
unemployed at the time of survey.

Project Baseline, in a nation-wide review of state information systems con-
ducted in 1972. stated that, "Quite possibly Pennsylvania has the most com-
plete. most reliable, and most useful vocational educe/ion information system
in the United States."

A unique function of the system developed during 1974 and placed in opera-
tion in early 1975 is a Computer Assisted Placement Service (CAPS). This
service is provided to all schools and employers in the state. Employers are
surveyed to determine their requirements for entry-level workers; the results
are matched with a survey of prospective graduates' career plans. Then "k:',AP-
0-Grams" are sent to the employers listing students who will soon complete
their occupational training and will be seeking full-time employment in the
fields in which the employer earlier expressed an interest.

%Y are exlremely proud of Pennsylvania's efforts to develop and place in
opeention a management information system which could well serve as a model
for a national system.

A descriptionof the YEMTS system and the CAPS service is included in
Appendix C.

The Comptroller General's contention that, "data foil evaluation is inade-
quate or unused." IR incorrect insofar ag Pennsylvania is concerned.

3. The development of the State Plan in Pennsylvania is a constantly on-
going cycle from planning to preparation to implemention to evaluation and
redirection to planning. .. -

Oar State Plan is prepared in consultalon, cooperation and coordination
with the following agencies and organizations:

a. The Vocational Administrators of Pennsylvania (V.4P) is an organization
consisting of local directors of vocational education. We meet with this group
inch month to inform them of any changes in policy or procedures at the state
level and to seek their suggestions for improving current and future planning.
They have had input in the State Plan.

b' The State Adv*Aory Council for Vocational Education (SJCVE) is con-
sulted each year for guidance in developing and preparing our State Plan.
Council reeommendations contained in the presions year's evaluation of the
State Plan are considered in preparing the next plan. Au excellent example of
the cooperative effort is illustrated in the 1974 council es ablation report w Lich
is included in Appendix D. Monthly meetings are held SN ith the Council to re-
view vocational programs. services and activities.

The Comptroller General's contention that state advisory counciff-f valuations
are limited, or that their recoinmendations are not considered in preparing the
state Plan, is incorrect insofar as Pennsylvania IA concerned.

c. The Governor's Office of State Planning Is consulted for evaluation of the
State Plan and must provide written certification of such coordination each
year.

d. Private busbies.; and trade schools. postsecondary and higher education
special education and the area planning units all hale varying degrees of input
to the planning. development and preparation of the state plan by virtue of
being agencies w Milli the Pennsylvania Department of Education and / or other
close working relationships established for that purpose. r

e. The Department of Labor and Industry and the Bureau of Employment
Security are consulted each yedr prior to preparation of the State Plan. Our
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manpower office in the Researtli Coordinating Unit works closely with them
t 'maiming to update labor market needs anti other data for planning voca-

tional education programs.
f. The 'state Depentment of Commerce is working with us to de%clop a major

public relations exurt to attract industry in to Pennsylvania. As the project
th%elops, we anticipate information and activ ities will be reflected in our total
-planning function.

Tae Comptroller GetteptPs contentibus that, ''State and Local plans reflect
compliance rather than planning.** and that, ' multiple jurisdictions operate
in virtual isolation,- i. incorrect insofar as Pennsylvania is concerned.

Ili NUIllitit117 Vocational Education is being business and demands compre-
hensive planning if it is to achieve the monumental tasks thrust upon it.
Pennsylvania has developed at planning process which we believe is second to
none in the nation. Planning is dynamic and is constantly (hanging as new
-demands are placed en us and we see need fur improvement. However. the
Comptroller General would have us believe that the tremendous accomplish-
ments brought about in the last decade somehow "jufd happened:* without ef-
fective and efficient Federal, State and Local planning. The record of achieve-
ments in no way supports this 'contention. Current curriculum diNersification is
4hree times greater than in 1963. current eirroilments.a re the Gins greater and
we have 70 administrative units 43perating 92 area Nocationtil-technical satuls
which were non-existent in 1963.

Chapter Pour

IfOlo A-re Federal Vocational Education Funds Distribeitedf

The statements in this chapter are another excellent example of the negative
attitude assumed le G.A.O. in conducting this survey. The Comptroller general
attempts to pintray intent that is not stated in the Act or regulations and then
attacks the states for not haying complied with his inteepielatient.

The report does correctly state that four basic criteria liould be considered
ru determining and allocating funds fur maintaining. extending and improitag
vocational education education program services and activities:

1. Manpower needs and job opportunities.
2. Vocational Education needs ,Of persons to be served. .
3. Relative ability of LEA's to provide their own resources.
4. Relative costs of program services and activities.
It goes on to say, however, that... . "There is no guidance with respect to

the relative importance of these criteria:* Did Congress intend to stipulate any
criteria as haling gee atm relative importance? Or did Congress believe the
states couhl best determine this? It is not clear to whom that statement is
directed-.-to Congress to OE or to the stares. The report further states that.
". ,, OE has tended to look upon this area as a state responsibility," as though
this is somehow incorrect.

Nowhere in the Act of the regulations is specific information provided as to
how these criteria are to be satisfied, nor is there a specific demand placed on
OE to make that deteimination. Instead, a procedure is outlined whereby the
several states. as presented in their state and approved by OE, shall make that
determination consistent with the must appropriate data and information as ail
able. We believe the states have admirably adhered to the conditions as set
forth in the Acteach state applying the criteria based on sound professional
judgment as it relates to their specific internal environment.

Pennsylvania has des eloped a, computerized program for determining and
distributing Part B regular funds to the area planning units described earlier
as follows:
1. Manpower needs and job opportunities

a. Areas.of high unemployment are given 'priority in the computations.
b. Areas with high training needs are Weed priority.

2. Needs of persons to be served
a. Areas of high concentration of disadvantaged persons are given priority.
b. Areas of high concentration of handicapped persolts are given priority.
e. Areas of high concentration of school dropouts are given priority.
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d. Persons in high school in need of 'vocational training are given priority.
e. Areas with high concentration of persons seeking rehabilitation servicesare given priority.

3..Relative ability of the LEA to provide resources
a. Areas of low tax base are given priority calculated on market value ofreal estate and personaLincome.
b. Economically depressed areas are given priority.

4. Relative Cost of programs, services, and activities
a. LEA's with high educational costs fur services materials pnd salaries aregiven priority.

'These data elements are fed into the computer which is programmed toaward point values to LEA's compared to the relative standing for all otherLEA's for the element being tested. Funds are then allocated to the planningunits based on that planning unit's total needs relative to all other planningunits. Guidelines for the use of funds are distributed and presented to theplanning units by state vocational education field consultants as described inresponse to the chapter on planning.
Again, the record should speak for itself. In over five years of using thismethod for distribution of funds, not one planning unit or local educational

agency has found it necessary to take advantage of the provision in the Act toask for a hearing to dispute this method of funds distribution. We believe thisto be ample evidence.of the fair and equitable manner in which we are adher-ing to the provisions of the Act and regulations. However, even with so stronga commitment to the creteria contained in theAct and with our enviable rec-ord of undisputed allocations, G.A.O. somehow found it necessary to question\si our practices (on page 44 of the report) without justification or constructive
criticism of how to improve upon it. The computer programming, printouts anddata inplits were in the possession of the auditors for several weeks for "analy-sis purposes." When they were returned. we asked what their analysis had re-
vealed as we are constantly striving to improve our methods. Their response
was evasive and non-conunittal. Now I find in reading the report. that "onestate used several questionable factors . ." which is undotbtedly a reference
to our method. The. so-called "questionable factors" were explained thoroughly
and satisfactorily at the tirvid of our presentation to them on the computerizedprogramming.

Again the' Comptroller General has chosen to dramatize issues which had
heen completely and satisfactorily defended during the period of the survey
and has ignored our response in favor of presenting it in anegative manner.

Chapter Five

Now Are Training Resources Used?
Meeting the nation's Jnanpo 'er needs is undoubtedly our most pressing do-

mestic issue and fuller otiliz tion of facilities and other resources must beachieved if we are ever to solv that issue.
The states have experienced' the same problems that are readily apparent

on the national levelattempting to pull together all these resources and pointthem toward the same objective. Vocational education has a major role hi thatgoal, hat it is inappropriate to lay at our fect*the task of accomplishing that
goal while, at the same time, limiting dur authority to bring it about.

This chapter really only thrusts and parries at one aspect of the true issue.That issue is, "II:hat is the best delivery system for manpower dvelopment inthe rnitul States and who should be responsible for administering it. The Na-
tional Advisory Council, in its series of reports to Congress and the natiop,
saw the logic of strengthening The formal channels of our manpower deliverysystem by placing as much emphasis on the resources of the established edu-
eational systems (the schools) as, was placed on a large group of federally
funded crash programs. The Council compared our tmemploymentPproblemto a vast reservoir which seemed to be filling up faster than the crash programs
could drain off the They wisely saw an opportunity in the VEA. to
improve the nation's manpower problems by reducing the heflow of untrained
persons into that vast reservblr. Although it may seem inappropriate to say
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this during the current economically depressed period, I believe vocational
education has risen= to the challengt, as illustrate/I by our many accomplish-
ments stated earlier and we must look into the future for more long-term
benefits uneontaininated by periodic recessions. We have .within the tremend-
ous constraints of federal and state laws and regulations, utilized every resource
feasibly available to 11:3 to bring about a better trained, labor force.

"However, it is extremely difficult, at our level and with our restrictions and
constraints, to solve all the nation's unemployment ills and bring about the
total coordination of nil manpower activities and resources.

I would ask the Congress, in its deliberations about YEA, not to expect that
VEA is a panacea to all manpower problems and should not be expected to
achieve many atijectives for which It was not desigfied. I'm not sure the Comp-
troller General,' in reviewing only one VEA manpower development program
fully understands the complexity of the total environment. Accordingly, the
Comptroller General's recommendations to Congress may be only half-measures,
and I would urge the Commltte to view VEA in perspective.

Now, how does the chapter relate to Pennsylvania? I will respond to several
concerns about use of resources, facility sharing, and flexibility of program
scheduling by pulling them together- und6r a general description of program
coordinntioa and cooperation. The Pennsylvania Department of Education as-
sists and provides services for manpower development to:

1. 504 school districts operating programs in 650high schools.
2. 76 area vocational-technical boards operating programs in 92 schools.
3. 14 community colleges.
4. 18 branch campuses.1 5. Approximately 309 private businesses and trade schools (38 of which have

been approved by the department toavv,ard the associate degree).
In addition to the regular programs, many of these schools provide facilities

for other federally funded programs such as CETA, and programs operated in
cooperation with local business and industry for apprenticeship programs and
other training for youth and adults. We conduct joint training programs for
Youth`Development Corps arid correctional institutions both in our schools on

.11 release-type program and in the prisons where that method is more appropri-
ate. We share facilities with industry through our cooperative education pro-
grams wilich enrolled over 12,000 students in 1973 and in work study programs
In the sehoolsvand community enrolling over 1,500 in 1973. Hospitals and other
medical centers' facilities are used to provide training in health-related occu-
pations.

In an attempt to provide for increasing needs of individuals and the labor
market we have been experimenting with:

1. A diversified occupation school cooperative education program which en,
rolled 3314 during the 1973:-74 school year.

2. A third shift in seven area vocational schools which operates after the
regular school day has ended.

3. A twin-tech school which expands the regular program by splitting the
school into -two distinct sessions operating from Monday through Wednesday
for one group of students and,Thurstlay through Saturdhy for another group.
Thereby doubling its capacity while utilizing the same.facilities.

The Philadelphia School Disftdct utilized the facilities of the Philadelphia
Navy Yard for .Adult Training and in Williamsburg and Allentown secondary
pupils share the facilities of they community college. Several school district§
are using private schools in the area primarily in the field of cosmetobity,
ployer)( hove donated equipment and tools in cases too numerous to mention.
One illustration, however, th the equipment donated by a mining firm to the
Admiral Peary AVTS for instructing pupils in the repair of mining equipment,

You will note I introduced these activities by saying the Department "assists
t and provides services to .. " We do 'not operate the programs. We.dii not "con-

trol or administer the nrograins. Local rights as they relate to the state are not
unlike states' rights as they relate to the federal government. The activities
and examples of shared facilities and resources all grow out of a desire and
a need to cooperate and coordinate efforts toward the manpower development
objective. We take advantage of every opportunity to share facilities by level of
education. Some of our schools are operating around the clock, providing sec-
ondary education in the day time and postsecondary and adult training in the
evening and throughout the night.

52-045-75vol.

27,1 %, %,
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Construction of Yew Brim° la
1,would ask the committee to read carefully the finding on "Construction of

new school facilities is Favored" on pages 61 and 62 of the report. It illustrates
again the questionable practice the GAO has employed throughout th4 report
to c t-t discrediting shadows over a subject with little substance to support the
finding. "Constructioa of new school facilities has been favored." Favored over
what'' over tile one- or two-shop facility deep in the bowels of the high schools
of a decade ago? Yes, new Icdnstruction was favored over that,over small
mobile units that travel fronvonOmol to another so that tire "hands on" time
is extremely Chatted. Yes. new construction was favored over that. over closed
sire -nit TV general theory instuction followed by shared use of facilities which

"hands on" time for skill development? Yes, we "favored new construc-
tion over thatover renovation of older buildings which would cost almost as
nun h as new construction and he limited by the factors already inherent in
that -fiature such as its unceutralized location to the various districts which
would share its use. its rigid structure which was not adaptable to knock-
down wall construction "to allow more flexibility for future sennovation as
priorities shifted. its incorrectable fire, health and ,safety 'hazards which made
it uninhabitable for student use? Yes, we favorell new cronstnietion over that
over using military and other government buildings many of which are ill-
..nited to the types of occupational programs required by labor market needs
or which a "take it. as*it is basis" and did not meet state requirements
for ...tudent r which were available only on a "after regular" use which
was incompatible with student scheduling requirements of the snzrountling
schools? Yes. ,even over that,

The Act specifically states that Part B funds can he used for construction
of ,new facilities. Limit, were not set because Congress realized that the several

%states were at varying, leN els of pladned construction schedules and each state
meld best determine the Act as it was. Now, several years later, the Conte
troller General would lime us believe that Congress was wrong. He is interpret-
ing the intent of pour Act. If the G.A.O. report were truly a test against, the
letter of the law, it woulhd prove that the states were 99,44/100% within the
provision of the Act. But if the Comptroller General is allowed to prevail with
statements likr.."althongh there is no limit stated in the Act some states used
25 percent of their Part B funds for construction." then he is implying a limit
should have been set. There is no way to second guess a Monday morning
G.A.O. quarterback when you are out there on Sunday afternoon trying your
befit to-play the game according to the rules:-

The Comptroller General would have us believe that the state wandered
away large sums of federal funds on construction of area vocational-technical
schools without being acconlitable to the public. He-must iealize that it was
the public who determined the use the tlunds for that purpose. He must realize
that the states and local governments put up $7.50 of their own money for
every federal dollar fer the use oreonstruction. During the period 1970-1973,
Pennsylvania expended over $60 million for construction while using only $7.9
million in VEA funds. Moreover most building projects take upwards of five
years of planning while the local officials and the public ponder all possible
alternatives before using.the money for new construction. How can themuditors
possibly say-. 'we observed that allocation-of Federal funds for construction in
the states we visited was not necessarily contingent upon need factpr or upon
maximum use of existing facilities." (page 61, paragraph 3 under the Ileading
in question). Where is the proof for this statement on will& almost $70 'hangs in the balance in Pennsylvania alone? During a decade when one bond
is-me after another for general education was turned down by the public, it is
a real credit "to.vocational-education that the public recognized kneed to sup-
port construction for vocational 'tdncation. :Phis shophl haye been a strongly
stated-positIve achievement in the report. -

Althongh most ofthe vocational enrollments are still in the high schools. the
area vocational- technical schools constructed with the assistance of federal
funds now proride instruction In Pennsylvania tor 75.943 secondary pupils
2,S92 postsecondary pupils, (most postsecondary programs are in the com-
munity colleges and branch campuses)-and 3t.724 adults in preparatory, sup-
plemental and aorentidship programs. Most of these programs would never
have materialized without the AVTS network because individual sehoo1.41s-
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tricts could not provide the support base in financial resources or in the size
oftthe student body necessary for the di.Versitication required by today's labor
market.

Chapter Six

Is Training Related to Employment?

21inding.Student enrollments lime not been aligned with empimiyment oppor-
tunities. s4-

Response. In Pennsylvania, all new or expanded %motional curriculums must
be app-roved by the Department of Education before the LEA is eligible for
State reimbursement for the pupils enrolled in the curriculian. One section of
the approval package requires assurance that the curriculum has been planned
in light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, with the
exception of useful hinne economics curriculums. The forms require information
secured from local businesses and industries, the local craft advisory committee,
the local MS office. state and federal manpower publications and local studies
coaducted to determine labor market needs and student interests. The approval
package is completed in consultation with a regional office vocational field con-
sultant and the state office senior program specialist in charge of that particular
field of vocational education.

A copy of the approval package is included in Appendix E.
In addition, an extensive review of labor market needs is required as a part

of the total education plan submitted for APprosal prior to construction of any
new facilities.

Fang/Mg.Ratio of completions to enrollments has been low.
Response.--t,A.O. eourpletely misunderstands the relationship between enroll-

ments and completions. Some states include grades 7 through 12 in their sec-
ondary enrollments, other states 9 through 12. and still Others only grades 10
through 12. The ratio of completionswill differ with state practice.

he secondary education, the completion ratio is consistent with enrollment
trends. Most job-oriented curriculums are three-year offerings in Pennsylvania.
In 1973. enrollments in these curriculums were 161.235 and completions were
55.s7almost exactly one-third of the three-year enrollments reported. G.A.O.
is making a faulty evaluation of completion ratios.

Perhaps the auditors are misreading the federal reports stibthitted to the
L.S.O.E. They may be comparing total enrollments &including home economics)
with'the follow-up report which excludes useful home economics graduates.

On the postsecondary leel completion ratios arc lower. There are at least two
important reasons for this:

1. Although the average curriculum leading4 the associate degree is two
years in length for a full-time enrolled student, many students attend our com-
munity colleges and branch campuses on a part-time basis. sometimes taking as
long as five years to complete the curriculum. Recent studies indicate many
students work to support theii college education.

2. Many students Start their two-year curriculum with the intent of continu-
ing enrollment in search of the associate degree. but later find they can secure
a good job without completing the entire curriculum. Au accounting major, for
example. may quiff to take a job after having completed three of the four re-
quired sessions. Since his reason for attending schdol was to secure employment,
his basic objective was achieved and the degree was secondary.

Finding. Students may not be employed in fields for which trained.
Response.Again, G.A.O. may not be interpreting the data correctly. Not all

Program completers are available for full -time employment. Many continue their
education, join military service, become homemakers or for other reasons are
not available for placement.

In 1973. for example. 10,251 of the 55.587 secondary completers went on to
higher education in Pennsylvania. Although most people consider' vocational
education to be terminal in terms of skill development for entry' -level jobs, it is
not the deadend many people believelt to be.

On page 72 of time G.A.O. report it states, "about o*c- third of those who com-
pleted secondary programs and three-fiftha of those who completed post-second-
ary employed in fields related to their training." (italics supplied)

How do they reconcile that statement with their chart in Appendix IV which
shows averages in the 70%-80% range for those 'employed full-time in field
trained or related as percent of available to work":5

2
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Finding Labor market needs have been neither fully nor realistically .as-sessed.
Response.We have utilized the BLS publications prepared according to the,_

--""`
methodology presented in Tomorrow's Manpower Needs with some modificationsadjusted for conditions applicable tcl*Pennsylvania. Our Research CoordinatingUnit has prepared a publication entitled Planning Vocational Education Pro-grams in Pennsylvania which includes unmet labor market demand data for thetwelve major areas and three minor areas in the state. State, regional and local
manpower planners use the publication to plan program initiation, expansionand termination. 'Finding. Funds have not been used for planning data.

Response.Pennsylvania has used Part B ancillary funds to develop andplace in operation an information system. These same funds, however, wereincluded in an earlier inconsistent G.A.O. concern for "funds retained at theState level."
Finding.Work experience often has not been an integral component of voca-tional education. .

.Response.We agree with the basic premise of the finding; however. as en-rollments expand, it is increasingly difficult to locate adequate work stations inbusiness. ,

It may be misleading to compare cooperative education enrollments with totalenrollments. On the secondary level, for example, on-the-job training or coopera-tive education is generally delayed until the last year and often the last fewmonths of training to take full advantage of the skills learned during partici-pation in the earlier period of the curriculum.
In Pennsylvania the 1973 cooperative education enrollments of 1L860. whencompared with twelfth-year enrollments, yield a figure of 17 % considerablyhigher than the 4% figure presented in the report.
Many cooperative programs are falling off because of the current general eco-nomic conditions. It is understandable that employers are reluctant to place. trainees in W rk stations which could and should be filled by breadwinners flur-ing periods of onomic recession.
However, we e continuing to explore new outlets in industry for placementof cooperative education pupils and have included this as one of the majorpriorities in our State"Plan.
Finding.Occupational guidance has not received adequate attention.Response.Vie concur with the finding and have tfiken advantage of everyopportunity to encourage local administrators to strengthen the vocationalguidance program. In 1973 alone, we expended $3.128,547 in federal, state andlocal funds to improve the guidance function. Pennsylvania has made applica-tion for the O.I.S. Grant to be used for joint preparation of an occupationalInformation and dissemination service by the Departments of Education andLabor and Industry..
As vocational enrollments approach fifty percent of the Secondary enrollments.we must place as much emphasis on vocational counseling as we do on academiccounseling services.
Finding. Seliools have not routinely assumed responsibility for job placementassistance.
Response.--We agree this has been true in the past. In recent years. however,we have seen marked increases in placement services provided by the schools.As stated earlier, we have initiated the State-wide Computer Assisted PlacementService to help the schools improve their placement performance.
Finding.Follow up of students and employers has been marginal.
Respanse.G.A.O. states, at, the bottom of page,81 of its report. "In the stateswe visited the existing vocational programs at all levels lacked adequate student

follow-up," I can't imagine how this statement could be made after having reviewed Pennsylvania's follow-up system. Since 1968we have Surveyed programcompleters on all three levels of educationsecondary, postsecondary awl adultpreparatory. aUnlike most other states, we conduct a computerized annual state-wide follow-up survey directly with the graduates in the field several months following grad-uation. Results of the follow-up are fed back to the local educational agency in nseries of individualized school reports for improving and redirecting programactivities. Last year we conducted seven different follow-up surveys simultane-



ouslyone for the program completers and one for the drop outs for all three
levels of education plus a longitudinal five-year-out follow-up of the 1970 sec-
ondary class to gather more information on mobility patterns.

We are extremely proud of our pioneering efforts in the area of computerized
follow-up surveys and view with interest the fact that about two dozen statesha ow adopted similar systems.

econtmendation.rThe Congress, in its deliberations about VEA, should con -
sidAArr Requiring that Federal.' vocational funds directed to LEA's for progritmsbe used for those skills for which existing or anticipated job opportunities,
whether local, regional, or national, can be demonstrated.

We agree with the general intent of the recommendation, but caution Congress
that it is the most difficult task we face. The Act already says we should provide
vocational education to all persons of all ages but consistent with actual or an-
ticipated labor marketneeds. There is often a conflict between the educational
prografn people wants and what the labor market data indicates they should
have What does a vocational plannef do, n hen labor market data says he should
Increase programs to train store clerks or nursing aides when prospective
trainees do not want to work in jobs offering substandard wages? And what does
the planner do when the labor market data indicates a need for only 5,000 auto
mechanics but 10,000 students want to enroll? Which ones should be turnedaway? And who will answer to the taxpayer whose child was not allowed to
enroll because adequate labor market need could not be demonstrated?

The recommendation should not be seriously considered by Congress because:
1. It is alrady contained in: the current Act and regulations.
2. It is impossible to accurately evaluate any state on compliance. The labormarket is extremely fickle ; it changes rapidly and without reasonable prior

indication.
3. It is impossible to use local, state and national labor market needs without

Some kind of immediately responsive central control center. Supposeaor exit&
ple, that national studies indicate a need for 1,000 piano tuners. Now Pennsyl-
vania. Ohio, New York and California all decide to train 500 piano tuners. The
net effect is an over supply of 1,000. We are experiencing this same difficulty on
the state level in Pennsylvania. Our manpower conversion equation can onlybe a model or goal toward which we continue to move. We cannot expect ever
to reach a perfect equilibrium. To hold the states responsible for doing so isunrealistic and improper.

Recommendation.Requiring that work experience be an integral part ofPart B programs to the extent feasible.
Response.We agree and have been increasing our involvement in this ac-tivity.
Pecommtndation.Requiring that schools take responsibility for job place-

ment assiatance and follow up in federally supported vocational educationprograms. '
Respon- se. We concur with the recommendation.

Representative emit. PERKINS,
Chairman,
Souse Education Committee,
Rayburn Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

JEFFERSON COUNTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Louisville, Ky., February 18, 1975.

DEAR CARL: 'I am enclosing a report on the status of Vocational Education
Programi in Jefferson County Schools. This information is sent you because I
am ttcare of the recent unfavorable publicity generated by the GAO Report
dated December 81. 1974.

I hope you will continue your strong support for Vocational Education because
of the great need for trained Americans. If you have any questions, please let
me know.

Sincerely,

'Enclosure.

0r-,
t.)

t

D. C. GRAYSON, -
Superintendent.
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REPORT ON STATUS or VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

We has e three Vocational Schools, Pleasure Ridge Park Vocational, Fairdale
Vocational, and Mill Creek Vocational Rehabilitation Center. At the beginning
of the Fall quarter this year we had a total enrollment in these three sehuols
of 1,303 students taking a Vocational Curriculum in one of 24 different arias
of instruction ; 14 of these areas of instruction are in the Trade and Industrial
Education field and one Iu Lass Enforcement. We are anticipating Westport Vo-
cational to open in September 1975, and w ill base ten vocational areas of in-
struction eight of these will be in the Trade and Industrial field. Westport Vo-
catipnal will proside for a minimum of 360 students the first year for a total of
1,663 in these four schools. A list of all these courses is included. Some of these
instructional areas are duplicated between school.

4441011, addition tat the Vueatiotial schools, we has e large Vocational programs in our
High Schools. These are limited to Vocational Home Economics, Vocational Di,--
tributive Education and Vocational Business and Office Education. The present
enrollment in our Vocational Business and Office Program in our High Schools
is 4,060 full time s (Ica t Junta students and 330 additional Vocational. Business
and Office students who hu are un a half day couperatis e work experience prosram.
These students are working in Busines and Offices in the 11etropulitan area. We
base des eloped a Model Office training program with a total of 304 Vocational
students. This is a grand total of .4,694 full-vocational Business and Office stu-
dents. Noteworthy, is the fact that we have S,lOQ students using the training
facilities in the Vocational Business and Office Education program who ,arc
classified as full-time Business and Office students.

2.124 students are enrolled in Vocational Distributive Education with an addi-
tional 350 students on a half day cooperative work experience program in air-
ions retail and wholesale businesses of the Metropolitan area.

We have two types of Vocational Hume Economics programs. In Vocational
Home Economics (useful), we base 7.624 students who are enrolled in 13 High
Schools. In Occupational Hume Economics (gainful), we have 136 students
enrolled.

In addition to our regular program. we condeket an itnrival Career TnNtitate
during the summer for students who are identified as distills antaged. The aye r-
age enrollment for the Institute is 74 students. We have a number of pi ograms
for disadsantagd students in addition to the Institute that are conducted in the
High Schools. These range from tutorial programs to programs dealing with
dress. attitude, etc. 362 students are enrolled in tltese programs.

Our students in Health Careers du not participate in a co- operative program
although they are required to get clinical experience in a Health Care facility.
Sts. Mary and Elizabeth Hospital has signed an agreement with us to preside
this experience.- 100;`x, of the students graduating in Health Careers have been
placed oil a job for which they were trained or are enrolled in an Associate or
B. S. Degree program in Nursing.

.Vocational programs in Business and Office, Distributive Education. Ilumesv
Economics, and Health Careers are offered those students who are wards of the
State in school, at the Kontut ky State Reception Center and Lynwood. These
programs receive financial support through funds for the distfdra Magi d. Also
supported through these funds are two vocational evaluation centers tone
mobile).

Vocational facilities in the Jefferson County schools are used extensis Ply for
Adult Education programs. 4.635 adults were enrolled in 325 classes in useful
Hume Economics this year. 450 adults were` iled in Occupational Upgrade
Home Economies classes. In addition to the regular fm ilities, two Holm 'liaising
Drop-in ('enters are open It adults, these two centers base served 1,672 adults
this year.

one of the most succesful programs from the standpoint of not only helping
students in a realistic stn} hilt in freeing facilities for more students, is upr
cooperative program in the Via ational Schools. This is especially true in Trade
and Industrial Education. 2S1 students are cooping in Trade and Tnrite.t.v
eitses this year. These stadvids are getting this expeilence-in 198 different,
businesses. This program is not only educationally sound but the high plat
meat results are most encouraging. Almost 100% of the students were placed
on the job after graduation in areas for which they were trained.

Placement rate for seniors who graduated with Vocational Training is EC-
tremely ,high. In fact, virtually all the students of Pleasure Ridge Park and

2 7 3
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Fairdale Notational Schools alio mere as inhibit. for emplo ment were plaked in
a job for %Odell they were trained. Our graduate,' in the field of Busbies, and
Office Education well: also readily placed. Spec Wildly, Oak ement rates in this
area were about 70% but it must be kept in mind that more than 20% of the
students graduated went on to college. In other .cord. of those available for
placement more that: 90% were placed on jobs for si !deli they were trained.

The following is a list of the courses taught at the Vocational Schools in
Jefferson County:

Appliance Repair Health Occupations
Auto Body Home and Community Services
Auto Mechanics Horticulture
Building Maintenance Mechanical Drafting
Business and Office Machine Shop
Carpentry Masonry
Cashier and Checker Postal Service
Commercial Foods Plumbing
Distrilmtive Mention Refrigeration
rood Services Residential Eleetrottical Wiring
Graphic Arts Welding

JEEPEHSON COUNTY SCHOOLS PROGRAM VOCATIONAL fin:CATION

Vocational students enrolled in trade and industrial, horticulture, and
health careers at Pleasure Ridge and Fairdale Vocational Schools__ _ 1, 050

Handicapped students in full vocational programs at 31111 Creek Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Center_ 253

Vocational students enrolled in:
Business and office programs 4, 060
Model office programs 330

Vocational students enrolled in distributiN e education programs 2, 124
Vocational students enrolled in home economics programs both useful

and gainful_ 7, 760
Vocational programs for disadvantaged students:

(1) In various high schools 436
(2)" Work-study programs for disadvantaged student, 154
(3) Vocational program, in youth development 105
(4) Students committed by courts to -Lynwood and the Reception

Center 181
Cooperative vocational students:

304(1) Buqiness and office
(2) Distributive education
(3) Trade and industry 281

Total_ _ 961

Health careers: Clinical experience in health cure ' 5S
Adtitts enrolled in vocational programs in es ening clas.es 5, 088
Adults enrolled in t ocational program, in drop-in centers 1, 672 '

Grand total '4, 232

Hon. CART. D, PERKINS.
Phainnan. -
House Subcommittee on General Education',
U.S. Rouse of Representuti res

.1KRoN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Alston, Ohio, Mulch 20, 1975.

DEAR CHAIRMAN PERK s AND 81 RCOMMon E The Genet al Act omit ing Office
(GAO) recently published a report on- vocational education. After rei len lug
the GAO rt poi t, ue Baal notin matt tirades and fallacious remarks that are detri-
mental to vocational edavathm. +b rsh to respond briefly to juAt a fest of the
more significant points that do not reflect accurately the Akron City St holds'
vocational education program. .

The responses are directed to the sections of the Comptroller General's Re-
port to Congress entitled "Matters for Consideration by Congresv."

0
/7
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CHAPTER 2

Finding ELIncreased funding has nut necessarily resulted in increased en-
rollment.

Response.Sineelidditional vocational education funds have become avail-
able, secondary school enrollment in vocational programs alone has increased
from 430 students in 196.; to over 4,200 in 1973 in the Akron City Schools.

CHAPTER 3 4.

Finding I.State and local plans reflect compliance, rather than planning.
Response. In mov ing from approximately tw enty units in 1965 to over 144

units in 1975. mudt local planning has resulted in quality vocational facilities
and programs. Input has been provided by many advisory t.onimittee members,
The Employment Service. school administrators and staff members, and the Ohio
Department of Vocational Education. These resources hale assisted the Akron
City Schools in developing a well-planned vocational education program.

Finding V.Data for evaluation is inadequate or unutilized.
Reiponse.Evaluation of vocational programs has become much niorg so-

phisticated in the last few years. Three examples are cited:
A. Program Revieev for improvement, Developinent, and Expansion of Voca-

tional Education (PRIDE) is providing every school system in Ohio with a
neon., to evaluate in-depth all vocational programs every.five.yeart by commu-
nity Members and educators.

B. Advisory committee members are annually providing Akron with firsthand
input nn program evaluation.

C. Annual followup of all recent high school vocational graduates is provAling
good data for program effectiveness and evaluation.

CHAPTER 5

indiney I. Schools only consider their own facilities.
R.,pon.c.The Akron City Schools presently have over Sri0 students in voca-

tional cooperative programs utilizing job stations in the private sector. Another
example is a program for 17i disadvantaged students enrolled in funded pre-
vocational programs using facilities at a Rotary Club Camp for Handicapped
Children.

Finding IV.Program scheduling has not been flexible.
RERIP),Vo .Vocational programs in Akron offer a wide range of course offer-

.- ings fur in-school youth and adults utilizing various time schedules.

CIIAPTER 6

Finding 1. Student enrollments have not been aligned with employment op-,
portu n hies.

Response. The Akron City Schools has for many years enjoyed over 90 per-
cent placena-nt in the business and industri4 community. Over 70 percent V
these g.ralluates are employed directly in the 'area of their, training or in a re-
lated area.

Find .ng VTOccupational guidance has receis-eil inadequate consideration.
Ro.lpothRc.Akron City Schools throuch tl eff.drts of Vocational Guidance Co-

ordinators have worked since 19f1f1 with couhiselors, teachers, students, and the
community in promoting occupational guidance. Also. Career education is now
effectively serving over 16,000 students, K-10. ,

Although the foregoing responses dwell on just a few of the GAO allocations,
it k the intent fif this document to convey to the committee that the Akron City
,S(110,.1s an refute many points In the GAO report through documentary evidence:
We are well !mare that Improvements can he made in the Akron City Schools'
vocational program. but in no way dues the GAO report reflect a true picture as
to whit is atually happening in, Akron and Ohio.

We thank you for your consideration in receiving this report and hope, that the
facts pre'sented will assist you in factually interpreting the GAO report. -

Sincerely,
Dr. LLO YD W. DOLT,

Axxistant Runcrintclident. CArricillion and Tnxtruction.
Roarwr N. TimptF,T,

I) I rector, Vocational Ed ilea ion a d Indmetrial Arts. '
. rWhereupgn. at 3-130 p.m.. the committee recessed, to reconvene on
Wednesday. Feb. 19, 1075, at 9 p1 .m.]

V to
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WEDNESDAY, FEB3117AEY 19 1975

, HOUSE OF REPRESENTA 7

SUBCOSIMITIME ON ELEXENTARY,
SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDI:CA.110N '

OF THE CO3IIIITTEE ON EDUCATION AND "ABM
TV askirtgton,'D D.C.

The subcommittee met at 1 p.m., pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Membet:s present : Representatives Perkins, Chisholm, Lehman,
SimonMiller, Mottl, Qtue: Bell, Buchanan, Pressler, and Goodling.

Staff present : John Jennings, subcommittee counsel.
Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. Today, we

have Dr. Bell, Commissioner of Education, as our first witness. We
welcome you before the committee. First, I want to say a few things.

The General Accounting Office, as a rule, has been very construc-
tive. I felt though that some of their criticisms of the Federal role
in vocational education were well taken and other parts of it were
not. But, to my way of thinking, the Vocational Edupition Act has
been the cheapest insurance against unemployment that we have ever
enacted.

Maybe in certain cases in certain areas, a few scattered areas
throughout the country, the schools are not job oriented and may be
missing the point and may be training for something that is out-
dated and outmoded. However, judging from what I have seen by
traveling throughout the country and from the studies that have
been made by the committee and the U.S. Office of Education, and
other people throughout the years, these instances are few and fat,
between.

I am delighted to welcome you here. Mr. Commissioner. and na-
turally, we want your response to the criticism by the GAO of voca-
tional education in this country. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF TERREL it. BELL, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION,
OFFICE' OF EDUCATION

' Dr. TEnntii, BELL. Thank you Mr. Chairman. ftrust that our re-
sponse will not be too defensive and too critical of GAO. We will
tr, to express our views as to some of the strengths and, of course,
some of the weaknesses of the report.

(275)
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I notice it is quite typical for an agency to overrespond, and I
hope 'that we won't do that. We want to grow from constructive
criticism. We notice there is a lot of constructive criticism in the

-.report.
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the committee. We

are aware, Mr. Chairman, that this distingrilThed subcommittee be-
gan hearings in the 93d ConoTess which mere designed to lead to
new vocational educational legislation. Undoubtedly, certainly, an
important part of your deliberations will be the recently released
General Accounting Office report, which you have just referred to,
entitled "What is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational
Education ?"

As we open. this discussion. it i.sQessential to bear in mind that
State and local education agencies provide over 80 percept of the
support for vocational education. Federal funding. therefore, is
important. but it is still not the majority of the funds, and we need
tolie concerned that Federal support is used in ways that will stim-
ulate improvements in the basic operational programs effort pro-
vided by States and localities.

" We greatly appreciate the opportunity to provide this subcom-
mittee with our assessment of that report and to share with you the
Office of Education's plans for implementing the GAO recommenda-
tions which have been agreed to by the'Secretary of HEW.

We are hopeful that this testimony will serve the following pur-
poses: (1) To illustrate how the report has substantiated some prob-
lems of confirming concern to vocational educators: (2) To share
with the subcommittee the specific plans we have for intensifying
Federal. State. and local efforts to resolve these problems; (3) To
help put the GAO report into perspective by pointing out some of
the positive accomplishments of vocational education since the en-
netment of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968; and
finally. (4) To summarize some analytical weaknesses of the report
which should be recognized before basing legislative decisions uponits findings.

At the outset, T would liketo put the GAO report in general per-
snective: at least, from our viewpoint in the Office of Education.
would he among the first to admit that the total vocational education
system certainly can and should be improved. just at we would be
among the first to admit that all educationacademic and profes-
sionalneeds to meet the hard challenge of acconntability. including
an assessment of the appropriateness of courses offered when com-
pared to the life aspirations and career goals of students. Unfortu-
nately, the GAO report conveys the impression that little is right
with vocational education. We feel a responsibility, hopefully, to
brine- some balance into the disesrission and to point out some of the
features of the report which distort many of those findings and un-
fortunately, will undoubtedly serve to reduce the overall usefulness
of the document. We are prfividing for the committee's use a di, -
tailed analysis of the GAO's findings, and we will submit them to
yon, Mr. Chairman.

0,

2.83
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REVIEW OF GAO REPORT ON VOCATIoNAT. EDVCATION"What is the
Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?"

The staff of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education made an ex-
tensJ e analysis of the GAO Report. The following 6 a summary of its reactions
to each of the findings in the Report.

EXPLANATION OF BOAE REACTION CATEGORIES

1. Agree.Concurrence with findiny.
2. ,k ending nut suppw hid by fa( P.Fallure to cite evidence (documented data

or example.) that support the finding.
3. Funding bayed on inappropriate, asmirnptionv. Ily pothesis advanCed at vari-

ance «ith lung eotablished practice or current legal interpretation pf the Act.
4. Fending not justified. Evidence provided subject to various interpreta-

tions. Additiolial analysisaof evidence leads to different conclusions.

S.
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FISCAL YEAR 1970-ALLOTMENTS AN EXPENDITURES FOR DISADVANTAGED PROGRAMS

State
Fiscal year 1970
part 8 allotment

15 percent of
allotment for

disadvantaged

Expended for disadvantaged
Percent

of
allot.

ment i

Dollars
unex

fendedFiscal year 1970 Fiscal year 1971

.0
Ala bz.ma 5.6 850 464 El 027 570 El 027 WO 15 0
Alasla 103,555 60 533 238 098 59 0
Arizona 2 947 567 442 135 305 205 $136,935 15 0
Arkansas 3 693 674 554 051 855,083 23 1
California 23 903 359 3,585 501 3,585 501 40 319 15 2
Colorado. 3 293,775 494 066 143,186 50,880 15 0
Connecticut 3,402 846 510 127 145 536 65 764 15 0
Delaware 653 224 97 981 104 081 15 9
District of Columbia . 826 189 122 929 121 000 214 2C6 15 0
Florida ,,, 9 767 350 1 165 103 1, 225. 016 262,210 15 0
Geor8i4. 8, 907, 572 I 336 136 1 221 905 262, 210 16 7
HagNail 1 281, 603 192 210 ' 136,337 68, 614 16 0
Idaho . 1 318 016 202 207 119 183 83.201 15 0Illinois 12 769, 779 1,915 167 3 311, 003 20 0
Indiana _ 7 131,298 1 114 695 1,111 691 15 0
Iowa , . 1 198,015 629.702 268,310 361 362 15 0
giansas 3 598 952 539,843 172,917 68 480 15 0
Kentucky 6 212 161 931,821 451 468 480. 352 11 9 ELouisiana 7 067,291 1,060.094 1,100 735 116,282 17 2
Maine 1 714, 711 257,207 257, 207 15 0
Maryland 2 241 681 786,252 573, 166 .480,710 20 1
Massachusetts 6 866, 845 1 030 027 141, 775 885, 252 15 0 1
Michigan _ 12 038 767 1 805,815 1,805. 815 . 15 0
Minnesota . 5 683.713 852,557 687,917 164.610 15 0
Mississippi 4,712 410 706 862

.
713 025 1 858 15 2Missouri.. 7, 028.458 I, 051, 269 655. 707 446, 825 15 0

Montana . , . 1, 233, 991 185, 099 186. 506 61, 566 20 3
Nebraska.. ... 2, 227, 091 331, 061 137, 533 196, 531 15 0
Nevada . 529, 418 79,117 83, 028 8, 913 17 4
New Hampshire .. ... 1, 058, 551 158, 783 31, 552 124, 231 15 0New Jersey... . . 8, 513, 798 1, 281, 570 1,201, 183 III, 776 15 4
New Mpuco. . . 1, 947, 160 292.119 292. 119 15 0
New York . . _ 20, 730, 525 3,1043,579 3, 367, 166 835:663 20 3
North Carolina - - - 10, 730, 525 1, 528;513 1, 311, 222 217, 291 15 0
North Dakota . 1, 207, 190 181;079 88, 593 92, 185 15 0
Ohio _ 15, 503, 686 2, 325,553 1, 822, 629 502, 924 15 0
Oklahoma 4, 541, 401 681, 210 966, 801 21 3
Oregon .. 3, 138, 872 470, 831 120, 581 57, 006 15 2
Pennsylvania _ . 17, 080, 756 2, 562,113 2, 751, 892 74, 109 16 6
Rhode Island 1, 291, 166 191, 125 23, 768 170, 357 15 0
South Carolina . 5, 581, 203 837,180 794.418 128, 334 16 5
South Dakota_ . 1, 228, 372 181, 256 169, 611 14, 615 15 0Tennessee..., . 7, 311, 487 1, 096, 723 1, 551, 856 21 3
Texas... 19, 618, 794 2, 947, 319 2, 040, 939 758, 579 11 2 $147.8Utah.... 1, 926, 193 288, 974 288, 974 . 15 0
Vermonl. . 718, 373 107, 756 86, 045 21, 711 15 0
Virginia _ 8, 325, 655 1, 248, 848 822. 280 126, 568 15 0
Washington.. . 1, 779, 695 716, 954 591, 245 356, 391 19.8
West Virginia.. 3, 541, 340 531, 651 529, 335 2, 355 15 0
Wisconsin 6, 327, 757 949, 164 911, 506 58. 880 15 3
Wyoming 544, 453 81, 668 81, 668 . 15 0
Imerican Samoa_ 68, 160 10, 224 51, 120 75 0
Guam- 254, 851 38, 228 38, 230 15 0
Puerto Rico . 5, 714, 116 857, 117 696, 513 160, 604 15 0
Trust Territory .. - . 172, 927 25, 939 ... ....., 25, 939 15 0
Virgin Islands ... ' 107.338 16,101 . _ 20, 623 '19 2

1 Percent of allotment expended over the 2-year period allowed by Tyclings amendment

elf

,

2 0.r-o.,
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FISCAL YEAR 1971-ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR DISADVANTAGED PROGRAMS

State

15 percent of
Fiscal year 1971 allotment for
part B allotment disadvantaged

Alabama. ... .... V, 168, 270 ups, 241
Alaska.. _ . 422, 312 63, 347
Arizona. .... . 3, 034, 298 462, 645

Arkansas . _ .. .... 3, 364, 985 579, 748
California 25, 010, 505 3,151,516
Colorado ... .. ..... 3,446, 489 516,973
Connecticut_ . ..... . 3, 560, 314 534, 047

Delaware 633, 489 102, 523
District of Columbia 164, 342 129, 651
Florida. 10, 219, 726 1, 532, 959
Georgia. .. ... 9, 320, 803 1, 398, 120
Hawaii.. 1, 341, 119 201, 168
Idaho 1, 410, 598 211, 590

Illinois. 13, 360, 897 2, 004,135
Indians. . . .. 7, 775, 603 1,166, 341
Iowa 4, 392, 605 658, 891
Kansas ...... 3, 765, 756 564,863
Kentucky.... ..... 6,500,330 975,050
Louisiana. _
Maine. .
Maryland .. .
Massachusetts
Michigan _
Minnesota....
Mississippi -.
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada.
Now Hampshire..... -.._
New Jersey
New Mexico_ .
New York .......
North Carolina...
North Dakota....
Ohio
Oklahoma .
Oregon
Pennsyylania.-

.

Rhode Island... - - .
South Carolina... - -.
South Dakota ...... ...
Tennessee..,
Texas --
Utah
Vermont.
Virginia.
Washington
West Virginia ....
Wisconsin
Wyoming
American Samoa.
Guam. ...x
Puerto R i c o . _ . . _
Trust Territory . ,
Virgin Islands...._ -

7, 463, 301
1, 794, 206
5, 434, 600
1,184,686

12,596, 706

1,j̀
 1,

1,

119,
269,
822,
077,
339,

495
131
690
703
506

5, 947, 246 392, 037
4, 931, 282 739, 692
1,353,941 1, 103,091
I, 291, 234 193, 635
2, 330, 328 349, 549

553, 955 83, 093
1, 107,570 166, 136

8, 939, 174 1, 340, 376
2, 037, 894 305, 684

21, 639, 304 3, 253, 396
10, 662, 796 1,599, 419

1, 263, 226 189,434
16, 221, 862 2, 433, 279
4, 751, 840 712, 776

3,284, 314 492,647

17,171, 260 2, 630, 639
1, 354, 098 203, 115
5, 340, 401 376, 060
1 , 235, 372 192, 806
7,742, 788 1 , 161, 418

20, 559, 898 3, 088, 935

2,015, 921 302, 333
751,864 112,750

8, 634, 511 1,302,611
5, 001, 295 750, 194

3, 703 689 559, 103

6, 621, 049 993, 157

569, 704 85, 456

71, 334 10, 700
266,722 40, 008

896, 992
180, 968 27, 145

112, 324 16, 849

Expended for disadvantaged
Percent

of
allot-

ment I

Dollars
unex-

pendedFiscal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

$996, 991 $298, 200 18 1
63, 347 15 0

450, 737 35, 267 15 8
957,243 24 8

3,490,433 317, 724 15 2
418,447 98, 526 15 0
381,739 159,663 15 2
102, 523 . . ..... 15 0
129,652 15 0

1, 573,138 671, 774 22 0
1, 504, 431 1, 683 268 34 3

120, 513 80, 650 15 0
52,925 158,653 15 0

3, 905,401 .. 29 2
I, 223,195 15 7

121, 503 537, 337 15 0
338945 230, 918 15 0

6 483,673 15 0
1, 144,11 0 7,450 15 4

257,060 12, 071 15 0
541,136 191, 960 13 4 $39, 59
154,469 923, 234 15 0

1 , 889,506 ... . ... ... 15. 0
958,502 28, 534 16 6
783, 877

599,237
. , ...

"512, 804
15 9

15 0
199, 592 .... ... ... . . 15 5
40,862 f 308,687 15 0

r 88,270 11, 082 17.9
32,194 133,942 15 0

1, 370, 956 21,956 15 6
331,142 ... . . . .... 16 2

2, 708, 896 544, 489 15 0
1, 421, 237 . 178,182 15.0

113,035 76,449 15 0
2, 035, 573 397,707 15 0

945,384 ..... .. .. .. 19 9
456,230 54,357 15 5

3, 001, 229 479, 532 19 5
5 398 197, 717 15 0

706:573 169, 487 15 0
266, 508 ..... .. _. _._ 20 7

1,298,408 ..- . _ . . . . 16 81 6 8
493,732 2, 592, iso 15 0
339,103 16 8
230,420 .... ...- . _ 30 7
901, 469 401, 2E9 15 0
750, 095
559, 103

59,979 16 2
15. 1

944,532 116,959 16 0
86,174 1, 730 15 4
13,623 36, 089 69 7

15 0
947, 640 .. ... .. 15 8

1, 399 25, 746 15.0
10, 637 4, 146 13, 2 2, 01

i Percent of allotment expended over the 2.year period allowed by Tydines amendment

4
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FISCAL YEAR 1972- ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR DISADVANTAGED PROGRAMS

State
Fiscal year 1972
part B allotment

15 percent of
allotment for

Expended for disadvantaged
Percent

of
allot.

ment r

Unexoend
ed balance.

returneddisadvantaged Fiscal year 1972 Fiscal year 1973

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona .... .... ......
Arkansas ..... ..
California
Colorado________ .. ...
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia..
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts. .....
Michigan ,

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Dregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolin4
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
American Samoa
Guam
Puerto Rico
Trust Territory
Virgin Islands

88, 406, 817
513, 457

3. 643, 135
. 4, 545, 544

30, 091,972
4, 221, 389
4, 231, 961

859, 085
1, 010, 762

11,965,538
10, 903, 070
1, 580, 477
1,740.254

16, 325, 716
9, 511, 708
5, 499,107
4, 649,365
7, 623, 109
8, 872, $40
2, 116, 508
6, 453,773

. 8, 279, 060
15, 312, 930

7, 139, 138
5, 804.180
8, 841, 073
1, 554, 098
2, 784, 937

675, 996
1,332,469

10, 837,793
2, 467, 331

25, 221, 934
12, 566, 871

1, 502,485
19, 605, 737

5, 652, 065
4,029, 962

21, 175, 458
1, 560,246
6,892,676
1, 518,034
9, 093,331

24, 662,653
2, 457,750

886, 283
10, 311,626

6, 213,164
4, 277, 862
7, 965,778

701, 150
82, 760

308, 910
6, 942,371

210, 264
130, 312

$1, 261, 023
77, 019

546, 470
681, 832

4, 513, 796
633,208
634, 794
128, 863
151, 614

1, 794, 831
1, 635, 461

237, 072
261, 038

2, 448, 857
1, 426, 756

824, 866
697, 405

1, 143, 466
1, 330, 926

317, 476

1, 24 59
2, 296 0
1, 070, 871

870 627
1, 326', 161

20,,115
419,74ft'
101,399
199, 870

st 1, 625, 669
" 370,100
, 3,483, 290

1, 885, 331
225, 373

2, 940, 861
647, 810
604, 494

3, 176, 319
234,037

1, 033,901
227, 705

1, 364, 000 -
3, 699, 398

368, 663
132, 663

1, 546,744
931, 975931,
641, 679

1, 194, 867
105, 173

12, 414
46, 347

1, 041, 356
31, 533
19, 547

8937, 861
82, 019

507, 563
1, 027, 859
4,170, 484

503, 385
250,164
128, 863
160,043

1, 875, 317
1, 222,730

159, 468
27, 326

5,158, 926
1, 426, 756

306,682
50, 214

420, 059
1, 841, 649

312, 960
599, 727
150, 570
462, 515

1, 216, 413
894, 138
744', 326

.424 41, 410
112147: 629091

175, 754
1, 776, 248

318, 648
4,439,418
1, 885, 331

162, 474
2,118, 392
1,170,219

615, 786
3, 782, 133

818
785, 029
311 966

1, 514 171
29o, ao
3 26 5425; 9967

1,110,148

427, 734
987, 034

175, 555
40,396
46, 347

1,392, 532
7, 252

(2)

8287, 162

65:666-
... . . ...

364, 851
229,220
770, 933

....... . ... ..
826, 335
412, 731

86, 243
233, 712

.. ...... . .
518, 54
647, 191
723, 407
231, 948

4, 517
359, 001

1,135, 234
1,834,866

14, 955

581, 835

300,050

76, 371

150, 983
62, 899
822, 469

314, 800
233, 219
248, 925

3, 411, 509
3, 116

., 55, 046
375, 996

213, 946
209, 756
35, 961

.., '
24, 197

(2)

15 0
16. 0
15 7
22. 6
15 0
17.4
24.1
15 0
15.9
22. 6
15.0
15. 5
15.0
31.6
15 0
15.0
15. 0
15.0
23.4
15.0
15 4
15.5
15. 0
17 2
15. 4
15 0
15. 5
15.0
25 8
18.9
16.4
15. 3
17.6
16.2
15.0
15.0
20.1
15. 3
19.3
15.0
15.0
20.6
16.7
15.0
15. 0
15.0
15.0
17.6
15.0
15. 0
15. 9
48. 9
15.0
20.1
14. 9

(2)

9

(5

Percent of allotment expended over the 2-year period allowed by Tydings amendment.
2 Not applicable.

3thl
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FISCAL YEAR 1970 ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS

State
Fiscal veer 1970

part B allotment

15 percent of
for

42:

Expended for disadvantaged
Percent

of

ment I

Dollars
unex-

pended
allotment
handicapped Fiscal year 1970 Fiscal year 1971

Alabama 36,850, 464 $685, 046 $303, 049 3381, 997 10.0

Alaska 403, 555 40, 356 46,356 .. . ..... . . 11 5
Arizona 2, 947, 567 294, 757 206, 591 88, 169 10 0
Arkansas 3, 693, 674 369, 367 328, 878 43, 905 10 1

California 23, 903, 359 2, 390, 335 2, 390, 336 26, 879 10.1

Colorado 3, 293, 775 329, 378 264, 374 65, 004 10.0

Connecticut 3, 402, 846 340, 285 63,951 278, 404 10 1

Delaware 653, 224 65, 322 59,133 12, 700 10.9
District of Columbia 826,189 82, 619 49, 597 29, 185 9 5 $3, 83

Florida 9, 767, 350 976, 735 530, 629 363, 652 9 2 82,45

Georgia 8, 907, 572 890, 757 673, 395 277, 499 10 7

Hawaii 1,281, 603 128, 160 96, 564 31, 596 10 0
Idaho 1, 348, 046 134, 805 25, 277 107, 223 9 9 2,30

Illinois 12, 769, 779 1, 276, 978 1, 292, 604 10,1

Indiana 7, 431, 298 743, 130 743, 129 10.0
Iowa 4, 198, 015 419, 802 299, 079 . 120, 722 10.0
Kansas 3, 598, 952 395,895 172, 860 187,139 10.0

Kentucky 6, 212,161 621, 216 291, 079 323, 136 10 0

Louisiana 7, 067, 294 706, 729 264, 618 459, 074 10 2

Maine 1, 714, 714 171, 471 156, 512 19, 489 10 3

Maryland 2,241, 683 524, 168 429,948 240,753 12 8

Massachusetts 6, 866, 845 686, 615 686, 684 40 0
Michigan 12, 038, 767 1, 203, 877 1, 203, 877 10 0

Minnesota 5, 683, 713 568, 371 556, 876 11, 495 10.0

Mississippi 4, 712, 410 471, 241 443, 175 28, 066 10.0

Missouri 7, 028, 458 702, 846 140, 676 562, 170 15.0

Montana 1, 233, 991 123, 399 131, 895 8, 762 11 4

Nebraska 2,227, 091 222, 709 31, 803 190, 575 9 9 33

Nevada 529, 448 52, 945 49, 502 5, 323 10 4

New Hampshire 1, 058, 551 105, 855 4, 375 101, 480 10 0

New Jersey 8, 543, 798 854, 380 830, 134 24, 384 10 0

New Mexico 1, 947, 460 194, 746 194,746 , 10.0

New York 20,730, 525 2, 073, 053 1, 202, 085 870, 968 10 0

North Carolina 10, 190, 085 1, 019, 009 508, 832 510, 177 10 0

North Dakota 1,207, 190 120, 719 IS, 647 . 105, 072 10 0

Ohio 15, 503, 686 1, 550, 369 827, 544 722, 825 10. 0

Oklahoma 4, 541, 401 454, 140 284, 565 169, 575 10 0

Oregon 3,138, 872 313, 887 274, 875 41, 681 10 0

Pennsylvania 17, 080, 756 1, 708, 076 1, 640,168 183, 811 10 7

Rhode Island 1,294, 166 . 129, 417 20, 136 109, 281 10 0

South Carolina 5, 581, 203 558, 120 470, 687 150, 229 11.1

South Dakota 1,228, 372 122, 837 42, 997 64, 150 8.7 15, 69

Tennessee 7, 311, 487 731, 149 637, 386 102, 597 10 1

Texas 19, 648, 794 1,964,879 1, 344, 240 530, 133 9.5 90, 506

Utah 1, 926, 493 192, 649 212, 130 11.0

Vermont 718, 373 71,837 72, 223 , 10 0

Virginia 8, 325, 655 832, 566 245, 761 399, 051 , 7.7 187, 75

Washington.....,. .... 4, 779, 695 477, 970 405, 863 243, 605 13 6

West Virginia 3, 544, 340 354, 434 171, 355 183, 079 - 10.0
Wisconsin 6, 327, 757 632, 776 579, 756 53,007 11 0

Wyoming 544, 453 54, 445 54, 595 10 0

American Samoa.... .. 68, 160 6, 816 6, 816 10 0

Guam
_

254, 854 25, 485 25, 485 10 0

Puerto Rico.....:. .. . 5, 714, 116 571, 412 212, 804 358, 608 10.0

Trust Territory.... ..... 172, 927 17, 293 .... ....... - 15, 771 9.1 1, 52

Virgin Islands ...... - . 107, 338 10, 734 10, 734 10.0

I Percent of allotment expended over the 2-year period allowed by Tyclings amendment
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FISCAL YEAR 1971-ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS

State
Fiscal year 1971
part 8 allotment

10 percent of
allotment for
handicapped

Percent
Expended for handicapped of

I

Dollars
unex.

pendedFiscal year 1971
allot-

Fiscal year 1972 ment

Alabama 87, 168, 270 $716, 827 $579, 510 $198, 800 09
Alaska 422, 312 42, 231 42, 232 .. 00
Arizona 3, 084,298 308, 430 276, 704 42, 144 03
Arkansas 1 864, 985 386, 498 428, 310 ... ..... . . 1 1

California 25, 010, 505 Z. 501, 051 2, 374, 723 212, 217 03
Colorado 3, 446, 489 344, 649 356, 094 03
Connecticut.... .... .. 3, 560, 314 356, 031 232, 247 134, 091 03
Delaware 683, 489 68, 349 68, 349 ..... .... .. 0
District of Columbia 864, 342 86, 434 48, 347 38, 087 0-0Florida .... .. ........ 10, 219,726 1, 021, 973 867, 873 299, 017 1.4
Georgia 9, 320, 803 932,080 674, 887 909, 066 67
Hawaii 1, 341,119 134, 112 86, 602 47, 510 00
Idaho 1, 410, 598 141, 060 141, 060 0.0
Illinois 13, 360, 897 1,136, 090 1;361, iii- 02
Indiana 7, 775, 608 777,561 812,521 04
Iowa 4, 392, 605 439, 261 361, 517 87, 494 02
Kansas 3,765,756 376,576 184, 697 191, 879 00
Kentucky 6, 500, 330 650, 033 222, 515 428, 886 00
Louisiana.... ...... . 7, 463,301 746, 330

-169;931.
722, 582 9 7 $23, 74

Marne. 1, 794, 206 179, 421 19, 490 00
Maryland . ... . . 5, 484, 600 548, 460 395, 499 98, 233 9 0 54, 72
Massachusetts 7, 184, 686 718, 469 16, 926 749, 039 0 7
Michigan. . .... . 12, 596,706 1, 259, 671 1, 259, 671 ......... . . 00
Minnesota. .... . ... 5, 947, 246 594, 725 570, 696 26, 305 00
Mississippi.... ..... . 5,931,282 493,128 356, 596 136. 533 00
Missouri 7, 353,941 735, 394 562, 185 173, 209 0.0
Montana 1, 291, 234 129, 123 128, 881 242 00
Nebraska 2, 330, 328 233, 033 233, 033 0.0
Nevada 533, 955 55, 396 50, 960 7, 549 0.6
New Hampshire 1, 107, 570 110, 757 22, 838 88, 152 0.0
New Jersey 8, 939,174 893, 917 954, 884 2, 902 07
New Mexico 2, 037, 894 203,789 204, 920 0.0
New York. 21, 689, 304 2,168, 930 2, 119, 428 49, 502 0.0
North Carolina... 10, 662,796 1, 066, 280 588, 839 479, 441 0.0
North Dakota I, 263, 226 126, 323 44, 282 82, 041 0.0
Ohio , 16, 221, 862 I, 622, 186 1, 287, 112 335, 075 0.0
Oklahoma 4, 751, 840 475, 184 334, 361 140, 823 0.0
Oregon 3, 284, 314 328, 431 304, 481 23, 950 00
Pennsylvania 17, 871, 260 1, 787, 126 1, 376, 645 964, 963 31
Rhode 141a nd 1, 354,698 135, 410 24, 342 'Ill, 068 00
South Carolina 5, 840,401 584,040 485, 340 98, 700 0.0
South Dakota I, 285, 372 128, 537 0 128, 53
Tennessee 7, 742, 788 774, 279 640, 134 134, 145 00
Texas 20, 559,898 2,055, 990 1, 990, 312 . 133, 229 03
Utah 2, 015, 921 201, 592 154, 707 46, 885 00
Vermont 751, 664 75, 166 71, 261 3, 997 00
Virginia 8, 684,511 868, 451 523, 518 6 0 344,93
Washington 5, 001, 295 500, 130 500, 130 26, 829 0.5
West Virginia 3, 708, 689 370, 869 370, 869 0 0
Wisconsin 6, 621, 049 662, 105 620, 909 101, 003 09
Wyoming 569, 704 56, 970 58, 912 635 0. 5--
American Samoa 71, 334 7, 133 6, 816 t, 294 5. 6
Guam .,. 266, 722 26,672 26, 672 00 -0
Puerto Rico.... 5, 979, 94.4 597, 994 104, 706 493, 288 00 0
Trust Territory.... ..... 180,968 18, 097 733 17,164 0.0 0
VIcgin Islands ...... ... 112,324 11,232 10, 799 9 6 433

I Percent of allotment expended over the 2-year period allowed by TydiAgs amendment.

3 0.,;
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FISCAL YEAR 1972-ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS

State

Fiscal year
1972 part B

allotment

10 percent of
allotment for
handicapped

Expended for handicapped Percent
of allot-

ment i

Un
expended

balance
returnedFiscal year 1972 Fiscal year 1973

Alabama ..... .. ... $8, 406, 817 $840, 682 9649, 241 9194, 441 10 0

Alaska. 513, 457 41, 346 51, 215 131 10 0

Arizona. . 3, 643, 135 364, 314 356, 831 24, 227 10 5

Arkansas ... ... 4, 545, 544 454, 554 511, 100 .. . - . 11 2

California... 30, 091, 972 3, 009, 197 2,788, 417 243, 238 10 1

Colorado.... - 4, 221. 389 422, 139 382, 961 48, 550 10 2

Connecticut 4,231,961 423, 196 88, 498 401, 427 11 6

Delaware .. .. .... .. 859, 085 85, 909 85, 908 _ . . - 10 0
District of Columbia. 1, 010, 762 101, 076 48, 212 67, 864 11 5
Florida 11, 965.538 1,196, 554 1, 013, 352 026, 617 15 4

Georgia. .. . . 10, 903, 070 1, 090, 307 655, 858 434, 038 9 9 S41

Hawaii . 1,580,477 158, 048 105, 703 42, 706 10 0

Idaho . . ...... . 1,140, 174, 025 8, 130 165, 659 9 9 23

Illinois . ._ .. .. .... 16. 325, 716 1, 632, 572 1, 648, 897 .. ... .... 10 1

Indiana .... .. . . . 9,511,708 951,171 9 5 1 , 1 7 1 .... .... .. . 10 0

Iowa 5, 499,107 549, 911 506, 817 43, 094 10 0

Kansas - - - - 4,649, 365 469, 937 16, 033 448, 904 10 0

Kentucky. 7, 623, 109 762, 311 187, 636 574, 674 10 0

Louisiana. 8, 872, 840 887, 284 .. ..... 809, 127 9 1 78, 15

Maine 2, 116, 508 211, 651 209, 914 1, 737 10 0
Maryland.. - 6, 453, 773 645, 377 291, 563 643, 814 14 5

Massachusetts....t 8,279, 060 827, 906 607, 508 239, 760 10 2

Michigan__ - sk5, 312, 930 1,531, 293 415, 356 I, 116, 190 - 10 0

Minnesota . .. ..- - 7 , 139,-138 713, 914 713, 913 834 10 0

Mississippi. . . _ ... . . 5, 804, 180 580, 418 365, 149 215, 269 10 0

Missouri 8,841,073 884, 107 110, 969 773.139 10 0

Montana 1, 554, 098 155, 410 188, 129 .. ..... . .. . 12'1

Nebraska.. _ ... .. ... 2, 784, 937 278, 494 106, r$4 171, 70 10 0

Nevada 675, 996 67, 560 99, 002 . .... . . . . 14.6

New Hampshire 1, 332, 469 133, 247 41, 694 91, 553 10 0

New Jersey 10, 837, 793 1, 083, 779 1, 197, 788 ......... ... .. 11. 1

New Mexico 2, 467, 331 246, 733 269, 816 10 9

New York. -... 25, 221, 934 2, 522, 193 2,256,664 265, 546 10 0

North Carolina 12, 568, 871 ' 1, 256, 887 910, 773 346, 114 19 0

North Dakota 1, 502, 485 150, 249 78, 314 71, 934 10 0

Ohio 19, 605, 737 1,960, 574 1, 449, 814 510,760 10 0

Oklahoma_ _ . . ..... .. 5, 652, 065 565, 207 498, 201 67, 005 10 0

Oregon 4, 029, 962 402, 996 422, 888 10. 5

Pennsylvania 21, 175, 458 2,117, 546 1, 443, 772 1, 052, 241 11 8

Rhode Island 1, 560, 246 156, 025 22, 421 133, 604 10 0

South Carolina 6, 892, 676 689, 268 551,948 137, 320 10 0

South Dakota 1, 518, 034 151, 803 103, 968 48, 670 10. 1

Tennessee 9, 093, 331 909, 333 833,782 75, 549 10 0

Texas 24, 662, 653 2,466, 265 2, 618, 169 10 6

Utah 2, 457, 750 245,775 234, 718 11, 057 10 0

Vermont.... .. - ...... 886, 283 88,6 72, 397 16,231 10 0

Virginia 10, 311, 628 1, 031, 163 1, 030, 693 9 9 47

Washington , 6, 311, 628 621, 316 743 589 12 0

West Virginia .. 4, 277, 862 427, 786 123, 047 299,739 10 0

Wisconsin__ 7, 965, 778 196,578 619, 210 180,068 10 0........
Wyoming 701, 150 70, 115 41, 457 36, 55* 11 1

American Samoa 82, 760 8, 276 (3) (3) (3) (31

Guam__ . 308, 980 30, 898 30,198 10 0

Puerto Rico 6, 942, 371 694, 237 428, 367 265, 870 -10.0 0

Trust Territory.- .. 214284 21, 028 4,335 # 16, 131 9 9 62

Virgip Islands..... 130, 312 "13, 031 (3) is) (3) , (3)

i Percent of allotment expended over the 2year period allowed by Tydings amendment
, Not applicable.
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FISCAL YEAR 1970-ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS

State

Fiscal year 1970
part B

allotment

. 15 percent
of allotment

101 post-
secondary

Expended for postsecondary Percent
of allot-

merit,

Unex-
pended
balance

returnedFiscal year 1970 Fiscal year 1971

Alabama 96, 850 161 $1, 027, 570 $1, 0Z7_, 570 15 0 0
Alaska 403, 555 60, 533 64, 724 16 0
Arizona .._ _. . 2, 947, 567 442, 135 649, 601 $125, 468- 26 3
Arkansas. . . . 3. 693. 674 554, 051 I, 214, 991 32 9..,_
California 23, 903, 359 3, 585, 504 5, 472, 704 201;598 23 7
Colorado. .. , .. 3,293, 775 494,066 593, 219 18 0
Connecticut .._ 3, 402, 846 510, 427 328, 053 207, 181 15 7
Delaware 653, 224 97, 984 97, 911 14 9 97District of Columbia... 826, 189 123, 928 81, 253 60, 310 17 1

Florida ..... . _ _ 9. 767, 350 1, 465, 103 I, 772, 726 206, 193 20 3
Georgia . 8, 907, 572 1 , 336, 136 2, 499, 732 452, 030 33 1
Hawaii.. . .. ..... 1, 281, 603 192, 240 653, 844 44, 873 62.9

1, 348, 046 202, 207 481, 612 .._ . ...... ... 35 7Illinois_ ...... .w. 12, 768, 779 1, 915, 467 2, 093,710 16 4
Indiana 7, 431, 298 1, 114, 695 1,124, 372 15 1

Iowa 4,198, 015 629, 702 2, 094, 147 49 9
Kansas ..... . 3, 598, 952 539, 843 788,741 37, 915 22 9
Kentucky 6, 212, 161 931, 824 931, 824 .! .............150
Louisiana... 7, 067, 294 1,060,094 1, 820, 798 361;,757 30 9Maine._ _ . _ 1,714, 714 251, 207 239, 915 , 22, 450 15 3
Maryland _ ... 5, 241, 683 .786, 252 1, 105, 572 295, 470 26 7
Massachusetts _ 6, 866,145 I, 030, 027 442, 804 587, 222 15 0
Michigan. _ .. _ 12, 038, 767 1, 805, 815 1, 870, 256

-12,806-
15 5

Minnesota .... 5, 683, 713 852, 557
,,

1, 361, 394 24 2
Mississippi - - -- 4, 712, 410 706,162 805, 514 188
Missouri . - 7, 028, 458 - I, 054, 269 1, 054, 269

.

'14;530
15 0Montana.. - 1, 233, 991 185, 099 527, 542 43 9

Nebraska ..... .. 2, 227, 09! 334, 064 496, 644 I. 931 22 4
Nevada.. . . . 529, 448 79, 417 104, 301 10, 234 21 6
New Hampshire... 1,058, 551 '158, 783 125, 146 45, 278 16 1
New Jersey 8, 543, 798 1,281, 570 I, 063, 558 266, 253 15 6
New Mexico. 1, 947, 460 292, 119 695, 649 35 7
New York . . ' 20, 730, 525 3, 109, 579 2,105, 529 1, 004, 051 15 0
North Carolina . 10, 190, 085 1, 528, 513 1,712, 001 .... . .. ...... 168 _
North Dakota... 1, 207, 190 181, 079 184, 684 15 3
Ohio__ . _ . _ 15, 503, 686 2, 325, 553 2,481, 971 234, 094 17 6
Oklahoma ... . .. 4, 541, 401 681,210 856, 527 189
Oregon. ....... . 3, 138, 872 470, 831 812,096 25 9
Pennsylvania. 17, 080, 756 2, 562, 113 2, 671, 786 '364, 695 17 8
Rhode Island. 1, 294, 166 194, 125 155, 222 38, 903 15 0
South Carolina 5, 581, 203 837, 180 84, 0126 15 1
South Dakota.. 1, 228, 372 184, 256 335, 987 27 4
Tennessee 7, 311, 487 1, 096, 723 2, 435, 913 33 3Texas ..... ..._ 19, 648, 794 2,947, 319 6,172, 573 14, 433 40 4 ..
Utah ..... .. _ _ . 1, 926, 493 288, 974 777, 415 40 3
Vermont ....... . 718, 373 107, 756 161, 079 .._ . .. 22 4
Virginia. _ . 8, 325, 655 1, 248, 848 1, 369, 595 .- - 16 5
Washington .. _ ., 4, 179, 695 716, 954 915, 281 106,157 21 4 -
West Virginia.... . 3, 544, 340 531, 651 531, 360

'8-2,
14 9 29

Wisconsin . . _ 6,327,757 949, 164 980. 822 604. 16.8
Wyoming . . _ 544, 453 81, 668 Ill, 669 20 5
American Samoa . _ 68, 160 10, 224

-31,239.
10, 224 15 0

Guam _ .. 254, 854 38, 228 _ - _ _ 150
Puerto Rico.... 5,714, 116 157, 117 I, 154631 20 3
Trust Territory... 172, 927 25, 939 - _ . _ . 25,939 15 0
Ilirgin Islands... 107, 338 16, 101 ... 16,101 15 0

I Percent of allotment expended over the 2-year period allowed by Tydings amendment

301;:
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FISCAL YEAR 1971-ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS

State

Fiscal year 1971
part

allotment
B

15 percent
of allotment

for post
secondary

Expended for postsecondary Percent
of allot

ment I

Unex
pended
balance

returnedFiscal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

Alabama_ 97, 168, 270 $1, 075, 241 $538, 482 $536, 759 15 0

Alaska .. ... ........ .. 422, 312 63, 347 63, 347 15 0

Arizona 3, 084, 298 462, 645 827, 866 293, 294 36.4
Arkansas 3, 864, 985 579,148 1, 359, 785 35 2

California... 25, 010, 505 3,251, 526 4, 733, 647 527, 398 21.0
Colorado 3, 446, 489 516, 973 1, 232, 205 35 8

Connecticut 3, 560, 314 534, 047 319, 510 '. 214, 681 15 0

Delaware 683, 48,9 102, 523 101, 002 3.543 15 3

District of Columbia 864, 342 429, 651 129, 652 ...... ... ars_ 15 0

Florida 10, 219, 726 I, 532, 959 e, 582, 027 120;4613 26 5 ,

Georgia 9, 320, 803 1, 398, 120 I, 892, 259 192;553 22 4

Hawaii 1, 341, 119 201, 168 632, 250 223, 417 63.8
Idaho.... ....... .... I, 410, 598 211,590 709, 269 50.2

Illinois.. 13, 360, 897 2,004,135 2, 006, 064 15 0

Indiana. 7,115, 608 1,166, 341 I, 221, 480 15 7

Iowa 4, 392, 605 658, 891 2, 241,120 293, 663 57 7

Kansas 3,765, 756 564, 863 1, 025, 387 27.2

Kentucky 6, 500, 330 975, 050 920, 181 386, 036 21.0

Louisiana 7, 463, 301 1, 119, 495 2, 058,221 230, 457 30.7

Maine 1, 794, 206 269,131 446, 936 29, 463 26.6
Maryland ....... ... . 5, 484, 600 822, 690 1, 015, 016 14, 628 18.8

Massachusetts. .... 7,184, 686 1, 077, 703 624, 752 490, 903 15. 5 "I

Michigan 12, 596, vs 1, 889, 506 2, 429, 761 19.3

Minnesota... ..... .. 5, 947, 246 892, 087 2, 136,197 21, 475 36 3

Mississippi.... .... 4, 931, 282 739, 692 814, 515 , 16 5

Missouri... .... ... 7, 353, 941 I, 103, 091' 1, 105, 275 15 0

Montana...... . 1, 291, 234 193, 685 632, 685 28, 992 51 3

Nebraska... ... ..
kevada.... .. -

2, 330,
553,

328
955

349, 549
83, 093

776, 000
96, 460

2, 934
10, 916

33,4
19 4

New Hampshire 1,107, 570 166,136 168, 855 15, 972 16 7

New Jersey 8, 939, 174 1, 340, 876 1, 447, 666 16 2

New Mexico 2,037, 894 4 305, 684 823,124 40 4

New York 21, 689, 304 3, 253, 396 3, 109, 838 143, 557 15. 0

North Carolina.... 10, 662, 796 1, 559, 419 I, 863;480 2, 450 17 5

North Dakota 1, 263, 226 189, 484 510, 746 40. 4

Ohio... ..... . .. . 16, 221, 862 2, 433, 279 2,115, 379 151, 931 18.0

Oklahoma.... ..... . 4, 751, 840 712,116 1, 451, 660 30 5

Oregon 3, 284, 314 492, 647 I, 018, 909 31. 0

Pennsylvania.... .. 17, 871, 260 2, 680, 689 3, 944, 773 59, 217 22 4

Rhode Island 1, 354, 098 203, 115 58, 299 144, 816 15 0

South Carolina . . 5, 840, 401 8767060 1, 053, 676 .. . ... .. .. 18 0

South Dakota 1,285, 372 192, 806 331, 315 1, 163 25, 9

Tennessee 7, 742, 788 1, 161, 418 3, 037, 241 ......... .. _ ... 39.2

Texas 20, 559, 898 3, 083, 985 4, 905, 899 220, 653 24. 9

Utah ...... .. 2,015, 921 302, 388 407,613 . ....... ... .. 20 2

Vermont.... 751, 664 112, 750 . 126, 210 16 8

Virginia.... 8, 684, 511 1, 302, 677 1, 857, 795 . 21.4

Washington 5, 001, 295 750, 194 751,194 222, 354 19. 5

West Virginia . 3, 708, 689 556, 207 .556, 303 15 0

Wisconsin.. . . . 6, 621, 049 993,157 850, 865 14'2, 292 15 0

Wyoming ..... . 569, 704 85, 456 142, 979 1, 176 . 25.3

American Samoa, .. . 71, 334 10, 700 2, 548 14, 780 24.3
266, 722 40, 008 40, 008 7' ..... .... ... 15 0

Puerto Rico . . 5, 979, 944 896, 992 933, 524 66, 585 16.7

Trust Territory.... . 180, 968 27,145 I 41, 399 25, 746 15.0

Virgin Islands 112, 324 16, 849 69 16, 505 14,1 8

I Percent of allotment expended over the 2.year period allowed by Tydings amendment

52-945 0-75-vol. 1-20
3 0 u

.0'
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FISCAL YEAR 1972 ALLOTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS

State

Fiscal year 1972
part B

allotment

15 percent
of allotment

for post-
secondary

Expended for postsecondary Percent
of allot-

ment I

Unex-
Fended
balance

returnedFiscal year 1972 Fiscal year 1973

Alabama_ . 18, 406, 817 -,1 $1, 261, 023 5735 302 1525, 721 15 0
Alaska.... .... 513,157 ''r 77, 019 86, 412 16 9
Arizona 3, 643, 135 546,170 602, 301 69, 168 18 4
Arkansas 1, 45, 514 681, 832 1, 116, 112 31 2
California. 30. 091, 972 1, 513, 796 6, 921, 730 1, 167, 512 26 9
Colorado. . . 4, 221, 389 633, 208 731, 120 17 3
Connecticut . - 1, 231, 961 631, 791 321, 731 448, 690 18 2
Delaware ..., . ... 859, 085 128, 863 128, 863 15 0
District of Columbia. .. 1, 010,762 151, 614 80, 330 71 284 15 0
Florida .. .. . I I , 965, 538 '1, 791, 831 2, 584, 567 632, 838 26 9
Georgia.. 10, 903, 070 1, 635,161 4, 586, 251 229, 690 14 2
Hawaii... 1,580,417 237, 072 650, 177 76,971 46 0
Idaho 1, 740, 254 261, 038 .894, 901 . 51 1
Illinois.... 16, 325, 716 2, 448, 857 3, 150, 714 . 19 3
Indiana... 9, 5 1 1 , 708 1 , 126, 756 1,126, 756 15 0
Iowa.... 5, 499,107 824, 866 2,355,866 898, 717 59 4
Kansas__ 4, 649, 365 697 405 1, 232, 603 33, 659 27 2
Kentucky 7, 623,109 1, 143, 466 958,989 181,177 15 0

8 , 8 7 2 , 8 4 0 1,330,926 1, 703, 401 211,058 21 6
2 , 1 1 6116 508 317,176 375, 633 141,308 24.4

Maryland_ _ .. _ 6, 453, 773 968, 066 1, 017, 004 ' 15 8
Massachusetts 8, 279, 060 1, 241, 859 121, 674 852,185 15 4
Michigan - . 15, 312.930 2, 296.910 2, 350, 059 313. 024 17.4
Minnesota - . 7, 139. 138 1, 070, 871 1, 699, 991 , . 23 8
Mississippi. .. 5, 804, 180 870, 627 977, 814 13,177 17 1

Missouri 8, 841, 073 1, 326,161 1, 356, 471 ..... .. 15 3
Montana 1, 554, 091 233,115` 873, 407 27,024 57.9
Nebraska 2, 784, 937 417, 711 862, 932 ... 1 ... .. ... 31 0
Nevada 675,996 101,399 1 1 1 , 116 . ... . ... . . 16. 9
New Hampshire 1, 332, 469 199, 870 136, 498 64,134 15 1
New Jersey 10, 837, 793 1, 625, 669 1, 800, 000 ... . 16.6
New Memo 2, 467, 331 370, 100 1, 010, 711 .... 44. 7
New York. 25, 221, 934 3, 783, 290 3, 793, 315 15.0
North Carolina 12, 568, 871 1, 885, 331 1, 894, 227 15 1

North Dakota 1, 502, 485 225, 373 439, 966 29 3
Ohio 19, 605, 737 2, 940, 861 3, 162, 272 150, 908 16.9
Oklahoma 5,652,065 147,810 1, 725, 209 30 5
Oregon 4, 029, 962 604, 494 I, 210, 089 ..... .. .. .... 30 8
Pennsylvania 21, 175, 458 3,176,3,176,319 4,415,307 372,028 22.6
Rhode Island. 1, 560, 216 234,937 28, 498 205, 539 15 0
South Carolina 6, 892.676 1, 033, 901 1 , 069, 840 ..... . ... . .. 15 5
South Dakota I, 518, 034 227, 705 125,758 28 0
Tennessee 9, 093, 331 I, 364, 000 2,569, 626 28, 3
Texas 24, 662,653 3, 699, 391 5, 012,122 220, 525 21. 2
Utah 2, 457, 750 368, 663 830,052 33 8
Vermont 886,283 132,912 138, 459 28,245 18 8
Virginia 10, 311, 621 I, 546, 711 2, 017, 662 1 19.9
Washington 6, 213,164 931, 975 2, 633, 828 42 4
West Virginia 4,277,862 641, 679 653, 452

-231,
15 3

Wisconsin 7, 965, 778 1, 194, 867 1, 084, 918 912 16. 6
Wyoming 701,150 105,173 192, 467 7, 530 28 5
American Samoa 82, 760 12,114 15,160 1 8 3'
Guam 308, 980 46, 317 46, 347 . . .. ... . 15 0
Puerto Rico 6, 942, 371 1, 041, 356 I, 080, 740 . 15 6 it
Trust Territory 210, 281 31, 54,3 7, 252 24,197 14 9 9

Virgin Islands 130, 312
19443

19,547 15 0
*I6

Percent of allotment expended over the 2yeat period allowed by Tydings amendment
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UNEXPENDED ALLOTMENTS'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963, AS AMENDED

FiSCal year 1970 Fqcal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

Total

Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Louisiana
Maryland

Nebraska
South Dakota
Texas

Virginia
West Virginia
Trust Territory-

Virgin Islands

$532, 272 1644, 077 179, 524

(PS) 73
(H) 3, 837

(H) 82, 454

(H) 2, 304

... . , ......
(H) 331

(H) 15, 690
(D) 147, 810

(H) 90, 206
(11) 187, 754

(PS) 291
(H) 1, 522

(H) 23,748
(D) 89,594
(H) 54,728 _

(H) 128, 540 _

(f) 344,933

(PS) 85
(0) 2, 016

(14)433

- --

(H) 411
(14) 236

(H) 78, 157

(H) 470

(PS) 94
(D) 94
(H) 62

'Funds returned tOthFITS Treasury (H -Handicapped, D= Disadvantaged., PS Postsecondary setaside refunded in

lieu of penditure ) In every case where States expended less than the minimum percentage requirement the regional

offic n,ed and requested to assist States in taking corrective action.
..--

p.

3
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1 Acconiplishments fur etc h of the fin e categorieN 44 persons .Nett ed, sets' forth
In 4.0 Annual and Lung -Range Planning and Budgeting section of Part II of the
State Plan.

LEVEL Elementary
POPULATION SERVED General.
MISSION I To provide an introduction to the World of work to every student in the State of Michigan

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1 To continue the five curriculum development pilot projects a second

e

5 5 100
2 oairricrease the number of school districts utilizingcareer development

programs at the elementary level 49 45 .91.0

LEVEL'S dary.
POPUL ON SERVED: General
MI N it TO guarantee that no student enter mg high st,hool in the State of Michigan leaves without having the oppoi

, tunity to gain an entry-level salable skill regardless of his ultimate career objective

Objectives
Desired

outcomes Actual

Percent of
objectives

attained

1. To increase the number of facilities constructed for area vocational
technical centers in the State providing comprehensive occupational
education to Michigan residents in accordance with the area plan 28 27 96.4

2. To increase the number of school districts that are a part of a desig-
nated area center in accordance with the area plan 219. 209 95.4

3. To increase the number of students enrolled in secondary programs
in K -12, intermediate school districts, and community colleges 186,287 105, 970 99.0
(Consumer and homemaking 09 01) (66, 974) (71, 397) 106.6

4. 1 To increase the percentage of students enrolled in secondary occupa-
tional programs 28 5 28.5 100

5. TO increase the number of students completing secondary occupa-
tional education programs 62,500 68, 492 109.6

6. To increase the total number of chapters of turricularly-based .,.

occupational education youth organizations 600 - 542 89.1

7. To increase the number of students who are members of curricularly-
bas6d youth organiztaions 23, 221 19, 517 84.0

0. To increase the number of schools providing instruction in OE codes
0901 through 09.0109 360 365 101.4

9. To increase the number of students enrolled in consumer and home-
making programs 66,974 71, 397 106.6

10. To increase the Amber of schools having FHA chapters as a n integral
part of instructional program 250 221 80. 4

LEVEL: Secondary.
POPULATION SERVED. Ptsadvantaged,
MISSION II

To guarantee that no student entering high school in the State of Michigan leaves without having the opportunity to

gain an entry-level salable skill regardless of his ultimate career objective.

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1. To increase the number of 4-12 districts offering work study programs. 55 54 90.2

2 To increase the number of 4-12 districts offering cooperative education_ 60 30 63 3

3 To increase the number of disadvantaged students enrolled who re-
ceive special assistance tO enable them to succeed in regular programs
at the secondary level 9, 220 I 7, 276 92.2

4. To increase the number of disadvantaged students enrolled in special
programs 9,500 9,702 102.1

Priority in programing shifted to (1) integrating these students into regular programs and (2) increasing the number

^ of handicapped students served.

3i
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LEVEL' Secondary
POPULATION SERVED: Handicapped
MISSION 11.

To guarantee that no student entering high school in the State of Michigan leaves without having the opportunity to gain
an entry-level salable skill regardless of his ultimate career objective.

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1. To increase the number of handicapped students enrolled who receive
special assistance to enable them to succeed in regular programs at
the secondary !oval... . ... . . ...... . ..... . 450 1 3,435 763.3

2. To increase the number of handicapped students enrolled in special
programs 1,485 3, 622 243.9

Priority in programing sh.fted to LI), ntegiating these students into iegulai piogiams and (2) increasing the number
of handicapped students served

LEVEL: Postsecondary (community colleges and other Postsecondary institutions)
POPULATION SERVED- General
MISSION III To provide piogiams of adult continuing occupational education to all citizens of the State who need or

desire service. -

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1. To increase the number of students-enrolled in postsecondary mo-
tional education programs 43,655 57,800 132. 4

LEVEL: Postsecondary (community colleges and other postsecondary institutions).
POPULATION SERVED: Disadvantaged .
Mission III To piuvide piogiams 01 adult continuing occupational education to all citizens of the State who need of desii

service.

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1. To increase the number of community colleges offering work study
programs 5 3 60.0

2 To increase the number of disadvantaged students enrolled who re-
ceive special assistance to enable them to succeed in regular programs
in community colleges 1,200 1 1,320 110.0

3. To increase the number of disadvantaged students enrolled in special
programs_ 500 1 1,320 264. 0

I Pi oiogiaming shifted to LI) integrating these students into mutat pi ugiams and Li.) inueasing the numbei of
handicapped students served.

LEVEL. Postsecondary (community colleges and other postsecondary Institutions).
POPULATION SERVED Handicapped.
MISSION To provide piogiams of adult continuing occupational education to alr citizens of the State who need oi

desire service.

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1. To Increase the number ortandicapped students enrolled who receive
special assistance to enable them to succeed in regular programs in r
regular programs in community colleges 50 1 680 1, 360.00

2. To increase the number of handicpped students enroll ad in special
programs t 165 50 30. 3

Pimity in programing shifted to LI) integiating these students Into mule' pi ogiams and kz, incieasing the numb,'
of handicapped students served.

31.1
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LEVEL Adult
POPULATION SERVE General
MISSION III To provid progiams of adult continuing occupational education to all citizens of the State who need or

desire service

Objectives

Percent o f
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1 To increase the number of adults enrolled m preparatory education
programs _ 22,000 23,.659 107 5

2 To increase the number of adults enrolled in supplementary programs_ 86, 350 s 70, 152 81 2

LEVEL Adult
POPULATION SERVED Disadvantaged
MISSION Ill To pr ovide progiams of adult continuing occupational education to all citizens of the Statewho need oi desire

service

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

I. To increase the number of Persons receiving consumer and homemak-
mg instruction in schools with emphasis upon child development, con-
sumer education, and family relations 1,915 2, 346 122. 5

2. To increase the number of persons receiving consumer and homemak-
ing instruction in community colleges with emphasis upon child de
veropmen1, consumer education, and family relations 22, 000 2, 260 10.3

.LEVEL Adult.
POPULATION SERVED Multsgroup.
MISSION MultiAll three missions P.

Objectives

Percent of
Desired objectives

outcomes Actual attained

1 To increase the number of local educational agencies which utilize
general vocational-technical and occupational Advoory Committees... 1 418 405 96 9

2 To increase the number of area vocational educatibn centers utilizing
facilities beyond the nor mai schoolday. . 22 . .

3 To increase the number of area vocational education centers utilizing
facilities during the summer months. ... .. _ ., . . ....... .. 22 . _

4 To increase the number of sharedtime administrators responsible for
.... .

secondary occupational education programs on an area basis. .... 84 64 76.2

1 All funded programs

3 Iry
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Attachment VI' 4

FIFTH ANNUAL EVALUATION REPORTFISCAL YEAR 1974

State Advisory Council on Vocational and Technical Education
e

AC( 0 \IN ISII MEN I OF OBJECT!' ES- Aso)) year 1974

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY)

Objectives
Outcome 1974 outcome

sought achieved

General Introduction to vocations program
1 To increase the percent of students who enter a selected postsecondary course of

study after participation in this program
2 To increase 'Decent of high school students served through this program which

enable them to develop salable skills-as well as pr epare them for entry into the
next level of training . . ,

3 Maintain the percent of graduating students who are successfully employed full
time 461

Consumer and homemaking program (part F)
1 Increase the 9-12 enrollment of consumer and homemaking programs serving

youth
2 Maintain the foundation program in consumer and homemaking for 8th grade

students..
3 Increase the number of home projects completed by consumer and homemaking

70%

39%

74%

43%
(13, 210) (14, 700)

20% 19%
,

6, 839 4, 73

4, 664 5, 01

students to improve Mel home, school, and community 4,641 4,68
Handicapped Occupational skills program

1 To increase the percent of successfully employed graduates as of 6 months after
graduation 70% 72%

2. Increase the percent of identified handicapped youths served by this program... 38% 33%
(744) (650)

Disadvantaged Preindustrial preparation program
1 Increase percent of students gairung in math, science, and English on the CTBS

test
2 Increase percent of students who enter postsecondary schools.... . . ._ .
3 Increase number of students to be served through the program
4. Increase percent of students gainfully employed..

Work study program (part H)
1 Increase the number of secondary schools offering work study programs_ .
2 Increase the number of secondary vocational students enrolled in work-study

Consumer and homemaking program (part F)
1. Increase the 9-12 enrollment of consumer and homemaking programs serving

youth ............. ..... . .. .. ....' ......... . _ . . .
2 Maintain the foundation program in consumer and homemaking for the 8th grade

students .
3 Increase the number of home projects completed bytonsumer and homemaking

students to improve their home, school, and community

58i7
70

1, 355
20%

72%
72%

I, 466
20%

29 36
420 524

3, 685 4, 328

1, 570 I, 670

2, 500 2, 524

Objectives

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (ADULT)

General Hawiiiana and tourist industry training
1 Increase number of adults served through the program.. .......... .. ....
2 Increase the placement rate of unemployed enrollees in the program.. . .

3 Increase the rate of employed enrollees that upgrade employment after supple-
mentary training . .

- 4 Hurd special mini-sessions for members of professional organizations.. . .
Consumer and homemaking (part F)

1. Increase the number of consumer and homemaking programs serving adults
Disadvantaged Consumer and homemaking (part F)

1 Increase the number of consumer and homemaking programs serving adults in
economically depressed areas

- --
NOTE Part C and D projects at the secondary level are reviewed in appendix A

N

31

Outcome
sought

1974 outcome
achieved

--0,
350 326
80% 50%

5r, 48%
620

42 15

31 29
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE (POSTSECONDARY)

Objectives
Outcomes

sought
1974 o)icitnes

ac ed

General
1 Increase the number of students in vocational education programs . . 10, 178 1 7, 598

2 Improve the ratio of students to guidance counselor ... 433 I 687,'1
3 Increase the number of programs which permit students to enroll in kocational

education program at more frequent intervals. . . .. .. .. ..... ... . 16 3

4 Increase the number of programs which take-into consideration previous educ-
ation and work experiences and permit students to progress at their own rates. . 6 7

5 Increase the number of instructors who can provide effective career counseling 20 s 20

6 Increase the number of high school students served through the early admissions
program 1 138 1 271

7 Increase the percentage of students who leave the program with saleable skills . 6510 4' 711
8 Institute in-service career counseling and guidance programs for instructors to

acquire general knowledge and to develop referral procedures 5' 51,
9 Put into operation satellite learning centers to make vocational training available

to a wider segment of the population.. .. ._ . . . . . ... _ 150 180

Cooperative vocational education (part 6)
1 Increase the number of students enrolled in cooperative education 521 685

2 Increase the number of cooperative teacher coordinators.. . _ . 5 5 4 5
3 Increase the number of training stations in the cooperative education program 185 165

Disadvantaged

,.

1 Help students overcome deficiencies in reading, mathematics, and communication
skills , . . 2,042 1,934

2 Enroll disadvantaged students in cooperative prggrams. .. . .. . 49 i, 165

3 Encourage instructors to begin developing individualized instructional materials
to allow students to progress at their skin rates _ . ... ... . _ . '22 21

4 Increase the number of disadAntaged students in the college work-study program. 23 . 185

5 Provide opportunities for self-assessment in terms of feelings of personal worth,
.values, achievements, aptitudes and abilities, career options 'and life goals, pre-
paratory to the design of an educational program aimed at helping an individual
achieve his vocatiodal and life goals, , _ ... .... . . ... 40 15

Handicapped c .
I Increase the number of handicapped students sei veil in the cornm unity colleges__ 210 226

2 Increase the number of handicap ped students enrolled in cooperative programs 18 20

3. Increase the course completiod rate 28

1 Data represents fall 1973 enrollments only.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADULT PROGRAMS

Objectives
Outcome 1974 outcomes
.sought achieved

General
I. Increase the minter of persons enrollee) in adult education programs . .. 4, 654 7, 126

2 Increase vocational education program course offerings available for adults.. .... 334 279

ea
Note Part C and 0 projects at the postsecondary leyel are reviewed in appendip 8

Attachment VII
ACTUAL AND PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN S4EGTEU OCCUPATIONS AND ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Occupations
Employment Employment

OE code 19681 19801
Percent
change

VoCational
education

enrollment
1968

Vocational
education

enrollment
1972

Percent
change

Cosmetologists,.. . . (17 2602) 475, 000 685, 000 42 9 27, 137 48, 810 79 9

Practical nurses.... (7 0302) 320, 000 600, 000 87 5 62,134 82, 896 32 1

Cooks and chefs... . 670, 000 900, 000 33 2 19, 028 37, 459 96 9

Plumbing and pipelining. . (17 10137) 330, 000 475, 000 43.9 27, 821 37, 311 34 1

Bricklayers. (17 10(14) 200, 000 260, 000 30 0 18,928 29,992 58 5

Electricians... .... . .. (17 1002) 190, 000. 270, 000 42 1 33,894 60, 791 79 4

Stenographers and secretaies. . (14 0700) 2, 650, 000 3, 650, 000 36.8 . 529,226 550, 686 4 1

Dental hygienists . _ (07 0102) 16, 000 33, 500 109 4 1, 545 4, 754 20 7

(16 0301)
Forestry aids 6 0603) 13, 000 20, 000 57 3 2, 504

General merchandise (04.0800) 2, 800, 000 3, 460, 000 24 0 68,172 204, 681 20 0

Firelighters 17 2801) 180, 000 245, 000 34.0 116,192 159,301 37.1

y Occupational Manpower and Training Needs, U S Depaitment of Laboi, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1701

a
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.kt ttle/tIllellt VIII
VOCATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE ENROLLMENTS

Fiscal year
1969

643, 611

Fiscal year
1970

6, 374, 744

Fiscal year
19)1

7, 563, 029

Fiscal
1972

8 436,

year

412

Fiscal year
1973

8, 878, 458
Total enrollment (excluding consumer and

Jiomemaking).,. 5,

Agricultural production (work experience on farm) _
Health (clinical experiences)
Cooperative (work experience-business and Indus.

try)

645,
175,

237,

377
101

604

082

584,
198,

274,

757
044

500

557, 633
269, 546

353,461

564,
336,

431,

155
652

036

561,
421,

471,

868
075

830

Total work experience ... 1, 058, 1, 057 301 1, 180, 640 1, 331, 843 1, 454, 773

Dr. TERREL BELL. What then arc the principl4blems raised by
the GAO to which AA e hope to find solutions over the next few months
and years? What base we been doing to resolke those problems? And
what added initiatives db we propose to resolve them?

The first, and pet haps most important, problem raised is that
vocational education plogtalus ate nut St el I enough related to em-
ployment opportunities. Amu din,/ to the GAO, a better match be-,
tween vocational education and job offerings is related to a variety
of factors: full and realistic assessment of labor market demand;
work experience as an integral part of the curriculum; adequate
occupational guidance; and placement and followup of graduates.
We have attempted to address some of these problems by directing
nearly a fourth of the CommissiGlicr's discretionary moneys in the
last 2 years to guidance. placement and fullowup. However, we agree
with the GAO that vocational education programs are not yet de-
signed to make the rapid changes necessitated by shifting labor
market demand nor ale the\ adequately; in'touch with the markets
they serve. The program etfoit under our legislative proposals will
be aimed at solving some of these structural problems.

As a cautionary note, it 6110111d be mentioned that efforts to expand
the work expo ience component of vocational education suffers less
from problems that can be clued by legislation than from a variety
of State and local rules regarding teachers. unions, safety and health
over which the Federal Government has little control. In this sense,
Mr. Chairman, the Federal program Juts less capacity to make voca-
tional education more releN ant to market demands than perhaps the
GAO renort Yes Vrtilt. under the legislation which we
are developing, innoNative and development projects which address
these barriers between A ()rational education and work will be sup-
ported.

Although we will make A ocational education as responsive as pos-
sible t, the labor market. it wou1,1 1,, erroneous to judge the success
of all vocational education by this criterion alone, as the GAO re-
port does. We feel 't ocational education programs should be per-
ceived as an integral putt of the educational SNstem of this country.'
As part of educational sstent as opposed to a trainee system,
vocational education is responsible fur nssisting in increasing and
improving basic cognitise skills. heightening career, awareness. im-
proving the understanding of a Nariety of work environments and.
in many instances. actually motis atIng ,,t talents to remain in school
't the secondary or postsecondary lest,' as well as providing specific
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occupational skill,. It 1, also of ei looked that vocational education
plans an important pait in aug-nielltIll,,r general education skills. Such

---skii--r-i--p(((, -1----tirtt--as-t-ttog -akAt i alt.---on-Ls_pro4idesthi.--
student with motivation that ,lie or she might not otherwise have.
but frequently pros ides a student ssith the first truly practical appli-
cation (If an other ise Asti in t educational principle.

Unforturiatel.s. the GAO report oseilooks this point and implies
that there are only two ci act in for measuritng success in'the voca-
tional education progi am. naniel the ratio of program completions
to enrollments and the ciliplo,s 'tient tate of araduates. We would not
argue that these criteria ale unimportant. but merely would point
out that the GAO report seems to lose sight of very important addi-
tional aspects of vocational education.

Even using GAOs criteria. socational education is more success-
ful than the impression GAO gives. Its attempts to show that there
is both a low ratio of completion, to enrollments and that students
may not be emplu:sed in the fields fur ssIlich they were trained repre-
sents a faulty anal.s'sis o the data as we see it.

Comparison of compl( 'on, to enrollments is valid only if a class
of students enrolled in a swational education program is followed
over time and then a count of those who completed the course is
taken in comparison with the number starting. At present. that type
of data is not as-ailaide. Consequently. GAO simply compared the
number of completions in fiscal .sear 1972 with the total number of
individuals enrolled. both part time and full time. in all vocational
education classes. Of coutsc. mans of these §tudents were ,in their
first year or second year of a vocational education program and not
es-en eligible for completion. This teelinhow. w, .,uggest. gin es a mis-
leadingly bleak picture of the probability of completing a vocational
education sequence. In addition. our reports for fiscal year 1973
shows that J7.0 percent of those completing programs were available
for employment with the. remainder not available due to further
schooling. or due to Navin, entered the armed services or for other
reasons. Of those mailable for employment. 90.9 percent were ern-,
ployed. 06.4 percent being employed full-time in the field for which
they were trained or in a related field closely related to that area
for which trained.

The second problem raised is the adequacy of national. State. and
local planning. Arnow, the sex en States the GAO surveyed, it found
lacking the necessary planning efforts to insure efficient and ilitended
use of Federal funds. The 1)111111111w process in vocational education
ran be improved in many State,. The Federal Government. we be-
lieve. can make several contributions in this area including:

(1) More discretion in the development of State formula grant
program plans and more explicit focus on priorities under the re-
se a rch. innovation. and demonstiation grants: (2) better State plan
formats which lead State, to ;isle questions about needs and priorities:
and (3) data requirements that will generate information on rela-
tive needs and make explicit what decisions States and localities
have made in regard to servino. these needs.

We will soon ilropoo lefrKlation which will help States to make
better choices about the allocation of Federal funds.

However. Federal leir slo(;on cannot he the sole means to accom-
plish better State and local planning. Such planning will require
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considerable effort on behalf of the States to bring together man-
power training actnities, public and ate employers. and educa-
tion agenc iest he ms,(1 fra_gmott,(1 L 14ve,1.- ipt-State---
capacity to perform these functions, we have been funding, since
1968, State and local projects to improxe plaiuiiug and needs assess-,
meat. In 1974..for instance. ,Ne coneentiated o' er $2 million out of
part C funds on 21 pi oje(ts designed to improe comprehensive.
statewide needs assessment. We ale encouraged that ozmpreliensive
State planning and needs tissessnient is now one of the top priorities
of the American Vocational Association.

The third problem raised is an apparent low priority in the allo-
cation of State funds to set Vt',. per,ons with special needs. Approxi-
mately 7 percent of State and local vocational education moneys are
spent on special needs students compared with 2.7 percent of Fed-
eral funds under part B alone.

The inadequacy of the total vocational education effort for stu-
dents with special needs has been an ongoing problem that the GAO
report serves to reemphasize. although we feel that the GAO did not
utilize data which conveys the' complexity of the problem or possible
solutions.

New programs such as those for the disadvantaged and the handi-
capped are difficult ttCfund at the State and local level in part be-
cause of the high operational and startup cosWinvolved. It should
also be -recognized that It, most States. the ,bulk of the support for
these students is contributed by the localities; that many of, these
localities" face special funding problems because of the high concen-
trations of such students.

It was for precisely this I eason that the 1968 Vocational Education
Amendments identified these areas for special Federal funding
emphasis. Enrollment data show that the States have made a signifi-
cant effort to extend vocational education programs to spetial-needs
students. Between 1969 and 1973. special-needs enrollment increased
at a far greater rate than total vocational education enrollinertt-
1.200 percent compared with 50 perCent.

Nevertheless, we realize(' thfq a large number of unmet needs still
exist. The legislation we ill be proposing will give high priority
for Federal assistance to projects targeted especially on this area.
This emphasis will provide an incentive for States to incorporate
techniques for' serving these special needs group into their basic
programs. We are planning in fiscal year 11)75 to fund about 20
projects totaling $2 million to help States improve the quality of
teachers and other educational personnel for the disadvantaged and
for the handicapped. This .should complement our effort last year
to focus $800,000 on improving the quality of programmatic offer-
inm, for special needs students.

r'A fourth problem raised is ti andesirably large *portion of
Federal funds going to support State administrative costs. The GAO
found in the seven States survmed that a large proportion of Fed-
eral funds were retained at the State level and evidence that the
portion retained was increasing mei' the years on a national basis.

Our experience shows that. over time. States are relying less on
Federal funds for administratle costs. Our analysis of the data
from fiscal year 1971 tht °ugh fiscal r 1973 indicates that the

3
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expenditure of part B fund-, telati'e to the States total expenditures
for ancillary services. has act ualIy been decreaAing. MoreoNer, the
variety of technical assistance activities. included in OE data under
the rubric of ancillary sen is gi eatly overstates the percentage of
Federal funds used fur pink* administrative activities. In fact.
ancillary services include such acti'ttws as evaluation, teacher edu-
cation. research and demonstration. and .curriculum development.
Unfortunately, data un the ptoportit,n of the total ancillary services
pie expended for purcl administrative activities has not been col-
lected on a regular basas, IniproNement of reporting requirements in
this area is obviously a must in the future.

.1s part of that effort. we halve completed a survey. since the GAO
report was issued. of State expenAiture profiles which )ields, among
other thinks, additional infoeination on the use of part B funds for
State administration. We uould be pleased to offer this survey for
the record.

' [Information referredto follows:]

DATA FROM. THE FIVE-ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE

Recent 'data obtained by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
for FY 1973 indicates that most States used from 2 to SO percent of their
Part B allotment to maitilatn existing programs National13, 40 percent of the
,'art B funds vsere used to maintain existing ,program while 40 percent wAl

used to improve existing prughuos or begin new ones Additionally, most
States expended between 20 to 59% of their Part B allotments for improving
or extending existing programs or shirting new ones.

Qf the Part B funds, Skates used on an average 7 2 percent for State level
administration Tho range of percentages of Part B funds used for State level
admInistration.was 0 to 22 percent.

The range of all State level administration costs which were covered by
Federal -funds was 1 percent to 100 percent. However, most Statd fell in
the range of 0 to 9 percent.

Il

Survey of Selected ExpenditdresPart B t.

YEA 1968 for fiscal year 1973

Maintenance National Average=40.6 percent
6 States ranged from 0 to 19 percent

32-States ranged florn 20' to 59 percent
12 States ranged from 60 to 89 percent

Improve/Extend or start new prograins=40.0 percent
15 States ranged from 0 to 19 percent
28 States ranged from 20 to .59 percent
- 7 St..tes ranged from 60 to 79 percent

Improve/Extend=16.3 percent
29 States ranged from 0 to;19 percent
18 States ranged from 20 to 39 percent
3 States ranged from 40 to 59 percent

Establish/Develop New Programs=23.7 percent
31 States ranged from 0 to 19. percent
8 States ranged from 20 to 39 percent

11 Stank, ranged from.40 to 59 percent
Part 13, State Level Administration=7 2 percent

27 States ranged from 0 to 9 percent
21 States ranged from 10 to 19 percent 40

2 States ranged from 20 to 29 percent (Alaska-22 percent, New Hamp-
shire-21 percent)

FAural percentage of all State level, administration cost, = 12 2 percent
23 States ranged from 0 to 9 percent
17 States ranged from 10 to 19 percent
10'States ranged from 20 to 100 percent

3 1 (,)
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FISCAL YEAR 73 PART Et VEA SELECT EXPENDITURE vPROFILES BY STATE

State

(2)1 (3)' (4)' (5)4 (6)' (7)

Percent State
Part Et Administration

Main. Improve' Develop adminss- Other Total part Et which is
tenance extend establish nation ancillary allotments Federal

(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (thousands) (percent)

Alabama. 74 10 6 10 0 $7, 872 1

Alaska 59 14 5 22 0 505 74
Arizona 51 25 7 12 5 3, 691 78 ,
Arkansas 89 0 .5 8 2.5 4,204 9
California 51 25 11 9 4 N, 059 100
Colorado 16 30 33 12 9 4, 533 11

Connecticut 28 3 12 11 12 4,279 8
Delaware 12 2 36 16 15 898 54
District of Columbia_..... 46 1 17 18 1, 164 35
Florida 4 2 41 12 16 12, 624 95
Georgia 64 4 10 19 10, 257 9
Hawaii 53 21 6 11 1,345 4
Idaho... .. ...... _ .._ 68 9 2 12 1,632 15
Illinois , k b 71 3 5 12 16,954 10
Indiana 71 1 12 4 3 9,917 1

Iowa 17. .3 9 14 5,435 .9
Kansas t 60 2 19 4,342 52
Kentucky._ .. _ .. ...., . 55 4 10 22 7,396 9

f-Louisiana. 42 40 2 3 13 p9, 634 14
Maine ..... .... 59 0 16 10 15 2 111 8

Maryland. 57 3 5 5 30 6, 665 ..' 52
Massachusetts. Ja 2 6 55 8 29 9,300 8

Michigan 21 25 43 6 5 15, 727 5

Minnesota_ ......... . 14 15 55 2 14 8,259 2

Mississippi 47 . 4 44 5 0 5,169 4

Missouri 65 14 16 5 0 8, 8E5 0
Montana 20 27 14 16 23 1, 510 64
Nebraska 40 26 30 0 4 2,879 .1
Nevada 40 25 17 11 7 726 50
New Hampshire 37 15 13 21 14 1,431 17
New Jersey 24 2. 53 11 10 10,308 9
New Mexico 75 . 2 10 8 5 2,375 5

New York......... 20 42 24 7 7 25,558 7

North Carolina 25 25 49 0 1 12,167 .6
North Dakota 54 14 12 11 9 1,444 9

Ohio 33 9 46 5 7 21,835 4

Oklahoma 51 14 8 11 16 5, 535 16
Oregon 33 29 16 7 15 4,108 8

Pennsylvania / 18 40 13 9 20 21,237 17
Rhode Island_ 28 21 ' 37 14 0 1,765 8
South Carolina 77 .5 2 .5 20 6,436 .8
South Dakota 64 8 2 5 21 1, 516 _ .......... . ......
Tennessee 46 9 8 9 28 8,913 9

Texas w 22 14 51 11 . 2 23, 717 100
Utah 52 20 20 8 0 2, 601 v . 6
Vermont ,. 84 1 1 14 0 947 12
Virginia 43 7 47 0 3 9, 667 2.4
Washington 33 26 7 18 16 , 6, 217 63
West Virginia 44 7 45

.3
1 3,932 5

Wisconsin 33 25 18 12 12 8, 689 10
Wyoming.... ...... . _. 48 10 23 19 0 691 11

Puerto Rico 30 22 13 10 25 6,480 5
Virgin Islands 82 0 0 6 12 0 12

No datz v-3zr, gaiiiuied for the following outlying areas American Samoa, Guam, Trust Territory.
'National averages total (percent).

Maintenanc , .40 6
Improve/Extend =16 3
Establish/Develop .23 7
Pt. Et Administration. 7.2,
Other Ancillary .12.2

100.0

Peicentage of fiscal year 1973 pail B Fade's' funds incumbeied or expended to maintain and opeiate existing in
structural programs (OE coded) that were approved prior to July 1, 1972.

Percentage of fiscal yew I973 pail Et Federal limns incumbei ed w expended to extend and improve existing piogiams
approved prior to July I, 1972

Percentage Of fiscal year 1973 pail Et Federal funds incurnbmc:: eXybAgd develop, establish, and operate new
programs approved after June 30, 1972

4 Percentage of fiscal year 1973 part Et Feuelai 'units encumbered for State level administration
Percentage or fiscal yea, 1973 pail B Federal funds incumbeied vi expanded lot local adminishation, teaches ti arning,

guidance and counseling and other appropriate ancillary services and activities
Pementaae of fiscal yew 1973 allotments horn the vocational Ldociiion Amendments of 1961 iikumbined xi expended

Ice Slats level administration for all parts of the VEA of 1968.

31.E

-
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INDIRECT COST RATES BY STATE AND AMOUNTS ASSESSED,

Rate Assessment

Total..... .
1 Alabama
2 Alaska
3 Arizona._
4 Arkansas. .
5 Califorma
6 Colorado.... .
7 Connecticut.. .

8 Delaware.
9 District of Columbia....

10 Florida .. . .
II Georgia
12 Hawaii._
13 Idaho
14. Illinois.
15 Indiana
16 Iowa..
17 Kansas.
III Kentucky'
19 Louisiana... -
20 Maine__
21 Maryland_ .
22 Massachusetts..._ .
23 Michigan_
24 Minnesota _

25 Mississippi_
26 misemg,...
27 Montana....
28 Nebraska...
29 Nevada ...
30. New Hampshire. .
31 New Jersey._ ....-
32 New Mexico......
33 Nev. York .

34 North Carolina....
35 . North Dakota
36 Ohio'
37 Oklahoma . . .........
38 Oregon. ...
39 Pennsylvania
40 Rhode Island
41 South Carolina_ ...
42 South Dakota
43 Tennessee..
44 Texas'.
45
46 Vermont .
47 Virginia....
48 Washington -
49 West Virginia -. --
50 Wisconsin .
51 Wyoming_
52 Guam. .

53 Puerto Rico. -
54 Virgin Islands.

,

43 6 191, 841
7

189 _

18 78
3;82:21798528

NA .. _ .
4 3 .

18 2
27 2

13tNN444

5

NRE
14 5

21:12!

... .
.

32 9 30,
NRE

103

12 7 29, 596
5

NA ........
5

35 4
17 5
34 4

8
6,005

32 2 I 89595
NA
3 3

.
828

NRE
NRE

NA
.

12 9 .....
NA
8 9 ....... .
NA

NRE . .

1235 .....
70, 815

20 3 .....
NRE
17 1
NRE

!3 6- 8- , 8. 7-

7 5
. ......

32 2
23 4

15 1
31 4
NRE
NRE
NRE
NRE

.92, 114, 080

Note 48 States and tiiiti.iiies I epotting, 14 had no iatc. established ORE), 22 rated States paid no assessment, 12
I aced Males paid assessments, 4 i.ted States paid less than $10,000, lowest assessment paid $829, highest assessment
paid 9683.187 e .

1.

I Seven States surveyed by GAO '
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM 0:t113, No 51S74064

t Nith t of ted LNpenditures Under the Vocational Education Amendments
0/.1968)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Information supplied in response to these five items should lie based on finan-
cial records kept Iii st,,t, to tie( wit and report Federal Vocational Education
allotments Iu,toluputtug percentimes, iletednine the Port B Federal funds iti-
xtinilired or expended in Fiscal Year 1073 or cai tied ard to Fiscal Year 1071
tinder the Tydings Amendment.

A program in the context of this surses mean,. two itiili:itiu iit,x, OE coded
instructional program.. Fur purposes of this :Liar\ e3. an existing program means
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that the appropriate Stale Agency or State Official had approved the program
for operation by official action before July 1, 1972.

INSTRECTIO'S FOR EACH ITEM

No 1Determine the percentage of the total Fiscal Year 1913 Part 11 Federal
;ill", at ion rt.) ei k t'll 1,l ilIt' :".`t,itt` 11111111 IN as lill timbered ui expended for l ()attuning
ON i.t ing pi ()grams. (as defined above)

No 2In determining the percentage, include all finals incumbered or expended
ti extend or improve progi anis in existence prior to Jul} 1. 1972 1),, such means
as adding training stations, program moditnations, remodeling facilities, in-
stalling lieu or additional equipment, i Replacement or repairs to existing equip-
ment or facilities is not considered as imp rot valeta or extension of progranim
initiating the first use of teaching aides, installing all lieu inst ructiona I materials,
for installing a new curriculum, or emplo;t ing suNI1PIllentao insii uctiotial or
guidance personnel for the program. Inciude the total Part B cost ut operating

ticli programs, not only the cost of extending sir improving them'
N,', 3In determining the percentage for this item. include all FY 11173 Part B

Federal funds incumbered or expended fur developing, installing, and operating

.54
n u Part B programs which wereere approved after June '10, 1972 When new pro-
grams I )placed prligranis in existeme prior to Jur.% 1, 1 ;count as new programs
all such replacements oil} when their occupational id, 'dives were Sitpuficantly
chan.;(al 'Those for w Inch objectives w ere only modified, should use included in
No 2 under extending and impro Mg programs Program approt als after
June 30, 1172 e, hell imunibered or expended funds for construction and initial
equipment purposes should be incluned in this item.

Ni' I In determining the percentage incurred or expended for State level
administration, note that administration is a purpose fur w hich 'Federal funds
are authorized tinder a minim services and at tit ities State level administration
is not distinguishable in other Federal reports from other purposes such as
tea( her training and supervision , local administrat ion evaluation special
demonstration and experimentation , do ehipment of nn strut Initial materials. etc.
In determining the actual percentage of Federal Pall B funds incumbered or
exis'llatql for a dmi Mg ration. include only State level adimmstratnal cilst s. Include
w here applicable, oernial us erhead such as salaries. travel, and office space of
State \ ia ational rducation on lid, and the amount paid to other State agencies
1 such as budget and personnel offices). i for sere lies pro Med to the State Yuen-
t I alai. Education rig( lo .) and included as an indirect tog -

\- 7'J-1)0-ermine the percentage of all State level Vin'ational Education adnun-
ist late in costs w his h are cut erect to Federal 'nods ;.T.03. tiled under all parts of the
Von .iteinal Ethic:thou Anienthnents of 1110s. Use the same definition for adnums-
tr,a I. ot and the relevant instructions in No 4 above Phis item differs front No. 4

it t in that No 4 concerns itself w ith that percentage of the Part li Federal funds
hicuilibert (1 or expended for State let el administration w here Ni, 5 asks the
pui coil agt ,,,f the total co.ts of the State for State level administration of the'
VEA of Flees i Include in Ni, 5 all funds used fur State level ailimnistration from
a// sour( es. laclialing those attributable and paid to other agent its 1)3 application
of the I) HEW approved indirect cost rate) covered by Federal allotments
received by the State for this same Act.

SPO Ex:in:plc Below

trM it Ni 51S74064 Expires January 31, 1975

Etta 1 it 5' i ECTED EXPENDITURES UNDER EIIE V0( ATION EDI-CA fIuN
.1 MENDNIEN TS OF 1905, PART B 1'`I:,:); Ds

mrt-1) S FATES OFFICE OF EDU( AT ION
BUREAU OF °CCU!' Nos D AIL LT EDI C A I ION

Fiscal Year 1973

State Person Completing Report Telephone No,
I Before cianputing percentage's. please etaisult instrui tows fur each item i

1 Perectitage of FY 1973 Part It Federal funds incumbered or ex-
pended to maintain and operate tAi,ting instructional programs it (1: coiled .1 that
were approv ed prior to .July 1, 1972.
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2 ________Percentage of FY 1973 Parr B Federal funds ineundoered or ex-
pended to extend and unprot t existing pri''v,rinis approsed prior to Jul} 1, 1972,

3 ________Percentage of Fl 1973 Part B Federal funds incumbered or ex-
:Vended to tie r1op, e8ta1ilA and optrnk new tuubIatus apps

1972
Percentage of Fl 1973 Part B Federal funds incumbered or ex-

pended for State level admiphtra tool
5 In providing State level administration for all parts of the Voca-

tional Education Amendments of 1965. %%hat percentage of such costs xx ere
cosered by the FY 1973 Federal allotments for all parts of the VEA of 196S.

For purposes of verifying each response, please indicate the total FY 1973
Part B Federal dollar amount used in computing the percentages for items 1
thronahrl above. but do not include the Part B amounts %% loch supported excluded
activate, and services noted in the General Instructions. $

Tin. space for use by Regional OE officials,
EXAMPLE:

Indirect Cost Rate
Total amount flit. State Vocational Education Agency Alas required

to for indirect costs. t Please explain if computing the indirect cost rate
iinvaint %%mild produce a figure different than the amount actually assessed Also
indicate :ton iP paj meat was not required of the State Vocational Education
Agency

Dr. TLIIREL BELL. One of the preliminary result of that survey
seem pertinent to this discussion. Our data indicate that the per-
centage of part B funds for State level administrative activities
within the Srates asrages 7.2 percent. on a national basis. These
figures show how difficult it is to generalize about administrative
costs from a surve\ of a less States as the GAO did. Clearly, the
States the GAO looked at were not representative.

Yet, if 'there are abuses in a few States, there may well be a need
to review the availabiht2, of Federal funds in those States.

A fifth problem culicel Its the use of Federal funds for construction.
The report states that Federal funds have not been used for the
catalytic purposes for «loch Congress intended. It goes on to criti-
cize vocational educators fur building too many facilities. We do not
understand how the GAO could airive at that conclusion. As a
matter of fact, the construction of new facilities represents an out-
standing example of catalt tic usage of Federal funds. Since 1965,
the number of area schools has increased from 460 to over 2,000. That
represents, at a minimum, an estimated atitlitiOnal 900.000 training
stats. Those training stations, for the most part, represent im-

proved programs using updated equipment.
However, the really critical issue, as we endeavor to improve the

use of Federal funds in the ticat1Onal education field is not the ex-
tent of federally suflnuted constluetion, but whether the projects to
be supported in fact yjeld iniprolcd techniqUes and mechanisms
...hich can be used in State programs. Therefore. in this context, we
have no objection to and. in fact, we fto or close examination of pro-
posed construction before it occurs in order to insure the most effi-
cient use of Federal funds.

Finally, the GAO concludes that Federal funds are used too much
as basic support for traditional ongoing activities. GAO found that
vocational education funds gem ail: have Liar distributed for
projects identified as must successful in achieving a catalytic effect ;
that in many instances, Federal funds have simply been used to
underwrite existing local actit ities year after year.

52- 945 0-75vol 1-21
3,z Moo
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A greater differentiation dues need to be made between the role of
Federal and non Federal funds m ocational education. 'Vocational
educators should take better ad% antage of the availabilit-vof Federal
funds to do the following:

(1) Provide risk capital to widen\ lie development of truly new
techniques and approaches.

(2) Support deNelopineut of act IN ICU's with considerable economies
of scale such as adequate inanpowei forecasting. needs assessment,
and national cool dination bet m een manpower and educational pro-
grams: and

(3) Support new pi ugi am developments which would help meet
special needs, such as those of handicapped and di.;advantaged stu-
dents.

I3ecause we feel Federal funds ha% e the greatest chance to achieve
the catalytic goals set out ill the 1968 amendments, and reiterated by
GAO, if they are concentrated (»i activities similar to those men-
tioned above, our logislatke proposal will include a shift of Federal
funds to such areas.

Our substantial agreement with GAO's conclusion does not, how-
ever, impl full agreigoellf u itli some of the GAO findin4s that led
to these conclusions. In pirtivular, GAO cited statistics showing
Federal expenditures fun ,o,ational education increasing four times
faster than enrollments betmeen fiscal ear 1964 and 1073alleged
proof that Federal funds haen't been catalytic. Yet enrollment is a
poor measure othe effect of Federal funds taking no account of
changes in program qualit, yarict3, or changes in real costs over
time.

f couge. the GAO report raises many other issues we do not
h.Nse time -to discuss here today. We are gratified that GAO has
ge rcrated considerable public interest in all these issues.

ITopefully, discussions such as we are having this afternoon will
ultimately lead to better Vocational educntien legislation. To the
extent that GAO raises issues we can respond to administratively,
we have begun to do so. Mr. Chairman.

The outline of our proposed response to GAO's 21 recommenda-
tions has already been tiansinitted to the House Committee on Gov-
ernment Operations. T Noe copii.,s of that document. Mr. Chairman,
which yon may wish to make a part of the formal record.

Chairman PLaKt\s. Without objection, it will be made a part of
the formal record.

[The material follows:]
k f,,N \I I ,,ARY TO IMP' FfFNT TIFF DFPUIT N1 OF tIrAl TII. EOre TION.

AND \\I I.FARY COMNIFN TS PERTAININU 10 GAO REcommENDATIoNs

GAO Recommendation., to the Secretary, HEW
HEW should.Identif3 and accumulate data about ,,trategies for providing

vocational edneation that are catalytic and offer the greatest payoff. and re-
view the use of Federal funds to assure that the3 serve the catalytic role
Intended by Congress.
Department comment

We concur with the recommendation that additional data on vocational Vatt-
eath-01 Ire needed An improied ilat.i base for decision-making is one major
outcome expected from Office of Education research contracts "Administration

326
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of vocational education at the State les el" is a high priority area for research
in fiscal year 1975 under Part C of the Act and proposals are being solicited
which will design, develop and field test a comprehinsise edutatIonal manage-
ment and information system. Additionally, we wilt develil procedures for
identify tug, accumulating, tml disseminating information about strategies which
pros Me %ocational education programs that are cattily tie and offer the great-
est pay-off. We assume greatest Payoff 4ieaus roust cost effective.

We believe our procedures do give a->surance that Federal funds are indeed
used as a catalyst as well as for all of the other put poses authorized in the
Act We believe thae cattily tic effect is demonstrated by such things as signifi-
cant increases in enrollment, the increased number of area ocational schools
constructed in the law few years and the subsequent tripling of new training
stations, the addition of programs in ilew and emerging occupations, the
number of disadvantaged and handicapped students being served, and the
continued State and local matching funds far in excess of those required by
law. Consequently, we do nut concur with the last part of this recommenda-
tion because we do nut agree with the assumption that funds are not now
being used as Catalytic.
Implementation

1. A total of 50 research proposals were received In response to the priority
area in "Administration of Vocational Education at the State Level" under
Part C of the Act. Review panels met during the week of January 13. 1975
to review and evaluate applications. Projects approvtd tit ill be announced upon
completion of negotiations.

Research proposals approved will be announced by June 30, 1975
Projects completed and results disseminated by June 30, 1977
NOTE.Refer to Page 17 for Abbreviations used in this report.
2, The Director of DVTE will designate a Task Force to kl.ielop procedures

for identify ing, accumulating. and disseminating information abutft strategies
which provide vocational education programs that are catalytic and offer the
greatest pay-off.

Task Fcrcc should be appointed by Division Director and start to work by
March 15, 1975.

Completion date, July 1, 1975.
a. A Special BOAE survey is now underway to determine the percentage of

funds expended to maintain, improve and develop new programs and the
expenditure of funds for administration in States and Teiritories

Work completed and disseminated by March 1, 1975.
4. The Administration's legislative proposal for vocational education is now

being developed and will include provisions for improved State planning and
administration and the securing and use of valid data.

Administration's proposal to be introduced in the Senate and House during
this Session of Congress.
GAO-Accommendations to the Secretary, HEW

HE*. should Develop with States an improved approach to planning which

will betttlr meet State needs as well as provide informatkn necessary to
adequately, monitor and evaluate Federal program expeneures'
Department comments

We concur with this recommendation. Vocational Education legislation soon
to be introduced. emphasizes the continued need for improved long-range plan-
ning.

Implementation
Administration's vocational..education legislative proposal should be intro-

duced in the Senate and House during this Session of Congress

GAO RecommendatIons to the Secretary, HEW
HEW should Expand management evaluations to State and local vocational

education programs supported by Federal funds
Department comment

We concur with this recommendation The law places responsibility for
evaluiftion of programs on the National Advisory Council for Vocational Edu--

3 2 .1
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cation, the State Advisor) Councils. and State Boards f(a. Vocational Educa-
tion. Reports of thesis to intuitions are a matter of public record The (Bice
of Education conducts impact evaluation studies on a regular basis for report-
'ng-piosiain status to ( ongffs's. ,51e t ill at tempt to expand inanagewent evalua-
tion at the State and local levels.
Implementation

The DivIsion will participate with Regional ifilees in a mininnun of 6
management eva'nations at the State and local leN this of programs. of voca-
tional technical education during FY 1975.

Completion.date. June 30, 1975.
GAO Recommendation:1 to the Secretary, HEW

HEW should.Expand its efforts' to enforce the requirement that 'all localand State education agencies in planning vocational programs. identif3 theneeds of public and private business. Industry, labor and students, and thatthose needs by considered the prim ar3 bask for decision-making about pro-
vision of vocational services supported by- the VEA.
Department Comment

We concur` with this recommendation that data are needed for planningvocational education programs The resent review and approval procedurefor the State Vocational Educational p in attempts to assure that the plan-
ning needs identified in tine recommendations are being met Local plans andapplications required 1p States contain similar requirements. In regularly
scheduled meetings and workshops throughout the 3 ear we will continue toassist the States in strengthening and improving comprehensive State andlocal planning In aildition we are currently monitoring 21 projects in 19States that mere developed in response to a 1974 research priority entitled
"Manpower Information and Systems for Education."
Implementation

1 The- Division will monitor and disseminate results of the 21 projects in
19 States pertaining to "Manpower 'Information Systems for Education" toRegions and Stattts.

2 State and local planning will be a topic for emphasis in all scheduled
meetings and workshops during the year.

Completion date. June 30, 1975.
:Management and information conference for all States in Region IV, At-

lanta, ,held January 14.15, 1975.
GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW

HEW shouldExpand its efforts to have State and local education agencies ,establish working partnerships among all institutions providing oceupational
training at all levelssecondary, postsecondary, adult.
Department comment

We concur with this recommendation Many States have commission-s-to
coordinate public and private agencies at all leNels and represent variatis
interest groups and institutions. The activities of State Ailvisor Councils
for Vocational Education complement such and assist local ad-,
visory councils in promoting suet; working partnerships We will encourage
State agencies to assist local education agencies in deielorsing working part-
nerships among local institutions. l
Implementation '

I Vocational Division 1)1 rust or will appoint a task force representing Head-
quarters and Regional 'tildes to des viol; strategies for use 1p State and local
education agencies in developing working partnerships between institutions
providing occupational training. ,

Strategies completed and disseminated June 30. 1975.
2 Include this Item for dim ussoln at all conferences and workshops involv-

ing State and local administrators; of Vocational Education.
Include as a topic on State Directors of Vopational Education Conference

AgendaNifty 1, 1975.
Include as a topic on all Regional workshops for administrators of Vona- .

tional Education held in FY 1975.

)
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GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW
HEW shouldIncrease its efforts in the de\ elopnient of vocational infor-

mation systems that wan pimide emoparaltle data, and continuously review
utilization of that data to improve vocational programs.
Department comment

We concur with this reomimendation The vatattunal education information
sbtelit for collecting statistical information tot % ales lot annual reporting of
comparable data 0 all States and is eimstanth antler rev iew and IllUditication
Leadership fur inzprmed repot ping w ill Le proialed dining the fiscal )ear
through 10 regional training sessions tor regional and State personnel respon-
sible for reporting. We w ish also to call attention to an Office of Education
funded projeet entitled. The Doelupuient of a Bash Vot atitmal Education
Information system In addition, it priority area ficr research in fiscal year
1975 ander Part C of the Act entitled. 'Administration of Vocational Education
at the State Level" will also address this recommendation
Implementation

1 Ten Regional conferences will be scheduled for Regional and State per-
sonnel responsible fur reporting. All vonferences w ill lie held during FY 1975.

2. Finding, of the North Carolina Research Center Stud)I -Development
of a Minimal Information Sy steal to Satisfy the Needs of Selected User
Groups' will be disseminated to all Regions. States. and other appropriate
users of occupational data.

Completed by March 1, 1979.
3 Division of Vocational and Technical Education will continue monthly

meetings with DOL/BLS to provide information and expand manpower sup-
ply and demand within all States and se'ected labor market areas.

All States participating by December 31, 1979.
GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW

HEIN' should. Clarify the roles of various organizational entities within
HEW involved in occupational training and implement :moue ineelianism by
which these jurisdictions can engage to coordinated, comprehensive planning
Department Comment

We concur with- the recianinendution and will institute an intradepartmental
coordinating council on Occupational Education which will meet monthly to
discuss mutual interests. It will be presided over by the Assistant Secretary
for Education.
Implementation

An Inter - Departmental Coordinating Council on Occupational Education will
be appointed by the Secretor) and will meet niontlil) The Council will be
presided over by the Assistant Secretary for Education

Council will be appointed by April 1, 1975.
GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW

HEW should Analyze actual State practices in distribution of Federal
funds to determine consistency with the law's criteria
Department comment

State expenditure procedures as pros idea to the State Plan are reviewed
for assurance that Federal funds it re to lw distributed in accordance with
the crilerm 111 the law Regional program officers will continuo to review'
State practices in cart.) mg out these procedures II) &termitic their effective-.
tress to actual!( ilooting the vary ing needs Of local education agencies We will
establish prtajedures to coordinate this eflort with till' HEW Audit Agency.

Implementation
1 The Deputy l'onanissioner for Occupational awl Adult Education will in-

form all BOAE Regional Directors to re%iew State practices in the distribution
of Fedor/dram's as indicated in the State plans

Deputy Cutuoussioner will send memorandum to all Regional Directors by

March 1, 1975.

, .
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2 Division Director is ill schtqlule quarterly meetings with representatives of
HEW Audit Agency to dist ups all art-as of'fund distribution.

, Schedule a minimum of four meetings in each fiscal year.-
----649Reeommendations to the .S'ecretaty, IIETV

HEW should Improve technical assistance to States to help them in identi-
fying developing, and applying appropriate data w Inch will adequately con-
sider each criteria in the law.
Department comment

We concur with this recommendation. We will expand the guidance wehave already extended to the States in relation to criteria for the dis-
advantaged and handicapped. Insofar as staff resoureg permit, we will-work
with the Regional Office in order to impact on the State's need to iniprave
the identification, development and application of data pertinent to each cri-teria in the law.
Implementation .

Sinet new Vocational Legislation will be considered daring this Session of
Congressaction on implementing this recommendation hilt be deferred until
Legislation has been acted upon.
GAO Recommendation to the Secretary, HEW

HEW should Perform follow-up reviews to assure that States improve
their distribution proetalfires so that Federal funds can be better targeted
to meet needs defined in the law.
Department comment

We concur in this recommaridation and will direct the Regional Offices
to provide technical assistance and follow-up reviews in the States to assist
the} in improving their distribution procedures in accordance with the Act.
Iemcntati

The De ty Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education will in-
-elude in tic directive. referred to on Page 6, the request tlrat Regional Offices
provide follow-up reviews in the States to assist them in impruying their
distribution procedures.
GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW

HEW shouldEncourage State and LEA's to assess training resources
and facilities in all geugraph'e areas so the role of Federal funding can be
viewed within the context of.btal available resources.
Department comment

We concur with this recommendation. We believe that such information is
essential to occupational iilanning States are now rekpared to include train-
ing data from available resources in their State Plans In addition. LEA
applications must be developed in consultation wide respresentatis es of edu-
cation and training resources available in the area screed and coordinated
with training offered tinder CETA We will encourage' States to assess all
training resources and facilities as n part of the State planning process to
expand socational and technical Villication training opportunities in all areas
of the State We will insestigate possible Sources of funds to iniplement a
study in Fiscal Year 1976 which will assess various alternative training
strategies.
Implemiitation

1 The Deputy Conirr.1-"'ner of ROAR will request OE's (Met- of Planning.
Budgeting and Eialuation, to give priority to tin eialuation study which
assesses the utilization of V ucational education facilities in the States and
alternative training resources.

Study to be funded by June 30, 1976.
2 The Bureau will reciiinniend that the Administratioa',- °I;gislative pro-

posal incorporate language requiring Status and LEA's to assess the training
facilities before Federal v^w^ational Education.

Completion date June 30, 1975

1.)
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GA0 Recommendations to the secretary, HEW
HEW shouldc-, -Requiri' that LEA s in their appheationv to SEA', describe

and document the nature anti extent of their cooperative efliats Nith other
sources of training and emplotuent
Department COMMenc

We will review I.r.A application forms on file A-1111 State plan to deter-
mine to that extent the LEA s are 11.t being iequired ti States to describe
and document cooperative efforts with other sourie. of tradung and elnplos-
went. In those States where the InfInnatfai rt.;int,toil is Indklk4inate we will
assist the States in revising their application forms
Implementation

The Division Director «ill appoint a Committee to ref few local application
forms cmtained in the State and assist States in retisitic applications to
assure no inclusion of adequate descriptions of e. -rauve efforts with other
timirong and employment ligeneles

Committee to be appointed by Marel 1. 1975
To be completed by June 30. 1975.

GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, HEW
IIEW -should, Work with StAtes to increase flexibilit) in vocational train-

ing arrangements, through si'M inechainSIIIS as expansion of the present
school loos week or .`if r inelusom of transportation costs to make better.
use of existing facilities. and provision of vocational training in nonpublit
facilities so that more people can Lc trained in more occupational categories.
Department comment

We concur with this recommendatbm And gill continue to Bork NNith States
to increase flexibility in vocational training arrangenients and iniprose the use
of resources. Daring Fiscal Year 1976 a project 1% ill be developed and funded
to seek out successful examples of flexible arrangement; and to develop models
for use by States and LEAs iu ncreasing flexibility in vocational training
arrangements.
Implementation

BOAE Division of Occupational Planning \s ill develop a project for seeking
out successful examples of flexible arrangenwnts and to develop models for
use hj States and LEA s in increasing flexibility in vocational training arrange-
ments

Project to be developed by June 30. 1975.
Priority funding from Research and Demonstration funds for FY 1976

GAO Reemninendations to the Secretary, I/EW
HEW shouldWork with States to identify statutes and administrative pro-

'cedures which may prevent schools from utilizing other commumo training
,resources, and implement plans to remove those obstacles. including encourag-
ing State Agenes to make recommendations to approprutte legislative bodies

Department comment
We Cnll With the recommendation and \sill develop au evaluative stud} to

identil3 Federal und State statute. and Amine-dr:am- procedures that hinit
the use of couninunt) training resource., The dissemination of the reults
of the study will prinnle information useful in the development of plait', to

elnove such 'ont,tele. We at ill also disseminate the lamination through the
Office of Management and Budget to the National Legislative Confereme for
their consideration

It must be observed, h- mover, that most institutional barriers arc well
reognized li State administrative personnel \NM, have ,ften been NN (irking

for }ears to develop iva s of removing such obstacles.

lnrphnuhttaheni
BOAE Division of Occupational Planning tt iii lit i t 1"p a '411(13 to identify

Federal and State statute- and atl"""14"..::P Procedurt,,,, tlust limit the use
of communit3 training resources

Project to be developed by June 30, 1975.
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Invegtigate sources of Loin OPBE and BOAS and estnblish fundingsource for implementation in FY 1976.
To be'funded by June 30, 1976.

GAO Recommendations to the secretary, HEW
HEW should.Discourage the use of VEA funds for construction except ininstances in which there is adequate justification that additional facilitiesare needed after thorough consideration of alternatives, and then requiresufficient flexibility so that facilities can be adapted to changing trainingrequirements.

Department comment
We concur with this recommendation. We will continue to encourage States.as they develop their annual and long-range plans, to neigh carefully the ex-penditure of Federal funds for additional facilities unless adequate .justifica-tion can be provided and operational funds can be assured.

hnplementation
1. The Burinm will recommend that the Administration's legislative proposalincorporates language requiring the States and LEA's to assess the training fa-cilities before Federal Vocational Education funds are used for new con-struction.
Completion date June 30. 1975
2. The Deputy Commissioner, BOAS, will ,end 11 memorandum direetirig

Regional Direetors in their review- -of the Fong - range, and annual State plansto weigh carefully thetexpenditure of funds for construction unless adequateJustiffleation is provided
To be completed by March 1. 1975.

GAO Recommendations to the Secretary, LIEW
HEW should Expand efforts to develop labor market data in n form whichwill better enable vocational planners at State and local levels to match oc-cupational laaioing with manpower needs, by working cooperatively withthe Department of Labor, and provide technical assistance to States for thetraining of vocational planners in'the use of such data.

Department comment
We concur with the recommendation and wish to call attention to activitiesto strengthen the supply and use of valid labor market data already initiated.
Monthly meetings are being held with DOL/BLS Bureau of Labor Sta-tistics) to develop pmnpower supply and demand data within States andselected labor mitrOt- areas State participation will be accelerated duringthe rest of the Fiscal Year It is anticipated that data front this' source will' be nvailable and disseminated to all State Divisions of Vocational and Tech-%

nienl Education by July 1. 1975.
Monitoring the North Carolina State Univrrsity Research Center study ,which will identify planning elements needed in State and local planning.

This information should be available by January 1, 1976
We will cooperate with the Bureau of Labor Statistics in developing a

matrix of available National. State, acidpd local labor market data and strategiesfor use in Improving comprehensive State and local and vocational education
planning A series of regional conference,. will be scheduled in Fiscal Year1976 for State and local planners to strengthen the use of .,a sailable labor
market data at both the State and local planning levels
Implementation

1 Monthly meetings have and will continue to he held with DOIVIII,g
directing the course of action to make available a matrix of mailable datafor all States .and LEA's A summao of the outcomes of these meetings will
be sent to the Regional Offices and to the State Diretors.

Summitries will be sent by July 1, 1976.
2. Bureau staff will continue to monitor a study. "Development of a Mini-mal Information System to Satisfy the Needs of Solected ,User Croups," which

is being conducted by the Center for Occupational Edueation at North Caro-lina State University at Raleigh Results of the study n ill be disseminated
in the ERA?! system.

The study will be completed December 31, 1975.
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0:10 Reemnin(ndattons to the St et etary. 11EW
EIEW State, in eloping (et Imolai., for obtaining informa-

tion from students and employers to assess the appropriateness and adequacy
of trainingtial annually re% tea the extent to NN 111111 t hanges liaNe been Made
in programs as result.
prpertment continent

(In-going acts Ines and piojty ts %Nth It tontiiiiivil and strelightened Gi pro-
ide additional information [ruin the follou-up 01 student, and information

from their employers A staff re% ll'%N of selected on-going State follow -tip
studies to determine their effet tiv elle," .11111 appropriatt 'less for consideration
in other state, will be started during the fiscal year 1975

A National Sampling Tel 11111(111e fin- student follim -up hill lie deN eloped fur
use by States in Fiscal Year 1970 and base year data of the National Longi-
tudinal study of the high ,chool graduating class of 11172 tti ill be disseminated

. to States
iniptententution

1 The 10 i'.ion Inrettor %%ill request Itegional Directors to obtain from
heir respectiNe States information relating 40 on-going follow-up studies,
1N loch " III be ru1111111 Iry ,t 1)1N l'14)11 COMMA t tlIOSe found to lie most
effective trill be referred to other States for consideratin.

Completion date June 30, 1975
'nit. National Center for Education Statistics toll be requested to assist

in the deelopmnt of a National Sampling Tel11111111Ie by the States
in FY 1976 for conduct mg student follow-up

itetitteSt "till/Witted January 15, 1975
3. Pertinent information about %titanim! education -.students in the Na-

tional longitudinal ,tild3 of 1972 high school graduates ',till be analyzed by
it Division Committee and the results distributel to the States

Completion date June 30. 1975.

(L10 1?ecommentlatton4 to flit 5eo1'fary,11E11'
11E11` should Assist States ui identify ing and implementing strate19es to

eliminate or disipate barriers itiliiim improN valeta or expansion pro-
grams or restrict persons front fully partp Jolting l'ernylically eNaltitite State
Progress, and advise Congress Specifically

1k partment Comment
lye concur NN lth. t re(1)111,111e11(14111011. It is recognized that a inulhplicify

of barriers exist in States which inluint unprinethent or 'expansion of Nivea-
Ilonal education or Inuit participatiou in these programs. ON (.11'0111111g
these barriers. Mich may hale a long history in tradition. practices or
laws, is a major concern at the Fedeetil. State. .111(1'10c:11 levels State VOCII-
a011:11 idlit'lak 11,1%k. ..110%% II C1)11111111ed sen,itItity to slit hi restriction, tit, teacher
eertifIcation rettuutanents, union hiring Practice". length "f the 01 (1113,

use of facilities for an extended day sthtlent i.r.titsportation, and use ate
schools 11'v. 11th priellietill eN Ic progress mathe by the States in en-
cowing, these barrier, and will leh 1st- Congress of the progress
inip/ententation 1-

1 The Deputy COti11111,11)111`1 of appoint a 'I'ask Force to collect
information and de', clop strategies for use of Slates and IC 1', to (ACeillile
harriers.

.kppoilit Task Force by 11tirch 15, 1975 and Diseininate Iteport by .Tunt.

36. 1976
2 This topic wilt la. III( 111(10(1 ill all conference conducted the Head-

quarters and Itegional ...taffy iug State and local administrator
Completion date .Rine 31). 1976

DiNision Dirty tor Ili!! request Itegional 111/A11 Directors to include l'rog-
ress in overcoming harriers ill their monthly reports.
f; 10 Reconinicatlationy to flit Strrrtnrp, 11111'

IIEW should P.m it.%N legislatt ptu',isiun, nod adininistrathe procedures
designed to protect %Norl,t is under the age of D., tind implement an action
plan for the l onsideralion ttf ('ongless .ind State legislatures hangi. the
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laws and procedures to enable )oath to interact with the adult world in waystllat will better prepare theta for the transition from school to uork.
Department comment

We will continue to tt ork very closely 'until the Department Of Labor torenew legislative provisions desnkned to protect the students enrolled inprograms of vocational and technical education.
Pilot programs, such as WECEP". hat e been operating as joint projects ofthe Departments of Labor and Health. Education, and Welfare to provideopportunities for students ages 1;1 to 13 to participate in work experienceprograms. We still initiate a request to the Secretor) of Labor to extend-WEICEP- to 14 and 15 year old students in all States.

Implementation
1 The Director of Vocational Education trill schedule a meeting with ap-propriate Departim;nt of Labor officials to discuss problem areas and legislknon needed to protect :'itudents and workers under 18 years of age.
Meetings scheduled and action completed by June 30, 1975.2 In response to the Presidents' Speech at Columbus, Ohio, an ActionMemorandum W,e, sent to the President which included the recommendationto expand "WECEP" to 14 and 13 y ear old students in all States.
Letter sent December 11, 1074.

GAO Recommendations to the Seprctary, HEW
HEW should,Impletnent applicable provisions of Title IX of the EducationAmendments of 1972 to eliminate sex discrimination in vocational education,

particularly -by adopting techniques proved effective in recrunng members ofone sex to occupations traditionally considered the prerogative of the other sex.
Department comment

We concur in this recommendation and have taken positive steps with -theOffice of Civil Rights and through Department policy directives to eliminatesex discrimina tibn.
Changes in State statistical reporting procedures will be requested to pro-vide data on enrollments by sex in all vocational and teehnical education pro-grams in Fiscal Year 1975 In addition. tie will undertake a study in FiscalYear 1076 to identify successful recruiting techniques that have resulted inincreased enrollment of the one sex in occupations traditionally considered theprerogative of the other sex.

Implementation
1 The Administratiop's Vocational Education Legislative Proposal includeslegislative emphasis on removing sex role 'stereotyping in all programs of

yocational and technicol education
Legislative Proposal to be introduced in the Senate and House during thethis Session of Congress.
2 The Department will continue to de% elop ways to make all School Ad-

ministrators at the State and local levels, aware of techniques to assist inimplementIng Title IX.
The BOAE is reviewing the number of a omen tam serving on State Ad-

visory Councils (7oinpletion date June 30, 1075
3. The Deputy Commissioner. BORE. will send a letter to all State Directorsof Vocational Education and Community Colleges, nifforming them of therequests from the Wonabns Equity Action League to make proposed changesin regulations to reflect consideration of Title ix provisions
Letter to be sent by March 15, 1975
4 The' Deputy Commissioner, BOAR trill send memoir:Indian directing allHeadquarters Staff and Regional Directors in their review of Regulations,

Guides, Curricula and other educational materials. to delete any ,discrimina-
tory eonnotation, st('roty ping or discriminating praetwes based on sex

Memorandum to be sent by March 15, 1975
0.10 Recommendations to the Secretary. IIRW

IIEW should Anal) ze entrance requirements to institutions and coursesand advise States that Federal funds are not to be used to ',II/wort programs
which unfairly deny entrance to students who want training

3 3
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Department comment
The Nationil appraisal of pustseLundary %uLational eduiation programs

being conducted by the Office of Cilia Rights %%ill examine these requirements.
States whose programs are found to be in violation of Federal laws will be
required to remedy sucli situatiuns We '. ill Luntinue to monitor souitiunal
education institutional policies un all State and luial %isits to deti..rimiie if
unfair entrance requirements exist.
Implententatton

1. The Deputy Commissioner for the Bureau of Oet.uptitional and Adult
Education will send a meinurandum to the Regional BOAE DireLturs requiring
this recommendation be included in the OPS for FY 1976.

Completion date March 1, 1975.
2. The Division Director will schedule a conference with the Office of Civil

:tights to cooperate In the National appraisal of Post Sceundary Vocational
Ldncation programs being conducted by the Office of Civil Rights.

Completion date June 30, 1975.

ABBREVIATIONS

BLSBureau of Labor Statistics.
BOAEBureau of Occupational and Adult Education (Bureau).
CETAComprehensive Employment and Training Act.
DODDepartmept of Defense.
DOLDepartment of Labor.
GAOGeneral Accounting Office.
HEWDepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
LEALocal education agency.
MDTAManpower Development and Training Act.
NIENational Institute of Education.
OEOffice of Education.
SEAState education agency.

'''VEAVocational Education Act.
DVTEDivision of Vocational and Technical Education (Division).
OPBEOffice of Planning. Budgeting and Evaluation.
WECEPWork Experiences and Career Exploration Program.
Dr. TEititm, BELL. We also have done a much more systemic, de-

tailed analysis of the GAO's 47 findings which I referred to earlier.
Of the 21 recommendations. the Sectetat3 concurred with 16. For the
most part, the reconiniendations air 3er3 general an simply call

ifor the further mpio3enint or iefinement of efforts curr ntly under
way. What needs to be math. a cry Cleat . however, is that we do tint
concur with 36 of the 17 findings. In out analysis, we separated the
findings and conclusions into lout Categoz les: Those with which we
disagreed; those that. in out opinion, were not supported by the
facts; those findings that e thought were based upon inappiopt late

again.assumptions; aain. in our opinion.
were

Chairman, and we realize
that that is subject to discussion. aml than those findings that in out
opinion, we felt just plain were not justified.

Of the 47 findings. 11 fitted Hit. agree categor, 15 were not sup;
ported by the facts. S %%etc based upon an inappropriate assumption
and 13 were of such a natuie that the conclusion. again. in our
opinion, was not justified.

Although time 33ill not pet mit a discussion of each finding, I do
have copies of the bureau of occupational and adult education's
written analysis of cacti finding, should you wish to make that analy-
is a part of the record. (See insert p. 205)

I appreciate this opportunit3. Mr. Chairman, to appear before-
you and the inevibers of this subcommittee.

t.)
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I have with me Dr. William F. ).eici.7, who is the deputy commis-
sioner for occupational and adult ethication, and I am also pleased
to have with Inc Charles M. Cooke Jr. from the office of legislation
in the secretary's office. We'll br happy to respond to questions.

Chairman PERKINS. First, let me t.4,ank you, Commissioner Bell,
for an outstanding appcaranie, and i can well understand sonic of
the criticism myself.

I went.to a settlement si.khool as a Noungster, and we were required
to take one type of manual training. as we termed it in those days,
industrial arts, from the third grade thiough the second year of
high school. The mining communities were flourishing, and many of
the youngsters, as the finished the eighth grade, and were qualified
to read blueprints and so forth, would go to the mining towns and
take up carpentry in ordei to be-able to send some money back home
to enable some of the other children to go to school. Whereas others,
like myself, gained the knowledge of industrial arts but continued to
go on to school. You have to have a background, really, in this area
to understand the eritictsm of'GAO.

Dr. Bell, representatiN es from the General Accounting Office told
us Yesterday that the problems they identified with vocational edu-
cation resulted, not from the legislation itself, but from tlic admin-
istration of the program by the Office of Education and by the States.

Now, what is Your explanation?
,Dr. i'imata, 14:1,1,2 'I would like to ask Dr. Pierce. n deputy yem-

missioner, to respond to specifics on that.
I would like to say. before I turn it over to him, I want to be

ealefni we don't appear overly defensive and critical. T want to say,as the commissioner. I know there is room for improvements, andNye want to be careful about that.
Chairman PERKINS. We all know that, and that is the reason we

wrote the act from the ,itandpoint of hoping everything would be as
much job oriented as possible.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM F. PIERCE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
OCCUPATION AND ADULT EDUCATION

PrEncE. Thank you, ('hairman. I personally disagree ith
the G.\0 assessment of yesterday in stating that the sole problem
lies with the administration at the State level and'at the Federal level.

Granted, as I)r. Bell sa)s. we call and do need to improve. The
GAO report Ohinted out some areas to which we can respond. They
pointed out some of the areas to which we simply do not have re-
sources to respond, but that k another issue.

I think you have arrived at some conclusions and had some (pies-
tions yesterday,,,you and members of the committee, that made it
eiident that States can indeed imprme their %oration:11 education
procedures.

Having said that, it seems to inc that what we are all serious about
is to trV to find ways to really improNe the tocational education de-
liyery system around the country. I think that we ought, to beN1 orry-
in about is to take NN hat I feel is atroutstauding piece of legislation

, an'°.d to fine tune it and to make it better than it is already.

o00 0
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I don't think any piece of legislation that SUN iced for 5 years and
has done as much as this piece of legislation in moving is far from
where we were in 196st to where we are today, can be criticized all
that much. But I think it can be improved.

We therefore. Mi. (Automat!. will IN able hopefully to have intro-
duced within a couple of weeks a legislutite proposal that we think
addresses itself to some of these issues anti some of the features of the
current legislation that ar w ould like.,to suggest to be cat vied thiough.

Chairman I'mtroxs. Let tun ask this simple question. From this
GAO report, what was the most important thing that tou learned
hi the way of intptus ing Notational education from the Office of
Education? What would you point" out as the most important thing
that you got front the GAO teport. both front the standpoint of
improving yourself and the States unloosing themselves. Can you
just take a minute to analyze that for us?

Dr.,Po.ta E. I trunk I 11 (mid has e to nnallr midi the response to
that question yestetdav it out the States' point of view: developing
a good long-i tinge plan that is based upon sound planning practices
and then administeong the ',mignon on the' basis of that planning
is the single most important feature I read into that act.

From thi* point of view of the Office of Education. the thing that
comes across loud and clear is. that at least from the GAO's point

lof view, OE has a mute 1)(Nlik te.ponsibility for program auditing
than had been any Wale standing 111111 impression of what Congress
expected of the Office of Education.

That is is prinviVilis because. as %S'l' read the act and as tried
to interpret the net, it seemed to us it was our role to frame the
broad guidelines of that act and then within those guidelines, let
the States administer their own programs:

Chairman Piano,Ns. Let me throw out one word of caution here
which worries me considetaoly . I think the States can get a lot of
guidance from the Office of Edwation in planning. If I understawl
the President's budget. it is proposing that one-third of the funds
appioptiated be used fin moot atisc programs. I am concerned about
Hirai areas. where the% don't hitSCi kwal resources to carry on pro-
grams that are successful. such as carpentry. masonry, electronics,
welding, mechanics. and all other types of trades and crafts. I'm
afraid if we adopted that propo,,a1 without flexibility it may be fine
where the communities hale Idettty of resources to carry on these
'migrants but may do ionsidetable harm to ongoing programs ill
other communities.

For instance. in Kent inky. is het e they have a 95 per cent place-
ment recol41. it 1.400 wuititt 54. and they don't have the resources.
are we gaiiitg to sat to that community. you are going to have to
take one-third of this Federal money and put it elsewhere? In fact.
they don't have finals to build extra buildings.

We have that situation in Ashlaml. K). We have waiting lists in
Ifazard. anti these school~ Use done such wonderful jobs. They
know the trtides.,
k Of course. I would ugn ce is it li you that planning has been one of
the weaknesses. But in Conuiv,,, olio of out greatest problems is that
we can't educate out to appropriate money in advance, or

33.
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we can't educate ourselves to let the local educational agencies knowhow much they are going to eCelV. That is one of the stumbling
blocks to some of the cwticisms that 1 kick up from GAO. But, be that
as it may, what is,your response to the President's proposal of one-third for innovative programs m areas like I mentioned, such as poorrural areas!

Dr. Pim t.. I think. Mr. Chairman, that the proposal allows 115to do both. The proposal allows two-thirds of the funds for theso-called basic State grant program.
One-third would be-reserved for innovative projects and programs.Those innovative programs. in our hopes, would be supported prin-

cipally with Federal funds which would allow those communities
that you are concerned about to mount new programs and to beginto make the kinds of improvements that GAO was concerned about.

Let me add another thing to that, if I may, Mr. Chairman. GAO
is ver.;y concerned about the level of funding used for maiptenanceof ongoing programs. In this study that the Commissioner' referred
to that we have recently done: we found a wide range around the
Nation from 2 percent to S9 percent of the funds that are spent formaintenance from State to State, with a national average of 40 per-cent.

Forty percent of all funds that Congress has provided are used formaintenance of ongoing piogranns. We still think that, given thisnew proposal. Congress can continue to provide support for pro-gram maintenance through the basic grant program. but can also
use the innovative programs to really begin to meet the needs ofthose rural communitis without large matching requirements.

I share that.concern with son. One of the areas that we are goingto propose as a legislative concern is the whole area of rural man-
power. I don't think we have addressed ourselves to ..the wholebusiness of rural manpower across this Nation in ways that areappropriate.

Chairman YERKINS. Welk. there is a tendency to overlook therural areas what worries me about this proposal is that unless wenail it down the States would be able to put to-thirds of the fundsin the more populous areas. in the areas with resources and the
political power.

Dr. TIRHEL Th. ('hairman. 1 think the formula would takecare of that. and it would be done on that basis, so that the ruralawns would still get their share.
One of the thingsi think we would have to be careful about is thatI think the more populous areas in the bigger districts are,more

sophisticated in writing proposals. I think we need to take somesafeguard to protect the tinaller districts in that regard.
Chairman Pt:muss. I would agree with you wholeheartedly.

)r. That is one thing I would like to ,,ee us try towork out in the legislation.
Chairman PI:REISS. 011 the record.
[Off-the-record discussion.]
Chairman Ptnutiss. I AN ill let Mrs. Chisholm chair this committeefor a while.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. We will continue with the hearing. recog-nize Mr, Quie for questioning.
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Mr. Qum. Thank you. One -of the things you make a point of is
the inaccuracy of the UM/ lepoit because they hate -so rew tables.
Yolt, have all of the States in this information that was given to us
where you supply percentage of money foi maintenance, improt enient
and extension; Set elopment. establishment of new programs, admin-
istration, and so forth.

It looks to me like you air mote mateurate than GAO. Yestei day,
the Director in Minnesota. Mr. Van Tries. indicated about 30 percent
of the State administration money from the Federal Government
and 50 percent front the State. You put down 2, percent from the
Federal Government and in Ohio. I think you are about as far off.

It seems to me they indicate e 30-50. and you have down there 4
percent. You have California accurate on 100 percent.

I noted you had 100 pet cent III Washington until they came in
yesterday and (Yaw us ditto eta tioures; they have 4 percent so I
asked them about otlici petsonuel they had not mentioned iyt the
report. They were in public construction and the community college
board. That is how it got to 6.2 perceM. What is that 6 percent?
Something quickly done ? When do you get the 100 percent?

It looks like it is in a questionnaire.
Dr. 'Drum. We go by data States submit to us. Maybe Bill

can respond.
Dr. PIERcE. We (lid exactly that. IR conducted-this brief survey.

Mr. Quie, since the issuance of GAO r eport. and in preparation for
these hearings. This plehininaly data has yet to be validated and
what you see is what they repoited to us in answer to the surv0
questions also provided to you.

After listening to then testimony yesterday. we called Mr. Bilinic
this morning, after he got back on the Red Eye, and asked him,
"How do you square the fact you gate us 100 percent the first time,
and you did not say' that yesterday And the figure we hate given
you now is Mr. Binnies updated figures.

We have identified a couple of others which appear to be in need
of adjustment because as you indicate. they don't look right. Answers
supplied to the 'first-thiee questions appeal to be accurate reflections
of fact. but we beliete questions 4 and 5 may have been misunder-
stood by some. We ate tut ify ing and analyzing all of the data but
we thought it important to (rite to you the raw data we now have
since it is the only IlVailahle (rata on these questions.

Dr. Tirom. BHA.. I ttould like to say. if I might say it quickly.
Mr. Quie, as you know. I came to this position from the superin-
tendency of a school system of titer 60,000 students. I found the
reporting burden on that lei el enormous.

I would say that the °hunt. of reports. State and Federal. 'was
just 6yerpovering to me. I had not been on the local level for a
number of years. and one of the things we just need to do is simplify
our reporting. If we can do that and coordinate it better, I think
we will get more accurate data.

I hope that I can get at that end and do something about it. It
is a very complex problem. But I (10 know. from the local people.
that sometimes they report for the sake of getting their report
down and to meet the deadline. .

,
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0Dr. PIERk E. MI. (it'll'. if "I" di accept tilts ,t, l'I'd'infliat "1101-in ion, then on the basis of the data we hoe, the set en States
su .veyed by GAO in craw(' ',.; pet scut(en, as compared to the national

-erage of 7,2 perecilt of pact B funds used for-State level admin-
istration.

Mr. Nieeds, I belieNe it wa- ) esterda. asked the question about
those seven States that hoe a,sepaiate state board for 1 mutton:II
education and their adnumstratn e costs.

We pulled those out in those. and those smell aveiaged 'd.6 percent
as compared to the 0\ el'all ocrage of 7. percent.

Mr. (,..2u.. I Wonder et en about the itectuaQ of .}0111 figures from
those states that were in here N t`Stershn. because ,ou are so far off
on column 8 on a numbei of theta. 1 1101111T 110W accurate .1 Oil are
on the other information beVall:* the infonnation: espetiall) in col-
umn 2, "Maintenance-, and column 4. ott lone to get front the su-
perintendent.

Dr. PlEitch. What ?
Mr, Qum, The information in those columns toil have to get from

superintendents of Narioits school sstems. 1 understand : is that
right?

Dr. PIER( 1... No. this information is obtained ft oni.the agenc for
vocational education in each State.

Mr. Qun:. How sloes till,' 'State department Of education know
how much is being used for maintenance of existing, programs!

Dr. PiEncE. The know what 4t1 pe of piogram they hate funded
in a particular communit. 1.1:\ cr State director is able to tell }oil.
OH the basis of the definitions used in the survey whether the pro-
posal received was one for an ongoing program or whether it rep-
resented a new program that had 1101 el' been in operation in that
community before.

Let me give one Wol d of caution oil this stud. We fioze time and
we asked the States to tell its about 1973 only. There just was not
enough time to include utile! tears and make any comparisons. So
that a State might s'ay to ou on the basis of 073. such and such
was true, but. as it was pointed out in ('alifornia. the Tim emur
makes a decision about the wo on will Ilse 1 OBI' State funds and
therefore,-in another eat. toil might net an entirek different kind
of picture from that State. You lone to bear in mind this is fiscal
year 1973 only.

Mr. QUM You mean the State knows and it can tell the local
school superintendent whether that nione actuall is 'wing used
for maintenance -in an old plogram that is improving 01 extending?

I )r. Priaa E. 1'e, Lased 011 't ilk' hind of proposal rho reciNe flow
the local school district.

Mr. Qum. Then. if that is the case. how can the\ lw so far off on
that last column. where, it seems to the. the wtsiesi thing they have
to know is how much nione the get for adannitistration from the
State legislature and how much from the Federal Gosernment. I
can't find anything more simple than that.

Dr. PiEnct... You tall; about column Ill
Mr. QUIE. COhlMn S.
IINIPIEW I . Coliililll S. That is the percent of the total State leNel. , ,

athnin strittion costs which 0111' CON el ed with Federal funds. so what
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that says then, in C a l i f ( ) ) toa, is that i t is 100 percent. All of the
tt.linnuistration in the State ot alifollila is COndlieted v. ith Fedeial
funds.1

Arkansas, for example, reports that ',moult of all of the motley
it spends for state le%el alnunistiation, collies from Federal sources.

Mr. Qua. You know ti out the testimony sestetday. Kentucky 'IR
not 9 .Rercient, Minnesota N not 2 pm CCIIt aud Ohio is not 4 peicent.
Washitgton changed ft out 1110 percent a lieu ou gut it to 4_' pei,vut
when we got it yesterday to 63 percent today.

Now. if those ligines, Date Lain uolhng at ound so innacui atel, how
do we know the rest of them aren't ?

I can understand a mistake if it had been 49 percent instead.of .50
peh.ent, but not when it is like the State of Washington, where tour
1121e the various liguues and the othei ones I mentioned. Minnesota
and Ohio. are why off track.

Dr. First r.. Well. it appeal s that State misunderstood our ques-
tions Nos. 4 and .5. and we think maybe Minnesota did the,t,aine.
That is why we flask' to selify these figures...11W as me just indicated.
we .imply did not U if'time to %vify this data, but thought this
would give the committee a ditlerent perspective, at least.

We just felt tlit rt sas important for yoll to 1:11011 when toll
consider the fetid of filiids used for maintenance from the States
point of view. at least. that lo peicent of es erything -you give them
is used for mit4rnait-t,. It) pm cent is used for new and improved
and expanded piogianis. and then about 2i percent of all of the
Federal funds are used for new progranis.

That seems to nie to gne this voinnuttee a little different. a little
more balanced, kind of put me of a fiat is going on out there to help
3 on make your decisions in responding to legislative proposals as
well as the GAO report.

Mr. Qum. In regaid to \dial the GAO report says. do you think
that we ought to beliese that ALissachusetts mils used 2 percent for
maintenance and Vermont. :mottle' New England State. used 84
percent for maintenance?

Dr. Pima 1 I would suggest. Mr. Quit., I can Insurer that het
bt calling on Di. Chaffy, who is now associate commissioner
for occupational plannin, ;ind the Namur State direct for voca-
tional education in 'Alassai husetts. Ile i iii probably answ el' that %my.
very precisely.

Ut Vs. \ OH Cali I WI bOC:111C MI :1.-sitlinsetts
handled the vocational money in ;1 seed names concept. What we
(lid was funding new progi anis with Federal funds.

After 1 year of full Federal funding we withdrew one-half of the
Federal funds and ,lippol led the hilt piograms 11411 M) Vereent
Federal funds. the lemaining :)11 percent coming from a matching lo-
cal conlribution, or State funds.

So those are accurate liolir,s from Nfussachusetts.
Mr. QVIE. All the way afoul,* the line?
Dr. lit zaa.i.. Vu's. To the best of my knowledge. I didn't do the

accounting, but they fit with nay experiences of Just a few months
ago.

Mr. Quin. That i interest ing to find that with one State.

52-945 0-75vol. 1-22
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Dr. PIERCE. I hope, Mr. Quie, and I really believe when we verify
all.of these figures. on au.: going to find that most of them are ac-
curate because as we look at theni and know what is going on; when
I look at Michigan's data for example. that is prett\ close to what I
recall about Michigan and some of my staff looked at other States
where they have bad exper ience. and it is close to Olen. recollection,

'so I think you will find it generally accurate. but we will verify all .
of it.

Mr. Qrfr.. The (IA(.) study happened to hit sume inaccurate States,
and we should not blame GAO for that. but bldine the States)
shouldn't we?

Dr. PlEucE. Part of the difficult), in asking a question of the whole
Nation, when people at the State level administer the program so
much differently, one from the other, witen they have different things
impacting upon them. is that it is sometimes difficult for them to
interpret questions in the way intended.

Mr. Gomm:cu. Will the gentleman from Minnesota yield?.
Mr. Qum :. I think I used my time.
Mr. GoonLts:u. I think I can clear it up just comig off the firing

line. Educators get so, Mil.% reports to fill out, Federal State, local,
you name it, and they would rather spend their time working on
educating students.

Those educators who don't really know how to be innovative spend
a lot of time drawing- up statistics and filling out reports. I have-to
eon fess, if you can make any thing out of the reports I sent downhere I compliment you. I (lid whatever I thought best for the
youngsters and didn't ha) e a lot of t me to fill out a lot of foolish
reports. That is how y on get those kinds of statistics, so you better
come up there and do some checking to really know.

Dr. TEmaa, BELL. If you want to bore in decTer. Mr. Quie. T have
an OE staff member here from region 3 who handles such data if
you want to spend that time now.

Mr. QUM. T better nornow. I want to read the bills.
Mrs. Cinsuni,m. Thank you, Dr. Bell,
Dr. Bell, I would like to ask a few questions before I pass to other

members of the committee. I would like to ask you why the Office of
Education eliminated the requirement of the submission of vocational
enrollment data on the basis of sex and ruce, because this. of course.
hampers the IIEW enforcement of title VI of the Civil Rights Act
and title IX of the education amendment?

Dr. Tiuum, BELL. Yes.
Dr. Pierce, can you respond to that ?
Dr. PiEraE. Yes. There are two reasons for that. The National Cen-

ter for Educational Statistics was conducting a study where such datawas acquired. '1 hertfore. cla out t hose questions from the
vocational education report forms to eliminate duplication.

We are now in the process of going, back to O"NIE and asking if we
(.an reinstate this question on enrollment by sex because the National
Center is not now collecting- this data on an annual basis.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Malik Boa. SPC011(11, i tun particularly disturbed
about the lack of training opportunities for women. I think werecognize in this country that more families are working out of
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necessity, and font le headed households are increasing; for a ariety
of reasons and et, telins of the courses of training that halve
been given I am ,particulaily disturbed when I look at the chart
on page ;$ of the GAO report. I think if you can turn to that chart,
you will seethe reasons 11 hy T.' a Ming iii agriculture, home economics

' and cosmetology is tine. but v c speak of training women with
marketable skills. we sing that in tunas of other vocational types
of programs, that nothing is being; done.

I was wondering if are Education Office has, any kind of plan for
, broadening the training of. 1% omen so they can acquire the huu ket able

skills that are necessary today instead of taking the traditional
female courses found in votational education?

Dr. PIERCE. Yes. wt do. We have a number of things underway.
One of the proposals me Auld(' like to make for new legislation is that
one of the priorities that the States ought to look at is elimination of
sex role stereotyping in vocational education.

There is no question that there are social barriers as was pointed
out yesterday. Howo el.. that does not eliminate the fact that we

(tart continue as Federal and State administrators to keep the pressure
on_that area, to make people sensitive and aware of the issue. In
response to that. then oi of the things I propose to do in response
to the GAO report, but also because 11e Slla Eed that concern and have
recognized it for some timv. is to pull together a committee. an ad
hoc committee of State tliivetois of \ ()rational education, and develop
spwiftr-sli--ateg,ies on how w e can achiee what you and we share
in wanting to have accomplished.

Dr. TEhREI. BELL I think it would be fair to say tfuct there is more
sex stereotyping in vocational education than in anN other area of
the curriculum, and I think you are touching on and bringing home
to its a valid point for our immediate attention.

Mrs. Cuisnoix.,One brief question. One of the areas not covered
by the GA() report was the area pqrtaining to the bilingual amend-
ment offered by Senator Dominick. with whom I worked. In securing
the adoption of the bilingual amendments as 'a part of "ESEA"

. last session.
I was worfdering if the Office of Education has done anything to

implement those'amendments in the area of i.ocational education?
Dr. Piutu E. yes. lime. The rules and regulations for that pro-

gram are, as I understand it. on the desk of the Secretary of HEIN'
right now. We hope they will be put into the Federal Register
within the next few days. We plan to spend $2.8 million rout of the
total bilingual 4pptopiation for bilingual \ motional education pro-
grams this year.

We also covered that in the new legislation and have written in
language about bilingual socational education in the new proposed
legislation. so We hope to continue this program in the nem legisla-
tion.

Mrs. Cmsnoi.m. Thank you very much.
Congressmfin Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I would like to pursue a question that was brought

out esterday halt has concerned Inc foe a long time. that
is the relatk el) low leg el academic sti hie that ocational education

t; .
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StIllteiltS ate counseled to putsue. I tried tt (4)lain )esterday rto
the people from the State agein ies and also to %id out NS II t here were
so felt college pep stutlents, in Iocational ethicittion, tt IIi there were
no -IPonors,' elit.SSV:i scheduled for these students.

IVhat I ant tring to get iit is this: 1 low c().) on get the top level
student inn; I ovational education? Ilia du pal let oeational
cation pla It leadeisship loll., in the leitdeitin world, is there rather'
a semi, stigma attached to the top le el :student to get into voca-
ional edination? I liztk. gone to , at imis high schools that are eont-
prehensite anti 111111 talked to (1.111(9(.1a guidance people and asked,
"Flow our people ale taking honors classes 111 vocational
etliteatum?"

Th answer to Inv question, I '1111e et to find the first student in
unit) high' school, that wits both III I (Wilt .1011111 edue<ttioll 1111d WitS III
an academic Immo:, w, Ill I ocatiu1101 education and advanced
studs ilogritins. You. eithei g'et 11114 uI the other, and there is no
reason or It. _

I would like to find one student im ial1inieed studs or honors
elasses in vocational education.

. E. lIIs ,I;., AlitX esident of Future
Painters of America eliaptel in Petaluma, ('alit., in I 9:")9 and 196(1.
also president of the student bolt of their high school, and 1w was
also" aft 1101101 '-4t !VIII. went to the 1.111 of California at Davis
and is now It tort sucessful aftorne iu Yetulunul, Calif. That is

'one name 1 Call think 9f titan iti personal experience, I 'was sur-
prised ai.iit3 colleagues esteida. There ale It numbrr of answers
to your quesi\tt)n, Mr, Lehman.

Mr, I,EnAH,s. Exeuseine. In fact. isn't that timistial-'?
1>r Pit!fa k. I don't think it Is atpienl. It is unusual to the extent

that unfoitunatels, 'bcational education for a lot of Scars. hits been
viewed as 0 dinii]ong ground; It has been t iewyd as the fond of phtee.
if I may, this response in part 1.o the CA() report, In a tray, it is

leved as it 1:ual of plogram II lien. ou selid kids off to dark -1;-
(*dines. in old buildings tlkat ate ulltluttu _and not lie" or modern
',Ind not up-to-date and then (Apect thew to hale pride in theniseIN es
nail in their program.

'newton., the more talented wing people reall felt that that
as a stigma. ;Hal it has been presented with It stigma. ,I think we

.are mereoliting that. The petple theilisekVZ, Ore beginning
to overcome that. 4

5011Ie !Mint during the course of this afternoon. if possible, I
would like to shale with ton some statistics from a nationatl stilt
that (1115 I t`CCIII11 dune. the longitudinal stud) of the high school
graduates of 1 972 'Intel the graduates \\lint tiles
thought about Iocational education.

Yesterday, 1St talked abOlit what 1te thought about it, but dicln:t
tall: nett unuch 411)011t 1\ hilt ,t (1111`11t . l t111111. it would
be appropriate to get thia into the record Its II ell.

[Information referred to follows:]

3 ,1
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DEVAR'l \ or IIt.ALI Ii, Eue( A I ION A ND WI-A.1.AM.,
Washington, 11 C , April 9, 197,7

Hon. CART. D PERKINS,
( /W is/(//1, Ef/i/CUItott and Lobo, .//bCoOlOttlil (
//01/3 of RIIIItxinhittit.s, N (/11/0111101, Il C

DEAR .Nlit. l'hitxixs On February I'd, I testified before the Sul,k1111otittee on
Elementary, Se, (notary. and Votational Faltitatton of the House Committee tat
1.:thication and Labor Notational education At that lime, I'ougiess-
nuw expressed (lumen' about tie stigma of Notational caw talon in
our schtails. lu response. I promised to pi it oh, tot the Luton] some statistics
front it national study that na, retently done. the Longitudinal. Study, of the
High School Class of 1972 ttInne iliterNieNN ers asked graduate, %that they
thought about vocational education."

In the initial questionnaire giNen to It national sample of high school
seniors in the Spring of 1972. question number P., stated. Please rate
swlioul un eaelt of the foItii i ig aspett. Line of tie subatews %Nil:, the 'quality
of ,vocational instruction.' Student, could respond. 'toot . fair'. 'good".
-excellent'', or "don't knots

Of more than 16.000 respondents. 112 percent indicated that the qualitA of
vocational instruction in their school NNtis "good" or excellent". .

Item 19 of the questionnaire asked the students. lion much do you agree
with each of the' folloning statenitnts about your high st haul' One state-
ment is us, 'School vslioult1 place WOre emphasis on tueatiunal and teclinit al pro-
grams. 11e:spumes ctaild be 'agree strongly '. agree Zs( WI(' is liar disagree .11(1111'-
is lint", "disagree stroligl". 'and "tloe, not apply." Of all the respondents, 71
Percent agreed that more emphasis should be put on Notational insti'm Owl

For your information is attic lied 1 Cdpoth Do wit/di-on 0/ //////1 Ni'/too/
Ntntors. Bast l'tai Nu,tt1, ttloch summarizes information obtained from
seniors in the class of 1972 (Moved in Subetatimittee file

If your Subcommittee has any other (itiest11111:4, NNC hill be 11:11(11A to pros ale
. you additional information.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM

Dcputy Cononi88ioner for Occupa t tonal and Adult Rrllira(ion
Enclosure.

Ite. Attached Iabalu, stottintitll of St tit chit :Ilion e Data, Volunit, I

and II. for the base year, le, the initial year ofthe National Longitudinal
Study of the High School ('lass of 1972.

Attached is a copy of a report 011 11 ft(11.111 Ina I 011,11 "(1110 tic Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class of 1972, %%here asked giaduates

hilt they thought about otational education This data is pertinent to
Leinutins' concern about the stigma attached to Nocational 1.11I1C.II loll

In the utitlill questionnaire git en to a national sample of high school stwor,
in the spring of 11172. titie.tion umbel flail se rate lIti

each of the lotion tug aspects" One of the subitems nits the 1111:110 of ocd-
tional Instruction" Students could tespond. 'titor". 'fail". "good', "excellent",
or -don't

Of more than 16,000 lespondents inure than 13 percent said flint the vice
Oland instruction iti their high st11001 was good or excellent Of the 3.500
vocational students riplying. almost 10 percnt thought their xpentional
struction NNas gaud and mor,t. than 21 percent felt it %Nils exceklent

Item 11) of the Wiest 10111111in. asked IlOt% WWII do on agree
with each of tie folloning statements about tour high ,..hni.tr. One state
ment NV1111, gl'11001 41111111(1 place titre t(111101111Nk 1(11 Notatpuu.ii 1111(1 technical
programs." Responses could be 'agree strongly", agre nnewliat". "disagree
somewhat", "disagree strongly ", and does not apply" Of all the respondents,
more than 62 percent agreed that more emphasis should be lint on N'ocational
instruction (If the iohil I students replying, more than 73 percent agreed
with the statement

to
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Mr. LEHMAN. I am going to have to tun out of here to meet some
students in just a moment; they are aiting on me. 200 of them,
and I will ask them how many ofthem ate in vocotional programs.

Dr. PmacE. May I say one thing that I think needs to be said.
Seventy percent of the young people in t ocational education who
completed a locational education plogtain and ho were nut avail-
able for work went on to further education. including college.

Mr. LEHmArs. My quarrel is with the fact thatsoinewhere in the
system, that these kids are not plugged into the really top academic
classes, and they are really smart enough to be there.

Mr, GoouLIxo. Will you yield? I would like to invite your 200
students up to my area I represent. We ha\ e four levels in our
vocational programs, and we have Iery outstanding students doing
very outstanding woik in the top levels, b) their choice and by our
encouragement.

Mr. LEHMAN, That is what I would 'like to have more of. and I
think there is no reason why there shouldn't be. but yet, I think on
a broad scale, we all have to realize it is not customary.

I would-like to see some way we can direct this legislation in that
direction. Thank 3ou very much. This is my thing for this week,
and I was just trying to get it in.

Mrs. CuisnoLm. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you. I will beas honest as in colleague

from Florida. I have been around here awhile, but I am new to
this committee. Therefore, this is one of the many subjects on which
I am quite ignorant. I will approach it from the point of view
of no knowledge and seek a vocational education from you.

I am really intrigued with the line of questions of the gentleman
from Minnesota dim from this point of view, the chart from which
he was reading contained conflicts in testimony in what they re-
ported to you and in what we heard from them yesterday. It was
based upon data obtained from the Bureau of Adult Education
for fiscal 1973, and you had on the first page of the document con
taining that chart or table a series of conclusions, or summary of
what it said about where the money was going. Okay. Now, what
intrigues me is this. One of the great problems of Goveinment. I
hav found, has been the difficulty we lime here in Congress of
getting adequate information upon v Bich to base intelligent decisions
so that we can do the job we need to d9 of making thy necessary
changes in legislation or exercising mersight. to try to make (na-
tional education as good, for example. as we can help to 144,41:e it.

Would this survey halt been something you would regularly do ?
Dr. Pitiful:. No.
Mr. BecitANAN. It would not. Was it something in response to

GAO?
Dr. PiEnen. Yes, it was.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Now, we had not had, a hearing yesterday.

would it be Ieasonable to expect y ou w ould ha e gone on tills as
being valid information?

Dr. PiEncE. Certainly nut w i4hout further vei ificat ion. We always
try to verify and validate the'information we get. We do that inso-
far as we possibly can.

3 4
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In this ease. not lia, twit to conipli.te this task. I

think. if I may share with you, and 3ou piobabl3 alread3 know this,
but .we can't ask one bit of information without getting OMB's
approval. -

So we had to go to OMB to even get approval to a'sk these five
' -extra questions. We share }our concern in sat lug "What kind of

information do 011 !Valk need, %% hat kind of f(111111lt 1011 ,lie:, the
Commissioner of Education iTall) need. what kind of information do
all of is that are wori.3ing tibut this 1..11113 Reed in order to make
good decisions?" -

One wa3 to go about it is to collect l.ver thing 3ou Can possibly
think of and then Tiope.someda3 that somebod3 asks at question
about it, and that it is going to be there.

We think there is a better' approach to that. We have tt study
under way where we are going to the users of locational education
information, iticluding Congress. and saying. "What do you really
want to know so sou can make our decisions." and then we will
say, "That is all we are going to ask, that is all the information
we are going to collect based upon the various user groups," and
then we will put in place a system that allows us to collect. update,
and retrieve that information.

I think. Congressman. that that is going to solve the kind of
problem you are concerned about. litit that is hard work, it is ex-
pensive and will take 'us a while to get it done.

Mr. BwrANAN. That is very reassuring as to your end of the line,
but the gentleman horn Penns3liania. front the point of view of a
man who was a school supeiintendent had a lot of these question-
naires to answei. You Resod a few moments ago his response to that
situation, which I am sure is typical.

I am concerned about %% hat is necessarl fox you to do to make sure
you are getting accurate information ttA the gentleman from Minne-
sota pointed out tt minute ago. There seems to be a good deal of
conflict in the testinow3. concerning a Column that should have been
pretty simple to ansci. I don't know what this ma3 11111)11 Maybe
you have a notmal pt (alai(' of following through in some wa3 that
you can nail this down.'

Dr. l'Eaara.. We should l able to kill/0d 111/011, and' I say
"We Should", and Illa tte can't but we must kil/end upon the chief
State School Office! and State director of ocational education.

They usually sign the for and sat. "I hereb3 certif; this informa-
tion is accurate to the best of my knowledge.''

Nos, it is from that kind It ve 11,01'11111ellt S4111(41 in that was
that Mr. Quid was criticiznor. It is ti source of glee. concern. and
that cettaini3 harts oar We Come before it committee
and it causes sou to ha a low hotel of confidence, not oak in testi-
mon3. but in ;ill of tjie info imation }un have un making (il'Ci;,1,011S.

So I think it is tt tent , lett matter. Thatis one reason that
f meet with the chief State 'ditto! office-, un a regular basis. tuld 1)1'.
Pierce meets with the Stab' ditectors of voeatiolud education. I am
sitting here telling m3 sel f that I ;nu going to make a bid point of this
awl a pontt that Mr. Quit. was making when I meet with them and
just la3 on harder that we haze to hate aVillratP data aml data that
they can stand behind.

34,
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But to send the lamination to us and sign it and then, as yester-
day, to come before this uomnottee and say, "That is not right,- the
only way we can get infoimation is to get it from State superin-
tendents of education. That is out source foi these documents. We
require a signature and certification. that is correct.

But it seems to me that this etttue thing was in response to a
MI. BU(11.1MN. But it seems to me that this entire thing was in

response to a critical GAO reportelitical of them and you. and it is
particularly unfortunate and -iiona tie shouhl hate this conflicting
testimony from these States, at the time you arc before the committee
using this information in challenging a GAO report and its accuracy.

Dr. TERRE!, BELL. I tertainV agree with that 10U percent. I agree
that we have a stewardship iespousibilit) to this committee, to pro-
vide you with accurate Inf0111111t1U11. We need to work at it harder.

Dr. Pima', I would like to make one other observation. There are
techniques I think once we get a system that t/oks the
kind of questions that -ieallt need to be asked and gather the data.
Then we can set in plane a santpliug procedure, whereby'periodicallt ,

we go in and sample those responses for their accuracy.
Once vilified the thst tine. al ouiN we can continue on an ongoing

basis to sample and 'calls ei ify them at the local level to maintain
accuracy. I think that knel of technique will provide the kind of
stewardship the commissionet That is the kind of pro-
cedure we need to put in place once we get the total system put in
place.

Dr. Timm', 1-4,1,1,. The things I think we ought to consider doing
is send back the data w late Ise show all 50 States and say to Penn-
sylvania. This is what sou gat. us. Do you still stand on it? We
probably need more of that going on than we (lave had.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank sots.
Mrs. Cnisilin,3t. Mr. Miller.
Mr. mimmt. Thank ,)a, madam, Chairman. I would like to ask

a couple of questions. I oulds.like to go back to the chart on page
that the chairperson brought to your attention and go to the home
econolnics not -for wages. iind ask if you might describe the dis-
tinction Between that piogiain and hone', economies under paren-
theses of gainfur?

Dr. 121Kilci,. Are yon asking for a description of that ?
lit'. miLLER. Yeq
Dr. Titan i:. Mr. Mille', in part B of the Viwat ional Education Act,

it calls for Lame economies-propianis that lead t( a particular oceu-
*patio'', as compared to gene, al holm. economics that prepares one to
lis-e and work in the homy, and another part, of the at funds the
generjil homi economics, tht. home anti family living, if t on will.
thial suite of nay friedels in home economies will be upset with my
using that term, lint, I am ts ing to make a distinction between the
home economies piovains that lead to a specific occupation as
compared to what lutes been thought of as traditionally the horn,.
economics 'wog aim. That iY the distinction.

One is in pt rt A 4nd the other is a separately funded category.
a separate fin led part' in the existing act.

Mr. MILLE i assuiue 110 t Indi& van be made in terms of 'home
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economies not for wages. In fact. ;;;; petceift of ,earollinent in voca-
tional education at the secondai N let are in that progra.-

. That does not mean. tettainI,N. that 33 percent, of the program
budget is wrapped up in that pi ogiain. Do 3.1m know what amount
it might be?

Dr. Not off the top of uty head. but I can look it up
for you in just a second if sou gie use a moment. It is part F. and
I believe it is $30 million this'teiti totaL out of $550 million, roughly.'

jMr. MILLER.. What is the ustiii'cation for having that program
'sin vocatioi,a1 education historical ly ?

Dr. PiEncE. Historically. 'home economics was one of the first
programs under the Sinith-diughcs Act. Home economics and agricul-
ture, that was the bask" and foundation for vocational education.
It has been a part of t ocational education activit since that time.

Mr. MILLER. But aGetuding to this chart, it has been segregated to
the extent it is now lecogn zed eithei not for gainful emplo3ment
or not for wages.

Or. Pima E. That is right.' In the 1968 act. the traditional home eco-
nomics program was separated but as a separate not for *ages
program.

The wage earning occupation program was put in kart B to make
the distinction between the twv.

Mr. MILLER. And we vend $30 million a year?
Dr. INERt E. It fluctuates a little each year, but roughly tliat each

year; yes sir.
Mr. MILLER. I assume that involves well, when I went to high

school, I participated in one of these classes, and I assume it involi ed
learning how to cook t al ions dishes. some consumer protection. some
general knowledge about the ling of the household, is thgt
correct? Is that still what it is?

Dr. Pitaa.E. It includes that. but also includes a went avid more
mo.clern kinds of contemns of the home. Most home economics pro-
grams are no longer geared to cooking and sewing. The programs
have been broadened to include the total needs of the family. need,'
of a working !MAI, and Lott she plot ides a home at the same time
as providing, perhaps. a livelihood for her children.

Also,. in terms of the, 19(;S act. one-third of those funds had to be
spent ifs depressed meas, melts of the State that were economicallt
depressed. -which therefore helped people v Ito, *perhaps, were on
welfare who may hive neNer reall.% had au opportunity to learn how
to us" their ,resources wc!l.

The home economics people moved into those areas. and I think
have done a fine job of Prot iding people w ;ill additional information
on how best to use their i'vnoll'evh. how to deal with their children.

, Mr. AteuoNzo BELL. Will my colleague yield'?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr, Au'in,Nzo While on were asking that question. I

wondered, relatit e to how economies. what is the percentage of
Federal, State and local expenditures?

Dr. PiEncE. It is notch higher than for the luerage. as T recall.
Off the top of my head. Mr. Bell, I dank it is, about 9.50 of State
and local to every $1 of Federal. I will verify that.

3 4 !
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It is $8.64, but it is higher than the national average for all voca-
tional education support, which is $3.29 of State and local for
every $1 of Federal money.

Mr. ALPIIONZO BELL. I thank in) colleague foi. yielding. Sorry
to interrupt.

Mr. MILLER. My concern is this: I artiitalate with some reluctance
because I am somewhat new to the committee Itnd somewhat new to
this program, but the hoine.ec.ononlics segment. again. na 'for wages,
I worry that may be a place to 611 Ufill. IN omen off to in the educational
system who are tiled of the tiaditional academici 'programs and we
are spending an awful lot of motto on 'this program.

Then I look at the eategm just above it, Health. and we see we
are dealing with 1 percent of the people at the secondary level. An-
other subcommittee of this ommittee heard testimony about the dire
need for individuals m telnat of Iona. healthcare set vices, the need
for training of personnel, especial!) 46 we lire going to move away
from institutionali-2ing people blick. into the community and into
their homes. I just really want to express a concern about this. While
I am sure that home economics is much,differeat than when I went
to secondary 'school, and certainly, the situation described in terms
of depressed area3 of dis,achantaged. individuals has some merit, I
just question whether that wait\ ought to be funded under ocational
education. It seems to me we ale dealing with %el..) limited resources
and trying to retrain people at the other end. adults, the other end
of the scale, who have been throw 11 out of work because of a change
in industry and' so forth. I %%oink whether we are using out re-
sources to the best of our capability. .

I understand this was selected this way. and I am speaking to
the bill more than I am speaking to your esponsibilit ies in the ,ottice.
But I really think this is something that this committee and others
ought to be concerned with because $30 million is an awful lot of
money right now in tla educational system. If it is simply to really
take over the role of the traditional. family in terms of passing on
certain skills. I suy.gyst we are doing that in many cases where the
areas are not depressed and not di,ivIA antaged and giNinff people a
break from their more traditional education. If so, we ought to think
that expenditure of name).

This goes also to the (pwstion of the sexual stereotyping that the
,chairman brought up.

I might also ask you.to address )ourself to tilt, contention raised
yesterday and today on the question of titate administration of these
programs provided b) Federal moneys. I guess the word of art
is retained funds for Inn poses id ildministrahon. and I notice under
my home Mate, California, it is 100 percent. I assume that is be-
cause the previous Guyer our of t hat tit it was very fond of Federal

-.dollars and not very fond of State dollars in teis of the expenditure
columns. but I would like lout leintion to some of The suggestions
made I belie.ye along this line in the GAO report regarding whethel
or not we ought to require a telling bring glared upon the amount
of funds that 11111 \ be 114 tlii1V{1 to final administrative positions and
Purposes, or whether A 1' :111)111(1 simply let it go at this chart wherr
tt ranges from 1 percent to 100 percent.

f.
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Dr. Befole I ansmei that. 11,1 ina),. the commissionei. as
a superintendent of s,4 hook might hate an obser% ation about the
home economics issue. it y ou mould like that.

Mr. 3lrrailt. Certand : please feel free.
Dr. TEiunL I might indicate 1 just saute Rout it school

district where me ululated seen large high schools. mei. ..2.;-)00

students in each high st boo!. and me did a rfollom up stud) with um
graduates of 3 years pievmos.

The purpose of this stud.% was to ask oinsekes what our graduates
were doing then. 3 teals hence. and what implications it might hate
for the curriculum in the high schools.

We found that otei tmo-thilds of the gills...were mothers and were
homemakers. Soule of taut at tout-time homemakers and mothers
and working. But it m.as sin isang to its a large !minim of those
Young women mho Lad iesponsibilities of Managing a home. and
I would suggest flow that expuenc( that. and in today's world
that it is a ver3. %el.% omplex tusk to manage a home. to see to
adequate nutrition and adequate family management and mono
management and soon being taken tale of as well as the meals
preparation skills and the rest of it.

I. for one. hate been tei% much supportive of the eoncept of home
economies in the soealled nongainful area.

Mr. Au.noNzo Bw.. Will too yield at this point?
Mr. MILLER: Yes.
Mr. ALenoNzo BELL. Doom!. i think one of the problems is basic-

all3, that the home et onoinics piogiain could probably be funded at
a local level.

Dr. hi-awl-% No quest lon.about that.
Mr. AenoNzo BELL. And it would be. h0 N 0 ate spending

Federal moue' on a timpani that i do not think basically uttultes
the search for emplo mein.

It seems to me that the point is vet %Veil taken.
Di. Pima E. Well. I mould not dispute that. i touted to point out

the great need foi this and the great Iii,icentage of our population
of our graduates that wind tip whew that is their full-time occu-
pation.

We need to care for That and mhether.it be done on the Federal
or local level. I would still iiigue that me need a large program in
t his area.

Mr. ALenoN-zo BELL Fedeial mone%s for %ocational education
should be used fm the opeiation, not .....orally met. oi training not
otherwise met at the local let el. Basically. thatis al,N feeling.

h1-110 E. Again. I .4iv it is a tiltiCilsti1011 14... to whether Of not
all neat:, , na: eau, at ion I./light to be d'eAott,I exelusi% eh for placing
people 'into emplo meld. ut a hethei it ought to be to prepare them.
like other aspects of education. for theil full-time life expoliencits.
I would not want.m engairc in a debate on that it this point.

Mr. .11.rnoNzo BELL. In 1963. i winked with the first vocational
education bill mei passed b% the House. As fat as Fedelid monets
are eoneerned. felt the thirst of these dollais should not
be to(%ard those di% isions of the home economies progi am tliat do not
lead to emploment. but tom aid the other teat important aspects
for emplomeut.
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Dr. would just say, Mr. Bell, that would be a dramatic
departure from what we had an the Smith-Hughes Act.

Mr. ALPIION'ZO Brad.. I know the Smith Act, but the 1963 act made
some changes. I thought that thiust was established, but it does not
look like tt,was.

Di. Pima t.. I don't belies eweread the legislation that way and we
tried to loolq't over carefully.

Mr. ALelio.no Mas be we should make that less ambiguous.
Dr. Pima:. Yes, to make it more explicit. -which is the intent

of Congress.
Crusuotar. Are you finished ?

Mr. MILLER. I have a question that I would like an answer to on
Federal funding of administrative costs.

PuiacE. One of the things Congress did in 1968, which I
thought was applopi to remove Mlle purpose bx purpose
watching provisions in that act and simply say to the States: "You
must match °serail at least on a 50-50 basis." That allows the State
the flexibility to say : Because of a Governor's decision, or
whatever the particular issue might be in a State, I can take care of
the needs of the program without Using to worry about whether I
have 50 percent in this little pot and percent in this little pot and
50. percent, 1. this little pot long as I am overmatched."

I am kind of caught on the horns of a dilemma in trying to answer
because it may--Asell. you aim certainly make an argument that the
State ought to put in at least a pi opoi donate share for administra-
tion. We try to point out that it was not. or we didn't think it was
as bad across the Nation in terms of the amount of Federal money
being spent for administiation as the GAO report suggested.

If this data in the question in ninal is 5.percent as Irceurate is not
as bad, and 7.2 percent nati,.m.illy.'you has e a relatively few number
of States, and 1 has e forgotten the summary here, but in terms of
that State level of muumuu:4 at ion. y oit only have States, or rather in
amount, sou has e 11) States that are ON er 20 percent and the rest of
them fall beneath 20 percent and 23 of them fall beneath 9 percent

I guess the thing I win iy about is. I know that in thy adult basic
education program that 5 percent limitation causes some real prob-
lems in administiation of that piogiam. tiAO recommends 5 per-
cent. I inn rettli1 %e..% afraid that 5 years frome now, we will be
back.heic responding to anodic! GAO report which says the States
have not played the kiuil of leadership role they shorild have and
we will be seriously criticized. all of us. for not doing that, ifwe put
too low a ceiling on that administration level.

So.,I lime a hard time milli the4issue. I know what Con
gress is faced 'with. but I really wonder if maybe the wisdom of
making it an overall matt h rather than a purpose-liy-purpose match
is still ji good one and CongTess may 14mply want to express the
intent of Congress in teyas of not going above a certain amount.

Mr. Mn,r.t.a. If I might suggest one jollowup question on that.
IlOw do we monitor these funds that are used for administration to
make sure these people are gis ing their full time to this program?

Dr. L. We monitor them in seseral wars. One Way., of e0111Se.
is through the statemehts in the State Plan. They must state what
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the backgrounds of the people all- and what their responsibilities will
be. Secondly, we ha'e out management teams go out in the field,
five .members usually hum 0111 staff. that go from State to State and
review the management of the ,program.

Now, we can't do that in intl.), State ever, year obviously, but
it is done on a sampling basis.

Mr. MILLER. Is that often?
Di. Iliaitc. Not very often. There aie two States' we are a little bit

concerned with right now in tetins of some administrative decisions
that have been made' that ruake it appear. at least on the surface, that
the individuals in the Statc,--llepaltintnt of education that arc being
paid for with Federal funds are nut really spending their full time
for vocational education, and we are dealing with those States now.

We have had technical assistance on program review teams in the
States. As a matter of facts), talked tothe chief State school officer in
one of those States last week about the problem. He happens to be
new. He is going to address himself to the bale, and we will get back
to it and try to solve it.

Mrs. (mmix. Thank you very much. I would like to make a
brief comment before calling on Mi. Bell with respect to a comment
made by Commissioner Bell a short while ago.

I think that what we are trying to do. as we attempt to get out
thoughts togethei .. to iew ite, or rerise, cir amend the legislation,
i8 to make sure that we understand what the thrust and original pur;
pose of the legislation was, I think one of the things that has to be
clearly understood in the minds of all of us is that there is something
happening in this counti w ith respect to the female population-53
percent of the women in this country with children under the age of
18 are now working, and that thousainls of women in this country are.
working not for pin inone or foi extra goodies. but because it is a
dire necessity for the women to supplement the income of theif
households. If they don't hale marketable skills and don't get the
training via the money the Golornment has put forth for this pur-
pose. 'I think we are missing' the goal, and I think it is important
that ,all oThis understand the- basic intent of the legislation.

Dr. TEma.a.-,Bat.L. 1 'recognize that agree with it and think
itotight to be the first priority. I would like to persuade the com-
mittee. and may not be successfill. I think it would be amistakii
to eliminate and prohibit entirely the spending of Ffsdesal funds
for training of people that want'to be in nongainful home economics.
I think that if von woceed tc-, do that. that yon will stir up an enor-
mous reaction -fro fn those individuals and those housewives that
think they are arso serving in a s e.ry important capacity and that
virtue of their eakuit; and their wiHnigness t sesve as they are.
they are also contributing to the economy and that 1#3 virtue of the
fact they are doing what they are doing. thts3 are sal ing money and
contributing to that end.

I hasten to emphasize thi; hierarchy of priorities would not list
it first, but down a wills*, and I just hope the committee would not
prohibit it entirely. If they , want to restrict it some way. I won't mind,
but try to persuade the conAnittee not to prohibit it.

I thought I misheard or maybe misinterpreted from,Mr. Miller or
Mr. Bell an inclination that that .is the direction you are heading,

3F I
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and 1 wanted to raise my %Oil(' to t ith 11 hatex,er effectiveness I
have, I don't know, to persuade you not to do that.

Mrs. Cuisnotol. Thank you. Dr. Bell.
Mr. ALPHONZt) BELL. CUILIIIIISsIOnet Bell. the GAO report_claims

the State of California uses only Federal money and no State-
money for administrative (ists.

How would you suggest that this be corrected?
Dr. Timm. t-don't think that we talked about that specif-

ically. 1 would say, and not referring to California in particular.
but I served for 7 seats as a chief State school officer. and I know
that where you get ,soul funds to take care of adequate management
and planning and so on sumtinus depends upon how you collie out,
one body, this body %irsus, illy State legislature.

Sometimes, if you halve to face the fact that because you haye
been unsuccpssful ru gettilig State legislatiNe appropriations, rather
than to dismantle a staff, I had the experience a few time before
the legislature that I came before, ()Nun ing to go heavier on Federal
funds than I wanted to temporady until I could get before the
legislature again.

But this matter of 100 percent in California, I think maybe Dr.
Pierce ought to talk to it specificallY.

Mr. .ALPnoN-7,o Britt.. Let me add another question. Perhaps one
-a-trs-wer %%Truitt by tiro INT' --on Id work out a matching t arrunkrernent
with California. say 5 percent Federal and 5 percent State?

Dr, TERRE!. I think that if you did that. w N10111l1 lute this
situation.

Mr. ALM( oNZU 1/1,1.. 1 ha t vie! matching aryangem4t. would
that be, an answer?

I'ucE. Well. one answet, of course, 1% ou Id be to simply state
in new legislation that administiation must also IV Matched 50-50.
That is one wary Oil can go. That would then mean that every State
could,then go up to .11) irel cunt Federal and could not go above that.
That is one approach.

Another approach might be. Mr. Bell. that to simply suggest that
'for those States that are above .20 percent, that it is the intent of
Congress that. well. thew are probably other ways without legis-
latively mamlating it, that you could address yourself to that issue.
But if vpu really feel that %on need limit it. you can do two things.
either the 50-50 march. o you could do u hat GAO suggests and put
it limit on it.

I think the limit of 1 percent suggested by GAO would be detri-
mental to the program. Ithink that is too little. The other programs
I Iniie the responsibility for. I know' it is to little at the State level.
They simply canmit funefiiin u ll, aml they do not pmvule the kind
of leadership at the State level that needs to be provided.

So I ant worried about the 5 percent. I don't think most States
would worry at all about a ,-)0-50 match across the board and that
would- take vale of. eettainh. California and a few of the others.

California would %sou% about that, obviously, and it 11(111111 cause
them some problems.

Mr. Ar.riniszo Buil,. I hate anothe question. What positive steps
Inge you taken to apply title IX of the Education Amendiornt, of
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197-2 to eliminate sex dist mutilation in ocational education pro-
grains?

Dr. lime done a number of things. Most recentl.". I

have met with a Loninut ter of foul women's organizations that testi-
fied before the rules and legulations hearings. alai was piesented
written testunon iequesting that (Li tain (lianges in the rotational
education rules and regulations be made.

The thrust of those le( oniniendations were twofold. One is that
certain sex designations be eliminated iii the rules and regulations
such as changing "firemen- to "filefightel.- Tin other was to stipu-
late in a number of phi( is to :old a :sentence. "without regard to sex"
and so on, in about 17 ditleient places in the existing rules and
regulations.

Our attoehos told.us sub Ii nom actions were real' unnecessarl
because title IX already pertains to all Federall3 assisted education
programs.

I then took that document'of .20 pages and sent it to all State
ocational education dilectois and said though we been
told not:to do it b the law %cis. this is the kind of thing the women
of the country would like to. see happen. this is the kind of sensitivity
to the legislation the would like to see you aware of and. therefore,
I am asking on and }out colleagues to read it, hare the staff read it,
so you become aware of the clurar9,-; flint the WOMPT1 wroild like to
see made.

I think it is'tluough this kind of activity that we can make the
people aware and sensiti% r to the issue's and *bring about the changes.
That is the most recent thing I can think of that we have done.

Cooks. If could comment on that also. I think we should
not hold out locational education 1) itself on the enforcement of .
title IX.

Title IX regulations ale not % et published in the Federal Register.
One hopes that will happen w 'thin the next month or so. After those
regulation* are published III tIm Federal Register. then I think i-tu

walI see cleat the applicahilit, of those to vocational education nit
particular, and that is when . on beg-in to get sonic. enforcement on
the sex discrimination issue. w luch we. perhaps, have not had in
the past. I think that is a, fair way to put it.

Mr. to this point : -perhaps an occupation such as
welding !night be hazai dons to a woman.- I really find it incredible,
that a statement like that would still lie made by a State director.
In the area hear where I lire.

You go to Mare Island \au :II Rase and there arc women welding
dud working on lathes. and there is a.w hole mange of jobs and indus-
tl again. in the steel mills liae been told h% the government to
eniplo, women. auil ielineiies it ing women and somehow.

I N.A.% think it t_foes beollil changing "firemen" to "fheperson."
It goes to a dirvctie as to ghat pee:onions Inure to be taken in sonic
instant es leant ding length of hair. and what pain but not the
inunedintegissumption t hit somehow, work is more hazardous to one
m(11%1(111:11 than to :motile!. esperiall ocational education.

Dr. l'adn F. The only' thing I can sa.% in response is that wt. are
a product of om en% ii onment. and me still find people who make
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sexist statements like that in M el) area, and there ar still a- few
in vocational educatim, and we are,,.tr t6 educate lion as fast
as we can.

Mr. MILLER. That is whs my generation says to keep"pushing.pushing.
Ur. PIER& L. I assure )ou, we' are going to bring into my office a

group of those State directors to develop a set of very specific nctiy-
ales- that we can put in place act i aies that (10 just exactly what you
are suggesting.

Mr. Goonu.. That must not,liae been a serfolis statement. Was it,
Mr. Miller?

Mr. ALPHONZO BLLI.. I 11111 e one more statement regarding the
problem between vocational education and the labor market. Does
OE set priorities for employment ?

Dr. TEnnEL BELL. We are constantly hi. contact with labor. We
have some joint responsibilities with, them that the department does
on CETA. I don't think we are doing as good a job,! Mr. Bell,,as
we ought to do in that regard, knowing the nature of how bureau-
cratic organizations funciion.

I should say I think the places where we ought to be interfacing
better are with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. obviously, and, also
with the State employ mein security offices. I think, particularly, we
ought to be encouraging that on the Statt; vocational' education levels.

NI. ALPIIONZO 1411,. Do Nott have a dictionary of titles with the

.7"

I )r. TEnarr, BELL. Yes.
Mr. AtsuoNzo Brad,. With tour department, the labor-statistician

and so forth ?
e4 I )r. TErairr, BELL. Yes.

Mr, A.LenoNzo BELL. Are they the same?
Dr. TERICEL BELL. Yes, the State vocational directors use the Dic-

tionary of Occupational Titles developed by the Labor Department.
So the terminolo* w we use is the same. I suspect much of the edu.-
rational jargon that we throw around, with it, may be with varying
degrees of eaution,, is where we do hate problems in that regard.

Dr. l'imo E. If I iniplit mkt, we meet monthly with the Bureau of
La,bor Statistics tr3ing to xesohe our projolems in looking at the
labor market vis-a-vis training. We have joint document we put
out with them where we have put all of the occupational education
titivs, designation titles. and match these to the Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles numbers, so you have a cross-reference one to the
other. We have been working with them in the development of our
15 I ocational education clusters. We also have constantly watched
on a national let el the enrollment in Nocatio'nal education as com-
pared to "BLS" national trends.

One of the things that we respondePto in our point -by -point re-
sponse to GAO was to do just a random sampling of 10 occupations
111 vocational education, show ing the enrollment increase in those
occupations and determining if those enrollment increases were con-
sistent with Pmplm mont opportunity increases and in every case
they were. So we work w ith them as closely as we can. T am sure
we can do more and we will obviously have to continue to look to
was to improve it. -

32- 045 75vol. 1-23
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Mr. .A.Lenoxzo 131;1.1.. It seems to me that this is one of the most
vital and immediate things we should do. It has taken too' long
to adjust this situation.

Dr. TEmum BELL. I surely agree with that, Mr. Bell.
Mr. ALmioxzo BELL. Thank You.
Mrs. Ciusuoum. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. G000rixo. First of all, Madam Chairperson, I would like to

defend the gentleman here 3esterday, that you don't go snap his
fingers. As f understbod his comment, he is merely sti3ing that in
this day and age there is still a problem with employers and a lot
of other people, when you try to tell them that "Yes, we can train,
and would do such and such" and I don't think he was saying that
he couldn't bring himself to do an3thing like that. It was the prob-
lem he was running into back home in the area with other people.
I think this was part of it.

Second, I don't want to leave the impression that educators are
basically irresponsible when it comes to compiling data. I do want
to point out that the,questionnaire has to be such that all people
would' assume that you are asking the same questions in order to
get that type iatormation. Sometimes hurriedly, you do things
that are not done iTs'Ncrell as they should have been done. Thira, for
instance, 14 superin ndents can sit in a room and try to determine
"who axe vocationa education students" and they can come up with
different ideas. St..b it means-Trrore litune.1 if -you- culue
up with mor ional education students.

Madam Chairperson, I am sorry the chairman is not here because
I would like him to hear this. I would like to fake my hat off to
GAO, If I can get Out of here alive by doing that, not because I am
sure that their report is totally correct. It probably is not in dep,th-
nesi, et cetera, but simply because educators are just like elected and
appointed officials, they are very thin-skinned when it comes to
criticism. However, we become better educators and come up with
better programs when the PTA criticizes even though we tell them
they don't know what' they are talking about because they are not
educators. We cm home and look in the mirror, so I congratulate
GAO on that basis. I am sure there will be better programs because
of your report.

Let me refer to a couple of pages, not necessarily asking. questions,
but asking the Commissioner if he would like to respond. to the
emphasis I put on some of his comments. On page 3 3ou point out

,
As a cautionary note. it should be mentioned that efforts to expand the work

experience component of vocational eduontion suffers less from 'problems that
ran be cured by legislation thnn from n vnriety of State and local rules re-
garding teachers. unions, safety and henith over which the Federal Guy ern-
went has little control.

I 4ir
am very appreciathe of that statement because people back home

and sometimes people down here think we have a magic w and and
there are many areas particularly in vocational education 'V% here I
believe this is true.

Dr. Tr.mmt, BELT, I agree with that, too.
Mr.'G000r.ixo. Turning to page 6 of your report, "However. Fed-

eral legislation cannot be the sole means to accomplish better Stath-
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and local planning. Such planning will require considerable ,effort
on-behalf of the States to bring tog4b.er manpower training activ-
ities, public and private employers and education agencies; them-
selves fragmented by level. I do have a question here. .

Do you believe one of our greatest problems. piTh..q:jp the area
of vocational education, is to come up with bettee'prO1'ains it we
could find some way to soh e the pi ublems you are addressing yourself
to in that statement?

Dr. TERREL' BELL. I really do, Mr. Goodling. I think this frag-
mentation anci this need for better cohesiveness, in our planning
would do a better yob for us. I would also like to say, while I am
speaking, that I don't want to sound ON erly defensive about the GAO
and I suspect N've have been.

Mr. Gooptixo. Not you. but my fellow colleagues of yesterday.
Dr. TERREL BELL. Well, I think that the sum total benefit of their

repolkks.geing to be of great value to us and particularly as it calls
attention to this point right here, if for no other point, one of the
strong points I think that they node.

M.. (.100DLINQ. On the same page, "approximately l'epercent of the
Stat and local vocational education moneys are spent on special
nee students compared with 28.7 percent of Federal funds under
part alone."

I would merely say to the Committee "hilts off to you folks_before
I became a monger of the tommitte(e.' because had-them nut hem

40 this thrust w e would not have sere ed the needs of those dept it ed and
those in more needilian many other students if it had not been for
your foresight. It is moving in the right direction, it is a long way
from being there, but moving in the right direction.

On page 7, a fourth problem raised is the undesirably large pro-
portion of Federal funds going to support State administration costs.

I am concerned about this, whether I use your figures or GAO's
figures, because I really think youngsters are denied a lot 'of benefits
many times because we get top heavy and the money does not really
get down, as much as it should. down to the youngsters and I think
no matter whose figures we use, we can improve upon that. Won't
you agree?

Dr. Tiatam, Nit,. I surely would agree. We need to constantly be
working on that because it does take the money away from the
working level.

Mr. Goomixo. And the States have to be made aware of the fact
that they have a responsibility, also?

Dr. TERREL I3nraRight. I agree, with that, also.
Mr. GOODLING. Ojil page 8, "our experience shows that over time,

States are relying less on Federal funds for aCooinistrative costs."
I .have seen this has been much improved. I hope GAO is seeing

the direction or a trend' in that direction, and if not. I am 'tire
their report will move us in that direction.

Dr. lEaEr. BELL. I believe it will. It has called strong latent ion
to this.

,Mr. GOODLING. One last report. shire there is a vote on the House.
On page 10, you list items 1, 2, and 3, and I think two areas that I
have seen that need much imilrovement and have been mentioned
here are planning and guidance.

- r-
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I think, as I said 3esterday, that we have used excuses that we
don't know how much money we are going to get and although it is
not necessarily just an excuse, part of it is Congress's fault, it is an
excuse not to do the type planning necessary and then it becomes
sort of a last-minute shotgun approach.

Dr. Thania., BELL. Yes. I agree with that. I might mention that \
the Congress has accepted, I believe, the concept of forward funding
of many of our formula programs in recognition of this and that
is going to be helpful.

Mr. GOODLING. I think whatever we do with the program, we must
be thinking seriously about the area of guidance for prevocational
students from early in their lives. Then guide the program right
through, because I think my experience would indicate there is need
for improvement in those areas.

Thank you.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you. Just before we leave to vote I would

like to ask you one question. We have heard from a lot of men who
desire to place people in Sobs and are willing to provide the training
and to provide the equipment, but of course they were tdrned down
because they were not certificated. I was wondering what is the Office
of Education doing about some alternative training component?
Must the job of vocational training necessarily be done on the prem-
ises in spite. of the fact there are all kinds of offers being made by
people in various fields but who unfortunately do not meet certain
standard requirements?

Dr. TERnEr, BELL. I would indicate that I believe that this new
emphasis that we are seeing now in education,_ at least I am reading
it a lot in the literati', e, off,, competency based education versus the
certificated credentialing is going to do a great deal in that regard.
There was a national commission that met in this city last week and
T had an.opportunity to address them, and they were addressing
themselves fo this very question that you are raising.

I do think we have some barriers there that are artificial, and that
we ought to be working at it. I would say that I think we have
long way to go. But I do see a great interest in the fact that the
chief State school officers. for example. are concerned about tlfis,
which is another arch of concern. I think the more we can get the
competency based education. and the more we move away from
credentialing, the more we will point in the direction I think you
are referring to.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank ) ou. gentlemen, We will recess for about 5
minutes and will return, and will not be much longer because there
are just a. few more questions.

We stand in'recess for a few moments.
(Short recess-taken.]
Mr. QmE. (Presiding) Since I am presiding, I will be left with

asking queptiams.
Let pie aNc.the gentleman from Massachusetts some questions, since

you are our resident expert. You indicated that every State director
knows the percentage that each school district puts into mainte-
nanceimprovement of old programs, and development of flew ones.
How do you happen to ask those questions?

3 ,
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1)1'. BUZZELL. I ant sorry, there is a misunderstanding. While I
was State director I could tell you with a considerable degree of
accuracy the munber or amount of percentage of Federal dollars
coining to Massachusetts that were used fot maintenance of existing
programs, and the percentage that would be used for establishing or
expanding, into HMV prO.'"1 il111. I would nut be able to very easily
tell vou the amount of State dollars which flowed to the locals, to
the LEAs, which were being used for establishment of new progi anis
versus the maintenanc) of existing programs. So what we are really
speaking about are the Federal dollars.

Mr. Qum. Why won't y on know- about the State's share because at
least they had to have sonic indication they were matching?

Dr. 13u-zzEur.. Well, we could assess the number of dollars flowing
to LEA's, but once thew flowed to the LEA's we could not easily
describe what happened to them vis-a-vis the dollars going into
maintenance versus State programs.

Mr. QUE. But wasn't an)one in the State legislature interested?
Dr. Buz-a.m. I suspect the State legislature might have been inter-

e4ted. and probably has asked questions, and could gather data from
specific districts. Your own district, for example. I do believe the
State department of education could have drawn from the data pro-
vided by the local LEA's into the State data bank, could have proc-
essed the data to get access to such information.

One of the ways in which it could have been done would be to deter-
mine how many new programs were proposed to the State of Massa-
chusettS for approval. Since no program could be initiated in an
LEA without approval of the State, there were mechanisms in place
for determining that, but .those'data w ere not very often called for.

Mr. QITIE. I assume that one of the reasons why you knew what
the Federal money was being used for was you asked questions on
Federal money?

Dr. BtizzEur.. Correct.
Mr. Qum. And it was because the -U.S. Office of Education told

von to ask that?
Dr. BUZZELL. That is correct.
Mr. Qum. Then how do thew define "maintenance" and "improve-

ment" as different from "establishment"?
Dr. Buzzmi.. Well, if a program had been in existence, it was

established.
Mr. Qt m. Now, did they put in the definition that went along w ith

these questions, for institute, in 1973 any program that was funded
before July 1, 1972, would be called "maintenance"?

Dr. TitizzEm. Well forthe purpose of that survey, yes.
Mr. Qum. How did. they define "improvement"?
Dr. Buzzmili. Well, if you took an existing program and added a

dimension to that program. Let's take, for example. in the machine
shop program, where on added a numeric control machine. a my
expensive piece of equipment, which would cause the curriculum to
be modified so that those experiences the students were remising
were actually changed. that would be an improvement. If yon added
/in to the building to increase the capacity of the number of learn-
ing stations, that would be considered an improvement. If 3 on just

0
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purchased a replacement fur an existing piece of equipment, or if
one of the pieces of equipment that you were using, no long func-
tioned and purchased alt exact duplicate. that would not bean
expansion or impros ement of a progiam any more than reordeling
a set of textbooks to replace used ones would be.

Mr. Qum. That would be maintenance ?
I)r. 13 UZZELL. That would be maintenance, yes.
Mr. QUE. How about development then of new programs?
I)r. Buzz.m.L. That would be an entirely new package for the

school district or school system that had never been in existence
within that area. For example. the establishment of a totally new
machine.shop program because of the demand by a new industry
for workers trained in that capaeit. That would be considered a new
program, even though machine shop programs were in existence in
other areas, as long as it was new for the student in that geographic

iarea it would be considered new.
Mr. QUM. Well, let's take auto mechanics. There was an auto

mechanics program and y ou are just replacing the textbooks and any
material they had before, that would be maintenance for the pro-
gram?

Dr. firzzr.i.i.. That would be maintenance, yes.
Mr. Qru. If you went to a new engine that you had not had be-

fore?
Dr. BUZZELL. The engine, for example, would be an addition, would

modify the curiiculunt and classified as an expansion or improvement
of an existino. program. That is if the funds for that expenditure.

Mr. Qr-LE.Now, once y ou had an auto mechanics program, then
it would never be called "des dopment" or "establishment", no matter
what you did. would that be right ?

I )r. 131-7.m.L. Once it is in place, yes.
Mr.- QrIE. Okay, in a machine shop program did you get into an

expansion or development or establishment? Did you have a machine
shop program going before,?

Dr. 131-zzEi.L. Yes.
Mr. Qum. You get a new type of machine with an improvement ?
Dr. Buzzmr.. Let's take a new creation in technology, such as

numei is control where the machines are run or programed by com-
puter tape. The addition of this segment of instruction to an existing
plop am would be considered improvement or expansion of an exist-
ing program, and the dollars allocated specifically to that would be
classified as new and expanded or improved as opposed to maintain-
ing the existing program.

Mr. Quir.. You have been using the word "improved". It seems to
me there are three categories: maintenance, improvement, or estab-
lishment.

Dr t Fit zzEu.. Fine, I will use those terms. I am sorry. I wilitse
those terms.

In the area of the numeric control, that is an add-on to an existipg
program, which improves the existing program.

Mr. QUE. So that would be improvement?
Dr. FirzzEnn. Yes.

'Mr. Qum. So that, wouldn't be establishment?
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Dr. Buzzta.n. Yes.
Mr. QtIE. Give me alt Aample of one of those in the machine

shop, say.
Dr. RC:EZELL. The area in the western part of 'Massachusetts which

had just receiNed, or a new plant had moved in, General Electric,
for example. and Hie opportunities fur emplornent in the new plant
required training in the area of the machine shop, then a new ma
chine shop prop am w ould be established at the school in the area.

Mr. Quit: Now I was talking if you had one in place, a machine
shop prograin in place?

Dr. RI:EZELL. Okay.
Mr. QUE. Then there would be no way of calling that an estab-

lishrnent, is that right?
Dr. B`ttzzEnn. That is correct.
Mr. Qtat. In Massachusetts. in 1973, only 2 percent of its money

was to maintain and 6 percent of its money, I guess this is all part
B, was for improvement..and 55 percent was in development and
establishment of new programs. Is this something that was a pile-
notnena of that year or would we see this going on year after year?

Dr. BUZZELL. I think there are a number of factors. One very im-
portant factor, which should be conside'red by you as you examine
the data, is that typical behavior in Massachusetts, the Federal dol-
lars, the ten millions of dollars of Federal funds that flow into
Massachusetts as "seed money" in Massachusetts. The reason it can
be handled that way is because there is a tremendous State support,
for vocational education in Massachusetts, to the tune of 50 percent
of the total cost of maintaining or operating vocational programs. It
is borne by the State. and 50 percent comes also from the local area,
so it was quite easy for its in Massachusetts, using the "seed money'
concept to go into an area and initiate a new program for 1 year
with Federal funds, then withdrawing those.

Well. we picked up 100 percent of the development of that pro-
gram, for example. what we would call turnkey costs. The Federal,
dollars at the end-of 1 sear would be withdrawn but instead of leav-
ing the responsibility totally on the shoulders of the local system we
moved in 50 percent of the operating costs from StateJunds and
asked the local system to come up with the other 50 percent. That is
a very important factor in understanding how Massachusetts could
be at the extreme end of maintenance, improvement, and establ4-
ment continually.

Mr. Qum. Okay. Bill. let's talk about the Iowa and Massachusetts
plans, which each laid out a program and identified maintenanf.e.
Improvement. and establishment. Massachusetts had a tqry small
percentage in the first two categories and a large amount in the
development and establishment. in fact provided ancillary service to
the amount of 29 percent of the money. You got that plan and then
took a look at the Iowa plan. 77 percent in maintenance, 0 in improve-
ment, three-tenths of 1 percent in development and establishment,
and used 14 percent hi ancillary, now you approved both of those.
They are surely far from the.mark. Iiipow we gave you authorits.
pretty broad authority under the act. rE t how did you decide that
both of them were okay?

3E3ti
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Dr. Pr Eat rt Our dilemma is to lieN er cxree,i Whitt we are allowed
legally.

-Mr. Qum+ You are the first person, excuse me, in the Fedual
Government that figured that way. You are a new breed.

Dr. Pp.:rat:. So that. as we looked at those-two State plans. one of
the things that we had to 110 NN an to sal : GiN en the fict that Congress
said in tie law that sgu mas- use the funds to maintain, expand. im-
prove, you may use them for ancillary serrices, that includes teacher
training, research, and a NN hole bunch of things; given the fact there
were no limits put on maintenance; given the fact there were no
limits put on adrninistt ation: !riven the fact that the requireinent
was an overall match of that what that suggests is that Iowa
and Massachusetts !lase VI'y different problems, and that the Fed-
eral funds are responding to those different problems in a different
way, but legally and in to' ms of the legality of the way the Congress
said the States can spend that money. that that was legal. That does
not say much about what yoti/fiprKdilection might be, vwhat our own
feeling might be in terms of the was it ought to be spent. But that
is kind of like me..or us at the Federal level, in the Office of Educa,
tion, playing God and Itleciding that everybody ought to do it the
way we thing it ought to be clone. So all we could do is look at the
plan mid ask, "Is it legal? Does it meet the legal requirements?" And.
if it does, we have no reason to recommend the Commissioner not
approve that plan.

Dr. TErta, -BELT. I would like to add. Mr. Quie. I have been try-
ing to say in the Office of Education since I have been there, that I
feel we have a very heavy leadership and advocacy responsibilits as
well as legal responsibilities in managing programs and even if we
can't legally persuade Iowa or Massachusetts to do a certain thing.
I think we ought to be strongly expressing our views and using all
of the persuasive posers we can to try to get them.to do those things
that we think would pros ide a good balance of vocational education
programs.

'When it gets clown to it, I guess legally they can tell us. "You
have no legal basis for disapproving that plan. This is what the law
says, and we are thus and so on it". But I think we can do a great

"deal in exercising a leadership role in that regard. and I have been
arguing we ought to do more of that.

Dr. PultcF. TAt me remind von of the precaution that T asked you
to bear in mind initially. that is. we are talkino. about 1 year. We are
talking about 1973. That is how we asked them to give it. What von
may have found in Town. and I don't know this to be true, but it is
posible, was that in 1969 or 1970 they spent 74 percent of their
funds to establish new programs. Once they got them established.
they have continued to maintain them without doing, as MasstIChu-
setts did, which was to back the Federal dollar out and require that
State and local dollars pick them up.

The program probably changes over a time, as they respond to
particular needs. Again, von have to be a little bit cautious as you
look at this table, because it doee freeze the time for 1 sear, and Tam
sure you will get an entirely different picture if you looked at it in
other years.

3 G1"
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Mr. Qum. That is w h, I asked the question of Massachusetts, if
It was unique to 1973, and I heard the answer it was not.

Dr. I'mucE. For them it 1% as not because they had in that State the
opportunity to do certain kinds of things because they had State
money.

Let me, if I may, a ol I hate to keep going back to my own egpe-
rience, but when I fir., .started working in Iocational education in
the State of Michigan we had $1.3 million of State funds and the
rest of it.was Federal and local. So we couldn't do very much with
the Federal money. Th.e Federal mone3 really was spent more for
maintenance than it reall ought to have been in terms of what we
wanted it to do. But we laid no other way to replace that. We couldn't
get the State legislatin e to come up with additional money until we
struck upon stling to the State. "Look, we think that the State
has the responsibility to pa .% the added costs of vocational education
prooTams."

So we went through an elaborate procedure for determining on a
program-by-program basis the added additional costs of those pro-
grams over traditiOnal or standard academic programs. On that
basis"we were able to tell the State. "OK, that makes sere now."
The State already said. "We are putting in money for those pro-
()Tams." We were able tosay. "Yes. but that program in machine
shop costs $3. a student more on an annual basis than the average
academic program."

On that basis. we weie able to get the Michigan Le lature to come
up with $18 million now of State money. as compare to $1.4 million
or $0.3 million we had Iv-hen I first started working in the program.
That then released $18 million of Federal funds tl t had been used
for maintenance of ongoing programs that can n w be'used in an
entirely different a in meeting other kinds of needs, such as con-
struction, purchase of equipment. or whatever, and can be used.
therefore, in the establishment of more new programs and in im-
proving additional or some ongoing' programs,

That is the kind of thing OA happens that allows you to make
different kinds of decisions at the State level once you get a differ-
ent kind of condition, a different kind of environment in which you
can operate at the State level.

Mr. Qum. You are not checking at all with any push from the
U.S. Office of Education of whether a State spends 2 percent on
maintenance or 17 percent on maintenance?

Dr. 13trticr.. We have not, no.
Mr. Qum. Whether a State pays for the State administration with

100 percent Federal dollars of one-tenth of 1 percent Federal dollars,
such as in _Nebraska. if it is an accurate figure on that?

Dr. No. When we see changes like that, we question "why",
but if, in the final analysis, it is matched at least 50 to 50, as the law
requires we approve it. If you recall hi the "1963 act there was a
purpose by purpose match and in 1968 it was taken off and there was
just one match. Since matching is no longer required purpose by pur-
pose, the only thing we can say is. "So long as you have State and
Federal moneys that equal 50 to 50 overall, that is all the law re-
quires."
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Obviously, we ha% t had national conferences on disadvantaged and
handicapped, and we by to improve the program in all kinds of
ways, but in the final analy sis that is coercion, that is pleading, that
is prodding, but it does not give us any legal basis for disapproving
a State plan if somebody dues not want to spend more than the
15 percent setaside. EI en if they don't go be\ and that and we think
they ought
them to go

Mr. Q
plan wleh
the State i
on the an
has to be i
"To what

o, that does not still giNe us any legal basis to forcing
beyond 15 pere91A.
. It says in tK law the State may set up a long-range

escribes the present and projected educational needs of
'terms of the purposes of the title. Then it comes through
ual program plan. It says, "The annual program plan
conformity with the h)ng-range plan", and so forth. And,

extent such proolanis and services and activities will carry
out the programs'set forth in a long-range program plan." Then
under "Purposes of the-Act," to take into consideration vpcat,ional
educational programs for high school students designed to epare
them for advanced or highly skilled" and so on.

Now, I am to understand then, in 1973. you checked Iowa's plan,
checked it against the long-range plan, checked it against the purpose
of the setout and they were meeting all of the purposes, and you said,
"OK, you are doing that fine. go ahead and put 77 percent of the
money into the maintenance of ongoing programs." That is hard to
believe. It may-be.

'Dr. PIERCE. They were meeting, if you recall, and you read it, it
says, "Consideration must be given to" and they show how they hale
given consideration. They show, "If we were to get certain numbers
of funds we will do thus and so". We do say that every annual plan
meets those requirements. but that does not say that any particular
State, would be in any way in violation or in any way give us a
reason for legitimately turning down that plan, or that they can't
be in conformity with the law and still have a 77-percent mainte-
nance. One of the things that bothered us about the concerns of GAO
was that they seemed to put weights on those four factors. We never
heard from Congress those were weighted. The law says a State must
take into consideration those things. But there were never any weights
established.

Therefore, when we looked at that, we said:
Yes, if you want to go back in retrospect and say that certain States put

xx' more weight on one of those factors than another, that is true. but there was
never any direction to the States or to us from Congress. or from us to the
States saying, "You must put weights on those particular factors."

So you end up being able to find an annual State plan that does
indeed Meet legal requirements of the law and is indeed consistent
with the State's long-range plan and still provides 77 percent for
maintenance.

NOV?' cut of the things I would like to respond to. if I may, is the
criticism that we never turned down a State plan. Every State plan
that I ever submitted as a State director and every State plan I think
ever submitted has been sent batik to the State because it did not do
exactly the things we have been talking about. The plan did not
comply with the law or regulations, or didn't make, those matches.

363''
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Therefore, it was sent back with things that had to be corrected. It
might be sent back three or four times from the regional Nice or from
the central office for correction by the State: Ultimately it was ap-
proved.

Certainly we never turn one down after all of the necessary correc-
tions

conform with the law and with t rues an itatitmv.-44
tions have been made whi,h makes Ike Alin legal and makes those

problem areas were changed before it was finally submitted. There-
fore, plans are not approved, as was suggested, without being looked
at.

But as I understand the thrust of your question, it is that we
should have been more proscriptive than we were about the way the
State spends its money. As we understood the law and intent of
Congress at the time the law was written, there was to be a great
deal of flexibility in the law to allow States to continue within that
broad framework to operate in ways that meet their own needs. That
is what we have been trying to accomplish.

Mr. QUM. If that was the case, I can't understand why we would
ever write a new law in 1968 if we were satisfied. I guess in Arkansas
in 1973 they had the highest figure in maintenance, 89 percent main-
tenance in point B. I don't know why we prescribed all of those
provisions, it hardly looked to me like a maintenance effort.

T felt yesterday, and when I talked to people at the GAO that
they left out maintenance entirely. I said they did not even look at
Arkansas; if they thought it was pretty bad with the other two, they
ought to look at Arkansas 89 percent of the money for maintaining
all programs. If that was satisfactory, you might as well chuck the
law and save their efforts in 1968.

Dr. PIERCE. Remember in 1973, and we are talking about 1973
now, and remember von can still have maintenance, as was described
and as it was defined in this study, you can still have a program
where no new changes NI ere made, where no new concepts were intro-
duced, but which still saw to it that 15 percent of the programs were
for the disadvantaged and 10 peent were for the handicapped. and
15 percent were for postsecondary. You can still have the mainte-
nance of those programs and meet the requirement of the law and
still not in that particular year have initiated very many new pro-
grams, but you still are meeting the requirements because you have
your 15 percent of funds for postsecondary that are maintenance.
they are on-going programs, and there is no need to change them.

They are there and they ate probably there since 1968. They prob-
ably were not there before 1968. Therefore, they have met the intent
of Congress to move that-State from where it was before To where
it is now.

But it is still maintenance. It is now being used to maintain that
level of activity.

Dr. 'FERREL BELL. Well. the final answer to the question is how
much did Arkansas spend in this year out of State and local money
for the other purposes you are looking at, and wondering why they
didn't spend it -there.

Mr. QtrE. We have certain things you want to achieve from the
Federal law. We passed the law in 1968, and if it is to maintain till
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progrnms, either they %%ere as good as we wanted already before the
1968 act, so they are so blamed good they could go maintaining what
they were doing, which I rather doubts or else, as you suggest, they
may have approached it mighty fast and all they had to do was
maintain it in 1973.

' Did you ask these questions for 1972 or 1971?
) r. Timm. BELL. N o.

Mr. QUIE. How in the world (lid you know?
I)r. P Encl.,. We didn't.
Mr. QmE. You mean you don't care?
1)1..13'1:Rel.:. Yes, we do care.
Mr. QUM. If you care. why didn't you ask the questions?
If I have an interest in vocational education, I want to see what

happened after the act amendments were passed in 1968, so I ask
questions to find out about it. We are finding out you are just asking
these questions now. You looked at the plans, and I know you looked
at the initial ones after the 1968 act, because some of these States
came to me asking for help to get their plans approved because OE
was applying pressure. I know 3,ou looked at them then, but I have
not seen any indication since that time you have really bore down
on them. You have not asked those questions at all. So here we are
now. you or somebody brings it to our attention that this kind of
variation exists.

I)r. PlErtrE. Let me do two things. I am not trying to defend us
except to say, as I indicated earlier, two, things. One that we can't
ask questions, we can't gather information that OMB' will not ap-
prove. 'We can't do that. So we can't go out and get a lot of thei
information we have been seeking. we just simply cannot unilaterally
collect that information. That is NO: 1.

No. 2and this goes back to my response to the question the
chairman asked earlieris that I do not agree that the existing
legislation should not be improved upon. That is why, in our new
proposal, we are suggestion that the Federal funds ought not to be
used only for the support, but they ought to be used to a greater
extent on the cutting edge: to make those kinds of changes that 1
,ease von (1(-ire. The 1968 law brought about changes you wanted
made in 1968. but it is 5 years later and people have arrived at a
particular point. they are meeting the requirements, there are no
new dollars coming ir. flowing in to them to allow them to continue
to build new programs. and so they have arrived now at a point where
it has become a fairly static program apparently in some of the
States in terms of financial growth.

T think the act did accomplish what was then needed. But. as
said. I don't agree that it does not need to be changed because I
think we are discussing some of the reasons for change.

Dr. TEHREL BELL. There has been a tremendous amount of int
provement in vocational education since 1968, and I think largely
attributable to this act. I would like to emphasize, Mr. Quie, that
the other part that we are not looking at is the State and local. of
course. You are saying to us. "We ought to be doing that more ag-
gressively than we are". and I agree with that.

Mr. Qvir.. That is all the questions for the moment.
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Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you, Mr. Quie.
It would seem to me, that your responsibility is to implement the

legislation in keeping with the intent of said legislation. Our re-
sponsibility is to make sure that whatever it is we have in mind is
being carried out, and if indeed it is not so, we have to amend our
restructure or change the legislation.

Now the GAO report did indicate that _the States were pi imarily
distributing the funds on the'basis of pupil enrollment or giving
existing vocational prograils the highest priority, or even in some
case just making sure that the different vocational schools gut a
little bit of the mono. so that tverybody gets a piece of the act ion.

I am wondering if the Office of Education would support aend-
ments that would target the needs of voNttiobal education institu-
tions, instead of funding the act simply on the basis of the manner
in mich Rinds have traditionally been expended? Don't y ou think
it might be better to target the funds, whatever funds we do have,
on the basis of need. because the funds evidently are not always
going on to the areas which really need the funds?

I would just like your reaction to that.
Ina. TERRE!, 1 would say, first of all, I think as, von look

at the problem on the State level. and as you look, at the responsibili-
ties that a chief State school oflimr has and a State director of vo-
cational education has, he has two pieces of legislation to administer.
lie has the State laws. and he has the Federal laws. To the extent
that you target in a certain area, as you deal with 50 different
Slate school systems, On niav target for one State. and it would he
highly beneficial for them. and yon may target in another State on
something that is precisely the same tidg that the State legislature
has targeted on.

So the problem with this is to allow the funds and the State laws
and the Federal law,s to be made compatible. One of the complaints
that was in the Federal vocational legislation. and I can remember
it as a former chief State school officer. before this act came to
its present status, was this very thing. that you couldn't adjust it
according to certain ideosynerasies. That is one State versus another.

So I would like to see certain national priorities expressed and em-
phasized that reflect needs that are quite pervasive nationwide. I
would like to see that done in a way that would be responsive, to
those problems that relate to employment problems and so on. and do
that in ri way where we could be aware of coming into conflict with
the expressed mandates of Shay legislatures in that reffard.

Now, if I am not responding completely, please query back and I
will try to be more specific.

Mrs. Cntstroun. I have one other question. In view of the relatively
small percentage of funds undisr the vocational act for the Nandi;
capped in particular. And because of indications in the report that
perhaps there are certain reasons why vou could not get the real
support for certain kinds of programs. do you think it might help
if the GAO's recommendation that a 50-50 percentage rate should
be established to ensure a commitment by State, and cities to these
constituencies. There is no commitment really right now. Perhaps if
we set criteria the States would have a little more responsibility.
Do you think this might help.?
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Dr. Trnutia. BELL. ThiS might be helpful.
One of the things that is related to that a study we made with

our Bureau of Education for the HandiCapped indicates there are
still 3 million students not being served. I would say this is an
example of one of those great almost nationwide needs, but that not-
withstanding we will find some states that are targeting a lot of

+t) money on handicapped children.
If we could write our legislation in such a way so we could take

cognizance of that and still have this catalytic encouragement ca-
pacity, building up the many, many States that are not doing the
lob, then I think we would be doing what we should.

I should emphasize, and I guess it is well understood, that the
15-percent requirement is a floor and not a ceiling. Maybe that floor
ought to be higher, or maybe there ought to be a different emphasis
altogether from that. But it presents this committee with a tre-
mendous problem as you deal with 50 separate State systems of edu-
cation, and giving cognizance to the fact the great bulk of the money
is appropriated at the State and local levels.

I would like to emphasize again, based upon my experience and
almost all of my adult lifetime in education, that this committee has
had a profound effect upon vocational education, and particularly
has it been so over the last 5 years, notwithstanding the fact that
I think we have pointed out and GAO has pointed out some flaws
and problems, and I think there are some places where we need to
shape up also.

Dr. PIERCE. May I add one thing in terms of the legislative pro-
posal that we hope to put forward. We would suggest in order to
really get the Federal funds targeted on the needs areas, that there
are some needs that should be described, as the Commissioner indi-
cated, and that we could do that on an annual basis by looking at
what is happening and really doing what Mr. Quie is worrying about,
that is, for us to really take a look at what is happening across the
Nation and every year make people aware of and cognizant of
the fact that this is an area of total need, and we can put that and
describe that and publish that, and ask the States to be responsive
to it.

In addition to that, we would suggest that Federal funds that
were used for innovation or incentive grants could be used only for
three years and then they had to go, after thplthird year into the
basic program where they would then have to be supported at least
at a 50 percent level with local and State moneys. In my opinion,
that proposal might well save and preserve many of the very good
things that have happened under the 1968 act, but would also allow
us to begin to move further, or move the Federal funds in a way that
they are fully out on that cutting edge, and really bring about the
change at the local level I think the committee is concerned about.

Mrs. CIIISITOL31. Mr. 'pule.
Mr. QME. You are talking about the programs in the other. part

E; none of the money, though, in part B can be used unless it is 50
50 ; am I correct.?

Dr. PIERCE. 1 was really addressing myself to new legislation,
Mr. Quic, not to our proposal.
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Mr.. QUE. Yes.- What effort have you made to look at one State
against another in meeting the needs that we say they have to give
consideration to here within the act?

Dr. PIERCE. In looking at oneI don't quite understand your
question.

Mr. Qum. Let's take Massachusetts and Iowa for example, since
I was talking about them. You go through here with various consid-
erations. Section 12.3(A) (C), that has four subsections. Due consid-
eration to results of periodit. evaluation of State and local education
programs, and so or', through those four,subsections.

To what extent do you compare one State against the other? How
good they do?

Dr. PIERCE. How good they do in responding to any one of those
or all four of those?

Mr. QUIE. All four. There are many other provisions in that section
as well. But, as an example, just those four.

Dr. PIERCE. There are just a vast variety of ways that you can
respond to those. The States have set up different formulas, and some
of them are very sophisticated, and they use computers and others
are fairly simple. We have looked at all of those. We have shared
with State directors every year. We have an annual meeting with

ir the State directors to talk about this particular issue, and how you
make your allocations on that basis, which shows them what one
State is doing in comparison to others. In our plan guide, we have
examples of what we think are some kinds of good ways of approach-
ing the problem, but we have not said that there is one way, or
there is one better way, that what works for Massachusetts would
work for Iowa.

What we have suggested to Iowa is, "You ought to take a look
at some of these things going on and see if, in your State, it makes
more sense than the approach that you took when you looked at your
problems in your State." That is, initially.

I think States have made changes and changed their formula and
made it more sophistiCated. Yet we look at a State, and Dr. Buzzell
was telling me about their visit to Arizona, and you look at the pro-
cedure they use, and it appears on the surface at least that maybe
some of those criteria cancel each other out.

Those are issues that we have to worry about, and have to look
at, and have to try to get them to show us how it works, and whether
it does work. and if it works for them, and is within the intent of
the statute which was to show how they would take late" consideration
those four factors, then that is about all we can do. We cannot man-
date a particular approach to how the State addresses itself to that
issue.

Mr. QUIE. I understand that in California they don't take those
four criteria into consideration at all. They just divide it up accord-
ing to enrollment, is that correct ?

Dr. PIT- lit E. They make their initial cut between secondary and
postsecondary on ehe basis of. enrollment. They may have, or they
look at the dollars that go to the local school districts the same way
that Congress looked at the Commissioner's discretionary money, as
an entitlement, so that the money is going to go to that district.
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and the district for .pltinning purposes knows that it is entitled to
this much money. The diSttict then is required to show how in spend-
ing those funds they have taken into consideration thpse four factors.

That is the way it was explained to us as of the visit that we made
recently, which both the gentlemen with you were on. Questions were
raised as to whether it as light, whether you could do that. We haN e
since checked with legal counsel and on the basisof what they tell
us, that approaching that approach in terms of the way the language
of the law is written, they looked at it 6 years ago or hen the law
was first written, and they look at it again, and the said that that
approach, initial split on the basis of enrollment. an then applying
the criteria, is indeed legal.

Mr. QUM. As I read the subsection that comes after those four that
were mentioned, funds ma& a ailable under this title will not lie
allocatbd to local educational agencies in a manner such as matidiing
of local expenditur? as a percentage of ratio uniform throughout
the State which fails -tc take into consideration the criteria set forth
in paragraphs A, B, C, and D:

Now what you are say ing is they made the allocation on enrollment
and then after the Picr took a look at these considerations. What' it
boils downto the money is still allocated on enrollment without
taking this into consideration. This seems contrary to the law'yer's
thought, although I am a fainter, not an attorney. An attorney.in trv-
ino. to interpret this (rives them as wide an understanding as possible.

Dr. BUZZELL. When the State received this allocation, the total
amount of money, they felt they had to, make fi,judgment between
secondary and postsecoddary sectors. This judgment they made, by
looking at enrollment and say ing: "We dre going to split our alloca-
tions into two parts based on enrollment but before any dollars
flow."

The four criteria you previously mentioned were programed in -
against those large, or that split. so that no dolliirs flowed to LEA
without due consideration for all four of the criteria.

Our attorney's thus morning. and with conversation with Califania
all clay yesterday and late, ast night.,agree that their interpretation
of the existing statute, that very section you just read. allowed them .
to do that.

31f, QLIF.. Can we...ask two other attorneys, Mr. .Tennings and Mr.
RadelifTs.to see if they come f o the same interpretation.

Mr. CooRt% If I might add one comment on that, Mr, Quip.. T
think, when we say that oin lawyers declared this to meet the criteria
of the statute, it is a little early to say that, I don't think we have
readied the determination within the 'Department by the Genhal

. Counsel tf the Departineikt, whiclCis what will he required for us,
to be able -to say that that is 'n legal position of the Department.
That stage has not been relished yet.

I would'say that N,-hat Dr. Tiuzzell and Dr. Pierre. are,snYing is
that the,preliminary uivestiga{ ions are that the California allocation
is legal. I antsaying. however. that is not a final determination, nor
has this issue really been fully discussed within the Department. .

Mr, Qum. }Tow limn has it been going on?
Mr. Com.% That T don't know. But this is. the first evidence T had

of it. ;
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Mi. Qum. Then yte go back to 113(A) (5) on the annual program
plan, win h. says one of the things they have to indicate is that
considerate n was git en to the findings and recommendations of the
State'adtvis v council. I understand the State adtisory council did
not agree wit the way they nsere making allocations out iii Cali-
fornia.

If you review t ie plans real NveJI, and they have to indicate they
have given consideration, does the state athisory council's disagree-
ment get up to you so you can take a look?

Dr. Pitnal.:. tes.
Mr. QUIE. That is what I wondered.
Dr. PIERCE. Well, every State advisory council'; repoit comes to

us, and we look at them in terms of a number of things, but not
only do we look at their recommendations to the State board, but
we also look at the State's response to their recommendations the
previous year to see if the States hate indeed been taking into
consideration the recommendations the advisory council makes.

There is nationally a high percentage of response by the States to
the Pecommendations of the Mate ads isory councils. But simply be-
caUse the State ads isory council might raise the issue. does not mean
we didn't thetreheek it out and find that on the basis of the advice we
get that thtit is indeed a legitimate position.

We have right now a request from one State advisory council
to go into that State and du a,total assessment of the way the State
is conducting its business. We are going to go into that State in
response to that request and ret iew the situation for appropriate
action.

That does not mean the State is guilty. and it does not mean when
we get all through there won't be. or that there will be anything that
we can say hack to you that we had to make a change, or that State
had to make a change by vieto of that concern expressed by the
very State advisory council.

Mr. Quill. I think wo should have a rundown on one State with
review that you do with a 'State an to see whether or not it will
be approved and it meets each criteria' of the act.

Pr. PiEnt'E. T don't think that would be a big jab at all. It would
require some time, but we «meld shnply bring in our regional people

ho mako the first ITN new aml let them go through with von the State
Maur review guidelines that they all tollow. and the wav they gr) about
reviewing. a State plan. wimt khill of questions they raise, and share
with you some of the written questions or verbal question.: in some
cas-s that they raise haekto the State. How that is sent here. checked
and verified here, that shouldn't take long.

Maybe 1 hour or '2 hours of your time. and we would be happy
to do it for yon.

Mr. Orn... Yes, because T think top need to know what the regional
people do. becall-P thoy are the ones that have the first cut at that
State plan.

Mr. Om. That w'll be 9n ewenditure of money?
Dr. Prrnor Yes. -just to bring one or two people in.
Mr. Quni. Would OMB lane to approve It before you can do it?

0 6
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'Dr. Pit.itcE. No, I don't think so. I think we can ha\ e hoineone come
in`and I will see they get here.

Dr. TERREL BELL. We could fly the Congressman out there.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. One other thing that needs to be said about Cali-

fornia's distribution plait: not only is it on a per capita basis, if I
understand whit a pet capita basis is, but t30 percent of it is on otai
school enrollment, and only percent on vocational school enroll-
ments, with a minimum of $6.000. per school district. It is one of the
weirdest formulas I hal c i.O.ountered for distributing vocational
funds.

And I can't, as one of the two or three or four lawyers who worked
on the 1968 amendments who is still around here, I can't for the life
of me see how it complies with the act. In fact, it is flatly contradic-
tory to the requirements of the act, in my judgment.

Dr. TERREL BEI4. Yqussee, they swear to us they have complied as
they file their reports, and they "hereby certify" on the forms that our
lawyers are prepared that they have complied with all of these
aspects. You can say it is pro forma, but it has to mean something to
put that signature down there. And most conscientious education
administrators pay attention to tliat and say, What are these?, and
make sure before they put their signature down on that.

Mr. RADCLIFFE.. They may also be receiving some extremely poor
legal advice, and it is incumbent upon those who administer the act
to look behind those declarations.

Dr. PIERCE. We talked about this. Mr. Radcliffe, this morning.,
and we, Dr. Buzzell and I are going to get together. As a matter
of fact, I am meeting with the regional directors on Friday, and we
are going to find out low many States are, or how many State plans
and how many of the initial allocations are made on the same basis,
and we will And out the magnitude of the problem. Then we will
indeed ask for a written opinion of the lawyers. Mr. Cooke is exactly
right; we do not have a written opinion as yet.

But in discussing it with the lawyer, and presen him with a
kind of verbal overview of the case, we went throug it and he
said, "I don't see anything to chahge our opinion of 5 ye rs ago, or 6 -
years ago." But we are not going .to walk away frorrith and ignore
it, or try to sweep it under the rug. We will come back to you with
what we find about this.

If it is indeed, shown to be legal, but it is not what you want to be
happening, we then need to talk about it interms of the new lellisla-
tion and how you want to v rite that and how you want us to admin-
ister it.

Mr. QtrE. To what extent do you go out and make 'reviews of pro-
grams and spotlight some of the problems you see- and bring it to
the attention of the'committee? The GA0 may cause a lot of people
embarrassment,'but at least they drew attention to some things that
are problems. You can't say it wasn't thorough enough, or didn't have
well enough qualified people, but there are some problems that have
arisen underneath and they kind of pinpointed it.

We have held a few field hearings, such as in the State of Wash-
ington, and everybody .was astounded, especially the Congressmen
from Washington on the percent of State fundings going into State
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administration. Ile had just finished gil ino the Minnesota Director.
of Vocational Educatiou a hard time, and fwas kind of embarrassed
by some of the things iu Minnesota too. Now, some of the staff people-
went out to California. To %N hat extent are you going behind the ,,re-
ports?

I recall the report that caine in on the CCC Camps, I happened
to go back and look at it once, and one of the things that came
out of it was that the best thing they were able to do was to give re-
ports that made the programs look good. I mean they were really
capable of that. That came out of the final study.

So the Congress and Cid ery body tried to protect their programs that
way. When you are in a position of being an administrator, how
do You go behind that and find out what they are actually doing?

Dr. PIERCE. I think the best vehicle we have, and we can't do
enough of this, we simply do not have resources to do enough of it,
but the best vehicle we

simply
is what we call a TAP (Technical

Assistance Program) visit. We have a five-member team that goes, us-
ually three people from our office and one or two from the regional
office, and they go out and do a program management evaluation. We
were Able to do, over the last 2 years, 14 of those.

That is a tine- consuming process. We have to get a lot of informa-
tion from the State before we go so we know what we are looking
for. We have to provide them with a sense of what we are coming
in to look at. You get a week out in the field and have to write up
a report.

We would be happy to share with the committee those reports.
I hope they are not designed to show everybody how well they are
doing. I don't think they are. As a matter of fact, most of the
places we have gone, the State Directors have been very compli-
mentary to the team in saying, Hey, you pointed out some things
we needed to know. You pointed out some issues and problems. And
then we go back and ask our regional people to,go back 6 months later
and tell us what changes are implemented byPyirtue of recommenda-
tions of that team.

But that is 14 States over the labt 2 years. But that is about all we
can afford to do with the resources we have. But there is that mech-
anism. We can do that.

Mr. Qum. Is there any way of getting that up to the Rill?
Dr. PtEacm. Certainly we can show you a few of the reports.

[Information in Subcommittee files.]
Mr. QUM. All right.
I.et me ask you, and I know time is running out, but let me ask

you about the fact the State did not set aside the percentage they
are required to under the law, both the 15 percent and 10 percent set-
aside. I can understand in 1 Year why they said they planned to do
do it and you found out in the audit that they didn't do it. In the
2nd year with some, the same thing was true. What do you do besides
saying they are naughty and ought to change?

Dr. PrEtict. That is an issue which I think we, or .T hope, for once
and for all, we can clarifN and we can all understand the basis from
which we are working. TAO says that it was the intent of Congress.
in their opinion, that every dollar, or from every dollar that vas spent
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in a year, that 15 percent of that dollar would be set aside for the dis-
advantaged and 10 percent for the handicapped.

Our contention, and our understanding of the intent of Congressis that 15 percent of a fiscal year's appropriation should be setaside.
Again, m the Ty-ding's amendment, States can carry ovu, funds the
next year. The assumption is, you say. OK, I understand that then in
the 2nd year I ought to be able to pick up and I ought to be able to
see that in the 2nd year you have 15 percent of the funds that are
being spent on the setaside.

The only way to accomplish this on an annual basis is to track the
appropriation in a State over a 2-year period and then track the next
appropriation in the State over another 2-year period. That is the
way we have interpreted the act. That is what we thought Congress
meant. On that basis, not 21 or 14 States violated it, but on that
basis nine Statesyes, nine States, over a 3-year period, did not
violate, but failed, to spend 15 percent for disadvantaged persons,and over a 3-year period 16 States failed to spend 10 percent for
handicapped persons. Each time they returned the funds to theTreasury that they could not spend which prevented them from.
operating illegally.

In each case they turned the money back to the Treasury. and in
one-half of those cases it was less than $5,000. In every case when that
happened we went to the regional office hnd said, "find out what the
problem is. Go in and help that State to solve the problem so they
can spend tket. money."

Only in on case did any State turn money back each veal'. over
a 3-year period. That State turned quite a lot back in the first 2
years, and then the last year it was something like $400. So it is
obvious to us.that State is now beginning to solve itsynoblems in the
handicapped area.

But we contend. ,1r. Quie. that the problem is not nearly as big asit appears. and that there are very few States, 18 overall. and again
that is over a 3-year period. and we have that analysis of the mate-rail we gave yoillas a point by point analysis. and that in every case
we have gone briZTr to that Staie to find out what the issue is. what the
problem is, and in almost every case they corrected it the very nestyear.

That is a different kind of a picture than if you, look at it on thebasis of every year whatever amount von spend you have to spend
Li percent of it and 10 percent of it. I think the thing You have to
worry about, if you are worrying about long,-range planning. particu-larly in the area of disadvantaged and handicapped, when you aregearing up programs. you can't necessarily spend that money wiselyin a particular year. It has to be carried oer so that you can .spend it well and meet the needs of the people. .

Mr. QVIE. What are the problems of the States that were in, com-pliance. say. the first. 2 years and then fell' out of compliance?
What happened to their programs?

Dr. Ptrarr.. A number of things can happen. They bad a nartieular
change. For example, in one State. there was a law passed that said
well, the effect of it was that if you put Federal money into this
facility which' was partially State supported they would reduce the
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State ,money. They mere planning to use quite a lot of their money
in that way, and when that change`was made they had to then re-
program and by virtue of 1iu ing to reprogram they could not spend
all of that money wisely and they turned part of it back.

There are a variety of reasons why it happens on a 1-year basis,
but tyfically they correct such problems

Mr. Qui:E. There is no reqUirement in the two set-asides so that it
cannot be used to maintain old programs is there?

They can use the set-aside money to maintain old programs, as well
as for innovative programs or expansion, can't they?

Dr. PIERCE Yes. Yes, they can.
QUIE. Is it a correct assumption then that they are not spend-

ing even in the case of the handicapped 10 percent of the Federal
money for vocational education for the handicapped in the States that
do not meet the 10 percent in any 1 year

Dr. PIERLE. Is it the right assumption that they are not what?
Mr. QUIE. That they are not even spending an amount that totals

10 percent of the Federal money they are receiving in part B?
Dr. PIERCE. In every case, except for the ones I- described, they are.
Mr. Qum. I mean they can use the Federal money to maintain old

programs if they were operating at all
Dr. PIEnt E. But maintaining an old program may mean they are

running for a seednd y ea; a program" that was designed fo handi-
c,appecryoungsters amil was designed a year ago, and they are putting
that amount of money of some amount of money into that program
to support staff and some additional services to those handicapped
people. Perhaps if they are dealing .with the deaf, they might have
an interpreter, and that would be .maintenance of that program,
that particular program. and the cost of that program .woulcl be used
to add up how much they lre spending in those types of programs.
In every case. ex:re.pt for tfie ones' I gave yott an example of, they
would spend at least- LI percent of their funds in that kind of
activity. .

Mr. QurE. Let's say in 1968, in the -beginning of the program,
they had at least some N (rational education programs for the hand;-

capped. Let's say further that none of it was funded from the Federal
Vocational Educatign Shice it was all local money, therefore.
they coulcIff't use that money on the set-aside to supplant, is that
correct?

Dr. I'macE. Tliat is right.
Mr. Qum. But once they got started with -it and they missed by a

little bit the first year, except in the rare instances you "have used,
it seems to me they ciin Ilse the money for maintaining the program
that started the tear before or the year before that, I don't know
how they ever fell behind?

1)r. PfEncE. They go back and pick that up.-
Mr. QUIE. No. Once you get started, let's say you have 10 percent

set-aside and they actually only put 9 percent Of the money into it.
They miss it by 1 percent. The nest year they don't have to worry
about starting anything new for the first 9 percent, that goes into the
old program. All they need is find another 1 percent of the money
to go for new programs, and I could see why they might have diffi-
culty the first year. but T don't sec how they have difficulty after that ?
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Dr. PIER E. What you are say ing is if you drop out a program you
go back and add some mole to something that is on-going?

Mr. Qty. Yes.
Dr. PIERCE. If I understand what you are saying. Well. if au

auditor,,were to ctme In mid it was shown that was done very late
in the year and for sonic reason. without any application haying
been made to the State for additional and individual aid. they just
-suddenly got this money, there would be. or they would be subject to
an audit exception, and the State is not going to allow that.

Mr. Qrm. I don't mean that. I mean when they are planning for the
next.year.

Dr. PIERCE. yes. but what I was trying to point out. the reason
they don't make it in a particular N ear is because something unfm e-
seen happens and it is not something, well, it usually happens so
late that there is just no way you can gear up quickly enough to do a
good job of spendine. that money and still be legal. So that they would
prefer to turn that money back tp us in 1 year, and as I said in
9 of the 18 cases over three years it was less than $5,000.anyway.

They prefer to turn that back rather than fake a chance of being
subject to an auditing and next year come in and program in such
a way they take care of whatever it was that was unique and took
place in this given year.

Mr. Qum. It seems to me like there is'a tremendous lack of interest
in problems of vocational education for the handicapped in a State
when 10 percent of the Federal money is difficult to spend. Saving
that. I can't imagine how it is diffictilt to spend when you look at
total needs of handicapped in the States. They must be way and far
away from ever meeting them. I would think most of thein would
err by going to 12 or 15 percent rather than 10 percent because they
are afraid of not being able to if-se all of the moneys?

Dr. PIERCEA think if you look at the data. you see that many
of them are exceeding the 10.

Mr. QUIE. Many of them are. right.
Dr. PIERCE. So you are making an exception to the rule, kind of.

when you talk about this, and you. therefore. say they are not
interested in tl-m handicapped because of this, because for some
reason these States didn't do that. I don't think that is quite a fair
assessment of what is going on out there.

Now, you are quite right that the first year is difficult. It is difficult
to gear up. Another thing I think is operating that it is very difficult'
for people to understand if Non don't live out there in that world
and work in that world, and that is the lateness of the funding.
the lateness, the time in which the State gets the money and the time
when the local community gets the money, because many local com-
munities lime been burned so many times with Federal funds that
they simply won't spend a nickel "betting on the come". That has
to he in the bank or they are not going to spend it.

We then finally iret the money out yerv, very late. And the local.
community says. "Her. I have my contracts, everything is in place.
I can't take on 'anything this year."

So you say. "Okay. you have to wait. We will exercise the Tyding.,'s
amendment. We will come through next year."
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I think that is a factor that, if we ever get into forward funding,
you are going to see a lot of these thing,s resolved very quickly, be-
cause States can then plan, and they will know a year in advance
what they are going to get, and their local communities will know
a year in advance what they are going to get.

Mr. QuiE. I find it interesting, and 1 don't have the figures in front
of me, but as I recall seeing the figures of the efforts the States were
making in using their funds for the handicapped, that Massaeliusetts

- ranked on top of that. That is what I recall.
Dr. PIERCE. That is why we have Dr: Buzzell.
Mr. QurE. Then we come back to what I was talking about before

compare Massachusetts with Iowa. I find it hard to believe the
Massachusetts figure would be accurate, but Dr. Buzzell say s they
are absolutely accurate. Here is one State that is way bey ond fur the
handicapped.

Dr. PIERCE. What?
Mr. QtIE. Way beyond the 10 percent set aside for the handicapped.

If I recall correctly, it is something close to 50 percent of the money
that was used for the handicapped in part B. I don't have the figure
and it is only a, recollection.

Dr. PIERCE. For Massachusetts?
Mr. Qum. I want to check on the 55 percent you had here because

it kind of fits together a little bit. What makes Massachusetts do that,
when you haven't been able to convince the other States to follow
along?

Dr. PIERCE. Just a whole host of things; the kind of leadership you
get at the State level, the kind of commitment you have for the pro-
gram from the State legislature, whether or not there are local
funds available 3 ou can use to support the on-going programs. and
use local and State money for the basic program, and use your Fed-
eral funds for those things where you really need to be using theth,
whether you have no support at the State level and, therefore, the
Federal funds just simply have to maintain that basic program.

It is just a whole host of different reasons, and I don't think you
can characterize them, Mr. Quie, as any one thing, but I think cer-
tainly leadership, and there have been a lot of studies as to what
makes a good program in education. Oftentimes, the single thing that
seems to come out that is different is the personality or the kind of
leadership that is being provided to that progiam.

I don't think you can negate the effect of that kind of leadership.
I am not saying that because Dr. Buzzell is sitting here next to me
necessarily, but that has to have a big impact on the way the pro-
gram is developed.

Mr. QtrIE. And all of the handicapped in those States have to wait
until some leader arrives?

Dr. PIERCE. There is another thing in terms of the handicapped.
I don't know if this is true in Massachusetts. but in some States the
special education program department and the rehabilitation depart-
ment acrd vocational education department are under the same State
board of education. and it makes it easier for those people to get
together and coordinatq programs and really gear up a lot of good
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programs, and in °di& r Stati teliabilitation is under labor or some-
body else, and special education is under somebody else, and suddenly
you have an administr ti iteture that makes it very difficult to get
those people together to ptoide the kind of programing that is
needed. That is another thing that enters into it, jtist- the structure
of the State, and in sonic places it is simple and easy to do and
accommodates itself to working v ith people, and in other States it
is hard to do.

Mr. QUIE. see I have to go and vote. There is no other member
here, and I would be operating illegally if two members are not here
to conduct the hearing so I will end by thanking you for your testi-
mony. I will try to find time to go over the approval of a State plan
with you.

Dr. l'macE. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4 p.m,. the subcommittee recessed.]
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SURC03131ITTEE ON ELEMENTARY. SeCONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOIL

Il ashi Acton, D.C.
The subcommittee met at ,1 pursuant to recess. in room 2175.

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl' D. Perkins (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

rembers present : RepresentatiNes Perkins, Chisholm, Lehman.
Zeferetti. (bur. Pressler. and Goodli»p-.

Staff present : John Jennings, counsel of the subcommittee, Charles
Radcliffe, minority counsel.

Chairman PERII IN S. I regret I am Lite, but let me first observe we
just got through a rolleall that started about 10 o'clock. We will
certainly hear all of the witnesses. None of you will-go back home
without being heard.

Our first witness is Dr. Robert Kamm. president of Oklahoma
State University. accompanied 1).1 Dr. Russell Larson. ovost.
Pennsylvania State University.

Come around and v. -e will Lear from yoli first, Dr. Kamm. and
then we will get to Dr. Larson.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT KAMM, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA STATE
UNIVERSITY. ACCOMPANIED BY RUSSELL E. LARSON. PROVOST,
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY ;'AND WAYNE W. MILLER,
DIRECTOR, OKLAHOMA STATE TECH, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVER-
SITY SCHOOL OF TECHNICAL TRAINING, AND VICEPRESIDENT OF

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. KAMM. Mr. Chairman, member, of the committee. first of all.
we, thank you very much for this opportunity to appear here today.
Even more importantly. we express our- appreciation for the great
interest And support of flit. members of this subcommittee and of this
commit ee insofar as education is concerned.

As Ii s already been indicated, joining, nee here today is my col-
it,a0110, )r, Russell La Non. proiost of the PennsNlvania State
versity. and I also have with me Wayne W. Miller.'one of my col-
leagues at the Oklahoma State University.' vice president of Okla-
homa State Universit3, and director of Oklahoma State Tech, one of
our insbitution's schools of ti:chn(i3c7a1l)trainins.
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Before going into my tenni' ks here today about vocational edu-
cation, let me first of all acknowledge that which is most unique
about Ana.' ican education and that is simply the terns "accessibility.-
As compared with the educational systems of other nations, because
of free public education and because of low-tuition higher education.
NN e have accessibility to the boss and gir Is. the men and women, of
our Nation, accessibility of education. Regardless of whether they
are rich or poor. they have the opportunity to go to school. Really,
as much as anything, this is what has made our Nation great. This
is what has permitted us in times of crisis to rally and to take care
of the needs of our/Nation at a particular time.

So we do wautto,acknowledge that. We want to acknowledge and
express appreciatift for the support of this Congress and many
people of this land.

I come here today specifically in behalf of the membership of my
association, the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grapt Colleges, to speak significantly of the significant job which
has been done, to s eak of that which continues to be done in the
field of vocational e and hopefully those things which might
be clone more e sively an better in the future.

Although my remarks may represent the views of colleges and
universities generally, and I want them to represent colleges and
universities generally, I will be more specific and talk about voca-
tional education in our State universities and land-grant colleges,
in particular.

Incidentally, it is the membership of the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges which produces nearly
50 percent of all of the college and university graduates these days,
these 130-some institutions which make up the great National Asso-
ciation of Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

Before elaborating upon the recommendations we ofr you as you
undertake the reauthorization and possible amendment of the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1f763, I wish to stress our appreciation of the
fact that it is because of that decade-old legislation and what it has
accomplished in creating a special role for the Government in the
realm of vocational education' that it is possible for us to offer
recommendations for further enhancing Federal support for this
area of education.

In a short while. the subcommittee will hear Dr. Larson develop-
ing ideas which' we consider to be a new thrust in vocational educa-
tion and a new program in post-secondary vocational education.

We are aware, however, that while the emphasis which will be
proposed is new. it is not a case of removing the old which,lacks
value. Rather it is intended to be a new effort building on what has
been accomplished in the past, but recognizing new national needs
and expected needs.

I want to insert at this point that we do not come in an antispirit
today or to destroy or tear down. Rather we come in a spirit of pro-
nosing something to augment. We do come in a spirit of building.
There are some who may feel we ,come in an anti-State vocational
education posture. I certainly- do,not 'come in that spirit. In fact, in
the State of Oklahoma. the Stale Vocational Technical offices are
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located on the campus of the Oklahoma State University. We provide
facilities and have a very happy college relationship.

However, there are things that need to be done in addition to what
is being done. There are things which need to be done letter and
if there is one by-word in terms of what is being said today it is the
word "quality". I think that we can do some things in addition to
what is being done. We can build on that which is being done toward
the end of a better quality operation.

"Tow, it may be useful at this early point to clarify why this asso-
ciabion with its research-oriented institutions welcomes the oppor-
tunity to present its views at hearings devoted to the Vocational
Education Act, and why these institutions feel justified in sub-
mitting recommendations for amendments to that legislation.

This subcommittee certainly need not be reminded of the history
of America's land-grant colleges and State universities. However, it
might be helpful to provide a quick in-point historical summary with
regard to vocational education and our association's membership.

The members of this subcommittee are aware that when the Mor-
rill Act established land-grant institutions throughout the separate
States of'the country. there were fewer than 300 high schools in
existence. The earliest history of many of the major public research-
oriented universities was as institutions providing high school edu-
cation to students who could then proceed onward to what we today
would call postsecondary education.

The University of Minnesota, for example, did not offer a bacca-
laureate degree for 8 years after its founding since it first had to
bring its student body up to the college level before they could move
on to more sophisticated academic study.

Land-grant institutions are oftentimes referred to as "people"
colleges. In the original document presented by Senator Morrill,
back in 1962, there were these words to provide academic and re-
search services in the agricultural and mechanics arts for the sons
and .daughters of the industrial classes, for the sons and daughters
of the working class. You recall that before that time higher educa-
tion was pretty much for the sons only of the wealthy.

This new concept of education came into being with the signing
of the 'Morrill Act for the sons and daughters of the working classes.
It was emphasized from the beginning that "both practical and lib-
eral studies would be emphasized."
n These institutions hal e always sought to serve people in an effort
to alleviate the problems of mankind. Land-grant universities have
always taken the position that they believe that knowledge has its
greatest meaning when it is put to work in the service of mankind in
dealing with the problems of humankind.

Thus, for the vast majority of our association members. it is pos-
sible to say in truth that tvocational education" was the raison d'etre
of their founding and research and higher learning came to them as

, a form of reward for haying proved their capacities for doing one
job well in an arena they have never left. These universities have
grown and taken on wlible new ranges of responsibilities but they
have never veered from their central purpose and goal.
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I want to underscore, the central purpose and goal of land-giant
universities, State grant universities, rs to use their knowhow in the=
service of mankind. This is at the center of our kind of universit),
to put knowledge to work in the service of humankind.

In the last several decades American society has made new de-
mands_ on the higher education communio. and activities such as
going to the moon have taken the headlines. There, too. as has
been the case in meeting all nati al crises and goals, our institutions
responded.

I would like to underscore that in every crises of this Nation we
have turned to colleges and universities to help resolve them. After
Sputnick, in this era. the colleges and universities were again turned
to.

But behind the headlines the fundamental purpose of training the
,citizenry has continued. We are proud of the fact that up until the
1950's and 1960's it was our institutions that provided the vast
majority of all postsecondary occupational education. available ovt-
side of proprietary business schools. We now are sharing this re-
sponsibility for the growing demand with the emerging and de-
veloping community colleges. Our traditional responsibilities are. in-
deed, similar to theirs.

The history of many of our members would show them providing
for the needs of full-time students in aswiate,degree programs. and
nearly all of our association's members have accepted regionwide or
statewide responsibility for continuing education. It is fair to esti-
mate that approximatel one-half of all those programs are occupa-
tional in nature and less-than-baccalaureate-degree level in academic
sophistication.

Especially noteworthy, we think. is the fact that our institutions
have not only trained people for the factories and fields of America.
but have also conducted the training programs «hich have produced
the thousands of teachers who have gone on to teach in the high
schools. junior colleges. and other education institutions which are
involved in vocational education.

We must not overlook the importance of the teaching-training
dimension in the field of vocational education and we do him. a
great working going on there by many of our colleges of teacluIr
education.`

I am glad to have with me today the dean of the'College of Edu-
cation at the Oklahoma State University. We have a School of
Occupational Studies there for the teacher training, the teacher
preparation, for people who will lead in this important area.

With your permission. we are attaching a brief document which
seeks to set forth specific legislative recommendations concerning
the role of our colleges of teacher training as they affect the quality
of vocational education iu the United States.

One war in which we have soneht to respond to the needs of our
communities is through the establishment of branch campuses of
our institutions. Some 11.1 branch campuses exist today along with
scores of other satellite catnn uses guided by the central administra-
tion of our institutioes but` located where students seeking access to
postsecondary education can receive it with a minimum of hardship,
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Although I undel:a.iiid that.it is unique, it seems entirely plausible
to me that in the State of Kentuck3 the junior college system is an
entity of the land -grant institution of that State, the University
of Kentucky.

There may be some who uttestion the involvement, of hi,gher educa-
tion in vocational education. and this question comes to me often. I,
had people say: -11'11, is the Oklahoma State University engaged in
vocational education ,

I think that it is simply b'cause there is dignity in all worthwhile
labor. It is not beneath out dignity to strive for excellence,in 'voca-
tional education. .

Colletges and unicshies do have a responsibility, in our judgment,
to pros lode high qualit3, wational education to, those who can profit
from it. I can say honestly that I am as proud of the top quality
programs we at Oklalionia State University have in vocational edu-
cation as I am of the mini outstanding Ph. D. programs we offer
in a variety of disciplines.

Let me tell on briefly a little about, our efforts iii vocational edu-
cation, To my left here Is mi colleague. Vice President Wayne Miller,
who is the director of our School of Technical Training, located at
Okmulgee, about 05 miles from- themain campus at Stillwater.

This is a nontlegr,o. icsidentjal institution of some 2.800 students
operating on'a timiesto la;is with offerings in 50 different fields.
It is an institution which has ynpliasized quality. It has achieved
a national and intonational reputation. Many from Washington,
D.C.. and through9nt the Nation have yisited it. Your counsel has
visited it.

Because of its emphasis on qualit. its students take great pride in
their work and in they institution. Employers eagerly seek its grad-
uates.

might say that finishing in another 30 days will be my own
who chose to 'e 0 this route, who spent some time on the main campus
at Oklahoma State University in the' liberal-arts-oriented progrnm
and this is what gax e him great job satisfaction. He is finishing this
high-quality program and will be going to Atlanta with :Nfercur3
Marine there.

aThe Oklahoma State University also operates 2-year technical
institute in Oklahoma CitN. some a:), miles from Stillwater. Study
at this institution culminates in the award of the associate in arts
degree. Curricula has been established to serve special 'needs of the
city of Oklahoma City, ,tuli as police technology, fire technology,
data processing. Ail mirsing to mention but some of the areas of
.study. OSU, in its College of Education on the main campus at
Stillwater, also is ltrax113 involved in the preparation of teachers
in vocational areas.

Since my colleague, Dr. Larson, front Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, will be concentrating. his remarks on the specific 'recommenda-
tions for amendments of the Vocational Education Act, may I take
this opportunity for dt4cribing noteworthy: programs at his institu-
tion. the Pennsylvania State University.

Like many of our °dun institutions, that institution's early histoti,
-of service in extension was for the farmers of America. Later' this

le-
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sei vice was broadened to in( Me a whole_swulation of the State to
be served by the entit e 11111% and not merely the College of
Agriculture.

At Penn State, the assoLlatu degree programs were preceded by a
1-year certificate program in building construction design. When
the;associate degree pi Oirl all etablislied, that institution's major
job was convincing guidance counselors in J02 ond a ry gehdols. They
could, not understand vniy associate degree graduates from Penn
State could not proeed as arociate graduates in private community

eges could, to obtain a baccalaure.Tte degree after another 2 years.
I s necessary to point out that Penn State was providing indus-

try an he professions with highly skilled graduates and, in order
to make those men and women available, the. institution had to cut
cornets on the traditional prerequisites.

Indeed, and this is tr4ie of other institutions with comparable
programs, Penn State's drafting and design graduates ,hp.d Many
more hours at ,the drafting board than did their engineering grad-
uate; their electronics technicians were better able to design and
work with schematics than covld their i41.,,gctrical engineers. This was
repeated in subprofesS'iou after subprofession and I used that word,
but don't like that word because &se are - people of dignity ,and honor
and there is dignity in what they are doing.

I don't believe they are sub anything, so even though I used the
word "subprofession," I use it with some hesitancy.

When the engineer had to be ttained by. his employer for a year
before he earned.his way, the associate degree graduates earned their
salaries the day they went on the payrolls.

An important addition was the professional benefit : the engineer,
the architect, the business college graduate who often did work for
his employer that was lesser than the level of his training. It was
only when the associate degree graduates demonstrated that they
.coulddo the job that the professional was permitted to denote most
of his time to the truly creative work-that a college degree qualified
ltim to do. . --

Industry discovered that in, the engineering profession, at least,
the senior engineer could supervise the actyvity of four or fise engi-
neering aides. His own responsibility was to provide the creative
design% thrust. From that point, the aides provided the implementa-
tion.

I cannot offhand think of a single professional school that oper-
ates in any of ow institutions that could not develop curricula and
provide training or subprofessionals. In addition to engineers. archi-
tects, and business, the legal,profession and the medical profession
are just beginning to understatd'the implications of this.
w-Our colleges of education now produce educational' aides that
greatly reduce the manual labor required of mist teachers. Pharmacy
aides, if they could he licensed by the States, would cut into the high
costs of counting bills. It is likely that we could find justification for
training aides for almost every' profession today.

I think you see what T am proposing issoeinething building on that
which we have and something- taking care of cew needs.

The point is that we enable non-degree-bound men and women to
participate in profitable occupations and, at the same time, we enable
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the professional to engage in truly professional creative work. In
short, vocation education is not a new alma, fur us but it is an old
and tried and. tested 'put of our educional mandate in the States
and it is part of our tradition since our founding.

The demand for new forms of training for new kinds of jobs is
growing today.- Many of these subpolessiol occupations cannot
be trained at institutions lacking the sophisticated training pounds
of a law school or full -f edged medical center. This, then, is what our
colleges can uniquely contribute to thorpostsccondary occupational
education.

There<ore other postsecondary. programs equally important that
ought to be conducted by institutions more qualified than ours. such
as community colleges and postsecondary vocational schools. I sus-
pect we will find a central di\ ision of labor as these programs expand.

Recently there have been reports and studies published that sug-
gest that the vocational education system in the United States may
Dot be doino all that it is expected to, given the funds that are con-
tributed by the Federal Goiernment and the even greater sums put
into the institutions by the several States.

But even more significant is the indisputable fact that there are
entire clienteles such as housewives, young students ,with insufficient
finapcial resources and others who are not being fully served, and
this should be a central concern at the national level.

One problem is the fact that our Federal student aid programs,
perhaps because of the limited funds available, have concentrated
on the full-time student. Perhaps not intentionally, but necessarily,
this has resulted in the denial of support for the continuing education
student who usually is not a full-time student., precisely because
he lacks the funds to avoid working during the years of postsec-
ondary education.

We believe that, in part, the solution to some of these problems lies
in a more realistic division of funds available among those offering
vocational education. Certainly we believe, and as Dr. Lawson will
explain in more detail, funds provided by the Federal Government
ought to be used to fulfill an identified and acknowledged national
purpose increasing'access to postsecondary vocational education.

A final word.bn the proposals of our colleagues in sistq associa-
tions representing the community and junior colleges and the State
colleges or the country-. I believe it important to stress that with
regard to several central themes we are in total or at least in very
close agreement. With regard to the proposal by the junior colleges
that i5 percent of postsecondary funds be set aside for their institu-:
tions. we must respectfully disagree.

It has been our view, and we share this with the State colleges of
the`Nation; that Federal fluids should not be distributed in a pe-
deterpined fashion based solely on the genre of institution. Once a
national-need and purpose has been identified and the method for
meeting that need defined, funds should flow to institutions which
can demonstrate their capa'city for meeting that national need and
,purpos4qhere is no doubt in thy mind that the junior colleges of
this coOti.yare playing arid certainly will continue to play a major

'tole in Offering postsecondary vocational education.-
In some States it may be appropriate for them to receive not 7,5

(
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percent but 90 pet cent o.f the posts,,ondary funds. In other States
where major branch campuses of universities and well-distributed
State colleges exists and are offering sound programs. and again I
refernd to our two pronrams at Oklahoma and Pennsylvania, which
you are hearing a bit mole about. that here the funds going to junior
colleges more appropriatel might be .20 percent or some other figure.

So we are not arouing against 75 percent in some States and cer-
tainly it is not appropriate to argue in support of such in every
State because these are different organizations in different States.

Similarly. we must espect fully dissent from two recommendations
offered l)% the American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities. We have not found the project-and-grant approach to solving
national needs inadequate at all. In fact. it served well.

When Federal standards for distiibuting Federal dollars are clear.
we have faith that elected and appointed leaders in the States will
distribute these funds eouitably and wisely. paeticularly whetrevalu-
ation is strictly followed and penalties for failing to adhere to these
standards are exacted. Distributing money on art'-FTE basis tends to
reinforce the status quo. In some instances, it may be entirely justi-
fied. In the area of postsecondary vocational education we doubt that
this would be a true test of how funds should be distributed today
or in the future.

Finally. we twist dissent in part from the apparently inflexible
requirement sugnested the AISCI" that no State Governor may
he permitted to have e x-otimial education hoard responsible for
distributing postsecondary funds. We concur in the premise: T-Tis-
t(nv has shown,that in most States the vocational education board
lacks the understanding of what takes place on the postsecondary
leel in vocational education and this liar resulted in inequitable and
1111W'=0 distnbution of funds.

Houever, we return affain to the concept of standards. And T want
to under score this and T think this is the_only basis to nuide us.,It
is less inimntant who distributes the fund than what is the basis for
that dish ibut ion.

f Congress firmly defines what tests shall be used fur distribution
of funds and if in certain States it is the belief of the elected leader-
ship of that State that the best agency for distributing funds is the
ocational education board. 111(.11 \\k, believe that equitable and wise
distriliution v. ill follow. I don't think we want to get bogged down
with that at...Hotpot at this time.

Again. on behalf of the membership of my association. I express
our gratitude for this opportunity to present our views on the legis-
lative i4-,1.1ei before fill; subcommittee.

Following Dr. Larson's presentation we will be happy to attempt
to :answer 30111' questions.

Chairman PF:n:uNs. Thank You very much.
[The attachment referred to follows:]

ADDITIONAL. TESTIMONY

St FFDET OI VOC kTIONAI Ti A( III R EDIT %VON IN TIF.IIAT OF TIIF NATIONAL
.1,04o, F %nos DP' STUk iNntu,trlts %ND LAND-GRANT l'oI LI DES

New eniphasi4 in Our soolet3 on vocational education and caree'r education
requires that post-secondao institutions train and re-train additional numbers

f
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of teachers to serve in the niahy to lilt specialized area, of vocational educa-
toon in the common schools of the minim. Counselors must be provided isith
additional training to equip thew for expanded rules in career education and
exploration Programs must be made aailable to administrators to assist
tlitin in educational planning and program 12% .1.111t1Iffill. f urther, post-secondary
institutions notist, in man, t,ists, rtoanip their occupational caulk ula and re-
train staff due to the rapidly changing nature of career and tucutioaal edu-
cation

leacher education 11,mi:thous heed greater invoiseinent in the research,
p onning antl,,implenielotation of training programs for educational person
tut;, ,`othout this in, oh cult ut our educational system %sill est deterior-
ate ot otional education. in the past, has suffered from the lath of strong

thiled lealit'r,1111.1 licr,11121l need for hoaolership thoelopment
Program-, a with alk a need leadership anol training i-, still critical
and at ute in the 1,-oliteol :states The greatest strides iu socationoil education
h..1 to c'_olue about is ith the inipleintontatoon of the EPDA Vocational Education
Leadership Les tolopment Program flonowo er, much still nttods to be done in
terms of preparing people for assuming leadership roles It is inoperatise that
the CoongreA gist strong consideration to a gi eater funding to el for pro-
grams of this nature.

I,ualty, N oLatiunal teacher education programs need to be re-oriented and
iip-:raded in order to niainiain high standards of excellence in pre-service and
in service teachtr toducatum at to altos federal funding of research and eX-
emplary projects in teacher eduLation can help strengthen vocational education
in this area.

strong and effective s;tstein of education in any state depends on a co-
dotoratie and close working relationship among local schools, state depart-
Illl'lltS, and teacher education institutions Each has a distinctive hadership
role to play and the quality of education in the state is a direct function of
the extent to which each contribute:, to the whole and supplements the efforts
of the others. Funding arrangements must be dtoNistod ttfilch complement and
build upon the strengths of each of the three agencies rather than separating
tin ni and- pitting tune against the other. Legislation and funding policies and
procedures Which place tone agent y in a subservient position to the other
cannot help but hinder rather than ameliorate the relationship: It is pro-
posed, therefore, that activities appropriate to the various agencies be funded
directly to those agencies with stringent guidelines stating Inns the funds.will
he used and setting forth specific requirements for planning and coordination
in and among the agencies.

Chairman PERKINS. I will call on Dr. Larson before we go to
questions.

I )r. Rso.N. Thank ou.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Russell E.

Larson, provost of the Pennsylvania State University. I irreatly..ap-
iceiate the opportunity to testify before the committee today.
Penn State has a history of set sing the occupational needs of the

people of PennsylNania. Iii the education of part-time students, our
history of service dates back to the early 1900's. We began our pro-
gi ams of occupational education for full-time students in the late
1940's.

J have, for your infoiniation. a brief paper summarizing the Penn
State experience with postsecondaiy vocational education which I
would like to leave with you.

Penn State typifies the intelest and participation of our major
institutions in Sot ational education. Because of Penn State's, history
of seri e. I- am pleased to test fv on behalf of the National Ass-
ciation of State and Land-Grant Colleges.

M colleague has ilesei died the need fin -an expanded 1)(1htSVC011(1.11
to ational education pingiano and bas cited die Increased puttutial

52 015 17,---%ol I--
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for service of the mcnibei institqtri-on-, of our association. Iii describ-
ing the :STASI:LOC legislative pi °posit]. I want to emphasize that
we are not asking for exclusile rights for our member institutions
to provide occupahonal education with the help of Federal funds. It
is our position that all institutions legally authorized to provide post-
secondary education within the States should be eligible.

We have two important objecti%es in being here today. In our
legislative proposal we ane asking. first of all, for an opportunity
for the member institutions to expand their services to the youths
of our States. We want to help meet the need for more associate
degree graduates in the technologies, more certificates in building
construction design, and mint' diplomas in business managementto
name only a few of our 60-some occupational programs offered by
member institutions.

Our second, and equally important objective, is to provide occu-
pational training to adults and part -time students. Along with the
youths. many' adult citizens are seeking the chance to study in post-
se- ndary institutions. The man who pumps your gas should be able,

he wants, to btoome an electionics technician. The housewife with
ch ldren may wish to learn real estate sales.

ur evidence indicates that innumerable working men and women
ark interested in upgiading their occupational talents. I repeat, the
provisions of our legislat 0 proposal apply to part-time students as

--well as to full-time students.
On August 30. at Ohio State. President Ford, in an address to the

graduates. said: "Although this administration will not make prom-
. ises it cannot keep. I do want to pledge one thing to yon here and

now. I will do everything- in power to bring education and em-
ployeis together in a new climate of credibilityan atmosphere in
which universities tut n out siTholars and employers turn them on."
The reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act can help the
President keep his pledge.

To accomplish what we think can and should be done in the re-
authorization of the VOclitional Education Act, we are asking for a
new departure : in OS$I'llee. a new FAN al program of occupational
education. It is a new program becaue title X part B. of the Higher
Education ActOccupational Educationhas never been imple-
mented. It is a new program because the Vocational Education At
has had limited success in supporting postsecondary occupational
education in our States. The important innovative feature in our
proposal is the use of Federal and matching funds to irreatlY im-
prove student accessto postsecondary occupational education.

In talking about this proposed new Federal program, it is appro-
priate to say that our institutions are not seeking Federal or match-
mg support for that which they are doing already. in other words. we
will not request support for existing prograths of occupational edu-
cation in our institutions. We would seek help in revising and im-
proving upon existing programs, and we would need resources to
plan and develop new ones.

If Federal funds for postsecondary occupational education are
directed in the way we recommend, there will le, in our opinion,
greatly expanded enrollment in occupational "education programs
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throughorit the count, We doubt. home; er, that I u leased enroll-
ment in occupational education will in at. the expense of bacca-
laureate enrollment in tau coliegrs and uniersities. Baccalaureate
degree candidates nutnl,dly vv111 not settle even if some should
for an associate degree tu for a certificate in occupational education.

The new students in oft upttional education will he. by and huge,
persons who NV.11I entail il if new incentives are pi oN .nled. The new
students will be those .lo the ( ()tigress nitended should be assisted,
namely, those who. ft,' uuulit ten -ins, Would not utile' wise obtain
a postsecondary education.

I have stated pieviously- that oar institutions should not be re-
warded for that wii Ii the, ate doing already. Let me repeat that
we do not seek Federal aid to deft a opetating expenses for estab-
lished programs of occupational education, old or new. Curriculum
development and startup costs for new programs, 3es: operating
costs, no.

We strongly encom age Federal support to implement the major
recommendation whit h is student access.

I must add parenthetit ally that it isn't often that a representative
of a land-grant institution gives institutional aid such a low priority
before a committee of tin Congress. As you ace aware. we support
the concept of institutional aid. but not in the context of this legis-
lation, which is designed to pionle for improNed student recess and
to expand upon the 01 at 1U11411 t Wicat ion programs of out institutions.

Our legislative plopo,a1 ilosetibes Was that we believe Federal
funds can be, used to-increase -1 talent access. Th.,re are undoubtedly
otht is that ingenuity in the States and local communities will un-
cover.

We have suggestied Federal and matching fundsfor: (1) Tui-
tioa reductions for stutitnis in occupational education programs;
(2) incentives for institurions.to expand their programs of recruit-
ment; (3) support for riatuing of guidance coin elors in the public
schools; (4) new pzograni- to meet changing- manpower needs: 0)
expanding student choice b3 encouraging the otfeting of programs
of occupational education .11 institutions not now providing such
service; and (0) what we call the 'two- oil -two program.

Most occupational ethic:it:on ogrruns, in our institutions offer the
graduate a 2-y tar certificate or 2-year associate degree. At Penn
State and at other 1-3 ear college=., we are experimenting with a ?-
year, upper diit:ina, program for -Neal fil'adlrate,,, front which the
successful cam:.-fte may at Niece a it:reef:laureate degree.

These ? -act` pry gram,. enable candidates to delay their decision
of 9ccu Iona] training vet ,n; collegeege degree. If they stop at the
end .2 rears, they ;Ire readik employable. If they want to continue

baccalaureate degree, they 'nay ; and at the end of -1 years, they
isfeceive the baccalameate degree and are pn more employable.

Thus fur, we have proposed that the Congress, in reauthorizing
the Vocational Education Act. wailful:co a new program of post-
secondary occupational education. the provisions of which shall
apply equally to part-time and to full -tinge students and which shall
inclpde the use of Federal and matching funds to encourage student
access.
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To accomplish our purpose. we are suggesting that many provi-
sions of part B of title XOccupational Rducationof the Higher
Education Act be implemented. Among other important contribu-
tions of title X..part 13, we endorse the following: (1) The designa-
tion of postsecondary institutions to provide postsecondary occupa-
tional education ; (2) the option of the State to designate the agency
section 1055. III:Afor the administration of pdstsecondary occu-
pational education; (3) the use of the 1'202 State commission for the
development, initiation, and overview of the State plan. (4) the
involvement of all interested parties including the State board for
vocational education in State planning activities; and (5) oppor-
tunity for all eligible institutions to provide programs.

The balance of this testimony will deal with the need for both insti-
tutions and State agencies to be accountable for the use to which
they put public funds. The member institutions of our association
hoe a history of responsible use of public funds. We believe, how-
ever, that legislative bodies must clearly define the permissible uses°
of authorized mcuiev. it,isditfieult for the institutions to be rigor-
ously accountable if the law is vague, or if the uses spelled out in
law permit the comingling of Federal funds with other institutional
revenues. We are confid'ent that responsible State agencies are equally
concerned with accountabilitY. .

The Higher, Education Facilities A4 of 1963 is the best State
grant legislation, of which I am aware, that enabled institutions and
State agencies to account. dollar for dollar. for thZir use of rederal
funds. It also provided for an effective listing of priorities based on
well-defined criteria.

We are supporting an equally objective method for the allocation
of postsecofidary vocational education funds within the State. Our
proposal says to the State planning agency, in effedt, that the mission
of Federal funds is student access. We suggest some ways that access
can be expanded and We challenge the State to devise more ways.'

We then.propose to the State to experiment with various methods
that fit the unique State circumstances.

Finally, we ask the'State to periodically evaluate its progress to
determine the degree the plan was successfully implemented and
what was the relative success of the various methods it chose to pro-
mote student enrollment.

The State. in its comprehensive plan, will be required to define
how institutions will be chosen to serve the objectives of the le'gis-
lation. The plan will specify whether public funds will be distributed
to institutions itccording to a formula, by competitive proposals, or
by some other method, depending upon factors relating to the objec-
tiNe to be served and according to circumstances.within the State.

We support. Mr. Chairman, statewide Mannino. and the State.
agency distribution of funds. As increased Federal funding is chan-
neled through this mechanism. States are able to serve State and local
priorities and the State's citizens are able to hemp determine how tax-
payers' money is spent. At the same time, both the distributors of
public funds and the recipients of public funds should be held
strictly accountable for the use to which those funds are put.

The membership of the National Association of State -Universities
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and Land-Graift Colleges is prop( si.ig thAt the Congress takes this
opportunity to authorize a new pi ogia.n of posts,!condary occupa-
tional education. We propose a p:ogram beat will provide an ex-
panded service for our citizens -lin \writ challenging new occu-
pations.

And finally, we propose a program for our citizens who seek the
opportunity to upgrade thAriselA es i i their current occupations
through part-time study.

We have attached to this testimony th, description of the amend-
ments to Federal law that our association supports. We hope that
bill will be introduced within a few days.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee, for
the opportunity you have given us to testify.

[The attachments referred to follow :1

TECHNICAL DLSCRIPTION OF AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY TIlE NATIONAL A.SS0( tTION
OF STMT: IVLRSITILS AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES TO TIIE VOL A TIONAL 1.1. A-
TION AcT

PART A-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Declaration of purpose (Sec. 101)
Amend the dedarcition to include references to postsecondary occupational

education.
Definitions (Sec. 108)

(1) Amend the,definition of "Vocational education- to exclude all education
, and training above the secondary level.

(2) Add a definition of "postsecondary occupational education" which will
be substantially the same as that now contained in Section 1000(2) of the
Iligher Educatibn Act.

(3) Add a definition of "occupational education institutions" to include any
public or private institution providing postsecondary occupational ediwatin.
This would include community and junior colleges and other institution, of
higher education (including branch campuses) as well as area and post-
secondary vocational schools and technical institutes, but of t.ourse they would
be eligi1 e. fur grants only tfor programs weetiug the definition of postsecondary
occupational education.
State Application and Establishment of Separate Allotnunts for Vocational

Education and Postsecondary Occupational Education (Sec. 110)
To be eligible for its allotment for a fiscal year under Section 103(a) (2),

a State would be required to submit to the Commissioner an application in-
cluding the following:

(a) (1) Assurance that the State's allotment for a fiscal year under Section
103(a ) (2) shall be divided into tau parts. One part of such allotment may
be used only for grants under subpart 1 of part B, and the other maY be
used only for grants under subpart 2 of part B. The part to be used for grants
under subpart 1 shall be known as the State's vocational education allotment
far that year, and the part to be used for grants under subpart 2 shall be
known as the State's postsecondary edueationalallotment fur that year,

(2) Assurance that nut less than 40 percentum of the funds allotted to the
State under Section 103(a) (2) for the programs and activities under each of
the two subparts;

(3), Providing fur a mechanism or procedure. consistent with state law and
state, organizational structure, for a joint determination by the State Boards
as designated under subpart 1 of Part B, and the State Commission, as,desig-
nated under subpart 2 of Part B, of the most effective and equitable .allocation
of the remaining 20 percentum (remaining after the basic 40 precentum
allocations) between subpart 1 and subpart 2 of Part B, taking into considera-
tion tpe purposes of the Act as set forth in Section 101 and the state plans ur
state planning as required under each subpart;
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(4) Setting forth a mechanism or procedures which provides reasonable
promise for result/ lug differences between vocational educators, community
and junior college educators, college and university educators, elementary and
secondary educators, and other interested groups with respect to carry ing out
the purposes of this Act ;

('5) Submits to the Commissioner such state plans or documents as re-
quired under subparts ,1 anti 2 of Part B as are required for participation by
the State in the programs authorized by (hose subparts.

Ib) (1) Whenever the Commissioner, after reasonable notice and opportunity
for a hearing to the State, finds that any of the assurances required by 4111s
part are unsatisfactory, or that there is a failure by the State to comply
with such assurances or other requirements of this section. the Commissioner
shall notify the State that no further payments will be made to the State
under any program authorized by this part until the Commissioner is satis-
fied that there has been or will be compliance with the requirements of this
section.

(2) A State which is dissatisfied with a final action of the Commissioner
under this section may appeal to the United States court of appeals for the
circuit in which the State is located by filing a petition with such court withn
sixty days after such final action, A copy of the petition shall be forthwith
transmitted by the clerk of the court to the Commissioner. or any officer
designated by him fur that purpose. The Commissioner thereupon shall file in
the court the record of the proceedings on which lie based his action. as pro-
vided in Section 2112 of Title 28, Uniied States Code. Upon the filing of such
petition, the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the action of the Commis-
sioner or to set it aside, in whole or in part. temporarily or permanently, but
until the filing of the record the Commissioner may modify or set aside his
action, The findings of the Commissioner as to the facts. if supported by sub-
stantial evidence, shall be conclusive. but the court. for good cause shown.
ma3 remand the case to the Commissioner to take further evidence, and the
Commissioner may thereupon make new or modified findings of fact and may
modify his previous action. and shall file in the- court the record of the
further proceedings Such new or modified findings of fact shall likewise be
conclusive if supported by substantial evidence. The judgment of the court,
affirming or setting aside. in whole or in part, any action of the Commissioner
shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States
upon certiorari or certification as provided in Section 1254 of Title 28. United
States Code. The commencement of proceedings under this subsection shall
not, unless so specifically ordered by the court, operate as a stay of the Com-
missioner's action.
Authorization of grants (Sec. 121)

Take out requirement that services be available to persons ''of all ages" and
to all individuals'' to conform to the policy of limiting vocational education
to elementary schools
Uses of Federal Funds (Sec. 122) it

Delete paragraphs (2) and (3) from list of paragraphs in Section 1121a)
which set forth the permissible uses of funds. These two paragraphs contain
the present authority for vocational education for persons who have completed
or left high school and for persons who have already entered the labor market.

Strike paragraph (2) of Section 122(c) of present law which contains the
set-aside for postsecondary. education. This would be replaced by the new
en r-marking described above.

Several -technical amendments should he made to limit the remaining set-
asides to a percentage of the funds ear-marked for elementary and secondary
vocational education.
state Plans (Sec. 123)

Technical amendments would be required in paragraphs ta) and (11) of
Section 1.23(b) to reflect the fact that these plans would now relate only
to elementary and secondary vocational education.

New Subpart 2 of Part BPostsecondary Occupational Education
As indicated above, a percentage of each state's annual allotment would be

ear marked for postsecondary occupational education programs. These funds
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would be expended utalcr now provisionc coded a .. subpart 2 of Part B of
the kit. (Existing pro%siens of Part B would constitute subpart 1 1 The
following is a description of each section which would be in subpart 2'
authorization for `'tags to Lae Postsecondary Occupational Education Allot-

in-ent (sec. 125)
A State shah be authorized to use the funds allotted to it under the post-

secondary occupational education allotment for each fiscal year for the
activities set forth in Section 126 in order to promote access to postsecondary
occupational education programs in su h state, prosided that such State has
met the requirements as set forth in Section 121.
t.e., of Fedi-rat Funds (Sec. 136)

111) A State may use its postsecondary occupational education allotment
only for-

11 ) programs to promote access to postsecondary occupational education as
set forth in Section 129;

12) planning related to promotion of access to postsecondary occupational
edueatmn by State ('ommissioners as set forth in Section 128,

13) administration of the program authorized in this subpart by the State
Agency designated in accordance with Section 127; and

(4) evaluation of the program under' tins subliart, and the dissemination of
the results of such evaluation pursuant to Section 127(5).
except that, out more than ____ percentuni shall be used for the purpose in
paragraph 13), not less than ____ percentum nor More thin ____ percentum
shall be used fur the purpose of paragatili (2'). and not less than ____ !KT-
cent= nor more than ____ percentum shall be used for the purpose of para-
graph (4).

(Ii) Of a State's postscinnlalry occupational education allotment ftir a fiscal
year, 10 pereentum may be used only for programs and activities as authorized
-under Section 120 to benefit handicapped persons, and 15 percent um may be
used on'y for programs and activities as authorized under Setcion 129 to bene-
fit -persons (other than handicapped persons as defined in Section 108(8) )
who have academic. socitpecononlic, or other handicaps which prevent them
from succeeding in the regular postsecondary occupational education program.
State Application frir Postsecondary Occupational Education (See. 127)

Pursuant to assurances provided in Section 110(5), the State shall
(1) designate the State Commission established pursuant to Section 1202(a)

of the Higher Education Act of 1963 as the State Commission to carry (Alt dp

planning as required under this subpart:
(2) designate the State agency authorized in accordance with State law

for coordination of postsecondary education (and only if such a State agency
does not exist, another appropriate State agency) as the State agency for
disbursement of the State's postsecondazy education allotment in accordance
with the planning by the State Commission, and for proper fiscal control
and accounting of funds granted to a State under this subpart;

(3) provides assurance that funds granted the State will be used only for
purposes set forth in Section 126, in a manner which is consistent with the '

State planning as required in Section 128;
(4) provides that the State Cominission designated' under paragraph (1)

shall undertake a continuous program of planning, in Utinsli1tatiiin with ap-
propriate State agencies and institutions. in accordance With Section 128,

GS) provides that the State Commission designated under paragraph (1)
shall annually evaluate the success of the use by the State of funds allotted
to the State under this subpart in promoting access to occupational educa-
thin and the relative effectiseness of each of the means used and with respect
to operations during the preceding year, specifically report to the Commissioner
the results of evaluations carried out in accordance with the requirements
a this paragraph;

((;) requires that each postsecondary occupational education institution
which receives Federal funds under this subpart shall use such funds only
for the postsecondary occupational education programs fur which such funds
were granted and shall provide assurances to the State agency designated
pursuant to paragraph (2) that such funds will be used so -as to supplement
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and not supplant, the level of funds from other sources available for suchprograms; and
(7) Provides that the State's postsecondary occupational education allot-

ment for a fiscal year, shall pay for inure than 50 percentum of the total
expenditures made in carrying out the planning. administration, programs
and'activities under this subpart.

The provisions of Section 434(b)13) of the General Education Provis!ons
Act shall apply to any State application submitted under this section.
State Plan and Planning (Sec. 128)

The State Commission designated pursuant to paragraph (1) of Section 127shall:
(a) Undertake a continuous program of state-wide planning for postsecondary

occupational education, which shall
(1) assess the existing capacity. or potential capacity, of all public post-

..secondary education institutions in the State (.3tiliout regard to whether
such institutions are under the supervision of the State Board of Vocational
Education) to undertake programs to promote access to postsecondary uccu-

,.pational education
(2) 'determine student demand for postsecondary occupational educatiult

programs;
(3) determine, in coordination with planning as -required under the Com-

prehensive Employment and Training Act. of manpow er needs in the State
as a whole. and in the political subdivisions thereof:

(4) propose methods for extending the benefits of postsecondary occupational
education to groups not served by such programs, including improved out-
reach, recruitment, guidance and counseling:

(5) investigate and propose' various methods to prothote access to post-
seconda'ry occupational education; and

(6) propose methods to give special consideration to the occupational edu-
cation needs of persons fur whom a full-time program is not feasible, such as
housewives and persons currently emplu3ed full -tune who wish to up-grade
their skills.

(b) Prepare, with the advice of the State isory Council on Vocational
and Occupational Education. an annual State plan. n hith shall serve as the
basis for disbursement of the State's allotment for that Sear by the State
agency designated in accordance with paragraph (2) of Section 127. Such
annual state plan shall: -

(1) Specify the means to he used in selecting postsecondary occupational
education institutions to receive funds and the mean,: to be used for determin-
ing the amount of funds to be granted to each'such institution ;

(2) Provide for the distribution of funds by the State agency according
to (a) a distribution formula based on objective criteria. (b) determinations
(based upon objective criteria) as to which postsecondary occupational edu-
cation programs will most effectively and econonuc:all3 meet previously as-
certained needs. or (c) a combination of the methods for distribution of
funds described in (a) and (b)

(3) Contain the provisions required antler Iii ant 12) in sufficient specificity
to enable the Commissioner to determine whether actual decisions under S11111
plan conform to those requirements of such plan pursuant to See. 127( 7k) ,

(4) give special consideration to students nip) desire to continue their Ohl-
cation after high. school but are unable to do so on a full-time basis, so that
programs fur these part-time students will receive consideration equal to that
given to programs for full-time students:

(5) Include as eligible public postsecondary occupational education insti-
tutions not only std' institutions as may be under the supervision of the
State Board of Vocational Education: and

(6) Provide fur contracting with private non-profit postsecondary occupa-
tional education institutions to the extent that such institutions in the State
are Interested in, and have the capacity to, assist in promoting access to
postsecondary occupational education.

Provisions should he included for nppeals and rei len of appeals related to
the conteht of the annual state plan as required- in this section (perhaps
Section 434 of the General Education Provisions Act contains the necessary
wording.). ,
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Programs to Promote .1ss (See. 129)
lu accordance n ith tlet State plan prepared by the State Commission pur-

suant to Section 12S. the :hate agenc3 designated pursuant to section 127 may
disburse funds under this sulmait to po,tsecontiary off upational education till-

St I t (1 tI011:5 its the, t;. te tie Order to 1)1'011100! al!CeS to POStbl.i.O11(1,tr3 Ueltipational
education, including programs such as the following.

11) Programs to reduce tuition and fees, but an3 such program would be
requirt.11 to include appropriate reductions in the tuition and fees charged
part -time students. Whether tuition and fees are redo( ed could be determined
b3 comparison with those clwrgid tar courses aIticli. though not supported
under the Act, hate comparable iii,titictifoial cuts, by comparison with the
tuition and fees IWO 1011N13 charged fur the same course, or by such other
method as the ('oana,,s.nmor clot ms 1%111 assure the tuition ii nil fees charged
are lower than they would he but for the grant.

12) Prograuus of in-,erva e training, fur giudanee and counseling personnel
strong in elementary atid ,c(ondar3 ht hip/6 in miler t I) familiarize such per-
sonnel with opportunities afforded by postsecondary oecupational education.

3) Programs under w hien moment, are made to assast institutions to meet
their costs of instrmtion. but onl where such im3inents tire linked to pro-
gressively increasing o&upational enrollments.

Curriculum development programs f(r new curriculums and modifica-
tions of old curriculums to meet the job Market

AZ)) Programs to broaden the types of institutions providing these programs
so that the variety in the types of institutions will meet the needs and
desires of an increased number of students.

of) Innovative arrangement,. including competency based learning and
under iihicli (.1)11rIeN giVou in postseconda13 occupational education pro-
grams may be vounied for credit toward a bachelor's degree where the stu-
dent chooses to continue his educations

"Eraluctionl by Commissioner (Set.. 13(1)
In carrying out hi, duty under Section 17 of the General Education Pro-

vi,1011S Act to make annu,,1 etaltiatite reports to the Senate and House Edu-
cation Conumttees the Conunissionr would be direct; d to give special atten-
tion to evaluation of the various Wean,: for promoting access to post:econdary
occupational education programs to assist the Congress in its oversight re-
sponsibilities.

Parts C, D, E, F, G, If. I. &,,T
These parts would have to be amended in many places where the term

"vocational education** is used by adding "and postsecondary occupational
education".
rffectire Date; Planning Year

The new grant program N% ill become effective for the first time in FY 1977.
During the intervening 3 oar, post,econdary %)cational education will con-
tinue to be carried on tinder existing law. Ilon ever, the states would be
offered ern Ilts for planning their new prffgrani and for developing. their new
state plan. These grants would be made to the statC4 1202 Commission upon
application. Funds for these grants would be separately authorized and ap-
primed.

Chairman PrimuNs.:Wliv don't we finish with Dr. John D. Rowlett,
vice president of acadeliile affairs and research from Kentucky Uni-
versity.

Come around, Dr. Rowlett. and take a seat anywhere, and then we
will direct the questions to the entire panel.

Go ahead, Dr. Rotv1('tt.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN D. ROWLETT, VICE PRESIDENT,
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND RESEARCH, EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

Dr. ROWIA:17. Mr. Chain man and members of the committee. my
name is John 1). Rowlett. and I . i se as vice president for academic
affairs and research and dean of the Faculties at Eastern Kentucky,-
University.

I am pleased to have this opportunity on behalf of the American
Association of Sta Colleges and Universities to pi esent testimony
regarding- pendinolloa-lat ion in vocational education with particular
emphasis on proposed changes dealing with the funding of post-

- secondary education.
Mr. Chairman, under \ our leadership the Vocational Education

Act of 19G3 became a public lave and one that broke with Illally of
the traditions of the past. It was a piece of landmark legislation that
proy hied extraOrdillar% opportunities lot those serving in leadership
roles in vocational and technical education to transform old programs
and to create riey- !WWI MIL, consistent and attuned to the problems
and nee& of the present ratlier than the past.

It implored us to take stock. of the strengths and weaknesses of
our vocational and technical pi o,urains and to use a broad philo-
sophical base in conceptualising and implementing programs to pie-
pare individuals for tr,ain fill employment.

The subtilties of the legislation were perhaps more impottant than
the more obvious changes. I would call your attention to the fact
that prior to the Vocational Education Act of 1903. "fundable" pro-
grams were to be of "less-than-colleo.e grade," and the substitution
in that act of the concept of "less-than-baccalaureate level programs"
was more than a chamre in wording.

This change in language clearly recognized that there is a variety
of post-secondary al11011g them community colleges and
4-year colleges and mill ersities. that offer post-secondary technical
programs, typically at the certificate or associate degree level. and
thlt programs of this type are fully eligible and deserving of finan-
cial support. .

The congressional intent. as we interpret it, was to place funding
priorities on the merit program. nut the ty pe or kind of institution
in which the programs were located.

This was a laudable goal. but in practice, in my-judgment. it has
worked very poorly. Four-vear colleges and universities with eligible
programs rarely receive the financial support that was clearly in-
tended by the Vocational Education Act of 1963.

,Congressman Perkins, you know first-hand because von have ob-
served our institution in operation. that Eastern Kentucky University
took seriously the challenge and the mandate of the 1963 act to de-
velop high quality technical programs at the associate degree level.

In March of 1965 President Robert R. Martin of our institution
proposed to 0111 board of regents a plan to organize, along with ,the
more traditional colleges, a college of applied arts and technology
which would house a number of technical programs, including a
variety of associate degree technical programs.

(3,;
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This was a highly iniaginat e plan and one that has been emulated
by a number of 4-year collegfes and universities. It was a plan de:
veloped not in response to declining in enrollments in teacher educa-
tion or other programs; in fact, it was initiated in 1965 in that
period in higher education when enrollments were expanding very,
very rapidly.

The important thing is it provided alternating programs of study
for students, programs carefully keyed to existing and projected em-
ployment opportunities.

We began to, offer these programs of instruction in 1965, we were
prepared to move ahead with the fluffier development and expansion
of these institutional commitments. We enrolled 195 students in six
associate degree programs in 1905. In the fall of 1974, this past fall,
we enrolled 1.863 students in more than 40 associate degree pro-
grams or options.

To put it another way. in 1965 approximately 2.8 percent of our
students were enrolled in associate degree programs; in the fall of
1974, approximately 15 percent of the 12,571 students enrolled at th9
University were pursuing associate degree programs, technical asso-
ciate degree programs.

The breadth of our associate degree programs in nursing. law en-
forcement, correcti.ms, business, medical records, medical assisting,
industrial technology, recreation, medical laboratory technician, geo-
logical technicianbagriculture, dietetics technology, food service tech-
nology, to cite a few examples of our programs, has been attractive
to both full-time and part-time students.

That these students persist and complete degrees is evident in the
table below.

[The table followsl

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITYASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREES AWARDED

Year
Total number of

degrees awarded

Percentage of
increase over
previous year

1966 11 0
1967 33 200
1968 62 87
1969 81 30
1970 112 38
1971 , 143 27
1972,, 173 20
1973 255 47
1974. 206 12

Total 1,156

Percent increase 1970-1974 (112 versus 286) 155 percent.
Percent increase 1968-1974 (62 versus 286) 361 percent.

Dr. Rowl,Fxr. Another way in which to examine the associate de-
gree productivity and the important role which 4-year publically
supported institutions of higher education contribute is to compare
this productivity in terms of the total degrees earned within the
State.

In 1973, the last year complete data were available, a total of 1,370
associate degrees \sere awarded within the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky. Of this number, 645 or 47 percent of all associate of arts de-

.
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gees awarded were on mted by the public 4-year colleges and uni-
yersities.

The 13 University ofKentuckv community colleges awarded 48
percent. while private .2- anti -f -year institutions accounted for the
remaining 5 percent of the degrees awarded.

Within this context. Eastern Kentucky University g,ranted 19 per-
cent of all associate of arts degrees in Kentucky and awarded 40
percent of the associate degrees gi anted by the State's eight public
-4 -3 ear institutions. It is significant to note that Eastern Kentucky
-University awarded a total of 255 such associate degrees during 1973
and we were the Commonwealth's largest producer of associate de-
grey graduates at a 4-year unix ersity, making it the largest single
producer in the Commonwealth.

Today associate degree programs may be found in all of the upper
division colleges of the Unilersity: Arts and Sciences, Applied Arts
and Technology, Business, Eudeation. and Law Enforcement. We do
not have special faculties or laboratories or courses for students
pursuing associate degree programs.

The students are enrolled in classes with other students who are
pursuing baccalaureate degrees. The difference is in the educational
objectile of the student, and the packaging of existing university
courses into a 2-year sequenctb leading not only to an associate degree,
but to skills and know ledge that are valued in the labor market. Even
today the graduates of our associate degree programs are finding
more and more ample employment opportunities.

I should point out that we do not regard our associate degree pro-
grams as terminal in tho sense that a graduate would have difficulty
transferring credits earned to a baccalaureate program.

At Eastern Kentucky University we have carefully provided,
through the career ladder concept. for ease of transition of the as,-o-
elate degree graduate into a baccalaureate program in the same gen-
eral field of study.

The typical studentnursing is an exceptioncan make this tran-
sition without the loss of a single credit. And the career ladder con-
cept works.

For example. Hie current chief of police in one of the large cities
in the South earned an associate degree at Eastern while serving as
n policeman in a nearby city and attending school part-time. ITe
later earned bacealam elite and graduate degrees at Eastern and is
presently enrolled part-time. I mn told, in a doctoral program. For
him. the creer ladder extends from the associate degree to the Ph. I).
And was a person in his early thirties when he began his work
as a part-time associate degroi. student. This is an example, I think
one c f the tnogt striking examples T could cite.

Even though we have over 1.800 full- and part-time students en-
rolled in associate degree programs that meet the criteria for funding
under the 1903 act and subsequent amendments, we have been receiv-
ing losti than $53,090 annually. in postsecondary vocational
finuls In support of these piograms. This is less than $30 per student
per year.

,,nd I would emphasize this funding level is generous in com-
parison to that received by comparable institutions in many States
for all too often their support level is zero.

3.9
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I do not believe that this is what the Congress intended, and I do
not believe that this is what Noll intended, Mr. Chairman, in the
development and passage of the Vocatidlial Education Act of 1963
and the subsequent amendments.

I believe the intent was to provide support for programs of merit
and quality irrespective of the hp.. of institutionwhether it be an
area vocational school. a technical institute, a community college, or
.a 4-vear college or university.

This is a common sense 1`011C111S1.0!1. bat funding along these lines
has not been commonplace. The proposed legislation under considera-
tion deals with this issue, and I will return to it later.

Mr. Chairman, you are familiar with the studies conducted by
Eastern Kentucky Univecsity in 1967 and 1971, in cooperation with
the National Association of State UniNersities and Land-Grant Col-
leges and the American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities.

These studies have enabled us to get a picture of the extent to
Ndich public 4-year colleges and uniNersities are involved in offo
programs of less-than-baccalenreate, level.

In 1967with 76.8 percent of eligible institutions respondingwe
found 114 institutions, public 4-year colleges, offering 619 less-than-
baccalaureate level programs enrolling 31.551 students.

In 1971with 79.6 percent of eligible institutions respondingwe
found 142 institutions offering 1.097 less-than-baccalaureate level
programs enrolling 57.145 students. 1

The number of pogrom,. institutio4t. and enrollments in the 1967
and 1971 studies are obviously low sinil'"e33.2 percent of the institu-
tions in the 1967 study did not respond. and 20.4 percent did not
respond in the,1971 study.

We are presently involved in a similar study and questionnaires
have been sent to 435 eligible institutions and .60.9 percent have re-
sponded to date. The data reeds ed thus far indicates a (Imp ning-
commitment of public -1-, ear colleges and unisersities to less-than-
baccalaureate level programs.

If we can through followup. secure a response approaching 100
percent, I believe the data will show nearly 2.000 programs in oper-
ation on public 4-year college and unhersity campuses, with ennill-
ments approaching 90.000 students.

Furthermore. I predict that the diffa will show that over 100 in-
volved AASCF institutions will be offering approximately 1.500 of
these programs enrolline%about 55.000 students.

These are statistics,that cannot be ignored, and yet. they are ig-
nored. generally, when Federal tax dollars are distributed for the
support of postsecondary technical programs.

Chairman Iltint Ns. Let me interrupt, Dr. Rowlett and recess fur
5 minutes while we, go over and answer a roll call, and we, will be
right back. We hate to interrupt such wonderful statements, but we
have to and will be right back.

[Recess to vote.]
Chairman PEnKrNs. The committee will reconvene.
Go ahead. Dr. Rowlett.
1)r. 11.,wtyrr. Mr. Chairman, our present stiuty, in my judgment,

-v
11 -limy- neorl, 2.00o programs in operation in public 4-year col
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leges and university campuses with enrollment approaching 90,000
students.

I predict the day that will show over 100 AASCLT institutions
will offer approximately 1.300 of these programs enrolling about
55,000 students. Now, these are statistics that cannot be ignored and
yet they are ignored generally when Federal tax dollars are distrib-
uted for the support of postsecondary- technical programs. This is a
gross inequity and I trust that the legislation under consideration
will correct this inequity.

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities is
vitally concerned about the direction of pending legislation affecting
vocational and technical education as expressed in the following:

A Summary of American Association of State Colleges anceUjii-
versifies Recommendations.

(1) Agreement with the American Assciciation of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) on the need for considerably larger post-
secondary setaside in Federal Vocational Education Act funds.

(2) Agreement with AACJC on the need for administering the
Federal funds through a separate postsecondary State board.

(3) Strong disagreement with AACJC that 75 percent of avail-
able postsecondary funds should be set aside for community col-
leges only-, or for any other type of institution, regardless of their
contribution.

4. A belief that the fairest, simplest. and least expensive way to
allocate postsecondary funds within each State is in the form of a
program support on a per-student basis. TIpse institutions which
offer the programs would receive the fundswhether postsecondary
area schools, community colleges, or 4-year college. Perhaps 20 per-
cent of available funds might be set aside for special purposes and
to increase access, opportunity and choice.

5. A belief that the section of the law calling for an annual study
on possible duplication of vocational education programs, which has
been ignored, should be implemented by congressional action.

6. Other technical amendments. Some will relate to teacher edu-
cation, research, and curriculum development areas in which State
colleges and universities are now making a major contribution to
vocational education.

In summary, AASCU institutions are making a mor national
contrjbution to th6 training of students in occupationaPfields, both
full -time and part-time students. yet they have been almost entirely
excluded from funding under the .Federal Vocational Act, not by
Federal law which states they are eligible, but by the funding priori-
ties and policies of State vocational educational boards.

It is our believe that Congress should change the direction of the
Vocational Education Act. make it more responsive to growing
manpower needs at the postsecondary level and assure that funds go
to all institutions which are providing the programs which the Voca-
tional Education Act is intended to help maintain, extend, "and im-
prove.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much this opportunity to share
with you and members of the committee my personal viewpoints on
the need for revising funding procedures for postsecondary educa-

3
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tional technical progi funs, to illustrate through examples at Eastern
Kentucky University how AASCU institutions have responded to
the challenge of first rate less-than-baccalaureate programs and
finally present to yo the reactions and recommendations of the
American State Colleges and Universities on the issues involved in
pending legislation atrecting postsqondary vocational technical gdu-
cation.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment all of you distinguished

educators for your appearances here today.
I have several questions, but will not delay and take up the time

of other members when they return.
But, for now, Dr. Rowlett, I note you agree with the junior col-

leges that there should be a separate State agency to operate post-
secondary occupational courses instead of a single State -agency
which is now required for both high school and postsecondary pro-
grams.

Could this idea lead to greater cost of administration at the State
level, in your judgment?

Dr. RowLETr. I think it could lead to a greater cost in administra-
tion,

Chairman PERKINS. But you would still insist we should have two
separate agencies and what is your f'easoning?

Dr. ROWLETF. I think this is one very obvious alternative. There
are certainly other alternatiNes that might be considered. I think'the
position of AASCU is that the present time of the allocation of
funds has not worked very effectively, if it has worked at all, in
recognizing and in providing financial support for the diversity of
programs that exist at AASCTT institutions.

I think AASCI simply raises the question about the point, "If
any modifications might even work in the present setup?" I think
the simplest suggestion is maybe we ought to look to a separate board,
that this might be the better solution, even though it is a rather
drastic change.

Chairman PERKINS. The thing that runs through my mind is,
somewhere Ow the line you may4haye to get the A.VA, the post-
secondary technical schools. yotu- organization, your groups, all to-
gether, to sit down together like we are doing today to discuss' this
funding problem. I think, we may have todQ that.

Now, Dr. Kamm, you Make, a strong case at your institutions, that
your institutions have been playing a sionificant role in ochipa-
tional programs and that :ou could expand that role with additional
Federal funds. %-

But if it develops that additional Federal funds are not available
in the next few years, would you want to take fun is away from on-
going high school programs for your institutiOn ?.trNo*, my purpose in asking that hard quest-on is just to get
the issues all out on the table, especially in times like these when we
may have a lot of difficulty about funding.

L -would like to see, and I am for expanding'the funding fourfold,
insofar as I am concerned, but I am just speaking about realities.
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Dr. li.vmm. Yes, ?dr. Chairman, I think it is ft very good and very
appropriate question. I think I would reitmate that NN 11 ldi I said
earlier, that we are not here in the spirit of being against an3thing
as much as we are for some other thine.

I.think we must recognize that this very excellent act of a dozen
years ago needs at this particul time to he carefully evaluated.
and the way things were done then ate not necessarily the way things
should be done now.

I think we have 12 years of experience on which to draw.
Now, I think I would have to say that I would hope that. in view

of the capital outlay at the high school level. the secondary school
level, in our own State, the vocational technical programs. this kind
of thing. I think we would want to be very careful ,we did not re-
duce support here, because there would be some very critical pro-
lems that would hurt people.

After all, people ,are at the center of all of our endeavors. Our
business in eacation is to serve people.

Chairman PERKINS. Tou mean by noe interfering with Ongoing
funds?

Dr. KAmm. Yes.
Chair/nail PERKINS Ati ongoing pixr ranis *?
Dr. KAmm. Yes. Haying said that, I think 'careful scrutiny and

study may well bear out that those funds are fiot necessarily always
being used wisely.

So. I wouldn't want to make a hard fast position, or take a hard
fast position here. I am not sure all of tit dollars that are distrib-
uted in the manner they are being distr uted today or have been,
are necessarily being distributed in a wi,e manner.

I think the main thrust of our prey nitations here today, as you
already recognized. Mr. Chairman. is hat we feel there are it great
many other areas in addition to thos things Nit we are now doing
that need attention in this changin world, which is ours.

So, I think the answer would be both "yes" and "no". If. as the
result of evaluation of how the do firs are"being used. some of those
dollars should he taken away. " es". but if the dollars, are being
used wisely in present program. I could not argue that we reduce
support of those programs.

I think I can argue. on the of ler hand. that there are a great many
needs to be served that are n t now being served. I think I would
argue also that in keeping w It the traditional role of our kinds of
imirersities, that there is so uch more that we can do and we ovild
like to make the case for flat again ultimately focusing on people
and their needs. the needst he served.

Chairman PERRINS. Mr. :rifler; could you tell ns a little blt mire
abdut your school? I mid rstand that your school is one of the f.w
residential vocational sell ols in the country. Ar-ic yon receiving any
Federal funds for your s( loots?

Mr. -M11,1111. 111`. Clue lirt" II. OM' rbr}lich of the 01.dphoma Shit"
f011110(1 1/10 'e than 25, years ago, is receiving a smallamonnt ;,f Federal grio,r V.

Chairman PEttimxs.lin what respect?
Mul TY11. All ,rint. we were under Title VITT: MDP 1 A rt.,

receiving 516.000 wile! the act in 1,963 came into being. We hay"
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()Town into a total of $11.0o0. $10.000. as a result of this act. with
the largest single institution of onl postsecondary vocational tech-
nical in the State. and that hardly seems commensurate with the
idea of the act of 1963. that we receive i310,000 more and. our stit,
dents are going directly into industry and business. One of tile
most highly sought after graduating classes of our entire State an
from the Okrint Igee Branch of Oklahoma State IThilersity.

Chairman Pmuu Ns. Let me put the same question to you that I
put to the other o a moment ago.

As tight as funds are to conic by, in order to further expand tech-
nical courses at your gloat institution. would ion suggest that we
take funds from the present ongoing programs to the area's scools
and the dropouts and other people, or would )on suggest that you
carry on just like you are presently parrying on

Mr. MILij ;i. Mr. Chairman. I would not recommend the latter.
Rather than take away the difficult situation, but I would think we
could make a strong stand for not further expanding- the secondary
level, the area schools. not building more bricks and mortar onto
those.

I do not believe; sir. vocational technieal education will ever re-
ceive its rightful place in society. The effectiveness and the linage
that sac worry about will not be accomplished b the secondary level,
integralevel vocational education only.

I think. we should move postsecondary vocational education with
the fine j4b we have (Mite as a result of the great act of 1963 with
the secondary.

Therefore, then we would suggest that we might look at dollars
being spent for expansion and.les ca-ry the two along as a team,
not all of our interests, in institutions with entry level skills.

This will never. in my opinion. cause vocational education to enjoy
the image it should.

Chairman PERKINs. Let me compliment this distinguished panel.
You have been most helpful to the committee. It may be that we will
want you up here again to help us solve this knotty problem, unless
we can convince the .Administration that we should greatly expand.
You have been most helpful to the ominittee.-

Now. I am goiil!, to call on Mr. Pressler.
Mr. PuEssi. Etz. Dr. Mille'''. I w ant till to follow-up a little on what \f/tfr

placement record has been. How long do }ofd try to keep track of
graduates, and assuming that on do follow up on their job expe-
rience and performance. IN ha t are some of the followup things in
addition to initial placement?

Mr. Mir,r.lia. Well. mostly, most of our placement is accomplished
on camp's by onr department 41ea(1-; v hale pilout4h 1(,1,

offers that rarer (I() they eer have to !!.c) off eapplis in seekin,,, satis-
fation. We have a good eod on campus.

Within 3 months after graduation of each class. tilree'graduatloe,
a year, we send a follow no questionnaire to liscertain if they are still
employed, if the\ need help in ridocatin and so on and so on.

initially questiowiln". are not answered4in (Treat numbers' and
10 percent we consider is v1.1'\ 4111011. So-many of them are empl,(vill
in Oklahoma and some surrounding States by people who continue

7,2 941 75 ti of 1 - -21
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to come back to our campus for further recruiting that we somehow
know real well that the placement is good.

I couldn't give you a percentage figure, but it is excellent. Not
receiving college credits, they have but one place to go and that
is to work.

"NEI% PRESSLER. What kind of salaries do tlie-e people start at ?
Mr. MILLER. Of course, it varies widely, since from our nearly 50

'programs we have everything, say, from shoe repair to sophisticated
electronics, but we have a goodly number, the bulk of our students
are in five technical programs and they are going out from $650 to,
$1,000 a month. The average has moved up somewhat, a goodly num-ber, not ust a few. but a goodly number going out at 700 or more
per month. It has been terrific the last year or two.

Mr. PRESSLER. But I guess the 2 or rti.ther 3 months is the only fol-
low'up check on placements?

Mr. MILLER. We try, on all who answer our questionnaires, we willsend them one questionnaire a year along, with the Christmas greet-
ing, as long as we can keep them answering, so we try to get that. I
don't answer my own university very well, so this is a problem.

Mr. PaEsSIEn. What percentage at your university ?
Mr. MILLER. We will end up with 20 percent answering finally

after the first year, but this is not an indication of our knowledge of
their employment because we are in contact through some 15 advisory
committees, in contact with the, employers, but I couldn't give you
an exact answer of percentage that we know where they are today.It is very difficult.

Mr. PRESSLER. No further questions.
Thank you very much.
Mrs. CHISHOL:Si [presiding]. I would like to ask a number of ques-tions, but I guess I will-boil it down to about four.
First of all, I think the increased participation in the vocationaleducation program in the past decade and the increased funding hasnot necessarily resulted in an increase, educational enrollment andthat the dropout rates amongst vocational educational students arequite high. Perhaps this is so because students do not see a relevancebetween the training they are receiving and the jobs that they areseeking or the jobs that are available or acceptable to them in their

particular communities. They don't see any real 'coordination be-tween the training that they are ,receiving and the availability ofthe kinds of jobs available in their specific communities.
Now, there seems to be a question here that I would like to ask Dr.Kamm and that is. is the thrust of your testimony that there shouldbe a division of Federal Vocational educational funds within eachState, .with one part going to high school programs and, the otherpart going to postsecondary- institutions. And, if you do believe thatthis should be, what would be the percentage for each?Dr. KAMM'. I think that this will vary from State to State. Mrs.Chisohlm. I think that in our own State, with the thrust in highereducation that we have, that it is obvious, an increase of $10,000 forthis great program. with the residential type piograms of the gentle-man next to me, would indicate that post-secondary people are notgetting dollars that are deserved here.

403:'
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°Let me say this. I think there is a well-defined and appropriate
role at both levels and I support the offerings at the secondary school
level. I think that people. young men and women, are served well
by many of these programs.

I think perhaps that others are not served well. I think that we,
ourselves, have to look at what we are doing in a more critical eye,
rather than just throw it out and assume that all is good.

Now, we like to think, in Oklahoma, that the kind of program
that Mr. Miller and his colleagues offer and the kind of program
that we have at Oklahoma City in our technical institdte, that in a
sense these serve as finishing programs, if I might use that term,
for those whO are really motivated to go on into fields of technical
education, vocational education, and 1 think that the influx of young
men and women coming from our secondary vocational technical
program into Mr. Miller's program suggests this.

Most of the people who come there are people who finish. These
are motivated people and-they come.there. As Mr. Miller indicated
there are 25 different advisory bodies and there is communication
between the real world of employment and the program of study.

That which I said critically. I think, of a lot of our secondary
schools, does not apply to this program because there is real rapport _
fInd an in-touch relationship between what is going on on that
campus and the world of employment.

Going back to my original point, though. I think that we need to
look at 1)w-selves very closely. I think we have funded programs in
some cases that have not justified programs. That is why I think
after 12 years we need to look at this very critically and sit down

, together, as the Chairman has proposed, and work these things out
becauSe we come back again that it is people and their needs that we
are trying to serve and serve well. I don't know whether it answers
your question.

Mrs. Cmsnorzt. All right.
Thank you.
Dr. Rowlett, I would like to have you turn to page 2 of your

testimony where you indicated, commencing on page 1, that the
change in language clearly recognizes that there is a variety of post-
secondary institutions. among them community colleges. 4-year col-
leges, and so on. The congressional intent as we interpreted it has
been to place funding priorities on the merits of programs and not
the length of time in operation or kind of institution in which the
programs were located.

My question to you is this. Do you feel, or is it your belief on the
basis of experience and substantive evidence that the 4-year college
and/or university does a better job in terms of overall occupational
education,'"as contrasted to the junior and community colleges?

Do you really believe the 4-year colleg,e or institution is attractive
-,to students who are interested in acquiring occupational skills rather
than liberal arts?

Dr. Rowrxrr. Yes, ma'am. and I think we demonstrated this. Let
me add, I place no valued judgment on the merits of these programs
at 4-year colleges and universities in contrast to those at the 2-year
community colleges or to our postsecondary noncollegiate level pro-
grams.
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I think each operates Nvv11. The point that T am tring to make
here is that I think the 1-1,ea college,' and uniNersities contributions
have been overlooked in the funding proL'ess. I think it is obvious
that there are many students 1% ho ale attracted to these institutions
and many of them with IOM tutor., commitments to technical
education and our placement rccoi (l iud:c.tte that our StUdonti are
succeeding.

We think that there are man) approaches to postsecondary techni-
cal education. many valid approaches. but that, in terms of funding.
the merits of these programs ought- to in ler carefully examined in
terms of the intent of the act and in tei ins of intent of the quality of
the programs and they ought to gFOn accordingly.

Mrs. Cmsnor,:st. Would you agree with me that there will he large
numbers of students in this country who will not be able to attend
4-year institutions? Do you ap.ree that the 2-year. junior and co-m-
munitt. colleges, have been a real alternative for u person, who, be-
cause of financial consideration might never be able to enter the
4-yea college. After all the 4-vear colleges are primarily academ-
ically oriented for the preparation of the major types of professional
Careers.

Dr. RowLErr. What You are sayin(i. Mrs. Chisholm. mar hr true
of many 4-year colleges and uniNersitil.;T don't think this is descrip-
t ire, however, of the 0 pica] college or university that belongs to the
American Association of state Colleges and Universities.

At Eastern Kentucky University, as part of our statute. we have a
responsibility to offer community college pe programs. We, in
effect, are a community colle,re for the region that we serve and we
have an open admissions policy of the same order that one would
find at any of the public community colleges in Kentucky. Our reg-
istration fuss are natter comparable to those and with the various
student financial aid programs and more titan half of our students
receive some type of financial aid. We have provided access. through
the legislation and support by the ('ongress, to permit these students
to go to college.

Mrs. Cm-sun-At. Thank you.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. No questions.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Mr. Qnie.
Mr. QrIE. Thank yon.
I am trying to read this fast to catch up here. I note from the

testimony there is a suggestion that a greater percentage of the funds
be set aside for postsecondary education and that that money be
adminiStered by one agency with secondary money administered 1w
another agency.

1)0 you think thst the tootsintion should recommend or permit itstat,. to choose botweell Iflityr it into t WO boards or if they desire
to have one boar] ? Do von think it needs to be mandated on the
Ferior01 level if your reponiniendat'ons are 12:oing, to be aere.otk a

Who-vei wants to n-zwer?
\ AL We t e'({P1011.. Mr. 0111, 1110 1 )(7

irhportant thing was for the Coluziess to set down certain gnidelitrts.
It didn't matter too notch then who administired them.

4 01)
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Now. we think these ale some problems the way it has peen done
and I think the evidence bomb till:" out. what Mr. Miller has inst said
here, that as a result of the 1963 act, his-operation, which graduate.;
1,000 students annually. receied only $10.000 more.

Obviously, something is w long in this kind of distribution. I think
this is true elsewhere in the gutted States. Bat I think these things
can be worked out and I think particularly that if you people will

piett.% direct in terms of how and what you want, and I think
this boils down to quality plogiams and quality service and that the
State bodies, State liod, w hate% er it is called, is mandated to prop
ell), fund programs at \\hate\ el. levels they are, whatever they are
serving well and I think we can take, care of this now.

Another thing would be. and I don't personally 'oppose what has
been suggested by our friend. the State Colleges and Universities
Association, to haven sepal ate board. We might just want to go
that way.

The 'evidence of the last, dozen yeps does not support us in the
point we made out selves. that. you know, that we would go with the
present board. aSbilltillOr there was a proper mandate from you.

It is a difficult one. But I don't beliete it is the most important
issue before us. I think the important issue is where do we go from-
here on the basis ot 12 d ears experience. recognizing new needs to
be served. new gioup -. whet hel it is the older people who are being
ietircd or housewk es or people because in inadequate dollars who
hate not been able to get the kind of education that is needed to
serve modern day needs.

So, I think this is sonicthing that although we presented in a sense
conflicting testimony here. that we wouldn't be hard to get along
Iv]th either way it went. assuming that you people laid out specif-
ically what is wanted here.

Mr. Qt-m. Was Dr. Rowlett the one who recommended then that
we mandate separate postsecondary?

Dr. 1ZownErr. This is the position. Mr. Quie, of the AASCU group.
I think 'out of an examination of the funding or lack of funding
over the last 12 years of programs located at these institutions, that
the Federal relations committee of AASCU felt that this would be
pe/haps the most direct way to remedy this inequity, and so recom-
mended that a separate board be charged with this responsibility.

Mr. Qum. Do your New York affiliates agixe with that?
Dr. Rowt,Err.6n this I don't know.
Mr. Qrn:. I think that is our problem. Tf we mandate. as men-

tioned in your testinionl. Wisconsin. Washington. and Colorado to
113e a - eparate board for ocationa1 education, Washington would
want to keep the two separate and f image in other States they want
tl4an to be alone. 1 would expect that this Congress made up of
Members from every State. would want Co authorize as great an
amount of flexibility as possible.

I don't think there is any av that any group. land grant col-
leges, State colleges and univei.ities, or junior colleges or vocational
technical schools con be ploteeted front the others by the Federal
Government. The'They hat e to learn to compete with each other. Do all
of yon have 1202 commissions operations now?
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LAnsox. Yes.
Mr. Qum. Is there an indication that the 1202 commissions will

help you in the mix between the . ocational technical schools, commu-
nity colleges, State colleges and universities, and land grant colleges.

Dr. KAMM. Interestingly enough. in the State of Oklahoma, the
1202-body is the body of the State region for higher education, so
we don't have the problem there. Tii 1202 bodies, I think, could do
tills job if they had the money, you bet.

Dr. LARSON. This is what we would think in Pennsylvania.
Dr. RowuiTr. The 1202 commission in Kentucky was recently

formed, so it is just going to get underway.
Mr. QuTE. You don't know what it will do but hopefully it can

bring about some of that coordination?
Dr. Rowurr. Yes.
Mr. QtrrE. If we funded title X I think the story .would be a little

different with regard to postsecondary education.
Dr. KAmm. I think our problem here in terms of the fact Wayne

received $10,000 more as a result (A this. is that our moneys of course,
are administered by the Srate vocational technical board which is
secondary only. and I think that if this were in the hands of the 1202
commission of the State. we perhaps would see. this money distrib-
uted in terms of all kinds of programs rather than just one level of
programs.

Mr. QrrE. The purpose of the 1202 commission is that everybody
involved in postsecondary education would be consulted and con-
Rifting with each other. If we get title X funded, all administrative
units in education, would be involved in decisionmaking for admin-
istration of that money. Elementary mid secondary administrative
units would be part of it.

The only State I think right now where that would be possible is
in the State of New York. I may be wrong, but I think that State
is doing it.

I don't know which one of you recommended aid on a per capita
basis or per student basis. Was this everybody in the university or
was it just those who took vocational courses?

Dr. RowrImr. The students who are enrolled in less-than-bacca-
laureate-level technical programs and, as T pointed out, we have over
1.800 students in such programs at our university and we are funded
at about $30 per student per year.

Mr. QtriE. Do you has e any private postsecondary institutions
involved in similar type programs in Kentucky?

Dr. Rowfrr. There are private institutions in Kentucky, yes, sir,
proprietary institutions in particular.

Mr. QurrE. How about nonprofit? Not proprietary but nonprofit?
Dr. Rowt,rrr. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. QTTIE. Would you include them as well in your recommenda-

tion for providing a per student' assistance?
Dr. Rowrrr. This I have not weighed, or didn't weigh in my de-

liberations.
Mr. Qum. That is all the questions I have.
Dr. LARSON'. May I speak to that question?
Mr. QurE. Yes.
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Dr. LA tsoN. Representing the National 4ssociation of State Uni-
versity an Land Grant Colleges. there is a feeling, of course, that
the institution is in the bust position to pro\ isle theliind of program
needed in the postseLondary oct upational education should be given
the opportunity for such. which h more or less the official position
along this line, which seemed to be a good one.

Incidentally, we also commented about tuition reduction, if you
will, to provide the opportunity for the studeht to have greater
access to the programs which the postsecondary institutions have
been offering for quite a period.

sIf I may, a question was asked earlier about the comparison, if
you will, between the postsecondary institutions, as to the high
schools or regional schools alai this type of thing. I think one of the
points or a couple of points that may not have been clearly stated are
that the.chang6s in the kiwis of occupational education that society
is demandino. at this particular time, and the capacity then which an
institution

demanding
as it relates to expertise on its own faculty, as vas

mentioned by one or two others here today, the same faculty is
teaching in the associate degree programs as are teaching in the
baccalaureate programs and in many instances in the graduate pro-
grams. The kind of program activities that are normally associated
with the vocational technical. vocational school, if you will.

I was just looking at the types of programs, for example. which we
have in mind as far as additions to our present 23 associate pro-
grams at Penn State and the predominant concern and interest is in
the allied health field of respiratory therapy, radiological technology,
occupational therapy, biomedical 'equipment, which, by the way, we
have just gotten started on on the Commonwealth campus, the medics
programs, a program such as mine equipment maintenance. plant
maintenance and technology, these 0 jes of things in which we have
traditionally carried a great deal of responsibility and for which we
have expertise to carry out programS in good fashion.

Mr. QUIE. Let nie ask y ou about a problem that has arisen at Min-
nesota vocational. technical schools not.chtrging any tuition _costs to
students who, I believe. were 21 and under or who are veterans in the
services. I see in similar prop ants in the junior colleges or any other
colleges or universities they pay tuition.

Do you have similar palette, as that where the post.seeondary in-
stitution does not charge tuition and another type does?

Dr. flAnsox. Nool do not know of 2thy.
Dr. liAmm. We do in Oklahoma.
Mr. QIIIE. "What are you doing in Oklahoma about that situation?
Dr. ICAlrm. I really think it boils down again to the quality of

offering. There is some postsecondary work being dune by our area
vocational technical schools. The work of course in which we are
engaged in Okmulgee where Mr. Miller is, or Oklahoma City, where
the technical institute is, I think, to some measure, much more career
oriented or much more, or it rather has a direct line in terms of
subsequent employ meat. We charge the same tuition rate at Okmul-
gee as we do on the Stillwater Campus. People are moving on to
advance degrees, same le\ el of tuition; there is a high tuition charge.

But I feel, and again those of you who visited can bear this out,
but I think there is a quality of operation there that sticks out solidly
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and people Idiow it, both if the,} are enrolled in the programs or come
to look at the end product.

So I think the investment is worth it. I think most people feel it
is. I think those 100 graduates annually feel it is.

Mr. Q -II :. You are saving the highlr quality. the more tuition is
charged or what ?

Pr. KAMM. No. I think that it happens that in the programs in
which they are engaged \\ here the higher tuition is charged that
these are, and I used the term I think before you came in, these are
to some extent the finishim schools and they are tacked on top of the
work of the vocational technical schools and I think that works out
nicely.

Wayne, you might want to commelit on that.
Mr. MILLI:it. Well, 41.6 percent of our budget comes from fees, so

that makes on think, we arc in this business now of competing with
those not charging any sees versus this kind of situation.

I think one outstanding thing, Congressman Quie, we have to do,
is to raise the sights. the goals, the ambitions of this secondary
vocational te'Clinical student, that there is indeed nationwide too
much emphasis on entry level jobs.

Therefore, little brothers and neighbors and all see the person who
has gone on, been actually motivaled into or recommended into
occupation at the end of grade 12. This morning I met with a na-
tional association person \Nho used, this figureit is his figure, not
m:neonly 14 percent of the tech automotive graduates ever accept
their course automotive jobs and few of them stay.

If that is true. perhaps we should not expect 12th graders to be
mature enough to have made, this lifelong decision at the end of
their grade 12.

We have not done it in all of our other systems of education and
indeed there ought to be put more emphasis on. you need more
material, there is much more knowledge today in auto mechanics
than you can learn in 2 years of high school, especially in your im-
mature years and we will indeed, if we fund high quality post-
secondary progi am; do much fur the image. more meaningful en-
rollment in seconda3 pro,rrams unless 3ou are going over to college
where we say we are more or less nonacademies, that is what their
peers do. they go off to college.,

There is some pride i f we say: "You stay home in the vocational
school," there is no pride and few job opportunities. If we have
9.5 to In of them in your State there is not too much equipment.

Mr: Qris. Let me see if yon are talking about the same thing. Are
you talking only about the secondary vocational technical program
or both secondar3- and postsecondary when on say, "not having the
pride and stay home,- and so forth.

Mr. MILLER. I am talking about the secondary programs that
emphasize entering the labor market at the end of grade 12. Some
people must. and that fine. I think they ought to have some salable
skills but I hate for their sights not to be any higher than that.

Dr. lkm-tr, I think we might appropriately point out at this
point that there are people who would like to come to Okmulgee, this
residential-type vocational school that are not now coming b' cause
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of high tuition, \\ Ilidk we must charge and if we get a flow of sonic
additional dollars here. ma \ be we can reduce that funding-.

Mr. Qum. What tuition ?
Mr. MILLER. $'211 per trimester, 1.3-plus weeps. That is just fee, not

room aid board.
Mr. QUIE. So they have to pay for mop and board. no matter what.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. I have a brief question before I call on my last

colleague.
How would you (gentlemen be implementing title IX of the Educa-

tional Amendments of 1972?
1)r. KAMM. We have been implementing them with vigor.
Mrs. CmsHoLm. Be concrete. Can on be more concrete? What

have you been actually doing?
I. Yes. this is a Veil" important part of our operation.

As' ducators. I would say. I would put it this way. any educator who
is not committed to equal opportunity for all, is not a good educator
in my, judgment.

It seems to me that it is. paramount. It is a part of our commit-
ment to make sire that There is equal opportunity fur all, regardless
of whether they are rich or poor: or black or white, or whatever
theirreligions faith may be. This is the way we operate.

Of coursre, as you know, we have been. or we are a part of a society,
that through the Sear,, has engaged in certain practices that ha \ e
been less than, that pros ided less than equal opportunity. so we are
having to change. we arc overdue. u e should have recognized these
things before people starting telling us we should do things in a
certain way.

To implement this. we have. for example, an office of affirmative
action, a lady who, a professor of economies, in our case is our di-
rector of action.

We are making progress in all areas. Tt is a process.. it is not an
event. As you know, you don't, or you dictate it and you don't. You
have to work within a sy stein and change comes sometimes not as
fast as we want.

But, goodness. we ha\ e great intercollegiate teams with women
athletes now and we are ino%ing on it and it is the way it should have
been long ago.

Dr. RowLET.,J will echo Mr. Miller's sentiments.
Dr. LAnsox. T do. too.
Mr. Gooniasu. One quick comment.
First of all, last. week I was critical of my State for not going up

for hearings we were haNing,. critical and disappointed. so I awn"
happy the great Tennsyll ania ersity is represented today. You
hoar about them in football but really their claim to fame is quality
edncation for all groups. any kind, right close to their back door, so
they can commute from home and be less expensive.

I do have one question that I am sure has probably been raised
while I was getting F-111's in one ear, and black lung in another,
and foreign aid, and so on.

Last week we were very concerned about planning. Of course I
am very concerned about planning today.. I am sure you probably
touched on this issue.

4 L
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I will ask my own peoph front Pennsylvania basically, since I
am familiar with their setup. shat is your relationship in this whole
planning business in tiocatiunal education in relation to instructors
and Secretary Pittinger. et cetera. Is there a good relationship; is
there a good planning program that the left ha-nd knows what the,

Mandl k Iloilo, and :4) utt. w itlunit mein:oiling, I stouldn't have
mentioned personalities?

Dr. I.Anst..N. Our relationships with the Department are good. How-
ever, as far as the types of planning taking place at the present time
that does not necessarily include extensive consideration of the voca-
tional aspect. We do need additional statewide planning, if you will.'
that would involve all of the agencies and the institutions in the
total plan for the State.

In other words, this piece of legislation might improve the situa-
tion if we insist there is sonic type of careful planning kindergarten
through 12, or whatever grade we iniglit want.

Dr. L We should have such a planning group, including as
I say all considered parties and institutions responsible for planning.
for development and for the. as I mentioned in the presentation, and
for an overview as to what is going on on a continuing ,basis, if you
will.

Mr. GOODLING. That is something we have to keep in mind as we
think about this bill, so we bring it about et-en if the State wants to
resist.

Dr. I, NnsoN-. Right.
Cllior:^--r. Any further questions from the Congresspersons!

Then we stand adjourned for today.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:35 p.m.. the committee was recessed, to recon-

vene at 10:30 a.m., Wednesday. February 26, 1975.]
H.R. 4707, the recommendations of The National Association of

State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, subsequently introduced
oh March 12.1075.

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

[H.R. 4797. 94th Cong. let sess.1
A DILL To amend the Vocational \Education Act of 1993 to Improve the administration

of DogNecondary vocational education programs. and for other purpose,.
Br it rnartrd by the Senate and 17ouse of Repr",:enfativi 8 of rite United Stated

of America in CrIllgreR8 axsombh.d. That this At may be cited as the "Post-
secondary Vocational Education Act of 1975".

ri
AMENDMENT PERTAINING TO DECLARATION Or PURPOSE

SFr 2 Section 10j. of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 is amended by
inserting after the term "vocational education" NNlierever such term occurs the
following: " ' r.stsecondary occupational education.",

DEFINITION OF POSTSECONDAAT OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Src l (a) Section 108(1) of such Act is amended by inserting immediately
before the l,erind at the end thereof (he following: " ; such term does not Include
training, retraining. guidance, counseling, instruction, and education of indi-
viduals'who are sixteen Years of age or older and m,110 have graduated from or
who have left elementary or secondary school..

4I.
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( b) Section 105 of mall Act is amended by redesignating paragtaph 12)
through ( 13) as paragraphs (I) through (15), respet tisely, and by inserting
immediately after paragraph (1) thereof the following hew paragraphs.

" 2) The term 'postsecondary occulaitional education' means eau( atom, train-
ing, or retraining (and includi.lig guidance. counseling. and placement ser% ices )
for persons sixteen years of age or older who Mise graduated from or left
elementary or secondary school. condi" tc d by an instit ution legally authorized

proud( postsecondary education within a State, %%huh is eksigned to prepare
individuals for gainful employment as enliskilled ur skilled °ricers ur vai-
nicians or subprofessiunals in recognized upat ions imluding new aunt ewers
ing occupations), or to prepare uidisoluals for enrollment in ad% ed tee linic all
education programs. but excluding,any program to prepare uali%iduals fur ( ni-
ploymeitt in occupations ninth the Commissioner determines. and specified by
regulation, to be generally considered professional or which require a battalau-
reat e or advanced degree.

"431 The term 'postsecondary occupational education institution' means an
educational institution in any state which

"( ii I admits as regular students only persons sixteen years of age or older
who have graduated from or left elementary or secondary school.

"(I)) is legally authorized within such State to pros ide a program of edu-
cation beyond secondary education, including ( 4/111111 mut y amid Junior ( ()lieges
and other institutions of higher education (including branch campuses) as
well as area and postsecondary schools and technical institutes.

"(e) provides an educational program for which it award. a bachelor's
degree or provides rmt less than a twu-y e,..r program which is acceptable for
full credit ttmard such a degree,

"Id ) is a public institution, and
"(e) i. ac Tedited by a nationally recognized accrediting agency or assci-

,clation or. if not so accredited.
"(A) is an institution with respect to which the Commissioner has de-

termined that theme is satisfin tory assurance, considering the resources
available to the institution. the 1 eriod of time, if any, during which it
has operated. the effort it is making to meet accreditation standards,
and the purpose for width this determination is being made, that the
institution will meet the accreditation standards of such an agency or
association within a reasonable time, or

"(I1 ) is an institution whose credits are accepted. on transfeir, by not
less than three institutions which are so accredited, for credit on the
same basis as if transferred from an institution so accredited.

Such term also includes any school which provides not less than a one-year
program of training ro prepare students for gainful employment in a recog-
nized occupation and which meets the provision of clauses (a ). I b). (d ). and
( e). For purpose of this subsection. the Commissioner shall publish a list of
nationally recognized accrediting agencies or associations which he deter-
mines to be reliable authority as to the quality of training offered."

ESIABLISIIML:.T OF SEP %RATE ALLOTMENTS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND ocemt-
TIONAL EDUCATION

SEc. 4. (a) Part A of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section :

"STATE APPLU ATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE ALLOTMENTS FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION' AND POST-SECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

"Svc, 110. (a ) To be eligible for its allotment for a fiscal year under section
103 (a112 ). a State shall submit to the Commissioner an application including the
following :

"(1) assurance that the State's allotment for a fiscal year under section
103(a) (21 shall be divided into two parts: One part of such allotment may
be used only for grants under subpart 1 of part B, and the other may he used
only fur grants uDder subpart 2 of part B. The part to be used for grants tin-
der subpart 1 shall be known an the fltate:s vocational education allotment
for that year. and the part to be used for grants under subpart 2 shall be
know n as the State's postsecondary ethicational allotment for that }ear ;

'11
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"(2) assurance that not less than 40 per centum of the funds allotted
to the State under section 103(a) (2) for the programs and activities under
each of the two subparts:

"(31 providing for a mechanism or procedure. consistent with State law
and State organizational structure, for a joint determination by the State
board, as designated tinder subpart 1 of part B. and the State commission.
as designated under subpart 2 of part 11, ta the most effeetde and-equitable
allocation of the remaining 20 per ceuttun c remaining after the haste 40
per centum allocations) between subpart 1 and subpart 2 of part B. taking
into consideration the purposes of the Act as set forth in section 101 and
the State plans or State planning as required under each subikrt ;

"(4) setting forth a methanism or procedure which provides reasonable
promise for resolving differences betaeen%mational edncators, community
and junior college educators, college and unixersity educators. elementary

.-,condary educators. and other interested groups with respect to carry-
ing out the purposes of this Act :

"(5) agrees to submit to the Commissioner such State plans or docu-
ments as required under subparts 1 and 2 of part 13 as are required for
particiPation by the State in the programs authorized by those subparts.

"(b) (1) Whenever the Commissioner, after reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity for a hearing to the State. finds that any of the assurances required hyt
this part are unsatisfactory, or that there is a failure by the State to comply
with such assurances or other requirements of this section. the Commissioner
shall notify the State that no further payments will be made to the State under
any program authorized by this part mail the Commissioner is satisfied
there has been or will be compliance with the requirements of this section.

",(2) A State width is dissatisfied w ith a final action of the Cononi,sioner
under this section may appeal to the United ates court of appeals for the
circuit in which the State is-located by filing Itnietition with slid, ...,ort within
sixty days after such final action. A copy of the petition shall be forthwith
transmitted by the clerk of the court to the Commissioner. or any offrer desig-
Tufted by him for that purpose. The Commissioner thcrc.ti ^ shall he in the
court the record of the proceedings on which he based III, action. as provided
in section 2112 of title 2S. United States Code. Upon the filing of Ruth petition.
the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the action of the Commission,-c or to
set it aside. in whole or in part. temporarily or permanently, but until the filing
the record the Commissioner may modify or set aside los action. The findings
of the Commissioner as to the facts, if supported by substantial es idence. shall
he coif lusive. but the court, for good cause shown. may remand the case td the
C .anoissioner to taky further evidence, and the Commissioner may thereupon
make now or modified findings of fat t and may modify his iirevoiusl action. and
shall file in the court the record-of the further proceedings. Stich new or modi-
fied findings of fat t shall likewise be conchisixe if supported by substantial exi-
denee. The judgment of the court. affirming or setting aside. In whole or in part,
any action of the Commissioner shall be fial. sublet t to set low by tho Supreme
Court of the United States upon certiorari or certification as pros lied in section
1254 or title 2R, United States ('ode. The ismtmeneenient if proceedings under
this subsection shall not. unless so specifically ordered by the court, operate as
a stay of the Commissioner's action."

(1,1 (1) Pail 13 of such Acr is amended 1,3; inserting immediately before the
title of section 121 the following:

"Subpart 1Voditional Education Programs"
(2) Section 121 of such Act is amended- to read as follows.

.."Sze. 121. From the sums made available fur gr-~.-- ^ 1-- this sal:part pur-
suant to section 102. 103, and 110. the Commissioner is authorized to make
grants to States to assist them in conducting tional education programs fur
individuals in all communities of the States, which are tit signed to insure that
education and training programs for career via ations art as tillable to indix id-
tin lq who desire and need such programs."

(31,Seetion 122(a) of such Act is amended by striking out paragraphs (2) and
(3) and by redesignating paragraphs (4) through (S) thereof as paragraphs
(21 thrdngh (d), respectively. and section 1021 h) and section 103 (c) of such
Act are each amended by striking out "section 122(a) (4) i A)" and inserting
in lien thereof "section 122(a) (2) (A ).".
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(11 Section 122(c) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"1 el At least 23 per cent um of that portion of each State's Nom tional edu-

cation allotment of funds appropriated under section 102(a) for any tiscal'y ear
beginning after June 30, 1069, w Well is in excess of its base allotment shall be

d only for the purpose set forth in paragraph (2 ).(A ) of subsection (a) .
Prwcultd, 11 ht fur any such fiscal year the amount used for such purpose .shall
n it be Itss 6lau 13 per centum of the total allotment of such fund.: fur each
State. except as an' requirement under till, paragraph may be waived for any
State by the Commissioner for any.tiseal year upon has finding that the require-
nient imposes,a hardship or is impractical in its application.

" ( 2, At least 10 pen cutout of each State's Vocational education allotment
of funds appropriated made' set thou 1021a ) for any timid year beginning after
.1,m" :;0, 1969, shall only for the purpose set forth in paragraph (2) (11)
of subsection (a).

"(3) As us.d'in this subsection. the term base allotment' means the sum of
tile allotments to a State for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969. nom (A) sums
appropriated under section 102(a) of this Act. (B) the Smith-Hughes Act that
b... the Act approe ed Februal-y 23, 1917 139 Stat. 929; 20 U.S.C. 11-15. 16-28) ),
( C ) the Vocational Education Act of 1946, and (D) any of the supplen.entary
e((cational bdueationa I Acts ( including. in the case of American Samoa, section
2 of the Act of September 25, 1962, 48 U.S C. 1607)."

( 4) Section 123(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "this title"
whereier such tend occurs, except in paragraph (10), and inserting in lieu
thereof "this subpart," ,by striking out "all population groups" in paragra4h
(6) ( ft) and inserting in lien thereof "individuals," by striking out ' this part
in paragraph (11) and inserting in hell thereof "this subpart." and by striking,_
out "all persons" in paragraph (11) and inserting in,heu thereof "individuals'

( 5) Section 123 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out "this part" and
inserting in lie tlereof "this subpart".

(6) Section 123(c) and section 123(d) of such Act are each amended by strik-
ing out "this title" ..wherever such term occurs an inserting in lieu thereof "this

-subpart".
(7) Section 124 is %mended by striking out "this part" in'subsection (a) and

inserting in lieu tliereof "this subpart" and by striking out "this title wherever
sac h term occurs in subsections (h) and (c) and inserting in lieu thereof "this
subpart".

POSTSECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL :WA:CATION

Sac. 5. (a) Part B of such Ae:t is amended by Adding at the end thereof the
following:

"Subpart 2Postsecondary Occupational Education programs

"AUTHORIZATION FOR STATES TO USE POSTSECONDARY OCCLPATIONAL EDUCATION
ALLOTMENT 17P ie;

"SEC. 125. A State shall be authorized to use the funds allotted to it under the
po,tt.esondary occupatiOnal education allotment for each fiscal year for the acne (-
ties set forth in section 120 in order to promote access to postsecondary occupa-
ti h..: education programs in sot h State, provided that such State has met the
requirements as' set forth in Section 127.

"USES OF FEDERAL FUNDS

"Sac 120. (a) A State may use its postsecondary occupational education
allotment only for ,

"(1) programs to promote access to postsecondary occupational education
set forth in section 129;
( 2) planning related to promotion of access to postsecondary Occupational

education by State cornis.ions as set forth In section 128:
"( 31 administration of the program authorized in HI. subpart by the

State agency designated In accordance with section 127: and
"( 4) es aluation of the program under this sul.purt, and the dissetnination

of the ntsults of such evaluation pursuant to section 127(3) ;
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except that, not more than \ per centani shall be urea for the purpose in para-
graph (3), not less than per centuni nur more than per centun{ shall be
used for the purpose of par graph (2), and not less than per centu4i nor
more than per ventura sligi be used for the purpose of paragraph t4).%

"lb) Of a State's postsern ary occupational education allotment for a fiscal
year, 10 per cent= may be us 1 only for programs and activities as authorized
under al 129 to benefit hint Rapped persons, and 15 per (cilium may be used
only for programs and in ti vi ties authorized nude' section 129 to benefit persons
(other than handicapped persons as defined in section 1081 S, hu have aca-
deme. socioecuminit , or other han lit aps is hit h present them from succeeding in
the regular postsetaidary uccupati Ial education program.

/ "STATE APPLICATION FOR POS SECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

"Sec. 127. (a) Pursuant to agrecin git provided in section 110(5), the State
shall :

"(1) designate the _.State cowl ission established pursuant to .section
1202(a) of the Higher Education ct of 1965 as the State commission to
carry out planning as required under this subpart ;

"(2) designate or provide for the establishment of a State agency au-
thorized in accordance with State lass as the State agency for disbursement
of the States postsecondary education allotment in accordance with the

np planning by the State commission, and for proper fiscal control and ac-
counting of funds granted to a State under this subpart;

"(3) provides assurance that funds granted the State %/fill be used only
for purposeS set forth in section 126, in a manner uhich is consistent tufa.
the State planning as required in section 128;

"(1) provides that the State commission designated under paragraph tl)
shall undertake it continuous program of planning, in t unsulta thin cs ith
appropriate State agencies a'Iti institutions, in accordance cc ith section 125;

"(5) provides that the State.connuission designated under paragraph 11)
shall annually evaluate, with participation by the State Advisory Council oil
Oct upational and Vocational Edut anon, the use by the State of funds
allotted to the Stntes under this subpart in relationship to the State plan
required under section 128(b), including consideration of the relative effec-
tiveness of various means used by the State to promote access to post-
secondary occupational education. and provide:, that the results of such
evaluation shall be reported to the Commissioner at such times and in such
form as the Commissioner may reasonably require.

"16) requires that each postsecondary occupational education institutam
which receives Federal funds under this subpart shall use such funds only
for the postsecondary occupational education programs fun %% hick such tunas

ero granted and shall provide assurances to the State agency designated
pursuant to paragraph (2) that malt funds will be used .t) as to Aupplenietit
and not supplant, the level of funds from other sources available for such
programs: and

"(7) provides that the State's p?istsecondary occupational education allot-
ment for a fiscal year, shall pay for not inure than 50 per centmn of the
total expendicares made in carrying out the planniuk,,, uclitumstration,pro-
grams, and activities under this subpart.

'"t b) The Drnvisi3Ota of section 4341b) (3) of the General Education Pro-
visions Act shall apply to any Stateapplication ,subnlitted under this section.

' "STATE PLAN AND PLANNING

"Sic. 12S. (a) The State commission designated pursuant to paragraph 11)
of set tion 127 shall unticiulse a continuous prograut stateulde planning for
postsecondary occupational education, wh Ph shall

. "11 assess the existing capacity, or potential capacity, of all-public
postsecondary education institutions in the State 1 N Moult regard to cc lietle
or such institutions ar,e tinder the supervision of the,State board of coca-
tional education) to undertake programs to promote access to postsecondary
occupational education;

"(2) determine student demand for postsecondary occupational educa-
tion programs;

4 i
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"(3) determine, in coordination with planning, as required under the.
Comprehensive Employment and Training; Act, of manpower needs in the
State as a whole, and in the political subdivisions thereof ;

"(4) propose methods for extending, the benefits of postsecondary
patiunal education to groups not served by such programs, including im-
proved outreach, recruitment, guidance, and counseling:

"(5) investigate and propose various methods to promote access to
postsecondary occupational education; and

"(6) propose methods to give special consideration to the occupational
education needs oaf persons for w Noah a full-time program is not feasible.
sin h as housewives and persons currently employed full time w ho wish to
upgrade their skills.

"(b) Prepare, with the advice of, the State advisory council on vocational
and occupational education, ill annual State plan, which shall serve as the basis
for disbursement of the State's allotment for that year by the State agency
designated in accordance w ith paragraph (2) of section 127. Such annual State
plan shall :

(1) specify the means to be used in selecting postsecondary occupational
education institutions to receive funds and the means to be used for dctir-
mining the amount of funds tobe granted to each such institution

"12) provide for the distribution of funds by the State agency according
to (a). a distribution formula based on objective criteria, (b) determina-
tions (based upon objective criteria) as to which posfsecondary occupa-
tional education programs will most effectively and economically meet
previously a5_4certaincil needs, or (c) a combination of the methods for
distribution of funds described in (a) and (b) ;

-13) contain the provisions required under (1) and (2) in sufficient
specificity W enable the Commissioner to determine whether actual decisions
under such plan conform to those requirements of such plan pursuant to
section 127 (a ) (5) ;

"(4) give special consideration to students who desire to continue their
education after high school but are unable to du su on a full-time basis, so
twit programs for these Apart-time students will receive considerations equal
to that given to programs for full-time students;

"(;) include as eligible public postsecondary occupational education insti-
tutions not only ,such institutions as may be under the supervision of the
State Board of Vocational Education; and

"(6) provide that programs authorized by this part may be carried out
through contractual arrangements with private nonprofit postsecondary in
stitutions %%here such arrangements can make a contribution to achieving the
purposes of this part by pros Wing sub,stantially equivalent education, train
lug, ur services more readily ur more tl:11110IIIit'allk, or by presenting needless
duplication of ectiensis e phy sisal plaid and equipment. ur by pros Wing needed
education ur training of the type, authorized by this part which scold nut
otherwise be available.

"PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE ACCESS

"SEL. 129. In accordance with the State plan prepared by the State Commission
pursuant to sec thin US, the State agcnots' designated pursuant to 4ection 127 shall
clilirse funds under this subpart to pustset oialary occupational education Insti-
tutions in the State in order to promote access to postsecondary occupational edu-
cation including programs such as the 'following:

"(1) Programs to reduce tuition and fees. but'ainy such program would be re-
quireil to include appropirate reductions in the tuition and fees charged part time

Wicetber ((Mimi and fee.. it Itduced could be lltt1111i11(11 I,y cmipari-
, son 1%Itli those charged for courses which, though not supported under the Al t,

hate comparable instrut tional costs. by comparison .with the tuition n ud fees pre-
% handy charged for the same coat sc. or 113 st11 other method as the Commissioner
deems will assure; the tuition and fees charged are lower than they %sould be but
for the grant.

"(2) Programg of inset.% ice training, for guidance and cGan.eling pc.rson nel
serving lu elementary and secondary schools 111 t fn sot li person-
nel w ith opportunities afforded by postsecondary occupational education.
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'13) Irogranab under which payments are made to assist institutions to meet
their costs of instruction, but only where such payments are linked to prog-
ressively increasing occupational enrollments.

(4) Curriculum des elopinent programs for new curriculums and modifications
-of old curriculums to meet the job market.

-(r') Programs to broaden the types of institutions providing these programs
so that the variety in the types of institutions sill meet the needs and desires
-of an increased number of students.

to) limos at; e arrangements, including competency based learning under
which courses given in 'Postsecondary cupational education programs way be
counted for credit tow aid a bachelor's degree where the student lliuuSeS to con-
tinue his education.

"EVALUATIONS BY COMMISSIONER

"St.c. 130. In carrying out his duty under section 417 of the General Educa-
tion Prorisions Act to inalse aru,ual esaltiiitiee reports to the Senate and House
Education Committees. the Commissioner shall give special attention to evalua-
tion of the various means for promoting access to post-secondary occupational
eilacation programs to assist the Congress in Its oversight responsibilities."

AMENDMENTS TO NATIONAL, AND STATE. ADVISORY COUNCIL PROVISIONS

SEC. 6. (a) Section 104(a) of such Act isamended as follows -
111 Paragraph (1) of such subsection is amended by striking out "National

Advisory Council on Vocational Education" and inserting in lieu thz%z.f "Na-
tional Advisory Council on Vocational and Postsecondary Occupational Educa-
tion', and by inserting after "programs" in subparagraph (C) the following:
"and postsecondary-occupational education programs".

12) Paragraph 12) of such subsection is amended by inserting the following
after socatiunal education programs" each time it appears . "and postsecondary
occupational education programs". -

13) Paragraph (5) of such subsection is amended by striking ont "vocational
education" wherever such term occurs, and inserting in lieu thereof "post-
secondary occupational education".

(h) Section 104(b) of such Act is amended as follows
(1) Subparagraph (A) of section 104(b) (1) of the.Act is amended by re-

designating clauses (iii) ) through (ix) as clauses (iv) through (x), respectively,
and by striking out clause (II) and inserting in lieu thereof the following clauses .

oi) representative of community and junior colleges-and other post-
secondary occupational education institutions, as defined in section 108 of
this.Act,

"tiii) representative of area vocational schools, technical institutes, and
adult agencies or institutions, which may provide programs of vocational
or technical education and training,".

2) Subparagraph (B) of section 104(b) (1) of the Act is amended by insert-
ing the words 'subpart 1 of" after the words "State plan submitted pursuant
to".

3) Subparagraphs (C) and (D) of section 104(b) (1) of the Act are redesig-
nated subparagraphs (D) and (E), respectively, and a new subparagraph (C)
shall read as follows:

(C) advise the State Commission designated or established pursuant,to
section 127(a ) (1 I of subpart 2 of part B with respect to the evaluation re-
quired pursuant to paragraph (5) of section 127(a). and with respect to The
continuous programs of statewide planning for postsecondary occupational

- education and development of the annual State plan pursuant to section
128 ;".

TF.OIINICAL AMENDMENTS TO PARTS C TIIROUGII I' OF 'TIE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ACT OF 1963

SEC. 7. Parts C. D. E. G. TI. I, and of such Act are each amended by inserting
after 'vocational education" w byres er such term occurs the following. "and
postsecondary occupational education".

a
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EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 8. The amendments made by sections 1 through 7 of this Act shall take
effect on October 1, 1936.

PLANNING GRANTS

SEC. 9. (a) There hereby authorized to be appropriated for grants under
this section such sums as may be necessary fur the period which begins July 1,
1975, and ends September 30, 1976.

(b) The Comm inner shall carry out a program of grants to State commis-
sions established pursuant to section 120^ of the Higher Education Act of 1965
which apply for such grants, at such times and in such manner as the Com-
missioner shall determine, fur purl/uses of enabling such commissions to plan
programs under subpart 2 of part B as added by section 5 of this Act) of the
Vocational Education Act of 1963, including the development of State plans
under section 128 of such subpart.

ASIENDME.NTS TO SECTIONS 1202 AND 1202 OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965,
AS AiIENDED

SEC. 10. Section 1202 is amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 1202. (a) (1) Any State desiring to receive assistance after September 30,

1976, from any person authorized by this Act which requires the use of a State
agency or State commission, ur to use funds received by such State under the
Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended, for the purpose of postsecondary
education, shall submit to the Commissioner prior to August 1, 1976, a State
plan, which

"(A) designates the State agency responsible, in accordance with State
law, fur comprehensive statewide planning for postsecondary education, as
the "State cuaimissiun, ur if no State agency with such responsibility exists,
designates an existing agency ur establishes a new agency as the 'State
commission" which shall be authorized in accordance with State law to be
responsilge tor compreliensise statewide planning fur postsecondary educa-
tion in that State;

"(B) sets forth the means to be used by such State, consistent with State
law and unique State circumstances, to assure direct and active participation
in the comprehensive planning for postsecondary education by the State com-
mission designated or established-pursuant to subparagraph k B), through
membership on the State commission or through advisory councils to the
Stare commission or through other appropriate means, of representatives
of the general public, and public and private nonprofit and proprietary
institutions of postsecondary education in the State, including community
colleges (as defined in title X), junior colleges, postsecondary vocational
schools, area vocational schuels, technical institutes, four -year institutions of
higher education and branches thereof :

"(C) sets forth a plan of administration to assere--
" (I) that State agencies or State commissions in such State required

by this Act and by the Vocational Education Act of 196.3, if Q.).11 State
agencies or State counnissiuns are nut the same as the State Cummission
designated or established under this section, are administered in a man-
ner consistent with the comprehensive statewide planning for post-sec-
ondary education carried out by the State commission designated ur
established under this section ;

"(ii) that all administrative device has been established which pro-
vides reasonable promise for resolving differences between vocational
educator., eemmunity and junior college educators, college and univer-
sity educators, elementary and secondary educators, and other inter-
ested grouics with respect to comprehensive statewide planning fur post-
secondary education ;

"(D) sets forth the criteria and means to be used by the State to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of comprehensive statewide planning by the State com-
mission, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the means used for the pur-
pose of subparagraph (B) and the plan of administration for the purpose
of subparagraph (C)

52-945-75vol. 1-27
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"(E) provides fon submission to the Commissioner of an annual report
not later than August 1 of each year beginning in fiscal year 1977, containii.g
revisions, if any, in the information 'and assurances in the State plan as
required in this section, the results of the evaluations tarried out as specified
by the State in accordance with subparagraph t D and such other informa-
tion Ifs the Commissioner may reasonably require to assess the response of
the State to the requirements of this section ;

"(2) (A) Whenever the Commissioner. after reasonable notice and opportunity
fur a hearing to the State, finds that any of the assurances required by paragraph
( 1) are unsatisfactory, or that there is a failure by the State to comply with such
assurances or other requirements of this section, the Commissioner shall notify
the State that no further payments will be made to the State under any program
authorized by this Act. which requires the use of a State agency or State commis-
sion. W. under the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended. with respect t.;
postecondary education, until the Commissioner is satisfied that there has been
or will be compliance with the requirements of this section.

A State which is dissatisfied with a final action of the Commissioner
under this section may appeal to the United States court of appeals for the circuit
in which the State is located by filing a i,etitiou with such code within sixty days
after such final action. A copy of the petition shall be forthwith transmitted by
the clerk of the court to the Commissioner, or any officer designated by him for
that purpose. The Commissioner thereupon shall file in the court the record of the
proceedings on which he based his action. as provided in section 2112 of title 2S,
United States Code. Upon the filing of such petition. the court shall have jurisdic-
tion to affirm the action of the Commissioner or to set it aside, in whole or in
part, temporarily or permanently, but until the filing of the record the Commis-
sioner may modify or set aside his action. The findings of the Commissioner as to
the faces, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive. but the court.
for good cause shown, may remand the case to the Commissioner to take further
evidence, and the Commissioner may thereupon make new or modified findings of
fact and may modify his previous salon. and shall file ill the court the record of
the further proceedings. Such new or modified findings of fact shall likewise be
conclusive if supported by substantial evidence. The judgment of the court,
affirming or setting aside, in whole or in part, any action of the Commissioner
shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States upon
certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United States
Code The commencement of proceedings under this subsection shall not, unless so
specifically ordered by the court, operate as a stay of the Commissioner's action.

"(b) (1) At any time after July 1, 1973, a State may designate the State
commission established under subsection (a ) as the State agency or institution
required under section 105. 003. or 704. In such a case, the State commission
established under this section shall be deemed to meet the requirements of suchsections for State agencies or institutions

"(2) If a State makes a designation referred to in paragraph 01
(A) the Commissioner 441101 pay the State commission the amount neces-

sary for the proper and efficient administration of the State commission of
the functions transferred to it by renson of the designation ; and

"(11) the State commission shall he considered the successor agency to
f-ite agency or institution with respect to which the designation is ninthe

and actions theretofore taken by the State agency or instiloion snail con-
tinue to be effective until changed by the Stott' commission.

"(c) ( 1) If any State desires to receive assistance under title VI or under
title VII but does not desire. lifter June 30. 1973. to place the functions of State
commissions under such titles tinder the authority of the State commission estab-
INlied pursuant to subsection (a ).

"(A) such state shall establish for the purposes of such titles a State
commission which is broadly representative of the public and of institutions
of higher education including junior colleges and technical institutes) in
the State. and sac h State commission shall have the sole responsibility fur
the administration of State plans under such titles VI and VII within such
State; and

"(B t the Commissioner shall pay such State commissions the amount
11(4-Rs:try for the proper and efib ient administration of the State commis-
sions of the functions set forth in such titles VI and VII.,except that no

payments shall be made sinless the State has complied us ith the require-
ments set forth in subsection (a) of this section.

4 1 :I
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"(d) For the purposes of this section, when the term 'State' is used with
respect to establishement or designation of State commissions or submission of
State plans or assurances to the Commissioner, that term shall mean the tithr-
nor or legislature of the State. or in the ease of States in which members of the
State agency responsible tattler State as for comprehensive state ide planning
for postsecondary education are elected (including eleetion by the State legisla-
ture). such State agency."

SEC. 11. Section 1203 is amended to read as follows:.
"SEc. 1203. (a) The Commissioner i, authorized to make grants to any State

commission established pursuant to section 1202 a ) to improse the quality and
to broaden the si ope of cunipreliell:4Ne StateNN ide planning fur postsecondary
education by such State commission in order promote effluent and effecthe use
of all the postsecondary education resources of the Statei 11 prh ate non-
profit. and proprietary as well as both collegiate and noncollegiate postsei unitary
edn' otion institutions--to the end that all persons within the State NN ho desire,
and who can benefit from post,econdary eilmation may have all opportunity
to (10 SU. The Commissioner shall promulgate by regulation criteria for evaluat-
ing applications from State commissions fur grants under this section ut .1( cord-
ance with the objectives set fort h in this subsection.

"(h) The Commissioner shall mak- tecludi al assistance available to State
commissions, if so requested, to assist them in :Ride ing the purposes of this
section.

"(c) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary
to carry out this sectien."

SEC. 12. Subsection (a) of section 1204 shall read as follows :
''Sec. 1204. (a ) Nothing contained in -see lions 1202 or r2O3 of this At sl all

he construed as a Federal authorization. requirement. or suggestion that the
State commission established pursuant to subset tion 1202(a) shall be in.rlior-
izeil orid,r either Federal or State law to regulate, gosern,cor administer an
institution or institution:4 of postsecondary education, except that this section
does not prohibit anions by States, in accordance w ith the law, of such States. to
assign functions in addition to comprehensive statewide planning for post-
seemalary education to the State commissions established pursuant to subsection
1202(a).

SEC. 13 The amendments made by sections 10 through 12 of this Act shall be
effective July 1, 1975.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY,
Richmond, Ky.. .inne 17, 1975.

Hon...CARL D. PERKINS, T..
Chairman, Committ(A. on Education and Labor, Eouse of Rcprcstatit.ca. Wash-

ington. D.C. -
DEAR CARL On February 25 John Rowlett 4;1_1:mated testimony before your

Committee regarding the imolvement of colleges and university in less-than-bac-
calaureate let el technical programs and the need fur a revised syslt iti of allocating
federal funds to support these programs. Ills testimony was based on past studies
as Weil as one that was in progress at that time.

I hive attached an abstract of the current study and will send you a full report
within the next fgw weeks. I would call 3 our attention to the following findings.

Number of less- titan- baccalaureate k ( t technical programs at public 4 -fear
colleges and uniteMlics: 1967, 1971, and 197.;

Year of study: Number of program:
19(l7 019
1971
1975

1. 097
2. 123

Enrollments in 1( as-than-baecalaurf at( If 7 technical programs at public 4-year
colleges and universities: 1997, 1971, oust 1975

Year of Study : F. nrot7mrnt
1967 35, 551

rit 1451971
1975 105, 931
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These findings show quite conclusively that four year colleges and universities
are heavily involved in providing technical education through less-than-bacca-
laureate level programs with the most dramatic increases occurring during the
past four years. I hope that a new plan can be devised to insure that federal post-
secondary vocational funds are distributed equitably to all institutions, whether
vocational schools, community colleges, or four year colleges and universities. It
seems to me that a formula based on F.T.E. enrollments could have a great deal
of merit,

I hope that you will contact me if additional information is needed.
'Cordially yours,

Attachment.

Ma ::IN,
President.

ADSTRACT

LESS-THAN-BACCA LAUREATE LEVEL. TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN
FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

INTRODUCTION

In cooperation With the American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities I AASCU) and the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges (NASULGC), Ete.tern Kentucky University has conducted studies
to ascertain the status of less-than-baccalaureate level technical education pro-
grams in public four-year colleges and universities. These similarly designed
studies conducted in 1967, 1071, and again in 1975, when viewed in total, provide
an overall picture of the continuing commitment of AASCU and NASULGC
institutions toward the provision of these types of educational programs.

The sources of data for these studies w ere questionnaires mailed to the Presi-
dents of the member institutions of AASCU and NASULGC. The 1967 study
Was based on a usable response of 76.8 per cent, the 1971 study yielded 79.6
per cent, and the 1975 study produced an overall return of 93.2 per cent with
94.2 per cent of/the AASCU and 90.8 per cent of the NASULGC institutions
responding.

PROGRAMS

The 1975 stray revealed that 76 per cent of these institutions offered some
form of technical education programs; whereas, the 1967 and 1971 studies re-
vealed that approximately 65 per cent (65.6 and 65.5 per cent respectively) of
the responding institutions provided such programs. In terms of numbers of
institutions the 1975 study revealed a 64 per cent increase over 1967 and a 41.4
per cent increase over 1971. Expressed somewhat differently, the 1975 study
indicated that 74.2 per cent of the AASCU and 80.7 per cent of the NASULGC
institutions, were offering technical education programs.

With respect to programs of less-than-baccalaureate level, the 1975 study
shows a dramatic increase in the number of these programs offered! The 2123
programs therein reported constitute an increase of 242.9 per cent over the 619
programs reported in 1967 and a 93.5 per cent increase over the 1097programs
reported in 1971. These same data also disclose that the number of less-than-
baccalaureate programs ih AASCU institutions have risen from 70,4 in 1971 to
1462 in 1975, an increase of 109.5 per cent. Similarly, the number of these types
of programs iii NASULGC institutions has risen from 389 in 1971 to 661 in 1975,
a percentage increase of 69.9. AASCU institutions accounted for 68.9 per cent of
the 2123 programs reported.

Most of these increases in the number ofiess-than-baccalaureate programs are
reflected by two-year programs which total 1549 or 72.9 it cent of the total
with one-year programs accounting for an additional 11.1 per cent for a total
of 8t per cent. This compares with the 85.9 per cent concentration at these same
two levels in the 1971 study and 88.7 per-cent concentration in 1967.

Two-s ear programs increased from the 505 offered in 1967 to 589 in 1971 and
to 1519 in 1075. This represents a total increase of 200.7 per cent since 1967 and
a 802 per cent increase since 1971. AASCU institutions have exhibited the high-
est portion of this change by increasing the number of two-year programs from
546 in 1971 to 1038 in 1975, a percentage rise of 90.1, while NASULGC
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tions have moved from 313 two -year programs in 1971 to 511 in 1975 for a 63.3
per cent Increase. The number of institutions offering two-year programs moved
from 108 in 1967 to 132 in 1971, and to 177 in 1975, a total which represents an
increase of 63 per cent or the period 1967 to 1905 and au increase...of 34.1 per
cent for the period 1971 to 1975.

ENROI LMEN fS

Data desCribing enrollments in less-than-baccalaureate level programs indi-
cate that extremely significant increases have occurred since 1967 when a total
of 35,551 enrollments were reported. This number increased to 57,145 in 1971,
au increase of 81.1 per cent. The number of enrollments reported in 1975 totaled
105,931 which represents an increase of 83.4 per cent over 1971 and 235.7 per
cent over 1967. In addition to this increase, the total does not include enroll-
ments in 171 programs for which such data were not reported.

Enrollments in these programs within the AASCU institutions ruse from
32,363 in 1971 to 50,795 in 1975, an increase of 56.9 per cent, while enrollments
in NASULGC institutions during the comparable period increased from 24,782
to 55,136 or 122.5 per cent.

In terms of enrollments in two-year programs, 25,668 students were reported
in 1967. This number increased to 52,808 in 1971 and to 92,442 in 1975 revealing
a 260.1 per cent increase over 1967 and a 75.1 per cent increase over 1971.
AASCU institutions reported increases from 25,128 in 1971 to 44,107 in in 1975,
or a 75.5 per cent increase and NASULGC institutions reported enrullnAene in-
creases from 27,680 in 1971 to 48,335 in 1975, an increase of 74.6 per cent.

The data indicate that a great majority, 87.3 per cent, were enrolled in two-
year programs in 1975. Two-year enrollments in AASCU institutions accounted
for 8(1.8 per cent of the total and for NASULGC institutions, 87.6 per cent.
Although slight Incieases were shown, the data compare closely with 1971 and
1967 wl.t.t, ti3.25 per cent and 81.4 per cent respectively were enrolled in tau -year
programs.

CONCLUSIONS

The interpretation of the data presented by this study tends to support the
following conclusions:

1. Member institutions of AASCU and NASULGC are involved to considerable
extent in prociding technical programs of less-than-baccalaureate lcsel. Their
involvement increased sharply between 1967 and 1971 and again by 1975.

2. Enrollments in less-than-baccalaureate technical programs also increased
dramatically between 1967 and 1971 and again by 1975. This trend was also
elearly evident in both AASCU and NASULGC institutions.

3. Two year techincal programs constituted the greatest portion of the less-
than baccalaureate level offerings at both AASCU and NASULGC institutions.

1. Enrollments in two-year technical programs constitute the great majority
of enrollments in programs of less than baccalaureate level at both AASCU
and NASULGC institutions.

5 The most significant trend in the development of less-than-baccalaureate
le%i I technical piugranis continues to be the very sharp increases in both the
number of programs and the student enrollmpat in these programs.

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION
a IN STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

AND AFFILIATED PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES,
June 6, 1975.

EOM CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, 'tom Education and Labor Committee, Congress of the United States,

Washington, D.C.
Di.mi MR. PLRKINS . We as members of the Legislative Liaison Committee of

the national organizations of Deans front Land Grant, State tilmersit3, and
Affiliated Itrivate Universities would like to submit our concerns to sou re-
garding proposed legislation for vocational and technical education. Our orga-
nization represents approximately 100 major state and private Universities
throughout the country. It is within these institutions that the vast majority

4
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bf I ocational education personnel are prepared. Therefore, most of us have an
understanding of the mature: and purpose of vocational education and are suppor-
tive of it. We also are strongly committed to maintaining and improving a
unitary system of public education which provides the broadest possible oppor-
tunities to students and which allows students the opportunity to move from one
alternative fo anal& with least penalty.

1. We have rev iewed current legislation and proposed funding levels for voca-
tional education. We btrurigiy support continued and increased categorical support
for vocational education. At this time we do not advocate the inclusion of voca-stionai funds with other secondary or postsecondary funds.

2. There is significant concern among our universities about the unilateral
control and administration of vocational funds, &pecially as relited to the de-
sclopment of state plans for vocational education and the awarding of funds to
support vocational and technical teacher education programs at universities.
Further, even in those grants directly available from CSOE in vocational educa-
tion the proposal by the state director of vocational Vuzlation is often mandated.
(F.,r example, approval by the state commissioner of education on most other
L'SOE direct grants to universities has not been required.)
' 3. While we believe that funds should be allocated specifically for vocationalit
and technical education and that it be mandatory tLat theay be spent in vocational
programs which meet prescribed criteria, we are opposed to legislation which
iu a sense negates the state director of vocational education being under the
super% ision of the cptate commissioner of education or which gives the state
director ex.clush e cuntrol of the administration of programs and funds separate
and apart from the total systel of public education as we believe that vocational
education is a vital and integral part of a totai program of education.

1. We believe that vocational legislation and funding should make provisions
for airect grants to colleges and universities to strengthen and expand teacher
education programs and for experimentation and research. Important features
of such funding patterns would be (1) the support for industrybusiness and
university cooperative programs of teacher preparation whereby students might
alternate from campus to industry and/or business as a part of their program
of preparation, (2) support for vocational education faculty at colleges and
universities so that they could spend time in business and industry t0 ap date
themselves and their Instructional programs, and (3) support for innovative
efforts to borrow personnel from business ur industry for a quarter or semester
as ,pecial lecturers and resource persons in residence on university campus to link
the training programs more closely with business and industry.

The members of our committee are willing to do those things which are neces-
sary to strengthen and improve vocational education. If we may be of any
assistance to your committee or its staff, please call upon us.

Sincerely yours,
For the committee :

JAMES D. 11cCoarns,
Dean, College of Education, the University of Tennessee.
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1975

nousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, A,"§,'D VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF THE COMMI1TEE Og EDUCATION AND LABOR,

1V a8hington, D.0.

The subcommittee rrat at 10:30 a.m. pursuant to recess, in room
2.257, Ray burn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-.
man of the committee) presiding.

Members pi esent : Representatives Perkins, O'Hara, Zeferetti, Mil-
ler, Quie, Pressler; and Goodling

Staff present : John Jennings, subcommittee counsel, Richard H.
_posse, minority counsel.

Chairman PERRIN s. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present.

[Text of H.R. 3036 follows ]
3036, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.]

A BILL, To amend the Vocational,Education Act of 1963 to improve the administration
of pu.t..ecundary vocational education programs, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rcresentatites of the United States
of .interim in Congreqs asscniblcd, That this Act may be cited as the "Post-
secondary Vocational Education Act of 1975".

ESTABLISHMENT. OF SEPARATE ALLOTMENTS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND OCCU-
PATIONAL EDUCATION

Sec. 2. (a) Part A of the Vocational Education Act of 1903 (hereinafter re-
ferred to as "the Act") is amended by adding at the end thereof thelollowing
new sections:

"DTI [SION OF FUNDS BETWEEN VOCATICHNAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

"SEC. 11;1. tit) Each State's allotment for a fiscal year under section 103(a)
(2) shall be divided into two parts. One part of such allotment may be used
only for grants under subpart 1 of part B, and the other maybe used only for
grants under subpart 2 of part B. The part to be used for grants under subpart 1
shall be Luau a as the State's secondary I vett t ional education allotment for that
Sear, and the pureto be used for grants under subpart 2 shall be known us the
State's postsecondary occupational education allotment for that year.

tb) A State's vocational education allotment and the State's occupational
education allotment shall each be equal to the sum of (1) 40 per centum of the
amount allotted to the State under section 103(a) (2), plus (2) the remaining
20 per eentuni shall be disbursed by the Commissioner as recommended by a
state Board for Allotment of Federal Vocational Funds appointed in each State
by the Go\ et our. The Board shall have a membership of nine, three with asso-
olattuns in secondary vocational programs (one being the State director of vo-
- (417)
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cational education), three with associations in postsecondary occupational edu-
cation (one being the State chief executive officer of the institutions with the
largest postsecondary occupational enrollments), and three citizens to represent
the broad interests of the State. One of the last group is to be designated
Chairman by the Governor. The State Board for Allotment of Federal Vocational
Funds is to receive requests for the use of funds from the State Board for
Vocational Education and the 1202 Commission. This Board is to have no staff,
being served by existing agencies, and the members receive only necessary- ex-
penses for their annual deliberations.

"REVIEW OF ApPAICATIoNS

'SEC. 111. For purposes of section 425 of the General Education Provisions
Act, an agency referred to in section 127(a) (2), shall be considered to be a
State educational agency.".

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Sac. 3. (a) Part B of the Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following;

"Subpart 2Occupational Education Programs
"AUTHORIZATION OF GRANTS

"SEC. 125 From the occupational education allotment of a State for each fiscal
year, the Commission is authorized to make grants to States to assist them in
conducting occupational education programs fOr persons of postsecondary age.

"USES OF FEDERAL FUNDS

"SEC. '126. (a) Upon the application of a State Commission (established or
designated pursuant to section 1202 of the Higher Education Act of 1905), the
Commissioner shall make available to the State the amount of its allotment
under-section 110 for the following purposes

"(1 ) to strengthen the State Advisory Council oh Vocational Education
in order that it may ,,effectively carry out the additional functions imposed
by this part ; and

"(2) to enable the State Commision to initiate and conduct a evnaprelien-
sive program of planning for the establishment of the program authorized
by this part.

"(b) (1) Planning activities initiated under clause (2) of subsection (a) shall
include

"(A.) ale assessment of the existing capabilities and facilities for the pro-
visionlfif postsecondary occupational education, together with existing needs
and projected needs for such education in all parts of the State;

"(B) thorough consideration of the most effective means of utilizing all
exising institutions within the State capable of providing the kinds of pro-
grams assisted under this part, including (but not limited to) both private
and public community and junior colleges, area vocational schools, accredited
/private proprietary institutions, technical institutes manpower skill centers,
branch institutions of State colleges or universities,and public and private
colleges and universities ;

"(C) the development of an administrative procedure which provides
reasonable promise for resolving -differences between vocational educators,
community and junior college educators, college and university educators.
elementhry and secondary educators, and other interested groups with re-
spect to the administration of the program authorized under this part : and

"(D) the development of a long-range strategy for infusing occupational
education (including general orientation, counseling and guidance. and
placement either in a job or in mstsecondary occupational programs) on an
equal footing with traditional academic education: and

"(E) the development of procedures to insure continuous planning and
evaluation, including the regular collection of data which would be readily
available to the State administrative agency, the State Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, Individual educational institutions, and other inter- ,
ested parties (including concerned private citizens).
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"(2) Planning activities carried on by the State Commission under this section
shall involve the active participation of

"(A) the State board for vocational education;
"(13) the State agency having responsibility for community and Junior

colleges;
(0) the State agency having responsibility for higher education institu-

tions or programs;
"(D) the State agency responsible for administering public elementary

and;secondary education ;
"(E) the State agency responsible forlprograms of adult basic education ;
"(F) representatives of all types, of institutions in the State which are

conducting or which have the capability and desire to conduct programs of
postsecondary occupational education ;

"(G) representatives of private, nonprofit, elementary and secondary
schools;

"(H) the State employment security agency, the State agency responsible
for apprenticeship programs, and other agencies within the State having re-
sponsibility for administering manpower development and training pro-
grams;

"(I) the State agency responsible or economic and industrial develop-
ment ;

"(J) persons familiar with the occupational education needs of the dis-
advantaged, of the handicapped,'and of minority groups; and

"(K) representatives of business, industry, organi*d labor, agriculture,
and the general public.

"(c) Of a State's occupational education allotment for a fiscal year, 75 per
centum may be used only for programs and activities carried out by community
colleges, A State's occupational education allotment may not be used for pro-
grams of areasecondary vocational education.

"(d) From the allotments available to the States, the Commission shall make
grants for the following purposes

"(1) assist the State administrative agency designated or established
uuder section 127(a) (2) ;

"(2) the design, establishment, and conduct of programs ofpostsecond-
ary,occupational education (or the expansion and improvement of existing
programs) ;

"(3) the design, establishment, and conduct of programs which shall in-
clude methods of involving secondary schools in occupational placement and
methods of providing followup services And career counseling and guidance
for persons of all ages.as a regular function of the educational system;

"(4) the design of high-qua,lity instructional programs to meet the needs
for postsecondary occupational education and the development of an order
of priorities for placing these programs in operation ;

"(5) special training and preparation of persons to equip them to teach,
administer, or otherwise assist in carrying out the program authorized under
this part (such as programs to prepare Journeymen in the skilled trades or
occupations for teaching positions) ; and

"(6) the leasing, renting, or remodeling of facilities req to carry
out the program authorized by this part.

"(el Programs authorized by this part may be carried out through contrac-
tual arrangements with private organizations and institutions organized for
profit where such arrangements can make a contribution to achieving the pill.-

poses of this part by providing substantinlly equivalent education, training, or
services more readily or more economically. or by preventing needless duplica-
tion of expensive physical plant and equipment, or by providing needed educa-
tion or training of the types authorized by this part willch would not otherwise
be available.

"STATE PLANS

"SEc. 127. (a) Any State desiring to receive the amount of its occupational
education allotment for a fiscal year under this subpart shall submit a State
plan for occupational education at, such time, in such detail, and containing such
information as ,the Commissioner may prescribe. The Commissioner shall ap-
prove the State plan if he determines that the plan submitted for that year

" ( 1) has been prepared by the State Commlission established pursuant to
section 1202 of the Higher Education Act of 1065 (or, if no such Commission
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has been established, by. such State agency as the Governor may desigjtate)
in consultation with the State adviiory.council for that State,

(2) designates or provides for the establishment of a State agency (which
may be the State board if the Governor determines the State board and itsstaff have adequate representation of persons having experience and exper-
tise in the field of occupational education) to have responsibiliti for fiscal
management and for administration of the program provided for in theplan,

"(3) provides that funds granted the State will be used only for purposes
set"forth in section 126,

"(4) sets forth the criteria to be utilized in allocating Federal and Statefunds used for occupational education among the institutions in the State
providing such services, which criteria shall assure that

"(A) due consideration will be given to evaluation of occupational
education programs, services, and activities in light of information re-
garding current and projected manpower needs-and occupational op-,portunities, particularly new and emerging needs and qpportunities on
on the local, State, and national levels.

"1B) due consideration will be given to the relative occupationalneeds of all groups in the State, particularly persons with academic.
socioeconomic, mental, language, and physical handicaps that' prevent
them from succeeding in regular occupational education programs.

'i C) due consideration will be given to the occupational educationneeds of areas of the State with relatively high unemployment ratesand otherwise economically depressed.
"(D) due consideration will be given to the training needs of olderpersons in need of employment including, elderly persons engaged in

voluntary service through such programs as Um retired s nior volunteer
program, the foster grandparent program, Mg senior c nips1niob pro-
gram and other employment and Volunteer service progr ms under the
Older Americans Comprehensive Service Amendments of 73,

"(5) provides for entering into cooperative arrangements or the; benefit
of individuals participating or preparing to participate iu oc mational edu-
cation programs similar to those required under paragraphs (8) and (0 ofsection 123(a) for veepti nnIll education programs,

"(6) provides for compliance with the requirements with respect to theuse of fonds set forth in section 120(c).
"(h) The Commissioner shall not approve a State plan under this section until

he has made specific ,findings as to the compliance of such plan with the require-
ments of this subpart after considering the recommendations of the State board.The Commisioner shall submit to _theSommittee on Labor and Public Welfare
of the Senate and the Committee on Education And Labor of the House of Rep-
resentatives a copy of the specific findings -Modred by this subsection. Section
421 of the General Education Proisiops Act shall not he deemed to authorize
the de-legation of his functions tinder the preceding sentence. The Commissioner
shall not finally disapprove any State plan, or any modification thereof, without
first affording the State agency referred to in paragraph -(2) of subsection (a)
of this section due notice and an opportunity for a hearing.

"PAYMF:NTS TO STATES

"Sec. 12R. (a) The Commissioner shall pay, from the State's occupational eclat..cation allotment for a fiscal year. an amount equal to 50 per centtim of the total
expenditures made in carrying out the State's plan as approved under section127."..

AMENDMENTS OF NATIONAL AND STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE PROVISIONS

SEC. 4, (a) Paragraph (1) fit section 104(a) of the Act is amended (1) bystriking out "National AdviSOry Council on Vocational Education" and inserting
ill Hen thereof "National Advisory Council on Vocational and Ocenpational Edu-
cation", and (2) by inserting after "programs" in clause (C) the following: "and
Occupational educational programs".

(b) Paragraph (2) of such section is amended by inserting after "vocational
education programs" each time it appears the following: "and occupational eft-cation programs",
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(c) Paragraph (4) of such section is amended by striking out "five" and
inserting iii lieu thereof "

(d) Paragraph (5) of such section is amended (1) by striking out "voca-
tional education programs" and inserting ''vocational and occupational educition
programs", (2) by inserting after "junior colleges," the following : "community
colleges.",-and (3) by inserting "rnentional" after "area ".

(e) Section 104(b) (1) of the Act is amended by striking out "or, in the case
of States in which the members of the State board arcs elected (including elec-
tion by the State legislature), by such Board".

(1)(1) Sibparagraph (A) of section 104(b) (1) of the Act is amended by
redesignating clauses (iii) through (ix) as clauses (v) through (xi), repee-
tively, and by striking out clause (ii) and inserting in lieu thereof the follow-
ing clauses:

"(1i) representative of community and junior colleges,
"( iii) representative of institutions of higher education (other than jun-

.. for or community colleges). area vocational schools, technical. institutes, and
other postsecondary or adult education agencies or institutions. which inay
provide programs of vocational, occupational, or technical education and
training,

t't iv) familiar with the vocational and occupational education programs
of junior and community colleges, but not concerned with the administration
of such programs,".

(2) Clause (viii) of such subparagraph (as so redesignated) is amended by
striking ding", including a person orpersons from the Comprehensive Area Man-
power Planning System of the State".

t g) Subparagraph (B) of section 104(b) (1) of the Act is amendedl by strik-
ing out "part B of this title" and inserting "section 123 of the State plan sub-
mitted pursuant to section 127".

(II) Subparagraphs (e) and (D) ofsuch section are each amended by insert-
ing "and occupational" after " vocational" and by further amending subpara-
graph (D) by inserting after "section 123(a)" the following: ", or in the State
plan provided for in section 127".

LOCAL COORDINATING COUJITITEES

SEC. 5. (a) Part A of the Act is amended by adding immediately after section
108 the following new section:

"LOCAL COORDINATING CONflfITTEES

"SEC. 100. (a) Each State shall establish a local coordinating committee for
each locality in the State. Members of such committees shall be appointed by the
Governor of the State. The geographical area to be included in each locality
shall be designated by the Governor in accordance with criteria prescribed by
the Commissioner. Sue)) criteria shall recognize the desirability of having.
where feasible, a locality so designated be coextensive with the area served by
a prime sponsor designated under the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act of 1973. No Federal funds may be expended -for la program under this title
or under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 in any local-
ity for which a loyal coordinating committee has not been appointed as pinvided
in this section.

"( b Each local coordinating committee shall include in its membership a
broad representation of interests in the locality concerned wtih occupational
education. voctitional education. and manpower programs in the locality. The
membership of each such committee must include members representativeof

_ "(1) local educational agencies,
"(2) vocational schools,
"1 3,) community and junior colleges,
"44) planning councils designated under the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973,
"(5) business and indiNtry (including agriculture),
" (0 ) labor orgriniziktions.
"(7) local political sad; vision4.
"(8) the employment service.
"(9) agencies and organizations having special concernb with persons

with special needs, such as the handicapped, the disadvantaged, the aged,
pert of limitld English-speaking ability, and minorities,
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"(10) agencies having personnel training needs such as agencies of gen-
eral gr,reinments, criminal justice, community planning, and developmental
agencies, human service and health agencies, and transportation agencies
including positions' under civil service and civil service exempt positions,and

"(11) the general public,'
"icl Each local coordinating committee Shall make a continuing study of the

'needs in its locality for vocational education, occupational education, and man-
power training programs. On the basis of the information derived from such
study, the local coordinating committee shall delelop and propose a strategywhich will present a coherent, integrated, and comprehensive set of vocational
,education, occupational education, and manpower traluing programs designed to
meet such needs. The written formulation of such strategy shall be transmittedto the, State board, to the State agency designated under section 127(a) (2), to
the State advisory council, and to each planning council affected, and to anyaffected Manpower Services Council. ".

(b) Section 103(a) (1) of the Act is amended by inserting after "advisory
councils" the following: "and local coordinating committees".

(c) Section 104 of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973
is amended by inserting after the first sentence thereof the following new sen-
tence- "At least one member of each local coordinating committee establishedunder section 109 of the 'Vocational Education Act of 1963 serving all or part
of the area served by the council shall be appointed to the council.".

AMENDMENT OF DE:::LARATION OF PURPOSE

SEC 6. Section 101 of the Act is amended by inserting "ands occupational"
after "vocational" each time it appears.

AMENDMENTS OF DEFINITIONS

Sse. 7. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 108 of-the Act is amendeil 14 inserting
after lacident thereto" the following : "at the elementary or secondary educe-tional level".

.(b) Paragraph (2) of such section is amended
(1 ) 'by inserting "(A)" after "(2)",
(2) by inserting "or occupational" after "vocationair in clause (C), and

by striking out "vocational" in clause (D) and inserting "occupational" inlieu thereof,
(3) by redesignating clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D) (and cross refer-

ences thereto) as clauses (I), (ii), (iii), and (iv), respectively, and
(4) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(B) The term 'area secondary vocational echieation school' means an

area vocational education school, a majority of whose students are seven-teen years of age or younger.
"(C) The term 'area postsecondary vocational education school' means an

area vocational education school, a majority of whose students are eighteenyears of age or older.".
(c) Section 108 of the Act is further amended 12y adding at the end thereof

the following:
"(16) The term 'occupational education' means education, -training, or

retraining (and including guidance, counseling and placement services) for
persims sixteen years of age or older who have graduated from or left ele-
meofsry or secondary school, conducted by an institution legally authorized
to provide postsecondary education within a State. which is designed to pre-
pare individuals for gainful employment as semiskilled or skilled workers
or technicians or paraprofessionals or subprofessionals or supervisors and
managers in recognized occupations (including new and emerging occupa-
tions), or to prepare individuals for enrollment in advanced semi-profes-
aional and technical education programs. but excluding any program -to
prepare individuals for employment in occupations which the Commissioner

. determines, and specifies by regulation. to be generally considered profes-
sional or which require a baccalaureate or advanced degree.

"(17) The term 'community college' means an educational Institution in
any State which

"(A ) is legally authorized within such State to provide a program
of education beyond secondary education;
e
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"(B) admits as regular students persons who are high school grad-
uates or the equivalent, or at least eighteen yeart of age ;

"(C) provides a two;year postsecondary educational program leading
to an associate degree, and also provides programs of postsecosidaiy vo-
cational, technical, occupational, and specialized education ;

"(D) Bs not a branch of an- institution of higher education which
grants a bachelor's degree, unless the branch is separately aLcredited to
grant the Associate Degree.;

" (E) is a public or other nonprofit institution;
"(F) is accredited as al) institution by a nationally recognized ac-

crediting agency or association, or if not so accredited
" (i) is an institution that has obtained recognized preaccredita-

don status from a nationally_ recognized accrediting body, or
"(ii) is an institution whose credits are accepted, on transfer, by

no less than three institutions which are so accredited, for credit
on the same basis: as if transferred from an institution so ac-
credited."

AMENDMENTS RELATING TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

SEC, 8. (a) Part B of the Act is amended by inserting "and Occupational"
after "Vocational" in the heading of the part, and by inserting immediately
below the heading for the part a new heading as follows :

"Subpart 1Vocational Education Programs":
(b) Section 121 of the Act is amended

(1 ) by striking out "part" and inserting "subpart", )61
(2) by striking out "of all ages ",
(3) by inserting after "individuals" the following: "eligible therefor''.

(c) (1) Section 122(a) of the Act is amended by striking out clauses 12) and
(3) and redesignating clauses (4) through (8) (and cress references thereto) as
clauses ( 2 ) tbrkuk40), respectively .

(2) ParagraP (3T of such subsection (as so redesignated) is amended by
inserting "secondary" after-"area".

(3) Paragraph (1) of section 122( b) of the Act is amended by inserting be-
fore the period at the end thereof the following : `trequired by section 123''.

(4) (A) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 122(c) of the Act are each
amended by striking out "State's allotment" and inserting in lieu thereof State's
vocational education allotment", and by striking out ' allotment of such funds"
and inserting in lieu thereof "vocational education allotment".

(B) Paragraph (3) of such section is amended by striking out "State s allot-
ment" and inserting in lieu thereof ''State's vocational education allotment".

(C) Paragraph (4) of such section is amended by inserting after '11109' the
following: "which were expended for vocational education, as that terms .is
amended by the Postsecondary Vocational Education Act of 1973".

(d) Section 122 of the Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing:

"(d) Of a State's vocational education allotment for a fiscal year. 7:; per
centum may be used only for programs which are carried on by secom1ai schools
other than area secondary vocational education schools.".

(e) Section 123(a) of the Act is amended
(1) by striking out "title" both times it appears in the matter preceding

paragraph (1). in paragraph (4), and in paragraph (n), and inserting in
Hest thereof "subpart ",

t) by striking out "of all population groups" where it appears in sub-
paragraph (B) of paragraph (6),

(3) by amending 'clause (i) of subparagraph (F) of paragraph (6) to
read as follows:

"(i) have been developed in consultation with the appropriate local
coordinating committee, ",

(4) by amending clause (iv) of such subparagraph (F) to read as

"(iv) include a plan, developed in consultation with each planning
council appointed under section 104 of the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1973 to serve all or a portion of the school district
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oi such agency, to meet the vocational education needs in the area or
community served by such agency ; and",

(51 by striking out "all perSons" in paragraph (11) and inserting in lieu
thereof "all eligible persons",

(6) by striking out clauses (12), (13), (14) and (17)and
(7) by striking out "title" iu clause (18) and inserting in lieu thereof

"subpart ".
If) Section 123(b) of the Act is amended by striking out "parr' and inserting

"subpart and by adding at the end thereof the following neNN sentences . "Before
approving a State plan under this section, the Commission shall consider any
reciannacbdations Ad!, respett thereto submitted by the community college unit
in the Office of Education. The Commissioner shall subniit to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate and the Committee on Education and
Labor of the House of Representatives a copy of the specific findings required
by this subsection and a statement of his satb.faction with such procedures.
Section 421 of the General Education Provisions let shall not be deemed to
a tithurize the delegation of the Cuniniisiuner's functions under, the preceding
sentence.".

ig) Section 123(c) of the Act is repealed, except that any proceeding which
has been commenced under such subsection prior to the effecthe (late of this

Act may be carried through to dompletion under :5 tIch subsection.
hi Section 123 (d) of the Act is amended by striking out "title" and insert-

ing subpart". and by striking out "suLli final action or 'notice thereof' and in-
serting 'after it has exhausted its administrathe rcuiedics under section 4.:5 of
the General Education Provisions Act".

(I) Section 124 of the Act is amended
t 11 by striking out "part" in subsection (a) and inserting "subpart'',
(2) by striking out subsection ( b), and
(3) by striking out "title" in subsection (c) and inserting "subpart".

LIMITATION ON USE OF FEDERAL Ft NDS roil ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

SEC. 9. Section 123(a) of the Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph :

(19) prco, ides that the aggregate expenditures under the plan for a fiscal
year for administration of the plan shall not exceed 5 per centum and for
guidatce and counseling, technical assistance. and the activities referred to
in .eetion 122(a) (8) nary not exceed 13 per cent= of the State's vocational
education allotment for that year.".

EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT OF AUTHORIZATION/OF APPROPRIATIONS

SRC. 10. (a) Section 102(b) of the Act is amended by striking out "1973" and
inserting "1976 and for each of the four succeeding fiscal years.".

th) Section 102(d) of the Act is amended by inserting after "advisory coun-
cils" the following : "and local coordinating committee ".

COIN.SOLIDATION OF 4PROGRAMS FOR RESEARCH AND TRAINING, EXEM"PLART PROGRAMS
AND PROJECTS, AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

SEC. 11. (a) The Act is amended by striking out parts D and-I, and by amend-
ing part C to-read as follows :

"PART Co--IMPROVEMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND Ot COPATIONAL EDUCATION

"Subpart IGeneral
"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"Sec. 131. There is authorized to be appropriated for carrying out this part
the stun of $135,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1070, and eaill of the
four succeeding fiscal year.

"DIVISION OF FUNDS

';SEC. 132. Of the sums appropriated under section 131 for a fiscal year, 30 per
centum shall be mailable to the Commissioner for grants and contracts 'limier
section 134, and 50 per centum shall be allotted to the States under section 133

43i
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for grants to State boards and to State agencies designated unaer section 127
(a) (2) for making grunts and contracts under section 135.

"ALLOTMENT OF F'UNDS

SEC. 133. (a I From the sums available for grants to State boards as provided
in s;PetiOli 132, the Commissioner reserve such amount, but

such
in excess of

3 per centaur thereof, as he may detenahle and shill allot such amount among
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Sanwa. and the Ti ust.Terri-
tory of the Pacific f stands according to their respectisa needs for assistance
under this part.

'(b) From the remainder of such sums the Commissionel shall allot one-
fourth of 1 per centum of, such sums to each State (except for those provided
for in subsection (a) ), and We shall in addition allocate to each such State an
amount which bears the sonic ratio to any residue of such remainder as the
population aged _fifteen to nineteen, both inclusive, in the State bears to the
population dguch ages in all such States.

"GRANTS AND CONTRACTS BY COMMISSIONER

SEC. 134.(a) The Commissioner is authorized to use the funds made available
to him under section 132 to make grants to and contracts NS ail State boards,
State agencies designated under section 127(a) (2), local educational agencies,
institutions of higher education, and public and private agenCies and institutions
for programs described in subpart 2, except that grants mly not be made to
private agencies other than nonprofit private agencies.

t in Of the funds available to hint under this part, the Commissioner shall
allocate per centuni thereof for administration through the Deputy Commis-
sioner of the Bureau of Occupatamal and Adult Education and the other 50 per
coltum thereof for administration through the community college unit in the
I awe of Education. Chants and contracts under this section shall be made pur-
suant to applications to which section 434 (h) (3) of the General Education
Provisions Act shall apply.

"4c) Of the funds allocated to the Community College "Unit, support shall be
El% ea to specific functions which coo: st of administration of postsecondary oc-
cupational education including the folliVing activities :

A. operation of a clearinghouse on data on national labor market trends
pertaining to postsecondary occupational education.

B. Establishment of resuufee center on curriculum, guidance, and instruc-
tional technology for postsecondary occupational education.

C. Maintain a system of infoiniatiou exchange among agencies stub as
DOJ, IICD, iUU C, DUI.. DOD which give support to uecupational training
for persons of postsecondary age.

"Id) The stalling of the Cummonity College Unit shall be restructured to
pros ale for the effective administration of these community college funds and
to give leadership in postsecondary occupational education. Persons NS MI com-
munity college experience shall be utilized in these positions.

"GRANTS AND CONTRACTS BY STATE BOARDS AND AGENCIES

'SEC. 135. (a ) Stuns allotted to a State under section 133 may be used by the
State board and the State agency designated under section 127(a) (2) for mak-
ing grants and contracts for programs dew ribed in subpart 2 In accordance with
the State plan approved under section 123 or with the State plan approved
under section 127. as the case may be.

-it)) The portion of a State's allotment 'under section 133 for a fiscal year
which may he used by the State board, shall be an amount which bears the same,
ratio to such allotment as the vocational education allotment of That State for
that fiscal year heam to the full amount of the State's allotment under section
103i a) (2.). The remainder ()f the State's allotment under section 133 may be
used by the State agency designated under section 127(a) (2).

"Subpart 2-2:Uses of Funds

"APPLIf D RESEARCII

"SEC. 135. Funds appropriated to carry out t his part may be used ft
"(1) research in v ova t lona 1 edut lion and occupational education

.1. 3
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"(2) training programs designed to familiarize persons involved in iu-
cational and occupational education with research findings and sucLesaful
pilot and demonstration projects in uca tonal and uct.upational education ,

"(3) experimental, development, and pilot programs and projects de-
signed to test the effectiveness of research findings;

"(4) demonstration and dissemination projects;
(5) the development of new vocational and occupational education cur-

ricula and the updating of existing curricula to reflect changes in the tech-
nology of, business and industry, and in the structure of economic and
social institutions ; and

" (6) projects in the development of new careers and occupations, suchas
"(A) research and experimental projects designed to identify new

careers in such fields as mental and physical health, crime prevention
and correction, community development, welfare, educatioh, municipal
services, health services, resource and environmental management, and
recreation requiring less training than professional positions and to
delineate within such careers roles with the potential for advancement
from one level to another;

"(B) training and development projects designed to demonstrate im-
proved methods of securing the involvement, cooperation, and com 't-
ment of both the public and pril, ate sectors toward the end of achiei i
greater coordination and more effective implementation of programa fu
the employment of persons in the fields described in subparagraph (A),
including programs to prepare professionals (including administrators)
to work effectively with aides; and

"(C) projects to evaluate the operation of programs for the training,
development, and utilization of. public service aides, particularly their
effectiveness in providing satisfactory work experiences and in meeting
public needs.

"IMPROVEMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

"Sec. 136. (a) Funds approprIse to carry out this part may be used for
" (1) planning and developing programs or projects such as those de-

scribed in paragraph (2)(, and
"(2) establishing, operating, or evaluating programs or projects designed

to create a bridge between school and earning a living for young people who
are still in school or who have left school either by graduation or dropping
out, adults who are in programs of occupational preparation beyond high
school, and adults who face retirement or who are unemployed or who are
underemployed, and to broaden occupational aspirations and opportunities
of such persons, with special emphasis given to persons who have academic,
socioeconomic, language, or other handicaps, which programs or projects
may, among others, include

" (A) those designed to familiarize elementary and secondary school
students with the broad range of occupations for which special skills are
required and the requisites for careers in such occupations ;

"(B) programs or projects for students providing educational expe-
riences through work during the school year or in the summer ;

"(C) programs or projects for intensive occupational guidance and
counseling during the last years of school and for initial job placement,
and for adults who are unemployed or underemployed ;

"(D) programs or projects designed to broaden or improve vocational
education curriculums ;

"(E) exchanges of personnel between schools and other agencies, in-
stitutions, or organizations participating in activities to achieve the
purposes of this part, including manpower agencies and industry:

"(F) programs or projects for workers released from their jobs on a
part-time basis for the purpose of increasing their educational attain-
ment ; and

"(a) programs or projects at the secondary level to motivate and
provide preprofessional preparation for potential teachers for voca-
tional education.

"(H) programs or projects to facilitate the participation of employers
and labor Organizations in occupational education:
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"(b) (1)- A grant or Contract fur purposes described in this section may be
made only if the Commissioner, In the case of grants or contracts made by Mai,

, or the State board, in the case of grants or contracts made by it, deterniiiics--
" (A) that effective procedures will be adopted by grantees and contrac-

tors to coordinate the development and operation of other programs and
projects carrried out under grants or contracts pursuant to this part, with
the appropriate State plan, and with other public and private programs hav-
ing the same or similar purposes;

"(B) that to the extent consistent w ith the number of students enrolled
in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served whose educational needs
are of the type which the program or project involved is to meet, pro ision
,has been made for the participation of such students; and -

" (C) that effective policies and procedures will be adopted which assure
that Federal funds made available under this part will not be commingled
with State or local funds.

"CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

"SEC. 137. (a) (1) Funds appropriated to carry out this part maybe used
" (A) to promote the development and dissemination of education curric-

ulum materials for use in teaching vocational occupational subjects, includ-
ing curriculums for new and changing occupational fields ;

"(B) to develop standards for curriculum development; ,
"(C) to coordinate efforts of the States in ,the preparation of curriculum

materials and prepare current lists of curriculum materials which are
available ;

"(D) to survey curriculum materials produced by other agencies of Gov-
ernment, including the Department of Defense, Department of Transpor-
tation, Department of Labor and Department of Justice ;

"(E) to evaluate vocational-technical education curriculum materials and
their uses ; and

"(F) to train personnel in curriculum development.
"(2) For purposes of this subsection curriculum materials means materials

consisting of a series of courses to cover instruction in any vocational occu-
pational geld which are designed to prepare persons for employment at the emu
level or to upgrade vocational or occupational competencies of those prei musly
or presently employed.

"ALLOCATION OF FIIINDS AMONG PROGRAMS

"Ste. 238. Of the funds available for a fiscal year to the Commissioner under
section 132, at least 20 per centum shall be used for each of the programs de-
scribed in sections 135, 136, and 137, and of the funds allotted to each State for
a fiscal year under section 133, at least 20 per centum shall be used for each of
Such programs.",

(b) Section 102(a) of the Act is amended by striking out "parts 13 and C"
and inserting in lieu thereof "part B", and by striking oul4the second sentence.

EFFECTIVE DATE

Ste. 12. This Act and the amendments made by this Act shall become effective
July 1, 1975.

Chairman PERKINS I am delighted to welcome here this morning
Mr. John J. Loughlin, Indiana Vocational and Technical College.
It might conserve time, if there is no objection, to hear the entire panel
before we ask questions.

Mr. Thurman Willett, president, Linn Technical College Missouri ;
Dr. William G. Dwyer, president, Massachusetts Board -of Region'al
Community Colleges and Dr. William II. Feddersen, president of
Williamsport Area Community College, Pennsylvania. We are going
to hear from you first, Mr: Loughlin, and you may proceed in any man-
ner you prefer. Without objection all of the prepared statements will
be inserted in the record.

52-9,15-75vol. 1-28
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STATEMENTS OF JOHN j, LOUGHLIN, INDIANA VOCATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL COLLEGE; THURMAN WILLETT, PRESIDENT, LINN
TECHNICAL COLLEGE, MISSOURI; MERKEL NAJARIAN, DIREC-
TOR OF PROGRAMS, MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOARD OF COMMU-
NITY COLLEGES; AND WILLIAM H. FEDDERSEN, PRESIDENT,
WILLIAMSPORT AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. LoronTAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will summarize some
of the brief specific conerns that we have with the uniqueness of
Indiana.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt you to say you are from Con-
gressman Brademas' district and it may be he can put in an appear-
ance here in a few moments. For that reason I am going to let one
of the other gentlemen take precedence and go ahead of you.

Congressman Brademas may, want to introduce your so we will
hear from President Willett.

Mr. WILLETr. Thank you, ?Jr. Chairman,
If it is not out of order, I would like to present my 13-year-old son

f limn Missouri.
Chairman PERKINS. It is not out of order.
Mr. WILLETr. It is his .first trip to the Nation's Capital, so he is

having a ball.
Chairman PEuxixs. Good He is very fortunate. I didn't get to the

Capithl until I was about 17 or 18 years of age.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Chairman, you didn't get out of Kentucky until

you were 18 years old?
Mr. WILLETT. Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for the very kind

invitation to appear before this group. I was not aware, fully aware,
when I received --our letter exactly what you v, anted, so I prepared
some items and t got here and found that you have a bill you are
working on, and there are objections Una, I have to it that somewhere
along the way I would like to point out.

Chairman Punfixs:All right, go ahead.
Mr. WILLETT. First,4 will give you my prepared testimony.
I believe that if I were a member of the Subcommittee on Educa-

tion, I would be concerned about a number of things. One of the
tliings I would be concerned with would be that the testimony given
is true and accurate. I can assure you that I will strive to present
with candor and honesty the educational scene in Missouri, specifi-
cally the role of vocational technical education.

I am sure that von have had witnesses with far more academic ex-
perience than I. I am sure you lave had 'witnesses with many more
credentials than I pos4ss. But I can assure you that it would be
difficult to find anyone with a greater depth of feeling for vocational
education. Tt has been my life. it is my passion. .

I am also aware that emotion is not a salable commodity, that sim-
ple belief and faith in a program or institution will not assure its
surtival or adaptation.

Yon have before you the prepared testimony requested by Chair-
man Perkins. it presents the story of vocational technical education
in Missouri. Much of the data is in statistical and numerical form.

43 ,
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There is little emotion to be found in statistics. I should like to
briefly review the contents of the prepared testimony and comment
on areas that I feel are important. I must admit that times emotion
will be apart of my summary. I do not apologize for this.

Education by the very nature of 'the profession deals with the
young, and if you are to be successful, you itiut,t like the young, it is
easy to like the younu, because they have no faults except the ones
they are asking you to eradicate: ignorance, shallowness, and in-
experience.

I agree with GilbertEighet that the really hateful faults are those
which we grown men and women haveconceit, cruelty, and greed
resulting from years of careful cultivation. The young do not sin in
those ways. They are plastic and subject to change, provided, Mr.
Chairman, that we provide appropriate avenues for change. In my
opinion, the Vovational Act ot1963 was such an avenue. I would also
like to caution this committee that the avenue or change is in danger
of becoming a dead-end street.

First, let us review what has occurred in Missouri since 1965. The
Qassage of Public Law 88-210 by the 88th Congress of the United
states on December 18. 1963, stimulated the development of area vo-
cational schools across the Nation.

Since 1965 the Missouri State Department of Education has been
actilely involved in the process of developing a network of area vo-
cational schools. Theseschools are located in centralized communities
and provide vocational education for students in surroundina. school

c,districts. Students from participating schools are generally, trans-
ported on a half-day basis and return to their home schools for aca-
demic subject work and participation in extracurricular activity
programs.

The curriculum concept for area vocational schools has been to
provide vocational education programs for secondary students, post-
secondary people, adults and pcbple with special need.s.

Vocational curricula offered in area schools are constructed around
the following fields: agriculture, business mid office onsumer home-
making. cooperative industrial and distributive, health occupations,
and industrial trade and technical education. To date, 53 administra-
tive units have been approved by the State board of education to
develop area vocational schools.

After an area vocational school is in operation. the sponsoring
:weary is eligible foe apreferred program reimbursement, rate from
State and Federal fu is administered by the State department of
education. For example. area vocational school instructor's salaries
are presently reimbursed at 50 percent. while comprehensive high
school NIA ational instructor's salaries are reimbursed at $200 per
teaching month.

During the 1973-74 school year. 45 area vocational schools were in
operation, proyidine. 'vocational educational programs for students
from 307 participating high schools. representing 262 school districts.
The total secondary enrollment was 1$.417. with 4.770 students en-
rolled from participating districts and 13.647 students 'enrolled from
host districts. These schools also enrolled 3.262 postsecondary stu-
dents and 31.913 adults.

4'
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Much of value has been accomplished in the 10 years since the im-
pact of Public Law 88-210 was felt in Missouri. However, Mr. Chair-
man, there are soma areas of concern that should be brought to your
attention. I am concerned that the implementation of the act may not
be in accordance with the intent of the act.

I would submit the following for your consideration : .The estab-
lishment of 53 area schools in 10 years is currently indicative of -ac-
tion and enthusiasm on the part of the State department of educa-
tion. However, the question can be raised as to the economic and
philosophical realities of such, a "shotgun" approach. .

One of the major tenets behind the creation of area vocational
schools is to provide funds to allow one school to provide training
when it would be beyond the scope of many fragmented school dis-
tricts to economically provide. It would appear that 53 area voca-
tional technical schools will simply provide znediocre training be-
cause of the economics required to maintain the programs.

The State of Missouri evidently can also foresee problems in
this area, since a moratorium has been declared on the establishment
of any new schools. The reality of the area vocational schools in
Missouri is that the host school gets the area, school-designation and
is mainly in their own problems and student body. Many of the other
schools do not receive the service they thought they would receive.

Second, I would question the purpose of such institutions. It is
my opinion that we should never place a young man or woman in a
position that will effectively stop his or her potential for growth. If
we take the rigid position that area schools' only function is termi-
nalthat is, the student should enter the work world after gradua-
tion from high schoolwe are not only supporting terminal institu-
tions, but also creating terminal individuals.

Such schools should be envisioned as exploratory in na re and
designed to serve as an arena for the healthy probine- erest of
youth. Mr. Chairman, let's face it. High school is a place for a boy
to experiment. 'However, in too many instances he hasnot yet reached
the maturity level and/or training level needed to go out into the
lab; r market adequately prepare.

During high school a boy is interested in three things :.girls, auto-
mobiles, and sports. I wouldn't attempt to rank them in order of
his priority. But the day of reaching the labor market and making
a living gradually descends upon him in April and May of his senior
year. and he really faces it realistically the day after graduation.

The major thrust of my testimony is directed toward the third and
final item in the summary. I am speaking in support of residential
vocational education. Mr. Chairman, my comments will of necessity
be directed toward Missouri and I will use Linn Technical College
as an example several times in my remarks. However, I feel there are
many 'States with precisely the same problems and potential as
Missouri.

Missouri needs a postsecondary vocational and technical educa-
tional institution that draws its students from all over Missouri,
whose educational programs are determined by the 'state-wide and
national needs of business and industry, and which, therefore, can
economically provide the costly concentration of educational facilities
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and equipment, the adequate numbers of highly specialized and in-
dustrially experienced instructors, and the wide variety of technical
and occupational educational programs necessary to serve the best
intereStis of the people of the State.

Missouri needs an educational institution that will produce high
quality- business and industrial technicians. Many persons need voca-
tional-technical education at a le \ el and in a kind of setting that upon
course of study completion will find them prepared for industry

14iherited irbility of persons, to be educated and local em-
ployment opportunities are not necessarily compatible.

Missouri's college age population, especially those who are non-
academically oriented, need and deserve a postsecondary residential
vocational and technical education in which they may enjoy, not
only a program for the education of hand and mind, but also the
opportunity to experience, the satisfaction of participation in an or-
ganized student life program that is comprehensive in nature, broad
m scope, and success ul in performance.

Th1F. is based upon the 'realization that many students cannot, or
will not, take advantage of this opportunity unless they are physi-
cally removed from the day-to-day influence of their local neighbor-
hood environment, and that such participation is highly desirable in
developing persona social adjustments, meaningful citizenship,and
in promoting both social and occupational mobility.

Mr. Chairman, at the nresteit time in Missouri the legislature is
cnil,roiled in a great deba' te over the treatment of prisonfts and, in
fact. the very structure of the Missouri penal system. It would seem
as; if no single subject sparks as much comment as the punishinent
and treatment of offenders. I am not speaking as proponent or
exponent for any particular philosophy of penology.

T do find it ironic that people become so concerned that offenders
aze properly and severely dealt with. But, curiously apathetic con--
ccriinig: education. It seems that we will cheerfully pay the tax
whiih is necessary to support.and punish convicts, but loudly com-
plain of that which goes to prevent his fellow being from becoming

*a criminal.
It is Aim-flatly that Mack of education and subsequently means of

support are the prime factors in turning a young person into a
Bung offender. Also, we have all heard the.predicticrns that in the

next decade SO percent of all jobs will require less than 4:year de-
gree. but more than a high school diploma.

submit to you that from both a humane and practial posture
sidential vocational school 'should be given the highest priority

possible. I am asking you to embark on a prograin of information
impitus and funding so that each state might develop residential vo-
eat mai schools.

The advent ,ee of a residential vocational school over the nonresi-
OF high school concept could he briefly summarized to include

the following:
1. A residential vocational education school permits the school to

Geri a larger area and thus a wider segrhent of the population.
2. Tt insures an adequate variety of courses for students with a

wide variety of desires and abilities.

3
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3. It provides the oppoi tunity to remove many of the Nation's
youth from the care of unfit uninterested parents and from over-
crowded, impol,erislicd neighborhoods where the temptation of de-
linquency and crime is strong.

May I digress just a ulomect, Mr. Chairman, but'I strongly believe
that if we eN er expect to clean up the ghettoes sin this country, then
we must do it through education and mainly through vocational and
technical education.

The answer is not bussing, across district lines. That is merely a
stop -gap measure that appeases some and alienates any others.
For all we do is send a young man to another school for 6 hours a
day ant-I.-then sentence him for another 18 hours in the ghetto. It is
almost impossible for him to overcome his environment.

Get him out of the ghetto-, send him to a residential vocational
schoolif that is his thingand place him into his area of interest
And competence where he can come out of there with a skill, a job
and with some human dignity.

Mr. Chairman, the hangup is poor peoplepoor education. Nor
6 people are exploited by our economic system and our educational

system.:
4. Tt increases growth toward maturity and self-confidence.

It improves the image of vocational education through the addi-
tion of campus life activities.

6. Tt encourages professional mobility.
i. Tt provides-all industrial-eclhcational atmosphere.
S. It exercises control over the student's activities of daily living.
P. It provides better opportunities for recreation and use of leisure

time.
10. Tt postpones enti y into the workday world and provides for

more development.
Mr. Chairman. the points in support of a residential technical

seLcAl are alid. T htl1 a for the past 13 years been president of Linn
Technical College. I have witnessed the truth in the statments sub-
mitted above. I have -seen young mo and women come to Linn Tech-
nical College both from the alleyrof the ghetto and country lanes.
I have seen them learn, mqture, and obtain employmentand with
employment comes an often l overlooked factordignity, the dignity
of produetiye labor cannot be overemphasized.

Linn Teclinic.al College has an honest, operrifiZrvolicy. If a young
man or young woman

College
desires an education, we will provide

the opportunity for that education. Our students are not affluent.
Fully SO percent work or are involved in some form of Federal sup-
port ranging from the GI hill to the work study program.

The Indents eofne to us, Mr. Chairman, without funds and with-
out positive futures. I feel we have a mandate to help provide both.
The student who attends a technical college is often the dropout, thee
socially handicapped, the physically handicapped or perhaps even'
a prisoner.

Yes. Mr. Chairman. Linn Technical College does enroll inmates of
.,klgoa. -an iiltcrmediate reformatory, as regular students. We also
provide special clas*es for mentally retarded adolescents. I do not
wish to leave you with the impression that the above group are
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typical of our student body, but they are part, an important part, of
our institution.

To provide education to those w o peed it most seems to be realistic.
To do otherwise would be comp able to a physician limiting his
practice only to the well. Linn Tec all other institutions of its land
place priority upon the de% elopmett of talent rather than 'the identi-
ficationof talent.

Linn Technical College is an area vocational School. We function as
a residential school, but legally we are not. Linn Technical College
is a public postsecondary institution serving the entire State of
Missouri, contiguous States and several foreign countries.

Because of our unique situation, we cannot participate in formal
accreditation processes. WO cannot receive BEOG funds, which is
a shame. We cannot provide students with services.that are considered.
basic to the academically gifted students. I speak of such things as
libraries, physical education, student learning centers, and specialized
personnel.

In spite of this we have been able to place 90 percent'of our people
at graduation each year for the past 13 years. I am not sure that we
can continue to do so without help. We receive no funds from local
taxes. All funds come from the Missouri State Department of Edu-
cation and Federal Government. But .now with an anticipated en-
/Tall-rip/It of (1(111 for the ttprornitin; sehool term I fear that Linn Tech
and other schools like it are going to experience difficulty.

I feel that this committee has at its disposal ways and means to
encourage and implement educational change. I would respectfully,
ask for any assistance you can extend to Linn Tech or other like
institutions, push for the funding of the Residential Vocational School
Act.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, in the final analysis we
N% ill lie judged not by the quantity of schools we have created, but
by the quality of the graduate and how he reacts in society.

Vocational education in the residential vocational, schools is hot a
sty and -best program for second-best citizens. Instead. it is pictured
as the best of all possible programs for people who deserve and re-
ceive both credit and status for their accomplishments.

Thank you.
Chairman PF.REINS. Thank von very much. President Willett.
[Mr. Willett's prepared statement follows :]

PRF.PARED STATEMENT OF T IPURNIAN L. WILIAM, PRESIDENT, LINN TECHNICAL
COLLEOE, LINN, MISSOURI

Mr. Chairman and distinguished committee members. I wish to thank you.
for the very mnit iuritstion to appear before this group.

I believe that if I were a member of the Subcommittee on Education, I
would be concerned about a number of thingsone of the things I would be
concerded with would be that the testimony given is frne and accurate. I
can assurp you that I will strive to present with candor and honesty the
educational scene in Missouri, specifically, the., role of vocational technical
Own Hon,

I am sure that you have had witnesses with far more academic experience
than I. I am sure you have hart witnesses with many more Credentials than I
possess, hut. I can aftsure you that it would be difficult to find anyone with a
greater depth of feeling for vocational education. It has been my lifeit is
my passion.
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I am also aware that emotion is not a salable commodity, that simple belief
and faith in a program or institution will not assure its survival or adaptation.

You have before you the prepared testimony requested by Chairman Perkins.
It presents the story of vocational technical education in Missouri. Much of
the data Is in statistical and numerical form. There is little emotion to be
found in statistics. I would like to briefly review the contents of the prepared
testimony and comment on areas that I feel are important. I must admit that
at times emotion will be a part of my summary. I do not apologize for this.

Education by the very nature of the profession deals with the young, and
if you are to be successful, you must like the young, and it is easy to like the
young gecause they have no faults except the ones they are asking you to
eradicate : ignorance, shallowness and inexperience. I agree with Gilbert
Highet that the really hateful faults are those which we grown men and women
haveconceit, cruelty and greedresulting from years of careful cultivation.
The young do not sin in those ways. They are plastic and subject to change
privided,' Mr Chairman, that we provide appropriate avenues for change. In
my opinion, the vocational act of 1963 was such an avenue. I would also like to
caution this committee that the avenue for change is in danger of becoming
a dead end street. First, let us review what has occurred in Missouri since 1965.

The passage of Public Law 88-210 by the 88th Congress of the United States.
on December 18, 1963, stimulated the development of area vocational schools
across the nation. The act, better known as the vocational education act of
1963 (amended, 'Public Law 90-576), provides federal funds that can be
utilized for the construction and operation of area vocational schools'

Since 1965 the Missouri State Department of Education has been actively
involved in the process of developing a network of area vocational schools.
These schools are located in centralized communities and provide vocational
education for students in surrounding school districts. Students from partici-
pae4-thoola art toile ally transported on a haltday basis and return to their
home schools for academic subject work and participation in extracurricular
activity programd.

Area schools provide an opportunity for students of several districts to par-
ticipate in vocational subjects and use equipment which could not be provided
by many districts. The system_also reduces the duplication of placing expensive'
vocational courses in schools which are close together.

The curriculum concept for area vocational schools has been to provide voca-
tion programs for secondary students, post secondary people, adults and people
with special needs.

Administrators and teachers of area schools are encouraged by the State
Department of Education to work closely with advisory committee (consisting
of representativeS1 from participating school districts and lay members of the
communities) to insure that the best Rossi* program selection is made and
that course content and equipment is current. Area school's directors are also
expeetod to work closely with representatives of industry to insure programs
geared to meet the demands of those industries.

Vocational cprricula offered in area schools are constructed around the fol-
inn fog (1(lds agrlcultnre, business and office, consumer homemaking, coopera-
tive industrial and distributive, health occupations, and indnetrie.l trade and
technical education.

Guidance and counseling is also available for students enrolled in the schools.
Student,. are assisted in making realistic decisions concerning their vocational
piano Periodic follow -up surveys of former students are conducted to aid the
assessment of the programs'

The term "area vocational school" is actually defined' in Public Law 90-5'16 .
as:

(A) X. specialized high school used exclusively or principally for the pro-
vision of vocational education to persons who are available for study in prep-
aration for entering the labor market, or

(B) The department of a high school exclusively, or principally used for
providing vocational education, in no less than five different occupatiohal fields
to persons who are mailable for study In preparation for entering the labor
market. or

(C) A technical or vocational school used exclusively or principally for the
provi-don of vocational education to persons who_have completed or left high
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school and who are available for study in preparation for entering the labor
market, or

(D) The department or division of a Junior college or community college
or university which provides vocational education in no less than five different
occupational fields, under the supervision of the state board, leading to im-
mediate employment but not necessarily leading to a baccalaureate degree, if
it is available to all residents of the state or an area of the state designated
and approved by the state board. and if, in the case of a school, departraent,
or do.ision described in (C) or (D), it admits as regular students both persons
who have completed high school and persons who have left school'

To date, fifty-three administrative units have been approved by the State
Board of Education to develop area vocational schools. Upon receiving this
approval, an administrative unit is eligible for up to 50 percent reimbursement
from funds administered by the vocational division of the State Department
of Education for the construction of an area vocational school. Approved ex-
penditures may include the following:

(1) Construction of new buildings,
(2) Acquisition, expansion, alteration and remodeling of existing buildings,
(3) Acquisition of land,
(4) Site grading anctimprovement
(5) Arehife.turel, Engiritelict6 and inspection services rendered subsequent

to the date of Site selection
(6) Purchase of equipment."
After an area vocational school is in operation, the sponsoring 'agency is

eligible for a preferred program reimbursement rate from the state and federal
funds administered by the State Depar1inent of Education. For example.. area
vocational school instructor's salaries are presently reimbursed at 50 percent.
while comprehensive high school vocational instructors salaries are reimbursed
at $200 per teaching month.'

During the 1978-74 school year, forty-four area vocational schools were in
operation providing Nucatiunal education programs for students from 307 par-
ticipating high schools. representing 262 school districts. The total secondary

was 18,417, with 4,770 students enrolled from participating districts
and 13,647 students enrolled from host districts. These schools also enrolled
3.262 -post secondary students and 31,943 adults'

In some communities, schools are too small and too limited in special
facilities to provide the educational services needed to meet today's demands.

Vocational prograithi in particular suffer if they are not supported with suf-
ficient funds to develop curricula, construct shops and classrooms, and acquire
up-to-date equipment. The potential number of students in smaller communities
is not large enough to waVant either these expenditures or the specialized
teachers, counselors and administrators needed to provide diversified occupa-
tional programs.

The area vocational school is a practical approach to providing adequate
Vocational and technical education opportunities. Two outstanding features
of these schools are. (1) they provide training whith leads to employment,
anti 42) they enroll students from more than one community or school district.'

Currently: a statewide policy does not exist governing allotment of student
enrollment ratio nor does a. suggested, formula exist for apportionment of

. training slats to each participating district.
Public school districts designated' as area vocational schools receive a

favorable reimbursement for Construction of facilities and operation of pro-
grams from the State Department of Education in order to provide vocational
education for students of school districts located in the geographic area for
-which tIce area vocatioual.sehool was established to serve. Thersenes rat.,
vocational :A:loots should provide vocational education opportunities on an
equitable basis &ilk secoralarN students residing in participating school districts
and those resiilinf in host districts.

. In recent years,)Iissourt has been emerging from an agricultural state to
an Industrial stag. This emergence has created a need for providing trained
and qualkfled workers required by industry. " 'Vocational education was generally
thought of as being hig1ly specialized. diversified. expensive and needed by
only a small Percvntage of the population. In order to meet the expanding
vocational. training:needs of people ma/ keep cost reasonable, the concept of

41
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the area vocational school was begun. It was deemed' necessary to designate
one school as the host school and channel financial support and responsibilityth`rough the host district. One reason for this decision was that existing
state law made provision for a local board of education of any school districtmaintaining a high school to form a contractural relation with another district
for the purpose of providing .vocatiobal edtication services for high schoolstudents;' thus it was not necessary to wait for additional legislation to bepassed by the Missouri legislature permitting the development of A networkof area vocational schools.

During the past few years, there has been a great deal of discussion
garding secondary enrollments in area vocational schools from host and par-
ticipating districts. School administrators have expressed concerns, such as :

1. Area vocational schools are more ''vocational" than "area".
2. Many students in the. State do not have access to an area vocational,school.
3. Although studenfs 'have access to an area vocational school they do notchoose to participate.
4 Enrollments of students from participating school districts in area voca-

tional schools are limited by quotas established by host districts.
To date, very little research has been done which would substantiate or

refute these statements. Recent figures. referred to- earlier in this paper, indi-
cate enrollments from participating districts do not favorably compare withenrollments from Bost districts.

Currently. there is a moratorium on the designation of additional area voca-
tional schools. This action was taken by the State Board of Education for twobasic reasons: (1) to allow the State Department of Education to catch upwith the construction of area vocational schools desigpated earlier, and (2)
to allow the State Department of Education to develop-additional criteria for
the designation of future area vocational schools.

feluiptieto
Public Law S8-210 was felt in 'Missouri. However, Mr. Chairman. there are
some areas of concern that shoUld be brought to your attention. When I re-
sponded to your questionnaire I expressed concern that the implementation of the
act may not be in accordanCe with the intent of the act. I world submit the'
following for your consideration: the establishment of fifty-three area schoolsin ten years is certainly indicative of action and enthusiasm on the part of
the State Departm^nt of Education. However, the question can be raised as
to the economic and philosophical realities of such a "shotgun" approach. One
of the major tennents behind the creation of area vocational schools is to
provide funds to allow one school training when it would be beyond the scope
of many fragmented school districts to economically provide. It would appear
that fifty-three area vocational technical schools will simply provide medioere
training because the (cononlics require to maintain the plograins. The State
of Missouri evidently can also foresee problems in this areasince a mora-
torium has been declared on the establishment of any new schools.

Secondly, I would question the purpose of such institutions. It is my opinion
that %e should sieve; place a oung man or i'oman in a position that will
effectively stop his or her potential for growth. If we take the rigid position
that wren schools' only function in terminalthat l,s. the student should enter
the work World after z.rn:hintion from high sclio:-.1we are not only supporting
terminal institutions but also creating terminal individuals. Such schools shouldhe pliviAnr.::1 exploratory in nature and designed to serve as an arena for
the healthy probing interest of youth.

The major thrust of my testimony is directed toward the third and final
item In the summary. I am speaking in support of residential vocational edit-
ction. Mr. Chairman, my comments will of necessity by directed towards
Missouri and T will use Linn Technical College as an example several times in
my remarks. However. I feel there are many states with precisely the same
problems and potential as Missouri.

Missin.' needs a post secondary vocational and technical educational institu-
tion that draws its students from all ,ever Missouri. whose educational pro-
grams are determined by the statewide needs of business and industry: and
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whikli, therefore, can etonondeally provide the costly concentration of educa-
tiamil fatalities and equipment, the adequate numbers of highly specialized
arid industrially experienced instructor.. and the wide variety of technical and
ockupatiunal educational programs necessary to serve the best interest of the
people of the State. Missouri needs an educational institution that will produce

quality business and industrial technicians. Many persons need vocational -
trthnital at a level and in a kind of setting that upon course of study'
completion, will find them prepared fur industrial mobility. Inherited ability
of pirsuns to be educated and Iota' employ umutoupportunities are not neces-
sarily compatible.

Missouri's collige age polmlation, especially those who are non-academically
oriki.ted, need and deserve a post secondary residential vocational and tech-
laini education in which they may enjoy, not only a ptogram for the education
of hand and miud but also the opportunity to experience the satisfaction of
purtikipation in an organized student life program that is comprehensive in
nature, broad in scope, and successful in performance. This is based upon the
realization that many students cannot. or will not, lake advantage of this
opportunity unless they are physically removed from the day-to-day influence
of their local neighborhood eiavironnieut , and that such participation Is highly
ilusirable hi developing peksonad sotial adjutruents. meaningful citizenship,
and in promoting both social and occupational mobility.

Mr. Chairman, at the present time in Missouri. the legislature is embroiled
in great debate ve .. the treatment of prisionersaod in fact, the very struc-
ture of the Missouri Penal System. It would seem as if no single subject

.sparks ninth comment as the punishment and treatment of offenders. I am
nut ...peaking RR, a proponent or exponent fur any particular philosophy of
penology. I do find It ironic that people become so concerned that offenders
are properly and severely dealt with. But, curiously apathetic concerning edu-
cation. It seems that we will cheerfully pay the tax which is necessary to

rt and impish -eritrrie-sbtrfr. thativ-blob goes to
prevent his feliblx-being from becoming a criminal.

It is axiomatic that a link of education and subsequently means of support
'are tile prime.factias in, turning a young person into a young offender. Ago,
we have all heard tie predictions that in,the next decade RO% of all jobs will
require less than a year degree but more than a high school diploma. I
submit to you that from both ar humane and practio al posture the residential
v.ocational school should be given the highest briority possible. I am asking
you to unbar], on a program of information impetus and funding so that each
stat(o !night develop residential vocational schools. The advantage of a resi-
derilial vocational t:(1lool over the non-residential or high school concept could
be briefly summarized to include the following:

A RESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION Scrtoot,

1, Permits the school to serve a larger area and thus a wider segment of the
PoPulation.

to. By providing living quarters for students whose homes are, too distant
perntit commuting. 9

h By providing, as the enrollment grows. Increased resources enabling the
stir. 01 to offer a greater variety of course to meet the demand for quality
training.,

e. By providing. through the increased resources costly training equipment
wail, h can lie poirehastd, and the competition vi ith industry for specialized
in4trnetors inn be met.

Insure.. adequate variety of ,courses foor spideuts with a wide variety
of desires and

a. It.00.idetitio schools are not limited to the demands or desires of local
industries

3. Provides nip opportunity to reniove:inany of the' nation's youth from
the tare of unfit and uninterested parents and from overcrowded, impoverished
neighborhoods where temptation delinquenw and crime is strong.

a. (only through SIR !I Sk1111014 ram we hops to' offer appropriate rotationa l
education and the atmosphere for a well-raunded,social adjustment,

5,
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4. Increases growth toward maturity and seleconfldence.
a. Youth need the necessary experience of making decision withoyt parental

assistance (some parent, are over-protective).
h. 'Living in close contact with persons from various walks of life teaches

the importance of learning to live with others as an adult.
c Complete personal responsibility accelerates the approach to maturity.
5. Improves :the image of vocational education through the addition ofcampus-life activities.
a The give-and-take of dormitory life and out-of-class activities are as im-

portant to the vocational student as to the student of an academic university.
b. Whether we like it or not, status symbols are important in our daily.

life. "Going away to school" has long been such a symbol. Only a residential
school can offer this opportunity. Vocational education must be np-graded inthe parental mind to gain their approvffl and support.

I. Many 'who possess the inherent ability to be supervisors or leaders in
the skilled crafts are guided (or misguided) into academic universities purely
because of the status symbol and thus are lost to industry.

13. Encourage ,professional mobility.
a. Too many citizens prefer to cling to the past and stay in the home com-

munity, Leaving home to obtain vocational training may well be the incentive
to encourage the youthful population to relocate as job opportunities dictate.
J. Provides an industrial-educational atmosphere.
a A residential school is an entity within itself. Newly acquired skills can be

customer-tested in an industrial atmosphere.
1. On-campus students become customers for the products of the baking andculinary arts students. The large number of students encourages variety of

production and provides the student with varied experiences.
2. Families and single residential students can utilize the services of students

In radlo,apd television repair, appliance repair, refrigeration and sgrvicing, and
T. Offset and letterpress printing and commercial art students find a de-

manding customer In the schOol itself. Brochures, bulletins, text-books, work-
books, and the thousands of essential forms provide the desired variety ofjob performance.-

Stildent stores and offices require retailing efforts and secretarial skill,.
5. Commis vellicfe, including trucks, heavy equipment, and student and

0111P10,'47 cars offer shop exercises for the automotive and diesel students.
6. The campus buildings and equipment can provide the practical shop ex-

perience for the students in plumbing. electricity carpentry, and beating and air
conditioning. These jobs would he under the supervision of the instructor and
demonstrate practical application of classroom theory:

R. Bxercises control over the student's activities of daily living.
a. A residential campus away from the heavily populated centers offers

more exacting Control ovcr the student's time. The small town atmosphere
necessarily forces tho student to seek recreation and leisure pursuits on campus.

h.-Vehicle control-is more easily accomplished.
r I kcal law enforcement can offer more cooperation of a specific nature.
ri Greater safety for the students is possible on the smaller campus in the

less heavily populated community. F,xperience dictates the youth of any large
metropolitan area could he more effectively served if the residential school
was some distance from the city.

1. Mn example the supervisors of the employment assistance act. Public
Law 9r,9. definitely oppose frequent visits of students to their homes. They seek
schools that are far enough away to prevelit frequent visits to the "old wayof lift,

9. Provides better opportunities for recreation and use of leisure time.
a. Residential vocational schools afford the opportunity for further develop-

ment of talents outside the chosen vocation: i.e.. school bands, plays, clubs.
and sports. Living on campus hermits the --trident to utilize time that would,
ordinarily he spent in commuting.
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b. The "ready-made- audience of students living on campus permits the
school autkotities,,to present fine arts programs from outside sources for their
enjoyment.

10. Postpones entry into the workaday world and provides the opportunity
for more complete development.

a. A fall -tinge residential vocational program will keep a given number of
youth out of the work force for a prescribed length of time permitting them to
mature mentally, emotionally, and physically before the adult world.

b. Students attending non-residential vocational schools tend to seek full-
tithe employment of an unsi,illed nature during the day and attend, night classes
to strengthen their employability. Fur some, this is essential and commendable,
however, employers prefer maturity and skill proficiency. This permits the
person to enter the labor force at a higher wage level where jobs are more
plentiful.

c. Students need time to develop judgment before entering .the industrial
world. Residential schools provide this time. Development of mature judgment
can sometimes prevent early wedding dates which, while not specifleolly a re-
sponsibility of the educators, are creating industrial and social problems.

Mr. Chairman, the points in support of a residential technical school are
valid. I have for the past 18 years been president of Linn Technical College. I
have witnessed the truth in the statements submitted above. I have seen young
men and women come to Linn Technical. College both from the alleys of the
ghetto and country lanes. I have seen them learn, mature and obtain employ-
mentand with employment comes an often overlooked factordignity. The
dignity of productive labor can not be overemphasized. Linn Tech has an
honest, open-door policy. If a young man or young woman truly desires an
education, we will provide the opportunity for that education. Our students
are not affluent. Fully 80% work or are involved in some form of federal
Support Lungini from the- ft.L Bill to- the .woric -stud3 program. -The- -students
come to us, Mr. Chairman, without funds and without a positive future. I
feel we have a mandate to help provide both. The student who attends a
technical college is often the dropout, the socially handicapped, the physically
handicapped or perhaps even a prisoner.

yes, Mr. Chairman, Linn Technical College does enroll inmates of Algoa, an
intermediate reformatory, as regular students. We also provide special classes
for mentally retarded adolescents. I do not wish to leave you with the im-
pression that the above group are typical of our student body, but, they are
part. an important part, of our institution.

To pros ide education to those who need it most seems to be realistic. To do
otherwise, would be comparable to a physician limiting his pradice only to
the well. Linn Tech- and other institutions of its kind, place priority upon the
development of talent rather than the identification of talent.

Linn Tech is an area vocational school. We function as a residential school,
but. legally we are not. Linn Tech is a public post secondary institution
selling the entire state of Missouri, contigious 'states and several foreign
countries. Because of our unique situation, we cannot participate in formal
accreditation processes. We cannot receive B.E.O.G. Bends. 'Wu. cannot provide
stlidents with devices tha are considered basic to the academically gifted
student. I speak of such things as libraries, physical education, student learn-
ing centers, and specialized personnel. In silite of this, we 'have been able to
place 90% of our people at'graduation each year for the past 13 'years. I am
nut sure that we can continue to do so without assistance. We receive no fluids
from local taxes , all funds come from.the Missouri State DepaIinent of Edu-
cation and Federal Bill now with an anticipated enrollment of
600 for the upcoming school term, I feel that Linn Tech and other schools
like it ate going to experience difficulty. I realize that Missouri has no direct
representation on this committee. But I feel that this committee has at Its
disp,Isal ways and means to encourage and implemeneeducational change. I
would respectfully ailk rot an assistance you can extent to Linn Tech or other
like institutions. Push for the funding of the Residential Vocational School
Act. Mr. Chairman. members of the committee, in the final analysis we will he
judged by the quantity of schoOls we have created but by the quality of the
graduates.

4.12)
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Miouri Slate Department of 1:dui:atom, The Public t'-ohool Laws of Missouri, ijet-
fer,i"n City : State Department of Education. 1970), p. 309.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead Dr. Dwyer, and without objection
your entire statement will be inserted in the record.

Mr. NAJARIAN. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Dwyer was not able to be here
and expressed his sincere thanks fur the invitation you gave him and
asked I represent him.

My name is Michael Najarian, director of programs for the State
board of community colleges.

Mr. ("hairmun and committee members, I am most appre ciative of
the opportunity to testify- before the louse Subcommittee on Ele-
mentary, Secondary, and Vocatiolial Education. Ab president of the
)1a,sitchusetts Board of Regional Conirantlitv-College14-I-ha-ver been
lon.2; interested in the Vocational Education \et and its subsequent
rev isions. Over the past se\ eral years I have seen a dramatic increase
in occupational education enroilment in the community college of
our State.

Onr State has long been known for the excellence of its p rivate
Eiger educational institiltic,:1 Little known outside.our,State is the
elucational revolution that taking place within the relatively new
in,titutions of public higher education the comprehensive comtnunity
college.

We have. recently compiled some very enlightening enrollment'
statistics which I would like to share with the members of this, sub-
cnottlittee as it relates to it:, deliberations on changes to existing voca-
tional education r Irgislation, and I have here the data which would
like- submitted please.

. [Tables referred to follow %.]
-.. ,
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EXHIBIT

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM ENROLLMENT-HEAD COUNT (FALL 1967 TO FALL 1974)

Fall 1967 . Fall 1970 Fall 1974 Percentage change

Per Per- Per-
Program Number cent Number cent Number cent 1967-70 1970-74.

Occupational education 5, 094 100.00 I, 469 100.00 16, 536 100.00 66 0 95.25a Business 3, 430 6S 32 3,996 47 18 8, 143 49. 24 14. S 103.7Eb. Health. 476 9.34 1.678 19.82 3, 368 20 37 252.5 100. 72c. Engineer/Technical 998 19 59 1,783 21.05 1,688 10. 21 78. 7 -5.33d. SWAM... ...., 140 2.75 ,012 11.95 3 337 20.18 622.9 229.74Liberal arts transfer 5. 360 1, 659 8,996 53 8 3.69

Relationship-of occupational education and liberal arts transfer program enrollments

r *
Oc-.upational education.. -. 5,094 47.5 8,464 49 4 16,536 64,77 MO 95 25Lioera I arts transfer- _.._.. 5.360 52.5 1,659 50.6 * el?5 35.23 53 8 3.39

10, 454 106.1 17,128 201.0 25,532 100.00

Relationship of occupational education, general education, and liberal arts transfer program enrollments

occupational education -... 5,094 43.8 8,469 44. 8 16,536 58 84 . g. 2 95 25Liberal arts transfer..... -- 5, 360 46.1 1,659 45. 8 8,996 32 01 3.89General education 1,165 10 1 1,783 9.4 2, 571 9. 15 53.0 44.20

, 11, 619 100.0 18,911 111.0 28,103 100.00

.

" r .. ' g .. rmy o eges, I ecem r 74.

RELATIONSHIP OF,LI BERAL ARTS TRANSFER, GENERAL EDUCATION, AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENTS-
ENROLLMENTS, FALL 1974

.
Liberal-arts ' General* Occupational.. tsanster education education

Total' enroll- System Nuns- Per- Num- Per- Hum- Pei-
College ment Ranking percent ber cent bet cent ber cent

'
Berkshire 1,547 II 5 50 241 15 58 544 35,16 762 49.26Bristol 1, 820 7 6.48 617 33 90 1,203 66 10Bunker Hill 2.100 _ 5 7. 47 306 38 38 74 3. 52 I, 220 58. 10
Cap* Cod 1, 579 10 5 61 799 50 60 81 5.32 ' 636 44.07Greenfield 1,474 12 5 24 433 33 79 95 6.45 181 59.77
Holyoke 2. 710 2 9.64 1,1/20 37. 64 '4 .0015 1, 686 62. 21Massachusetts Bay 1, 791 9 6.33 460 25.68 140 7.72 1,191 66.50Massasoit I, 820 8 6 48 597 32. 80 1,223 67 20
Middlesex 1, 249 14 4. 44 310 24 82 249 19. 94 690 55.24. Mount Wachusett 1, 293 13 4 60 166 12:84 381 29.47 746 57. 70
North Shore 2 251 4 1. 00 713 31. 67 96 4.26 1, 442 64.06Northern Essex. 2, 522 0 3 1 98 I,123 44.53 210 8.33 1,189 47 15
QuinsIgamond 1, 965 6 7.00 853 43. 40 62 3. i6 1, 050 53 44
Roxbury 605 15 '2.15 403 66 61 50 8 26 152 25.12Springfield Technical_...._ . 3, 377 1 12.01 390 11, 55 582 17.23 2, 405 71.21

28, 103 120 100. 00 1, 996 32. 01 2, 571 9. 15 16, 536 58 84

Aro,
Source: Massachusetts Board of Regional Commitnity Collages, December 1974.
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a

BUSINESS/OFFICE PROGRAMS

Number of Percentage
OE code OE institution program title programs Total students of total

04.0800..._ General merchandise . 219 2 69
04 1100. _ Hotel motel management... 127 1 56
14 1200, _ 4 Industrial marketing 62

,
-",,, 76

14.0100... Accountants. 442 5'43
14.0200.... Business data processing . 422 5 It,
14.0203. . Programmers... . 62 .76
14 0499. _. Information communication system, other. 126 1.55
14 0603 ''..' Personnel assistants 29 .036
14 0701... Executive secretary. . 1, 120 13.75

.. .. Secretaries... . , 1, 545 18 97
14.0800... Supervisory and administration management occupa- 3, 821 46 92

,,tion.
090205_ _. , Nursing home management .. 33 .041
14.1090, _. Transportation management, _ .. -25 .031
140600.._ Food distribution.. _ . 17 .021
14.0801.. Administrative services management_ 8 .009
14 9900_ Medical record technician. , 31 47
14,0700__ ., Court and conference reporting 42

.
.52

04,0700.., _ Food management, . '). . 5 .006

Total. 7 8,143 100 00

Source. Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, December 1974

ALLIED HEALTH PROGRAMS

OE code OE institution program title
Number of
programs Total students

Percentage
of total

07 9900. .
07.0101% .
07 0102_ .
07.0203....
070301_
07 0305..
07 0400. ..
070401,
07 0402....
07 0501.

Health cluster..
Dental assisting..._
Dental hygiene..
Medical laboratory .

.. Nursing (A D ).... .
Surgical technician (operating room technology).
Rehabilitation technology. .. .
Occupational therapy technician..
Physical therapy assistant.. .
Radiologic technician._ . .

1

2

5
4

13
1

1

2

3
7

19

E9

209
145

1,530
28
35
82
25

249

0.56
05

6
2.

21
4.31

45.43'
83

1.04
2.43
2. 52
7 39

070701_._.- . Environmental health assistant.. .. 3 . 211 6.26
070801, Mental health technician. . 3 , 130 3 86
070899 Mental health, technician, othea.. 4 25g 7 66
07 . . Inhalation therapy technicon... 4 127 . 3.77
07.0904_ . Medical assistant... 2 120 3 56
090107....- Dietetic technology..., ..... 2 42 1.25
07,0502.... . Radiation therapy
'160115._.. . Nuclear medicine... .. 2 21 62

Total 60 3, 368 100 00

Source Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleages, December 1974

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

OE code OE institution program title

04.1800 Recreation and tourism
09.0201.. Can and guidance of children
16 0602.. Fire and fire science technician
16 0605 . Police science technician.... .
160699_.. , Human services .
17 0700.... Commercial arts occupation
17.1501..Q... Communications
17.1900.. . Graphic arts occup lion _
12.2602.. Cosmetology
17.2800.... . Public adminisiration._ .
160605._ . Corrections.
09.299. . Instructional aid
14.0803., Clenhl office assistant.

Total-. ......

Number of
programs Total students

Percentage
of total

3
9
5

10

184
613
186

I, 366

5.51
18.37
5.57' 40.93

3 381 11.41
2 III 3.33
3 160 4.79
3 915 4 76
1 33 .99
2. 78 3

. 39
1 2 34

1 37 1,
1 16 4117

44 3, 337 100. 00

Source Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, December 1974

45,1
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TECHNICALIENGINEERING 140GRAMS

OE code OE institution program title
Number of Percentage

programs Total students of total

01.0504 .... _ Landscaping technolotY--. - - ..... 1 71 4.21
16.0100.. Basic engineering. '9 389 23 05
16 0100. . ' Aero technology I 37 2 19
16.0104.. .. Auto technology . .1 59 3. 50
16.0105.. ... Chemical technology.. 1 5 .30
16.0106 . . Civil technology.. .. .. . 5 280 16 59
16.0107. ... . Electrical technology. 2 113 6 69
16,01081.. ... Electronic =Mainly 5 290 17 It
16.0109 . Electrom hanical technician . 3 143 8 47
I6.0110,.. . . Environmental control technician.... 4 151 8.95
16.0113_, .... Mechanical technology.... - _ ..... . 3 57 3 38
16.0113.. _ .. Machine and tool design technician, .. ..... 2 51 3 02
16 9901.. Environmental technology.... ... 1 33 1.95
16.9902 E'ectronic benchwork. 1 9 ,35

Total 39 1,688 100.00

Source. Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, Ikecember 1974

BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS

Fa111967 Fall 1970 Fa111974 Percentage Percentage
change change

Community college Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 1967-70 1970-74

Berkshire 164 4.71 141 3.53 311 382 14.0 120.57
Bristol 261 7.50 269 6 73 485 5.96 3.0 80.30
Bunker Hill,.. . .. 596 7.32 .... .. .......... . ----
Cape Cod. _ .. 105 -.3.02 116 2-90 458 5 62 10. 05 294.83
Greenfield . 126 3.62 183 4 58 265 - 3.25 45.2 '41 81
Holyoke 0 545 15 66 519 14 74 841 10.41 8,1 13.97
Massachusetts Bay 453 13.02 150 3.75 937 11.51 66.9 521.67
Massasoit . 226 6 49 341 8.53 581 7,13 50.9 70. 38
Middlesex, . ... , 140 3.50 399 4 91) .. . ..... 185.00
Mt. Wachusett.. . 301 '8 65 309 7.73 361 4 43 2.7 16.83
North Shire 354 10 17 432 10.81 784 9.63 22.0 81. 4 8

Northern Essex .. . 358 10.29 508 12.71 654 8 03 41.9 28 74
Quinsigamond,.., . 338 9 71 456 11.41 546 6.71 34.9 19.74
Roxbury .. . . . 95 1.17 . . - - - - ..
Springfield Technical.. 249 7-16 362 90 6 823 10 II 45.4 127:35

Total . 3, 480 100 0 3, 996 100 00 8, 143 100.00- 14 i 103, 78

Source Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, December 1974

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Fall 1967 Fall 1970 fall 1974 Percentage Percentage
change change

Community college Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 1967-70 1970-74

Berkshire. ! 37 7 78 69 4.11 181 5 58 86.5 172.46
Bristol 42 ('68) 181 10 79 302 8.97 331.0 66 85
Bunker Hill 20
Cape Cod.. . 31 ('68) 100 5.96 172 5 11 194.1 72.00
Greenfield 62 13.03 120 7.15 15i 1.69 93.5 31.67
H6lyolie. 53 11.13 175 10.43 213 8 40 230 2 61.71
Massabhusetts Bay 53 11.13 10 4.77 134 3 98 50 9 67. 50
Massasoit. 46 ('68) 88 ,05.21 148 1.39 913 68. 18
Middlesex . ... . 14 2 62 291 8 64 . 561. 36
Mt. Wachusett .. I . 145 4.31 . .

North Shore 51 ('66): 199 11.86 185 5 49 290.2 -7.04
Northern Essex. 35 ('68) 65 3.87 407 12.08 85.7 526.15
Quinsigamond. 82 17 23 163 9.70 342 10.15 98.8 109. 83
Roxbury. . .. 19

Springfield Technical.. 189 39.70 394 23,50 571 17.04 108.5 15.69

Total.. - 476 100.00 1, 678 100.00 3, 368 100 0 252.5 100. 72

Source Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, Oecember 1974

t_ :411-
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SERVICE PROGRAMS

Community college

Fall 1967 Fall 1970 Fall 1974 Percent. Percent
age change age change

1967-70 1970-74
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Berkshire.. . 60 (se *69) 133 13.14 187 560 121 7 40 60Bristol- . .. 41 29, 29 133 13 14 196 5.97 224.4 17 37Bunker Hili. __. .
604 18.10Cape Cod_ _ ..
66 198Greenfield... _. 75 53.57 192 18.97 350 10.41 156.0 12.29Holyoke .. _

4 (so '69) 45 4.45 435 13.04 1,025 0 846 67Musachusetts Bay 13E (1'68) 258 25.49 86 . 2.5t: 86.9 -66.67Massasoit,.
412 12 35Middlesex.. - ....

Mt Wachusett,
179 5 36North Shore 23 (F '68) 201 19./6 68 2.04 3.9 -66. 17Northern Essex. 25 2.47 281 8. 42 _ 1, 024. 00
48 1.43

&uinSigamond.
xbutr.'. _ -

29 87Springfield Technical 24 17 14 25 2.47 396 11 87 4.2 1, tit. 00
Totar 140 100, 0 1.012 100.00 3.337 100.00 622 9 229.74

Source. Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, December 1974,

ENGI NEE RI NG,TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

Fall 1967 Fall 1970 fall 1974 Percentage Percentage
change changeNumber Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Community college
1967-70 1970-74

Berkshire . 85 9 52 44 2.47 . 76 4 50 48.2 72. 73Bristol. .. 73 7 31 95 5 34 220 13.03 30 1 131 58Bunker Hill._.
Cape Cod ...

. . ..-...Greenfield,. 4 25 2.51 47 2 64 108 6 40 88.0 129.79Holyoke.... 123 12.32 145 8 13 120 7 10 17.9 17 24Massachusetts Bay ' 31 3 11 31 1 74 34 2.01 0 .96Massasoit___ 70 3. 77 82 4.86 17 14Middlesex
. . _. .Mt Wachusett... 47 4. 71 49 2. 75 61 3 61 4 3 21 49North Shore. 68 6 81 86 4 62 152 4. 9. 00 26 5 76 74Northern Essex

Quinsigamond..
84
60

8 42
6 01

106
110

tro 5. 95.
6. 17

100
114

5 92
6.75

26 3
83.3

-5.66
, 94Roxbury. ._ . - 9 05Springfield Technical. 361 36.17 1, 000- 56. 09 . 612 36 26 117 0 -38 80

Total. - - - - 999 100 00 1, 783 100.00 1, 688 100 00 78 7 -5 33

Source Massachusetti Board of Regional Community Colleges, Oecember 1974

Mr. N.s.t.uoN. In 1961 occupational education enrollment in our
community colleges accounted for -17.5 percent of the total enrollment,
whereas hberal arts transfer students accounted for 52.5 percent
of the students. Earlier ill 1964 occupational education students a -

t`d for only 1'percent of the total enrollment.
The roleof occupational education in the State was being studied

in 196.1 by the Nfassahusetts Advisory Council on Education which
in its report stated "that almost without exception the communitycolleges Irate relegated occupational education to a minor role."
. Although I original l} disagreed - trough- with that judgment. it
etinnot pos,i14y he repeated in Massachusetts again. The trod sup-
port 1>i state funds pro\ ided for lin% campuses. larger facilities- and
teplimal laboratories during the ensuing period. Not one dollar ofFederal construction moneys allocated to the Commonwealth under
the Vocational Education Act for this purpose was used. The board
of community colleges did not request any of these foods because the
greatest need at that tithe was at thesecondary level.

f)liting a more recent period. fiscal year 1972 through fiscal year1975. which is the current academic year. occupational education

t-
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enrollment increased from 9,535 students to 1(1,536 students, a-per-
centage increased of 73.4 percent. In any language this can be de-
scribed as a dramatic shift in our enrollment.

How did federal °catmint] education funds influence this change?
This -is the fundamental question the committee members are con-
cerned w ith.`111 fiscal yea! 1972 the continunity colleges of our State
received approximately $946,000. In fiscal year 1973 the community
colleges received $1,45$,907, a percentage increase of 59 percent over
the fiscal year 1972 Federal funding. lioweset, during this period
occupational education enrollment increased 73.4 percent, as stated
earlier.

Across the board it can be said that in fiscal year 1912 Federal,sup-
port amounted to $99 per student, but in fiscal year 1975 this ainonnt
decreased to $hts pet student. The pi ninny assistance has been in the
funding, of new and expanding prow anis. Federal funds have un-
doubtedly had a significant impact in getting new programs under-
way in our community colleges.

Al this time I would like to give you mi views on how current
socational education legislation could be modified to pros ide better
support nationally as well as in out own MState to the comunity
colleges and then steadily inereaging role in postseeondary occupa-
tional edlicat

lit the (list. of Massachusetts the state to a large extent has been
the major funding source foi postsecondary occupational ech:talon
in the conimititit colleges. Our current fiscal year 1975 state main-
tenance approw intim, for the sy ;tem of 1.5 community colleges in
Massachusetts is approximately $.-10,3-20,000. Of,this amount roughly
$7 million is the State's shale in the support of dtcapational educa-
tion in the coninillility colleges.
. The $1,-159,000 in postsecondary s ocational education funds we were
awarded this fiscal sealand as of this date we hale received only
an initial .2:") percent of the total 'allocation, with the first two quar-
ters of the fiscal year already 'passed thus farrepresents a Federal
support fay.tor of only Ei.N percent. (hoc 94 percent of the support
of occupational programs is in the »attire of State funds.

I behest. that is an aileconite,dentonsti talon of pin State's strong
uoilintitment and filiaraial support of the coprehensis e community
collegos and the occupational education student. Gis:en these facts,
I do not feel that the present 15 percent set aside for postsecondary
occupational pogiams is sufficient. It 'may 'lase been in 1965 when
the basic s °cantina' 1114 was 41111ffillINI. hilt since that time poStsee-
ondaty technical education 4111s in l'0111111111lit colleges through
out the cotintly hate lite] ally exploded mat) the votational education
scene.

Eliminating the postsecondai y set-aside sionhl create serious prob-
lems for us and mu steadily increasing need for Federal funds in
our vont Hitting efforts to provide relevant educational programs
w Inch will gist. our students mai ketable skills in today's world. It is
essential that the members of this subcommittee gist. serious eonsider
ation to the nevessits Jut increang the postsecondary set-aside, as
unheated in HAI. 3036 which Min man Perkins ail 17 members of
the fill] committee have sponsored.

,Fo so era y ea s the Ielatioaaship of the State boards for ocat lona]
education and the conintunits colleges lilts e been the subject of nu-

.
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merous research studies, cunktences and a oikshops. Literally mil-
lions of Ism& base been spoken and ss titten on the subject and yet
tin basic weaknesses that base existed 'main unchanged. The basic
Vocational Education Act and the 19tit', amendments provide for a
sole State agyney for vocational education.

In most States this agencs is contained in 0 is synonymous with
the board t esponsible fot elementary and secondary education. In
Massa( husetts wd are a sepal ate bond fat cofunitutity colleges with
our own enabling legislation. The State agency responsible for co-
onlimiting and appros lug out curriculum and those of the 4-year
public and private postsecondary educational institutions is the
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education.

Despite this effectiselv ()Iterating structure we are required by
reason of the existing Federal legislation to !ugliest Federal funding
for occupational education ptograms from the State board for vo-
cational education. Except for the socational education act's sole
State agency requirement, this board is exclusively responsible for
elementary and secondaey education.

There have been in any Qxpurience as president of the board of com-
munity colleges in Massachusetts beset al changes in our relationships
with our State's t,ard of socational education. I have found that
these changes occur, some good and some bad as State directors
change. Communi, at ions increase or decrease as vocational program
specialists come and go.

Program specialists anal throw t13.1.7(7"m,discourage new programs in
individual colleges. a procedure %%hid' I lun discouraged simee
these individual.forays are often in direct conflict with our board's
plans and priorities although they May be acceptable to the pro-
gram specialists' own priorities ot the published objectives of State
vocational education plan in which sse lune rarely participated. Pro-
grant specialists from the board of vocational education have pre-
ferred to deal directly as ith out community colleges rather than on
planning based on regional o stateside needs. I have found that
successful program funding is often based on the ability to main-
tam gqod relations and a proper attitude. This to one is too arbitrary
a mechanism for so vital a task.

I presently serve on our State's 120'2 commission and recognize the
need_ for ea mful educational planning to improve articulation be-
tween our colleges and secondary schools and to eliminate ttn-
necessarR duplication. overlapping and nonproductive educational
programs As our board's represent atise to the commission I am

concerned that our own house is in order. Several of our
colleges. yvith the hoard's full support. are presently articulating
with secondary vocational institutions to share staff and facilities
and to increase s ocanonal opportunities for students wherever
possible.

I believe that our hoard and staff have the competence needed to
determine which of our programs should be funded or not funded.
The 'Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges has had
the responsibility for des eloping a State ss st cm of Pi community col-
leges at a cost to the Commonssealth of $250 minion and with an

,operating budget of over ...40 million.
The board office in daily contact. with colleges is without question in

a better position than any other State agency to determine how

4 5
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Fedet al funds niti be allocated fill maximum retina. If we lime
demolish ated the capability to plan and establish community col-
leges. administer educational programs. and pros ide learning op-
portunities for out students. I ,,would aenture to sal sy haze proven
our ability to manage Federal funds effectiely «nliout the present
necessity foi must:intl\ justify ing out cxistenLe 01 our need for
funds to the 6tate Board of Education.

The tortuous path t hat pi es,ittly eNists often needlessly precludes
or delays the iniplenient anon of occupational education programs.
The checks and balances proposed ru 11.11.:;U36 plo+ ide adequate
Lunt iols. I should stIongly Iecoumend to the committee that serious
consider anon be gi to the in oposed:legislation that postsecondary
funds for community colleges be channeled to the State boards for
community colleges.

1 greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before the sub-
committee and sincerely. hope that the significance of the community
colleges cat upational education programs is fully recognihed iu your
del ibera t ions.

Thank roe
Chairman I':1u 1>r. Feddersen. you may proceed.
Dr. FEDDERSEN. than, I NN 4011W t his opport unity to appeal

here today to test i on a feel, socatunul and occupational eclucat ion.
I t hank you for the lily itat ion.

With our permission I sill enter my complete statement on the
record and attempt to sumniatize it as briefly as iossible.

Chairman l'uno.s. Wit Lout objection you entire statement will
be inserted in the record.

Go ahead.
[The complete statement follows:]

Pam. %KED STS I EMI. Of I Iii WILLIAM 11. Put.stnENt. Titt, WILLIAMS-
PORT Apt x rim at t \ ITV I*01 I tut, WILI IA MSPORT. PA.

IN runny( TION

liairmait and itivittlour, of tilt, Ilun.e Stilntamilittev. to name i, 1101
Fddrsen and I din PrusItI(onit of Thu Williamsport Area Conimuili0 College,

I cicoitm this opportuil*0 to t1St If) *in career,
locational, alai thank yo11 for the ituitation. With
yunr pernits,iiiti I "hall ittei totliplett statement iu the record, mid ortill
present II brief ,tutilinto.

1 run te,tif,%ing on lichalf of thr 1'unii,11l1111111 t'onittiksion fu. etnninunit
Collegi.. and The 1115/Ill t 141 011111111111 t'ollege Tin' l'onnpi,sion for

11.111i...cuts all II ruwuwwt, colleges iii the Common-
ealtli, son mg out,' Il0.0011 di.gre and certificate student,.
plus. to ill' a, ntaw tion-t milt ...indent, Thu NVilllancliort Arca Colninunit
College I. uniltuc ill in that t ,crate tiler 35110 secondary and
po,t,,,ctillatlar.% carves inlitt iit 11111 T lihi, sel cral t11011.salld
sei %ice and I...Minion.; will al ion Nt 1111'11N. 0% 1.1 pericilt of our ,ttiderits art
enrolled in ocationallcchnical program,.

I appear bfoe you toga} to a11eu(ate the adoption of II.R. 3036, a bill to
111111`111/ the VONITio11:11 I'.4111111I11111 APT of I 91;S.

I. .111 1111 Pik% t he ithlt to ...peak to yon as a t 011111111111t.l PIIlegt. administrator
%%Ito ha, fot the past len year. the positile impact that
occupational 44111111 1 11111 h11, 111111 1)14 11 iu 1 h1' liar, of 1 111 141 tialS 11 1111 111 1 t111`

(41i111111111 1 ,hall ,peal. hrictl iihont thy groth and th.elopment of in.-
cupatiollul 111.4 ollegt. opened It,
hours in 100. outdo+. fill you tilt. unique iarct education !outlet \\ bleb exists
at The Williamsport Al 4'11 C1)1 1111111 11 10 l'olltgt.. and ti ally. iI,Ter for our con-
sideration se% oral rtclantlicialations related to Vocational Funding.
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tat ce.criox.u. t.ut t Arius ix PLAN:NI I.N t OSI uLLEGES

Since their lin option to 1964. 1/71e of the main purposes of Pelinsy Ivania's
community toIleges '1\ a:. tfi pre its' skilled inanpoVer t II 11/(111 cuutwutaiIie,
through a duersity poststctittlary Notational programs. These 14 community
colleges came into t xistent t tlespitt the pre tailing attitude in some places that
the dozens of lorancli tampuses and extensioll centers of existing Illthersities
were selling the poststettlitlary heeds of Peillo.;%hallla tunitutitiities mal the
employ nattit needs of business and industry. Today ttaliniunity colleges serve
()Nor 60.0()0 associate degree or certificate students. NN it II percent of these
students involNed iti tictuptitional ethicatreni The draluattit growth of occupa-
tional enrollment is amply demonstrated on the graphs and tables on the follow-
ing pages. These halts prepared by Robert L. Sheppard, Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education." sin a grooth in occupational enrollment from 3,910 in

.1966 to 30.1S0 la 1973. This growth pattern continues through this year with
indications of additional 111'1\ career programs and increasing numbers of
cueationateclanal students in the future.

Totlay tslintanors, taxpayers. mid politicians are all keenly aware of the
seNere economic t runt It facing our country. We fully realize the need for ha-
prmed ellitioiny and K17111/111;1 in the ttperation of all leN els of our educational
sy stt'iu This mandates tooperattimi among all eduuttiunal agencies in order
to attod duplitution of effort Carefully toordinated state-Wide toaster planning
could x1uu1 iuettitieutIt -s aid duphuited, competitipt efforts among different
agenties. but you and I knots, fell states seriously practice NN hat they preach
In master plan dta unitaits. This is unfortunate fur taxpayers and for citizens
\N ho Ike in a routs ahem equality of educational opportunity does not exist.

it is interesting to note that e the policically InotiNated educational
battles Unit take place iii Ilitt state. Petinsykaitia's community colleges are
quietly demonstrating that 11)1operittion tau succeed if the right spirit and
legislation are piesent The Community College Act of 1963 pertnits t4 com-
a' milt college' to sponsor a student at another community- college in order to
enroll an a turritultiiii out offered by the home institution. Last year approxi-
mately MN) students ovre exchanged :1/ t could enroll in what could be
termed state -ail.' programs. (If S4 occupational programs offered by all 14
community tolleges. 31 are not duitlit tiled andjliese programs really serve the
entire state. lite titbit on the following page illustrates how this system works,
`all) 1\ lug the number of students sent and received by each Pennsylvania
community college.
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fn achlahm. Peuns)Itania community colleges cooperate w ith secondary area
vocational-technical schools. With the exception of The Williamsport AreaCommunity College. which aeries as the area ocational-technical school for
12 of the 19 sponsoring school districts. many of the other community colleges
have established special coordinating councils with the arm vocational-technical
sehorilts I in their area in order to cooperatively plan and articulate careeredneationat both the secondary and postsecondary text.? There are also some
indications of cooperation bettveen two -year and four-year colleges, such as
the Rural Studies program operated by a consortium of 7 private and public
four-year colleges plus The Williamsport Area Community College.

The real test of occupational educatiOn is an of the outcome.
According to data assembled by VEMIS !Vocational Education Management
Information System) the percent of placement 1,f community college graduates
in jobs related to their preparation is slightly higher than that of proprietaryand area vocational-technical schools. The average placement rate for all
vocational institutions ice l'ennsylt ania is above a percent. The growth in the
number of (Immunity college graduates state-wide is illustrated in Figure 2,
rising from 324 in 1966 to 7.688 in 1973.

COLLEGE - SPONSORED STUDENT TRANSFERS-1913-74

College
Number

sent
Number

received

Total
college No sent to

cost distant C C
Number
rejected

Bucks.. ....... .... 67 85 $14,163 21 t.... .

Butter__ 59 29 11,883 1 1Allegheny. .... . _ . ... 60 15 10,014 20 21Beaver 13 25 3,102 0
Philadelphia 43 11 16,125 25Delavraie. .......... ....... .. . 11 1 2,815 , 6 1Harrisburg 73 34 28,564 13 0Lehigh.... -..... . ..... ..... 234 105 25,150 0 25Interne 14 0 4,180 13 33Montgomery. 26 6 7,203 8 10Northampton 102 281 28,015 20 0
Reading. 2 0 175 0 0
Wtstmoieland 59 5 15,017 1' 55
Williamsport 11 162 5,511 17 0

Totals. 7$0 $29 173,844 193 . 118

Distantnot a community bordering on the sending college's service area.

Despite the overwhelming success of the 14 community colleges in the state,
thousands of people in Peitusyhattia still du nut enjoy the saute educationaL
opportunities and benefits mailable to the people who live in a comutunity
college district, The State Board of Edutatioo approved a count' unity college
service area boundary plan to be used by potential community college sponsors.
llovvever. six years alto_ approtai of that plan, 16 of the 28 approved service
areas do not have acct.:. to postsecoridary occupational programs. You will note
by examining the Vernier area boundary may that the areas still not served
are rural, sparsely populated. Applachian areas. If, the %Villiamsport Tech-
nial Institute had 1114 1.N1511.11 ialor to the Conimunity College Act of 11)63,
there would not be at community college ha rural North Central Pennsylvania
today. The 111181'n cal alt a of the state «attains approximately- 36 percent of the
Commonwealth's population, or 11% er 4.300.000 people. Compare this figure to
the four million population of the state of Maryland with its fine community
college system. (Mr observed population is the equiNaleut of the total popula-
tion in the states of Kaunas and Colorado combined. According to Angelo
Gillie, if the entire statt were sentvl by community colleges at the enrollment
rate found in California, the total community college enrollment would be
126,000 students, or twice 118 many as currently being served.

4
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FIGURE 2 TOTAL GRADUATES FROM COMMUNITY COLLEGES 1966-1973 ASSOCIATE DEGREE,
CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA. 72 & 73 GRADUATES AND COMPLE TEES.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SERVICE AREA SOUNDARY MAP

..... 14 at Stu. 6..r1 ufEducom July 11, 19U

SHADgp AREAS INDICATE 22116716E comrvirf COLLEGES

1173

26 Hocks C ounty C ommunity C ounty
1 Butler ( ounty C ommurotv College
C Community College of Allegheny C ounty
5 C ommunity C °liege of Heaver C ounty

28 Community C allege of Philadelithia
27 Deleware C ounty C ommunity C nlloge
14 Harrisburg Area Community I allege

21 Lehigh County C ommunay College
Ill Luxerne County (-Immunity College
25 Vontgomery ( omit), Community College
20 Northampton C ounty Arpa C ommunity College
22 Reading Are,. Community College
9 1%estmoreland County Community ( allege

17 Williarrilport Arca C ommunity College
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The possibility of l'emnsy Ivaiia's community colleges becoming major centers
for postsecondary occupational programs is demonstrated by the dramatic'growth in enrollment during the past tut, ,ears. As Gill points out in hisarticle, "Search for a State-Wide Frameaork, Occupational Educations inPennsylvania." ( Junior College Journal. April. 1970) Pennslvania community
colleges do compirre favorably nnith onior states in terms of percentage of

-enrollment in occupational curriculums lbmeer.coinsidering the fact that 36percent of Pennsylvania's population remains unserved li. accessible post-
secondary occupational training and that the state's 72 secondary area voca-
tional-technical schoolS turned awn) 18,(N)0 students last year, much workneeds to be done.

Local. state. and federal resources a orking together could achieve the com-mon goal of equal career opportunity for all.

THE NViu.v. NE SPORT AREA LO M ITY t OLLEGE : A CAREER EDUCATION MODEL

The Willbu»sport Area Community College's efforts to bring secondary and
postsecondary career education into an integfal u hole is exemplary for tile
state of Pennsylvania. and perhaps the nation. The College has received
numerohs requests for information from other institutions nsho arc currently
attempting to either conceptualize or implement a comprehensive career educa-
tion plan. It is reasonable to believe that our model is especially applicable torural, sparsely populated areas.

The College has benefited from a long and illustrious history of vocational
education width has served not only the community district area, but hasgained for the College am international reputation as au outstanding vocational
center.

The Williamsport Area Community College' started in 1914 as a small in-
dustrial arts shop at the local high school. Following World War I in 1920,fetraining Veterans, many of them disabled. led to the establishment of the
first full-time adult day school mid evehing industrial school.

During the depression the cooperation beta een the school rind local industry
gained nationuide recognitio' for its efficient and effective attack on rising
unemployment through the retraining of men to fill the increasing number ofskilled trade positions in local plants. The Williamsport Plan, which became
known and copied throughout the country, encompassed co-operative training

Civilian Conservation Corps and National Youth Administration young
MOIL

One example of innovation during this period was a truck driver training
course using borroaM trucks The first of its kind in the nation, the course

olved into the present day safe driver course which is a part of many high
school curriculums.

By 1911. 6.5(N1 adults were enrolled. hi that year the adult education pro-
gram and the vocational high school program a ere merged into one unit known
as the Williamsport Technical Institute. The Institute was still tinder the nib
ministrative auspices of the local school district.

By 1953 the Williamsport Technical Institute's international reputation as
a II outstanding vocational center earned its official approval to train foreign
students Many foreign educators enrolled to study the methods of vocational
education as a guide to establishing similar centers in their own countries. A
1955 alumnus. Mr Juan A. Acejas, principal of the Rizal Memorial National
Vocational St hood in Dapitan City, Zamboanga del Norte. Philippines, recently
wrote tic stating a desperate need for aoodaorking. building construction.
automotive mosimnies, industrial electricity, dressmaking. food trades, and
cosmetology textbook,4. A drive is currently under way to help supply Mr.
Acelas and Rizal .11enwriai with needed materials. The success stories of both
foreign and na t Vt. student graduates are e%hatistive. The Williamsport Area
Commanity College continues to attract foreign students toxlay, although insmaller numbers.

In 1965, the Institute assumed the status of a (minimally college under the
Pennsylvania Stato Department of Education. Shortly after its inception, the
College assumed candidate status and in 1970 WO: granted full accreditation
by the Middle Stales Association of ('alleges and Secondary ,Schools.

Today The Williamsport Area Community College serves a ten-county service
area In North Ceneral Pennsylvania covering 7,206.8 square milesan area

46,.;
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slightly smaller than the state of New tlerstt3. The population of this vast
service area. the largest in Penns3Ivaida geographically, i.70% rural.

The College is present13.orgamzed tutu ten MI isions which include' Building
Technologies, Business and Computer Science, Earth Science; Public Service

to and. Health Occupation. Communications, Humanities. and Social Science;
Science and Mathematics, Engineering and Design Technologies; Electrical/
Electronics. Transpoinition Technologies, and Community Service. The Wil-
liamsport Area Coinnininty College currentl3 has postsecondary students,
over 90 percent of v hem are enrolled in 45 occupational programs. This enroll-
ment also includes students in Dentlopmental St tidies, independent Studies,
and General Studies programs. Selent3-live percent of our students come from
rural backgrounds and 36 percent mould be considered financially needy. The
Williamsport Area Comninnity College's unique ocumational training programs
currently draw stmlents from eer3 1'enns3Ivania county but one,, and from
tno other states and countries (please refer to student distribution map on
the following page The College is. indeed. a lita I state educational resource.

The Williamsport Area Communit3 College is, unique in that secondary in-
structional services hate been au integral part of its organizational structure
for main years. The secondary area locational-technical program currently
enrolls 1.312 stndents in 19 vocational-technical programs Under the same
College technology dnision areas of instruction. The College also cooperates
With two' Kis ate lien tit} schools in offering a secondary cosmetology program.
A capstone cooperathe education program is offered senior year students.

Administered by a limn for Secondary Instructional Services. the secondary
program operates oil a tno-week-about system, with roughly equal groups
from any given school snitching ',einem) the In»e high school and the College
erery two weeks.

The provision for secondary sad postsecondary instructional programs to
share facilities and equipment as mach as possible is fiscally ,and educationally
sound. Buildings. machinery, and tools can be provided as one unit : greater
opportunity exists for estaldishing competency levels of institution and en-
gendering a more effectne articulation between programs for studek benefit
Advanced placement credit of up to one year is given to secondary vocational
students desiring to ctoitinue their training in the postsecondary program. ,
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Members of the senditlai3 Ny1110 are full3 integrated within the College
into a single faculty oirganizatnin and bargaining unit

-The College has a long history of :wiling people who. in one way or another,
carry ass additional disadvantage, A twist recent cooperatixe Venture has beenthe liaison between iti.itsT. an intermediate omit y educational unit, andthe College nt tstaIdishIng a mutts.-'k111, center for mentall and physically han-dicapped youth This center ss located III

The College currently operates data processing. dental lab technician, and
food vervice programs within tlw walls of the Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary ;a study-release program with the Allenwood Federal Prison Camp; and is cur-rently developing tabu p rug ra e for the State Correctional Institution for womenat Money.

Another unique- service is our Vocational Diagnostic Program designed toassist people in career selection through testing. counseling, and actual job-trial experiences The three -week "liands-on- work expernmees are augmentedby a series of tours, nanies. and lectures along with dady counselor'assistante.
Individual clients and those from groups such as the United Jlfnte Workers,Bureau of Vociltional Rehabilitation. and the Pennsylxania State Council forthe Blind have Made extensive use of tins unique program.

The Williamsport Area Community College also serves thousands of adultsthrough at Division of Continuing Education and Community Service coursesand programs. By offering year-round day and evening prograins. adults canaccounnodate a schedule of both full-time work and part-time study toward acertificate or degree.
There are several local groups working With the career education programsoffered at the College STET'. a community action program and an antipoverty

group, works with the College to help the disadvantaged. III m1(1164111. employers(halloo equipment fair the different craft or skills, areas. The Bureau of Employ-mein Security I It ES i and the ('ommunit3 Aetion Agency (CA A) ha ve utiliredthe College to train disadvantaged or tualeradvIlled )groups. The Sta to Rehabili-tation (Mice likewise gives scholarships to the ('allege to assist the handicappedwho need trainnig. other muuority groups. and the unemploed. The Chamber ofrtnumerve also works with the College in developing training programs for nowindustry. The local Bureau of Employment Security idlice also offers excellentsniportiveassistance in assessing changing manpower need' and mnd requireents.sine presentl ni,ponding to the educatimial and tinanend opportunity ofinolvement with local and district CETA consortia units. The Lyeotning-Clinton 1'onn0 I:TA etaeiar t film. a SMsA prime sponsor unit: awl two bal-
ance of state inulti-county council sub-units are within, our sort he area. Po.-,thly lite key words of tOniltrnow's career education world will be interaction.integration. and' interliniking of various got ernmental. social, and privateagencies.

1)'A NONA! F \ I lin Ft \ DINO 1 \It TA \rts,,F 10:1:011 FINDATIONS

Rreoininendattim ..N0 1 + --The State's annual allotment for community col-leges should increase frog 15% to 309).
Listed helms are Part It, Vocational Education .1'et Funds alloea ted to theOfflec of I liglter Educa t l'ente. tutiu Department of Education. for eons-inunitv college alai bid tali ea tulm.1 for lisent Sears 196-1-65 through 197-75,

Fiscal

1964 65
1965 66
1966 67
1967 68
1968-69

year
Amount

State allocation
percent

0
4 9
74

10 9
14 9

$18, 239.1-450, 700
823, 485

1,214, 299
1,680,0821969 70
2,035, 962 II 91970 71
2,166.500 12,11971 72
2,186, 693 1031972 73'
2,185,603 10 31973 74
3,897. 301 16.01974 75

2 3,200,000 14 0
Total -

$19,858,e64

First year Perm State branch campuses received funds ($250,000)
3 Community colleges only

0 '
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Luder Part ,B Putalsykailia tottinanuty colleges liate consistently receiyed
le,, titan 15 pert:eta of the state tutatioilat education allotment, Thiss yea ap-
proxititatelY $'21.244,00,000 was allotated for sectaalatry Not:atonal educ.'ation and
state 'mei adutitu,uatuu, aad $3,200,000 fur community colleges. The total
amount allot ated to ',unanimity tolleges during the past eleven years repre-
sents les, than that spent to other art-as daring the present timid year. Through
the Vocational Etiatation At t 1't4tinsy aim' has been able to develop a fine J
system of 1.1 area t hoots throughout the statt,,, During
this save period ta time a system of colleges was started, but be-
unase of lot al finamtal limitations and lack of Nailable federal funds, the
system 1,0144t loutplyte 31any ectinontit ally Mitre-4W areas, areas that must
need low-i.ost fatstset otalaty tat upattottal tialitiag, the rural Appalachian areas,
still do not hat e utces, to the benefits afforded those who live in ,lie inure
populous parts of the Mate. lstt, ut the urhatt areas ',y here community colleges
do exist there still Ittnanis a gap betwt4eti the ntlitr of people being sert ed
and the potential %shah timid be sertl`tt through federal financial assistance.
Int reusing the ,tate s atutual allotiveut fur 11/111111111110 colleges front 15 per-
cent to 30 pert mitt mold assed Petinsykaititt iii prmitlitig equal postsecondary
tree opportunity for all citizens.

In atddition. increased funding is ifect-ssary to maintain and nutirtwe the
qualify of t arrow net mm04411,11 program,. Fir example, The 'Williamsport Area
t'onanuitity College is otte of the few stimulis in. the military offering a program
in the ,ervicv and operatiou of IleaNy tmistruction equipment. Several cone
littunty collet es iitt t dropped t his pr (grant ht-tatt,e of its high cost. We hope
ii illatlitatin our progiant but will need spot. tat ,tiiii4lentental fundingto offset

its abnormally high cost. °

kfcontmetldttfttill t4 2.Exercise 44xtrt-ute ("At- when defining the words
"t'ontinunity College mid 'Postsecondary in the final ucat knit! education
legislation.

Institution, tyltt-h for year., ,ecoadary. aml spurt -tens, or one- and
t',10-y ear post,et midair% ot atantal-teclutit al program,. 1101% want part of the

Iii a time of titthntug lihrail.art, enrollment and tmetnployed I'li.D's,
ninny traditional fort -y44,11 tollege, are ready to sell their ileadellih' 0111 and
einitrate4 the 1.11114 I Villa Mimi itimeitielit This is inaler,tantlable front a market
molly ,is ',obit ieNN liO1N el, (ale must ask se', oral question, given their
pret 1011, alit i-1 OtAtiO11,11 Pant/11101i ,t dial'. Art' their tutcutiuts really honorable?

. Can gtthey really titati mint animal philosophies al add-stream? Can re:Search-
oriented liberal art,. Pli.D facaltte, be retooled to teach yOettti011111 courses?
('au itii Itistitutioli rt ally be all thing, 14) all people? The couglointrate approach
failed ill busbies, am' i, also questionabit, tit education. tittit master plans are
begiiiiiing to stah the purpo,e ;Intl role of t-ittit type of mlucational
iustituhoa. Area ot lonal-tet ItIOOI, alai I unitutality colleges are staffed
with faculty -bid adinitti,trattas with yeau, of experience III uetupational edli-
cation. prior ttxpetittitte iu bit.itte,, mind inthe,try directly relattql to trades or
career taught, phi, tattlergitithiate anti graduate degrees in iwattional and
community college mlutation. If federad',uuthuual education funds are to have
maximum imam t. lit 4 hamit-It441 through be-Mutton, committed to
and di-signed for vocational-tt.chnietil edueation.

/item/Inlet/dation .\44 .1 There need, to be better cooperation and cortlina-
Don on the state level.

Many states, nieltaliag Pettn,y anitt. ban t. ,uparate ,t4voitelary and post-
,ettattlary agencies. state agemy rt-quirentent pre,ently in tht-

hannels federal rum', through .hate (hilt 111111.11 education agencies
whit In May not be sy mm1111014 ur 4.4giiimtitt of community college occupational
needs. Harting state reorgaitization tor I Illitigt.(1 patterns I if cooperation, a CO-
Ordlliateli al.11/1.0411 In f.11 a ,tilit'- of career eduration .4-imply will not
occur Yet, it is inipt4ratb-- In older to IiN errotlie what the current CIAO Report
ou V),()itional Education tall, it hills of ititt4ritetion atad linkage bettsen state
secondary and po,tsecondarY 1nri,dietions.

kr) moon/ Sepal iite allotments fur vocatimial education and
occupational education shonid be established.

Until improted coottliitation anal planning exist on the state It el, I fully
support II.It. 3036 reclannitmdation of dlYitling the ,tat, allotment into two
parts- out. fur ,t4eondary ',itatiotwl t.1111eati011 ,I1111 one fur po,t,ttetattlary oecu-

52-045 0-75vol 1-30
I
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pational education. The po.tseiondary ii Ulna 1011.11 allotment should be ad-
ministered by the community college omit in the (Mike of Education and dis-
trilinted from till:, mat to the Mate po.tsecondary agency in those states where
the administration of secondary area voLatioaal-te(bilical programs and com-
munity college programs are not under one agency.

Recommendation community college unit in the Office of Edu-
cation should i ea!a the size of its staff hi order to adequately, serve all
community cid eges.

I inidentand that the college milt is staffed by one full-ti. nfull-mine pro -
.

fessional plus one intent. I woijlil think th.it out of 11w thousands of employees
in the Office of Education, more than one GS position should he allotted to a
unit re.sponsible ftir reprts!enting and senitig 0%er one thousand community
colleges across the copntry If the conanunity college unit In Washington is to
he more than _lied- a token office. then it must be adequately staffed and given
responsibility commensurate with other OE agencies. Oat- major responsibility

^vould be the administration of the 30 percent set aside for cianinanity colleges
recommended in Mt. 3036.

Recto:mu:Wain-to .111.liMore than one cvnintinity college representative
should serie on the .41111P Advisory Council Education.

In Penusylca.iiiii only one member, nut of 2b on the State Advisory Council,
on Vocational Ed at at ion is from a einnintmity college. I understand that in ,
sonic states there is to community ciillege representative on the State Ad-
visory Council Given the dumber of occupational students served by com-
munity colleges and their continuvil career education growth, it seems more
than appropriate to place a more proportionate number of community college-
technical institute representatives on the State Advisor) Council. The curren_t_
sole e.onIniiiiiity ii liege repre.entathe out the State Advisory Conned is air-a-
alinistrwtor Community college caciilty and students also should be repre-
seated.

Iteronuttendation Atitte should estab 'sli a local -career educa-
tion Coordinating committee.

The geographical area to be inclpi tat in each locality should, wherever
feasible. be coextensiit, with the print :Tolima designated under the Compre-
hensive Employ meld and Tra,ining Act f I . The-membership of each career
edinatioii coordjuatilig- committee shoutil broadly represent the locality as alit-
lined MI! R. 3036, A method' should be del dopejl for local selection of mem- ,

hers. rather than appointment by the Got ernor. Emit local career education
coordinating ! minadttee would iontliiiimisly study the needs in its locality for
vocal etiiwatioli.414)ati,mat eilin idiom 1111l1 manpower training program,
and develop a coherent. integrated plan designed to meet such needs.

Recommendation Ao 8.There i. a need for increased cooperation between,
secondary and pti.tseciaidary _career education resulting in a career' lifehog*
learning model foralPeitlzens AIM' an area.

The intplementati,le of Iteuonnuelidatbai #7 would gt far in helping to hit-
prove artiinlation between seeondary, postsecondary, and other agencies con-
cerned with and iaolied in career education. I agree with AAC.IC President
Ednioild Meltzer that the most significant linkag in the neat ten years will
hi among econdary %motional sillools. community schools, technical
Institutes, and mm 11(11103 alleges. The obi ions conlinou meeting !ground is
integration of it cooldittated plan for trier 'education and lifelong learning.
Luprin ed opportinill ie. for young ailid-ohr, a more effective educational system.
as well l iniprosd efiluiemy and (W1)1E01113 are the obvlons result.k Severkl
year. ago the Commissioner of Education. Sidney Marllind. made this state-
ment , most .eriou. failing is its self - induced Noltintary fragmen-
tation. The strong tendejay'of edutiftbiti seueral parts to separate from one
another. to divi4Ie tin- enterprise against itself . .

s 110111V-ii out 113 till' Sat fortal ism') roinich ou Via:40101ml Education,
we desperately need a kludergarteu through college career system servjng
people of all ages. iii all settings. One way to encourage improved articulation
and 'illovenimit toward wmli a model t. the hicnffi of federal funds to offset '
the deielopinelit And tlifftsrialfial cost flu tot'.. Also, the pros ision for entering
Mtn C1)4peristise arrangialiehts fur the lamtit of tmydeuicutbig this objective
should be part of the mew vocational education legislation.

4
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CONCLUSION

Ll conclusion, I want to thank Cuogres.mian Perkins for giving me this op-
portuntt) to enter this statement as part of the recurd. Although I am repre-
senting the Penie.)Ilania Commission for Cunanunit3 Colleges, I take, full
responsibility for the contents of this statement sime the shortness of thue
did not permit re% low b) the Conniiissna nimalwrship. 1 ant sure this sub-

. committee will grove full consideratioa to the needs of cummunit) colleges and
the out,Inied rectanhavintiuns when drafting the thud language to renew the
Vocational Education Act. Thank you for the pril liege -of testifying before
your subtonitnit tee.

Dr. FEDDERSEN. I am testifying on behalf., of the Pennsylvania
connnunit3 colleges and the Williamsport area community college.
The commission for Lonununity colleges is not a State agency. It is
a Noluntary organization of 14 community college presidents in
Pennsy 11 ania, who tt-te- woi king together to impro% e postsecondary
opportunity for the citizens of the Commonwealth.

One reasoii for this commission is we have virtually no agency or
no group on the State level we can turn to. We represent 60;000
full-time students and twice as many community education and
comniunity service students. .

The Williamsport area community college is rather unique in that
Nye provide career education_to 3..500 secondary and postsecondary
students. () er 90 percent of our students at Williamsport are enrolled
in vocational-technical programs. .

I am appearing before you today to.advocate the adoption of
this bill, House Bill 3030, to amend the Vocational Education Act.

I Would like to speak just In iefly about the growth of occupational
Education in the Pennsy ania community colleges since they started
in 1964. about the same time as the Vocational Education Act was
originall% passed. I will talk to volt somewhat about the unique
career education modei af the Williamsport area community college

'241 finally. offer se% em al recommendations for your consideration.
One of the 'main pm poses of the cowinnity college in Pennsylvania

is occupational education and that IS spelled out in the ertabling
legislation of 1965. Today 00:600 are enrolled in occupational edu-
cation.

There is shown through the tables, NIllich are enclosed with mom,
statement, the di lunatic grow th in occupational enrollment in Penn
sy IN ania from a little under 1.000 students in 1966 to over 30,000
students in the fall of 197.3. This is an eight- or nine-fold increase
ill 01ctipational enrollment. New programs are being added and inz
creasing numbers of students Will enroll in the future.

Toda I think we an all aware that our country is experiencing
a i eiy nu usual phenomenon. We ha% e inflation, we have recession,
Ittid at the same time ue are all feeling a financial pinch. This, T
belie% e. mandates nal eased cooperation. increased methods of effici-
ency and efiecti% cues at all lei els and.41'n all education agencies,
local. State and Federal alike.

It is interesting to toolc in Penns.% ania that through the commis-
sion of cononupit% colleges we are cooperatiivr through an exchange
Ia:4140s and that the law pros ides that if student lives in one
area of'a communit,college and would like to at tend a program

maw
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at another community college, they may, with permission of that
college.

Of the 84 occupational programs offered by all 11 community coh
leges, 31 are not duplicated and theme are no plans foi duplication.
Instead. for example. Williamsport rek.eked 169 students this year
from the other 13 colleges and we distm ibuted a number of students.
This chart is for your examination. It shows over 800 students that
are being litied through the 14 colleges in Peunsylvamit

In addition, I would like to note the growth of the graduates in
the State from 1966 when we were graduating 324 and it went up
to over 8,000 graduates last year, and approximately 60 percent of
those graduates are iii occupational programs.

Now, despite this success story of the community colleges of Penn-
sylvania, there are still "large portions of the State that do not enjoy
the same benefits. do` not have the same access to postsecondary
career education as the rest of the State. If you examine the map,
which is included on page 11, you will see thit where the community
colleges are located is basically in the population centers.

We have Pittsburgh and the surrounding suburbs, Philadelphia,
and the surrounding suburbs, and they all 14tre community colleges,
Harrisburg, Wilkes-Barre,' Allentown, Bethlehem and Williamsport
and 60 percent of the population lives within the community college
districts of Pennsylvania, but 3,5 percent of the population 'does not.

Now that 36 percent of the population, even though it is rural and
is sparsek populated in comparison to the rest of the State, repre-
sents over million people that do not have the same access. This is
equivalent to the population of Maryland and you can examine the
State of Maryland with its fine community college system.

If the entire State were served by commumty colleges equivalent
to California, it is predicted that our enrollment would be double and
we von] d be serving over 120,000 students with probably 70,000
in occupational education. We do compare favorably with other col-
leges in terms of percent enrolled in occupational programs. However,
copsidering tie fact again that 36 percent of our population is Un-
served by accessible postsecondary occupational training and con-sidering the fact the State's 72 area vocational-technical, schools
turned down 18.000 students last year. we have a lot of work to do
in Pennsylvania in meeting occupational education needs in the State.

It will take a lot of cooperation at the local, State and Federal
levels. Noyv Williamsport. we are serving as an area vocational-
technical school and as a community college, and we were founded
under the Community College Act. but serve both.

We have a long history. going back to 1914, where we provided
retraining after 'World War I for veterans, Many of whom were
disabled. and during the depression we worked with a number of,
Federal Agencies to combat rising unemployment. We were one ofthe first in the early twenties to work on cooperative education.

By 1941 the school was renamed to the Williamsport Technical
Institute. That year it involvtql over 6,500 adults and many foreign
students. Recenflv we received correspondence from one of our grad-
uates who is head of a.vocational school in thePhilippines and we are

4
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ot king to tit to suppl,%, them w ltht instructional materials for the
many vocational school programs the,, offer there.-

We lute mail 3 success stories which L could elaborate on of the
(riaduates m inn 4,5 pi ogi ams and these programs are heavy with
II alit' and 111(111:41 t edit( ational. rt rat ion. plumbing. pipefitting, tool-

r making arefuteLtut al (hafting, almost an3 program you can think
of. front the health fields to the others. We offer at Williamsport,
because of thiswe do attract students from all over the State. We
set %e a 10-county sett ICC area Nvhich is quite large and the square
miles. which 1 hat c inserted fun the recuid is over 1.200 square miles.
which is lightly smaller than the State of New Jersey However,
over half of our students come from outside of that service area,
because of the kinds of progi ants which we offer which are mot avail-
able elsewhere,

So if ou look at the map. y ou w ill see out students conic from every
count,s, iii Penns Iv ania except'one and that is Pike County, so our
motto next ear is ',Tikes Peak or Bust,- so we can have students
from'all counties in Pennsylvania

Our cut ent enrollment on tlw postsecondary level is 2,274 and
on the seconda loci we hive 1,12. However. the FTE equilvalent,
f ul I-time (qui% :dent. if about half because they spend 2 weeks at
the lame high school and Iveeks on our campus.

We also cooperate tt iTh two beard -schools, cosmetology students,
sent jug P.su students. so basically we Itatc two institutions in Olie, and
we hat e at seconila:s, dean and postsecondar3 dean brinrinr, the two
programs together. Not oulti is it efficient as far as sharing facilities,
inadliner and tools. but is educationally sound and we can have
%al ious le% els of job entry front the 10th. 11th, and 12th grades and
first and second years of college.

We amp also involved with man other cooperative ventures, one
a new one that starts this month. an.intermediate unit serving the
handicapped And the multiskilled center in occupational assessment.

For many years we have been involved in prison education. Sonic
Pf the notable people from Watergate were at the Allen Wood
Nlinimuni Se. ant 's Camp and we have-a :zttuls, release program there
and we go into Wallace Lew isbit.ng And teach several programs with a
new one starting in food service this month.

One other unique feature i, the %creational diagnostic program.
one of the st iu the count. hull goes beNond just testing and it
goes beyond counseling. but ;whorl job trial experience for -voca-
tional asscstinu ut. We hal l` attempted to work there many. many
groups. minim% ert groups. Bureau of Employment Security, corn-
urtunt netitut agein res. diatribe!' of commerce in serving the needs
of t be conanturit. being tuninittntih based and performance oriented
and we are also now wotking ith ('ETA. Comprehensive Employ-
ment rind Training Agency. to ljulp(:otibat the high unemployment
rate in our area.

I think there ate some tiling:, that need to be considered this year
as t he ocational education amendments expire. T would like to offer
several recommendations.

4 't
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First, that the State's annual allotment for community colleges beincreased from 13 percent to 30 percent. whereas House bill 3036
describes it going, from 75 percent of the 40 percent set aside for
occupational education I have included a table which outlines the
amount that we have received in Pennsylvania for community col-leges and branch Campuses since 1964.,

.You will note that all of these amounts are under 15 percent for
community colleges.

You will also note that this year the 72 area schools and the State
achninistration of the 'program spent almost $22 nyllion, and thatis more money in 1 year in community colleges than they have ever.rnortleeived since 1963, and at there time, going back to some earlierstatistics, we are serving between 30.000 and 35.000 occupational stu-dents this year and there are'69,000 occupational students and adultsin the 72 area vocational-technical schools of secondary nature, butthey are on a halftime pi.ogram, half day about, 2 weeks about, iviththe home school. So that is the equivalent of 30,000 to 35,000 FTC's,about the same number we are serving. and we received .$3.2 millionthis year and they received over $20 million this year.During the past 10 years through the Vocational Education Act,you have helped to build 72 area vocational-technical schools through-out the State of Pennsylvania and they are spread throughout theentire State and are Very fine structure and provide a very goodeducation. But I think it is time to begin to funnel additional moneythrough the community colleges so that we can serve the entire State,the 4 million people that we are not serving. and so we can developthe same types of services that they have.

The areas that are not served in the State, as you will note, aremostly the sparsely populated. economically depressed Appalachianareas. The Williamsport Area Community College is a part of theAppalachian area. However. I feel if we did not have an institutiongoing way back to 1914. there would not probably be a communitycollege in Williamsport. but probably some type of area historyexisted because the other parts of the State. which do not have apopulation base. do not have community college services.
Recommendation No. 2. Please exercise extreme care in examiningm-

the definition of "community college" and "postsecondary" in yourfinal vocational education legislation. It seems as though today.,when liberal arts enrollment iq dropping. everybody wants to get intothe career education act. It is understandable from a market analysispoint of view. However. in all States there are community colleges,there are vocational schools staffed with people with expertise whichare designed for that type of education and if you want to get themaximum impact from Federal -dollars. I suffgest you channel itthrough institutions that are committed to and designed for voca-tional education.
Recommendation No. 3 is there is certainly a need in Pennsylvania,and I am sure in other States. as I examine the GAO report, forbetter cooperation' and coordination on time State level. Most States,including Pennsylvania. have separate agencies for secondary andhigh education. This sole State agency requirement presently in the
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legislation channels funds thnough a secondary agency A) hick is nut
cognizant. perhaps not sy mpatheta., does not iccognize the needs of
community colleges

So, barring some massi) u rem ,,ainAation, and complete changes,
1111 ii1 1 do not see happening. I br)i NN e netd to ha) e separate al-
lotments foi )ocatiunal education and occupational education as
recommended in House bill 3036. .

This allotment. for example. on the postsecondary level should be
administered in Washington I)) the community college unit and it
should go directly to an equi)lelent unit, like the 120:2 Commission or
a pvstsecondaly administratne agency on the State level. If that is
going to happen, 1011 11 ill notice in the fifth recommendation that
the communih college unit in the Office of Education should increase
its staff.

I find it hard to belies e that community colleges, the fastest grow-
ing institutions ill the count!) on the postsecontaai) level, with over
1,000 institutions, 3.:; million, students, has only one professional
staff person in the Office of Education. All of the other Office of
Education employees and thousands of others in HEW, there is
only one for omnitinit) colleges. If this is going to be more than
just a token offer, if it is going to Abe gig en responsibilities commen-
surate with We numbei of people being sewed in this country, then

iI think the addit ional staff is justified.
The next recommendation calls for increased -representation ebn

the State athisoty council fun vocational, education. In Pennsylvania
we have a voice, 1 voice out of 26 for'community colleges. The rest
are from other segments of Ppm* h ania and from industry. But,
given the numbers of students ffi'at we are serving, it seems more than
appropriate to place a more proportionate number of community col-
lege representatives*rthe State advisory council.

In addition, I also think we should consider faculty arid students
on these State advisory councils. There are none now in Pennsylvania.

Recommendation No. T is each State should establish a local.career
education coordinating committee. The area to be served could be
coextensive with the prime sponsor areas under CETA and perhaps
a method for local appiintment lather than appointment by the
Government, the Go) man could be considered, so we have the right
represeiitation an these local boards. But these would tie very helpful
for developing a plan for M116011111 And occupational education and
manpower training that is coherent and integrated to meet the needs
of that region.

There is also a need quite apparent!} for increased cooperation be-
tween secondary and postsecondary` education, resulting in a career
or lifelong learnihg model for all citizens. The implementation of
the previous recommendation would help, but I agree that today we
In ve not readied this ideal goal:

We need to improve opportunities for Noting and old and we need
more effective education s)stern that is integrated, to improve effi-

ciency in ecoponny as well us the educational services.
In conclusion I want to thank you, Congressman Perkins, for

your time and also for the committee to allow me to enter this state-
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ment on the rewi d. And although I an, representing the Pennsylvania
Commission for Community College, I take full responsibility for
the contents, since the slioi tness of time did not permit review by
commission membership.

I hope the subcommittee a ill gile full consideration to the needs
of community colleges, as outlined in the rewinmendations, when
drafting your final lan image.

I again thank youe'for the privilege of testifying before your
subcommittee.

Chairtrian PERKINS. Thank you very much. I am now going to call
on Mr. Loughlin for his testimony.

Congressman Bradenias expresses his regrets that he wits unable to
attend the subcommittee meeting this morning.

Mr. LouourAN. I thank the chairman for his efforts.
Chairman PERKINS. Your statement will be inserted in the record

and you can proceed in any way you wish.
Mr. LotromAx. Very good.
[The' complete statement follows :)

PREPARED STA 11.NIVNI or JOziN LOCGIILIN, VILE PRESIDENT/PROVOST, INDIANA
VOCATIO,NAI. TECIINICAl; COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

Mr Chairman amid lit,inhers of tie Cimonittee, i am John Loughlin. Vice Pres-
ident/Provost of Indiana Vocational Tedmical College, Former Indiana, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and a forest r member of the Indiana House
of Representatives Ways and Means Committee. I %%-elcutue the upportumity to
appear before the Subcommittee and thank you for the invitation.

Before presenting my observations, concern, and recommendations, let use re-
iterate the strung interest both Indiana VOlational Technical Colle and I
share regarding occupational and vocational education.

In 1901. national attention %%11S lot used on occupational and vocational educa-
tion when I'resident Kennedy directed the Secretary of Health. Education and
Welfare to appoint a Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education after telling
Congress on February 10. 1941I

"The National Vocational Education Acts. first enacted le% the l'ongress m
1917 and subsequently amended. have provided a program of training for indus-
try, agriculture. and other occupativnl areas. The ,basic purpose of our %mo-
tional education effort is sountinitiii sidlkicagy broad to provide a basis fur
meeting future needs. lie ever. tech milogit al Lhanages %%hich have occurred
In all occupations call for V' rm. iexx and re-e%aluatiou of those acts, with a view
toward their modernivition

BACKGROUND

Indiana Vomational Teo 1111h/711 ('allege AlSortabliShett the Indiana General
Assembly in 19E13 pros ides to the residents of the State. opportunities for post-
secOndary occupational eihmation and training of less than baccalaureate degree
level The College mission. governance and audience are site( enumerated
in the "Act to Create and Establish IVTC'. The institution has no broad charter,
but rather a It/gislati vely !Stated mission. The ('allege, through its Regional Insti-
tutes, offers educational training and retraining programs and courses through-
out the-State. jzi order to provide reasonable access to all citizens.

Further expansion of the law in It)(15 led to the develiqnnent of the 13 geo-
graphic Regions Appointniunt. of Regii)11.11 Boards of Trustees and operational
status of all Regions were tonipleted ti Utilizing this struetorortm.
College 'plans and pro' ides an as (notional a urmultun to enable Mialents to gam
definable job skills within their capabilities

If Indiana Vocational Technical ('allege is to be effective in performing its
rtlifi81011 in a timely and ellideat manner, it must have flexibility at deliver its
training to citizens of the 9S counties through the use of its (mu facilities, on
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cooperatke basis with Ilia other institutions, (independent, public mid proprie-
tary), un contractual Lases with these other institutiona; and by using the re-
sources of both collegiate and secondary institutions to delner skills training
to the maximum number at minimum expense and duplication.

In many respects it is a mistake to consider Miami Vocational Technical
College only as ai direct link in the educational (ham between secondary and
baccalaureate hods. although some pima Magi! of its students %%ill, and should,
avail themselves of more formal education. Its fuuction, and its mission, is to
train those who hac no job skills and w husemeeds are not ,being served in the
traditional pat hway.

In the area of %ucational post-high school education, euncern in Indiana is di-
rected toward practical or occupational education of the type that permits indi-
viduals to gain the skills and training that enables them to undertake increas-
ingly productive jobs.

Statistics in 1973 indicated that 44% of all community college students ini-
tially enrolled in occupational educatiou programs. This percentage represents
a significant increase over the 13% w hu enrolled in similar programs in 1963.

Indiana Vocational Technical College is aperieficing sumlar growth patterns.
In 1971-72.12.684 students were recipients of occupational and %co:rational trawl-
ing. The number increased by 53% in 1972.-73. and has increased progressively
through the 1974-75 period, reaching a 25%-credit enrollment increase as olposed to the anticipated 5% projection.

Among the many reasons for the increased emphasis un post-secondary occu-
pational and vocational training is the fact that a number of federal and state
regulations have emphasized the need for post-secondary, adult, occupational
training.-The increase in the minimum wage rate and coverage. minimum age
for licensing in certain occupations, and the regulations under the Occupational
Safety and health Act, are but a fen adantages toward hiring adult workers.

A second consideration is that training beyond high school is becoming increas-
ingly more necessary to obtain mailable jobs. not only to qualify for the posi-
tion initially, but also equally as important. for job mobility and promotional
opportunities.

As has been stated, the mission of IVTC is to serve specific groups of people-
dropouts of high schools and colleges. graduates. of high schools and colleges.
and adults in general -and to be de%oted exclushely to noneullegiate practical,
occupational or vocational. technical and semi-technical training of post-high
school character. Such training is made available to 92 counties largely through
contract arrangements for facilities and staff

The continuing need for occupational and %ocational technical education to
he easily accessible in every community has been re-emphasized by almost every
report devoted to a study, of post-high school dneation. Consensus supports some
type of Institution which can provide the kind of occupational education re-
quired to meet the manpower needs of the state's communities.

Through legislative a( tion and public support. it has become the policy of the
State of Indiana that the Indiana Vocational Technical College should tie the
institution to meet the post-high schouVoccupatii'mal needs of Indiana citizens
throughout the State.

AREAS OF OTC CONCERN

['aloneness otthe IVT(' System
In order to develop an understanding of the needa and potential of this State

for post-high school occupational training ps well as an understanding of the
needs of the students, an examination of selected general vintraeteristies of the
IVTC students it-as wtdertaken The following analysis will help illustrate the
specifie-eoncerns of IVT('.

1. State wide (Irby's)! otem.- As opposed to nn (ad (4411111unity colleges, who
operate,within a Iucal tax Ion se. I VT(' operates on a state -wide delkery system.

2., Stati-funded Appri\anale) 73% of 1VTCs funding is derived from the
State Legislature, 20% conies from student fees and 3% from the State Board
of V °en t tonal Technical Ednea I on.

3. Student Comp/maim,. Contrary to the average post-secondary academic
institution, IVTC is not composed of studelit directly from high school. The av-
erage age of the IVT(' student is 27 7 years Of age. Over one-half come from
families with incomes below the state average of $9.665. Thus. about on -half
require some type of financial aid. In addition. approximately 30% of our she
dents hold full-time jobs.

The following tables detail the financial analysis of the 1973-71 student body.
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Analysis of family income

Family income level:
Percent of

students
Lis than 83,000 10
$3,000 to S5999 14
S6,000 to 87,499_ 12
87,500 to S8J199 14
$9,000 to 511,999 25
S12,000INizoiore 25

Total_ 100

Source of financial aid:
GI bill ' 17
Disabled veteran -,....x. 3
Social security 3
Vocational rehabilitation 3
Employer__ 17
Scholarship 2
Loan 5
Grant 6

4. Programming.The needs and potential of the State for post-secondary co-
catinnal training as reflected in the preceding data prim ltle supporting bases for
the College to utilize in the deielopuient of programming. In order to be respon-
sit e to continuudsly changing patterns of need, IVTC must constantly seek to
update information. Decisions to create, continue or drop programs at the College
are supported by studies of student Interest, population bases and manpower
needs throughout the State.

Presently, 48 credit programs are mailable. A unique feature of IVTC is the
"Career Ladder" continuum concept. There are c tftrently ocer 300 employable
ready" exit points. The multiple-exit approach allows each student to learn
new skills and increase his lei el of training each quarter. Instead of "drop-outs"
we are in fact creating "drop-ins" to employ nient. Thus, students enter and exit
programs at their own level in accordance with their desired goal.

5. Unique Programs. After a serious riot broke out at Michigan City Prison,
IVTC was asked to help participate in prodding tocaational educational training
within the prison. We hate since then rennucated a building, equipped it and
are offering courses in Heating and Air-Conditioning, two courses in Electronics,
Auto Body and Auto Mechanic's. This has proc en to be one of the most success-
ful programs.

Second, due to the large lay off of auto workers in Indianapolis, IVTC was
able to offer courses at the factory utilizing the GI benefits that Mice accrued
to the laid off workers. Thus, gcC'itig them an opportunity to upgrade their skills
during a Period of unemployment.

6. Instructon and .tailing. -0er 50% of the instructors are part-time em-
ployees,

Since many instructors are from occupational fields, bringing work experiences
into our shops and labs, they cannot be compared directly with the other state
post secondary institutions in Indiana. Instructors in cocational fields must
demonstrate proficiency in their fields as both practitioners and teat hers.

Keeping these unique characteristic's of IVTC in mind, it must be realized
that the Indiana Vocational Technical College is the only state-assisted instltu-
don which has been mandated by the Indiana General Assembly to 'amide post-
seeonda ry occupational and vocational training. .

7. Building Construction.- -We cprrently lime six new facilities all being con-
structed in various parts of the state funded through au appropriation of the
state general fond, administered by the State Legislature.

This will give us good facilities in each of our state's thirteen regional dis-
tricts. A real show of confidence on the part of the state toward the future (toe'.
opment of IVTC,

SPECIFIC CONCERNS RELATING TO H.R. 3036

Funds.What I've been leading up to Is IVTO's two major concerns with any
Federal Vocational Occupational Act. The first Is that although we hare made
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considerable strides in slate wide funding in %ocational, occupational education,
the amount of federal support has always been uncertain and out uf balance with
the vocational funds. At the present aim ni Indiana, post -secundary institutions
receive 16%, the bare minimum. While the becunda ry institutions have tradi-
tionally received 84-65%. e wuuld hope that any future legislation wuuld at-
tempt to bring this inort Tutu line by stating a higher minimums bast- fur post-
secondary vocational occupational education.

My second concern has to du with the administrative structure used to dis-
burse vocational education. At the present time the State Board uf Vocational
Technical Education in Indiana is st:evialary dominated, as well as the Advisory
Committee. In order to correct this, Our Indiana General Assembly is about to
pass legislation (has already passed the Senate) that will bring secondary voca-
tional occupational and post-secondary occupational education into a more
meaningful balance by retreating the State Board uf Vocational and Technical
Education and having the chairmanship uf the newly constituted state board
alternate between the State Superintendent uf Public Instruction and the Com-
missioner of Higher Education. whose board is responsible fur administering
the 1202 Commission. What my real concern is that due to our uniqueness in
Indiana we do not find IVTC having to go to three separate administrative
agencies for our requests fur occupational funding. We want to avert the possi-
bility of having the State Board uf Votr.tional and Technical Education making
recommendations un IVTC's funding to the Indiana General Assembly, and the
Higher Education Commission's 1202 Commission making recommendations fur
a portion of our federal funds and a State Advisory Committee, that all of a
sadden becomes administrative as well as advisory-, making recommendations
for the balance of our federal funds We would ask that in any legislation. you
would leave sufficient leeway for institutions such as ours to be able to go to a
single agency as It is now constituted. the State Board of Vocational Technical
Education for our federal funding. My major toncern here is that Indiana seems
to have always been uut of phase with the federal legislation and support. We
have made an earnest, honest and post,1'e step to correct this situation so that
we will be more in line Asti!' the federal requirements. We hope that you do not
drastically change the future legislation which would throw us right back out of
phase with the Federal regulations.

Mr. LOUGHLIN. I will simply ;tummarize some of the specific con-
cerns that are unique to the State of Indiana.

First, I would like to point out that. as opposed to most community
colleges who operate Within local' taxes, I.V. Tech operates on a state -
wide delivery ststern in 13 regions with 9 satellites. Approximately
75 percent of the IN. Tech funding comes from the State legislature
and 20 percent conies from student fees and 5 percent comes from
Federal funds from the State board of vocational education.

Contract to the a% erage postsecondary academic institution, T.V.
Tech is not composed of students directly from high sehool. The
average age of the I.V. Tech student is '27 ,7 years of age. Over one-
half comes from famil3 incomes below $9,656. Thus, about one-half
require some type of financial aid.

In addition,approxiniatei3 .10 percent of our students hold part. -

time jobs. 75 percent of the total group come from family incomes
with less than $12,000 per year.

A unique feature of I X. Tveli is the career ladder continuum con-
cept where w e are current]) ha% nig. oer 300 employable readily exit
points in our credit prow am. The multiple exit approach allows each
student to leant Ole \\ skills and to increase his training each quarter.

Insitead of dropout s'. we are creating dropins for employment and
students enter an exit program at their own level according to their
own desires. We hale the abilih, to adapt to unique, needs. such as,
after a serious riot bloke out in Michigan Pi ison In Indiana we were
asked to take over occupational training, which was a considerable
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crisis. We halve taken oNer and rem% ated education building, equipped
it, and now are running programs in heating and air-conditioning,
electronics, auto bodies and so forth within the Michigan City Prison.

These prisoners as they are paroled are able to go to any 13 insti-
tutes and continue right on with their education, so it gives them a
transferability right back into society. -

Another is due to the large layoffs of auto workers in Indianapolis.
I.V. Tech was able to offer in the factories. utilizing the G.I. benefits
that halve accrued to facto' workers. N ocational education programs,
thus giving than the opportunity to upgrade their skills during this
period of unemployment.

Over 50 percent of our instructors are part -time employees. Since
many instructors come from occupational fields. they cannot be com-
pared directly with those of other academic State postsecondary in-
stitutions, as they must demonsti ate proficiency in their fields both as
a Vractionioner and as a teacher.

The Indiana General Assembly- has approved currently State funds
for new facilities in six I.V. Tech institutions. Providing the funds
rather than purely- bonding indicates a real show of confidence on the
part of the State for future development of I.V. Tech.

What I have been leading up to is Indiana's two major concerns
,with tjny Federal Vocational Occupational Acts now under considera-
tion: The first is that although we have made considerable strides in
statewide funding in occuwitional education, the amount of Federal
support has always been uncertain and out of balance with the sec-
ondary educational funding.

At the present time in Indiana posfSecondai y institutions receive
10 percent, the bare minimum while secondary institutions have
tradition011y received 85 to 8-1 efiereent. We hope that in any future
legislation that it would attempt to bring this more into balance by
setting a higher minimum base "ftU 'postsecondaiy occupational edu-
cation.

My second 'concernbas to do with the administratiye structure
used to disburse Vocational education. At the piesent time the State
board of Vocational technical education in Indiana is secondary-domi-
nated, as well as the advisory conunittev. In order to correct this, our
Indiana General Assembly is about to pass legislationhas already
plisse(' the Semite- -that NN ill la ing secondaiy vocational occupational
and postsecondan occupational education into a more meaningful
balance by recreating tlw State board of (ocafiomil and technical
education and haN ing the= chaitmauslaip of the newly constituted
State board alternate between the State saperintendonf of public
instruction and flu, commissionei of higher education. whose board
is responsible for administering the 1.:"0.2 Commission.

What IIN red C011et`11 is that due to our uniqueness in Indiana we
do not find IVT(' hating to go to three separate administiati% e agen-
cies for our requests for occupational funding. We want to avert the
possibility, of lut ing the State board of ()rational and technical edu-
cation making recommendations on IVTC's funding to the Indiana
General Assembly, and the higher education commission's 11102 Con'mn-mission making recuaqulatiOnh fin a pot tion of out Federal funds
and a State ath isory comittee. that all of a 'buddru becomes ad-
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ministiothe as well as Ild IS011. making recommendations for the
balance of par Federal funds.

We would ask that 'in any legislation you would leave sufficient
leeway for institutions stall as ours to be able to go to a single agency
as it is now constituted, the State board of %motional technical edu-
cation, for 011e Federal funding.

My major concvm hell' is that Indiana seems to have alvays been
out of phase w ith the Feder al legislation and support. We have made
an eil'rnest, hottest and posttke step to correct this situation so that
we will be more in hue with the Federal requirements. We hope that
ou do not diastically change the future legislation which would

4throw us right back out of phase with the Federal regulations.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEniciNs. Let me compliment all of you on your state-

ments. Sumew heti. along the line I think it will help the committee
to expedite passage of the legislation to get all of the area schools
together. replesentatkes at the Stat level, their .vocational
technical representatives and the -I-year college representatives all
together to see how we can di% ide tip the money and not only allp-
cate the funds. but how these progiams CIII1 be administered, and Svc:
if we can come to some kind of agreement.

You know I agile 11411 0111' last statement that there has to be
some answet hem: in the allocation of funds because of the variance
in educational qualifications and in the school enrollments in different
sections of the country.

Your technical schools, the ones of the gentleman, from Pennsy1-
111.11ia, and all of the schools of the other gentlemen.'far exceed the

..tecluncal ellralliellt ill my area. I would like to ask you a few ques-
tions.

How many, extension % motional schools are there in Missouri in
addition to yours alit' 11011 many inure do you think there shouid be
in the future?

Mr. WILLETT. We have. I suppose, the only type of school in :Nils-
somi the full-day technically 011(.11411 scliools iu tikes(' areas to back
up the major areas of concern. As far as I know, we are the only
school in Missouri,

Chairman PutioNs. Ifow many more do you feel there should be in
addition to yours? .

Mr. WILLETT. That is hard to say. I would say- possibly maybe two
could cover the :ilea. I don't know. But I would -sate- -one. until we
can get the situation going and see.

Chairman.Punitxs. And possibly in the future another 011e?
Mr. WILLETr. Possibly. But I think the thing that we are going

to hate to do. NIr. Chairman,%is to get down to the nitty-gritty of
this thing imal help the people that really need the help. We need to
get down to that situation. We a Iv losing lots of young people that
we are just passing 011 by.

Chairman PERRINs. Now. Mr. Najarian, have you been able to
work with the State department of education over the years or is
there a serious problem with working with them'?

Mr. NAJARIAN. No, we have lavi working with them. I served as
a consultant with them, Chairman Perkins, for 9 months before I
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transferred over to the State bum d for kninnunity colleges. We do
have close relationships, but I think the !whit we have tried to make
is there are too many times that serious decisions concerning finances
and programs are based prim:gill- on the ability to maintain good,

relationships.
I pride myself on being able to (I() this. But. On the other hand. it

is too fragile a mechanism upon which to base many serious de-
cisions. ,

(Thairman I'ERKIcs. You ought to have a separate channel for your
technical schools notwithstanding the good relationShip of the state
boards. that whit you are telling'e

Mr. ARIA x. Right.
(11 'man PtatE1 Ns. Now, Dr, Feddersen, you statet1 that 36 per-

cent o Pennsvli-ania's population is not being served by community
colleges. Are these people who a-re mostly in rural areas. I presume,
being served by area vocational schools, and do these area schools
offer postsecondary programs in those areas?

Dr. FEDDERSE N. The 36 percent is the rural Appalachian areas of
the State, and secondly, we have this situation.

Chairman PERE Ns. Well, are they served by area vocational
schools ?

Dr.. FEDDERSE.N, Yes.
Chairman PF,»Eiss. And do they give the technical courses there

and serve postsecondary schools likewise?
Dr. FnnEmsEx. Most of the areas are "served by secondary area

y ocat ional ech nica I schools. There a ft a couple of exceptions, but
most areas are covered with 72 such institutions. However, these in-
stitutions offer for, the most part fulltime for high school students
and they have some adult education classes. but they do, not offer
postsecondary programs equivalent to the community colleges.

ehairman PERKINS. Well now, yon would not propose to take
funds away from those areas where 36 percent of Pennsylvania's
population has not been served with conununit3 colleges. would you ?

Dr. FEnomasEN. No. I think the point I was trying to make is that
most pf the money. a large part of Pennsylvania. has gone toward
construction of these facilities throughout the state. The facilities arethere. We are now looking towards even cooperative arrangements
for using the facilities for the connnunit colleges to offer certificate
and degree programs in those areas not being served. So that now
that these facilities have been 4milt with the Federal dollars. and I
don't think it is necessary for that amount of Federal dollars to flow
into the secondary program, and there you will have a large savings
of funds that could iner6ase Joy postsecondary footling.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Quie.
Mr. Quir. Thank You. :Nlr. Chairman. I have a number of question's.

. Mr. Willett, how many. residential postsecondary institutions do
'von have? ti

Mr. Wit.I.ETT. Missiiwi?
Mr. Qt1E. Yes.
Mr. WILLET. None. I mean we have 4miybe partially one that

comes into our comunit,v.
Mr. Qt.tE. How about the university?-
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N1r. 1\"11.1.1.Tr. 1:1111vrsM of Missouri. but I ant talking about
vocat ional -tech n

.)Ir. Qua_ Other than that. bow many residential laisisecondai'v
institutions do you have?

11"n.1.1.1-r. I inn not sure. but I e.pect there is' l0 or 1.2.
Mr. Q't is:. Do they need any Federal help?

AVILLE.Ti. I ant slat' t hat 1'11'111/0(11 needs Federal help insofar
as that goes when you talk about the Mood ter tat of education. but
the thing that emy body is getting into the act now is about this
fact. Ifee are some Federal dollars we can get into and we will go
itito the yocatioual- technical field. I don't think that every institu-
tion we Faye in lisstniii is vitally interested in that field or vitally
interested in those people.

If they lnstl been inteiested, they would ha% e been doing something
years ago 4111(1 working toward that area.

Mr. Qt you saing the Federal Government ought to have
that interest ? The people in Ii-ssouri don't Faye enough interest?

Mr. WILLEri. I am not say nag of Missouri don't have. but
institlitiom, .NIissanni and therl'iu%ersity of Missouri, for instance,
has not display etl interest in the technical education field.

Mr. Qt 11... I know they have not. lw question is if the State now
iecognizesq110 importance of %ocational education and occupational
training and the need for residenital facilities. why don't they go
ahead and do it ? As you have w ith yours. why don't they go ahead
with the others?

WiLirr. 'They had not done it for ours.
M1'.7C111E. You had done it on your own?
.11r. WILLETT. Yes, and accomplished it with the sale of hamburgers

and Coca4 'ola.
Mr. Qua:. You s5y "The students get away from the big city and

out into the communities:. One of the important factors. it seems to
111V, ill 1 OCati011al-t C1'11111Cal education is the opportunity to work
along with getting rant education it and you lose that opportunity
heir you get out into small towns.
Mr. Wi,,LETT. I missed vour point soinewheiT.
Mi'. Qt,,m. I think one of the strong points of a vocational-technical

school is many of their students Ita%e jobs along witch the .schooling.
If .1.ou mo% v y mu .,big cities, there art just no jolts ant in snail)
towns a% ailable or them. Do you 5111 that they S110111(1 spend their
time isolated and away foal jobs?

Mr. WILLETT. That is not necessary. If they have proper funding.
from whatever source. they don't need to be out on the job particu-
holy, but need to he iu school. Thertzl'is nothing sacred about work-
ing-after school 01 then, is nothing w long with working. but the

- fact the% are in the city and working, also on a job as a grocery clerk
or wluteever. earning money. I see no advantage.
' Mr. Quit:. No advantage?

Wita,Err. No othautage. \o disadvantage in a person wnicing.
, Mr. Qt it':. flow about the Metropolitan College in Iiniteapolis?
'They find a tremendous ad% outage awl they use it as part of their
educational process. I know in %motional edueption schools they use
it in_the process when they are located close enough to jobs.
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Mr. 11.n.u.i. We lin that la the :->tunatei NNork. the Natality'. vat-
ployment program. but not dui mg schooldays. In tithe! words. Ie
feel as though the students taking null piogram SI1011111 be there 101
the full day. not a half day here and half dui somewhere else,

Mr. Quit... That is not the idea we got fioni the testimom in the
past: but we more and nano realize that you can both w ork and go
to college. I remember in 19:,k ae weie stiongl opposed to tiliat.
They couldn't borrow and then we «nue to the wink-study pro4tain.
and "it couldn't %yolk.- lint it has been especially effective.

Mr. Wirr.Err. I am not talking about ain't school, but during the
schoolday. I don't think they should be working during the school-
da v.

Mr. Qt-tr. \\e hal facilities worked out where theN %yolk during
the sehoolday part time. You use the figure -s(1 percent of all jobs
rt.quie less than a foul-Neal degree- and I hale seen that figure
often, but then pm add "imt more than a high school diploma.

Where is that information from? I haven't seen that.
To point for a baccalaureate degree it seems what yon are saying

is everybody eke !Reds to have postesecondary education.
Mr.11'iurrr. I don't follow you there.
Mr. Quit,. On page 11 of the statement. beginning the first full

paragraph. the second sentence. you say. "We halve all heard the
predictions that al illy ie\t decade sti percent of all jobs w ill inquire
less than a four-year it,.gree

I halve heard those pi,inctions. but I ta.Net_ heard this before. the
added clause -but mole than a high school diploma." I was wonder-
ing where it came from.

1Ir. WiLLErr. I am not sure %diem, it came from.
Qt On page 1 7 of your statement you said. "Because of our

1111.nille sIstein tannOt pal twipate ill formal accreditation proc-
esses.- that I think is a tei tilde shoitcoming for your institution if
you can't. Why is it you can't!

Mr. 11'1 1,1,Ert. Mostly . the reason that we can't. we hale been under
a North Central e tiut..on mot the recommendation has been that
we would not accepted strit.ti, for the mason that we have no
mune% and to me that is ridiculous. I spent 5 \eats in Vocational
educid,on and the thing that I hutted and lime heard the most is "We
have no money and no room.-

Back in the beginning. the superintentlent of schools would do
nothing. That was the thing. the\ would sit On "W(' lute no InOnVN
We hill t . show n something w here they (till do something regardless
whether the lime the money Can :,et it somewhere some way.
I don't think- that is now the basic reason.

Mr (..t Ir.. The highez education amendments of 1 f)7.2 proNided that
the iStafe department of education fin the public Vocational school
could pro% hie iticzeditation. lu Missoini ale foil t y ing to work that
up? I think that is what von ought to do.

I would ash Dr. Feddesen about your Recommendation No.'s.
You suggest theie be inncreasel1 COOplq at ion between secondary and
postsecondary cateer education for a cat (TY life-long leaf ning model.
As I listened to you out pin% ions lecommentlations. it sounds Iike
Want to be protected honk Nocational education schools rather that
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being protected fioni 4-y ear school institutions. so they don't get
some of y our money. You want to be protected from the secomjiry-
schytols and you want to have 30 pergent set aside for ourself. Ton
want to run that money yourself. It seems to me, all of the time you
want to be separate but then you want to coordinate at others.

Dr. FEnnEnsEx. I think what we need is an equal system in which
the various levels of institutions. the vocational-technical schools.
community colleges, technical institutes. 4-year State colleges, 4-year
mil ersities. pri\ ate, they each hine a role to play. That role needs
to he defined.

Time has been an attempt of several master plans in most States
e here they will define the specific role of various institutions and
the areas where they can cooperate to avoid overlapping and dupli-
cation. That is the type of thing that has to come together.

Now, I think we should also be talking about the total public
schools flora kindergarten through the university, but certain areas
they Nave spokesmen. You know. they seem to lia.e no problems in
money, but thete ate some areas like conununity colleges where there
tue %cry few spokesmen, very few people who really have an under-
standing of hat the community college is tryingly) do. Therefore,
they can be forgotten and they can receive less than an equitable
share of the funds.

So, obviously, as a part et. that particular segment of higher edu-
cation I will be speaking out for the community colleges. But at the
same time I don't think it is conflicting to say that we cannot co-
operate. But, if, for example. a university then is going to be all
things to people. including, you know, connnunity colleges and State
colleges, and if the commission for higher education in Pennsylvania
seems to fat or State colleges or State universities and then the other
commission on the other side, he works always with the area voca-
tional-technical schools, there is no one on the State level then repre-
senting mmunity colleges.eges.

Mij'Qum. In order to be equitable, do you think we ought to set a
certain percentage for 4-year institutions and bale it administered
by at SCpal ate person under the higher education portion of the Office
of Education and locational-technical schools be separate and have a
percentage for them?

Dr. FEDIARSEN. Forty percent for postsecondary, for all post-
secondary institutions, and then a. part of that for community col-
leges. That would have that effect, 30 percent.

Mr. Qurr.. Is your 30 percent 30 percent of the total?
Dr. FlionliusEx. Thirty percent of the total or 75 percent and 40 per-

cent.
Mr. Qt re. Ten percent for vocational technical schools and for four-

year colleges what?
Dr. FEDDERSEN. The vocational-technical schools, speaking of the

secondary level, they also.
Mr. QuiF:. They are not all secondary level?
Dr. FEDDEnstN. In Pennsy \ ania they are except in our institution

where we happen to be both. But they serve secondary and they
serve some adults.

32-9415-75vol. 1-31
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Mr. QUIE. Yes. You are nots--tInswering my question. which is. if
we take the 30 percent to be administered by the man from the com-
munity colleges and Office of Education. and then the 10 percent that
would be administered by the Bureau of Higher Education and the
vocational-technical schools, NN here they are separate from the sec-
ondai v schools. should they be administered by a different person
and do we move the secondaiy schools over to the Bureau of Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education or what would they he?

Dr. FEDDERSEN. I don't know if I am suggesting that or not. what
you described specifically.

Mr. QrIE. I know what you suggested for the community college,
but this is not for the community college, but for the other one.

Pr. FEnnF,nsEN. Well. I think yout know there is 40 percent called
for in this 1>i11 which would be for the secondary vocational educa-
tion and the same tTpe, they would be administered by the secondary
admimsteripg agency.

Right now in Pennsylvania and other States they are administering
all vocational funds and there is ,imilarly very little acce,s. It is
written into 1-) percent under part B and and we have received funds
there. but on the other titles, we have not been able to receive, any
money under the current legislation.

Nov there have been attempts. but it is supposed to be as I under-
stand both for secondary and postsecondary, but it all goes to post-
secondary vocational programs.
' Mr. QUIE. What do you do in the States that don't have com
triunity colleges?

Pr. FEDDERSEN. The States that don't ?
Mr. QuIE. Yes.
Dr. FEDDEIV,EN. Maybe y9u would have to go back to the word

"flexibility" and provide some different delivery systems for dif-
ferent States. which are not all the same. Indiana. for example. is
quite different from Pennsylvania. But I think these unique differ-,

onees need to be r4,'evaized if we are going to come up with some
kind of support for an equitable system and what might work in
Pennsylvania and inight be very fair, but would not be fair in another
State.

Mr. Qt-IF. If that is the case, if we' have flexibility, why do we
need to have set-asides in the State of Pennsylvania when they could
lie capable of doing it themselves? I assmne in many States like
in Pennsylvania you are pretty big boys now and have cr WII to
where von must have some kind of voice.

Dr. FrAmmtsx. In community colleges?
Mr. Quiy,.,,.Yes.
Dr. Fianamtsux. No, there is very poor voice except through the

commission for coninmnity colleges, which -is a voluntary organiza-
tion. There used to be a bureau for community colleges on the State
level and that \\ as done away with a number of years ago, so there
is,tio community college representation.
:Mr. Quit:. What kind of aid does your committee receive?`

Dr. FlamEuEN. We receive one-third of uur operating expenses
from the State and 50 percent of our capital -from the local, or the
local district pays one-third of the operating and 50 percent of capi-
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tal and the student pm s about one-third of the operating in tuition
fees.

Mr. Qum. We got the idea_ in the 1972 act to set up the 1202 com-
mission so you can work things out and I hope we w ill continue to do
that rather than have tta -olv64he State's problems.

Dr. FEDDERSEN. Y. if you. could work the thinuz out on the State
level and we have not been successful and I think it is necessary for
certain guidelines to make sure certain elements are not forgotten
when the funds are distributed. I think that the 1202 commissions
could i: utilized since they are broadly representata e;.tof various
postsecondary institutions in the states.

Mr. Qrm. Now. I gather that Mr. Loughlin wanted to go to a sin-
gle State figency, different than the other three, or did you want to go
postsecondary agencies?

WmucTr. I didn't say that necessarily.
Mr. Qrm. Well. you didn't. but maybe tille other men from Penns} 1-

yania and Massachusetts want to go to a single agency.
In Massachusetts you hate a ,tate board of community colleges?
Mr. Wim,ri-r. Yes.
Mr. Qum. And in the other postsecondary institutions would the

State board on community colleges receive their money?
Mr. NAJARIAN. No, they don't.
Mr. Qum. I mean that is in your recommendation. You recommend

serious consideration that the postSccondarY. 'funds for community
colleges go through the State board of community colleges and I
want to get this. I guess the other postsCeondary 'institutions should
go to State colleges for their money or should there be another board
so they go to the secondary schools?

Mr. NAJARIAN: Iii some areas we have, regional vocational schools
with postsecondary programs and they come under the jurisdiction
of in terms of curiiculum, -approval of thqoard of higher educa-
tion, but for funding they have to go to the State board for vocational
education. What I would suggest in a situation like that, Ilepresenta-
the Quie, is to utilize conceivably the 1203 conanision kimal of a
structure to pros ide -for review of funding requests whereby they
could sere ice the disbursing, not necessarily disbursing, authority,
but at least res iewing and recommending and Omits be given to
these postsecondary institutions.

Mr, Qum Lot me understand. -nu want the money that goes to
cc:1111111unit.) colleges to go to the community colleg,e,,board and the
other secondary institutions ought to go to the regular Vocational
education board?

Mr. NAJAmax. That may be a desirable method of doing it,
Mr. Qum. I was asking your way.
Mr. NAJAmAx. This is the way I suggested.
Mr. Qem. And then the commission would be the one who oversees

it to see it goes right.
Now is hat about cominunity collegs? Do they need protection, iii

Massachusetts because I imagine you receive a higher share of vo-
cational education money than the 4-year institutions do?

Mr. NAJARIAN. We do.
Mr. Qum They need more protection than you then?
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Mr. NAJARIAN. No. it is not a question of protection here. The 4-
year institutions except for the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst. which has involved itself in professional development pro-
gams. part E, or some of the State institutions such as Fitchburg
state. teacher training and professional development, very rarely have
iins- State institution. postsecondary, not gotten involved in occupa-
tional education programs. Most of what they get on an operating
basis from the State' and the remainder from the Higher Education
Act. the various titles there.

Mr. Qum. I don't know about Massachusetts. but I know many of
them are casting their eye at that vocational education money.

Mr. NA:TARIAN. IlleV may well be doing that. I know it was em-
ployed at more and more business offices and as.deansof adininistra-
tun' see the problems of financing developing. they are beginning
to cast their eyes in many different directions.

Mr. Quit:. For protection?
. -

Mr. NAJARIAN. The point I made is not so. much in the interest
of protection. I thihk °we can stand on our own. We are big boys

9 now. as on implied. I think the point is in terms of providing for
aut. aii,,agency that is separate from the existing agency, that if you'
were forced to go through. the procedural problems in terms of de-
veloping gitints, requesting,,fund0 and justifying your existence,
.occasionally you woidd climb up a wall because the bureaucratic
maze that has been established times beyond raison and beyond
comprehension. -

There are more simple ways of doing things. This is what I am
proposing.

Mr. Qt-u-:. The simpler way is for the Congress to set aside the
money for you.

T will not use up all of my time.
"Mr. anuirrut [presiding]. Mr. Goodling'.
Mr. Goonmso. I have a couple of questions.
First of all, a comment or two, Mr. Willett. You indicated at the

beginning of your presentation yon were not going to apologize for
any emotions involved and T would suggest that vou don't have to
apologize for what T thought, was a, very biased presentation, be-
cause each day we have another group here trying to grt their share.

T would take issue, and we won't spend any time on this today,
with your statement in relationship to the maturity of secondary
youngsters. because T have just finished 9.3 Years working with young
men and young women at that level and I have two under my roof
at my home and I question some of your thinking along that line.

T would ask all of you the same question,. I think. You have in-
dicated that we are fragmented; we cfo not plan together; --q are
not a cohesive group within a State as-far as vocational education
is concerned.

What recommendations would yon have to us, as a committer, to
bring about more cohesileness and better planning. Would there
be a fear on our part that if we got involved, and Congress usually a
overreacts. if we got too involved. would you have a fear that we
would take away your rights and privileges and ability to move
ahead on your own? How do you bring these two timings together?
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It is difficuli for Inc. You know I can see that planning is a real
problem; that is,. in my own State, and I am not aware of how
things an handled with each group. What recommendations would
you have to improve this? Anybody can Tinswer.

Mr. NAJARIAN. Well. planning that does take place, qpfortunately
for the last se end years in Massachusetts in\ atiably has been based
on totally inadequate data. As an example, in 376, amendments of
1968, it was specified in there that x numbers of dollars would be
giN en to the Department of Labor to provide for each State man-
power information. Since I presently serve on the board, on the
educational policies committee, which is in a sense a planning kind of
actil,ity in terms of curriculum, the most desperate need that we
have is for manpower data, not onv short term but long term.

Gil en the economic situation Wilily, some of the data we do 'nut
is totally out of date. totally out of perspective. Over the long run
the most vital bit of information that we could have would be that
kind of information. over these last few years. No money has ever
bien appropriated to or transferred to the Department of Labor to
p.-0 ide the kinds of manpower information that could lead to com-
preliensie planning on the part of all of the institutions, the sec-
ondary sector as well as the postsecondary sector, which would in-
elude community colleges.

I would recommend that to Congress as being one of the most vital
things they could do in this situation.

Dr. FF.ormas N. One other thing "I would say. von can't have suc-
cessful planning for all of the people that need to be invovled in
cons ersation art iind if you hale an agency that is responsible for
vocational planning, that is. you know, 98 percent thinking. and from
ft background of secondaiy °eat ional programing and the others are
not involved in the same, you know, significant level, they do not
have the balance, and I believe. through additional use of the 1202
commissions, to achiece postsecondary plans involving all of the
postsecondary le els and a secondary planno.in through the mechan-
isms that might exist in the State, but it wouldn't make much sense,
you know, to ask, say, the 1202 commissions to do all of the plan-
ning for the secondary.

to Pennsyllania we are doing that. We are having the secondary
do all of the planning for everybody. So we need to achieve soma
balance there if our planning is_to be more effective and bring about
this unity or cohesiveness for a career education plan.

Mr. GOODLING. The other part of the question is do you have a
feat that w e can hold the motley here and then write something over
on this side that would luing all of you,,people together in such a
.manner that we could determine what would be the way to go?

Mr. Lot-0111,1N. Really, I would like to react. We have the fact that
Indiana is ,perhaps a tittle more unique. as Chairman Perkins men-
tioned. May be our goal is a little different, but I would like to goover
this for just, a second. While seri ing as the sup'erintendent of instruc-
tirm for the State of Indiana T set up a blue ribbon comtnittee ilt
1971 which inclu members of the legislature, and all of the dif-
fucelit lobby ing groups and what-liace-y on for vocational education
specifically.,
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We have Federal funding to carry it out. They had separate staff
from my department, so it would not be just secondary oriented.
It was a complete setoff. That committee gave its report. The report
then went into a legislative study committee of our Indiana General
As:emblv. That is what I was referring to in this report here, our
senate bill 85, that has for the firstlime a single unit.

To answer your question. yes, I would be opposed to too much Fed;
e ral planning. I think that w e can, in the State of Indianait LaA taken
a long time and these things do not happen overnight a lot of times,
but I don't think von have to make the decision in the U.S. Congress
whether or not we will emphasize one aspect over another, or the
internal affairs. In fact. I don't think you are in a position to do that.

I think that the dynamic changes in our society are so great we
must have that flexibility at the local level.

Mr. GOODLING. You do believe you could get them together?
Mr. Lorontlx. Yes.
Mr. Goonuxo. These last few days I was not sure about that. One

additional question I would like to ask Mr. Willett. I noticed you
said. "But I feel this committee has at its disposal ways and means
to eneonrage and implement educational change and I would re-
spoof fully ask for any assistance you can extend" and so on.

What do You have in mind?
Mr. WILLF.rr. I didn't mean T expected to check and then go back

to eolleg,T. but I was talking for the entire group.
Mr. GOODLING. Are yon speaking in terms of-money?
Mr. Wur.r.m-r. Yes. As far as that goes. yes, that is what we are all

here for.
Mr. GOODIANG. Well. I wasn't sure.
Mr. Wna.F.w. Well. the committee is not here for that. But of

course. my basic interest in coming here is the residential school. type
school. and I think. of course, that is my prejudice. And I think.
well. T have not gone through the bill. I have not seen it in here
thintgli. and I don't know whether it is cut out or is to be added
or ek en considered or not. I think that should be one thing and there
nie some other things in the bill I would like to talk to you about
sometime today.

Mr. 7mm:wt. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MttrYtt. T have juQt a couple of finestionq. This lack of plan-

T11,1' or the lack_ of coordination in the poliev'involvement, you are
iihout within your individual State. von feel in some sense

community colleges have been left out of their proper role is that
right ?

arr. \-vrAnivc. Mn i" T answer that ?
Muaa:n. Certainly.

Mr. N T was going to make, an additional comment to
Goodling when he' raised the question of funds, on the one hand,

and maybe Congress increasing, pressure on its to plan.
Now. in the 'amendments of 1968 there were very specific require-

ments with 'respect to a State plan as far as occupational or voca-
tional education is concerned. I have worked on one myself when I

AN ith the department of vocational education. The point there is
that Congress has established the plan or at least a methodology for
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-working out a State plan, but in most cases, What has happened is
that this is merely a compliance document that all States invariably
meet so that they get funds from the 1:SOE's" specific office. But if
other institutions and other sectors were mvohed in the planning
aspect of these State plans, then I think there would be a much
better approach in terms of bringing in all of the needs of the various
sectors, such as postsecondary community' colleges as well as secon-
dary. In other Winds, the vehicle exists.

Mr. MILLER. Why arell:t you involved?
Mr. NAJARIAN. Why arent we involved? That is a good question.

We hale recommended. We have volunteered and we are occasionally
called over the telephone and asked, "What are your enrollment
figures aid "What do you expect to project in terms of capital ex-
penditures ?" but we are never. in factand the State advisory coun-
cil and national.council pointed this outthat in too many States the
postsecondary sector such as colnmunity colleges are not given op-
portunity to participate in the plan.

NOW again when the sole state agency has that responsibility,
you wait upon them to invite you.

Mr. MILLER. Is that your answer also? You talk -about not all
parties to the conversation being there.

MI". NAJARIAN. Yes, we have to have complete organization, one
structure that really represents and understands all segments of
secondary and postsecondary occupational education. When you
don't have that. and it does not appear it is going to happen, you have
to face the facts and be realistic and von can't channel all of the
funds through one or the other because that wouldn't be fair.

So von have to. at that point, divide the allocations so that you
have ,..econdaly vocational finals going through that proper source
and the postsecondary occupational source going through the proper
source.

The only other alternative would he some complete massive reor-
gnization at the State level and I don't think you probaW want to
get into that at the Federal level, foicing each State to come up with
a similar model.

Mr. Mrtaya. Well, my concern Is that. if yokut follow some of the
questions asked by Mr. 011ie in terms of set-asides, or increase set-
ashle4, or greater definition, time chances in the Federal Government's
witting involve,d in a power struggle, within individual States be-
tween competing institutions. How do YOU suggest we do that? And
what is the propriety of the Congress attempting to do that?

Tf you say we have mandated a State planning guide or plan and
you have been left out of it in violation of what that plan calls
for. that is one instance. Put to say. without specifics in regard to
violations of eongressional intent, I don't see what our role is based
upon from testimony this morning.
, Pr. rEnorasEN. T think the American' Vocational .lis,.ociation and
American Association of Community Junior Colleges are both ask-
ing for an increase of 15 percent to 30 percent set aside for postsec,
ondary and community colleges. This would. in fact. be a doubling
of the amount of money that would be funded and required by legis-
lation to come to the postsecondary level. -
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Right now we are recei ing less than 15 percent. Yet we are
serving as many students as are the secondary vocational schools.
I can't bleak down how much goes to State administration, but there
is a large part that goes to State administration. But the system iS
not working right now. This bill, I think, would go a long way to-
ward improving it.

Mr. Alma:IL It seems to me the suggestion you are making is that
somehow the decision to deprive you of moneys within Sour State
is not based on merit, or that it is based on some other extraneous
matter that is sort of a hidden agenda, if you will, and I am trying
to bring out if that fact is true.

Dr. FEnnEasEx. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Or you tell me there is a great dislike for vocational

education at the community level? Is that what you are saying?
Dr. FEDDEasnx. Yes.
gr. MILLER. By most State boards of education or State plannifig

boards or whoeler is in the position to make the decision, I mean is
that the position of this group?

Mr. WILLETT. Not my position.
Mr. NAJARIAN. I think what you could say is this: Up to this point

vocational education has been primarily secondary-oriented.
Mr. MILLER. Agreed.
Mr. NAJAIHAN. Obviously, in 1968. the Congress recognized the fact

that postsecondary education was increasing in significance, there-
fore, they increased or established a mandatory set -aside of 15 per -
rent. Since that time what is happening is postsecondary education
and specifically postsecondary education in time community colleges
has increased dramatically.

Fhave the datirliere I am submitting to the community. I think
what has happened. the vehicle. mechanisms established in the
State no longer reflect the changes that have taken place in the
educational scene. I think we are asking that Congress recognize the
fart that the 15 percent set- aside'is no longer sufficient.

Our needs have expanded beyond that. In some instances we have
never ever received what has been set aside as postsecondary man-
datorilv.

Mr. MILLER. I suggest that is a different case than what I believe
I was hearing earlier. which was not so much that your circumstances
had changed and Congress ought to reevaluate it, but rather, yon
were being* denived of it because of power structures within our
States. and I didn't think it was a proper role for this committee or
Congress to deal with.

Mr. LoronniN. Ire is sayinn that the minimum and maximum of
15 percent are one and the same at the postsecondary level.

Mr. MIT,LEIL I understand, which is no longef adequate in light of
this situation.

YA.t.quAN. In addition. when von raised the Point, raised the
point of a flower strugirle not being within the purview of this com-
mittee. I don't belies e that is uniteat least my nnderstanding, in
that if the Congress has established the repirement for a sole State
agencyand up to this point in time this sole State agency is pri-
mal oriented in a secondary nature and is almost, in many States
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at least, and I know in ours is also synonymous with the State Board
for Elementary and Secondary Education.

What I am saying and what Dr. Dwyer, whom I represent here,
is saying is that they do not represent our needs to the extent that we
'feel that they should be. In other words, the sole State agency is no
longer valid in a situation where the needs of the educational com-
munity are going to go beyond what their scope of interest is.

Mr. Mui.En. Are you suggesting that we select a membership?
Nr. NAJARIAN. No.
Mr. MILLER. Create a new agency?
Mr. NAJARIAN". Well, not necessarily create a new agency. I think

these kinds of things could be operated within existing structures
that exist in.a number of States in this country, such as State boards
for postsecondary education, the'1202 Commission, the State boards
for community colleges, and I am not saying one or the other, but
I do say there are certain needs for change here and I think, what
we are doing is submitting our recommendations for how the' com-
mittee should look at these changes that should be structured.

Mr. LOUGHLIN. Mr. Miller, if I might interject, when you suggest
to set up a new agency, that is exactly what we do, is create a State
board of education by this bill and what is good for California will
not necessarily fit Indiana. This is why we are saying, Give us that
opportunity, that flexibility to do it here and then what is needed for
Massachusetts or other places, lbt them do it.

Mr. MILLER. In 'motile!' vein., let me ask you this of whomever
would like to respond : Do you think some incentives ought to be
pro\ ided for the moement of secondary students into postsecondary
locational education programs while the are still secondary students?
Should you lime an open enrollment policy for those students? 'Un-
less they want to go into advance work in specific courses, they might
also be involved in community colleges.

Mr. LOUGHLIN. I would be surprised if there isn't.
Mr. MILL n. But there is rather a small number of students in

terms of this.
Mr. LOUGHLIN. Well. the opportunity is there. In fact, we would

take all of the students we can. What happens at IX. Tech's par-
ticular case is that the average student waits a year, is out, and then
decides that they don't have what they really thought they have
and then conies back for what I consider the differentiation between
locational and occupational, comes back now and they have pad the
broad alicut and now they want to know how to be an air-condition-
ing or heat specialist or something like that.

Thri.a. But you see no inherent roadblocks in taking ad-
I, a t age of that opportunity while they are still secondary students?

Mr. LormirAN. Well, it would be an easier transition for us. We
go around the State to every high school before graduation and
encourage that. Buy or sell, so to speak, just like ITT would go
around and sell.

Mr. 'Nfu.r.r.n. Im talking about while they are juniors.
Mr. Lorounrx. That is what T talked about.
Mr. NA.r.trirAx. We have a situation inst., now developing in Mas-

sachusetts where Springfield Technical Community College, formerly
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the old Springfield Armory, is working A\ ith a number of surrounding
communities, all of. which are relatiNely small suburban areas that
cannot afford to fund a regional vocational school, and we are pres-
ently working out arrangements on a consortia basis where these
juniors and seniors you are svaking of will be able to come to our
community college in Springfield and from 11 to 2 utilize the tech-
tile:11 laboratories and classroom instructors and our faculty while
they are still enrolled in the high school, to benefit from the occupa-
tional training programs that we presently have, plus the equipment.

Dr. FEooKnsi:x. At Williamsport we are serving 1.300 right now
secondary stud is and they come from 12 different school districts
and use the samrfacilities that we use for postsecondary occupational
programs, so for a normal day on for 2 weeks and then 2 weeks back
at the home institution and that enrollment is growing.

Mr. NAJARIAN. I am glad to hear that because I raised' it because
there were some concerns in the GAO report in terms of maximizing
use of these facilities within community colleges.

Dr. FEDDER::rN. We have one particular program in welding that
starts at S o'clock in the morning and runs until 3 a.m. the next
morning for welders and we have secondary schools and postsec-
ondafy schools and postsecondary right out of high school and older
students and adults utilizing, the one facility.

Mr. ZEpEurrrr. On behalf of Chairman Perkins and the committee
we thank you for coming here this morning. .

Mr. Lotollux. We thank you for giving us the opportunity.
[Whereupon, at 12 :25 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at the call of tho Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record" follows :)

CITTAHOGA COMMrNITY COLLEGE,
Cleveland, Ohio, April 25, 1975.Hon. CARL D. PERHISs.

Rayburn Novae Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTA.TIVE PERKINS: Cuyahoga Community College is deeply con-
cerned about the upcoming legislation for Vocational Education. We in the urban
areas are deeply concerned about the unemployed citizens of our cities, and lack
of skills is one of the primary reasons for unemployment. We feel that the Voca-
tional Education Act of 190S as Amended offered inadequate support to the post-secondary institutions of our nation, which are responsible for developing the
talents and resources of Americans of all age levels.

Cuyahoga Community College is in general concurrence with the American"
Association of Community and :Junior Colleges in its support of ILR. 30311 and
S Win. These hills would allow the distributioh of funds for vocational educationat the state level to be channeled through a separate community college unit
whieh would recommend allotments to post-secondary institutions. Currently, the
standards set by our State Department of Education in the Vocational Education
Division are directed toward secondary schools and do not allow for flexibilityIn the training of adults is vocational programs. in the State of Ohio, less than
the 15,'I has been allotted to post-secondary institntions in the past, and we
have had a great deal of difficulty securing approval of vocational programs for
reimbursement of fends. Necessary space and equipment requirements prevent
us from training individuals in priority need areas. Frequently our students are
Involved in external clinical and cooperative programs in which they are exposedto all types of working_situations and have adequate opportunities to utilize
their Skills beyond the walls of the Institutions.

In addition, we are prevented (rein obtaining any research funds under part C
of the present Aet through the State Division of Vocational Education because
we do not have approved programs These monies 'me been arbitrarily allotted
and 'earmarked for secondary school districts and special projeets for the State

4
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Division itself carried un within local sdioul district:4. Guidelines and priorities
are nes er announced to Lust - secondary calacational units, and the only way that
we can obtain any research funding fur projections of employment mods or
follow -up studies of graduates relatiug to improsenient of programs is to apply
directly to the Office,uf Education for external funds, whist are limited °a a
nationwide basis.

While we support the distribution ccanponent of S. 303-11.R. 3030. w e are
aware of the ads antages to us of has tog research Muds distributed with multi-
year grant,. The AACJC recommended legislation has not addressed itself to
this facet of research and des elopincnt , how es ti., NN e feel that single year grants
do out allow fur adequate follow -Up Hi piujec Gen studies, in addition to es abla-
tion of particular ma, upational programs in regional areas. We recommend that
research and des elopment efforts nut be hampered by 81111tUN ttl of the State Di-

astun Vocational Education as a condition fur reeeis ing funding. In distac-
tionary funding 'vivo eti directly from the Commissioner. it would be advisable
to have only 1111 informatomal copy of proposals forwarded to the State Offices.

Wo would 1101/1` that this legislation may be brought to the fluor of the House
for a rote during the first session of the 9-Ith Congress. and preferably prior
to the expiration of the Act on .June 30th so that a c.ontinuation of the present

NN Ilia w Wild del* us m cess to adequate funding fur another fist al
year, is unnecessary.

Sincerely,

Congressman Or.onGE H. M rrroN,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washinyton,

DEAR GEORGE I am sure that you are aware that the House of Represcntat es
has before it tss o separate sucational education bills. The first, H.R. 17304. is the
ouational education amendments of 1973. The secoutl II.R. 1730:5, is the post-

secondary- vocational eduction act of 1973. Both of these bills base scam. merit
and either would do seine good -fur Nueational education in the States.
Huss es er, it is abundantly dear that H.R. 17305 would be the preferable bill fur
Odessa College. This bill pros ides that a minimum of 40 per cent of the funds
allocated to a state must be designated for post-secondary vocational education
and that at least 30 per cent of this amount must be allocated to community
olleges. It also, and inure significantly, pros ides for .separate planning and co-

orcliiiiiting agencies for 6eLontlar) and post-secondary vocational education.
I know that you are aware that the, major thrust of successful occupational

education training In the cnited States is now coming through and from the
community colleges in the United States. In addition. although we du base holm-
colleges that do better jobs than others, the community college mos ement is far
inure able to attrat t adults fur reeducation than are any other ty pe of act
tional education institutions. The reason for this is very ohs bias In that ally
adult IN ho is out of sc 110(11 would much rather say, "Tin going to college now"
than "Lin going back to high school " Beyond that, its my very prikjuilieed
opinion. of course, that we are able to provide a more (904,3er-oriented ociu-
pational program than are away oilier instituthnis who axe coneeined about
thcir, profit. or about pliogri,pus. for high school age individuals.

at Odessa College are Bursting at the seams with vocational
This sprint; semester, w e has e had all ail-time record enrollment more
20 pert ent greater than last y eau'. and we t. aro at absolute capacity it evening Mill
part-time sections 11f every occupational course as ail:adv. This is partly het misc..
of the great need for trained people in our area. Our industry needs more lin-
ployees. I'Ve are getting ti great influx of new people Into Odessa hawses er. wt.
do not have people with the training to move into the jobs that are needed.
Therefore. at Odessa College we k. are going to base to dramatically increase tlic.
number of people W110111 Nye can train for our area.

The separate planning and 1.0ordituttIng agencies fur administering seimitlaty
and post secondary vocational education is of extreme significance to us. At the
present time. TOMS Education Agency which. of eourse. is the centril agency for
secondary eilueation in Texas. also administers the post-secondary Noe:Miami
programs at Odessa College. This creates a great number of problem. The
community college, people in the Texas Education Agency would admit that it

HOLES M. ELLISON.
Presidt nt.

ODESSA COLLEGE,
Odessa, Tex., February 10, 1075.
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is very difficult for them to get our problems before the agency leadership be-
cause of their very small number and very small budget compared to the total
'operation of all public schools in the state of Texas. This is natural. The largest
portion of the responsibility for the Texas Education Agency is the public school
program. They. therefore, devote most of their time to this program. At the
sametime, %N e in Loznatimity colleges feel that tie definitely need au agency is ho
can devote itself to our problems and our concerns in creating better occupa-
tional education programs. 4

realize that there is a substantial number of people w ho w mild argue w ith
my views on this matter; I ant sure that many think H.R. 17304 is the better
bill. However, after making a reasonably careful study, and thinking through
the problems at Odessa College and what we need. I am convinced that H.R.
17305 would be the bill width mould help the most people in the United Stares
in terms of vocational and occupational education. I say this Nv ithout reference
to the amount of money allocated to occupational education although obviously
I am Interested in as much as possibe being sent our way. To rue, however, a
guarantee of money to community colleges and a recision of the administration
if these funds would be extremely helpful to Odessa College and the people of

'Odessa.
I would certainly appreciate any consideration you could give to your support

of H.R. 17305 and would certainly be willing to provide you with additional
comment and thought if you desire.

I know you have a lot of people NS ho want many thing. and a lot of pressures.
I understand and appreciate the problems 3ou have and am simply glad that you
$tre there in Washington to represent us and are in a position to make me feel
that I am really being heard on my concerns in these matters.

With warta regards, s
PHILIP T. SPEEGI.k,

President.

'EST VALLEY,
JOINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT.

Saratoga. Calif., January 28, 1975.
31r. .Tows F. JENNINGS.
Counsel. General Subcommittee on. Education and Labor,
House of Representatives.
Washington, D.C.

J)EAR MR. JENNINGS. West Valley Community College w as legally established
in 1963 to serve the Santa Clara County communities of Santa Clara. Campbell.
Los Gatos. Saratoga, Monte Sereno and a significant portion of the City of
San :Jose. In the Fall of 1964, the College repted a 40-sear old grammar school
and offered educational programs to 3.000 full and part-time students. Subse-
quently, the district purchased a permanent site and has completed a college
now Bening approximately 20,000 full and-part-time students. In order to meet
the continuing anticipated enrollment demands. a second site has beep pur-
chased in the City of Santa Clara and the first permanent facilities are sched-
uled for completion in 1977.

An analysis of our student [population. which averages 27 years of age, re-
seals that aouroximattly 80r/n are pundit] in one or more occupational edu-
kation I luses. The Finality members and consider ocuipational edu-
cation to be one of the must pressing and contintaug requirentents for the edu-
cational enhancement of the district's population.

Since 1964 significant portions of our buildings. equipment and operational
support of ovettpittioital education has been provided through the VOCATIONAL
EDIT.VTION ACT of 1963 and 1968, amended. Projecting an increasing student
demand as a result of job retraining, population mobility. and more leisure
time. it is conceivable that before this decade is user. over 40,000 students will
be carolled annually iti one or more courses of occupational education in this
dist riet.

I, the undersigned President of the Faculty Senate of the West Valley Joint
ConInnilt3 College District, urge,,you to act favorably on behalf of the 212
full -time and 185 part -time faculty members of ,West Valley College concern-
ing the Post-secondary Vocational Education Act of 1075.

Sincerely yours,
PAT BENNETT,

President:

4 a
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STATE FAIR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL,

1-- Sedalia, Mo., February 7, 1975.
Hon. J. RANDALL,
!louse Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Draft C:WGRESGSIAN RANDALL . We have just recently received word from our
Missouricational Educational Legislative Committee that the House Edu-
cation an)10.abur Committee is beginning their d, liberations on the new v uca-
tional edi4tion legislation.

We would like to express our support for the research and curriculum de-
velopment, Oatew itle planning and accountability, prevocational education, baste
vocational education program, and vocational education program services as,
prorided in H.R. 17304.

State Fair Community College is a public community college that also func-
tions as an area vocational school and, in this role, operates vocational pro-
gram:, for (1) post-set ondary youth and adults, (2) secondary school youth,
(3) adults who are in need of retraining, and (.4) individuals with special
needs (disadvantaged and handicapped).

in our judgment, this bill skould best allow the college to continue to provide
vocational programs for our district residents. We currently work directly NN itlp
the State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education in securing,:
state and federal funds to assbyt with the support of vocational programs at
the local level. We receive excellent support from this department and are it;
favor of the State Board continuing to be the sole agency responsible for ad-
ministration and supervision of the state plan.

We are opposed to II.R. 17305 (the A.A.C.J.C. supported bill) which provides
for a division of funds between v ucatIonal education and occupational edu-
cation t4 the post-secondary level.

As you know. state government for education has recently been reorganized
into two departments, State Department of Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation and State Department of Higher Education, and community colleges.
have been transferred to the State Department of High Education. In our
opinion. it would be more efficient for our local schools to wort, with one agency
that bad the responsibility fur the planning and supervision for all vocational
programs within our state. We also have reservations about the ability of the
new Department of higher Education to administer occupational programs-
The legislation limits their total staff to 25, members and at the present time'
on one on their stall' has any previous administrative experience with voca-
tional education. Al..), H.R. 17305 would lead to duplication of effo,rt at the
state level, and would probably lead to inefficiency in planning and administra-
tion of vocational programs in our state.

If 3 on concur with our concerns, would you please contact Congressmant
Perkins and the other members of the Committee and indicate your support.
of II.R. 17304.

Thank you for your past efforts on behalf of vocational education.
Sincerely,

+7,

lion. WILLIAM J. RANDALL.,
Rouse Office Building, Washington, D.C.

CoNGRLssmAN RANDALL . We have just received word that the House
Education and Labor Committee is beginning hearings on the new vocational
education legislation. There are some concerns that I would have under UR.
1730:1. vs Idyll is the bill supported by the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, especially as it relates to the State of Missouri.

This 11111 provides for a di% islon of funds between vocational occimationar
education at the secondary level and the post - secondary level. I am aware that
some states base difficulty in provtding funds fur some of the post-secondary

,Mmivis R. FIELDING,
Vice President for Instruction..

NII.A HinnoN,
Dean, Vo-Tech Education..

STATE FAIR CoMMU,NITy COLLEGE.
Sedalia, Mo., February 7, 1975...,.
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institutions bet dust. of the way they are in ituted, and I agree that something
snould be done in such cases Iloweser. to disrupt another state w here all the
lilaniling and adininist4 ring for both the seetaidary and post-secondary levels
is handled by one agetio equitably, as i the case with Missouri, I feel would
be a mistake.

As, 3oa knt w. our state government las recently been reorganized with the
Iseult being that eibication is now eisiiid by two departmentsthe Depart-
ment of Elementary and Secondary Education, where the Nocational tditision

, it athomistend. and the Departnim of Higher Education. In accordance with
the Reorganization Act, the Dem rtment of Iligher Education is limited to
twenty -fife employees and there no one in the department who has experi-
mc with s Ocatintial education, )_a, means that amdlier agency would hose

to at ar up in planinmz. supervisielt, and administration of the vocational pro-
grms t ui rt idly being carried on by the Vocational Ins ision of the Department
I if Eh inciaary and Set ondary Education. It appears to me that this would lead
1'41 it saat amount of inefficiency in both the planning and administering of

101 ,itlohal programs for the people of the State of Missouri. I would support
am nit asure that would pros idb fur distribution of funds to some of the post
high sthool programs in other states, but since in Missouri post high school
programs are being s eo adequately handled and financed by the present ad-
ministration. I s% (Mill not want to see it changed. For example, post high schotd
institutions and programs receive about 28 percent of the funds allocated to
Missouri by the federal government at this time. I think the duplication of
4 fro t would cost much more in the area of administration necessarily resulting
in It ss money being spent toward educational programs for students in the
State of Missouri.

We. therefore, would support at this time ILR. 17304, as we continue to sup-
t rt.searth and carriculum deseltipment, statewide planning and account-

ability. pre-%ocational education, basic 5oeatiunal cilia:anion programs, and the
rot atwlial education program services provided in II.R. 17304,

I hope 3 nu will concur with this point of view and use your influence to-
and members of tin House Education and Latur Committee, especially its

Chairman. CongressInan Perkins.
Sincerely,

FRED E. DAVIS.
President.

PRINCE GEORGE'S COMMUNITY COLLF.GE,

ti Largo, 31d., February 10, 1975.
Diumi SIR. As per our phone conversation, I am attaching My paper for your

Possible inclusion in the Bill on Vocation Education.
If imitated, kindly let me know the developments and please send me a copy

for my file.
Thanks.

Cordially,
FRANCIS SHIER,

Professor of Economies.

[Excerpt from Coni. Record July 1S, 1974]

THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HON. CHARLES II. WILSON OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, July 18, 1971

Mr, Charles II. Wilson of California, Mr. Speaker, recently Prof. Francis
thteli of the Social Science Department of Prince Georges Community College
sent me ii s er3, interesting paper on "Community College Education as a Source
of Fa mom& DPS elopment." Tie will deliver this talk at the Second Annual
Atlantic Economic Conference to be,held In late September in Richmond, Va.

C3,-;
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Since I agree with Professor Shia's thesis that community colleges offer a
valuable source of manpower development and training and that, because of
their low tuitions and opt u-door admissions policies, provide exceptional. edu-
cational opportunity, I would like at this point to insert Professor Shieh's re-
marks in the RECORD so that my colleagues can benefit from his views:

[The material referred to follows:]

COM MU. TT COLLEGE EDUCATION AS A SOURCE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

(By Prof. Francis Shieh)
The develo lent of human resources (human capital) to free people from

the hardship or poverty and ignorance in the sharing of benefits is gladly and
encouragingly viewed by economists and educators.

Men are now seeking to find more food supplies and energy sources, more
steady employment and increasing responsibility w ith dignity, better education
and training for enhancing and productivity in every stage and phase of eco-
nomic performance.

We all know that the development of an education system and the formula-
tion of an education policy are linked with economic evolution. The fact of in-
crea.ing enrollment in community colleges is'a concrete evidtmce of the role of
such division in the education sector in contributing to the labor factor of
production.

As the expression goes, "One has a sense of honor only` when one's livelihood
is assured." One ought to be realistic in order to satisfy one's basic needs and
the acquisition of a certain skill to earn a living can easily. be attained 'by
attending community colleges.

Besides imparting knowledge and skills, we need to cultivate a problem-
solving attitude mow; .students. This can be done not through dull standard
which are unexciting or meaningless to the novice but through work-study
programs that can be available in the patterns of community colleges. With
expansion in community colleges the hest brains are absorbed into academic
life and industries which are vital to economic growth. We need to create more
opportunities for all who are involved in business and industry. Community
colleges would be engaged in innovations in academic curricula and teaching.
Community college educators would feel, in my judgment, that we have a
commitment in our economic future.

Human resources are more important than material resources in economic
, development. For without adequate human resources, material resources can-

not he adequately utilized by men for the benefit of all. And human resources
can be developed only, as I see it, if .education at the community college level
would he available to all our people. The low tuition fees have an effect in
terns of increasing enrollment and the high rate of inflation is another factor
of such a development.

There can he no doubt that as source of manpower development and train-
ing, community colleges have become highly significant to industry and the
business World.

Training proces<tes are atrelogous to pioductiOti processes; they transform
input (unskilled labor) into output (skilled labor) using huntan capital instru-
ments (community colleges) and personnel (educators) and processes, (training
programs).

Manpower training mid policy is always the component of modern American
economic life.

OBJECTIVE

One objective of this paper J8, to assure fellow economists the qualitative
dimension of sclentifk and- technological manpower dee elupment in American
community colleges. A significant factor in the sustenance of the Nation's
economy is the capacity mail capability to provide trained technical personnel
at the grassroots level. Since there seems to be no fully; agreed upon definitions
of the terms "technician" and "technologist," these terms will lie used without
specific distinction. Technical training programs are those which have as their
primary aim preParation for teritary (Para - professional) and productive
employment. The Cortnimuity College Programs have expanded greatly during
the past decade. (Cf. Keys for Economic Understanding by Francis Shieh
Kendall/Hunt, Dubuque, Iowa 1971; Manpower Report of the President, April

496
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1974, Occupational Outlook Handbook 1974-75 and Budget in Britt, Fiscal Year
1975.) These education programs are designed to provide a firm base for con-
tinuing educationeven w hen the worker h education is interrupted by periods
of employment. Such programs %N ill have as their primary emphasis the basic
scientific, engineering, and mathematical hnowledge upon which necessary and

'specific skills may be set and built. To sum tip_ the rationale as follows-
1. a sound scientific and technical.basis for continuing professional growth

in the intermediate range for immediate applications.
.1 an ability to adapt to technological advances and
3. job entry skills for employment in scientific and technological activities..

PROJECTIONS TO 1976

Leading up to the observance of our 200th anniversary, four States have been
selected to establish the pilot phase of a program that will highlight the con-
tribution of edification to the Nation's economic development.

Alabama will stud.. the role of educational institutions, such as community
colleges. The results will be incorporated in high school social studies courses
and broadcast statewide over educational TV.

6 PROJECTIONS TO 2982-8m

Enrollment in community colleges would be in the neighborhood of 3,000,000
with an increase of 25% from 1972 to 1982 and four-year institutions of
6.900000 (circa) with an Increase of only 3%.' Such trends would be clear in
terms of the topic of this paper.

EPILOG

Thcvirend toward occupational education hi community colleges will continue
at an accelerated pace, as is evident from the fact that 135 of the 160 programs
projected for introduction in Mary land's cunimunity colleges between 1974 and
1979 will be in occupational areas. The scenario appears to be economizing the
cost of tuition, optimizing the amenity of individualized instructions and
maximizing the benefits of career-oriented people.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATION AS A SOURCE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Appendix ASpecific examples of vocational training available in
community colleges

Degrees Conferred in Maryland Community Colleges

A total of 4,861 Associate in Arts degrees were awarded in 1972-1973 with
1.975 of these ass arded in the occupational areas. The major areas of concentra-
tion of the 1,975 degrees awarded in the occupational areas were:
Health service (43%) 855
Public service (22%) 431
Business and commerce (19%) 370
Data processing (8%) 151
Engineering related (7%) 142
Natural science (1%) 26

The table below compares the degrees and certificates awarded in Maryland's
community, colleges over a five-year period. A comparison of the degrees awarded
in occupational areas 1, emus the total Associate in Arts degrees awarded, and
the Cettiflentes awarded versus the total Associate hi Arts degrees awarded
follows:

Degrees awarded
Year:

1969 A 1,917
1970 2,310
1971 3,182
1972 4, 069
1973 4, 801

Official data from the FA Office of Education to be modified by the author.
44.
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Degrees awarded in occupational areas
Fear :

1969 53S.
1970 809
1971 911
1972 1. 588
1073 1,913

Certificates
'Year:

1969 58
1970 117
1971 98

, 1972 93
1973 241

The percentage of Associate in Arts degrees awarded in the transfer cate-
gory compared to ,hose awarded iii the occupational area has t.honn a decrease
over the past five yours. In 1969, 28 percent of all degrees awarded were in
occupational areas while in 1973. 40.7 percent were in occupational areas. The
number of Certificates awarded lane fluctuated er the five -year period. The
large increase from 1972 to 1973 is accounted for 'primarily by graduates of a
special program initiated by one of the community colleges in 1972.

Appendix 13Relaliomihip Lau et n examples in Appendix A and manpower ite«Is

Information based ou the new 1974 -i5 edition of Occupational Outlook Hand-
book reveals that :

Two out of three job openings that n ill arise through 1985 will stem from
the need to replace workers who die or retire. Only a third of the openings
will result from employment growth.

The number of professional and technical jobsthose that usually require
a college. degree n ill marline to grow faster thilii jobs in any other oocupa-
tional group. Hammer. the test majority of the 60 million job openings ex- .
petted to become mailable between 1972 and 1965 will be open to 'persons who
have completed 2 years of community college.

Educational requirements will continue to rise fur most jobs, including jobs
in clerical and blue-collar fields. Posthigh school training, such as that oh-,
tamed through appreoticeship, kind uminiunity colleges %%ill take on increasing
importance.

Some jobs with the fastest gross th rate n ill be in the health field, often in
comparatively small side and assistant type positions. Jobs as mechanics and
repairmen Of such diverse produtts as computers. industrial machinery, and.
air-conditioning, refrigeration. and heating equipment will also grow rapidly.

With the -world of work becoming nicremtingly important to young People
choosing careers and to pfaiiiners and ailministrators of manpower programs,

The new recision of the Handbook indicates that demand fur profgsional
and technical workers continue to he strong in the health field and in such
specialists as social work, systems analysis,.and personnel work.

Among occupations requiring community college education. employment will
grow uepidly in lithographic octImations, firefighting. and cement and concrete
masonry %cork, in addition to must Tara-profeslonal health occupations and
the mechanic and repa.ir jibs 01)1)(Ir timities for-stenographers and secretaries
will also he good, since the field is large and employ ee turnover is high.

Appendi.n CSpecial strengths of community colleges

The community college operates under an open -dour policy to all high school
gtotluates and other adults wino qualify lor specific programs. Fur a low Ni-
hon. students are admitted without regar'il to ravel, color, sex, religion or social
status.

By creating a total educational emironment the College itIA committed tq
helping each stanumt realize his/her potential, limited only by his/her indi-
vidual abilities and aspirations.

The-College assumes leadership in Identifying and evaluating the needs Of
the community and responding to the demands of a changing society.

52-945-7501. 1-32
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Programs ti re designed for the following purpose:
1. Academic two-sear curricula for transfer to four-year colleges or univer-sities.
2 Technical, occupational career, and semi-professional training leading toemployment in specialized fields.
3. Activities for adults who desire continuing education or personal enrich-ment.
4 Extra-curricular activities to develop leadership and broaden student

in terests.
5 Community Service programs of skills, understanding and appreciation to

meet the diversified demands of our society:
The above-mentioned features can never be matched by traditional four-year

liberal arts colleges, technical, secretarial or any career schools.
The so-called Career School.: in the private sector may be over 10.000 in num-ber i both resident and correspondence)annually enroll over three millionstudents at a tuition cost of more than $2.5 billion. But substandard and

shoddy education may prey on students who truly desire to have vocational
education. The Federal Trade Commission has published a guidebook on voca-
tional schools to expose deceptive practices.

Ten years 'ago there was only one community college offering its students
the opportunity of a cooperative education program. As a consequence of Con-
gress' establishing a national public policy to favor and assist the expansion of
cooperative education. there are now several hundred community colleges that
havo started cooperative education programs. An increase in funding of part
IV-D will he necessary to replace a substantial portion of the current $19,500,000
now available for community colleges' to develop cooperative education programs
under the VOcational Cooperative Education Program.

Cooperative education is a response to the realization that industry and edu-
cation need to work together on the pressing problems of community college
education as a source of economic development.

The Comrininity Colleges are in greater demand than the land-grant colleges
in the 19th century. The Associate Degree. therefore, may be termed as a typical
American collegiate degree to serve our society.

NATIONAL ADVISOR? COUN'CIT, ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
Washington, D.C., February 24, 1975.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS.
Chairman. Hove Education and Labor Committee
U.S. ronaress. Rayburn Rouse Office Building
11'c/thing/on, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : Attached, for your information, is a letter
from Dr. Gerald R. Fuller. President. American Association of Teacher Edu-
cators in Agriculture, concerning vocational teacher education.

I thought that his views on this matter would he of interest to you and to
members of the Subcommittee in your current deliberations on extension and
revision of the Vocational Education Act.

Sincerely,

Enclosure..

CALVIN DET.LEFTELD,
Executive Director.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER
EDUCATORS IN AGRICULTURE,

January 17, 1975.
Mr. CALVIN DELLEFIELD.
Executive Director,
Washington. D.C.

Df ARM1R. DET.LEFIELR: This letter is in response to our conversation at the
National Coorclinn Hug Council for Vocational Student Organizations breakfast
in New Orleans.

Vocational teacher educators are concerned that the proposed new Federal
legislation for vocational education does not Identify college based teacher edu-
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cation a both lire -serf it atal in -sent ice) us a program having a specific author-
ization for appropriation of funding. The present draft of II.R. 17304 is worded
in such a way that it would be possible for states to zero fund teacher edu-
cation.

Also, the present trend in several states is to allocate teacher education funds
on the basis of short-Lerni special project funding. In both eases, it is impossible
for, teacht r educator, to plan on a long-range basis w lien funding may be at
the discretion of individual state department's of education.

Higher education is facing sin ere financial difficulties. Colleges and univer-
sities are basing their funding decisions more and more on traditional efficiency
fat tors spewed out by computer programs. The traditional ,efficiency factors,
such a, semi ster hours of credit generated by one instructor, are forcing vo-
tattunal teacher education programs to cut back on-,---or eliminate aspects of
their programs w hit ii have been pros en to he essential for quality preparation
and nice education of vocational teachers. Why, because these aspects of
vocational teacher education are expensive when compared to the cost of tra-
ditional large Oa,. lecturers and non-vueatiunal teacher education education
practices winefi are recognized to be less than the best.

It is my belief that the Federal legislation should specifically authorize the
funding of college based vocational teacher education to support the aspects
of the program whieli are more expensive than traditional delivery systems.

hi Vermont. the University of Vermont and the State Department of Edit-
., tation's Vovational-Tec hnical Education Division have developed an effective

funding proceiltirr. Pethaps this procedure might serve as a model.
-The University mid the State Board of Education have along-standing written

nit moranduni of malt rstanding that recognizes the joint responsibility for pro-
Whig adequate pre-si nice and in-service vocational teacher education. The

fact -that tffeetiie Notational teacher education is more expensive than tra-
ditional programs is reflected in this memorandum.
, The Vocational Education and Technology Department, University of Ver-
mont. prhares an annual program of work and proposed budget as called for
in the memorandum. These documents are reviewed and approved.by the State
Dcpartment of Eclat laicl's Div ision of Vocational-Technical Education as Nvell
as the University. Tb. memorandum of understanding insures continuing fund-
ing on an annual basis. Thus, long-range planning based upon projected needs
in Vermont can he accomplished.

The program of work and budget is designed to indicate the inputs and out-
puts a,sociated with the University's share of funding and ,the State Depart-
ment's share of funding. The 'University's share is used to provide the more
traditional instruction through on-campus courses. The efficiency factors used
by the 'University are considered when this phase of the program of work and
budget are formulated.

The State Department of Education's share of the budget is applied to the
more expensive aspects of the program, such as "small" on-campus pre-service
education courses. services activities to local education agencies, adequate
supervision of student teachers, in-service off -campus education for beginning
and txpt.rienced teat hers, and in- service education through on-campus evening
and summer courses. Traditional efficiency faeturs'are less applicable for these
aspects of ti, program. Without the financial aid from the State Department
of Education. these essential vocational teacher education activities would be
curtailed and; or eliminated by the 'University as budgets dwindled.

One unique part of Vermont's funding program is the Vocational Education
Professional Developnient Program. This program is used to reduce the out-
of-pocket tuition cost' for beginning and experienced teachers.

The 'University recognizes the fact that State Department of Education funds
arc king used to pay the salaries, fringe benefits, and operating expenses for
courses offered to beginning anti experienced teachers. Therefore, the cost to he
recovered by the University is limited to the record keeping and associated
indirect expenses. The University establishes. each year, a special fund equal
to 50 percent of the State Department of,Education annual financial grant
aw aril. Those f und1 are then awarded to beginning and experienced teachers,
and persons employed la industry, NN l, enroll in vocational teacher education
courses. Each person receives a Fellowship equal to 75 percent of the cost of
tuition for the course is which he/she enrolls. The enrollee pays the remain-
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ing 25 percent of the tuition cost to voter indirect expenses. On practice, this
amounts to $10 Per credit hour out-ofpocket.)

An important point regarding the Fellowship program is that we are able to
return up to 50 percent of the State Department of Education grant award to
the local school districts through the reduction of out-of-pocket tuition ex-
penses. In Vermont, this has been as high as $20,000_in one year.

In practice, the Pins ersity has been pay ing for about 50 percent of the cost
of vocational teacher edut adult and the State Department of Education has
supported tlie remaining 50 percent. If Federal authorization and financial
:414)1)00 is eliminated in the new legislation, vocational teacher education in
Vermont will be in serious trouble.

I BM sure other states have the same concern. And, other states have fund
ing patterns which my differ from Vermont's. I will contact some of my
colleagues, and request that they pros ide you with information regarding their
funding arrangements.

I hope this information will help you. If you hale any questions, please con-
tact me.

Sincerely,
GF.RALD R. FULLER.

I'residen t.

MD. CARL PERKINS,
Rouse Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTAIIIE PERKINS. On February- 26. 1975, Pr. William Fedder-
sen, President of Williamsport Area Community College, presented testimony
on career, vocatiothil. and occupational education before your Subcommittee. At
the time lie indicated that he w as speaking for himself and not t he entire
Commission fo,L Community Colleges although he ft li that he expressed the
concerns of the Commission. -

We did not have an opportunity to re. ieW Dr. Feddersen's testimony prior
to his presentation. Since then, however, we hase recelied copies of his testi-
mony and reviewed it carefully.

We are-in full accord with the testimony presented by Dr. Feddersen. We
support entirely his recommendations.

What he presented in his testimony was often discussed at Commission meet-
ings, and. we're all quite familiar with the problems and the proposed solutions.
The signatures helms represent the members of the Executis e Committee of
this Commission and indicate the support of the Commission.

We would appreciate if this statement of full support of Dr. Feddersen's
February 26 testimony could be placed in the record with his testimony.

We appreciate your concern and interest in ot eupational education and stand
ready to offer any sersices we can in your search for equitable legislation.

Sincerely,
Dn. CJIARLES E. Rowss. -

P, resident,
President, Burks County CommunNy College.

DR. DOUGLAS LIBBY, 3R
Viee President.

President, Delaware County Community College.
DR. RICHARD T. ADAMS,

gerretary.
President, Community College of Bearer County.

Dn. LE Roy R. BRENDLINGER,
Treasurer.

President, Montgomery County Community College.
Dn. THOMAS TEN HOEVE, JR..

Past Pretident.
President, Butler County Community College.

COMMISSION FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES.
Ilarrishurg, Pa., March 13, 197.7.
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Ants COLLEGE,
Greeley, Colo., March 21, 1975.

Bon. WItuakt L. ARMSTRONG,
Colorado Representative,
Cannon House Office Building,

Ib.tR CONGRM.SsMAN ARMS1RuNG. Thank you fur your interest and considera-
tion on my correspondence about legislation H.R. 3036. I appreciate your
thoughtfulness in sending me a copy of the bill.

After reading 3036 and comparing it to the Summary and Section by Section
Analysis of H R. 3037, I find it almost unbelievable that the American Voca-
tional Association could lime had any input in writing 3036. The changes from
II.R. 17305 to H.R. 3036 do not correct the major deficiencies of the bill as re-
lated to the administiation of Vocational Education. My personal feeling about
this proposed bill is that it would be so detrimental to vocational education
that an extension of the Amendments of 1965 would better suit our needs,
rather than consider this bill.

The major emphasis of this bill, as writtv, Is almost totally concerned with
controlling the administration of the program, thereby forcing an adaption to
a stereotyped structure familiar to persons of the academic family of higher
education.

Tu me, vocational education belongs .soinew here between basic and higher
cducatiim, and admittedly contains portions of each, but to be effective it must
lute different goals and different ,approaches to attain these goals. To ef-
fectively administer vocational education a person must have a thorough under-
standing of the philosophy *behind the program. The underlying implications
of the bill leads one to believe that vocational education is for the under-
prisilei;c d and less than oapalle academic students, and administrators from
this discipline are less than competent and must be controlled by persons from
higher education.

The goals of the socational student control the content of his program rather
than the intellectual level of the student.

Speaking from experience, the majority of vocational students are equally as
competent and capable as their counterparts in the academic area. Their goals
and approaches to those goals differ greatly. I resent the assumption that vo-
cational education is primarily designed for the disadvantaged student. I
readily admit that c locational education, by nature of its flexibility, has much
to offer the disadvantaged student.

A ty pical student in the c ocational program is more demanding and must
obtain a continual sense of progress, either lie will demand change or drop the
program. This student has a concrete base of comparisonthe job he is train-
ing foe in,indtistry must be closely copied or simulated in the classroom, or he
will question the design and content of the course.

Vocational Education must be accountable to he successful. I am not against
a Liberal Arts Education, but I must admit it would be extremely difficult to
measure or show accountability for the success or failure of students corn-
plating that program.

i ani sincere when I say Vocational Education can and must be improved.
but to consider ILR. 3036 sould set Vocational Education back to a level below
the Vocational Amendments of 1068.

MR. 3037 may not be a panacea for Vocational Education, but I honestly be-
liese it would go a long way towards improing,the delivery system of Voca-
tional Education. It would definitely guarantee that persons responsible for
directing the program vs (dd have expertise in their unique area, and would
not modify the program to fit a structure of another discipline.

I am eery proud of my profession and confident of my capabilities in the area
of Vocational Education. though I must admit I would feet less than capnhle
to redirect or drastically change the existing programs for higher education
in an academic area.

It is apparent that the people who designed ILR. 3036 were not concerned
with the advancement of vocational education, but were intent upon extendnig
their sphere of control to encompass vocational education.

My plea would lie that if Congress cannot improve the existing program of
Vocational Education, please do not allow a deterioration of the wonderful

l'..;("*,
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progress we have made up to this point by permitting seine of the recommended
changes in ILR. 3036 to become laws.

Sincerely,

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education, and Labor,
Rayburn llou.w Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

FM AR MR. CHAIRMAN : Enclosed you will find a paper prepared by Alan Gross
of Macomb County Community College which analyzes the Vocational Education
amendments of 1975.

Would it be possible to include this statement in the official Committee tran-
script.

Any assistance you could afford in this matter would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

JOE E. MILAN,
Dean, Occupational Education.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
-Washington, D.C., April 10, 1975.

Enclosure.

MARVIN L. ESCH,
Member of Congress.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1975

The Vocational Education Act of 1963bipartisan legislation about which
the disagreements were few- -was hailed by Carl Perkins as "a milestone in the
history of Vocational Education" and by' Senator Pell as a "major break-
through."' Congress, apparently satisfied with the Act, has renewed and only
slightly modified it sincein 1968, in 1969. and in 1972. Clearly, the Act is a
success, if stimulation of vocational education is a sole criterion of success.
Between 1060 and 1968 the total moneys for vocational education increased in
constant dollars from $269,141' to $1,144,744, an increase of 325%.2 Moreover,
by 1973, enrollments increased to over twelve million' The question remains:
Has the growth of vocational education taken place in accord with the Con-
gressional intent that programs "be oriented to the job market"?' The answer
is, largely, no.

Most vocational education takes place at the secondary level. In 1973, of
12,072,445 vocational students, 6,353,962 were enrolled in secondary schools.
Of the latter 3,124,281 or 42 percent were enrolled in agriculture and home
economiesprograms largely useless, in earning a living.' Moreover, although
the states spent the "greatest amount of [vocational education] effort at the
secondary [as distinct from the post-secondary] level," this effort could be
slight indeed. In Michigan in 1970-71 only 3 percent of the secondary expendi-
tures were for vocational education.' Thus it is hardly surprising that 106 of its
school districts had no vocational programs' or that, nation-wide, only 24 per-
cent of secondary students are enrolled in vocational programs.' On other
counts as well, "it is difficult to make a case for expansion of high school vo-
cational education courses."" Dropout rates are higher than for other cur-
;genial." and only halt' of the students or less And ;lolls related to their train-
ing.' In addition, most studies indicate that vocational education graduates
show "no significant advantage . . . either in starting wages or in increase in
hourly wage rates over time. "" The best that secondary school vocational advo-
cates can say is that these programs are "only miirginally profitable "" or that
they show "a small effect in earnings. ""

On the other hand, community college occupational programs are more ef-
fective than high school programs. In the first place, their graduates earn. more."
In addition. post secondary schools are "more responsive to labor market
trends.' Moreover, a study of student attitudes toward vocation education
indb ates that these attitudes are healthier at the post-secondary level than at
the high school level." Success is reflected in soaring eriroilments: 1,399.731 in
1973,1' a figure which represents 44 percent of all community college students.'
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The ireau of Occupational Education projects this to increase to over threeinilhcm )y 107S,'1 or one -third of the total gainful occupational enrollment in
the rnit 11 States. Some estimates go as high as six million or more in 1980."
This record of success has led one investigator to recommend that communitycolleges "become a key integrative agency in a newly designed vocational and
manpower training system. -' To another observer, "for those with options,
postponement of vocational studies [until after highschuol graduation] appearsmolitable"

This success has had sonic effect on the Congress.' In 1963, Congressman
Powell. then Chairman of The Education and Ilbdr Committee, stated that
"This bill centers attention awn the training of young people durino' the high
school years prior to their entrance into the labor market." '5 In 1968, this
emphasis was changed: A 15 percent set-aside for community colleges was
introduced in recognition of "the growing system of community- colleges." "
According to Senator Morse, this set-aside "redirects vocational education to-
ward the post-secondary level."' Moreover, the new Bureau of Occupational
Education was staffed in part by those' with community college experience.

However, these legislative changes have opt had the desired effect : Secondary
schools, whose capacity for success and leadership has yet to be demonstrated,
are still in the saddle. Community colleges, with their enviable trade record,
are largely ignored. especially at the state level where in in 10 states.the 15percent set-aside has been ignored in state agencies "whose leaders' primary
experience and outlook is in secondary level vocational education." In fact,in 29 states all vocational educationincluding postsecondaryis run by theK-12 agency."

The facts reported here are well documented, but not well-known because
federal data has for twelve years obscured rather than illuminated the truth.
State agencies have found adequate, followup response rates "as low as 36
percent."" Many observers find federal data on budgets, enrollments, staffing
patterns and facilities questionable, inaccurate or incomplete." The area of
costs shows a particularly flagrant disregard for reality. Federal expenditures
data indicates that community college programs at an average of $625 are twice
as expensiVe as secondary programs.' In reality, responsible studies indicatethat on the average community college programs cost about 85 percent of sec-
ondary programs."

There is no easy solution to these problems. which are clear for the first time
in the history of this legislation. However. IIR 3036, presently before the Coni-
niittee, is a long step toward solution. It provides:

(a) A 40 percent set-aside for community colleges;
(b) A 20 percent sct-aside to he allocated by a State Allotment Board with

adequate community college representation;
(c) A community college occupational unit at the federal level with real

duties and reel funding power.
IiR aono does not provide for a separate communttP college occupational edu-

cation administrative unit at the state level, although such units would help
vocational education greatly. The bill also does not prosido for more rigorous
data collection accompanied by frequent and stringent audits. Still, IIR 3036
Is a fine bill, worthy of support and passage.
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Mr. JAMES P. JOEINSON,
Colorado Repre.tentative,
ea»liron house--0111ce-TurldIng,-
Was'hington, D.C.

AIMS COLLEGE,
Greeley, Colo., February 10, 1975.

DLAR Ma, JoilmoN . The Occupational Division of Aims Community College
has many concerns about the ramifications of H.R. 17305. The major items are
the possibility of a dual State Board of Vocational Education and Occupational
Education, and the suggestion the ads isury committee mmebers be given ad-

, minitrative responsibilities.
Aims is a comorehenshe community college, including an Area Vocational

Si loud at the secondary level. The complexity of dealing with two separate
State Boards for footling of programs, equipment, and administration cost
would 1)P most improttival, if not impossible. Priority of courses, equipment,
and instructional staff would he a constant quandary.

The financial burden of furnishing two complete staffs to work for each State
Board (program platmers, state supers isors, research and fiscal control per-
swine') would be funded at the expense of the instructional programs.

A major strongtli to our programs is achieved through our local advisory com-
mittees. If they become either paid or unpaid administrators, their available
time fur input must suffer either at the business level or educational level.
Their advisory capacity mould Immediately be tempered by the finances avail-
af7le. Mom of (heir suggestions are used to base priorities between programs,
without the potential of favoritism shown in any one program. Many of the
local athisorN members would refuse to serve if they were responsible for the
financial decisions of the programs.

I_) U 't I1 f
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It seems doubtful the persons .3% ho prepared 11.R. 17u05 had adequate experi-
ence In the actual operat1on of Community Colleges and Area Vocational Schools
to recommend such chan ges. Good ocational education legislation is very
necessary to the vocational amendments of 1975 and changes are needed. The
recommendations prt'sented by the American Vocational Association are well
thought out and would be most beneficial at the local level.

The Occupational Division of Aims College would encourage you to consider
our concerns at the local level just as inipIrtant as the concerns at the Com-
mission on Higher Education level.

Please contact Congiessuian Perkins and inform him of our concerns about
this legislation.

Sincerely,
JOE MILAN,

Dean, Occupational Education.

MICHIGAN CO .IlfUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION,
Lansing, MiCh'., May 2, 1975.

Representative CARL D. PERKINS,
jfcmber, Houme Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education,
House Office Building,
Waishington, D.C.

DEAR RLPRESE3TATIN F. PRKINS I am writing in regard to 11.R. 3036 and
,I1.14. 3037 which extend authorization .a the Vocational Education Act of 1903.

.Alleingan's 29 public community colleges collectively offer a very comprehen-
sive vocatitnial-teelinovl education program. Individually the colleges have pro-
grants designed to meet the needs of their community in terms of student asap

o piratiqns and manpower requirements. The locally elected governing boards
of each college irre selisitie and responshe to the educational desires and
needs of the citizens %% ho authorized the Colleges by referendum and ssho con-
tribute to their support by property taxes.

The Board of Directors of the Michigan Community College Association.
which is comprised of one trustee designated by each governing board and the
institution s chief executie officer, has considered the pending vocational edu-
cation act amendments 111.0111)Sea by the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges and the American Vocational Association. They believe that
separate recognition of, 1111(1,SPUl ail prmisions fur postsecondary a-cientional edu-
catnal programs is a constructive step forward. They arc' concerned, however.
user the relialice being placed on state go% erninental agencies and the resultant
controls user educational programs. It is fur this reason the MCCA 13oard of
Directors. at its January 25, 1975, regular meeting, adopted a resolution urging
that Federal Mollies be lunge available to eligible colleges on a "direet-as-
possible basis %% WI a minimum of restractions on the authority of local gtiv-
erning boards, that nut its than 30 percent of authorized Federal dollars he
set aside fit public community aria junior college occupational programs. that
the funds be distkibuted by theSommisioner t,f Education hi proportion to the
the fall-time equated enrollment in the tollege's occupational educational pro-
grams. that the state agency, i.e.. 4202, State Commission, serve as a planning
and advisory committee to local gorctriling boards' and that local governing
boards be charged Willi responsibility fur appointing a compreliensire ad% isory
coninnttee broadly and equitably representatie of the community including
representation from the local Comprelienshe Employment Training Aet plan-
ning etaincil. to achise the board on occupational needs of the community. A
copy of the Resolutical adopted is attached.

It Is the hope of the MCCA Board of Directors that you will support the
suggestions offered fur a more effeethe program of Federal support for post-
secondary occupational programs.

Cordially,
ROBERT D. CAIIONV,

Executive Secretary.

tZ
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MICHIGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION REGARDING FEDERAL FUNDING OF POSTSECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

'Whereas, the Michigan Community College Association supports the concept
.nf additional Federal funds to support postsecondary ocetational education
programs in public community and junior colleges, and

Whereas, the Michigan Community College Association strongly believes thatsuch tax dollars should be returned to the individual colleges with a minimum
of restrictions on the authority of local boards of trustees, and -

Whereas, the Michigan Community College Association believes that the
Federal dollars would do more to help the student if those dollars came asdirect as possible to the local institution, and

Whereas, the Michigan Community College Association believes that certain
prov:7:7,-1, of present proposed Federal legislation could weaken the effectiveuse of said funds; now therefore be it

Resolved, That the Michigan Community College Association makes the fol-lowing recommendations:
1. A fixed percent of all Federal dolls should be apecrfically set aside for

public community and junior college occupational education. The amount shouldnot be less than 30 percent.
2. The funds should be distributed to each co llege by the Commissioner of

Education as nearly as possible in proportion to the number of full-time equated
students enrolled in that institution in occupational education programs.

2. The 1202 State Commission should serve as a planning and advisory com-
mittee to local educational institutions in order to emphasize needed programsin each local area and statewide.

4. The college governing board should appoint a comprehensive advisory
committee broadly and equitably representative of that community including a
representative of the local Comprehensive Employment Training Act planning
council which shall advise the board regarding the occupational needs of thelocal community.

5. The Michigan Community College Association commends the leadership
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Association
of Community College Trustees, and American Vocational Association in their
efforts to represent the interests of the 180,000 students in Michigan com-
munity colleges.

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES,
Sacramento, Calif., February 19, 1975.

Flom CARL D. PEREINS,
Chairman-, Rouse Labor and Education Committee4
House of Representatives,
WasAington, D.C.

Pe&a MR. PERKINS: On behalf of the Governors of the California Community
Colleges, I'm writing to let you know that vocational education in the Com-
munity Colleges is playing an increasingly signifitant role in meeting com-
munity needs for employment and upgrading of persons in the labor force. As
you knew, Itit 17303 is a vocational education bill designed primarily for
Community Colleges.

The delivery of occupational programs is frequently more exepnsive than
traditional academic offerings. The Coimmunity Colleges indicate the majority
are most definitely in need of financial assistance to deliver these essential
programs to the people of their communities.

We urge your support for 4-he provision of allocation of funds to the colleges
through state Community College governing boards in states where such boards
exist and to consider seriously the benefits that will accrue to the Community
Colleges through your support of This legislation. This is particularly significant
in a state like California, with 100 Community Colleges and more than one
million students.

Sincerely,
KING DURKEE,

Chairman, Board of Governors.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVEAITT,
Murray, Ky., April' 1, 1975.

Chairman, House ommittee on Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education

House of Representatives Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DE-kit COMALSSMAN PERKINS. I am writing to solicit y our assistance in pro-
moting legislation that will provide greater support for rotational education
on the pcistsecondary and college levels.

It i, my considered opinion that greater emphasis on occupational prepara-
_non on the postsecondary, and alege level is surely needed for the following
reasons:

11) Because of the availability of federal funds, too many high school stu-
dents are icing pusli,.d into sutational training programs for which they have
no enduring interest and, in many cases, lack the aptitude for such training.

Thousands Of high schsoi-)1 students who complete vocational courses can-
not gkt job, in the occupation for which they received training because of their
agt, immaturity, and state of unreadiness for the world of work. Thus they
become di.allusioned and "drift" for a, considerable period of time. This is not
only unfair to the students but an unwise expenditure of the tax payer's money.
It would make more sense to defer specific vocational training, except for dm»
iarefully selected, until the postsecondary- level when these young people the
sufficiently mature to make burnable occupational choices and then be in a better
position to get jobs in the occupations for which trained.

t 3) There may be sonic es 'acme of over-promoting vocational education on
the high school lei i I, especially in trade and industrial education. This may
aced to be looked into. Realistically, many high school students could best be

t1 by experiences in good Industrial Arts programs (where they do not
have to detlare a specific occupational choice) rather than be pushed into
specific trade training programs for which they do not have an enduring in-
tereq and, in many instances, for which they are unsuited.

4) Because of the job market, maturity of individuals, and greater assur-
utc of realistic occupational preparation generally, much specific occupational
training should be deferred until the Postsecondary level. Again, this is per-
haps more true in trade and industrial education than in some °tiler occupa-
tional fields.

I do, however, want to make it perfectly clear that I am not opposed to care-
fully tonecned and prt,verly administered iocational training programs on the
high school level. In fatt there is a great need for vocational education on the
high school level fur a portioli of our young people. But it is extremely im-
portaat that these high school students be most carefully screened.and then
;risen realistic occupational training that is not watered down because of inter-
mingling with a lot of students who have no enduring interest in the program.
.tutu-na;chanics is one good example. Nearly every socational school br exten-
,ion ient4r lots a high enrollment in auto-mechanics, yet only an extremely
small percentage can get jobs in this trade. Furthermore, a large percentage
of the st utlents enrolled in the..e programs do so-because of their interest in
"libt-rod,:". not in auto-mechanics as a career.

It may be the proper time to establish some priorities.
Sincerely yourq.

II. L. OAKLEY,
Dean, Industry and Technology.
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1975

, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY. AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

177 agington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 11 :45 a.m. pursuant to recess, in roofn

2175, Rayburn House Office Building,
a.m.,

Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Perkins and Simon.
Staff members present: John F. Jennings, counsel of the Subcom-,

mittee and Charles W. Radcliffe, ininoV counsel.
[Text of H.R. 3037 follows:]

II.R. 3037
.7%. BILL To amend and extend the Vocational Education Act of ID63, and fOr other

purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the
"Vocational Educati'on Amendments of 1975."

AMENDMENTS TO THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Sac. 2. The Vocational Education Act cf 1963 is amended to read as follows:

"TITLE IVOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"PART AGENERAL PROVISIONS

"DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

"Sac. 101. It is the purpose of this Act to authorize Federal grants to States_
to assist them to maintain, extend, and impruse existing programs of NocaLional
education, to des elop new programs of s ovational education and career guid-
ance and exploration and to pros ide part -time employment through work study
for youths who need the earnings from such employment to continue their s ,ra-
tional training on a full-time basis, to pros ide stipends to out-of-school youth
and young adults, and adults who need financial assistance to obtain such edu-
cation to impros e their employability, so that persons of all ages in all com-
munities of the _Slate, those who need career guidance and exploration to make
an occupational choice, those in high school and postsecondary institutions who
desire to prepare for the world of work, those who lime completed or discon
tinned their formal education and are preparing to enter the labor market,
those who hate already entered the labor market but need to upgrade their
skills or learn new ones, and those with special educational handicaps, will

,Juis e ready access to Nocational training or retraining and career guidance and
exploration which is of high quality, which is realistic in the light of actual or
anticipated opPortitnities for gainful employment, and which is suited to their
needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such training,

(503)
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"STATE ADMINISTRATION

"Sac. 102. (a) Any State ilesirinc, to participate in the pro ram authorized
y this Act shall in accordance with state law designate the State Board as

the sole agency for administration of a State plan for vocational education, and
for the supervision,of the administration of such plan by local educational agen-
cies Any such State shall also in accordance with State law provide that the
State Board shall be the sole State agency for determining final policy for fiscal
management and administration, and provide that the State Board shall adopt
administlative arrangements which will pruNide assurances satisfactory to theCommjssioner that

"(1) the State Board may delegate responsiblity for the operation of
State vocational education programs to other appropriate State agencies,
but that final authority for policymaking with respect to such programs
shall not be delegated to any State agency other than the State Board,

"(2) the.Federal Government shall work directly with the State Board
in all matters of vocational education,

"(3) the State Board shall prepare statewide planning documents in
accordance with the provisions of section 108 shich shall consist of plans
for at least four, but no more than six years, for vocational education pro-
grams in the State, which shall be prepared on a fiscal year basis and shall
be filed or updated with the Commissioner on October 1 biennially,

"(4) the State Board shall receive and distribute funds under this Act.
in the State in accordance with a State plan outlining such distribution.
and shall, unless otherwise pnovided in this Act, allocate such funds for
the purposes provided in section 108 and in all sections of parts B, C, I),
and E of this Act,

"(5) thd State Board shall prepare an ,annual report on vocational edu-
clation,. in accordance with requirements established by the Commwsioner,
and shall submit such report to the Commissioner.

"(6) the State Board shall conduct annual evaluations of State and local
vocational eclucation programs, which shall include .evaluation of the avail-
ability of yocational education within the State of labor force needs, of the
needs of economically depressed areas, of national priorities determined
ify Congress, and of fiscal management,

"(7) an institution or group of institutions or a local educational agency
may obtain a hearing from the State Board with respect to policies, pro;
cedures, progranis, or allocation of resources under this Act estabfishedsuch State Board, and

"(S) the State Board shall cooperate With the State advisory council on
vocational education established under section 107.

"(b) The' COmmissioner shall approve any administrative arrangem'ents
which meet the requirements of subsection (a ). and shall 'nut finally disapprove
any such arrangements without affording the State Board a reasonable oppor-tunity for a heating:

"LEADERSTIIP IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
4

-

"Sec. 103. (a) The Commissioner shall assure that adequate staffing is avail-
' able to the.Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education to male certain that
the responsibilities of such Bureau under subsection .(b) are accomplished.

"(b) The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education shall direct a voca-
tional effort through a qualified professional staff to provide leadership inorder to assist State vocational education agencies to expand and improve
vocational education programs, which shall include providing serN ices to thestates such as

"(1) standards of 'quality for all facets of vocational education ;
"(2) criteria and procedures for evaluation and accountability ;
"(3) monitoring specific vocational education programs;
"(4) disseminapon of information about developments in applied re-

setirch and curriculum in a form which will make suclPinformatton readily
adaptable to local vocational education programs;

"(5) development and use of a national vccathffial education data
system ;

"(6) preparation ()Pan annual report to the President. and the Congress
with respect to the status, achievements, direction, and needs of vocationaleducation in the Nation;

5 i u
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"(7) assisting State boards in the preparation and evaluation of, and
reports concerning, the statewide planning documents required under sec-
tion 102(a) (3) ;

"te, devtdeping--natimmtlrerieccationitetirrcatievrdenre---
for the 'Congress that the purposes of this Act are being carried out in each
of the States;

"(9) planning and conducting, either directly or through contract,
national and regional workshops and symposia ; and

"(10) similar services which such Bureau determines will enhance the
development of,vocational education in the States.

"LIMITATION

"SEC. 104. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to authorize any depart-
ment, agency, officer, or employee of the United' States to exercise any direc-
tion, supervision, er centrol e;c: the Curriculum program of instruction, admin-
istration, ior personnel of any educational institution or school system.

"PERIODIC REVIEW OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND LAWS
,

"SEC. 105. (a) The President shall, during 1078, appoint a Panel of Consul-
tants on Vocational Education (hereinafter referred to as the 'Panel') for the
pdrpose of reviewing the functions of the National Advisory Council, the
administratton of vocational education for sshich funds are appropriated pur-
suant to this Act and other vocational education Acts, making recommenda-
tions for imnrovement of such administration, and reviewing the status of and
making recommendations with respect to such vocational education and the
Acts under which funds are appropriated.

"(b) The Panel shall be appointed by the President, without regard to the
provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the com-
petitive service and without regard to chapter 51 and subchapter 3 of chapter
53 of such title 5 relating to classification and general schedule pay rates, and
shall consist of twelve persons who shall, to the extent possible, include per-
sons familiar with the vocational education needs of management and labor
(in equal numbers), persons familiar with the administration of State and
locai vocational education programs, other persons with special knowledge,
experience, or qualification with respect to vocational education, and persons
representative of the general public.

"(c) The Panel is authorized to engage such technical pssistance as may be
required to t_vaLy oul iLs funOtions, and the Secretary shall, in addition, make
available to the Panel such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance andsuch
pertinent data prepared by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
as it may require to carry out such functions.

"(d) The Panel shall make a report of its findings and recommendations
(including

Acts)
fOr changes in the provisions of the socatIonal

Aeducation cts) W the President, suck report to be submitted not later than
January 1, 1980, after which date such Panel sh,g11 cease to exist. The President
shall such report to the Congress.

"(e) The President shall also from time to time thereafter (but'at Intetvals
of not more than five years) appoint a Panel of Consultants on Vocational
Education, with the same functions and coastituted in the same manner as pre-
scribed for the Panel in the preceding subsections of this section. Each Panel
so ,appointed shall., report its findings and recommendations, as prescribed in
subsection (d), not later than January 1 of the Spar after the year in which
1,t is appointed, after which date such Panel shall cease,to exist.

"(f) Members of the Panel who are not regular full-time employees of the
United States shall, while sersing on business of the Panel, be entitled to
receive compensation at rates fixed by the President but not exceeding $200
per &ay, including traveltime; and while so serving away from their homes or
regular places of business, ithey may be allowed tras el expenses, including per
diem in lieu of subsistende, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United
States Code, for persons in Government service employ ed intermittently.

:1/1.1 ivzsAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

. "SEC. 106. (a) There is hereby established a National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education (hereinafter referred to as the 'National Council' ),
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whi.,11 shall continue to exist as an independent 'Council while this Act continues
in effect, consisting of twenty-one members appointed by the President, without
regard to fhe provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments
III tt com-petitive-servme- und without Tegard- chapter - 1- end tittbehapter 4
of chapter 53 of such title 5 relating to classification and General Schedule pay
rates, for terms of three years. The provisions of the Federal Advisory Commit-
tee Act and the General Education Provisions Act shall not be applicable to
the National Council created under this section. The National Council shall
include personsr-r.

"(1) representative of lalior and management, including persons who
have knowledge of the semiskilled, skilled, and technical employment in
such occupational fields as agriculture, home economics, distribution and
marketing, health, trades, manufacturing, office and service industries, and
persons representative of new and emerging occupational fields,

"(2) familiar with man7wer 1.ssr.lilems and administration of manpower
programs,..

"(3) knowledgeable about the administration of State and local voca-
tional education programs, including members of local school boards,

"(4) experienced in the education and training of handicapped persons,
"(5) familiar with the special problems and needs of individuals dip-

advantaged by their socioeconomic backgrounds,
"(6) having special knowledge of postsecondary and adult vocational

education programs. and
"(7) representative of the general public who are not Federal em-

ployees, including parents and students, except that they may not be
representative of categories (1) through (6), and who shall constitute
no less than one-third of the total membership.

In appointing the Council as required in clauses (1) through (7) the Presi-
dent shall also Insure appropriate. cross-sectional representation on the basis
of sex, minorities, and geography. The National Council shall meet at the call
of the Chairman, who shall be selected by the President, but not less than
four times a year.

"(b) The National Council shall.
"(1) advise the President, Congress, Secretary, and the Commissioner

concerning the administratitm of, preparation of general regulations and
budget requests for, and operation of, vocational education programs sup-
ported with assistance under this Act and under part B of title X of the
Higher Education Act of 1965,

"(2) review the administration and operation of vocational education
programs under this Act, and other pertinent laws affecting vocational
education and manpower training, including the effectiveness of such pro-
grams in meeting,the purposes, for which they are established and oper-
ated, make recommendations with respect thereto, and make annual re-
ports of its findings and recommendations (including recommendations for
changes in the provisions of this Act and such other pertinent laws) to the
President, the Congress, the Secretary, and the Commissioner, ant/

"(3) conduct independent evaluations of programs carried out under
this Act and publish and distribute the results thereof.

"(a) Members of the National Council who are not regular full-time em-
ployees of the United States shall. while serving on business of the National
Council. be entitled t o t t.eite compensation not in excess of the daily rate of
a GS-18, including travel time, and, while so serving away from their.homes
or regular places of business, they maybe allowed travel expenses, including
per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United
States Code, for persons in Government service employed intermittently.

"(d) The Council is authorized, without regard to the provisions of title 5.
United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service and
without regard to chapter 51 and subchapter 3 of chapter 53 of such title 5
relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates, to engage such tech
nical assistance as may be required to carry out its functiOns.

"lei The National Council shall review the possible duplication of voca-
tional education programs invoixing the secondar,v. postsecondary, and adult
levels. at the Federal level, and within geographic areas. and shall make
animal reports of the extent to which such duplication exists, together with
its findings and recommendations, to the President, the Congress. the Secre-
tary, and the Commissioner. In making these ,reports, the Council shall seek

5i
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the opinions of persons familiar with vocational education and manpovticr
training, in each State from schools, junior colleges, technical institutes and
other institutions of higher education, as well as from State boards of educa
Lion, State junior collegeeoards, rind SWF of higher_ "du= on
persons familiar with ar a schools, labor, business and industry, accrediting
commissions, proprietary tinstitutions, and manpower programs. In addition,
the Council is authorized to call meetings of the State councils established
under section 107 in order for such State councils to provide advice to the
National Council.

"(1) The National Council may accept, in the name of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and employ or dispose of grants, gifts, or
bequests, to carry out its responsibilities under this Act.

"(g) here is authorized to be appropriated to carry out this sectiun not
to exceed $500,000 for each fiscal year.

"STATE ..:X.VISORY COUNCILS ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"SEC. 107. (a) Any State which desires to receive a grant under thiA Act
for any fiscal year shall establish an independent State advisory council,
which shall be appointed by the Governor or, in the case of States in which
the members of the State board are elected, by such board, and which shall

"(1) include as members
"(A) at least one person familiar with the vocational needs and

the problems of management in the State, and at least one person
familiar with the vocational needs and problems of labor in the State,
and at least one person representing State industrial and economic
development agencies,

"(B) at least one person representative of postsecondary vocational
schools, junior or community colleges, dr other postsecondary or adult
education agencies or institutions which provide programs of voca-
tional or technical education and training, I'

"(C) at least one person who has special knowledge, experience,
or qualifications with respect to the administration of State and local
vocational education programs, but who is not currently involved in
the administration of State or local vocational education programs,

"(Di at least one person familiar with programs of technical and
vocational education in comprehensive secondAy schools or area voca-
tional schools,

"(E) at least one person representative of local education agencies
wha to involved in an admiinstration or planning role in vocational
education,

"(F) at least one person who is' representative of the Manpower
Service Council in the State,

"(G) at least one person representing school systems with large
concentrations of persons who have special academic, social, economic,
and cultural needs,

"(H) at least one person having special knowledge, experience or
qualifications with respect to the special educational needs of phys-
ically or mentally handicapped persons,

"(I) at least three persons each of whom is currently employed In
a business, industry, or service for which vocational education is offer-
ed to present or erospective employees,

"(J1 at. least one present or recent vocational education student AVID)
is not qualified for membership under any of the preceding clauses of
this paragraph,

"(X) at least three persons who are lay citizens, including at least
one person representative of and knowledgeable about the poor and
disadvantages, and who are not qualified for membership under any
of the preceding clauses of this paragraph,

"(L) at least one person having special knowledge, experience, or
qualifications with respect to career development, job placement, job
development, or job adjustment,

"(M) at least one person who is representative of school boards or
trustees of a local education agency or public institution providing
programs of vocational education ; and

"(N) at least one person responsible for vocational teacher educa-
tion in an institution of higher education.

7.,2-945-75vol. 1-33
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"(2) include appropriate representation on the basis of sex, geography,
And membership in minority groups;

"(3) advise the State board on the development of and policy matters
arising in toy administration of, the State plan submitted pursuant to this
Act, including the preparation of long -range and annual program plans;

"(4) evaluate the statewide vocational education programs, services. and
activities assisted under this Act, and publish had distribute the results
thereof; and

"(5) prepare and submit through the State board to the Committee on
Education and Labor of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare of the Semite an annual evaluation report,
accompanied by such additional comments of the State board as the State
board deems appropriate, which evaluates the effectiveness of vocational
education programs, services, and activities carried out in the year under
review in meeting the program objectives set forth in the lung -range pro-
gram plan and the annual proin.ini plan, and recommends such ,Lia,es
in such programs, services, and activities as may be warranted by the
evaluations.

"(b) Not less than ninety days prior to the beginning of any fiscal year in
which a State desires to receive a grant under this Act, that State shall cer-
tify the establishment of, and membership of, its State Ads isury Council to the
Commissioner.

"(c) Each State Advisory Council shall meet within thirty days after certi-
fication has been accepted by the Commissioner and select from among its
membership a chairman. The time, place, and manner of meeting shall be as
provided by State law and by the rules of the State Advisory Council, excei.t
that such rules must provide for not less than one public meeting each year at
which the public is given opportunity to express siews cuin.erning I oeatiunal
education.

"(d) State 4,1visory Councils are authorized to obtain the services of such
professional, technical, and clerical personnel as may be necessary to enable
them to carry out their fnnctions under this Act and to contract for Stich seri -
ices as may be necessary to enable them to carry out their evaluation func-
tions.

"(e) From the sums appropriated pursuant to this section fur any fiscal sear,
the Commissioner is authorized (in accordance with regulations) to pay to
each State Advisory Council an amount equal to the reasonable amounts ex-
pended by it in carrying out its-functions under this Act in such fiscal year,
except that the amount available for such purpose shall not exceed $150,000
and shall be not less,than $50,000.

"(f) There is authorized to be appropriated to out the provisions of
this section a sum not to exceed $4,315,844 for each fiscal year.

"COM PRE IIF.S SIVE STATEWIDE PLAI:T SING AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR VOCATION AL
EDUCATION'

"Sec. 108. (a) A State board shall have the primary responsibility fur pre-
paring comprehensive stateside plans for vocational education, and shall desig-
oo.Le a planning group, to be responsible administratively to the head of the
State board within the unit administering vocational edut atiuu under such
board iu prepare such plans. Such plans shall he designed to provide voca-
tional education for all people within a State and shall take into account
purposes of this Act.

"(b) A planning group established under subsection (a) shall, in formulat-
ing the plans described in subsection (a)

" (1) consult with and obtain the assistance of other appropriate State
agencies, including but not limited to the State Advisory Council estab-
lished under section 107, and the State agency responsible fur community
college functions as described in Scc. 109(151.

" (2) actively seek advice and assistance, from other appropriate groups
and individuals within the State,

"(3 ) provide that such plans represent forward planning of not less
than four years, but no more. than six years, and be updated biennially,
and shall submit cuch plans and any updating thereof to the Commissioner
for his review, comment, and approval.

"(4) provide that such plans (A) include a detailed program of action .
involving an orderly arrangement of all aspects of vocational education
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within the State ; (B) provide an educational framework providing 'that
all persons leaving secondary schools withal the State be prepared fur
meaningful, productive employment ur fur further educational programs
which will lead to such employment; (Cy provide for full utilization of
postsecondary vocational education (both training and retraining) , (D)
provide for supplementary vocational education ?or adults who have en-
tered or are reentering the labor market and are in need uf training, re-
training, or skills in order to achieve yob stability or to advance in employ -
ment, and (E) provide preparatory instruction for adults who are enter-
ing the labor market.

"(5) provide that such plans shall be based upon a periodic analyses
of the needs of people, the job market job performance, curriculum re-
sources, research, teacher education, leadership development, program
planning and review, vocational education promotion, student recruitment,
career guidance and exploration, and vocational instruction, placement,
followup, and evaluation, and shall take into full account national prior-
ities, including concern for persons with special needs, and State priorities,

"(6) provide that each statewide plan, is allocating funds to seine per-
sons with special needs, shall include provisions to deal effectively with
the unique problems of urban school districts, rural areas, and special
segments of the State's population, and

"-(7) encourage local comprehensive planning for vocational education.
"(c) The Commissioner shall promulgate guidelines for the furmulatiun of

statewide plans to assure uniformity among the States. Statewide plans may,
however, be expanded by a state beyond the limits established by the Com-
missioner.

"(d) Concurrently with the presentation of each biennial state plan (after
the first biennial plan) a State shall issue an accountability repoic indicating
the extent to which the State has achieved the goals indicated two years
earlier.

"(e) There is authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this sectioryt
sum not to exceed $20,000,000 for each fiscal fear. No State shall receive less
than $100,000.

"(f) From the sums appropriated under subsection (d), the Commissioner
shall make a grant to each State participating in the program authorized by
this Act for purposes of preparing statewide plans under this section, in an
amount which bears the same ratio to such sums as is specified in Section 132.

"DEFINITI07.:s

"Sec. 109. For the purposes of this Act
"(1) The term 'vocational education' means vocational or technical train-

ing or retraining which is given in schools or clases (including field or lab-
oratory work and remedial or related academic and technical instruction inci
dent thereto) under public supervision and control ur by private nun profit or
proprietary schools under.contmct with a State Board or local educational
agency, and which is conducted as part of a program designed to prepare
individuals for gainful employment as semiskilled ur stilled workcis, techni-
cians, or subprofesslunals in recognized occupations and in new and Emerging
occupations or to prepare individuals for enrollment in advanced technical
education programs, but dues not include any program. to prepare ludic, iduals
for employment in occupations which the Commissioner determines, and
specifies by regulation, to be generally considered professional and to require
a baccalaureate ur higher degree, such term includes career guidance arid ex-
ploration (individually or through group instruction) in cunnection with such
training or for the purpose of facilitating occupational choices, instruction re-
lated to the occupation or occupations for which the students are in training
or instzoction necessary for students to benefit from such training such terns
also includes but is not limited to agriculture, business, and office education,
distributive education, health occupations, industrial arts, vocational home
economics (Consumer and homemaking education and occupational home eco-
nomies), trade and industrial education, technical education, vocational edu-
cation student organizations, job placement and folluwup, the training of per-
sons engaged as, or preparing to become, teachers In a vocational education
program or preparing such teachers to meet special educational needs uf handi-
capped students, teachers, coordinators, supervisors, or directors uf such teach-
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ers while in such a training program, leadership deveolpment programs de-
signed to provide high level education fur emerging leaders in vocational
education, travel of students and vocational education personnel while en-
gaged in a training program, and the acquisition, maintenance, and iepair
of instructional supplies, teaching aids, and equipment, but such term does
not include the construction, acquisition, or initial equipment of buildings or
the acquisition or rental ofiand.

"(2) The term 'career guidance and exploration' refers to individual or
group instruction related to the development of awareness, orientation, and
exploration of occupational opportunities, such as may be provided for students
in elementary and secondary schools, adults in postsecondary and institutions
for out-of-school youth and adults, which is designed to acquaint such per-
sons with the many ways that people work, and which facilitates the process
of choosing a career, vocation, occupation, or job which is appropriate for the
person concerned. (Ignorance .of available vocational opportunities Lail prevent
access to them as effectively as restrictions rooted in racial, ethnic, or religious
discrimination.)

"(3) The term 'postsecondary and adult vocational education programs'
means education, training, retraining, or upgrading for persons sixteen years
of age and older, who have completed, graduated, or left secondary or elemen-
tary school before graduation which are either preparatory to entering em-
ployment, or are supplementary to employment, and which may be conducted
by many different kinds of institutions such as. area vocational schools, com-
munity colleges, occupational centers, junior colleges, technical institutes,
adult schools, adult departments of comprehensive high sehouls, business or
tiatle schools, and departments of colleges or universities that provide instruc-
tion designated by State law to be eligible to provide vocational education.
Such term includes programs providing preparation for any occupation for
which there is a reasonable expectation for employment, except those occupa-
tions specified by regulation by the Commissioner to be professional and to
require a baccalaureate or higher degree.

"(4) The term 'area vocational education school' means (A) a specialized
high school used exclusively or principally for the provision of vocational
education to persons who are available for study in preparation for entering
the labor market, or (B) a high school providing vocational education in no
less than five different occupational fields to persons nho are available for
study in preparation for entering the labor market, or (C) a technical or voca-
tional school. used exclusively or principally for the provision of vocalional
education to persons who have completed or left high school and wh3 are
available for study in preparation for entering the labor inaiket, or (D the
department or division of a junior college or community college which provide
vocational education in no less than five different occupational fields leading
to immediate employment but not leading to a baccalaureate degree, if it is
available to all residents of the State or an area of the State designated and
approved by the State, board, and if, in the case of a school, department, or
division described in (C) or (D), it admits as regular students both persons
who have completed high school and persons who have left high school.

"(5) The term 'school facilities' means classrooms and related facilities
(Wilding initial equipment) and interests in lands on which such fatilitiea
are ,constructed. Such term shall not include any facility intended primarily
for events for which admission is to be charred to the geinual public.

'0(6) The term `construction' includes construction of new buildings and
acquisition, expansion, remodeling, and alteration of existing buildings, and
includes site grading and improvement and architect fees.

"(I) The term 'Commissioner' means the Commissioner of Education, the
term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(8) The term 'handicapped persons' means persons who are mentally re-
tarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously
emotionally disturbed, crippled or other health impaired persuas w ho by reason
thereof require special services.

"(9) The term 'disadvantaged persons' means persons w ho have academic,
socioeconomic, or other disadvantages which prevent them from succeeding in
a regular vocational education program.

"(10) The term 'State' includes in addition to the several States, the Dis-
trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

51 k.;
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"(11) The term 'State board' means a State board designated or created
by State law as the sOle agency responsible for the administration of v oca-
tional education, and for supervision of the administration thereof by local

genies, in the State.
"(12) The term *local educational agency' means a board of education or

other legally constituted local school authority having administrative control
and direction of public elementary or secondary schools in a city, county,
township, school district, or political subdivision in a State, or any other
public education institution or agency having administrative control and
direction of a vocational education program.

"(13) The term 'secondary vocational education' means the level of voca-
tional education or training which does not extend beyond grade 12.

"(14) The term 'private vocational training' institution' recaps a private
nonprofit or proprietary business or trade school, or technical institupon ur
other technical or vocational school, in any State, which (A) admits as regular
students only persons wno have completed of left elementary or secondary
school and who have the ability to benefit from the training offered by such
institution; (B) is legally authorized to provide, and provides within that
State, a program of vocational or technical education designed to fit Judi \ id-
uttis for useful employment in recognized occupations; (C) has been in -exist-
ence for two, years or has been specially approved by the Commissioner as
an institution meeting the other requirements of this silbsection, and ID) is
accredited (i) tow a nationally recognized accrediting agency or association
listed by the Commissioner pursuant to this clause, or (ii) if the Commissioner
determines that there is no nationally recognized accrediting agency ur asso-
ciation qualified to accredit schools of a particular category, by a State agency,
listed by the Commissioner pursuant to this clause, or (iii) if the Commis-
sioner determines that there is no nationally recognized or State agency ur
association qualified to accredit schools of a particular category, by an advis-
ory committee appointed by him and compostd of persons specially qualified
to evaluate training 'provided by schools, of that category, which cyhanittee
shall prescribe. the standards of content, scope, and quality which must be
met by those schools and shall also determing whether particular schools meet
those standards. For the purpose of this stfbsection, the Commissioner shall
publish a list of nationally recognized accrediting agencies or associations and
State agencies which he determines to be reliable authority as to the quality
of education or training afforded.

"(15) The term 'community college' means any junior college, postsecondary
vocational school, technical institute, or any other educational institution
(which may include a four-year institution of higher education or a branch
thereof) in any State_ which : (A) is legally authorized within such State
to provide a program of education following secondary education, B) admits
as regular students persons w ho are high school graduates or the equivalent,
or who Are beyond compulsory school age; (C) provides a two-y ear post-
secondary educational program leading to an associate degree, or provides
acceptable credit toward a bachelor's degree, and also provides programs of '
postsecondary vocational, technical, occupational, and specialized education,
(D) is a public or private institution; (E) is accredited as an institution
by a nationally recognized accrediting agency or associatioa, or if not so ac-
credited, (i) is an institution that has obtained preaecreditation status from
a nationally recognized accrediting body, or (ii) is an institution whose
credits are accepted on transfer, by not less than three accredited institutions,
for credit on the same basis as if transferred from an institution so aceed-
ited.

"(16) The term 'residential school facility' means a school facility used for
residential vocational education purposes. Such term also includes dormitory,
cafeteria, and recreational, facilities, and such other facilities as the Commis-
sioner determines are appropriate for a residential vocational education
school.

"(17) The term 'operation of residential school' used for the purpose of a
residential school facility means maintenance and operation, and includes the
cost of salaries, equipment, supplies, and materials, and may include but is not
limited to other reasonable costs of services and supplies needed by residential
students, such as clothing and transportation.

"(18) The term 'industrial arts education programs' means those education
programs (A) which pertain to the body of related subject matter, or related
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courses, organized for the development of understanding about recreational,
organizational, managerial, technical, consumer, occupational, social, historical,

--and_cffitural.aspects of industasand technology including learning experiences._
ini,ulving activities such as experimenting, designing, constructing, evaluating,
and using tools, machines, materials, and processes, (B) which provide oppor-
tunities for creativity and problem solving and assisting individuals in the
making of informed and meaningful occupational choices, and (C) prepare
students for entrance into advanced or highly skilled postsecondary vocational
and technical education.

"(18) The term 'programs involving education and training outside the
classroom' includes (A) cooperative vocational education programs, which are
programs of vocational education for persons who, through a cooperative
arrangement between the school and employers, receive instruction (including
required academic courses and related vocational instruction) ty the alterna-
tion of study in school with q job in any occupational field, in which these
two experiences must be planned and supervised by the school and employers
so that each contributes to the student's education and to his employability,
and in which work periods and school attendance may be on alternate half-

). days, full days, weeks, or other periods of time, (B) exploratory work experi-
ence programs, which are programs which provide students with the oppor-
tunity to observe and sample systematically a variety of work conditions in
order to determine whether they wish to pursue certain careers and to ascer-
tain their suitability for occupations being explored, the purpose iigf w4ith is
not to develop salable skills, and which are supervised by a teacher-coordinator
and occupational representatives, (C) general work experience programs which
are programs whose purpose is the supervised part-time employment of stu-
dents in order to assist them in acquiring desirable work habits for and
attitudes toward the world of work, in which the part-time job held by a stu-
dent need not be related to his occupational objective, and which are super-
vised by a teacher-coordinator and an occupational representative, (D) work
study programs which are programs designed to provide financial assistance,
through part-time employment, to students who have been accepted for full-
time enrollment in vocational education programs and require such aid in
order to continue in vocational training, ig which the part-time employment
is based on the financial need of the student and is not necessarily related to
his career objective, and () entrepreneurship and ownership-partnership
activities which are a part of programs of vocational education approved under
provisions of the State plan, which provide for proper State or local admini-
stration and supervision, and which require the active assistance of profes-
sional staff in the field through planned activities and supplemental instruc-
tion in order to reduce failures during the course of such activities.

"(20) The term 'nonpublic school' means a school established by an indi-
vidual, institution, or agency other than the State, subdivisions of the State,
or the Federal Government, which usually is supported primarily by other
than public funds, and the operation of whose program rests with other than
publicly elected or appointed officials.

"(21) The term 'vocational home economics education' (consumer and home-
making education and occupational home economics education) means instrue,
tional programs, services, and activities at all educational levels for (A) the
occupation of homemaking including, but not limited to, consumer education ;
food and nutrition; family living and parent education ; child development,
care, and guidance; housing and home furnishings, home management ; cloth-
ing and textiles; and, (B) employment in home ecoonmics occupations in the
Above areas. Such programs, services, and activities are designed to help indi-
vidnals and families improve home environments, quality of personal and
family lif and to prepare youth and adults for employment in home economics
occupations."(22) (A) The term 'preparatory' means education and training that is
preparatory to employment, such as vocational education programs provided in
the high school for inschool students, and programs in postsecondary and
adult vocational education which provide instruction leading to the first em-
ployment of an individual.

"(1.1) The term 'supplementary' means education and training which is sup-
plementary to employment pf an individual, such as instruction provided for

, on employed skilled craftsman (or unemployed skilled craftsman) which is
designed to supplement existing skills and knowledge for the purpose of up-
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grading and updating such perSons in order that' they may compete more
electively in the labor market, ur otherwise advance in their occupational
area.

"I. ART BCAREER GUIDANCE AND },IIPLORATION

"STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

"SEc. 121. It is the purpose of this part to implement an additional portion
of the career education concept in which vocational education eau play an
important role. As a process, career education includes career awareness,
career exploration, career decisionmaking, career planning, career prevara-

, tion, career entry, and career progression. Vocational education's prime mis-
sion is career preparation and career progression. To carry out this mi.ssion,
vocational education needs a comprehensive career guidance and exploration
effort. Thus, this part is intended to provide support for those parts of career
education particularly crucial to the total mission of vocational education.

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 122. There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this cart
$59,633,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $74.545,000 for the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1977, $89,455,000 for the fiscal sear ending Septem-
ber 30, 1978, $104,350,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1970, and
$119,270,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980.

"AUTHORIZATION OF GRANTS

"SEc. 123, (a) From- the sums appropriated under section 122, the Secretary
shall make grants to each State which has administrative arrangements ap-
proved under section 102 fur career guidance and exploration .A grant under
this section to any State shall be administered by the State bbard, and shall
be in an amount which bears the same ratio to the total amount of the sums
appropriated under section 122 as is specified in section 132.

"USES OF FEDERAL FUNDS

"SEc. 124. Grants to States under this part may be used for the following
purposes:

"(1) Preservice and inservice personnel development to adequately pre-
pare teachers, paraprofeAionals, guidance personnel, administrators, co-
ordinators, supervisory pers,-mf.,c1, and parents in concepts of career aware-
ness, ,;:1,,,ntation. exploration, and decisionmaking and planning, and uca-
tional counseling, with priority placed upon preparing personnel to (A)
develop and implement for students in grades one through ten career
awareness, orientation, and exploration programs, (B) develop and im-
plement for students in grades eleven through fourteen, and for students
in adult programs, career planning, and decisionmaking programs, (C)
fuse career awareness, orientation, exploration, planning and decisionmak-
ing concepts into each academic and vocational curriculum area, (D) pro-
vide leadership for vocational guidance and exploration programs at the
local level, E) develop and implement community observation, and work
experience for junior and _senior high school students, and (F) pros ide
follow through counseling and job placement assistance not otherwise cov-
ered in part D to early school dropouts.

"(2) Acquisition and development of curriculum materials, equipment
purchase, and resource development to support prevocational instruttion
in grades One through fourteen, and in adult education programs. with
priority placed upon (A) developing and obtaining materials and equip-
ment for career centers and for exploratidn' activities in secondary and
postsecondary schools, (B) developing and disseminating brochures, book-
lets, ,briefs and catalogs to orient students to opportunities available
through secondary and postsecondary and adult vocational education, (C)
developing and disseminating brochures, booklets, and briefs that provide
all persons in communities with information about occupations, occu-
pational clusters, and occupational projected demands at the local, State,
and national levels, (D) developing and obtaining curriculum materials
for career awareness and exploration activities, for career orientatit n,
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decisionmaking and planning courses, and for fusing career ()dented atilt-
iti4s and content into each curriculm area, (E) developing and ublaiii-
ing Student assessment_ m tpriaLand equipment, 5151 (F) 11111 X1111121tig Lit

integration of vocational instructional areas into the prev ucational curri-
culum development effort.

"(3) Services related to career center operation. occupational materials
handling, and supplemental assistance fur preNuctitional program atilt 'tits,
with 'priority placed upon (A) new vocational guidance and explut atom
programs, including the development and implementation earctr .iNNilrl.-
tiess, orientation, and exploration courses, career decisiuninaking and
planning courses, and related services, including vocational counseling,
(B) extended-year employment and released time to staff to implement
internship program for students in, work settings related to differtnt aca-
demic disciVrttes and the students" tentative career choices, summer com-
munity work expericr.,:e programs, and in-depth exploration and career
planning courses for students with special needs, (C) travel for students
and staff to participate in observation and work experience actitities in
the community, (D) exchange progrdnis between schools and the business
and industrial community, and (E) pilot and demonstration projects, in-
cluding related research, to promote the concepts of vocational guidance
and exploration educational levels, including those nut utlierttise
covered in this part.

"NOT C V OCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPPORT

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 131. (a) There are_authorized to be-appropriated $812,500,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $916,025,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
tember 30, 1977, $9S9,520,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30. 1278,
$1,003,000.000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and $1,136,600.000
for the fiscal sear waling September 30, 1980, and each succeeding fiscal sear
for the purposes of this part.

"ALLOTMENTS AMONG STATES

"SEC. 132. (a) (1) From the sums appropriated pursuant to section 131 the
Comtlaissioner shall first reserve an amount, not to exceed $5,000,000 in any
fiscal year, for joint sponsorship with dip Secretary of Labor to ( upon
terms and'" conditions mutually satisfaitdav to the Commissioner and the .S50-
retary of 1.4ber) a notional system to pipject manpower supply and demand
data for the use and guidance of Federal, State, and local officials, and of
adyisory councils charged with responsibilities under this Act.

"(2) The man:tinder of the sums appropriated pursuant to section 131 shall
be allotted among the States on the basis of the number of persons in the
various age groups needing vocational education and the per capita intunie to
the respective States as follows, The Commissioner shall allot to each State
for each fiscal year -

"(A) an amount which bears the same ratio to t 0 per centum of the
sums being allotted, as the product of the population aged fifteen to nine-
teen, inclusive, in the State in the preceding fiscal year and the State's
alle*,..r.zr.t ratio nett to the sum of the corresponding products for all the
States; plus

"(13) an amount which bears the sate ratio to ,20 per centum of the
sums being allotted,. as the product of the population aged twenty to
twentyfour, incusive, in the State in the preceding fiscal year and the
State's allotment ratio bears to the sum of the correspondi,,,b orothiets for
all the. States ; plus

"(C) an amorint which bears the same ratio- to 15 per centum of the
sums being allotted, as the product of the population aged twenty-the to
sixty-five. inclusive, in the State in the preceding fiscal year and the
State's allotment ratio bears to the sum of the corresponding products fur
all the States; plus

"(D) an amount which bears the same ratio to 15 per centum of the
sums being allotted, as the sum of the amounts allotted to the State under
subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) for such years bears to the sum of the
amounts, allotted to all the States under paragraphs (A), (B), and (C)
for such year.
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"(b) The amount of any State's allotment under subsection Sa )/ for any
fiscal yeai which is less than $10.000 shall be increased to that amount, the
total of the increases thereby required being derived by proportfunately reduc-
ing the allotments to each of the remaining States under such subsection, but
with such adjustments as may be necessary to prevent the allotment of any
of such remaining States from being thereby reduced to less than that amount.

"(c) The amount of any State's allotment under subsection (a ) for any
fiscal year which the Commissioner determipes will not be required for such
fiscal year for carrying out the program for which such amount has been allot-
ted shall be available, from time to tide, for reallotment, on such dates dur-
ing such year as the Commissioner shall fix, on the basis of criteria estab-
lished by regulation, first among programs authorized by other parts of this
Act within that State and then among other States. Any amount reallotted to
a State under this subsection for any fiscal year shall remain available for
obligation during the next succeeding fiscal year and shall be deemed to be
part of its allotment for the sear in which it,is obligated.

"(d) (1) The allotment ratio for any State shall be 1.00 less the productof
"(A) 0.50, and
"(B) the quotient obtained by dividing the per capita income for the

= State by the per capita income foi all the States (exclusive of Puerto
Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands), except that (i) the allotment ratio in no case shall
be more than 0.60 or less than 0.40, and (ii) the allotment ratio for
Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa,' the Virgin Islands, and the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands shall be 0.60.

"(2) The allotment ratios shall be promulgated by the Commissioner for
each fiscal year between October 1 and December 30 of the preceding fiscal
y ear. Allotment ratios shall be computed on the basis of the average of the
appropriate per capita incomes for the three most recent consecutive fiscal
years for which satisfactory data are available.

"(3) The term 'per capita income' means, with respect to a fiscal year, the
total personal income in the calendar year ending in such year, divided by
the poptilation of the area concerned in such year.

"(4) For the purposes of this section population shall be deterniined by the
Commissioner on the basis of the latest estimategs.available to him.

"STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAUS -
"Sac. 133. (a ) From the sums made available under section 132, the Com-

missioner shall make grants to each State which has administrative -arrange
ments Unproved under tion 102 for vocational education programs.

"(b) Grants under tins section may be used by any such State for such
programs in such proportions as the State board determines, in...accordance
with the comprehensive statewide plans of such State established under sec-
tion 108, which may include the following :

"(1) (A) vocational education programs for high school students, in-
/ eluding such programs which are designed to prepare them for ads anced

or highly skilled postsecondary vocational and, technical education ;
"(13) vocational education f persons who have completed or left high

school and who are available study in preparation for entering the
labor market ;

"(C) vocational education for persons whq have already entered the
labor market and who need training or retraining to achieve stability or
advancement in employment ;

"(D) (i) vocational education for persop .s (other than handicapped
persons defined in section 109(8)) who have academic, socioeconomic, or
other disadvantages which prevent them from succeeding in the regular
vocational education program;

"(ii) vocational education fon handicapped persons who because of
their handicapping condition cannot succeed in the regular vocational edu
cation program without special. educational assistance or who require a
modified vocational education program ;

"(E) construction of area vocational education school facilities;
"(F) provision of vocational training through conctractual arrangements

with private nonprofit and proprietary schools wh -.re such private schools
can make a significant contribution to attaining the objectives of the
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comprehensive statewide plans established under section 108, and can pro-
vide substantially equivalent training at a lesser cost, or can provide
equipment or services not available in public institutions; and

" (G) services and activities not included in other parts of this Act to
assure quality in all vocational education programs, such as program eval-
uation and coordination, deyelupment of instructional materials, construe-
lien and equipment not elsewhere provided, and State and local admini-
stration and leadership, including periodic evaluation of State and local
vocational education programs and services in the light of information
regarding current and projected manpower needs and jub opportunities,

"(H) vocational education student organization ;
"(2) use of such grants by State boards, colleges, and universities, and.

with the approval of the appropriate State board, by public educational
agencies, organizations, and institutions for the construction, equipment,
and operatibli- of residential schools to provide vocational education (in-
cluding room, board, and other necessities) for youths, at least fifteen
years of age and less than twenty-one years of age at the time of enroll-
ment", who need full-time study on a residential basis in order to benefit
fully from such education. In allocating such grants for such purposes,
the State board shall give special consideration to the needs of large urban
areas having, substantial numbers'ot youths who have dropped out of
school or are unemployed and shall seek to attain, as nearly as practicable
in the light of the purposes of this section, an equitable geographical
distribution of such schools.

"(3) educational programs which encourage home economics to give
greater consideration to social and cultural conditions and needs, espe-
cially in economically depressed areas, which encourage preparation fur
professional leadership, which are designed to prepare youths and adults
for the role of homemaker, or to contribute to the employability of such
youths and adults in the dual role of homemaker and wage earber, which
include consumer education, and which are designed for persons who hat e
entered, or are preparing to enter, the work of the home.

" (4) programs for cooperative vocational education, for which a State
shall submit to the Commissioner through the State board.. as a part of
the compaehensive statewide plans of such State established under section
10$, a plan which shall set forth policies _and procedures to be used by the
State board in establishing cooperative pfograms through local educa-
tional agencies with participation of public and private employers. Such
policies and procedures must give assurance that

"(A) funds will be used only for developing and ,operating coop-
erative programs faa defined in section 109(19) (A) -.which provide
training opportunities that may not otherwise be available and which
are designed to serve persons who can benefit from such programs;

"(B) necessary procedures are established for cooperation with cm-
pioyment agencies, labor groups. employers, and other community
agencies in identifying suitable jobs fOr persons who enroll in cooper-

..ative programs;
"(C) provision is made for reimbursement of a ,s to em-

ployers for on-the-job training of students enrolled in coo ittive pro-
grams, provided such on-the-job training is related, to existing career
opportunities susceptible of promotion and advancement and dues not
displace other workers who perform-suck-work ;-and

"(D) ancillary services and activities to assure quality in coopera-
tive programs are provided for, such as preservice and in-service
training for teacher coordinators, supervision, curriculum materials,
and evaluation.

The Commissioner shall approve a State plan under this paragraph which
fulfills the conditions specified above.

"(c) Fifteen per centum of the total funds granted to each State Rader this
part must be used exclusivelytfor disadvantaged students as defined in sec-
tion 109(9) ; of the remaining funds, 10 per centum must be used exclusively
for the benefit of handicapped persons as defined in section 109(8), except that
muneys used specifically for disadvantaged and handicapped programs under
the provisions of part D or part E of this Act may he considered for purposes
of the requirement of this subsection.
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"(d) At least 30 per centum of the total funds granted to each State under
this part shall be used for postsecondary and adult education programs, both
preparatory and supplementary.

"PAar DVOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM SERVICES

"AUTHORIZATION OF GRANTS 4

"SEc. 141. From the gums appropriated under sections 142044, and 145 the
Secretary shall male grants to each State which has administrative arrange-

. ments approved under section 102, in an amount which bears the same ratio
to the total amount of such sums as is specified in Section 132 for purposes
of carrying out the purposes of each such section. Each such State shall allo-
cate the sums it receives under these sections among programs under such sec-
tions in such a manner as to insure that the purposes of each such section are
carried put.

L.

"TEACHER EDUCATION

"SEC. 142. (a) Grants under this part may be used by States, either directly
or through contract with educational institutions, for programs of vocational
teacher education. including education of teachers, coordinators, supervisors,
counselors. and administrators of vocational education, which may include

"(1) preservice education, to be coordinated by the appropriate State
agency or by an educational institution designated by the State, which
shall include pros isions for occupational testing, nhere appropriate, and
for other testing, in order to assist vocational educators to assess their
competence in relation to their educational role. and for other general
assistance which will aid in development of vocational educators compe-
tent in both subject matter and in the theory and practice of teaching
and learning, and

(2) inservice education. which shall include education to maintain
technical occupational competence and education to maintain professional
educational competence, and which shall be offered throughout the Aar,
at locations convenient to vocational educators.

"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this section
$55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $61,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending September 30. 1977, $67,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September
30. 1978, $7000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and $81,000,-
000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980.

1PLACEHENT AND FOLLOWUP

"SEc. 144: (a ) Grants under this part may be used by States for programs
providing placement services for persons who successfully complete vocational
education programs, to be carried out by local educational agencies, and by
the appropriate State .educational agency, and providing follow-up efforts in
order to evaluate thesuccess of vocational education programs in the State.

"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this section
$24,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and for each succeeding
fiscal year through September 30, 1980.

" "STUDENT SUPPORT

"SEc. 145. (t.) Grants under this part may be used by States for programs
to provide partial support for students entering vocational education programs
assisted Wider part C which may include

"(1) work-study programs, in which no student shall be employed for
more than fifteen hours in any week in which classes in which he is en-
rolled are in session, nor for compensation which exceeds $1,200 in any
fiscal year, and in which students are employed by public or private non-
profit agencies at work which is related, if possible, to the area of voca-
tional education which such student is studying, and

"(2) stipends for students who have acute economic responsibilities
which cannot be met under a work-study program, in which stipends to
such students of at least $85 per week per student are provided.

"(13 ) There are authorized to be appropriated,for purposes of th13 section
$381,910,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $408,375,0( 0 fur the fiscal
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year ending September 30, 1977, 6554,850,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
tember 30, 1978, $641,325.000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979,
and $7127,800,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980.

"LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AWARDS

"SEC. 143. (a) In order to meet the need in all the States for qualified voca-
tional education personnel with high potential to advance to policy making
and leadership positions in vocational education, the Commissioner shall make
available three-year (36 consecutive month) leadership development grants in
accordance with the provisions of this section only upon his determination
that

"(1) persons selected for awards are eligible for admission as graduate
students in an approved program 'of higher education, and

"(2) persons selected for awards have had not less than two years of
professional experience in vocational education or in business and indus-
try or in military technical training, or two years of research experience
in a social science which is applicable to vocational education, and

"(3) persons receiving such awards are Currently employed or are qual-
ified for employment in vocational.education and have successfully com-
pleted, at a minimum, a master's degree program, and

"(4) persons selected for awards are recommended by their employer,
or others, as having leadership potential in the field of vocational educa-
tion.

"(b) (1)' The Commissioner shall pay to persons selected for leadership
development awards under this section such stipends (including such allun-
antes for subsistence and other expenses for such persons and their depend-
ents) as he may determine to be consistent with prevailing practices under
comparable federally supported programs, but nut less than $*400 per person
per academic year or its equivalent and $800 per person per summer session
or its equivalent, with a dependent allowance of 6600, per person per academic
year or its equivalent and $100 per perso,n fur each dependent per summer
session or its equivalent.

"(2) The Commissioner shall, in addition to the stipends paid under para-
graph (.1 (slake grants to the institution of higher education at which such
Person is pursuing his course of study in such amounts as the Commissioner
determines to be consistent with the preNailing practices under comparable
federally supported programs, which shall not exceed $4,500 per person per
academic year or its equivalent, and $1.000 per person per summer session or
its equivalent, but any amount charged such person for tuition and nonrefund-
able fees and deposits shall be deducted from the amount payable to an insti-
tution of higher education under this paragraph. Any funds from grants min-
der this paragraph which remain after deducting normal tuition, fees, and de-
posits attributable to such student, shall be used by the project director for
the program in leadership development for vocational education for such insti-
tution for the purpose of (A) enriching the educational experience of students
receiving grants under this section through internships and other involvement
with the ongoing program of vocational education in school districts and in
State educational agencies, or through other activities determined by such
director to be appropriate as leadership experience, and (13) providing part-
time assistants for such director administering such leadership dev elopmeut
program.

"(c) The Commissioner shall approve the vocational education teadershlp
development program of an institution which has demonstrated previous ex-
perience in graduate vocational education and has submitted an application
only upon finding that

"(1) such institution offers a graduate program in vocational educa-
tional 'education at the doctoral level, with adequate supporting services
and disciplines such as educational administration, guidance and counsel-
ing, research, and curriculum development, and

"(2) such program is designed to substantially further the objective
of improving vocational education through providing opportunities for
flevible and ^ individualized graduate training of vocational education
teachers, supervsors, and administrators, and of university level voca-
tional education teacher educators and researchers, and

"(3) such program is conducted by a school of graduate study in such
institution. and
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"(4) such program is approved by the State board in the State in which
such institution is located. ,

"(d) Persons receiving leadership awards under this section shall continue
to receive the payments provided under subsection (13) only during such per-
iods as the Commissioner finds that they are maintaining satisfactory pro-
ficiency in, and devotingthe full time to, study or research in the field of
vocational education in an institution of higher education, and are nut engag-
ing in gainful employment, other than part time employment, by such institu-
tion or with the approval of such institution, in teaching, research, ur
occupations approved by the Commissioner.

"(e) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this section
$5,120,00 for the fiscal period ending June 30, 1978, $5.120,000 for the fiscal
,ear ending September 30, 1977,. $5,1'0,000 fur the fiscal year ending Septeru-

Uer 30, 1978, $5,120,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and
$5,120,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980.

"(f ) From the amounts appropriated under subsection (e), the Commissioner
shall make awards under subsection (b) to four hundred persons, to be selected
by the various States, nho shall be accepted for admission as graduate Stu-
dents In an approved program of higher educa not less than nine months
in advance of the starting date of such progra grants shall be made
for study at not more than twenty institutions app Ned by the Comntissiuner,
which offer a graduate program with a specialt in vocational education.
Such grants shall be apportioned equitably among the States, taking into ac-
count such factors as the State's vocational education enrollments, and the
incidence of youth unemployment and school diopouts in the State.

"PART E-APPLIED RESEARCH, CLICRICLLUM DEVELOPMENT, DEMONSTRATION PRO-
. GRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

"RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"SEc. '151. (aj From 50 per centum oX the sum available for purposes of
this section, the Commissioner is authorized to make grants and contracts
for projects of significance to the Nation to institutions of higher education.
public and private agencies and institutions, State boards, and, with the ap-
proval of the appropriate State board, to local educational agencies in that
State, except that no grant may be made other than to a nonprofit agency or
institution, for the purposes set forth in subsection (c), and for support for a
national center or centers for research and development in vocational educa-
tion independent of the Federal Government.

"(b) From the remaining 50 per centum of the sums available for purposes
of this section, the Commissioner shall make grants to each State NN 1141 has
administrative arrangements approved under section 102 in an amount .Nshich
bears the same ratio to the total amount of such sums remaining as the popu-
lation of such State bears to the total population of all such States. Such
grants shall be used by ii,State, in ordance nail its stateside plans under
section 108, for the costs of the tate research coordination unit, and for
grants to colleges and universities, and other public ur nonprofit private agen-
cies and institutions, and local educational agencies, and contracts With priv-
ate agencies, organizations, and institutions for programs and projects fur (1)
research and training programs, (2) experimental. developmental, or pilot
programs, (3) diffusion and implementation activities designed to meet the
special vocational needs of youths, partIcjilarly youths in economically de-
pressed comities Who have academic, socioeconomic, or other handicaps
which prevent them from succeeding in the regular vocational education pro-
grams, and (4) the dissemination of information and implementation of prod-
utts derived from such programs or from research and demonstrations in the
.field of vocational education, uhich have been recommended by the State re-
search coordination unit or by the State advisory, council established under
sect ion 107.
- "(c) Funds available under subsection (a) may be used for.

"(1) research in vocational education;
"(2) national institutes, symposia, or other activities designed to famil-

iarize persons involved in vocational education with research findings and
,successful pilot and demonstratioh projects in vocational education,

"(3) experimental. developmental, and pilot Programs and projects de-
signed to test the effectiveness of research findings;
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"(4) demonstration-and dissemination projects;
"(5) diffusion of information and products;
"(6) projects in the development of new careers and occupations, such

as (A) research and experimental projects designed to identify new
careers In such fields as mental and physical health, crime prevention and
correction, welfare, ,education, municipal services, child care, and recrea-
tion requiring less training, than professional positions and projects to
delineate within such careers roles with the potential for advancement
frqm one level to another, (B) training and development projects design-
ed to demonstrate and diffuse improved methods of securing the involve-
ment, cooperation, and commitment of both the public and private sectors
toward the end of achieving greater coordination and more effective im-
plementation of programs for the employment of persons in the fields de-
scribed in clause (A), including programs to prepare professionals Cija-
eluding administrators) to work effectively with aides ;, and (C) projeCts
to evaluate the operation of programs for the training, development, dnd
utilization of vocational education.

"(d) A grant or contract under subsection (a) may be made upon appli-
cation to the Commissioner at such time, in such manner, and containing such
information as the Commissioner deems necessary. Such application shall
contain

"(1) a description of the nature, duration, purpose, and plan of the
project ;

"(2) the qualifications of the principal stag who will be responsible for
the project; and

"(3)a detailed justification of the amount of grant funds requested.
The Commissioner may not approve an application until such application has
been reviewed by a panel of experts who are not employees of the Federal
Government. The Commissioner shall pay to each applicant with an applica-
tion approved under this subsection the amount expended in accordance with
ZUNI application.

"(e) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of this section
$4000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $44,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1977, $48,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1978, 852,000,000 fur the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and
$56,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980. Notwithstanding
any other provision of law unless enacted expressly in limitation of the provi-
sions of this sentence, sums made available from sums appropriated under this
subsection for purposes of grants or contracts under subsection (a) shall re
main available until expended.

(f) No State shall receive less than 825,000 for any fiscal year from grants
under subsection (a) and subsection (b).

"CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

"SEc. 152, (a) The Congress finds that curriculum development is compli-
cated by the diversity of occupational objectives, variations due to geography,
difference in educational levell and types of programs, and by the wide range
of occupations. It is therefore the purpose of this section to enable the Com
missiuner to provide apprupriate assistance to State educational agencies in
the development of curriculums for new and changing occupations, and to co
ordinate improvements in, and dissemination of, existing curriculum mater
ials, to provide assistance to national rotational education curriculum centers,
to cusiduct special curriculum projects in selected school districts, and to spun
sor lititional curriculum workshops and symposia ; and to enable the States to
provide attention to instate curriculum 'weds in vocational education fur on-
going and expanding vocational education programs.

"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated $20,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 3q, 1976, and for each of the four succeeding fiscal years, for
purposes of this section.

"(c) (1) Fifty per centum of the stuhs appropriated under subsection (b)
shall be used by the Commissioner after consultation with the appropriate
State agencies and the National Cuuncil, to make grants to or contracts with
colleges or universities, State boards, and other public or nonprofit private
agencies and institutions, or contracts with public or private agencies, organi-
zations, or institutions
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"(A) to promote the development And dissemination of vocational edu-
cation curriculum materials for use in teaching occupational subjects, in-
cluding curriculums for new and changing occupational fields ;

"(B) tu implement such curriculums in programs of vocational and tech-
nical education ;

"(C) to coordinate g...curts of the States hi the preparation of curriculum
materials and prepare currents lists of curriculum materials available iu
all occupational fields;

"(D) to survey curriculum materials produced by other agencies of gov-
ernment, including the Departnfent of Defense;

"(E) to evaluate vocational-technical education curriculum materials, .
and their uses;

"(F) to train peisonnel in curriculum development; and
"(G) to prepare teachers and administrators in the use of curriculum

materials developed under this subsection.
"(2) From the remainder of such sums, the Commissioner shall grant to

each State which has administrative arrangements apprued under section
102, to meet vocational educational curriculum needs within such State, an
amount which bears- the same ratio to such remainder as the population of
such State bears to the total population of all such States.

"(3) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'curriculum' means a plan
for a teaching and learning program which includes objectives, subject matter
context, learning experiences, and teaching strategies, teaching aids, and means
of evaluation, and the term 'curriculum materials' includes curriculum guides
for teachers and administrators, and student materials for learning situations
in vocational education programs, to prepare students for employment at the
entry leNel or to upgrade the occupational competence of students who have
been previously employed or who are currently employed in any occupational
geld.

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless enacted expressly
in limitation of the provisions of this subsection, funds appropriated under
subsection (b) shall remain available until expended.

"EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

"SEC. 153. (a) The Congress finds that it is necessary to reduce the continu-
ing seriously high level of youth unemployment by deceluping means for giNiug
the same kind of attention as is now given to the college preparation needs of
those young persons who go on to college, to the preparation needs of the two
out of ,three young persons who end their education at ur before completion
of the secondary level, tuo many of whom face lung and bitter muntlis,of job
hunting or marginal work after leaving school. It is therefore the purpose
of this section tu stimulate, demonstrate, and dixuse, through Federal financial
support, new ways to create a bridge between school and earning a for
young people who are still in school, who have left school either by gradua-
tion or by dropping out, or who axe in postsecondary programs of crucational
preparation, aV to promote cooperation between public education and man-
power agencies.

"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section
$20.000,000 fur the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, .$30.000,000 fur the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1977, $40,000,000 fur the fiscal year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1978, $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979, and
875,000.000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980.

",(c) (1) From 30 per centuna of the sums appropriated under subsection,
lb t, the Commissioner is authorized to make grants to or contracts with
State boards and local educational agencies for the purpose of 8tiniulating and
assisting in the development, establishment, and operation of programs and
projects designed to carry out the purposes of this section. The Commissioner
may also make grants to other public or nonprofit agencies, organizations. ur
institutions, when such grants or contracts will make a significant contribu-
tion to attaining the objectives of this section.

"(2) From the remainder of such sums, the Commissioner shall grant to
each State which has administrative arrangements approved under section
102 an amount which bears the same ratio to such remainder as the popula-
tion of such State bears to the total population of all such States, fur grants
by the State board to local educational agencies ur other public or iampruflt
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Private agencies, organizations, or institutions, or for contracts by the State
board with public ur private agencies, organizations, ur institutions, including
business and industrial concerns, upon such terms and Conditions, consistent
with the provisions of this section and with its statewide plans under section
108 as the State board determines will most effectively carry out the develop-
ment, establishment, and operation of exemplary and innovative oecupatiunal
education programs or projects designed to serve as models for use in vuca-
tional education programs.

"(d) Grants or contracts under this section may be used to pay all or part
of the cost of--

'(1) planning and developing exemplary demonstration and diffusion
programs or projects such as those described in paragraph (2), or

"(2) establishing, operating, or evaluating exemplary programs or proj-
ects designed to carry out the purposes set forth in subsection (a ) , and
to broaden occupational aspirations and opportunities for youths, with
special emphasis given to youths who have academic, socioeconomic, or
other handicaps, which programs or projects may, among others, include
(A) programs and projects designed to familiarize elementary and sec-
ondary school students with the broad range of occupations for which
special skills are required and the requisites for careers in such occupa-
tions ; (B) programs and projects for students which provide educational
experiences through work during the school year or in thd summer (C,)
programs and projects for intensive occupational guidance counseling. and
placement and follow-through during the last years of school and for ini-
tial job placement; (D) programs and projects designed to broaden or
improve vocational education curriculum; (E) exchanges of personnel
between schools and other agencies, institutions, or organizations partici-
pating in activities to achieve the purposes of this section, including man-
power agenJes and industry ; (F) programs and projects for young work-
ers released from their jobs on a part-time basis for the purpose of in-
creasing their educational attainment, and (G) prograuLa,mid projects at
the secondary level to motivate a..1 }..provide preprofesWel preparation
for potential teachers for vocational education.

"(e) (1) Grants or contracts under this section may be Viade only if ,the
Commissioner, or the State board in the case of grants made by a State board
under subsection (c) (2), determines

"(A) that effective procedures will be adopted by grantees and con-
tractors to coordinate the development and operation of other programs
and projects carried out under grants or contracts under this section, with
the appropriate statewide plans, and with other public and private pro-
grams having the same or similar purposes;

"(B) that, to the extent consistent with the number of students en-
rolled in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served whose educa-
tional needs are of the type which the program or project involved is to
meet, provision has been made for the participation of such students, and

"(C) that effective policies and procedures will be adopted which assure
that Federal funds made available under this section will not be com-
mingled with State or local funds.

"(2) No grant or contract (other than a grant or contract with a State
board) shall be made by the Commissioner under subsection (c) (1) with re-
spect to any program ur project unless such program or project has been sub-
mitted to the State board in the State in which it is to be conducted and has
been commented on by the State board within sixty days of such submission
ur within such longer period of time as the Commissioner may determine pur-
suani/to regulations.

"(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless enacted expressly
in limitation of the provisions of this paragraph; funds available to the Korn-
missioner and to the State board under subsection (c) shall remain available
until expended.

4 "INSTITUTES SAND LEADERSHIP Eig:CATION FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ADMIN ISTRA-
TORS, EDUCATIONAL BOARDS, AND OTHER PUBLIC GROUPS

"SEC. 154. (a) (1) From 50 per centum of the sums appropriated for pur-
poses of this section. the Commissioner may make grants and contacts to pay
the costs of carry ing out cooperative arrangements concerning leadership
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development for experienced vocational education personnel, including teacher
educators and administrators, and for other personnel, who are capable of
strengthening vocational education programs supported under. this Act. Such
cooperative arrangements may be with any educational institution or agency,
or with priVate business, industry, or other commercial enterprise, or accom-
plished directly by State boards.

"(2) Grants and contracts under this section may be used for projects and
activities which may include

( (A) ladership development programs designed to improve the quality
of professional development and understanding concerning the relation-
ships, functions, and needs of vocational education programs within the
context of the Nation's total education effort with particular attention to
be paid to educational problems identified as national ur regional in scope,

"(B) short-term institutes, workshops, symposia, ur other training activ-
ities designed to focus attention of vocational education pulicymakers
upon national, social, economic, and educational issues and priorities in
order to improve the leadership qualifications of such persons and to inte-
grate effective vocational education programs into the educational experi-
ence of all persons, and long-term institutes for highly selected and high
administratise level policymakers including vocational educators, State
board members and staff, local school board members and staff (urban
and rural), and representatives of business, industry, and the public at
large;

"(C) national leadership development institutes and workshops for
teacher educators, coordinators, supervisors, administrators, and other
selected personnel for the purpose of developing procedures and standards
pertaining to leadership development and other matters that affect pro-
gram growth ; and

"(D) national resource panels, funded through one or more States,
whoSe purpose is to identify national priorities, to coordinate and train

. directors of funded actisities, to identify exemplary components of leader-
ship training actisities, to be a source of technical assistance as requested
by the State or the Commissioner, and to annually review the effectiveness
of prograrqs conducteld under this subsection, members of which shall he
recommended by the Btote boards and by the Commissioner to serve un a
rotating basis and report to the Commissioner.

"(b) From the remainder of such sums, the Commissioner shall make a
grant to catch each State which has administratise arrangements apprus ed
under section 102 in an amount which bears the same ratio to such remainder
as the population of such State bears to the total population of all such
States. Such grants may be used by the States, either directly or through
grant or contract, for the purpose of conducting leadership programs for local
and regional directors of sucational education, educational administration per-
sonnel, local boards of education, and selected State staff ; the State board
shall include In its statewide plans procedures for accomplishing the purpose
of this subsection. -

"(c) A grant or contract under this section may be Made only upon appli-
cation to the Commissioner, or to the State board in the case of grants or con-
tracts under subsection lb ), at such time, and containing such information as
the Commissioner ur the State board, whichever is appropriate, deems neces-
sary. The Commissioner and the State board shall approve an application
under this subsection only-if such application

" (1) sets forth a program for carrying out one or more projects or
activities which meet the requirements of subsection (a) or (b), which-
ever is appropriate, and provides for such methods of administration as
are necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the piogram;

" (2) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that Federal funds
made available under this section for any fiscal year will be so used as to
supplement and, to the extent praqicable, increase the level of funds that
would in the 'absence of such Federal funds, be made available for pur-
poses which meet the requirements of subsection (a) or (b), whichever
is appropriate, and in no case supplant such funds;

"(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures
as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of and accounting for
Federal funds paid to the applicant under this section; and
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"(4) provides for making such reports, in such form and containing
such information, as the Commissioner or the State board, whichever is
appropriate, may require to carry out their functions under this section,
and for keeping such records and for affording such access thereto as they
may flaid necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such
reports.

"(d) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section
$33,000.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and for each of the four
succeeding fiscal years. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless
enacted expressly in limitation of the provisions of this sentence, funds avail-
able under this section shall remain available until expended."

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
We are continuing our hearings today on vocational, occupational,

and career education. I am delighted that we have with us Mr. Don
Brill, assistant director, Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical,
and Adult Education. I know a lot about that institution and the
great work being 6-furled on there.

Also, we have Dr. Francis r Tuttle, State director of vocational
education, Stillwater, Okla. Dr. Tuttle, Congressman Risenhoover is
ill today and will not be able to be with us. I know he wanted to be
here this morning, in particular, because of your appearance before
the committee. He sent me a note and his proxy on another bill. He
will be with us Monday. We will hear from Mr. Brill first and then
from Dr. Tuttle. We will not ask questions until both of you make
your statementl.

Go ahead, Mr. Brill.

STATEMENT OF DON BRILL, ASSISTANT STATE DIRECTOR, 'WISCON-
SIN BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND ADULT EDUCA-
TION

Mr. BRILL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Donald

M. Brill. I am speaking on behalf' of Mr. Eugene Lehrmann, the
State director of the Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical, and
Adult Education. Our agency budget is being heard by the legisla-
ture, demanding his appearance there.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to testify before your
committee today. Before testifying, I would like to extend my deep
appreciation and that of the State of Wisconsin to you and members
of your committee who so graciously took the time and effort to hold
an overnight hearing in our State last July. I will keep niy remarks
brief with minor digression from my prepared statement. I would
like permission to submit a coniplett text of my written testimony.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection your complete text will be
inserted in the record.

[Prepared statement folloWs:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE. LEIIRMANN, STATE DIRECTOR, 'WISCONSIN
BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECUNICAL, AND ADULT EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, my name. is Eugene Lehrmann and I am the State Directorof the Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education.I am very pleased to have,the opportunity to testify before your Committee
today. Before testifying I would like to extend my deep appreciation and that
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of the State of NiIisetaisin to you and the members of your Committee who so
graciously tank the time mid effort to kohl an oversight hearing in our state
last July.

I will attempt to keep my remarks brief. However, I would like permission
to submit a complete text of my written testimony.

Mr. Chairman, within the last six months we have all become aware of
many major issues pertinent to vocational education legislation. Let me as a
State Director of Vocational Education, relate my concerns about justjno of
these issues. One, administration of vocational education legislation within
the state, two, the level.. and method of feticral funding for vocational edu-
cation.

ADMINISTRATION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WITHIN TEE STATE

There appears to be two basic thoughts op this matter. The first would
maintain the present general administrative structure by continuing the state
advisory councils in their present advisory role and retaining a single state
agency for the administration of vocational education.

The second would change the rule of the State Advisory Councils for Voca
tional Education from advisory to administrative over 20% of the funds,-
abolish the single state agericy in favor of an agency to administer 40% of
the funds for secondary vocational education and create an additional agency
to administer 40',0 of the funds for postsecondary vocational education. Plan-
ning responsibilities would be assigned to a state 1202 commission.

After a deliberate and careful review of the alternative administrative
mechanisms provided in H.R. 3036 and H.R. 3037 I must as State Director of
both community colleges and vocational-technical schools recommend, and
recommend without equivocation, the retention of the current administrative
provisions as reflected in H.R. 3037.

My written testimony will elaborate upon my reasons, but let me briefly
outline a few of the basic problems inherent in the proposed changes.

1. How can a locus of -accountability be maintained when the accountability
is spread through four different agencies within a state?,

2. Wisconsin does not even have a 1202 commission. Further, we feel our
coordinative structure among state agencies has all the advantages of a 1202
commission and lacks many of its deficiencies.

3. Out State Advisory Council has formally rejected an administrative role
in spite of an enticement of 20% of the, vocational education funds. They
tealize they cannot serve an effective advisory role and an administrative role
at the same time. A resolution indicating state vocational board support of
the state advisory council is attached.

What demonstrable good will be accomplished by imposing the organiza-
tional gyrations evidenced in ILR 3036? If there are insufficient funds being
allocated for providing pustskuudary vocational education to students in some
states, it seems to me Congress has a much simpler remedy than a complete
overhaul of our present delivery system. It can simply increase the set aside
requirements to meet that end. If I am nut mistaken, must of the bills before
you do that.

A review of the composition of state advisory councils may also be in order.
But the ,elaborate and cumbersome infrastructure proposed in H.R. 3036 is
certainly not a realtistic solution which can in any way maintain, let alone
improve, the present level of accountability.

LEVEL AND METHOD OF FUNDING FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Need for vocational education
The need for *vocational education has been shown concretely In terms of

labor force needs.
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics studies show that

less than one-fourth (23.7 percent) of all occupational openings over the
1972-85 period will require a baccalaureate degree ur more education. They
41so indicate that a higher proportion of the labor force entrants will have
itch training.
Vocational education is needed to meet the training requirements for must

of the job openings fur which four years of college is not needed. Vocational
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and technical education programs provide a means by which intelligent persons
can be prepared for baste skilled occupations in the labor force.
Interest in vocational education

Substantial interest in vocational eduCation has been shown by Americans.
The Commission of Non-Traditional Study, in a national survey of the age 48
to 60 population (excluding full-time students) found that 89% of the respon-
dents were interested in vocational education and '16% of them listed voca-tional education as their first choice. These percentages were by far the
highest of any category of education.

The 1973 Galltip Poll orb education showed that the majority of American
ranked "preparing students for work" as the most important fob of schools.
Furthermore, the majority of the adults gave "to get a better job" as the
Most important reasbn for continuing their education.
Why more $'s?

While those of us in vocational education feel we are doing a good job, we
need more funds to continue our role and to expand it where needed.

The recent General Accounting Office report on vocational education in the
U. S. entitled "What is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Educa-
tion?" makes two especially relevant findings.

1. "Projections of national economy indicate increased demand for vocation-ally skilled manpower."
2. "Large numbers of youth leave school without skills needed for employ-

ment, and many subsequently are unemployed."
Even without any expansion of our efforts, as all of you know, .it takes much

more money now than just a few years ago to accomplish the same task.
Why Federal -S's?

If vocational education is needed, is wanted, and is successful, why are we
asking for federal funds rather than' financing it through state and localfunding?

Let me say, first of all, that we are willing to accept new, reasonable con-
trols on the use of federal dollars to assure that national interests and prior-ities are being served.

In order to insure that, national interests and priorities will be served, a
federal dollar commitment must be there. When local property tax revenues
and state income tax revenues supply by far the greatest proportion of theneeded funding, the interest of those particular taxpayer must dominate.
Federal control is not the answer, but rather a level of federal funding roar
mensurate with the degree of federal interest in vocational edtication. The fed- -/oral government through a variety of programs, ineleding vocational educa-
tion. has provided a leadership role to insure that the handicapped. the disad-
vantaged, and other groups in need are provided services which the states and
localities have been either unwilling `or pnable to provide.

With the continued help of the Office of Education. I believe we can become
even more effective in assessing the vocational education needs of our.citizenry
as well as becoming more efficient in the delivery of those services.

Finally, not .to be ignored is the very simple fact that the financial capacity
of the states is in poor shape. As the governors pointed out just a short while
ago, the states are not in a position to assume a greater burden in providing
services.
3fethod of funding

In providing funding to the states for vocational education, I urge you to
examine the formula for distributing money among the states.

First, the distribution according to different age groupings should bp studied
to determine the most appropriate method to meet the actual, and potential
vocational needs of the states.
4Secondly, a factor should be incorporated into the formula which takes into
Cecount the state and local effort each state makes in providing vocational
education to its citizens.

SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, please allow me to restate the two primary
concerns that I have addressed myself to today :
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1. I would urge that you support the continuation of a single state agency
responsible for vocational education.

2 I would urge that you expand the federal support for vocational educa-
tion.

Attached is a section outlining supportive narrative for the comments I have
provided in my testimony. Thank you for four courtesy aad interest in Wiscon-
sin's concern for vocational education.

SUPPORTIVE NARRATIVE

In the following. I have provided supporting information, restating or fur-
ther explaining the-material outlined in my verbal testinittuy. Included in this
information is :in overview of the following; 1. Reasons or a single state
agency for vocational education. II. Wisconsin's vocational education activ-
itiesan overview. III. Level and method, of funding vocational education.
IV. Strengthening the federal role in vocational education. V. Strengthening
the vocational education planning process.

If there are any questions or,areas that are of further interest to the Mem-
bers of the General Sub-etnanittee on Education, or others, please contact me.
I. Reasons for a single State agency for vocational education

Mr. Chairman, we are proud of our Wisconsin vocational system. As you
are well aware, the administrative structure for vocational education varies
from state to state. This we believe is a strength in that it allows each state
the flexibility to prolide its vocational services in a manner that is most effec-
tile to meeting its unique needs. For instance, the vocational education pro-
gram ,in Wisconsin is under the jurisdiction of .a single state board of Tom
tional education.

A. The postsecondary and adult programs are administered at the state
level through my office and the secondary programs are administered through
the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

B At the lOctil level the postsecondary and adult programs are administered
through sixteen districts by boards which have the authority to levy al prop-
erty tax for the partial financial support of their own programs.

The locus of responsibility and accountability for vocational education in
a single state agency provides a solid foundation for an effective and efficient
administration. The close coordination and looperatiun betw eeadhe secondary
and the postsecondary vocational education efforts are strengthened by state
statutes providing membership of the Superintendent of Public Instruction on
the State Vocational 13uard..These relationships also include joint agency
committees and task ,forces. In addition, to insure close cooperation between
the responsible agencies in postsecondary education, the president of the public
fuus year system board and the chairman of the state sucational education
board are, as provided for in state statute, fully functioning members of the
other's boards. The coordination and continuing cooperation, both statutory
and vulunt.iry. between agencies responsible for education is vastly superior
to the duplicative and unwieldy constraints inherent in the superimposition
of the 1202 commission.

Federal efforts to evaluate our progress in education must recognize the
unique chary teristics of each state. It is these characteristics that provide
variation in the administration of vocational education. These unique charac-
teristics reflect the diversity of the American culture, and should not be sub-
ject to. the crushing force of a federally mandated 1202 commission. I believe
that vhiuntary arrangements between agencies with specific educational pur-

, poses can be functional.
Maxipatim accountability will be best 'achieved through the efforts of a single

state alzency responsible for vocational education. The proliferation of agen-
(lei with partial accountability. as provided ,for under the 1202 commission,
will only weaken the overall efforts to provide vocational education services.
II. Wisconsin's vocational education activitiesAn overview

Let me attempt to present you with a descriptive overview. of the vocational,
:technical and adult education system in this state to demonstrate what the
'federal vocational dollar has helped accomplish.
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Our citizens have lung demonstrated a firm commitment to education. Last
year 62 cents of es ery state general revenue ta. w as devoted to educa-
tion. Our state was 7th nationally in the ratio of *tate/local vocational edu-
cation expenditures to federal expenditures for vocational education. This tax
effort significantly exceeds the national norm. Our per pupil expenditure raalss
14th in the nation, but our per capita income rank is 23rd.

During the last fiscal year, 302.000 people received vocational education
services, this means 1 person in every 14. 62,000 were enrolled in SOO full-time,
postsecondary programs eneumpassing,253 different occupational areas. .

Our philosophy of bringing services to the people is demonstrated by the
existence of 39 vocational-technical institutes and schools, over 300 adult oca-
tiunal centers and 345 secondary schools offering vocational programs. Without
federal support many of these people would not have been served. The number
of disadvantaged and handicapped persons enrolled has increased from 2000
in 1968 to over 23.000 in 1973. It is the federal vocational dollar that has en-
abled us to extend our services to meet the unique needs of all individuals.

Yet I find that numbers fail to express the true impact of vocational educa-
tion upon the individual. How can a number express the satisfactiun of the
Native American in northern Wisconsin who as part of his vocational program
was able to construct his own housing on his own reservation?

The need for vocational education for students in high schools is well estab-
lished. Efforts in the State of Wisconsin under the leadership of the Depart-
ment ;If Public lustrifetion and articulated with the Wisconsin Board of
Vocational. Technical and Adult Education are directed toward the develop-
ment of comprehensive programs of vocational education as part of the total
program of a comprehensive high school. Thc.se efforts are assisted by several
state and many local advisury committees fur vocational education at the
secondary level.

The basic criteria for a comprehensive vocational education program are .
Services of a Local Vocational Education Coordinator ; Development of a
Local, Long-Range Plan fur Vocational Education , Career development process
through vocational guidance and counseling , Exiiuratury and sequence courses ,
Variety of capstone courses sufficient to meet student aeed*, Modified programs
and/or special services fur. students with special needs, and Formalized articu-
lation of high school and post high school courses.

Twenty-six percent_of Wisconsin's high school graduates successfully com-
pleted a vocational program which? culminated with a capstone course. The
capstone concept denotes intensive vocational training at the twelfth grade
level. Each capstone course "caps -off" the individual skills and attitudes learned
in the previous sequence of explurEitury and skill-building chintes offered in
grades seven through twelve. Co-curricular activities of vocational student
organizations, such_ as Distributive Education Clubs of Anprica (DECA),
Future Business Leaders of'America (FBLA), Future Farmers of America
(FFA), Future Romemakera of AmericaHome pconumles Related Occupa-
tits tFHA-RED0), and Vocational Industrial Club's of America (VICA),
eiihiinee the total vocational program.

After graduation from the capstone course, students may enter postsecon-
dary schools for advanced vocational- technical training or enter directly into
the world of work. The follow -up; of capstone graduates four months after
graduation funnel 72% of those available for employment w ere working full-
time in their area of preparation or a related area. The unemployment rate
was only 5% of those seeking work. Vocational education through the cap-
stone concept can lend many young people into satisfying and rewarding Job
placement opportunities. The ultimate goal is to vxtend this opportunit3 to
all the young people in Wisconsin's high schools.

Level mut method of fundingocationat education
Many of the problems which are identified through analysis of the annual

vocational education reports can be traced to the fact that, up until ow, we
have placed niuch greater emphasis upon producing high "quality edu
programs and courses than on developing elaborate reporting system. The
identified prablerds then, may have no basis in fact, but are, instead, often
reflections of inadequate reporting systems.

Given the state of our reported data It is apparent that a statistical sig-
nificant analyuis of vocational education evaluating the role of federal unds
is impossible We have taken steps to improve the situation.

53,:k
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In Wisconsin we are developing adlanagenient Information System which
will he a start toward providing more complete, consistent, and accurate infor-
mation. Perhaps now is the time, through vocational education legislation, to
ensure that, nationally ;effective accountability standards and pructalure$0 are
established.

White our failing in reporting may be discouraging, our ,snecesses in provid-
ing' vocational education should be encouraging. With continued federal fund-
ing for vocational education, both the quality of the program:, and the report-
ing efforts will improve.

A. Yeed.The need for vocational education training has been shown con-
cretely in terms of labor force needs. Studies conducted by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, show Mak less than one-fourth
(23,7 percent) of all occupational openings over the 1972-85 period will re-
quire a baccalaureate degree or more education. These studies also state that
trends indicate that a higher proportion of she labor force entrants will have
such training.

While not all of the remaining job openings are in occupations which require
formal training, vocational education is needed to meet the training require-
ments for most of the job openingk for which four years of college is not
needed. Vocational and technical education programs provide a Means by
which intelligent persons can be prepared for needed manual occupations in
the labor force. Vocational education has the potential to match closely the
skills of labor force entrants and the skills needed in uccupationi for which

6 there are openings.
B. InterestSubstantial interest in vocational education has been shown by

Americans. The Comna.sion of Non-Traditional Stuty. in a national survey
of the agc. 18 to 60 population (excluding full-time students) found that 89co
of the respondents were interested in vocational education (including agricul-
ture) and 46% of them listed vocational education as their first choice. These
percentages were by far the highest of any category of education. The Com-
plete results are as follows:

fin percent!

Category
.

Some interest First choice

Vocational (excluding agriculture) 78 43
Recreational 63 13
Home mi 56 12
Personal development 54 7
General education 48 13
Public attain 36 3
Religion 15 3
Agriculture 11 5

The 1073 Gallup Poll on education showed that the majority of Americans
ranked "preparing students for work" as the most important job of About..
Furthermore, the majority of the adults gave "to get a better job" as the
most important reason for continuing their education.

C. Why more money is needed.While those of us ht vocational education
feel we are doing a good job, we need more funds to continue our rule and to
expand it where needed. The recent General Accounting ()01,, report on voca-
tional education entitled "What is the Rule of Federal Assistance for Voca-
tional Education?' makes two relevant findings.

1. Fiu.iections of national economy indicate
timidly skilled manpower."

2. "Large numbers of youth leave school without skills needed for employ-
ment, anti many subsequently are unemployed."

These findings indicate that vocational education could play a greater role
in training thembers.of vitt. society. Even without an expansion a rts, the
problems of inflation require greater expenditures just to actami ish t same
task.

D. Why more federal funding is needed. Although vocational education is
needed, is,w anted by society, and is successful, federal fundin; is needed in
addition to state and local funding.{

First of all, it is recognized that new. reasonable controls on the use of
federal dollars, in order to assure that national interests ant, priortt.ies are

increased demand for voca-
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being served, may be increasingly necessary. But to assure that natio al in-
terests and priorities will be served, the dollar commitment must be there.
When local property tax revenues and state income tax revenues supp by far
the greatest proportion of the needed funding, the interests of si parti-
cular taxpayers must dominate. Federal control is undesirable, but a evel of
federal interest in vocational education is needed.

The federal guserpment through a variety of programs, including vocational
eduction, has provided a leadership rule in assuring that the handicapped, the
disadvantaged, and other groups in need receive services which the states and
localities have been either unwilling or, unable to provide. With the continued
help of the Office of Education, we can become even more effective in as-
sessing the vocational education needs of our citizenry and more efficient in
the delivery of those services.

Finally, not to be ignored is the fact that the financial capacity of the states
is in poor shape. The states are not in a position to assume a greater burden
1,n providing services. In 1973, Wisconsin devoted sixty-two cents of every
state general revenue tax dollar to education.

E. Method of funding.In providing funding to the, states for vocational
education, a new formula is needed for distributing money among the states.

First, the distribution according to different age groupings should be studied
to determine the appropriate method to meet the actual and potential voca-
tional needs cff the states.

Secondly, a factor should be incorporated into the formula which takes into .
account the state and local effort each state makes in providing vocational
educational to its citizens. Examples of such a factor are:

1. The total vocational education expenditures (federal, state, and local) per
capita in each state compared to that for the nation.

2. The number of individuals served by vocational education as a proportion
.of those eligible for such servicecompare states to national data.

3. The total expenditures per pupil servedcompare states to national data.
IV. Strengthening the Federal role in vocational education

I am concerned about the limited linkages as well as the level and extent of
cooperation that currently does not exist between vocational education legis-
lation and the comprehensive employment and training legislation. I believe
that vocational education should promote cooperation and linkages with the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) of 197V-

In order-to promote and develop this much-needed cooperation and linkage,
I would recommend the following:

A. Representation on the National Advisory Council for Vocational Educa-
tion from the National Manpower Planning Council and vice-versa.

B. Representation on State Boards for Vocational Education from the State
Manpower Planning Councils and sice-,versa. Wisconsin has this exchange. and
it should be mandated in any new federal vocational education legislation.

C. State Advisory Councils for Vocational Education should include more
representation of business, labor, management, and manpower agencies and
CETA Prime Sponsors.

D. Comprehensive Statewide Planning in Vocational Education should in-
clude strong, mandated linkages with the Comprehensive Statewide Manpower
Planning System. They cannot be separated without duplication and confusion.

E. New legislation should promote and develop "cross-fundinft" opportunities
with other legislation. (Vocational Education legislation should provide for
training costs and CETA could furnish training allowances and/or subsis-
tence). It should be noted that .the present proposed legislation prohibits this
li nkage.

F. Stipends. if provided, should be coodinated with the state's Comprehen-
sive Manpower Plan under CETA to prevent duplication and above allpre-
vtnt the development of a competitive allowance system.

While I am on the topic of the federal role in vocational education, I must
comment on a related law that directly affects vocational education. That is
that portion of the 1972 Education Amendinents. P.L. 02-318. which relates to
occupational education. If we are concerned with efficient administration and
eliminating duplication, we must address ourselves to finding answers to this
problem.

AL
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What is the difference between "occupational education" as defined in The
Education AinThdments of 1972 and "vocational education" as defined in- e
Vocational Education Act? Dues occupational education serve a different target
group? If so what is that target group? Dues occupational Education pruvide
a different type of training? If so, how does that training differ from vocation-
al eduhatioa?

If on the other hand occupational education and vocational education are in
fact synonymous as they seem to be based upon Congres,ional testimony)
why are they then administered through two different methanistus?

I would recommend that the provisions of P.L. 92-318 dealing with occupa-
tional education be incorporated into the,new NucatIonal education

The merger of occupational education provisions of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972 and vocational education with their combined authorizations
into a single cobesii,e vocational/ occupational revenue sharing package ad-
ministered by a single state agency will greatly enhance our ability to provide
millions of our citizens with the skills necessary to earn a living in the voca-
tion of their choice.
1% Planning

The present operating methods of the Office of Education have not encour-
aged systematic, coordinated, and comprehensive planning at the state and
local levels. Furthermore, this type of planning has nut been present at the na-
tional level. The success of any planning effort is highly dependent on the de-
gree of interest and resource commitment at the level -where the planning is
being done. Federal legislation and the operations of the Office of Education
at the national and regional levels can, however, do much to encourage such
interest and resource commitment.

The following items are examples of how the planning process can be
strengthed :

A. Bey 1 a .f Education coordination Very little
has been done_on the national level to coordinate manpower planning studies
and informationCluse coordination between the Office of Education staff and
the Department of Labor will ensure that they are aware of the data needs,
for vocational education.

B. Bctter coordination, between national and regional offices White slime
regional officers who work closely with state staff seem to have an under-
standing of the problems involved in planning at the state level, this under-
standing only rarely results in action at the national level:

C. Provide funding earmarked specifically for planning activities at the state
and local levels.Only when federal funding is provided specifically for plan-
ning will it be certain that sufficient resources are available for that purpose, '

D. Development of apec,0/c planning projects and activities with national
and regional coordination and with a high degree of flexibility to allow for
individual state circumstances.Tebe sure that funds earmarked for planning
will be used effectively, specific programs should be establiShed with the pur-
pose of achieving or improving certain aspects of the planning process, These
programs should be instituted on 'a national or multi-statebasis in order to
utilize a broad range of expertise. 'National and regional efforts would be
directed toward overall coordination and information sharing. Individual gate
flexibility in implementing the programs is a necessity if maxmum usefulness
of results is to be achieved.

E. Staff with expertise in planning should be arailabic at the national and
regional levels.Unless such expertise is available, the needed federal coordi-
nating function will be lacking. Further, such expertise is needed to perform
planning activities on a multi-state and national basis.

While the above points do not constitute a complete program for the im-
provement of vocational education planning, they are basic methods to begin
strengthening that process.

As a final point. I would recommend that in-order to effectively focus plan-
ning efforts on the pragmatic goals of vocational education that planning
emanate from a single state agency. Unless the planning activity is the prod-
uct of the efforts of an agency with responsibility for both budgeting and
planning, it will not provide realistic objectives or methodologies to provide
effective and efficient services to vocational education.

I
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Chairman PERKINS. You may go ahead, sir, and summarize.
Mr. BRILL. Thank you, sir.
I should call you attention to the fact that you have in hand copies

of both my verbal and my written testiniony. The verbal testimony is
very brief.

Within the last 6 months we have all become aware of many major
issues pertinent to vocational education legislation. Let me relate roy_
concerns about just two'of these issues:

One, administration of vocational education legislation within the
state; two, the level and-method of Federal funding for vocational
education. I address myself to the administration of "vocational edu-

%

cation.within the State.
There appears to be two basic thoughts on this matter. The first

would maintain the present general administrative structure by con-
timing the State advisory councils in their present advisory role
an retaining a single State agency.for the.administration of voca-
tional education'.

The second would Change the role of the State Advisory Councils
for Vocational Education from advisory to admintstrative over 20
percent of the funds, abolish the single State agency in favor of an
agency to administer 40 percent of the funds for secondary voca-
tional education and create an additional agency to adminster 40
percent of the funds for postsecondary vocational education. Plan-
ning responsibilities would be assigned to a State 1202 commission.

After a deliberate and careful review of the alternative administra-
tive mechanisms provided in H.R. 3036 and H.R. 3037, being involved
in both community colleges and vocational - technical schools, recom-
mend, and recommend without equivocation, the retention of the cur-
rent administrative provisions as reflected in H.R. 3037.

My written testimony will elaborate upon my reasons, but let the
briefly outline a few of the basic problems inherent in the proposed
chancit'es:

1. How can a locus of accountabilty be maintained when the
accountability is spread throughout four different agencies within a
State?

2. Wisconsin does not have a 1202 commission. Further, we feel
our coprdinative.structure among State agencies has all the alvan-
rads of 'a 1202 commission and lacks many of its deficiencies.

3. Our State advisory council has formally rejected an administra-
tive role, in spite of an enticement of 20 percent of the vocational
education funds. They ivalize they cannot serve an effective advisory
role and an admiinstrative role at the same fime..\. resolution indicat-
ing State vocational board support of the State advisory council is
attached.

What demonstrable good will be accomplished by imposing the
iorganizational gyrations evidenced in H.R. 3036? If there are suffi-

cient funds being allocated for providing postsecondary vocational
education to students in some States, it seems to me Congress has a
much simpler remedy than a complete overhaul of our present deliv-
ery system. It can simply increase the set aside requirements to meet
that end. If I am not mistaken, most of the bills before you do that.

A ,review of the composition of State advisory councils may also
be in order But the elaborate and cumbersome infrastructpre pro-
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posed in H.E. 3036 is certainly not a realistic solution which cqn in
any way maintain, let alone improve, the present level of account-
ability.

I now address the level and method of funding for vocational
education.,

NEED FOR VOCATIOAL EDrCATION

The need- for.vocational educalion has been shown concretely in
terms of labor force needs. _

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau` of 'Labor Statistics studies
show less than one-fourth-23.7 percentof all occupational open-
ings over the 1972-85 period will require a baccalaureate degree or
more education. They also ',indicate that- a higher proportion of the
labor force entrants will have such training.

Vocational education is needed to meet the training requirements
for most of the job' openipgs far which 4 years of college is not
needed. Vocational and .technical education programs provide a
means by which intelligent persons can.be prepared for basic skilled
ocupations in'the labor force. ,

Substantial interest in vocational education has been shown by
Americans. The Commission of Nth-I-Traditional Study, in a national
survey of the age 18 to 64 populationexcluding full-time studentS
found that 89 percent of the respondents were interested in oca-
tiona1 education and 46 percent of them listed vocational education
as their first choice. These percentages were by far the highest of any
category of education.

The 1973 Gallup Poll on education showed- that the majority of
Americans ranked "preparing students for work" as the most impor-
tant job of schools. Purthermore. the majority of the adults gave "to
get a better job" as the most important reason for continuing their
education:

While those of us in vocational education feel. we are doing a good
job, We need more funds to continue our role and to expand it "where
needed.

The recent General Accounting Office report on vocational educa-
tion in the United States entitled "What Is the Role of Federal
Assistance for Vocational Education ?" makes two especially relevant
findings:

1 Projections of national. economy indicate increased demand for vocation-
ally skilled manpower.

2. Large numbers of youth leave school without skills needed for employ-
ment, and many subsequontly are unemployed.

May I disgress just briefly. Our follow up shows that what we do
we are doing well. We do realize that large numbers, as evidenced in
the GAO report, are not receiving the kind of education that they
need to find their place in the manpower market.

A recent report.of the,chamher of commarce graphically illustrates
the dislocation of effort in this regard. Actually, our statewide per-
centage of unemployment is 5.5_ptercent of those available. SO we are
proud of this, wa are working on it, we realize that more needs to be
done.
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Even without any expansion of our efforts, as all of you know, it
takes much more money now than just a few years ago to accomplish
the same task.

If vocational education is needed, is wanted, and is successful, why
are we asking for Federal funds rather than financing it through
State and local funding?

Let me say, first of all, that we are willing to accept new, reason-
able controls on the use of Federal dollars to assure that national
interests and priorities are being served.

In order to insure that national interests and priorities will be
served, a Federal dollar commitment must be there. When local
property tax revenues and State income tax revenues supply by far
the greatest proportion of the needed funding, the interests of those
particular taxpayers must dominate.

Federal control is not the answer, but rather a level of Federal
funding conuneneurate with the degree of Federal interest in, voca-
tional education. The Federal Government through a varietY, of pro-
grams, including vocational education, has provided a leadership
role to insure that the handicapped, the disadvantaged, and other
groups in need are provided services which the States and localities
have been either unwilling or unable to provide.

With the continued help of the Office of Education I believe we
can becoriie even more effective in assessing the vocational. education
needs of our citizenry as well as becoming more efficient in the deliv-
ery of those services.

Finally, not to be ignored is the very simple fact that the financial
capacity of the States is in poor shape. As the Governors pointed out
just a short while ago, the States are not in a positon to assume a
mreaterlurden in providing services.

In providing funding to the States for vocational education, I urge
you to examine the formula for distributing money among. the States.

First, the distribution according to different age groupings should
be studied to determine the most appropriate method to meet the
actual and potential vocational needs of the States.

Second, a factor should be incorported into the formula which
takes into account the State and local effort .each State makes in pro-
viding"vocational education to its citizens.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, please allow me to restate the two
primary concerns to which I have addressed myself: I would
urge that you support the continuation of a single State agendy
responsible for vccat:oual education; (2) I would urge that you .
expand the Federal support for vocational education.

..kttach,d to my prepared statement Supporting narrative for these
comments. Thank you for your tburtesy and. interest in Wisconsin's
concerns for vocational education;

I will try to answer any questions that you may have.
[Resolutiofis follow:]

.
WISCONSIN BOARD OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT EDUCATION,

Madison, Wit.
RESOLUTION C

Whereas, the Wisconsin State Advisory Council on Vocational Educ.ation
tiding under the Educational Amgndments of the Congress of the United States
havt. n itb great diligence and commendable stewardship reviewed vocational
education in the state of Wisconsin i and
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Whereas, the State Advisory Council is a representative body reflecting the
viewpoints and concerns of the people of the state of Wisconsin; and

Whereas, the State Advisory Council has studiously and energetically ,in-
formed itself in the resources, operations and products of vocational educa-
tion in Wisconsin; and

Whereas, in the seven years of experience, the State Advisory Council has
developed credibility and stature in the vocational education community, as
well as in governmental circles ana with the lay public; and

Whereas, the recommendations of the Advisory Council have been effective
in moving the program of VTAE forward in Wisconsin ;.and now, Therefore,
be it

.Resolved, That the WBVTAE on this date, January 28, 1975, do officially
commend the Advisory Council, its members of record and Its leadership fur
the positive reinforcement that they have given to the movement , and be it
further -

Resolved, That they be commended for the diligence and stewardship with
, which they have fulfilled their charge in its various dimensions , and be it

further
27.solved. That the WBVTAE continue the practice of reviewing the recom-

mendations of the Advisory Council as an important resource for the formation
of policy in the state of Wisconsin with respect to VTAE; and be it further

Re8uived, That the members of record be fisted in this resolution and that
officers be Indicated and that each-member be presented with a personal copy ;
and be it further

Pesoiveti, That this resolution be communicated to Governor Patrick J.
Lucey as the appointing authority and that he be personally commended for
the outstanding individuals that he has selected to serve on this body.

Chairman PEnItINS. All right. I think you have made an excellent
stateiueut. I will call-oa-Dr. Tuttle-next-, the State director -of-Veea-
tional Education, Still-water, Okla.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS TUTTLE, STATE DIRECTOR OF OKLAHOMA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCA-
TION; AND PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
STATE DIRECTORS

Dr. TUTFLE. Air. Chairman Rnil members of the subcommittee, may
I first state that I have with me this morning a letter from Governor
Bowen of our State, addressed to me, saying he would appreciate
our representing the Governor's office, along with .other State groups,
in testifying before the U.S. House ai.Representatives Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

"I believe that by supporting H.R. 3087 we are selecting the-best
measure to augment our current programs. Sincerely, David Bowen."

You have all received the copies of my written testimony, in which
six primary concerns are covered. Those concernsnational 1?a.lei
ship, the Genertrl Accounting Office audit, State_planning' and for-
ward funding, concerns about teiminology, the single State agency
concept and two recent projects in Oklahomaare now somewhat
familiar to you, so I shall use my time frith this subcommittee to
investigate and pursue some other areas.

Although, it ks my belief that testimony should be positive and
should not be reactionary, I know of no other way to get all of the
facts before the subcommittee other than to react to some testimony
that has already been given. It is my understanding that testimony
has been given which indicates that the State Board of Vocational
and Technical Education in Oklahoma has not Veen fait; and objec-
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tive in their allocation of funds for Certain kinds of institutions,
more especially for higher education institutions.

I do not know whether the board has been fair or not. However, I
would like to briefly submit the facts to you for your consideration.

The State Board of Vocational and Technical Education in Okla-
homa has allocated more than the designated niinimum of 15 percent
for postsecondary educations to the State rejects for higher educa-
tion, to be allocated to its institutions by the regions. That percent-
age this year nears 20 percent:

Numerous individuals are interested in education beyond the high
school, but cannot afford the luxury of two-year curriculums that is
mandated for entry into many of our two-year institutions. Because
of restrictions placed by the regions, programs to accommodate such
individuals must be referred to as fulltime adult noneollegiate c tit
prOgrams, and are offered in area vocational schools, skill centers
and private and proprietary schools.

If such programs were considered and- figured as part of a post-
secondary offering, the percentage of funds allocated to postsecondary
education in Oklahoma would more than double this 20-percent
figure. Let's be specific. There is one institution in Oklahoma that
some of you may have visited, but if not, some of your staff members
have been privileged to do so. It is a fine institution, in my opinion.
That school has indicated to this subcommittee that it does not feel
like it is getting a fair share of the rederal funds..

I submit to you that the problem lies with the administration in
higher education in Oklahoma, 'rather than with the State board of
vocational and technical education. The State board has contracted
with State regents for higher education for the funding of vocational
programs iirState institutions of higher education, and his relied on
the regents to insure they meet the standards prescribed by the 'coca--
tional Education Act of 1963, and the amendments of 1.963 and 1972,
and the Oklahoma State plan for vocational education.

Prior to the development of the memorandum of understanding,
betven our State board and the State regents, we had problems with
the State regents considering funding for vocational pi.ogranis as

. income,Itk-hich resulted in participating institutions having their allo-
cations reduced accordingly under the State higher education
formula.

We considered this for supplanting' of State by Federal'
funds. Because of monitoring restrictions, we can hope that such is
not the case:Oder the memorandum ofeunderstanding in which we
are now operating. It is the State regcnts of higher education whiOli
divi)eit:tlie.funds between its member institiitious and programs. If
tirreAs inetjuity in the allocations of funds between its iirstitufions,
ILIFip.u.t the blame where it belongs, with those 'making the allocution.

In support of the State board, nubmit for the subcommittee's
,coirgideration a copy of the contract signed this year with the State
1.egents for higher education.

Secondly, I submit for your consideration a copy of a inemoran-
-:ifttrdlim of understanding, between the State regents for higher educa-

, ,nan ,-fioa the State board.
Thirdly, I submit for your consideration the fact that, the Olda-

hkba State Legislature was so favorably impressed with the memo-
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randum of understanding between the two boards that they have
enacted it into law, and it is now a legal pattern for operation in our
State. It is my understanding that Many other States have developed
sjniilar agreements between State boards and postsecondary institu-
tions.

Gentlemen, State boards are planning and are responsive to the
needs of the people. They are approving programs wherever the
need exists and for the path of education or training required to
satisfy that need. I submit to you that there is no other agency of
education in the United States today that can show- that it, is as
completely responsive to needs as the State boards of vocational and
technical education. I have some documents here which I would like
to leave with the subcommittee to substantiate these complaints.

First is a copy Of OTIS, occupation and training information
system. This is the seventh such report. This'-provides an annualized
updated manpower supply and demand information program, which
is the document to identify the needs for the MBO program. The
program is approved by the State board, which is not justified in
terms of OTIS.

Second is a document to show that State boards are using modern
management techniques through management by objectives and MBO
sterns that they ha\ e implemented. I submit for your consideration
this management by objectives implementation sequence, developed
by the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical
Education.

',further submit that the States boards are doing- more than any
of the other administrative bodies in education today in regard to

.e altia.tion of the programs operated under their supervision and
control. This document is submitted, which explains the evaluation
process and a typical copy of the output. that 20 percent of the pro -
grams -in Oklahoma receive each year.

I am sorry to say that the 20 percent does not include the post-
gecondary imprco enients °copied in collegiate institutions. You see,
the State regents hal e shown no indication of interest in .evaluation
of their programs, and will not permit the evaluating teams to visit
their programs.

Perhaps such evaluations have been made by the State regents. but
if So. they have not been mode available to the State board. Their
programs and academic fields receive no such scrutiny, so we can
only surmise that they feel no need for justification of any of their
programs.

We would welcome the opportunity to assist in such evaltiations,
but must respect the memorandum of understanding which has not
incorporated such a role. One of the real concerns of vocational edu-
cators is the iume on the part of certain educational groups to pro-
vide for vested interests. Much of their reaction is one of feeling that
educational funding is, for instance, institutions, rather than for
people.

1Ve have rated a concerted move on the part of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges to get special fund-
ing for their institutions. A similar move appears evident in the testi-
mony of individuals from the National Association of State Univer-
sities and Laud Grant Colleges.
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We have seen little evidence of how they intend to do a better job
of serving people, but we did see concrete evidence of their desire
for special funding of their institutions, with no group to have any
kind'of monitoring relationship.

We would submit to the subcommittee that the State board of
vocational and technical education may not have operated equitably
in 100 percent of the instances, but these institutions are sincere in
wanting to fill those gaps'in ,educational programs because of lack
of interest or lack of attention to other delivery Systems which exist
and institutionally are in a board. Strengthening of these boards of
vocational education, and more teeth in the planning process, can
give the kind of attention that is needed.

History has shown that institutions of higher education have little
interest in cletelopment of nonacademic areas, regardless- of the
seriousness of the peed, unless there is monetary incentive involved.
State boards have been able to pros ide such incentives because of the
foresight of Congress.

Placing this responsibility in a vested interest agency or institu-
tion will result in the destruction of what has been built over the last
50 years. -

We would ask Congress and this committee give special attention
to what has been requested by such agencies, and determine whether
there is any constructive suggestion for what they plan to do, or is
it merely a desire to have a control which would allow them to meet
the needs of the institutions, rather than meet the needs of the people.

We would submit, too, private and proprietary schools, skill cen-
ters, adult programs, and comprehensive high schools, area vocational
schools, and other delivery systems can quickly respond to education-
al needs and can be given visibility through articulation of total pro-'
grams if the role of the State boards is strengthened.

Last Friday, at the suggestion of Congressman Risenhoover4, we
conducted a hearing, so to speak, in Oklahoma. At the hearing were
people that lie had asked us to invite representing his district, which
included the vocational educational interests of people in vocational
schools, community and junior colleges, higher education, all of the
institutions involved in his district, plus representatives from the
State legislature, the Governor's office, the chancellor of, high educa-
tion, and we discussed the bills that have been introduced before the
committee.

After the discussion of the bills, these people signed a statement
indicating their feelings. I would like to submit it for the record.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record, but just summarize what you agreed to.

Dr. Turri.E. All right.
The summarization was generally the same material that Is cov-

ered in House bill 3037 that was recently introduced in the new
session of thq.,%ftgress. No one at that meeting objects to anything
that was in the 1b68-aniendment.

We feel that it is a. good kill, but we felt like some of the provi-
sions that were provided in. ILR. 3037 gave the States more flexibility
and more direction to accomplish the total job of manpower training
and vocational training than was possible under the 1968 amend-
ments, so without objecting to really the provision of the amendments
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that we are operating under, but actually suggesting that maybe they
could be improved on by many of the things that are provided in
H.R. 3037.

[Prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS TUTTLE, STATE DIRECTOR OF OKLAHOMA STATE DEPART-
HENT OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND PRESIDENT OF THE

°NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS

jr. Chairman and Members of the Sub-Committee. It is a distinct pleasure
to be here to speak to this illustrous group un behalf of voLatiunal and teLhnieal
education. The State Directors of Vocational and Technical Education and the
many individuals directly or indirectly involved with vocational education are
grateful to you for the opportunity allowed to provide input to this sub-
committee.

We find it a most interesting paradox that at a time when unemplpyment is
in excess of 8 percent, there are numerous jobs available as evidenced by the
"Help Wanted" sections of most major newspapers. These jobs are available
because of the continuing need for individuals with the proper credentialsa
demand skill. The Congress has always been the staunch supporter of voca-
tional education and has recognized that these needs exist in business and
industry fur properly and adequately trained manpower. You have seen fit to
allocate resources to help bring relevant education to the classroom through
vocational education to meet these continuing manpower needs.

A normal course of action before. the sub-committee might be to provide
quantities of statistical data to indicate the status and projections for voca-

. tional and technical education. Since it was my pleasure to appear before this
group on August 1, 1974, may I take the liberty of referring you to the testi-
mony given at that time for such statistical data as you may desire. My remarks
today will be limited to six areas. National leadership, the General Account-
ing Office Audit, State planning and forward funding, concerns about termino1-410,
ogy, the single state agency concept, and two recent projects that should have
significance for the future.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP

In the Education Amendments of 1972, the Congress created a new Bureau
of Occupational and Adult Education within the Office of Education and legis-
lated certain positions within that Bureau imluding the elevation of the aurnin-
istrative head of that Bureau to the position of Deputy Commissioner. Voca-
tional educators applauded' this move by the Congress and had a feeling, that
perhaps the Office of Education would recognize the need for proper attention
to this vital aspect of the total field o4 education. Over the years we had
watched the professional staff of the uldfiltireau decrease in size but had hopes
that this signaled the dawn of a new era. The most serious gap appeared in
the ranks of those with knowledge of how various programs operate and with
the technical expertise to provide leadership in the development of, Aectiv e
training programs. Unfortunately, we have continud to watch as tlftliDiVision
continued to decrease in size, and little or no attention has been given to pro-
viding such program for the assistance of those in the field. Much has been
made of the concept of regionalization accomplishing this goal of providing
support to the field, but we have watched the regional offices face the same
dissipation of human resources with no noticeable augmentation of staff. In
fact, I'm told there are 33 positions nationally in 10 regions.

An even more serious condemnation lies in the failure to provide top leader-
ship in the Bureau. Although the last Associate Commissioner for Occupational
and Adult Education left the Bureau on September 5, 1973, the Office of Edu-
cation has not seen fit to secure a permanent replacement yet today, exactly
18 months later. To further compound the problem of leadership, the Director
of the Division of Vocational and Technical Education died shortly before
Christmas of 1973, and tha Office of Education has yet to secure a permanent
replacement some 15 months later. These two vacancies hays left a void in
leadership which has impacted the entire field. Because of the complexities of
the job, if replacements were secured immediately, it would be some time before
they could be expected to assume that leadership role which is so badly needed.
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THE GErlERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE AUDI;REPORTS

IIi the opinion of many individuals familar with the accepted research tech-
niques, the report of the General Accounting Office entitled? "What Is the Role
of Federal Assistance far Vocational Education ?" has done a yreat disservice
to the field of vocational education. There is some evidence to indicate that the
teams went out,to pros e that certain things were true rather than to get the
full facts. Although the audits were perfottued in only 14 percent of the States,
the resultant publicity left the impression that these findings were unis ersal.
Wire services pick up only the more startling aspects of any news from the
Washington scene, and quOtes taken from the Washington Star -News of Tues-
day, January 7, 1975, such as "Gus ernnient programs fur vocational education
are generally pictured as an educational disagter iiVea in a new report to Con-
gress by the General Accounting Office" were widely disseminated. These re-
ports indicated everything happening in vocational education was bad and there
was nothing on the plus side to report. Although we hav e found it quite difficult
to get information about these audits, a clue as to the reason for little atten-
tion to the positive results may be apparent in the transmittal letter from John
Young to the General Accounting Office when he responded to the draft report
in which he said, "Also, we understand that certain parts of the draft report
we reviewed will be modified to intorporate further references to positive re-
sults achieved by the Vocational Education Program." The State Directors have
neither heard of nor seen any such modifications.

It it not our intent to question the accuracy of the reporting insofar as it
goes. Rather it is our intent to question the reasons for the biased editing. We
would venture to guess that no areas with mhA the General Accounting office
found fault were omitted, yet it is apparent that several significant omissions
were made on those areas which may has e proved favorable to vocational edu-
cation. Most vocational educators have looked with pride on the many good
things that are going on in the States that were audited and have found it
difficult from the report to identify which States were so flagrantly guilty.
Words such as "often," ",frequently," "in some instances," etc., do not indicate
the degree to which these irregularities appeared, yet all of vocational educa-
tion has been assumed guilty by association. In Visiting with other State Direc-
tors, we find that responses have been made to these criticisms but feel sure
that little visibility will be given in the media to the responses. We are happy
that this Sub - Committee has initiated these hearings and trust this will be a
vehicle through which to get the full facts.

STATE MANNING AND FORWARD FUNDING

One criticism that keeps appearing with reference to vocational education is
the inadequacy of State planning. In each State the/4 is a sincere desire to do
the type of planning expected in the legislation, and each State Director and his
staff work diligently to accomplish this planning task, Projections are made in
every State for a 5-year period, and these are updated annually to reflect the
current information based on the latest data available.

There are real barriers to truly effective planning. For effective planning, an
agency must know with some degree of certainty with what it has to plan.
Federal funds have traditionally operated as catalysts in triggering new monies
at the State and local les els. State and local monies can normally be identified
by type and quantity prior to the beginning of the new fiscal year. The Federal
catalyst (appropriation) has frequently extended so far into the current oper-
ational year as to make it difficult if nut Impossible W has e effective planning.
The ability to carry over a portion of these monies beyond a current year has
allowed for mote effective use of.411rionies but has not improved the planning
process. We-would encourage this Sub - Committee to take a careful look at the
prospective advantages of forward funding as a primary s chide to improve the
planning process, and I feel sure we would bring concrete results to this Sub-
Committee showing such improvement. Each State Director is committed to the
purpose of providing the most relevant educational program possible for meet-
ing all of the needs of the people of the State, and we feel that this would be
a valuable planning tool.
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CONCERNS ABOUT TERM&OLOGY
:;00".

Numerous terms have nppenred on the educntionai Scene in recent years
which has e tended to bring about misunderstandings rod confusion. Some cit
these have been the result of educational jargon, AN hilq,others Itave appeared in
educational publications and in legislation. ThreD ternim.re currently contribut-
ing substantially to this element of confusion. "Vbentionni education," "occupa-
tional education," and "career education' nre some-times used synonyinouly
nnd at other times are used to make a distinction for one reason or another.
Most frequently MIR disparity exists because of a wide variety of definitions
given,to the term "career educntion."

The terrn "vocntional educntion" has been recogniied for many years ns thnt
part of theNedueation program which pinys the mnjor rule in preparing indi-
vidualsifor employment. Until 1972, the institutional setting in which the
individual prepared for employment wns incidental to the objettiv e of becoming
employable. With the passage of the "Eduention Amendments of 1972," the
terms "occupational education" and "enreer education" came into the limelight.
Vocational educators hnve looked upon "occupational education" nnd oca-
Opal educntion" as being synonymous. Like ninny other members of the cducn-
'Aim community, vocational educators are still trying to define "enreer educn-
tion" and stand ready and willing to assume an identifiable role in making
"career education" a renlity.

The term "occupational educntion," howes hrt% mused a potentinl schism
to develop between varying institutions and organizntiOns. A recent move on
the part of one group has identified "vocationni education" as preparation for
employment at the secondary level and "occupntional education" as prepnration
for trnployment at the post secondary level. We would submit that this is an
artificial designation designed to dilide the flea Programs at the secondary
and post secondarylevel are frequently identical. The occupational objectite of
the student is the determinant as to the type of curriculum to which the indi-.
iidual student will be exposed and not the type of institutional setting in which
the learning takes place. It is hoped that proper articulntion enn be effected
between all levels of educntion which will allow the individual to progress to
the highest level of employability width his interests nnd aptitudes fillow. We
feel that introduction of the tirm "ociupational education" into legislation has
been ditrimcntal to such arta illation and hope thdt future legislation nal
attempt to provide for cohesion rather than divisiveness.

SINGLE STATE AGENCY CONCEPT

There is an old adage thnt "Something that is everybody's business is no-
body's business." Perhaps this can be applied to the delivery,systems for the
preparation of individuals for employment. We have heard continuing cries
about duplication and overlap of educational activities and facilities and nre
eager to agree that such duplication nnd overlap do, in fact, exist. It is prob-
able that they will continue to exist to sonic degree but might be considerably
reduced with full impletnentntion of the single stnte agency concept.

There have been and probably are situntions which exist which nre not
totally fair to everyone. Beenuse of the"nnture of our system, we f-'
enees in interpretation which result in different nPprom hes, It 1., prubnble that
no twostates operate in tweet the same way. In our opinion this is good as
it allows us to find new vynys In which to increase our effectiveness-in meeting
the needs of all of the people. The single stnte agency concept has served the
cause of preparing people for employment well and is the only vehicle available
fur nssuring that training for employmoof is n part of cdacation at all levels
below the bacealnurente degree.

A concrete eknmple of n way in which the single state ngency has served
effectitely in preparing people for employment is in the implementation of the
Cornprehensive Eduention and Trnining Act. The Congress approved 5 percent
of the money for use of Stnte Bonrds of Vocntional Educntion. Although this
represents only a sninll frnction of the total nvnilable. this 5 percent has hail
a real Impnct on the use of the other monies. In the State of Okinhoma all of
the prime sponsors have tNorked together to attempt to develop a good delivery
system. Without this percentage set nside, it is doubtful thnt it would have
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keen possible to make effectis e utilization of resources. The State Directors
thauk the Congress for this actiou, and we hope to justify the faith of the
Congress by fulfilling your intent in the legislation.

TWO RECENT PROJECTS

Through special grants of the Office of Education, two projegts hak-e been
initiated in Oklahoma which will have real implications for the future: Brief
descriptions of each project are attached as exhibit to this document.

T.Jje Management_ by Objectis es system has been working effectively in the
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education in Oklahoma fur
some time. Other adricies of Oklahoma gosernment are utilizing the expertise
of the State sot:alma' staff and are implementing such a system. Through
special funding, 28 states are now implementing a system, and it appears that
this will be adopted universally in a short time by the carious state staffs in
vocational education.

The other project, Linear Programming, offers even more .exciting possibili-
ties. Proper application of this tool in decision-making should result in identi-
fying the real impact of vocational education. It has been suspected by oca-
tional educators that investment of public dollars in vocational education will
result in a pay back in excess of the ins estrnent over a short period of time.
This is an attempt on the part of vocational educators to prove that your
investments in training fur employment are just thatinvestments in the
future.

In these few pages, we have attempted to convey some of the concerns that
we have. The State Boards of Vocational Education and the State Directors
want to continue to justify the confidence that you in the Congress have shown
in us. Being human, we will make mistakes, but being interested in the welfare
of all of the people, we hope we will continue to adjust to maximize our total,
effectiveness.

We applaud your introduction of H.R. 3037, the Vocational Education Amend-
ments qf 1975, and hope that the entire Congress will look fay usably on this
proposed piece of legislation. Your actions show your continuing empathy with
the less fortunate members of our society. Since we are basically a creature of
the Congress, we stand ready to implement your directives. We hope to continue
the good working relationship that has existed fur more than a half century.
Thank yOu for the privilege of appearing before this group.

I MANAGEMENT Br OBJECTIVES FOR VOCATIONAL EaticAMX

The growth of vocational education in number_ and variety of programs
offered, in the amount of dollars appropriated and expended, in services ren-
dered to local education agencies, and in numbers of personnel ins oh ed
made it imperative that more systematic methods-of admiaistratton and man
agement at the state and local les el be initiated. In Oklahoma, t e State De
partment of Vocational and Technical Education, after examining a mnbcr, of
possibte management systems, selected Management by Objectives as the most
promising. Three years ago after extensile modification and testing, Oklahoma
implemented its own system of Management by Objectives.

The Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education now
has a complete Management by Objectives system. By this I mean that every
operating unit within the department has a set of goals and measurable objec-
tis es which hale been negotiated and agreed upon by the staff of that unit and
its immediate supers 'sun In addition to this every hails idual in the department
from the beginning clerical aid to the state director has a set of job functions
and measurable job objectives which have been negotiated and agreed upon by
that individual and his immediate :ornery isor. These measurable objectives and
the individual job objectives are all designed to accomplish the departnant's
ob ec y es and move in the direction of established departmental goals. Monthly
and uarterly rev iews pros ide top administration with feedback on how well
objectives are being accomplished.

Ater one year's successful operation of the MBO system in Oklahoma, an
Education's Profession Deselapruent grant provided funds in order that staff
members of the Oklahoma Department might assist other state departments of
vocational education in organizing and implementing a management system
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based on the concepts of MBO. In Fiscal Year 1974, 16 states were selected to
participate in the first national MBO project. This project had as its objective
the implementation, and establishment of a Management By Objective system
within those 16 state departments of Vocational-Technical Education. As would
be expected, results varied depending upon the situation within each state.
Some states were experimenting with the system in a part of the vocational
education section While others were exploring the possibility of expanding M130
to the total State Department of Education.

The method of disseminating this information on Management By Objectives
was first, a pre-sit by a member of the Oklahoma MBO team to each of the
16 states. The setiond step of the program was a series of workshops held In
Oklahoma for selected indI iduals from the 16 states. In these workshops indi-
viduals were trained to return to their home states and assist with installation
of a system. The third phase of the project was a post-visit to the states by a
member of the NIB° team from Oklahoma. The states which participated in
the SIBO project were. Colorado, Conaecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas,
'Kentucky, Massachusetts, 3finnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Dakota,
Ohio. Oregon, Tennessee and West Virginia.

This year through another EDPA grant the Oklahoma MBO team is working
with 12. additional states. Those states are. Alabama. Alaska. Arkansas, Cali-
fornia, District of Columbia, Maine, Nebraska, Puerto Rico, Utah, Virginia,
1Vashingtonand Wisconsin.

Additional workshops have been conducted on an individual basis. It is anti-
cipated that by the end of this fiscal year some thirty State Departments of
Vocational Education will have initiated and be managing their departments
through a system of Management By Objectives. This means that in these
thirty states. there will not only be an overall set of objectives for the agency
but eery operating unit in the department will have objectives as guidelines
and cyery individual will have job objectives nhich will specify the results to
be accomplished. Through this system, accountabilty becomes antomatie.

In addition to the work done within the Oklahoma and other State Depart-
ments of Vocational Education throughout the country. the MBO team has
assisted 22 of the Area Vocational-Technical Schools in Oklahoma in establish-
ing a Management By 014ectises system. A number of comprehensive high
schools are now establishing MBO and a limited number of junior and com-
munity colleges are beginning, to implement the system. The Oklahoma Depart-
ment of Vocational Education has now been asked to work with other state
agent Is in Oklahoma to promote and organize the use of Management By
Objectives in those state agencies.

It is anticipated that as more and more Departments of Vocational Educa-
tion adopt this management system, it will -serve ns a stimulus to improve
communication within and between Departments of Vocational Educaton, with
other units of the Educational establishment, anti with the general public. With
mutually acceptable objeutives.for all of education and assumed responsibilities
accepted by each of the component parts. coordination and coopetation become
a real possibility The actual implementation of &toll a management system and
the visibility which it provides for the objectives for Vocational F.ducation will.
it is hoped. lead all of education to a clearer definition of.its mission and goals
and a (loser relationship between all of those responsible fur education today.

B

I's:. OF LTNEAR PROGR MNTING AS A TOOT, FOR DECISION MAKING IN VOCATTONAI,
AND TECTINICAT, EDUCATION

Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Terkinical Education has
dey (bias] one of the most complete, and comprehenslye Management Informa-
tion Svsterns in the nation. As a result of having this information base. the
Stale Department was faced with the pruner is-c in order to make decisions.
The Linear Prograrandrig Tethniolue was selected and tested as a tool to accom-
plish rational derision making based on factual information.

The process utilised information related to the current operation of the State
DepartmentssElYe different alternatives were programmed. These alternatives
WPM:

1. The selection of the program mix which will 3 leld 111e niaslninin wages
for students enrolled in a Vocational program.
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2. The mix of programs which will provide the maximum number of students
placed on jobs, based upon the resources available for training.

3. The vocational program mix which incurs a..given minimum cost.
4. The mix of programs which should be considered to serve the most stu-

dents with the resources available.
5. The amount of money returned to the economy by persons trained in voca-

tional or technical programs .ts dhow, u by the taxes paid by the dollars awed
by the Department of Welfare.

Tice major conclusions revealed from the project are :
1. The Linear Programming Technique is a process that can be utilized by

state and local education agencies to determine the v ucatlundl and technical
program mix.

2. The process is generally accepted by those decision makers who have had
an opportunity to analyze the benefits.
4,0. Linear programming eau be used for program planning at a relatively low
cost to an agency.

4. The results yield implications for curriculum planning.
5. The technique can be utilized by local educational agencies when analyzing

their students by the aptitude patterns and determining the hinds of programs
to be established.

6. It can be used by local educational agencies in attracting the kinds of
industries that would be best suited to the aptitude of the persons within a
geographic area in order to give the paximum impact upon the local economy:

7. Industry can.use the process in order to determine the geographic location
that has a profile of persons to meet their employment requiremnts.

8. The. technique can be utilized for cost-benefit analysis.
One of the important aspects. of the work conducted in Oklahoma relates to

the social and economic benefits of vocational and technical education to the
state. In every alternative examined state and federal funds invested fur train-
ing were returned in two to two-and-one half years through state and federal
taxes paid and reduction in welfare payments.

We in Oklahoma feel that we must continuously look for methods that will
enable us to make the kinds of decisions that will lead to wiser use of funds
appropriated for vocational and technical education.

We have had an opportunity to review the revised copy of H.R. 17304 and
understand it is the same material" ONered in H.R. 3037 recently introduced in
the new session of Congress.

We feel this piece of legislation would rbstit in improved programs to prepare
individuals for employment and would urge that you actively support the pas-
sage of H.R. 3037, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1975.

. John H. Hopper, Supt, Central AVTS, Drumright, Okla.; Caroline
- Hughes Central Tech), Drumright, Okla.; K. W. Phelps, Supt,

Tri-County AVTS, Bartlesville, Okla.; Robert E, Reid, Supt.,
Northeast AVTS, Afton, Okla.; Vernon S. Isom, Professor,
Northeastern State College, Tahlequah; Gene Beach, Supt.,
Indian Capital AVTS, Muskogee, Okla.: John A. Pearce, Supt.,
Public Schals, Tahlequah, Okla.; G. Dale Mullins, Dean, Col, of
Education, Central State College, Edmond, Okla.; Garland God-
frey, President, Central State College, Edmond, Okla.; Lucille
W. Patton, Chairman, Dept. Yoe. & Tech. Teacher Ed., Central
State College, Edmond, Okla.; Lloyd D. Briggs, Head, School of
Occupational & Adult Ed., Okla. State Univ. Stillwater, Okla.;
IV. P. Lott, State Advisory Council- for Vocational Education,
Okla. City, Okla.

CONTRACT

Thlh Contract Is entered into by and between the State Board of Vocational
and Technical Education, herein referred to as 'State Board," and the Okla-
homa State Regents fur Higher Education, herein referred to as "State Re-
gentk:." in accordance with a Ileum-ambito of I'mlerstanditig and Agreement
subscribed to by these two boards on March 20, n73, and 'pursuant to Senate
Joint Resolution No. 35 of the First So lion oT the Thirty- Fourth Oklahoma
Legislature.

55.1.
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Mb:meth:
Whereas, the State guard and the State Regents prey iously subscribed to a

Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement regarding the necessity of
.C'Ooperation of the two boards and their administrative offices as regards their
common responsibilities in the further development of technical and occupa-
tional education in Oklahoma; and

Whereas, this Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement was validated
by the First Session of the Thirty - Fourth Oklahoma Legislature in its enact-
ment of Senate Joint Resolution No. 35; and

Whereas, said Memorandum and Legislative Resolution provided that the*
State.4-Board will annually enter into a Contract with the State Regents fur
supplemental funding of technical and occupational education program., oper
ated at institutions under the Jurisdiction of the State Regents and Hill pro-
vide certain funding and consulting services for the evaluation and further
development of technical and occupational education programs; and
_ Whereas, the State Regents and State Board agree that the performance of

this Contract shall begin on the 1st day of July, 1074, and will terminate no
'later than the 80th day of :June, 197r).

It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and betneen the State Board and the
State Regents as follows:

1. The- State Board's, ill provide a portion of its funds for the Fiscal Year
1974-75 in the amount of $982.0.15 to be allocated by the State Regents for sup-
plemental budgetary support of 'post secondary technical and occupational edu-
cation programs which have been approved by the State Regents and operated
at institutions in The Oklahoma State4ystem of Higher Education. Programs
included in this category are those of than baccalaureate level for prepar-
ing individuals fomgainful employment in business and industry.

2. Funds provided by the State Board through this Contract will be allocated
by the State Regents for supplemental support of the operation of technical
and occupational programs Which are. (a) agricultural related, (b) business
and commerce related, (c) health related, (d ) home economics rebited, (e)
engineering and industrial -related, and (f) human services related.

3. Supplmental funds provided in this Contract n ill ,be allocated by the State
Regents to supplement the funding of approved technical and occupational pro-
grams to satisfy the difference in the educational program costs and the
amount determined necessary by the State Regents to properly fund the pro-
gram to the extent that supplemental funds made available will permit.

4. The State Regents' administration of this Contract Hill be consistent With
the Oklahoma State Plan for the Administration of Vocational Educatlua and
with all pertinent federal laws and regulations.

5. Funds in the amount of $211,957 Hill be provided by the State Board for
strengthening programs nn vocational and technical teacher education at Okla-
homa State University, University of Oklahoma, Central State University.
Oklahoma College of Liberal Arts. and Langston tiny ersity. Funds may be
used for teachers' salaries, travel, consultant services: secretarial services,
office supplies, commuilications, carrion= materials. curriculum .development,
instructional equipment, in-service training fur teat her educators, supers ision
of student teachers, spori-Sorship of post secondary youth organizations, and
printing of materials. Furby allocated are to pros ide vocational and technical
teacher training in addition to those sere ices for teacher training %%lath are
provided by regular funding by the State Regents to the institutions as folluns.

A. Oklahoma State University (Attachment A) Total$131,903.00.
(1) College of Agriculture. "44:(2) College of Business Administratian.
(3) College of Home Economics.
(4) College of Education".
B. University of Oklahoma (Attachment B) Total$18,500.00.
(1) School of Home Economics. 110
12) College of Education, a. Department of Business Education.
C. Central State University (Attachment C) Total$57,551.00.
(1) Adult Vocational Education.
(2) Cooperative Office Education..
(3) Data Processing.
(4)- Distributive Education.
(5) Health Occupations.
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D. Oklahoma College of Liberal Arta (Attachment D) Total$2,500.00.
(1) Vocational Horne Economics EdUcation.
E. pi ngston University (Attachment E) Total$1,500.00.
Cl) Vocational Home Economies.
6. The State Regents shall contribute toward the total cost of the services

to be provided not less than the amount, provided, for such purpose during the
past fiscal Any reduction on the part of tha 'State Regents from the fund-
ing level-of activities called for in the Contract shall result in an equal decrease
in the contribution on the part of the State Board.

7. The State Board s contribution it based upon contingencies that federal
and state funding nil/ be availabe fur the support of technical and occupational
programs at a level not less than the past fiscal year. In the event (state or
federal) funding is decreased, the total amount will be revised proportionately.

S. The State Board shall make payment under this Contract upon presenta-
tion of a claim for payment.n a quarterly basis lit the State Regents.

9. The State Board will provide the sum of 530,000 to fund one or more posi-
tions un the professiutlal' staff of the State Regents during the Fiscal Year
1974-75 to assist in the planning, coordination, and development of technical
and occupational programs at institutions in the state system.

10. The State Board agrees to provide through its professional staff technical
assistance as needed and available to the State Regents' staff in the assessment
of need fur post seconditry technical and occupational education programs and
In the planning arid future development of such education at iastitutions under
the jurisdiction of the State Regents.

11. The State Rogents will make reports to the State Board as necessary and
appropriate and account fully for the allocation and expenditure of supplemental
funds provided pursuant to this Contract.

12. The State Regents will provide for an audit at the end of the 1975 Fiscal
Year and submit a report to the State Board on the disposition of funds re-
ceived and expended under terms of this..Contract,

13. Equipment that has been purchaseThby the State Board to assist in the
implementation or a program in an institution of lZiglier learning will remain
with that institution so lung as it is used for training in approved programs.
Dependent main the al ailability of funds, the State Board may supplement this
equipment from time to time as needed. Equipment to support approv ed pro-
grams of ueational and technical education will be provided post secondary
institutions based upon availability of fluids.

14. To provide for those contingencies which arise wherein no procedural
process has been established, each contingency or situation will be processed
by an addendum to this Contract. Programs such as the Educational Personnel
Development Act. Manpower Development Trainffig Projects, Special Training
Programs for Industry, Teacher Training for New Vocational and Technical
Teachers, and Special Funded Programs will be handled in this manner.

In witness whereof, the State Board and the State Regents have executed
this Contract and have Mused the signatures of their authorized representatives
to be affixed hereto on this 28th day of June, 1974.

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL
AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION,

By FRANCIS TUTTLE,
State Director.

Date June 28, 1974.

Date July 3, 1974.

OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION,

By E. T. DuNiace,
Chancellor.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDF:RSTANDING AND MANAGENIENT

Whereas, the advance of technology over the past decade has made it essen-
tial that a greater emphasis on vocational. technical and occupation education
be given in the educational programming at all levels of learning : and.

Whereas, the liakreasing demands upon financial resources of public education
make it imperative that there be ft ,kigh degree of cooperation iii the planning

Zri 0
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alai administration of vocational, technical and occupational programs of eduir,
cation in order to achieve the greatest return on the tax dollar invested by thepeople in this field of education; and,

Whereas, the State Board of Education with its chief administrative officer,
the State Superintendent of Public.Instraction, has responsibility for state-level
planning, development and coordination of elementary and secondary education(5 -12) ; and,

Whereas, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education with its chief
administrativeofficer, the Chancellor, has responsibility for state-level planning,
development and coordination of higher education including the determination
of funftions and courses of study, the prescribing of standards of education,the granting of degrees and other forms of academic recognition for completion
of prescribed courses of study, and the allocation of budgetary resources; andWhereas, the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education with its
chief administrative officer, the Director of Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion, has responsibility for state-level plaining, development and coodination
of the area vocational-technical schools, and for promoting the development of
vocational and technical education at all levels of learning through providing
consulting services in the preparation of programs and through the supplemen-tal Landing of approved programs.

Now, therefore, being aware of the responsibilities assigned by the Constitu-
tion and Statutes to the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, here-inafter referred to as the State Regents, and the State Board of Vocational
and TechnicarEducation, hereinafter referred to as the State Board, and
realizing the urgent need for cooperation and teamwork in areas of common
interest and responsibility, these boards and their chief administrative officerssubscribe to the following points of understanding which shall serve as guide-
lines in working together for more effective and efficient development of tech-
nical and occupational education at the postsecondary lel:el:.

?Ant AtatICATIONAL PROGRAIM

2. The development of vocational and occupations education which involves
manipulative skills such as machine shop, printing rpentry, stenography, and
distrbutive education should be accomplished pri riy at the secondary level
of learning in programs 'provided by the high s ools and area vocational-

. technical sehools.,The State Board of Vocational and Technical Education in
cooperation with the State Board of Education should assure that such pro-
grams are oce,upationally oriented and of high quality.

2. The development of technical and occupational education that is more
theory oriented and requires knowledge /of mathematics and/or the physical
sciences for specialization in the engineering and/or scientific fields for prepa-
ration of support technician personnel such as engineering technicians, regis-
tered nurses and medical technicians. though not exclushe of other similar
areas, will be accomplished in institutions of higher education under the juris-
diction of the State Regents. The State Regents will assure that such programs
are occupationally oriented and of high quality.

Educational programs in practical nursing, cosmetology, and other skill-type
programs requiring the completion of a certain number of cloek hours of train-
ing for licensing should be the responsibility of the area vocationaj-technical
schools tinder the jurisdiction of the state Board.

4. Programs hi initial skill training, refresher shill training, and upgrade
skill training for out-of-school youth and adults should be the responsibility ofthe State Board.

5. It is a responsibility of the State Board to cooperate with the industrial
development efforts of the state by providing special training programs to
support the activity. The State Board will continue to provide this as,li.tance
in the area of initial skill training for workers to be employed in new industry
locations.

6. Technical 'and occupational education programs to be operated at the
postsecondary level must be authorized and approved by the State Regents.
Programs of technical and occupational education when approved by the state
Regents may he eligible for supplemental funding pros ided by the State Board
in accordance with terms of a contract existing between the State Board andthe State Regents.

7. In order to avoid duplication of the staff and thus effect economy in state-
level administration, the professional staff of the office of the birector of Voea-

5,5 -1
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tional and Technical Education Rill be available and provide technical assist.
ance to the Chancellor's staff in the development and res ien of technical and
occupational education programs proposed by junior colleges and other institu-
tions in the State System for approval by the State Regents.

8. The State Buard maintains a system Which gathers manpower supply and
demand data, and it shall be the responsibility of the State Board to convey to
the State Regents such manpower supply and demand data and recommend the
initiation of programs of oceupatiunal education in areas where such education
is not available ur for the expansion of such programs or to recommend the
discontinuance of programs no longer in demand.

9. Research and planning fur the further development of higher education
programs is accomplished b the Stale Regents. Also, reports relating to enroll-
ments, program operations, admissions, finances, and the like, are submitted by
colleges and universities to the State Regents as pros ided by law and regula-
tion. Information gathered from surveys and reports is analyzed and utilized
by the State Regents in es aluating the progress of Oklahoma higher education
and in planning for its future development. The State Regents will make re-
ports to the State Board regarding the operation of those programs fur which
the State Board proxides supplelnental fmaling and Hill share results of other
research as may be appropriate and useful.

10. It is agreed that the State Board and the State Regents will work coop-
eratively to the end of avoiding duplication which results in an oversupply of
trained manpower.

11. The Director and staff of the State Board will cooperate with the Chan-
cellor and staff of the State Regents in a comprehensive res new and assessment
of the needs, status and direction of vocational, technical and occupational
education in Oklahoma with the view of preparing a statewide plan for the
orderly, systematic and coordinated development of programs as deemed neces-
sary tp meet the heeds of the people of Oklahoma in this field of education.
The plan will particularly delineate between educational programs to be
offered at the secondary level and those to offered at the postsecondary
level in order that any unnecessary duplic ion or overlap existing nal be
eliminated and that this will be avoided i the development of secondary-
postsecondary programs of vocational, technic and occupational education in
the future. -

12. Nothing in this agreement shall, preclude cooperative arrangements by
both parties to meet special occupational trainin needs of the people of the
state, however, any deviation from the terms f this Memorandum Hill re-
quire the joint approval of both parties.

PART 13----111:STDING OF PROGRAMS

1. The State Regents will budget funds for the primary support of Regents'
approved technical and occupational programs of education at junior colleges,
technical institutes and other institutions in the State Sy stern to the extent of
ilnandal resources available and Hill anticipate supplemental funding from
the State Board as needed and as may be available.

2. The State Board will budget a portion of its funds,received from state
and federal sources fur supplementing the funding of postsecondary prugranis
of technical and occupational education offered in The Oklahoma State System
of Higher Education. The number of postsecondary educational programs being
offered and the number of students enrolled and receiving education in these
programs at junior colleges, technical institutes, and other institutions in the
State System will be taken into consideration in the State Board's determina-
tion of the amount of funds to be allotted for supplementing the funding of
postsecondary programs.

3.The State Board Hill contract with the State Regents for the adminiStra-
Con of the amount of funds set aside for supplementing the funding of pro -
grains. The State Regents will assume responsibility under terms of the eon-
tract to allocate the, funds for supplemental support of bona fide program, cull-
sistt nt vv nth federal laws and regulations and nill be accountable fur c xpt. uoli-
ture of the funds accordingly.

4. The State Board Hill provide in its supplemental funding contract With
the State Regents for an amount of funds to underwrite the costs of one
or more professional positions on the staff of the State Regents fur the pur-
p.,,e of working with institutions in the promotion and development of tot fini-
cal and occupational education.

5 9
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5. The contract between the State Regents and the State Board will be
negotiated early in the spring of the year to allow for the planning and
budgeting for best use of the funds by the various institutions to receive
supplemental allocations.

PART CF_EDLRAL PROGRAMS

1 The State Board, acting as the designated state agency fur the'federal
Vocational Education Act of .1963 as amended, will contract with the State
Regents for the administration of that portion of federal funds received for
allotment and txpenditure for supplemental funding of postsetendary technical
and occupational education programs approved by the State Regents.

2. The State Board, acting as the state agency for adminiAratiun of voca-
tionull and technical education funds referred to in Item "I" above, will in-
volve representation from the State Regents in the preparation of the Okla-

tPoma State Plan for Administration of Vocational, Education as it coneeins
Nstseconda ry. education programs. This includes representation on the State
Advisory Council on Vocational Education provided for in the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1988.

3. The State Regents, acting as the Sectioe 1202 Commission provided for
in P.L. 92-318, will involve representation from the State Board in developing
a comprehensive statewide plan fur postsecondary education. This will include
representation on the State Advisory Council on Community Colleges to be
established by the State Commission pursuant to Title XPart A, and a similar
advisory group to be established regarding planning fur development of post-
secondary occupational education provided for in Title XPart B.

4. If it is determined that Title XPart D of the Federal Aid Law known
as P L. 92-318 is principally for occupational education offered at postsecondary
institutions (those fitting the definition of junior colleges, postsecondary tech-
nical institutes, etc.(, then the State Regents functioning as the state agency
for administering federal funds received for octupational education programs
would, by contract arrangement with the State Board, share certain of the
federal funds as appropriate fur allocation by the State Board for supplemental
support of programs operated by institutions under the jurisdiction of the
Board (the area vocational-technical schools).

5. The State Board would, of course, be accountable fur administration of
the funds so shared with it by the State Regents in accordance with appro-,
priate federal laws and regulations. The number of educational programs of-
fered and the number of students enrolled in them (coming under the purview
of Title XPart 13i would be taken into consideration he arriving at appro-
priate division of the state's allotment of funds to be shared with the State
Board.

6 If it is determined that Title XPart B of the Federal Aid Law known
as P.L. 92-318 is principally fur occupational education offered at non-post-
secondary institutions, it would then become the responsibility of tlie State
Beard to function as the state agency for administering federal funds as de-
scribed in Items "4" and "5" and a reverse arrangement of the contractual
agreements referred to therein would prevail.

It is the purpose of this Memorandum to record certain interpretations, un-
derstandings and agreements for a cluse working relationship between the State
Regents and the State Beard and their respective administrable offices in the
conduct of activiti?s relating to technical and occupational education. It Is
intended that activities In this regard be carried out on a board-to-board con-
tra, t basis and an office-to-office administrative relationship hi order to avoid
overlap. duplication, confusion and inefficiency in the planning, development
and operation of programs of technical and occupational education.

We, the undersigned chip? administrative officers of the two boards referred
to herein, subscribe fully to the contents of this Memorandum and, with the
concurrence of our respective boards, commit, ourselves t,, cooperation and
teamwork in the administrative leadership of the two agencies involved. We
recommend the ratification of this Memorandum by our respective beards.

PR S CIA Tervr,E,
Director, State Board of Vocational and Technical Education.

E. T. DP TAP,
Chancellor, Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Edifcation.

Pate March 1973.
Ratified by the State Board, Leslie Fisher, Chairman.

r0 )
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ENROLLED SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION No. 35

(By Smith, Hamilton, Miller, Howell and Berrong of the Senate and Willis
of the House)

A JOINT RESOLUTION RELATING TO TECHNICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ;
VALIDATING MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEMENT OF THE STATE
BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL I.DUCATION AND THE OKLAHOMA STATE
REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION RLGARDING JLRISDICTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES,
COMMENDING THESE TWO STATE AGENCIES FOR THIS EXEMPLARY ACT OF LEADER.
SHIP FOR COOPERATION AND TEAMWORK; AND DIRECTING DISTRIBUTION.

Whereas, the advance of technology over the past decade has made it essen
dal that a greater emphasis on vocational, technical and occupational educa-
tion be given in the educational programming at all levels of learning, and

Whereas, the increasing demands upon financial resources of public educa-
tion make it Imperative that thefe be a high degree of cooperation in the
planning and administration of vocational, technical and occupational pro-
grams of education in -order to avoid duplication of resources and to achieve
the greatest return on the tax dollar invested by the people in this field of
education; and

Whereas, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education has responsibil-
ity for state level planning, development and coordination of higher education
including the determination of functions and courses of study, the prescribing
of standards of education, the granting of degrees and other forms of academic
recognition for completion of prescribed courses of study, and the allocation
of budgetary resources; and

Whereas, the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education has re-
sponsibility for state-level planning, development and coordination of the area
vocational technical schools, and for promoting the development of Notational
and technical education through providing consulting services in the prepara-
tion of programs and through the supplemental funding of programs, and

Whereas, these two state agencies. the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education, hereinafter referred to as the State Regents, and the State Board
of Vocational and Technical Education. hereinafter referred to as the State
Board, have subscribed to a Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement
interpreting and delineating their respective jurisdictional responsibilities as
set forth in the Constitution and statutes and dedicatng themselves to team-
work and cooperation in the administration of vocational, technical and occu-
pational education in Oklahoma, now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate and the Route of Representatives of the 1st Session
of the 34th Oklahoma Legislature:

Section 1. The Legislature takes note of the implications and significance of
this historic development in the administration of affairs relating to public
education in Oklahoma and validates the Memorandum of Understanding and
Agreement subscribed to by these two agencies of state government.

Section 2. The term "higher education" as used in Article XIII-A of the
Constitution of Oklahoma and the vitalizing statutes or the term pirstseeuridar'y
education" shall mean all education of any kind beyond the twelfth grade in
which students pursue study and for uhich the credit earned may apply
toward meeting requirements for a degree, diploma, or other postsecondary
academic or collegiate award, and shall also include bona fide postsecondary
adult and continuing education, extension and public service education, and
organized research as may be authorized by the State Regents as a part of the
functions and courses of study of ft member institution in the Oklahoma State
System of Higher Education.

Section 3. The development of vocational and occupational education which
involves manipulative skills such as machine shop, printing, carpentry. steno-
graphy and distributive education shall be accomplished primarily at the
secondary level of learning in programs provided by the high schools and area
vocational technical schools under the jurisdiction of the State Board of Voca-
tional and Technical Education,

Section 4. Educational programs in practical nursing, cosmetology and other
skill ty pe programs requiring the completion of a certain number of clock
hours of training for licensing shall be the responsibility of the area voca-
tional-technical schools under the Jurisdiction of the State Board.

55, .
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Section 5. Programs in initial skill training, refresher skill training and
upgrade shill training for out-of-school youth and adults shall be the responsi-
bility of the State Board.

Section 6. It is a responsibility of the State Board to cooperate with the
industrial development efforts of the state by providing special training pro-
grams to support the activity. The State Board will continue to provide this
assistance in the area of initial skill training fur workers to be employed in
new industry locations.

Section 7. The development of technical and occupational education that is
more theory oriented and requires knowledge of mathematics and,'or the
physical sciences for specialization in the engineering and, or scientific fields
for preparation of support technician personnel such as engineering techni
cians, registered nurses and medical technicians, though not exclusive of other
similar areas, shall be accomplished in institutions of higher education under
the jurisdiction of the State Regents.

Section 8. Technical and occupational education programs to be operated at
the postsecondary level must be authorized and approved by the State Reg-
ents. Programs of technical and occupational education when approved by the
State Regents may be eligible for supplemental funding provided by the State
Board in accordance with terms of a contract existing between the State
Board and the State Regents.

Section 9. Research and planning for the further development of higher edu-
cation programs is accomplished by the State Regents including reports relat-
ing to enrollments, program operations, admissions, finances and the like,
which are submitted by colleges and universities to the State Regents as pro-
vided by law and regulation and information so gatheted from these surveys
and reports is analyzed and utilized by the State Regents in evaluating the
progress of Oklahoma higher education and in planning for its future deo 1-
opulent. provided that the information will be used by the State Regents in
making reports to the State Board regarding the operation of those programs
for which the State Board provides supplemental funding and the results of
other research will be shared as may be appropriate and useful.

Section 10. The State Board shall make available to the State Regents
manpower supply and demand data and recommend the initiation, expansion
or discontinuance of postsecondary occupational education programa as lieu'
for such is indicated by the demand data available.

Section it The State Regents and the State Board should cooperate in a
comprehensive review and assessment of the needs, status and direction of
vocational, technical and occupational education in Oklahoma with the view
of preparing a statewide plan for the orderly, systematic and coordinated
developpaent of programs as deemed necessary to meet the needs of the people
of Oklahoma in this field of education. which state plan should delineate be-
tween educational programs to be offered at the secondary level and those to
be offered at the postsecondary level in order that any unnecessary duplica-
tion ur overlap existing will be eliminated and that such w ill be avoided in
the development of secondary-postsecondary programs of vocational, technical
and occupational education in the future.

Section 12. The State Regents shall budget funds for the primary support
of Regents' approved technical and occupati-onal programs of ethical itin at
junior colleges, technical institutes and other institutions in the State System
to the extent of financial resources available and will anticipate supplemental
funding from the State Board as needed and as may be available.

Section 13. The State Board shall budget a portion of its funds received
from state and federal sources for supplementing the funding of postsecondary
programs of technical and occupational education offered in the State System.
provided.that the number of postsecondary educational programs being offered
and the number of students enrolled in these programs at junior colleges.
technical institutes and other institutions in the State System shall be taken
into consideration In the State Board's determination of the amount of funds
to be allotted for supplementing the funding of postsecondary programs, and
provided further that the professional staff of the State Board will he made
available fur tecimical assistance to the State Regents staff in the developnit lit
and review of postsecondary technical and occupational education programs.

Section 14. The State Board shall contract with the State Regents for the
administration of the amount of funds set aside for supplementing the funding
of postsecondary programs, and the State Regents shall assume responsibility
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under terms of the contract to allocate the funds for supplemental support
of bona tide programs consistent with federal laws and regulations and shall
be accountable for expenditure of the funds accordingly, provided that the
State Board will include in the supplemental funding contract with the State
Regents an amount of funds to underwrite the costs of one or more profes-
sional positions on the staff of the State Regents for the purpose of working
with institutions in the promotion and development of technical and occupa-
tional education, and provided that the contract should be negotiated early
in the spring of the year to allow for the planning and budgeting for best use
of the funds by various institutions receiving supplemental allocations.

Section 15. The State Board, acting as the designated state agency for the
federal Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended, shall contract with the
State Regents for the administration of that portion of federal funds received
f d allotment and expenditure for supplemental funding of postsecondary tech-
nical and occupational education programs approved by the State Regents.

section 16. The State Board, acting as the state agency for administration
of vocational and technical education funds referred to in Section 14 above,
_should involve representation front the State Regents in the preparation of the
Oklahoma State Plan for Administration of Vocational Education as it con-
cerns postsecondary education programs, including representation on the State
Advisory Council on Vocational Education provided for in the Vocational
Edueat ion Amendments of 1968.

Section 17. The State Regents, acting as the designated Section 1202 Com-
mis.itin provided for in P.L. 92-318, should involve representation from the
State Board in developing a comprehensive statewide plan for postsecondary
education, including representation on the State Advisory Council on Commu-
nity Colleges to be established by the State Commission pursuant to Title X
Part A. and a similar advisory group to be established regarding planning for
dt (1 Intent of postsecondary occupational education provided for in Title X
Part B.

Sec tion 18. If it is determined that Title XPart B of the Federal Aid Law.
known as P.L. 97.-318 is principally for occupational education offered at post-
sncondary institutions (those fitting the definition of junior colleges. post-
secndary technical institutes, etc.), then the State Regents functioning as
the designated state agency fur administering federal funds received for occu-
pational education programs shall, by contract arrangement with the State
Board. share certain of the federal funds as appropriate for allocation by the
State Board for supplemental support of programs operated by institutions
under the jurisdiction of the Board (the area vocational-technical schools) ;
and the State Board shall be accountable for administration of the hinds

,hared with it by the State Regents la accordance with appropriate federal
laws and regulations, provided that the number of education programs offered
and the number of students enrolled in them shall be taken into consideration
in arriving at appropriate division of the state's allotment of funds to be
shared with the State Board.

Section 19. If it is determined that Title XPart B of the Federal Aid Law
known as P.L. 92-318 is principally for occupational education offered at non-
po.dseconijary institutions, it shall then become theuresponsibility of the State
Board to function as the state agency for administering federal funds as
described in Section 17 and a reverse arrangements of the contractural agree-
ments referred to therein shall prevail.

Section 20. It is the purpose of this Resolution to, by legislative expression,
validate the Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement subscribed to by
these two state agencies and signed by the Chancellor of the State Regents
and the Director of the State Board under date of Marc h 5, 1973, and ratified
by the Chairman of the State Regents and the Chairman of the State Board
under date of March 29, 1973. which provides that the conduct of the state's
education business of a common responsibility w ill be carried out on a board-
to board basis and an office-to-office administratise relationship in order to
avoid overlap. duplication, confusion and inefficiency in the planning, develop-
ment and operation of programs of technical and occupational education.

Set tion 21. The leadership In iltuluping arrangements for understanding and
cooperative action between these two agencies of state government, the State
Board of Vocational and Technical Education and the 'Oklahoma State Regents
for Higher Education, should be an example for other agencies of state gus ern-
meat for cooperation and teamwork when responsibilities of a common nature
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fall within the bounds of their respective jurisdictions, and the Legislature,
by this expression, commends this display of cooperation by these two boards
as example for the challenge and guidance of other agencies of state govern-
ment accordingly.

Section 22. Duly authorized copies of this Resolution shall be sent to the
Director and each member of the State Board of Vocational and Technical
Education, the Chancellor and each member of the Oklahoma State Regents
for Higher Education, and the head of each state agency, department, board
and commission.

Passed the Senate the 12th day'of April, 1973.
S. CROW,

Acting President of the Senate.
Passed the House of Representatives the 7th day of May, 1973.

SPENCER BERNARD,
Speaker Pro Tempore of the House of Representatives.

C

CERTIFICATION
STATE OF OXLAIIOJIA,
County of Oklahoma, 88:

I, Lee Slater, Secretary of the Senate of the State of Oklahoma, do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of Enrolled
.Seuate Joint Resolution No. 35 as the same was passed by the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the 1st Session of the 34th Legislature of the State
of Oklahoma. the original hereof being on file in the office of the Secretary of
State of the State of Oklahoma.

Willies.; my hand and the seal of my office at the State Capitol this 9th day
of May, 1973.

LEE SLATER,
,Secretary of the Senate.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, doctor, let me ask you a question.
Dr. TurrLE. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Last week Mr. Wayne Miller of your State

as I understand, he is head of the Oklahoma.Technical Institute
testified that his institution receives only $17,000 a year in vocational
education funds, which is an' increase of $10,000 over the last 1Q
years, while that institution in the meantime leas experienced an
enrollment increase of almost 40 percent.

I know you referred to this situaton in your statement. But could
you summarize your position in that connection?

Dr. TurrLE. Yes, sir, I will be glad to. .
< Very practically, the answer to the problem is this: Up nit it 2

year ago, we dealt directly with the intitutions and our board funded
programs. Now, at that time, Mr. Chairman, if we gav %Ahem a dollar
of Federal vocational funds, the State regents of higher education
sdbtracted that dollar from their State allocation of funds.

Now, you could see that that is supplanting State funds with Fed-
eral funds clearly, in my opinion.6Also, you could see that the State
board of vocational education was not %cry interested in allocating
the money when they falt like that, it was going into really the pot
for tlw higher education system, rather than supporting the educa-
tional programs,-which the money was allocated to support.

Presently, tinder the memorandum of understanding, we do not
deal directly with those authorities. 1Ve make a contract wth the
State regents for hisgher education, and they allocate those funds to
their higher education institutions.

r r
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I am in agreement with you that I think the allocation is wrong,
but I am not sure how to handle the situation.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, let me ask you another question,
both you and Mr. Brill.

Mr. BRILL. Yes, sir.
Chairthan PERKENS. Could both of you describe to us how your.StatC

distributes your Federal ocational education 'funds? In other words,
do you distribute the funds on an ent ollment basis, of do you gia e
extra funds to poor school districts in your respective States?

, Mr. BRILL. We do have a formula by which our GPR State funds
are distributed. With respect to Federal funds, we regard these as
initiative action, to stimulate local program development, therefore,
we have it entirely on a project basis. Districts submit pi.ojects. they
are reviewed in the light of the formula, according to the things
that you mentioned, but each Federal allocation is on the basis of a
project which is reviewed by a staff committee and approved accord-
ing to those criteria.

Chairman PEincrss. All right, doctor.
Dr. Turri.E. To answer in our State. in different areas, our higher

education institutions are all State institutions, and are all funded
fully by the State. So the funds going to theth are in the form of a.
contract to the State Regents for Higher Education, and they are
allocated then out to those institutions by the State Regents.

For the public high school programs, again the einds are distri-
buted to those areas through a state formula for vocational educa-
tion and total education, and that formula does consider the five
categories provided for in the bill. We also, then, provide opportu-
nities for local districts to make special applications for funds for
the handicapped, the disadvantaged, cooperative vocational educa-
tion, innovative funds, all of the set-asides provided for in the bill,
and those funds are allocated on the basis of need, considering again
those same categories, writing them into the formula.

Chairman PERKI1,:S. Mr. Brill, one final question.
You gave excellent testimony about the manpower and the voca-

tional education programs, how they could be coordinated. Give us
your experience, briefly, in your State of Wisconsin, how they were
coordinated, and hoW we can go about better coordination.

Mr. BRILL. Thank you. First of all, with regard to the MT)TA
programs and now with CETA. we do have membership on the Man-
power Co'uncil. We also have membership in each area of manpower
planning region. This membership continues and our people are very
active, and we have a good relationship.

Unfortunately with the demise of MDTA. moving to the CETA,
our enrollments did drop, I believe, by about half. Xt the last State
board meeting, the January meeting, they adopted a policy whereby
these funds could be eMningied, extended the manpower- sharing rev-
enue, and our own CPR, with district moneys, to stimulate this pro-
gram and bring an otherwise federally supported program under
regular program operation.

We think that this is a sound way to go, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEaKixs. Thank you very much. Go ahead.

52 945--75v041----39
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Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Chairman, I didn't quite understand, what is
it you did to bring these funds together?

Mr. BRILL. This is a policy just adopted by the Board. It hasn't,
been implemented, I can't report that it has. But the idea is that the
regular ate formula for funding will be involved, even though it is
a CETA:program.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. But isthe vocatonal program?
Mr. Blum Yes, our appropriated GPR will be involved extending

the etTectiveness of the CETA. money.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I am still not sure quitehow you tie it in with the

CETA money, which goes to the prime sponsors. Do you meanare
von using your allocation of vocational funds for vocational training
under CETA programs?

,\Er. Bum,. Right. our reimbursement is on an FTE reimbursement.
Mr. RAncLuTE. What is that?
Mr. BRILL. A fulltime equipment basis. This is how our GPR

moneys are distributed. What happens operationally is that the
CETA money is applied to the instructional program, in lieu of the
district tax base.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. O.K.
Mr. BRILL. This makes it legal for the districts to report these

enrollments to us. It comingles the money. so that it is not entirely
dependent on the Federal sources, yet using the special benefits of
the CETA money with respect to subsistence of the student, which
we have found to be a very, very difficult thing for educators to
survive.

Chairman PrizioN,;4. Timm: you eery much. You have been most
helpful.

Without objection I want to insert in the record some questions
to Dr. Tuttle,,submitted by 3fr. Risenhoover. We would appreciate
it. Dr. Tuttle, if you will supply the answers to these questions for
the record.

[Questions and answers referred to follow :3

QFSTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TED RISENTIOOYER, A REPRESENTATItt IN CON-
GRESS FROM TIM STATE OF OKLAITOMA

Although you lure indicated von are 'Apeaking for all State 'Directors of
11,-,.rational Education, I wonld,111:e to ask 3 ou about the programs in Okla-
M mut.

1. Are you a member of the staff of the State Department of Education?
Would you tell the committee something of your role and how you relate

to the State Department of Education and other agencies.
3. lIow big an operation do you have?
4. How big a budget do you administer?
S. How much of this comes from Federal Funds?
a. Vocational Educational Act?
b. CETA?
c. Other Federal?
6. Tell us about Oklahoma Vocational Technical Education:
a. How many schools do you have?
b. Whitt is the enrollment in the Area schools?
c. How many of these students are high school graduates?
d. Are they considered postsecondary?
7 I understand you have a research contract with Oklahoma State Dither-

sitY ? How does that work?
S How much money do you spend on Postsecondary education?
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9. Do you administer there Postsecondary Programs?
10. Bow much money vs eut to the State Regents for postsecondary programs?
11. I believe the bill you. have expressed support for provides that 30 per cent

of the funds go for postsecondary and adult programs?
12. It Congress passes such legislation will the entire 30 per cent go to the

State Regents for postsecondary programs? How mink vs ill you plan to spend
for adult education programs?

13. What rule do the community colleges in Oklahoma play in the dev.elop-
ment of the Oklahoma State Flue?

14. The State of Okl-honiathas one of the finest residential vocational schools
in the country.;ocated iii.Okintilgee, which the Committee may not know is in
the Second Congressional District.

a. How many students are enrolled there?
b. What is the approximate operating budget?
e. Flow much money do you allocate for Olonfilgee Tech?
d. Do you recall how much they have received in previous years?
15. One last question, Dr. Tuttle, I believe you stated that several of your

oninterparts in othkr-,States joined together to form a consortium to promote
legislationIt thaecoilect? Would you tell nu a little more about this? How
much money 'did you raise? Did these !ands collie from your Federal alloca-
tion?

16. What is the main problem you have at the present time?

RESPONSES FROM Da. Trrrki:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Sub-Connnittee on Education : My name
is Francis T. Tuttle, State Director of Vocational and Technical Education and
I'm responding to a list of qUestions prepared by Congrc,swati Risenhoover of
your committee.

,RELATIONSHIP TO kilt STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND 01 IILR AGENCIES IN
OKi.ARIOMA

The State Board of Vocational Ed cation is a separate board ,composed of the
seven members of, the State Board plus six other members. Th..
State Superintendent is the chairman of this board and the State Direetqr of
Vocational Education is Executive Officer of the Board. The staff of this board
is employed as members of the, State Department a Vocational and Technical
Education which is located in Stillwater.

TIIE DELIVERY SYSTEM OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN OKLAHOMA

1. 400 high schools Oder at least one program of reimbursed vocational edu-
cation but averaging three programs.

2. Thenty area vocational and technical school districts serve areas of the
state representing 80% of th6. population in over three hundred school dis-
tricts. These districts serve secondary students and adults.

3. one residential vocational school serving statewide. Twq technical Insti-
tutes and 13 junior and community colleges.

OKLAHOMA'S BUDGET FOR VOCATIONAL AV TECHNICAL EDUCATION EXPENDED
NR01.1GII THE SLATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION

I 1 1975 budget, $20,160.303 ; Federal allotments, 7,328,039; Federal Gzants
WE & others), 3,294,262; Revolving funds, 400,000; State appropriations,
1037.402.

Numbers Set} ed.Total enrollments: Secondary. 70,876; Adult, 47,157; Post
Secondary., 9.899, total, 127,932.

Enrollments in Area Vocatiodal and Technical SchoolsTotal enrolled:
Secondary, 9,000; Adult, 784.

lour questions as to the number of Vocational and Technical School students
who are high school- giaduates. The answer Is not availabh:. Are they consicl-
cred post secondary students? The answer IS that those who are enrolled in
full-time programs are eligible to be called post secondary under your 'defini-
tions of post secondary student4 as listed in the 1968 vocational education
amendment-O. In -Oklahoma we call them full-time adult enrollments in order
to differentiate between their enrollments dud collegiate post secondary enroll--
meats.
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RESEARCH CONTRACTS

Our State Board contracts through the State Regents for Higher Education
for vocational teacher education with those institutions authorized by the Re-
gents to offer vocational teacher education.

Our State Board also contracts for all technical education offered in higher
education institutions.

You ask spectifically about our contract' with Oklahoma State University in
the area of research. We use our Federal research funds and supplement this
with State funds to provide our State with a "Management Information Sys-
tem", a planning unit, an evaluation unit, a statistical unit, and a research
coordination and dissemination unit. Since our department is physically located
near Oklahoma State University, it makes sense torus to use the University for
this service.

Our contract with the State Regents for Higher Education is $1,241,842. This
is shown in our contract which is filed as a part of my testimony.

The State Board does not administer post secondary education in Oklahoma,
but contracts for supplementary support for it through the State Regents. .

SUPPORT FOR POST §ECONDART AND ADULT PROGRAMS

Your question, regarding a hypothetical question of "If Congress passes a 30
percent set aside for post secondary and adult vocational educationwill theentitle 30 percent go to the State Regents?" The answer is the State Board
will make this decision, however, I would think that it would mean it would
not. I would think it would be allocated to people wherever they are enrolled.I belie'e the funds are for peoplenot for institutions.

Who participates in the development of the Oklahoma State Blan for Voca-
tional Education?

The State Board staff prepares the State Plan in consultation with the plan-
ning unit. local education agencies, the State Advisory Council and the general
public. All this includes the State Regents staff and the State Advisory Council
incluiles Wayne Millet. Director of OSU Tech at Okmulgee, the President of
Tulsa Junior College, an executive with Panhandle State University.

OKLATIOIEA STATE'S RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL AT OKMULOEE

This school is responsible to OSU and the State Regents; therefore, we do
not collect all the information you ask for, but the enrollment is reported to
be 2.600-2.800.

tt, 1We do not allocate funds directly to th,,institution but to the State Regents
which allocates funds to its institutions. 11) oral testimony before 3.'our sub-
committee addressed this probjemy

CONSORTIUM

Eight states formed a consortium to develott the research necessary to drflik
a position paper in regard to Vocational Education, including the needs. ac-
complishments, and recommended delivery systems. Ordahoma participated in
this research study in the amount of $7,000. 4

. MAIN PROBLEM

We need a great deal more funds to implement new programs.
It seems to me we ought to be more concerned with providing programs for

people rather than providing programs for institutions. or levels of education.
Chairman PERKINS. The committee will now adjourn, subject to

the call of the Chair.
The committee will now adjourn tuf'til tomorrow mornin,, at

9 ::30 a.m.
Thank you very mita.
[Whereupon; at 12 :2;, p:m. the subcommittee recessed, to- recon-

vene at 9":30 a.m. of the following day, Thursday, March &, 1975.]
O
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VOCATIONAL, AND OCCUPATIONAL
0 EDUCATION

THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 1975

HOUSE of REPRESENTATIVES,
'SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, AND VOCATION AL EDUCATION
OF THE CoMMITTEE oN EDUCATION AND LABOR

Washington, D .0 .
The subcommittee met at 9:50 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the committee) presiding. 4

Present : Representatives Perkins, Ford, heeds, Lehman, Biouin,
Simon, Miller, and Hall, Quie, Buchanan, Jeffords, Pressler, and
Goodling.

Staff members: John F. Jennings, majority counsel, and Richard
Mosse,,kinority counsel.

ChairaAn PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present.

We are delighted to welcome here this morning, Dr. "gyquist, C"Om-
missioner of Education for the State of New Yak; and Dr. Addison
Hobbs, State Director of Vocational Education for the State of
Michigan.

Mr. *MacKinnon, you have been around here several yefirs, and I
(14)11't know of am other legislative reps esentative ho has rern-esented
;the State Rive, ably. You have done a wonderful job.

Please proceed in the way that you prefer. Without objection, your
statements will be inserted in the, record.

[Prepared statement referred to follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EWALD B. NYotrist, PRESIDEIPT, THE UNIVF,RSITT OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK AND COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

Mr ChItirman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Ewald B. Nyquist.
President of the University of the State of New York and Commissioner of
Education. I am pleased to luive this opportunity to express the viewpoirits
of New York State pith respect to our accomplishments and to comment on
matters relating to legislative changes in the Vocational Education Act. At
the outset. would like to point out that the New York State Education De-
partment acts as the sole agency for the administration of the Vocational Ed,o-

,xational Education Act. In addition, the New ,york State Board of Regents
serves as the State Board for Vocational Education, appoints the .State Ad-
visory Council. and is the Federal "1202 State Commission.' The Board's
authority as the State Commission complements its State statutory authority
'for master planning for jal sectors of postsecondary educatioup'ublie, private
and proprietary.
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IMPACT OF FEDERAL VOCATIONAL LEGISLATION ON NEW TORE

In the declaration of purposes, the Vocational Education Act authorizes
funds to be used "... to maintain, extend, and improve existing programs .. ."
as well as establish new programs. Although New York could have used the
funds to assist educational agencies with the operating expenses of existing
programs. we chose not to do so. Our attention has been directed to the im-
provement and expansion of vocational education in New York State.

In order to create change and to increase our programs, we devised a system
for using Federal funds to make grants providing 100 percent of the money
needed to establish new programs or to improve existing programs. In the
main, the funds have been used to assist local agencies with the purchase of
equipment for new programs and to pay the cost of new teachers for these
programs. Agencies accepting these funds have understood that they would
need to provide the operating expenses for continuation of the new programs
after the initial year or two, using State and local tax levy funds. Through
this system the Federal funds, which are less than 8 percent of the total funds
for vocational education in New York, have a tremendous impact on changing
our State program. ,

Each year, we establish priorities within each program purpose and direct
the funds to achieve those priorities. By using the funds as incentive .grants.
we .have provided vocational education services to more people, provided new
and updated facilities for programs, and generated an Increased amount of
State and local funds for support of vocational education at all levels.

Of the total expenditures in New York State for all vocational education
in 1965, 17 percent was Federal funds. In 1974, the percentage of the total
which was Federal was less. than 8 percent. Thus, in 1965, New York State
spent $4.88 for every Federal dollar received and in 1974, we spent $11.94 for
each Federal dollar. New York. does not hhve a categirical appropriation in the
State budget for vocational education as do some other States. The general
State aid system and local funds provide support of ongoing programs. The
qnly funds earmarked for the development and expansion of vocational educa-
tion are those under the Fede'al act.

Our procedure of allocating funds to agencies in adequate amounts to acconi-
plish specific purposes with clear priorities, while not requiring matching at
the local agency; has served New York well.

As an example, one of our early priorities was the construction of new facia,
ities fog, secondary level area centers operated by Boards of CooperatiNe Edu-
cational Services (BOCES). For each $1, of Federal funds. more than $5 of
State and local funds have been generated for this purpose. This year. we are
close to completing necessary initial construction and will not need to budaet
additional Federal funds for this purpose. Additions to existing buildings wilt

- be constructed without Federal support.
SinFe the need for large sums of Federal dollars for construction in New

York State is ending. we are able.to increase the amount of money to expand
and improve services to adults. In addition, large sums of money halve been
directed to the cities for the purpose of expansion and improvement service to
people in those areas. Change and improvement have been made. alth,Pich we
are still a long way from creating all the capacity to serve the needs of large
urban populations.

The five major cities in New York State represent 37 percent of the total
secondary occupational education enrollment. New York City has 30 percent
of the total secondary occupational education enrollment. In 1974. 57 percent
of the total 'vocational education allocation went to the five major cities. New

,York City al;ne received 35 percent of the funds.
In earlier days when we were building a total system to serve all Parts

of the State. one of our highest priorities was the establishment of a network
of area facilities under EOCES. Nye developed area schools at the secondary
level in our suburban and rural areas where school districts were nut able.
bemuse of size or financial base. to operate programs independently. At the
same time. we provided support for initial chance and improvement in cities,
Our priorities have shifted markedly in the past several years. The lee :0 pro-
gram facilities are now available across the State. There are 72 BOCES area
centers operating and serving more than 50.000 students each day. While thu'.e
centers are nut yet large enough to do the total lob needed. the use of Ft doral
funds has moved them a long way. The hulk of the expenditures fur vocational
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education in these centers now must be borne by State and local monies because
of the low level of Federal vocational education funding.

New York settled a long time ago on the concept that the two-year college
system, with 44 Community and agricultural and technical colleges, would be
the primary delivery agent for postsecondary vocational education. Neither
the State nor public school districts operate postsecondary technical institutes
or area schools M competition with the established two-year colleges. We be-lieve that this approach assures that quality programs will exist and that
duplicative effort will be minimized.

On the basis of policies indicated above, illustrated by some examples. we
have made significant improvement and expansion of vocational education in
New York State through Federal resources. -

Enrollment in occupational education at all levels has ificreascd from 321. -
441142in 1963 to 812,000 in 1974. Total enrollment is expected to reach almost

,000 by 1979. The following table'illustrates the growth by level.

1963 1974
Percent
growth

'1953-74Enrollment
Percent
of total Enrollment

Percent
of total

,
Secondary..
Adult
Postsecondary

Total

., .
321, 000
171, 000
22, 000

62
34
4

511, 000
227, 000

. 74, 000

63
.28

9

59
. 28

'236

, 521,000 100 812, 000 100

'
From 1963 to 1974, the postsecondary level has experienced the greatest
change, a 236 percent growth. Their percentage of the total, enrollment in
vocational education has increased from 1 percent to 9 percent.

The enrollment of disadvantaged and handicapped students in -occupational
education programs was not reported in Fiscal Year 1963. However, between
1968 and 1974, combined disadvantaged and handicapped enrollments At all
levels increased by almost 575 percent, from 29,000 to 195,000. By 1979, this
enrollment should be approximately 230,000.

Since 1963. significant changes have occurred in occupational education
priorities and, consequently. in program direct' t ns. Prior to the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968, Federal, State an local funds were primarily
used to increase the availability of .11 diversified ccupational education pro-
gram for all segments of the population. Emphasis was placed on developing
a network of BOCES area centers which allowed persons in all areas of the
State access to a variety of occupational training programs. Within program
areas, special consideration was given to expanding the number and breadth
of occupational courses, based on existing and anticipated nianpuwer oppor-
tunities.

40-While expandine the number of occupational facilities and program offer-
ings continued to be a priority after the enactment of the Amendment of 1966,
at that time Congress mandated that increased emphasis be placed uu itteptig
the needs of specific groups of people. Special efforts sere made to design and
implement programs and services responsive to the needs Of the disathanta.ged.
handicapped and adults and out-of-school youth. DeNtlopment of cooperatixe
work experience programs and. partieukirly, consumer and henternakint: edu-
cation offerings in economically depressed areas, were other Federal funding
priorities during this period. -

Currently. emphasis in NewA York Sit tli, is pinest.p."implementi.ng the goals
of the attached Regents,. Position Paper on OcOupttfienal Education, part it ti-

'1arly those aspects dealing with elementary and early secondary students'
needs for career education, continuing to increase the availability of adult
occupational offering ,4. furthering the growth of programs and sersives iu
urban areas. and improving the quality of occupational education programs,

During the pastttn ears, the growth and development of course offerings
has prodded students silk additional opportimities in -einerging employment.
fields.

In 1903, of the 420.000 students enroll(d in occupational education programs
exchp..ive of consumer and homemaking educatbm. alnio4 70 petcent sera in
office edaotition. Trade and industrial education atcounted fog 22 portent ef

. .
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the enrollments and the remaining 8 percent were enrolled in the occupational
program areas of agriculture, distributive, health occupations, home economics,
and technical education. By 1968, the office education enrollment increased
numerically to 274.000; however, it was decreasing as a percentage of the
total. Other program areas began to show significant growth. In health occu-
pations education, for example, enrollments increased from 2,000 to- 14,000.
Enrollments nearly tripled in technical education, and trade and industrial
education increased by 43 percent.

Enrollments continue to grow, particularly those occupational fields with
critical manpower needs. Health occupations education enrollments are exper-
iencing considerable growth. Program areas exclusive of office education com-
prised a greater portion of total enrollment, demonstrating constant efforts
tc diversify training opportunities. It is anticipated that similar trends will
continue through 1979, as course offerings within each of the program areas
are developed and expanded.

Significant change and progress has been made in vocational education
during the 12 years of the Vocational Education Act. The Act permitted us to
move from the rigid program based on the legislation of 1917 and 1946. In
1963. and to an extent .(gain in 196s, there was a need for niandatory., expend-
iture), for specific purposes. The States then needed Federal direction and
leadership. In. these past 12 years, State programs have increased in both
quantity and quality. Our review of the current 16gislation indicates that it
has become complicated and built upon mandates and requirements not always
reflective of the most pressing problems of the States.

I believe we are now at a point where the States, if given simplicity and
fiexibikty in Federal legislation for ..vocational education. have the capacity
to carry through Federal objectives with minimal Federal strictures.

'PROPOSED NEW FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

I would like, therefore, to offer our suggestions for simplifying and con-
solidating the Voeatl,pnal Education Act.

Title. I would include general provisions a statement of purpose, authoriza-
tions, allotment formula, sole agency requirements, National and State Ativis-
cry Councils, planning and eilluation requirements and definitions.

Title II would provide for program services for three educational levels
elementary and early secondary programs, secondary programs, and post-
secondary and adult programs.

Title III would provide, support services and include research and develop-
ment, innovation, curriculum development and personnel training.

The legislation would provide authorizations increased significantly beyond
those in current legislation , particularly for program services. Programs and
enrollments have increased substantially in all of the States. At the same
time. however, costs have risen. Programs that depend on Federal funds are
in jeopwdy because sufficient dollars are no longer available to maintain cur-
rent service levels. In New York State, this is particularly true of programs
for adAlts.

Federal funds should be distributed on the basis of population. If a single
population figure is not acceptable, I suggest the use of several population age
groupings, with a percentage ut the State's allotment calculated on each group.
(This is similar to the basis for state tvilotments in several parts of the cur-
rent Act.) The proposed formula should apply to program services described
in Title II and also to Title III activities. We also recommend that the cuzrent
State matching .requirement be dropped. Present matching requirements are
nut necessary heCause the States are spending four dollars for every dollar of
Federal funds available.

The sole administrative agency provision should he continued. No provisions
should he included which will permit more than one state agency to admin-
ister only part of the statue.

" We propose the continuation of the 'National and Sthte Advisory- Council
provisions. We believe they should remain as presently established. including
the appropriations for their operation. The current responsibilities of the
advisory' councils are not expanded. They should not he given planning and
administrative functions. We urge that the advisory council be just that
advisory.

Coupled with simplicity and flexibility in the new Act must he strong
requirements for planning and accountability. We urge inclusion of a state
plan requirement. A lung-range and annual plan should be submitted each
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year to the U.S. Office of Education for review and approval. A strong plan-
ning requirement with sufficient arrangements for rev kV, and public hearing
justifies the elimination of the present mandated setasides or categories for
special target groups or purposes. Funds should be appropriated specifically
to carry forward the planning functions.
- With respect to program services, we recommend a reduction in the number
of specific purposes from ten in the present Vocational Education Act to
three major cgories. elementary and early secondary, secondary, post-
secondary and adult programs. We suggest that the elementary and early
secondary education purpose be described as in the language of section 1056

(1) (D) of Part B of Title X of the Education Amendments of 1972. This
language describes the establishment of career education concepts in the
elementary and early secondary schools. Most of the States have bftgun to
develop multiple versions of career education, and this should be continued
1;nder this provision, States would be permitted to identify amounts of funds
necessary to implement career education concepts according to their priorities.

The current language under Part B, Sectioia 122, Purpose (1) of the Voca-
tional Education Act adequately described the secondary education level
purpose.

The separate postsecondary, and adult education purposes should' be Com-
bined. This will permit greater flexibility and minimize confusion over who is
a postsecondary student and who is an adult student. It would provides the
States leeway in making priority and budgeting decisions. The current man-
dated setaside for postsecondary institutions 'has done its job in developing
the commitment of community college and' other postsecondary Institutions
toward the deliveri of adequate educational programs. In the future, the
States need no minimum mandate here. ,

The current Act has categuries for expenditure for the disadvantaged and
handicapped, cooperative education, home economies, construction of facilities,
and other purposes. We suggest that, either in the definitions contained in
Title I or in the body of Title II, the Act should provide that funds may be
used for these purposes. programs for disadvantaged and handicapped. coop-
erative education, work-study, consumer and homemaking education, construc-
tion of facilities, guidance services, contracts with private schools, teacher
education. bilingual programs, curriculum development, research, evaluation,
Statewide technical assistance, anal State and local administration There
would, however, be no amount appropriated for each purpose. The distribu-
tion of amounts for the purposes would be set forth in each State Plan

By using this system, planning can be done in a logical way without mixing
program levels and population groups or program activities. The present State
Plan format recognizes'this flexibility, but the law dm not.

The proposal to set authorized expenditures within the three major program
service levels wquld place responsibility on the State to assure, through its

.. planning effor4ts. that adequate attention will be paid to programs for diqad-
vantaged, handicapped, and other persons by level. Determination of how
much money would be spent on a particular population group should lie justi-
fied by the State in its plan. Accountability provisions would assure that
monitoring by the Office of Education was carried out in accordance with
approved plans.

With respect to support. services, sse recommend that Federal funds be avail-
able for these activities. research and'evaluation, innovhtion, and curriculum
development. In addition, we propose the inclusion of the presentprovisions
for professional training under the Education Professions Devaapment Act,
Part F. We believe that the funds should be allotted without a matching
requirement.- The areas represented In support services categories are intended
to encourage State and lo'cal agencies to develop new approaches. In our experi-
ence, to accomplish this objective. agencies must nut be required to generate
a portion of the funds at the outset. If developmental activititsLare demon-
strated to-be successful, their eoAts will be picked up by the agencies them-
selves. In most inStances, transporting successful demohstration activities is
not as costly as .the original developmental cost.

In summary, we urge the Congress to pass a bill that will provide a Federal
focus on the needs of people in all States for increased opportunities for.
oecutiational preparation and, at the same time. enable the States to address
individually the particular.. needs of their population for occupational educa-
tion programs.

May I coma:161A on two additionaWtems, I believe of interest to the Com-
mittee.
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COMMENT ON SEX STEREOTYPING. -
Sex stereotyping in occupational education programs has been a particularconcern to our agency. In the past few years, we have taken some positivesteps to deal with the problem. For example, while visiting occupational

education program offices, our supervisors are required to monitor local pro-grams for possible sex discrimination. Most recently, we have threatened tostop payment of Federal vocational education funds for a project in which webelieve there is a discrimination on theliasis of sex in the operation of the
program. As a part of our ongoing informational services to the local districts,we make it a point to distribute articles that could help break down sex
stereotyping.-In addition to these activities, we have sent memoranda to occu-pational education program directors which urge the removal of sex stereo-typing, outline a series of steps that can be implemented, and advise that we
will be closely reviewing their programs in this connection.

COMMENT ON STATE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

It is my understanding that soma concern has been expressed with respectto the amount of Federal vocation/0 education funds used by State agenciesfor administrative costs. If I understand the issue, there is a belief that Statesuse too much of the allocation for such purposes and thereby shortchange thelocalities. The fact that the Vocational Education Act has no limit on the
amount of money which can be used for administration is compared with thefact that various percentages of funds are permitted for administrative costsin other Federal programs.

There is some danger in comparing percentage limitations` for State admin-
istration of various Federal programs. Even size of gross allocations cannot
be a good basis for considering bow much might be needed. I assure you that
we are having difficulties in some of the Federal programs because of maxi-mum percentages.

The Vocational Education Act is broad and comprehensive with many aspects
and many requirements, including the development of an annual and long-
range plan, project management, supervision, programs at many levels or fora variety pf population groups. It includes special categorical sections and
purposes which require a wide variety of staff responsibilities. The establish-ment of a fixed percentage maximum for State administration would damagethe quality of programs and have a detrimental effect on maintaining effec-iveness and accountability.

When the Vocational Education Act was first enacted, we determined that
we would do everything to keep Statewide technical assistance and adminis-
tration' costs for vocational education low. This has been done consistently.
With ever-rising casts, we have had to make adjustments and pare our efforts
to the minimum. We have not increased the size of our staff and, in fact, in
some places reduced it or kept positions vacant in order to stay within our
self-imposed limits. We have done this even in light of no significant increase
in our annual Federal allocation during the past several years when costs
increased very rapidly.

There are 164 professional and clerical positions in our office of Occupa-
tional, and Continuing Education. Of this number, 97 are professional and 67
are clerical. Dy source of funds, 79 positions (48 profeksional and 31 clerical)
are paid with State funds; 11 positions prdessional and 6 clerical) with
adult education funds; 18 positions (10 professional and 8 clerical) supported
with (`ETA funds, and 56 positions (34 professional and n clerical) are sup-
ported with Vocational Education Act funds.

In addition to the, 56 positions supported with Federal vocational education
funds within this office, an additional 46 positions (26 professional and 2(1,
clerical) are supported with vocational education funds and are located in
other units within the Education Department.

No additional itsitions have been created within the Education Department
chargeable to vocational education funds since 1970., As new functions have
been identifled,'existing positions have been reclassified to provide new services.

It has been the practice of New York not to locate all support services in
the office of Occupational and Continuing Education, but rather to use existing
vpreial services units such as curriculum development, guidance, finance and
tnrilities planning, by suppleinenting those units with additional positions
neeesary to carry out work directly related to vocational education.
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This system provides use of a larger staff to impact in the needs of voca-
tional education. As an example, the Division of Educational Facilities Plan-
ning has a staff of educators, architects and engineers, all of whom assist
in the process of review and approval of construction projects for vocational
facilities. The total staff in this division contain 16 professionals, only one
of whom is paid with vocational funds; the remainder-. are supported with
State funds. /

The followifig table displays the amount of basic grant funds used each year
for StatOw.i0e-fechnical assistance and administrative purposes:

ANALYSIS OF STATEWIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND ADblasiSTRATIvE COSTS UNDER THE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION ACT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL PART B BOUT

Fiscal year
, .

Percent of total
budgeted

Percent of total
actual

197
1974

5

1973
1972
1971
1970

9.9
9.67

3

9.71
&92
9.95
7.71

NA
&69
7,11
7.50
9.35
6.61

A much more important matter relating to administra the costs is a burden
and aces remove from direct program service a substantial amount of money
which otherwise would go for program support. I am referring to the Execu-
tive order which permits an agency to establish a percentage of its allocation
or grant which it may use as it sees fit for so-called indirect costs attributable
to the receipt of Federal funds. These costs range anywhere from five percent
in some public school district to better than 50 percent with universities and
research agencies. I submit that this issue is of more significant concern, since
these funds are not going fur program-related costs and have no accountability
attached to them. Perhaps the indirect cost process should be studied to
determine if it should continue.

New York State is deeply committed to continued expansion of a total
system of vocational education to assurd that the occupational preparation
weds of our people are met. This includes the extension to all school districts
of successful career education models now being tested in 24 locations, includ-
ing New York City ; the improvement of our secondary school program in both
the t ities and the area centers, a stronger emphasis on preparation for tech-
nical occupations in the public and private colleges, and the availability of
training, retraining and upgrading of adults in a completely reactive fashion.

Federal funds under the Votational Education Act have assisted signifi-
cantly in achieving that which we now have. The support of the Congress fur
continued and, hopefully, increased fundscoupled with improved legislation
that Will permit the States to meet their priorities more quickly will be of
great assistance.

NOTE ON APPENDICES

We are submitting with this statement five appendices: a statistical narra-
tive describing the status of vocational education in New York, including a
deo ription of the populations served and information based on our follow, up
studies of completors of programs at all levels; illustrations of exceptional
and model occupational education programs in the State, a brief discussion
of me issues, raised concerning mandated set asides, a memorandum from
the New York State Education Department to the Directors of becupational
Education in the State concerning steps to eliminate sex stereuO ping, and a
copy of the New York State Board of Regents Position Paper on Occupational
Education (position paper in Subcommittee files)-.

CHARACTERISITICS OF NEW YORK STATE's' CURRENT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PRO-.
GRAMS

During the 1973-74 school year, more than_J118,000 students were served in
secondary, postsecondary, and adult occupational education programs in the

Enrollment statlitles do not Include consumer and homPmahing education.
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public local educational agencies (LEAs), in the area occupational education
centers operated by the Boards of Cooperative Educational Services tBuCES),
and at the public two-year colleges and educational opportunity centers
throughout New York State. This school year's occupational education enroll-
ment surpassed the previous year's total occupational education enrollment by
more than 48.000 students, a growth rate in excess of b percent. A significant
factor in this continued growth was the availability of Federal assistance
under the Vocational Educational Amendments of 1968 (VEA).

SECONDARY LEVEL PROGRAMS

Secondary occupational education programs served 386,839 students. Thirty-
eight percent of the occupational education students at the secondary level
were enrolled in the six major cities of the StateNew York City, Buffalo,
Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers, and Albany. Outside of the major cities, 1S4 -b34,
or 48 percent of the total secondary occupational education enrollees, were
served in programs operated by LEAs. and 56,486, or 14 percent of the total
secondary occupational education enrollees, were served in programs operated
by the BOCES. It is significant to note that 77 pe;cent of the LEA occupa-
tional enrollment was in business and office education programs, which are a
standard part of the curriculum in nearly every secondary school of the State.
Excluding business and office education, 55 percent of the occupational educa-

, tion enrollees outside the six major cities were served by BOCES. Secondary
occupational education enrollment at BOCES increased by nearly 12 percent

from 1973 to 1974, reflecting the trend toward sharing of resources and services
among school districts w hall find it educationally and,or economically unfeasi-
ble to offer a comprehensive occupational education program.

PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS

At the same time, there were 15704 adults served in occupational educa-
tion programs in the recently con tided school year. Of the 113.573 adults
enrolled in occupational education programs at the secondary agencies, the six
major cities accounted for nearly 61 percent of the total adult enrollment,
more than 71 percent of the adult supplementary students, and greater than
78 percent of the adults receis ing related instruction as apprentices. Nonethe-
less, BOCES increased its relative share of the total number %)1 adults enrolled
in occupational programs at secondary agencies to '26 percent, while other
LEAs served the remaining 13 percent. The adults served outside of the sec-
ondary agencies included 40,070 persons enrolled in part-time degree and
nondegree occupational programs at public two-year colleges, as well as an
additional 3.462 adults enrolled in part-time and full-time nondegree occupa-
tional programs at the educational opportunity centers.

POSTSECONDARY LEVEL PROGRAMS

Community colleges and two-year agricultural and technical colleges served
74,197 students in full-time degree and nondegree occupational programs. This
is nearly a 15 percent increase in enrollment over the previous school year,
with almost 97 percent of these occupational education enrollees in degree
programs.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS SERVED

The distribution of enrollments among occupational program areas reveals
a significant concentration in business and office educations at all levels of
study. Fifty six percent of the total secondary occupational enrollment was in
business and office education. Trade, industrial, and service programs accounted
fur an additional 27 percent, while ,the remaining 17 percent was distributed
among the other five program tiresdistribution, technical, health, agricul-
ture, and home economics. Adult enrollees were concentrated in the saute two
program areas. Forty five percent of all adult occupational education st udents
were enrolled in trade, industrial, and service programs and 33 percent in
business and office programs. Fust-secondary students were more evenly dis-
tributed among the seven program areas, although business and office educa-
tion accounted for almost one-third of all occupational enrollees at that level.

Secondary occupational education enrollments were 58 percent female. This
was due.primarily to high female enrollment in business and office programs,
which were 78 percent female. Females also accounted for more than three-
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quarters of the enrollment in health and home economies programs, while
males dominated trade, industrial, and service, technical, and agricultural
programs. Enrollments in occupational education programs at the BOCES were
60 percent male.

Of the total number of adults enrolled at secondary agencies, 63 percent
were male. Apprentice programs, in particular, were made oriented , more
than 99 percent of the adults receiving related instruction as apprentices were
male. Moreover, 55 percent of those adults receiving occupational education
on a part-time basis at public two -year colleges were male. Overall, males
accounted for 60 percent of the total number of students who received occupa-
tional education at the adult level.

Postsecondary occupational programs also served a majority of males.
Unlike the secondary and adult levels postsecondary business and office pro-
grams served about as many males as females. Enrollment in the next largest
program, health occupations was 31 percent female. However, 53 percent of
total postsecondary occupational enrollments were made.

Minority group participation rates in secondary occupational education pro-
grams were consistent with their representation in the entire secondary public
schuul enrollment. Blacks accounted for 14.75 percent of secondary occupational
students and 14.05 percent of the total public secondary school enrollment,
grades 9-12. Overall, minority group members (Blacks, Spanish-surnanied
Americans, American Indians, and Orientals) represented 25.2 percent of the
secondary occupational enrollment and 22.6 percent of the total public second-
ary school enrollment.

Aduft programs offered at secondary agencies enrolled a slightly higher pro-
portion of minority group members-27.6 percent. Combining these adult.sxith
the-adults served in occupational education programs at the urban centers and
on, a part time basis at public two-year colleges, minorities represented 23.1
percent of the total adult occupational education enrollment. However, in adult
pi., grams providing relttted instruction for apprentices, only 8.8 percent of the
students were minority grottp members. Only 6.9 percent of postsecondary
occupational education enrollees at public two-year colleges were reported as
members of minority groups, although minorities represented 18.5 percent of
the total postsecondary enrollment at public two-year colleges.

Minority group enrollments in occupational education programs were con-
centrated in the six major cities. Eighty-five percent of the secondary minority.
group enrollees and 93 percennit the adult minority group enrollees were
served in these cities.

PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

Special needs students, requiring Special programs or supplementary serv-
ices in order to succeed in occupational education, comprised abdut 26 percent
of the total secondary occupational. enrollment. During the 1973-74 school
year, 92.200 disadvantaged and 8,066 handicapped students were served in
cccupational education program offerings. Of the total number of disadvan
taged and handicapped enrollees in secondary occupational education, most

'were served in the six major cities-83 percent of all disadvantaged enrollees
were served in these cities. while 72 percent of all handicapped enrollees also
received their instruction in the six major cities. Of the handicapped students
served outside the six major cities, 65 percent were served in the BOCES
programs.

Adult and postsecondary occupational programs served a lower proportion
of special needs, students. About 9 percent of the adult students receiving
occupational. education at secondary agencies were disadvantaged, with 80
percent of these adults being served in the six major cities. Nearly 95 percent
of the educational opportunity center enrollment, however, were disadvantaged.
Overall. about 10 percent of all adult students enrolled in occupational educa-
tion programs were disadv antagetl. Approximately 8 percent of the postsecond-
ary students enrolled in occupational education program:, w ere disadv alitaged.
Handicapped students accounted for .4 percent of the adult enrollment and .8,
percent of the postsecondary enrollment.

Disadvantaged enrollments were most concentrated in health occupations
programs at the secondary level. Over a third of the secondary health occu-
pations enrollees were disadvantaged. The distribution across the seven pro-
grata areas-of postsecondary and adult disadvantaged students. as well as hand-
icapped students at all levels, is roughly coincident with the distribution of
general students.
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COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

Cooperative work experience programs served 20,203 occupational students
during the 1973-74 school year. This increase in enrollments resulted in a
growth rate fit excess of 18 percent over the previous school year. About 4.2
percent of secondary and 5.6 percent of postsecondary fulltime degree occu-
pational students participated in cooperative programs. At the secondary
level, most cooperative students were enrolled in trade, industrial and sers'ice,
or business and office education programs, 31 percent in trade, industrial, and
service programs; 28 percent in business and office education programs. Coop-
erative programs in distributive education, lio'never, accounted for the largest
share of the total cnrollment in any individual secondary level program area,
23 percent. This 'was again true at the postsecondary level, cooperative distrib-
utive education program enrollments equaled neafly 29 percent of the total
full -tilne degree enrollment in that program area.

FOLLOWUP OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

One of the most important measures of occupational education is the ability
of its graduates to secure and hold jobs in the occupational field for ninth
they are trained. Currently, the Reporting and Evaluation System for Occupa-
tional Education (RE$OE) requires followup surveys of those students %shy
complete occupational programs at each ,of the various levels of study in order
to determine, among other thing*, nhether individuals have been employed in
occupations for which they were trained. During Fiscal Year 1974, data con-
cerning the eminoyment Status of students who completed occupational edu-
cation programs in the 1972-173 school year were collected andesummarized.

In 1972-73, more than 128,000 individuals completed occupational, programs
at the secondary, postsecondary, and adult levels of study in public edtica-
tiunal institutions across the State. These individuals constituted the potential
supply of trained workers prepared through occupational programs to enter
the labor force. However, 36,721 individuals were known not to have been
available for placement for various reasons. Over 68 percent of these persons
were electing to continue their education and will presumably enter the tabor
face at a later time. At the same time, 60,63$ individuals responded that they
were available for placement. Of this actual known supply, 35,233 indiv iduals
secured jobs in fields related to their occupational training, while 18,653 others
accepted employment in fields unrelated to their occupational training. There.
were another 6,752 persons who were actively seeking employment but re-
mained unemployed at the time they were surveyed. Also excluded from these
status groupings are 30,948 individuals who complet5d occupational programs
but whose status is unknown becabse they could not be located or did nut com-
plete and return Survey questionnaires.

comPLETtoss AT SECONDARY, POSTSECONDARY AND ADULT LEVELS

Secondary occupational education programs were completed by 90,622 stu-
dents. Of this total, 30,588 individuals were not available for placement. 70
percent of them because they were continuing their education. However. 40.532.
trained persons were available for placement in business and industry. Alto-
gether, nearly 88 percent of these labor force entrants obtained employment
while the remaining 12 percent were reported as seeking employment at the
time of the survey.

Followup information at the adult level is collected for adults enrolled in
preparatory programs only. The assumption is that these adults are preparing
themselves for employment in a new field, whereas, those adults enrolled in
supplementary programs presumably have jobs already and are seeking im-
proved competence and/or advancement in their present fields. There were
20,518 adults who completed occupational programs on a preparatory basis.
lieebralary agencies accounted for 95 percent of adult preparatory completions,
while the educational opportunity centers recorded the remaining 5 percent.

Community colleges and two-year agricultural and technical -colleges had
17,167 occupational students complete programs. More than 93 percent of these
completions were in full time degree programs. Of the 8,270 known individuals
who actively sought employment upon completion of an occupational program
at this level of study, more than 80 percent secured full time Jobs 14 an occu-
pation related to their training. Another 12 percent accepted employment out-
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side of their training, while less than 7 percent remained unemployed at the
time of being surveyed despite actively seeking employment. There %sere
3,237 known persons completing occupational programs at this level who w ere
not available for placement, 85 percent of whom indicated continuing educa-
tion as their reason for non participation in the labor force at this time. Nearly
one-third of the total postsecondary completions were of unknown status.

,,CILARACTERISTICS OF STUDENT COMPLETIONS

The distribution of completion's among program areas at all levels of study
parallel the distribution of enrollments at each respective level of study..

Total secondary completions were 58 percent female, approximately the same
share as that of total secondary enrollments. Females aceounted for more
than three-quarters of the completions in health, home economies, and business
and office education; while male completions were concentrated in the remain-
ing occupational program areas. The percentage distribution of males and
females among each of the various status groupiags identified in the follow up
survey were approximately equivalent. Each sex, assessed individually, re-
vealed labor force participation rates of nearly 45 percent. Of these labor
force entrants, females as a group displayed a greater likelihood of being
employed full-time in related fields despite having a slightly greater irmidtime
of being unemployed. At the same time, males entering the labor force more
commonly accepted full-time employment in an unrelated field after completilig
occupational training. , . ..

Overall, completions at the adult level were 55 percent male. CcunlAtions at
this level are not as heavily *eighted with males as are enrorttents, due to
the exclusion of supplementary and apprentice program completions from the
followup survey. Characteristics of individuals who have completed occupa-
tional programs at secondary agencies and educational opportunity centers
differ to the extent that any consolidation of the two distort actual relatmu-
ships within -each of the respective aggregates.

Approximately 56 percent of those adults who completed preparatory °cell-
pational programs at secondary agencies Were male. Moreover, nearly 67 per-
cent of th ;tales entered the labor force, while only 45 percent of female
completions

e
ted to participate in the labor force. However, equivalent per-

centages of b th male and female entrants into the labor force secured full-
time employment in a related field, while males were twice as likely as fe-
males to obtain full-time employment in an unrelated field. This,lin part, was
influential in producing an adult male unemployment rate of el pecent as
opposed to 18 percent for females.

More than 75 percent of total completions of occupational programs offered
at educational opportunity centers were female. Of the total number of com-
pletions, approximately 75 percent of each sex entered the labor force. Again,
males and females were equally likely to secure full-time employ ment in a
related field, and again, males were more likely than females to obtain cur-
ployment in an unrelated field. This also was reflected in the female main-
ployment rate of nearly 22 percent, twice that of their male counterparts.

Total postsecondary completions were 54 percent male. At this level, females
were slightly more likely than males to enter tike labor force, as well as to ,
secure full -timed employment in a related field. Males, however, were, twice
as likely to obtain employment in an unrelated field and had an unernploy
ment rate slightly lower than the female rate of 3.5 percent. Of the Irni, itluals

'not entering the labor force, three times as many males as females elected to
continue their education.

At the secondary level, minority group metiers accounted for 5.5 percent
of total completions. Specifically, Blacks repres ted 4.3 percent of all second-
ary completions. Nearly 60 percent of all minority group members who .,coni-
pleted occupational courses at the secondary level were female. Almost 56
percent of these females entered tile labor force, while 52 percent of all male
completions participated in the labor force as well. Approximately 1I0 percent
of both male and female minority group ,members who elected to enter the
labor force secured full-tithe employment in a related field. Minority group
members who were unemployed constituted a little more than 10 percent of
those available for placement for both males aud females.

At the adult level, minority groups accounted for more than 12 percent of
total completions, while Blacks constituted two-thirds of this percentage. Male
and female shares of completions were approximately equal. Adult males reg-

.,
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istered a 65 percent labor furee mrticipation rate, while females scored 59
percent. Nearly 55 percent of female entrants secured full-time employment in
a related field, compared with 38 percent of male participants. The uneuiploy-
menf rate of female minority gioup members was 22 percent ; males fared
slightly better with a 15 percent rate, reflecting once again the greater likeli-
hood of males obtaining employment in an unrelated field.

Courpletions of occupational programs by minority group members accounted
for 7 percent of the total completions at the postsecondary level. More than
63 percent of females and 53 percent of males participated in the labor force
upon completion of their occupational training at the public two-year colleges.
Nearly 85 percent of both male and female labor furee entrants obtained
full time employment in a related field. Even, more significant is that the un-
employment rates of male and female minorities were only 3 percent respee-
tively at this level of study.°

PROGRAM COMPLETIONS BY SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

More thrtn 18 percent of the total secondary completions were comprised of
students with special needs, the disadvantaged and handicapped. Approximate-
ly 43 percent of those students with special needs who completed occupational
programs entered the labor force. More than one-half of these labor force en-
trants secured full-time employment in a related field. Another 20 percent
became unemploy ed, w hile the remainder found employment in an unrelated
field ur on la part-time basis. Of those not entering the labor force' at this
time, more than 80 percent are continuing their education.

Adults with special needs accounted for nearly 19 percent of all adults who
completed occupational prbgrams. These adults had a labor force participation
rate of nearly 68 percent and an unemployment rate of 12 percent.

Approximately 5 percent of the total postsecondary completions were pdr-
sons with special needs. Nearly 93 percent of- those indis iduals with special
needs who completed did so in degree programs. Almost 50 percent of those
special needs students who completed programs at this level entered the labor
force. Nearly 80 percent of these labor force entrants obtained full-time em-
ployment in a related field, while 5 percent became unemployed.

COMPLETIONS IS COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

Cooperative work experience programs were completed by 8.841 students
at the secondary and postsecondary level. Approximately 9 percent of the total
secondary completions were in cooperative work experience programs. The
majority of secondary cooperative program completions occurred in business
and office education. distributive education, and trade, technical, and service
programs. At the secondary level, nearly 61 percent of those known to be
available for placement w.q.e employed full-time in a related field. However.,
nearly 10 percent of those students who completed secondary cooperative pro-
grams sInd were known to be available for placement were not employed at
the time of the followup survey. Approximately 3 percent of the total post-
secondary completions were in cooperative wgrk experience programs. About
70 percent of postsecondary cooperative programs completions occurred in
distributive education programs. Nearly 77 ptrcent of those individuals com-
pleting postsecondary cooperative programs and known to have been available
for placement were employed full -time in a related field. 'Moreover, only 1.5
percent of those known to be available for placement were unemployed at the
time of the folloWup survey.

APPENDIX B

ILLVA'RATIONS OF EXCEPTIONAL OR MODEL PROGRAMS

SECONDARY
Occupational learning center'

. Syracuse City School' District, 409 West Genesee Street, Syracuse, New York
13202.

-

The Occupational Learning Center is a new concept which represents an al-
telnative program for secondary youth leading to a high school diploma and
preparation for the world of work. The program is designed to serve the unmet
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needs of the most disadvantaged and disaffeetet. students who are nut able
to succeed in the regular school prugram. Students referred to the Occupational
2: earning Center fall into one ur more of the fulluving categories. unable to
suc.tcd in regular school program as evidenced by !allure and nunattendance
in ch.ss , achieving at least two or more grades belt's, high school grade level
pito .:went, especially in reading and math skills, dropouts and potential
dropouts who can only be served by an alternativ t educational program,
id-native self concept and, or disaffection from anything relating to the future ,
home si:.aition, environmental _conditions, criminal record, and other personal
factors that nf-cessitate intensive individual attention, behavior ranging from
apathetic to violently disruptive.

Students receive az individualized occupationally oriented program of in-
struction in out-of-school centers. This interdisciplinary instruction is com-
bined w ith actual work exi,...rience and, or occupational training. Emphasis is
concentrated on the basic skill, of communication, computation, citizenship,
scientific awareness, occupational ,,rientation, and career preparation. Every
effort is. made to assess the student.' needs and provide encouragement and
assistance sufficient tv ensure success In continuing a career oriented educa-
tional prugram. Progress is continuous so that each student can proceed as
slowly as he needs ur as rapidly as he is able. Occupational guidance and in-
tensive :personal counseling helps students better understand themselves and
make more realistic career choices.
Housing renovation technology
Rochester City School District, 13 Fitzhugh Street, Rochester, New York

14614.
This program served 155 students in a housing renovation technology pro-

gram and 67 students in a work experience program during the 1973-74 school
year. These students were male and female 16-21 year old non-high school
graduates '(high school dropouts or potential dropouts). The program aims
to use the dynamic of work and/or simulated work experience to show the
high school dropout the necessity of returning to an educational setting to
acquire the basic reading and mathematical tools needed for getting a job
and maintaining and advancing in a job. The program is able to function
through the Eipunsurship and cooperation of industry and educationRochester
Jobs. Inc. and the Rochester'City School District.

A local industry granted a leave of absence to four tradesmen during the
year, allowing them to serve as housing renovation instructors for the program.
The combination of the housing renovation instructors and the academic
classroom teachers tends to develop within the student working capabilities
both attitudes and skills that enable him to begin or expand career possibil-
ities in the working world. On-the-job housing renovation training is rein-
forced in the classroom and classroom academic work is reinforced on the
work sites.

Students are referred to the program from Rochester Jobs, Inc., parole and
probation officers, New York State Urban Homes (New York State Division
for Youth), settlement houses, social welfare agencies, schools, other program

Eparticipants, New York State mployment Service, YMCA and YWCA, FIGHT,
and Rochester Housing Authority, as well as other community agencies. Forty-
two percent of the students enrolled are from minority population groups.
They have a 70 percent attendance average in the program. Based upon past
research on a comparable group of students this represents an increase of
about 100 percent when compared to their attendance at the last school
attended.
Grape farming project for handicapped students
Chautauqua County BOCES, P.O. Box 250, Fredonia, New York 14063.

A 5-year agreement was reached with a local owner to work 15 acres of
grapes as an educational experience for handicapped students over a 5 year
period. Chautauqua County ranks as one of the leading grape producing areas
in the State, and as a result, local grape farmers have indicated a need fur
help trained in the grape production occupations. This project allows handi-
capped students to receive training in the various skill areas associated with
grape farming by actually managing a 16 acre grape farm. Each student, de-
pending on his or her abilities, tying, pulling brush, post setting, wire Stretch-
ing, cultivating, etc., through harvesting. Aside from undergoing a unique
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experience. the students develop skills in a shortage area and thus become
employable.

Approximately 40 students took active part in this project in the past sear.
Handicapped students worked with the regular. occupationil students in the
bookkeeping aspects of the project, students in the agricultural mechanics
course aided them in the utilization of farm equipment and worked with
handicapped In the sineyard. instructing them in the operation itadosafety
aspects. Area farmers loaned equipment , personnel front the CoruyIl Grape
Experimental Station and the Kraft Food Compans pro% ided, ads ke and aided
in the training of the studs its The projet t demonstrated how cyanid:nits
zesoaree people, administrators, teachers. and pupils ran work together to
provide a valuable propani to meet student and community needs.
Work experience for handicapped
Stenben-Allegany BOCES. P.O. Box S31. Bath, New York 14S10.

The unique feature of this program. sere ing 00 physically handicapped and
edinable mentally retarded secondary youth, is comihunity unohenit ut in all
phases of training. In addition to recen lug' classroom training. first year
students join supervised "crews" and perform such work as painting. house-
hold cleaning. and yard work for Knee indisiduals and nonprofit organiza-
tions. Small donations received from the- jobs in pris ate homes go into the
recreation fund, Ishich is used to pros ide a "recreation day" every 6 to S weeks. .
This leisure tolls ity is especialls important. since these students rarely join
ports programs or (bibs in their how schools. In the second phase. students-

made out job applications, go through actual interviews. and take part-tan:.
jobs In the third phase, the students work in training stations within tip
community. Students spend 10 weeks in each job .situation and are paid
their work. The second and third phases of the program are supervised
work experience coordinator.
Prevoratithio4 orientation program
S3 racuse City 'School District. 409 West Genesee Street, Syracuse. ,'evy- (irk

13202.
This prevocational program was designed to serve a target poinfatIpn of 200

potential dropouts from nine junior high schools. The Syracuse vim Is and the
Upstate Medical Center cooperated in bringing these students closer con-
tact with the "world of work" before they were required ake definite
career chokes. Guidance personnel at each junior high A selected the
students to be enrolled in a 2-wee.k half-day program att t hospital The
students were tested to determine their occupational preferen es and potential.

Bath day the participants visited a different work msttin 1* or the purpose of
obsrrs ing employees functioning in a variety of jobs, i hiding teelourians.
secretaries, nurses. Electricians. masons. and librarians/ The students were
able to discuss a variety of topics with the workers stn as job assignments.
work satisfaction, salary, and education requirement" Group sessions were
held in which the students exchanged observations' nd discussed attitudes,
goals, and methods used to cope with job or -schoer related situations Role
play ing was used to gemonstrate acceptable Lelia for during inters kiss and
on the job. Qroup and hulls idual counseling were 1st) pros ided to all partic-
ipants.
Satellite academics program
New York City Board of Education, 110 Liyingston Street, Brooklyn, New

York 11201. -
The Satellite Academies Program traine 0..)0 disadvantaged students for

positions in health and office occupations. T academies were situated in rented
buildings adjacent to student work sites./The close proximity of work and
school sites enabled the companies and academies to coordinate counseling
and training for students.

The,program participants were able to earn credits sufficient for a high
schl'od diploma. Those in clerical traini g worked for major private companies
in banking, stock exchange, Insurance,land communications. The health career
students were trained for positions such as laboratory technician. medical
recordkeeping technician, inhalation therapist technician. anti X-ray technician,

Students first received pre-job training, including a 7-week Summer session in
skill training and assessment followed by work related nrieznation. Students
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then worked full-tune on alternate weeks and received advanced occupational
training using company resources. Analysis of this woik experience was con-
ducted in academy discussion sessions. During the other weeks the students
attended academy classes up to 3 hours a day to receive instruction in job
related English and mathematics and ocupational subjects. Theee classes were
onducted in learning laboratories, which utilized programmed instruction sup-

plementted by individualized teacher assistance.
After /school ?ki11.1 program
New York City Board of Education, 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New

York 11201.
This program was designed to seek out disadvantaged students from feeder

schools and provide them with entry-level summer and full-time job., in 19
trade areas including automotive, aviation, construction, drafting, electronics,
food preparation, graphic arts, maritime occupations, metal trades. and per-
sonal services. Each course was broken down into small units of training, with
each unit containing the skills necessary for a particular entry -level job. The
students were able to progress to other units and thereby acquire advanced
skills. Emphasis was placed on developing newer skills such as the use of diag-
nostic test equipment for automotive repair or numerical controlled machnies
in machine shop courses. Performance tests to determine proficiency in entry-
leel skills were administered to students following completion of each- skill
unit.

The training was conducted in 25 skill centers which were selected on the
basis of accessibility to disadvantaged students throughout the city. Classt s
were offered late afternoons, early evenings. or on Saturdays, with sclnduling
flexible to accommodate students from nonprofit private schools.

POSTSECONDARY
"Taste of College" program
Fashion Institute of Technology, 227 West 27th Street, New York, New York

10001.
The 1-year "Taste of College" program served 05 disadvantaged students and

high school dropouts recruited through the Auxiliary S'ervices for High Schools
program-of the New York City Board of Education. These students, who ho might
otherwise have had no opportunity for exploring careers in fashion. received
counseling and were then enrolled is one or more specialized fashion Lotuses
at FIT. The objectives of the program were to motivate students to complete
their high school equivalency and to encourage them to pursue post-secondary
educaSon in the, field of fashion. Components of the Taste of College program
included specialforientation sessions, provision of supplies, textbooks, and

A equipment; special' assignments of faculty and teacher's aides, a faculty
workshop, evaluation by an industrial consultant, interviews fur enrollees with
the college's placement t ounselor and the Associate Dean fur Contintiing Edu-
cation. to plan academic and occupational futures, and an intensive studio
practice course in the month of June, to conclude the program.

Thirty-three of the 05 enrollees will be continuing fashion studies in the
197-1-75 academic year, either as regular full-time or part-time students, or in
an extension of the "Taste of College" program. Another 13 students were
placed in jobs obtained through the college's placenient office.
Electrical technifity optionAlicroicave technician
Bronx Community College, 120 East 184th Street, Bronx, 'New York 10-16S.

This IlqW specialized option in the Electrical Technology curriculum is de-
signed .to train students as opportunities open up for microwave 1c-dilations
with companies engaged in construction of new facilities resulting from recent
FTC regulations permitting -microwave competition with Long Lines Routes.
:Microwave technicians are needed, to operate and maintain the equipment
used between domestic communication satellites and the ground stations located
around the population 'centers 'which will receive these signals. Strong support
was expressed for the program by electronic companies in the metropolitan
area engaged in construction and operation of microwave facilities. Support
provided under the grant enabled the college tb improve its courses fit low
frequency and radio frequency transmission linos, microwave frequency trans-
mission lines, and radar and propagation.
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-Environmental control option in civil technology
n_mrue Community College, 1000 East Henrietta Road, Rochester, New lurk

14623.
The equipment obtained under this grant is being used to establish a lab

oratory- for a new encironniental course leading to an option for students
seeking employment as technicians. Laboratory renucation and pros isioas fur
furniture as well as additional equipment are being furnished by the college.
Equipment utilization procides for experiments to measure flow rates in
creeks, drainage culverts., sewers, and other open channels, and to investigate
purification capacity of small stress and water and wastewater treatment
processes.

Sophisticated chemical processes are 1:.1 used to supplement traditional
biological and ph3sical processes, adding sub atiall to the training require-
ments fur environmental technician. The count Water Agency has
Indicated that the area served by the college ire _00 technicians
over the next several years as a result of the cunstruttion-- r large water
pollution control plants.

Delhi Agricultural and Technical Collegi, Delhi, New York 13753.
Developmental skills program

The need for this program of developmental skills training grew out of the
increased enrollment in recent years of students who lack much of the prepar-
atory education necessary far suitable entry into the college's programs in
health, business, and engineering technology. For example, in the fall of 1972,
over 1,000 incoming students were given a standaftilzed reading test, required
to prepare a writing sample, and surveyed below the 25th percentile in reading,
placing them in the lowest quarter of a college freshman, class according to
national norms. Twenty percent displayed serious weaknesses in writing skills,

.and over 30 percent were below the 30th percentile on the Brown- Holtzman
Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes.

The problem of attrition due to academic failure and of extended attendance
beyond the normal fuur semesters led the college to seek funds to establish
a developmental skills center to remedy the problems ,resulting from imide
quate preparation for post-secondary education on the part of these students.
Of the technical students selected for the Skills Program. 60 percent were in
the lowest quartile in reading, 71 percent gave eildence of a need for instruc-
tion in writing, and 67 percent were below the 20th percentile on the study
habits survey. In addition, 50 percent of these students had high school ac er-
ages below 75.

The structure of the program consists of individual and group instruction
in study, reading, and writing skills with direct relevance to students techni-
cal courses. Topics. of instruction in the study skills are determined jointly
by the occupational instructors and skills center instructors and include note-
taking, outlining, subject matter, study-type reading skills, preparation for
examinations, and report writing.

Farmingdale Agricultural and Technical College, Farmingdale, New fork
Debelopment and preservation of an outdoor instructional facility

13108.
The expansion of the college campus, including parking areas and new

buildings encroached upon and in several instance§ resulted in the destruction
of plant materials and wooded natural areas whhe meaningful outdoor lab-
oratories and field studies were conducted as part of the college's agricultural
program. Increased urbanization of the area surrounding the campus resulted
also lu lrotances of vandalism and unauthorized use of the land, making it
unsuited to instructional purposes. This project enabled thee011ege to close off
its last remaining agricultural land and to rehabilitate it in order that it might
regain its importance as an agricultural laboratory for use by students. As a
result of this project, the land, whch is now protected by a surrounding fence,
consists of a "pest patch" with a .lawn :yea and several varieties of plants
which are used for the study of plant diseases. In addition, there is now a
poisonous plant patch for identification purposes, an aboretum of woody plants
and shrubs, nature trails featuring plant types, plant pests, insectilorous
plants, termite and ant colonies, natural mosquito breeding areas, small ani-
mals, birds, beneficial insects, and various ecological environments.
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ADULT

Color television and communications techniques
New York City Board of Education, 110, Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New
York 11201.

A program in color television techniques was initiated to replace training
on the use of outmoded black and white equipment. Specific objectives of the
program were to prepare students to obtain a First Class rederul Communica-
tions Commission license, and to provide practical experience on the journey -
man's level for television-radio studio work in the two-nay communications
field.

The program, designed to serve 56 adults, was conducted the entire year, 1
evenings per week for a 2-hour period. Students spent 3 months completing
classroom and studio lessons, and then w ere assigned to local telex isiou sta-
tions arld other media areas for practical work experience. Instruction focused
on the operation and maintenance, of color television cameras, studio lighting,
video tapes, audio monitoring equipment, and mobile two-nay radios'. Survey s
have indicated that entry level and promotional employment opportunities
exist at both television and radio stations, electric companies, teleprompter
and cable television organizations, the Transit Authority. and other communica-
tion companies in the New York City area. Prior tq program completion, gradh-
ates were baing requested at many of the above locations.
Bilingual adult occupational education program
City of Rochester, 13 Fitzhugh Street, Rochester, New York 14614.

This new progrIrn, in the developme;tal stages, is being designed to serve
Spanish-surnamed 'American out-cif-scbool youth and adults in the Rochester
community. The concepts Of the pro ram are to employ full-time bilingual in-
structors to provide occupational education instruction during the evening
hours, develop appropriate curriculum materials, maintain employment con-
tacts for placement of graduates, iind implement follow-up procedures.

During the initial stages, surveys" were taken to identify specifically those
disadvantaged adults who were interested in enrolling in a bilingual occupa-
tional education program for job preparation, advancement, and apprentice-
ship straining. Additionally, appropriate instructional fields fur disadvantaged
adults were determined ,so that the interests of.this target group would be wet.
Finally. through the developmental phase, staffing needs and facilities to be
utilized were identified for the program's implementation. Consultation with
educators already Involved in bilingual occupational education programs helped
to establish instructional techniques. A task force of community representa-
tives was formed to provide the necessary input on the population to be
served, types of programs to be offered, industry-business cooperation, and
continued program development.
Tenement housing management and maintenance training
Bronx Community CollegO, 120 East 184th Street, Bronx, New York 10020.

This new adult disadvantaged program trained and counseled urban resi-
dents in the management and maintenance of housing, in preparation for em-
ployment pith the local housing authority. In recognition that many of the
rca's health problems result directly from the steady decline in the quantity

and quality of housing, the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Heal* Center. in co-
operation with the continuing education division of the college, conducted an
indepth study of the problem. Recommendations growing out of the study con-
ducted in 1971 Included the creation of a nonprofit community housing devel-
opment corporation.

In accordance with the stucly's recommendation, the Bathgate Corfununity
Housing Development Corporation was created, and assumed almost initnedi-
ately the role of de facto landlord of a $200,000,000 housing block tualcr ,the
receivership program sponsored by the Nest York City Housing Des eloNnent ,
Administration.

An immediate objective of the local Bathgate Community Housing Develop-
ment Corporation was the creation of jobs for unemployed and disadvantaged()
males in the conapunity to train them in management and housing rehabilita-
tion skills which ould be put to use in restoring the units acquired by the
corporation. This project was funded to enable the Health Center in conjunc-
tion n it li the college to recruit told train 30 person4 in these
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The program was l'iniCtned 1111Iially as a pilot effort itli implications be-
yond the limited population served by the two agencies ugaged in this proj-
ect. As inner-city housing continues to deteriorate at a rapid pace, as present
property owners find the costs of .managing and maintaining urban plopert;
to be prohibitive, and as more and more areas of urban housing are aban-
doned by nonresident landlords, the training in housing maangement and main-
tenance needed by local residents will increasingly be a shared responsibility
of loCal educational institutions and community organizations.
Aquatic ecology
Buffalo City School District, 712 City Hall, Buffalo, New York 14202.

A program in aquatic ecology was started to train adults for careers as
technicians or professionals iii environmental studies, ecological sciences. pul-
lutiun control and measurement, marine biology, water resources, and conserva-
tion.

Prior to program development, discussions were held with guidarn e personnel
and teat lung staff from area colleges as well as persons front the -Erie Coun0
Departnant of Health. The results indicated-an annual need for trained per-
s,,miel in municipal water treatment plants and loyal industries involved in
identifying sources of pollutants and levels of toxicity in the area's water
systems.

Instruction was provided in basic ecological theories and their application to
otter resources in the Buffalo area , determination and identification of marine
habitats, and identification and measurement of pollutants, both industrial
and domestick, and their effects on the aquatic' ecosystems.

Adults were informed of the availability of this new program through school
brochure:, pubbeations, and the local advertising media. Additionally, employed
government workers were appraised of the program offering.
Work-related instruction for. disadvantaged adults
St Lawrence BOCES, 13 Main Street, Po.o Box 231, Canton, New York 13617.

This pilot program was intended to serve low income out-of-school youth
aud adults in need of job-related instruction in order to raise their employ-
ability. potential. The program provided 'learning activities which assist stu-
dents in functioning well with employers and fellow employees, cm mpleting
forms such as job applications, time sheets, and tax returns; and becoming
familiar with labor laws, social security benefits, and job interview situations.
i...imultalieuusly, adults were enrolled in various skill training programs in the
area.

The instructilunal content was composed of CO specific lesson topics covering
all aspects of self-motivation, work relationships, and employee benefits.
1 !trough evaluation it has been determined that the program in nian; instances
motivated students to search for employment. In some cases a student's em-
ployment potential was increased through basic remedial education.

APPENDIX C

SOME ISSU1S CONCERNING REPORTS ON MANDATED SEi ASIDES

Binh the Government Accounting Office and Project Baseline have reported
that States are nut observing the requirements fur expenditure of 'Mumma,
amounts for postsecondary, disadvantaged, and handicapped students

Project Baseline has consistently determined expenditure percentages using
the total of funds allocated to a pate for all purposes, including the.iategor-
hal programs. This is a gross error, since the mandated setasides apply only,
to that portion of the funds allocated under Part B. Basic Grants to States.'

The General Accounting (Mee used the annual financial reports of the'
ltites to determine if the mandated setasides were followed. In using this
technique, much confusion has developed because of the carryover provision,
which allows funds allocated to a state in one year to he used in the following
year, The financial report submitted by the state requireti that funds exprnfl. d
during a particular year he reported and includes, in most instances, funds
from two fiscal years. Only if GAO analyzed two consecutive financial re-
ports. would It have been possible to find the correct totals of funds expended
for a particular seta side, based on the amount appropriated fur each fiscal
year.
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If all funds budgeted fur a specific setaside were expended during the fiscal
year la which they were allocated, but funds for other budgeted purposes were
tarried over to the next year, the percentage calculated from the single Mimi-
Lial report for the setaside would he incorrect. If a pyrtion of the mandated
sitaside were carried over from one year to the next, the percentage calcu-
lated on the basis of one financial report would be incorrect.

The problZ7na of determining whether a state adhei es to the setaside pros 1-
siou.s is caused by the reporting forms designed by the U.S. Office of Educa-
mai. These forms do not allow a state to report in a manne4 «hiclt show s
Oisarly amounts expended for each purpose against the amount allocated for
a partieplar fiscal year.

Iii New lurk State, the State Plan, once approved, becomes the expenditure
plan When funds under a particular purpose or setaside are carried or into
tile nest fiscal year, they are carried over within the purpose for whith they
"ire budgeted. Our reeords show that we have expended funds from each
',seal year according to the requirements of law, although all of each setaside
may u t hale been expended within the fiscal year in which they were appiu-
pria ted.

APPENDIX D

UNivEnsm OF THE STATE OF NEW SAM,
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,

Albany, August, W'2.
To : Directors of Occupational Education.
From Robert S. Seckendorf.

In April I97. the Board of Regents issued a position paper entiled. Equal
Oppoituaty fir 11-rmir i. In this paper, the Regents together with Commis,
shiner of Education Nyquist urged the educational counipaiiity to take the ini-
tiatise to extend to won't n their full share of educational and employment
ooportunituN. Their recommendations for providing equal opportunities and

idscruninatmy pfactill'; 1110111.1111'. (1 ) recruitment and promotion
,,f wniucu inn po)fes,t(Inal and managerial positions: (.2) endilig sexual stereo-
tping hi the elementary awl secondary schools through changes in instruc-
tional material. nisei iiie training 111 educational personnel, and assuring that
all cours-, of study ore available to girls and boys. and (3) proNidnig equal
opportunity fur women as students and facility- members in higher education."tica.ion."

Together w ith the- rest- of the educational community. occupational educa-
tion leaders hit-se the responsibility to implement the reconinindations of the
fl gents. While strides have been made in this direction. much remains to
be done to insure that girls and women nut only halve equal opportunity fur
career preparation but are educated in a manner which will eliminate sexual
tereoty ping arid will make women aware of their full range of potential and
opportunities.

The following is a brief. and certainly not all-inclusive. list of steps which
occupational education directors can take to promote the desired attitudes
and opportunities.

1. Courses should be equally open to bqth boys and girls.
2. New physical facilities should be designed to enable girls and boys to

have equal access to all instructional areas, laboratories, and workshops.
Wilk nee er rim essary. special arrangements should be made to insure the saint,
acrqissMility in existing facilities.

3. Recruitment efforts fur all prograimsshould he equally directed to boys
mid girls. In some cases, however, special attention should be concentrated on
treating awareness amung girls of the complete range of educational oppur-

unities open to them.
1. Public relations and promotional efforts should include materials and

infirrnation which w ill encourage parents to educationally and occupationally
guide their children based on their interest and ability rather than sex.

5. Teaohing and guidance staffs should have the necessary preparation and
histrititiorial materials to broaden students' attitudes toward the economic
:aid occupational roles of both sexes, and to meet the teaching and counseling
needs of students will) are already aware of the opportunities which should
be n vpilable to them.
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6. In some cases. special occupational exploratory courses should be provided
to girls in those program areas which they may to reluctant to enter as a
result of traditional exclusion of women.

7. Through support of career education, the Director of Occupational Eat-
cation can promote the opportunity for all students to be familiar with. and
have some exploratory experiences in a wide range of occupations.

8. Hiring and recruitment practices. for teaching and administrative staff,
should be examined in light of the Regents' recommendations fir "recruit-
ment and promotion of women in professional and managerial pusitiow4."

These steps are only a few examples of the ways in which the occupational
educational community can work toward assuring equal opportunity for all
students. We are celtain that you have already implemented' sonic IA these
methods and others as well. We are attaching a copy of the Regents' position
paper. Equal Opportunity for Women, so that you can examine in greater de-
tail the concerns and recommendations of the Regents.

Thank you for your continued efforts in working toward the elimination of
discrimination in any form.

STATEMENT OF EWALD B. NYQUIST, PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION

Dr. NYQMST. I am Edward B. Nyquist, president of the Univer-
sity of the State of New York. and commissioner of education.

I am accompanied today by Mr. Robert Seckendorf, assistant com-
missioner for occupational and continuing education; Lawrence V.
Gray. chief of our bureau of 2-year college programs; and P. Alistair
MacKinnon, my assistant for Federal legislation.

I am pleased to have this opportunit3, to comment on the impact
of Federal vocational education legislation on New York, and to pro-
pose changes in the legislation.

I hare filed a fuller Statement with the committee, and I would like
to take a few minutes to summarize the highlights.

The New York State Education Department acts as the solq
h. In
State

ouncil,

agency for the administration of the Vocational Education
addition, the New York State Board of Regents serves as th
board for vocational education, appoints the State advisory
and is the Federal 1202 State commission.

The board's authority fts the State commission complem is its
State statutory authority for master planning for all sectors of post-
secondary educationpublic, private, and proprietary.

We have a unified structure fonadminister?ng education, and I am
speaking today on behalf vf all sectors of New York education.

In the declaration of purposes, the Vocational Education Act
authorizes funds to be used "* * to maintain, extend, and iniprol e
existing programs * * *" as well as establish new programs.

Although New York since 1963 could have used the funds to assist
educational agencies with the operating expenses of existing pro-
grams, we chose not to do so. Our attention has been diretced to the
improvement and expansion of 'vocational education in New York
State.

In the main, the funds have been used to assist local agencies with
the 3urchase of equipment for new,programs and to pay the cost of
new teachers for these programs.

Agencies accepting these funds have understood that they would
need to provide the operating expenses for continuation of the new
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programs after the initial year or two, using State and local tax levy
-funds.

Through this system, the Federal funds, which are less than 8 per- -
cent of the total funds for vocational education in New York; have
a tremendous impact on changing our State program.

Each year, we establish priorities within each program purpose
and direct the funds to achieve those priorities. By using the funds
as incentive grants, we have provided vocational educational services
to more people, provided new and updated facilities for programs,
and generated an increased amount of State and local funds for sup:
port of vocational education at all levels.

Of the total expenditures in New York State for all vocational
education in 1965, 17 percent was Federal funds. In 1974, the per-
centage of the total which was Federal was less than 8 percent.

, Thus, in 1965, New York State spent $4.88 for every Federal
dollar received, and in 1974 we spent $11.94 for each Federal-dollar.
New York does not have a categorical appropriation in the State
budget for vocational education as do some other States.

The general State aid system and local funds provide support of
ongoing programs. The overall level of resources commitment to
vocational education in our State represents real choice for this
expenditure from general local and State. revenues.

Enrollment in occupational education at all levels has increased
from 21,000 in 1963 to 812.000 in 1974. Total enrollment is expected
to reach almost 973,000 by 1979.

The enrollment of disadvantaged and handicapped students in
occupational education programs was not reported in fiscal year
1963. However, between 1968 and 1974, combined disadvantaged and
handicapped enrollments at all levels increased by almost 575 per-
cent; from 29,000 to 195,000. By 1970, this enrollment should be
approximately 230,000.

Significant change and progress has been made in vocational edu-
cation during the 12 years of the Vocational Education Act. The act
permitted us to move from the rigid program based on the Federal
legislation of 1917 and 1946.

In 1963, and-to an extent again in 1963,. there was a need for man-
datory expenditures for specific purposes. The States then needed
Federal direction and leadership. In these past 12 years, State pro-

. grams have increased in both quantity and quality.
Our review of the current Federal legislation indicates that it has

become complicated and imbedded with mandates and requirements
not always reflective of the most pressing problems of the States.

I believe we are now at a point where the States, if given sim-
plicity and flexibility in Federal legislation for vocational education,
have the capacity to carry through Federal objectives with minimal
Federal strictures.

I would like, therefore, to offer our suggestions for simplifying
aml consolidating the Vocational Education Act.

A new title I wotild include general provisions, that is a statement
of purpose, authorizations, allotment. formula, sole agency require-
ments, national and State advisory councils, planning and evaluation

;requirements, and definitions.

\
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Title II would pros isle fur program services for three educational
les els: elementary and earls secondai ptoti secundar) pro-
grams, and postsecondary and adult programs.

Title II would provide support services and include research and
development, innus ation.. curriculum development, and personnel
training.

Federal funds should be distributed on the basis of population. If
a single population figure is not acceptable. I suggest the. use of sev-
eral population age groups with a percentage the State's allotment
calculated on each group. This is similar tostlie basis fur State allot-
ments in several parts of the current act.

The proposed foinuda should apply to program services described
in title II and also to title- III activities. We also recommend. that
the current State matching requirements be dropped.

Present matching requirements are not necessary because the States
are spending $4 for every $1 of Federal funds ava.ilablei

The sole administrative agency provision should be continued. No
provisions :Jambi be included which will permit more than one State
agency to administer a part of the statute.

We propose the continuation of the national and State advisory
council provisions. We Wiese they should'remain as presently estab-
lished. including the appropriations for their operations.

The current responsibit ics of the advisory councils should not, be
given planning and. administrative functions., We urge that the
advisory council he just thtitadvisory.

Coupled with simplicity and flexibility in the new act, must be
strong requirements for planning and accountability. We urge inclu-
sion of a State plan requirement. A long-range and annual plan
.should he submitted cacao year to the 'U.S. Office of Education for
review and approvill.

A strong planning requirement, with sufficient arranpyments for
review and public fiearing. justifies the elimination of the present
mandated set-aside,, or categories for special target groups or pur-
poses. Funds should be appmpriated spreifically to carry forward
the planning functions-.

With respect to program services, we recommend a reduction in
the number of specific purposes from 10 in the present Vocational
Education At lid 3 major calcguries : element:11.s and early second-

. acv, secondary. :laud postsecondary and adult proc,rams.
The currently separate postsecondary and adult edtcation pur-

poses should ,be combined. This will permit greater flexibility and
minimize confusion oler who is a postsecondary student and who is
an adult student.

It would pros isle the States leeway in making priority and budget-
ing decisions. The current mandated set-asides for postsecondary
institutions has alone its job in developing- the commitment of rum-
munify college and other postsecondary institutions toward the deliv-
ers' of adequate vocational programs. We believe this commitment
will be maintained without a minimum Federal mandate.

The current art has categories for expenditure for disadvantaged
and handicapped, cooperative education, home economics, construc-
tion of facilities, and other purposes.
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We suggest that. either in the delinitions emit:linen in title I. or in
the body of title II, the,.act should provide tl. funds may be used
for these purposes, that is programs for disadt antaged and Inman;
capped, cooperatit e education, w ork-study, consumer and homemak-
ing education, construction of facilities, guidance services, contracts
with private school,. tc,oper educat ion. biliipsial programs. curric-
ulum devcIppment, researt ct aluation. state tt ide technical assist-
ance, and State and local administrations.

There would. howeter, be no tno,it appropriated for each pur-
pose. The tktribution of amounts for the purposes would be set
forth in eaeffiState plan.

By using ihis system, planning can be done in a logical way, with-
out mixing prog.ram levels and population groups or program activi-
ties. The present State plan format recognizes this flexibility. but the
law does not,

The proposal to set authorized expenditures within the three major
program service levels would place responsibility on the State to
assure, through its_planning efforts, that adequate attention will be
pail to pfogranis fur disadt antaged, handicapped. and other persons
1)y.

DeterminatiOn of how, much money would be spent on a pat ticular
population gioup should be justified by the State in its plait. Account-
ability' prwisions would assure that monitoring by the U.S. Office of
Education was carried out in accordance with approved plans.

With n spect to support son ices. e recoulniend that Federal funds
be available fur these actit it its. that is research and evaluation, inno-
vation. and curriculum development.

In addition, we propose the inclusion of the present pro% Isions for
provisions fur professional training under the Education Profes-
sions Development Act, part F.

` In summary, we urge the Congress to pass a bill that will provide
a Federal focus on the need, of people in all States for increased
opportunities fur occupational preparation and. at the same time.
enable the States to address individually the particular needs of
their population for occupational education program.

Chairman PEIMINS. Thank you very much. Dr. Xyquist. We really
appreciate your testimony. -

For the purpose of conserving time, we will withhold questions
until the other witness has testified. Go ahead, Dr. Hobbs.

[Prepared statement follows:]

PRI.PARED S I AAieVEN r of Dft. ADDISON S. Moults. STA I s DIR1:( TOR OF VOL.\ ILONA!.
V.DUCATION FOR :MICHIGAN

As State Director of the Vocational-Technical Education Set-lice. I ant rep-
rut:eating the Michigan th5parttneat of Education for today's presentati4m.

I am extremely pleased to again appear before this Committee to disetts:
with yell some thoughts and concerns about Vocational Education legislation.
Twenty-six years ago, I became a prophet for the concepts and philosophy
espial-NI by adherents fur vocational education. During this time, serving at
set era' teaching and administrative levels, the, weaknesses and strengths of
different program appronthes to meet the intent of toiational legislation nave
been observed and analyzed within the constraints of perceived changes

You are now collecting a myriad of data which describe how well past per-
, formances meet the charge and intent of the 1968 Amendments to the Voca-
tional Act of 1963. Some of the data in the form of reports and research de-
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pict vocational education as counter-productive to the manpower needs of
the nation. I shall not attempt to justify the vocational progiam in the State
of Michigan. but I will defend the iiceomphshments with regaid to the State's
goals, objectives_ and accountability for reaching predetermined outcomes.

The State Board of Education has gone on record through the MichiganState Plan for Vocational Education in articulating three primary objectives
of Vocational Education in the State. These objectives ale 1 To contribute
to tine total effort of the Michigan Department of Education which poi-Waled
that every child. youth, and adult obtains,Maximum career development skills
within pi rsenal capabilities and' interests of the individual ; 2. To.guarantee
that no student entering high school in the State of Michigan leaves without

' having the Opportunity to gain entry-level salable shills regardless of his or
her ultimate career objective; and 3 To provide programs of adult occupa-
tional education to all persons of the State who need or desire service.

During the 10 year period 1962,-4972, the growth of enrollments in Voca-
tional-Technical Education programs in Michigan showed a 135 percent increase
when contrasted with the prior 10 year period Which pre-dated the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 and the 1963 Amendments. Further analysis indicates
that the last decade's growth was 13.5 percent per year in comparison with
2 5 percent in the Previous decade. Most startling has been the dramatic'
increase in programs designed to serve the disadvantaged and handicapped.
From no special programs, in 1968 to programs to serve over 12,000 disad-
vantaged students and 4,000 handicapped students for fiscal 1975 suggest a
predictive causal relationship between legislative intent and vocational serv
ices for youth and adults.

If one utilizes the annual reports for Michigan enrollments to determine
special needs efforts in terms of loch' and state financial Support, concern may
arise for what seems to be a void. However, it is important to note that the
integration of special needs students into the regular programs has resulted
in an increase of state and local financial support rather than less. The pres-
ent methocr of reporting to the United States Office of Education does not show
that 56(,40 of special needs programs is funded from state and local sources.
This reporting discrepancy is due to Michigan's insistence on not operating
segregated programs for the special needs population.

Opponents of vocational education provide statements and data which show
negative re,ults where catalytic expectations from federal funding is supposed
to have occurred on state and local efforts. In Michigan, state funds alone
have increased from 1.6 million dollars to 24.3 million in the past 'four years.
These state monies, a part of the State Aid Act for added costs of vocational
(duration, amounted to three million dollars in fiscal year 1972, eight million
in fiscal year 1973. 17.5 million in fiscal year 1974, and '20 million in fiscal year
1975 The State Aid Act also provides 2.7 ,million dollars for transportation,
of students to area centers and Shared-time programs. Local fiends have also
increased proportionately because of declining rates of federal reimburse-
ment, increased programs and the high cost of salaries and equipment.

Education as we knew it 10 or 15 years ago and particularly vocational
education was considered strictly as a terminal type peogram. By this we
mean exelnsive training for specific jobs. Training for specific occupations is
of i nurse the cornerstone for vocational- technical education, lion ever. in Mieh-
igan we are becoming increasingly more aware that a major effort must be
given to what we are t ailing the Career development aspect of the educational
proclaim This. trivoly es providing activities for students relating to aware-
ness and assessment of themselves, awareness and exploration of careers. and
career planning and decision making.

A variety of efforts, some pilot and some moving toward statewide imple-
mentation, fire currently, under way in this area. One very 'specific area cur-
rently being implemented is a career information systein which will heroine
a part of the eta tewide occupational information system next year.

This system provides 'Michigan based career information. on microfiche, to
student wens Each career script contains information related to : job duties,
work environment. earnings. employment outlook. aptitudes and interests, edu-
cational requirements, advantages and disadvantages. part-time opportunities,
job loeatiens, fringe benefits, advancement opportunities, related occupations,
and ways of obtaining additional, information. As a result of this material.
each I wal educatioiml agency is able to disseminate occupational - information
on a large scale which requires minimal student, teacher, amid counselor traiu-
ing.
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Presently, 530 K -12 districts are participating in this program which aids
600,000 students in exploring careers in grades 7-12 as well as assisting 2,300
counselors in providing career information.

Other related activities which have been implemented include mobile guid-
ance units in sparsely populated areas of the State, extension of a cuniputer-
ized guidance program, inservice activ ivies related to career development, and
establishment of an instant information system to potential users of commu-
nity college services.

In addition, I believe it can be said without question that leadership which
vocational education has been able to provide both in career del elopment and
vocational programming, coupled with out financial resume:es under the Voca-
tional Amendments, has stimulated and played a major rule in the develop-
ment of Michigan's comprehensive career education legislation.

Quality programming is difficult to measure without the establishment of
the criteria for which students are expected to achieve. In Vocational Educa-
tion we are extremely concerned with programs which will pros ale students
with occupational skills in which they may ultimately enjoy employment
status. As an.aid in students achieving theSe skills, ,and in developing under-
standing by administrators and instructors involved in the del elopnient and
operation of vocational programs, it is extremely important that Michigan's
educators listen to and work with the eventual employers of their product.
One of the ways in which both of these factors is being accomplished is
through the development of performance objectives for vocational programs.
Performance objectives for all programs will be completed by April 15, 1973.

Over 1.200 vocational educators have been involved in writing the objectives
for specific programs. The writing teams, selected by local educational agen-
cies, have presently completed, work on 162 programs. As the team, complete
their assignment, each set of objectives is submitted to a specialized business
or industry committee for review. These specialized committees are closely
associated and familiar with the occupational areas. They are representative
of professional associations, educational agencies, private schools or as privately
employed citizens. Concurrently, the objectives are also distributed to each
local educational agency for rev iew and recommendations. All recommendation.
are submitted back to the original writing team fur editing and any needed
revision. Each set of recommended minimum acceptable performance objectives
then are submitted to local educational agencies fur their consideration and
pusible adoption. Those.. -local educational agencies who do nut find the recom-
mended minimum performance objectives to be satisfactory due to local em-
ployer needs have the option of adopting an alternative set of objectives which
will be of equal or greater quality.

Special issue committees have been formulated to focus on major problems
confronting the classroom teacher who will be using the performance .object-
ives. Problems such as record keeping, grading, needs assessment, and instruc-
tional strategies are being eliminated through positively directed hikers ice
training effurts. This insers ice is designed to enable participants to select the
appropriate performance objectives and develop the skills required to utilize
strategies and techniques related to performance based instruction. The devel-
cpment of performance objectives for all vocational programs is ill be of help
to:

1. Students who will understand anticipated outcomes of the occupational
program and will also have the basic information needed to effectively enroll
in articulated programs at a higher level or to obtain employment. This basic
information will also be helpful to students and counselors whenever a lateral'
transfer of enrollement takes place.

2. Administrators and advisory committees charged with the responsibility
of developing new programs, rev ising ongoing programs or articulating pro-
grams can better assess the students' capabilities. One of the outstanding at-
tributes of the performance objectives project, as it has been developed .in
Michigan, is the involvmenet of large number of people from all geographical
areas of the state. This makes it possible to get a variety of input and also
to develop enthusiasm toward implementing the objectives.

3. The initiation of four program standards of quality perpetuates continu-
cats use of (1) craft advisory committees, (2) a yearly review by these indi-
viduals, (3) the use of performance objectives, and (4) planned placement
services that can be described ana measured through follow-up.

With the _rapid .gruwIlLettarea vc..ational__programming_after the passage
of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the Michigan Department of Educa-
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tine initiated statewide Vocatiunal-Technical Education studies. These .studies
Assisted in the development uf) the cprrent area concept in Michigan arid now
serve as guides for the implethentaSun of a statewide network of area voca-
tional centers. This plan identifies the 29 community colleges as post-seconday
area centers and calls for the establishment of 77 secondary centers projected
to serve over 100,000 of the necessary secondary enrollments. As of this date
:34 of these centers are in operation. Estimated construction costs fur the re-
maining coders will exceed $1'20,000,000. Only through completion of this
plan. in addition to other alternatives to be mentioned later, %sill the Nota-
tional technical needs Of 'Michigan's students be met. Increased federal and
state allotments are necessary to meet -this stated objective.

Over the past three years. Michigan has conducted 9 pilot placement proj-
ects which provided placement services to approximately 5,000 graduates.
These programs have demonstrated that school based programs which syste-
matically focus on placement services can effectively place students in their
adult work roles. Evaluation of these projects has indicated a successful place-
ment rate of 85 to 99%. With the success of these pilot efforts made possible
with funds under the Amendments, Michigan hits determined that it will initi-
ate a network- of statewide area placement programs. We are currently in the
process of implenIenting 16 additional area placement programs in urban. sub-
urban, and rural settings to serve approximately 22.000 additional students.
The services provided for the placement effort will be separate from, but sup-
portise of. local guidance programs' in that a feedback mechanism vc ill be
available to the local school personnel to assist them in advising and counsel-
ing students in relation to their adult work roles.

Recent legislation in Michigan makes it possible for local educational agen-
cies to enter into contractual arrangements with busiuess and industrial firms

\to provide secondary vocational education programs.
'This alternative is proposed so that more educational options relating to

student's interests will be available. This option provides a student with the
oppirtunity for obtaining vocational skills on-site under contract in indus-
trial settings or with private occupational schools. This current year. 41
contracts between local educational agencies and private businesses Use been
approied by the Department. These contracts serve nearly 1.500 students with
substantial increases in contract enrollments being predicted for fiscal 1976.
Although nut considered a replacement for the more traditional vocational
setting for secondary students, it will provide meaningful options fur noire
students.

One of the most exciting factor's within newly proposed legislation is an
Pnipha,is upon local planning as a part of developing comprehensive programs
in vocational education. Local planning can provide fur extensive articulation
of program efforts through all levels of the educational system. The necessity.
fur financial _support of a local planning effort cannot be user emphasizeti.

In Michigan we have been involved in attempting to improve the program
planning effort between K-12 districts, area centers, antl community colleges,
for the past several years. The biggest emphasis was the establishment ut 49
career education planning district in 1971 based upon geographical bountlariei
determined by area studies dining the 1960 , These districts, utilizing s arious
ialsisory- tianicils. worked cooperatively with each of the educational agencies
in the development of a plan for providing vocational-technical education. In
most lii,thnces, rapid progress has been Made in improsed articulation as refi-
rest Med by increased shared-time - programming. more effective use of facil-
ities and hew program coordination. The success of this effort was recently
rtt ognie.ed by the Michigan Legidature in its adoption of comprehensise
career educational legislati which requires the formation of career educa-
tion plitnuin districts, d establishep a structure to evaluate arid make
recommendations cancer ng riot only vocational education. but the total career
education program. It i obvious to us after working in this area intensively
for the past three years hat planning can effectively improve the opportunities
available to students in vocational programming. It is also becoming apparent
that additional resources must be committed to assist local agencies hi the
des elopment of plans and in carrying out the plans for the most &teens e
articulation to occur.

A large degree of the success of this venture has to be attributed to the sole
agency designation of the State - RCritd of"-Edneation. Before 1969 vocational
education in the State of Michigan was developingisilthout adequate regard
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to levels of skill training and determinations being made as to whom would
conduct what. Employers, parents, administrators, and recipients are much
happier with recent educatibnal results.

Sole agency` designation for the responsibility of conducting, organizing,
[thinning, and evaluating vocational education programs is by no means in-
fallible. but, the alternatives presented in recent legislation proposals certain-
ly offer no effective empirical solutions.

An ambitious program? Yes, 'Michigan's vocational-technical pr.ogram cer-
tainly is ambitious. Our goal is to make quality vocational skill programs
available to all youth and adults in the State regardless of his or her ultimate
career goal. However, implementation of this goal is contingent upon a continu-
ation of strong federal financial support and legislation which provides the
direction to assure that all populations are served. while allowing sufficient
flexibility in the use of delivery systems to address the State's broad voca-
tional education needs.

As a brief summary of some very specific concerns in regards to new legis-
lation. I would like to offer the following recommendations:

1. The annual appropriation procedure must be improved to cause effective
planninc: to reach fruition. Serious consideration must be given to two-year
athanced funding.

2 A. sole state educational agency whose responsibility is to revieW, plan,
organize and act on modifications of a long and short-range state plan is
essential fur determining the effects of vocational programs on the accepted
goals and objectives to be reached.

a More flexibility 211 fund usage is needed to provide comprehensive services
to the target groups. Categorical provisions should be retained in the legisla-
tion but not necessarily limited to a percentage basis Perhaps the approach
should subscribe to an insistence on sufficient supportive activities to provide
assurance that any target population may achieve in any given program: and
that state plans must describe this effort by percentage within the identified
target populations it plans to serve.

4..1 major emphasis in the legislation should be given towards the devel-
opment of planning at the local level which can be translated into a total
state and federal manpower effort.

3. Legislation should not mandate that equal funds be spent on a percentage
basis for educational levels, i.e., secondary, post-secondary. The funding s) s-
tem for each state Varies to such a degree that it places hardships on local
agencies who need seed and developmental funds to initiate a comprehensive
vocational program.

Rather. the emphasis should be concentrated on the submission of a state
plan which reflects a comprehensive vocational education system to deliver.
trained manpower for the level of jobs reflected by national and state demands
utilizing federal, state, and local financing patterns in existence for at least
three years.

STATEMENT OF DR. ADDISON HOBBS, STATE DIRECTOR OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR MICHIGAN

Dr. Hones. 'ATI.. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, as
State threctui of the Vocational-Technical Education Service. I am
representing the Michigan Department of Education for today's
presentation.

'I am extremely pleased to again appear before this committee to
discuss with,you some thoughts and concern about vocational educa-
tion legislation. I am summarizing the testimony which has been
submitted.

I shall not try to justify the vocational program in the State of
Michigan. but I will defend the accomplishments with regard to the
State's coals. objectives, and ,accountability for reaching predeter-
mined objectives.'

During the 10-yearperiod 1962 to 1972, the growth of enrollments
in vocational technical education programs in Michigan showed 135
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percent increase when contrasted with she prior 10 years, which pre-
dated the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and the 1968 amend-
ments.

Most startlint has been the dramatic increase in programs designed
to serve the disadvantaged and handicapped. From no special pro-

ems in 1968 to programs' to serve over 12,000 disadvantaged stu-
ents and 4,000 handicapped students in 1975., suggests a predictive

causal relationship between legislative intent and vocational ben ices
. for youth and adults.

The present method of reporting to the U.S. Office of Education
does not show that 56 percent of special needs programs is funded
from State and local sources. In Michigan alone, State funds have
increased from $1.6 million to $24.3 million in the paSt 4 years.

The State moneys are part of the State Aid Act for added costs of
vocational education, and they amounted to $3 million in 1972, $6
million in 1973, and $11.5 million in 1974, and $20 million for the ,

fiscal year 1975.
The State Aid Act also provides $2.7 million for transportation of

students to area centers and shared-time ,programs.
In Michigan, we are becoming increasingly more aware that a

major effort must be given to what we are calling the career develop-
. ment aspect of the ''educationt.1 program. This involves providing

activities for students relating to awareness and assessment of them-
selves, awareness and exploration of careers, and career plainning and
decisionmaking.

I believe it can be said without question that leadership which
vocational education has been able to provide both in career de% elop-
ment and vocational programing, coupled with our financial re-
sources under the vocational amendments, has stimulated and played
a major role in the development of Michigan's comprehensive career,
education legislation.

As an aid to studpnts achieving these skills, and in developing
understanding by administrators and instructors involved in the
development and operation of vocational programs, it is extremely
important that Michigan educators listen to and work with the even-
tual employers of their product.

One of the ways in which both of these factors are being accom-
plished is through, the development. of pe'rfOrmance objectives for
vocational programs.

The development of performance objectives 'for all vocational pro-
grams will help specifically in the initiation of full programs stan-
dards of quality, perpetuating the continuous use of craft advisory
committees.

Yearly review by these individuals, the,use of performance objec-
tives, and planned placement services that can be, described and
"measured through followup. The fifth is an expenditure-revenue
report which kelps us to determitle the nctual added cost for voca-
tional education.

The Michigan Department of Education initiated statewide voca-
tional-technical education studies. These studies hssigted in the
development of the current area concept in Michigan. and now serve
as guides for the implementation of a statewide network of area
vocationalcenters.
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This plan identifies the 29 community colleges as post-secondary
area centers, and calls fur the cstablishment-of 77 secondary centers,
projected to serve over 100,000 of the necessary secondary enroll-
ments.

As of this date 3-1 of these centers are in operation. ,Increased
Federal and State aflotniehts are necessary to meet this stated objec-
tives of 67 percent of all 11th and 13th grade students receis ing.
interest skills.

Recent legislation in Michigan makes it possible for local educa-
tional agencies to enter into contractual aningements with business
and industrial firms to provide secondary N ocatiunal education pro-
grams.

This option provides the student with else opportunity for obtain-
ing vocational skills onsite. This current year, 41 contracts betiveen,
local educational agencies and private businesses have been apprus ed
by the Department of Education. -

These contracts serve nearly 1.:300 students with substantial in-
creases in contract enrollments being predicted for fiscal year 1976.,

Jal Michigan. we liave been involved in attempting to improve the
program planning effort between K-12 districts, area centers. and
community colleges for the past several years.

The biggest emphasis was establishment of 49 care er education
planning districts in 1971. A large degree of the success of the career
education planning districts is due to the sole agency de'signation of
the State board of education.

Before 1969, vocational education in the State of Michigan was
developed without adequate regard to levels of skills trained. and
without determinations being. made as to who would conduct what.

Michigan's program certainly is ambitious. Our goal is to make
quality vocational skill programs available to all youth and adults
in the State, regardless of his or her ultimate career goal, but, it
remains a goal to work toward.

However. implementation of this goal is contingent upon con-
tinuation of strung Federal financial support and legislation which
provides dal direction to assure that all populations are served, while
allowing sufficient flexibility in the use of delis-cry- systems to address
the State's broad vocational needs.

To summarize, some very specific concerns with regard to new
legislation, I would like to offer the following recommendations.

The annual appropriation procedure must be improved to cause
effective planning to reach fruition. Serious consideration must be
given to 2-year advanced funding.

A sole State educational agency whose responsibility is to review,
plan, organize, and act on modifications of a long- and short range
State plan is essential fur determining the effects of vocational pro-
grams on the accepted goals and objectives to be reached.

More flexibility in fund usage is needed to pros ide comprehensive
services to the target groul)s. Categorical provisions should be re-
tained in the legislation but nut necessarily limited to a percentage
basis.

Perhaps the approach should subscribe to an insistence on suflh ient
supportive activities to provide assurance that any target population
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may receive any given program, and that State plans must describe
this effort by percentage within the identified target populations it
plans to serve.

A majon emphasis in the legislation should be given toward the
development of planning at the local lever which can be translated
into a total State and Federal manpower effort.

Legislation should not mandate that equal funds be spent on a
percentage basis for educational levels, that is secondary, and post-
secondary. The funding system for each State varies to such a degree
that it places hardships on local agencies who need seed and develop-
ment funds to initiate a comprehensive vocational program.

Rather the emphasis should be concentrated on the submission of
a State plan, which reflects the comprehensive vocational education
system to develop and deliver trained manpower for the level of jobs
reflected by national and State demands, utilizing Federal, State and
local financing patterns in existence for at least -3 years.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to congratulate you for your sugges-
tions, and give you the assurance that this suboommittee will cer-
tainlyie careful consideration to those ,suggestions, Dr. Hobbs,
and «e are going to have much flexibility in any bill that we write
this year.

I am hopeful that we can sell the Congress, and sell ourselves
about the necessity of forward funding of such an outstanding piece
of legislationwhere we have just been derelict in that work for
Many years, even after we had it authorized, it has been in the law.

We have never been able to sell appropriations on the advantages
of forw and funding. We have let so niuch grass grow under our' feet,
and failed tc, take the advantage of so many opportunities by ,reason
of being neglectful in this Congress.

am roing to address my first question to,Dr. Nyquist. I note that
in' your statement you lay that Federal funds amounted to only S
percent of vocational education spending in your State.

Dr. Xyquist, do you bejieve that the Federal funds have brought
about a change in how the State and local funds are spent; or have
they been too little, or too minor in the amount? Go ahead' and answer
that question to the hest of your jusdgirtenf.

Dr. NYQUIST: There is no question that the Federal furs have had
a multiplier effect in our program, as I nave tried to say. We helped
to get new departments started. and after that, then level of support
was w ith the understanding., that the local districts would then seek
other State or local tax levy hunts in order to continue.

We have had a multiplier effect with' die funds that we have used,
or that we received. The funds are never,enough. of course. We would
like to ha\ e more. One way to make it g9 farther is to operate the
way w,e have.

Clrairman PErinixs. Thankyou very much for that answer.
Dr. Hobbs, would you tell its hovv you distribute your Federal

funds within Michigan? Do you give extra funds to the poor 9reas
in the upper peninsula, or do you give the central cities, or Detroit
extra funds? Ciro ahead.

Dr. Hoaits. Federal funds are distributed in Michigan based on- die
priorities, and on a pi oject basis. The amount of money that goes to
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any particular sek lion i:, based on the particular priority, State prior-
ities as defined by the State advisory council through meetings, and
in committees, for the areas that we deal with.

Each one of the 49 separate districts submit a plan, one is.a long-
range plan. and the other is a plan which describes what they want
fo do in any particular year. The long-range plan is worked out in
conjunction with the State Department.

As'I said, they must answer, five questions. What kind of voca-
tional education are they talking about? Where will it be. given?
When will it be given, and how, and how well they attempt to finance
such a venture?

BasCd on this information, we have come up with a necessary
priority for the distribution of the Federal funds, in terms of demon-
stration projects; in terms of pilot projects; in terms of continuing
with a particular project until the area has reached its commitment
in terms of the taking over theinselves.

We have done this particularly in placement. We have done this
particularly in career development. We spend some of the money for
equipment, for new projects, based on the program standards of
quality, minimum list, and maximum list, so that each area can begin
their program at a position that will allow the product to be able
to enter the job market.

Chairman I'Elu I want to compliment not only you. Dr. Hobbs,
but Dr. Nyquist again, for appearing before the committee this
morning, and being so helpful to the committee.

We are hopeful, with 3 our assistance, to bring out a bill this year
that will be to the advantage of all the people in America. You have
been most helpful. We appreciate your appearance.

We will now -continue with the questioning.
Mr. Goodling?
Mr. Goom.ixo. Of the eight percent of receipt of Federal funding,

what percentage of that is used in the administration of the program,
and particularly at the State level, the department of education level?

Dr. NYQUIST. I have to ask you, before I answer the question,
whether by adininistratilin you mean State technical services, and
assistance to local school districts as well as administration?

Mr. Grionuxo. Yes. ,Anything other than the actual teaching of
the program*, of the material.

Dr. NYCO-IST. It has never gone over 9.7 something, 3 percent of
the actual expenditures!' It is around that now, this year. I think
that it is soinethinif. like that.

Mr. Grionrixu. ''At the State level particularly, what is the ratio
between Federal funding as far as administration is concerned and
State funding?

I am asking this question primarily. because I have heard some
testimony where 100-percent of all the State's operation is federally
funded.

Dr. NI-QUIST. I will ask one of my assistants to provide you with
the details.

Mr. SEcirr..N-DonF. You asked what percentage of the total that weuse for administration
Dr. NYQUIST. I think that we can give it to you in the numbcr of.

positions.
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Mr. GOODLING. That would be fine.
Mr. SECKENDORF. It is in the document that we presented on page

14.
GOODLING. Very well.

Dr. NYQUIST. We have 164 clerical positions in our particular office
of occupational .and continuing education, and of this number, 97 are
professionals, and CT are paraprofessionals; 79 positions are paid
with State funds, 11 positions are paid with adult education funds,
18 positions are paid with adult education funds, 18 positions are
paid with CETA funds, and 56 positions are supported by Voca-
tional Education Act funds.

Then, in the following paragraph :
In addition to the 56 positions supported with Federal Vocational Education

funds within this office, an additional 46 positions are supported with vocation-
al education funds, and are supported by other units.

Tbat is the finance division. and some of the other administrative
sections of the department as well.

Mr. GoonuNa. Then you are saying that the Federal funds cer-
tainly gve the impetus for developing and spreading the program.

Dr. NYQUIST. No question' about it. It has a ripple effect, a multi-
plier effect in our State, the way we handle them.

Mr. GOODLING. Dr. Hobbs, would you extend your remarks on more
flexibility.?

Dr. Hours. The flexibility that I made mention of had to do with
the fact that in Michigan with the set-asides, for the disadvantaged
and the handicapped, we have insisted on having integrated classes
rather than segregated classes, which means that one of the primary
objectives is if the youngster or adult is unable to receive founda-
&ion vocational education, where they are. then they move to the
regular classes, which may occur at anytime during the year.

However, in terms of a preventive effect, if there could be more
use of, let us say, for instance, the money set-asides for disadvan-
taged, that could allow the kind of supportive actions necessary to
prevent the disadvantaged from continuing at the same rate. Then,
this*would necessarily mean that there would also be many people
in these kinds of activitie.;, who are not disadvantap-ed, and it gets
awfully difficult to pull out who is what.

The flexibility that I speak of would allow you to do that. Based
on the data that you ha\ e, this would allow you to reduce the number

;of dropouts, that you have, to reduce the number of students who
have handicaps.

Mr. GOODLING, Would you expand on the integrated versus segre-
gated?

Dr. TIonns. Integrated means that any disa'dvantaged or handi-
capped studeqt takes the course along with so-called foundation
students. We provide the suport of ,help. such as paraprofessionals,
guidance, reading, or whatever is necessary for those students to
work right with the regular students.

Mr. GOODLING. In all subject area's?
Dr. Hons. In all subject areas. We do not at this time use disad-

antaged money for ,segregated classes. Segregated. meaning putting

c
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them all in the backrouin. or in the basement, or the backyard, that
kind of thing.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you. I have no other questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hall ?
Mr. Ford, do you have a question that you would like to direct to

the gentlemen?
Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry, Dr. Hobbs, that

jI could not be here earlier to introduce you. I have just come from a
tryingwhere we were tryin to decide what to do about unemploy-

ment in MkeNan, among other things. That is the only issue that I
was able to hear very- clearly, the other things did not come through
to me.
-I, on the whole. have been very pleased with the progress that we

have made in Michigan. Some.7 years ago, we tried to rewrite the
Federal legislation on vocational education, which, among other
.things, was an attempt to bring vocational education into the real
world of that decade.

I think that we may be getting close to that decade, but we still
some evidence that we are having difficulty realizing that the calen-
dar turned into the 1970's a few years ago.

You make quick mention of it in the forepart of your statement
here, the frequent criticism that vocational training does not, on its
face, appear to be geared as closely as it should to the world of work,,,
as-the administration refers to it.

I think that we have made a lot of progress in Michigan, and I
have two questions.

The first one is. what-basis would we have for making an assess-
ment of how rapidly we are moving from the traditional use of funds
for so-called vocational training, the machine shop, the woodshop.
Then, to the areas that I am distressed to find, that the school people
still proudly show me where the expenditures are very scarce, local
funds for capital improvements of the same kind of shops that were
traditional when I went to seltool in Michigan many years ago. With
a limited experience I have had in the factories, it is really very un-
sophisticated. Young people have told me of their disappointment
when they spend a good deal of time in a vocational training pro-
gram, and walk into a plant and discover that nothing that they see
there resembles what they have seen.

There are always the excuses that you cannot get the qualified in-
structors with that kind of sophistication. You cannot get the kind
of equipment that is used in modern factories, et cetera.

But it still persists in our State, and most distressing to me, an
area that draws almost entirely on industrial service type of em-
ployment. The traditional ideas of teaching the basics of hoiv to run
a very primitive shop takes 3 or 4 months of the student's time,
teaching him to do something that I learned in about two sessions
in trade school, many years ago, with a instructor.

Dove have any kind of study with regard to our own State which
makes it easier to understand, which indicates what we have done,
and what we have accomplished in terms of getting away from the
traditional stereotype into types o training that are more related
to what the anticipated job market mlould be.

5 9 4
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Dr. Howls. We have almost completed a performance objective
for each program in the State of Michigan. These performance ob-
jectives have been reviewed by industrial people, business people,
tradesmen, and educators.

We are_very quickly, and very fast attempting to get out of what
we irsed to call courses of vocational education, for which your expla-
nation and your concern seem to deal with. into what we call clusters.

Now, let me give you a for instance. There are many, many auto
mechanics programs in the State of 3.1ichigan..but we know that auto
mechanics have at least eight options. That is brakes, transmission,
air conditioning, et cetera.

We are attempting through the performance objectives to sub-
scribe the auto mechanics program will have at least five options so
that the student will be able to Itve several options when he or she
leaves that particular program.

Graphics, for instance, there am at least five areas. They must, in
order to have an approved program. offer sufficient options in graph-
ics. and the same thing for construction.

In Detroit, they are working very hard to change their program
from courses to programs. The committee for implementation of the
Detroit plan. which was done 2 years ago, has decided that on an
aieawide basis, rather than a regional basis, they will offer at least
four clusters beginning in 1975.

Those clusters arc : Health, business and office, transportation. and
construction.

Now, what this means is that there will be sufficient options within
that program that will be open to all youth to complete and inci ease-
their options, and be proficient. We think that this is getting away

-; from the old machine shop, the old tune -tip, the old presswork, and
single-option kinds of courses.

Vntil we have performartre-objertires, that are acceptable, and val-
idated by industry, we cotild not possibly have donethis. With their
cooperation, we have been able to accomplish this.

We have utilized industry to work with us. The Chrysler Institute
reviewed for ft-cc all of the performance objectives for transporta-
tion, and validated them, and gave their recommendations and sug-
gestions on a variety of levels.

We are going to many other industries in reviewing and validating
our performance obiectives so that we w ill he able to 1111'11'W-4' the
options of students in terms of what they are aide to do.

Also this will affect the time frame. Once the objectives are
achieved, then t he student has an interim el of loam ledge at that point,
which means that he «all not; be doing more and more of the same
thin!r. lie will be increasing his options, and doing more and none
toward !mining new things. (

We are also articulating programs at the postsecondary and sec-
ondary level, so that we know who is doing what in terms of the
kinds of training that they are doing. We are introducing next
year a eriterimn reference examination, so that the students can opt
out of that part of the program that they already know, and go for-
ward.

5;3o
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We have improsed and increase cooperative pogroms. We also
have programs of quality ., We hose capstone program. w here once
the student has shown that lie or she knows a particular area, lie or
she has the option of continuing in another area, or actually going
out while in school and working in that area.

These are the kinds of things that we are try ing to do in Misligan.
Mr. FORD. Would you give me those five clusters again?
Dr. HOBBS. There are four clusters: Transportation, construction,

health. business, and office.
Mr. FORD. Detroit has changed the high school which has over the

years enjoyed sonic fame for what originally was called the Cooks
and the Bakers School: and then became food service preparation.
which we regarded as a very successful school, and a very successful
education program with a high rate of employment thereafter.

In my own district, you may remember. Mrs. Burton Romulus,
who was an exceptional lady. des ised a prograili at Romulus. uti-
lbling the presence of the Detroit Metropolitan Airport for a food
service preparation prograi9, which has a 100- percent employment
rate.

So, for the kids who do not want to go into that work, once they
have completed the program, they are able to do so.

Looking at the census statistics, I find that in my own area there
is a tremendous depenilence on industrial jobs. and number two is
service. 'I checked with census to Bee what it means.

Every road and every street in and around Detroit is being clus-
tered with fast food operations. et cetera. How come we are not
taking advantage of that expanding demand for service.

I don't hear any place in that cluster where the SU\ ice occupa-tion
Dr. Mws. I did not mean to imply that this was all they were

going to'do. This is what they chose to do for the first-effort.
As you know, the Detroit public schools are in regions, and they

have been having sonic difficulty with duplication. poor facilities
and a number of other problems. They had to determine where they
were going to start.

Eyentually. Detibit will have 9 to 10 clusters, because there are
about 409 occupations in the Detroit area. This is what they felt
they could get off and to the population, and sort of prose the area
concept. within the city of Detroit.

There will be many other programs that are operating, and hale
been operating, which «ill contimie. Way ne Community College is
building five facilities which will incorporate many of the kinds of
things that you suggest.

Mr. Foto). My final question is one that I put to your counterpart
from the State of Washington, when lio was before the committee a
week or so ago.

am familiar because of Mr. bleeds' presence on this conunittee,
and his long-time ins olvenient with vocational education. s ith what
happened when Boeing shut down a couple years ago, w itho a tremen-
dous impact on employment in w hat had been a growing industrial
er6nomy.
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\ Suddenly, or almost suthlenly, perhaps as sial;lenly as we have had
Nye tremendous layoffs in the auto imlustry. the aircraft industry,
and aircraft industry-related employment dropped down. We started
seeing stories in the news ,magazines of highly trained engineers
going on welfare. aid' his sort of thing.

They have come back. iu spite of what is happening in the country,
to a very large degree. I asked him what they did with vocational
training during the pei iud of time where all, of the young people
were looking tuwaul nest June, and they could see nothing but a
blank wall.

What are we doing in Michigan to try to keep the young people
hoping this thing will turn around by the time, they are ready, so
that vocational training is still relevant.

It has always been difficult fr,r some part of the .population, which
feels that they are pretty left out, that they are itot going to
have job access. I find in lily area that it is almost a 100 percent
negative sort of feeling, except the kids who know clea0y that their
families have the money to send them on to college.

They see an unemployed tool-and-die maker NN ith 20 years of serv-
ice. or :30 years of service, floating around the neighborhood, and
it gives them very little incentive to go out and compete with hith
for a job.

What are we going to do to hold these people in training during
this period?,

Dr. HOBBS. Basically; I, have to go back to my statement earlier.
By, increasing the options, and by doing all kinds cifthings, so that
there is a transferability of skills. Tool-and-die makers have skills.
but those skills are also applicable to a number of other kinds of
thinms such as measurements, such as the necessary commitments,
suchbas the knowledge of metals.

, We would hope that we would increase, through programs. studies,
for instance, in tool and -die making in the schools that would go in-
to metallurgy. a ool-and-die makers have a certain affinity toward
the energy kind of problems. We have waste disposal and remm al.

So, it is a matter of putting into the educational scheme, not con-
centrating entir6ly upon the training aspects, but also on the learning
aspects. Most of the time, the difficulty is in training. If you just
teach manipulfltive training, and not pay attention to the total con-
tent, that is the science, the math and the English involved, then
those are the most transferable skills anywhere.

So, in Michigan, all vocational programs are a part of the total
system of education. In our sector and our area concept, they do
spend one-half day in their home school As well as one-half day on
the manipulatie klopect, so we would have to increase, for instance,

'the supportie kind of leaining in a concrete way, so that the person
can transfer those skills to other areas that are emerging, at least,
in the short period of time.

That is our aim, and that is our solution, and these are two cycli-
cal and technical changes that occur.

Mr. Fora). Thank you-very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Pressler.
Mr. PRESSLER. In this field, I would like to get your opinion. I am

a (treat tter of concept and practice of Nucational educa-
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tion. In South Dakota there is a proposal tho wove our vocational
education school unto our college campuses.

The objection to this alignment is that perhaps there is not a
proper meshing of N ocational education and traditional type higher
education. I tend to disaglee NN ith that concept. Can you make a
comment on that?

The gentlemen from New York, I would like to know your ex-
perience in New York.

Dr. NYQUIST. What did you say the move wag?
Mr. PRESSLER. The moe is to move the vocational education unto

the campuses of out State universities, and our State schOols, basi-
cally. What are the problems that you see in this?

Dr. NYQuisT. ...kre these secondary vocational schools, or postsec7
ondary?

Mr. PRESSLER. Postsecondary.
Dr. 4-YQUIST. In't see any reason for thatI think that you an

cget appropriate coordination For instance, in -New York it is not
uniformly successful, but we keep working at it, to have secondary
school people and the community colleges people planning together
so that there is no overlap.

I think that they should be able to do the same thing without actu-
ally moving the facilitieelcut to the campus, and then having it be-
come dominated, which is the thing that I would fear, by other partS
of the university or college.

Mr. PaEsswt. In terms of education of vocational students, I am
always concerned with the fact that there is this distinction, couldn't
we blend together our educational system in such a fashion that we
don't have this dramatic distinction, almost a class distinction,
between vocational-technical education, and traditional type post-
secondary education.

What do you see that we can do to break down those barriers?
Dr. NYQUIST. They carry a stigma, and I think that is what you

are talking about.
What we try to get across in our State is that there is a parity'

. of esteem between being a plumber and something else. I don't think
that the plumber is at the bottom by any means. You earn more
money by being a plumber than a philosopher these days.

One of the advantages in New York is that we have overall super:
ision. Our board of regents covers e; erything, from two to tooth-

less, from the kindergarten level to the doctorate level, and we hate
coordinating powers which try to relate all of these programs to-
gether to See that there is no duplication.

Mr. AECKENDORP, If Lundvrstand what von are talking about. The
organizational structure in your State that has nondegree area,
postsecondary technical institutes, is that the agency?

Mr. PRESSLER, That is right.
Mr. SwkENDouF. That is the agency that is being proposed to move

to the college campuses?
Mr. ThtEssun. There are a lot of private schools. Be they private

or public, I am concerned about the whole vocational education
process in this country, the class difference. to use the harshest term,
that is drawn up between traditional college type students, or tradi-
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tional secondary tape ti aiming, be it private or public, and vocational
education. '

My question to you is. what can we put in this legislation to lessen
thardifference. Do you see my question ?

Mr. Stousounr. I think' you are talking about the matter of sep;
arati-m on the part of yucat. iopal students versus other students. We
belies e that in New York State we lime soh ed that it,:yue, at least at
the secondary level. and obviously at the community college level.

Our programs operate through area centers. which are patrt day
centyrs.-St fulents du not graduate. if you 3vill, front a vocational high
school, but rather take all of their general course work at their home
scsittel. and. depend only part time on ,t,Tie area center.

This has eliminated at the secondary level the separatism that
used to exist at the postsecondary level. We do not. in New York
State. operate separate nondvgree, postsecondary area technical cell-
ters. bpt rather have vested the entire postsecondary educational and-
occupational program in our 2-year system. - _Mr. PuettstEn. In New 'York, in your experience, does the voca-
tional-terhuinld education student, who attends a .private vocational-
technical school: receive pretty much the same benefits as the student
who is in your junior college system, or in your public system?

Stck;,snonr. I don't understand the word "benefit."
Dr. Nrot 1ST. Many of our postsecondary institutions are private

and proprietary in New York. and they are fully equal, to compar-
able programs in the community colleges.

About 3 years ago. at my recommendation. our board of regents
;maw ized such institutions to grant the same degrees that communi-
ty college grant. thereby ghing the parity of esteem that I was
talking about before.

Many of the technical-proprietary, private-technical, posttecon-
dary institutions do not have a fully equivalent program. That is all

can tells ou in answer to your question, unless there is some aspect
to it that I do not grasp.

We try to give credit to people for what they know, and not whel
they learned it.

Mr. ParssiEn. One or two more questions. What I am trying to
establish is an understanding of how you accomplish this "parity,"
is this done through craftsmanship, expertise, be the school private
or publit.. or is there'sort of ir revenue sharing.

What T am getting at how is it determined how much a partie
lar -chool 'gets in lour system. How (To you make these decisi s?

Dr..NYoutsr. Out of vocational educational funds. If there is a
grant application, and a program proposeel. and if it meets the guide-

; lines. and it has merit under the hiteria in our State plan, then it is
given fundslo carry out the plan that is proposed in the grant appli-
ea t ion.

Mr. Pussun. Now the private institutions, are familiar with
these?

Dr. Nyorls-r. They came under our purview. Everything that, is
edtatation in our State conies tinder the board of regents, private,
proprietary, prekindergarten, um ersities, colleges, the whole busi-
ness, not in any operating sense, but in coordinating, planning sense.
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We incorporate pit, ate institutions in our State. We even grant
the degrees at private colleges for 5 years until they prove them---

Mr. PRESSLER. Is this true in Michigan?
Dr. limns. In Michigan all the money goes directly to the LEA's.

However in de\ eloping their plans, they unit cover all of the facili-
ties. and all of the training going on in that area, and utilize them.

If a private school already has a-program, which can be utilized
within their plan, then they will contract with that private school to
deliver the vocational education.

That is the way that the private and proprietary schools get voca-
tional money. They get it by contracting with the intermediate dis-
trict to deliver it.

The fist part of your question, for our State, in Big Rapids,
Mich., they operate programs at various levels, and they have en-
joyed a very positive iniage+throughout the- State, and throughout
the 'Nation.

They have not had any problem with establishing the levels of
vocational education, and giving credit for it, which is accepted at
any of the other State institutions in Michigan.

Mr. PnEssi,Eit. The final question, and Mr. Chairman, I know that
I ha',e used more time than I should, but I would like to ask both
the gentlemen from New York, and Michigan, what sort of hard
followup statistics do you have on your graduates, both private and
public, in terms of subsequent employment, and salary levels, but
not immediately after graduation. I think that you have covered
some of this in your testimony.

What type o.f.analysis do we have on what becomes of those grad-
uates. both from the public and private schools?

Dr. Honns. For the past 2 years, we have been conducting what
we call an extensive followup study, unfortunately it has been in
the pilot stage, and we have not reached an 80 percent return rate.

The way we get our data. our hard data. is directly from the stu-
dent himself as well as from the emplo3cr, as to salaries, as to
whether the person is workino there, how long, etcetera.

It does take a little time to get students used to answering and
sending in the cards. We have initiated a telephone survey to try to
get at this data. Right now I would say that the data is probably 58
percent valid.

We are going to initiate, a different approach this Year, and try
very hard to :*et this 'so that it will be SO percent valid.

But the kind of data that you are talking about has just been
begun over the past 2 or 3 Sears. Primarily before then we were tie-
pendent upon the coordinators, or the teachers to furnish us with the
data, but we are going directly to the recipient, because we want to
know what his attitudes are, and what his ideas ar)abOut the kind -
of educational program he received.

Mr. PRESSLER. ITtlat is the area of the largest unemployment in
your graduates?

I)r. Horms. I just don't have that at my fingertips.
I)r. :.TyQum.r. If you will look at page 24 in my document that I

filed with the comniittee, you will see extensive data on followup of
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occupational education students. We have a repocting-evaluation
system for our occupational education called RESOE, and page 24

tha__t...ap=oflaageuittma=r-in.,t--ally-----w-b- itt-t' fikrtittaition-i
Folloting, you will see specific completion of the secondary, post-

secondary, and adult lev4s-fm-the next 2 pages.
.

We have a table that is not appart of the testimony that we can
file here that gives much more details. It is a.brolten down table of
the placement of all these secondary, postsecondary and all other
levels.

Mr. PRESSLER. What' I am really concerned with is the high school
student that comes'in for counseling, and guidance. Do we have hard
statistics to show him?'

In South Dakota we have vocational education schools, some of
them train diesel mechanics where there is 4 great shortage of peo-
ple. In other areas, they were training people. who cannot find jobs.

What sorts of guidance is available to a high school senior? Do
we have hard statistics based on, not only these vocational-technical
education programs, but the analysis. I have not seen this in. great
numbers in your testimony. I want to apologize for being late to the
meeting, and not having read it, but if such-statistics are in here, it
would he the first-time I have teen them.

We are all in favor of the program. but we don't have many hard
numbers. I guess that things are changing so quickly that it is impos-.
sible to develop them. I don't think that we should develop a bunch
Of reports, but how do you tell a high school senior.

Do yod have projections on where the needs are greatest, and sal-
aries that are fairly hard numbers?

Dr. Hoens. If you would look somewhere in my report that has
to do with placement, you will find that we are developing an occu-
pational information system. We do have a grant with the Depart-
ment of Labor to disseminate and organize all of the kinds of infor-
rdation you ara,clescribing.

In Mich'igarr. we have a system called VIEW, which is part of tne
Department of Labor and MESC, and it is computerized. So. this
data goes to what we call area centers, so that counsellors can give

informationnformation as to what the job market is, where the jobs a.re,
and how much does it cost, physical requirements, advancement pos-
sibilities, and all of this is being now put into one system.

We are hoping to get this grant to be able to disseminate it, so that' it is very useful all over the State. However, if we don't it is a part
of section 8 of the career,education legislation for the State of Mich-
igan. The career education appointed committee most take this as a
part of their.duties and responsibilities, to provide this kind of in-
formation that you are suggesting. Right now it is elective.

Mr. PRESSLER. I will conclude with this; if you both had to cut
back substantially on one type of vocational training, based on lack
of jobs,-what aspect of that program would it be?

Dr. HoBBS. I guess we would have to analyze the data we have on
the placement, which is now in the office.

Mr. PRESSLER. Do you have any idea off the top ofyour head?
Dr. Hones. I, really don't. Building and construction industry.
Mr. PRESSLER. 'hat is curious, building and construction industry.
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Dr. NYQUIST. That is heavy unemployment as far as we are cou-
cerned.

° x pi In NI, hat areas do you -have the greatest shortage?
Is there an area where you have more jobs?

Dr. NYVCIST. Health services, and office occupation., It is hard to
get a secretary.

Mr. PRESSLER. Dental assistants, secretarial-----
Dr. NYQVIST. Health services.
Mr. PRESSLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. My question is perhaps a request, for help. If you would

just think about the question you have just had. about the hard data,
etcetera. and enumeratz, for us the studies, the reports that you are
aware Vf that are now in existence that might be summarized_ for
us by the staffs

Maybe you could tell me something else. Somebody recently told
me that one of our school districts in Michigan bought a McDonald's
franchise as a part of a vocational training program. Do you know
anything about that?

Dr. HOBBS. I seem to have,heard something about that. It is a part
of their program. Also, over in Branch County, they operate a
restaurant within the new center, at which they actually prepare
meals as a part of their trainingt_althOugh it is not a McDonald's.
I don't exactly know where the MM:44 onald's happens to be. It escapes
me for the moment.

I have heard rumors that this was happening but I could not tell
you exactly where it is.

Mr. Font,. I would like to find out. , I have a special feeling for
McDonald's, because of the amount of lobbying they have done to
hold down the wages of students. I thought that it was kind of inter-
esting that we might be spending money out there to purchase a
McDonald's franchise, after the absolutely tremendous job they have
done here to fight a different subcommittee over whether or not stu-
dents should receive the minimum wage.

Dr. HOBBS. I will get that information for you next week.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. HALL. I would like to ask a question. I come from Illinois,

and I know something of the educational system there, and I remem-
ber how ridiculous I thought some of the certification procedures
might be. -

For example, Alhart Einstein, if he were alive could not teach
physics or mathematics in the public school system of Illinois, sim-
ply because he was norcertified.

I wonder if eitherof your States are approaching that problem,
so that you can utilize or bring in a great deal of expertise that you
might not otherwise have available.

Dr. NYQUIST. As commission of education, I could not teach in the
public schools an New York either, but we have changed the Pro-
cedures, and go toward the competence of teachers. That gets away
front just course counting, and credit counting, and gets much more
field center than it has been in the past.

We also have a system in our State where you can get a degree in
our State without ever going to college. It is an external degree pro-
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gram, and a series of proficiency examinations that are made up by
the faculties of the colleges and universities of New York, there are
2.0 of them, public and private, You car lemonstrate your proficiency
on 'pencil and paper.

For instance. if somebody knows a foreign langliage. and taker a
whole series of exams. they don't have' then to take the courses user
[wain. A whole bunch of those courses in education arc reduced to
examinations.

Dr. Homs. We have the same thin°. in Michigan. We have CBE
which was developed by Wayne County Community College in Mich-
igan.,Particularly the vocational-technical education of the depart-
ment of e[lucation i, ntkinn 'al CBE. They are working on criterion
reference exams.; so that it w hat the teacher need to know in
order to tf ach a specific set of objectives.

Now, they are matching the performance objectives. which have
been developed in The State, where the competence is necessary in
order to teach them. We expect to be in full gear in probably a ear
and a half:

Mr. HALL! 1, too, apologize for not being here ealier, so I may
h cc missed snmc of your initial statement.

Do either of you, or both. have anything like an ongoing dialogue,
or an exchange with business and industry so that you can keep
your objectives and services pretty dell parallel? ,

Dr. !loans. All of our performance objectives are reviewed by in
dutry and business. Every single program in the State of Michigan
must have a crafts committee. It must also have a review of their
program in terms of equipment, and facilities every year.

'Their value is based upon the information that we receive. We
also have a committee that works Oiiectly witli"Chrysler, Ford. and
Gener1 Motors in terms oNransPortation objectives, working with

",-,tnselors, working with students.
I think that Chrysler adopted one school in northern Detroit. and

has now adopted another school in Highland Park. They work
directly w itli those students on cooperative programs; directly w ith
the counselors: and provide r. number of sell ices in cooperation with
the,State Department of Education.

Dr. NYQUIST. In the State of New York, there are two or three
pros isions. One is flint a few years ago we established one high-level
position. and all be does is intim-try-education liaison. That is all lie
does-iii the State, and that is to relate to business and industry. and
brig educators together with business and industry.

Our State ads isory council, of course, has business and industry
represented on it. By educational law, the local advisory council has
educational advisors as well as business advisors.

MT. FORD. one other question. Both of you, gentlemen, have com-
mon characteristics. Dr. Hobbs, I became aware. fortunately work-

' i,ng on these legislations I knew everything they did with title I. We
are using title I money in Michigan for voiptional education pro-
grams in high schools that have a population that qualifies them as
a target school.

Wien they use that kind of funding for the program. does it in
any Ns fly get reOrted to your office as a part of the total package.
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Would there be any way to ask the Michigan computer how much
assistance there was. not only from title T, but the -kinds of Feder al
fund: coming in. Fly example, I see no reason why they could not
use title II tunas to buy teaching materials that were then made a
part of the vocational training program.

Do they separate that out for you in any way ?
Dr. Hones. That is separate out. I could find out where it applies.

which group-4 it is being utilized with. It is separated out, and it is
in another stfrviee. I am not aware of the statistics on that.

Dr. NYWIST. Could I answer for the,State of New York ?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Dr. NYQUIST. About 3 years ago, I established some hard and fast

rules that all of the title I funds in New York have to be used for
reading, arithmetic. mathematics. and bilingual education. unlc-ss the
school district can prove that it did not have a problem in those
areas.

The result of that. is that most of the funds are used for reading.
It cannot be used for vocational education purposes at all.

Mr. FORD. I am sorry to hear that. Thank you. .
Mr. HALL. Are there any further questions?
[No response.]
Mr. IIALL. I want to thank both of you gentlemen, for your fine

presentations.
We will meet again on Monday the 10th at 9 :30, and again thank

you for your presentation.
[WhEreupon4 at 11 :01 a.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene at 9 :30 a.m., Monday, March 10, 1975.3
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VOCATIONAL AND ()CU PATIONAL EDUCATION

MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1975

HoUSE REPRESENTATI Es.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY. SECoNDARY.

AND V ()CATION A EDUCATION OF TILE
( M ITT EE oN EDI CATION AND 1,11401(.

WaShiligtOlt, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:20 a.m.. pursuant to recess:in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Perkins. Simon, Zeferetti. Mil-
ler, Mottl, Hall, Buchanan. Jeffords, Pressler, and Mrs. Smitli.

.tall present : .1 oh n Jelin ings. counsel.
Chinn:1111'mi ss. The comn»t tee will come to ort1.
The hearing is on vocational education. and the first witness this

morning is Mr. Arnold Weber, chairman of the New Jersey Advisory
Council'on Vocational Education. Next we have Mr. Wallace Fletch-
er, State Advisory Council on Vocational Education for the State
of Connecticut, and Mr. Tom Elson. Nebraska State Advisory Coun-
cil for Vocational Education. We are hearing from various State
advisory councils this morning.

Conic atound, and we w ill start with Mr. Weber, then Mr. Fletch- ,
er, and Mr. Elson.

"Without objection; your prepared statements will be inserted in
the record, and 34.tu may- summarize or proceed in any manner flint
you prefer.

[Prepared statements follow:]

PRLPARLO STATEML.NT OF .tRNOLD K. WETO.11, C IIAIRMAN, NEN% .11:11Nht AIA ISOM
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EHCCATION

M3 flame is Ariodil K. Weber, 1 atn chairman of the New Jersey Adbsor3
Cuuniii on Vocational Education. I %%mild like to thank the subcommittee on
Elrineutnr3. Secondary and Vocational Education for the tplrtolot., to dis-
cuss with 3m11 t he progress of Nocatlimal and career education. since the pass.age
of the Viwational Education Act of 1tIG,3 and elm amendments of 1966

As the committee knolls, the State athisiry romans lime been established
throughout the vuiltr3 to ma uate Notational education ',ingrains, senores
and actiNities and to athise the State boards of ediii ttion ill their annual and
lung-range plans fur twativaal education It 1v as not until the NOS amnd-
ments that the full impact of Notational adisory councils Nas dt,%eloped lu
itoolle the broadest interest of the lay public. business, inditstr3, golernment,
education, labor and inutorit3 representation. In limo State:, as in Neu .Jer-
sey. State councils haNt, representat o es from the priNate proprietary institu-

1111(1 student youth representatiVeS.
As State councils performed their duties strio ioled ((11(1 mandated under

PL 90-576. it Nvasn't too lung before those duties expanded 1 Oh the State loel
(6031
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to assist not only the State board in the detelopment of their plans for
ocational education, but also to serte as a consultancy resource tar other

__Stu `_er I __ML
National guternuitutal officials, local district school ailunnislraturs and rariuus
officials and the lay public concerned with tocatioual and occupational educa-
tion.

Ot er the past four years the council has produced set eral reports winch
etaluate areas of critical concern in terms of the detelopthent of ucat tonal
education in the State of Nett Jersey. In our efforts uu the emitted, it has
become apparent that there has been a tremendous growth of rucuttonal eduLti-
Mai programs that hate directly been the result of the Federal Vocational
Education Act. Ot er the lust ten years, there has been( a dramatic recognitiou
of the tattle of ruuttiuhal education. Since 1965 in Net, Jersy, where at that
tune there were a scattering of facilities for r °cat itmal education, there WAN
exists area vocational schools to serve all 21 counties in the State. But au
spite of our growth during the last fiscal year, the area rucatiuhal schools had
to reject some 10,000 students who wished to enroll in a -tariety of tocational
offerings.

In this time of a shaky economy and rising unemployment, it would seem to
us that rveutioual education is a more critical need than eter before. In the
past, there may but e been tune to indulge in the luxury of der eloping, master
plans which would spell out how to achieve an enrollment of till% of our
secondary school students. We had time to discuss a tariety of ways to achieke
this goal, all of h iliN uhed the critical expenditures of Federal. State and
local funds. Of course, it is obvious that when we were asked to respond to
our plans with thi dollars to do the job. rte soua found ourseltes behind the
timeline for the achievement of our objectives. .

In the 1974 etaluation report of the council we noted that enrollments
uterall, .41 educational areas, grades 9 through 12, hate been deo-easing,
winie enrollments iii rotation education hate been iucreaswg. At the same
tulle, because of economic conditions, budgets hake been cut to such an extent
that enrollment °Wet tit es fur r &Kat-tonal education are being jeuPartlized. The
future expansion of tocational education is seriously threatened at this whit
in time despite the fact that in New Jersey there has been au increase in
enrollments from 1965 to 1974 from 12.1% to 3j..2% of the total enrollment in
the secondary school. which is all the market can bear at the current funding
level.

The council understands that there are seteral proposals to revise the °ea-
tiuhal Education Act. Despite the fact that there are many claims that these
proposals will ammo'. the tuctithayl education thrust in .the future. we
would like to pond out that, in our estimation, Public Law 90-576 has literally
been the single instrument responsible for the dramatic growth of tocational
education programs, services and netit Ries in our State and nationally. The
act has been the forerunner of career education. It has given birth to State
adt isory councils which hate opened up for grass roots public scrutiny. all of
the State actit hies whit h Louie Lindtir the administration of toeational educa-
tion.

Nu other educational legislation on the elementary, secondary and post-
set unitary let el can eimipure with 90-576 in su far as that law lass 11110NI'll
fur public input and pirtitiiatiuii hi view of these surprising adtaiiivs. it is
difficult for our council to understand N 113 the Congress would enact. fur
example suit other legislation as Pb 92-318 without assurances tliarthe intent
of Congress regarding PI, 92-318 would be carried out.

Specifically. we pllillt to the problems which are created In the detelopment
of section 1202 of title X of 92-31/4 which creates a 1202 ComMiSSi011. Thl.
Commission proti..1.,n. in our estimation. has been histituted without firm
guideliiies, not like the implementation of State adt isory councils nailer 90-5711,
where strut represeutatbm requirements .t ere applied. This situathaa has
already treated a coati-14m of purposes and quite possible 011111 be instru-
mental in erasing the substantial gains that have been achieted fur oca-
tIonal education under PI, 90-570.

It seems rather basic to is that such developments. as the creation of Fed-
eral mandates that institute State advisory council,: of 11(itilt eilututiuu.
nafluaal.aad State airmails ou tareer education. 1202 Commission, and State
adriwirt l7wuuals world be euiniterproductike if there are nut strung Federal
guidelines or strong Federal tourilination i' the respunsialities and tato dies

(id
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of these advisor) and polionniking bodies. These hues of responsibility must
be clearly established with alivad) Pxistpug State ath mory councils on euca-
ttutn Leducatiuiduties 4ndrxspialsil, a Lir 31.1, *MeU (iftheseno),blenorici
laws will bedisast

The tragic part of what I sin saying is that all of us recognize the Ialue ofthe work ethic and we stme to promote legislation winch 'till assure the
de% (+patent of skills and careers that will Ban a lasting aid rewarding
effect on our citizens. At the same time, when proliferation occurs in the
number of agencies and bodies established to regulate. 1,:ourdinate and evaluate
and del chip recinumendations fur educational art t' dies which are important
to all of us and our work life, we begin to cancel out hate er strides we
have made through any pioneering legislation.

The past four annual ealuation reports of the New Jerse) Athisur) Council
have done much in pointing to 'areas where improonents can be made in the
locational (lineation deliver) system.

Some of the significant contributions which the cummil has made in assisting
the State division of vocational education in the performance .of its duties, are
those studies and recommendations which hale brought about a greater aware-
ness and understanding of the educational system's widening rule and respon-
sibilities to larger segments of our New Jersey population.

Those studies and Recommendations include:
1. Bringing to light the expanding needs of adults and those students

involved in the post-secondary occupational training area
2. ProMoting interest in the profit and nun-profit sector in order to exhibit

ways in which the profit school sector can (..,,litribute toward public locational
education and how essential it is for the non-profit school sector to receive
occupational training far the general welfare of the New Jerse) econonne
community.

3. Developing mechanisms and analYsis of funding procedures in order toassist the State in the more equitable distribution of locational education
lesources;

4. Addressing itself to problems of providing quality vocational teacher
education;

3. Taking steps to assure an adequate public information system fur ad -
istrators, parents and students to show the value of vocational edu-
cation as a means of achieving a career and self direction; and
'6. Stressing the need to cle%elop strategies for a comprehensive and cost-

effective master .plan for vocational education.
These are only as few of thz_ very active interests and work of the New

Jersey Advisory Council on Vocational Education since 1969.
Over the past ten years there has been tremendous dedication to expansion

and the cause of providing occupational training for young and old so that
they might achieve career success. Iu our experience with the State diusion
of vocational education we hale achioed the highest cooperation. We have
worked with an administration who welcomes the help of the New Jerse)
Advisory Council in its efforts to serve the citizens of the State.

Yet, with increasing problems which include eciaminie factors. new legisla-
tion with imprecise guidelines and directi%es, changing philosophies and direc-
tions In post-secondary education areas, rising costs in local district educa-
tional operation, competition for Federal program funds :lad the lack of an
effective plan for l'imadination Oil the national level aml ealuation of the
impact of Federal legislation, we find a Congress at the crossroads of a leader-
ship decision.

The decision Congress makes regarding the future direction of vocational
education will have to be based upon whether the Congress has determined
If the law,: of the past hale priiided.the impact hoped for., if this cannot be
demonstrated the Congress must find a new direction in our approach to voca-
tional and ocupational education.

In our experience, in the State. of New Jerse). and in the eidence across
the country. which exemplifies the growth of %ocational education and the
need and the desire to obtain what these programs offer and promise, we can
say that you have suceveded under 90-:i76 and we encourage you tco (.011-
tillue in the path of that success.

Chairman To'llatuNs. For the sake of brevity, we will hear you, and
then we will qfiestion von.

Go ahead, Mr.-Weber.

6
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STATEMENT OF ARNOLD WEBER, CHAIRMAN, NEW JERSEY
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATION9J RITITCATION

Mr. WEBER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. My name is Arnold K.
Weber, and I am the chairman of the New ;Jersey Advisory Council
on Vocational Education, and have been for 3 years, under three
Governors, I have served on the adlisory council for a period of 6
years.

For an understanding of the things I am going to say, I aingoing
to add a few things from my background.

In 1970. I was retired as a corporate officer of the RCA Corp.
Subsequent to that. I became an organizer of the, Camdcr, City

Development committee.
I hale also helped to organize the Service Corps of Retired Execu-

tives, where I continue to serve.
I have also helped to organize the SBA and the National Action

Program.
As you have indicated, since nay testimony has been made part of

the recordI will not refer to it.'hut rather I would like to supple-
ment it with just a few remarks.

My interest in locational education goes hack a long way. start-
ing in 1919, when I sell nu, apprenticeship from the General
Electric Co.. and Nith supplementary education after that. I did
manage to become a corporate officer of a good corporation.

I hale seen many changes in the field of apprenticeship training,
vocational education. I hale been closely connected with this sort of
thing aver the years ns a counselor and adviser to youth.

I still am currently oiled with my grandsons. Over the years,
one of the things that has impressed me ri1 the legislation that was
passed in 196s. Public Law 90-576. 1-,et up the function of advisory
councils in the states.

Looking at that legislation. it was timely. clear, and far reaching.
Its mandate to set up advisory councils, getting a broad representa-
tion of people concerned with °eat ional education from all walks
of life. was particularly impressive tome.

The fact that it was set up in such a way apt those groups were
not tied in with any part of the education system. except to report
to them, and through them to the health an I v.-,11,,re council of the
National Ifealth and Welfare Council, is an indication that the
loc,islat-- a 'twiny were looking for sonic means of follow up to thc,
legislation that was passed.

I thouglit, as a businessman and as a Mall much interested in this,
I thought that it was pertinent, cry correct, and undoubtedly' very
helpful.

In spite of the progress we matte in New Jersey, in having some
12 percent of the youngsteri:'; in grades 9 through 12 involved in
locational education 12 years ago; and haling seen that grow three-
fold to 31 percent with a goal of moving that 31-percent participa-
tion up to 60 percent in It) years. In spite of that progress. there is.
of cour,e, a big job to be done. if one considers the statements that
you can read to the effect that in the 1980':, 80 percent of the jobs
that will be al inhibie in the United States will be handled. or could
be handled by people ho do not necessarily hale a college education.
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So, the emphasis. in our opinion, is \ ery proper to tr to find
ways of swinging the pendulum alumni, so instead of haA ing parents

involA etl in the \VOrhl of \Audi', and find the response in life where
the oungsters can Make a ktI \ fine living and contribute to this
AN hole problem of our nat Tonal mammy.

The one thing that has disturbed me in one of the bills, and why
we asked to he here today, is that in looking at some of the new
proposals on legislation, there seems to be a tendency to shirk, or to
get away from the business of mandated representation, and an
inclination to say: 'Well, perhaps we ought to get on with the,
bliciness, and let States decide."

What this has led to in Public Law 92-318 is, I believe, in some
cases they have taken a shortcut, and have named an existing
agency, which was a part of the educational system to do a job.

Now, my question as a former businessman, and as one who has
worked on this advisory council for 6 years, and I have seen how
programs may be eA aluated and inputs fed into a system that brings
it right hack to Congress. I am concerned about the ease with which
the educational s;Asteni could sort of keep to itself without closer
examination of the things that may be wrong, and closer examina-
tion of the things that might be improved.

So, the main- purpose of my testimony is to bring out the point
that if there is one ininp. that new leffislation,.in the opinion of our
New Jersey State Advisory Council: ought to retain is the very
specific task of relining that type of representation which will bring
minority opinions, labor. industry, the educational processes, and all
of the other people in\ oh ed in the interest of education into focus
in such a way that they can speak freely. and with some effective-
ness in bringing about the changes that we see the new legislation

,doing, namely that which I think can be best suited to its purpose,
if there is a continuation of the type of followup that has been
clearly set up under Public Law 90-576.

This, I think, is all I care to say at this time. My testimony is
with you. It may he read. Let me add just one thing. On page 5, we
have indicated the ad ice that may be given freely by an advisory
council. where you don't depend on )our'-boss. or your boss's boss for
your job, when von mine out and say that there should be some
expansion in student education.

It gets into a wide range of interests, and leads to some very inter-
esting situations.

Another recommendation that we have made, and will continue to
make, is to stress the need to dc' clop strategy for a comprehensive
overall plan of education. which goes along basically with the con-
cept today callod ,.reer Nhicat ion.

I thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank yon very much for a good statement.
Mr. Fletcher.

STATEMENT OF WALLACE FLETCHER, STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR CONNECTICUT

Mr. FLETCHER. My name is Wallace .1. Fletcher, and I am the
executive officer of the Connecticut Advisory Council on Vocational
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' Education. I mu a former member of the faculty of the graduate
school. I am a former businessman and a consultant in the educa-
nonaLfield. -

-1

Among my scholarly works, I am the principal author of the
,2-year study of the California Vocational Education, entitled:
"California Education Today. Yesterday, and Tomorrow," which I
believe your committee utilized in the creation of the 1968 amend-
ments.

It occurs to me, Mr. Chairman, that the distinguished subcommit-
tee, and also the distinguished committee, which vou chair, have
been a major bulwalk against the bureaucracy 'and for the peoplg of
the 'United States in terms of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
which changed the thrust of education from being for specific pro-
grams to dealing with the needs of people across the State, all citi-
zens of all ages, with special emphasis upon those with special needs.

In 1968, the Congress, and your committee, discovered that only
49,000 U.S. citizens in the special needs category had, in fact,
received service.

Congress, therefore, took the position that in 1963 they had pro-
vided the money, but that the bureaucracy had been unwilling to
change their direction. Therefore, in the 1968 amendments, to insure
the implementation of your intent, you required categorical use of
funds.

You provided a stick in terms of a State plan to describe the
anticipated expenditures by category and program, andwho would
be served.

Congress, in its wisdom, chose to mandate independent, autono-
mous State advisory council to advise on the implementation of the
annual plan, and to evaluate annually, and on a continuing basis, its
implementation.

Further, Congress then determined that at the national level there
was a clear need. So, you strengthened the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Vocational Education.

Once again we saw, despite some encouraging numbers, that by
1972, again the bulwark of the citizens of the country, and selected
representatives on your committee recognized, as a result partly of
the annual reports of the State and national advisory council
its intent on behalf of the American people was not being imple-
mented by the Department of HEW, or by State boards of educa-
tion.

Therefore, iu the Education Amendments of 1972, Congress took
the extreme step of mandating the internal organization of the U.S.
Office of Education to insure a high priority to vocational education
through the creation of a bureau, and even defining the top 17 jobs
in that v.rganization by civil service category.

A step, which to any scholar, indicated the acute dissatisfaction
of the Congress. reflecting our acute concern.

However, in the 1972 amendments, you also developed require-
ments for a total planning capability, and did that through an
amendment to t he Higher Fahication Act. of 1965, under title XII,
calling for what is popularly known as the 1202 Commissions.

These. as you are aware, have been created in every State by
means of a statement by the Governor of the State to the U.S. Corn-
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missioner of Education that, in fad, the formatioi of the 1202 Com-
mission was a requirement of the statute.

at-e,-as you ar-e- aware, the-re---harvebeen no regulations issued
by the U.S. Office of Education. In that legislation, you required
that means should be found to integrate vocational and career edu-
cation programs into the elementaly and secondary school,,,tenis
of this country with emphasis similar to that of the traditional
academic subjects as one of your major thrusts, one with which we
would clearly all concur.

119wever you also did another thing, I would remind you. and
thfte was that you took three of the titles of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 196:1and in conforming amendments
on page 118 of Public Law 92-318. you requit,td that those funds
under those three titles should be utilized, Federal funds to local
school districts. in order to insure again that there would be funding
'available, irrespective of the funding available under Public Low
90-576, to implement this cOordination in education.

It is very difficult for us to determine whether or not ;your intent
has been implemented in tn.', matter, because the advisory council
on education has au implied responsibility to see that funds for
%motional education, in fact, are spent that will relate somewhat to
Public Law 90-576.

Therefore, I would suggest that this is an area that the committee
would want to examine carefully in future legislation.

I would like you to emphasize a matter of concern to my council,
and to a 111111lber of tinier councils. That is the fact that our findings
in certifying the annual State plans in many States have been that
the intent of Congress has Mk either evaded, or countered.

We have drawn the attention of the U.S. Office of Education to
this matter, and one reason vvliv I have included within the docu-
m ents which I am presenting as part of my testimony, the 1972 and
1971 evaluation reports of my own council.

Despite the fact. as I have said, that we have drawn attention to
the fact that these plans have evaded, or countered the intent of
Congress. to date no State plan has been disapproved by the U.S.
Office of Education.

I would point out further. in considering future legislation. that
at the State meeting of the Joint Ad'. isory Council front all over
this Nation and for the terriha ies, in Scottsdale, Ariz.. in November
1974, the councils in 1-day workshops in which two-thirds of the
delegates participated. %Mei tinned that in this year of anticipated
new ocationul education legislation, there is no need for major
legislation except that Congress should perhaps further mandate the
function, of the U.S. Office of Education in evaluation and enforce-
ment of existing legislation and planning.

I rpeommend. respect fully,_Mr. Chairman, that the financial re-
sources of State ad% isory councils be increased, at least to those of
us %%110 are minimally funded States. to assist our evaluation activi-
ties, and that oul annual evaluation reports be sulonitted through
the State board of education to the education committee of the
Ifotise and Senate of the United States.

I further recommend that Congress limit the percentage of voca-
tional education fund, to be thed for administrative pin po,,es scitLiiu
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the States, and I would be piepared to expand on that in question-
ing, sir.

_further recommentiolLs_tu_the_.statisticalinfottuation_ta_
required in the annual ex aluat ion reports of the advisoey councils.
Here I am asking 3oit to mandate something that shall do, and
that is, haing been able to do a study in ComOtieut on attritions
in public high school 1 district, and also by,the total State, we find
that there has been a steady attrition between 9th grade enrollment
and 12th grade enrollment, 4 years later.

Similarly, between 10th grade arid 12th grade enrollments,.3 years
later, because some of our high schools are organized that way, and
overall in the State. find the astonishing fact that between 1973
12th grade attribit ion, and 1974 12th grade attrition, there has been
a jump of 23 pert' in the attrition rate.

I suggW tl the need for full implementation of existivg legis-
lation is demonstrated 1.), increasing attrition rates among high
school students, an increase in the percentage of youth unemployed,
and believe that the dimension of the problem is such that, with
appropriate safeguards, massive increases in funding are necessary.

There are two further points that are not "Nvritton in my summary.
One is that I would respectfully suggest that the committee recon-
sider its creation of a separate Oflice of Career Education, reporting
directly to the U.S. Commissioner, rather than through the Bureau
of Adult Vocational ail Technical (''location, be&tuse this seems to
be hureased fragmentation of the education.

The logic of the matter escapes me, since Public Law 92-318 calls
for cohesive planning.

With that, Mr. Chairman, 1 will respectfully await any questions.
Chairman Prinuxs. Thank you for a very good statement.
[The prepayed statement of Mr. Fletcher follows:]

PREPARE11;.STAIEMENT OF WALLACE .1. *FLETCHER, STATE Anvlsony CouNem ON
VOCATIONAL EHLTATION CONNECTICUT

1. The Vocational Education .ket of 19(13 ehanged the thrust of Vocational
Education front program to people needs and increased funding fourfold.

2 By 191i8 the Congress discos ered that only 49 thousand U.S. citizens in
the special needs category had rewired service.

3. The Congress in the 1968 Amendments took the following steps to ensureimplementation of its intent.
a. eategorieal use of funds
bi a State Nan to describe the anticipated expenditures by eategot) andprogram

Ad% isory Council to advise ell the development it the Nan and to
evaluate annually its implementation

d. strengthen the National Advisory Connell
1. By 1972 the Congress recognized as a

that
of the annual reports of the

State and National Advisory Councils that its intent was not being imple-
mented h the Department 1>f HEW and State hoards; of Education

5 It( the Educutoin Amendments ui iis72,Congress tumk the extreme step of
mandating the internal organization of the 1..8. Office of Education to ensure
high priority to roeat hand. education.

6. In the 102 Aniendinruts, C(ongressdel eloped requirements for a total
planning eapability under Title 12 of the 'Higher Ednealion Act of 1965. To
date, these requirements hall` not !wen implemented through regulutnons by the
I' S. ()Mee of 'Education.

7. Despite the finding,, (ef titate' Ads isory Councils in certif.) lag annual State
Plans that these plans; evaded or countered the intent of Congress, to (Into. no
State Nan has been disapproved.
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8. At the joint inevting of State Achisor) Councils Atizolia un
N'uember. 1974. the l'ouneils determined that in this )cat of anti. ipatett twit
v 44i-slat jo-r--c1 la top. ta i-p4,--t-latt
Congress should further niatidatc (let fain (ions of the ( 0/i. t of (dititOtua
in eraluatant and enfoicentent of (distal!) I. fp:dation and phinnuty.

9. I reeoniniend that the financial resources of Stalk .dine!) l'otinlls be
increased to assist their ei ablation ,o ities and that (Iwo annual Ealuation
l(eports be submitted through the State limed of Etliteit Hui to the Education
Co tuuittees of the JHouse and Se.nate of the I'S

10 I further recommend that l'ongres, Inuit the percentages of ocational
education finals to be used for iiiitionistratoe ,,purposes within the state,.

11. I further reecanniend additions to the statistical information to be
required ill the niatual Ileports of Atlisor Counetis.e.g attritions
in public high school hi district and state

12. I suggest that the need for full implementation. of existing 1.gisiation lb
demonstrated it) increasing attrition rates among high silmol ,tudents, an
increase in the per( outage aid numbers of ) 01011 inieuIplo3 ed. and belit.(. dint
the dintens.ion of the problem is such that. w nth appfitpriate safeguard:, Inas-
SiN e increases In funding are necessary.

To: Wallace J. Fletcher.
From: Carolyn Grafton
Subject . Community Needs Factor

The Coniumnit) Seeds Factor (f.'SF) is. composed of five factors. (1)
number of AFDC (.ilia Fandlies with Dependent (hildren) children, (2)
general unenipbt)nient, (3) high school lion-graduates 10-21, (4) )out( talon-
ployinent ; and (3) equalized tax rate.

All of these numbers are cow erted to Z scores oilcan id 0, standard dews-
- ation of 1 ) and the five Z scores are added.

We Lane no questions at present onthe first two items. The number 'Of
AFI)C children is a firm figure The general itnuiplo)inent figures are mow
computed b) town .rather than It) labor market region. so those figures ate
now satisfactory .

It was decided at the Janitar) 10 meeting on the CNF (held at t11. State
Office Building in 11r Ilialobrzeski's office) that the high school 'Iva-graduates
figure. whith is often collected N la a tow it (ells11:4. 11 ill be replaced 1.1) a figure
representing school loaners This new ligift will be computed its the ttiffeleuve
between the number of graduate, in the 1111)st recent graduating class and the
size of thfit class 21,2 years pros Mush, taken from the 10th grade October.
student (unlit for the Al)M .(iocrage Bail) Incinbershipt. Tenth grade enroll-
tilent..figures mere chosen rather than 9th grade figures because some juniot
high schools keep the students through the 'dial' grhile. then send them to

high schools There is a drawback to not using 9th guide figures.
That drawback is that a tit,rsiiii who is livid back one grade ma) tutu II)
before reaching 10th grade. and theleforc ling) out without being counted
flow opt., we incept the 10 12 grade difference as a. % ast inipmenient met the
census figures for high school uoingraduat es, .

The figure, for )(unit imeniplminent ha% 0 also been unacceptable The State
Department of Labor is now working out a foenin la for von,idetailito The
merit, of the new formula will be assessed !,:. 'Mr. Itwhard IVIIstIll. Mr. Fialik
Liak. and Mrs. Ca rol)n Grafton.

.The fifth figure is equalized tax rate,
grand Styli .V peteritt rt aluattonequalized tax ra er.....- _______

grand 11,t
'Cheri. are seNeral problem, inlivient in tt)itig to compare town, M their tax

rates. Tow II, as,ess their propertie, in different )(qtr...., ithere ina) be as much
as a 19 )ear difference in the Jett!' of assessment for two town...). \ et the re,-
cent asse,saiwitt as well as the actual as,essinent flies remain hut
until the next asset,nient, There rata also be it discrepant) between the stated
percent of as...IN.:meat and the al Nal percent of the fait: matket N Mlle at
which property is assessed. This warier f 1'0111 tuna to town and frown asses,or
to Itsr,t:.or These problems are ilestribeil'himre full in "Financing Cotineuti-
tat's Schools. The Filial Repot t of the -('onanission to Stud? School Fitialice
and Equal Educational Oppoi Inuit), Januar). 1975", In addition to these
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ariations which affect the comparability of the equalized tax rates'', differ-
ent towns use Nat.) Mg proportions of their tax to support education. The report
of the Commission (re/erred to aboe) used a figure \Nitta they call the school
tax rate Mach consists of thi; local funds for current school operating expenses
divided by the adjusted assessed valuation.

Local funds for current school operating expenses are computed as. Total
current educational operating expeu a minus state aid minus federal aid.

school t v. rate= local funds Jo eurFent school opec-ation expenses
a jiPsted assessed evaluation

The pre nt form of the "equalized tax rate- in the CNF assumes that all
touns use c/o of their local tax to support education. This equalized tax
rate must be changed to a school tax rate to represent the rate of taxation
which is spent on education.

Tut; ROLE AND RE PONSIBILITIES OF STAIR Am MAY CoUNLILS ON VOCATIONAL
EDUCATI N WITHIN TILE CHANGING EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

"r\
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The recent histotkuf American education can be characterized as a shift
of emphasis for leadership from the loud school district to the State and Fed-

GoNernmeats. At the same time an increasing emphasis was as being placed
oille,the need for total preparation fur employ meat as a responsibility of the
education system. . Wither trend tt as to attempt to offset the differing levels
of financial suppltrt for education by the local sellout districts due to size and
tax base from which to fund education.
Increasing Federal support and leadership

sDuring the 1960' a
support

of yedttal acre passed pros aling increas-
ing support to, Narious segments of ilTe educational effort. Among these was
the 1963 Vocational education Act, tP.L. 86-210). The Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare described the 1963 act as follows in its report in
July, 1968: ^

"THE ACT OF 1963

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 represented the first basic reconsid-
eration of vociiftiunal education sua.e 1917. In the latter year. Congress pro-
dded $7 mill tea 'per year in Latching grants for training in agriculture, home
ecamoi..a.s. and trade and industry' occupations. By 1963. distributiN e eddca-
tali), practical nursing fishery Olt 11Pat1011b, ,cud technical training had been
added to the list if occupational categories, and Federal appropriations for
tocativuui edlleatat II had increased to t$55 million. IRAN e'er, the nature of the
program remained anchangedEederal matetriuts NNere made available
to the States o be spent in specified amounts fur training II each of the
seen occupy filial categories ith a luitiimtuu of Federal direct on or imohe-
meat.

'The immediate rAthation for the 1963 act uris the high level unempha -
meat among untrained and mexperit need y0014. laniger term (ran ni alleged
a failure to change tit upmtwuau elnphase's in .hoeinbg NNith aw increasingly-
:sophisticated technical mnion1). More dimly reconi but iuup1itit, NN as the
growing need for formal preparation for employmedt.

The 1963 act u as the ilninediato product of a Panel o usultants on Voca-
tional Education established at the direction of President John E. Kennedy In
1961 The net's contributions and future needs camod be eN ablated apart
front consideration of the general status of vocational education.

The declared olojectiies of the Vocational Education Act It 1963 was the
employ went preparation of hair groups of people rather than the labor market
demands of carious occupational categories. It included . '* " persons of all
ages in all t onimunitifls of the State those in high school. those NN 110 1140 com-
pleted or discontinued their formal education, and are tatinerint to cuter the

learn 11upgrade
t

eir
those

or (,11 ones., nad those 111th spetial edueptional
labor u et, those 11 ho have already entered the labor market but need to

handicaps --u ill have ready. access to (pentium), training or retraining 11liich
is of high quality, 11 hich is realistic IN the light of actual or anteipated oppor-
tImities ftir gainful employment. and u_ltich is suited to their limits, rests,
and ability to benefit from such training.

Fkleral funds tier(' hit reused fourfold and could be used to prepare hull-
yiduals fiir.ititiftil employment in any nonprofessional occu n pun.
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"However, objecties are achie0d by allocation and application of resources,
nut by declarations of intent. Neither 'carrots' nor .sticks' were prraided to
influence expenditure patterns."

. The report of the Senate Committee contains continued criticism that oppor-
tunities fol. new utilizations of funds allowed by the Act were not grasped.
The Committee pointed out that :
. "Enrollment in courses designed specifically -for those with special needs was
reported as 49,000 is list al 1900. The special needs figure does not include-the
youths and adults from disachantaged backgrounds enrolled in regular courses.
It is a strong indication that little serious effort followed that partjcular di-
rective of legislative intent." ,

Further in its report the Committee reaches the heart of the matter of its
disappointment at the inadequacy of response by State and Local Educators
to the opportunties and the implied inundate of the 1963 Act.

The reporting system persists in using the traditional occupational cate-. guries. Therefore, information in the 'actual occupations for which students
are trained is limited. llow el err indications are that there has been little
progress toward the primary redirections endorsed by the 1903 act. The pro-
portion of high school students enrolled does not appear to be rising when
the addition of office occupation: to the Federal support roster is considered.
Adult enrollments are increasing slowly. Postsecondapy enrollments are risiifg
more rapidly, but they are part of the expanding junior college movement.

"The addition of office OCC111)11 t101Ib to those specifically eligible fur Federal
support Was laudatory In it of employment trends and the deficiency of )0-

.cationail education opportunities for women. To the extent the rising :umber
enrolled in federally supported courses in that category is a net addition to
those being'trained for office work, a contribution is being made.

"Considering the growing demands, the efforts to deselop training in such
critically labor-short areas as health and technical oce4ations and some in
the skilled trades hate been limited. FAen within these areas, health occupa-
tions appear largely restricted to practical nurses and dental assistants, ignor-
ing the wide variety of medical technician opportunities. Technician programs
Ippear overeoncsntrated in electronics and draftnag. Little effort has been
made to interrelate secondary and postsecondary training to prraide 'career
ladders' and i-vdoce raerlap in technical, programs requiring extensive train-

, ing. TWO out of fit e American youths attend college, and half of them gradu-
ate. This is a remarkable accomplishment. But it still leaves four out of five
tonoftlain salable skills in high school. in postsecondary technical and junior
colleges. in uncompleted college courses. in apprentice or on-the-job training,
or, ',Elatedly. through remedial programs. The act of 1903 has yet to make
an appceciable difference in the extent to which they, do so ..." .

Haling established its let el of disappointment, the Committee restated the
national commitment to a major philosophical redirection of American educa-
tion as follows:

"There are limits to what can be dome in the form of legislation to guide

for %ticutionat and technical education rests with the' Ople ins ohed at

%kwational education in the fiiture. Congress can n (Is (minable and
prat kit, general guidelines for the use of those funds. T , ary responsibil-
ity

local let-1. They must be e% er alert to insure response to the mer.chang-
ing needs of the people for education and the needs of the economy. fur man-
power.

The responsibility for preparing young Americans for life in the
tufy belongs hi our schools. Children mow being educated w ill 1w
their living after the year 200() A.D. The rapid changes in American
and twonomy during tta. last two decades and those which are pre'.
during the next decade indicate that the life of these young people will ne
filled with uppoirtunities, crises, and problems which . are beyond present
imagina tacit.'

It is impossible to Olin children foi 21st century life. It is illy possible
to 'wraith- them with an education which will permit them to t, athantage
of new opportunities. withstand unforseen crises .,,,k1 Nolte r .re t,,frce unstth-
able problems Modern technology, the rapidly cal oling,w, ". of h owledge,
and freedom from poverty could lay a foundatio,. f, a t _ Nation which,
fur the first time in htunan history, would offer e%ery Atiterit. an opportunity
to develop his full potential.

"It is also possible"that technological progress and the et, ale advantages
accruing to those who hate mastered that technology will-leaf , , large St ,T1,i ent
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of our society behind separated from the benefits of the mainstream of the
society and the economy ..."

It was as a result of the inadequacy of the response to the intent of the
1963 legislation, that Congress clecelvpwl ,u passed tht Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 196. (P.L. (J0-576). Within these amendments. (the Con-
gress provide both the carrot.' and the stick" winch they had felt was
lacking in the 1963 legislation. In addition to defining special categorical Use:,
fur the federal funds. ce,g. 1.5f of the basic support funds were to be used fur
special programs for the disadvantaged, 10,,c lof the basic funds were to be
used for special programs fur the handicapped, 13% of the basic funds were
to be used for i.stsecondary cducationt. the expenditures of these funds
were to be made to implement a required Statc plan for vocational edtwation
to be submitted to the Cutted States Commissioner of Education annually, in
which a statemient of needs to be net and a phut of programs to meet these
ueids was required. _The plan, to be acceptable,, must contain both short and
long range progYam specincations.

In order to ensure as broad an input as possible to the State plan, the crea-
tion of a State Advisory Council on Vocational Education was required. The
dunes of the Council are to advise the State lloanl of Education on the doel-
opulent of Its annual short and long range plan and certify, that it has been
consulted. Without this consultation certification. the Commissioner of Educa-
tion is forbidden to allot funds to a State. Further. each year the Advisory
Council is required to evaluate the appropriateness of the State plan (it'd Its
.luiplementation in relation to the needs of the Litmus of the State for occupa-
tional education. The legislatualklio created a National Advisory Council
on Vocational Education, and the ..t.. ate Committee on Labor alid Public Wel-
fare, in its report transmitting its version of the legi.lit hon. stated .

"... The cutumittee behoves that strong National and State Advisory Coun-
cils are needed to improve the administration of vocational education at the
Fileral and State levels ..."

'fhe intent of Congres, therefore, was clear In that it had first tried permis-
sive language and was now mandating change til,ing the Federal funds as the
carrot" and categorical aid. the State plan and the Adv isory Councils as the
stick." However, since the passage and implementation 4)f P.L. 90- 576. it has

become necessary co lac(e clarifying regulations fur emphasizing the arms-
length relationship intended by the Congress between the State Board of
Education and the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education. These
regulations first dealt with the structural relationship mai forbid the State
Board of Education to have any fiscal control of the counciNacticities. Thus.
In March. 1972. the State Board of Education ceased to be the fiscal agent, for
the Ctintlecticut S.A.C.V.E. and was replaced by the Department of Finance
and ('aortal. The other majiir requirement is that as of February, 1972. the
State Board of Education is required to respond specifically and in writing to
eachof the reciminiendations made by the Conneetnut S.A.0 V.E. in its annual'
eattiation report which is transmitted to the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion and through the State Board. In responding to these recommendations.
the State Board must specify what action it is taking to implemeut the recimi-
menclatIon. Where the State Board does out wish to inipletimit a recommenda-
tion, it is re(11111%.(1 to provide to the U.S. Commissioner of Education alld to
the National Advisory Council it Vocational Education a substantial body of
documentary P r id elice to support its position.

The anumil reports Of the S A.C.V.E.S. as analyzed and integrated by the
National Ad% isury Cotitall and used te a basis fur testimony before C'inigres-
..lonal Committees and in informal lifetings with members of Congress con-
firmed for both the Ilouse and Senate CI mailittee,. 1)11 Ed (mit km that the edu-
cational needs of our citizens were still not being met. This-evidence (Whom-
strated that While the essential thrust of most educational s3stenis at the
local level is toward the decliiimaktit of student char:uteri...tic,. suitable for
college entrance. les.. than 20 per vent of auy 7th grade_ will graduate with a
baccalatireitte degree, tliat the liature"of guidance and counselling at the lower
kid is such that -student. are not aware that many of the educational deci-
sions to Which they are led are in fact vocational decisions and career tied-
slims; that 30 per cent of students will not graduate from high st lima , that
of those who remain in high, schwa and not in a collegtP prep tinigrain, little
opportunity fir the dev elopment of a saleable skill is' provided that for those

talents who either drop out front high school or graduate from high st haul
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but do not go on to a 4 year institution, inadequate programs of career educa-
tion exists, that teacher training institutioas and guidance couusellur training
institutions proucle little professional deeloputent ui career areas, that each
year since 1960 the ratio of youth to adult unemployment has risen, that in
short, the public *eduLationaj sy.sten, makes little adequate procisiou to ensure
that each student leaving high school is equipped tether to enter productive
_employment ur to unctertahe additional education at the postsecondary level.

The Congress. therefore. produced bills In both Iltaist-s alined at remedying
the above situation and ou May :22. 197:2, the Coaterteice Committee of the
House and Senate issued the Education Amenduiciits of 197:2 which- were
approved by both the House and Senate and signed into law by President
Nixon on June 2:3, 1972, as Public Law 92-318.

Under this new legislation. hny Suite desiring to participate in programs
authorized by the Act, must redirect its education systems. from Kindergarten
to adult, to ensure that the educational and career preparation needs of all
students are met.
Planning

The legislations call for a designated "State Commission" to initiate and
"conduct It comprehensive program of planning for the establishment of pro-
grams called fur", in those states desiring to receive assistance.under the
numerous programs authorized in the Set.

Planning activities must include an assessment of the existing capabilities
and facilities for the pruti:4olis of post :secondary occupational education, to-
getfier with existing needs and itroaected needs fur such education in all parts
of the State". and thorough consideration must be gien 'the must effective
means of utilizing all existing institutions within the State capable of provid-
ing the programs called for in the legislation."

Additionally. a', lung range strategy must be desehoed fur infusing occupa-
tional education (including general orientation, counseling and guidance, and
placement either in a Job ur in post-secondary occupational program) into
elementary and secondary schools on an equal footing with tradjtional aca-
demic education, to the end that every child who leases the secondary school
is prepared either to enter produLtie employment or to undertake additional
education, but without being forced prematurely to make an irrevocable com-
mitment to a particular educational or occupational choice ". Furthermore,
planning activities must include the development of procedures to insure con-
tinuous planning and evaluation.
Administration

Any state which desires to participate in the programs authorized by this
law must also designate or establish a State Agency" which will have sole
responsibility for fiscip management and administration of the program, in
accordance with the plan-developed by the "State Coninii.ssion". Additionally.
the State Agency" must adopt administrative arrangements. satisfactory to
the U.S. Office of Education. charging the State Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education with the same in respect- to this program
as it has with respect to programs authorized under the Vocational Education

Act of 1963".

Itesponsibilitial of the adviser!' council -

Before the U.S. Commissioner_ can _release_funds_lo the tates fur_ program,
implementation, the Stiite Advisory Conned must be alde to fulfill its responsi-
bility. That responsibility tall. for the Council to adcise, ec equate, recommend.
and.tertify its in%01-nit-itt in the plan tlect loped by the State Commission."
Additionally. the COMIC ll rev new turd make ret oniniendattons in yelation
to the design of programs fur which funding Is rtlitliseted by that "State
Agency- Also, opportunity must be provided for the Council to make evalu-
ations of the operation and prttgranis of the "State Agency".

In order to complete the analogy of the Council responsIbilitie4 in this Act
to itne,t in the Vocational Education Act. in the preparation of subsequent
phins. the State Agency" must Make indiicdual responses to previous recom-
mendatitais of the Council
Priorities

There are definite pi-ha-hies established in this legIslatitm. The first priority
is the preparation of "a comprehensive educational plan to include an assess-
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meat of the existing capabilities and facilitiea, for the pros ism' of postsec- '
oudary occuptional education. together with existing needs and projected
needs for such education into the elementary and seconclary sy stem". Congress
goes on to state the Commissioner shall make grants to stAtes so that they
may carry out the program to infuse such occcfpatiunal education into the
elementary and secondary system,

In fact, when Congress stablislied assurance and judicial res iew of this
legislalion. they stipulated that before the Commissioner makes any grant he
must be satisfied that the system gill not perjiiit a student to lease the secon-
dary system illeprepared to either enter a college, technical institute, or imme-
diate employment. "
Administrative changes .

L 92-318 amends part C. Title X of the Higher Education Act to establish
in the United States Office of Education a Deputy Commissioner of Occupa-
tional and Adult Education. This places the head of the agency on the same
administrative level as the Deputy Conimissioner for Higher Education and
the Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education. Thus, it
is qui`e clear that it is the intent of Congress to insure that occupational'
Mtn-atoll programs nut be subservient to the more traditional programs of
ejt her level of _education, but rather that they be a viable part of bah.

G. I
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Town Year 9Al2 9Al2PC 10Al2 10Al2PC

1 Andover
2 Ansonia

1972
1973

36
41

0.13
.14

2
0.2

1974 51 .16 3 .13
3 Ashford ,1972 9 .06 .02
4 Avon 1973 3 .2 .04

1974 -11 -.i0x _ -.02
5 Barkhamsted 1972 22 .00 2 .11
6 Beacon Palls 1973 -8 - 03 1 .05
7 Berlin
8 Bethany

1974
1972

-16
10

-.06
.06

1 .04
05

9 Bethel 1973 12 .07 1 .09
1974 33 .17 2 . 14

10 Bethlehem 1972 32 .09 3 .09
11 Bloomfield 1973 53 .14 3 .11

1974 42 .13 1 .06
12 Bolton_ 1912 20 , .27 1 .22

1973 13 .16 .08
1974 17 .25 .15

13 Bozrah 1972 -60 -.24 3 .10
14 Branford 1973 44 .12 3 .10

1974 43 .10 2 .
15 Bridgeport 1972 523 .33 34 .25

1973
1974

583
559

.33
33 54

30 8 .20
.32

16 Bridgewater 1972 125 .14 17
17 Bristol 1973 197 .20 23

1974 251 .25 22 .23
18 Brookfield 1972

1973
34
10

.20
-- 05

I. .11
-2 - n

19 Brooklyn.
1974
1972
1973

31
0

64

.14

1

0
°

2
0

13_

0
1974 69 1 0

20 Burlington 1972 14 .13 .." .04
21 Canaan 1973 5 .05 .1
22 Canterbury 1974 36 26 1 .016
23 Canton
74 Chaplin_ 1972 12 .03 0.06
25 Cheshire 1973 30 07 22.

1974 30 .07 .05
26 Chester 1972 34 .17 3 .17
27 Clinton. 1973 31 .15 3 16

1974 41 .19 3 .16
28 Colchester 1972 20 .22 1 .15

1973 13 .12
1974 lE .13 07

29 Colebrook 1972 22 .14 1 .08
30 Coiumbia
31 Cornwall

1973
1974 28

43 2
1

.19

.11
32 Coventry ........ - ......
33 Cromwell 1972 5 .05 .03

1973 12 .13 .10
1974 -7 -.07 01

34 Danbury_ 1972 162 .22 13 19
1973 198 - .23 15 .18
1974 209 .25 16 20

35 Darien 1972 75 .17 .02
1973 25 .06 -2 -.07
1974 6 .02 1 03

36 Deep River 1972 29 .14 2
37 Derby. 1973 22 05

38 Durham
1974
1972
1973
1974

50
0
0
0

.22
0
0
0

2 .13
0
0
0

39 Eastford 1972 4 .08 0
40 East Granby. 1973 8 .14 .11

1974 12 . le 1 .21
41 East Haddam 1972 9 14 1 .22

1913 6 .08 05
1974 3 04 - 10

42 East Hampton__.__._ 1972, 20 . 17 1 .09
1973 . 01

43 East iiartfotd.
1974
1972

10
253

07
2F 14

05
\16

1973 265 ;26 15 .17
1974 258 .25 17 .19

44 East haven.,... . 1972 -27 -.07 2 05
1973 -3 -01 4 .10
1974 19 .05 4 09

52-945 0-75-vol. 1--40
. 6 2
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Town Year 9P12 9012PC 10,6,12 10012PC

45 East Lyme

46 Easton
47 East Windsor

48 Ellington

1972 37 .19 43 .21
1973 25 .11 19 OS
1974 45 .19 38 .16
1972 26 ,n . 1 6 18 .12
1973 7 .05 12 08
1974 19 12 18 .12
1972 24 . 16 16 .11
1973 9 .05 11 .06
1974 31 .15 25 .1349 Enfield 1972 114 .14 68 .09
1973 126 . 14 12 . 14-
1974 136 .14 12 .13
1972 49 .05 4 .04
1973 44 .04 4 .05
1974 64 06 5 .05
1972 21 09 2 09
1973 14 06 2 .09
1974 23 09 2 .09
1972 10 03, 2 07
1973 26 .07 4 13
1974 -1 0 1 .03
1972 16 .16 1 .16
1973 16 .14 1 10
1974 6 .05 .... -.03
1972 21 .03 2 .03
1973 ., -26 -.03 1 .02
1974 -25 -.03 3 .04
1972 60 .31 3 .20
1973 68 38 5 34
1974 64 . 35 1 00
1972 101 .20 11 22
1973 132 25 12 .24
1974 129 .22 15 .26
1972 -,...5 -.02 -. -.02
1973 7 .03 .01
1974 2 . 01
1972 42 1 00

.03
0

1973 46 1.00 0
1974 59 1.00 ,.,.0
1972 -68 -.10 1 .02
1973 -87 -.14 2 .03
1974 -47 -.08 10 .13
1972 1, 098 .52 55 .35
1973 1,190 55 66 .40
1974 1.123 .54 72 .43
1972 65 .20 5 .17
1973 22 .08 7 .22
1174 23 .09 6 .22

50 Essex
51 Fairfield

52 Farminion

53 Franklin
54 Glastonbury

55 Goshen.
56 Granby

57 Greenwich

58 Griswold

)9 Groton ....... ........

60 Guilford

61 Haddam

62 Hamden..

63 Hampton
64 Hartford

65 Hartland
66 Harwinton
67 Hebron
68 Kent
69 Killintly
70 Killingworth 1972
71 Lebanon 1973

72 Ledyard
1974
1972
1973

73 Lisbon
1974
1972

74 Withheld 1973
1974

75 Lyme 1972
76 Madison 1973

77 Manchester
1974
1972
1973
1974

78 Mansfield 1972
79 analborouen 1973
80 Meriden 1974
81 Middlebury 1972

1973
1974

82 Middlefield 1972
1973

N. 1974
83 Middletown. 1972

1973

64 Milford
1974
1972
1973

15 Monroe
1974
1972
1973

86 Montville
1974
1972
1973
1974

62,i

5 .07
-4 -.05
20 26 1

27 . 11 1

18 .07 1-69 -.41 3
24 .17 2
13 .11
2

-18 -.10 -
-9 -.05

2 .01
30 .05 1

44 .06 2
31 .05 4

190 .21 9
169 18 10
270 .26 16

44 1 00
a_ 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

- 23 .07 10
18 05 2-2 -.01 6

186 .21 16
217 .21 18

-109 -.10 -15
.1 2

44
2

.16 1

10 .04 2
219 .08

43 .15 1

41 .15 4

.04

.02

.25
07

.06
12

.16
05

.03
- 02
0

04
.02
.04
.06

.25

.08
.16
.19
.19

08
-.15

.07
08

.09

.07

.14
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r

Town Year

87 Morris 1972
88 Naugatuck 1973

1974
89 New Britain 1972

1973
1974

90 New Canaan 1972
1973
1974

91 New Fairfield 1972
1973
1974

92 New Hartford 1972
93 New Haven 1973

1974*
Newington 1972

1973
1974

95 New London 1972
1973
1974

96 NewMdford 1972
1973
1974

97 Newtown 1972
1973
1974

98 Norfolk 1972
99 North Branford ..

1972
1973
1974

100 North Canaan' 1972
101 North Haven 2

1973
1974

102 North Stomngton 1972
1973
1974

103 Norwalk 1972
1973
1974

104 Norwich
105 Old Lyme

3972

1973
1974

106 Old Saybrook 1972
1973
1974

107 Orange 1972
108 Oxford 1972
109 Plainfield 1973

1974
110 Plalnville 1972

1973
1974

111 Plymouth 1972
1973
1974

112 Pomfret 1972
113 Portland 1973

1974
114 Preston 1972
115 Prospect 1973
116 Putnam 1974
117 Redding__ 1972
118 Ridgefield 1973

1974
119 Rocky Hill 1972

1973
a 1974

120 Roxbury 1972
121 Salem 1973
122 Salisbury 1974
123 Scotland
124 Seymour
125 Sharon 1972
126 Shelton 1973

1974
127 Sherman 1972
128 Simsbury 1973

1974
129 Somers 1 972

. 1973
1974

130 Southbury 1972
1973
1974

62o

9012 9012PC 10Al2 10Al2PC

69
75

.18

.15
51
5

.14

.14
67 .15 6 .15
31 .03 14 .14
30 .03 14 .13

6 .01 21 .19
30 .08 2 .07

' 14 .04 - -.02
-12 -.03 - -.02

85 1.00 0
105 1.00 0

419
99

1.28 19
0

.15
347 .26 16 . 14
375 .29 30 .25

1 -2 -.06
70 .15 2 .06
88 . 17 7 . 14
87 .25 7 .23

123 ' . 33 11 vs 32
72 .21 9 .26
59 .23 2 . 11
53 .20 2 .12
55 .49 4 . 16

-11 -.05 -1 -.07
35 .12 3 .13
12 .04 1 .05
24 .11 2 .11
24 11 2 .11
33 .14 1 .07
42 .17 1 .08
55 . 12 5 . 11

40 .09 38 . 09

2 . 15 53 . 12
. 17 6 . 10

1 . 01 5 . 07
4 .05 2

213 .19 144
..02
.14

132 .12 121 .11
281 .24 276 .23

5 . 06 3 . 04

3 .03 1 .01
103 1.00 105 1.00

28 . 16 29 . 16
20 . 12 13 . 08
23 .14 15 .09
94 .40 32 .18
94 .40 32 . 18
98 .39 30 . 17

131 .50 83 . 39
50 .18 .` 43 .16
44 .15 38 .14
56 ), .19 42 .15

312
.17
.17

27
17

.15

.10
'70 . .35 30 .19-8 -.06 -10 -.08
26 .19 20 .16
27 .19 31 .21
28 .19 31 .21
35 .21 13 .09
53 .32 38 , 26

-11 -.04 -5 -.02
14 .04 6 .02-2 -.01 2 .01
10 .07 12 .08
23 .13 20 .12
16 10 15 .09

-34 -.15 -32 -.14
-9 ' -.04 .39 .14
65 .19 43 .14

5 .01 23 .07
34 .09 21 .06
53 .12 33 .08

-11 -.03 12 .03
12 .03 13 .03
36 .08 29 .07
6 .06 11 .10-5 -.04 -12 -.11

11 .10 16 ..14
147 1.00 ' 0 0

0 0 . 0 0
, 0 0 0 0

r,....tr
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. Town' Year 96,12 96,12PC 106,12 10Al2PC

131 Southington 1972 -22 -.M 79 ' .14
1973 -56 -.11 49 .OE
1974 -16 -.03 31 .05

132 South Windsor 1972 32 .10 26 .08. -1973 22 .07 19 .06
1974 61 .17 51 .14

133 Sprague % 1972 28 17 k4 .09
134 Stafford 1973 21 14 16 .11

1974 16 , 10 17 .1 0
135 Stamford 1972 217 .15 159 .11

1973 139 .10 222 .14
1974 125 .09 167 .11

136 Sterling 1972 12 .05 2 .01
137 Stonington 1973 5 .02 2 .01

1974 26 .11 23 .10
1313 Stratford 1972.. 50 .06 78 .10

1973 71 .08 78 .09
19 74
1972

70 .08 84 .0
139.Suffield 19 12 .07 1 7 .10

1973 23 .12 28 .14
1974 24 ,,. .12 32 .16

140 Thomaston 1972 25 .24 13 ., ' .14
1973 15 .14 14 .14
1974 23 .20 18 .17

141 Thoppson .. ... 1972 32 .32 28 .29
1973 21 .15 15 .11
1974 33 .26 21 .18

142 Tolland 1972 9 .08 4 .04
1973 7 .05 5 .04
1974 19 .12 15 .10

143 Torringtoni 1972 73 .15 62 .13
1973 113 .23 96 .19
1974 134 .26 101 .21

144 Trumbull 1972 -45 -, 08 -8 -.01
1973 -40 -.07 -22 -.04
1974 ..16 -.03 35 05

145 Union 1972 147 30 71 :18
146 Vernon 1973 198 .35 132 .26

1974 179 35 95 22
147 Voluntown. 1972 61 .10, 77 12
148 Wallingford 1973 97 , .15 92 14

1974 107 .16 113 .17
149 Warren 1972 0 0 0 0
150 Washington 1973 0 0 0 0

1974 0 0 0 0
151 Waterbury 1972 298 .23 114 .10

1973 304 25 219 ...19 Q

1974 216 .19 180 17
152 Waterford 1972 54 15 20 06

1973 73 ,, .22 22 .08
1974 100 .26 40 .1 2

153 Watertown . ... ..... '$. 1972 67 .19 31 .10
1973 98 .24 46 .13i 1974 93 .24 64 .18

154 Westbrook 1972 7 .12 9 .15
1973
1974

4 i 03
.05

3'
0 0

0 4

155 West Hartford__ 1972 18 02 59 06
1973 -25 -.02 39 .03
1974 45 .04 72 .07

156 West Haven... 1972 161 .21 49 .07
1973 151 19 74 .11
1974 212 26 108 .15

157 Weston 1972 19 - .11 12 .07
1973 -II -06 -1 - 01
1974 8 .5 .04

158 Westport 1972 32 .05 27 7 .04
1973 12 .02 -8 -.01
1974 32 .05 32 .05

159 Wethersfield,. . 1972 -2 0 21 .04
1973 9 .02 19 ,04
1974 33 .07 25 .05

160 Willington . ... 1972 -35 - 12 0 0
161 Wilton 1973 -14 - 04 -13 - 04

1974 -2v ..- 01 19 .05
162 Winchester. . 1972 21 .08 7 .02
163 Windham.... 1973 42 .11 17 .05

1974 33 .08 54 .12
164 Windsor.... . 1972 25 .06 33 07

1973 25 .06 61' ,13
1974 54 .11 59 .12

165 Windsor Locks. 1972 0 14 21 .07
1973 51 .15 19 415,, .06
1974 78 .22 32 .11

166 Wolcott 1972 64 .20 35 12
1973 44 .14 33 .11
1974 27 .10 22 08 , ',

62.;
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Town Year 9Al2 9Al2PG 10Al2 10Al2PC

167 Woodbridge
168 Woodbury

1972
1973
1974

0
0
0

0
0

t0
169 Woodstock. 1972 2 . 14 2 .14
170 R1-Housatonic high.... 1973

1974

4 .20 2

08 1

.14

.oa
171 R4-Valley high 1972 3 .14 2 12

1973 -2 .13 3 .17
1974 3 19 3 19

172 R5-Amity high 1972 .01 .06
1973 1 03 5 .10
197( 4 .08 5 .16

173 R6-Wamoge high . 1972 1 . 16 1 .16
1973 1 .11 1 .14
1974 1 .12 .10

174 R7-Northwestern 1972 3 . 02 .04
1973 4 .24 2 .14
1974 .03 01

175 R8-Rham high 1972 2 .15 2 .14
1973 3 .22 2 .19
1974 4 .26 4 .27

176 R9 -Joel Barlow 1972 .04 .03
1973 .01 0
1974 -.03 .02

177 R10-1 S Mills high 1972 1 .08 1 .11
1973 4 .21 3 .17
1974 5 .25 2 .15

178 R11-Parish . 1972 2 .33 1 .24
1973 2 .28 2 .25
1974 2 .27 2 .27

179 1112-Shepaug Valley 1972 .4 .07
1973 -.09 -1 -.15
1974 .02 - -.02

180 R13- Coginchaug high. 1972 .08 -4 -.51
1973 -.03 2 .15
1974 38 .23 4 .27

181 R14-Nonnewaug high 1972 2 01 .06
1973 11 .08 1 .13
1974 4 .02 .01

182 R15- Southbury high 1972 -134 '0 5 .29
1973 62 .31 1 .10
1974 21 .14 2

183 R16- 1972 0.150 0

184 R17-
1973 0 0 0
1974 0 0 0

185 R1S-Old Lyme junior school -16 -16 0
0 0X1912

1974 -101 -16 -5.73
186 Norwich free 1972 90 .11 77 .10

1973 40 .05 54 .07
1974 71 .09 51 .07

187 Gilbert' school L 1972 65 .31 19 .11
1973 48 .21 25 .12
'1974 -24 -.14 45 .19

188 Woodstock 1972 7 .07 13 .12
1973 10 .11 10 .11
1974 -2 -.02 92 .47

189 E. 0. Smith school "1972 18 .09 14 .07
1973 39 .17 40 .17
1974 34 .13 33 .12

t NEt Tit LT AD %ISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL AND CAREER EDUCATION
EVALUATION REPORT

CONNECTICUT ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
_VOCATIONAL AND CAREER EDUCATION,

Hartford, Cdnn., January 22, 1975.
Dr. T. H. BELL,
Commissioner of Education,

Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Through . Connecticut State Board of Education, State Office Building, Hart-
ford, Connecticut. --

DEAR CUM M ISSIOIN ER BELL. In accordance n ith the prox isionS of Public Law
90-576. I am enclosing the Connecticut Advisory Council's F.Y. 1974 Annual
Report on Wt. ational-TecluMal Education. 'leis report evaluates vocational
education in the State of Connecticut and makes recommendations in those
aretts where change is felt to be necessary.

.
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We are forwarding this report to you through the State Board of Education
as required by federal regulations to enable the Board to male such additional
comments as it deems appropriate.

We have provided evaluations of elements of the operation of vocational
and technical education in our state in a continuing basis as mandated by fed-
eral regulation 45-CFR s. 102.12. In this regard, we particularly draw your
attention to our recommendation number thirteen (13) and request your
immediate action on this matter.

Sincerely,
Douot,01. FELLOWS, Chairman..

A
'
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The major thrust of this report d als with the lack of an adequate admini-

that will permit it to meet the need' of the citizens and the requirements of
trative and managerial system in tie Connecticut Department of Education

the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (Public Law 90-576), whichprovides that :
"(hi due consideration will be given to the relative vocational education

needs of till population groups in all geographic areas and communities in the
State, particularly persons with academic, socioeconomic, mental, and physical
handicaps that present them from succeeding in regular s ocational education
program. (Section 123(a) (b) r ,

The Department of Education appears equally unable to meet its +obligations
under the Connecticut State Statufds (Title 10,-Chapter 163, Section 10la) :

"For purposes of section 10-4, 110-4b and 10-220, the educational interests
of the state shall include, but nut he limited to, the concern, of the state (1)
that each child shall have for the period pi escrihet,1 in the general statutes
equal opportunity to two sec a suitiabk, prograkv6f Mucatimtal (wet-tenet's ;1

In fiscal' year 1974 the Department of Education sptyrniore than $10,000,000
in Federal monies that had been reeeised,for s4wation el education under Pub.
lie Law" 90-576. The Council. in evaluating the State's: expenditures of these
funds, 'finds that the State Department of Education has failed to use the
money according to the intent of Congress. The Council's findings, based on
-official reports and correspondence. public hearings, and proceedings of the
Council, are listed here in summary form and followed by specific recommenda-
tions. A page reference to a fuller discussion later on in this Report 4follows
each summary statement. '' 1

i'

' SUMMAIti OF FINDINGS-,y ,

1. The State Department of Education hicks an adequate administrative and
managerial System fur the delivvy' of vocational education services. Among
the basic deficiencies are:

(A) The lack of a modern data 'collection, storage, and retrieval systemo' that would provide reliable information essential to sound planning and
operations. ......\

Emphris added

6 2
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(131 An inefficient accounting system that hampers fiscal planning by per-
mitting bills for tlfe prior year to L. ,,,ad as late as the second quarter of
the next fiseal year (pp. 11-13, 21-22, 23-27)

2. The department is IN autnig iu its piliin capability basic to pros Wing
needed senices to a mayor segment of Connecticut citizens. (pp. 10-14)

3 A systethatic assessmeut both of long-term manponer needs, based ou
projected job opportunities, and of preseut job opportunities is generally miss-
ing The assessment that is done is based on faulty reporoug and incomplete
balormatiou, nluch fails to take into account autilability of trained abur and
uninponer needs. Such information is uureliable as a planning tool for build-
ing sound vocational education programs.. The Ws ision of °catmintl educa-
tion's annual graduate fallow -up is based on unscientifically reported data and
is therefore unreliable, either lot; .es lila:Long the effectis eness of present pro-
grams or for planhing new ones. (pp. 26-27)

*1 Because of its lack of planning capability and of insufficient and unreliable
data, the Department of Education has failed to pros sufficient progFains
geared to real and emerging job opportunities (pp. 25-27)

5. Funds hale not been used in a manner that aill most efficiently deliver
high quality locational education programs to an increasing number of partie-
ipauts in accordance with the intent of Congress. (pp. 14, 15,*21, 22, 25-27)

6. Priority has been given in the allocation of Federal funds to State voca-
tional teihnical schools, W, itli an enrollment of approximately 9,000 students,
cater local educatiofial agencies (LEAs) ss1th approximately 200,000 students.

(A) An across-the-board reduction in the funding of LEAs, announced in a
memorandum dated April 8, 1974, to all school superintendents, amounted to
at least a 30 percent cut in services in some districts. The vocational technical
schools were unaffected.

(13) Fiscal year 1974 funds carried over into fiscal year 1975 have been
diverted from plamied use iu the LEAs to reallocation in ocationaI technical
school. (pp. 14-16)

7. The comiiiiunty iWed factor, on %%inch distribution of funds is based, has
been distorted in many instances, rtsulting iii inequitable distribution of funds.
As it result of this distortion. sonic Federal funds have not been targeted to
areas according to 'relative vocational educational needs," as required by
la w. ( pp.125-27)

8. Existing Iraining resources. such as those of proprietary schools that
could proside equialymt skill training at loner cost than facilities established,
by the State or pros ide programs for %%hi i existing institutions hale no facil-
ities, and whose use wits specifically w cn into the statutes, hae not been
fully utilized. (p. 10)

9. Federal funds, designated by law or the support of °ea tional education
programs, are transferred to the State general fund, di clot:thou of Federal

'statutes and regulations, State statut s and the State Oi'. For the fiscal
42 year 1941 4(X),000 was Urns transferret (pp 12, 21, 22)

10 The dtcpartment has failed to gise high priority to programs for the
disadiantaged and handicapped, as'prosided by hiss and as pouted out by th
council in its 1972 report. (pp. 13-15. 20)

11. Changes made in the State plan n about adsising or consulting the a
. visor} council, after it had been certified, indivate,that the Department of EMI-

eatbai regards the plairas essentially a itailphance document for the purpose
of obtaining Federal funds. (pp. 10-12, 11-16)

12.. The U.S. 0111. e of Edration ham consistently alloKed the flepartnient
of Education to ()mate under a State plam,nhich violates the U.S. Office of
Education'. :Mu gui'delims for State plansa situation NS hich has resulted in
the expenditure of approximately $5 million without the advice of the ads isory
et nun II. amendment to the plan. and the statutorily required public lieu rings
on such amendineps. (pp. 11, 14. 15, 17-19)

RF.CDM MENDATIo NS

On the basis of its findings concerning the Department of Education's plan-
ning KIK ess and use of Federal (WI& for the illiplementation of Public Law
90-576, the advisory council recommend,: that

1 The Department of Vocatimial Educatio14 institute an administrative,
management and phouning system that n111 assure that Federal funds are di-
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rested to priority needs and programs- -both as to geography and community
and personal needs.

2. Manpower data be developed in a form usable fur short and lung term so-
eatioual education planning and for evaluation so that sound effective pro-
grams can,be developed that will meet those needs.

3. Present and projected job opportunities related to the job market and
'based on scientific data gatkering inVliods be used as a major planning foul.

4. Emphasis In funding be given to vocational programs in LEAs which
servemearly twenty times as many students as the v ekational technical schools
and in Which most disadvantaged students are enroleed.

3. All existing facilities, propritetary as well as public, be used wherever
possible, instead of establishing new facilities at a higher cost.

6. All institutions be provded with adequate ingresS and egress for handi-
capped persons.

7. The Department of Education's method of computing the community need
factor. which currently distorts relative community needs, be changed so to
provide for more equitable distribution of funds.

8. The Board of Education institute action to provide modern computer
services that wi take information readily' and easily available.

9. Measurognents mi controls for the allocation of Federal funds be insti-
tuted that Are is acco d with acceptable accounting procedures.

10. Wben a new ogrtrat or facility is being contemplated, a full public
hearing Shall be held and a resources study developed to determine existing
resources bath in the ris ate and public sector that could be utilized, thusye conserving scarce Capita and operation resources.

11. The council rens, its it3 recommendation made in its 1972 report that
the Board of Educatio explore through the tuanagenint section of the State
of Connecticut budget divisioa, the technical assistance facilities of the U.S.
Office of Education. a al such other resources, as may be appropriate. how
iest its various actItit es canbe reorganized ti, that the department is better

u meet tile s of the citizens of the State in accordance vv ith Federal
and Sta ions.

12. In the development of the State plan. the state Bonrd of Education, with
the I/All:ice of the advisory coun41, as required lt the Vocational 'Education
.let of 1963 as amended. and Federal regulations, shall establish an overall
set of priorities to meet the vocational education needs of all population groups
In all geographic areas aial einitattuilties insthe State, and a funding pattern to
implement these priorities!
,13. The council particularly recommends and requests that the U.S. Commis-

stoner of Education aissign a fiscal and program audit tenni to work with the
council and the Department of Education to develop operational strategies
within the Department of kami.ation which will insure that the administration
of Federal funds for vocational education etnifornis to the needs of citizens
and the requirement of laws awl regulations.

TIM ADVISORY COUNCIL: ITS toTATUTOdY rc:vcrto:v

The 'State Atiti,sosy Council cal Vocatbml- Education of the State of Con-
necticut Is ri:qrtri-reel under the Vocational Eduoltioa Amendments of 1968
(Public Law 90 570i to make an in aluation of the progress of Iocational edu-
cation within the state during the prior fiscal year. Within its report, it is
required to perform the following basic functions:

1. Coniment oft the appropriateness of the State Phut for VII( ational Educa-
tion both short-rpm and long-ternt in relation to the needs of the citiietts of
the state for oct apational trainiag and career preparation and for:prevocational
guidance, counselling and orientation as required by statute.

2. Within the ii mtext of the plan (whether appropriate ur Inappropriine)
determine the effectiveness of the implementation of the plan through the use
of federal, state, and local funding.

3. Determine the appropriateness '4 if the delivery system 1 hich the federal
monies are made available to implement the state plan and the inteqt of Con-
gruss as written into Public Law 99-576.2

I Connecticut Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Vocational Education Loofa- .
anon Report, 1974, n. It.

63i
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The followi ig guidelines to the State Adtisory Council for implementing therules and reg lations of the 1968 legislation hate been provided by the 12.S.
Office of Educ tion. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.."ro the ext possible, the Advisory Council should carry Out its evaluation
aetivitjes with its own staff, individual members, or committee of the Council,
utilizing to the fullest degree information already atikilable from state agen-
cies or other sources. Much pf the evaluation actit *ill be based on analysesof data colleed by, and synthesis of studies conducted by the state educa-
tion agency, *ate employment agencies and others." 2

Evidence ffk.-the findings discussed in this report have been derived fromthe following. the Vocational Education EtaluatiimReport, 1972, of the Con-
necticut Advisory Council on Vocational Education ; the Connecticut General
Assembly Program Review Committee March 1974 Report un .secondary Voca-
tional Education itiOonnecticut ; the 1973 Advisory Council committees on the
disadvantaged and the handicapped; the Council's actit ides on public reports
and hearings 1974; correspondence with the Deputy Commissioner for Occu-
pational and Adult EcIfication, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare; and proceedings of the Council.

PERSONNEL AND STRUCTURAL INADEQUACIES

Personnel changes that have occurred in the De4artment of Education sinceSeptember 30, 1972 have created a lack of continuity and of capability to re-
dress the problems which the Council has commented on in prior reports and
emphasizes in this one.

In the past fourteen months the Commissioner of Education and two Asso-
ciate Commissioners have retired. The position of Commissioner of Education,
vacated September 30, 1973, was peld by the Deputy Commissioner, who served
as Acting Commissioner until May 1974 when a Commissioner was appointed.

position of Deputy Commissioner made vacant by the interim appointment,
remained vacant until the Deputy Commissioner resumed his job upon the ap-
pointment of a Conlmissioner in May 1974. Of the two vacant Associate Com-
missioner positions, one still remains vacant.

In the Division of Vocational Education, the position of Associate Commis-
sioner has been vacant since January 31, 1974. One Assistant Director is func-
tioning as Associate Commissioner and another Assistant Director is on de-
tached duty Thus. vacancies and a lack of personnel continuity in key policy-
makidg positions have caused important policy decisions to be made at the
lower staff level or not to be made at all.

The unusual number of changes in administrative personnel of the Depart-.
meat of Education have exacerbated the already grate management problems
within the Department of Education and hate increased the difficulties of the
Council in securing information.for its 1974 Evaluation. Report. Fiscal and
enrollment (luta for the period ending .June 30, 1973, was not available until
March 24; 1974 and this made it impossible for the Council to make a 1973Report The inadequacy of the management and administrant e strdcture,
planning capability, and information system of the Department of Education
was pointed out by the Advisory Council in its 1972 Evaluation Repoit. In a
sue ey of 31 programs operated in local districts, the Council found that only
15 of these were in the State's top ten priority districts and of these top ten,
four -had no programs whatsoeter fur the handicapped "(Then these data," the
Council stated, "is seems clear that the Department of Education lacks the long
and short range planning, management. and information systems necessary to
assure appropriate delitery of needed sers ices to a major segment of Connecti-
cut citizens.- The report continued . "The Connell was must concerned with
thlse evidences of unmet need. unspent funds, and inadequaet management,
for clearly without change this situation could only worsen."

The State Plan is viewed by the Department as essentially a compliance
document, withuut which Federal funds cannot be obtained. rather than sound-
ly constructed programs based on a realistic appraisal of needs, Data essential

'r S (Mee of Education, beparfment of Ilealth. Education and Welfare State Advt-gory Councils on Vocational Education A Guide for Implementing,Itulca and Regulations.pp 18-19 ,
'Connectleut Advisot3 Council on Vocational Education, Vocational Education Evalu-ation Report. 1972. p.12 i '4,,--'
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to determining needs and developing constructive programs is unavailable.
inadequate or unutilized. Further, resources such as the proprietary vocational
technical schools have nut been involved iu the planning or implementation
of vocational education. The Council's conclusions. are substantiated by those
of the Program Review Committee of the Connecticut General Assembly. The
Division of Vocational Education lacks a meaningful plan of yearly opera-
tion," reports the Committee.

LACK OF PERTINENT INFORMATION

Key management and evaluation data requested for this report either has
not been made available to the Council or it was produced only after months
of protracted inquiry. The Council is satisfied that this lack of pertinent in-
formation is in some measure, a direct result of the absence in the Depart-
ment of Education of an efficient computer-based management information
system to provide continuous monitoring of the income, ,expenditures, and
policy activities of (a) The Division 01 Vocational Education, kb) the local
educational agencie (LEAs), and (e) the State Board of Education. Further,
the Council IN ishes to emphasize that the staff of the Division of Vocational
Education point to the constraints created by this lack as au explanation for
their inability to respond to the inquiries of the Council,

The evidence that is available to the Council indicates that there is consid-
erable question as to the procedures used iii whatever funds were disbursed.
The Council is disturbed that although the State plan for 1974, as certified
by the Council, called for an expenditure of $5.4 million, approximately $5,000,-
000 more in carry-over, impounded and additional funds, for a total of over
510,000,000 teas sprint. The additional $3,000,000 leas spent without (a) an
amendment to the Stott plan, (b) a publu hearing, (c) approval by the Board
of Education, or (4) certification by the Council,in violation of Federal Laws
and Regulations.

Some information concerning the expenditure of Fe(leral funds 'for the fiscal
1074 became available to the Comicil only after two ur three months of

inquiry. Howe% er, the bulk of the information that. the Council has, sought,
still had not been supplied as of December 31, 1974, including.

4
w1. A detailed breakdon .of expenditures by the Division of Vocational

by a. destination. that is the recipient of the funds, such as the State
Vocational School, ur town ur regional distikt, i. pii.rpose of the expendi-
tures, such as for salasies or equipment.

2. The distribution and use of tarry -over funds from the preceding fiscal
year and the basis on which that distribution was made.

3. The amount of Federal money used for the support of the administra-
tisn of the Div ision td Vocational Education as opposed to the funding of
programs.

4. Itemized prior year obligations to be paid ur reimbursed in early fiscal
year 1975, the reasons that a large amount of obligations were still outstand'
ing as late as the second quarter of the fiscal year 1975, and measures that
were being taken to prevent a reoccurrence.

5..1 resolution of the discrepancy between the funds available for the fiscal4
year 1974 presented by the Comptroller and those of the Division of VOCII-
tional Educatio0

0. Au explanation re., to the purpose of the transfer of $460,000 from funds
designated fot (lie support of vocational education progryis for 1974 to the
State's General Fund, for which the Council citunot obtain documentation
that conforms to the Federal regulations and procedures This annaint of
Federal funds ha:, transferred annually fur at least tiv e y eafs, repre-
senting $2.3 million of Federal funds trausferred to the State treasury and
thus denied for use in local school districts,

7. The basis of decisions fur the changes in the State plan for 1974 after
it had been certified with reservations by the Council. and which were made
without Informing the Council ur without giving the Coma 11 sufficient time
to make critical input into the plan, and thus iierform its planning funition as
mandated by Federal law

Information particularly staight by the Council regarding. a. the polity
decisions behind the changs w Iii 11 resulted generally iit de( reused support

Connecticut General Aancm10 Program Review t om matt% Report on Secondary rd-
cational Education in Connecticut March. 1974. p. 34.
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for the handiCapped and diVsantaged which the 1968 Vocational Education
amendments were specifically designed to aid , and b. the effect of the changes
on those intended to benefit from the State plan, including handicapped and
disadvantaged students, and students of local school districts.

INADEQUACIES OF' THE STATE PLAN

In the. 1975 State plan, as certified b3 the Council, $740,000 in carry-over
funds was to be available for use in the fiscal year 1975. Of this sum, $590,000
was alloted for programs for the disadvantaged and the handicapped, which,
in the opinion of the Council, was an appropriate allocation of funds in re-
sponse to the needs of Connecticut as documented in the language of the
State plan.'

Between June 19,' 1974, when the plan was approved by the State Board of
Education and October 30, 1974, when public hearings on amendments to the
plan were held at Wilco; Technical School in Meriden, changes of great signifi-
cance were made in the carry-user funds. Among these changes was the diver- s

sion of money that resulted in cutting from 5/7 to 3/7 the funds that had
been allocated for the support of programs for;the disadvantaged and handi-
capped.

These and cti:::: changes in the allotment of funds were pointed up in a
comparison made by the Advisory Council of the plan apprused by the Board
of Education on June 19 with the revised plan submitted by the State De-
partment of Education to the V.S. Commissioner of Education with critical
certification by the Council), and with the revision to that *plan presented
in Meriden on October 30. The comparison showed many examples of major
changes whfch included no explanation fur their reason ur of their impact'
As pointed out by a member of The Council, in one area, (on page 2'2) the 5-40
new programs specified in the June 19 lan had been reduced to 5 new pro-
grams in the June 28 plan and to 2 in th October reriaion.

At the same time the money albs; ted for these new programs changed
from $100,000 for 10 programs, (or $10,000 each), in the June 19 and 28 plans,
to $35,000, (or $27,500 each,) for the two programs in the October ;plan. No
explabation of the nature of the 10 programs at $10,000 each or the 2 pro-
grams at $27,500 each, was provided.

Another change in the plan, also pointed out by Council members, was that
while $100,000 in carry over funds originally allocated for industrial arts and
LEA programs was eliminated from their support, approximately $95,000 for
equipment for 8 state operated vocational technical -schools wits added in the
October 30 plan. These vocational technical schools not only serve less than 5
percent of the setondary school age range of the people of the State, but, they
also appear to violate the Federal statutes in their entranve requirements
which restrict the handicapped and disadvantaged. The admission policies of

Ohe State vocational technical schools had been faulted the previous year by c,
the Advisuo Council in a memillrandum to ;Albert Dellabittm.Chairman of the
Committee on the Handicapped, on September 13, 1973:

"The admission policies of the fifteeas Connecticut Vocational Technical
Schools, (which all receive 00-576 funds) appear to be v iulatire of the federal
legislation' The express language of the admission requirements and practices
mignifit witty limits the opportunities available to the handicapped. 'Any handi-
cap must be such that it does net prevent the student from being employable
on completion of the program nor endanger himself ur others while in school.
This may limit the choice of trade for which an applicant may be accepted.'

Instead of providing special accommodations to the educationally neglected
r- in the Connecticut educational system, the vocational technical schools adhere

to an ututios oper.t;ici, in ineir selection of students. Such a policy
grossly 4indermines the clear intent of the framers of P.L. 90-570, this Is evi-
deJed%by the unanimous statement of the Education and Labor Committee .

We expect that' vocational educators and personnel involved in s ucational
rehabilitation will work together to develop the best possible sucational tech-
Mail programs for these youngsters.

State Ilan for Vocational Education, Fiscal Year 1974, State Board of Education,
Section 2.1.2-4 and 2.12-5.

Minutes of Council Meeting. Oct 30. 1974.
T Pl. 4)0-576. Sec. 5.21( b).

House Report (Education and Labor Committee) No. 164C.July 8, 1968 (To nccom-
, pang H.R. 18366).

^"
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Is a result of the Council's complirative analysis of the three versions of
the 1975 plan and of its inability to obtain from the Department of Education
a rationale for the changes, the Chairman of the Council delivered the fol-
lowing resolution of the Council at the October 30, 1974 public hearing con-
ducted by the Board of Educatioh on its amendments:

The council; a quorum present, unanimously voted this afternoon that AS
chairman should state . We cannot endorse the State plan revised ui October
as being given public hearing here tonight, and must su state in our evalua-
tioq to the U.S. (Ace of Education. The reasons for this decision art fol-
lows. The Council has an obligation in conjunction with the Sttite Board of
Edqcation to plan as well as evaluate the program under P.L. 90-576. The
board has been advised since 1971, that our position has been one of reacting
to d ,dons already made rather than participate in their develupinent.,In re-
gar to the plan being given public hearing, we do not 'know the specific
changes which hive been made . We have been given only totals. Neither do we
know the rationale behind the changes made, for example, the transfer of in-
dustrial arts funds to other areas. Nor do we know what the effect of these
changes will be to the original recipients of services provided by the Depart-
ment of Vocational Education. Lastly, the Council is concerned with the level
of fiscal responsibility being exercised by the vocational division in account-
ing for the receipt and expenditure of Federal monies,"

BEQUEST TO TUE U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

In its critical certification of the 1974 State Plan, the year evaluated in
this report, the Advisory Council pointed out to the U.S. Coil missioner of
Education the, omission of budgetary items in the plan for carry-over funds.
The Council's comments concerning this were as follows:

'Among other things, the State Plan is a budget document in which in Table
3- opeeifte -Wee:tents pftPfff&fir ouppofd to-speeifk-gr-oupti- 3ir -the-poptiketioulife---
described. Table 6 is a summation of those individual elements in condensed
form. The State Plan in Table 3 and Table 6 dues not show an allocation by
element or a summary by category of intended expenditures of funds carried
over from the current fiscal year into 1974. The anticipated expenditures are
therefore understated by whatever this amount will be. . . We therefore re-
quest that Table 3 and Table 6 be amended to reflect the anticipated expendi-
tures of federal funds carried over, from fiscal year 1973 into fiscal year 1974
to he expended during that year.

"Thd Council urges the U.S. Commissioner of Education to insist that the
Council's position on this matter prevail and that he inform the State Board
'of Education that in this regard the State Plan dues not conform to ,the-,$tate TM

Plan Guidelines' which require that the State Plan include 'total funds to be
allotted to carry out the goal.' We also urge the Commissioner to require the
State Board of Education to amend the State flan to show in Tables 3' and6'
the "total funds to be alloted to carry out the goal. "'

" Despite this request, the State Plan was approved by the Commissioner. In
pursuing its .ongoing evaluation of "policy matters atiAing out of the State
Plan," the Council became deeply concerned with the lack of availability of
.pertinent informatiorrand therefore in No.vin.l,cr. 1973. arranged a meeting
with the Deputy Cu issioner for Vocational Education at the request
of its legal counsel. The Council pointed to four major areas of concern and
requested immediate intervention by the U.S. Office of Education. The Com-
missioner appointed a task force in January, but owing to the commitment of
the 1.S. Office of Education staff to the development of draft legislation. no
action had been taken by April 1974. At that time. the Council coinnumicated
again with the Deputy Commissioner and was Mulah' that he felt that the
vacancies of a Commissioner of EducatiOkhnd nu Associate Commissioner for
Vocational Education In the State would Alio,. any action of a technical assist-
ance group fruitless.

The Council, in certifying the State Plan for the fiscal year 1975, made the
following comments:

"I hereby certify that the State Plan for Fiscal Year 1975. approved by the
State Board of Education at its meeting on Wednesday, June 19, 1974 was
prepared in consultation with the State Advisory Council.

Certification of .State Plan for Vocational EducationThcal Year 1974.

Gat,
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"However, the document which is now being submitted to the U.S. Office of
Education is not the Yersiou approved by the State Board. The Council oh-
sened changes from the State Board 4pproyed document, which raises con-
siderable concern as shown in the comments below:

1. The Council was must encouraged by the quality of consultattions with
the State Board, the Commissioner and his staff, in the development of the plan
approved by the Board at its June 19, 1974 meeting.

2. IL the development of that 'filen, the Board and Commissioner began
movement toviard increasing the proportions of federal funds to be made avail-
able to local school districts instead of to the State system of Vocational -Tech-
nical Schools which provide for less than 5 percent of the secondary school
age-range population and less than 20 percent of the adult pdpulation.

"3. It was felt that the plan moved appropriately to meeting with the re-
quirements of Section 123 (a) i6) lb), of the Vocational Education Act of
1963, as amended, and therefore, would Letter serve the needs of the citizens of
the state.

4. The plan presently submited to Washington, we believe to violate federal
law since this version %Nas not approved by the State Board of Education the
Sole State Agcncy). 4

"5. We believe the prent plan is a violation of the State Iasi, in that the
budgetary changes front the plan approved by the Board were dictated by the
Department of Finance and Control, and under the State law the Board of
Education has (a) the sulp responSibility for implementing the educational
interest of the state and (b,) the sole responsibility for Vocational Education
as.the Sole State Agency.

' 6. The Council believes that this transference of funds to support employees
may be a v iolation of'the 1963 Act as amended, in that these funds could rep-
resent supplanting rather than supplementing."

Council has received no acknowledgment from the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation of its deep concerns raised in the certification document.

In short, the Council finds a lack of appropriate response from the U.S.
'office of Education to its repeated requests that the C6rianissitner exercise his
statutory obligation to insiire that the State Plan conforms' o statute, regula-
tions, and guidelines. The Council has periodically reported to the U.S. Office
of Education thee findings of its continuing evaluations, yet the Department
has taken no action to remedy the situation which the Council has brought to
its ajtentiun. The Council finds this situation to be intolerable and requests
immediate action by the Commissioner.

SUPPORT TO SATELLITE SCHOOLS

The 1974 expenditures reflected also a change in emphasis from continuing
support for existing programs to funding new ones which represents a new
philosophy of the Division of Vocational Education. Among the program ele-
ments which were instituted without consultation with, or advice from the
Advisory Council was the- introduction .of the "satellite school" concept. The
satellite school operates under the control pf a state-operated vocational tech-
nical school, students divide their time between their own schools in 'Which
they are enrolled and the satellite school in which they pursue vocational,
courses. Su far only one satellite scluiol is in operation. Located in Simsbury,
It is operated at an mutual cost of between $249,000 and $360.000." With only
90 students enrolled part-time, its operating cost per student is higher than
cost of tuition per student at Yale. The Council, which has not consulted on
the feasibility of this program, questions whether the Federal funds should
not nave been spread' out to benefit a larger, range of the population group
identified us disadvantaged and handicapped students. In addition, the build
nig utilized is inaccessible to the orthopedically handicapped students and thus
violates both federal and state statutes. Apart frail this, the Council requests
that the Board of Education evaluate on a cost-benefit and statutory basis the
appropriateness of the satellite operation and philosophy in comparison with
other programs to provide v alitional education for all popillation groups in
all geographic areas and connimalties in.the State." A- _

10 No precise t1 urea are available, but thin In The cost range presented to the Council.
11 See P.L. 90-480 (1008) ; Conn, Gen. Stat. See, 19-395(a) (1968)
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ANNUAL TRANSFER OF $460,000 TO GENERAL FUND

Each year for at least the last five years $460,000 of Federal funds appro-
priated for vocational education has been transferred to the State's General
Fund. The State Department of Education dyes not follow the usual expendi-
ture rule requiring an itemized listing in this procedural disbursement matter.The money is transferred without proper itemization. or-invoice showing thespecific Purpose of the funds being transferred in relation to the purposes
defined by federal law. The amount of money thus "creamed off the top" of theFederal fundswithout proposal, evaluation, or the stringent procedures re-quired of the local education agenciesis approximately 10 percent of thebasic grant of $4.6 million to the Statean amount equal to that mandatedto be spent for the handicapped.

In transferring the $460,000 to the General Fund in the above manner, theDepartment of. Education is violating not only standard disbursement pro-cedures but also the Federal statute and regulations and the State law. Public
Law 90-576, Section 123(a) (12) requires that the State Plan "set forth suchfiscal contfoVand fund accounting prdcedures as may be necessary to assure
proper disbursement of, and accounting for, Federal funds paid to the State(including such funds paid by the State to local educational agencies) underthis title:

No State Plan which allows disbursement orfederal funds with (1) no priorevaluation of purpose or effect, and (2) without minimal itemization andinvoice standards, can be said to provide for "proper disbursement and
accounting" for such funds.

As pointed out in the Council's comments in its certification of the 1975State Plan, the State Law also is violated by the transfer of Federal fundsto the General Fund, for the budgetary changes from the plan approved by theState Board were dictated by the Department of Finance and Control. Accord-ing to State law, the Board f Education has sole responsibility for develop-
ing and implementing education 1 programs:

"The Board shalt have gene 1 supervision and control of the educational
interests of the State, which int ests shall include . . . vocational education
(emphasis added)" Ll

Further, under' Federal stirtute t State Board is the "Sole State Agency
fort vocational education" " and thus as the sole responsibility for implement-
ing the use of Federal vocational e ticational funds under the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, as amended.

DISCREPANCIES IN REPORT

The Council's efforts to obtain informatioli concerning the expenditure of
Federal fundS for the Ascii! year 1974 have been hampered by discrepancies
between the figures *wiled by the State Comptroller and those by the_ Diti-
sum' of Vocational Education. The Comptroller reported the receipt of Federal
funds amounting to $6.834.862, the Dit ision of Vocational Education reported
$3,854.843 or $980.019 less than the Comptroller.

Even. greater inconsistencies were found in the two reports concerning
carry-over funds, or unused balances. For the fiscal year 1973 the Division of
Vocational Education reported $1.571,597 less in its carry-o or fund than did
the Comptroller. For the following year, 1974. the Vocational Education Divi-
sion's reported showed $1,812,415 less than that in the Comptroller's report.

Some of the discrepancies in the two rNtorts are due to different accounting
systems The Comptroller's office closes it's books on June 30 in a given fiscal
year. It's carry-over figures remisent the cash in its accounts at that time; it
does mot reflect' any liabilities for ,smelt bills have not been reeelved. The
Divisilm of Vocational Educatiop. on the other hand, does not close its books
for the fiscal year until mid-July. Payments made after June 30 until mid-
July, for .liabilities incurred the preceding year, are reflected in the carry -over
figure for the new fiscal year.

However. the amount spent fur late payments in July does not entirel
explain'the difference in carry -user figures. Even allotting for the late payment
expenditures, there is still a substantial difference in the figures of the Div
sion of N'ocational Education and-those of the Comptrollersat least $355.272
for the fiscal year 1973 and at least $171.588 for 1914.

a pin. Gen. Stat. Sec. 10-4a.it n0-576 Sec. 108 (8)
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There are further disturbuig contradictions concerning unallocated and un
spent funds. Information receised from the Division Vocational Education
show that of the carry-0%er and impounded funds mailable for fiscal year
1974, $105,211 was never allocated. Au amount of $185,337 of available funds
was not spent. These two figures represented a total of $290,545 Fiscal Year

5 1974 new funds which, according to the preceding figures, should have been in
the Division coffers, as of October 25, 1974.

When discussing a proposal for funding staff to support a technical educa-
tion program for which a major insurance company had provided $750,000
support and the Technical Education Consortium had obtained a $750,000
computer, tat no cost) the Council was informed that the Division of Vocn-
norm' Education had no funds mailable to provide the $19,000 necessary to
implement the program."

From this situation the Council draws one of two conclusions. There is (a)
a gross error of nearly $300,000 in the figures supplied the Council by the
Dis lanai , ur tb) the Division has made further changes in expenditures from
those shown in the State plan for 1975 of which the Council has not been
iciformed and did not certify.

LACK OF ADEQUATE STATISTICAL DATA FOR PLANNIVO

. Data on which the Department of Education should base its plans and pro-
grams is unioailable.iliakinate or uuutilized. That which is available is, as
stated by the Adisury Council in its 1972 Evaluation Report, "grossly inac-
curate and misleading." Figures do not provide reliable data for Manpower
needs by specific job categories nor does the Department of Education have
data un manpower mailability on which to build sound vocational edlication
programs. Gross distortions have resulted from the used of these figures,
causing funds to be inequitably distributed.

Fn the fiscal year 1972, for example, Hartford received .$94,000 in Federal
funds for vocational education; qr just a little more than 50 percent of the
amount alrdcuted to New 'Haven. Vet Hartford had 72.1 percent non-whites in
its school system, compared with approximately 50 ..percent in the New Haven
system. A comparison of 9th-grade enrollments in 1970 to ftth-grade enroll-
ments in 1972 ,showed that 55 percent of those enrolling in the 9th grade did
not enroll in grade 12. In New Haven, 20 percent of stude is entering the 9th
grade did not enroll in the 12th grade. The latest data av liable on allocation
of funds to the 'carious towns shows that with half th attrition rate, New
Haven received for the fiscal year twice the funding s pport.

Explanation for the disparity in funding lies, to a,, ajor extent, iu the use
of Community Need Factor elements required-by the State plan as "the basis
for fund distribution. The Community Need formula contains two key ele-
ments. the nun-high school graduates and the unemployed, ages 10-20. These
two factors, improperly reported, can cause enormous distortion. The computer
printout for the 1973 Community Need Factor, for instance, showed 274
unemployed hi Hartford and 1,005 'hi New Canaan. Obviously, these figures
on the unemployed base no uniform meaning. Similar diSParities show up in
the figures for the nun-high school gradtiates in >the various tonntiunities.

Figures such as these, which result in a distortion of the Community Need
Factor obviously du not provide reliable data for the targeting of funds to
geographical areas of greatest need. 'oil

In yet another area, the judgment of the Coona in its. 1972 Evaluation
Report that there is a lack of reliable and adequate information provided by
the Di% ision of Vocational Educntion," is concurred hi by theYrogram Review
Committee of the Connecticut Glmeral A.ssembly. In its "Report ,-,;; eceondary
Vocational Edification in Connaticut", SiaKcli, 1974. The information that the.

s Division uses in planning and es aluating programs Is both faulty and incom-
plete," the Committee points' out. Department of Labor. projethons. prepared
annually fore the Diision of Vocational Education, "fail to take into account
the number of persons who are already trained and will be available to com-
pete for those positions, (e.g. women Joinilig the workArce after bearing
children, skilled returning servicemen. persons who are skilled but for some
reason have been unemployed)," states the Committee. "We Wive found that
this lack of information present serious problems in the development of voca-

o memorandum reported to Council November 1, 1074 . Council discussion October 30.
1974.

68u
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tional education programs that will meet the needs of both our young people
and Connecticut business and industry"

The Council has pointed out in prior pages that in terms of both statistical
and fiscal information the Division of Vocational Education is handicappedby its lack of modern, computer-based information system. It would appearobvious that without an efficient data collection, storage and retrieval system,
the Division cannot adequately and appropriately carry out programs planned
to best meet the needs of "all citizens of all ages in all geographic areas of
the State" as provided by Federal statutes and regulations.

CONCLUSION

It is the conclimion of the Council, based on the findings described in this
report, that the Department of Education has been wanting in its implemen-tation of the proisions of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.The Department lacks an administrative and managerial system essential tothe delivery of vocational education in the manner intended by P.L. 90-570.A lack of input makes ongoing assessment of manpower needs impossible.' Because of lack of n modern computer-based information system, data essen-tial to planning is unavailable or inadequate. There is no systematic planningon either a short-term or lung-term basis, providing for the targeting offederal funds to geographical areas, institutions or to persons in greatest need.
The Department lacks an articulated policy with a clear sense of direction.
It would appear that, at least in regard to vocational eancation, the Board of
Education does not know where it has been, where it is now, or where it is
going.

Clearly, as pointed out by the Program Review Committee, a "call toaction" is in order, and this report is intenueu to provide that call to (a) the
I' S. Commissioner of Education_; 03 the Congress of Hie United States; (c)
the Connecticut Legislature; Id) the State Board of Education; and (e) all
concealed citizens (professional and lay) of the State of Connecticut.
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, Co inectleat,, Connecticut General Assemply. - (March 1974)
Sum la of Program' Review Committee Report on Secondary Vocational

Edt et ion in Connecticut, Connecticut Generfil Assembly. (March 1974)
Vocatio' al Education Evaluation Reffort, Fiscal Year 1971. Connecticut Advis-

ory,C Micil on Vocation and Carper Education.
Vocational Education Evaluation Report, Fiscal Year 1972. Connecticut Advis-

W-Chaireit on Vocational Education.

Review Committee connectient General Assembly, Report on Secondary Vo-dw ften in Connecticut, March. 1974, pp. 29-30.
ottela fifneral Assembly Program Review Committee, Report on Secondary Vo-it yikcattbnin Coimecticut . March 1974. p. 4.r ' ;
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Official correspondence
Bet Been Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education, Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. (1914).
Proceedings of the council
Resolution of the Advisory Council passed at the meeting of October 30, 1974and read at public hearing conducted by the Board of Education in Meriden,

Connecticut.
Minutes of meetings, of the Advisory Council, Sept. 1973-Nov. 1974.
Memoranda
Maldistribution of Funds, Wallace J. Fletcher to Douglas Fellows, Augul 14,1973.
Inadequacy of arrangements for vocational programs for the handicapped in

Mate technical high schools, Wallace J. Fletcher to Albert De llaBitta, Sep-tember 13, 1973.
Inadequacy of ailangements for vocational programs for the disadvantaged in

Mate technical high schools, Wallace J. Fletcher to James E. Keyes, Sr.,
September 17, 1074.

Accounting Methodology and figures of the State Division of.Vocational Edu-cation for fiscal year 1974, Merritt A. Cole to Wallace J. Fletcher, Septem-ber 9. 1974.
Use of carry-over funds for fiscal year 1074 by the Division of Vocational

Education, Merritt A. Col to Wallace J. Fletcher, September 20, 1974,
Meeting of September 23 with Messrs.'Dolat, Bialobrzeski, Peretzman, et.al.,Merritt A. Cole to Wallace J. Fletcher, September 23, 1074.Meefing with Michael Peretzman, October 8, 1974, Merritt A. Cole to Wallace

J. Fletcher, October l2, 1974.
Failure of division of Vocational, Education to supply datteCrritt A. Cole to

r,-(4e
Unallocated and unspent liSca year 1974 Division of Vocational Education

fluids, Merritt A. Cole to Wallace J. Fletcher, November 1, 1974.
iseellaneo us

Ilow-e Report (Education and Lamm Committee) Nok 1647, July 8, 1968 (Tb
accompany H.R. 1836) Page 8, Tootjamte 2.

. CONNECTICUT ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL- CAREER EDUCATION

. Al ezpbership

Loren Andreo, Owner. Putnam Bridge Plaza. East Hartford, CT.
Barry Baptlacci, President, G and 0 Manufacturing Co., New Haven, CT.
Susan Bennett, Commissioner, Department of Community Affairs, Hartford,CT.
Craig W. Bonnett, Special Assistant to the Conn. Commissioner of Labor,Wethersfield, CT.
Very Rev. Msgr. Jollies A.. Connelly, Pastor of the Church of Our Lady ofFatima, YalesVille, CT.
41bert DellaBitta, President: DellaBitta and Bassola, Inc., Southington, CT.Joseph P. Dyer, Executive Director, Employment Security Division, State'Labor Department, Wethersfield, CT.
Douglas M. Fellows, Consultant for Educational Prpgram Development, Uni-versity of Hartford. West, Hartford. 'CT.
Ralph Gantz. Superintendent of Schools, New Britain, CT.
Carl Hathaway, Senior Ice President, Morgain Guaranty Trustk Company,New York. NY.
Lewis Hutchison, Board of Education, Waterbury, CT.
James E. Keyes, Sr., Business Rep., Local Union 478, International Union ofOperating Eng.
Alberto Manduca, Assistant Director of Center for Urban Studies, Universityof Bridgeport. Bridgeport, CT.
Charlotte G. McCulloch. Principal, Putnam High School. Putnam, CT.
John McGavack, Ji., Superintendent of Schools, .Madison, CT.
Michael A. McGuire, Windham High School, Willimantic, CT.Richard C Noyes, Exec. Vice President, Hartford County Manufacturers

Assoc., West Hartford, CT.
1-41
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Dr. Louis Rabiaeau, Chancellor, Commission for Higher Education, Hartford,
CT.

Virgen M. Rodriguez, Instructor, Long Lane School, Middletown, CT.
Bernard Shelton, Bridgewater, CT.
Adeline Solomon, 'Women's American ORT, National Vice-President and-mem-

ber of National Executive Committee, Bloomfield, CT,
Barbara Southworth, Principal,,Brooktield Junior High. Brlookfield. CT,
Richard M. Stewart, Commissioner, Department of Cuninierce, Hartford. CT.
Isadore L. 'Wexler, Superintendent of Career 1:11, New Hates Board of Edu-

cation, New Haven CT.

FINDINGS IN RELATION TO CoNscumt HOME ECONOMICS

(By Wallade J. Fletcher)

Consunier-Home. Economics (CHE) courses perform a number of prerota-.
tional functionsas welt as teat hing people to live better lies. CHE tourses,
also referred to as useful home cumulates, pro% ide (1) a vestibular experiume
to many vocations, C2i tamer exploration and guidance, (3) dropout reten-
tion and guidance. and (4) improved functioning on the job.

By using examples from the Connettit tit Con..ttnier Home Economies curri-
culunl, I will show how `these four functions are performed.

(1) VESTIBULAR EXPERIENCE

The Connecticut Consumer Home Economics turrieulum prosides.six areas
of study. They are Foods and Nutrition. Child Care and Development. Cloth-
ing, Housing and Ireteriors, Cute umer Education and Management, and Pt r-

ural Cuiniontilt;
tional programs. Students interested by Foods and Nutrition could go inty
Food Service Vocational Program, preparing for such vocations us waitress,
hostess, salad girl, baker, head chef, or dietition. Some people who base oia-
pleted merely the Foods and Nutrition of Consumer Hume Economies are lined
for waitresses or kitZhen trainee jobs because of their classroom alma-mt.
Child Care and Let elopment is another useful home ectolondes,Lourse %%holt
leads both to toLational programs and to entry level jobs. The experience or
the useful home economics program, whit h often int hides considerable ' teat lit r
traiumg- as a student helper in a nursery school or day care center, some-
times is enough experience fur employment. In addition the txperitzlee in
Child Care and DeveloPment is often directly applicable to geriatric (ale.
whereas a coarse in Care of the Elderly would most likely be avoided. Cloth-
ing and Textiles may lead to a job in a clothing or fabric store or in a 0001,1,4
factory, as well as being the inspiration to enter tailoring, dressmaking. ',ball-
ing repairs, fashion design. window dressing, or fashion retailing. Housing ,old
Interiors could provide enough experience to be hired in a furniture fiteboy
or as a furniture salesman, or the desire to continue training to become it
upholsterer or interior designer.

C4REER EXPLORATION AND GUIDANCE

In addition to the jobs which are obviously in the home economics field,
Consumer Horne Econoinit s students are expuseg to a number of until. carve!

- Students in Consumer Education and Management analyze newspaper ad.,
learn about bank credit and installment buying, simerniaiket buying and
selling practices, pricing and merchandise displays, and door to Iii s,,l
practices. In Personal, Family and Community Itelations. -Judent'-. be, ,11,0
familiar with varjuus community agencies, its well as legal and other

Many other careers are introduted to Coosower flume Eellimmies p' 1,
Family budgeting might lead one to 1,11,,ines:. edtpattjun, a health and apt 0,-
arwe section might lead into cosmetology , the housing seelion whin b ad
landseupe tit.siAll, the qualm ig nnit might lead to professband data loaning.
Snell e.posute ht many varied ca reery allows a Cothattner
student to make an informed det ninon about hi r or her choke of care, r.

0 DROPOUT REM VI 10X Ave 01111ANVE

fill home ceononileg pros ide an incentit e fur students to stay in' s-11,101
because it protidcs au alternatite to the 41(1E1(211,1c program. Once ill the
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economics program, teachers can destroy myths and 'guide th6 students toward
acceptable vocations. For example, many girls need not otitis ate any sucation.
Statistics are presented and trends are explained su that the girls realize.
there is a good chance they will work at some time in their lives. The matt Intl
they are covering, in the meantime, is often enough of an introduction for
theta to get entry level jobs In food serviee,gthe cluthiug industry, ur iu child
or geriatric care.

Cunnecticut.is also providing courses for pregnant teenagers and preteen-
, agers (age 9+) who would otherwise be unable to remain in school. TM se

girls are taught school subjects plus care of themselves and their babies. After
the babies are burn, the girls are urged to stay in this alternative school mail
they fed ready to return to the regular classroom. The girls may bring their
babies to the classroom, an added incentive to remain in school :mil a tiailmig.
aid for the other girls. Without such a program many of these girls would
tcrnitnate their education, siuce many schools du nut allow obkiuusly
girls to attend classes.

(4') IMPROVED FUNCTIONINONON THE JOB

Many jobs are awarded and kept for reasons other than professional cunt-
petence. Personal appearance, interpersonal-relations, and realistic expecituhs
are very important Lectors. C'onsunter Rome Economies cuters,these too often
neglected subjects. Students learn what to expect from various jobs, hiss to
apply fur jobs, how to relate to subordinates, co-workers, and super. isors.
They also learn the importance of appeartmee. and what -clothes are appropti-
ate fur what situations. Students appraise themsehes for various. caret I wsi-
Huns, considering personality 'traits as well as training as they- intei less
persons on the job". Attitudes toward work are discussed as well as ho\ these
attitudes can lead to success or failure.

t of view, ti4at.er14l frnm thr rrotiq oral Nneriti:m see
tion can be equally important. It has been established that good nutrition is
necessary for oue to perform at his best. Esppcially in a fatally where,both
members work, or in a family with a low income, it is vital that the feud
planner be aware of the nutritional salue'of the foods lie or she chooses

Yew schools ifave vocational home economics programs. None provide xoca-
tional programs in all aspects of home economics. Yet through the Con,mner
Hume Economics programs students in every high school in-Clonecticut rec.( ire
prevocational exposure and minimal job training to lead dam either to a 'job.
to further training in the form of a vocational program, an apprentice-Tip
program, or to further study in a Cmmtnftty College. The Consumer Home
Economics program is the means by which must vocational home ecunomi, s is
taught in Connecticut,.

The above analysis of the attached curricula seems adequate argument' fir
including Consumer Home Economics within the Vocational Educatiou struc-ture.'

Chairman PERKINS. The next gentleman is Mr. Thomas Ekon,
and let me srty that we have a Member of Congress with us here
from Nebraska, and I would like to give her the opportunity at this
time to introduce this witness from her own State of Nebraska.

Mrs. Smith, please proceed.
Mrs. Slum. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I do want to present to you, and to the other members of the sub-

committee, Mr. Thomas Elson, who is a farmer-rancher from Curtis:,
Nebraska, iii the heart of the ranch country.

Mr. Elson has been appointed as one of the '21 members of our
State Id ountional council, to pronuite vocational education, and he is
now serving as vice chairman of this coi4ncil.

I. think you may be interested in knowing that in Mr. F,1,4on's
liotontown of Curtis, we have one of the oldest vocational-agrictil-
turd 'CI ol; in the country. It was established 60 years ago as:a
hurl, ,ehool, and now it is strictly a vocational education school for

chlture.,Last year, it placed 97 percent of its graduates.
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We have 'a total of eight area vocational schools in Nebraska,
which have a record of high placement., This is a field that we feel
is of utmost important in our district, where we have great dis-
tances, and where, I think, for Coo long we have put overemphasis
on academic achievement and not enough emphasis on vocation*
education.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for an outstanding statement. Pi:e
are delighted that you brought the gentleman here to testify today.

STATEMENT OE TOM ELSON, VICE CHAIRMAN, NEBRASKA
ADVISORY .COUNCIL POR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. ELsoN. The Nebraska Advisory Council for Vocational Edu-
cation appreciateg the opportunity to express its views concerning
forthcoming proposals to extend, the Federal ocational education
legislation.

am Tom Elson, a farmer-rancher frOm the community of Curtis,
Nebr. I have been a member of the Nebraska Council for 6 years,
since 1969. On the council, we have seen 1phenomenal growth in voca-
tional education since the 1968 amendments were passed.

Vocational education in Nebragka from 1917 dealt mostly with
anTiculture and home economics. Since the 1968 amendments, we
have had an outstanding growth. .

We have a State with some 1,240 school districts, ranging from
one-room schools with 1 to 12 students, up to a district with several
thousand. We, in Nebraska, credit the incentive provided by the
Federal funds to vocational education as a motivating impact that
brought about this accomplishment.

State aid to vocational education at the secondary level is practic-
ally nil. about $203,240. The bulk of the financial load is carried by
The- ,local districts.

We have asked for a change to be heard,P because we question
some of the proposals that are'beiug, drafted supposedly to improve
vocational education legislation.

The administration and the U.S. Office of Education are propos-
ing a number of changes, many of which were based on the General
Accounting Office (GAO) survey. We contend that the GAO report
for the most part evaluated against objectives that were never in-
tended by Congress.

We visualize vocational'education to be a strategic position to help
control the rising national unemploy na,nt.. We know of no other edu-
cational agency that could exert a greater impact in meeting the goal
of increasing the employability of people.

The Comprehensive 'Employment and Training Act (CET A) re-
ceives increased funding every time national unemployment reaches
a higher plateau. Yet7the adiniinstration recommends rescinding
vocational funding for both the present year, fiscal year 1975, and
the rear ahead, fiscal year 1976.

We see no justification to increase State matching ratios in the new
legislation as proposed in a preliminary- USOE-admiinstration draft.
Also contained in the draft were increased annual assessment and
restrictions.
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We know of no otheflrederal program where overmatching takes
place to this extent. This would reduce-flexiOlity and impose roshic-
tions on the States where matching has beef a problem.

We resent,attempts to dilute the fkindiiig,that is allocated for en- .

haneing individual employability. This is-being proposed by increas-
ing the number of nonvocational,piograms under the basic \ OCati011ai
(*rants.
,.Several of the proposed legislative drafts include this pros ision

and can only have the effect of reducing the limited resources for
education leading to employability. Such "add-on's" include public
§ervice jobs, industrial arts, career guidance, and even. career educa-
tion which is really general education.

The administration recommends dropping one of the most needed
and necessary segments of the 1968 amendments. This is part F,
which is being used for development of needed teachers, commonly
spoken of as education professions development. 1

The shortage of high quality teacheip is a very serious deterrent`, .

to continue growth in vocational enrollment. The Nebraska council
sees any proposed reduction of part F as foolhardy and ill-advised:.
Program growth in Nebraska is restricted by the lack of good quality
teachers at the present time. Taut r has been well conceived to meet

--a-real-need-t-it,-must-be-retaitied
We see very little merit in H.R. 3036, sponsored by the American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges. We interpret their
desires as not necessarily for service to students. Their pfoposal for
40 percent of Federal ocational money fur the postsecondary level
is unrealistic, and should be based upon the State's needs.

Even more damaghig in the AACK legislation is fragmentation
of a State'4 systematic delivery system and statewide Owing for
vocational education. Segregating vocational education by les el is
totally unjustifiable.

The Nebraska council has continually recommended increased ar-
ticulation between secondary, and postsecondary vocational ethielt- '
tion in the interest of preventing voids and overlapping of t ffort.

We see 3036 as an attempt to segment and isolate postsec-
ondary vocational programs from the other parts of vocational edu-
cation. The present sole State agency system of administering voca-
tiohal funds hale been a key to much of the efiliciencv and success
of the current legislation because it eihbraces a unified dcih ery-
planning system for vocational education.

One of the most upsetting proposals to date has been the admin-
istration's recommendation for the fiscal year 1976 allocation to re-
duce the basic grants to States by $160 million. Basic' grants are
50-50 matching for programs that lead to employment.

In turn, the $160 -million would he added to the innovation title
which is to be 100 percent furided. On the surface, this has a strong
appeal because of the reduced .matching. In reality, this would re-
duce basic grants, the backbone of the legislation and would over-
emphasize innovatis e approaches, a less efficient utilization of funds.
The net ;result would be a substantial reduction of the limited re-
sources for educational employability.

We see very little merit in another administrative suggestion that
Federal funds should be used basically for starting new programs.
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Federal sharing of funds for support of vocational educatirm was
designed to help local communities offset the increased costs becturse
vocational programs are more expensive.

The intention of Federal vocational legislation has always been.
cost sharing not just initiating new programs. Local schvl districts
in Nebraska finance 70 percent of the costs of secondary vsocational
programs now.

Justification of the Federal responsibility in education is based 'on
the increasing mobility of our population. Since fewer people, are .
staving in the community in which they re educated, it should not
be that community's responsibility to de all educational costs.

Federal funds have been very help 11, as evidenced by the increas-
ing enrollments. Any change in tha basis would only upset a deli-

. cate balance and burden local distr is with a prohibitive share of
the costs.

On page 13 of the Nebraska State Advisory Council's fifth annuaL
report, we have carefully evaluated the .accomplishments of voca-
tional education in Nebraska, and have documentation to backup
every point we have made.

We will grant that some of the parts of the act were a little slow
to develop. This is true in serving the disadvantaged and handi-
capped, which required that the concept be understood by every edu-
cational agency.

We believe...that this segment of the 1968 amendments has been
developed and perfected now to effectively do the job. The process
is now functional, and vocational education for the disadvantaged
is operational.

In summary, the Nebraska Advisory Council for VocationalEdu-
cation strongly supports the 1968 Vocational Education Amend-
ments as successful and effective. This legislative act has created a
desirable impact of providing the stimulant where education has
been most inadequate, the employability of people;

We feel that in ..,..ebraska we are approaching a wholesome balance
of academic and vocational. opportunity which has never previously
been attained.

1V believe that the legislative proposals which we have opposed
in this testimony would be detrimental to serving the occupational
needs of people because they are based on unsound assumptions.

We, thefefore, strongly recommend that the best possible action for,
Congress is to support II.R. 19, Congressman Perkins' Vocational
Education Amendments of 1975. We believe continuing those provi-
sions of the 1968 amendments, which halve been so successful. to be
far superior to the alternatives that have been proposed to date.

At this time, and on behalf of the Nebraska Vocational" Advisory
Council, I would like to thank you for letting us appear here today,

c....and
would welcome any questioris. Thank you.

Chairman PERKLNS. Thank you very much for a very good state-
ment.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Elson follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TOM ELSON, VICE CliAIRMASL NEBRASKA ADVISORY
COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman And members of the subcommittee, The Nebraska Advisory
Council for Vocational Education appreciates the opportunity to express its
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views concerning forthcoming proposals to extend the federal vocational edu-
cation legislation. I am Tunk-Elson, a farmer-rancher from the community of
Curtis, Nebraska. I have been a member of the Nebraska Council for 5% years.
Since 1969, and as a result of the 1968 Almendments, we have had some phe-
nomena] enrollment growth in our state. Secondary enrollments base doubled
from 28,013 to 55,043. Postsecondary enrollments have more than tripled from
2,789 to 9,494. Vocational adult enrollments have about doubled from 18,727 to
3.4.31 Special new categories of the Act, such as, bervtng the disadvantaged
and cooperative (Part G) have experienced wholesome growth. Vocational Edu-
cation Ame dinents of 1968 have been a model piece of legislation creating a
terrific imp ct nationwide. In 1974, 48.8 percent of 'Nebraska public setundary
students n re enrolled in one ur more vocational education programs (3). We
expect to exceed the 50 percent figure during the current year.

We think this is an outstanding accomplishment for a conservative mid-
western state with some 1,240 school districts which range from one-room
schools with 1-12 students to districts of several thousand. We also think the
accomplishment is especially noteworthy since Nebraska is basically agricul-
tural, and farmers have been hampered by narrow operating margins.

We in Nebraska credit the ince.ntise provided by federal funds to vocational
education as the motivating impact 'that has brought about this accomplish-
ment. State aid to vocational education at the secondary level is practically
nilabout $203.240. The bulk of the financial load is carried by the local
districts. The Vocational Education Amendments have exceeded their expecta-
bun in all respects. Federal participation has been the catalyst responsible;
furthermore, this was all aehies ed even though the 1968 Amendments were
never fully flinded. . ,.

We have asked for a chance to be heard because we question some of the
proposals that are being drafted supposedly to improve vocational education
legislation. The Administration and the U.S. Office of Education are proposing
a number of changes, many of which were based un the Genera] Accounting
Office (GAO) survey. (2). We contend that the GAO report for the most part,
eialuated against objectives that were never intended by Congress. We would
grant that increased planning would be beneficial and could improve the effi-
ciency of the resources allocated to vocational education, however, even with
maximum efficiency n .planning the resources available will not allow the
accomplishment of all the objectives of the legislation.

We visualize vocational education to be in a strategic position to help con-
trol the rising national unemployment. We know of no other educational agency
that could exert a greater impact in meeting the goal of increasing the em-
ployability of people. The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) receives increased funding every time national unemployment reaches
a higher plateau (4). Yet the Administration recommends rescinding Vocational
education funding for both the present year, FY '75, and the year ahead, FY
'76. We feel the Congress has acted wisely. Their authorization was conserva-
fist but realistic. Xhe...Administration recommendation is totally inconsistent
with the present crisis.

We see no justification to increase state matching ratios in the new legisla-
tion as proposed in a preliminary USOE-Administrativn draft. Also contained
in their draft were increased annual assessment and restrictions. We know of
no other federal program where us ermatching takes place to this extent. This
would reduce flexibility and impose restrictions un the states where matching
has been a problem.

We resent attempts to dilute the funding that is allocated for enhancing indi-
vidual employability. This is being proposed by increasing the number of non-
Notational programs under the basic vocational grants. Several of the proposed
legislative drafts include this pros ision and can only have the effect of reducing
the limited resources for education leading to employability. Such "add on's"
include public service jobs, industrial arts, career guidance, and even career
education which is really genera] education.

The Administration recommends dropping one of the most needed and neces-
sary segments of the 1968 Amendments. This is Part F which is being used for
developing needed teachers, commonly spoken of as Education Professions De-

, selopment (EPDA) (6). The shortage of high quality teachers is a very serious
deterrent M continue growth in vocational enrollment. The Nebraska Council
sees any proposed reduction of Part F as foolhardy and ill advised. Program
growth in Nebraska is restricted *by the lack of good quality teachers at the
present time. Part F has been well conceived to meet a real need; it must be
retained!
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Real confusion and frustratiLn exist nithin the Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education of the U.S. Office of Education. Strung maiunal leadership
and coordination have lung been recognized as imperative in generating a
maximum impact thruuglo the nation. Even the GAO report NN as critical of
the excessive staff reducTI6n at the national level, a decline from 71 persons
in 1968 to only 31 in 1974. In order to assure staffing of the Bureau of °cut-
pational and Adult Education it again appears that Cungre;ss may base to
stipulate minimums in the legislation.

We see very little merit in LB 3036 (5), sponsored by the American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges. Wu interpret their desires as not
necessarily for service to students. Their proposal for 40 percent of federal
vocational moneys fur the postsecondary level is unrealistic and should be
based upon state's needs. The emphasis needed at the secondary level has been

.Artw advocated by Dr. Kenneth Hoyt and Commissioner Terrel Bell in their t. :s0E
perspective (1). Nebraska allocates approximately 28 percent of Fart B funds
Presently to the postsecondary level besides substantial allocations to other
parts of the Act. We would agree that the 15 percent minimum in the 1968
Amendments is inadequate.

Even more damaging in the AACJC legislation is fragmentation of a state's
systematic delivery system and statewide ,planning for vocational education.
Segregating vocational educdtion by level is totally unjustifiable. The Nebraska
Council has continually reconinieraled increased artkulabion betneen secondary
and postsecondary vocational education in the interest of preveutidng vuid. and
overlapping vocational programs from the other parts of wcatiurial
The present sole state agency system of adniinistering vocational funds Las
been a key to much of the efficiency and success of the current legislation and ,
must be a feature in the new legislation because it embraces a unified dellv'ery-
planning system for vocational education.

One of Hie most upsetting proposals to date has been the Administration's
recommendation for the fiscal year 197,6 allocation to reduce the ba,sic grants
to states by $160 million. Basic grants are 50-50 matching for programs that
lead to employment. In turn, that $160 million nould be, added to the innova-
tion title which is to be 100 pgrcent funded. On the surface, this has a strong
appeal because of reduced matching. In reality, this would reduce basic grant.,
the backbone of the legislation and would overemphasize Innovative appru.0 ii-
es, a less efficient utilization of funds. The net result would be a substantial
reduction of the limited resources for educational employability.

We see very little merit in another administrative suggestion that federal
fundS should be used basically for starting new programs. Federal sharing of
funds for support of vocational education was designed to help local commun-
ities offset the increased costs because vocational programs are more expensne.
The General Accounting Office criticism of using federal support for ongoing
programs is totally without basis. It is not realistic to expect the' overniuttlong
effort to continue at the same rate in view of the inflationary economy. The
intention of federal vocational legislation has always been cost sharing not
just initiating programs. Local school districts in Nebraska finance 70 riereent
of the costs of secondary vocational programs now. We don't think that load
should lie increased.

Justification of the federal responsibility in eduaction is based on the increas-
ing mobility of our population. Since fewer people are staying in the com-
munity in which educated. It should not be that community's responsibility to
provide all educational costs. The cost sharing concept upon which federal
support for vocational education has been based is realistic and equitable:
Federal funds have been catalytic as evidenced by the Increasing enrollments.
Any change in that basis would only upset a delicate balance and burden local
districts with a prohibitive share of the costs.

We. have carefully evaluated the accomplishments of viNtional education
In Nebraska and have documentation to back up every po it we have made.
We will grant that some of the parts of the Act were a little slow to develop.
This is true in serving the disadvantaged and handicapped NN Well required that
the concept be understood by every educational agency. This *as a very new
and different approach for educating people who could not succeed in the
normal instructional offering. Teachers had to be recruited and indoctrinated
with a totally different concept. We believe that this segment of the EMS
Amendments has been developed and perfected now, to effectively do the job.
Retooling has been difficult and time consuming. The process is now functional
and vocational education for the disadvantaged is operational.
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In summary; ,the Nebraska Advisory Council for Vocational Education
:-trungly supports the 1968 Vocational Education Amendments as successful and
etTective. This legislative act has created the desirable impact of providing the
JuLa ula nt where education has been most inadequate, employability of people
Wt feel in Nebraska we are approaching a wholesome balance of academic and
vocational opportunity which has never previously been attained. We believe
that the legislative proposals which we have opposed in this testimony would
be detrimental to serving the occupational needs of people because they are
based on unsound assumptions.

We, therefore, strongly recommend that the best possible action fo'? Coa-
l% gress As to support 11.R. 19, Congressman Perkins' Vocational Education

Amendments of 1975. We believe continuing those provisions of the 1998
Amendments which have been so successful to be far superior to the alterna-
tives

.-
that have been proposed to date.
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Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BuctrAxAx. I have no questions, except that I listened with

interest, Mr. Fletcher, to your recommendations for legislation.
Would you like to fill in, and expand a little bit on those recom-
mendations at this time?

I assinne that the material before me will be a part of the record,
but if there is anything else that you would like to put on the
record, concerning the recommendations for legislative changes that
youiutve made, we would be pleased to hear them.

Mr. FLETCHER., The reason for introducing these documents into
the record was fo substantiate the point of

introducing
of my council in

our State.
The assertions that are made in the general summary statement,
think that what we would like to see is a pooling together of all

the elements that were involved in the 19t..amendinents, and the
1974 amendments, so that a-concerted effort for the first time, for a
national education policy to occur, and.that within the legislation.

This is Within NOM' WihdOM rather than mine as to how this may
be accomplished. That the t.S. Oft° of Education be forced to im-
plement, or to insure that the intent of Congress in this regard is
implemented.

I would suggest, tber$11re, as part of the legislation, the role of
the State advisory counTls, for example, there is now a provision
for a career education council. There is a provision for an adult
education council. My suggestion would be that the State advisory
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councils on vocational education have all demonstrated their worth,
s and have justified the faith that was placed by Chairman Perkins,
and the other members of your committee, in 1968, in establishing
independent and autonomous councils of this type, and that the fune-
tiont in relation to adult education and career education could well
be added to them, and in fact should, rather than an increase in the
fragmentation of advisory councils, which is presently afoot.

In this manner, I believe, the `leverage possible upon the U.S.
° Office of Education through the reporting to the Congress by the

advisory council, both partly through their certificationI think
this should be a part of itbut the certification of the annual State
plan should be something that the staff of the congressional coin-
mittee should take a look at.

A copy should come to you, then you can in some way monitor
the degree to which the (Ace of Education is functioning.,

The National Advisory Council has that responsibility under stat-
ute, but I think perhaps functions _with slightly less autonomy than
the State advisory councils are able to function with.

That -would be my Position.
Mr. 131:EtrANAN. You made several recommendations. Yoh are all

aware, I am sure, that the General Accounting Office was somewhat
critical of the Office of Education, and the degree of supervision that
this Office is giving the program. I wondyt, both pertaining to the
recommendations made by Mr. Fletcher for legislative change, and
the overall situation, if .the witnesses would like to comment either
on his proposal, or any Mated subjects.

I wonder, in light of that GAO report, if you feel that we ought.
to strengthen your hand by our actions, as Mr. Fletcher recommends.

Mr. WEBER. May I respond to that. I have read the GAO report,
and haiie taken it very seriously. In fact, staff members came to New
Jersey, and I think in New Jersey we have a pretty wide open rec-
ord, and we spent quite a bit of time. In their report, New Jersey
was nonnentioned.

So, as it has happened to me many times in business, when you
hire a consultant to do a particular job, the job is liable to come
out just a little bit on the favorable side, so that they can be told:
"Brother, you have done a .great job."

Now, there are many things, which are aims and objectives for the
future, which we are taking very seriously. I know our Department
of Vocational Education is doing the same thing, because they have
already responded to it in a general way, and in a specific way.

1\.Tow, my complaint as a former businessman, and volunteerI am
not doing this for a living, but as a citizen \Nil° is interested and has
been over the years that this legislation has been interpreted by the
Office of Education. I think that they have not been very couraoeous
in stating what they think, and what we believe Congress really in-
tended.

I think legislation that doe§ not take into consideration a follow-
up system, is a weak legislation, and can only lead to confusion. I
think that they have been a party to not straightening that out,
when in effect they knew it, and were advised of it by various State
councils.
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In my particular State, we do not come right out and say to the
governor: "You ought to name us," because after all we bott feel
the vocational education is a broad complex thing, that a man who
undertakes to be everything 'to everybody is a little fit of a fool,
because you cannot work this business except by true cooperation.

In recent years, the business of full disclosure of programs, stu-
dent participation, and. minority participation, all the

programs,
'you

may know very, very well, is completely ignored, in ncy opinion,
when the governor says that the Department of Higher Education
will be the one.

I look at it from a bias position, my experience, and my love for
the vocational education system. They wouldn't give it all to me,
because I might do a bad job on the Department of Higher Educa-
tion.

It has to be, as I see it, a broadly representative group, or a man
who has absolutely no control of why and how an educational sys-
tem is run, can come in and voice his opinion, and say : "This is what
my kid, needs. I think that this is what the kids in our community
need."-This was so beautifully done in 90-576. It seems to have
petered out just a little bit in the last two or three years.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Elson
Mr. ELso.),:. What these two gentlemen have already said. I cer-

tainly would concur in. We have in Nebraska a State that is far
flung, basically. Our population is on one side of the State, and the
other side of the State is quite sphrse.

As I have worked with education th ugh my life, and I am not
an educated man, I have just become educated in this, and I was
asked to serve on this committee, and represent the general public,
basically;

My position on the council is agriculture along with a Catholic
Priest representing the Catholics. or the dioceses in Omaha. We have
a Black man who represents the disadvAntaged. We have housewives,
eta., down the line. We have doctors of education on the conunittee.
I am quite proud of the committee.

You would be interested to attend some of our committee sessions.
They get rather interesting, before we finally settle down and try to
work for one generalcause:

We, in Nebraska, are no different than any other State, I think.
We have the president of our university whb gets across the budget:
There is no follow-up in the academic area to see Yliere this is being
productive.

The introduction was made by Mrs. Smith this morning about the
placement of one particular school, the vocational school in the State
of Nebraska. I am sure that our University of Nebraska could not
brag about this kind of a placement percentage.

Certainly, we concur in Nebraska with what has already been said
here today by these two gentlemen. We need cooperation, and articu-
lation .of what the overlapping and duplication in education is.

Mr. Fletcher brought out the State councils. I would say that
most State councils that I know of, in visiting with other council
members from all over the United States. at the national and region-
al meetings, these items again are put forth.
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Mr. Fletcher and I attended a meeting in Denver last month.
Basically and in a nutshell, we need to see that the money is spent
more productively.

Would you both concur that the Congress ought to take action to
increase the financial resources of the State advisory councils?

Mr. ELSON. Yes. in Nebraska. On a realistic basis, I would not
say. just give us a checkbook, because I don't think that this is fair,
but in Nebraska and in Connecticut, we, as stated in our testimony
here. do get $50.000 to operate on. We have been getting $31,000.

We have to hire an executive secretary, who has to bring together
all of this information as it comes down the pipeline. Then, we go
through it, and try to separate it, et cetera. We have to hire the right
kind of personnel, and this. uses up a good portion of the State coun-
cil's money.
' We do get financially embarrassed, and I was on the executive
committee of our comicil, and we asked the members to not turn
in per diem, that they do this out of the goodness of their heart.

I hated to be an executive committee member, and say: "Look, we
are out of money. We have to volunteer our work." This is exactly
what they dia.

Yes. I think that there should be a little more allotment there. We
dare a nonpolitical 'area, we don't have to worry about getting fired.
et cetera. Our State Board of Education in Nebraska is elected, and
they have completely turned over to us.,They have not gone along
with all the recommendations that we have made in vocational edu-
cation. Naturally. I am sure that 'we say things and do things that
possibly the State Board of Education would rather not have to be
forced to do.

In Nebraska, I am sure that we are no different than any other
State. We have the University of Nebraska, which I am not against.I am not a graduate, but my children graduated from there. My
daughter took some curriculum that she should not have taken to
attain a degree, and she has found out that she has to further her
education somewhere else to get this developed.

This is what I think should be clone. it is more coordination be-
tween our academic and vocational schools.

In Nebraska, in our testimony, we stated that the part F ptogram,
I believe it was. educating teachers, wp have a problem in our State
in the vocational-technical colleges. To be able to teach in that class,
you must have at least 1 year on-the-job experience. It does not say
that they have to have any education in education, or a college de-
gree in education, or a teaching certificate.

This, naturally, bothers the people at our State colleges, teacher
colleges. They say : "We have given these students 4 years, and we
have given them a degree. Why can't they teach vocational-technical
school."

The thing of it is that the curriculum they have taught these
students is not productive,. It does not have any productivity. So, we
have a little rub there.

Now, we are working with them, and we are not trying to start
an open battle with our universities, or academic colleges. They are
starting to see the light of day, and they are starting to cooperate.
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We would like to see a little more action in this area. We would
like to see them speed up their operations soine. So, we hope that
in the future, at least in Nebraska, our State Advisory Council can
be more effective in bringing about the change that we think is
needed.

Mt. WEBER. May I add something to this.
As a nonpaid member, and I am not bucking for any pay, but also

as a man who has been in business over the years. who has had to
watch budgets, if you doubled all the money to _every advisery coun-
cil today, in my opinion they would not do'twice'ns good a job.

Now, I think there are some States that are receiving minimal
supportthese gentlemen are talking about thembut to me-the
support they ought to have is volunteers, who are not in the position
to make the indepth studies, or the indepth short-cuts reviews that
you must make.

I think our setup. in New Jersey is tight, but it is adequate: I am-
not here bucking for more money for New Jersey. becatise we have
one person on our staff, and a secretary working with him. Then, we
have to Make sure that we watch our pennies, so that we invest monay
in studies that are meaningful.

If you read our report, and if you read our testimony,..which elab-
orates on that particular point, we do not stress that,. we iti-enley.
I have seen recorcl which would indicate that in some ,p aces there
is insufficient money to even conduct the number of studies that the
State may very urgently need.

This is not to take anything away from their argument,
BISCRANAN. Thank you very much.

I have another matter to pursue, but my time has expired.
Chairman PEnsiNs. Go ahead, Mr. I3ichanan. Take all the time

you want.
Mr. Bucn4L-NAN. Thank you very much, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. Fletcher, you recommended that Congress delimit the. -per-

centage of vocational funds to be used for adlninistratiNe purposes.
We have had cortflictin(r evidence on this, as to how much the per-
centage actually is in the various States, during the course of these
hearings.

Now, I wonder, Mr. Fletcher, if you would like to comment, fur-
ther on that recommendation, and if any of the others of you would
like to comment on it also.

Mr. FLETCEER. Yes, sir. I admit that from a purely academic
point-of-view it is a little difficult to discriininate between an admin-
istrative person who on the books, performing Cconsulting role, let
us say in the area of home economics or in the area of vocational
guidance, and someone who is on the books as a consultant with a
title, who is not performing that function, but is, in fact, tnerely

,

turning over papers.
I think that this may be an area where the advisory councils could

specifically be charged by the Congress, as part of an evaluation on
the 1-year basis, as to lioAt the moneys for central staff, in fact, :ore
spent, rather than the titles of the people, which gis e the appearance
that the function is being fulfilled.

I know that Connecticut is not unique in the fact that when the
Division of Vocational Education .approaches the State legislature
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for a couple of additional positions on the basis that the proposals
are coming from the local school districts for work experience pro-
grams, let us say, in lame numbers, they, therefore, wish to add
couple of consultants, if legislature cuts that from the budget,
or the finance committee, then we have found that Federal funds
have been "utilized to fill those positions.

That bothers us in two regards. One is that the manner of sup-
planting, rather than supplementing, is clearly forbidden within the
statute. The difficulty is in the definition of supplanting.

In my opinion, it is supplanting State funds with Federal funds,
if two new positions are to be created, and the State legislature
says, no; and these two positions are infact filled and are federally
funded.

There is an additional problem with that arch, and it is this:
Under OMB Circular 37, the States are entitled to recover or add
on indirect costs and administrative overhead costs. Now, in Con-
necticut that is running 36 percent for every one of the people who
are on the central-staff.

So, since the consultant runs from $13,500 to $18,500, you are; in
fact, saying that you have a $30,000 position. Those are not the
orders of magnitude of funding out of these moneys, which go to
support local school district administrative programs.

Ain I going too far afield in response to your question? I don't
think that it is possible to give a simple answer without these illus-
trations.

There are many States in which the major thrust is through an
elite system of area technical schools. It is clear in my mind that
the intent of Congress was to spread the opportunity since the orig-
inal 1963 legislation sprang from the reports of President Ken-
nedy's.Commission on Juvenile Crime and Delinquency.

From the special Commission to study vocational education, the
emphasis there is not on maintaining the elite system, which is ex-
elusive. .

For example, in Connecticut, $16 million is spent annually to
support 15 vocational-technical schools that serve less than 5 percent
of the secondary age population, and less than 10 percent of the
adult population.

We have found it almost impossible to gain fig-tires that would
show us how much of the Federal funds is .used to support that
elite system. Our best guess at this point in time is that it is some-
thing like 75 staff being supported at a cost, including the 36-percent
add-on cost, of about $2.5 million out of $5.6 million total. That is
$2.5 million, if one thinks of it only as part B.

So, there are the orders of magnitude. Whereas, as I said, 9,000
students are being served in the vocational-technical schools at the
secondary age range, and we have 230,000 students statewide in the
secondary age range.

Now, clearly to-me is not what Congress intended. I make this
point now with great anger, because one of my privileges, as well as
one of, my pains, is that the Governor's office and the legislative
committee in our State on education, view me as an independent
expert witness, and summon me Iith greater frequency than I might
like.
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I was astonished to hear that just last week, the chairman of the
State board of education, and the commissioner of education, in
response to an austerity program that a former member of this dis-
tinguished committee, who is now our first governess, or governor,
Ella Grasso, clearly indicated that austerity was needed, and that
the first program to be cut would be the adult education program
for people who are presently at work, and who are attempting to
upgrade their skills in the evening. The next program that was
promised to this committee that would be cut, was the apprentice-
ship program.

Our State is highly industrialized, and this is insanity, particu-
larly when I completed a study on tool-and-die industry, which again
is a necessary part of the economy to a State like Connecticut, to
find in the Central Connecticut Association of Tool, Die, and Preci-
sion Machining Co., with 1,550 employees collectively, that the age
distribution is such that one-third of the work force is over the age
of 38. That less than 15 percent are between the ages of 20 and 30.
That 11 insurance companies refused to put in a group life insurance
prugrain through the trade association because of that age distribu-
tion.

Yet. the machinist training program in our State, in our vocation -
il- technical schools are underenrolled.

As I said, I see no comparison between these funds that are being
spent to support this elite system, a lack of trained people corning
into the economy, and a State department of education which can-
not give me the kind of data necessary, and which I have to rework
from their own figures.

These attrition rates which you see before you are ones which
were developed by my stag. When I say staff, it is a part-time young
woinan, who is able to work for me for $5 an hour, and pay a baby-
sitter out of that. because she is dedicated to this cause, and she is
also a good computer programmer.

Because of my connections, I have been able to bootleg on a very
good computer system, and as part of ;n IBM Foundation, and we
find that there has been no technical assistance offered.

As you'have seen on the 1972 report, we have recommended 'that
there should be a technical assistance team moving immediately
from the office of education, to provide for a sound management
sv,Aein. We have had to try to substitut. ec for that,in order tole
able to inform the government and the legislature of what the dimen-
sion of the problem of attrition in Connecticut is.

These figures are taken from the files of the department of educa-
tion. which has a 360 and 371-45 computer, with virtual memory at
its disposal through the State department data processing, if they
choose to use it, but it has not been done.

Is that responsive?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Yes, it is very responsive. It is very helpful.
Would either of you, gentlemen, care to respond?
Mr. WEBER. I don't want to compete with Mr. Fletcher.
You, gentlemen, have,to evaluate and conclude that there are dif-

ferences, in States. We have other problems, but I am not going to
discuss them today.
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Mr. BITHANAN. Would you have any comment on the limitation of
the administrative funds that may be used for administrative pur-
poses?

Mr. WEBER. I suppose that there may be some of that in the State
of New Jersey, but I am not prepared with statistics.

Mr. BuciLANAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ELsox. I would concur with what the man said. In Nebraska,

we have our problems. We are trying to work them out, and I am
sure that furthering the 1968 amendments will do so. I don't think
in Nebraska, and fdon't think nationwide, that now would be the
time to start an open, running gun battle, and start to take potshots
at individuals in education.

I think that given a little more time, as our records show in Ne-
braska, the phenomenal growth. we have had certainly indicates that
we are making progress.

It would be my thinking that in the future in Nebraska, and
probably other States, that the area vocational-technical colleges or
schools, that the universities would change somewhat to take the
graduates that want to further refine their education from these
schools, and make it more productive.

What I am trying,to say is that sonic of the academic training
could be switched over to make more highly refined students from
these particular schools.

Mr. BrcuAxAx. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pumixs. Let me compliment all of you, gentlemen.

You have been most helpful. -

Mr, Weber, could you explain your statement that 10,000 students
haN;e been turned away by area vocational schools in New Jersey?
Do you need more area schools up there, or do you need more pro-
grams in those schools? flow do you explain that ?

Mr. WEBER. The 10,000 figure comes from the assistant commis-
sioner in charge of vocational education of the State of New Jersey.
There were 10,000 applicants for places in vocational education
systems that could not be met.

Chairman Pniums. They did not have the facilities?
Mr. WEBER. There was no room for them. In Biirlington County,

alone, there is a newspaper story that wanted to get into the pro-gram
Chairman PERKINS. Was this because of inadequate facilities?
air. WEBER. There was no place for them.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Pletcher, why do you think there is such

a large increase in school dropouts in Connecticut in the last. few
years there?

Haqn't vocational education helped at all to cut down the rate of
dropouts in your State?

Mr. FLETrmat. Yes, Mr. Chairman, it certainly has. It is my be-
lief that without the small amount, admittedly, of funds, Federal
funds. tha,e levels would be considerably larger than they presently
are in Hartford, Bridgeport. New haven. and Mulberry, and Water-
berry. which are among odr principal industrial towns.

There is no question whatsoever that the coopelative work experi-
ence programs, backed up }with sonic good solid counseling, and the
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involvement of industry, and industrial supervisors with the stu-
dents in the work experience programs, has provided an incenti e
to those students to remain; in school, either a restricted school,day

One of the reasons why I recommend that there should be vast.
increaeses in the amount of Federal funds, with appropriate safe-
guards, is that it is only through these programs that these attrition
rates will reduce.

Chairman PEruKtxs. Thank you very much.
Now, Mr. Elson, you were talking about your problems in Nebras-

ka. You stated that you opposed the administration's, proposal to
take one-third of the Federal vocational funds, and put them into
innovative programs.

What effect, then, would that administration proposal have on
your particular programs in Nebraska ?

Mr. Ersos. in Nebraska, we don't support voca tional edu-
cation at the Federal level like it should be, that is if we have the
matching funds. We don't support it like we sholdd.

So, the vocational funds are really helping encourage vocational
education in our State. I hope that this is satisfactory.

Chairman PEnxIxs. Thank you very'much.
Mr. WEBER. Could I add one thought in aswer to your question

about the 10,000 students.
Our next step in the advisory council will be to insist upon a sum-

mary and an evaluation of all the facilities that are available at the
community colleges and other places, because we are talking about
through secondary, because there is some indication that enrollment
in higher education in the community colleges is going down.

I cannot confirm this this morning, but this is going to be our next
step.

There may very well IA somewhere along the line, some facilities
that could be in ihe'private, proprietary schools, which you have, to
find n way to use.

I am not suggesting that we have to go into big construction pro-
grams. There are some facilities on the board, but nothing very
dramatic. p

Chairman PERKIN'S. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I am sorry for corning in late durino. your testimony.
In your testimony you talk about the fact that four to five stu-

dents still need to obtain salable skills in high school, and the need
to provide for career education.

You have just cited in your earlier responses to it member of the
,' committee, Mr. Buchanan, that you had a tool-andrdie program in

Connecticut that Sou felt was underenrolled. Yet, you half a situ-
ation in an industry that was going to place a demand on younger
people to fill slots in that industry, because of the age makeup of
individuals in that industry. _

Is that a fairly correct summary of your testimony ?
Mr. Fu Yes,it is.

Miutn. My concern isand it is a concern that I have ex-
pressed in hearings that were held e lier last monthaccording to
the General Accounting Office, in econdary vocational education, I
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don't have the report before me, but I think the figure was about
33 percent of the students enrolled, were in programs that were cat-
egorized as homemaking and not for gainful employment.

When asked what that represented in terms of expenditures of
dollars. I believe the answer was around $30 million a year..

My question to you. as one who comes' from a highly industrial-
ized State, a State that has a major role in the development of the
aircraft industry, et cetera, how can we continue to justify that
kind of expenditure, that kind of participation in programs that do
not lead to careers for young people?

Programs that do not lead to a system of education to provide
gainful employment, but rather, I guess, are for the purposes of,
teaching young persons really how to get along is the domestic scene,
marriage, homemaking, et cetera.

That was sort of the testimony' that was described here. I would
lik'e your response to that, and perhaps I can be more specific after
your response.

Mr. FLE'rentuz. I am somewhat torn in terms of my response.
One of our major cities, IIartford. is a disaster area in ninny ways,

and w ithuut the use, of the 'Federal funds to stimulate programs for
uung women, who will not complete school, many of them, and

those who do will only marginally complete school and will marry
early. Hart ford has 7G percent nonwhites in its school population,

L5 percent of-the school population is Spanish surname and speak
English. those of whom are 10th graders or above, speak English
or have literacy at only grade 3.G level.

As an educator. I ant torn to know where the money should come
from. It has clearly, since 1017, been traditional, to because of the
agrarian economy at that time. through the legislation to encourage
and provide programs for the wi fern the home.

I think that what we halve seen in this consumer homemaking, is
merely an extension of that old tradition of the woman's function
as part of the farm, the small farm unit. It does not make much
sc nse to me to continue it any more as part of vocational education.
Tt does make sense to me to continue it as part of career education,
and part of a comprehensive education.

Mr. ..Ina.aat. Could you elaborate a little bit right there? How
would vou continue it?

Mr.
you

One of the things which is clear is that the nutri-
tiuital levels of the poor are quite low. We know well from studies,
which have been done in other areas of science, that pour nutrition
does create an inhibiting effect upon cerebration.

One of the safeguards in Mr. Weber's sense, and in my sense as a
'former businessman, is that this is investment capital to help main-
tain the mental health and physical health of the nest generation of
students, by training their mothers in good nutritional practices,
and how to buy wisely within that context.

I think that this is where it is part of the general education need.
Mr. Mim.fUt. I am in complete agreement with you on that point.

There is a bill by Mr. Perkins on nutritional education, which many
of us would like to see incorporated into the programs under which
t.houl lunches are funded, et cetera, to provide for nutrition educa-
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tion, because, not only Connecticut, but every State experiencesqhe
v problems you hale. and it is an investment.. I appreciate your state-

ment to that regard.
If we do that under general education, and if at some time we can

persuade Individuals that nutrition should be as much a part of the
educational day' as English or mathematics, or PE, then I am really
hard pressed to say that under the title of vocational education, we
should continue pi ogoons which do not lead to gainful employment:

think programs \that pro% ide knowledge to young men and wo-
men as to domestic relations. as to simple bookkeeRmg that has to
take place in the home, and the culinary arts, et cera, I think they
have a proper role. I question whether such programs should come
out of the vocational education budget, in this day and age when
we are seeing massive changes take place in industry; when industry
is being forced, really. by tthe Federal Government to seek out fe-
mal participation in the work f Tee.

In the district that I repregEnt, United States Steel is hav,ingrc to
go out and find people. Dow Chemical, and Continental Can Co.;
but there are some problems. 'United States Steel, fortunately, as do-
ing its own training. .

I would suggest that in an area such as you described in Conrec-
tic'ut. where yon hit\ c even a greater concentration of heavy industry,
that the schools might find a very proper role in providing a skilled
work force to those industries.

0, I would appreciate,it, i,f the geraleman from the other end of
the country, would care .to comment. If you have a follow up that,
that is fine.

I am very hard pressed in these economic times, when you see the
mass retraining that has to'take place; and also filling the many slots

,,.where people are going to be retiring, skilled people.
There are skilled jobs running tool and die operations, and lathe,

et cetera, very highly skilled occupations.
Mr. ELsox. I am frop western Nebraska, and you have certainly

brought out a point in education. I think that this is one thing that
we have stressed %cry strongly on the Nebraska Advisory Council,
that is to get advisory counas in action within the framework of
elementary and secondary, etc.

I think that this hits been our prime mistake over the years in edu-
cation. that we don't do followup studies to find out whether the
curriculum that is being taught is being productive.

I think that this basically our basic problem in education today.
Mr. Mu.tEn. Bow can this 'legislation address itself to correct that

problem ?
Mr. ELsoN2I would say. possibly, that if we had some corrections

in here WheileN er a new bill goes down the pipeline, so to speak, that
there should be a service study made of the product.

In other words, when the student gets out of school, be it voca-
tional, academic. or what, find out if this curriculum that was
taught is paying oft. I know that it is somewhat of a job, but most
of the vocational sk hods in -Nebraska are doing that, arid our aca-
demie schools are not doing that:.

When we come before you and say: We need so many millions
for this. and so many millions for that ; let as find out if the so
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many millions are really going to pay off. Naturally, it is going to
have to be practiced.

Many times oo our council we have had industry come before us,
and be very critical of the vocational schools, that is not getting the
proper curriculum taught to the students. Most of the vocational
schools in- Neltaslot have advisory councils that are ,made up. of
people from all w4lts of life, mainly from the area that these stu-
dents are being taught in.

So, rthink that this is our prime problem in education.
Mr. WEBER,. May I respond to this?
You are asking some very pertinent questions. In any well-known

business there should be accurate answers available, so that you
might be able to properly determine how to solve the problem.

A. year arge, it was our council's conclusion that we needed a study
on follow -up: In our report, and ram not 0-oing.to take. the,time to
read a whole lot of it. because I am sure that this was submitted
together with our testimony, basically it says this: There is no fol-
lowup. Really:thitt can answer your question..

There are stabs at it here and there, and other places. I don't
think that it is critical: I am saying. as I would say to a man who
wants to find a correction to a situation, I don't think that you are
going to be able to find it Until followup systems are meaningful
followup systems, that are put in there to run a check on people grad-
uating from schools. for a period of at least 5 3ears.

The thing that frightcu me a little bit beyond that is that today
there is general agreement that i it lifetime a person may very well
change the skills that lie n . three or four, and maybe five times.

ACRCA. some 15 years ago. we found out that the engineers we
started with back in 1930; and 1935, were obsolete as far as up-to-
date information was concerned. So, we organized a retraining pro-
gram.

This is another thine, that we are going to involve ourselves in
this year. There ha's to be an awareness of the point, the programs
have to be pointed to. and over a period of time they will reach a
position where we could really answer your question very, very ac-
curately. Today. I don't think that it can be.done.

Mr. ELsos. I would just like to throw in one bit of caution in
terms of your question, andt.,Uon't know thatt is.in contradiction
to +what hasteen said so far.

The point is that in vocations) education, and some of the object-
ives in 197.5--76, we are talking about GO percent wia are grilduating
from high school without a salable skid. Salaile skills are' very
important,

Consttmer homemakiiiir programs are very important in light .of
what. Mr. Fletcher inis'said..If that becomes the overall thrust of
the legislation. In other words, fo put it down to the fact of whether
an indMdual gets a, job in a specific occupation,.T think that we are
in dangerous-waters, because no one knows, as Mr. Weber pOinted
out, an individual changes his job in his life six or, seven times.

No one knows when, or at what time you are gonig,to use that
skill, ,or opportunity that you ha3e developed in high'school situa-
tion, or wherever. To have it become a salable product.
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So, in terms of caution, I think you have to look at these programs,
look at them in terms of followup, but look at :them iii terms of
whether people are being served, whether they are contributing to-
ward the economyl whether it is a meaningful things in terms of
that individual.

For example, even if an individual went to carpentry or plumbing
in a high school, and he graduated with that particular skill, it does
not necessarily mean that he is going to go into that occupation, but
he may use that in terms of his home, in terms of his general living
habits.

So, I think you have made a very good point, but with a point of
caution, you should also look at what it does in terms of the indi-
vidual as a whole human being.

.Mr. MILLER. I don't want to be misunderstood. I am not suggetmc,
that vocational programs be designed on a performance rating, as tO
how many ikople they place in industry 3 months after gradation.

I don't think that this is at all what I am after. What I am sug-
gesting is' that it should be a major function of those programs,
which come under the title of vocational education [given the econ-
omy, that we are operating in and which we will operate in for the
foreseeable future]. to provide skills for the job market; skills which
are needed; or will be needed. ,

Nobody knows when you are going to lose a contract, when an
industry is going to get a contract in a specific area. But certainly
with reasonable foresight in providing skill, that are needed in the
geographical areamy concern was when I saw this argument in the
GAO report, that we had a program that was consuming vast
amounts of money, which was not designed to provide a salable skill.

Mr. FaTCIIER. Mr. Miller, if I may expand, a little on the point.
The history of the leithlation as I described it, and Mr. Quie is very
familiar with it, is that it was designed specifically to reac hosestbeingnts who were not being reached by general ed,ticationa tem.

One of the phenomena, fthiiik, that we, at the mdment, engaged
in a study of the home economics program in Connecticut, specific-
ally for the reasons that you have raised. I cannot give you any final
answers at thi4 point. but what I can say is this: It looks as diqugh
young women, who otherwise might leave school and, therefdr not
be available to move into an area of training. or skill development,
are being retained to some extent by this kind of program.

It is almost a reverse of the old problem tjiat this legislation was
intended to address originally. The low-end kid. and the vocational
education kid is at the bottom end of the Nocational totem pole in
terms of our American system of education. in which any seven or
nine people can get elected and, have the right to run a lousy school
district.

In that context, what is happeniq now is that these funds are
surprisingly enough at the low-end bf teacher:, and faculty, because
in educational affairs, as you are well aware, the, professional is
viewed by the clientele that he serves,

The irony is that these kinds of programs are really saving, in my .
judgment, and we will know better in another 3 weeks, some of the .
attrition rates which would prevent students groin being there.
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Mr. MILLER. I would hope that you would make the findings of
that study available to this committee, because w e intend to raise
this point in the markup of this legislation.

Mr. FLETCHER. I he been very faithful over the years in provid-
ing Mr. Jennings, and minority counsel with informatinen.

Mr. MILLER. I can appreciate that in many instances those kinds
of programs are the ones that are keeping

in
kids around the school.

I can remember one year when I stayed m sehool because of wood-
shop, and nothing else.

One further question, and then I will give my time back.
You went through a quick scenario on how, in Connecticut, the

determination has l)een made that you are going to cut out progiams
for people who,are trying to upgrade their

Mr. FLETCHER. The determination was not made by us. It was made
by the, State oard of Education on the advice of the State Commis-
sioner of Education. That is as much as I can tell you about it.

This was presented as a fait accompli to the Joint House-Sengte
Education Committee, and Governor Grasso, -within the last 4 dais.
has been heard somewhat violently motile matter publicly. I IlouLt.
that she will be aye to do much in,4the way of persuasion., because
under our State law, the State Board of Education ,has total auton-
omy for the implementation of the educational interests of the
State. What areas have been chosen not to be cut; I don't know.*

Mr. MILLER. How many people does that affect?
FLETCHER. Thirty-four thousand.

lir. MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. PRESSLER. I might ask a couple of questions here about the

opinion-of the home economies courses that J ou mentioned in many
ot our vocational educational schools.

How do you feel about a Federal and State funding division of
them all? Art they relevant? Home economics is always relevant,

. certainly, but how do you come out on the home eturtomics and voca-
tional education courses?

Me, FLETCHER. I think that what has happened over the years is
that the term economics has been broadened considerably to col er
such things as postsecondary programs in fashion design. window
dressing, retail merchandizing; many of the distributive education
programs, in fact, are tied very closely, to home economics programs
so far as the women are concerned.

So, in terms of that kind of programing, I have no difficulty
whatsoever in saying that this is legitimate.

Mr. PRESSLER. So we have expanded it beyond
Mr. FLETCHER. The definition no longer means what it used to .
?Jr. PRESSLER. What interests me is your feeling on how we can

get more grassroots input into. vocational education. I-just don't
feel that we are getting the, kind of local analysis and planninA-
which, as you pointed out so well, *e might get in some of our other
types of education in this country.

How can we improve that ? now can we get this type of informa-
tion? We are all for vocational - technical education. but the question
is how do we get these administrative questions, this planning, how
do we get this done at the local level?

Mr. WEBER. May I respond to that?
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This is another study which we undertook in this report of ours.
The local advisory council 011 provide the answers, when the local
advisory councils are broadened to include the \ cry people you are
talking about.

In other words. if the criteria requiring the State advisory coun-
cil, that it be composed of people from all walks of life, if that is
applied rigorously at the local level, I think that we will begin to
get more of the thing that you are looking for.s,

Now, in our study, as a conclusion se make some recommenda-
tions to our department of vocational education, in which we urge
them to take steps to make sure that local advisory councils are so
implemented.

Mr. Er-sox. Yes. This is one thing that the Nebraska Advisory
Council has been reall,y- interested in. We have gotten. the State Board
to go along with us through the department of. education to make a
manual and guidelines for the local advisory council.

We are very interested in having the-local advisory councils to
be very productiNe in shaping cutriculum. and sending reports back
on follow up studies on the production to the State advisory council,
because we don't have the resources, time, or the personnel to go
out all oNer the State of Nebraska, and set up advisory councils to-carry out the duties. , - w

I am not sure that the Nebraska council has not re.911y come to
grips with it, about having the knowledge for ailvisory councils. We
think that this can be done on a vohmtary basis, and I do serve on .
an advisory council for a vocational schoo'l, and the curriculum has
been shaped for he last 5 years. Today, it could not be identified
with,the curricul an they were using when I first started.

The reason fo the reshaping was because of the quality of the
curriculum was not meeting the demands of what the students want-,
ed, or where they were going. °

I think that this is very hnportant,_ and even a little more time
in .Nebraska. we are going to get a better input from this area, we
hope, through the guidance and encouragement of our State advisory
councils. -

eafr. FLETCHER. In talking about local advisory councils, I see that,
there'are three diffkent kinds of them. At least one of them would
be the trade advisors council for a specific occupational' area, that is
strong in the area the geographical area. . .

One could require very easily-, within the provisions of the State
annual State plan, that tlgy should be established, that the\ should
be active, and that the sole State agency for vocational education

be requirectto see that they meet at least four times a year,
and that minutes of their meetings should be kept, and that their
recommendations shoulil be incorporated and ford aided to the State
advisory council as. well as put, into the annual report of, progress
that is required by Washington.

As you are aware, the tSPErequires a statistical rep'ort and a
fiscal report, and a narrative report. It seems to me that the narra-
tive report could include that kind of information about local trade .
committees. . . , .

I think thez:e is another kind of committee, which is quite neces-
Psary, and izi,most States that would be a regional committee to de-
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termirie. what the overall labor needs are, what the educational qual-
ity of life is there,'and that they should be required, again this could
be part of the State plan, to stannit annually their own short-range,
1-year, and 5-year plans.

The budgeting requirements for vocational education could
more realistically presented to you, gentlemen, and ladies on this

/ committee.
In Connectictit, the State plan does require that each school dis-

trict. desiring funds. shall submit a 1-year and 5-year plari.of its
anticipated vocational programs. Now, th'ose thin'gs, come in each
year. and to my knowledge they have never been analyzed. This is
one problem.

The second -problem is that the U.S. Office of -Education, through
its regional offices, instructs State departments of education on how
much Federal funds they should anticipate, or that they might pos-
sibly get the next year.

In other-words, they 'are abrogating the right of Congress hi this
matter. In my opinion, for example, we are, at the present time
advising the state Board of EduCation in my State onAlte develop-
ment of its tinnual State plan, and we said:

OK. as the first ordet of business, let us try to get a baseline of needs, and
put together the 1-year and 5-year plans hum the local school districts, and
see what they look like, in terms of a need for funding. Then, let us see how
much could be Federal, and how raucir could be State.

The response was: .
We cannot do that. because^ the reetintal office has informed us that we

could only budget against Federal funds un an anficiimied basis of getting the
same amount of money out of Congress that we got last year.

ti Now, it seems to me that. if you, gentlemen. try to go backward
up the administeative chain, when the U.& Office of Education,
HEW, comes to present its budget request for vocational education,

inay be under the mistaken impression that what you are receiv-
ing is an estimate of need, twblated into monetary terms. In fact,
you are not.

What 3. ou are receiving is what I have told you. you are receiving.
As far as Connecticut is concerned, our initial estimate; having
checked around with a few of our larger communities, is that we
would need approximately three times the amount of Federal funds
to begin to mount the programs in the local school districts that are
needed.

Mr.-WEBER. .1.fav I correct the name of the organizations that I.
gate you before. The name is County Career Education Coordinating
Council, it is a longer name. It is called ,that because it has the
job of coordinating the various inputs received from the department
of higher education, the regular education, the vocational education,
and local coordinating council.

I am proud to say that we now have such a County Career Educa-
tion Coordinating Council in every one of-our 21 counties, which
was not the case 4 or 5 years ago:

Mr: PRESSLER. These are all the questions I have.
As tt legislator, I think your testimony this morning has been

very useful. The main proble' tu that I have, very frankly, and I t, n
. a great supporter of vocational technical education, is trying to figu e
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out where the jobs are, and what is going on in the programs, and I
just can'f.

So, we appropriate money without really knowing. It is really not
a properly evaluated section. of education in the ate1 States. Per-
haps it would be so expensive to evaluate that it would be prohibi-
tive in cost. But, that is not a pleasant thought, either.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
I would like to thank:- you, gentlemen, very much for your testi-

mony. The committee will stand adjourned on vocational education
until a week from Tuesday.

[Information submitted for inclusion in the record follows :]

POSITION PAPER FROM THE' ILIINOIS BUSINESS TEACHER EDLCATORS COMMIITEE
BF.GARDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,- INCLUDING CON-
SUMER EDUCATION

1. Members of the Illinois Business Teacher° Educators Committee believe
firmly that vocational education in secondary schools in the United States is
essential if education is to haw meaning and worth fur ,a large segment of the
secondary school youth. Vocational edKation. including vocational business
education, is a total concern of an educational system or institution and
tihould be perceived and funded as a program or a total plan rather -than as
individual courses and/or for individual teachers.

We believethat new Federal legislation for vocational education should
require comprehensive statewide planning and should require substantiation
data to support requests for Federal funds. Such a requiremenf will mini-
mize the current widespread practice of funding specific courses, even though
these courses enroll only a small proportion of youth and adults who are.
or would like to be, enrolled in courses of a vocational (job preparation)
nature. In secondary school business education courses. particularly, the prat.
tie that has been followed in a large number of states has been to pros ide
funds only for certain designated courses. As a point of fact, the courses in
business education that were not so designated frequently enrolled far more
students in job preparation experiences than did the designated courses. Irt
small schools, in particular, too many secondary school youth have been denied
opportunities for vocational education experiences because the sehouls did not
use their available funds for comprehensive locational business course offer,
ings and the state plans did not pruvida funds because the "courses" offered
and/or the teachers did not qualify for reimbursement. ' Vocational" business
education usually cannot be justifiably separated from "non(ocational" because
a very high proportion of secondary school business cutoses lead to employ-
ment at some time in the future.

In most states, only the funded courses are regarded as "vocational." Slate
virtually all state administration and supervision for business education is
confined to the funded courses and/or teachers, a large number of high Thou]
business teachers receive no supervision lit the states level. Consequently, a
great number` of highochool students do not receive the benefits to be decked
from state supervision. We beliete that state departments ur dilisions of %tic)).
tional educalion should assume supervisory responsibility for all of busincs.
«Ituation; and one way to assure this total supervision is for states W de,,elop
comprehensive statewide plans for all vocational education within the state.

2. Vocational education programs. at whatiler educational level they are
offered. should be based on the needs of students. All states that receive fund,
fur vocational education need to determine the vocational education needs of
the youth and adults in the state, and these needs should be deIermineil by
comprehensive investigations and research. la turn, each school system ur
school district within a state also should be required to provide data to justify
requests for funding.

The needs of youth and adults for vocational education are.determined by
such procedures as follow up studies of graduates. future plans of curfeni stu-
dents. past enrollments in classes that contain occupational skills and knowl-
edges, etc. Determination of needs should be based un comprehensive surrey s.
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Designations of specific types of training with prior investigation of need is a
questionable progedure.

3. Business education is a field of study that includes two major compo-
nents or emphases. (1) Preparation (both general and specific) for entry
into occupations that are identified as business or commerce; and (2) Con-
cepts, principles, and uctisaies that are essential fur intelligent solutions to-
peEsonal-tusiness problems in a business-oriented society. Because business as
a field astir ity encompasses a broad range of elements, business education
must be concerned with education for all of business. Preparation for busi-
ness occupations must include office occupations, business professions, and occu-
pations in marketing and distribution. Personal-business problems encompass
economic understanding, career guidance and selection, consumer education,
and communication skills for business activities.

4. Career guidance and counseling are essential compo'hents of.any plan for
helping youth investigate occupational choices, make' a selection of a career,
and obtain adequate preparation for job entry. Career guidance and counsel-
ing should be one component of the vocational education program of a school
system ur district, should be part of the comprehensive statewide plan, and
should be based on determined need. Occupational counselors should be desig-
nated with specific responsibilities for career guidance and counseling.

Jpb placement and follow up of workers on the job are necessary exten-
sions of a vocational_ education program. Whether job preparation is done in
secondary or post-secondary schools, vocational education departments that
prepare workers also have a responsibility for helping them find suitable em-
ployment and for determining the degree of success on the job. Most school
systems, have not had the necessary resources to permit them to assume these
responsibilities. This has been true particularly at the secondary level. -Fed-
eral funds that are earmarked to be used for job placement and follow up
could make a decided contribdtion that is not likely to be made by local
schools.

Although we are opposed in principle to categorical funding, we believe that
the responsibility for job placement and follow up will not be carried out un-
less funds are earmarked for these purposes. A comprehensive statewide plan
for vocational education should require local school districts to help graduates
find jobs for which they have been trained and to follow up these graduatbs
after they are employed. The results qf the follow up could be used to evaluate
the vocational education piogram.

6. Consumer education is at one end of the production-to-consumer continuum
and is as much a valid component of vocational education as is producer edu-
cation. The end goal of producer education is ,to enable youth and adults to
improve the quality of their lives through increased resources. In like man-
ner, the end goal of consumer education is to enable youth and adults to im-
prove the quality of their lives through improved uses of the incomes they
earn through their productive activities, .Botli producer and consumer educa-
tion are needed to enable young people and adqlts to attain ..the "best" life.
Consumer education should not be tied to any one particular discipline in
vocational education,,as has been the case in past years.

Consumer education consists largely of personal-business activities and can-
not he divorced from business education. In fact, consumer business education
has been a part of business Eurriculums in high schools since the 1930's.
large number of students annually receive such education in most states in the
United States.

By the same token, other vocational areas have_special contributions to make
to consumer education. We believe that consumer education should be a pit
of comprehensis e .statea ide plan for vocational education and that all voca-
tional education disciplines have special contributions to make toward the
attainment of consumer education objectfres. Federal legislation should not
designate any one vocational education discipline as the sole means for obtain-
ing funds fur consumer *ecluctition, nor should the legislation imply that one
discipline more than another has such responsibility.

7. The preparation of vocational business education teachers IS' a ;natter
of serious concern to us. The research evidence that is availente does not pro-
vide a definitive answer to the cwestions, "What distinguishes an effective
from air ineffective .teacher?" However, research does indicate that certain
behaviors of teachers appear to be associated with effective teaching (when
,effectiveness is judged 14 the amount of learning that occurs). These behaviors
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fall into four categories. Teacher bepasiors related to warmth of personality,
helpfulness, and encouragement, or, as some authorities say, an identification
model; the teacher's intellectual grasp of the subject matter and the ability to
determine what is most important for students to learn ; the enthusiasm that
teachers exhibit toward learning and teaching; and the use of discovery or
indirect teaching as a technique to aid learning. FA idence is not available to
indicate that other factors are important in distinguishing effective and ineffec-
tive teacherg. p'

It seems clear that if vocational business education teachers are to be select-
ed for their effectiveness in helping learners to develop concepts, knowledges,
and -skills.., the- use of such criteria as specific courses completed, type and
amount of work experience, previous teaching experience, and the like, is not
justifiable. Federal funds should be made available, in support of teacher
education programs that are effective or that have promise of being effective.

The special grants that have been available for leadership training in voca-
tional education have been allocated only to students who attend one of a
very small list of designated schools. This practice seems to us to be unsound
because some of the most outstanding teacher education programs in business
education are in institutions that have not been Included on the list. If leader-
ship training for vocational business education is to be at its best, the recip-
ients of leadership grants should not be prohibited from attending the most
outstanding programs in the field. All quality teacher education programs for
business teachers should be eligible for these special grants, even though
particular institutions -may not have graduate level programs in other voca-
tional fields.

6. Work experience is only one of the options available for developing
kinowledges, skills. and attitudes for Rork. In the secondary school, particu-
larly, .other instructional strategies appeal to be equally effective. These
strategies inelude in-school laboratories. in-school projects, and simulations
Tn designate cooperative work arrangements as th only strategy that can

pcqualif3 for funding is very undesirable sie it ant atically eliminates many
students in small schools where work programs ar not available. Since other
strategies seem to be equally effective for the attainment of educational out-
comes. funds should not be tied to any one technique or strategy. This posi-
tion. however, in no way denies the validity of special landings for work pro-
grams when the purpose of these programs is to provide financial support Irk
students who could not stay in school without such support. However, th4
guidelines for funding should be entirely clear as to the purpose.

P. Some states now follow the practice of allocating funds for vocational
education courses only if students enrolled in these courses belong to a specific-
ally designated student club. We believe that thii Pioctice'is indefensible.
No student in high school, for instance. should be denied opportunities to de-
velop vocational business competencies because the student cannot, or does not
wish to, belong to a specified student club. While we are in favor of -Federal
funds being made available for the support of student club activities, we be-
lieve that student choice should prevajl in detprmining if student club mem-
bership is appropriate and/or the specific studcfnt club in which membership
will be lodged.

10. We believe that IIR 3037 is superior as a legislative. act to all other vo-
cational education bills that have been introduced in the House of Repre-
sentati%es. We sx ish to urge all Illinois Congressmen to help sponsor HR 3037
and to vote for it if and when it comes before the TIMM; We believe, in the
main. that Federal funding should continue to be granted without specifica-
thin of its use (except for vocational education purposes)' and that states
should continue to decide the appropriate uses of these funds.

The following hu.siness education department chairmen and the faculties
they represent have approved the positions outlined in this paper and are in
egreement with these positions.
Dr. Patrick II. Sheehan, Coordinator of Business Education, Governors State

1.-niversity
1)r. Don Jester, DePtetil University
Dr. Thomas Elliott. Department of Business Education andsSecretatIal Stud-

ies. Eastern Illinois Unlyersity
Dr. Warren S.s`'Perry, Department of Business Education, Illinois _State Uni-

versity
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Dr. E. Edward Harris. Department of Business Education and AdministrativeServices, Northern Illinois UniversityDr. Lewis Wall, Department of Business Teacher Education, Western IllinoisUniversity
Dr. llarves Rabe, Department of Secretarial and Business Education, SouthernIllinois University, Carbondale
Dr. gobert A. 'Schultheis, Department of Business Education, Southern IllinoisU rsity, Edwardsville
Dr. obert Nelson. College of Education, University of Illinois, 'UrbanaIn addition, copies of this position paper have been sent to Mr. SherwoodDees, Director of Vocational Education, Division of Vocational-Technical Edu-cation, Springfield ; Mrs. Gerry B. Gaedtka, Head Consultant,'Business, Mark-eting, and Management Occupations, Division of Vocational-Technical Educa-tion, Springfield; and Mr. William E. Reynolds, Coordinator, Profesionaland Curriculum Developmentallnit, Division of Vocational and Technical Edu-cation, Springfield.

[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-vene Tuesday, Mar. 18,197h.]



VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

TUESDAY, MARCH 18, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCO3I3IITTEE ON ELEHENTARY, SECONDARY AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE
COMAITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The stibcommittee met at 9:48 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175, '

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
/ the committee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Perkins, 'Meeds, Andrews, Leh-.
man, Blouin, Risenhoorer, Simon, Zeferetti, Miller, Mottl, Quie, and
Goodling.

Staff members present: John Jennings, majority counsel, and Toni
Painter. staff assistant.

Chairman PERKINS, The committee will come to ordei:
A quorum is present.
This is a continuation of the hearings held by the Subcommittee

on Elementary, Secondary. and Vocational Education.
I am delighted this morning to welcome the witnesses from the great

State of North Carolina.
One of our outstanding members is from your great State. He has

been occupied in trying to bring about greater educational opportu-
nity for all the children in America.

Congressman Andrews, do you have anything to say at this time?
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairrhan, I won't take any extensive amount

of time in view of the expertise and quality we have here.
I will just say in yassin7 that I am doubly proud. I am so proud to

be a part of the group out there and also to be a part of the group up
here.

I just know that the two groups together will do a great job with
this bill and education in general.

' Again, am extremely pleased to be a part of it.
Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEntuxs. The first. witness this morning is the Honorable

R. Barton Hayes of the North Carolina State Board of Education.
I think we will have a panel. Dr. Joseph R. Clary. North Carolina

State University: Dr. John Coster, director, Center for Occupational,
Education, North Carolina Slate -University, accompanied by Dr.
Donald W. Drewes, and Mr. Carl Whitehurst. area director of oceupa-
tionareducation ; Mr. Willis M. Parker. Department of Industrial and
Technical Education, North Carolina State "University ; Mis§ Denise

(663)
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.Turen. national secretary of the FILL; Mr. George B. Causby and
Mr. Mike Parker, Cary senior High School.

Altof you; take your seats.
That will save us considerable time this mornihg.
I will let you identify yourselves first.
Mr. [ayes, North Carolina State Board of Education, would last

be-the first to identify yourself ? Pull up the microphone. When .)Olt
get through. hand it to the next person.

Without objection your prepared statements w ill be inserted in the
Record for all of Sou ladies and gentlemen and on can summarize
your statements anyway you prefer.

[Prepared statement referred to follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON.-B. BARTON HATES, MLNIBER OF TIIE NORTH CAROLINA
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chaitman and members of the Committee, It is my pleasure to appear
before you again as a member of the North Cairolina State Board tif FAIR atom
and as chairman of the Vocational Education Committee. I ttili to share cc ith you
cc hat tce in North Carolina feel to be some Neu- mpsiti I v aspects of the organized
educational offerings for athe utith and adult population in the nation. At the
Same time. I NNiSli to share cc ith y on so:Ile of our torrent and projected needs ui
the area of educatitmspecitially, in the area of vipeational training.

During many years of interest in education as a patent. grandparent, hasineqs-
man, industrialist, arid. for 19 years, as a member of the Slate Board of Educa-
tion. I hate seen our educational 'programs in North Carolina grow from the
"little red school house" tt ifli tale teat lat. true classroom, grades oue-up situation,
to what presently is a ecanprelionsice educational approat one thraigli
high school. 1 have seen a technical institute and cimininaity college system at
the post secondary loci, and a sy stela of higher education of the nniNersity let el
grim to the extent of ranking among the very best in the nation. Curreatly there
are approximately 1,132.336 pupils enrolled in North Carolina's; public school
sy stem. These pupils art' st fled through 2.031 existing schools at the, elementary ,
middle St lima, and secondary- let els. TheXulliming alma depicts an undupli-
cated count of the number of schools operating during the 1974-75 school year
and the major areas of concentration.

Number of North Carolina schools by type, 1074-75

4-year high school, grades 9-12 135
3-year hieh school, grades 10-12 13p t

Vhion high school, grades 1-12 64
Undivided junior-senior, grades 7-1', o 41
Jimior high. grades 7-9 b 1 7;2
Irregular junior high, grades 1. 9 31
Ninth grade only. grade 9 21
Elementary not above eighth grade 1.4:11)
Special schools (special education) 21---

Total 2, 031
The Chart below depicts the number of pupils at each grade level.

PUPILS BY GRADE LEVEL I TO 12 (NOV, 12, 1974)

Grade

2 3 4 5 6 7 , R 9 IA 11. L2

9C 353 88,01 83.423 53, 436 93, f33 99 435 103, S33 103, 581 103,9'7 CS, 951 593 7E, 517

7

It is interesting to mile that approximatt ly 311,091 of these pupils are tirolied
in grades 7-9 in the 47 ditTerept schools serving them.

At the high lec t I. ethicatiopal ipiogr,,ams in oar slate are desttrned t
"" "indents as 111;t11,1 nptiums as 1/4"..Siioli. to lit'Nl'iop acacietuic, SOCati011:11. and
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vocational interest and potential. We hose chosen rtte establish the must com-
prehensive.high bailout programs possible as compared to setting up separate
facilities for high schools." "academic high schools," ur special
schools fo'r mildly educationally handicapped population.

During the past fess years. I base seen a portion of our state's post secondary
educational system gross from. the statewide iusestuteat of a meager 8)00,000 in
programs for industrial education centers providing socational training for those
students beyond high school age, to a present system of 57 instil utionstechnii al
institutes and community colleges, ahic4 through a fedeilal. state, tual total
paetnersliip, served 431.174 Xorth (*arohnialis in 1972-7:i. major felograni
thrust of the technical institutes and community colleges in our state is to pro-
side vocatitmal education for the adult population beyond the high sclasol
The.Connuunily College System in Nocth Carolina has the adult population as
its target group to sere. There is all institution of this type in easy commuting
distance for almost all persons w ho w ish to take :oil antage of programs offered.

North Carolion is also blessed with a veiy strong s,steni of higher education
at the four-year university level. The greater anisereaty system in our stare has
prosaled the minim with graduates 55 ho rate almag the fiery top in all art-as.'
whether academicians, philosophers, the highest skilled engineers, doctors
or lawyers.

As chairman of the Vocational Education Committee of our State Board of
Education, I wish to concentrate on the area of socational education and talk...,
with you about ses end areas of proposed legislation and some of our needs in
the state as they rela to that legislation. A:4.a basis for tying my commentsilto the current legislati under which we operate our VOcationai
Education Amendments of 1968, other Votatioual Legislation since that, time,
and legislation currently before the CongressI is ish to entei for your coli
sideration, a brief review of where pupils gu after leasing high school.

CTIvItifS OF HIGH SCHOOL GRAOUATES, 1973 e'

Activities
Number of

students
Percent

stusieets

Seneca college 20,246 29 1
Community college and technical institute 12,817 18 5
Junior cAllege. 2.534 ' 3 7

Trade, business, nursing school, etc t 3,176 4.6
Military . 2,941 4,2
Employment 21,872 31.6
All others ,..

5,736 8 3

Total 69,322 100 0

The above chart reflects only high school graduate's. In comparison with
the.national retention rate of 74.8 percent, the retention rate of North Carolina s
public school population is 08.5 percent ; or, we can say that 23.2 percent on a
national level and 31.5 percent on our state level, actually left school prior to
graduation. Our Statisticians tell us that the figures are 'a little distorted and
include transfers, deaths, infra- and Inter-state migration, et cetera. When this
' dropout" population is unnbined ssith the high school graduates not going to
college. it is easy to see the greatest challenge before today's public st hoot
educators. Those persons leasing school prior to graduation are probably attire
in employment, military, and trade school categories; therefore, a great mud
exists to byidge the gap between the time one leaves school and the la %t area
of endeavor.

Realizing that tile- total system of institution. of four-year !mining' bo,ffid
the h,ight suhool 1 out necessarily geared lit handle the IllaSSeS of th' pt I u a-
tom, we must take at clo.er look at the public se hoots alid,the aommtnnlr t iitt
:3 sic therebire. I address my attention to scale of the strength. in our e,,t -
rent leglsitUfbn.

vocArioN.si. corcAI(7 cot xtIt.

The Congress has seen tit to establish a tuitional council on vocational
education. This conned has ninny positise, far-reac him: aspects Ishii h go (hiss
to the "grassroots" levels of edit( ationstudents. patents, 111(111:41.1,

anti agrieulturein the school communities. We have a very active Slate Ail-
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visory Council, appointed by the Governor, which involves itself with reviewing
programs across the state at all levels. Major interest is focused on policies
which are established by the State Board of Education and administrative pro-
cedures which should be followed by the State Board stuff. Programs are re-
viewed In terms of effectiveness in meeting labor market demands at the local
level and meeting the needs of the total student population whether they are
above average, averat,e, or below average target groups. In order to strengthen
the total educational effort in the state, the State Advisory Council recom-
mends to the State Board of Education anti its staff, specific areas for which
priorities need to be clanged by allowing funds to be shifted from areas of
lesser demand to areas of greater demand. It has been our experience in work-.
Mg very Closely with members of our State Advisory Council that much good
can result when each body respects the other for the job it is charged to do.

My observations are that the State Advisory Council has very capably
based its recommendations to us on information coming to it through a system
of county and local school advisory committees who have cleaned the information
from across the statethe "grassroots thinking" of youth, adult students, and
people in business, industry, and agricultureall recipients of educational pro -
grains for which we must provide the leadership.

We were happy to see the Congress extend the authorization for the State
Vocational Education Councils in its 1974 Public Law 93-3S0. There is a need for
eouneils at the local, state, and national levels, and the Council should continue to
operate without restrictions from selected governmental agencies.

Antoriee.t, FEDERAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT

For many yeah federal legislation has provided leadership for the continuation
and expansion of the many types of Vocational Education iie have across the na-
tion. In 1963 the Vocational Education Amendments provided for special atten-
tion to be given to distal% ntaged and ha adieu pped students, a niepros idt,t1 for gen-
eral support of agricultural education, trade and industrial education. distribu-
tive education,- office education, occupational home econo odes education, job ulace-
meat opportunities, cooperative training programs with business and industry,
research, curriculum development. demonstration efforts nail ninny other areas.
In sonic of its parts, the legislation also allowed the states to make decisions about
where money should be applied and for w fiat purposes. Foi the first time we were
able to look at our vocational training programs collectiiijy, and for the most
part, consider priority needs from basic grants of funding. Even though our state
dollars match each federal dollar at a ratio of about 3 to 1. federal monies have
served as an incentive to continue good programs and del elop new efforts in areas
that are sometimes not otherwise afforded the attention that is so often deserved.
We need additional federal dollars to continue to probe into new areas, to assist
with the expansion of the posithe parts of existing programs, and to demonstrate
the effectiveness of previously tested and proved technienes and approaches.
Sometimes, a very small incentivein this case, a few dollarscan become the
basis for attracting larger state and local expenditures.

CONSOLIDATION OF LEGISLATION AND INLREASING STATE'S RESPONSIBILITY

It is my understanding that presently proposed legislation suggests to the Con-
gress that different parts of the current vocational bill he consolidated. This con-
solidation can be another step forward by the Congress. In my opinion, our state
and the many other great states in our nation are presently in a position, to as-
same more responsibility for determining their on it areas of greatest need. The/
states can follow through nitli policy and the aihninistrathe structure and pio-
cedures which will place program emphasis at local lel eis in such a way that
efforts can be designed to meet more specific needs of Mill; idual8 and target
groups in each school district.

The Congress has kept in view and must continue to keep in i Jew the total popu-
lation needs in the field of'bducat ion and must gbe specific attention to those areas
ii hielt the several stiktes may not recognize as problem areas. however, the differ-
ent states must also be given the responsibility of shouldering their own burdens,
identifying problems and Waj, s* to solte those problems, and directing :Ate and
federal resources into those problem areas. In our Anne, the Stale Board of Edu-
cation has the responsibility for a Community College Spdeni at the post-sec-
ondary level, and comprehensive education programs at the public school level, in-

6 "i
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chiding tocational educatiou. One Board, with its collective wisdom, can best
establish the direction for education of-our state's total population. Those pro-
grams w hich merit continuation and expansion can be continuous from the public
sthool through the post-secondary level, according to stages at which the indi-
vidual programs would be most effective in the students' deielopmeut..Programs
operating under the leadership of one organized body can make more 'progress,
toward meeting the total needs in a given state.

Through consolidating several different parts of our present legissUtion, the
Congress could direct that the guidelines be drawn for placing emphasis on
target populations and for determining ways td measure effectiveness of ex-
penditures and provide evidence of such effectiveness to responsible offices,in.
Washington. In this way the responsibility for educating the masses could be
left with the states, but at the same time, a system of checks aud balances could
be realized to assure the Congress that the job intended is in reality being
completed.

FINANCIAL AID TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS

Financial aid, programs like the vocational Work study program have been
benefidal to students in both the secondary schools and in the Community Col-
lege System. The vocational work-study program is one of the few federal final,
sial aid programs that a student can be eligible for even though he has not com-
pleted his high school education. The vocational work-study program in con-
junction with other financial aid programs has enabled the institutions in the
Community College System to increase greatly the financial aid which is avail-
able to the students. In this current school year, the institutions in the Com-
munity College System were able to provide jobs fur 491 students under this
program..

INCENTIVES FOR EXPANSION OF MOST SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS

Congress should consider ways to add, forsthe states' consideration, incentives
fur maximum expansion of most successful program efforts for special target
groups of students who deviate from the average group of students within the
total stildent.population.
cf A major example of our State's effort to make our comprehensive public school
program more flexible and more directly adaptabfe to individual student needs
is our effort in the optional extended day program area. A few months ago the

114, State Board of Education determined that a fairly sizable numbor of pupils
,were failing to respond to the educational programs offered in the normal school
petting, during the regular school day, with normal educational approaches and
techniques being employed. As a result, through the use of federal and state
monies, a secondary education program was designed for students 16-21 years
of age which offers' an alternative within the regular school structure. The pro-
gram was established to operate at any time of day, night, or week for students
,(1) in school who cannot profit from the regular programs and (2) for indi-
viduals' who have dropped out of school but desire to continue their education
thritugh the public school structure.

The optional extended day program is basically art individualized program
+/which permits and encourages students to participate in activities which are

relevant and meaningful and in which theLoan be successfulAt is an alternativ e
school program fpr those who cannot compete in a normal school setting and
for those who cannot benefit from the normal school curriculum.

FlIgliliFhts of the optional extended day program include fewer, pupils per
teacher, utilization of existing school facilities arrir other available buildings,
short term teaching services, night' programs, Saturday and Sunday programs,
summer month efforts, maximum cooperation of business and Industry, jobs.
fur students, instructional personnel directly out of the working situations,

'employment of part time personnel, group and individual tutoring, group and
individual counseling, and follow-up services. The curriculum features general
education subjects as well as speCific vocational training. Programs helpbridge
the gap betw een education and employment. Special tutoring and counseling

. services are available,,and every student is guranteed job placement services.
In all situations, students' needs are matched with teacher capabilities. Ade-

' quote supplies. materials and teaching equipment are provided. Instructional
programs are related directly to each student's major area of interest.
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Immediately after we decided to implement the extended day programs,
local advisory committees made up of educational personnel, personnel from
business and industry, parents, and students were organized to help direct the
programs and to be sure that the siguticant components missing in the regular
da3 programs were included in the new effort. Based upon the combined efforts
of ses oral different state and local agencies, potential students with special
educational needs were identified, screened for capability and interest areas;
programs ss ere designed to meet indisidual needs, and a new approach tu edu-
atom was initiated. The news media were used to get this information to

individuals and families. Bu,iness and industrs assisted with the dissemina-
tion of information, with the selection of "special" teachers to match "special"
student needs. and with location of part-tune and full -time employment to
students.

Today, 38 of the 140 educational districts in our state have initiated pro-
grams w hit h are currently serving approximately 1500 students. It appears
that we well on our ssay to changing the face of education in the state
of North Carolina. The responses from business, industry, parents and stu-
dents hale been overwhelmingly positive. Many persons who would otherwise
never have realized their dreams of obtaining high silluol diplomas and the
improsed emplus ment w hick follows have already done so. Regillar day pro-
grams of iducation which heretofore could not adapt to the many varied needs
of individuals throughout the state are beginning to respect the adaptability
of the optional extended da3 program. For a large portion of our population, a
new da3 in education is here. The following examples of programs presently in
operation exemplify the positive approaches taken and the significance of this
'new move in education in our state.

Greensboro Public Schools

A program in the Greensboro Public Schools presently enrolls 386 persons.
Eighty different companies and industrial business firms are cooperating with
that program. Of the 386 pupils enrolled, 202 are employed in 25 different job
areas, and pupils enrolled have worked 82,948 hours to earn a total of $179,-
717, on which. $5,391:51 North Carolina state tax was paid and $26,875.65 fed-
eral tax was paid. As can lie seen by this example, the program is educating
student, and providing needed money through the cooperation of business and
industry in employing students. The state and federal government is remising
suffit lent tax dollars to pay the salaries for a major portion of the teachers
(1111)10ml for those youngsters. This program is a more nearly self-supporting
educational effort which more nearly meets individual needs of pupils than
any other we have ever witnesSed in our state.

The following quotations from students currently enrolled in the optional
extended day programs pros ide additional stimulus for those of us who wish to
eApand our strongest programs and pros ide adequate educational opportunities
for all our youngsters.

Student from Garner-Wake Night School . am married and had to travel
across town to go to school, so I quit and went to e* ended day school."

Interviewer : "Were you able to learn as much?"
Student . Twice as much because there are fewer students, and teachers have

twice as much tune to spend with yoii."
Interviewer : "Would you go back to regular school?"
Student . Not for a million dollars. Regular school is like a prison. No one cares.

At night school they do care."
Student from Winston-Salem: 'Night school is an opportunity to work at Sour

own pace as you can work best. Regular si heel expects you to be an etas( loped in
and memorize ninny facts. Here they let 30n learn what 3 on want at Sour assn
pace."

Student from Wake County "My grades were not too good. and I didn't have
much money. I had to quit school but was able to come here to night school to
finish and get my degree,"

Student from Catawba County who now works a 40-hour week . quit school.
bought a car and had to pay for it. I came back to night school. I didn't hale to be
here but wanted to be."

St iidents, husband and wife from Wake County. ages IS and She: "T quit
regula r st boil. I W as pregnaftf and it become difficult for Inc to climb steps. People
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didn't accept me because I was pregnant, even though I wa married. Here at
night school I am accepted." He "At night school I inn learn s I'm able."

Students from Wilmington, North Carolina . Student 1. y- father has a ter-
minal illness. I had to quit school and go to w urk. N4/1% I tail ruduate from high
school." Student 2. All the teachers care, and we learn sow thing useful to us."

SuliNtAnY

the responsibility of providing that leadership. Through a 1% legislation a inch
America needs strong educatiunal leadership. The states re willing to vela

on will design, tve should like furred to go e us assistan containing
lacentires, and allow us to determine our major areas o net d and direct the
monies accordingly. "[All] people have a right to the privi ge of edthation, and
it is the duty of the state[s] to guard and maintain the ight." 1 With proper
incentives from the national leadership and with the help u ath isurs representing
a cross section of the population which educational pro rains must Jen C, the
state leadership can and will ensure that the intent of go legislation is realized
through good programs.

STATEMENT OF HON. R. BARTON HAYES, NOR CAROLINA STATE
BOARD ,OF EDUCATION

Mr. HAYES. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am Barton Hayes from the State board f education, State of

North Carolina.
I am privileged to appear before you foks today on behalf of

vocational education. We certainly appreciat the statement that you
just made that we may insert our statement' for the record.

I will immediately depart from my statement. I will go into some
cam ersation with the committee in reference to sonic of the things
that we are doing in the State of North, Carolina for vocational
education at the State board of education.

Since Gov. Luther Hodges' day, we were instrumental in working
ith Governor Hodges in the establishment of the community college

system. It was a brainstorm of Governor Hodges and Dr. Dottis
lIerring, the chairman of our State board of education.

Originally we got $500,000 from the legislature to go into the
community college system.

The community college system has grown from $500,000 grant
front the State legislature to where we now have Si institutions.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me state that you were very instrumental
in having the rider to the act which was the real foundation.

Go ahead.
Mr. I fAyE.s. There is a program we have been able to start in our

public school system which is just as exciting as our community
college system. `This was started with the impounded funds that we
receivedreceived from the Congress last year in December and January of
1974.

This money was used for an expanded day program. We had an
ongoing day program in the school systems in the State of North
Carolina. This grew out of problems we had with integration, prob-
lems that we hid with disturbance in the school system.

Inasmuch as the fire were starting at nighttime, the people la,/
Wilmington felt like if they could start a school they taught stop,
some fires.

1 The Constitution of the State of North Carolina.
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So they started the school. The school has made progress. The
system now has 3s schools in the State of North Carolina, extended
day programs, with about 2,000 students in the program.

The basis of the progrnm is that the students are employed during
the day, working approximately 8 hours a day, going to school at
night, from bout 3, until 8 o'clock.

"Ivy Ore taking.t he various subject matter that is necessary for them
to complete education.

I «ill conclude by giving you two examples of what we are doing
in the schpols.

In WiAington, «e have been able to recover a great many st talents.
We have recovered three of the defendants in ,the Ben Chavis trial.
One student in particular. a black boy, was one of the leaders. He
graduated from the Wilmington school. He went to Taladeegee In-
stitute. He was president of his freshman class. He had a 3.85 grade
average. He. is going into the legal profession.

Another one is in the city of Greensboro. They had in the 10th, 11th,
and 12th grades 793 students to drop out of school. In the optional
school that they had inaugurated as of January 31, they had 386
students enrolled.

They had 202 students working full time. And 128 students are
seeking employment, and because of the economic conditions are find-
ing it hard to find a job at this time.

During the 7 months of operation from July 1, 1974, to July 31,1975,
SO firms hate participated in the program. The students have worked
82.948 hours. They have earned $179,717.

Of this amount, they have paid in North Carolina and Federal
taxes $32,266. The taxes that they have paid have been sufficient to pay
the direct costs of the program.

These students are productive citizens. They are moving into the
streams of commerce.

We had a conference at Wilmington a few years ago in which sev-
eral of the folks w:Tre, questioning whether or not the students were
petting an education.

One student answered this way. He said, "We were kicked out of
school. We had no place to go. We then returned to the school system.
They secured us a job. We are at work. We are getting an education.

iWe know what it is y be a productive citizen. We don't have to steal
a color TV. We can buy a color TV."

I think that is about the best statement_you can get from a student
that was kicked out of school, that he had returned to society.

We have returned about 1,800 students that were kicked out, turned
off, from school, back in the mainstream of the school system, getting
an education.

They are paying their own way.
We thank you for giving us the funds to make this .possible.
Chairman PERKINS. You mean 1,800 students during the past

what period of time?
Mr. HAvils. The program started in the planning stage in November

of 1973. The students were in school during July of 1974, 24 units with
1,300 students in school. It is now 38 school systems with about 2,400
enrolled. Abotmt 1,800 of them are productively employed.

6 "I
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We expect it to gross throughout t le entire system of the State of
North Carolina.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you v ry much, Mr. Hayes.
Dr. Clary would you identify you elf?
'Prepared statement referred to fo ows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT of JOSEPI1 R. CLARY, ASSOCIATE PROF Esbog AND COORDINATOR
OF AGRICUL TURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL OF EDINA-HON, NORTH CAROLINA SLATE
13NIVERSITY,AVAKE COUNTY, N.C.

My name is Joseph R. Clary. Associate Professor and Coordinator of Agricul-
tural Education at North Carolina State University in Raleigh.

During each of my four years in high school. I w as enrolled in vocational
agriculture. My collegiate degrees have all been with majors in Agricultural
Education. I have taught in both the public schools and at North Carolina State
I mcersity, worked in cucational education in the State Department of Public
Instruction in North Carolina, directed the State Occupational Education Re;
search Coordinating Unit. and as ,stud in the beginning of what is now Caldwell
Community College and Techni .al Institute in Lenoir. North Carolina. Flow
September. 1969 to January 1975, I served as Executive Director of the North
Carolina State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

My remarks w ill I e directed to certain specific: area ccs ha I, I believe should
reveil e continued an increased emphasis in any new federal lueatamal educa-
tion legislation.

Pos.able Extensoin of Pr(scnt Legislation with Modifications. It is my belief
that the past seven I 7) years has show n the great wisdom exercised by the Con-
gress and its staffsi in writing and enacting the "Vocational Education Amend-
ments of liVs.* Thip hate allow ed program expansion and extension, encouraged
the del elopment ,o new types of programs, and helped to assure that more people
with cery soecja occupational education needs were prodded assistance.

In my (manor , present legislation pro% ides the basic framework for fetlutal
occupational ed cation legislation and the Congress might w isli to gi' e major
consideratiumt extending the present legislation with certain types of moddica-
dons.

Authorizat. Present, authorizations should be substantially increased. The
population of the country is increasing. Clientele. for occupational education
programs is 'creasing. Cost for planning, initiating, operating, and (valuating
programs a going up. Acceptance of occupational education as an integral and
key part of public secondary education is growing, the same can be said for post
secondry and adult education. As new program opportunities Lane been added in
our public secondary schools. the enrollments in occupational education hate in-
creased andtthe pressures for still further expansjons have come. Our people are
hungry for Occupational education ; we must satisfy that hunger.

The histqy of federal participation in occupatiopal education programs rec l al.4
that the fefleral dollar dues indeed become seed money in many states. In North
Carolina, got example, we osenuatch the federal dollar, through State and local
efforts. abaut 5 to 1.

Mate Ptims. The State Plan concept is good. In a number of ways it has been
very beneficial. Increased ins uhement in its development has had positive belie
fits. Lay e tizen input through the State Advisory Council. other organized groups
and the g peral public through the public hearing is commendable.

There 'ave been problems with the State Plan. United States Office of Edu-
cation gi dellnes have been restrictive, detailed and somewhat dictatorial... a
real planing and managment tool it has been described as "too detaili.,11. too
rigid, to : complicated, and too late." It has been extremely difficult to adjust
the Nort Carolina funding pattern to some of the restrictions imposed through
the Stet Plan guidelines which are influenced by legislation. The requirement.;
for a ' pi die hearing" after the Plan has been drafted has kept this activity from
being as productive as it was intended. The timing of State Plan development
and app oval keeps it from maximally impacting on local program planning.

Requi eMents for a &Ate Plan should lie maintained but somew hat modified.
It can li ye a positive effect on improving occupational education program 4.

Qualm ', Standards. Legislation for occupational education should require tha
develop ent of basic standards of quality by program area or other mnjur :en ice
or achy y which must be maintained to qualify for Federal funding support.
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Prf),*(,sxional Development. Good occupational education rt quires good teat long.
Good teaching requires good teachers, Good teacht;rs have to be des eloped and
kept up to date. Administrative leadership for occupational educationLocal,
State and Federalcontinues to be important and the need is grow ing.

The demand for new teachers is growing much faster than the programs to
-prepare them. In-service education needs of teacher, both for professional
education and for technical subject matter, staggers the uffitginato tn. The teat her
education programs need expanding and modify ing and updating.

Teacher education programs are needed only bet a use there are students to be
taughtpeople who need occupational education. They need it for nuttrttIing
their own lives out in the communities where they live. Through them, Itwal
communities, towns, and cities can be improved. Through them, the econonaN of
the area, state, and Nation can be improved. The people who detebtped the :Mat II-
Rughes Act in '1917 recognized this. They saw good teat hers as Ivy s to making
this happen. So, they built teat-her education specifically into the .let. The intim( t
of the financing was great. Teacher training programs were rapidly established.
Cooperative arrangements and relationships grew up between teacher education
institutions and State Board of Education. These cooperative arrangements have
been beneficial to all concerned.

Recent legislation has made funding for teacher education much less visible
and changed it from a mandatory to a permissive status so tar as specific funding
from Federal appropriations. Some State Boards have moved away from finamial
support of 0,:cupational education teacher education. Others are constantly in a
thrt atening position to the the same thing. This does make for viable and strong
prograMs when such programs are needed now more than ever -

My OIL is for funding Which is adeqmite. Risible, continuous, and relative to
need. This would require specific' reference in the legislation, based on some
type of formula taking into Account the number and types of teachers to lie pre-
pared or updated and which bears some relationship to other expenditures, and
which is included under basic program support.

In addition to funding for teacher education other professional development
funding is needed. A major area would he the continuous updating of technical
competencies which might be accomplished in a number of ways. These pro-
grams should probably be funded through StAte Boards of Education who
would determine the _most feasible way of providing such inservice education.

I also strongly support leadership development such as that through the
Educational Professions Development Act. That provision for occupational
education should lie included in occupational education legislation.

National and state Adz imory Con cils on 'Vocational Education. Some of the
most exciting provisions of the "Vocational Education Amendments of 19l 5"
were those. provisions for the National Advisory Council on Vie ational Educa-
tion and the State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education. These should be
retained and strengthened in any new legislation.

I served for five (:; 1 years as Executive Director of the State Advisory Coun-
cil on Vocational Education in North Carolina. I had the opportunity to ob-
serve sonie of the impact of the Notional Advisory Council. our State Advisory
Countil in North Carolina, and of State Advisory Councils in a number of ether
States. They have made major contributions to the planning, policies, program
operations, and evaluation of occupational education. I believe it can be docu-
mented that the mail evaluation efforts made in some States were through the
Ath isory COUTIl ifs. They hays also made a major breakthrough in involving local
lay citizens throughout the States in occupational education. For example, the
Councils are charged with making opportunities mailable for citizens of the
Slate to express their views concerning occupation0 education. In North Caro-
lina last y-oar mcr 1,900 people did this. Tn February of this year. over 2.7.04
people from across the State participated in expressing their views and making
saggostions.

The public. appears to be demanding more and better evaluation of educational
program.. They want objective evaluations done by independent groups. Ad-
visory Councils can and should lie doing this job

It Is Imperative that both the National and State Advisory Councils be con-
tinued in any new legislation, They should perhaps be assigned an even larger
role In evaluation. To do so, their absolute independence from undue influence
or control by State Boards.of Education and staffs must be assured. Increased
funding will also be necessary since evaluation, while very necessary, is also
very expensive.
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My support for the .tational and State Advisory Councils is just as strong
now, and perhaps stronger, than when I was directly involved, first as a member
and secondly as an employee, with one of them..

1014th organization...1. Some of the most exciting and valuable learning expe-
riences in ucLupational education down through the sears dud even now have
been and are those provided through the occupational education Youth orga-
nizations. The social and leadership skills are often as essential as the technical
skills to successful employment. The youth organizations have provided the vehi-
cle for development of these skills. Their activities are indeed co-curricular parts
of the occupational education instructional programs.

I urge increased visibility and support for these organizations in the legisla-
tion. Emaneial support of youth organization activities is needed, especially for
disadvantaged and handicapped enrollees and fur those in severe financial strait.

Research. One of the major benefits of the research funds authorized in
present legislation has been the development of research coordinating units
in North Carolina called the Occupational Research Unit. They have taken the
leadership ,in identifying occupational education research needs in the State,
provided consultant services to individuals and agencies in the research area,
and have both conducted and funded research activities. DisserninatiOn of re-
search results has been an important activity. --

There have been problems. Research is expensive. It is long range. Results
come slowly. Most local school units lack the time, money, personnel, or expertise
to conduct sophisticated research. Impact on programs and Stab_ 11:'^aing is
difficult to determineor else rather minimal.

Occupational education research is important and must be continued.
L.rempiary Program& Exemplary programs should be part of the demonstra-

tion and dissemination steps of the research process.
I believe strongly in the concept of exemplary programs and activities but

think they should be incorporated into the research and dissemination program
rather than funded separately.

Research and Development Centers. There are problems in research and devel-
opment of such magnitude to transcend State lines or a State's ability to tackle,
Coordination of efforts at (a1 central focal point (s) achieves efficiency and
effectiveness of resource usage and suggests wider applicability of findings. It
also minimizes duplication of effort.

Legislation should provide for Research and Development in occupational edu-
cation (such as the Center for Occupational Education located at North Carolina
State University and the Center for Vocational and Technical Education located
at The Ohio State UniversitlY) and sufficient authorization to provide for major
programmatic thrusts of a continuing nature.

The output from these Centers in the forms of research activity, product devel-
opment, consultation, leadership development, and other services resulted in
better theory, Improved practice. increased research, development, and evalua-
tion activity, and greater usage of improv ed instructional methodology and
technology.

Statement of Concern. I understand the National Association of State Uni-
versities and Land-Grant Colleges may propose legislation dealing, with post-
secondary occupational education. A Discussion Paper on Postsecondary Voca-
tional Education dated January 29, 1975 contains some very commendable ideas
and proposals. I like their emphasis on increased access. however. their proposal
for opening eligibility of support from occupational education funds to "four-
year colleges, branch campuses, and state universities. is of concern due to possi-
ble dissipation of total funds and a shifting of emphasis from secondary schools,
coifim unity colleges and technical institutes.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Alt hough I have nut spoken specifically In this statement to eilch, of the points
below, I would make the following recommendations for' modifications of current
occupational education legislation or the development of new legislation,

1. Extension of the Vocational Education Amendments of 196 with modifica-
thais as suggested in the recommendations below should be considered.

2. Tlit deNelopment of any new occupational education legislation at the Federal
level should take Into consideration the provisions of Title X of the Educational
Amendments of 1072.

3. Federal authorizations for occupational education should greatly increased.
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4. Legal and administrative coordination should be provided in all Federally
supported manpower programs and in occupational education programs.

5. The concept of forward funding should be written into the legislation.
6. A permanent "carryover" provision allowing obligation of and, or expendi-

tures of funds for a two-year period should be legislated.
7. New sucahunai eilucation legislation with the following features should be

enacted :
a. Simplified State Plans should be required on a 3-5 year basis.
b. State Advisory Councils should be required. Membership categories should

be revised and some continuity of membership asured. Direct Federal funding
should be continued. Independence should be mandated.

e. Block grants should be authorized as follows. (1) Programs for Students
in Grades T-9. (2) Programs for Students in Grades 10-12; (3) Programs for
Out-of-School Youth, Postsecondary Enrollees, and Adults.

d. "Set-asides" or "categorical funding" should be limited to ancillary areas
and their funding should 'float" as a percentage of each block grant. Such areas
should include. (1) Administration ; (2) Research and Development (includ-
ing Curriculum Development, Evaluation, and Dissemination) , (3) Professional
Development (Divided between instiutional Teacher Education support and
In- service Activities) ; (4) Evaluation (Emphasis on objective qualitative
evaluation by independent agencies) (5) Vocational Guidance (Including
Placement and Follow-Up).

e. Assurances of nun - discrimination because of sex, race, nationality, or eco-
nomic, social, physical, and/or mental handicapping conditions.

f. Assurances of non-commingling with academic education funds.
g. Definitions should be broadened to include career exploration of any recogn-

ized occupation or career area (including those classified as "Professional"). and
the career exploration and occupationally oriented skill development phases of
Industrial arts and business education.

h. Expand the Statement of Purpose in tlie present Act to clearly include
vocational decision-making (career exploration) as a major purpose. The pur-
poses should also reflect the intent to insure proper articulation and promotion
of a continuum of programs and services to insure smooth and easy transition
of students between program levels.

1. Greater visibility and stronger finanical support for occupational education
youth organizations.

8. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education should be continued
and strengthened.

9. Authorizations for occupational education programs, services, and activities
under the Act should be restricted to those in institutions under public super-
vision and control and which do not award baccalaureate or higher degrees.

10. Provision for research and development centers should be included in the
legislation.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH R. CLARY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND
COORDINATOR OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL OF EDU-
CATION, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. CLAny. Mr. Chairman, members oL the committee, my name is
Joseph R. Clary, coordinator of agricultural education at North Caro-
lina ..ltate Thnversity.

I grew up in a small farm in western ,North Carolina, I was a
student of socational education for 4 years in high school, coming
from a large family with a small farm, quite a long ways front limn.

Vocational education gave me, I think, one of the greatest starts that
anyone can have in addition to a good family life situation.

I learned how to work, how to make a living. I learned leadership
skills in vocational education which I think have been very basic
to some of the kinds of things I have been able to do through the years

I have taught in the public schools, worked in the Department of
Public Instruction, assisted in the beginning of a Technical Institute
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in North Carolina, and served for :1 years as executive director of the
North Carolina State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

So I have had an opportunity as a student, iis a member of the
State staff, and as a member of a lay group working in vocational
education, to observe vocational and occupational education from a
number of standpoints.

As for vocational education leffislation I am convinced that this
Congress was extremely wise in ..1963 and in 1968 in enacting our
current vocational education legislation.

I would Aot want to be one to say to scrap that for a completely
new bill. But I would hope that we would take the best of that legis
lation, see what modifications are needed and develop the new Legis-

lation from it.
I would like to speak briefly to one or two points which I think

might be important in ternis of the legislation.
In North Carolina I see more and more people interested in seeking

the benefits from vocational education. As I see it the image of voca-
tional education is becoming better in our schools.

We have more and more students who are enrolling in vocational
education.

The cost of the program, of course is going up. TherefOre I think
we ill need to take a very close look the appropriations for voca-
tional education.

I think one of the real basic things about occupational education
legislation over the years has been in terms of the opportunity for a
State to look at itself and its needs and develop its own State plan for
vocational education based upon the needs in that State, with some
regulations developed by the Office of Education.

I think the State plan is an excellent idea and ought to be continued
in any legislation.

One of -my concerns about State plans in occupational education is
that sometimes it will just look at quantity kinds of matters rather
than quality kinds of matters that ought to characterize our program.

This is not suggesting that we don't have quality in the program.
This is just to suggest that in my opinion a plan for vocational edu-
cation should deal with both the quality and the quantity.

Currently being a member of a university dealingrwith the training
of vocational teachers, I am quite interested and concerned about the
whole area of professional development.

Professional education requires good teaching. Good teaching
requires good teachers. Tayink they

its
go hand in hand. The Con-

gress over the years has exemplified ts belief also in that concept as it
has written professional development into the vocational education
legislation. I would certainly like to see that continued very strongl
and make it very visible in the legislation.

I have worked for the last 3 years with the State Advisory Council
on Vocational &location. I would like to speak briefly to that.

Laymen in our State have learned about and become concerned
about vocational education in our State, working with their own local
communities and with local citizens in terms of trying to determine
how vocational education ought to move in our State.
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I lias-e seen these people become a levy strung and viable force for
vocational education in working w ith our State board, of education
and also in terms of spreading the good IteNN s throughout the State.

One of the provisions of the State tab isory councils is that they
must- provide each year an opportunity fur citilAis of the State to
express their views concerning vocational education.

In our own State just about 1 month ago about 2.500 citizens were all
gathered in small groups scattered across our State. One night about
2.500 citizens gathered across the State to talk about socational edu-
cation and make suggestions for its direction in North Carolina.

In my opinion this kind of involsement with lay citizens can be
extremely beneficial to occupational education.

I am sure somebody will talk about it later. but I would like to put
in a word for the occupational education youth organizations. That is
the spark that got me started. I have seed it in the lives of so many
Others..

We think about occupational education in the State as we think
about our work force in the State. We know it is a combination of work
skills and leadership skills.

Chairman PERKINS. Where are you talking about incorporating the
occupational education for the youth ? What do you mean ?

Dr. CLARE. I am talking about the youth club organizations, the
Future Farmers, the Future Homemakers and so Mall because it is
through these organizations that we really develop leadership skills.

Chairman PERKINS. Commencing their careers in the third, fourth,
fifth grades, something like that ?

Dr. CLARE. No, sir; I was talking about the organized youth orga-
nizations. I think the combination of the work skills and the youth
organization leadership activities makes for productive citizens

So. Mr. Chairman, my statement is for the record. But I wanted to
emphasize these things in my remarks today.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Dr. Clary.
The next witness is Dr. Coster.
'Would you identify yourself for the record and proceed, Coster?
[Prepared statement referred to follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Dn. JOAN COSTER, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR OCCU-
PATIONAL EDUCATION,'NORTII CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

My name is John W. Coster. I am a professor of occupational education and
Director of the Center for Occupational Education at North Carolina State
University at Raleigh. I am also a recent Vice-President of the American Voca-
tional Association. I am accompanied Dr, Donald W. Dresves, who is Associate
Director of the ('enter for Occupational Education and who is in charge of the
Center's programs pertaining to planning and evaluation.

I value highly the opportunity extended to me to appear before this distin-
guished Subcommittee and to supply to the membership information concerning
the future of socational education. In my opinion, this Subcommittee is writing
the philosophy of American education. and I know of no group that is norking
so diligently to provide leadership in determining and meeting the needs of Amer-
ican education as are the members and staff ( f this distinguished Subco)nmittee.

The testimony nhich I wish to present is in strong support of H.R. 3037, "Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1975." Parts of this legislation may appear
in other billy for vocational education, n lath will come before this Subcommittee
for consideration. I amconslnced, honever. and the professional membership of
the Center for Occupational Educatiou is also cons inced, that the best approach
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to the task of meeting the employment, reemployment, training and ret ranting
needs of the United States is described in the all inclutaN e provisions of II.R. 3037.
We applaud the mandate stated in the early sections of the Bill to institute com-
prehensive stateqide planning and accountability fur N oLatiumil edmation, Later
in this testimony, I NNUIlld like to speak to the issue un planning and the steps
which the Center has already taken, and the procedures it now has underway,
to make the tusk of planning not only feasible, but also practical. Further, wee
believe that the provisions included hi 'tit. 3037 will make it possible fur ail
youth and adults tu be included in the Nuentional thrust in the nation. Under the
provisions of the Bill, target populations that have been identified in earlier % mo-
tional education legislation s (add continue tu revels e attention, services and
emphasis. Further, the longstanding procedures «hick N ieNN sueatiun,il education
as a "55 hole" effort, rather than subdividing it into many segments vshich would
be conducted be different agencies and/or boards, has been maintained,

I wish also t i register my support for the parts of H.R. 3037 which pertain to
Notational guidance and exploration, support for secondary, post secondary adult
and student organiiations, and, particularly, Parts D and E which authorize
federal support fur teacher education, leadership des elopmeat, placement and
follow-up, applied research and curriculum development.

The four areas that I consider vital regarding vocational education are. (1)
planning in vocational education; (2) evaluation, (3) policy analysis and (4)
personnel development.

My first area of concern is planning for vocational education. I am especially
eoucei aed with the Warming that is required to provide every person in the
United States and its trust territories with vocational education NN lien and
where they need it. Many of my colleagues in research and development (particu-
larly those in research coordinating units arid other research and des elopinint
centers) have addressed themselves tu the problem of planning. Much of the
money qriginally appropriated under Section 1(c) of the V,,ocational Education
Act of 1963. and more recently under Pare C of the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1062., has been dev'uted to developing inaflagement inforinfition systems
which would provide information needed in planning for Vocational education.
Last year, in cooperation svith the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational
and Terlinical Education, our Center held a conference on management infonna
tion systems and published a document listing accomplishments of some 12
states in developing management information systems. As I am testifying here,
a Center sponsored conference is in session at Annapolis, .lary land, at which per-
sonnel from approximately thirty federal, state, arid other agencies are work-
ing toward determining the data rtquirements fur vucattiunal education planning.
By June 30th NN e well have published a taxonomy, based upon the input of sources
in the education system, prepared In cooperation with our colleagues in research,
subjected to the scruthis of many people in other agencies, and available for use
by people in the nation's capital and surrounding areas.,

My second concern is in the area of evaluation. Despite the fact that evalua-
tion has been a high priority item in vocational education research since the first
Not of priorities q as developed by the U.S. Office of Education some 10 years ago,
Notational education evaluation has nut attracted a large number of research and
do elopment personnel in v oelathaial edit. Ohm. Many of the state agencies,
through their research coordinating units, halve addressed themselves to the
post school Milani of yeatnaq-11 education l rogranis. The staff at the Centergor
Oecupational Education have been engage4, in the evaluation of projects rind
the study of accreditation of 5oeational education in conjunction NN it 11 the
Ciannlission fli Occupational Education hist rations of the Southern Assoihition
of Colleges and Schools. But the efforts fall short of what is needed.

The major concern we Wise in es aluation is that of determining the rules
of es idence to ascertain that the public finals for viwational Aducation are
NN 1 sely spent, and that of obtaining and providing es Wow.. that NN ill stand
tip under Nuch rules of evidencenot only by educators but by the decision-
makers at federal, state and local levels and by the lAy public. We are especially
interested in q hat rules of VN idence members of Congress would like to see
applied to vocational education and similar programs, to ascertain and pro ide
information that public funds applied for Vocational education are nicely spent ,
what evidence would be acceptable that vocational programs are effective in
meeting the needs of the people and eliminating the problems vslikli this distill
guished Subcommittee has Identified and spelled out to the public.
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third area of conce.rn is fur policy analysis and the use of information in
polity analysis. The concern here is not so much for information, per xe, as it
i, fur the development of the capability of using information in the development
of pulse le, which address themselves to the problems of the times. Laturin this
testimony we present a partial list of questions on vocational education which
NN az, prepared by the staff of the Center fur Occupational Education fur the
Bureau of occupational and Adult Education. The question, of the clientele
which Vocational education should gerN e and the Ott lipatiou:, fur which they
should be prepared tlilNe been NN hat this distinguished Sub Committee has been
asking fur at least 10 y ears. There are many groups that are being inadequately
served by vocational education, and I submit that the inadequacies of serving
are due partially to riktplic policy, which adequate information would undoubtedly
highlight. At the tuRf the list of groups not adequately served, I would place
women. Within five 'years, or less, we should see women engaged in a vs idet
range of jobs and being prepared for a vs ider range of occupations in our N oca
burial programs througuut the nation. This distinguished Subcommittee has
emphasized needs of the disadvantaged and haveiad and the iiiiportano,
of preparing them to cope in American society. Projects such as "Concerted
tiers ices in Training and Education in Rural Areas," which our Center evaluated,
have demonstrated there are many ways of providing for more people and
bringing them into the main stream of American society and, given reasonable
mons ation and resources, the wherewithal is available to provide the necessary
training to act omplish this ins oh enamt. The question of providing service to
the handicapped and disadvantaged anus be more a matter of public policy and
investment of public funds than it is a question of how to deal effectively with
these groups, important as this lattePr aspect is.

Lastly in the group of four, I would like to express concern for personnel devel-
opment. It would be trite for me to say that vocational education has changed
rapidly during tine past 10 years. Many changes have been made and changes
are being made, albeit perhaps too slowly. Primarily through Part F of the
Education Professions Development Act, the capability within most of the states
and within many institutions within the states to provide the personnel required
for operating the new N °catmint projects and programs supported, programs have
been developed. Projects and programs supported under section 553. Part F,
Education Professions Development Act, have been especially effective In bring-
ing about system change in vocational education personnel delivery systems.
La.ting changes may be found in almost every state and there are many examples
of the use of Section 5.53 funds as a catalyst to appropriate state and local funds
for expanded personnel activities. The needs for personnel in planning, evalua-
tion, public policy and the expansion of the range of occupations and people
to be served require that we continue the efforts to assess the needs fur personziet
to staff the system and to develop the capabilities to pros ide personnel when
they are needed.

In addition to these four areas of concern w rich have been outlined, we should
like to present-a summary of key questions which have emerged from these con-
cern. and to which vocational education programs of the future should be
addressed.

Vocational Education Clientele

How many individuals are currently enrolled in vocational educational pro-
grams? Secondary ? Postsecondary? Adults? Disadvantager Handicapped?
Other?

How many individuals were turned away for lack of space in the training
facilities? Because they could not meet the entrance requirements? Fqr lack of
funds ? Other?

What is the proportion of males to females prepared In vocational curricula to
enter the labor force? Has the proportion changed significantly during the List
five..years?

What steps do voiatIonal educators use to determine the actual number of in-
dividuals who desire training, and those with special interests?

How is the number of disadvantaged who need training determined? What
procedures are used to determine who is disadvantaged, and what Milt!+ of train
ing maybe needed?

What are the vocational schools doing to search out adults who need retrall.:ag,
updating, and apgradlog, and to offer instructional programs to sits c thus
adults?
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Vocational Education Curricula

What procedures are used to determine the need and content of curricula t() be
offered in the schools?

How are vocational educators modifying curricula in order to reflect the
change in technology?

How are students with special needs being accommodated in vocational educa-
tion programs? Handicapped? Disadvantaged? Other?

What are the occupational areas which need to reeds e special emphasis because
of emerging employment opportunities?

What percentage of vocational students are involved in cooperat ve education
programs? Innovative programs? Exemplary programs?

What steps are being taken to keep curricula current? Are employers itivolved
in the determination of what should be taught to youth and adults?

What proportion of the time spent in a vocational school by students is devoted
to manipulation skills? To technical knowledge? To general education?

Are manpower data, and other data that are available from the Bureau of
Labor, Statistics and the Employment Service Agencies, used in determining
v.ocationai programs needed, curricula to be offered, as well as those that should
be modified and/or terminated?

Vocational Instruction Staff Resources

From which major sources are vocational instruction obtained? What prupo-
Hon of the instructors are female? Black? Other?

What in-service opportunities are offered for teachers to keep their skills cur-
rent? Do they return to industry or business for renewal regularly? Who sub-
sidizes the cost of this training?

What is the usual ratio of vocational students to teachers, in the shops and
lahuratorzes, supers lsory personnel to teachers , guidance or conaseling personnel
to students, etc ?

To what extent is self-paced instruction used in vocational education? What
are the costs of this kind of instruction as compared to traditional methods?
Who prepares the instruction materials?

Is constant supers ision, administration provided for vocational instructors?
How h; it provided?

Are instructor salaries comparable to salaries in the labor market for Jim il a r
occupations?

Are day school instructors also involved in el erring school instruction? Appren-
ticeship instruction?

Do instructors make use of advisory committees? To what extent?
Vocational Education Facilities and Equipment

Do the facilities and equipment usually found in high schools prepare youth
for the skilled occupations, or can they only provide exploratory experiences?

Does every high school need to have fully equipped vocational facilities?
Cannot the students be co-oped with regional employers?

Does the area vocational center adequately meet the needs of youth and adults
for vocational preparation and/or repreparation?

Are vocational education facilities replicated in other institutions in your
region? Is it possible that cooperative (joint) use of facilities can be arranged?
Can a Ilivh schOol and a technical school use the same facilities?

What does it cost on the average to equip An area vocational center? What
part of the total institutional cost is represented by the equipment?

What provisions are made by vocational educators to keep the quality of the
equipment current? What part of the annual budget is used for replacing obsolete
equipment?

How many additional schools for vocational education do you estimate .will
be needed in the -U.S. during the next 5 year period, assuming approximately
500 students per school? In your state? In your region?

Can "surplus" elementary schools be utilized for any phase of vocational
and /or career education? How nuiell money is involved in converting a "surplus"
elementary school to vocational purposes? Is the procedure feasible?

Costs of Vocationafr Education

What is the average cost/year of preparing youth for the labor market, in a
high school? In a.technical institute?

68,41
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Is tuition charged hi the ppstsecondary institutions? If not, why not? If so,
how is the tuition. eharge determined?

What is the comparative cost of vocational education to academic education
is the high schools and in the technical institutes? How is this differenceexplained?

flow much federal money was derived from vocational acts in your state last
year? This year? How much state and local money was expended last year in your
state for vocational education?

Has the ratio of federal to state expenditures for vocational education in your
state changed during the last .5 years? How ? How is this explained?

Would vocational programs suffer if federal funds were reduced or withdrawn;
What would the effect be in service to youth and adults in the States?

To what extent has the so-called "seed money" in the federal vocational Acts
been need to inaugurate new programs and curricula and to construct facilities
for vocational education?

To what extent do states observe the "maintenance of effort" clause in the
federal vocational Acts? Is any federal money used fur the "maintenance" of
established programs?

rocatiotud educational outcomes

What percentage of those who enroll in vocational training curricula actually
complete the curriculum? What happens to those who do not complete prescribedcurricula?

Of those who complete training, what percentage go into occupations for
which training was provided? In allied occupations? What happens to all of
the others? Nfarriage? Military training? Other?

How is the quality of the training offered by vocational education programs
actually measured? How do vocational educators know for certain that the
training that is being offered is the best alternative, and that the results are
the best possible given the present resources?

What do employers report, and how do employers react to the individuals
prepared and graduated from vo tional education institutions? What pro-
cedures are used to measure th employer reactions to the skills, technical
knowledge and general education f the employees.

What percentage of gradual from secondary-level vocational education cur-
ricula actually go on to posts unitary two-year study in technical institutes or
community colleges?

How many months after graduation from a vocational curriculum are re-
quired for an individual to earn an hourly wage equal to a skilled person?

What means are used to measure the effectiveness of the technical instruction
provided for Industrial apprentices? What reactions are regularly obtained
from labor, labor unions, employers and others on the quality of the apprentice-
ship training provided by the vocational schools?

What Information is now available, or should be available, on cost-benefit
studies that have been conducted? What action has been taken by vocational
educators as the result of such cost-benefit studies?

The ('enter for' Occupational }Attention at North Carolina State I'nicersity
at Raleigh was established in 1965, and has devoted a major part of its efforts
over the past ten years toward the solution of problems that were specifically
related to the fields of pre-vocational did vocational educatfon. Some of these
problems have been most pressing, w hilt' others lake been anticipated problems.
All. however, have required research and development in procedures intended
to maintain and further improve the quality and quantity of ocational edu-
intim, wherever it was being offered. The urgent in ed fur information concern-
ing management Information systims, curriculum development procedures, or-
ganized procedures for planning, and other elements of the vooiitioual MUNI-
tion structure were given considerable emphasis. Now. with H.R. 3037 in pros-
pet t, amt. with additional evidence which makes it quite apparent that the malor
research projects that the Center currently has well underway are highly rde-
t rznt to the legklatiotA, additional efforts and additional resources, lune +been
brought to bear upon these projects. Specific attention is directed to two related
programs, one of which is funded through the National Institution of Education
and is concerned with the extent to which coordination exists among the edm a-
Hotta] agencies, the United States Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tices, and the Manpower Division of the Employment Seeprity Commission. The

1
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study has been carried on in 10 states, one in east' of the Office of Education
regions. It is chiefly concerned with the extenero which manpower data are,
in fact, being used in the planning of occupational education programs for youth
and adults at secondary, post-secondary and adult levels. The final results of
the study will not be available until late June of 1975, but data already collected
allow preliminary observations that are highly optimistic and reveal informa-
tion that Is critically needed at the present time. When completed, the study'
will (1) show the extent to which manpower data are effectively used by local',
state, regional and national agencies in the planning and organization of pro-
grams of occupational and adult education, and (2) provide tremendous support
possibilities for many of the legislative mandates currently expressed in the
proposed federal legislation, specifically those concerning the need fur national
and state planning activities. The preliminary results of the study indicate that
strong relationships have been built between labor and education agencies, and
that there are numerous instances where Bureau of Labor Statistics' publica-
tions and auxiliary publications of the Manpower Ltivision of the Employment
Security Commission have provided a basis upon which local, county, state,
regional and national planners of occupational and adult education have placed
great reliance. Preliminary results of the study also indicate the kinds and
types of data needed by planners of occupational and adult education programs,
and the data-producing agencies of the Department of Labor have indicated
their willingness to take the necessary steps to produce the needed data. It
should be clearly evident that with appropriate data in the hands of those
respolisible for planning at the several indicated levels of education, and with
a broad approach to the target groups requiring training, retraining and sup-
plementary vocational and occupational education, programs will be developed
that will merit continued approval of the local, state and federal agencies, from
whom support funds must come.

Another very important project now underway by the Center for Occupational
Education is that entitled "EDNEED." (The "Empirical Determination of Na-
tionally Essential Educational Data"). This is the project which was mentioned
previously. This project is essentially directed toward the establishment of a
vocational education information system. Such a system will undoubtedly be
the means through which ultimately many of the questions presently being
raised on local, State and federal levels will be answered with a high level
of reliability. Questions concerning all matters dealing with the quality and
quantity of occupational and adult education have for many years troubled voca-
tional educators, largely because of the differences in definitions of terms within
the vocational structure. The first phase of project EDNEED is about, to be
completed, and this will result in an information classification system which
will enable local administrative agencies, county educational agencies, state
education agencies and the federal government to identify and classify all facets
of vocational and adult education. Once classified, the task of using incoming
data from the states to answer questions of the following types will be facilitated
tremendously.

It is expected that by the end of June, 1975, the field testing of the information
classification system will have been completed, and the second phase, which will
consist of developing the necessary instruments for acquiring the data from the
states via the local administrative units `will be underway. This second phase,
of course, will depend upon the support available from governmental education
agencies to pursue further the task of building and putting into operation 'a
data information system with special reference to occupational and adult educa-
tion. The design of the vocational education information system holds great
promise, and many agencies in education, government, industry, business, health
organizations and the military have been involved in the development of the
very, important classification system of data items. Many public, private,business
and industrial agencies in the United States have already developed information
systems of their own, and the classification sy stem now under development for
occupational and adult purposes w ill be interfaced with other data sy stems, in
order that no duplication of effort will occur. F ull support for the s ocatinnal
education information system has been provided by the U. S. Office of Education,
with the expectation that once the data system is in place and operational, the
Office of Education will be able to supply to the Committees of the Congress
immediate answers to a wide variety of questions and problems Concerning (a)
those Individuals who receive vocational services, (b) tke kinds,,of curricula
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that are provided for those Nliu receive the services, (c) the qualifications and
the efficiency of those persons responsible for the teaching, supers ision and
administration of the seri ices, td) the buildings and facilities needed to provide
the vocational education services, and (e) the steps taken and the concomitant
results of the system of evaluation which measures the efficiency of the vocational
education programs on whatever level and for whittles er group sea ices ss ere.
provided.

Above all, it is our belief that the matter of effective evaluation of services
provided with public funds is a matter that has long been an urgent concern of
local, state and federal agencies. With an effective vocational education In-
formation system operational at a date not too far in the future, some of the
important steps toward organizing for evaluation will have been taken. Such an
evaluated process, adequately documented by current incoming data, should en-
able s ocational planners to constantly adjust their programs of vocational educa-
tion to the needs of the populations being served, without loss of time following
the disclosure of the need. Thus, the basic documentation needed to substantiate
expanded programs, curtailed programs, the inauguration of programs to pro-
vide new and emerging occupations, and the ever-present need to update and
to upgrade curricula in accordance with changing technological needs of busi-
ness and industry will be enhanced.

To facilitate the continuance of such research and development activities of
the type just deScribed, we at the Center for Occupational Education perceive
our role as an ever-expanding one. Our program has been developed on the basis
of an analysis of the crucial needs for informatiOn to achieve the goals of voca-
tional education, which we believe to be compatable with the interests and con-
cents of this distinguished Subcommittee.

It has been a pleasure to supply to the Subcommittee on Education the in-
formation just related. Dr. D;ewes, Associate Director of the Center, and I
stand ready to answer any questions concerning our operations, our aspirations,
and our anticipated projects at the Center. Thank you very much for your time.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN COSTER, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR OCCU-
PATIONAL EDUCATION, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY,
ACCOMPANIED BY DR, DONALD W. DREWES

Dr. COSTER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is
John K. Coster.

I am a professor of occupational education and director of the Cen-
ter for Occupational Education at North Carolina State University.

I would like to present also Dr. Donald W. Drewes, who is associate
director of the center.

In addition, I would like to note that we have in this room 10 stu-
dents at North Carolina State University who have been supported
under part F of the Educational Development Act.

Several are from North Carolina, two from New York, one from
South Carolina.

In the past under this act, we have served students from Kentucky,
Maryland, Michigan,, Ohio, Illinois, Florida, and New Hampshire.

I would like to express appreciation to Mr, Andrews for making this
North Carolina Day possible.

Chairman PERKINS. Would you tell me what happens to be the spe-
cialty insofar as vocational education is concerned since we have stu-
dents at the university level ?

I am interested;because the students that I know best, thedrop-
outs and so forth, they study mechanics, masonry, carpentry, and so
forth in the area schools when thou drop out of high school.

But what occupational emphasi§ have these students placed on voca-
tional education? What is their specialty, those who are with you
today ? I think that would be helpful to this committee.

66;
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Dr. Cosi' Ea. I belim, e that eight of the students here, Mr. Chairman,
are working for their doctorate in occupational education. They are
preparing to work either in State departments of education or inpub-
lic instruction or universities and colleges.

.Chairman PERKINS. Is it general administration?
Dr. COSTER. They are studying basically- the administration of the

programs.
Chairman PERKINS. That is what ,I wanted to get.
Dr. Cosmi. This was the purpose of part, F, to prepare people for

the administration and supervision phases oI occupational education.
This is what our program is designed to do.

Chairman PERKINS. I think you have gut one of the good programs
in the country. .

Dr. Cos ms. Thank you, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Some of these States have training that is by

and large agriculturally oriented,,and stop at that. That is the reason
I just, wanted to make sure your general adjninistratioa courses were
general and covered the whole watedronti.. f

Dr. CosTsa. Our program in occhpatibnal education is oriented to-
ward administration and supervision of;oceupational education. Most
of the people we have in the back'of the, ram here are in that particu-
lar phase of the program. - 4, ,

In our Center for Occupational Itclucatidn, which is true of the
R. & D. centers and vocational education -we ire in the planning and
evaluation business, Mr. ChairmanWe hive said some things in our
statement, Mr. Chairman, about opr concerns for evaluation and our
concerns for policy. i ,

These are concerns that we feel can provide assistance.
The main gist of our statement 'here, Mr. Chairnian, is To indicate

our concern for serving all people that need vocational education and
also for the accountability of information that can be used in both
planning and evaluation. . ..

We would like to answer questions about our statement.
00 Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman"? V

Mr. LEHMAN. I am a little confusedThe, students you refer to are
really not what we term %ocational education students because they
are not learning a skilled trade or a sallibl trade to that. extelit. But
they are learning how to manage vocations education programs.

Dr. COSTER. The students,'Mr. Lehmiin, a &students who are being
trained under the provisions of part F of se ion 5 with 'regard to the
leadership development program fort ocatio 1 education of the Edu-
cation Developm-ent Act. This was title II, of the Vocational Amend-
ments, 1968.

They are students who have been sent to ins itutions by their State
departments of vocational education. . ,"

The State director in New York, for example, haS, sent two of them.
They-have selected North Carolina State as their male. They are down
there for 1 year of training. Some of them have, a second year, leading
to their goals, which primarily are in the fields f administration or

,teacher education of vocational or occupational e uctition. . ,

So they are the pelvic who will be in the mane phase or the
teacher education phase in the future.

Mr. LEHMAN. This is simply a phase of a school f education?
52445-75cot. 1-44 e ,
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Dr. Cosita.Yes, sir, that is right.
Chairman PERRIN& Go ahead, Mr. Whitehurst.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Whitehurst follows :]

PREFARED STATEMENT OF CARL D. WIIITEUURST, AREA DIRECTOR, OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION, DISTRICT III, EDUCATION BUILDING, RALEIGH,

Asia veteran of over 26 years in occupational educationteacher, local super-
visor, teacher educator, and consultantit has been my privilege for the last fire
years to serve as an Area Director of Occupational Education in a geographic
region of our state comprising 21 different local administrative units in 12
counties. My job has been primarily that of urging and assisting local units to
plan and implement a comprehensive occupational education program fur grades
7-12. I have helped identify local needs and coordinated providing state con-
sultant services to help local units with their needs. Also, I have assisted local
units in interpreting federal and state regulations as well as insuring that funds
were used appropriately. ,

There are some 56 senior and 65 junior high schools in this district with over
700 occupational education teachers. We are providing occupational programs
for around 55% of the senior high school population. There are a number of
schools with exceptionally good comprehensive programs, bat in too many schools,
particularly in poor, rural areas, programs are limited.

Overall, the programs we have are goodranging from fair to excellent. It
is recognized that we can improve our programs with no increase in funding and
we are striving to do just that. However, it is disturbing to recognize that thou-
sands of students are not.bcing adequately served because of limited resources
and complacency on the part of the power structure in many communities.

With a significant portion of the student population in several counties being
economically, educationally, socially and culturally deprived, it is difficult to
provide the extra effort needed to bring these people (students and parents) up
to a level sufficient to really help them prepare for gainful employment. It does
cost more to serve the needs of this target group because their needs are greater,
but the alternative is more expensivedelinquency, crime, etc.

For the remainder of the paper, I would like to discuss briefly several aspects
of the occupational education program in our district and hope you will consider
them as you continue your deliberations of the Vocational Education Amendment
of 1975.

1. In designing and implementing quality programs in occupational education,
we would be short-changing the students if we concerned ourselves with develop-
ing only salable skills. It is imperative that we be concerned with the total needs
of the individualhis social development, leadership development, his ability to
make good decisions, to think clearly, to be effective in human relations, etc. One
of the strategies employed.for providing this component is the youth organiza-
tionsFFA, FHA, FBLA, DECA, VICA, CECNC, HCC, etc. We are confident
this phase of the program makes a significant contribution to the preparation of
students for the world of work. Follow-up studies of graduates have consistently
revealed the fact that the youth club is very important to the student. We have
constantly stressed the point that the youth organization should be an integral
parrof the instructional program, but what we haven't done is to provide re-
Sources sufficient to support it. Too many students do not belong to clubs. The
youth organizations need more leadership staff at the national, state, district,
and local level. It needs resources to help defray most of the expenses involved
in ,conducting the various learning experiences at the local, district, state and
national levels.

Recommendations . (1) Consider endorsing this conmonent of the total program
by adding a section to the Vocational Education Act called youth organizations
and (21 authorize and hopefully appropriate funds to be used for this purpose.

2. Categorical funding has been received with mixed emotions by many people.
,My position is that it is not all bad. In fact, I think it may have been a "bless-
ing in disguise" In many' cases. It has insured some attention to important
segments of our total program. The only unfortunate aspect of categorical fund-
ing has been the amount of resources actually appropriated. Had the authorized
amounts in the '68 Amendments been appropriated, we would have been In good
shape. However, we experienced sonic rough times especially with the 15% and
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10% or di dvantagediliandivapped requirements. this was true primarily
becau we ceived poadditiorial dollars that year and our programs here con-
tinuin prran,s only. We had been serving the target group but had not bean
report ng Also, though we had been serving this group, the guidelines that
were I nd down, here difficult to comply hitt,. We hose made the adjustments
since how ever, and we sincerely believe we are doing more for the target
group t o than he might have been doing had the Act not required the E fro r t .

Work udy i$ a category in which we have realized much benefit for the
studen The funds hare kept many students in school. We strongly recommend
increa I appropriations in this area which w ill gate us more on-the-job train-
ing. e7 tidally in rural areas w here cooperative programs are extremely limited.

Alyirough caterrornml funding assures emphasis in some areas that may sufft r
otherWise, we reel just as strongly that a certain amount of total resources
should be of a discretionary nature so local units w ill be able to meet needs
uniqpe to their situation. We allotted some 5 million dollars (state only ) on
thisibasis this year which here also non-matching and the response locally w as
mot favorable.

ecommendation : Double appropriations in each of the categories,
Inadequate facilities continue to plague us in spite of a recent 300 million

dt lar statewide total school construction bond issue and other efforts to replace
ir dequate shops, classrooms. etc. Significant improvement in facilities in the

estern third of our state are being realized due to a great exteriVto the Appa-
1 Ilion Region Avt..but the Coastal Plain Act has not provided the Eastern
Art of iur state such assistance. Several millions of dollars for occupational
lineation facilities alone are needed in our 13 county region. This would be

, tine in other regions of our state. too.
While it is true that we have the prerogative to use Part B in this area,

I present funds are needed for current expense.
t, Recommendation. Since more funds are needed if he are to meet our facility

needs, we, urge Congress to add construction resources to the '75 amendments
as a category or on some other basis like the construction part of the ARC Act.

4. Should the requirement for graduation from secondary schools include the
development of a salable skill is a question being asked frequently today. It is
lily opinion that it should. Though I would hasten to place first priority on

II those students who are not likely to go to college, even college or post secondary
II

bound students hould do well to lease secondary schools with a salable skill for
several reasons. (1) guidance factorthe skill may well lead to a major field

(
of study in college (too many students entering college have no idea what career
they plan to pursue) (2) many college students must work to remain in school

0 (3) thousands of students entering college du not graduate, thus leaving school
with no salable skill and (4) with the es er uncertainty of the future, it is always

I wise to be prepared for any eventuality as soon as possible.
Recommendation . Encourage school units throughout the nation to endorse this

concept and appropriate funds sufficient to begin implementing R.
Although I do not work directly with the post secondary program, we do

promote and have a cooperative workjng relationship. We feel that ninny of
our secondary graduates should and do matriculate to the 2-year technical pro-

!:

gram and he have worked on the articulatiLn from secondary to post secondary
with credit given the student for skills developed in high school.

, Both levels of instruction operate under our single State Board of Education
which results in a coordinated effort. It would beoextreinely unfortunate if we
had a separate Board fur secondary and post secondary because that would
promote competition, friction and tlisnarmony.

Reconinit udation . In the interest of a smooth. articulated vocational education
program for students. grades 7-14, resist the "move" to divide the control of
the total program at the State level.

0. Even with the shortccanings in facilities and equipment, it still represents
a tremendous investment and it seems foolish 4mt,to utilize them fully. Year
round programs in occupational education should te developed. The summer
months, when most schools close, are the idle insestmeht months. With additional
resources he could provide the salable skills alluded th in item 4 above. We could
provide more and better instructions fur the disadsantaged,bandicapped stu-
dents. Sumr6br programs have been difficult to promote, to some extent, due to
our fiscal year July 1-June 30. We commend Congress for plans to change that.
In rural areas, transportation is usually a critical problem. Su, we need funds
which are flexible in use for the summer program.

11
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Recommendation. Congress is urged to give consideration to encouraging or
;Mandating that programsbe offered year round.

7. Getting qualified teachers continues to be a problem. Since the teacher is the
real backbone of a quality educational program, we must constantly strive to
attract, train and pay well these important people in our program. Relative to
pay, we do need some type of merit pay program that recognizes the difference
between a master teacher and an average teacher.

3Ve have critical teacher shortages in trade and industrial education and voca-
tional agriculture education. If we expand our programs to really meet the needs
of all people, we will have shortages in other program areas, too. We need to
expand our recruitment efforts and teacher training programs if we are to have
the necessary instructional staff to do the job.

RecomMendation . In light of the benefits received from EPDA funds up to this
point in both up-grading professional staffs (teachers, teacher educators, local

eddirectors of vocation's' cation and State staff) and assisting potential leaders
to pursue graduate , we urge Congress to increase funds in EPDA.
, 8. Finally, the biggest pr blem of all is the "dropout" and the potential dropout.
Young people today are different in many ways compared to young people of just
15 years ago, not to mention compared to us when we were teenagers. There, are
many reason for this difference, but the point is that we must recognize this
difference and do something about it. Some of the suggestions we would like to
make are :

a. Begin early in the life and education of the youngster to recognize that he
is different and design an education program based fangs needs. Make him aware
of the world of work and hegin developing in him a olesome attitude toward
life and work. School should be enjoyable and one way to make it enjoyable
is to make learning meaningful and relevant and insure successes fur every
student during the process. Since most young people tend to want to be adults
too soon, employment is a significant thing to them. We must capitalize on this
fact to help them see the importance of reading, writing, and arithmetic is their
future. Later, in the middle grades, we need to provide them with some real,
hands-on experiences related to the world of work which will serve an explora-
tory need as they try to make career decisions in keeping with their interests
and aptitudes (thousands of students know little about the community in which
they live, not to mention the world). Then, in high school, we need to help
students develop salable skills at the entry level, at minimum, and assist them
in job placement upon graduation if they desire to work.

b. We heed counselors at the elementary as Well as the junior and senior high
school level and additional teachers at all levels to reduce the teacher-student
ratio.

c. There is a growing need to be able to remove those teachers who are ineffec-
tive in working with students. I know of no other single factor that contributes
more to the dropout problem than teachers who cannot relate to and who do not
really care about students.

d. We must_discontinue to offer students one option in school"we have a
system .- (time schedules, grades, course requirements, etc.)if you can fit in,
fine, otherwise, we have nothing to offer you" is a philosophy that still exists
today. So for many students who can't keep up and therefore get behind and
discouraged, the dropout, route is the way out.

Here, we must do two things. First eliminate the cause of the dropout and
that is the number one priority, and the second thing 40) offer the dropout
an alternative. In North Carolina, we started (a year ago) an extended day
program, .offered primarily at night for dropouts, age 1048. The program Is
occupationally oriented and taught by teachers who do care for the indisidual.
Carnegie units and other academically sacred requirements are eliminated and
a concern for the real needs of the individual is stressed, There are over 2,000
dropouts back in school with the promise that things will be different. Many
graduated last June and Others will receive a diploma this June. We need to
expand this program to meet the needs of thousands of other dropouts.

But mosrihmortantly, we need to attack the problem at its roots and that
is we must make changes in our regular day school program. All of the state-
ments made in this paper and the recommendations that followed are pertinent to
this situation. An expanded program of occupational education at the secondary
school level is our greatest hope in resolving the many problems we have on many
fronts in this country. We solocit your support in giving us an opportunity to
prove that statement.

Thanks again for your interest and support.
-
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STATEMENT OF CARL tHITEIEURST, AREA DIRECTOR OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. WurrnirunsT. Thank you, 1,Ir. Chairman.
I am privilegedto have the opportunity to be here today to talk with

you about our program in North Carolina.
I am somewhat of an old veteran in occupational education, having

some 26 years of service. I feel that over the years with the support
and encouragement particularly of Congress we have indeed made
progress in serving young people in our State.

We appreciate much your consideration of the legislation as it
will affect our program.

In' our State I am, working with some 12 counties and 21 different
administratis e units which is a cross-section, I think, of our economic
situation in that we have metropolitan areas arid we have areas with
high deprivation in terms -of social culture and economic situation.

I.would share with Toil the following ideas as you consider your
legislation to serve this somewhat diverse group.

First of all, I would like to also reiterate what Dr. Clary said
relative to the youth clubs. Over the years these clubs like FHA et
cetera have been considered an integral part of our instruction pro-
gram.

In *followup studies of former graduates they have said, "Man, that
club was really What did the most for me." -

We would like to encourage Congress to consider adding a section
to the legislation relative to youth clubs to give it, We think, the en-
couragement and support it deserves.

Also we would hope you would consider appropriating funds to
help administer this program at the county, Federal, State and local
level. We need this kind of support for this vital segment of the
total program.

Second,,we would like to mention the categorical funding situ-
ation. A lot of people have misgivings about this. But from our obser-
vation I think it may have been a blessing in disguise because students
aro benefited by funds that come in a categorical manner that may
not have been served otherwise.

The work-study program and other phases of categorical funding
aro fine; we need more dollars to serve each of the target groups repre-
sented therein. I would recommend that a construction category item
be considered by Congress in the construction of occupational facilities.

We have been the beneficiaries of a lot of good vocational construc-
tion in the western part of our State through:the Appalachian region
program. The coastal program has not served us in the eastern part
of the State quite so well.

So -we are still in dire need of some additionittfacilities to effectively
operate our vocational programs.

We would urge you to consider a categoricid item for construction
either in some type of program like ARC or in the Vocational Act
itself.

Another thing that I wish we could do more of in light of the facili-
ties and all that we do haVe is to rain maximum utilization in terms
of serving more students with only minimal additional cost. That is
a summer nroaram, in other words. a 12-month program. We don't
have enough funds at this point in time to continue our present opera-
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Lion much beyond the 9-month school program. So I s ish you would
consider that also.

Another item is I would support Dr. Coster in his EPDA. program,
that we receive additional dollars here because it has helped us very
much in our State in terms of upgrading not only teachers but also
our local directors of occupational and our own State staff.

Gentleman, we feel that an expanded program in occupational edu-
cation is our greatest hope really in resolving the many problems we
have on the many fronts in our country today. _

We solicit your help and support in giving us an opportunity to
prove that statement.

Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Whitehurst.
I can't write as fast as you talk, I have to admit. But I enjoyed your

statement nonetheless.
Is Miss Juren here? Would you go ahead?
Before you. begin, reference was made to the 10 students from

Niwth Carolina State University.
Ilrould they stand?
Thank you. ',assumed that was the row. But I wasn't sure.
[Prepared statement of Miss Juren follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MISS DENISE JUICES, NATIONAL SECRETARY, FHA/HERO,
PEMBROKE SENIOR thou SdlIGOL, PEMBROKE, N.C.

Mr. Chairman, Committee Members: My natne is Denise Juren and I'm eight-
een years Old. I guess that makes me an important youth, because I'm of voting
age ! Presently, I hold the office of National Secretary of the Future Home-
makers of America. My home is in Pembroke, IThrth Carolina, but I've lived
all over the Tar Heel State. My father is a Methodist minister (the answer to
our constant moves) while my mother is a licensed practical nurse, though she's
presently holding down the job of homemaking. I have two brothers, ages 16 and
15, and a beautiful baby sister twenty-one months old. As you can see, I come
from a well-rounded family, where love Sows like molasses thick and sweet.

Today, however, I'd prefer you consider me V.S.O. standing for Vocational
Student Organizationsfor I am their representative. My actions here are in
behalf of 1.5 million high school students who art members of vocational student
orghnizations. This number does not include post-secondary, collegiate, or the
alumni divisions of our student organizations.

My real beginning dates back to 1917. It was then that Congress passed the,
Smith-Hughes Act which was signed by President Woodrow Wilson on Febru-
ary 23, 1917. The act provided a grant in perpetuity to the States of OprOxi-
mately $7.2 million annually for the promotion of vocational education in agri-
culture, trade and industrial, and home economics. It was also under the Smith-
Hughes Act that an allotment of 1 million dollars annually was appropriated to
the States for use in preparing vocational teachers. This proves that even then,
legislators knew only the taught can teach.

In 1930, a number of short term acts were passed to continue and expand the
programs of Vocational Education. The George-Reed Act authorized an appro-
priation of $000,000 annually for a period of four years. The Act expired, on
June 30, 1934. The appropriation was divided equally between agriculture and
home economics.

In 1934, the George-Elizey Act authorized an appropriation of three million
dollars each year for three years. The money was equally divided -among agri-
vfiltural education, home economics education, and trade and industrial
education.

As the need for additional funds for the promotion and further development
of Vocational Education became apparent, Congress approved a new Act. In 1936,
the George-Dean Act authorized $12 million annually for agriculture, home eco-
nomics, and trade and industrial education with no Expiration date.

46 5 3
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Tett years later in 1040, the George-Barden Act appropriated $28,860,000 an-
nually fpr further development of Vocational Education.

In 1961, the Area Redevelopment Act authorized $41i million annually until
1965 for Vocational Education. The Act authorized Vocational Education for
unemployed and underemployed persons. Recent additions W the Act have
increased funds for this purpose.

In 1963, Congress passed the Vocational Education Bill, signed by President
Johnson. The Act provided for major increases in appropriations for Vocational
Education. Instruction in agriculture, home economics, and distributive educa,
tion nas broadened. Authorization was also given for the development of Voca-
tional Education programs for those With special education needs and handicaps.
Since that time, amendments have been made to increase funding on behalf of
Vocational Education.

Perhaps with this brief background, it will be easier to understand the growth
of vocational student organizations as an integral part of Vocational Education
programs. It also exemplifies the growing need for increased 4untis for Vocational
Education, including the vocational student organizations.

Just as a family develops, so did IV.S.O. The earliest part of me was FFA,
organized nationally in 1928. Until recently, FFR was the only V.S.O. recognized
in a Vocational Education Bill. The 1972-73 high school membership shows FFA
to serve 447,577 members out of 621,051 persons enrolled in vocational agricul-
tural education. This means FFA is reaching 72% of their high school potential.
This does not include the pest-secondary or alumni division of FFA. The primary
purposes of FFA are to develop agricultural leadership, cooperation, and
citizenship.

Perhaps you are wondering how these purposes are met. Through participa-
tion in FFA activities, young men and women, ages 14-21, learn how to speak
in public, conduct and take part in meetings, handle financial matters, solve
their on n problems, and assume civic responsibility. Certainly these characteris-
tics are important to any person, and especially those interesttd in an agricultural
business. FFA prepares its members for future jobs like those of farming, agri-
business that supports farmers, forestry, horticulture, food processing, and nat-
ural resources occupations. The importance of these fields is often unrecognized.
'North Carulina wouldn't be the great State it is without competent farmers and
agri businessmen. Florida's praised Disneyland noulthi't be the same 'Si ithout its
beautiful landscaping properties and horticulture.

It is important also that you recognize FFA as an integral part of agriculture.
The embryo cannot develop nithont a motherand so it is with FFA. It grows
and flourishes Within agriculture. Therefore, its success and life depend on its
Teachers. Unless these people are properly trained through classes and experi-
ences. they cannot give effOtive leadership. These people need training through
funding made pos.sible by the federal government.

Just as a child is a part of its mother, so is the mother a part of her child. She
gives her talents to that child to learn and teach him. The child in return ex-
jifitits these talents. FFA txhibits the talents and experiences learned through
agriculture. The two cannot be separated. They are an integral part of one
another.

The family continued its grow th and in 1945 FHA became nationally orga-
nized. Future Homemakers of America is an organization available to any stu-
dent who is taking or has taken a course in home economies or related ovenpa-
tions. These related occupations include Food Services, Child Care, Interior Dec-
orating, and Institutional Management. Future Homemakers of America branches
into two chapters, FHA and HERO (Home Economies Related Oeenpations).
FHA chapters place special emphasis on consumer education, homemaking and
family life education combined with exploration of jobs and careers. HERO
chapters place major emphasis on preparation for jobs and careers, recogniz-
ing that norkers also fill multiple roles as homemakers and community leaders.

According to 1972-73 national statistics, FHA is reaching only 16% of its high
school potential. This shows once again the need for better trained teachers and
more enthusiagtic leaders. If home economics and FHA are to be an integral
part of,one another (as they are), all home economics teachers, and those ma-
joring in the field, should be provided training for advising an FHA chapter.
Consider the increase in membership if every home economics teacher were
educated well enough to be an advisor. Then, the leaders nould not only be those
interested, but also those with training and ability to arouse enthusiasm.

.t
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Future Homemakers of America is a most important organization, as everyone
is a homemaker. Too many times the words "sewing and cooking" are attached
to its definition. In reality, homemaker relates to those who provide a living
environment for themselves and, or others which meets their specific needs. For
example. a homemaker proN ides a happy environment fur themselves and/or
others. They meet the needs of those dependent on them. Each of you, the com-
mittee members and chairman, are in this case a. homemaker. You meet the needs
of your family.

FHA/HERO prepares its members for jobs in Family EconomicsHome
Management, Faintly Relations and Child Development, Food and Nutrition,
Home Economics Education, Housing, Furnishings and Equipment, Institution
Administration,' Textiles and Clothing, and Rehabilitation.

The next addition to the family was the Distributive Education Clubs of
America which became nationally organized in 1947. In 1972-73, DECA was
reaching 42% of its high school potential through the Distributive Education
program. It is the only national youth organization operating through the
public schools It attract young people to careers in marketing, merchandising,
and management. DECA also has a post-secondary and alumni division.

DECA's main purposes are to develop a respect for education in marketing
and distribution which will contribute to occupational competence, and to pro-
mote understanding and appreciation for the responsibilities of citizenship in
their free, competitive enterprise system.

DECA prepares its members for any job ,related to marketing, merchandising,
and management. This includes employment as manager of a department
store. owner of a grocery store, etc.

DECA provides an excellent opportunity for Distributive Education to pre-
pare youth for a better tomorrow. Teaching skills today, enables tomorrow's
leaders to be more competent and aggressive towards a better world. Once again,
DECA and Distributive Education are as inseparable as mother and child.

In 1952, Future Business Leaders of America Ire Id their first National Meet-
ing. Anyone currently enrolled or who has taken a business course is a potential
member of this organization.

1972-73 statistics indicate that out of 1,599,665 business education students,
FBLA had a membership of 94,124 of these students. This means 8% of the
high school potential is being reached. However, these figures do not include
PIN. (Phi Beta Lambda) which is FBLA's post-secondary division.

The overall objective of Future Business Leaders of America is to develop
competent, aggressive business leadership. This leads to many areas of em-
ploynit nt including secretarial work, management office, and any other field
related to business. The mother, of course, of FBLA is business education. What
better wayfor business youth to express themselves than through a business
club?

The family became larger in 1965 when Vocational Industrial Clubs of Amer-
ica was nationally organized. It is the only national organization for trade, in-
dustrial, technical and health occupations education students. In 1972-73,
VICA w as reaching 12% of its high school potential. This does not include the
post secondary and alumni divisions. The organization is growing very rapidly,
with a membership of 152,405.

VICA's main purpose is to prepare students for employment in trade, indus-
trial, technical and health occupation areas. This prepares youth for positions
in health care, restaurant management, and numerous trade and industrial
careers. As you can see. VICA provides students with opportunities to develop
Akins in Trade and Industrial areas. Once again, the two are an integral part
of one another.

The newest addition to the family is Office Education Association, becoming
nationally organized in 1966, presently reaching 8% of its high school potential.
It is part of the education program, designed to des clop leadership abilities in the
American business system, and competency in office occupations, within the sup-
porting office occupations education.

Membership in ma gives the student an opportunity to participate in con-
ventions, meet new people, and exhibit their skills: One of its objectives is to
develop the ability of students to plan together, organize and carry out worthy
civic activities.

As you can see, my family is constantly growing and improving. It effects al-
most 2 million students today. It eontributes to the world youth, who are trained
and prepared for jobs of their interest.
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In contrast to the recent GAO's report on Vocational Education, each organiza-
tion prepares students for future employment. The `example of Home Economics
was used as a .course unrelated to future employment. Not so! It prepares stu-
dents for Jobs in the areas of Family and Economics, Home Management, Fam-
ily Relations and Child De% elopment, Food and Nutrition, Home Economics
Education, Housing, Furnishings and Equipment. Institutional Management,
Administration, Textiles and Clothing, and Rehabilitation.

All the organizations prepare their members for making a better world.
Through cooperation with others they grow personally. Some examples are the
following statements of some of our members :

"Because of VICA, I am not a high scjayol drop-out. I am an outstanding stu-
dent in my school. At last, I have a great deal of pride in my skills, in my
country, and in myself.... Through VICA, I finally know where I'm going and
why. Elizabeth Doyle, Texas.

As an FHA member, I have developed skills for leadership in the world of
tomorrow. I hare made millions of friends, ant am ready to cdpe with life and
any problem it brings. Denge Juren, North Carolina.

The V.S.O. family is close-knit and flowing with skills. But each child I have
spoken offs different. No mother would want one child from a combination of
six children. That would confuse their style, their abilities, tuotixes, goals, and
variety. Each child has a different sense of Importance, and a different onttook
on life. For that reason, the separate vocational student organizations cannot
be integrated into one. They NNurk together as a family to acOmplisli their joint
goals and projects, but they work separately to achieve their ow n interests.

Too many times, a Student cannot join an organization because of its dues. If
more federal money were allotted to Vocational Education. rkrhaps it could be
used to pay dues for underpthileged students. For these students need the train-
ing most.

My family also feels very strongly regarding the Vocational Ethication Bill
now in Congress. We thank you sincerely for including the vocational student
organizations for the first time, but we aek you to go a step further. We would
like to be inclufled by name somewhere in the Bill:

Our reasons for this are:
1. At the national level, there are only six vocational education student or-

ganizations currently that function as an integral part of the Vocational Educa-
tion program.

2. The Policy Statement of the U.S. Office of Education identifies by name
these six vocational organizations. Thus to include them in the legislation would
be in keeping with this Policy.

3. It would provide recognition to these youth groups as educational tools
which function as a phrt of Vocational Education.

4. It would clarify what the legislation means by "Vocational Student Or-
ganizations". This would prevent misinterpretation by other established com
munity youth groups seeking aid by showing that this legislation refers to
student organizations that are within the Vocational Education structure.

In summary, I, V.S.O., am greatly concerned about the following:
1. Identification by name in Vocational Education Bill.
2. More qualified teachers and advisors (better training).
3. Correction of the GAO Report.
In closing, once again I express my appreciation for bag asked to testify,

and for being given an opportunity to speak on behalf of the V.S.O.
Also, I make a proposal. You have heard me refer to myself as V.S.O., to each

organization as child, and to each vocational program area as mother. My pro-
posal, Mr. Chairman and Congressmen, is that you, the Federal Government, are
the father. You should be the proudest people in the world. You are the father
of almost 2 million of the best skilled students in America. And remember, your
children are both today's youth and tomorrow's leaders. Provide them with your
loving, fatherly, and federal support !

STATEMENT OF DENISE IITREN, NATIONAL SECRETARY, FUTURE
HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA

Miss JIIREN. Members of the committee, for those in attendance,
my name is Denise Juren. I am 18 years old.

Presently I hold the office of National Secretary of Future Home-
makers of America.

6 9 'k
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My home is in Pembroke, N.C., but I have lived allover the Tax Heel
State. My father is a Methodist minister, which is the nisi% er to our
constant moving.

My mother is a licensed practical nurse, although she is presently
holding the occupation of homemaker.

I have two brothers, ages 16 and 15, and a beautiful baby sister, 21
months old.

As you can see, I came from a well-rounded family, where love flows
like molasses, thick and sweet.

Today, however, I would like you to consider me as V.S.O., the
Vocational Students Organization of America, for today I am their
representative.

My actions here today are on behalf of 1.5 million tudents spread
across the Nation.

My real beginning dates back to 1917 when President Woodrow
Wilson approv'M the Smith-Hughes Act.

This act appropriated approximately 7.2 million dollars to be al-
loted to the States in order to prepare them for vocational education
programs in agriculture, trade and industrial and home economies.

It was also under the Smith-Hughes Act that an allotment of $1
million annually was appropriated to the States in order to prepare
teachers for vocational education areas. This proves that even then
legislators knew only the taught can teach.

iAs the need for increased funding apparent the Federal
Government increased the vocational education allotment to meet the
needs.

The most important part was the vocational education. organiza-
tions. The first part of me was the Future Farmers of America becom-
ing nationally organized in 1928.

1972-73 statistics prove the FFA is reaching 72 percent of its high
school potential. This number does not e-s en include the post-secondary
and the alumni division of the organization.

The primary purpose for FFA is to develop agricultural leadership,
cooperation and citizenship.

Members are prepared for future jobs like those of farming, agri-
business, forestry, horticulture, food processing and natural resources
occupations.

It is important that you realize that FFA. is an integral part of agri-
culture. The embryo cannot. develop without a mother. And so it is
with FFA. Its success -depends upon its teachers. Unless these people
are properly trained through Federal funding they cannot get effective
leadership.

Just as a child is a part of its mother, so is a mother part. of its child.
She gives her talents to that child. In return the child exhibits these

\ talents.
FFA exhibits the talents and experiences learned through agricul-

ture. The two are an integral part of one another.
The family continued its growth and in 1945 Future Homemakers

of America, the organization that I am a member of, was nationally
organized.

Future Homemakers is an organization available to any student who
is presently or has been enrolled in home economics classes.
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FHA chapters place special emphasis on consumer education, home-
making and family life education combined with exploration of jobs
and careers.

HERO, which stands for Home Economics Related Occupations,
places major emphasis on preparation for jobs and careers.

According to 1972-73 statistics FHA. is reaching only 16 percent
of its high school potential. This shows the need for better leaR

Itership'- -in the field of vocational education programs.
Consider the increase in membership if every home econoiffics

teacher were prepared to teach in an FIIA. chapter or become an
adviser.

It is also important that you realize that home economics is an inte-
gral part of FHA as well as FHA is an integral part of home
economics.

The next addition to the family was the Distributive Education
Clubs of America, DECA. It was nationally organized in 19-17.

The 1972-73 statistics prove DECA to be reaching 42 percent of its
high school-potential.

MCI also has a postsecondary-and alumni division.
It is the only national youth organization operating through the

public schools to attract young people to careers in marketing, mer-
chandising and management.

DECA s main purpose is to develop a respect for these areas. It
prepares its members for a career related to marketing or distributing
or management. This includes employment as manager of a th_ipartmcnt
store, as a worker in a grocery store, et cetera.

DECA provides an excellent opportunity for distributive education
to prepare youth for a better tomorrow. Teaching skills today en-
ables tomorrow's world leaders to be more competent and aggressive
toward a better world. One again, DECA. and distributive education
are as inseperable as mother and child.

In 1952 Future Business Leaders of America held their first na-
tional convention. The 1972-73 statistics prove that FBLA. is reach-
ing 8 percent of its high school potential. Howes er these figures do not
include Phi Beta Lamba, which is the alumni division.

The overall objective of Future Business Leaders of America is to
develop competent aggressive business leaklership. This leads to many
areas of employment including secretarial AN oik, management office
and'any other field related to business. The mother of course of FBLA
is business education. What better way for business youth to express
themselves than through a business club ?.

The family became larger in 1965 when Vocational Industrial Clubs
ok America was nationally organized. It is the only national organiza-
tion for trade, industrial, technical and health occupations education
students.

In 1972-73 MA. was reaching 12 percent of its high school poten-
tial. This does not include the postsecondary and alumni divisions.
The organization is growing verb rapidly, with a membership of
152,405.

VICA's main purpose is to prepare students for employment. in
trade, industrial, technical and health occupation' areas.

This prepares youth for positions in health care, restaurant manage-
ment and numerous trade and industrial careers.
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As you can see, VICA provides students opportunities to
develop skills in trade and industrial areas and once again the two
are an integral part of one another. t..

The newest addition to the familY is Office Education Association,
becoming nationally organized in 1966, presently reaching '8 percent of
its high school potential. It is part of the education program, designed
to develop leadership abilities in the :American business system and
competency in office occupations within the supporting office occupa-
tions education.

Membership in OEA gives the student an opportunity to participate
in conventions, meet new people and exhibit their skills. One of its
objecti,cs is to develop thr, ability of students to plan together, orga-
nize and carry out worthy civic activities.

As you can see, my family is constantly growing and improving.
It affects almost 2 million students tocItty. and it contributes to the
world youth who are trained and prepared for jobs of their interest.

In contrast to the recent GAO's report on vocational education, each
organization prepares students for future employment.

The example of home economics wns used as a course unrelated to
future employment. Not so. It prepares students for jobs in the areas
of family and economics, home management family relations and
child development, food and nutrition, home economics education, ad-
ministration, textiles and clothing, and rehabilitation.*

The VSO family is close-knit and flowing with skills. But each child
I have spoken of is different. No mother would want one child from a
combination of six children. That would confuse their style, their
abilities, motives, goals, and variety.

Each child has a different sense of importance and a different out-
look on life.

For that reason the separate vocational student organizations can
no be integrated into one. They work together as a family to accom-
plis their joint goals and projects, but they work separately to achieve
the' own interests.

Too many times a student cannot join in organization because of
its,dues. If more Federal money were allotted to vocational education,
perhaps it could be used to pa `dues for uhderprivileged students. For
these students need the trainin ost.

My f ilv also feels very stre I gly about the vocational edu lientio
bill no in Congress. We thank y u sincerely for including the voca-
tional s uncut, organizations for the first time but we ask you to go a
step fu her. We would like to be included by name somewhere in the
bill.

Our reasons for this are :
1. At the national lev6l, there are en1;r: six vocational education stu-

dent organizations currently that function as an integral part of the
vocational education program.

2. The policy statement of the U.S. Office of Education identifies by
name these six vocational organizations. Thus, to include them in the
legislation would be in keeping with this policy.

3. It would provide recognition to these youth groups as educational
tools which function as,a part of vocational education.

OK),
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4. It would clarify what the legislation means by "vocational stu-
dent organizations.' This would prevent misinterpretation by other
lb youth groups seekin,..q aid-by-showing-that this
legislation refers to student organizations that are within the voca-
tional education structure.

In summary, I, VSO, am .greatly concerned about the following :
1. Identification by name in vocational education bill.
2. More qualified teachers and advisers, and better training.
3. Correction of the GAO report. -
In clOsing, once again I express my appreciation for beino asked to

testify and for being given an opportunity to speak on behalf of the
VSO.

Also, I make a proposal. You ha17e heard me refer to mysell'as VSO,
to each organization as child, and to each vocational progfam areas
as mother.

My proposal, Mr. Chairman and Congressmen, is that you, the
Federal Government, are the father. You should be the proudest
people in the world. You are the father of almost 2 million of the best
skilled students in America. And remember, your children are both
today's youth and tomorrow's leaders.

Provide them with your loving, fatherly, and Federal support.
Thank you. 7

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might mention that

that is an extremely fine presentation ? I thoroughly enjoyed the anal:
ogies between families and all the rest.

Chairman PEum:s. You will have an opportunity to ask all of them
questions.

Mr. Causby, go ahead.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Causby follows :J

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE B. CAUSBY, PRINCIPAL, GARNER JR.. Rion
SCHOOL GARNER, N.C.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

The Wake County School system is made up of forty-four schools housing
32,423 students in grades K-12. There are eight senior high schools, nine junior
high schools and twenty-seven elementary schools. The Wake County Schools'
attendance area surrounds the city of Raleigh. The public schools in the city
of Raleigh make up an entirely separate school system. The administration of
the Raleigh Public Schools is similar to that of Wake County. The main dif-
ference of the two systems probably lies in the size of the area served. Raleigh
City serves the students living in an approximate 20 square mile area in and
around the municipality. Wake County Schools serve the 844 square miles that
make up the remainder of Wake County. The, county schools are under the
direction of the Wake County Board of Education with -one superintendent, an
associate superintendent and five assistant superintendents. Forty three pro-
fessional staff members at the central office, forty-tt.;cz. ,-rincipals and 1,642
teachers make up the schools administrative and teaching staff.

TIIE TOWN

The town of Garner is located approximately five Riles south of Raleigh, the
capital of the state of North Co.rolir.a. Many of the residents of Garner and the
surrounding arpn nrp state government employees who work in the city of
Raleigh. The Garner public school attendance district is divided into six
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elementary attendance areas, two junior high school areas and one senior high
scholul area. There are 0,551 students attending the nine public schools in this
district. The Garner public school attendance district is one of eight attendance
istriets-located-within Wake-Coun .

THE SCHOOL

GarneVr. High School, one of two junior high schools in the district, houses
S2 students in grades 7, S and 9. The racial composition is approximately 19%
black and 51% white. The student body is composed of boys and girls from tc,
varied oucio-economic background. The seventh grade contains 284 students;
eighth tirade, 290 students and the ninth grade, 278 students. All students in
the sefenth and eighth grades participate in an exploratory vocational program.
Ninth trade students may elect to take one vocational course for the entire
year. At this point in our program, seventh and eighth grade students will be
involved ha at least four v4tatiunal exploratory courses during t hool year
Which means that by the end of their second year in junior hi: uol, they
will have been introduced to a minimum ofteight vocational cours

THE PRESENTER'

The presenter's personal background includes teachin i the junior high *

school, principal of grades 1-12 and presently principal of grades 7-9. He holds
a bachelor's and a master's degree from East Carolina University and an ad-
vaneed.sertification in school administration from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel HIM This is his eleventh year as a public school principal
in the stateof North Carolina.

1
IN GENERAL

Over a period of years, federal funds have bedieused in the schools to begin
new programs and in many instance's to aid ongoing programs. It is difficult to
determine the best use of the federal dollar in a school program, however, we can
all be assured that without federal money in our school programs, education for
all would definitely suffer.

YOUTH CLUBS

In Wake County and the state of North Carolina, our school agriculture pro-
gram has been long standing and long successful. At times it appeared that too
nit:711 money was being spent on the agricultural programs especially since many
young people were leaving the farm and the farni" community causing fewer
people te. be left in agricultural employment. Now, with the "talked about" food
shortage and tremendous increase in the price of food, it seems that a-return to
the more fundamental ways of life may be in the offing. The youth program
(Future Farmers of America), that has been associated with agriculture in the
schools over a number of years, has certainly proved its worth. 'Iany things
contribute to the over-all education of a student and the training that agricultural
students have received in the FFA appears to be quite meaningful later in the
individual's life in operatin his business and becoming a worthwhile citizen of
the community.

Youth clubs appear to be a very important part of education. Many youth clubs
are conducted within Wake County Schools. Some of them that are presently in
operation nre : VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of America), DEOA (Dis-
tributive Education Club of America), the student chapter of the National Sec-
retary Association, FBLA (Future Business Leaders of America), FHA (Future
Homemakers of America), and the new and rising CECA (Career Exploration
Clubs of America). In Wake County alone, we have over 2,000 students who par-
ticipate in these organized club programs. These programs have as their ,general
goal the betterment of the student through teaching of the American system
of government through leadership activities, skill development contests and use
of correct parliamentary procedures. Several of the skill developments employed
are manual and mechanical skills, public speaking and proper job interview tech-
niques. The skills contests appear to be the only logical method of determining if
the student has learned his or liar chosen skill. Contests are of a compf,titive
nature which appears to be in line with our American system.

The vocational youth clubs in North Carolina are the only club organizations
that are required by the Board of Education to be a part of the instructional

ar
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program. The North Carolina State Board of Edu,cation feels that the youth
program is vital enough to the complete development of the student that they
passed u resolution stating that clubs be an integral part of vocational training.
This resolution was passed in November, 1972. More aioney_couldslell_be_ spent___
in the urea of club activities both in the junior high school as well as the senior
high school aria.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOot EXPLoRATIONS

Another aspect of our vocational program in Wake County that is beginning to
receive much needed attention is the 'tilor high school or middle school explora-
tory program. The senior high school I, grades 10-12) bkill development programs
cannot function properly without adequate exploratory experience, including
occupational informaticip and guidance, before a student reaches the senior
high level. Although seniur high schools have operated their programs for many
years with few previous exploratory programs fur students, it is understandable
that sx hen a seventh, ,:gl.th ur ninth grade student has been exposed to a number
of shall programs before he reaches the, senior high ley el, he will be in a much
better position to choose a skill that he enjoys and one that he would like to
des elop during his final years of formal public education. It appears that too
many students at the senior high level choose the wrung program because suf-
ficient information was not available at the junior high school level to enable
them to make a wise choice. Many working people today are probably in the
v, rung occupation for.them personally and may be stuck with it for life because
they were not aware of the many options available to them. More money could
well be spent in beginnigg and expanding exploratory programs, in the-Junior
high school grades.

LOCAL LEM

Wake County Is in^volved in an exploratory course for grades seven and eight
that is new to this portion of the country. The.,local vocational director anthruy-
self were sent on an evaluative trip to the state of California to 'view an
exploratory program that involved the transfer of teachers from school to school
rather than assign exploratory vocation teachers to one permanent position.
After returning to North Carolina and completing further investigation into a
system of this type, Wake County Schools set out to begin a system of explora-
tory courses involving transmodular units that could be transported along with
the teacher from school to school. With, the junior high school programs set up
on a quarter system (9-week period), each transmodular unit could offer the
same exploratory course fur a nine weeks period at four different schools during
the course of a school year. At the present time $58,5,000 in local money has
been invested to implement this program in Wake County. In all probability,
Wake County will have three schools operating this program by fall of 1975.

It appears thata gfeater monetary investment channeled into the Junior high
school vocational exploratory programs Wool(' greatly benefit students entering
senior high school by allow ing them a greater knpwledge of the various work
areas before they, are required to select a vocational subject to concentrate upon
before they leieve the public schools. Any student that completes twelve years of
public education should be able to graduate NS ith sonic type of skin regardless of
whether he chooses to gobon to furtlfer forms of higher education.

TwFLVE MONTHS SCHOOLS

Wake County, Schools employ 145 teachers in the vocational field. Of this total
number approximately fifty are employed on a 12 months basis. Many classes are
offered to the students during the summer months, however, with equipment on
hand and classroom space as allable, a lack of money keeps us frum offering more
courses to more students throUghout the entire year.

IMPACT OF FEDERAL -MONEY !

There is -no doubt that federal money has had a tremendous impact on the
public schools. This impact has been for the betterment of the oliools although '

in sunie instances when federal money has been channeled into lower income areas
without placing at least part of the same money in nearby areas, the lower In-
cohte areas hate had a tendency (with the federal money) to cause the nearby
middle ilicume area to become blie needy school district in comparison. This prob-
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lem may be eased to sonic extent it local school authorities were given more flex-
ibility iu determining w here and how federal dollars could be spent.

EAENDED DAY ...PROGRAM On nvvtoNAL SCHOOLS

Wake County Schools are presently involved in offering late afternoon courses
to students who, for some reason, have dropped out of the regular daytime pub-
lic school. Some students simply cannot adjust to a regular day school situation.
Many students encounter personal problems and home problems w hen they reach
high school age that cause them to drop out of school. During this past school
year 167 students iii grades 7-1.2 dropped out of school in Garner. Approximately
5%clo of the 3,050 secondary students in the area ended their formal public
school education prematurely. There were many and varied reasons fur these
dropouts. In Wake County we are presently making preparation for these stu-
dents to 114.tr an optional school program offered in the evening hours. Nine
siudents have already graduated from this program and now hold a high school
diploma. Another 142 students are presently enrolled in the school. Because of
this optional program, many "drop-outs" will complete the courses required for a
high school diploma and be better prepared to enter the country's work force or
ellen go on to higher educational training.

The public schools iiuus every different type of individual that exists. All have
di erent problems and various outlooks un the future. Special programs such as
the optional school should be set up to try and reach as many of these young.
10 le that for some reason or other cannot satisfactorily complete the require-
ments in a regular six or seven hour per day public school.

SUMMARY

The need for local, state and federal money in the public schools exists now
more than ever before. Many students .vin never enter an educational institu-
tion for higher learning after they leave the public school. Money channeled into
the various vocational programs will strongthen the public schools and give
students a greater chance, to be able to seek worthwhile employment as soon as
he graduates from the public school system. Federal money ,is an excellent
source of "seed money" to get new programs started. Occasionally this new money
creates a monetary imbalance in the system. Federal authorities as well as state
authorities may be able to help solve some balance problems by allowing local
unit school administrators to have more authority in determining where and how
monies may be spent in their local systern.

Regardless of the source of the money, it should be spent where it is needed
and spent on the children who need it regardless of their socio-economic bade-
ground. It appears that more flexible dollars may help create a more flexible
educational offering thereby reaching more students. When more students enter
the world of work well prepared for a particular type of skilled labor, the eco-
nomy of the nation should be based on a more solid foundation.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE B. CAUStY, PRINCIPAL, GARNER JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, GARNER, N.C.

Mr. CAusnY. Mr. Chairman, Congressmen, I am George Causby. I
am principal of Garner Junior High School..%Ve are part of the Wake
County school system in North Carolina.

I am right in there among 850 of 13 -,14 -, and 15-year-old students
every single day. In fact, they are probably wondering why I didn't
show up this morning.

My first concern involves exploratory vocational courses offered at
the junior high school level. It is my contention that vocational courses
offered at the senior high school can be better understood and better
selected by the students if they have had an extensive introduction to
the various vocations before they reach the final years of their public
education.

4,
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This year in our school we are offering introductory vocational
courses heginning at the seventh grade level. These courses last for
9 weeksAt the end of- that 9-week period,__thestudent goes on to=
another course.-

Du ring the school sear, the student can be introduced to four differ-
ent vocations. We carry- this through the eighth grade and introduce
him to four more.

Tn the ninth grade he can begin selecting courses that he wants to go
into, courses that he may want to stay in when he reaches the senior
high school level.

I am saying that if we can offer courses like this as low as the seventh
grade in junior high school, by the time a student reaches senior high
school, he will have some idea of what the various courses are all about.

We have so many students that go into senior high school and all of
a sudden the vocational courses are laid out before them and they hale
to pick one. So they pick a course.

Chairman PERKiNs. Let me interrupt you.
I have always wondered why we have let our vocational schools
aste so much talent, and the primary' reason happens to be that they

had never had a program like you are describing presently to this com-
mittee.

As a youngster we commenced in the third grade in the settlement
school, maybr taking carpentry in the third and fourth and late
getting back to it, take a little masonry, take other crafts and other
trades.

By the time+ we got to the ninth gradewe stopped in the 10th
ailidewe knew or thought we knew in the eighth arade what wet,
really preferred in the way of a trade.

So many youngsters, when you 'throw them in high school they
don't have time to make up their minds. That is where success is going
to show up.

I want to hear more about your program. I just wish there were
more schools in the country that give the, type of training that you are
giving.

Go ahead.
Mr. CAUSBY. One example I can give is personal. When I was in

junior high school, 16 years old, I enrolled in a drafting course. It was
called mechanical drawing then.

A rl nth strl,pad ap in the front of the room, and he showed me a
block of some type. I had to draw the front of that block. I had to learn
to draw the side of it. I had to learn to draw the top of it. I had to learn
to'project my drawings.

By the end of the year I was fairly competent. I could draw it. I
iknew how to project it. I got a fairly good grade. I never did know why

I was drawing it.
I didn't know that there were people who made a living drawing

these pictures.
So this is what I am getting at. We have had a course called graphics,

which involves a printing press. We have students who will sign up
for this course, not really knowing what it

We 'need to start at a low rtcsugh level so tliat we can teach a little
bit about each course and they can get into other fields if they want
to embark on something else.

52-945.75vol. 1---45
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In foreign languages, if you give the kid a little Spanish, a little
French, he may decide which one he wants to get into, if he gets into
ny_thing,Wr_t e lit P h't nla
This what I am asking for now. We in Wake County have started

an exploratory vocational course in the .junior high school. It is in
several of our schools now on a limited basis.

If you refer back to the paper that I have submitted we have three
schools that we hope will be operating this next year where explora
tory vocational teachers will actually transfer from school to school,
and in the long run we feel this is going to be, a little cheaper as
far as money is concerned, to move the teachers from school to school.

I feel that this will strengthen our senior high vocational courses
as much as anything when a student can enter senior high knowing
what the vocational courses are all about.

My next concernI will just touch on this a moment since it has
already been talked about and the young lady did such a fine job
concerns youth club programs.

Youth club programs are Vital because they present an entirely
different relationship between the instructor and the student. You can
reach a relationship in a club atmosphere that you just cannot attain
in a classroom.

With the youth organization the student is placed in a leadership
role and actually operates the organization. This role in school will
really benefit that student when he gets out of school and enters into
therworking field.

A lackof money is hampering this program greatly.
Chairman PERKINS. You are talking about the junior high school
Mr. CArsnr. Junior and senior high schools. One of the problems

and she brought this outis dues. Sometimes thb dues are so far
reaching that an individual student cannot get into the organization
because of the money that he has to personally pay.

The last point, we can do everything that we can and regardless
of what We do there are some students who are not going to make it
through the public schools.

There are various circumstances that cause students to drop out of
school. Some students are helped out of school. Various personal prob-
lems cause students to drop out of school, not necessarily because they
are having trouble in school but because they are having trouble out-side of school.
" Some type of program should be devised to try and keep these
students from remaining on the dropout roll..I g9 back to Mr. Hayes,_
who has mentioned the optional school. He referred to this program.

At the present time we have 36 optional schools operating in the
State of North Carolina. Believe it or not, we are lucky, enough to
have one of those programs. We have it at the junior high school level.
But the programs are offered mainly for senior-high-aged students.

It doesn't interfere with o'ir junior high school program ih the
daytime because this program is offered in the eveliing. We have
Classes from 6 -until 9 every evening, Monday through Friday.

When we started this program I was quite apprehensive about
it. Students have dropped out of school. They don't want to come to
school anymore. They have tried to find a job.
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Now we are gain to say, "Now, look, if you Will come to school at
night we will open up the place and let you come hi."

ein are going to come.?
Maybe nobody. We were quite surprised. A kid I had worked with

who had trouble all the way through junior high school finally made
it into senior high school and lasted a year or a year and a half and
quit.

We have been in operation for about 1 year now. Nine students have
already graduated and now hold a high school diploma. We have 142
students who are presently enrolled in the school.

Now we have a waiting list for this school. The only reason we have
142 in it now instead of acre is because of a lack of funds. We do not
have the money to employ more teachers.

, -

We use the same building. We use the same rooms. We use the same
equipment. The money we are getting now is to hire additional in-
structors and materials, supplies for this additional school.

It has worked. We have a long waiting list now. I don't want to get
into any statistics. I didn't go back to find out how many students N% e
lost last year at the junior and senior high schools. IWe have 3,000 students in barades 7 through 12. We have just a few
that drop out in grades I and 8. Most of them are in 10 and 11; 1,67
students quit school last year for some reason or other.

With flue proffram we have gotten a lot of those students back.. lot
titof those student ; are going to successfully complete their high school

diploma and helve some educational background before they go out
into the working field. ,

It is working for us ain't' I think it would work for our whole State.
Thank you very much.
Chairman PEItRINS. Our next and last witness before we interrogate

the Panel is Mr. Mike Parker.
Go ahead, Mr. Parker.
{The prepared statement of Michael Parker follows ;]

PREPARED STATEMENT of D. MICILAEL PARKER, ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTOR, CARY
SENIOR MGM SCHOOL, CART, N.C.

Mr. Chairman, members, of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational Education, it is my pleasure to appear before you today to present
my testimony on vocational education.

At Cary Senior High Sehool we 1-..:.c;. ten very fine vocational programs which
include four trade programs (auto mechanics, drafting, electronics and sur-
veying), three cooperative programs (coopiative office occupations, distributive
education and industrial cooperative training), business and office occupations,
home economics, and agriculture. ..

The town of Cary has a population of around 14,000 and is the residential
community of many Raleigh area and Research Triangle employees. The high
school reaches out of the town and into Wake County for its 1,000 student
comprehensive high school population in grades 10 through i,weive.

My education and experience in vocational education is as follnws:

EDUCATION

B.S. and M. Ed.Vocational-Industrial Education at North Carolina State
University.

DiplomaColor Televiiion Servicing. National Technical Schools.
FCCSecond. Class Commercial Radio-telephone License.
Certified EiBttronic TechnicianNational Electronics Association.

70 (.1
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EXPER1EN CE

10 nears Service and_leachlug,_Electronim___
5 summersBuilding Trades.
2 summersAuto mechanics.
After some discussion with my fellow vocational instructors at Cary High

School. it was decided that I should.address myself to five different areas of
concern to us and probably concern to vocational education instruetors nation-
ally. The five areas are under the headings :

A. Maintenance of effort.
B. Administrative education.
C. Vocational Guidance.
D. Placement and follow-up.
B. Research (Action research ).
A. itaintenanco of effort.Under this heading the primary concern seems to

be in the area of rebuilding programs presently in operation. There stems to
be a tendency toss artl adding more and newer programs because of our rapid
growth, rather than maintaining programs with ten years of service.

Equipment in trade areas such as automotive, electronics, building trades,
etc. will be subjected to considerable usage in the shop-laboratory conditions
in the learning process. Mistakes are made by master craftsman. When students
are learning to master the tools of a trade, they make mistakes too. Even
though this is a part of the learning'process and is justified, it shortens the life
of the tool.

The estimated life of equipment and teaching systems in electronics is seven to
ten years. In that time, most equipment will be in use between seven and ten
thousand hours. My shop is in the ninth year of operation anti the .equipment
is the original, purchased in the 1966-1967 school, year. Maintenance on sev oral
piec... requires three to five hours per week of the instructor's time. Some of
this time has to come during class when students are attempting to complete job
trsigtuneuts. With the cost of equipment rising and budgets remaining con-
stant or evert decreasine it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain supe-
riority in the quality of the learning situation. Consequently, we need more
money 'available to replace, rebuild, and update equipment.

B. Admint4tratiue Education.--In the comprehensive high school, administra-
tion is generally handled by an educator with work experience in general edu-
cation.

Degreed vocational instructors are required to be qualified in general education
first and then the vocational component. Administrators are generally not re-
quired to have any knowledge of the 1\ odd of work or vocational education. This
causes considerable conflict in \ uentional departments. Since our school unit's

implementiun of the career education cluster conceptwith exploration (grades
7-0) and skill development (gravies 10-12)there is justification for the teacher
training institutes to Include a career' occupation-information course as a require-
ment for prospective teachers, guidance counselors and principals. My rajionale
for this is because occupational education is slow ly moving into the mainstream
of public school education in that nu longer will a college degree guarantee a job.
In my unit there are 7.000 students enrolled in occupational education courses,
and there would be more, of course, if we had a wider variety of offerings. Busi-
ness and industry is learning that seventeen and eighteen year olds can perform
today without prolonging adulescense. High school students today are better in-
formed mid more sophisticated than the last generation. So our teachers, coun-
selors. administratves and principals certification needs to be up-dated.

In Wake County for the first quarter of 1074. service occupations rose eleven
percent. This is a national trend. To afford a service to the community. one must
be educated In the se. The education will have to come in the form of mili-
tary service schools, high school vocational programs, trade or technical post
high schools, or private trade or technical sehouls. To impede the process of these
schools is to impede the progress of meeting the, needs of the nation and the
economy.

Q. Vocational Guidon:el.If a strident has to go through his counselor to enroll
In vocational courses, he should be able to consult iN ith a person knowledgable

_in the world of work and not just college scholarships. It should be a persnr. who
has worked in and demonstrated ability in an occupation (service occupation for
example) other theft education, a person knowledgable about occupations in the

7 0
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community and surrounding areas, a person who can relate to the student about
his aptitudes to handle %ariutis occupational areas, and a person with knowledge

e- ring of-the various -schools-4o- meet- -the-stud.eutLs oceupittional
needs.

All too often dollars are allocated for jobs in vocational guidance to the
counselor on band because the administrator dues not realize the kind of person
suited for the job.

D. Placement and follow-up.dne very important job of the vocational coun-
Selor is the placement and follow-up of the vocational student and could pos-
sibility become the coordinator of vocational instructor placement as well.

It is almost impossible for a vocational instructor with a thirty-hour per week
teaching load. to handle placement and follow-up of students plus other dutieg
tacked on by administration.

E. Research.The last topic of concern is research. About every education
act written will contain a section designating specified numbers Lf d-liars for
research. I venture to say that most of those research dollars do not go into the
type of research that would benefit students and teachers.

If vocational education can be thought t as a product of the education indus-
try, and the instructor the builder of the product, then the research necessary
needs to be "on-going" or "action** research to help improve the product and the
builder. Research in the form of a satistical analysis of student behavior, sig-
nificant to the .005 level for some normative behavior which may not be normal
in one week anyway, since the student maturity level changes every week with
new educational experiences, is not the answer.

The kin of research necessary in dealing with human beings is trial and
error. This is really no different than research in industry. The engineer designs
a product. The technician'builds the first prototype. The engineer takes the proto-
type and redesigns it to eliminate the problem. areas. Teachers can mold better
prototypes when given a chance to try different methods of teaching and observ-
ing others.

In closing, I would like to thank the members of the subcommittee for inviting
nio to testify before you today and hope that I have contributed to the thinking
of the subcommittee in terms of .putting dollars where the job is being done ,to
help improve the 'et-hit atinn of our young adults, to make them better citizens,
especially self-supporting citizens.

STATEMENT OF MICITART, PARKER, ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTOR,
CARY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, CARY, N.C.

Mr. MIMS:EL PARKER. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommit-
tee, my name is Michael Parker. I am an electronics instructor at Cary
Senior High School. This is in Wr6ke County schools, Cary, N.C.

The community of Cary numbers in population 14,000. It is basically
a residential community for many of the Raleigh city employ ees and
employees of the Research Triangle. A

Our high school has 1,600 students in grades 10 through 12.
Aftei some discussion with the occupational education faculty at

Cary Senior High School; we identified fte areas which we thought
would need attention in my testimony.

I am going to concentrate on three of these, basically. They are the
areas that concern tIs the most.

They are maintenance of effort, administrative education and voca-
tional guidance.

We have had a tremendous growth factor in ti ocational education
in terms of the number of programs in the State. We are now having
problems maintaining the programs in terms of our trade and indus-
trial educatinn. areas. .

We have h lot of equipment. This equipment has considerable wiago
in the shop situation. In in paper I gave two examples of this.

7
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I am presently spending 3 to :; hours a weeksome of this time
'coining during class timemaintaining equipment whi'ch has ban
in use in terms of 8,000 or 10.000 hours.

We need more dollars to replace. rebuild, and maintain this
equipment.

Second, we want to focus attention on administrative edhcation. I
am thinking in terms here of the administrators of on comprehensi
high schools which we have in Noyth Carolina.

Most of these people ha\ e a, background in general education and
it causes considerable conflict in our vocational- department.

I think there is a justification for teacher training institutes to in-
clude occupational information in the courses for prospective teachers,
counselors, and principals in these schools.

Occupational education has moved into the mainstream of all
education.

1W have had an 11-percent rise in service occupations in Wake
County in the first quarter of W74. This is a national trend. Electronics
is a service occupation.

If administration at the local level is to impede the progress of this
education it 'will impede the progress of our Nation and our economy.

Finally, to focus on the area of vocational guidance, we need per-.
sons in this area know ledgeable of and with a demonstrated ability
in the world of woik ,. people who are aware of the work situation VI
their community; and people able to relate to students about tbeir
aptitudes in occupational education.

I will conclude here. I want to thank you for letting me contribute
td this testimony.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
I am sorry. Did I ridss Mr. Willis Parker, Department of Industrial

and Technical Education, North Carolina State University?,
Go ahead, Mr. Parker.
{Prepared statement of Willis Parker follows :1

PSEPARED STATEMENT of WILLIS PARKER, rNDCsTRIAI, AND TECHNICAL
EKCATIoN FACILITY, Nolan CAROLINA STATE UNIVEIIsITY, RALMOH, N.C.

INTRODUCTION

Vocational Student Organizations (VSO) have long been recognized for their
libation to the total process of preparing young people for the world of work

and to be socially and economically adjusted. Recognition of the value of Voft-
tionnl Student Organizations (CSOs) in vocational education programs has
become more visible during the past decade AM the development of new student
orgaalzations h, vocational program areas that formerly had none, and with the
release of reports and position papers by groups and agencies involved in pro
muting, supporting, and administering vocational education programs. In this
statement I %Nish to identify sonic of these recent developments, relate these
detelopments to more effective programs id vocational education, and suggest
possible legislative steps uhich would serve to further the development of the
rule of Vocational Student Organizations as an integral part of vocational edu-
cation. This statement is not intended to contradict testimony of others that may
be presented to the Subcommittee about the needs of Vocational Student Orga-
nizations. The Vocational Student Organizations included in this statement are
Future Farmers of America ( FFA). Future Business.Leaders of America
VIMA ). Future Homemakers of America (FHA), Distributive Education Climbs

of America (DE.CA), Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA), and
Office Education Association (OEA).
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VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The advent of Vocational Student Organizations began with the establishment
of FFA in 1928, followed by FBLA in 1942, FEU in 1945, DECA in 1947, VICA.
in 1965, and 0EA. in 1966. By the 197344 school year the official membership
'of the various organizations were:

Organization Membership Enrollment
Percent club

members

FFA
FHA
()EGA
FBLA
OEA
VICA

.

, - .

465, 000
439, 000
139, 000
98, 000
46,654

180,000

621,000
12, 600, 000

303,000
11, 600, GOO

(2)
31,250,000

(2)

70
16
42

8

12

1183,000 in programs for gainful employment, and 2,500,000 in consumes and home economics education.
DEA membership only from vocational business programs, and FBLA includes general business also,with both recruit-ing from the same vocational student population

3 includes 1,134,000 I. & I., 38,500 technical education, and 75,600 health education students.

Of the total student enrollment in the program areas identified above, 22.2%.
belong to a Vocational Student Organization.

The purposes and goals of these organizations, while specific to the needs of
the respective student groups, do time commonalities which can be readily
identified. All VSO's strive to provide programs of activities which develop student
leadership, social and economic abilities and related understanding. By partici-
pating in these activities, the student can acquire a belief in himself, an aware-
ness of his fellowman, an appreciation for industry and thrift, a stronger voca-
tional awareness, and an understanding of the democratic way of life and proc-
esses which affect him. Through these activities the student can gain recognition
for ibis accomplishments, be of service to his community, state and nation, con-
tribute to his vocation through being better prepared to adjust and become a
productive worker. and relate his studies to the realities of the social, economic
and work world. In these goal oriented activities are found for many vocational
students the only real opportunities for acquiring the experiences and related
competences that are essential to a well rounded education.

Quite often vocational students find that their time is limited and that they
have little or no opportunity to participate In the elective courses which develop
eivie, social and economic abilities and understanding. or to become involved in
co-curricular activities such as sports and Paml. For these students VSOs
provide an alternative opportunity, not only to grow as individuals, but also to
Participate in activities that can make school life a meaningful experience and
the vocational prOgram involvement a desirable choice.

TUE FRAMEWORK OF THE VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION'S

The organizational charts of most of the VSOs show a national office.with
elected student officers and professional staff, to assist in guiding the students
and administering the organization. 1N:e then find state associations which alsohas a slat of student officers and in most cases part-time professional staffwhich guides theNtudents In their efforts and administers the organization. Fi-
lially, the base of the organizations is the local club which has its elected slate of
officers; and a teacher/advisor who guides the club and administers its functions.
In some of the organizations there are intermediate levels serving large geographi-
cal regions, and ember lei els serving districts within the state associations. All of
the organizations require the student members to pay dues which may range
from $1.00 to 82.00 for national dues, to from $0.50 to $1.00 state dues, andto the amount set by the local club. (The state dues are based on dues in North
Carolina and are assumed to reflect similar dues in other states.) For the dues
paid various services-are offered by the national offices and the state offices, with

-the majority of the dues going to support the respective staffs and associated ad-ministrative activIties.

t4 s
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CONCERNS ABOUT THE FUTURE OF VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

The following observations are made and justified on the basis of has ing been
very active during the past four years in Vocational Student Organization ac-
tivities extending from the local club to the state associations and to the na-
tional organizations. I has e chaired a committee of teacher-educators working
with national FICA to establish the relationship of teacher-education to the
organization and its development, served on a committee of teacher-educators
working with the National Coordinating Council for Vocational Student orga-
nizarlions to develop recommendations to improve the organizations, and worked
with most of the organizations staffs in one capacity or another to des elup, Nu-
mote and improve the status of Vocational Student Organizations.

Finances.While the dues structure reported previously is not severe ou the
surface, it must be remembered that many of the students enrolled in N ocational
education are or can be classified as disadvantaged, particularly from the eco-
nomic considerations. Also, dues do not represent the total cost of belonging to
the organizations. Wearing apparel, club supplies, andequipmeut, social omits,
trips, /Contests and resulting travel for is inners who go on to compete at highsr
levels, and other items and activities which are essential to a successful club
cost/money! Fund raising activities can supply some of the resources, but time
and the ability of the, teacher /advisor to provide the motivation and allocate
his time to club work limits many-clubs in their ,effort to achieve the goals
a ailable to them through the organization. Recent moves support the notion

iitt club activities should become an,integral part of instruction in vocational
education programs.

From evidence mailable, this appears to be a sound move and a desirable one
su long as the purposes and goals of the organizations are not dIVerted from
serving the needs of students to serving the needs of bureaucracy. To inte-
grate urganiz.atiunal activities and vocational instruction curriculum studies
need to be made, curriculum materials need to be identified and, or developed,
teachers need training in appropriate methodology, and teacher-educators need
assislance in des eloping teacher-education curriculum, curriculum materials,
and methodology, Again, these efforts require financial support from sources
other than from students dues.

As indicated earlier, many of the student organizations at the state level
base only a part-time staff person who has to divide his time between other
state department dutieg and the student organizational duties, The extraordinary
amount of planning, coordinaIing, and conducting a statewide program of
student organization activities of the nature required for effective clubs de-
mands a full-time person with adequate financial support to carry out his duties
without having to use monies front student dues,

Coordination, Effectively bringing about the integration of Vocational Student
Organizations and vocational instruction requires a massive amount of coordi-
nated effort. Nearly all of the organizations base developed materials for use
by their groups for such activities as those related to formerly stated goals
and purposes. However, the task remains of developing the necessary resource
materials for use in training teacher/advisors, in des eloping teacher-educators
into ornputent trainers of club advisors, in providing construction for the VSO
student. Coordination and cooperative effort such as recommended by the ''.111
bawl Coordinating Council Task Force on Teacher Education ss cold serve to
reduce much duplicated and unnecessary work and expenses.

Recognition of Vocational Student Organisation's. Not all school administra-
tors, public officials, school boards, business and industrial leaders, and educators
are equally aware and, or cons lured of the value. u2 vocational student organiza
dons. If VSOs are to achieve their potential as an effective component of voca-
tional, career and occupational education progran&all persons in positions to in-
fluence their develokaoot must be made aware of the organizations value and
the role they base to play In realizing the potential. It would appear that at least
leg-Math e recognition of VUllitional Student Organizations NS Wild be in order. and
further that financial support to promote their effective development he provided.

Professional Develop:nen: fa Vocational Student Otgani:ation.e.In my opinion
the high percentage of vocational agriculture students lAongingb to FAA results
directly from the professional development that has taken place in nreparing
Vo-ag teachers to be successful dub advisors. In Vo-ag programs, msny of the
teachers were in similar programs In high school, attended college where club

-,'
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activities uere still stressed, and returned to provide professional club leader-
ship. The quality of national student leadership in FFA can serve to validate the
points made. All VSOs need assistance in achieving the same or a higher degree of
professional teacher/advisor development. To du this teacher education institu-
tions need to be encouraged or required to include in the curriculum instruction
designed to,develop club advisor competences. To make this a reality, teacher-
educators need assistance in acquiring the how -to -train knowledge and method-
ology, as well as identifying resource materials.

Over the weekeiul of March 7-10, 1975 VICA and selected TM teacher-educa-
tors conducted a wiorkshop in St. Louis, Mo., for other T&I teacher-educators from
across the nation who felt a need for help in learning about the process of training
cilib advisors. The vsurkshop which NN as intended to serve as a pilot effort for later
activities IN as self-supporting with the participants paying their own' ivay.
Twenty-seven states were represented, twent?-nine participated. Early reports
reflect a very successful effort in terms of meaningful Outcomes for the partici-
pants. Support for similar efforts is an absolute necessity, and should extol to
providing the means by which these efforts can be filtered down in the st es to
the local club advisors tifrough workshops, conferences and formal courscs,is part
of the certification process.

Citificulton Development With the acceptance of the concept of integrating
Vocational Student Organizations and the vocational instruction. teachers. ad-
ministrators, state agencies and the U.S. Office of Education which is to be com-
mended fur its policy statement supporting VSOs will need new curriculum strat-
egies, curriculum marterials and methodology in order to implement the concept
Research is needed to identify and develop these needed resources. Funds should
be made available which would allow these activities to precede the massive move-
ment toward integrated VS0-vocatiOnal instruction. Also. research is needed to
validate the assumed benefits that youth organizations provide through follow-up
studies and qualitative analyses of changes that result in students as a result of
involvement in club activities.

Lonslonve Conaiderations.It appears that many see FFA. FHA. FRLA,
VICA. OEA, DECA and similar student organizations as vehicles to put back
into the educational process something which has been supposedly lost over the
past few yearsstudent motivation, student desire, student love of country,
student appreciation for the work ethic, student respect for parents and teach-
ers, .among other student characteristics which we feel desirable. Certainly
this great expectation warrants legislative recognition and financial assistance
necessary to achieve it. However, may I flag a preCaution which is felt by many
to be of utmost concern by those who support legislation of this nature. The
strengths of the Vucational Student Organizations rest in their, being of the
students, by the students, and for the students and any legislation. any finances
which serve to thwart this reality may serve to do more harm than good for
the youth of the nation and as well its adults.

SII00ESTIONS FOR EEGISEATIVE CONSIDERATION

The Subcommittee is respectfully requested to analyze the following points in
terms ..*.-erall relationship to vocational education in-other considera-
tions and to the extent deemed feasible' recommend legislation iu 1-aable the
achievement of the larger objectives.

Recognize existing, as well as future developing, vocational student organi-
zations as integral to instructional programs in all career, occupational and vo-
cational education.

Allow student organizations to participate in any financial support without
administrative rules and regulations dictating controls which would in effect
prostitute their purnoses and goals.

provide the necessary staffing at the national and state level to properly ad-
..

minister to the needs of the organizations.
Require state plans for vocational education to include specific plans for in-

tegrating VSO and vocational instruction and. the tinancial provisions for im-
plementing the plans.

Recognize the extra work burden placed ti the vocational teacher who ad-
vises a club, that many of his activities take place outside the normal working
hours and days, that lack of adequate funds mans times dampens his enthusiasm
and ability to guide the club, that much organizational work, activities and

7 `")ti
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achievement programs occur during tiie summer months when he is not nor-mally on the school payroll, and that the club advisor if placed on the summerpayroll could devote fulltime to making the club a supervised summer learningprocess of particular importance to the disadvantaged who otherwise mayroam the streets in search of meaningful involvement.
ItecOgnize a national coordinating council which includes students and pro-fessionals wbo could serve to coordinate and cooperatively plan VSO jointactivities, and provide for a similar council at the §tate level.Provide for a series of national, state and local workshops and conferencesto enable the development of personnel and curriculum needs.Provide-a form- of grant-in-aid to stadentS who cannot afford to pay dues andthe cost of participating in the organizational activities. The support shouldInclude the cost of following competitive activity successes to their conclusion,even to the national level. Further support could be directed toward providingincentive awards to outstanding achievers and leaders.Set national goal of one-hundred percent involvement of vocational, occupa-tional, and career education students in the student organization for his area ofinterest.

SELECTED REFERENCES

U.S. Office of Education. "Policy of the United States Office of Education forTotational Education Student Organizations", September, 1974.National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, 7th ReportVocationalStudent Organizations, November 15. 1972.
Position Paper of the Profegsional Development Talk F'orce of the NationalCoordinating Council for Vocational Student Organization-S.-Conference, Wash-ington, D.C., January 22, 1975.

STATEMENT OF WILLIS M. PARKER, DEPARTMENT OF INDUS-
TRIAL AND TECANICAL EDUCATION, NORTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIVEE,SIrL

Mr. WILLIS PARKER. Thii,nk you, Mr. Chairman, and committee, forthe opportunity to appear. As providence would have it it seems that ,no matter what the agenda I always wind up on the end.
I-am Willis,Parker, North Carolina State University, on:the facultyof the industrial and technical education curriculum.
There seems to be providence in my coming at the end of the agendabecauseev&yone had an opportunity to say what I would- havesaid.
I think Miss Juren said much better what I would have said to thecommittee had I been in the proper order.
I do think there are some things she said that need reemphasizingand given more emphasis in the hearing than I .woult1 have givenearlier.
The doncern I have is that of the numbers of students enrolled m-vocational student organizations represent 22 percent of the studentseligible for membership. That represents about 1 out of 5 students whoare eligible for membership are actually involved in it.I think Miss Juren represents what is a good example of whatvocational student involvement in organizations can do for a 'young.,person.

' I am fortunate in the last 3 or 4 years to be very actively involved.I have done work at the State and National level as well asthe- locallevel at North Carolina State University. I benefited much myself from
I. this involvement.

3.
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At the same time I hale seen things in student organizations which
I feel are very important and need consideration in any legislative
changes or additions that might be made..

For instance recognition. of the student organizations. We have six
fine student organizations that are recognized in the policy statement
by the U.S. Office of Education.

I would like the recognition to extend also to include developing
organizations, for instance, those that might be developing at the
junior high level and would involve them in their special area. of
interest later.

We need to develop leadership in the vocational student organiza-
tions and to help our teacher educators become prepared to help these
-ads isers in the development of curriculum materials to go along with
this preparation.

As well, there is a need to make vocational student activities a part
of the vocational curriculum.

I see vocational student organizations are pros iding an element that
the vocational program needs to become what it could be and is
developing toward, making the'program more acceptable to industry
by making the students not only work competent but also socially and
economically competento fit into the organization.

When we stop and think about the tremendous support that Las been
gis en to, say, the Future Farmers of America since their beginning and
see that they invoke 70 percent -whereas in some of our brganizations
we involve only 8 percent of the stadents, I think you can begin to see
where a little bit of Federal support and parental concern and care go

long way in promoting that we feel to be a very vital 'element in
vocational education.

,Again, members of the committee, I do appreciate the opportunity
to appear.

I look forward to seeing some results from the vocational student
organizations.

Chairman PERKINS. Leikme ask Mr. Whitehurst some questions.
You mentioned your experience that 15 percent of the Federal funds

must be used under present law for disadsantaged students. and also
your experience with the work-study program.

Could you tell us whether you agree with the dis aged re-
quirements

law should bcfgontinued ?
equirements in the' work-study programs as we have t

Mr. Wirmint-asr. On the work- study, very definitely so. We are in
some very deprived areas. The work-study has kept a lot of kids ih
school.

On the disadvantaged, 15 percent requirement, Is hen this came out,
we «ere hurt, Congressman, because Ile didn't get additional dollars.
We had to serse a unique target group by the guidelines handed down
by the SOE with the same budget of the [Res ions year. We thought
we were serving the target group fairly, adequately, but we were not in
compliance with the.restrieted guidelines.

Without additional dollars it was hard to follow the guidelines.
I think Congress was wise, however, in earmarking the funds because

we are serving this target group maybe more and better than w e would
have otherwise.

71 1
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Chairman PERKINS.. So you feel the 15-percent set-aside should be
continued ?

Mr. WHITER-cam With an increase in funds, yes, sir, because that is
our biggest problem, Congressman, is additional resources.

Chairman PERKINS. i ou mentioned; Dr. Clary, in your prepared
statement the need to set quality standards for programs in
the Federal legidlation..

How would you do this? Give us an example of how you would do
this.

Dr. CLARY. Mr. Congressman, my intent in this statement was to
suggest that the regulations requiring the State agency in terms of
preparation of its plan to address itself both to quality and quantity in
terms of its overall State plan.

Chairman PERKLNS. We always thought the plan should tome from
the States. But if we are wrong we would ourour guidance here.

Programs in the Federal legislation, do you mean now that they
should. just ,be guidelines? How would you do this ? Give us an
example?

Dr. CLARY. My reference is to requiring that the State plans address
themselves to this.

The State ought to set its own quality4tandards But these quality
standards ought to be reflected,in its, State plans. That is the kind of
reference I was trying to.make, sir.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hayes, you mentioned in your testimony
the optional extended day program in North Carolina for students who
don't db well in the regular school program.

, Would you tell us more about that program ?
Mr. HAYES: Our optional school program in North Carolina was

really born of necessity. Students were dismissed, expelled from school
for various and sundry reasons.

We had to address the question as to whether or not thg school had
failed or whether the student had failed. The teachers, the administra-
tors, felt that the school could come back with a second chance and give
these students a second chance to come back to school.

Lieutenant Governor Hunt visited the ,school in Wilmington. fie
Rut one question to one student which pretty well sums it up.

He asked, "Son, why are you attending this school?"
He answered, "Mister, it is very simple. My father has terminal ill-

ness. There are six in the family. My mother can't make enough money
to keep thefamily alive. I had to get a job and go to work. I am now able
to work, help feed the family, return to,school and get a diploma."

Another student was asked why he was there. He said, "I had to
drop out of school because I had to go to work. I was dismissed from-
the family. I had to feed myself."

We asked him what he was doing.
He said, "I am painting."
"How much money are you making?"
He is making $250 a week painting and able to go to school and able

to live. "I am a productive citizen."
So our schools were born of necessity to try to keep the students

off the street. It gave them a second chance. They go back to school and
get a diploma. ,;

Aft
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Cluie?
Mr. QUIE. I would like to let Mr. Good ling ask the questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. GOodling.
Mr. 000E0LING. First of all, I compliment the Chairman. You are im-

proving tremendously in your choice of witnesses. I hope you will
have some more surprises like this Miss Juren up your sleeve. It is
always nice to have refreshing testimony.

would make one comment in regard to your testimony, Miss Juren.
I always noticed that if you had -our club program after school and
pro

terevided
transportation you got those people attending who were trulyinsted.

I am not sure how far we should'go in paying the due et cetera. I
think we should provide a way for them to have responsibility in this
whole matter and I am not sum that just giving it to them would be the
type of stimulus they should have to really do a good part in your,
program.

You mentioned the HERO group., You had the wrong words. We
have one of those groups up here on the Hill. It is entitled "Help Elect
Republican40fficials.

Mr. Whitehurst, as you can see; up here we need all the help Ave can
get. In tthe past, administrators had eliminated money for construction.

Have you been able to do anything along the lines of securing facili-
ties from businesses or any help from businesses in trying to provide
the necessary room space, facilities and so on ?

Mr. Wnrrsnrasr. Yes, sir. -This has been a particularly useful
aspect of our extended day program. We have many of these evening
programs operated in shops that are used during the day for com-
mercial purposes.

In areas like this we, have had much help through our advisory
eommittees, getting equipment and materials, consumable

wassuch as lumber and so forth from some local,industry that was inter-
ested in our program.

Yes, we have tapped that, resource perhaps though not to the extent
that we really should have.

That was a good question.
Mr. Goomixo. Thank you.
Dr. Clary, you talk about input from citizens. Could I hear "a little

on what that was, what the results were, what they wanted, what
they su ggested ?

Dr. CLARY. We have been doing this as part of our State advisory
council program for vocational education for about 5 years now.

This past year we had about 2,500 citizens involved. Our citizens
were saying such things as, "We need more occupational education
opportunities for our youngsters in the public schools."

In a local school perhaps they hav e only one N ocational area .offered,
in other cases two or three.

We feel we need more opportunities for our students to male a choice of
programs that are offered.

We feel we need more and better guidance fur the y uungsters in terms of
mnking an appropriate choice.

We need more opportunities in terms of the occupational exploration type
programs.

We feel we need more articulation and cooperation between our secondary
schools and our technical institutes in the State. /

7 1 G L
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We feel we need more luformation about programs fur citizens in our com-
munity so they can better underhand the kinds of opportunities that we have
for the citizens.

Our advisory council took these suggestions from the citizens of
the State and prepared recommendations for our State board of
education, which Mr. Hayes represents, for consideration by the
State board of education in its policy statements. and also in terms of
State planning.

We think the involvement of lay citizens-has beeil exciting in our
State over the past few years.

16. GOODLING. I understood from a woman yesterday about the
advisory councils that perhaps they w eroi't ha% ing enough of an op-
portunity to participate.

How do you make up your advisory committee?
Dr. CLARY. Our advisory council in North Carolina is made up of

12 citizens of. the State. They represent larious categories. Most of
our advisory council members are lay citizens. It is made up of men
and women, white and black.

We have some professional educators o he council. The council
is representative of the geographic, locations i our State.

Our current council members have taken a, v ry special role in terms
of tr3ing not only to represent themselves b also to find out what
other lay citizens in the local administrativ units are thinking and
the teachers and the students and so forth.

Mr. GOODLING. One last question for anyone out there.
.. When I was in administration, one of the problems seemed. to be
that for the special youngstev, for the youngster who was not very
talented, in setting up the w otk-study programs we ran into a problem
in relationship to what. the employer had to pay this youngster. It
seemed to dampen our program when they realized it was going to
be more train* than it was going to be any active or worthwhile
production for'them.

Hale you run into that problem with the guidelinAior these special
youngsters in the work-study program ?

Did that help to dampen your program for the special youngster?
Mr. WIIITERERST. No. sir, I don't think so. I haven't heard any

reports of this nature in North Carolina.
Mr. GOODLINO. In other words, you could, have placed more young-

sters if the employer didn't have to pay as much as he had to for these
_specialsonngst_ers?

Mr. WnrrEtrthisr. Right.
Mr. GooDurro. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I am going to waive the rule.
it is kind of an unwritten rule that when a member of the subcom-

mittee brings in witnesses from his own State he interrogates first.

*Mr.
Andrews, you did a wonderful job in bringing these witnesses in.

Mr. ANDREWS. More fortunate than anything else, Mr. Chairman.
. I don't want to infringe upon the time of the others here. I can talk

with theSe people anytime.
Let me, though, ask about the dues. Mr. Goodling asked aboutithe

dues. How much are the dues rOr do they vary from place to place ?
Would you answer that either specifically or generally?
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Miss JIIREN. Each of the organizations sets its own dues. .Our' organization dues are not the same, amount as FFA. or DECA. Eachorganization sets its dues nationally according to what they thinkthey can operate on through that year.
This year FHA is going to have to raise its dues, which alreadyis causino.fsome people not to be able to pay. They range from $2 to $1among the States. Even though, this doesn't seem like an awful lotof money to me, to someone that is eating on the free lunch provamand doesn't have an allowance every week, they may not be able tobe a.inember of the club.
Mr. 4:NOREWS. Let me reveal my total lack. Approximately are wetalkingrabout $20 or.$300 a year or \that ?
Miss JOIEN. Membership dues ?
MM-r. AftintEws. Yes.'
Miss JtREN. About $1 or $2 a year for each personpto join.
Mr. ANDREWS. I see.'
Miss Jrom The alumni groups and the postsecondary groups haveit higher, like $6.50 or maybe $10.a year for FFA.
Mr. ANDREWS. You asked, if I understood it, that money be includedin the bill we are presently considering to pay these dues. How wouldit be possible for the Congress to arrive at some figure that really isapparently being determined by the national organizations of thevarious student groups?
How could "we relate to Ant they want to cause us to pay theni?Miss JIMEN. That is a mind-tickling question. I really hadn't thoughtabout that question. I think more than likely it should be appropriated

to the States and then at the State level the State advisers could takethat money and divide it among that they think need it most.I don't think there should he a different limit for different States.
I think it should definitely he divided equally.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned the GAO report. I am not familiarwith that either. Apparently they were critical of the student 9rg,ani-.zations or at least some of them. 'What was that report? Can you giveone a conor get me a copy?
Miss JrREN. Yes, sir; I will certainly get yoik a copy and send it toyou.
The GAO report that I read was very critical of vocational educa-

tion completely. It also said that vocational training was educating its
youth for' jobs that did not exist and it used honie economics as an

-examiileochiclrtouched -me. It kind -of set one on fire since I am a
national secretary of Future Homemakers.

Tt use home economics as an example of a course that wasn't re-
lated ttRuture employment. It didn't elaborate in any way. It just
made that one statement:

Anyone. like Congressmen, migjmt be turned off if they don t know
that Puture Homeitakem is an all-over organization because each one
of you is ahomemaker. Look at the job that are holding.

I don't think it named any of the other vocational groups except
they said it, did develop men and women for fields in agriculture.

'Arr. A.1..zmums. I haven't read that rvput. as I already indicated.
But of course I have heard; we all have, criticism of vocational edu-

(
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cation. You hear criticism and involves
this many people and so forth.

Th6 one we hear perhaps more, than any other is tht criticism that
vocational education tends not only to attempt to train people for jobs
that, as you say, don't exist but perhaps are relatively low-paying jobs
or jobs that do nut adequately challenge the potential of the student,
too much carpentry and masonry and not enough electronivs and data
processing and not keeping up.

Would you or someone comment on that, particularly as it relates
to North Carolina ? Is your cui riculum keeping up, in your opinion ?
What. do you base it on in terms of keeping up with the needs in indus-
try and the capability of the student?

Mr. WHITEHL-EST. Mr. Andrews, within the limited resources that
we have to operate, I think we have challenged our local units in de-
veloping local plans for occupational ,education to do several things.

One is to study the job market in their immediate and surrounding
geographiv area and, y1s, even State and nationwide in terms of de-
termining what skill and training should be offered at that school.

That is one of niy jobs. I check to see that their curriculum is in tune
with the job opportunities. AO, as the act says, "student aspirations."

So we leave student aspirations on the one hand and the job oppor-
tunities ore the other. From these two we develop a plan. Certainly
in North Carolina we are pretty- much on target because we stress these
two factors.

My colleague, Mr. Tausby, mentioned a while ago the exploration
program at the junior high level. This helps.

We are not as comprehensiv e, Congressman, as we would like to be
in meeting all the needs of all the youngsters. Until we have a fairly
comprehensive program lye can't meet all of these needs.

Some people say we are training for low-skill jobs. Well, there are
jobs there:- We have different ability:level people. A youngster who
has an ability beyond the les el at which:he is training will move on,
we hope, to a postsecondary institution to a 2-year technical program.

, .So, yes, we are OK. I think.
I would think that would work better ih the postsecondary for two

reasons. One is you are more likely to get the students movin,, on there
who have the initiative and aptitude. But not only that. f don't see
how you could often: in Goldsboro, or the places where the students
physically are, courses that are more highlrlechnical and attract a
smaller number.

Obviously we don't need to train a lot of people in North Carolina
in data processing, for example, although I guess the number is grow-
ing. But I guess in the postsecondary you can concentrate and you
can bring the students from all over the State and you don't need to
repeat that everywhere, in Garner and Silas City and everywhere.
You wouldn't have enough students in the first place or enough need
for the students. You can't do that very well in the junior and high
schools Ike:Iasi., you hate to deal with tl students that are physically
located in your immediate school area.

Mr. ANDREws. I think your program also answers another criticism
of vocational education made by some and that is that the student is
too confined in his overall comprehension whereas in exploratory pe-
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riods we give that student an opportunity to make a decision when he
or she reaches the ninth grade. But also that person will have a much
broader comprehension of the skills per se.

I wish I had had that kind of an opportunity. I. might add that I
might be applying down there for your next school. if I get about
two more speeding tickets I am going to have to go to a driver training
school to get oil sonic points. So i may be applying for admission down
There.

`Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I won't impose on you further.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Quie ?
Mr. QUIE. Thank you, Mr. 'Chairman,.
First I would like to ask Mr. Hayes about the Federal money that

you receive. What is the total of Federal money ?
Mr. WHITEBURST. You-mean on the secondary, postsecondary or
Mr. Qum. No; vocational education money.

. Mr. WnrrEnunsr. Approximately $15 million.
Mr. QUIE. $15 million. How much of that is going to the school dis-

tricts and how much do you retain at the State?
Mr. WintEnuast. It all. goes out into the districts.
Mr. Qum, All $15 million goes out. That means that 100 percent of

your administrative costs come from State money.
Mr. WHITEUVEST. Yes, sir.
Mr. Qum. You are just the opposite of California where 100 per-

cent of their administrative money comes from Federal.
The amendments we have prohibit over a certain percentage of the

Federal money being retained by the State for administration.
Mr, Wintrnuast. Mr. Quie, we match 5 to 1 now. Five State dollars,

to one Federal.
Mr. QME. That is five State and local dollars ?

WnrrEnrasr. Five State.
Mr. QUIE. Five State. You finance most of your education in the

State. of North Carolina anyway; don't you ?

Mr. WHITEIMRST. Yes, sir.
Mr. QUIE. What percentage of your total elementary and secondary

comes from the State ?
Mr. WiirrEnuasr. I would think about 60-some percent, roughly.
Mr. QUIE. Sixty-some percent.
You mentioned on page 10 the program you have for outside the

regular school structure for students, how it fits into their needs.
How widespread is that availability for students throughout the

State?
Mr. WurrEnuusT. Is that the expanded day program you refer to?
Mr. OUT& That is right.

WITITEIITTEST. We have some 30 schools thronehout the State.
We began this program a year ago, this past ,Ta unary, Jarman,- of 104.
We offered 24 programs this past4 year; $8 of the 10 administrative
units in our State have them. We have several on the drawing hoard
that will begin hope fully next year, because there are dropouts out
there. ages 16 to,18, that aren't being served.

Although this training is expensive it is not as expensive as the al-
teinative. which is crime. delinquency, et cetera.

42-945-75vo1.1-40-
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One unique feature of this program, Mr. Perkins, that hasn't been
brought out is that we handle this program a little bit differently. We
don't teach "Macbeth" per se. We don't teach diagraming sentences.
We don't approach English that way. We don't approach math the
conventional way. We approach it from a practical, realistic stand-
point. 'We approach it from a relevant standpoint. that makes some
sense to the student in terms of what his needs are; we zero in o
the-individual as well ashis occupation.

We found that youngsters find this refreshing in terms, of our ap-
proach to them. That has really been the secret to this night program.

Mr. QUI.E. I didn't quite get that ; 38?
Mr. IVIIITEITEMST. 'Thirty-eight night programs.
Mr. Qum. How many schools is that?' School districts?
Mr. Wirntnunsr. This would be in 38 different school districts.
My. QrIE. What percentage of the students, in the State can be as-

sisted in those 38 school districts?
Mr. WinTEHrasT. I wouldn't know how to guess on that one.
Mr. Quill. How many school districts do you plan to have the ex-tended day program?
M. WnrrEnefts.r. Our plans for next year are just coming in. I

don't lotow,that. But in my district alone I operate one of the eight
districts in North Carolina. Over half of the units in my district
are.pdanning or have already started a program.

Chairman Pnitalfxs. Mr. Mee ds ?
. Mr. NEEDS. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.

I would like to take the opportunitY to commend the State of
North Carolina, particularly North Carolina State University, for its
continuing and abiding activity in the field of vocational education.

It is one of the leading States in the Nation in the field of voca-
tional education. North Carolina State University is of course on the
leading edge of That. Sc that really puts you ahead.

Your member on this committee, Mr. Andrews, has been very help.
ful and has been a constant champion of vocational education.

I have onestions in three categories.
First, Dr. Coster, I as particularly struck by your testimony and

the testimony of every 'witness at the table about the importance of
teacher education, administrator education.

I ain glad to see the young people who are.presently involved at your
university.

I felt fora long time that until the infrastructure of the education
community was infiltrated by administrators with some vocational
technical, education background we were not really going to. make
vast differences in the educational machinery.

Education is being administered today largely by academicians still.
I feel the importance of EPDA, particularly in 'the field of training
administrators.

Would you like to* Comment on my concern about. this, Dr. Coster?
Dr. COSTER. MrtMeeds, I tbinkthe concern you have is still a great

concern. We are trying tp integrate,what is still a real problem through-
out the country.

Mr. MI:Ens. I think you would agree with me, Dr. Coster, that the
training of vocational educators and administrators at the Yocal level

721.
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and at the higher levels is probably one of the most important aspects
of our whole effort in the field of vocational education ; would you
not?

Dr. COSTER. I think it is a most important area. That is why we
moved into it at North Carolina State.

Mr. Mu:Ds. 'If it is not the most, it is certainly one of the most iii
poytant areas.

Yet are you aware that the adrainlstteation has proposed doing -away
with this funding entirely?

Dr. Coma. You mean the EPDA?
Mr. MEEDs. For vocational education. EPDA. The President's

budget this year calls for a great big goose egg. .

Are you aware of that?
Dr. CosTEn..I am very much aware of this. I have been working

with the staff on EPDA for;, years now. At the present time we are,
working on an evaluation of impact of the section 553 program, part F.
So I am aware.

Mr. MEEns. Are you aware, that the administration is asking for
a. complete doing away with one of the most important aspects of tita

entire field of vocational education?
Dr. COSTER. I think of all the fields I have been connected Kith in

the past 15-20 years or longer than that, this program is one tlit,t has
had a definite impact. -

I think it has had a lasting impact. I think I can document from
various States I have visited where impact has been made and it would
not have been possible without the 553 program and 552.

Mr. MEEns. -My next question also goes to rocational educators. We
had some rather graphic testimony festerday about 'sex stereotyping
and sex discrimination in vocational education.

There were illustrations of how there were no men in sonic courses
which were generally considered to be for women and really no women
in courses which were generally considered to be for men.

What is North Carolina State Universityand whoever wants this
hot potato may answer it--attempting to do to change the stratification
and stereotyping which clearly is occurring in the field of vocational
education ?

You must bdthe lowest man on thetOtern pole.
Dr. CLARY. That is exactly right. I have been at North Carolina

State in teacher education exactly 2 months now. So I am the lowest
Mali.

Mr. Congressman, I would like to speak to the vocational agri-
culture program, which has been considered over the years a program
for boys and men.

In North Carolina, agriculture programs have been opened up to
women without discrimination, we think. In terms of some of the
specialty types of programs being developed whiclr particularly
involve boys and girls, we are to the point where approximately 10
percent of our students enrolled in vocatyional agriculture in secondary
schools are girls at this point.

Wo have in our teacher preparation program women as well as men
who are going to become teachers of vocational agriculture.

J
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Mr. MEEDS. Yes. Of course we both realize that just opening up
programs isn't going_to be sufficient. What are you doing in terms of
outreach ?

Are you doing anything to prepare y our students who later become
vocational educators and administrators to try to get them to
open up these programs when they go out ?

Is there any kind of outreach going on- at the State university
which will begin tki end this discrimination and the stereotyping
which is apin clearly taking place?

This is where it has to start. It has to start with you people.
'Mr. CArSDY. Mr. Congressman, I won't answer that. But I ,would

like to say that at thejumor high level I am telling all the young men
today they had certainly better learn to sew and cook.

Mr. MEEDS. That is very good advice, very good advice.
Dr. COSTER. We intend to have 4n-occupational analysis prOgram in

terms of what the requirements are as far as sex. Hopefully this
will result in job reorientation. This is one of the thine, Mr. Meeds,
that I addressed in my testimony.

One of the things that we need is to eliminate the sex bias. The
students are being asked to work harder on the question of needs anal-
ysis in terms'of trying to determine what the needs of people are.

Mr. Mums. Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to have these
people respond in writing as to what they feel as vocational educators-
the State universities and schools of vocational education can do to
help us break down the barriers of the stereotyping which has
occurred.

Chairman PrAxixs. All right, without objection.
Mr. Mans. It doesn't have to be too elaborate. But give me some

Idea of what you think can be done at your.level.
Chairman PERKINS. Would you, send a letter for the record and

a copy of it to Mr. Meeds in response to his question, gentlemen ?
Dr. Coma. Yes, sir.
{Information req0sfed follows:]

NpRTII CAROLINA STATE 'UNIVERSITY,
June 13, 1975.

MM. CARL D. PERKINS,
rhairman, Committee on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on Elementary,

Secondary, and ,Vocatiolial Education, House of .Representatitcs, Washing-
ton, D.C.

DEAR Mit. PERMNS: During the "hearing on Cateer. Vocational, and Occupa-
tional Education:' before the the Subconimittee on Elementary. Secondary and
Vocational Education several weks ago, Mr. Meeds raised the folliming question
and requested Inc to respond a little later in writing:

"What do you recommend that the State rniversities and Schools of Educa-
tion do to eliminate sex stereotypes in the Vocational Education areas?"

My thoughts are attached.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely,
JOE It. CLARY,

.Coordinator: ,
Attachment.

NEED FOR FEDERAL FUNDS TO SUPPORT TEACHER EDUCATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCA-
TION IN THE UNIVERSITIES

The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 contained the following key points relating toteacher education:
(1) Provided an appropriation for cooperating with preparation of teachers

of agricultural, trade, industrial and home economies subjects;

t-j!
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(2) Required the Strite Boards in each State to pro-tide in its plan for the
training of teachers, supervisors, and directors;

(3) Specified that the training must be given in schools or classes uptler pub -
lie or control ; and

(4) Specified the types of persons eligible to receive such training.
Tlib programs and couperatise efforts between State agencies and universities

as a result of such funding was good and continues that way in many States to
the present time.

however. fewer and fewer States are using lIderal vocational education dol-
lars to continue this supPurt through State Boards of EdneatAon. It is my belief
that such support and encouragement is still neededperhaps much more than
ever beforefor the following five reasons:

(11 A high percentage of teachers in seine program areas (particularly in
Trade and Industrial Education) are recruited directly front the trade. business,
or industry to go directly into teaching. It is essential that assistancepith teach-
ing skills be provided as rapidly as possible.'

(2) Technical onnpetence in teaching occupational skills is essential if the
programs; are to continue to meet both the needs of the student(s) as well as
the work-world. Teacher educators assist in identifying these changing skills
and in arranging for technical subject matter to keep them updated.

(3) Teacher education functions essential to occupational edneation include.
recruitment, teaching, research, curriculum development, placement and follow-
tip, and In-service training of employed teachers.

(4) It is essential that state level administration of occupational education
programs, local school unit administration and teaching, and the pre - service and
in-service training of teachers be closely coordinated. ,

(5) Teacht r surpluses hme_never applied to most areas of occupational educa-
tion. Therefore,, recruitment of potential teachers for pre service education
is essential. . -

The teacher education, functions and activities either spelled out or implied in
the above reasons are expensive functions and ilea \ ides and are beyond the
traditional regular university functions and du not lend themseh es to the normal
faculty-student ratio type of formulas.

Thus, direct Federal funding is essential to assuring these functions and
activities. -,

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, r
D SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,

INDUSTRIAL & TECIINICAL EDUCATION,
Raleigh, X.C.

Reference . Rouse Sub-committee on Vocational, Occupational and Career Edu-
cation Ilenriiig on Maruh IS, 1975Congressman Carl Perkins, Chairman.

Question . (ByCongressman Lloyd Meeds, State of WashingtonParaphrased.)
"In view of previous testimony before the Sub-committee concerning sex
bins In education. what can Universities and Colleges of Vocational Educa-
tion do to hreak down stratification and stereotyping in vocational, occnpa-
tional and career education?"

Response : By Willis M. Parker
I do not profess to be an expert In the field that this question invohes, and

the comments that will be made here are based on observations, some knowledge
at actual circumstances, and personal feelings and philosophy.

I am totally in sympathy with the plight of women and their efforts to attain
full recognition ad a Human Being with self-determination and freedom of
action. I oppose any curtural, social, or legal partuneters which prevent females
from realizing their fullest potential, given the, personal incentive to' do so.
Likewise, I am totally opposed to any forced determination of life decisions for
Others, in that I believe the opportunities and the Real bases for making proper
dechslons should be made available to male and female alike, then each indlvhl-
ital should make their own decision based un natural inclination, Drastic results
can emerge from a blind effort to achieve homogeneity out of a hetrogeneous
mixture. Yet, I realize that shmetimes the only Real way to get off dead-center is
to precipitate an over-reaction. /t is my sincere hope that the "so-called" women's
lib movement doesn't force legislative action which can result in a loss of civil
rights. It Is my feeling that much progress is being made, as women In general
become more aware of themselves, and that indirect means would be more effec-
tive. While I don't' have any suppOrted recommendations, I would submit sonic
considerations.
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cox s ;mum° S

1. Begin developing an understanding In the cadre of vocational and occupa-
tional teachers through support of teacher' education efforts in "philosophy".
a much neglected phase of iucational teacher development support of the same
effort in terms of guidance service personpel (Career Guidance) training'; and
in-service work with teachers. By helping our educational staff become emu-
Petent to deal Mall the problems associated with sex-biasing and stereotyping.
we can do more effective good in the lung haul than can ever be accomplished by
"percentages". Put more support into teacher education, guidance counselor
trailing. and in-service training of teachers and counselors now on the job, as
wall as administrators and supervisors of these people.

2. Authorize and Support an organized effort to use the Media to Sell the
Equality of sexes and the opportunities that are open to them through ease his-
tories. (An example of how effective the use of the Media can he is seen in the
patterns of enrollment in college programs as the economy and social conditions
eh nge. )

3. Authorize and support the respectivd states to establish a full time staff
position. such as the one in the Division of Occupational Education in North
Carolina. which has the responsibility of oerseeing a-statewide progishm of Re-
education and Enlightenment. A person with appropriate background could do
much to effect a change in attitudes'and related understandings.

4. Finally. the Congress could put some teeth into its long time recognition of
the need for adequate , counseling staff by providing some monies to HIRE.
additional people: It appears that too few states have the fiscal fortitude to divert
scarce educational dollars for this purpose.

5. Another avenue which might be eonsidered is Vocational Student 'Organiza-
tions, the topic of my Initial testimony. The social and cultural encultura don
opportunities that these organizations offer make them certainly worth consid-
ering as a part of any effort tp break -down the barriers related to stereotyping
and stratification by Sex. The jntermingling that takes place tends to stimulate
anderStanding and hceeptanee.

Respectfully submitted,
WILLIS M. PARKER.

Mr. ILtrEs. Mr. thatrman, I would like to respond in part measure
to Mr. Meeds' question in reference to sex discehnination.

The State board of education has gone on record in vocational pro-
grams and hale established a staff position in the vocational depart-
ment to speak specifically to sex discrimination in the vocational pro-
grams in oar public schools.

Workshops and conferences. have been held thpirghout the State
in which they ire-speaking to this very problem. WW e are seeing a grci4
many of our,classes in the vocational areas that are now having nixed
sexes in them, "Girls" classes have a great many boys. "Boys" classes
have a great many girls. The auto mechanics have girls in them.

Mr. MEEfis. Very good.
MI:MAI-Es. It is 'Inning into the public schools because of impetus

from the State board of education.
Mr. MEns. Thanks very much.

, Chairman NIIKINS. Mr. Risenlioover?
:Arr. RISEN1100VEL I (1911% have any qtlestions, Mr. Chairman. I just

want to make an obsen at ion and I w ill yiellthe,rest of my time to Mr.
Meeds to continue his questioning. '

I would just like to observe to ;% ot folks how we had difficulties with
the administration in the cause of education all the way across the

° board.
I would like to recruit your help for our HERO club, "Help Elimi-

nate Republican Officials."
Mr. XEr.ns. "Thank you" to the gentleman.for yielding, I would

say we.hail a rather successful year lakt year.

Ct4
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One final question. Denise, I would like to commend you for your
testimony and your dedication in the youth organizations.

As a national advisory member of
youth

I am particularly con-
cerned about the youth organizations. In your testimony you said that
the organizations ought to be named.

Did mean to imply that they, the six existing organizations,
ought to be the only ones ?

Miss JVREN. Our national council jneeting in February, all 1 of
our national officers from across the "United States were in attendance.

`Before we came up to the "fill to talk to our Congressmen we talked
about this. We felt that since the vocational student organizations
have been in operation, not all of them, since 1928 and the only ones
that have been mentioned by name in a vocational bill are Future
Farmers of America, who have received Federal support, ne thought
it was important that since we have worked since 1928 to become
nationally recognized and to the point where we are today. that «e
ought to be, mentioned by name in the vocational education bill.

These arethe only six organizations that are nationally recognized
and we feel they should be mentioned by name.

The idea is that if these organizations, other ones, become nationally
recognized, they could be 5idded onto this.

Mr. MErns. I think maybe We are saying the same thing.
Would you like such language as the following?
"The following named elubs" and name the six"but not limited

to." Otherwise you are doing what we politicians have often been
accused of doing: gelp,ing your own pet project in.

Clearly-we have in the youth field' in vocational education -other
ehtks that could be formed in specific areas, for instance in the health
education field, in which vocational education has a vast potential.
There is no ,youth organization there. They might want one in the
future.

So I hope you are not saying that we ought to limit this to the six
existing organizations.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Clutifitan PERKINS. Mr. Andrews?
3fr. Axnams. Mr. Chairman, this is pdrhaps off the subject. But

a lady from Raleigh told me over the weekend about Mr. Smith and his
son Robert who were driving into town and they had an ailt,9mobile
accident and Mr. Smith was killed and Robert was severely injured
and carried to the hospital.

It was determined that surgery was required. So they sent 'for the
Surgeon.

The surgeon came and looked at Robert and said, "I can't operate
him. That is my son:"

So hovx can that be ? I thought and then I said, "Well, I don't
know."

"bit an in-law ?"
They say,"No; no in-law is involved."
I said, "I give up. I don't understand Icow it can be."
Mr. MEEDS. Sex discrimination.

6

Mr. ANDREWS. I find myself guilty of what yoti are referring to,
innocently. But nevertheless, I plead guilty. I guess most of us are
and I guess that is why we didn't get more specific answers.

e
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N

I thinlahe problem is not so much law as it is a matter of innateness
within all of us. I think general education will have to overcome that
more than specifics.

But nevertheless I look forward to a copy of whatever letter you
miglit send. If you can answer that one. you will dO better than I did.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie?
Mr. CUTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will .get back to my. questions I had before.
What It'am interested in is what percentage of the students have

an extended day program available to them?
.What percentage will ybu be serving when your fill- blown pro -

gram is put into operation?
iThat is really what I am interested in. Perhaps you could-submit

that for the record.
If you do. would you also send me a copy. individually?
Sometimes I have trouble getting it from the record.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Quie, I understand you are talking about the tar-

get group of students in the optional schools?
Mr. Quiz. That is right.
Mr. }L ms. We in North Carolina have a relatively high dropout

rate in our public school systems.
Mr. OVIE: I noticed that in-the testimony.
Mr. HAYEs. On page 4 you will see that we have a statistical report.

About 311;2 percent of students in high school are dropping out. That
is 21,700 students, I think my figures are correct. dropping out of the
high school programs in the State of North Carolina.

We inauguratea this program to try to stop some of the drOpouts in
this program. So we would have a target group of about 20,000-plus
students in the initial year.

We have moved ahead rapidly on this program. This year we have
-increased it about 50 percent. The legislature last year. seeing this
program in operation, give us $5 million to expand occupational edu-
cation in our middle-grade schools but also to expand this program
in the optional schools. ,'

We have spent about a million dollars of that money in expanding
this year. .

We expect. favorable action on the budget, $22/0 million of State
funds to go into this program, which we anticipate would bring in
about. 2.600 additional students.

So if vie can meet our target group Are, could possibly have between
4,000 and 5.000 students in optional schools throughout flip State of
North Carolina by the end. of the next school year. That would be 15
percent or more of our potential dropouts that we have in our school
system.

Mr. Qt1E. Yotuare equating-21,000 as the dropouts in one year?
Mr. HAvr.s. In one year; 10th, 11th and 12th grades.
Mr. Qum. Those who avail themselves of the optional day program .

are not necessarily those who dropped out that year but cover----A.
IIAvEs. It could cover a year back or 2years back. But if they

are bo,ond age 18 the community college systetn is geared to pick them
up and give them either a general education diploma or carry them
to other vocational programs they may be interested in.
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Mr. Qui:06-, 17-, and 18-year-olds.
Mr. HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr: Quiz. Are some of those ones who are anticipating dropping

out rather than those who have actually dropped out?
Mr. HAYES. Yes, that is true. They are students who for various

reasons are, behind in their class. If they see it is impossible for them
to catch up and make progress in their regular class this year they can
%drop out, go to the night school, comeback in'next year and partici-
pate in the regular school program in theregular class.

Or these students are behind in our regular classes, one or two
classes, in their junior .year. They can gotito night school and make up
this deficiency that they have in the regular year and go on. and con-
tinue in their own classes ana not have to repeat the year that they
would otherwise have to repeat in public school..

Mr. QUIE. In the rural areas I would imagine it would not be possi-
ble to have a program like this within commuting distance of any-
body? Or do you have some within commuting distance?

Mr. HAYES. In. Samson County, in Mr. Whiteliurst's area they just
asked for a program for this county. I bad misgivings about it. I told

' them, if you can make it succeed in your county it will succeed any-
where in the State of North Carolina."

I went to his country and talked to his people, talked to the advisory
committee. the school superintendent and the school principal and
the school board.

They have one of the most successful programs in the State of North
Carolina. It is predominantly rural area and it is looking good.

Mr. QUIE. From how far an area do they draw students?
Mr. 1 -DYES. I iroaaine they bring s in 15, 20 miles or more.-
Mr. Quin. They drive themselves?
Mr. HAYES. They drive themselves.
Mr. QUIE. Does the State reimburse the or transportation ?%
Mr. HArts. No, sir, it is on their own., hat is one thing the State,

board is looking into, can we not find some way to provide transporta-
tion for these students beyond the regular school day. I am hoping
that we can do something of that nature.

Mr. QuIE. It me commend you for an excellent program. It sounds
to me like an outstanding program for the students who are really in
the greatest need, mho have dropped out of the secondary school.

Mr. ILtYEs. Thank you. It helps our dropouts to get a productive
job and get a high school diploma and go to ;v6rk at the same'time.

JrA A "nntws. Samson County is traditionally the Most Republican
county in North Carolina.'

Mr. Q,-tr.. If it works there, it will work anywhere.
I heard about the fellow in North Carolina who became a Repub-

lican. They asked him, "How come ?" He mid lie had learned how
to regd.

Let me ask you about er aluation and the responsibilities of the law
that is given to student advisory committees, to what extent has your
evaluating committee evaluated programs ?

Dr. CLARY. Mr. Quie. I formally worked with the State Advisory
Council of North Caroliint I have been quite close to them over the
past 5 years.

7 2u
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Our citizens advisory council, which is made up of citizens who havefull-time responsibilities in other places, is made up of such dedicatedcitizens that theygive from 1,2 to 20 days of their own time each year.In terms of evaluating it is a matter of advising the State board onthe State plans but they also get out into the schools and observe the' instruction that is going on, talk with the students, get into the busi-
nesses and industry and talk to the people who are advising the studentsand make their basic evaluation in that way.

In addition they have contracted' for some spec ific evaluation stu-dies in terms of the status of programs in the State ant so forth.But the evaluation I am personally excited,about is the individualcouncil members getting personally involved in some firsthand evalua-.tions in terms of working with citizens of the State.
Mr. Quiff. How does that personal evaluation get transmitted to theState Board of Vocational Education or the director ?
Dr. CLARY. The personal evaluation from each of these menders -comes at the regular sessions of the advisory council. Sometimes bothin written, and in oral form. Thus is compared with the kinds of find-ings of the other council memberd This sometimes leads to additionalquestions and studies in local communities and so forth from theadvisory council members themselves.
It also gets involved with what we call our annual forums for occu-pational education where we try to get citizens involved and theadvisory council accepts recommendations nut to them.
It makes such recommendations to the Board of which Mr. Hayeshere is a member, which studies the recommendations. Then the Stateboard determines its activities in terms of policies a d so forth interms of responding to the advisory council's recomthen lations.
Our council has felt quite goOd about the State boa 's _actions inresponseto its recommendations.
.Nfr. Quiz. Could werhave a- copy of the State board's actions inresponse to its recommendations so we can see?
Dr. CFARY. Yes, sir.
[The information requested follows:]

,

'
NORTII CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY.

June.13,1075.}Ion. emu. D. PERFINS,
tIPChairman. Committee on Thlyeatton. and Labor,"Subcommittee on Elcmenjary,*Secondary, and Vocational Educallon, House of Reproaentativa, Wahltingt .ton, D.C.

DEAR gin: During the "Nearing on Career, Vecationni. and Occupational Edu-cation" before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and VocationalEducation a few weeks ago, you requested that I send you a copy of the recom-mendations made by the North Carolina State Advisory Council on VocationalEducution last year along with the responses of the State Board of Education.The report is attached.
It was a great honor and pleasure to appear before your Committee. -I wish to thank you for your creat interest and support of vocational edn-Cation and for your leadership in this area.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Attachment.

7 2 6

JOE R. CLARY.
Coordinator.
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DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF NQRTH CAROLINA STAID ADVISORY COUNCIL on VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

Recommendation Current action -Proposed future action Time frame

I. That the State Board of Edur..p.
bon set up a task force by
Mar. 1, 1975, to critically ex
amine occupational education
for the disadvantaged and

'handicapped at the secondary,
Postsecondiry, and adult levels
with instructions to report back
to the board within 6 mo. The
task force should incluIe repre-
sentahves of vocational rehabil-
itation and similar agencies.
The State Advisory Council
would also like to receive this
report..

. -
2. That the State Board of Edu-

cation require -local boards of
education to hold public hear-
ings on local,' and multiyear
plans before submitting them
to the State board, that all local
board members be required to
sign the local plan before sub-
mitting it to the State board,
and that encouragement be

2 given for the involvement of
local advisory committees in
the Mending process.

At present, there is no require-
ment for local public hearings.
on the Local Planfor occupa-
tional education.

Fiscal year 1976 Local P1 in re-
quires sienature of chairman

a

of local superin-
tendent only. Fr al year 1976
Local Plana ties that the
Local Plan was adpoled by the
Mal board.

The appointment and use of lo-
cal committees has
been tenuously encour-
aged. Fi I year 1976 Local
Plan requites the listing of ad-
visory council members and
position, and certification by
chairman and suoelintendent
as to committee involvement.
There is no oresent require-
ment by the State board for,a
local esdvisory committee;
however, theltate Plan (pt.
I, 3.21, p 67) encourages in-
volvement of agencies, or-
Imitations, etc., in the de-
velopment of the Local Plea

used on Public Law.10-

A task force will be recom- lune 1975.
mended to the State board
for appointment in June 1975 -
This task force will be com-
prised of persons from occu-
pational education, excep-
tional children, compensa-
tory education, pupil person-
nel servos, community col-
leges, vocational rehabilita-
tion, social services, classroom
teachers, and field personnel
from human resources Mem-
bership of this committee will
be drawn from individuals
who served on 3 S11111131' inter-
agency council which was
functioning somt2 yr ago, as
well as others.

Stafestaff will develop, for adop- Do.
boa by the State board, a

policy requiring local boards
of education to hold a public
hearing annually on the Local
Plan.

Since certification indicates
adoption by the local board, it
appears that signatures of the
chairman and superintendent
are adequate. If the public
hearing requirement is
adopted, the 2 signatures
should be adequate. No fur-
ther action is suggested.

The State board will be asked to May 1975.
adopt a resolution "Encour-
aging all LEA's to appoint oc-
cupational education advisory
committees and utilize said
committees in devgjopment
and iMPlementation'of local
plans, and that names and
Partimpition continue to be

-*edified in,Local Plan."

76).
sit:Iona! all.day meetings were-..
- conducted in the fall of 1974

for the purpose of involving
local directors. advisory cdun-
cil members, and public in-
formation persons in develop- .

o Ins citizen participation in
Local Plan, development. A

cil seminar was conducted last
statewide Lay Advisory Coun-

, August.
3. That procedures for the plan- Coopfiation with and involve-

mg process for occupatipnal mini of these agencies in
educatien programs at both encouraged at both State and
State and local levels be set' local levels A formal State
forth in such a way as to agreement exists between the

* demand the active involvement ESC and the State board qn
of all agencies which defficip manpower and student infot-
arid handle manpower data, mation and testing services.
allocate vocational resources, An informal working relation-
and/or operate programs, It, ship exists with vocational
manpower (CETA), VC Om- rehabilitation.
ployment service), vocational
rehabilitation,1tublic.school and
college work-study officers end
private agericies where 'they
exist:And that a workshop be
planned and conducted by the,
State agency to develop* and,'
initiate such a olannmg process.

. 4:;

3 1

There, is a question AS to
whether the Stale board or
local boards have authOrity
to demand active involvement
of other agencies in State or
local plans.

The State board and tOcal boards July 1975
will require planners at each
level to consult and emirate
with other agencies.

se,
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DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL. EDUCATIONContinued

RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF NORTH CAROLINA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIONContinued

Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time frame'

4. That eitouragement be ex-
tended to vocational teachers,
especially at the technical in-
stitutestitute level, for taking the In-
itiative to promote food rela-
tionships with. employers of
program graduates and with
the public at large.

0

S. That the State Department of
Public Instruction increase
its efforts in maximizing
availability and accessibility
of programs to the individual
student and that exploratory
programs (including intro-
duction to vocations) be
expanded.

.

Secondary vocational teachers
are encouraged to follow up
progiam graduates 6 mo after
completion of their course In
addition students are en-
couraged to contact vocational

.teachers for additional assist-
ance with employment. Ono of
the goals of occupational du-
C311011 at the secondary and
postsecondary levels is for
vocational leathers to follow
up program graduates 6 mo
after completion of a course
and to continually offer to
students; upon request. as-
sistance in locating employ-,
ment.

At the secondary level and post-
seGondary level vocational
teachers in increasing num-
bers are being involved in
local advisory committees for
the purpose of community
in-put. Also teachers are be-
mg involved in annual forums

. which involve the public at
large

The Stale board has requested
approximately $23,500,000
for tht,1975-77,biennium to
maximize the availabilitY and
accessibility of occupational
education.

Local plan projections. and data
reports indicate that signifi-
cant gains are being made.

State plan projects needs for
A greater availability ES pro-

grams
Fiscal year 1976 proposed

State Plan (pt. II. sec. 2.0,
p. 18) reflects options avail-
able to the individual student
in a school as follows:

16 2 3

0 ......
. 1 ......

2
3.,.__
4
5
6
7... .....
8

12

20
61
70
76
85
37

7

3,1
1. 6
C.

16. 1
18.
20.0
22.
9.13
1.8

CODE
1 equals number of program'

areas offered.
2 equals number of schools

offering.
3 equals percent of schools

offering.
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Present-activities listed under Annually.
current action seem to pro-
vide the necessary guarantees
and each will be applied to all
future action.

The State board will conttnueto WM.21
make funding requests of the
General Assembly.

There will be continued leader- Annually
ship exerted by the Division of
Occupational Education to-
ward increasing the avail-
ability and accessibility: of
programs.
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RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF NORTH CAROLINA" STATE ADvisoujouncii ON VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION Continued

Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time frame

6. That the State Board of Educi-
(ion analyze the concerns
expressed by citizens of the
State in the annual forums
and develop spectic steps to
illtvillf-trese concerns and
.problem- These _steps
should be outlined in the
State plan for the following
fiscal year.

Ideas and souestions from 1974
occupational education fo-
rums included:

1. High schools and technical
Institutes should work to-
tether and quit competing,

Progress is being madesin
articulation. Present proj-
ect in operation: James
Sprunt Technical Institute,
Doh County Schools.
Also, top longrange re-
search priority for post-
secondary schools. (See
sec. 40, fiscal year"1976,
State PISn, Notre mireas
'and Research).

2. Inform the people4bout oc-
cupational education.

There is a conbn61ng goal
of involving and inform
ing people. Statevilde
seminar on ethiscey
council involvement eon-

. ducted, followed by
district meetings of local
planners and local public
rtormation oprsons. Qn
Intnerimg a,* msrntsgrig
people in local planning.
Both State and local plan-
ning involves more people
in development.

3. Bring programs up to date.
Update progeamsa gen-. eral goal. Local boards

have a responsibility in
this.

4. Bring equipment c; tn date.
Update equipmenta gen-

eral goal. local boards
have a responsibility in
this.

5. Provide local director for each
county.

Of the 149 LEA's, 129 or 87
percent have part. or
full.time, local directors;
20 LEA's are saved by
parttinie planners.

6. Provide fuli State funding,
Trends are in direction of

full State funding. The
55,000,000 funded by the
last legislature in addi-
tion to middle grades
funding are examples.

7. Better guidance is needed.
Vocational guidance now

funded; presently 866
ma n. months protected for
fiscal year 1976. This is
an option of LEA's.

E. Increase comm u nications with
business and industry.

Emphasis toward" more in-
volvement through spon-
sorships and advisory
groups. Local Pin re-

_ quires listing advisory
council names and

9. Do more evaluation.
Evaluationcurrently a

requiremoht for
special programs in local
plans. Statevdde *value,
tion'efforttsee response
to Advisory Council,
recommendation 17.

The& State Board of Educe.. June 1975.
Iron annually analyze the con
corns expressed by citizens of
the State. These steps should
be outlined in the State Plan
for the following focal year.

732::
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RESPONSE TI:j RECOMMENDATIONS OF NORTH CAROLINA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIONContinued

Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time frame

10 Continue programs during
summer.

There is a continuing em-
phasis on summer pro-
grams, especially where
teachers are employed 12
mo, also optional/ex-
tended day alternatives.

11. More emphasis on youth
organizations.

Added emphasis on youth
organizations a$ reflected
in sec. 11.0, (new) pt. I,
and in secs 2.0 and 40
of State Plan. Also assur-
ance statement and LEA
assessment summary in
Local Plan.

12. State people should do More
visitation, supervision and
evaluation.
State staff persons are

doing more visitation,
consultation and evalua-
tion in the field.

13. Increase funding.
Funding, hopefully, can re-. rnain at p resent levels at

to511-"Statirentitlferal,
14. Provide more opportunities

101 girls.
More opportunities for girls

are opening due to Pub-
tic Law 92-313, title IX,
and to conscientious ef-
fort in this State toward
elimination of Sex-bias in
occupational education.
Also State research pro-
gram entitled "New Pio-
neers" to study and
make recommendation
on this topic. (See sec.
12.0, p1. 1, State Plan,
also sec. 4.0, pt. II.)

15. Provide 12mo employment
for teachers.

12 mo 'employment for
teachers is presently a
local decision.

16. Need stronger State policies
and guidelines.

A trend is toward stronger
State policies and guide-
lines; State board polic'y
as reflected, in State
Plan and Fiscal/Statistica
Guide.

17. More professional develop-
ment for teachers and ad:
mist rators.

Added emphasis toward
professional zlevelop-

. ment of teachers; ItImin-
istrators. Staff position
on certification of occu-
pational educatiortteach-
ers is functioning, Duties
and minimum qualifica-
tions of staff, and person-
nel development policies
outlined in pt. II State
Plan. Staff development
is headed up by an asso-
ciate director. (See secs.
9.0-13 0, fiscal year 1976,
State Plan.)
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RESPONSE Ttl RECOMMENDATIONS OF NORTH CARONINA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL
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Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time irate

7. Thata major study of the ade-
quacy and currency of equip-
ment for occupational educa-
tion piusrams in the secondary
schools bk undertaken during
this fiscal year. The study re-
post should .also outline how
equipment is to be obtained, a
system for maintenance and for
upgrading the quality of the
equipment, phasing out ob.
solute or unsafe equipment,
and provision for a deprecia-
tion schedule.

't. Thatthe State Board of Educa-
lion Ilevelop an appropriate
mechanism for assuring that
exemplary projects grow out
of research findings pr
demonstrate promising oc-
cupational education prac-
tices and also develop a
mechanism for dissemination
of findings and for imple-
mentation into regular pro-
grams across the State.

9. That a task force be established
(secondary-postsecondary) to
examine articulation improve-
ment and that one considera-
tion be the establishment of a
system of challengo exams in
eacn subject area across the
State at the postsecondary level
to establish a uniform basis of
advanced placement.

It. State board policy should
prohibit arbitrary assign-
ment of students to occu-
pational education pro-
grams or courses.

No present State board
policy on arbitrary as-
signmentIV pupils. LEA
and loud school decis-
ions.

19. Provide more publicity on
local programs.

See response to No. 2.
Presently equipment having a

value of 5= or more is in-
ventoried to meet a Federal
requirement. Conditions,
quantity, or adequacy of
major equipment has not
been recorded.

Purchase and Contract, Depart.
merit of Administration, has
purchasing procefures Well-
ed out in their manual.
Provisions for disposal of ob-
solete equipment are also
provided in the manual.

A depreciation schedule. is of

) I 111116,

from whatever sources, are
made available for replace-

...melt
Maintenance varies consider-

ably because machinery up-
keep has beep a local re-
sponsibility.

All applications must include
in formation on research proj
ects upon which the proposal
is based.

The proposal must be innova-
tive and have application in
more than the local school
situation.

Provision is included in the
proposal and budget to pre-
pare and disseminate appro-
priate information relative to
the project.

A pt. C. project has been imple-
mented with Duplin County
schools feed James Sprunt
Institute to determine a sys-
tem of articulation between
several occupational program
areas being conducted at the
secondary and postsecondary
levels. steenn2 committee
is heTping five direction to
the, project. The committee
includes personnel from the
LEA, the technical intlitute,
Department of Community
Colleges, and Dapaninant of
Public Instruction.

A Department of Community
Colleges, pt. D, funded project
is being conducted between
Vaince-Granville Technical In-
stitute and the surrounding
counties to study the man.
power needs and to determine
;curriculum needs in the LEA's
and the technical Institute.

A survey,ivill be conducted to 1975-76.
ascertain adequacy and re-
cency of major equipment.
Also an estimate of equipment
neededwill be included.

Copies of particular portions of Fall 1975.
the Purchasing Manual will
be reproduced and distributed
to LEA's to Manly procure
ment procedures and disposal
policies.

Maintenance sessions will be 1976-77.
conducted by major machin-
ery manufacturers on a re-
gional basis in the State In-

higher eat/cation personnel
(and postsecondary) will be
considered.

Current action will be continued Annually,
and strengthened.

A pt. D project in the Fayette- July 1, 1975.
. vdle City schools will include

a component on articulation
with Fayetlevillt Technical
Institute.

The organization of a State c.intmber 1975
level secondey and post.
secondary articulation task
force will be includt0 as an
objective for 1975-76

4

4
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Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time frame

10. That the Lay Advisory Council
seminar be continued on an
annual basis.:

11. That a study be made of the
effectiveness of having allocated
15.000.003 at 100 percent on an
A014 am; in fiscal year 1975
fqr
the public

oceujuschoolstional 4ducabon in

1.

Projected as in-service activity Conduct, on an annual basis._ Annually
in the fiscal year 1976 North
Carolina State Plan for Oc-
cupational Education. p. 136,

p1. H:
Resources identified

and
Information provided through Continued evaluation of utilize- Do.

local plans for occupational tion and effectiveness of non-
matching expansion funds.

Continued funding requests Biennially.
from the General Assembly.

education, as well as through
existing data collection SYS-
tems, indicate that the
S5,000,000.allocated at 160
percent on an ADM basis in
fiscal year 1975 for occupa-
tional education is having the
following effects:

1. Local units projected the
expenditure of 5486,658 for
extended day prOgrams (in
addition to man-months and
other resources). Full-time
staff, part-time hourly in-
structional materials and
equipment, student transpor-
tation and other appropriate

,,, expenditures were indicated.
The mejority of the 2,000-plus
students served by the cur-
mestImpasalig.prvalusate...-
Gent ttniTiOns tiiiS311 Tunis.

2. Approximately $60,482 was
projected for the continuation
an implementation of 'occu-
pational awareness prpgrams
in 16 LEA's. These programs
indicated that they were to
operate in accordance with
the State Board of Education's
policy on career education.

3. A total of $376,695 was pro-
,. muted f or occupational ex-' ploration programs. This

included additional funds
to maintain and/or expand ex-
isting programs in 24 LEA's'
and the implementation of
new or.expanded activities in
27LEA's. Approximately 42
full-time positions are -bens g

- supported through these funds
and are serving approximately
5,481 additional studentseThe
nonmatching expansion funds,
in combinatien with other
State and local resources, are
providing expanded services u.
to 95,008 students in this area
of instruction. Much needed
supplies, instructional mate-
rials and equipment, as well
as funds for student field trips
and other areas oilseed have
been at least- partially met
through the nonmatching ex-
pansion funds made available.

4. The remaining $3,576,165
was projected by LEA's as be-
ing utilized t o expand and im-
prove existing occupational
programs in grades 9-12, as

a
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RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF NORTH CAROLINA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL
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Recommendation Current action Proposed future action Time frame

well as the implementation of
new programs. Approximately
99 instructional positions are
presently funded through
these funds, with all,prw,ram
areas represented: These
new positions are serving ap-
proximately 5,757 additional
students. The equivalent of
15 lull -time local directors
have been funded from these
resources, thus,providing ad-

, Mona! le odemiti p at thelocal
Met in the planning and de-
velopment of occupational ed-
Ucation programs,

Numerous LEA's are utilizing
these resources in short-term
contracts with tradesperson:,
businesses, or industry to
Proiide instructional services

'otherwise unavailable to

1

' students.
Up " until this fiscal year, re-

sources for regular occupa-
tional "education programs
have been provided ih the
form of man-months or
teacher positions; thus new
Protams wrro- beton with-

12. That a report on the progress
of recommendations made by
the State Advisory Council on
Vocational Education be made
to a joint meeting o f the council
and the State Board of Educa-
tion not later than May of each
year An explanation of any,
recommendations not accePtell
should be made at this meeting
and also be reported in the State
Plan in the official responses of
the board to the council's
recommendations.

out sufficient funds for neces-
sary equipment, materials,
and other needs required for
their proper implementation.

Nonmatching expansion funds:.
have been utilized to a large
degrfie in providing the
greatly needed equipment,
supplies, instructional mates
riots, and ether appropriate
needs for these programs.

It has also enabled programs
heretofore operating with ob.
solete equipment to update
labs by acquiring the type of
equipment students will be
utilizing on lobs. It has also
helped LEA's in moving
toward meeting OSHA stand-
ards mandated by North
Carolina requirements. (LEA's
have budgeted 31,664,339
for equipment expenditures
at MI levels and 1679,197 for
materials and- supplies at all
Welt.)

A joint meeting of the State This will be an ,annual cc- Annually.
Advisory Council on Vora. currqnce,
tional Education and thy State
Board of Education is being
held Apr. 2,'1975. Copies of
the responses of the State
board will be. distribute4 at
this meeting and presehted to
the State board for adoption
on Apr. 3. Alter approval, the
moonset will be inoinded in
the- fiscal year 1976 State
Plan.

62-945-715vol. 1-47
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13. That action be continued on
recommendations 2, 3, and 4
made in the annual evaluation
report for fiscal year 1973.

Recommendation 2 (fiscal
year 1973): That the State
Board of Education make a
major study of the occupa-
tional education needs and
aspirations of students en-
rolled in grades 9 to 12 in
the State for use es a major
input in planning.

Recommendation 3 (fiscal
year 1973): That a task
force of secondary and
postsecondary occupational
education personnel repre-
senting all major occupa-
tional areas, selected ad-
ministrators, and other
relevant persons be ap-
pointed to examine oppor-
tunities and techniques for
curriculum articulation of
occupational education pro-
grams between the 2 levels,
including a clear statement

P I 41 I

Extensive efforts have been
made by, LEA's through their
long -radge local-plans for a-
cupational education to deter-
mine needs and aspirations as
an input into planning.

See fiscal year 197,4 recommen-
dation 9.

Development of a design to cap- December 1975.
lure the needs and aspira-
tions from the local plans and
correlate these into a signifi-
cant identification for State
level planning by each of the
respective program areas.

or.acle, PI tp aaa'11
recommendations as are
needed to enhance this
effort.

Recommendation 4 (fiscal
year 1973) That a major
study of the professional
development needs of
teachers and administra-
tots and opportunities for
meeting these needs be un-
dertaken by a special task
force for the purpose of
assuring that adequate
plans and resources for
maintaining high quality
instructors are available.
This tisk force should in-
clude representatives from
the State staff, teachers
from each of the major oc-
occupational areas, local
directors and teacher edu-
cators and other relevant
groups.

14 That efforts be continued to,
provide staff development (in-
service) for gilidane* personnel
through work experience in
business and/or industry and
that tqa Slate Board of Educa-
tion require ian internship in
business and/or industry for
initial certification as a
counselor.

15. That each local administra-
tive unit be required to show in
its local. plan that they are
presently meeting the needs of
their studinits in each school
for occupational education pro-
grams or courses or that they
are making substantial progress
toward that end

A State Advisory Committee for
Personnel Development is
functioning. The committee
includes representatives from
teacher education, Depart-
ment of Public Instruction,
Department of Community
Colleges, local education
agencies, business and indus-
try.

Slate board action 'includes an
in-service workshop for gut
once counselors during the
summer 'of 1975 to include
work 'aperient* in business
or industry.

Current local plans require
student aspirations, man-
power needs, current course
offerings, ant proposed course
offerings. It is felt that these
are indicators of meeting
student and manpower needs.

7 3

One of the objectives of the State Annually.
Advisory Committee for Per-
sonnel Development for 1975-
76 will be to develop ! system
for personnel development.
This will include preservite as
well as inservice programs.

A task force from the State Ad- Do.
vlsory Committee will be ap-
pointed to design ways for
more involgernent of teacher
education institutions in the
total personnel development
system.

The framework for the design of Apr. 28-30,
a personnel development sys 1975.
tem will result from a nation-
wide personnel development
workshop to be held in Ra-
leigh, Apr. 21-30 ;1975.

Consider an annual in-service Summer, 1975.
workshop,

A proposed competency based Spring, 1975.
program in counselor educa-

tion to include work ex-
perience to be submitted to
the State board.

Unless tecommendation is fur-
ther clarified beyond what
appears on pages 4 and 39 of
the Annual Evaluation Re-
port, Fiscal Year 1974, Slats
board is unable to take other
specific action.
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16. That occupational education
youth organizations continue to
be co-ordinated and strength-

, 4- *nod through Statelevel leads r-
shiTi and that the State board,
in its move to eliminate fees,
look seriously at State support
for youth otganization fees, et-
penally for.disadvantaged
students.

For more than 3 yr, the State
advisors of the various youth
organizations have mot fre-
quently to discuss common
Issues and concerns and to
cooperatively plan and co-
ordinate efforts lq, strengthen
the youth organizations-in-
dividually and collectively.
Some of the major develop-
merits that have occurred
from these efforts are:

1. The preparation of a pro-
posed policy state ment on
youth organizations for con-
sideration by the State Board
of Education. This policy
statement was ultimately
adopted by the State Board
of Education in February
1972, and distributed to all
superintendents, prinCiPals.
local directors of occupa-
tional education and occupa-
tional education teachers.

2. Formation of the North
Carolina Occupational Educa-
tion Youth Council. This
rmtnril it rnmprielerf
student representative from
each youth organization plus
the State advisor of each
organization. The major pur-
poses of this council are to:

(a) Create and promote
among students, teach -
ors, administrators, and
the general public an
apppreciation for and an
interest in occupational
education and the related
youth organizations.

(b) Promote the planning
and implementation of
activities for the common
welfare of each organiza-
tion.

(c) Promote communication,
cooperation, and unity
among the various orga-
nizations.

3. A Leadership Development This conference will- be con-
and Planning Conference for ducted on an annual basis.
all State officers of each orga-
nization we planned and con-
ducted at the R. J. Peeler FFA
Camp at White Lake in the
summer of 1974. Plans are
underway for another such
conference in 1975.

4. The Youth Council student This activity will be continued
members were extensively in fiscal year 1976.
involved in Occupational Ed-
ucation Week observance In
1975. They served as pages in
the General Assembly during
the week and local groups
were brought to the General
Assembly for recognition
from the. House and Senate
galleries.

The February 1972 policy will September 1975.
be redistributed to superin-
tendents. principals, local
directors of occupational ed-
ucation, lenge rs, local boards
of education, and local ad-
visory committees calling 4
their attention once again to
the importance of this activity.

The activities of the North September 1975 -
Carolina Youth Council will May 1976.
continue to be'su_pported and
tfrongthonle4 Th. vnuon
Council will endeavor to work
cooperatively with other
youth groups ape develop
model situations in various
schools 'across the State for
all student activities.

c
6 6 ,

July 1, 1975.

Spring, 1976.
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17 That the State board midi*
local and State educators to
develop and stile specific profi-
ciency levels to be achieved in
each program area and then
properly assess the reaching of
these proficiencies by students
through an annual evaluation
processhed as part of the State
accreditation procedure.

5. A leadership development
packet of teaching resources
for occupational education
youth organipt:Ins Is being
developed for sntual use
statewide. Other epsjn the
proposed, process tor imple-
menting include an institute
form-servicing teachers to be
Involved in a field test of this
material, inderricing of staff
members in the Division of
Occupational Education, and
thoventual dissemination of
materials along with in-serv-
icing of all occupational edu-
cation teachers rid other

-,i)ctupational personnel.

6. Occupational education youth
organizations have always
been open to all students;
however ! perhaps the disad-
vantaged (educaticipatiy

have Often been excluded for
various reasons.

A procedure for Identifying the
desired exit skills of students
enrolled in each course In the
7 occupational program areas
has been mishilthed and is
being implemented by occu-
pational personnelln4 eastern
LEA's. Results of the efforts
will include specification of
beproficiencies tobe achieved by students co-
operatively determined by
educators, employers and em-
ployees from the business,
industrial and agricultural
communities.

27 LEA's (20 percent)Includ
ing approximately 45,000
students, 800 teachers, 200
prthcipals and guidance per-
sonnel and contol office ad.
ministratOrs--a ref currently
involved in the 1st year of a
3year field test of an occu-
pational evaluation process.
One of the major components
of the process is the testing of
the cognitive proficiency of
students enrolled in occupa-
tional courses using 1st-draft
astnsiment4F.P;:g>.

3

This packet will be distributed September,
upon validation to all otcu- 1975-May,
pational education teachers, 1976.
and staff will work with the
teachers in its implementa-
tion.

Revle* of the polity for paymeit t
of club dues with the notion
that perhaps this policy can
be amended to provide dues
for the economically disad-
vantaged.

Revise supplementary Youth or-
ganization materials to incor-

u> porate strategies that would
'Increase the effectiveneas of
Involving disadvantaged stu-
dents in club activities.

Review the leadership develop-
ment packets to include strat-
egies for providing leadership
development activities for the
disadvantaged.

Provide youth organization "ad-
,visers and teachers with in-
service experiences necessary
to develop competencies for
invnivingdturiv

Have the State advisors study
and make recommendations
regarding State financial sup-
port for youth organizations.

Implement the procedure de- 1974-77.
scribed under current action
for 30 percent of the specific
courses in each occupational
program area by summer of
1976, and complete for the
remaining courses by 1977.

Solicit the assistance oflhe com- March -June
posits program area State 1976.
advisory committees in vali-
dating the specific proficiency
levels to be achieved by stu-
dents. `

During fiscal year 1976 and fiscal 1975-77
year 1977, the remaining
LEA's (40 percent each year
will participate in the 2d and
3d year of the field test with
revised instruments and pro-
cedures.

One significant revision includes
the use of performance profi-
ciency testing procedures In
lieu of cognitive proficiency to
which the current inetrImiAtI
are limited.

At-lhe completion of the field
tests, procedures and instru-
ments will be available for
annual use by each LEA and
the State agency,in assessing
the Inputs and outputs of
occupational education pro-
grams.
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11. That the State board urge and
monitor compliance with the
Occupational Safety and Health
Act in classrooms, shops, and
laboratories in 'which occupa-
tional education. programs are
carried on. '

f.

;

The Field Support section with-
in the Division of Occupa-
tional Education has been in-
volved with OSHA activities
since July, 1973.

The North Carolina Labor De-
partment is charged by the
U.S. Department of Labor to
monitor compliance : 'since
local school systems are re-
sponsible to the North Caro-
lina Department of Labor, the
Field Support section can
only provide assistance upon
all of an advisory nature.

During the past year, meetings
have been held with area
directors, local directors.
teachers at summer confer-
ence, and students (pre-
service -within the University
system):

The Labor Depllment has
cooperated wit services and
free materials.

2 meetings were held during
fiscal year 1974 with deans of
Schools of education on this
problem. In addition, dis.

19. That the formula for alloca-
tion of teacher education re
sources by the State Board of
Education be studied and that

tenfirr-ertecatioir Prinrarrs-hrr-
expanded and strengthened.

20 That the State board concen-
trate on more and better pre-
service and in-service education
for teachers of introduction to
vocations.

uuaanio run a,..11.1 II, I

deputy attorney general.'
Opportunities were given to

each intioduction to vocations
teacher to be included in all
staff development activities
of occupational excilorAion

fiscal year 1975. 7 re-
gional meetings were con-
ducted with introduction to
vocations teachers across the
Stale involving the State di.' rector and chief consultant of
occupational exploration to
better determine future needs
of introduction to vocations
teachers and possible changes
in certiCcation requirements.

.
Proposed future Oben Time frame

The occupational 'education 1975-76.
commitment for OSHA will be
maintained at past levels. The
identified needs will be ac-
commodated upon a request
basis.

A recommendation on possible June 1975.
improved uses of these
moneys will be takth to the
State Board of Education prior
tolut, t, J.

Introduction to vocations teach- September
ers will be included in all staff 1975-May
development activities de- 1976.
signed for improving instruc-
tion in grade.s 7-9.

Mr. Quth.11y last que*Stion : On the advisory councils, is there enough
money for them ? Do they feel pinched for money ?

Dr. CLARY. Mr. Quie, in terms of the number of States=let me spea1
in terms of two kinds of categoriesin terms of North Carolina and
then my observations in tern's of other States.

In North CarOlina we have been quite blessed in terms of the State
advisory council because of the number of youngsters in vocational
programs.

There are some States which have an allocation to operate advisory
councils of about $30,00Q per year or so.

Evaluation is quite expensive. If you talk about 12 to 15 lay people
in terms.of getting involved and if you are going to haxe any staff at
all, this is totally inadequate.

Mr. QUIE. Whose testimony is this? Dr. Clary.
Some of the others talked about teacher education as well. You

mention administrators, too.
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With the supply of teachers that are available are the teacher train-
ing institutions looking for a place where persons can secure jobs
or is it necessary for the Federal Government to assist in the vocational
education area now?

Or does it sort of take care of itself ? The training is available,in
the institutions 'of higher education for the people who,are needed
the system.

Dr. CLAurMr. Quie, I am not sure I can give you a good response
to that question.

Traditionally, beginning in 1917, the emphasis, in the vocational
education legislation has been on the preparation of teachers as well
as the skills.

I think part of our concern is the transition maybe in terms of the
higher education institutions in picking up their responsibility for
those teacher educators.

We are quite concerned about this, Perhaps as contrasted with other
areas, we are still in a real shortage in terms of vocational teachers.
We have an acute shortage in our Sate,

Mr. QcrE. I recognize that there is a shortage. That has been the
problem all along. I think we have met the need with specific money.

I am asking now why it is necessary.
Dr.CLARY. Would, you help me respond to that, since you have

, been iR teacher education a long tithe ?
Dr. Cosign. What I am 4i-tying may not be popular. But I am hoping

that institutions will more and more pick up the responsibility for
'Ctraining- vocational' teachers. This is true in North Carolina. Nortli

arolina State University is assuming more and more of its re-
sponsibility.

The funds ate made available through teacher education programs
to get programs started. In many' States, this is what-, these funds°
have beck used for. Then the States and universities have picked up -
the funds. There' are some States where there are limited funds for
vocational education. They haven't been able to pick up the cost of
treinino- at the State

Mr. QUIE. So it sounds to me like you have an ontimigtic approach.
Dr. Com.n. I chn see some changes. For example, in Congressman

Perkins' State; in Kentucky, Western Kentucky University, they
started with a EPDA program and a center for vocational education,
and now they are picking this up. Bpt it is seed Money that is needed,
to keep on.

In States where there is a great need for training programs, ltere is
where the money can be used to moye fast at the colleges and univer-
sities where it is definitely needed.

Mr. Qurr... Dr. Coster, I vant to commend you on some excellent
questions you raised in your testimony.

How do we get the answers ?
[Folic:411p information submitted for the record follows:]

NORTH CAROLT'NA STATE irxTVERBITT.
June 13, 1975.

Hon. CARL D. Ptaicrics,
Chairman, Committee on Education and,En'bor, ,subcommittee on Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education, Howie of Reprettentatim, Waahiny-
ton, D.C.

DEAR M. PgsErxs: During the "Hearing on Career, Vocational, and Occupa-
tional Education" before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Veca-
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tional Education several weeks ago, Mr. Quie raised the following question and
requested me ttr respond a little later in writing:

"Why is there a need for federal funds to support teacher education in Voca-
tional Education in the Universities?"

My thoughts are attached.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely
JOE R. CLART,

Coordinator.
Attachment.

IDEAS O.P. WIIAT STATE UNIVELSTITES AND SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION CAN Do TO
ELIMINATE SEX STESI:OTTPESAIN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION AREAS

(1) Recruit both male and female students into all types of occupational edu-
cation teacher education programs.

(2) Recruit both male and female faculty members for all types of occupa-
tional education teacher education Programs. -

(3) Encourage prospective teachers to recruit both male and female students
into their classes when they become teachers.

(4) Serve as "critics of the passing scene when sex stereotyping is evident
(5) Cse only, as student teaching centers those schools which du not discrimin-

ate on the basiS of sex.
0) Design and deTelup curriculum materials emphasizing the elimination of

sem stereotypes. . -
(7) Conduct tLy both students and faculty) research to examine the extent of,

reasons for, and methods to eliminate,, sex stereotyping.
Dr. COSTER. I brought Dr. Drewes along here to tell you about that.
Dr. DREWES. My. name is Donald Drewes. I am associate director of

the center. My responsibilities there at North Carolina State have
to do with looking at planning and evaluation in vocational education.

I haye used that information in management for improving eftec -.
tip eness'and efficiency. Thesd studies have let us to make three recom-
mendations that I would like to put forth.

The types of questions you have been asking, Mr. Quie, require
a degree of information and fineness of information that it is difficult.
for vocational education to provide.

So we would like to recommend that the Congress, if they are con-
cerned with getting answers to questions, pay some_attention to the
recommendation in II.R. 3037 for the development of a national voca-
tiornil education data systeni..

I think if that data system were to be developed nationwide, it
would provide additional information to answer your questions on
what is the current state of vocational education.

It would also indicate what perhaps should be the future status of
vocational education in the sense of planning. That is a long-term type
of recommendation. We are not going to see immediate results.

If Congress is really interested in providing some answers on a
short-term basis, maybe they should think about two things.

One would be a status study of vocational education that would be
perhaps I would suggest a sample of the types of course information,
student informatio , staff information, property information and ex-
penditure informati n in vocational education.

That would Pro ably have to be done either by a local State
educational agency or at the school basis.

We would recommend also that Congress give some consideration to
an impact study of vocational education if Congress isinterested in the
long-terM benefits of vocational education.
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They should look at people whOleave the program and look at their
current employihent status and their wages and the training they have
had since leaving the program and the methods used to find employ-
ment, first job acquired after leaving, time required to secure first job.
These are the types of information we will need to allow national
assessment of the quality of vocational education.

I think uses you could make of this could be to determine the
comparative benefits of vocational education for various target groups
and compare programs and by -geographic area, which is what you
were driving at, to determine sensitivity to economic fluctuations,
which is very difficult for us to cid now.

This -would determine the economic impact of vocat al education
among the disadvantaged and determine whether the vocational pro-
grams have &differential impact on rural and urban areas.

There are a number of methodologies that can be used that I would
beliappy to speak to if anybody-would be interested.

Mr. Qum- To what extent has Project Bale line come anywhere near
providing any answers?

. Dr. DREWES. I think Baseline has been valuable to the extent that it
has pointed a finger at rettlizing problems that exist in the provision of

fit
national data.

These problems center around lack of uniformity in,State reporting
practices. There is a great disparity in tlinefinitions that the States
use, for example, in defining what is a vocationakeducatioh student, or
vocational education program.

Seventeen States report that they require a specific number of
contact hours in the secondary program before you qualify as a voca-
tional education student.

Twenty States only out of thfifty require specific hours in
postsecondary.

If 17 States report that they requhe a specific number of contact
h6iirs one of ,the problems is that the number of enrollments in voca-
tional education does not determine the amount .of contact that they
have had with vocational educational.

A student may be counted as an enrollee if he has had 3 hours or he
may be counted in some States as an enrollee, one enrollee, with ol er
30;plus hours.

So with just head counts von don't get really accurate information
on the exposure to vocational education.

I would recommend some kind of uniform reporting system of data
for vocational education.

Mr. Qrar. In order to secure information on the national level we
need to go to each State in order to find out information.

Shoal it be secured by somebody completely outside the States sort
'ofin the way that the national assessment for educational is
going on now

Should it be the State board of education?
Should it be the State advisory,council ?
Should it be the State University of North Carolina, for instance?
What do you see as the proper organization to provide that informa-

tion so it will be most valuable to people who want to make decisions
'based on it? - !.

4
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Dr. DREWES. I would think that ultimately information would have
tcHlow from the schools at the local education agencies. They are the
ones that are the delivery systems of eduAtion. They are the ones that
keep.the data on the students.

But any system to worjt in the long run is going to have to have the
cooperation starting from the local level through the States and then.
the States providing information to the national level.

Ithink one problem in the" use of information that we have been
looking at at North Carolina State is that there is a great difference
in the simple ,reporting of information and using the informaticm in
decisionmaking.

So often vocational education information is simply reported on a
conipliance basis and there is not really the use of that information in
the decisionmakin,g. That I think would really improve the quality of
vocational education. -

I think this is something that is a distinct problem. I think there are
advances being made in this. I think much more needs to be done.

Mr. Qum Who draws it together out of the State?
Dr. DREWES. I think it could beithe responsibility of the State edu-

cation agency. Either it could be colfected at the kcal level and aggre-
gated at the local- level or it could be collected at the local levels and
sent up to the State.

The States could then process the data and send it back down,to the
local. This is a much more efficient .way to do it because the locals do
not have the investment in the processing equipment, the computing
equipment, that would be required..

They submit this aggregated data up to the States. They tlien simply
have to make an investment hi the collection.

Some States, Tennessee being one, with their student followup they
have done a very admirable job. The locals fill out information in a
very simple form and that form is then sent back to the State. It is
tabulated:

Mr. Quin:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have had some good witnesses this morning.
I want to ,compliment Mr. Causby for a good statement.
ChairmariPERKINS. I,want to thank all of you and es'peeially cqm-

pliment Congressman Andfews for bringing such a distinguished
panel of -witnesses before this committee.

You have been most helpful to-us in writing this legislation.
I want to assure you, in conclusion, we have no more dedicated indi-

vidual anywhere than Congressman Andrews, whomqou all know.
With your assistance and with the assistance of COligressman An-

drews, Congressman Quie and others on this,committee we are going
to produce, a bill thatTthink you will all be proud of.

I thank you allwerimuch.
Mr. QUM As a Republican, I join with7ou in the commendation

of Congressman Andrews.
Chairman PERKINS. The commi ee will recess until tomorrow morn-

ing at 9 :30.
Thanks to all of you.
[Whereupon. at 12:03 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at"9 :30, a.m., Wednesday, :Nardi 19, 1975.]
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1975

HOUSE DP REETESESTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF Tilt. COMMITTEE ON tDLICATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., phrsuant to recess, in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. 'Perkins (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present Aiepresentatives Perkins, Meeds, Lehman, Blouin,
Zeferetti, Mottl, Hall, Quie, and Good ling.

Staff members present : John Jennings, subcommittee counsel and
Shirley Mills, staff assistant. '

Chairman PERIcINS. This is a continuation of the hearings held bythe Subcommittee on Eleinentaq, Secondary, and VocationalEducation.
I am delighted to announce we have with us today Mr. James A.

Harris, president of the National Education Association.
We are going to hear from you first, Mr. Harris, and then Mr.

William C. Geer, executie director of the council for Exceptiotial
Children. He is accompanied by Mr. Frederick J. Weintraub. Thenwe have a law student.

I want to announce that a quorum is present. We will now hear fromMr. Harris.
Go ahead, Mr. Harris.

STATEMENT OP TAMES A. HARRIS, PRESIDENT, 'NATIONAL EDU-
CATION ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY LANCE LUJAN, GOV-
ERNMENTAL RELATIONS STAFF

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Perkins, members of the subcommittee, I am James4. Harris, president of the National Education Association.
NEA, with over 1.6 million teacher-members, is the largest profes-

sional organization and the largest organization of public employeesin the United States.
The NEA has 'an affiliate in every State as well as some 9.000 local

affiliates. When these organizations are included, NEA represents a
combined membership of 2 million teachers.

The National Education Association has always expressed its con-
cerns on vocational and career education, seeing it as an integral part
of the edncational process for all children. This concern is reflected
by our membership as it expresses its through the following policy
statement, Resolution 71-12, Vocational and Career Education.

(741)
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I wanted to point out that I have 31r. Lance Lujan with me. I in-
'tended to introduce him. He is from our Governmental Relations Staff.

The National Education Association believes that preparation of
children for careers, vocations, and productive jobs should be a basic
policy of education. Educational programs should be developed for all
children which will assure equal opportunity for career and occupa-
tional development. A. continuing program for training, retraining,
advancement, and promotion should be provided to out-of-school youth
and adults.

The Association also believes a goal of education is to provide all
individuals, preschool through adulthood, an opportunity to become
effective, productive citizens. The career education concept must be
interwoven into the total educational system to achieve this goal. The
Association supports vocational and technical education as a major
component of qareer education and further supports incorporation of
these components into traditionally academic courses.

The Association will seek legislation to provide a comprehensive
national manpower development policy, as the basic foundation for
vocational and career education, with appropriate funding to provide
instruction and practice in the practical arts and sciences and adult
basic education to a minimum of eighth grade competence, and to im-
prove the presently inadequate and underfinanced programs and
facilities.

The Association supports legislation to provide open funding of
stipend education to migrant families through any local manpower
office according to need. The Association supports legislation to pro-
vide total funding of adult basic education for migrants in any State.
It will also assist its affiliates in implementing similar programs and
legislation.
- I would like*to emphasize the NEA's essential position as set forth in
the first sentence of the resplution : "NEA believes that preparation of
children for careers, vocations, and productive jobs should be a basic
policy of education."

-NEA believes that many of society's ills are a product of the neglect
of many of our children in tchoolneglect of their needs and interests

- and neglect of the means by which these needs and interests may be

served.
Historically, our schools have sought to prepare our children either

for an academic futurecollege preparatoryor for the ,world of
work as definedand looked down uponby the academically oriented
school authorities.

We. need to turn this whole perception and means of operating
around. In the first place, college orientation and work orientation are
not mutually exclusive, and they should be integrated in the cur-
riculum-of the schools. Second, we need to upgrade and make relevant
to the technology of the day the career preparation courses that we
offer.

Each child must be provided, from an early age, the opportunity
to be exposed to a wide range of career chbices with which he might
not come in contact during his nonschool' experiences. This will re-
quire the development and implementation of new curriculum models,
often cutting across imaginary boUndary lines that have been arta-
fically built into the present system.

74
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These models and.metliods must remain flexible in order to adapt
to a changing technology. We must not stagnate and do children the
disservice of teaching them concepts which will become obsolete be-
fore the children reach the job market where the concepts should
'apply.

Moreover, these models must be put in use through the entire edu-
cation systemelementary, secondary, post-secondary, and adult tram-
ing and retraining. Apd the models must be incorporated into the
traditional education process.

The changing concepts of the world dictate that we be flexible
enough to give the student of the future the ability to interweave
vocational- career knowledge with more traditional bodies of knowl-
edge as he sets his life plan.

We are aware that the subcommittee is considering two bills which
have already been introduced and that at least another two bills will
be put in., We find several provisions in these bills which we whole-
heartedly support in principle.

The State grant program for career education awareness and plan-
ning is vital. Particularly important are the provisions for prepara-
tion and inservice training of teachers and counselors, development
and acquisition of needed materials, and development of integrated

ccurriculum for career exploration and preparation.
We approve of the variety and comprehensive nature of activities

which may be funded under State plans, such as hi,oth school voca-
tional education programs, training for those who haA &left high school
and are available for the job market, retraining of persons already in
the job market, vocational education for the physically- handicapped,
and so on.

Teacher preparation and retraining, including advanced academic
training, are critical components of any comprehensive work study
program, as are supplementatl stipends for students in particularly
disadvantaged situations.

The concept of encouraging the development of extra government
research and dissemination centers is appealing. Experimentation in
such institutions could be fruitful and could advance the national
goals for meaningful vocational and career development.

We also believe it is the Federal Government's responsibility to
assist curriculum development activities at the State and local levels.

We support the development of programs which help young people
bridge the gap between school and work by offering meaningful train-
ing and job opportunities.

We believe that locally run vocational education programs should
be coordinated with manpower training programs.

We favor the establishment of National. State and local advisory
committees to oversee the administration of vocational education pro-
grams. Slich committees must be broadly based, reflecting the needs
and concerns of the community, management, labor, and vocational, .
educators. Since vocational education programs are designed to im-
pact local communities, local committees must. -be heavily involved in
the development, implementation, and evaluation of the programs.

Some of NEA's concerns in the area of vocational education are not
adequately treated in the bills offered thus far. We would like to dis-
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cuss these concerns at this time and urge the subcommittee to include
appropriate language aslhe bill is beinideveloped,

All vocationaglulcation programs most be available to those of
limited English-speaking ability. The bills before this subcommittee
do not deal specifically- w ith the problems of people who are bilingual
or whose primary language is other, than English. Availability of all
training, job opportunities, funds, and so forth to those of limited
English-speaking ability must be specifically built into whatever legis-
lation is enacted.

The ESEA amendments enacted last year included a 1-year program
authorization for bilingual vocational training. 'We recommend that
that program be incorporated into s ocational education legislation and
exkended.

NE .A. believes that stipend provisions of any vocational education
legislation must be fully funded and must be available specifically
to migrant workers. Adult basic education programs must also be de-
sianed for and delivered to migrant workers.

All training and retraining programs for vocational education of-
fered by teacher preparation institutions or other agencies must lead.
to certification. All full-time teachers of vocational education who
derive the major part of their income from teaching must be certif-
icated. Any noneertific.ated skilled resource person who teaches in a
vocational education program must work under the supervision of a
certificated teacher.

The number o counselors in elementary and secondary schools must
be substantially increased and their training upgraded to enable them
to deal with the integrated academic and vocational curriculum we
ad% ocate. Counselors should be specifically included in teacher train-
ing programs under vocational education legislation.

Unions and management should be encouraged under vocational
,education legislation to participate fully in the design and implemen-
tation of vocational education programs at the local community level.
Only in this way can we insure that students are being trained for nec-
essary ,jobs and that their training will count toward becoming fully
licensed in their chosen field of occupation.

,Legislation must specifically prohibit counselors and others from
tracking students into job training categories by sex. Presently. girls
are still being directed tow arts such occupations as beautician and food
service, and away from electronic and mechanical fields.

Finally. I would like to reiterate that crucial to any reform of the
traditional N ocat ion a 1 education programs and provision of meaning-
ful occupational training is teacher preparation.

Voo at iotral education has been institutionalized since the Morrill
Act was amended to provide such training in 1907. However, voca-
tional educationand %ocationnl educatorshave not been part of the
mainstream of American education. Rather, they have developed as
stepchildren.

We must change our perceptions of the nature of and need for
vocational programs. They are not stepchildren; they are fullblooded
siblings in the American education family. In training and retraining
teachers for Vocational prograrris, we must acknowledge that the voca-
tional aspects of a student's education are likely to be of more use to
him than are the classics.
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After all, only 1 of 3 high school graduates goes to college; the
other two enter the work force directly. We must recruit into teacher
training institutions individuals who believe this philosophy, and
then train them to do the best possible job in training the young people
in schoolsand retraining out-of-school adults to contribute most
efficiently to the productivity of the national economy..

I want to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to discuss
our views. We will be happy to answer any questions you might have
and to work with you to develop legislation.

Mr. Morm. Thank you very much for your statement.
Are there any questions of Mr. Harris at this time?
Mr. Quie?
Mr. Qum. First, Mr. Harris, it is good to see you again. Thanks far

coming here to testify- before this subcommittee.
Mr. lamas. Thank you.
Mr. Qt-LE. Could I ask you to give me your definition of career edu-

cation the way you would like to see it defined? My reason is that it
tends to be a term that is misunderstood by so many people I think it
would be helpful if the president,of NEA could lay out his under-
standing of the term.

Mr. Thrum. I see career education as broader in scope than just
the vocational training program. It must include all aspects of what
it would take not only tolielp a person identify a field, prepare him
for those related kinds of skills that lie might need in order to be suc-cessful in a particular career, and certainly all the aspects of the voca-t ional training program that would prepare him to carry out that
job.

Mr. Qrxz. In your understanding of the teachers you represent, out-
side of the vocational education teachers, how would they look atcareer ethicationt

Let me give you an example that bothered me. A few yeas agoI
believe it was 1969I spoke to about 250 teachers in Connecticut and
the subject was "Education in the Seventies." During the tim I talked
about the appearance of career education and the way I would like to
put it is that when we reach the day when the superintendent of schools
can be as knowledgeable of the munber of graduates who have jobs ashe is of the number of graduates who have entered college, then wecould see the whole idea of concern for a career.

The moderator asked that (Troup how many of them felt they had a
responsibility for the career of their students. Five hands went up outof 250. I made a mental note of those five. They were vocational ed-
ucation teachers in the group.

He then asked how many think by the end of 10 years you will oryou should have a responsibility towards the career of students? There
weren't many more hands that \vent up. About 20 hands in all, I wouldsay.

. I know since 19(19 there is a different attitude towards career educa-
tion now than there was then but from your experience with the teach-
ers you represent, could you tell me how that concept has progressed in
their consciousness?

Mr. HARRIS. I can only respond to it in terms of not a specific study
or survey but in terms of the concepts that I would pick up as I have
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been involved in teachers and as my own thinking has been shaped. I
would think that the kind of thing you have mentioned where you have
some idea of what the Filial impact of the training that you provide is,
as vou would gain knowledge about that, it Would certainly help you
evaluate the proeram that you are offering.

Just to run children through programs and then have no knowledge
of what happens as a result of it would seem to me to leave people
fhirly frustrated in planning curriculum and designing programs that
would be relevant and would meet the needs.

I would think this would have to be an ongoing thing because a pro-
gram that might be tremendously relevant 1 day could, 5 years from
that period of time, be totally irrelevant in terms of what has happened.

When a school has a substantial investment in equipment, et cetera,
they would have a tendency to want to hang onto the program rather
than to change it and keep the program up to date.

Of course, the kind of fimding that schools have is another thing
that causes them to want to hang on but I would certainly agree with
you that those designs of programs and those people who participate
in it ought to have the kind of interests and I feel do have the kind
of interests that would want them to have access to information that
would tell them what happens to the students.

Mr. QrIE. To what extent do teachers now have a role in the design-
ing of programs as compared to a decade ago ? I recognize that this is a
pretty substantial ingredient in some of the negotiations between
teachers and administrators and I would like to know what progress
you feel was made along that line.

Mr. HARRIS. In terms of deciding which programs might be part of
a curriculum?

Mr. QITLE. Yes sir.
Mr. HARRIS. I think the impact that has come about as a result of

the relationship between students and parents and teachers and com-
munity people in some select instances has had a very positive effect
upon the programs that have been-offered.

I would say that this is probably true in far too few instances.
The more we move in that direction to where a program is flexible
and determined by the desires of the local people, includingthe-prat.-
titioners, I t-hink it would be a move in the right direction.

Mr. Qr1E. Let me ask you on your point of certified teacherS. You
say all full-time teachers of vocational education who derive a major
part of their income from full-time teaching must be certified. Do
you mean certified the way an English teacher is certified?

In the second part of it are you talking about secondary and post-
secondary or just secondary?

Mr. Minus. I was speaking primarily of secondary. When you say
certified in the same way that an English teacher or one of the
academic subjects would be, to a degree, yes, in the same way, not
in terms of taking the ,exact subjects but? I think if we lose track of
education as being a broad composite of what happens to a child and
his ability to really be armed and take his 131ace in the community
and so on, we see it as being far more than just having contact with
a person who could teach him how to straighten out fenders or
something.

r
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For the persdn who comes back to school who is already a member
of the community and is just interested in adding to his training,' it
might be most appropriate for him just to receive that specific skillthat he is interested in.

But the child that is still a student in secondary school, we have
an interest in all that happens to him educationally and we would
want the. teachers to have the kind of background that they too could
relate to him in this total fashion rather than just in terms of aspecific skill.

Mr. QUIE. What do you think is the easiestfor a good fender
bender to secure the credits and training to become a certified teacher
or for a certified teacher to learn the skills of fender bendingdo yousee my point ? Of the two, what are the possibilities of becoming, a
certified vocational instructor? Have you ever thought of that?

Mr. HARRIS. No; I have not.
Yet, It would assume that the teacherlet's start back before that.The student that had an interest in the area of auto mechanics and

also an interest in becoming. a teacher would receive the kind of training
that made him proficient in. both.

I think the person who is simply a mechanicnot that I am down-
grading that in any respect, but I meant whose skills were primarily
just thatwould probably have less tendency to want to pick upthe extra training.

Mr. QTYIE. Let's say both havd the desire to do it. The teacher who
sees the job bpportunities in vocational education expanding and wants
to learn the skills to be a qualified vocational instructor, or the person
who is out in the field actually in private business, we will say, but
is interested in teaching that and the school has an interest also in
hiring a person with that experience.

Mr. HARRIS. I could see, since you are talking about two people
already employed and changing their employment in some way, that
there would probably be more tendency and greater ease for the teacher
to acquire the additional skill of being the mechanic because there
you would be talkino. about an increased job opportunity erittfiTrolpfLylou cause him to want to make that
kind of move. Probably less tendency for the person already employed
in a particular field to want to go back and to the extensive training
required to become certificated.

Mr. QUIE. The last point you make about sexism in the tracking of
students, do you think that by having a separate category for home
economics that we in the legislation in effect foster sexism by doing
that?

All vocational training programs compete with each other with the
eTeeption of the home economics that does not need full employment.
If they were all placed together do you think then there would be a
tendency to not stereotype and say auto mechanics is for boys and
home economics is for girls? I know they are breaking away from it
but do you think we are adding to that at all by having separate
prorrrams?

Mr. HARRIS. I would rather suspect the problem lies with,the coun-
seling that takes place and the quality of the training the counselor has
received.
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I think the student is really not aware of the separation you are talk-
ing about. As this eighth grade student is making decisions about the
kind of course he will _pursue in high school and relies heavily upon the
input from the counselor, the student reacts to this.

Traditionally counselors have not only thought in terms of certain
kinds of courses being proposed rather for females and other males
but this has also been a problem as far as the ethnic groups are con-
cerned also.

Rarely, if ever, have I seen a vocational training program where
the students have been counseled where there wasn't evidence of the
fact that there were certain kinds .of classes and certain classes con-
sidered most appropriate for minority students and the majority of
them would be theie and certain other courses that were considered
more appropriateappropriateness many times was arrived at as a
result of some well intentioned observations of what happens in-the
job market and the desire to help a student find employment upon
graduation, directing the student to those areas that have been tradi-
tionally open.

I feel this is a disservice to the minority student just as it is a dis-
sery ice to the female student to see to it that they follow the traditional
lines that have been established.

' Mr. Q. Thank you.
Mr. Mom. Thank you, Mr. Quie.
Anyone else desirous of proffering any questions to the witness?
Mr. 11/21ouin.
Mr. &ern% Not a question as much as it is a compliment. It is

always good to see someone from Iowa presenting some formidable
views; I appreciate your presence today.

Mr. Morn,. Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

- I, too, would like to take first the opportunity to compliment Mr.
Harrison his testimony and also on his companion and to indicate
how appreciative I and I am sure the whole committee is of NEA
support of vocational education in the past.

-1 au particularly delighted with your-stutemuut.iuswhieh on -page
2 von say college orientation and work orientation .are not mutually
exclusive and they should be integrated in the curriculum of the
schools.

rnfortiinately, I think probably you would agree with me, Jim,
that particularly in the past, vocational education has been looked
upon as something you did after you failed at everything else. There
was psomehow the concept that yon could be a good vocational edu-
cittion student if you weren't a good...adademician.

This, as you point out in your statement, is a fallacy. College ori-
entation and work orientation are nut at all mutually exclusive. In-
deed, they are inclusive..We are no going to have good vocational eclat -
cation students who are not good; academic students.

So, I particillarly appreciate Your pointing this out to the
committee.

There is a section in the act which provides for the development of
curriculum and I see later- on i. your statement where you are
strongly supportive of that.
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My recollection, Mr. Chairman, is that the President has recom-
mended cutting that out. I assume you would, as I do, disagree with
that effort.

Mr. HARRIS. Definitely, I would disagree with that effort.
Mr. MEEDS. We had some experience with the advisory committees 4.

at the State level. I am sure you have dealt with advisory committees
in your capacity, both as an educator and as president of NEA.

I will just lay the problem before you, Mr. Harris, and seek your
suggested solution.
j_ We found that, as I am sure you have seen on past occasions, that

advisory committees in many of the States are nothing more than
paper organizations, that the State plans arexreparekand they are
presented to the acfN isory committee perhaps 1 day before they are
due and the advisory committee is asked to approve of it.

In reality they have the authority not to approve and hence to hold
up the funding, which we found had been very sparhigly used if at.all.

What would you suggest we could do in this legislation to really
strengthen the handling and the utilization of ad% isory committees?

Mr. HAmus. I think, Mr. Meeds, if. those groups are included that
have had experience with advisory committees and experience having
members on such advisory committees, they are more apt to know about
some of the more meaningful functions that such committees could
play. Very often the committees might be made up of individuals who
have not been invelved in social work or union work per sethe
practitionersand They may really be in a dilemma as to the kinds of
valid suggestions that ought to be made. They may not have access
to the kind of thing Mr. Quie referred to earlier when they really had
some test of what the final results os the programs were, and I think
that if the committees are valid in terms of membership, it might have
a tendency to cause them then to really perform a service and to not
just be rubber stampS for prograr0 that are handed to them.

Mr. MEEDS. Fine. That is certainly one'thing we will have to address
in the new legislation.'

Thank you very much for your testimony. It is good to see you,
Lance. -

Mr. Moire,. Thank y rr very much, Mr. Meeds.
Mr. Lehman, do you have any questions?
Mr. LEI DIAN. Just briefly.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess the same question I keep askingI want to thank Mr. Harris

for his testimony and for being hereis the same question of, who
should teach vocational education ? When I was on the Dade County
School IloardI spent quite some time there we used to get people
from the noninstruct lona] areas, the carpenters and garage mechanics
and electricians and all these people, these i.1,000 people that used to do
non i nst ructional work.

I would say that these are the people we should have teaching voca-
tional education. That is where it is at. Sometimes I wonder how much
tertification is really necessary for teaching vocational education. The
two best vocational programs in the world I would assume would be
the one in Switzerland and the one in Israel. They don't see the need
for certification.
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I just wonder whether you could recommend any provisions that
would give so many vocational education teachers come right into
our system out of the colleges and teacher training institutions, schools
of education, and teach people how to perform at a bank even though
they never worket I day at a bank. They don't know the difference
between the responsibilities of a teller m;a'bookkeeper.

I kin very concerned with not only that but also the fact that it gets
back to the same program of sexual discrimination in vocational edu-
cation. One of the first places w e could stint un that is at the teaching
level. Why aren't there any women teaching automobile mechanics?
Why aren't there men teaching the operation of 'sewing machines? I
think these are the kind of things we w will have to brtak through and
be innovative to prevent the vocational education program from be-
coming a disasfr area. It is not vet the diaster area it was called as
by the GAO report.

, I guess these ate opinions rather than questions, but I wonder if you
could react.

Mains, I would like to first, react to the one about who should
actually teach these particular skills we are talking about, and the s3s-
teins that you refer to.

I had an opportunity to e&amiae firsthand a system in another coun-
try and actnally in the People's Republic of Chinethitt I see_as,a su- _

perior system toluise that you have described.
Mr. LE1DEAN. Could you get me q trip there so I can see it, tow:

rigs Hietris? [Laughter.]
Mr. Maras. We will work on it Mr. Lehman. I think that they did

addreis themsels es to the specifiZ thing you referred to and they did it
in a rather unique way.

Illey not only had the students working in the factories to get their
vocational training, but they tied the factories in with the school and
they didn't assume that because a person could operate a machine that
he had all of what lie ought to has e in order to deal with these students.

Mr. LEHMAN. Would you yield a moment?
You tie this factory to the school.,Irow about reversing that and tie

the school to'the factory?
-Ifi.alliturts. They have every" school linked with a factory and every

factory linked witha saw'.
Mr. TAIDEAN. Do they have classrooms in the factories ?
Mr. Hams. They lune classrooms in the factories where the stu-

dents work along with a participant with those people who are opei st-
ing the equipment and know how to do it, but they also have classes
in the schools for those people that are working with the students.

So it becomes a sery integrated kind of operation. They don't just
assume that, because a person is skilled at his particular job that he
has all that it tidies in order to cause students to de% etop adequately
and to have a balanced perspectis e or that which he is going to deal
with.

So while we could say that the person who knows how to stUten
fenders could do an excellent job of teaching someone how to st ten
lenders, be might not has e those kinds of things we are concerned about
as we focus upon really what actually happens to the child as he learns
how to straighten fenders and therefore we would certainly be strong
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advocates of the theory that that person ought to be a certifiedperson
which tells us something about him in addition to his ability 'to ,
straighten fenders.

sir. LEHMAN. Certification tells you something about him ?
gr. }Lanus. Yes. It tells you something about the training, what he

1 has been exposed to. .,

gr. LEHMAN. What hehas-been gx,posed to. but not that much abo4
him except where he liasTheen, L guess. Have you got any written

'Material on your trip to China? I ,Iwould like to have a chance to look
at it sometime, if von can get it to My office. , .

Arr. Mums. That is a touchy subject today have been Constantly
...reminded by the chairman of our internal relations division that there

ought to be something Put together A ay (,arefully the, outlines ex-
periences, et cetera; yet we never managed to do that.

gr. LEII3IAN. You had a valuable experience and I think it would be'
selfish to keep it all to yourself.

gr. Hiuus. I appreciate the reminder and we will have to move in
that direction.

Mr. LEnmAx. Before I close, I did enjoy Mr. Harris.
I would like to recognize someone from the Dade County School Sys-

tem. Gina Craig. If you could get up and announce your _peopleif
you would yield to me for thatthey are making,a valuable visit here.

Mr. PERKIN. Tell them who you are and who you are with.
Airs. CRAIG. With me is Dr. Audry Jackson,,Director of Volunteer

Servicesior the Dade County Public Schools and also the vice president
of the National School Volunted Programs Inc. Also Nancy Cooper,
who is the coordinator of turnabout volunteers who are junior and
senior high school students who are tutoring elementary students. I am
coordinator of a senior citizen volunteer program in the Dade County
public schools. i

Air. LF,n3tAN. How many do you have working in the vocational
education program in Dade County?

Airs. CRAIG. I would say probably' about a thousand. Last year our
county was 12,200 volunteers, the second largest. in the country.

gr. LEnmAx. Thank you very much. .

Nfr. Morn,. It is very nice,haNing you here with us.
gr. Zeferetti, do you have any questions?
gr. ZEFEREM. No.

-Ali.. Mom. Mr. Doodling, do you have any queitions?
Mr. Goontaxa. Yes. t . .

gr. Harris, on page 2 you gay : "NEA believed that many of,society's
ills are a product of the neglect of inan3, of our thildren in school
neglect of their needs and interests *-* *," , .

.

If you would agree with me .that our professionlI, am speaking
as an educatpris partially.resrionsikle for that statement, and hap-
pen to believe that we are, what is your organization doing.to change
that ? I am talking about those who are in out) profession that may
have the knowledge but don't have the understanding and the patience, Y
or it could be vice iersathey have the understanding and patience

.but not the knowledge.
I would think we would have to say we are partially responsible

. ..:.for that statement. .. .
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What is your organization doing to change that picture'? .

Mr. HAttrus. I don't think I line any problem with the notion alit
some teachers are not as onod as they ought to be. 'We are constantly
engaged in. improvement of instruction programs, conferences, human,
relations efforts, support of students rights actions. et cetera, that
would cause teachers to be inure sensitix e to the needs of children if
this is the point that you are specifically directing your comments to.

In minion to that, we would even like to be more effective. We
would like to have something to say about who actually enters the
field and who actually leaves the field. We don't hale this kind of
authority currently.

Therefore. even though there may be teachers who shouldn't be
teaching, our hands arc tied and I thii,ik that if it is a matter of really
asking who is doing something about it, we have to direct those ques-
tions to people m ho have the authority to do something about it. It is
not teach&s or teacher groups. The Lest we can do is in those cases

. where we feel a person for some reason or other shouldn't be teaching,
we could withhold membership or something like that. That really

'
has on effect upon his ability to hold the job.

On the other hand, I think, that this is a broader statement than
you are implying. Many of society's ills are.a product of the neglect
of many of our chilaren in school.

I think should we confine our definition to neglect to just what takes
place in the classroom, this would really miss the point. What takes
Ohre in the classroom is determined outside the classroom b the kind
of support 'for education, the kind of philosophy that is held by a
board and therefore results in commitments or lack of commitments
to support for education, et cetera.

The kind of support gis en by parents or legislators or people that
vote down bond issues or support bond issues, et cetera.

So the matter of neglect of children is far greater than just whether
or not a teacher happens to spend 2 or 3. ours after school couusOing
a child or much lesl, time or howe et its that ygu would interpret
whether or not this teacher loves kids or not.

Mr. Goonmx0. Right. However, I would think's-hen it comes to the
needs and interest parts teacher AN ith a captive audience certainly
can do'an awful lot to meet needs and interests or to discourage inter-

, ests and to miss the needs.
That is merely what I was trying to point out.
Mr. HARRIS. I have a chance to visit schools on a fairly regular

basis and to talk with teachers on a regular basis throughout the
. country and in many other places.

It is rare that I find--a teacher that couldn't know how to do more
for children then he is capable of doing as a result of time number,,of
contacts that be has with children in the course of the day and the
kinds of resources available to that teacher. n

With adequate support, I think you would find even those teachers
that you might classify as mediocre w mild. be doing a far better job
if they had the support that would allow them to do the best they
know how to do. , .

Mr. Gomm:N-0. In the answer to one of the questions that was asked
you talked about flip parents' positive effect now going on as far as
input toprograms, et cetera,
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Do you seethe opposite side of that It seems to me 'a e are getting
a lot of publicity,recently where perhaps they are becoming overly
involved to the point where the teacher and the administrator and the
educators are having Idifficulttime try Mg to even wiry- on a program.

Do you see an opposite side to that
Mr. IImuus. I guess that I have a tendency to conclude from some

of the problems that I have seen is an absence of a }process that pre-
vented parents from becoming frustrated in their efforts to hay e an
input. I have a tendency to want to see an orderly, process whereby
there is some kind of balance between the input given by the various
segments. I believe all hai e a part of the answer and that portion must
be included if everybody is going to be satisfied, et cetera.

When any one of the elementsif the school board feels that it is
totally left out or being encroached upon, it will react. If the admin-
istrators feel encroached upon or the teachers or the parents or even
the student& -ft-

So I think if we concentrate upon a process whereby everyone is
included rather than saying somebody is doing 'too much, I think it
has a tendency to bring about a healthier eductittional climate.

Mr. GOODLING. My last question, again inifesponse to a question
you talked about, perhaps better; .counseling of eighth and ninth
graders when it comes to making these choice., do Sou 'not aTho find
that this is a time when parents are making' a.lot of decisions and
the ore course selections or choices may be primarily a parental
choice er than a student choice? I am talking about eighth and
ninth gra

Mr. HARRIS. I want to make one statement about the -eighth and
ninth grades before I comment. I hope I didn't imply with my cones
merits abont the eighth and ninth grades that I felt that is the only
place counseling should be. I think that there is a definite need to move
counseling down into the lower grades as the career education pro-
gram and so forth ought to be moved down into the lower grades so
that at the timewhen a child is making some decisions and having a
tendency to lean in a particular direction we have some impact upon
them. and as problems are developing ''so we have a chance to get
hold of them before they become critical'.

In addition to that, as to whether or not.parents are making the
decisions for children. I am sure there always has been and probably
always will be some of that as parents get anxious about their children.

I don't know how in the world you would ever cause that to not be
a problem. I am not even certain that it is peculiar to this particular
time. I think there have been times when parents have had such in-
finance that they wanted the schools only to train the children to take a ,.
position in that community. We still have some communities that want
to do that. They want their children to spend the rest"of their life at

/home. .

On the other hand, T rather feel there might be a little bit less of
what you are talking gbout,Vhere as students feel comfortable that
they are getting some itaint and some assistance at the time when
they are making.these important decisions. I think they are less apt
to just stand aside and let somebodyeIsedo it #or them.'

Mr, GoonuNo. Another thing I thought was interesting, yesterday
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I was going to make Os statement to the committee but there are not
many of us.

Mr. PEnINS. I thought it was interesting yesterday when one chap
said the be3t_program they had,going ,was=their club program w;hich

- ivt,s not federally' supported.-That was for the. committee rather than
for you folks. [Laughter.]

Mr. Rums. I would hope on the basis of that, though, you didn't
make some generalizations-About the role of the Federal support to
these programs, because without it, they would be virtuallytonexistent.

Mr. Goomaxa. I am aware of that.
#"- _Mr. LEIDIAN-. If there are no other questions, we want to compli-

meat the gentlemen from YEA for their very good and strong presen-tation.
311. HAnurs. Thank 'you very much for the privilege of giving it.
Mr. LEn3r.tx. We have two groups coming up, both concerned with

education for the handicapped.
I just wonder if they could come up together and make one single

panel. That is Mr. William C. Geer, Fred Weintraub, and James
Sleams, and whoever happens to be with them.

We do have your written statements and any effort on your part to
'either make a summarization of this or to (rive us the highlights with-

.

oht objection the whole testimony will be inserted into:the record.
[The statements to be furnished follow

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 117U.LIAlf C. GEER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE CowrcxL
FOR EXCEPTIOSAL CHILDREN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: We thank you for theopportunity to appear before this distinguished panel of the Education and IsaliarCominittee to offer the views and legislative recommendations of The Council forExceptional Children during these important deliberations prior to reauthoriza-tion of the Vocational Education Act.
As you know Mr Chairman, The ouncil fo'r Exceptional Children is a na-tional nrganiziflozr witb a inembershia of aprfroximately 65,000 professionals iathe held of special education. One of the most fundamental on-going 'missions ofthe Council. which has brought us to Capitol Hill on so many occasions through

the Sears, is to seek continual, irnpro.vement of government provisions for the NW,cation of America's exeeptional children and youth. both bandicapiled and gifted.I am William C. Geer, Executive Director of the Council, and accompanying
me today is Frederick 7..Weintraub, the Council's Assistant Executive DirectorfolGovernment Relations. .

Permit me to sake but a moment to express again the appreciation of all of us-who are advocates for exceptional children for 'lir continuing compassion, con-cern, and leadership, Mr. Chairman, through your ninny years as chairperson ofthe Eaucation and Labor Committee. It has been primarily during the years ofyour leadership that we have witnessed the major legislative breakthroughs onbehalf of handicapped childremand youth.
Mr. chairman, we,,cazne before this Committee in 1968 to tell you that the

participation of handicapped persons ia the national vocational, education system
was shockingly scant. It is our sad duty to tell you that, despite the excellent
affirmative response to this Committee and the Congress to the situation which
existed in 1968. full access for handicapped Americans still remains deplorably
meager when compared to the impact intended in the 1968 Amendments to theAct.

.The 1968 Amendments, it will be recalled, 'la fact made it clear that "full
access" was the objective of the CongreSs for all Americans in need of vocationaltraining: ". . . t t persons of all ages in all communities of the statesthose inhigh school, thos who have completed or discontinued their formal educationand are prepari g to enter the labor market, those who have already entered
the labor market but need to Upgrade their skill&or learn new ones, those with



special educational handicaps, and those in post-secondary stilt:WsN.111 have
ready accent to vocational training or retraining...."
.Tho Se same 1988 Amendments provided that ten percent of funds going to

each state under the basic matching grant program (Part B of the Amendments)
were to be used for programs "for handicapped persons who because of their
haludicapping condition cannot succeed in the regularN.:cation:a. education pro-
gram without special educational assistance or who require a modified educational

, program." How have the states responded to both the spirit and the letter of this
setasideRovision?

MINIMAL STATE EFFORT
ti"

One can only into very serious question the actual state -level of effort when
reads in a re nt assessment of the selaside prepared by the 01;.roptis Resettrch

Corporation of" It_Lake City for the IIEW.Offige of Planning, Budgeting and
Evaluation : "... a compa'rison (school year 191'2-73) of total state expenditures
for the handicap ped pith expenditures tinder the Part B setaside program showed
that without the Part B setaside, there would be few vocational education
opportunities for the hand.capped, In 17 states, there were virtually no differences
betwpen total expenditures for the handicapped and expenditures under the
'setaside program. In all but a few states, the differences were nut significant"

A comparison on a state by state basis of total vocational education expendi-
tures in relation to total vocational education expenditures for the handleappe4
also. carries disturbing implications. A report of November, 1973, prepared by
Arthur4ke and, Robert Sartin and submitted to the National Advisory Council

. on Vocational Education,- states flatly that only 2A9 percent of total federal,
state, and local vocational cducation.funds were spent dialog the 1971 -72 school
year on handicapped persons. despite the fact that such..Liiiiren.and youth are
generally estimated to compri.se ten percent of the public school age population.

A more recent General Accounting Office Report B-164031 (1 ) ), submitted
to the Congress on December 31 of 1974, finds the same failure to match in any
significant wayand, In fact, finds even more.tis shown in the following GAO
table from that report, many state:, Lave nut. spent.a subAantial portion of their
Part funds for persons with handicapped conditions.

Number of States (fiscal years)

1970 1971 1972 - ma

Handicapped (percent spent):
Less than 10 percent.
10 to 11 percent

Iota?
V

1 31
15

13
20

18
14

14
16

46 33 32 30

While one can appreciate the implications of the. so-called "Tydings Amend-
ment" from the standpoint of actual allocatIon.s in an,v given earcited in some
quarters in recent we: kssuch an argument becomes meaningless when examin-
ing obligations over a three to four year period. The GAO-reported average of 11
percent across"the stjltes in I ocathmal educatibn expenditures for the hands- -

capped must be cited for what it is. a failure to Indio a meaningful effort.
The GAO report of December 31 adds the following:
No state oter a four-year period has supported efforts for the disadvantaged

and handicapped to the same extent as Its overall part B program.
Willie the natibnwide av erage ratio of state and local funding for all part B

programs in 'fiscal year 1973 was $5.93 to $1.00, the ratio for programs serving the
handicapped was only $1.10 to $1.00.

In fiscal year 1973, 19 Antes spent fewer state.and local dollars for every fed-
eral dollar for the handicapped than they had in fiscal year 1970.

Some states, dyer a three-year period, haling spent no state oroxiocal funds for
the handicapped while continuing to receive federal assistance for such programs.

In other states, state and local funding has been withdrawn as federal funding
has increased. The GAO study offers the following example:

"Iti a State which has received a large amount of Federal vocational support,
the ratio of State and local funds to Federal funds for part B handicapped pro-
grams declined from $3.36 in fiscal year 1970 to $.34 In fiscal year 1973. During
the same period total Federal vocational support IncreaSed from $25 million to
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s$2R million, and Federal support for the handicapped-under part Thincreaised tram
$24 million to $3.1 million. In this State handicapped enrollments in vocational
education decreased more than 85 percent from fiscal year 1911 to fiscal year
1973, while Federal expenditures increased over 29 percent. In contrast, State and
local expenditures dropped (33 percent."

DECREASING ENROLLMENTS

Most discouraging of all, however, are the statistics on exactly how many
handicapped young Americans are actually participating in cocational eclutation
programs.

U.S. Office of Education statistics show that the proportion of handicapped en-
rollment declined relative to total enrollments from fiscal year 1971 to 'fiscal year
1073. During the same period, the federal portion of expenditures for the handl-
cappedjncreased relative to total expenditure grow th. From fiscal sear 1972 to
fiscal year 11373 enrollment of the handicapped declined in 15 states, despite in-
'creased expenditures.

Incidentally, an earlier GAO review of all education programs for the handi-
capped (B- 164031(1), December 5. 1974) states flatly that relatively few handi-
capped individuals were participating in ocational education programs.

"LEAST RESTRICTIVE" AND "BROAD' RANGE" °

The legislative history attendant to P. L. 90-57(1, the Vocational Education
Amendments of 190#3, gave forceful emphasis to two factors :

la) That there be a broad range of vocational bpportunities for the handi-
capped:

(b) That vocational education facilities be so modified as to enable handi-
capped persons to receive vocational education along with their nonhandicapped
beers.

However, after reviewing some 150 vocational education programs for the
handicapped. Frederick J. Weintraub, present with me today at this hearing.

,found in 1972 the vast majority to be self-contained and offering very limited
vocational options. Similarly, the "Olympus study" to which reference has al-
ready been made, said this:

"Approximittely two-thirds of the local administrators who were interviewed
said that it was the policy of their school districts to integrate the handicapped
with regular students. Twenty reported no policy in this area, and eleven said
that they did not know whether such a policy existed. However, in most areas
where the policy called for integration, implementation was still far from a
reality. Of the students enrolled in the program. 70 percent were in 'special'
classes."

ABSENCE OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

Members (sill recall the very comprehensive mandate contained in the recent
(P. L. 93 t-380) Education Amendments of 1974 relative to planning for the eda-
cation,of handicapped children The states are now required to submit to the
Commissioner of Education a rung range, highly detailed blueprint for the pro,
vision of full educational services to all handicapped , children within their re-
spective jurisdiction& including a precise timetable fur the implementation of all
aspects of same. It is our conviction that an equally precise comprehensive state
plan for the provision of full vocational education services to handicapped chil-
dren and youth is now in order. to be very concisely interfaced with that state
plan requirement mandated in P. L.03 -380.

in the context. ihe "Olympus stud}" may again be instructive. That report
makes the following comment relative to policy : r

"Clear and articulate policy directed toward providing comprehensive educa-
tional services for the handicapped. including vocational education, were lacking
t both the state and local levels. Because of the enactment of the setifside pro-

gram. right to education snits, and universal education legislation in. some states.
state and local education Agencies w ere becoming more aware of their respon-
sibilities toward, the handicapped. Yet most states and local education agencies
w ere resctin to these developments, rather than acting to create comprehensive
educational programs for thetandicapped."
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And again, on the issue of planning :
It would be an exaggeration to state that no planning takes place at the state

and local levels, but it is acCurate to maintaian that what planning does take
place is of a short-term nature, generally directed toward justifying certain
projects. It would be unfair to place the blame far lac,k of planning solely un

(national education administrators. It is the responsibility- of vocational educa-
tion to provide a specific kind of educational service to all who are referred to
the vocational education program . . handicapped and nunhandicapped , it is
tot the responsibility, of vocational education to identify, assess, and recruit

all handicapped individuals coming up through the educational system who
should be placed in vocational education programs. Thus, if long range plans are
to be launched to proiide, comprehensive educational programs for the han-
dicapped, including vocational education, pertinent dicisiona uPeducatitaal agen-
ciesat both, the state and local levelsmust work together.

"'there was little evidence of this kind of cooperation at either the state or
local levels. When asked about the universe of need, or the establishment tit
priorities, most respondents expressed bewilderment."

Similarly, the December 31, 1974 GAO report offers the following observations :
State and local plans reflect compliance rather than planning;
Systematic assessment of conatainity and individual needs dues not take place,
Organizational patterns at all levels fragment responsibility and result in

-independent and isolated planning for vocational education;
Advisory council limitations lessen impact on improvement in the planning of

programs to meet current and anticipated manpower needs ;
Data that would be helpful in planning is unavailable. intle.quate, or unutilized.

CONCLLTS10:1

An interim report filed recently with the State of Washington's Special Edu-
cation Advisory Council by its Task Force on Secondary Education of the Handi-
capped describes bluntly a situation in its on n state which is, all too apparently,
a partial description of the situation obtaining in too many of the states. Testi-
mony received by that Task Force supported the conclusion that "... hot all of the
ten percent Federal setaside funds are being used to provide vocational education
services .. and "... state offices are unable to-monitor programs supported by
Setasid,e fu9c1s.t'

In conclusion, then. Mr. Chairman, we are compelled to offer the following
summarrot the realities facing handicapped children in vaationtil education
to day., t"

The apparent failure of many of the states to match the federal setaside with
their own resources in any significant manner

The correspondingly low percentage of total vocational education monies
assigned to the handicapped;

The obvious absence of a catalytic impact in the handicapped setaside,
Sliding enrollments concomitant with escalating federal expenditures ;
The failure to integrate whenever possible handicapped and nonhandicapped

vocational education programs ;
The absence in too many instances of a full range of vocational education

opportunities ;
The absent of coordinated, comprehensive planning toward the best utiliza-

tion of reson-Ices bar all.

\LEGisiXrivi:
RECOMMENDATIONS

34
'ti, Permit us nos, Mr. Chairman. to briefly outline those legislative remedies whit Is

we are convinced mast be amendments to the Vocational Education Act, and %shit h
ne n Ill strive to have accepted by the Committee. At the same time. may we
say that se are prepared to offer all additional substantive and technical support
required with respect to each of our proposals. .

FUTURF. OF TIM SETASIDE .

It is painfully clear that further provision must be made in the Act to guaran-
tee that the setaside will act ns a oatalysi toward meaningful Mate-Matching,
just as the overall Part B has so successfully done.

"Ve
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It is not Only organizations which are advocates for the handicapped that have
tI)is ebnyiction. As you know, the General Accounting Office recommended to the
Congress (beeember 31, 1974) the following (uo pptions with respect to thefuture of the setasides for both'the disadvantaged and handicapped :

(a) Requiring States to match Federal setasides for the disadvantagea and
handicappfid at the same live' they are required to match regular Part B funds
(50:-50), thereby insuring State andlocal involvement in the cumnOtruent to Hive'efforts,

(V). Increasing the percentage-Of the setasides far ihe special need categoriqs.
air. Chairman, we are not committed to any particular legislative ' modus

vivendi " so long as the essential objective is achieved. We think that it might be
InOSt.exlieditious and most effective, however, to require simply that not less than
ten percent of all public funds expended within the state annually fOr vocational
education services ti.e. the combination of federal, state, and local funds) be
allocated solely to meet the vocational educational needs of handicapped persons.

Such-an approach also enjoys the advantage of the same percentile
figure as that generally agreed to approyimate the prevalence of handicapping
conditions within the population..It follows logically that vocational education
funds should be allocated in such manlier as to conform to the numerical preva-
lence of a particular group in the target population to be served.

In any event, the states have enjoyed approximately five years in which to
develop. a "good faith" match with federal dollars, and they have not done so.
Significant strengthening of the legislation is clearly in order.

N.Axxixa

All of the stud#es available at this juncture in history point to the lack of a
comprehensive game plan within each* of the states to insure that resources are,in both the short term and the long term, being expended to best advantage for
handicapped persons. The characteristic behaviour now is a project by project
approach without the deterniination of any clear relationship amvag, the various
compohents funded.' t

We are fully a*are that there are various delivery systems within each state
which may already or may poitentially provide occupational training for handi-
capped persons and that the vocational education system as vie know it is only one
of these delivery systems. But that is just the problem. "vv one is putting it ail

-together" And, concurrently, the federal government is in the best position to
demand that it is "put together," at least at the planning stage.

We note that H.R. 3992 requires the development and submission to the Com-
missioner of a rather comprehensive state vocational education plan. We strongly
support such planning requirements for all edneation programs. Due to your
efforts last year Title VI, Part B, Sections 612 and 615 of Public Law 93-380,
already requires a detailed state plan for the education of all handicapped chil-
dren within the state aged three tolwenty-one. Obviously, appropriate vocationaleducation is a vital ingredient of that overall education sought for,these children.
Therefore, the state plan vocational education for the handicapped should also,
logically, be the vocational education component of the Public Law 93-35) stateplan.

.

Such a plan should show how all of the delivery systems within the state are
cooperating to achiele full vocational education programming for all handicapped
persons in need of such services and/or desiring such services. Typically, the plan
would demonstrate the cooperative interaction with such systems as the rehabili-
tation systein, the manpower development system, the special education systemand all other systems providing vocational and pre-vocational education andtraining for the Handicapped.

Furthermore, as previously 'Mentioned, we feel that the plan should also include
such components as :

1. 'A descriptioul of how resources will be allocated on an annual basid.
2. A description of the methods of identification, evaluation, and placement ofhandicapped persons,
3. A description of personnel' and services both provided and required.
4. A description of the Vocational responsibilities of various state and local

agencies. , ,
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We also believe that the plan should also project a "full service" goal, in other
words, lay out a blueprint for providing the opportunity for full and appropriate
rotational education services to all handicapped persons vv Olen the state, much as
is now required in the state plan contained in P.L. 93-360 as pre% iously cited.

Mr. Chairman, we recommend that the Congress uow require that these two
state plans be thoroughly interface d and that the state officials responsible for
both plans coordirte their spurt -terin and long-him planning with iespeet to tile

cry of vocati nal services tudiandicappvd children aged three to tvveutY-one-

RIGHTS

We also feel that it is both appropriate and necessary that those special guar-
wipes sought from the states in P.L. 93 3s0 on behalf of handicapped children
and their parents also be required assurances in the Vocational Education Act.

Therefore we recommend that the states tie required to provide :
Assu.rance that of the total populatiqweithin the state of persons receiving

vocational education services wholly or partially supported by tins Act, handi-
capped persons are participating in a number commensurate with their incidence
within the total potential target population for such services.

Assurance that detailed procedures exist for insuring that handicapped per-
sons and their parents and guardians, when appropriate, are guaranteed pro-
cedural safeguards in decisions regarding identification, evaluation, and place-
ment of handicapped persons in vocational education programs.

Assurance that procedures exist to insure that, to the maximum extent appro-
priate, handicapped persons, including persons in public or private institutions
and other care facilities, are rect.'s ing vocational education services with per-
sons who are not handicapped, and that special progitns, separate programs,
or other removal of handicapped persons ()team only when the nature or seventy
of the handicap is such that education in regular vocational programs w ith the
use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

Assurance that procedures exist to insure that testing and evaluation am-
_ terials and procedures utilized for tho purposes of classification and place-

ment of handicapped persons, or for purposes of refusal to make placement in
vocational education programs will be selectee' and administered so as not to dis-
criminate against an individual because of his handicapping condition, and
so as not to be racially or culturally discriminatory.

EARLY PROGRAMING

Mr. Chairman, it has been well established among professional authorities
in the field of education that we should be developing a suestional delivery
system that begins at the preschool level and continues as au integral part of
a child's education throughout elementary. secondary, and post-secondary activi-
ties. For the handicapped child, such programming is not simply to laudable
goal, it is a crucial ingredient of his total development. Some call it ',:career
education," some call it "continuity of sueutional progrann "ming. Whatev er the
name, we most strongly recommend that the occasion of this Congressional
reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act be exploited to create legisla-
tion containing the strongc-,t pos,ible requirements that vocational' education
be programmed as an integild part of the total education experience from the
cradle to adulthood.

BARRIERS

To further promote the integration of handicapped persons into vocational
education programs with their non-lianditamwd peers, such integration not only
being essential to a healthy educational environment but essential to the
achievement of any realizeable mcupational prospect in the national labor
market, we recommend that there be an independent legislative requirement that
all vocational qtlucation facilities supported under this Act eliminate All archi-
tectural barriers and provide for the modifications of machinery and equipment
where necessary to accommodate handicapped persons.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that for many handicapped children their only
opportunities fur vocational or career education vs ill be during their high school

52-945-75v01,17--49
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years. Many of them tannot lobk forts ard to college and university attendance.
The schools of the nation must gise these young people a break and do for
then' the best it can du for what may be the difference in a lifetime of success
or one of frustration, or independent living or dependency. We cannot afford
to fail them.

Mr. Chairman. we again thank you fur the opportunity given the Council to
appear today on hvha If of handicapped Americans. III closing, may we simply
reiterate that we stand prepared to make the full resources of. The Coupcil for
Exceptitnial Children mailable to this Committee as it fulfills its legislative
charge with respect to the,Vocational Education Act.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANIES STEARNS. LAW ISTUDEST AT
GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER

WITNESS

Mr. James Stearns is a second year Law student at Georgetown Law Center.
He graduated Cunt Lamle from Dartmouth College and was a Reynolds Scholar
at the University of Manehester(England).

Mr. Stearns has worked as a Co-Director of Youth Counseling at a Drag
Rehabilitation Center in Laconia, New Hampshire. as a Press Assistant to U S.

Senator Thomas J. McIntyre (N.H.) and with the Worker's Compensation Task
Force in the Department of Labor.

Mr. Stearns' disability (cerebral palsy ) has made hint acutely aware of ediica-
tion and rehabilitation programs for the developmentally disabled. Ile was a
rehabilitation client during the summers of 1937, 1960, and 1964.

INTRODUCTION

To United Cerebral Palsy Associations, hie., the legislation to amend the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1963 is essential in order to improve the administration
of Post Secondary Vocational Education programs and for other purposes. We
feel strongly that more funds in Vocational Education need to be spent on pro-
grams for the developmentally disabled and economically disadvantaged
populations.

Although ten percent of the Vocational Education funds under the basic whit-
grant program were to be used for Handicapped persons, this does not seem to

be happening in practice, consequently. it closer monitoring system needs to he
developed to ensure compliance with the mandate to pros ide services for persons
with handicaps. HEW should also require states to describe, in state plans the
pros dare they intend to employ to ensure that funds for the.disadVantaged and
handicapped are properly used. There also has to be developed a mechanism to
link up the comprehensive state plan for the provisions of full vocational edam-

' tion services to handicapped persons.
The linkage between vocational education and the career ladders field should

be encouraged and strengthened. Vocational Education should start in the early
childhood education program and it should be approached from a realistic base.
There is also a strong and urgent need. as such a comprehensive program is
being developed,. to look at and link up with the rest of the life support systems.

Set A.side Funds
ITCPA strongly supports the set aside of at least 1()% of all Vocational Educa-

thm funds In n state to be used for programs for the handicapped.
We are sure that. if the set-aside program well. to lie discontinued, the (oppor-

tunities for the handicapped in the areavof soeational training would show a
drastic decrease. The lack of funds or the reluctance to spend funds for voca-
tional programing fur the handleamoed appears to be the major (obstacle limiting
the expansion of vocational education programs for the handicapped'.

Despite the problems involved, the Part B set-aside program has proved to he
worthy and has increased the availability of new educational opportunities to
the handicapped. Therefore it should be continued. However, separate set aside:
should -he established for the handicapped and Jlisads antaged as the edneational
needs of each group is 'usually different. The office of ethication must monitor the

.7 6
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setiaside provisions ciCpsely as there is evidence that some states may not be
expecting the ten percent.
Comprehensive Planning=

Congress issued a very comprehensive mandate in the recent Education Amend-
ments of 1974 relative to planning for the education of handicapped children.
States are required to submit to the Commissioner...1 Education, a long range
detailed plan- for the prosision of educational' sersiee, to handicapped children _
which will include a timetable fur the implementation of these services. We
support the philosophy that says we must proceed to make a clear link up tothat
comprehensive state plan of the pros Won of full vocational educational services
to the handicapped. The planning that is now taking place appears to be of
short -term nature, directed at "putting out tires, rather than preventing them.

It seems to us that there needs to be increased interdigitation between agen-
cies on a state level involved in the delivery of vocational services. Linkages in
some cases need to be established, in others strengthened, between vocational
education, vocational rehabilitation and work-study programs. Perhaps voca-
tional education needs to be placed -la one of -the existing service agencies. There
needs to be someone in the state who will insure that all Vocational services will
be.brought together in a comprehensive manner in order to guarantee contirmit4
in the services systems for the handicapped.
Pull A CCed8 Due Proem Ameoment

The Vocational Education program inuSt conform to the Title VI state plan.
As such it must guarantee full access to these services for persons over the age
of 21. The services must be delis'ered in the least restrictive and non-discrituina-
toiy emiromnent. We endorse the concept of and individualized program plan for
each student with due process guarantees built in that will ensure an avenue for
grievance should the goals not be achieved. Through educational assessments,
Including individualized education, plans of handicapped students referred into
the program Should he mandatory. Educational assessments are preferable to .

"Diagnostic Labels" in'this instance.
COncluiion

We concur with the Council for Exceptional Children in its anxiety over sev-
eral major areas, namely 'The availability of free and appropriate vocational
instruction to all handicapped Americans who require that support, the appar-
ent failure of too many of the states to "match-up" with their own resources in
any significant manner, the apparent low percentage of total vocational educa-
tion monies assigned to the handcapped. the failure to integrate whenever pos-
sible handicapped and nonhandicapped socational education opportunities, and
the lack of compreheusivetiod coordinated planning toward the best utilization of
resources for all:"

It appears to us that information which is needed for planning, monitoring
and evaluation Is not a major concern of program officers charged with the re-
sponsibility of administering the set-aside 'program. Part of this is due to the in-
apenence on the 'dirt of the vocational education administrators who have never
before been given the responsibility of prodding educational services for handi-
capped individuals. A similar situation occurred when a similar 10% mandate
was given to the Ileadstart program. At the same time as we issue such man-
dates, it would be wise to build in some staff development and training monies to
assist in the overall achievement of the objective.

At all times the-'0111ce of ,Palucation mid organizations such as ours must he
primarily concerned with the overall deuelopment of autonomous behavior in our
ehildreu. through a total educational grocess, so that at the appropriate times
they can make intelligent choices.

A's 11%nel comment UCPA would like to emphasize the need for advocacy on all
levels from various populations in order to ensure the delivery of adequate and
appropriate.education to alrpeople. The "ads oca tes" need to share their ideas no
concerns on working toward. the development 'of.a truly comprehensive edu-
cational plan. Time communication sy.tteni lqween "advocates" needs to he Im-
proved and developed pal more than a super& sal letel. in order to accomplish the
objectives. Vocational educational has a vital role to play in "mainstreaming"
for the handicapped is hat is now needed are strong advocates mi all levels to
ensure that the handicapped hulls tibial has access to the vocational education
opportunity.

76i
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PANEL PRESENTATIONWILLIAM C. GEER, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY FREDERICK S. WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR FOR GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS; JAMES STEARNS,
LAW STUDENT AT GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER, IN BEllAtv_ OF
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATIONS, INC., ACCOMPANIED:
BY HAROLD BENpON, JR., DIRECTOR, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
OFFICE

Mr. GEER. If I may be permitted to have 4 or 5 minutes tosummarize.
Mr. LEIMAN. You can have all the time you want.
Mr. GEER. I realize your time is valuable. We appreciate this

opportunity to appear before this distinguished panel because of yourvery, measured and sympathetic support for good educational meas-ures in the past that relate to handicapped children.We speak for the CoUncil for Exceptional Children's 65.000professionals in the field of special education.
I am William Ge'er and accompanying me is Fred Weintraub; myassistant executive director for government relations.
We appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the work thaOms been done by thiscommittee in making it possible for handicapped children to partic-ipate in the vocational education p a Illy spouseIn 1968 we came before the committee to tell you that participationof handicapped persons in the national vocational education systemwas shockingly scant. Today we must tell you again that although

the aid you helped make possible has been going-through-the States,that it has not been used effectively in some instances and not at allin other instances and that relatively few States have made a seriouseffort to make this a real improvement in the education of handicappedchildren.
We feel that a minimal State effort has been made in some instances.In. fact, we feel that the Federal aid has been a substitute in someinstances for what the State had been, spending before with no netgain for handicapped children, althOugh there would be some gain. perhaps to other children in such States.
We have highlighted the 4indings. I have just, given you evidencein our statement and could provide more evidence before you to indicatethat this is true..
We also are concerned that the States have not made a seriouseffort, to provide a broad range of services and to place children toprovide a broad range of services and to place children in a leastrestrictive setting which we believe is the way education should be

planned for all handicapped children.
After reviewing some 150 vocational education programs .for the

-handicapped, Mr. Weintraub, who is with me today, found in 1972that the vast majority of these programs were self-contained, andoffered very little in the way of vocational options.
Studies which have been made and which we quote bear this out.

So one thing that needs to be done is to broaden the range of voca- .tional opportunities for the handicapped and wherever possible to
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enable handicapped persons to receive vocational education along
with their nonhandicapped peers.

As our written statement substantiates, we believe here is no de-
fense for their dereliction of duty to America's handicapped youth.
We believe the States must be called to account for planning educa-
tional programs that do what the Congress intended should be
done and that this must be done by doing still other things to require
that theoprograms be planned properly.

An interim report filed recently with the State of Washington's
Special Education Advisory Council by its task force on secondary
education of the handicapped described bluntly a situation in its own
State which is all too apparently a partial description of the situa-
tion occurring in too many of the states.

Testimony received by that tusk force supported the conclusion
that not all of the 10-percent Federal set-aside funds are being used
to provide vocational education services and State offices are unable
to monitor programs supported by set-aside fundls.

It is then mandatory, Mr. Chairman; that these States review what
they have been doing and undertake to ,correct the planning failures
that have been so obvious up to this thhe.

As we are looking at the total situation, we believe there are certain
things that need to be done. It is clear that the States must be required
to matcli Federal set-asides for the disadvantaged and handicapped,
At the 'same level they are required to match regular vosAtionaL_
education funds, thereby insuring State and local involvements in
the commitment to these efforts.,

i
orts.,

Another way that it could be done would be to increase the percent-
age of the set - asides for the special need categories.

Mr. Chairman, we don't haw any pathway that would solve the
problem. We think that it is essential that the -States gin e attention
to the problem and to try to bring about effective soliitions and we
would support those solutions.

In Any evgntt the States have enjoyed appeoxiffrately 5 years in
which,to develop a good faith match with Federal dollars and they
have not done so and we believe they should be required to do so
through the leoislation you are now considering. Planning is really the
keynote to all of this.

We note MR. 3992 requires the development and submission to the
Commissioner of a rather comprehensi%e State vocational education
plan. -

We strongly- support such planning requirements for all education
programs.

Due to your efforts-last year title VI, part B. section 612 of Public
LaW 93-3S0 alread requires a detailed State elan for the education
of all handicapped children within the State aged.3 to 21.

iqusly appropriate vocational leducation is a vital ingredient
of that overall education sought for these children. Therefore, the
State planning s oeationaJ education for the handicapped should also
logically he the vocational education component of the Public Law
p3-380 State plain.
, Our statement further denotes the elements that are needed in plan-
ning. It is incredible that we ne,ed to ask that you reqiiire the States
to recognize the rights of hand idtpped children.

7' 6'. . , 1
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However, we feel that we plust,today do so) and that there should be
an assurance that of the total population within the State of persono

o receiving., vocational educational services w holly or partially sup-
ported by this act, that handicapped persons are participating in a
number commensurate AN ith their incidence within the total potential
target poptilati ow for such services.

We think all measures must be undertaken that are possible to insure
the adequate participation of the, handicapped. It is essential that all
phases of work with regal d to the handicapped also be considered.

For example, it is essential that architectural barriers or other bar-
ries be eliminated so that lqualicapped persons can get to the A oca-
tiDnal education programs or an3 other educational programs.

It would be tragic for a person to be denied the benefits of a pro-
gam because be simply can't physically receive it so this must be
attended to.. °

Mr. Chairman, we belies e for many handicapped children their
only opportunities for a A °cation:11 or career education w ill be during
their high school years. _Many of them can't look forward to college
and university attendance.

The schools of the Nation must give these young people a break
and do for them the best it can do for what may be the difference in a
lifetime of success or one of frustration, otter independent living
or dependency. lire emit afford to fail them. -

fr. Chairman, we again thank you for the opportunity to appear
here and close by saying that we Are prepared to make our full re-
sources availahle to you as 3 on further pursue this important educa-
tional act,.

Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank von very much.

q

If it is all right Goodling, we will have the rest of the panel
and then go ahead and ask questions.

Next:
Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman. may it pleaSe the committee, I realize

the corrsittee's time is short sow if h your permiss,ion irl;may take a
couple of minutes to summarize our -fest imon3 for you and en go to
the quest ions.

Of courstt we agree with the er3 excellent statement gi\en4b3 the
Council for Exceptional Children..

I would like to concentrate in my testimony .o n four essential points,
butjrst, since I littler had the pleasure of testifying before this COM-
mirrep. briefly,I should introduce myself.

!. I mini Tames Stearns. I started becoming's-nth e in this area whin
was a senior in college and did a year's reap rrli project on Govt.' art tent
programs for the handicapped.

That year's project le.d in an invitation this lasitpontli froni the
Seerettiky of IIEW to join the National' Ad\ isory Cotincil on Sem ive51t
Ad Facilities for the Disabled. but probably nay best qualifieatioa
for'being here,is simply that I hAN e had some experience in the coun-
seling area and I hale 111so.bech a client of rehabijitation programs,
extensil ely having a mild affikt ion of cerebral palsy. So I will be re fer-
ring to sptIci fie periemices. ,

With me is Harold Benson, director of ottr Washington office of the
United,Cerebral Palsy Associations.

'7
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What I would like to concentrate on are four specific areas.
The first of these is the need foe a set-aside of mone.vs for the handi-

capped. United Cerebral Pals:v believes that thi, set aside of at least
10 percent is essential because without that set-aside niones ;lust will
not be spent on the handicapped individuals who should receive help
under the program.

I think that point has been brought out in the research studies
conducted in the area of vocational educationI won't go into it
further unless there are questions from the committee.

But there are a couple of areas I would like to discuss in dept4The
need for full access to these prop anis, the need for due pi ot ess retina e-
.ment and the need for adequate al id-comprehensi v u educational assess-
ment instead of simple diagnostic labeling.

I feel cry strongly about these three points because I had some
experience with all of them during my rehabilitation career.

The need for full access, as the gentleman prev iously said, is
essent ial.

I remember. for example, when I started out in educational pro-
gi anis. having to go to take a test in a building in Boston. Mass.. where
I had to walk up four flights of stairs to get to that particular test.
As T huff and puffed my way up I thought it ww, very good that I
could get up those stairs but I remember vs ondering at the time if it
hadn't beets possible for rue to walk up there vs hat would hav e hap-
pened. That is the point that it.is essential to make here. These educa-
tional programsliav e to be given ; t, least restrictiv e en ironment.
That relates to architectural ban s. It also relates to the type of
tests that are given and several other factors.

Our Minnesota affiliate had an experience last dear where it found
that some of its clients could not take standardized achievement tests
because they weren't allowed to have helpers in the room to help them
mark their papers. Without the ability to adequately mark their papers
they weren't able to take the test. Not being able to take the test they
weren't able to be mainstreamed into the educational system.

That is the first point I would like to emphasize here. The need for
full access.

The second point which we feel very strongly about is the need for
due process requirement. I know and I hate to admit it, when I was
ill counseling systems I made mistakes. It happens to all of us. But
if there is a mistake made because of a simple misunderstanding or
lacause of a disagreement in particular counseling goals, there has td
be sonic wav that the client can bring that decision to the attention
of authorities. There has to be a Tine process mechanism.

I won't take the committee's time at this point but if the committee
is interested, there are several examples from my own personal expe-
1 iences and experiences of friends that I could relate to the committee.

The third point we feel most strongly about is the need for an
adequate educational assessment and not simply a diagnostic labeling.

If I could use one small example. When I was, I believe it was in
seventh grade. I had to be taken out of my regular school for approxi-
mately 6 months to go to a rehabilitation center. At that center I
AN as placed in a class. After about 5 minutes look at my record, I was
doing work approximately a year or 2, years behind what I did in
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school. Wlien I got back to the School I was hopefully b\it in in regu-
elms.

My teacher came up and -aid lvhat have you been doing for the
last t; months I ,a well. I ha Vc bel`1110illir aglebra. lie said you had
that years ago. What `were you doing with that? I said well, they
told me to dp algebra so T dal.

Then my school complained to the rehabilitation center. The answer
came back and said the boy is ba,ically cerebral palsied. We put him
where we thoutdit he should have been and then the onus came back
on me to question that. But at 1.3 years old I questioned whether the
re-ponsibilitv is on the student to question the educational decls;on.

My point here simply is that that was a ca-e of diaollostic labeling
an l n. -)t. an adequate as,e-ssinent of toy educational potentials. Anyone
taking more than a cursory look at the record would have seen I
shouldn't have been in that class.

Of enu -e. the prolderns are often more cotiaplex titan that simple
example I just gave, but the issue is still the same.

There is a need for an adequate educational assessment instead of
more diagnostic labeling.

Mr. Chairman. I know that I litaYe taken some of your time and if
T could ju-t lose with just a personal expel knee that happenol to
me that I think relates to all we are saying.

I remeniber several years ago as I was ready to go off to college in
my -mall town of New Hampshire I had a friend who also suffered
frouiveerebral palsy but became he w as older and because people like
I rid weren't able to get to him earlier he was unemployed.

He asked me for some help before I went to college, helping him
find a job. From my po,ition a, a news reporter I went around for a
14,1.40 of a few months to try to find him a job and I failed. The reason
I failed is that every time I came. to comet Ling where I thought I might
be able to pmt him in there were three or four skills that he really
needed to do the job effectively and I had to go back to him and say
to him well, if you can't do that I can't get you the job.

So I wa,n't able to or et him the job. The point is that those skills
Were all vocationally elated and the point is that my friend said to me,
Tim, i f I had known, `f somebody ever toldgme I could have done this.

,13rit T am now 22 years old. I have no skills. Where do I have to go
but the welfare line? That is the whole purpose of vocational educa-
tion as it relates to the handicapped. They have to be gotten to early.
They have to he helped.

If t hey are o. tt.e.n to early and if they are helped they can be main-
streamed intet, e educational system and they don't have to be out on
our streets.

I urge we move forward on this vocational educational amendment
and I hope you will give eonsideration of our views.

I am happy at this time to answer any questions you may have.
-31r. LEIFM.SN. Thank you. Jim, and also Mr. Geer, for your not only

enlightening but very moving testiinonv.
Thinking about what you said about tile rehabilitation centers, they

sound more like dehabilitation centers.
- I am concerned also, with the lack of adequate use of the set-aside

money. even what we have now, and I wonder whether your organiza-
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Cons could prepare sona;thing to assist the staff of this committee in
the form 9f an ainciantent that we could possibly insert in this legis-
lation that would event the abuses of the set-aside money by the
States and the m uses of that money that have tended to be strictly
for he use of ational rehabilitation, vocational education for the
handicapped; ,

We all know-about the sidewalks for the handicapped that were
put in that everybody uses. We know that other kinds of money that
didn't ,filter down in the right way to help the handicapped.

The other thing I would like to pursue just a. moment is what kind
of legislation do you think we could work on that would better facil-
itate and make it easier to integrate tiie handicapped vocational people
into the regular classes?

If you could provide us some kind of an input on that. we could write
the legislation that would not isolate and stigmatize this kind ofI
imagine that a vast majority of the handiciapped could be taught in
the same classes as the regular vocational education.

I will finish it off and then I will let vou respond.
I visited one vocational education facility in Vienna last year and

physically handicappedand they have an almost 100-percent gradu-
ate employment record. It is amazing. With the right kind of early
training and .the right kind of guidance and the coordination between
the schools and the industry that they could meet this kind of record
which I am sure far surpasses anything we have in this country.

That is about all I have to say except I thought yours was one of
the best testimonies I have seen so far on this piece of legislation.

Mr. STEauxs. Let me start by first saying. of course. we are very
happy to work with the committee in anyway you feel

Mr. LQ1-31,v.x. Send my office and members of the committee a copy
Of what yon send in so I can knot; Adult is happening, too.

Mr. STEARNS. Let me talk for a moment about the mainstreaming
principle. I think it is important that we write, something into that
legislation to insure putting in handicapped N hatever possible. I do
believe in almost all cases, Mr. Lehman, it is possible to put them in
the same classroom.

As I said to the gentleman from that Council of Exceptional Children
before, if you asked inc one reason why I was able to get out of my
rehabilitation centers down to Washingtonand law school it is because
I was always in a competiti\ e environment and was always able to-
aSsociate with my peer group and I w as not shunted off to sonic separate
classroom.

Perhaps one of the ways Ave can do thismaybe this isn't the only
way, but I think it is necessary to provide training moneys and Some
staff help in legislation to help hire people whocounselors who will
believe in these type of ideas and will be cognizant of the ability of
the handicapped to be in the groupsexcuse me. to be mainstreamed
into the system. I fun not sure exactly what can be written into the laW
to insure this. Perhaps that can be done. But I think it is important
to put some training moneys into the bill to help the States imple-
ment the mainstreaming philosophy.

--But I may turn this over to the gentleman from the- Council for
Exceptional Children because I know they have done some work on
this point.

((1r- , -
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Mr. WEINTR11-11. Mr. Chairman, looking at programs for vocational
education for handicapped kids across the country we found several
phenomena taking place in regard to the 109-percent set-aside as it
relates to the issue of mainstreaming.

First, we found generally the vocational educatol's perceived their
function as meeting what they perceived the jobs demands of the com-
munity. Basically their perception was that, the community didn't want
to hire handicapped people. I don't think that was necessarily so bat ,
that was simply their perception.

Mr. LwmAx. May I interrupt? That problem originated in the
school system that also didn't want to hire handicapped people.

Mr. WEINTRAVII. That is right.
The second perception or feeling on their part was vocational educa-

tion was always having a history of trying to defend itself I imagine.
"We don't work with the dummies. 'We are equal in status to the
academic community.- I can remember in beariirgs in 1068 on the,Sen-
ate side in which Senator Morse asked a group of vocational edVfators
what they perceived as the measure of success of vocational education
and their comment was to cite the number of people who graduated
from vocational education and had gone to college as the;, measure
of success of vocational education.

The first phenomenon that we saw was that people_wlm were advo
cates for the handicapped in the communities were often so frustrated
in trying to encourage and move the vocational education system in the
manner in which they perceived it-should move and flue vocational edu-
cation system being so resistant,to serving handicapped children, but
the result was the vocational educator saying, look,.why don't you take
this 10 percent and go set up some separate,program somewhere else?

So what we find, if we can believe the studies that have been done,
and I note particularly the omnibus study which tells us that 70 per-
cent of the handicapped kids being served in vocational education
are being served in totally segregated, serf-contained programs.

Now. what does that mean ?'What That means is that, one, these, kids
end up with limited N ocational options. If you only have :)0 handi-
capped children ton can't build a comprehensive, vocational technical
school program for those kids. so von end up saying, "You may be-
come a lawn maintenance person, a dishwasher, or wort: in motels. And
that is it. Those are your choices."

Now, we have seen examplesI am sorry Mr. Quie isn't, here.
There is a program called the seise center. It is the vocational tech-
nical high school program that is in his dirt ict. In that facility handi-
capped young adults are integrated into 60 different vocational areas.
They are going to school. going to a vocational program like any
other student in that community.

The prime distinction is that they have provided the backup serv-
ices to help support these kids and help support the stall' in working
with these kids.

Let me give you a simple example. There was one young man
who could not gowho 'wanted to be in a, program toit was lab
work of sonic sort. It required that lie sit on a stool. But, his dis-
ability made it impossible_for him^to sit on the typical lab stool with-
out danger of him failing off or injuring himself.
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tThe serve unit whi is.this technical_assistance unit within the
A oeational education dity made a simple adaptation of the stool.
lliel built a-new st ,so, this luting man can now go through the..
entire prograth situp because lie has a stool to, sit on.

Another example 5 a young man who was engaged in becoming
a truck tinier but ad a disability that made it difficult for him to

t4 read. The problerr4ith that was that in the State of Minnesota. in
. order to pass the tfst to be a truck driler you have to take a writtens.

Vxamination. It wailld Italy been impassible for him to take the writ-
tin examination 4thout assistance. However. he had all the skills of *
YA:ing a truck driger. The serve center helped negotiate between the

(national educutfUnial facility and the State and arranged for some-
6ne to go and,serve as a reader for this young man in taking the
lamination ruled he since passed the examination.
/I I can go oft` Withmany. many examples.

What we More found is that handicapped people. in order to be
integrate + into these facilities. need the kind of backup assistance
,ind the 5tanof these facilities need the backup assistance in order
to make intqyation truly meaningful. ,

It was our thotiglit ia 196S Olen we dime beforeit this committee
and as we read theieport langua,, c that accompanied the bill. it was
mut' hope and bels:43't that this is wlue the 1Q-percent set-aside would

4,-directed:: .,.-,,; ,

What we'havCrpund is that the repot language of this committee,
the report 4tigatil4c of the Senate commi,tee has been totally- ignored.

I ,,press todaf 'we halve to come back before this committee and
basically ask ys(!iiiio take what you said in your reports in 1968 and
now cum ett thiWinto law. We are sorry that that has to happen but
I don't knoW yElvit other options are open.

Mfr. T.F.1,MAN. Thank you.
Mr. Goodli44::
Mr. Zeft;reti? .._

Mr. Halt? f.
Mr. HATA: rirn sorry that I am late. I had a tight schedule.
Jim. I did specially appreciate your testimony and I agree with

\ 011 100 perceiit. I would like to make a ifomment in regards to the
'fr. Iiitg that.piir,ople in 1 twat Iona] education hale had maybe in regards
to i wit ribhinig to the community. I think we could in all fairness say
t liat.generaT.education had their minds 6(1 for a long time also.

I am of the' feeling that a great many principals and superintend-
ents die still college in iented'-und 1 ocatipnal education in inv mind.

lik.,and 1 say tli as a former public Aluml teacher myself. had.to fight too
many hardba les.

I hie be in those systems and it was the idea on the part of some
of die priniapalsand I am sorry to say some of those ill ollidallCe also
that sharpeiwil where you shit& the kids oil and ditin't have any
otle,i place tli put them and somehow they could be taken can' of.

Chairmag.11inkixs. For what it is worth. I would like you to know
the' c i, soinci4mn the commit t ccand others on the committeethat
has empathy with your views. I an familiar w ithvon mentioned
misdiagnosed. I am somewhat familiar II ith mislabeling. I had the
( apt i icnee 6f l'itteing talked with i bib:hen in a iery 1 oval way and had

e

1"." t«
k,
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a good exchange with them that were labeled severely and profoundly
retarded. We know you can't be prufoundl:s. and Se\ evely retarded
atilt carry on a decent conversation.

:4o.1 think we are oil and running in the right directiQn.
I appreciate all your testimony.
We will recess until 9 :30 tomorrow morning.
Thank you for coming.
[Whereupon. at 11:00 a.m.. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

9 :31) a.m.. Thursday. March '2,0. 1975.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows :]

THE NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOI TETI FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN NiA ADULTS,
Clitcayo, Ill., May 20, 1975.Iblll (`.ate, D PERKINS,

C/190011RD, wee on Elementary. Secondary. and Tocationai Education,
Rayburn House Office Itotleleng, Wa:shingtoit. D.C.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN is II statement which the National Easter
Seal Socie0 for Crippled Children and Adults 41111(1 appreciate having included
in the printed rescind of testimony and :statements regarding the Vocational Edit-catbili Act.

Sincerely,
ROBERTA VAN BEEF,

"Wadi tngton Representative.

SIkrINIENT OF THE NAIIONAL EASTLR SEAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED ,CHILDREN AND
ADULTS

The emmerstone of all Easter Seal activities nationwide is the provision of
service to physically handicapped children and adults. Easter Seals continues tosem e more physically disabled individuals than al* other voluntary agency inthe nation. and the fact that 70 percent of all contrilmasl income is expended intheir eare is reflective of the society's ongoing commitment to direct rehabilita-. tke service.

Easter Seal societies served 237.534 handicapped persons) in 1972-73: abouthalf of these w ere children. An additional 131.084primarily parents seekinghelp and advice through Information. Referral and Follow-up programsbrought the total population receiving service to over 308,000 people.With regard to children. the Easter seat society provides both educational andvocational services. It also provides medical rehabilitation services includingspeech therapy and audiology for those with severe communications disorders.
Tho handicapped children served include those w ith physical disabilities and
those with educational disorders. Almost 100.000 people under age 21 were servedin 1973 and of those, about 40% had physical disabilities and a little higher than40% had communication or educational disorders.

For years, we have worked closely a ith the vocational rehabilitation programand our focus has been employment-oriented. Yet, the focus on employment-oriented programs for the handicapped has tended to be on adult;:. The vocational
rehabilitation program clearly focuses on adults and, in fact. children under 13are legally ineligible Under vocational rehabilitation regulations. While physicaland mental restorative services can be financed under the Crippled ChildrensProgram or the Medicaid program, vocational counseling. adjustment and train-ing, services for school age te'hildren are financed only by the vocational education,program and it is not es,ent hilly a program for the handicapped. tint one forthose non-handicapped secondary school st Wen tS mho desire vocational educationrather than college preparation.

However, it seems indisputable that a handicapped child will be better pre-pared for adult life and a vocation it' occupational or vocational programs areavailable to him or 10er while he or she is school age. As such, vocational training
is no different from health services or remedial edncation. '['lie earlier the handi-
capping condition is identified and services made available, the more effectivethe results will be and the more likely the condition will be eliminated or reduced.Ultimately, early identification and Services will limit much more costly future,expenditures in the way of income support, institutional care, etc.
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Ilom can a disabled ehthl lie served w it ii vocational eilut anon pro:gra:tr.' Ili s1,
he can be assisted through those tounseling and relatt7d soda' s rri itt-, a hit h
prepare Min to deal \AIM his disability and to !elide to those people he w ill ha ti
to relate to in a cork asinanent..Second, he uili be assisted in develiqung ap-
Plopmat lurk attitudes and mob alio'', Third. he Can be assisted in identify lug
W irk gtals fur himself. Finally, he tan act ually be pro Med iuc.atuimtl training
in appropriate areas depending upon Ins age, abilities and interests. For 3 oung
adults of 12-16, this may actually an olio ii irk expel 'mice. Stu a program could
iui'lye hulk -study programs, sheltered \culk programs, or summer W ork pro-
grams Clearly, the earlier the disabled t hild is integrated as lolly as his now
disabled tounterpart into life expellent es, the better his chances for such full
integration as an adult. To fail to pruN itle cot ation.il options, guidance and train-
ing for t lahlren and 3 oung adults may be to down. them and our i ucatiolial train-
ing programs for them, to failure

What dues this mean for Via at tonal Ed twathm legislation" First, it means that
planning by States fin the use of V it ational Edat ation !mak must focus tin bandi-
ttapped t hildren and tin it needs, perhaps more than on any other group. The iden-
tification of handicapped t hildren .NN hu could benefit from this program must

le stressed and the needs of those children anal3 zed. Second, there should be a
special set aside of sen We funds required by Federal la AN fur handicapped chil-
dren, and particularly for severity handicapped thildren The percentage must
bear a reasonable relationship to the number of such t hildren in the school ,ya-
tvws telative to the total number of students Clearly, the percentage needs to
be substantially higher than tins ratio because the cost of sem let'S may be aleatei.
Tit, in the long run, this tot W ill hecinat, savings to the Government. The 2:5
:^ rectatimended as an viuniark of tunds fur programs fur both handicapped
anti disatliantaged by the Administration in its bill is too low fur the t wo cate-
gories There are so many eountanically disadvantaged children that :i% of
the Federal funds for them and the handit \Nimbi hardly seem reasonable.
A fifteen percent t 15!'(,) earmark solely for services to the handicapped Nould
seem reasonable.

st hoots With vocational progra MS ;apport tql by the Federal Govern-
meta are HOW. requind to pro\ itle equal ell thAtionalkupport111110 for handicapped
t hildren by Fedi ral law. t Set tion 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.) If a shop
or auto mechanism program is run by a secondary school. and there at e more
than a minimal number 44 handit apped children in the school. that school should
be required to offer a vocational iirttgrain to those handicapped children. In some
cases the shop or auto mechanics program may be appropriate for disabled chil-
dren if there is special counseling and adaptation of equipment , in others, a dif-
ferent program might have to be offered that is relevant to handicapped chil-
dren.

Our point is that Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has special rele-
vance to the Vocational Education Bill and its enforcement W ill assist in serv-
ing the needs of handicapped children by assuring equal participation in the bene-
fits of Federally' funded vocational education programs.

We are most appreciative of.the interest and concern of this Subcommittee, as
expressed by the amendment, to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act which set
aside fu ads fur vocational education for the handicapped. We also appreciate the
opportunity to present our bells on behalf of the physically handicapped.
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